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"

Qciconque

jamais la pliysiologie
"
cate,

I regard

pour se

a une trop haute id6e de la force et de la justesse de ses raisonncmens

croire oblige de leg soumettre a une experience mille et mille fais repetee,

ne perfectionnera

du cerveau." — Gall.

Phrenology

as the only system

of mental philosophy which can to said

to

indi

with anything like clearness and precision, man's mixed moral and intellectual nature, and

as the only

guide short of revelation

for educating him in harmony

with his faculties, as a

being of power ; with his wants, as a creature of necessity ; and with his duties, as an agent
responsible to his Maker and amenable to the laws declared by the all-wise Providence." —

John Bell, M.D.
" To
Phrenology

may be justly conceded the grand merit of having forced the inductive

method of inquiry into mental philosophy,
mental science." — Encyclopedia Britannica,

and thus laid the permanent founda''ons
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Ckthkuvct. E. Beecher.
ElMVARD BeECUER, D.D.

787/.

Henry Ward Beecher.

[Witot.e "So.

HARRIET

38-t.

BEECHER StOWTC.
Thomas K. Be ec her.

THE BEECHERS OF TO-DAY.
TX

is

a

it

the " Autobiography
of Lyman Beecher "
JL
related that when lie was born be was
such
puny child, being of premature birth,

that he was " actually

wrapped up and laid
The mother
aside," as not being fairly alive.
dying, the nurse thought she would look and

Phrenological Journal.

is

fair likenesses of five of them, the most promi
nent and influential of their present generation.
Miss Catharine Esther
The lady at the left
Beecher, the eldest child of Lyman Beecher

she

si

years,

is

a

a

6,

in the
and Roxana Foote, born September
year 1800. Although Miss Beecher has been
valuable worker in the cause of education for
recognized authority in edu
fifty years, and
cational and domestic matters for nearly forty

ill,

at

the

age

of seventy,

an

a

a

a

a

We understand

this earnest

and

indefatigable authoress has in the press of the
Harpers another book of domestic character,
"
called The Housekeeper and Health-keeper."
Like her father and all of her brothers and
sisters, Miss Beecher has an inexhaustible fund
of merry humor, good-nature, and quick wit,
and her heart
as well as good sense
to-day
as genial, as kind, and as young as
was

That sho may long remain
many years ago.
to edify the young by her cheerful and most
sensible instructions, no one who knows her, or
has read any of her books, can fail to wish
most heartily.
at the right of the group in our vig
Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe, wife of Prof.
Calvin E. Stowe, D.D., distinguished orientalist
and biblical scholar. It almost superfluous to
say anything of this lady. Her career has been

The lady

nette

a

;

a

now the general feeling
pardonable error
and habit of Christian communities are against
these brutish indulgences.
But our theme is, ihe Beechen of to-day;
and at the head of this sketch we have given

older work.

is

is

It

intemperance stand yet, and are every day
to him and
growing and l>eariiig fruit.
his fellow-workers that we owe the change in
public opinion on that matter; whereas, in
his day, even among the best and most pious
men, drinking was universal, and drunkenness

it

But the beneficent effects of his great efforts
in the cause of saving men from the curse of

Mrs. H. B. Stowe (through the publishing house
of
B. Ford & Co., New York), and its con
densed form, arranged for schools, under the
title of " Principles of Domestic Science," have
naturally superseded the circulation of the

just result of her natural

gifts, assiduously
and industriously applied.
will
be noticed of all this ftimily that they are great
cultivated

It

a

a

a

wave in which the temperance reform swept
over the whole country.
His doctrinal con
tests have passed away, leaving only
reputa
tion for him as
bold, strong, original thinker,
brilliant, powerful writer and orator.
and

Economy," which has been for thirty years a
standard school-book for young ladies, until
within few years the issue of " The American
Woman's Home," by herself and her sister,

a

;

is

a

it

troversies which convulsed New England fifty
years ago, and of the beginning of the resistless

;

is,

Concerning Dr. Lyinan Beecher little can be
of the last generation
said here.
His fame
was
part of the mighty theological con

a

of the American people would have
an unknown clement
We propose to
take a brief look at what that influence has
and at the mode of its exertion.
been and

minds
been

range of experience and of thought, and
peculiar facility for explaining and making
clear the " whys and wherefores " of things,
in
Some of her
simple and forcible style.
" Manuals of Arithmetic,"
and
writings are,
elementary instruction - books in Theology,
"
Mental and Moral
Domestic
Philosophy,
"
Service,"
Housekeeper's
Receipt - Book,"
"Letters on Health and Happiness," " Com
mon Sense Applied to Religion," " Domestic

is

taken a second look of curiosity at that halfdead child, the immense influence of Lyman
Beecher and his children upon the hearts and

a

On what slender threads God hangs mo
mentous events ! Had the careless nurse not

by her writings on educational and domestic
topics in the current periodical literature of
the last forty years, and by her books, which
evince
mind,
wide
very busy, fruitful

a

a theologian, preacher, and reformer in
God's service ; and became proverbial as " the
father of more brains than any man in
America."
as

high standard and reputation for excellence.
teacher, and
very success
ful one, she has been chiefly known perhaps

For many years

J.

clear-headed father, the blacksmith, the chance
of getting a liberal education ; lived a virtuous
and useful life; achieved a grand reputation

to hear of her having
ac
cepted once more the position of Principal of
the Hartford (Conn.) Female Seminary, an insti
tution which she herself founded nearly fifty
years ago, and which has ever since maintained

were astonished

is

Yet
quart pot, and the Hd shut down.
lived, throve, grew in
this puny weakling
strength of body and of mind ; received from his

a

active, energetic, clear-headed, and indefati
gable laborer. This very autumn, her friends,
and the many thousands who have known of
her long and laborious career of usefulness,

a

if the infant did breathe, and finding that
he did, concluded to wash and dress him,
" It's a
saying,
pity he hadn't died with his
mother I" And it is also told of him that he
was so small he could be, and was, put into
see

[Jan.,

a

6

THE B EEC HERS OF TODAY.

1871.]
Genius

sorter*.

they all have, in one direc
that

tion or another ; bat they have regarded

And
well understand that the
which the writer and the orator gain,

as a call, not

to laziness, but to labor.

young people may as
facility

by which they

seem

so easily to coin money

just

and to mold men's minds, is acquired

as

the musician's

art is, by long, patient, perse
vering effort— by training— by hard work.
Mrs. Stowe commenced what we may call

life as a teacher in Miss Catharine's
Born in 1812, Harriet was
Seminary.
about fifteen or sixteen years old at that time.
her outward
Hartford

The children

older than she were Catharine,
William (for-uwmy years a resident pastor in
Brookfield, Mass.), Edward, of whom we shall
h»Te more to say presently, Mary (now the
widow of the late Hon. Thomas C. Perkins, a
lawyer of Hartford, Conn.), and
prominent
George (a minister, accidentally shot in 1843,
in Chilicothe, O., where he was settled).
It is hardly necessary to rehearse the early
life of Harriet Beecmer : her residence

in Cincin
of Lane
Theological Seminary, her marriage there with
Professor Stowe in 1836, and her first publish
ed sketches of New England life and charac
ter (a theme of which she is regarded as the
most brilliant and fascinating expositor), which
were gathered in a volume of much popularity,
"
The Mayflower," — these «re familiar points to
nati,©., when her rather was at the head

After this came, in 1850,
public.
with her husband to Brunswick,
Maine; the writing there, in 1851-2, of "Un
the reading

her removal
cle Tom's

Cabin," founded very largely upon
had herself seen and heard of the
workings of slavery in Kentucky, just across
the river from Cincinnati, where she had lived
what

she

so many years ; the subsequent removal to
Andover ; two trips to Europe, with " Geogra
" Dred," " The Pearl of
phy for my Children,"
Orr's Island," "The Minister's Wooing," and
"Agnes of Borrento " interspersed ; the removal
to Hartford, Conn., in 1864, and the building
there of a beautiful home ; the strange impulse

of inconsiderate generosity which led her to ex
in the
Byron matter for the sake of clearing the repu

pose herself to the basest, misconception

of felic
immensely popular papers in the
Monthly, afterward re-published and

tation of a dear friend ; her long series
itous

and

Atlantic

sold in book form — "Little Foxes,"
"
House and Home Papers," etc. ; the writing
of "Old Town Folks," understood to be largely
widely

Dr. Stowe's reminiscences of his
own childhood ; the continuance
of " Sam
"
in the Atlantic ; the
Lawson's Stories
founded upon

running

1

of "Pink and White Tyranny" in Old and
New ; and now the beginning of one of her
"
My Wife
most charming and delightful tales,
and I," in her brother's weekly religious paper,
the Christian Union — all this record of activity
and fertility, and hundreds of articles in the
various periodicals of the times, are well known
to our readers.

Mrs. Stowe in person is delicate and small,
with black, curling hair and bright, gray eyes.
Her sunny smile gives a singularly pleasing ex
pression to a face not especially attractive in
repose, when its look is thoughtful, inward,
and reclusive. Her manner is quiet and re
fined ; her mood variable — sometimes ab
stracted and unconscious of surrounding mat
ters, sometimes gay and merry as a child, some
times gentle and tender, often earnest, warm,
and animated. But the prevailing tone of her
mind and temper seems to be that of kindness
and gentle consideration for others.
The picture from which our likeness is en
graved was taken some years ago, and repre
sents Mrs. Stowe as younger, stronger, more
impulsive than she appears at present ; but it
was deemed best to present this view of her.
The rather keen look of brow and eye which
our artist has given is not altogether true to
her gentle face, and the upright, independent
air of the head has now given place to a qui
But there is
eter, more drooping carriage.
A
nothing depressing in her habitual look.
stranger might think her pensive and absorbed
if he chanced upon her in one of her inward
moods; but a few minutes' conversation with
her would leave the impression of a refined in
telligence, a sweetness of temper, and, if occa
sion served, a merry humor well seasoned with
wit, that will keep her face young and bright
under whatever lines advancing age may write
upon it.
Mrs. Stowe writes rapidly and easily, in a
delicate running hand. Sometimes when over
worked she dictates to an amanuensis. " Uncle
Tom's Cabin" was nearly all written in that
manner— though Mrs. Stowe is accustomed to
say of that book that she did not write it; it
was given to her ; it passed before her. She
but told what she saw; and long before her
millions of readers (literally millions !) came to
weep over the death-bed of little Eva, she her
self, lamenting that the fair child must die, had
to deny the entreaties of her own weeping

children, who read the tale from week to week,
that Eva might get well.
Eva died; she had
to tell it as it came to her, and suffered in so
doing. This is a notable instance of the true

8
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inspiration of genius, which seems often to be
used as the instrument of some power or miud
greater than itself, controlling and directing it.
Mrs. Stowe is a rapid and fertile writer ; her
naturalness, simplicity, pathetic power, deli
cate fancy, rich humor, and keen wit being
elements made effective by a style of such clear
ness that it is transparent to the most casual
reader, and especially attractive to the critical
student of the art of composition.
The deep
moral sense underlying all her writings is a
safeguard and an element of permanent power
upon the popular miud, which writers of fiction
Never didactic or dogmatic,
rarely attain.
Mrs. Stowe always writes with a purpose, and
avowedly uses fiction as a vehicle for instruc
tion.
But her "moral" generally "points"
itself, and itself " adorns the tale " which she
creates to serve it. She is one of the few writ

of whom readers seem never to tire.
On the lower left-hand corner of our group
is the broad and intellectual brow of Dr. Ed
This, the second son of Dr.
ward Beecher.
ers

him first a captain and finally a lieutenantcolonel — from which position he retired at tin:
close of the war and is again preaching, at
Owego, N. Y.
Thomas K., whose face appears in the lower
right-hand corner of our group, is between
Charles and James in age, and, with James
and Isabella (Mrs. John Hooker, of Hartford,
Conn.), is a child of Dr. Beecher's second wife.

Miss Porter, of Portland, Me., all the others be
ing children of his first wife, Miss Foote; his
third wife, Mrs. Jackson, of Boston, M:iss.,
bearing him no children, but sustaining and
comforting his last years.
TUomas was a
graduate of Illinois College, trained under the
ministration of his elder brother Edward. Of
a prompt, keen mind, his bent was for the
natural sciences, and his originality and me
chanical talent seemed to so designate him for
a teacher or operator in natural philosophy

that his father almost

which

gave up the purpose
held of making all

he very tenaciously

Lyman

his sous preachers of the Gospel. For some
years he followed the profession of a teacher
and afterward in Hartford,
in Philadelphia,

some time a tutor there ; then for some ten
years had charge of the old Park Church in
Boston ; then went in the true missionary

Conn., with marked success; but finally, urged
by religious convictions, he went into the min
istry, and is now pastor of a large and influen
tial parish in Elmira, N. Y. His friends and
parishioners claim for him a very remarkable
He is odd in his ways of speech,
genius.
quaint in conceplion, and peculiar in style,

Beecher, has for years been known
among scholars and thinkers as a man of high
scholarly attainments and great force of mind.
Valedictorian of his class at Yale, he was for

spirit to the wilderness of Illinois to be Presi
dent of Illinois College, founded by Sturtevant
and other able young men of that day; theu
was again for a decade of years pastor in Bos
ton, and for a dozen years past has been quietly
settled in Galesburg, 111., where he is much
beloved and respected. Dr. Beecher has been
for many years a productive writer and a forci
ble sermonizer, though not a natural orator. He
has been especially known by his books : " The
Conflict of Ages," " Baptism, its Import and
Modes," " The Papal Conspiracy Exposed," etc.

He

is still living, working, preaching, and writ
ing for the religious periodicals of the day, and
is widely esteemed
by all who know him or
have come within the calm, strong influence

of his mind.
Charles, for many years a minister in Massa
chusetts, is a man of marked musical and artis
tic tastes.
His health compelling him to give

both of conversation and oratory. But he, too,
— which is the strong
has the family tjuud xei<ne
est and best foundation any man can have to

on — and his quickness, queerness, and
peculiarity serve to point but not to harm his
moral strength, great goodness of heart, clever
reading of human nature, apt and practical
preaching power. As an indication of his way
of thinking, we may refer to a little book of his
"
just published, called Our Seven Churches."
form of eight very in
in
the
in which he gives,
teresting and characteristic lectures, the dis
build

point-s in the Roman Catholic,
Episcopalian, Methodist, Baptist,
Congregationalist, Unitarian, and Universalis!
"
churches, the last two being grouped as Lib
It is a capital little book, and
eral Christians."

tinctive

good

Presbyterian,

contains many thoughts which Christians may
Strange 1
to think of each other.

well learn

up preaching, be is now cultivating tropical
fruits in the rich lands of Florida.
James, the
youngest son, was, during his early manhood,
a sailor ; then a missionary in the East Indies ;
then a minister in the United States ; a chap
lain during the late war, before the close of

of
that to speak well of one's fellow-followers
" odd,"
"
original,"
Christ should be accounted
"
queer," — but so it has been called. Thomas
K. Beecher is a man of power, and withal a
comparatively young man, between forty and

which his

fifty ; not yet at his prime, for he is a strong,

military ardor and ability made

The beechers

of today.

n

temperate, healthful,

of his writings; and especially after having

home and a love

by some good fortune chanced
personally and had even a brief
the genuineness, the real human
the man.
Mr. Beecher is not

genial man, with a happy
of God's work— all of which
of bodily and spiritual thrift promise

conditions

him growth and expansion.

We have left to the last one who in many re
fairly he called the foremost man

spects may

— Henry Ward Beech er. The char
acteristics of his face, the center of our group
of heads, are well known.
For many years a
of his time

man, he has heen " slaughtered," as
he says, in many a poor picture ; and, so far as
representing him in his best phase is concerned,
prominent

his assassins ! His face
in an early
November day— at one time stern and strong,
cold, indeed, under the shadow of a cloud, and
we fear we are among

has as many looks

as a mountain

glowing with light, radiant with

again warm,

a

high beauty.

There is this difference;
reflects the moods of the
surrounding atmosphere, while this man seems
rather to make moods and atmospheres for
strange

that the mountain

It

is singular that the marked and
tone of every member of this
Beecher family, as shown in the habitual look
of their faces, is sunny, bright, happy, and
others.

characteristic

while almost every engraved portrait of
any of them that has appeared, is
We
severe, strong, almost hard in expression.
must confess to the- same mode of representa
tion in our portraits — which is not a misrepre

kind;

to meet him
experience of
naturalness of
" the
greatest

genius that ever lived," but we honestly be
lieve that, after he shall have passed away,
and the generation upon which he exercises
so powerful a control shall have become food
for history, though personal enthusiasm will
no longer speak and write of him with the exag
gerations of affection, the more critical judg
ment of after-times will award him a higher
niche than his cotemporaries do, as a leader
of thought, as an influence in moral life, as a
seer of great spiritual truths, as a wise and
helpful guide of the heart of the common people
in this nineteenth century.
The foundation principle of Mr. Beecher's

public career seems to be the worth of man, as
a beloved child of God ; and he has this advant
age over many men, that his public life and
his private life are based upon the same rock,
and are built up together ou the same plan into
noble edifice, subserving a common
lofty purpose. One need only listen attentively
a single

them, or

to Mr. Beecher's sermons before his great con
gregation (or, if at a distance, read them, as
they appear weekly in the little pamphlet,
Plymouth Pulpit), to discover that he believes

sentation because

it is a phase that does belong
at times, and in so far is fair.
And it is with the modification
suggested by
what we say of their inner life and the ordinary

this

to their faces

its

of them.
Mr. Beecher being naturally a man of strong
individuality and independence of character,
especially as regards the public, in whose eye
he, in common with all other men of official
faces above engraved as portraits

particularly
clergymen, must
live, early conceived a dislike to

and

function,
constantly

titles and honorary
Mends.

degrees, as really meaning
than the favor of a few influential
Hence, except the academic and the

ological

degrees

little more

which

he

earned as a stu
any titles

dent, he has never accepted or worn

"

—any

Doctorate

or anything

else,

"—

either of laws or divinity
though they were in years

gone by quite frequently

offered him, until his

friends and admirers began to appreciate that
"
"
plain
Henry Ward Beecher was title enough.

It

for one with any enthusiasm
to write coolly and critically
of such a man, after having come under the
is difficult

in his

nature

powerful

magnetism

of his public

ministra

tion, or the scarcely less affecting attractiveness

made and developed by God
man, to serve as man's educators, as
instruments of man's instruction and eleva
tion — not necessarily that man may be "hap
"
py here, hut that he may be fitted to live and
work for God after he has left this little schoolhouse, which, like the lesser school-house of
to

have been

for

the boy, seems the all-important
thing just
now. As Jesus said : "The Sabbath was made
for man, not man for the Sabbath," so, rever

ently reading in the Master's special applica
tion the general principle underlying
Mr.
Beecher has been one of the earliest and strong
it,

send forth the

of those leaders of the
times who have been reversing the old estab
lished order by which the individual was sac
est and most effective

rificed to the good of the organized institu
tion, the citizen for the state, the man for the
and who
ordinance, the soul for the church
;

of their look, that we

kindliness

earth, with all its human institutions,
its states, its ecclesiastical
civilizations,
organizations and their forms of ordinances,

teach that the best institutions grow from noble
individuals, strong states from worthy citizens,
useful ordinances from earnestly pious men,
pure churches from souls educated in the love

of Christ

Like wise builders, they begin

to

Phrenological Journal.

mineral

to vegetable, and from vegetable to
animal life, and still more notably the intro
duction of the soul into the highest type of
animal, man, — these chasms, impassable to the
careful foot of science, are crossed by him with
the clear-seeing eye of faith, which discerns the

of

:

is

is

fold the same characteristic central idea, that
man
to be trained, that from the
the u/iole
physical he may grow to the enjoyment and
use successively of his aflectional, social, intel
lectual, moral, and, lastly, spiritual manhood.
Earnestly working upon individual hearts,
happens
and studying their special needs,
that Mr. Beechcr affects multitudes, — for human
nature stands in long pcrspcclive lines, and
gunner gets an accurate range on one man,

mate connection of the material and the spiritual

a

Creator there.
And so, using the real advances
of science as steps over which he is constantly
leading his people, he devotes an unusual
amount of attention to expounding the inti

attention with such higher themes as
"
the
prayer, " the preciousness of Christ,"
" human
hidden life," " the power of love,"
"
ideas of God," " the way of coming to Christ
— titles which we find in the contents of
the second series of his Plymouth Pulpit ser
mons yet all, even of these, embrace and en
his

if

tions of believers in the theories of devel
opment of higher forms of life out of lower
forms; because the two gaps which the ma
terialists do not bridge, — the change from

fectiveness of life
rightly and naturally
made use of), how to get out of bad habits and
into good ones— how, in short, to apply to
practical every day life the truths of God's
These topics share
word and God's universe.

it

made intelligible by the phrenologists, because
they are simple, sensible, natural, and excellent
in their application to his ideas of mental
growth and action. He finds no danger in the
general line of reasoning based on the observa

It apparently with this idea in mind that
Mr. Beecher gives so much time and effort to
preaching about morality, how to live, how to
work, how to treat one's neighbors, how to act
in relation to questions of great public interest
"
as
called), how to regulate
politics
and use in their proper way the passions,
(which, he says, are the steam-power and ef
if

as seem to him fairly established by investiga
tors, and making good use of them in his phi
losophy and teaching. For instance, he almost
invariably uses the phrases and general systematization of mental operation invented and

manhood.

it

themselves toward the

is

men to train

perfect manhood set forth in the example of
Jesus Christ, Mr. Beechcr is peculiar among
preachers for his eager following up of the
scientific developments of the day, promptly
accepting such portions or principles of science

of

individual

" Till we all come in the unity of
teaching
the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of
God, unto a perfect man, unto the measure of
the stature of the fullness of Christ."
To him,
the science
growth unto peifect
religion
is

at the bottom, they

;

work on the masses,
they labor to inspire the people with a love of
God, of each other, of intelligence, of right liv
ing, in view of life after death.
Seeking always the best means of inspiring
build

("

10

realms as different parts of tlie tame universe.
The reality of spiritual truths is made a famil
iar thought ; the naturalness of what men call
" the supernatural " is
constantly enforced and
illustrated ; the wisely designed use of the phys

of uninterrupted

a

;

it

his shot will rake a thousand — provided
goes
with force enough. Both these conditions Mr.
and now, at fiftyBeecher constantly fulfills
life
eight years of age, he can look back over
and signal usefulness,

of im

mense labor and effectiveness — and his prospect

And by this familiarizing of the general mind
with the realities of soul-life, both in the
men are helped to carry the
body and out of

even grander features.
A sensitive, blundering, imaginative, goodnatured, mischievous, unstudious boy, he rep

future life in their thoughts, not as
Sunday
mood, nor
church notion, nor
thing out
side of themselves, to be taken up when they
"
want to be religious," but as constant, pleas
ant, natural motive inciting to
spontaneous
self-training here in order to
right devel

resents

opment of the soul for its true life in the tuture.
favorite quotation of his
the thirteenth
verse of the fourth chapter of Ephesians, which
fair epitome of the aim of his
indeed seems

college he paid especial attention to the arts of
for however naturally
man may
elocution
take to oratory, he has to learn clear articula

a

a

a

if

a

But he must
himself to have been.
have been
boy whose sight was quick for na
ture, whether in the fields and woods, or after
birds and animals, or among his fellows. His
school and college days do not seem to have
been notable for anything, save that when at
a

is

A

not opening so long
vista,
for future work,
wider scope of
we believe, command

docs,

;

a

a

a

a

a

a

it,

ical and material, as a training-ground for the
spiritual, is the basis of much of his so-called
"
lecturing, instead of preaching the Gospel."

tion, ease of carriage, force and grace of ges
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i

we may say-

tion.
these

heard him speak ; though we may say in passhie that, favorite as he is on the lecture-platforms

all over the land, he is never
of Plymouth Church -r his

of the lyceums

heard at his best out

eats, and sleeps methodically and wisely), he
bids fair to live many years yet, and to have at
least ten more years of ripe, rich, well-matured

Just now he
carrying
working-power.
He preaches every Sunday two
large load.
sermons, which, not written out, but thought
out in his study, come fresh and alive from his
lips, and are phonograph ically reported by Mr.
T.

a

if

of all, naturalness of tone and inflec
That Mr. Beecher is an easy master of
arts is patent to. every one who ever

is

rare, and what is strangest but,
so, truest

the past two or three years Mr.
been preaching, so say those who
have heard him for the past twenty-two years,
His early labors and
better than ever before.
tn experience of severe poverty, privation, and
doable work of fanning and preaching during
ten years in the West, developed in him very

antly borne — witness the thousands who hear
him, and the many other thousands who read
him throughout America, England, and the
islands of the sea. But he also has his Fri
day-night church prayer-meeting to lead, at
" lecture - room
which his familiar
talks" on
themes of Christian experience bring immedi

courage, toughness of back
physical and moral), independence
and freedom of utterance that have

and these again are taken
ate help to many
down as they issue from his mouth. Every
week they appear in the young but already
widely-known
religious paper of which Mr.
Beecher
the editor — the Christian Union,

he

a

formed by the Rev. George S. Merriam,
young
man of marked journalistic abilities, who has
before him,
he continues as soundly and as
career of eminent
the paper
with close solicitude, marking out lines, direct
ing, guiding, gradually shaping things to his
"
own notions, writing, sometimes
merry Star
Article" with
behind
the
thought always
laugh, sometimes good-natured but complete
"
reply to some carping critic or heresy-hunter,"

brilliantly
usefulness.

it,

either kindly or criti
or print about
It not extravagant to say that not
day passes over this country without some dis
cussion, or dissection, or quotation, or condem
cally.

a

is

write

nation of something

which "Henry

Ward

says." If any one has right to com
the aforesaid Beecher,
plain of this,
surely
and no one else
for all that the rest of us have
to do
to let him alone — only we don't, and
is

;

is

it

a

Beecher

apparently can't
Unless Mr. Beecher

a

a

Its general tone and temper are much like its
editor's — genial, cheery, courteous, warm
hearted, and good-natured, while relishful and
able always.

Mr. Beecher's works, " Lectures to Young

" Star Papers," " Fruits, Flowers,
and
"
Farming,"
Eyes and Ears," " Views and Ex
periences of Religious Subjects," " Norwood,"
and some others, have been published at vari
ous times by different houses.
We understand

!

Men,"
a

is

should die suddenly
man of full
possible, because he
(which
habit and an immense brain-worker, but not
is

sometimes an article on general religious
shower of bright editorial
themes, sometimes
notes — and, in some fruitful and overflowing
The Clirutian Union
week, all sorts together
but year old.
level
already stands on
with the best journals of its class.
It by the
secular press generally called " the best relig
ious paper in the country," and we understand
that its circulation
already extraordinary.
is

It

probable, because he knows himself, and works,

follows

!

this everlasting Beecher, Beecher,
"
is Beecher everywhere !
Well, what is to be done about it ? Every
thing he writes or says seems to be of sufficient
interest for some one to take it up and talk or
Beecher.

Beecher

is

of

"tired

Mr.

a

to see how universally this
have permeated the public
mind.
Some Philadelphia paper in criticising
a lately issued volume of his sermons said the
were well enough, but they were
sermons
is astonishing

a

It

man's thoughts

is

of his earnestness.

as he has begun,

a

discussion
brilliant

a

or action, have been made not only
with his genius, but hot with the ardor

another care.
Of course Mr. Beecher
not specifically and in detail edit this
That work
paper of his.
admirably per
Here

does

is

the newly-formed
"Plymouth Church" in
Brooklyn, N". Y., he has been a living, growing
The pulpit, the press, the
power in the land.
lecture-platform, the political arena, the social
gatherings of public bodies, the focal points of
all great developments of public sympathy or

a

his more eminent years. Since
in 1847, he came to be pastor of

It

characterized
the day when,

is

bone (both
of opinion

if

fully the natural

is

Within

Beecher has

;

is

his three thousand auditors that

power over

a

and the lofty themes which
fill him with a

he there treats, inspire him and

J.

gets and gives nowhere else.

Ellinwood for publication week by week
in Plyrnouth Pulpit.
This would be tremen
dous test of the frnitfulness of any man's mind
in extempore talk, and yet the test
triumph

own pulpit-platform,

one

attempts to trace his

of his labor, that any
thing like
complete sketch of him
impos
sible here.
We must be content to have indi
cated what seems to us the central idea of bis
whole career as
public speaker and writer —
the incitement of men to self-government and
to the training of their whole nature, by the
help of faith and love in Christ Jesus, toward
the perfect manhood of immortality with God
— and to have given some brief account of the
is

;

public will practically appreciate.
Much of Mr. Beccber's thought and time arc
" The
Life of Jesus,
given to his great work,

out

steps in all the directions

a

is

a

is

now expected to be issued next spring) are
collecting his various works and mean to
sue
uniform edition of them — an enterprise
to be commended, and certainly one that the

to be followed

[Jajt.,

a

<Sr

Co., (lie publishers of
that Messrs. J. B. Ford
Talks," Plymouth Pithis " Lectnre-Room
pit, and the Christian Union, and having in
hand his "Life of Jesus, the Christ" (which

NA L .
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means by which he has labored for the promul
gation of that idea in his teachings and writ
ings, by pulpit, platform, newspaper and book.
He
man who, more eminently and success
fully than any other man of our time, has
mastered the art of using those four prime en

tian world lias been waiting for."
Mr. Beechcr
rapid but not easy writer.
He complains that he feels the bondage of the
pen, and never can evolve his thoughts so clear
or so well on paper as he can when " think

And being thus eminent amid whole gen
eration, he
surely the fitting central figure in
our group of an eminent family.

a

is

a

a

is

gines of modern thought, and by them moves
the great masses of intelligent people wherever
the English language
spoken among men.
is

a

a

is

;

it

is

ly

ing on his legs." But he does
vast deal of
writing for all that, and there are few men who
have so large an amount of current printed

is
a

This will contain the ripest fruits
nf his studies among men, and books, and art, as
well us his apt and striking expositions of the
The ground
familiar one to
Scriptures.
him and yet to treat so grand
theme, and
one so ably developed by scholars and writers,
no light task.
Some most competent judges
who have read portions of this book, affirm
that
will he found to be " the book the Chris
the Christ."

THE IMPORTANCE

OF CHEMISTRY.

BY CFIARLES A. JOT.

IF

arc rare.
Such abundance can not come from any mind
or any genius, however great, unless
be one
stored with great wealth of material from

We arc not certain that we arise
from the perusal of all this erudition with any
clear conception of the real scope and intent
of chemistry. The popular notion is, that to

without.
This
Mr. Beecher's case, however
for in addition to his constant and careful study
of mankind and the affairs of the world, he

few unsavory smells, make loud re
produce
ports, burn one's fingers, amuse little children,
and break
large quantity of crockery
all
that can be learned in the chemical lectureroom — and hence in the minds of many the
one that ought not to occupy much
study
attention in the instruction of our schools and

a

is

is

it

what he
talking about, and has learned
not
by observation or study. He
tmperfirial talker or thinker; he goes to the roots of
things.
:

is
a

But this theme
tempting one we must
stop short and leave it. There arc so many
sides to Mr. Beecher's life, and so many roads

a

on

is

a

a

is

time that such ignorance should
colleges. It
be dispelled, and to this end popular informa
tion ought to be disseminated upon the true
character and importance of the science.
It the business of the chemist to investi
gate everything in the universe — to describe
its properties and to determine its uses. For
merly this research was confined to the narrow
bounds of this globe; at the present time the
sun and stars are brought down to earth to be
examined in the laboratory, and we are in
fair way to learn the origin of all heat and

a

which he draws an illustra
will generally bo found that he knows

the realm from

tion,

it

is

out-door nature finds food on his little modelfarm at Peckskill, N. Y. And indeed, whatever

scholars who have written

is

;
is

a

is
a

an ever-growing

the learned

the subject

is

it

is

reader of good books, and has
library of the best literature
in every possible direction.
He
great lover
of art, and has, besides books and histories in
that department,
choice collection of paint
His love of flowers and
ings and engravings.
an omnivorous

of

a

we open
dictionary, encyclopedia, or
school-book, we shall find
definition of
chemistry tracing the word back to the Arabs,
and utterly confounding us with the wisdom

is

matter constantly setting forth the labors of
their minds. Indeed, we can think of no one
man who
so voluminous in public ministra
tions; and even of those who are less plentiful
in quantity, his equals in quality and efficiency

light, and eventually

to

apply

them

to

our

THE IMPORTANCE OF CHEMISTRY.
A study that includes the whole crea
appear

weighs no more in consequence, and when it
is cold returns to its original size; but if the
same bar of iron be heated in contact with sul

compre
hensive to satisfy the most ambitious seeker
after truth, and it would seem at first glance to
be a hopeless task.
It is not, however, so diffi
to be sufficiently

phur, it unites with the sulphur and produces
from either of its
This is called chemical action.
constituents.

a new body very different

as it appears upon first presentation.
There arc a great many compounds in nature,
but they are all made up of sixty-five elements.
There arc many thousand words in our lancult

lie splits
forces.
up everything into its elements, and then ob
serves the behavior of these elements when
they arc brought in contact with each other.
By exchanging one element for another, new
and different compounds are formed, just as
The chemist studies contact

the number of letters is only
We can easily learn to know our
letters, and soon can spell words and finally
form them into sentences.
The same letters
are nsed on all occasions, some of them fre
quently, some rarely; we recognize tliern the
moment we see them.
The world, to the
chemist, is a big book made up of sentences
while

iruape,

twenty-five.

and words

moving letters about will give us different
We know; in advance
words and sentences.
what the effect of exchanging one letter for
another will be.
It is a simple exercise in

But in nature we can not tell what
spelling.
the effect of substituting one element for an
other will be until we have tried the experi
therefore, an experimen
ment. Chemistry

in

we can read the works

sions,

is,

characters,
sixty-five
which he calls elements.
As soon as we are
able to recognize these elements on all occa
written

All of the reasoning in the world
could not prove to me that sugar will dissolve
in water. It
only after we have tried the
experiment that we know it.
Recent researches have gone far to place

of nature and

tal science.

is

understand them. Many of these fundamen
tal substances are so rare that only a few per
sons have ever seen them, and the number of

may be sjid to be in daily use is
of letters in our own alpha
bet. It will tints be seen that the perusal of
the book of nature is analogous to the study of
them that

open that no man can shut it.

What, then, is chemistry ? It is the science
of forces that act upon ponderable matter at
insensible distances. Anything that has weight

of inquiry on the part of a
All of the forces of chemistry act in
and the result is a new body. In phys

is a fair
chemist.
contact,

subject

ics the forces operate at great distances, often

without any permanent change in the body
acted upon.
For example, heat, light, elec
tricity, and magnetism exert their power at
great distances, without producing a perma
nent change in the body acted upon.
A cur
rent

of electricity around a piece of soft iron
it into a magnet, but the moment the

converts
current

ceases

mines.

Heat

the magnetic property deter
expands a piece of iron, but it

a

,

a

of geology

and mineralogy, we have made
great progress in our knowledge of the for
mation and composition of the crust of the
earth.
Physiology could hardly be called
science until chemistry was pressed into its

a

and the book is now thrown so wide

mination,

service, and the laws of vitality are better
understood; and diseases more readily healed
since we have learned the action of matter in

It
sometimes said that
all of its relations.
the same as the
the child of the present day
child of two thousand years ago, and those who
make the assertion mean that the school-boy
nowadays must begin as low down in the
is

of the
of exter

; the progress

is

They are too late

science has been too great to admit

as the lad of the Augustan
There
great fallacy in such statement.
When we meet
boy wending his way to
parcel of books under his arm,
school with
we were to examine the pack we should find
scale
age.

of knowledge

a

world.

These faculties
soning, and sound judgment.
were less cultivated by the ancients, and hence
the small number of discoveries made by them.
Since chemistry was applied to the study

a

Almighty, and hence the degradation and
Those who opp»se
superstition of past ages.
the introduction of the study of chemistry into
our schools wish to make a scaled book of the

part in chemical investigation.
The faculties of the mind are admirably
trained by
science that requires the closest
observation, quick perception, accurate rea

if

but the language that we generally
of man, while the lan
guage of the universe is the voice of God.
Man. in his ignorance and vanity, has pre
ferred his own utterances to those
of the
language;

The
chemistry among the exact sciences.
are well understood, the
forces acting in
results are constant, the laws capable of precise statement, and of late years higher math
ematics have been made to play
conspicuous
it

scarcely so great as

study is the utterance

13

a

wants.

tion would

is
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that the most elementary treatise contains sci

14

Phrenological Journal.

entific information that was either entirely un
known at the time of Plato and Aristotle, or
was only in possession of men of their advanced
Our boys really begin on a higher
platform than was ever attained by Aristotle,
and thej- can afford to laugh at the droll mis
learning.

takes constantly made by Pliny in his Natural
History ; they ought, however, to put some
check upon their merriment by the reflection

that future generations will laugh quite as
heartily at us for our ignorance and blunders
as we now do at the ancients.
Chemistry is the science to which we are in
debted for the chief progress we have made in
and the arts.
We owe to it the
comforts we enjoy in our households; our
clothing and books are cheaper in consequence
of it; our food has improved; our medicines
have increased ; we have glass for our houses,
and lenses for our optical instruments ; metals

civilization

obtained from ores ; colors wrought from
the most repulsive objects ; one discovery after
another accumulating has raised a vast struc
are

[Jan.,

The burning of sulphur was shown to yield
that could be converted Into oil of
vitriol ; this oily substance poured upon com
mon salt gives us hydrochloric acid, and soda
ash has done more for civilization
than any
other chemical compound that was ever made.
us a gas

Faraday observed that some gasscs could be
converted into liquids in glass tubes; on this
observation rests nearly all of the inventions
for producing cold artificially.
The action of
sulphuric acid upon bleaching powders yielded
a liquid called chloroform, but it was many
years after its discovery before its anesthetic
properties were understood.
Dr. Priestley observed that when the rays of
the sun were concentrated upon red precipi
tates, an air was given off that ignited a glowing
taper and sustained life in a remarkable man

It was afterward found that this gas, now
called oxygen, was necessary to combustion,
fermentation, and respiration; many practical
processes are founded upon this knowledge.
Liebig passed chlorine gas through alcohol,
ner.

It requires many years to
ture of knowledge.
prove by experiment the nature of all bodies,
but as soon as the knowledge is acquired it is
put aside ready for use at the proper moment.
Once that we know that sugar will dissolve in

and produced a liquid from which the hydrate
of chloral was subsequently made, and this
substance now plays a most important part in
medicine.
An alkali manufacturer in Paris observed a

water, we do not need to repeat the experiment ;
but if we infer from this that it will dissolve in
alcohol we are mistaken, for it is not soluble in

black

it,

it

ward

;

it

Hence the necessity of having
that liquid.
many experiments in the field, and the greater
the number the more rapid will be the progress
There is no knowledge too
of our knowledge.

He might have
powder in his vats.
thrown it away and said nothing about
but
he was wise enough to consult some chemists
about it, and they declared that
was an ele
the name of iodine
ment, and gave to
after

simple fact; but it attracted the attention of
Professor Volta, who soon constructed the
voltaic pile ; and thus laid the foundation of

for it.
We now know how to refine
and
could not easily dispense with the burning oil
not many years since
produced from it. It

all that has subsequently been accomplished in
magnetism and telegraphy. In 1826 Unverdor-

the discovery was made that
gas could be
obtained from coal suitable for illuminating
purposes. The inventor could not by any pos

by the distillation of other substances, and soon
it was found that coal would give us aniline ;
and then from one step to another we arrived
at the discovery of the exquisite aniline colors

it,

a

a

it

sibility have anticipated the extensive uses to
which this discovery would eventually be ap
plied that towns and cities would be lighted
could not have entered into his imagina
by
tion.
;

ben discovered that by distilling indigo under
certain conditions he could produce aniline;
it was natural to try to produce the same thing

it

insignificant for use. About eighty years ago
medical students in Bologna observed

some

it

that when frogs' legs were suspended with
copper hooks on an iron railing, they twitched
as if possessed of life. This was certainly a very

was found that this substance when
picture,
combined with silver would give us
and upon this circumstance was founded the
whole art of photography.
For thousands of years petroleum has been
known to issue from the earth, but its odor
was so offensive that no use could be suggested

A chemist searching through numerous agri
cultural products found sugar in the beet, and
on this discovery
founded one of the most
important industries in Europe.
Sir Isaac Newton observed that when
ray

ing was greatly reduced.

of light was

through

prism

it

passed

a

a

is

now so largely used. The discovery of chlorine
led to its application for bleaching purposes,
and thus many thousand acres of land were
restored to agriculture, and the price of cloth

was
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into seven colore. Fraunhofer found
were not only colore but dark lines,
Kirchhof showed that these lines were due
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»plit up

will fail to obtain good pecuniary compensa

that these

tion, and at the same time secure the lasting
gratitude of hundreds whose lives shall have
been made useful and happy, if not " sublime,"
through his efforts and advice. These moral

and

to burning

metttls, and thus we hare arrived
and the constitution of the
of the sun.

at the spectroscope
btotospbere

announced
the invention of a
method by which he could burn out the carbon
and other imparities from iron ; but it was a
Bessemer

good many years before he could induce any
of the iron-masters to apply his invention.
It
is now regarded
as the most important con
tribution to metallurgy that was ever made,

of the resources of all
is largely dependent upon it
A French chemist has recently announced
the discovery of a combination of carbon with
silicon.
It is an observation of no apparent
rahie, but in the hands of scientific men bids
fair to solve the problem of the origin of carbon
in the rocks, and possibly may lead to the arti
ficial production of the diamond.
The cheap
production of oxygen and hydrogen will cause
a revolution in many metallurgic
arts.
The
and the

development

countries

uses of

magnesium and aluminum are only
just dawning upon us, and zinc has advanced
from its former most insignificant
position to

rank among the metals.
Xo one can anticipate the uses to which the
discovery of metallic hydrogen may eventually
be applied, nor can we trace ozone into all of

the front

or foretell what may at some

its applications,

of the peroxide of hydrogen.
A catalogue of all of the benefits conferred
upon mankind by chemistry would
occupy

period be made

than we are at liberty to appropri
been said to
every reader that this science occu

more space
ate; but

we feel that enough has

convince

front rank as an element in education,
that it lies at the foundation of modern

pies the
and

power, wealth,

nearly

FOR
been

before

LVSTRUCTIOX.

forty years Phrenology has
the American people, and

lias really made great progress toward

general

acceptance.
We have for several years past been laboring
to instruct young men to become lecturers and

and the success of our students en
the hope that we have struck the
right method of sending forth laborers into the
field now whitening
with the harvest.
No

examiners,
courages

man

effects

of

these

have examined and advised to follow some
special occupation, or to lay aside certain bad
habits, come to us ten months or ten years
afterward to thank us for having saved them
from
"

wrong

ways

and

vicious

practices.

What I am, and what I hope to be, I owe to
your counsel and practical advice," is not uufrequently said to us by our grateful patrons.

To those who live and labor, not alone for
pecuniary results, this is the most precious re
ward of effort, unless the consciousness of hav
ing labored intently with good motives be a
greater. Men build houses, or work to provide
clothes for the comfort of the bodies of men,
and their industry and skill meet just approval
and recompense ; but he who works for the
minds and morals of men, for their growth and
While the
goodness, has a higher mission.
former deals with the external and perishable,
the latter has to do with the internal, with the
essence

that is eternal.

Phrenology is gradually but surely working
a revolution in the views of mankind relative
This is evinced by the present treat
to man.
ment of the insane, and is beginning to throw
In
light on the management of criminals.
schools pupils are better understood and more
wisely trained and educated. Young persons
are selected in the light of Phrenology for va
rious callings or professions, according to their
natural endowments.
Even the pulpit has

and civilization.

PHRENOLOGICAL

will not ripen in

a day.
The
services may or may not come
to the knowledge of the doer ; but they shall
surely work like leaven, and become to their
fortunate subject a counsel and guide through
all the varying phases of life. Men whom we

remunerations

of fair talent and culture who will earn

estly and honestly serve the public in this field,

been instructed with reference to the peculiar
ities of mankind, and the teaching has been
modified so as better to reach and properly in

fluence every class and condition of men.
This, then, is the mission of Phrenology— to
teach the nature of man, and how to instruct,
guide, and influence it for its highest benefit,
and for the best good of all.
He who can properly handle this great sub
ject should stand erect among the highest ben
efactors of the human race.
The day is not
distant when the faithful apostle of human
science shall rank with the world's greatest
benefactors, inasmuch as his field of labor is
the highest, and the proper results of such

Phrenological Journal.
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can at
very retentive memory
tend to all the details of business, and
hold all, as
his fist. Sec how
were,

CLAFLO,

;

in

it

has

full he
across the forehead, especially
through the central part of
His Order
amply developed. Every
done by system and rule. See
thing
retreats
how the head rounds out as
is

HORACE

conditions, and giving its requisite vote
or voice in the decision he forms.
He
a

labor second to none. We therefore invite the
honest and the enterprising to enter this field,
for the harvest is abundant, and invites a thou
sand lecturers and teachers.

[Jan.,

iHE

backward

from the eye, showing Constructiveness large enough to make him
He can employ
splendid mechanic
in
these faculties
considering the com

body, he is made on a very delicate and
refined model. Not one man in fifty

plications and combinations of business.
He has Caution large enough to make

He is ex

His head
broad enough
to give him force and earnestness, hence
remarkable for spirit, enterprise,
he
and watchfulness, without
earnestness,

or com

He is remarkable for compactness
well as for fineness.
to physical

If he

as

were devoted

labor in a line which did not

require a great deal of strength, he would
turn off more work than nine men in ten.

Anything which required accuracy, ra
pidity, precision he would do to perfec
tion.
Moreover, his is the kind of

is

apart from business affairs with remark
able modesty and quietness.
He carries
himself in society with a simplicity and
gentleness that indicate refinement and
lack of ostentation.
Should any turn of
the wheel of fortune make him bankrupt,

a

rugged,

is

coarse, rude,
monplace about him.
nothing

timidity.
His social organs are amply developed,
him friendly and easily ap
making
His Self-Estcem
compara
proached.
tively small, and he moves among men

a

quality which indicates refinement, sensi
As com
tiveness, and susceptibility.
with
the
of
he is
men,
pared
average
what silk is to tow-strings.
There is

him watchful.
is

thousand has so fine a skin.

tremely clean and delicate ; by delicate
we do not mean feeble or sickly, but that

!

six inches high, and weighing perhaps
one hundred and forty pounds, and with
a large head compared with the size of his

a

distinguishing characteristic of
this gentleman is the quality of his
organization.
Standing about five feet

it

f I

is

is

!

it

THE EMINENT MERCHANT.

scured by dissipation or gormandizing.
Another marked feature of his organi

and struggle of business, rather than
man of wealth and commercial power.
We venture the assertion that every

direction
an

each
blindly
faculty
of the surrounding

account

;

given

giving

a

is

poor man who knows H. 13. Clafiin
quite willing that he should have all the
wealth and power that pertains to him.
No man looks upon him as hard, grasp
Vain men may
ing, selfish character.
a

ic,

ular, deficient absolutely in none ; hence
he is not errat
does not dash off in any

a

would be recognized, by those not know
writer,
student,
thinker,
ing him, as
one not used to the turmoil and strife
a

since his habits are very temperate and
correct, he gets the full benefit of all his
natural endowments ; they are not ob

a

organization to have very deep foldings
or convolutions of the brain, indicating
great mental intensity and activity ; and

people would sympathize
with him, because he has never conduct
ed himself among them with arrogance
and domination.
As he quietly moves
among crowds of men in society, he

zation is the harmony or balance of his
The head is plump, well
developments.
rounded out, not excessive in any partic

the common

envy him his position, but none will say

IIOH ACS B. CLAFLIN.
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it through rudeness, or
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him a

practical business training, which he ob
tained in his native State, Massachusetts,
and where he won success as a merchant

his Ideality, together with
lib fine-grained temperament, gives him

before seeking the wider and more re
sponsible field of business in New York

attained

be

ungentlemanly, grasping spirit.
His large Benevolence gives
liberal

spirit

;

PORTRAIT
taste

an

OP

HORACE

and delicacy of feelings and man

ners.

His snccess in life has been
the
and

doubtless
result of clearness of thought, ready
rapid intuitive judgments, sound

common sense, great industry, guided by
a sound

moral

culture, and a thorough

B .

CLAFLIN.

Among tlie great merchants of the city of
New York, Horace B. Chiflin justly merits a
place in the first rank. The head of a whole
sale drygoods establishment, whose annual
sales exceed those of any other exclusively
house in our metropolitan city, he
has been the chief instrumentality
in its ori
gin, growth, and present vast proportions.
wholesale

PIIRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL.
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He was born at Milford, Mass., in

1812.

His

by the attentions of a person known in busi
circles as " Judge," who insisted on Mr.
Claflin's accompanying
him to the store he

father

was an enterprising merchant, doing
business in that growing town, and gave to

ness

Horace the best opportunities
for an educa
tion the place afforded.
We are told that
the elder Claflin was " a good specimen of
the type of industrious, frugal, religious, and

represented.
Finally Mr. Claflin consented,
and went with him to the warehouse where

rather intolerant,

but humorous

of the present generation

grandfathers

of New England

men and women," and doubtless destined his
son to play his part

in life in

some

useful

department of industry, as we find young
Horace, soon after leaving school, installed in
his father's

store as a clerk.

There

came familiar with the routine

he be

of country

store-keeping, and acquired that miscellane
ous business-knowledge
which a bright boy
would pick up naturally in the course of sev
eral years' experience.
Having attained to his majority, he pro
posed to purchase the business of his father,
and, with a young

friend

associated as part

ner, did so.

" the best and
cheapest stock of the kind to
be found in the city was spread out."
After
a brief survey he selected a very valuable case
of silks, which he said he would take if he
were allowed a long credit.
This request,
taken with the great value of the case, and
the haste with which it had been selected,
somewhat discomposed the principals,
after a short consultation they informed

and

Mr.
could not accede to his
terms.
He thereupon courteously bid them
" Good-day." Not
many hours after he was
Claflin that

they

waited

upon

parties

informing him that they had recon

sidered
ship

the

by a messenger from the same
matter,

concluded

and had

concluded

He responded

the silks.

not to buy

them.

to

that he had
He was not

The new firm had but little cap
ital besides the elder C'laflin's " good-will "
and its own staunch probity to sustain it ; but
it soon commenced to prosper, and did well
uring the two years of its continuance in
Milford.
Concluding that their energy
would find more scope and better returns,
Mr. Claflin and his partner, Mr. Daniels, re

par
perceiving
that they had been made the subjects of a
practical joke.
In 1843 Mr. Claflin sold out his interest in
the business at Worcester, and came to New
York city. Mr. W. H. Buckley joined him
in the venture he purposed to make in this

moved to Worcester,

great commercial

Mass., and there opened

Fair dealing, unwearied enterprise, and
liberal advertising early procured a large and
Mr.
increasing trade for the young men.
Claflin was one of the few business men of
early day who

the utility
appreciated
In the start he em

of judicious advertising.

ployed the local papers to make his firm ex
tensively known, and as business increased he
enlarged his advertising

list until it contained

newspapers of the Eastern
In half a dozen years his Worcester

all the leading
States.

by any member of that

again

ticular house, they subsequently

center, and the new firm

Claflin & Buckley opened

a store.

that

troubled

house had become as well known throughout

New England as the great New York estab
of "H. B. Claflin & Co." is now
known in all parts of the Union.
Of course his credit at that time in New
York was excellent, and whenever he visited
lishment

too small

to meet the increasing

pecially

for its accommodation.

Mr. Claflin's comprehensive business intel
lect courted the remarkable extension of his
trade, and seemed

his establishment

On one of his visits he was bored

his

excessively

patronage.

Another removal was therefore determined
on, and in 1853 the firm, which had l>een
changed by the retirement of Mr. Buckley
and the joining of Mr. Mullen and one or two
others, formerly clerks, took possession of the
large store in what is generally known as
Trinity Building, which had been erected es

center to purchase goods, he
was besieged by the runners or agents of
business houses, all anxious to " sell " him.
that commercial

of

in the whole
sale drygoods line in Cedar Street.
In six
years the business had grown so large that it
was deemed necessary to find more ample ac
commodations.
The store known as No. 57
Broadway was built and occupied in 1850,
but at the end of two years that was found
a store

to exhibit the greater en

ergy with each addition.
customers

The reputation

of

became widely circulated,

came from

all parts

of the

HORACE B. CLAFLIN.
Union, and always received from him liberal
consideration, no matter from what quarter
they hailed

of 1856,
of Claflin, Mellen
& Co. U. no small degree, did not prevent
them from meeting their obligations prompt
results considerably
ly, and in its final
strengthened their credit in public esteem.
Between 1857 and 1860 the tide of business
flowing to their doors was ever on the in
crease; the amount of goods sold the last
year mentioned involved thirteen and a half
The

great

distress

commercial

■while it cramped the affairs

millions

of

In

dollars.

fact, the warorooms

Trinity Building, large as they were, had
become too small in 1860 for the still growing
trade of C, M. <& Co., and they were obliged
The site
to cast about for a larger place.
Worth, and
fronting on West Broadway,
in

In

19

1862 the goods

sold

amounted

eight millions of dollars; in
amount of sixty-eight millions,
seventy-two

to

the

and in 1866

The commercial

millions.

pression subsequent
reduced Mr. Claflin's

to thirty-

1865

de

to 1866 has somewhat
sales,

ment maintains

but his establish

the lead among
sale houses of the city.

the whole

A

glimpse of the drygoods palace in which
much business is done may interest the
reader.
The main building is eighty feet
so

wide by three hundred

and seventy-five feet

in height, including
basements, and is built of Nova Scotia sand
stone in a style adapted to economize space
long,

as

seven

well

the greatest possible
this, the subsequent ad
measures fifty by one hundred and

strength.

dition

stories

as

to

afford

Besides

Church streets was selected, and the colossal

feet, and taken with the large part
In this
gives a floor area of about six acres.

building, now so well known, was erected
formerly stood old dilapidated tene

vast space are stored the products of a thou
sand factories, and the work of hundreds of

of want and sin, from the
of which respectable people turned

thousands of people in every quarter of the
Tiers of open cases displaying the
globe.
finest fabrics meet the eye of a visitor on cn

where

ments, the abodes
vicinage

with loathing.

of his new warehouse
Claflin inaugurated a new era in that
miserable quarter.
The old buildings rapidly
With the erection

Mr.

disappeared, and

extensive

and

beautiful

took their places, and the region be
came a great nucleus of wholesale traffic.
A few years after the new building was oc
cupied some changes occurred in the firm,
Mr. Mellen retiring, and a new partnership
being formed under the style of H. B. Claflin
& Co.
But the business continued as before,
with the same phenomena of growth.
The panic occasioned
by the Bull Run
affair, in the beginning of the late war, in
duced a temporary suspension of the business ;
but it was only temporary, not one of the
creditors lost a cent by it.
It is claimed by
stores

that such a
experienced merchants
was altogether
unnecessary, that
Mr. Claflin then had a surplus sufficient to

some

measure

which would have been
But it can be imagined

meet all the demands
made upon

him.

how (rreat must

have been the shock experi
such vast responsibili

enced by one bearing
ties as Mr.
m

Claflin

appreciative

Afterward the
folly,

as

shown

at. such a time, and by one

of

honor

btisiness
by

and

expanded

the following

integrity.
wonderfigures:

twenty

tering the broad doorways.
Long lines of
counters supporting piles of foreign and do
mestic stuffs, each, however, in its proper de
partment, excite the wonder of the unini
tiated, and induce

the question, Whence
all these come, and whither do they go ?
The number of men employed in the

do

dif

ferent departments of this warehouse exceeds
seven hundred, and although
the discipline
over so many is necessarily strict,
in the city of New York enjoys
more of the confidence and esteem of his sub
ordinates than Mr. Claflin.
He is a mellow,
accessible man, of large and judicious charity,
exercised

no man

and at the same

time quiet and altogether
His liberality in adjusting
unassuming.
claims
insolvent
debtors is well
against
known, many an unfortunate tradesman ow

ing his re-establishment

in business to a few

words of encouragement

on the part of Mr.
coupled with a liberal extension of
time for the payment of liabilities due H. B.
Claflin,

C. & Co.
Mr.

Claflin is of medium height and well

His appearance is that of a
proportioned.
younger man than fifty-eight, while his phys
ical activity and mental energy arc unim
paired, enabling

him still to preside over all

Phrenological Journal.
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the operations of his immense establishment.
Having an excellent constitution, fortified by
course of life, lie seems

a prudent

likely to

tread for many years longer the path of use

fulness which in youth he marked out before
him, and which he has pursued, not with the
sordid ambition of the monopolist, but with
an honest

of

jpepartmcnt

[Jan.,

philanthropic aim.

j^DriioIogi).

The ioul, tin-motherof itin-j.fe*i«,of highhopesInfinite;
tears,ol ilee|>l*H»
innertight.—
Of gloriou*dtetimt,mysterious
.Vrt.h
Thereurnmorethins* I" heavenandearth,H"!h1Iii,
yourphilosophy.—
S
hikuptnn:
Thanaiedreamtof In

DREAM-LAND.
A

"

BKEAKFAST-TABLE TALK.

T SLEEP, but my heart waketh," said the

-ifrom

Professor,
the

as

room,

I

noiselessly

wTas moving

I

lest

should

disturb his

11
of swim
1 was dreaming
nap ;
ming in clear and brilliant water," he added,
as I touched
with wifely unction the lips

morning

that spake.
" Indeed,"'

I

said ; "

it

must have been in

brain-waves, or you would have lost this leadpencil you have over your ear; it is not
strange you are so profound when you sleep
with the articles of your profession so near
at hand ; why didn't you take a quire of
paper, also ? then we might have had some
from dream-land."
He smiled, and replied, " If I am profound,
you are profunr-dity, Bess ; but I must away
tangible way-marks

to look after my peaches and cream for the
We always had a resume

breakfast-table.

of the honey-moon during vacation days,
and were in no hurry at our meals ; so while
wo were sitting at the table
the news from dream-land

" Land," he replied
the shore ; I told you

;

I

I

said,

" Now for

—what bring you

"

I

?

"

scarcely touched

was bathing."

nis

reply was given with such an innate
consciousness of the verity of that land — "a
faith that was not reason's labor but repose,"
that the spirit of banter left me at once, and

I said,

" When

I

am talking with you,

I

find

my mind receives some of your confidence in
spiritual things, but fail to find the credence

I

when not with you."
" And
yet your experiences
Bessie, are confirmations

and intuitions,
of the very points

you doubt ; possibly these doubts are the
result of youthful training ; the mind falls
back

into

the ruts

in which it has run in

which are easy enough in pleasant
weather ; but when frozen and hard, they tear
the tires from the wheels."
" Well," said
I, " I ardently long for the
blessed time when theology and every-day
youth,

and
shall agree ;
experience
perceptions
when ' righteousness and peace shall kiss
each other.'"

The Professor

resumed : " There

has been

such vague uncertainty about spiritual states
and things in the past, and so many injunc
tions to abstain from prying into things lx>yond the natural senses, that we have shud
dered at everything we could not touch, taste,
or handle; and even now our souls linger

hard bestead and fainting, though we see
the manna lying like hoar frost all about us,
and we wist not that it is the bread which the
Lord hath given us to eat.
However, this
age of progression has burst some of the
fetters, and the light of the Divine Word is
breaking through the clouds of sense. Men
are taking similar arguments and testimonies
as evidences in spiritual things that they have
in nat ural or worldly ones.
For instance, they
take the fact that when

entirely unconscious

of outward things, when all the functions of
the body cease, save respiration, as in sleep,
we are aware of a certain interior activity as
an evidence of a spiritual state, and of the
nearness of that spiritual state to the natural
one. In our sleep we sec, speak, hear, taste,
smell, walk, ride, fly, swim, sit at meat, em
brace, think, converse, start with surprise of
joy or sorrow ; indeed, we far transcend the
powers and functions of the body, while lip
and tongue, hand and foot, are impotent
act."

to

Bream-Land.
remember

" Yes, we dream but a dream is
;
something
more than memory active, for views that have

dream when it does not flow into the out
ward thought."
" If we can not recall
how do we know
there
such
state of activity "
" By
impressions left on the mind" that we
can not define in waking moments
but after
long intervals of time they are brought down
into the natural thought.
Such,
think,
?

them ;

dream we do those

that we have done
it is only an act of memory."
we

it,

Ah. Professor ! we

things;

21

a

"
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explains the phenomena that we occasionally
hear advanced as an evidence of pre-cxist-

be of the soul.

ence

that part of the scene which
by the return of our natural mind
to wakefulness.
The things of the spirit are
entirely distinct from the things of the body ;
and when the natural mind is entirely quies
cent, our spiritual senses suffer no jar by the
projections of spiritual scenery and opera
tions; but when wc pass into a state of
only remember
is tinged

our natural senses being
to comprehend the things of that
higher state, between them and our memory
of outward things arise confusion and incon

I

a

;

is

?

;
a

I

it

;

I

I

a

a

"

?

dual

a

But are we thence to infer

istence

"

are,

is

Bessie, but that
during our waking mo
ments and as the things of the body do not
enter into the things of the spirit when the
in its higher exaltations or withspirit
drawings, all the bodily functions, save res
There is,'
piration, are dormant in sleep.
says Uphnm, and others coincide with him,

it

think we

ex

intercommunicant

philosophically considered,

well

an external

an internal

as

intellect,
perceptive
power, which reaches to invisible and intangi
ble existences and relations, as well as
per
as

ceptivity, which

merely occupied with
presented to touch and sight and the
"
other senses.'
Let us see
what

While the Professor was talking,

wakefulness,

I

partial

mirage."

a

so

can not better

than to feelings
person might be
beautiful
supposed to have after witnessing
compare

'

"Why, then, are many of our dreams
"

incongruous ?
':
The incongruity arises from this, that we

been

very congenial company
have been aroused with

a

act."

to me

had

is

ceives

his

seemed

is

when

spiritual sight is opened,
derives its all from affection ; ' yet
we sleep, only the spiritual mind re
impressions, only the spiritual organs
and

and sometimes

that

sensation of the mind which

"

Though an eminent
ignore it.
'
when man
theologian has taught us, that
is laid
dreams, his natural
understanding
and shape

afterward

called away from

I

I

which

after retiring,

;

This is not a generally accepted explana
tion." I observed.
" Xo
think it pervades many minds
; yet
who when we define and give it proportion

asleep

ill just

taken

for some time

fulness."'
"

a

disturbing the tenor of the mind, which
could not possibly occur during full wake

is

we esteem absent, either by distance
or by decease, draw near without

of space

into the presence of companions you had
with, yet had never
previously
mingled
known in wakefulness, when you have been
aroused just as you were sinking to sleep "
"
think
have
once when M
was

'

whom

passed that recurs at some subsequent time
when the natural mind
active."
" Have
you never been conscious of going

I

of the soul ? "
"Tea; in the inert state of the body the
spirit wakes, the natural eye closes, but the
spiritual one opens; the friends with whom
we hold daily intercourse recede, and those
are really act6

in sleep, or other suspension of the func
tions of the natural mind,
state has been

I

" Do
you mean that these acts in our dreams'

;

in memory, 1 mysteriously
visible to our internal eyes.'
The fact
that we dream, brought forward as evidence,
If
goes to prove an interior or higher state.
these things are not of the body, they must
never had a place

become

renewed

his peaches, thinking,
suppose, with my
external intellect, that he improved his time
with them while was saying my little says

gruity."
" Do
"
you think that we always dream ?

yet, following his conversation with my in
ternal intellect that reaches to abstractions,
said to myself, " Yes, Upham
right

I

always

;

I

there

an internal and

external

;

are

am not inclined to call a state a

is

the spiritual senses

is

I think

active, but

I

''

I

too obtuse

thought,

Phrenological Journal.

when a baby smiled

ways said to me.

It is the

same sentiment that

Samuel Lover has so beautifully woven into
his pathetic poem, ' The Angel's Whisper.' "
" Now, then, Bessie, if the angels were

talking with the baby, was it not in a spirit
"
ual condition with the angels ?
" It seoms the argument is
against me," I
but added : " we have been more

replied,
accustomed to look upon sleep as restorative
of the body than as instructive of the mind."
" Why not the two combined ? Is it not
reasonable to suppose, seeing thnt one-third
of our time is passed in sleep, when by ex
ternal things we can not be tempted, nor by

suppose

see why each

replied

could not establish

a rule

for

himself."

" He
might, if he were sure he would come
into precisely the same states in future, which
advancing
vent."

studies and duties and years pre

He handed his plate to

me, saying :

" These

peaches are very palatable — I will take a few
" The
said
As I refilled
more."
ques
tion of an interior state may be confirmed by
the fact that

:

you say to the children,

in its sleep, that the angels were talking with
the baby ? "
" Yes," I replied ; " and so my mother al

of the bright addition to his collections ; the
third, if he pays any heed to the gyrations
and cries of the bird, throws a stone with
such reckless accuracy that she falls quiver
ing to the ground.
Suppose these boys to
sleep and dream, the first with his gentle in
nocence, the second with his persistent "ambi
tion, and the third with his cruel destructiveness, could the dream of one become a rule
or foreshadowing of coming events to either
of the others — a sequence of past events ? "
" I
" yet I do not
not," I
;

I

and that explains how two organs of the
brain can act simultaneously : it is the exter
nal of one and the internal of the other."
He resumed — " Let us see if you do not
entertain a similar idea.
Have I not heard

it,
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we dream, and your

explana

tion of its character throws much light on
many of our intuitions and otherwise unex

body is resting for internal refreshment and
invigoration, and, it may be, instruction, is
not such a state pre-eminently adapted for His
holy and loving purpose of good to man ? "
" You prove your position, Professor ; but
alas for me, I am afraid to quite trust myself

but where are we when
plained perceptions
Where are dream - lands
they take place
and dream-waters "

excursion ; the first

?

?

!

!

!

?

?

dreams are here now while we are awake
Is the world of spirits here
Where does it
is

it,

?

it

rest "
begin, and upon what does
" The earth
its base, and
like all
Do you re
spheres, begins at any point.
member, when
child, looking at the horizon

the boundary of the earth "
" Yes."
" Did
you ever get bewildered over that
passage in Job — He stretcheth out the north
?

and thinking

over the empty place, and hangeth the earth
"
upon nothing
" Oh, yes and was steadfast Ptolemaist
a

against all my elder brother's persuasions."
" And now that you know that the earth
round, and the horizon
your boundary
of vision instead of the earth's, can you tell

is

boys start on a bird's-egg

is strangely moved by the cries of the parent
bird, and nothing would tempt him to touch
her pretty treasure ; the second thinks only

do you mean to say that
that we see in our

a

mind can never become the rule or oracle of
mind, as no two minds can to all
intents and purposes be in the same state.
Let a dozen men go into the city of New
York to see its sights, would any two of the
twelve leave the city having followed the
same course, or seen without variety the
same sights, no more, no less ? Let three
another

deceased friends

it

the mind or spirit, varying according to the
state of the mind or spirit, the dream of one

Why, Professor

the

'

and prognostications
by or from dreams!
they must vanish as the morning cloud."
He replied : " If dreams are the action of

here."
"

'

little more sleep, a little more slumber.'
But what becomes of all the foreshadowings
a

I

'

?

I

not ninety-five millions
of miles beyond the sun and stars, where
thought can not reach or reason resolve, but

;

I can not say Nay, and
upon your platform.
fear to say Yea.
It surely makes sleep de
sirable, so that we need not hesitate to say,

" They are here."
" Here "
" Yes, Bessy, here

is

act yield to

;

temptation, that the
Divine love withdraws the spirit while the
external

THE IMAGINATION IN SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT.
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where

it begins?
Travel a degree east or
your eastern horizon is also changed

west, and

of

so

a degree;

the

waves standing

upon

you might say they begin here ;
bnt cross the Atlantic, and you find the same
pnlsative motion on your way, and the same
Standing by rill or
snrgings on the shores.
brook or spring among your own native hills,
the shore,

may say,

yon

in

somewhere

the naturalist

the

waves

are started

here

the center of these hills ; but
will tell you that the gathering

oozing from the swampy land into a
or bursting in singing cascades
from cleft rocks, or boiling up through a clear
gravelly bottom, were before in the ocean, and
arc ever going the ceaseless round of ocean,
Now, Bessie, you
cloud, and mountain rill.
are thinking similar things with reference to
spiritual lands and waves. In natural things
there are apparent and real truths.
We take
the boundary of our vision for the extent of
the earth, but natural
reason or rational
thought convinces us that the earth is not
flat, but round, and our horizon variable.
We doubt at first the flow and re-flow of the
waves, but are convinced by reasons that
they perform an orbicular motion through
the solids of the earth, much after the manner
of the blood through the veins and arteries
drops

brook,

little

real

earth and other planets should each circlf.
about their own spheres ? "
" Do not the
Scriptures speak of heaven
above ? " I asked.

" Yes

; but not as of space measured up
We associate space with height in our
own minds ; but height, or above, with ref
erence
to spiritual things or persons, has
reference to degree of state, not elevation of
altitude.
In common parlance wc use it as
of rank or grade. Zachariah speaks of ' the
Lord as rising up out of his holy habitation.'*
Would you then say that heaven is beneath ?
Isaiah speaks of Him as sitting upon the
circle of the earth, which corresponds with

ward.

my idea."

I did not reply ; what could I say more ?
The breakfast was ended, the conversation
closed.
The Professor's voice dropped into
his most devout tones as he pronounced
" Our Father, which art in heaven," etc.
I was made in vain,
Or that my being was an accident.
Each drop uncounted In a storm of rain
Uath Its own mission, and was duly sent
To its own leaf or blade, not idly spent
'Mid myriad dimples on the shipless main.
The very shadow on an insect's wing,
For which the violet cared not while it stayed,
Yet felt the lighter for its vanishing,
Proved that the sun was shining by its shade.
Coleridgt.
^_ ^
Let me not deem that

So also there are apparent and
We think the heavens

of the body.

spiritual truths.

over our heads, but spiritual,
thought convinces us that they are
The waves of truth flow, starting from

are above,
rational
here.

the Divine

Intelligence, through angelic and
spiritual minds to man.
Saith the Divine
'

is

The heaven is my throne, and
'
As the rain
my footstool.'

cometh down,

and the snow, from heaven, so

Intelligence,
the earth

word be that goeth forth out of
my mouth.'
As the rain comes down, so
the waves of truth come down."
''
But that is figurative language," I sug

shall my

gested.

"

Men," the Professor resumed, " in using
figurative language, aim that the figure shall
glow and crystallize with the thoughts they
wish to convey. Does the Divine use a figure

full of life, answering back in its
natural form to the spiritual meaning ? Again :
since we have come to know that most of
the planets are inhabited, is it not a rational
•eqnence that the spiritual existences of our

that is not
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USES

OF THE IMAGINATION
SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT.

a lecture before the

INof

Science, Professor

IN

British Association
Huxley treated of

the very important part played by the imag
ination in scientific investigation and discus
An epitome of that very interesting
sion.
lecture is all we can furnish
time.

for

a

at the present

After a few remarks on the necessity
popular mode of presenting scientific

subjects to an audience, he went on to say :
"Philosophers might be right in affirming
that we could not transcend experience ; but
we could, at all events, carry it a long way
from its origin.
We could also magnify,
diminish, qualify, and combine experiences

for purposes entirely
We were gifted with the power of

so as to render them fit

new.

imagination,
combining what
call " anschauungsgabe " and
Zach.ii. 13.; Is. xl.23.

the Germans

"

einbildungs-

Phrenological Journal.

might be,

analysis

and might ever remain,

beyond us, general
notions might be attainable.
At all events,

by
a

or

it

development,

principle inserted into matter at

a

the way of natural

from

is

nebulous form, and was unfolded

it

a

it,

it,

it was plain that beyond the present outposts
of microscopic inquiry lay an immense field
for the exercise of the imagination.
It was
only, however, the privileged spirits who
knew how to use their liberty without abus
who were able to surround the imagi
ing
nation by the firm frontiers of reason, that
were likely to work with any profit here.
But freedom to them was of such paramount
importance that, for the sake of securing
good deal of wildness on the part of weaker
brethren might be overlooked.
Life was
present potentially in matter when in the

later date.

With

a

a

?

strongest grounds for believing that during a
certain period of its history the earth was not

fit to be the theater of life.
was ever

Whether this
mol

nebulous period, or merely
ten period, did not much matter
and,
reverted to the nebulous condition,

a

that, though the detailed

physical conditions became such as to permit
of the development of life
There were the

if

it

the

we
was

because the probabilities were really

on its
The question was this Did creative
energy pause until the nebulous matter had
condensed, until the earth had been detached,
until the solar fire had so far withdrawn from
the earth's vicinity as to permit
crust to
Did
wait until
gather round the planet
the air was isolated, until the seas were
until evaporation,
formed
condensation,
and the descent of rain had begun
until
the eroding forces of the atmosphere had
side.

;

that

;

observed

Slowness of acceptance — even
—
hostility
might be thus accounted for.
open
They were, for the most part, errors of judg
The pres
ment, and not sins against truth.
ent inquiry regarding the introduction of life
was — Does
belong to what we call matter
or
an independent principle inserted into
matter at some suitable epoch — say when the
ponderated.

a

the lecturer

of error — pre

fear

it

experiences,

speculative
faculty, of which imagination
formed so large a part, would wander into
regions where the hope of certainty would
seem to be entirely shut out.
We thought

element — the

negative

?

the

became

—

:

however,

due to education

?

imagination,

resistance

was generally stronger in their case than in
others.
They did not lack the positive ele
ment — namely, the love of truth, but the

it

reason,

mightiest instrument of the physical dis
coverer.
He desired to illustrate, by a few
simple instances, the use that scientific men
had already made of this power of imagina
tion, and to indicate afterward some of the
further uses that they were likely to make of
it. Having, at considerable length, given
examples, commencing with the rudimentary

this bent —

it

who regarded imagination as a faculty
to be feared and avoided rather than employ
ed. Bounded and conditioned by co-operant

a

— men

clergymen, if he might be allowed to say so,
had as strong
leaning toward scientific
truth as other men, only the resistance to

;

kraft ; " and by this power we can lighten
the darkness which surrounds the world of
the senses.
There were Tories even in science

is
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weathered and decomposed the molten rocks,
so as to form soils, until the sun's rays had
become so tempered by distance and waste
as to be chemically fit for the decomposition
These questions
necessary to vegetable life
defined
hypothesis not without its difficul

regards courage also, and manful willingness
to engage in open contest with fair weapons,

ted by the nobleness of the men whom

The clergy
great change had also occurred.
of England— at all events, the clergy of Lon
don — had nerve enough to listen to the
they
strongest views, and they invited,

called upon to decide between this hypothe
but they might rest secure
sis and another

a

sustained.

Modern

scientific

it

thought was

it

if

it

that the hypothesis just sketched could never
was sure,
be stormed, and that
yielded
at all. to yield to
prolonged siege. How
a

if

day were not to be found among the clergy,
but within the pale of science itself. Indeed.

ties, but the dignity of which was demonstra

;

;

a

a

did not challenge, men of the most decided
opinions to state and stand by those opinions.
In fact, the greatest cowards of the present

?

regard to the question of time, the
of men had changed remarkably in
and he must say, as
our day and generation
views

ever the convictions

of individuals here and

there might be influenced,

the process must
be slow and secular which commended the

rival hypothesis

of natural

evolution

to the

physical education.

starry heavens and

of moral re
And in his hours of

the

sponsibility in man.'
health

and

stroke

of action

—

said
the

sense

strength and sanity, when the
had ceased and the pause

of reflection had set in, the scientific investi
found himself overshadowed by the
same awe.
Breaking contact with the ham
associated him
pering details of earth,
with power which gave fullness and tone to
his existence, but which he could neither
analyze nor comprehend."
gator

it

a

it

'

it,

it

;

it

Two things,'
me with awe

untouched.
mystery
Immanuel
Kant, fill
'

The evolution hypothesis was
flouted away contemptuously or
denounced
as wicked.
Let us not fear
but steady ourselves upon faith in the ulti
mate triumph of truth
fbr under the fierce
would certainly
light of scientific inquiry
be dissipated if
core of
possessed not
truth.
Its existence as an hypothesis in the
mind was quite compatible with the simulta
neous existence of all the virtues to which
the term Christian has been applied.
It did
not solve, nor profess to solve, the ultimate
left that
mystery of this universe — in fact,

a

public mind.

not to be
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Thetrafluof PhysiologyshouldbeInculcated
amiwith theetnpliailaof highreligionsduty.—Yonmana,
andenforced
rail)-andearnestly,

PHYSICAL EDUCATION. -WITH ILLUSTRATIONS, ETC.
AND OTHERS.

ADDRESSED TO TEACHERS
[continued from previous

a

a

;

a

is

it

It

a ;

it

a

?

is

a

it

in great measure true
of merchants, manufacturers, and mechanics,
who are engaged in
regular and well-es
tablished business, which
fully understood
by them, where tho risk
slight, and the
profits sure, and no disquieting anxiety at
tends it.
Such individuals have
good di
But with
gestion, and bears the marks of it.
literary men, officers of state, dealers in scrip,
daring adventurers, and anxious and ambi
tious projectors of improvements — with these,
and every other brain-wom class of persons,
different.
the case
their tor
Dyspepsia
ment and they exhibit deep traces of
in
their lean frames and haggard countenances.
Yet are they much more select in their diet,
both as respects quantity, quality, and cook
the cities the same

is

if

it
it

•

The Doctor's remarks may seem to militate against
our Republican system but when
is considered that
American society is in
primitive state; that the many
«ry diverse and antagonistic elements which go to make
up have not had time to cohere and settle Into
state
of comparative homogeneity it will be matter of sur
prise,rather, that
has manifested so much of the spirit
of perpetuity, and accomplished so much in the way of
reformin matters political and moral.

men are great eaters, and far from being very
as to the quality of their food.
In

choice

a

rendered

is is

excitement,

is

cerebral

by the excess in quantity, or the
malign qualities of the irritants that produce
Nor can any cerebral irritant be more
noxious, either in kind or degree, than the
cankered
and fierce religious and political
passions which are constantly
goading the
American brain.
Under such circumstances,
would be wonderful
attacks of insanity
were not unusually frequent among us.*
But can the same causes prove also instru
mental in the production of dyspepsia
No
doubt
of it.
That complaint
commences,
perhaps, as often in the brain as in the stom
ach.
true of
Possibly oftcner. That this
the disease in Europe will scarcely be denied,
after fair examination of the facts connected

a

of

deleterious

exclusively,

a

the result

there, almost

is

is

plain to be

It

of the studious and the scheming,
who, overtasking their brains, injure them by
toil. Among the husbandmen of England,
who steadily pursue their tranquil mode of
life, regardless of the fluctuations of stock,
the bickerings of party, the fate of political
measures, and the changes of place, dyspep
sia
almost
Yet many of those
stranger.
complaint

is

too
prevails in the United States,
For madness
held in doubt.
is

which

to the pro

of the inordinate sum of insanity

;

such causes contribute

THAT
duction

number.]

with it.

ing,

than

the

classes

to whom

dyspepsia

Phrenological Journal.
by travelers
day

that

forty pounds of

Saritchaff

Siberian

that

reports

often eats

solid food

;

This fact is notorious, and has
Nor can it be attrib
uted, I think, to any other cause but excess
ive and deleterious cerebral irritation in the
one case, and an exemption from it in the
And this cause seems sufficient
other.
is unknown.

been so for centuries.

[Jan.,

a
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in a

and Admiral

he saw one

of that

th

people eat, immediately after brealefatt, twen
ree fiounds
ty-five pounds of boiled rice and

to solve the problem.
EXCESSIVE

EATING

AND

DYSrEPSIA.

That it is not exclusively the labor
and irritation of the stomach that
produces dyspepsia, appears from in
numerable other facts, a few of which
I shall recite. Children not too much
confined

in school, or otherwise

mis

great and often pro
miscuous caters, are rarely dyspeptic.
The reason is plain : their brains are
treated, though

neither

toilworn nor care-worn;

and

requisite amount of
Their brains are not irritated

enjoy

they
sleep.

the

and exhausted

by burdensome

The North American

Indians

tasks.
eat,

at

enormously, and that after a
long fast, which, on well-known prin
ciples, increases the danger of over

times,

loading the stomach.

It

is said that

on these occasions the meal of a sin

A Siberian.

assured by

eats with
impunity from ten to twelve pounds of solid
animal food in the course of a day, and swal
in the form of drink,
lows along with
gallon of oil.
Captain Lyon further relates
that
young female Esquimaux ate
large
amount of tallow candles and their wicks
without experiencing either sickness or dys

Lyon,

a

a

a

For

the same

to do for safety. They instinctively lie down
and sleep, giving entire freedom and rest to

their brains. A common black snake swal
lows a rabbit or
squirrel nearly as weighty
as itself, and goes into
partial torpor until
swallows

the gluttony of the Siberians,

stories

are told not perhaps altogether so worthy of
credit.
AVere not that people, however, enor
mous caters, such stories would not be

The accounts

of extraordinary

are

in

but exaggerations

gormandizing.

It

is

vented.

meal

digested.

boa-constrictor

goat or an antelope, sleeps nearly
week, and wakes without dyspepsia or
uneasiness, prepared for another similar ex

a

VORACITY.

a

its

bility of the authors.
SIBERIAN

they often gorge
When they thus

violate moderation, nature teaches them what

These statements wc are compelled
pepsia.
to believe, on account of the high respecta

Of

reason the inferior animals

have no dyspepsia, though
themselves to great excess.

asserted

Two dogs of the same age, size, and
strength having eaten the same amount of
the same food, one of them goes to sleep, and
ploit.

the other enters on the chase.
to four

In from three

hours the meal of the sleeper

is

Parry and Captain

it,

Captain

nor

A

An individual of

that tribe, as we are confidently

Yet, as already stated, neither
Esquimaux are annoyed by
And
they no doubt owe their
dyspepsia.
safety in part to their freedom from wasting
cerebral irritation.
Siberians

a

to a still greater extent.

of butter.

is

es

capes dyspepsia.
Of the Esquimaux Indians the same is true

a

gle Indian is equal to that of from
The food,
four to six white men.
moreover, is badly cooked, and there
fore nearly indigestible.
Yet the savage

di-

But he had deep
The most probable cause of his
at the
disease, therefore, was mortification

passions.

loss of empire, resentment and chagrin
at
his exile and confinement, vexation at the

from the governor of
the island, and inconsolable
grief at being
These causes,
separated from his family.
goading his brain almost to madness, threw
their influence sympathetically on his stom
ach, and destroyed him.
treatment

he received

INFLUENCE

OP

GRIEF.

Nor is the whole yet told.
Grief is noth
ing but a painful and deleterious cerebral ir
Females experience that passion
ritation.
in its greatest

intensity,

and

it

is to them a

So is
productive cause of dyspepsia.
jealousy, a passion which they also feel with
And every
peculiar aeutenesa and distress.
painful passion and emotion is but another
name for excessive and hurtful irritation of
the brain, which if long continued
never
fails to injure digestion.
Even anger arrests
the process of digestion.
Nor are females
the only sufferers from such irritation ; males,
also, are its victims.
A man in perfect health and with a fine
appetite seats himself at table; but before
he has begun his meal, a messenger commu
nicates to him some distressing news.
His
very

appetite

vanishes,

and the

very sight and

it,

?

a

is

it

are scarcely known.

very temperate eater.
sensibility and powerful
a

and care-worn.
TREATMENT

But my argument

OP

DYSPEPSIA.

not yet closed.

The

most successful mode of treating dyspepsia
favors the belief that
often arises from

irritation, and
Am

cerebral

connected with it.

always perhaps
asked in what this

reply, in regulating the
passions, taking muscular exercise in the open
air, abandoning intellectual toil, and retreat
treatment consists

ing for

time from business and care.

Un

less the complaint

be so inveterate and deeprooted as to have produced some serious or
ganic lesion, this course of treatment steadily
without either the use
pursued will cure
of much medicine or confinement to
very
a

complaints

moreover,

strict diet

and

can often be cured in no

other way.
To him whose brain constantly
on the rack, dyspeptic medicine and diet are
is

He was,

it

where such

This
grave and care-worn very frequently.
truth has been long and familiarly known.
Csesar manifested his acquaintance
with
when he spoke of the countenances of the
gay and cheerful Antony, and the deeply
thoughtful Brutus and Cassius; the former
fresh, full, and ruddy,— the latter pale, sallow,

is

So is the sickness

in many persons by whirling the
body, and riding in a carriage with the back
toward the horses. The Emperor Napoleon
died of a gastric affection in St. Helena,
produced

TOIL

That
plentiful meal
proverbially one of
dyspepsia, moreover,
the morbi studwsorum, one of the complaints
of the studious,
truth familiar to every
one.
Nor
less notorious that men who
think but little, and are exempt from care,
seldom suffer from it.
The cheerful and
jolly do not often become dyspeptic, — the
after

I

on the stomach.

Sea

affection

INTELLECTUAL
immediately

of little use.
How often do we find the efficacy of this
An individual
mode of treatment verified
!

thrown

disease.

is a cerebral

moreover,

severe

a

with other forms of abdominal
sickness,

that effects somewhat similar are produced by

is

hepatic derangement, amounting at times to
abscess,
and again, to torpor of the liver,

result.

I

The powerful influence of a disordered
brain over the digestive system is manifested
in the effects of a severe blow on the head.
These are vomiting, gastric
inflammation,

sick
indigestion,
and perhaps feverishness are the
And what student does not know

?

—NAPOLEON.

of his stomach,

headache,

it,

AND THE STOMACH.

contents

is

THE BRAIN

by

it

brain is favorable at least, if not essential,
of easy and sound digestion.

sickened

it

the

to the process

If he be not actually
and forced to discharge the

is delivered ?

message

is

These facts show that tranquillity of

health.
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odor of the food becomes offensive to him.
Or has he just finished his repast when the

a

gested, while that of the runner is unchanged
in his stomach — and the latter dog is prob
ably disordered, -while the former retains his

EDUCATION.

;

PHYSICAL

1871.]

deeply devoted

to books

and study becomes

Without mitigating his intellect
dyspeptic.
ual labors, he tries various remedies for the
restoration

of his health.

For

months, and

perhaps years, he eats prescribed articles by
weight, and dresses and exercises by meas

PlIRENOLOQ ICAL JOURNAL.
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During this trial of his

urement and rule.

patience tea and coffee arc rejected ; new
milk, boiled rice, and bread, stale or made

of unbolted flour, with fresh eggs, and wellprepared

mutton

chops being

his only food

[Jast.,

pen, thus irritating and exhausting

his brain

At length, impatient
by uninterrupted labor.
of trials that have proved so unavailing he
renounces medicine

and regimen, resolves to

of himself and his move
ments, and takes his case into his own hands.
Under this determination
he shuts up his
study, mounts his horse, and sets out on
a journey to visit a friend a couple of hun
dred miles distant, riding during wet weather
as well as dry, and living on the common
fare of travelers.
Before he has proceeded a
become

master

hundred

miles his health

is much

improved,

and on reaching the dwelling of his friend
he finds himself well.
THE REAL

This is no fancy

CURE.

case, but one

that lias in

numerable examples in life.
To what is the
cure to be attributed ! The dyspeptic has
previously conformed most strictly to dietet
ic rules, and traveled on foot and on horse
back some thousands of miles in fine weather
and through a pure atmosphere without any
benefit

to health ; yet he is now cured

by

riding two hundred miles, a part of the way
in bad weather, and living, in the mean time,
on indifferent food.
The cause of the salu
tary effect of his journey is easily rendered.
Having relinquished his intellectual toils, his
brain is at ease, and no longer injures his
digestive organs, or any other part of his
system. On the contrary, by acting salutarily
on them, it benefits them, and euables them
to perform their respective functions.
Let
him immediately return to his studies with
his

Digestive System.
Theabove ■yun- Isa representation
of theorgans
of digestion.I,
Upntrjaw. 2.Lowerjaw. 3.Tongue.4. Roofof themouth
. 4. Esoph
—twoof
agus. 6. Trachea.7and8. Theparotidandsublingual
glands
thesalivaryglands. 9. Stomach. 10.Liver. 11.Gall-cyst. 19.Tha
ductconveying
thebiletotheduodenum
(13). U. Pancreas.IS. Small
Intestines.16.Openingof smallinto largeIntestines.IT, II, 1*,20.
Largeintestines.31.Spleen. 22.Upperpartof spinalcolumn.

and water

his

only

drink

;

and

he

walks

usual

revisit him.

suppose the dyspeptic to be a statesman, an
artist, or a man of business ; the result of the
Cere
specified measures will be the same.
bral quietude will contribute
much to the
restoration

Again.
tormented

he resorts to daily horse-exercise, under an
assurance from some very "skillful doctor,"

twenty-five
very often

even lightened,

his complaint grows worse.
he has continued

During these experiments

to return regularly from his meals, and his
horse and foot exercise, to his books and his

of his health.

It

is well known that individuals

who, under all sorts of treatment, have been

every clay, at stated hours, a given number
of miles. Finding this treatment ineffectual,

or perhaps a "knowing nurse," that that will
cure him.
But instead of being removed or

will
intensity, and his complaint
Instead of a man of letters,

by dyspepsia, from the age of
or thirty to forty or forty-five,

recover their health, and from
having been thin become fleshy about the
latter period, after having abandoned medi
cine entirely, and relaxed not a little in the
To use their
strictness of their regimen.
own language, they seem to have "gotten
A satisfactory
well, without any cause."

PHYSIO AL EDUCATION.
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is not wanting.

cause, however,

less harassed an'',

They are

corroded

by care, passion,
and mental labor ; in simpler and more philo
sophical language, they experience less cere

irritation, for one of the two following
both united : they have attained
the object for which they had previously
toiled and disquieted themselves ; or age and
have somewhat
blunted
their
experience
sensibilities and calmed their passions ; or

bral

reasons, or

both

causes

have

co-operated

to the

same

For similar reasons, dyspepsia rarely
commences in an individual after his fortyfifth or fiftieth year.
Time has diminished
the susceptibility of his brain.
Such appear to be the leading
causes
of the alarming frequency and increase of
madness and dyspepsia in the United States.
The same irritation
which, in some cases,
the former complaint, in others
produces
gives rise to the latter, by not only disquali
fying the brain for acting beneficially on the
stomach and the other digestive organs, but
by rendering its influence injurious to them.
Nor can it be doubted, as already intimated,
that infant schools
under their present ad
end.
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when restored, the process again
goes on. Since, therefore, the entire want
of the cerebral influence injures the stomach,
any irregularities or bad qualities in it can
suspended;

scarcely fail to do the same.
MORAL INFLUENCE

OP

BRAIN.

Did time permit, it would be gratifying to
me to revert to the consideration of the moral
influence of the brain, and to speak of it
more fully, and in a manner more worthy of
its importance than I have heretofore done.
That a sound, well-developed, and well-regu
lated condition of that organ is as truly the
source of correct morals as a healthy condi
tion of the heart and the lungs is of the due
circulation and arterialization of the blood,
is a truth admitted now by all who have thor
oughly studied the subject, and which is des
tined at no very distant period to be without
an opponent. On this ground alone can moral
education and reform be rationally and success
fully conducted and brought to the perfection
of which they are susceptible. The moral or
gans of the brain, and the reflecting ones as

ministration are calculated to increase the
eril by giving a morbid growth and suscep
tibility to the brain.

So, as heretofore men

eating, and other im
proprieties in diet and drink. The only ef

tioned, are intemperate
fectual

remedy

is a well-directed

physical

education.
HOW THE DAMAGE IS DONE.
Were

I asked

how severe cerebral irritation
injure the stomach and other di
In a
organs, my reply would be:

and labor
gestive

two-fold
ally.

In

way —sympathetically
the latter

and function

mode, the brain,

being

for its healthy action, and in some
degree exhausted itself, withholds from the
whole digestive system that measure of in
fluence and aid known to be essential to the
performance of its functions.
In what this
unfitted

influence

It

consists is not exactly known.

is

probably, however, the product of a subtile
and peculiar form of matter which the brain
prepares from the blood, and transmits

by the

of the body.

That

nerves to the other parts
a communication
the brain

between the stomach and

is necessary to digestion,
ment proves.
When that formed
nerves is

experi
the

by

interrupted, the digestive action is

TriE Brain.
themesialsectionof the brain. 1. Inner
The engravingrepresent!
showing
of lefthemisphere.
2. Dividedcenterof thecerebellum,
surface
the" treeof life." 8. Medollnoblongata.4. Corpuscallosum.6. For
nix. 6. Oneof thecruraof thefornix. T. Oneof thecorporaaibicanthecruraof thecerebrum.8. Septum
bodiesbetween
lla, pen-shaped
lucldam 9 VelumInterpositum.10.Sectionof themiddlecommis
It.
surein thethirdventricle.11.Sectionof theanteriorcommissure.
Sectionof the posteriorcommissure.13.Corporaquadrigemina.14.
of SUvlus. 18.Fourthventricle.IT. Poo*
Pinealgland. 15.Aqueduct
rariolil,throughwhichareseenpastingthedivergingfibersof thecor
porapyramidalta. 18.Cms cerebriof the left side: the third nerve
fromwhichprojectstheinfundibrlarisingfromit 19.Tubercinereum,
to [u extremity.90.Oneof
tum,havingthepituitaryglandappended
nerveterminating
anteriorlyin
theopticnerves. 91.The leftolfactory
bulb.
a rounded

their adjuvants, must be strengthened by reg
ular and well-directed exercise, and thus ren
dered more ready in action as well as more
Immorality and crime are the pro
vigorous.
duct of the animal organs ; and the reason
These
of their being committed is obvious.

Phrenological Journal.

so

if not habitually, at
organs preponderate,
least for the time, over the moral and reflect
Instead of being subordinate, as
they ought to be, they take the mastery, and
by running into excess bring guilt on the in

ing organs.

dividual

as the

; precisely

crew of a vessel

sometimes mutiny, break from the control of

their officers, and perhaps murder
plunder the ship.
THE SOURCE

them and

OF CRIME.

The source of every crime is the same—the
preponderance of the animal portion of the
brain ; and the radical extinguishment must
be also the sanie —the reduction of the strength
of that portion and its being brought to a
state of subordination
to the higher organs.
Every habitual offender has a brain in some
There is a want of balance
way unsound.

[Jan.,

tue established.
In other words, the inordi
nate action of the animal organs has been al
layed, and that of the moral and reflecting
invigorated.
The means of effecting

this are few and
By being withdrawn from the com
munity, and in many cases by solitary con
finement, the culprits are strictly guarded
not only from the commission of crime, but
from all temptation
to it. Thus are their
animal organs, which are prone to offend, re
duced to a state of positive inaction, which
in time deprives them of much of their
strength, and weakens in a corresponding de
gree the appetite for vice ; for the propensity
to transgress is but the craving of a powerful
and highly excited organ. But this alone could
simple.

not be denominated moral reform.

At

most

it

and

harmony between his cerebral organs
which amounts to derangement, and calls for
skillful treatment to remove it. And with

would be but negatively so. To weaken one
class of organs is not exactly tantamount to the
strengthening of another, even though they

malady will as
necessarily continue, as must a dislocated
joint remain in a deranged condition if it be

be antagonists.

out such treatment his moral

To carry out the figure, except

not reduced.

in far-gone

cases,

the moral

disease can be

remedied by judicious treatment, as certainly
as the articular.
The remedy, moreover, is

It consists in bringing the offending
simple.
animal organs to a state of comparative in
action, which

will diminish their

and giving constant

exercise

strength,
to the moral

and reflecting organs, by which their power
and promptitude in acting will be increased.

Thus will the truly human portion of the
brain attain

ascendency over the animal,
and man will advance toward the perfection
an

of his nature.
REFORMATORY

MEASURES.

Is any one inclined to request me to be
more explicit in pointing out the means of
moral education and reform, and in specify
ing the mode in which the process is to be
If so, I could not answer him
conducted?
better than by directing his attention to sev
eral of the penitentiary
establishments, and
all the houses of correction for juvenile of
fenders in the United States. There, to a
certain extent, the means are already in oper
ation, and in some of the institutions the
In many cases
prospects are very flattering.
vicious and criminal propensities have been
extinguished, and habits of moralitv and vir-

Other

measures, therefore,

The offenders are strictly prac
ticed in some form of useful industry, which
not only occupies the mind and withdraws it
from thoughts of vice, but is itself a moral
Nor is this all. Moral and religious
duty.
instruction is directly inculcated on them by
are

added.

remon
conversation,
preaching,
This,
strance, advice, example, and practice.
by exciting and exercising their moral and

reading,

reflecting organs, confers on them positive
strength, and except in the worst class of cases
gives them ultimately an ascendency over the

Then is the permanent basis of the
animal.
mind turned toward virtue, and the reforma
tion of the offenders is complete.
When established on correct principles and
and
skillfully administered,
penitentiaries
houses of correction are moral ho»pitah, where
criminal propensities are treated as diseases,
consisting in unsound conditions of the brain.
And in such conditions they do consist, as
certainly as hepatitis does in a morbid state
of the liver, or dyspepsia in a similar state
And by judicious treat
of the stomach.
Nor
ment they can be as certainly removed.
is it possible on any other principles to pu
rify and strengthen our moral nature, and
raise it to the height and confer on it the dig
Yet all this
nity of which it is susceptible.
amounts to nothing more than the applica
tion of physical education to the moral or

—

FLORIDA, ITS CLIMATE, ETC.

there
of the brain.
In treating of
have not in any degree departed from
fore,
have only brought to bear on
my subject.
matter of illustration not usually employed,
but not on that account the less appropriate
and useful.
shall only add, that the time
and treatment necessary for the removal of

if

it,

For
through
glass
His shortcomings you view,

I

trans

a

I

He may look upon yours
With microscope too.

it

Be moderate In getting.
For over-much wealth
Insures not contentment,
Nor pleasure, nor health
But, blest with Bnfncient,
Give some to the poor —

a

;

I

must be apportioned

and accommo

its strength, fixity, and aggravating
And as there are cases of in
circumstances.
curable
derangement in other parts of the
body, so are there in the brain, of that which
In such in
creates a propensity to crime.
stances the interests of society can be duly
protected only by the confinement of the cul
prits for life, or their capital punishment.
dated to

if

FLORIDA,

ITS CLIMATE, FRUIT, Etc

a

it

[Wc have received the following letter from an
esteemed friend.
It sounds truthful, though
The name of the
may be too much in shadow.
" land of flowers,"
one
an
idea of
State gives
consequently
bright and beautiful thought
so beautiful
name.
There
always accompanies
be more truth in this view than
may, however,
many
brighter one.]
FERNANntNA, Florioa.
a

a

a

[TO be contdiukd.]

Enough
yon just
Keep the wolf from the door.

MODERATION.

EDITOR
NAL: In

I

;

The king on his throne,
The soldier, the peasant.
May learn, in a word,
To moderate the scepter,
The spade, and the sword.
Be moderate in eating.
Nor sit at the board
Like miser bent over
His long-gathered hoard.
Be moderate in drinking,
Nor drain deep the bowl.
For Death's at the bottom
In wait for your sonl.

me.

a

Having been engaged in the nursery and
business for twenty-four years,
naturally felt interested in reports which
came from this land of flowers, for such,
on trial,
find
really to be, though the
not so abundant now as
fruit
may have
been in the past, and as
may yet be in the
future.
have been fifteen months in this

it

I

I

I

a

it

;

I

say they complained as much, and are as un
healthy-looking, and die as early as in any
other place
have known but
may be due
to truth to say that the ill-health and early
death of the people may be owing quite as
much to their manner of living as to the cli

I

have never found civilized people
who pay so little regard to the laws of life
in their diet and habits; but this may be

it

as any

is

think this climate
as healthful
for those who will live rightly but

changed.

I

mate.

;

;

it

a

is

there
full supply only about two months
in the year.
naturally inquired
Being valetudinarian,
into the health of the inhabitants, and must

;

a

it

I

is

;

State, and have never seen any place so scarce
of fruit, if we except water-melons, of which

Be moderate in love
While yon aro ardent and young
yonr heart's flame
Bat
Finds
vent through the tongue.
Let
be. like an unsheathed
Patriot's sword.
Ever ready to act
In accord with your word.

If

I

gardening

Be moderate in thinking
The bow too long bent
Has never the shaft
To the mark with force sent.
Be moderate in friendship,
To all but a few.
And those to yoar bosom
Clasp, trusting and trne;
If Poverty stands at
The door, you may test
By the touch of his cold hand
Yonr bravest and best.

it

I

I

Excessive in none,

In great things and small things

Be moderate in censure.
Nor deem
unwise
To shut on the faults
Of another your eyes

JOUR

PHRENOLOGICAL

giving these notes on Florida,
wish the reader to be assured that have no
ax to grind, no land to sell but having been
somewhat " sold " myself in the matter of
wish to tell
fruit and vegetable growing,
the truth plainly, that others may know what
my experience and observation have taught

Be moderate in all things,

it

malady
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Phrenological Journal.

All kinds of meat, of course, quickly
no doubt, the cause of so
decay ; and this
much sickness among the eaters of fresh
is,

hours.

meat.

of course

season,

it

;

is

is

It
generally wanner here, near the sea,
at ten o'clock in the morning than at twelve
the wet
and as the summer
o'clock noon
differs from most other

No cool nights follow the
dry days, as in other lands, and this circum
stance prevents such successful culture of the
an article of export from
fig as to make
Florida.
imagined the fig could be grown
as an article of export, at a good profit, even
had to be dried by the heat of the
though
found by experiment that
fire but
almost impossible to dry them, even by the
fire and the moisture of the atmosphere will
prevent them from ripening on the tree to
necessary
that degree of perfection which
They
to make good dried figs for commerce.
are very nice to eat fresh from the trees but
when citizens of other States wish to eat
Florida figs, they will have to live in Florida,
to do so.
or very near
was led to believe that the peach pro
found that
duced well in all Florida, but
suit
not
it.
South of
half the State did
seldom docs well and as far south
Pilatka
as Enterprise they do not raise one crop in
countries.

is

is

it

are so powerful,

than many would imagine.
As to the profitableness

of growing oran
in Florida, there seems to be some con
tradiction. The fruit sells higher in Fernandina than in New York and from what
have seen of efforts made to grow orange
will be long
groves throughout the State,
time before
supply of fruit will be had for
the consumption of the inhabitants of Flor
ida alone. Until regular nurseries of seed

I

ges

ling

well

trees,

worked,

are resorted to, no

permanent orange groves will beautify the
land of flowers.
The wild trees, dug up, of
various

sizes and

ages,

and

transplanted,

for
may sprout vigorously
few years, will not make durable trees in
many cases, and these are the kind of trees
though

they

now mostly in

use.

More anon.

the grape would find in this State
but much com
its perfect requirements
heard of, the fruit failing, just as

it

plaint

is

;

suppose

a

a

is

;

?

is

is

is

them the great panacea, and all-potent in build
"
ing up an iron constitution."
" That
so," said
so — that
bystander.
" What he tells you
a fact, gentlemen — every
word of it."
" Hear that, will you " cried the delighted
" here
living testimony right before
quack

I

;

;

a

your own eyes — man who has used the bit
ters, and can recommend them."
" No not exactly that," replied the old fel
low " have never used the stuff myself, but,

you see, Steve Jenkins did, and they jest saved
his life."
" How's that " questioned some one.
" Well, you see, Steve had taken the bitters
?

five years, though the trees seem to grow well
At Fcrnandina they are said to bear
enough.
not more than one year in five. One would

Too Good a Recommendation. — A patentmedicine vender in one of our principal cities
was dilating to
large crowd upon the won
derful efficacy of his iron bitters, pronouncing

jest one week before he was shoved in prison
He was stripped of everything in
for murder.
the shape of iron about him, and yet he made
bar and worked his way out"

a

is

;

it

I

I

it,

;

is

;

;

I

it

it

I

it

warm

where the forces of nature

a

to require warm clothes to make one com
fortable, at the same time it is impossible to
keep food, of many kinds, more than twenty

that causes

the fig to crack before ripening will some
what affect the grape.
More intelligent cul
ture will be needed to perfect fine fruit,

a

so

excessive heat and the moisture

it

high that the changes in vegetable and
take
rapidly.
animal tissue must
place
Though the air is so much in motion as

is

doubtful if
not suit the grape, and
will be found possible to grow to perfection
those tender-skinned
foreign grapes, for the

will

;

warming the ocean on the east, arc circum
stances which combine to give uniformity of
temperature ; and the average degree of heat

does North, about the time of its full growth.
underlain
Unfortunately, all the land which
with water at less than ten or twelve feet,

a

is decidedly unhcalthful for those who lire
wrongly.
The sur
The climate here is remarkable.
face of the entire State is so even that clouds
pass over it without much change of eleva
tion, and the great extent of water surface
on both sides, and the great number of lakes
and lagoons inland, and the Gulf Stream

[Jaw.,

it
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"Probably be had whisky enough in him
furnish

in his arm, and took iron enough out of his
blood to make a crowbar, and pried the gates
open with it, and let himself out Fact!"
The " medicine man " subsided, and no more

to

a bar," suggested a wag.

" No,
but he didn't," retorted the first. " He
taking this man's iron bitters, d'ye
mind? and what does Steve do but open a vein

had been

was heard of him in that quarter.

j|ur

of

cpartment

3y

!

thouonly I>li*«
liapptuesn,
[Vtmvfttlc
(tr ]Mra'lln«
tint himbuivivwl theMl
Tiiouart tu«nnra«of virtue.

SPHERE AND INFLUENCE.

Can she do

more important work?

The root of the whole matter undoubtedly
and debasing theory that
woman was made for man, and must, there
fore, accept his will, and his interpretation of
all matters in which she herself
concerned.
This subverts the whole theory and intention
is

lies in the wicked

;

1

race of miserable,
already fastened upon us
purposeless, imbecile creatures, powerless for

is

is

it

good, but plastic tools in the hands of others
for evil, and utterly unconscious, apparently,
of the object for which they were created.
The influence of woman,
anything,
should be saving to man. To that end she

made more beautiful in form, more pure in
heart, more gentle and self-sacrificing in her
life. Her body
the actual temple of the
human soul — enshrines
brings
forth,

it

it

-Ed. A. P. J.]

The knowledge of the truth concerning their
of the highest importance
own physical life
to women themselves. Their astonishing care
indifference
has
lessness,
ignorance, and

with the eternal seal of humanity.
stamps
not, then, of the greatest importance that
this temple should be worthy of its uses
that

Is

?

write

a

a

is

[In this connection we beg to state that we
will cheerfully undertake to publish just such
work as
needed whuv ver Jenny June will

and

a

is a is it

it
is

a

women has ever been written by
woman,
her province — that
notwithstanding that
involves questions upon which she alone
competent to express an opinion or form
judgment, and that the welfare of the race
concerned in the result.

disastrous consequences.
[Read the following stinging sentences,
confess their truth. — Ed. A. P. J.]

if

;

is

know little or nothing
aud so strictly
the
subject tabooed by common consent, that no
work upon the physical wants or relations of

ment, they are false to the high trust reposed
in them, and must suffer the humiliating and

it

is

concealing them.
On the other hand, to women themselves the
one of extreme delicacy.
Of their
subject
own bodies, their powers, or their needs they

thwarted and the effort rendered nugatory
on the other hand, women yield their best
instincts and convictions to the demands of
the' coarser and more positive masculine ele

it,

betray ignorance of facts, from the woman's
standpoint, but the direct interest they have in

of their physical capacity, the Divine purpose

is

a

a

is,

that the works of this class are
The truth
all written by men, from
sentimental rather
than
practical point of view, and not only

To accomplish their proper work, however,
both men and women must have free develop
ment and right discipline.
If men control the
moral faculty in women through the strength

is

is

esting to women.

to

it

said and written of late

the resources of nature, the other
modify and control the tendency to arro
gance and selfishness which must always ex
ist with the exercise of merely human power.
and utilize

it

has been

years upon this subject, but very little
that
at all satisfactory, or that bears upon
those aspects of the question most vitally inter

physical, the other moral; the former active
and assertive, the latter receptive and emo
tional; but both necessary — one to develop

it

a

it

is
a

"\ ^TCn

J.tJL

of Divine Providence, which placed in the
of men and women two forces— one

hands

if, is

on woman, by
stirring
[Here
wuman. taken from a fashion magazine of recent
date. It is entitled, "Talks with Women;
or
The Physical Life of Women," by Jenny June, of
I/onorest's Magazine. We regard this as one of
to our
the " Rgng of the times," ana commend
lady readers, who, however, are supposed to be
naf of the sort described, but who will gather fresh
in their
courage from its perusal to persevere
teave career. — Ed. A. P. J.]
discourse

it

WOMAN'S

women should know, and be taught to avoid
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whatever will injure, impair, or retard their in
fluence and efforts in the province exclusively
assigned them ?
[There are undeniable truths in this expres
sion of righteous indignation.
Read it. — Ed.]

At present, women are actuated by the most
contradictory considerations, and it is not at
all surprising that they produce the most in
congruous results. They depreciate their most
important function by despising its duties and

[Jan.,

Beauty does not consist of magnesia pasted
over a dirty skin, or rats' tails twisted into thin,
straggling, unkempt hair, or of horse-hair bus
tles bunched over a flat, broken spine.
It shows itself in clear, honest eyes ; it man
tles the cheeks with natural blushes ; it inspires
the light, flexible
frame, communicates an
electric buoyancy to the limbs, flashes through
the bright threads <5fshining hair, and lives in

that perfect possession, knowledge, and control

neglecting its most imperative obligations;
they consider the evidence of health as ungentecl and vulgar; the labor necessary to
health, as " low ; " a love of truth and natural

of one's self which belongs to the highest order
of humanity.
What this nation, what every nation wants
is mothers — mothers who were first pure, sen

Yet all their efforts

beauty, as showing a want of polite education.
are devoted to securing
artificial resemblances to those natural and

sible, conscientious, self-perfected women. How
few mothers ever think of impressing upon
their daughters the fact that beauty, and par

womanly qualities which they have deprived
themselves of by their folly, ignorance, or
neglect.
It is next to the angels to be a beautiful, pure
woman — rich in health, strong in love, abound

of women, depends mainly upon their personal
habits ! Habits of meanness, of self-indulgence,
of trickery create an atmosphere which is as

ticularly the personal influence and magnetism

of the exception, they must

perceptible to a truthful person as the clouds
upon a November sky. The features may be
regular, the eyes of the proper color, the com
pany manners attractive, but, if there is not
truth and honesty, these will not win affection
or sympathy.
We are accustomed to speak of

taught that they are the helpers and coadjutors

such a person as of one who is always thinking
; but in reality she is not thinking of
The size of her
herself, but of her belongings.

ing in charity, large enough to bear with the
shortcomings of weaker people, severe only in

of herself.
But if such women are

judgment

to be the rule instead

be taught to respect
their own womanhood, and exact from men
the reverence that it deserves.
They must be

of men in the great work of bringing mankind
up from its lowest estate to a realization of its
high destiny ; and that a life of jimcrackery
and gewgaws, and toils over a little more or
less of puffs and pads and paint, is a Bight over
which angels might weep.
[Here is a sentiment true, useful, and tersely

put— Ed.]
As sad and fruitless is the other extreme
which turns life into a mere charnel-house of

dead hopes, selfish sighs and groans, vain
wishes for impossible good. Whoever we are,
and into whatever position in this world we
are born, our principal
honor and happiness

of herself

or the length of her train, are of infi
nitely greater importance to her than the clean
liness of her hair or the healthful condition of
her skin and body.
Upon herself— that is,
upon her own organism — she scarcely bestows
puffs,

a thought, while upon the question

of whether

she shall buy false curls or braids she

bestows
the anxious thoughts of many sleepless nights.
But it is time to speak of actual details
which mar the physical lives of women, par
ticularly in this country, where society is con
stituted of quite different materials from that
of almost any other.

be as complete men and as complete women as

English society, and particularly French so
ciety, is composed, it may be said, of married
women.
They form the basis and bring to
gether the varied elements which grow out of

any that have ever lived.
It is not our clothing, or anything outside of
us, that is of real consequence— it is ourselves;
and our first efforts should be directed to the

individual and family life. In this country,
married women, as if their object had been ac
complished on the consummation of that event,
retire into the background, and leave the field

improvement, development, and preservation
of ourselves, bodily, mentally, and spiritually.
The fashion of a sleeve changes every few
months ; but the arm is always there, and if it
is round, fair, and strong in a good cause, it

clear for younger competitors.
The result of this is, that the race of natural
As soon as they
young girls is almost extinct.
are out of school, and even while they are in
school, they are already practiced in all the

matters very little how it is clothed.

arts which,

depend upon ourselves. An individual is an
epitome of the race, and it is our business to

pardonable

as

they may be in a
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whose

woman

attractions

are

on the wane,

whom no longer depends the welfare

and upon

of children unborn,

are inexcusable in young
whose special charms of truth and
modesty are impaired and overpowered by the
attempt to rival the maturer attractions of

women,

older women.

[We commend the following to vain and am
who are bringing ruin on their

bitious mothers
daughters.

— Ed.]

adoption

and fathers, we should have less of fierce,
less of nervous horror and busi
ness anxiety.
With woman at her post, com

worldly strife,

petent for her duties and willing to fulfill them
life would assume a very different and much
more attractive aspect.
Women appear selfish
and heartless who are only suffering from the
miserable folly or wickedness which defrauded
them of health and strength, and the possibili

of their womanhood.
Oh, mother 1 whose only anxiety is to see
your daughter married, to get her off your
ties

of

pads by girls, in order to
form an artificial bust, is an outr ige upon truth
and nature which no sensible mother ought to
In the first place, it destroys the func
permit
The
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delicate and

hands, do you ever think of the
sickly, nervous, neglected, wretched
will become ? Do you ever consider
responsible in the smallest degree for

and adds nothing to the
aggregate of attractions, as they are never in
harmony with the general appearance.

fraud you are perpetrating ? Did it not com
mence with neglect in her infancy? go on with
the gratification of your vanity in her youth,
until all that was natural and time had been

which are among the most
important of the system It im
pairs their beauty by depriving them of health-

tions of the organs,

mi air nourishment,

childless,
wife she
yourself
the social

American girls are characterized by a pecu
liarly fragile, slender, delicate style of beauty,
which has a charm of its own, and the protu
berances which belong to the matron, or the

crushed out, and complete itself in this thing
of paint and patches, which you are trying to
pass off on some man as a woman — as a good

form of a sturdy German
or French peasant-girl, are unnatural, and sug
gest only gross ideas when simulated by cotton

For shame 1 Let womanhood itself protest
against this desecration of its altars — let it de
mand for the generation to come a physical
life, simple and pure, free from the dictates of

stout, well-developed

or even more artistic inventions, upon
of our American girls.
The climate and habits of this country are,
at the best, peculiarly trying to women, and
for them to perform their
render it difficult
padding,

the forms

natural functions in a good and conscientious
manner.
It is of the highest importance, there
fore, that no impediments should be placed in
their way — that they should be habituated to a
healthful, truthful, pure life, free from nervous
and from all those physical

disorders,

nesses which are the consequence

weak

of indulgence

or neglect

SHALL WOMAN VOTE?
The possibilities for American women are
It is
very great, with or without the suffrage.
their own fault if they do not wield a powerful
influence upon the laws, customs, institutions,
The best men
and opinions of the future.
everywhere acknowledge their rights, personal,
if not political, their powers, and the necessity
for their co-operation

in order to secure great

humanitary results.
Let American women set themselves stead
fastly at work to render themselves worthy of
Let them throw
this faith, this confidence.
aside falsities, trickeries, and deceptions of all
kinds, and come up to the standard

of simple

truth and honesty.

With

less

of social demand upon husbands

and honest wife ?

vanity or the tyranny of fashion — a life which
will present in the American woman the em
bodiment of the highest ideals of perfect wo
manhood — the inspiration and reward of man.

THE HUMAN

HEART.

BT FRANCES L. KEELER

Alas 1 how little do we understand
The human heart, although each mortal breast
Doth feel its throbs and own its presence there 1
How oft wo strike its saddest chords with words
Unkind and harsh I how oft destroy its peace
By some unguarded glance, some selfish act
That vanishes like morning mist, to ne'er
Again be thought of by ourselves, yet goes
And comes forever in that other heart I
How do we wring with agony, when we,
Forsooth, would only Jest 1 How do we crush
It by unjust remarks, and ways that speak
A lack of trust ! and though we know what balm
Would soonest heal our own, we fail to find
The remedy for other hearts. We give
The fewest, faintest words of cheer when they
Are needed most, and we withhold our love
When deepest yearned for, prayed for, almost asked
Oh I if heart could only read the heart.
What unknown things, what secret sorrows would
Be then and there revealed I Mysterious, strange
It is, aye, more than strange, that hearts will not
Unto each other yield themselves and give
The contents up 1 Yet so it is 1 They ne'er
Unbar the bolted doors, and when they light

Phrenological Journal.

The mystic lamps within their chambers deep,
They keep the curtains cloBely drawn so that
The unvailed light of trnth may never gleam
From out the windows.
Oh, the human heart I
None, none bnt God can penetrate its mask
And trnly understand its life of lives ;
The sonl-communings that are whispered there ;
The anguish and the woe : the hopes in bud
And those all spoiled by blight ; the wasted love
And untold struggles that are traced upon the
The sacred tablets of its hidden cells I

[Jan.,

iness proved successful in so far as meeting his
exorbitant expenses was concerned, although
his actual profits were light.
His accommo
for transacting business were some
what limited, the building he occupied being
but twenty by twenty-five feet, and two stories
high besides the basement. The first story he
used as
grocery in the upper part he afford
a

dations

;
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accommodations for lodgers, while in the
basement he conducted
restaurant.
After
two years of patient industry, his business had
a

ed

grown sufficiently to warrant an enlargement
of his facilities. He therefore erected
new

gentleman was born in Providence,
on the 26th of January, 1824. In his
organization are blended the characteristics of

building twenty feet by fifty feet, adjoining his
old one.
Shortly afterward, leaving his affairs
in charge of another, he returned to Provi
dence, where he in
tended toremaiu;but
his affairs in Califor
nia becoming involv

I.,

THIS
R.

a

R. B. WOODWARD.

two nations, his fa
ther being of English
origin and his moth
er of French.
He
received such advan

ed, he was obliged

usually falls to the
lot of children who
are bom and brought

a

there

a

a

go

up in a leading New
England city
but
;

and opened an hotel
for the accommoda
tion of miners, coun-

they were not of an
extended character,
since at the early age

of fifteen

to

again in
1&52. He then leased
lot in
better loca
tion, built
substan
tial house upon it,

tages or education as

!ry merchants,
others.
This

he became

and
new

venture proved high
ly- successful
his

in thatcapacity seven
When the ex
citement consequent

business
extending
necessitated an •en

a

clerk in his father's
He remained

;

store.

years.

discovery
of gold in California
was at its height,

largement,

present

the

Cheer House" was

portrait

favor-

the result.

OF

R

B. WOODWARD.

Having
make

concluded

California

his home, he removed his family thither in 1857.
In 1861 he visited Europe, remained there
half, and made an extended tour.
year and

In

a

second visit across the At
Besides the " What Cheer House," he
somewhat
engaged in another enterprise of
1866 he made

lantic.

a

a

able opportunity to visit the new Golconda
and commence
for
business undertaking
himself. He left home early in the spring of
stock of house materials,
1849, and with
and one thousand dollars' worth of groceries
and provisions, embarked on
sailing vessel
for San Francisco.
After
tedious passage,
which at that day was made round the coast

a

a

to

a

a

esteemed

Woodward
it

young

and the
" What

a

npon

iness ventures in the future metropolis of the
Pacific as he had anticipated. His means were
much limited, so he hired
city lot of the or

revenue was expended in extensive improve
He also purchased
ments upon the place.
beautiful farm, or ranch, of 2,000 acres in Napcalled " Oak Knoll."
Here
pa Valley, which

dinary

he has

startling

agreeing to pay for its use the
price of $150 per month.
His bus

size,

is

a

a

a

is

a

and doubled Cape Horn, he reached the place
He
November 19th, 1849.
did not find opportunities so favorable for bus

a

a

of his destination

nature, viz., the opening, in 1865, of
Garden, or
what
known as Woodward's
Museum,
public resort, from the conduct of
which he realized
large revenue, but which
similar

fine fruit orchard of 100 acres, all in

bearing, and containing

the best apples, pears,

DECISION.

with a large, keen

just the man

and make himself gener
May his shadow never grow less I
ally useful.
Long life to the Woodwards 1
manage a plantation,

a

is

draws straight up, does not tend to turn the
does when in any other position,
as
the engine stops, and the crank has to be

it

swung over the center by hand.

in an engine
Now, this " dead center "
in a boy or man. The
just what indecision
force
and without
crank
moves slowly,
un
over that point
enough to carry
decided which way to go, and
stops, and,
is

BOYS.

is

it

than any other trait, and I can sym
pathize with a boy who is doing his best to
It is his sheet-anchor,
cultivate this virtue.

it

needs decision of character more

is

A

BOY

if,

is

times, when an engine
going slowly, the
does not swing past the center, and
then, as the piston presses straight down or

crank

it

TIIINO FOR THB

A GOOD

is

the crank swings over as
usually does,
then the rod goes down from the highest
point and up from the lowest; but, some

crank

DECISION.

a

I

If

;

ence; and he is, in all respects,

to keep an hotel, a museum, or to run a railway,

it

He is fair and florid,
gray eye, a joyous, hopeful
countenance, yet thoughtful withal, and a sys
tematic, care-taking, watchful mind and man
ner. One feels perfectly at home in his pres

not far from 150 pounds.

it

and fellow-excursionists
season and enjoyed the hos
pitality of this California pioneer and his most
In person Mr. Woodward is
happy family.
tall and slim, standing six feet, and weighing
passed a pleasant

is

country residence of Mr. Wood

U the palatial

ward, where ourselves

is

trees

Here

is

a thousand years !

it

old English parks the

one of the grand

in which have stood

But
when they
he
lost.
"
proposition to you, you say No,
sir" and think you might be pardoned for
"
Baying No, sir-ee," and turn away, why, then
you are safe, and neither Tom, nor Harry, nor
A boy
Satan has the least hold upon you.
in his moral character
who
undecided
in his sports, and, when he grows up, in his
business, floats, drifts along to sure destruc
doomed.
tion for any craft which drifts
Any of you who understand machinery
on
when an engine
know what
" dead center." Let me explain to those who
When the walkingdo not understand.
beam of
steam-engine has lifted the crank
to its
to its highest point, or depressed
called the " dead center."
lowest, that point
undecided,

make such

is

acres

a

of fifteen

a vineyard

is

cherries, etc., besides
of the finest grapes,
a herd of 100 head of cattle, 1,500 sheep, and
horses enough to work the ranch are kept upon
it This Oak Knoll is one of the most charm
It is
places in California.
ing and home-like
live oaks, reminding
stocked with magnificent

peaches, plums, apricots,
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till

boy should

boy's mind moves slowly and in an un
decided manner, his moral force, his engine,
" dead center," and away he floats
gets on

thee, consent

"No"

thou

with an em

and, after saying No, leave the place
at once.
It your only safety. If you say
is

phasis,

"Get thee behind me, Satan," he won't " get."
He never goes away politely and humbly

—not

He will face you,
and the only way to get him behind you
to tum around and walk away, and then, of
behind you. This requires de
course, he
ordered

he.

is

a

on the dock in one of

our seaport towns, watching
The
getting under weigh.

large steamer
current
was

running swiftly by the wharf, and the river
full of large shipping. The steamer cast off,
and swung out into the stream, the engine
and then
made three or four revolutions,
The pilot sounded the bell in the
stopped.
was not
engine-room to go ahead, but
the boat drifted swiftly, and in
answered

I

I

it

a

I'd better not," you are Tom and
They have vou. sure. If boy

Harry's boy.

a

went against
ship, and
away her rigging around her bow
sprit; then smash into another steamboat,
wreck of her wheel-house, and
and made
a

moment crash

it

If

Tom and Harry tempt you to run away
or go where you ought not to
go, and you reply in an undecided way, "
guess not — perhaps
is not best — rather

from school,

carried

a

cision.

think

stream.

was once standing

it

is

is

when

down

a

entice

a

sinners

not;" that means, say

If

can be started by extraneous force, the
at the mercy of the winds and waves.

;

•^Vhen

but how to live up to it.

boat

I

how to say

it,

only

learn how to say " No," and not

it

grace of God, can
hold him right when all else fails him.
A

which, by the help and

very badly damaging

herself.

The pilot waa
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frantic with rage at what he deemed the
stupidity of the engineer, the officers of the
craft were loudly cursing the stupidity of the
pilot, and there was a great running to and
fro of all hands, when the pilot was told by
was on a " dead
the
that his
engineer

center,"

in

and

till

engine
the crank was pushed

some way he was powerless.

over

By this time

the boat had drifted a long way, and was al
most a wreck ; indeed, so badly damaged that
she could not go on her voyage, and in her
drifting she had crippled several other craft.

The only remedy was to down anchor, which
the pilot did as soon as he saw that the engine
was useless.
But it was too late. The dam
age was done, and the boat was afterward
hauled off for repairs.

Now, boys, make the application; don't
wreck yourself and others by indecision;

|cpartmmt

[Jajt.,

don't drift and float down the swift stream of
life with all your energies on a " dead center."
I always think of this when I see a man who
might do a great deal of good in every way,
"loafing" through life, a curse to himself
and to all about him. — " P.," in Churchman.
" dead center " may arise
[A phrenological
from such an equal poise of all the faculties
that no class or group gets the ascendency,
when propensity, sentiment, and intellect are
balanced.
In such a case, there is a safe
appeal which must result in accordance with
the highest good, namely, ask yourself what
would the Saviour do under such circum
stances; just what you suppose He would ap
prove or advise, that you will be safe in
Do this, and there will be no " dead
doing.
no
center,"
indecision, no yielding to tempta
tions.]

of

^tkologg.

—Spunieim.
of man.
TreeChrlitlMiItywill gainby evtrystepwhichU tnadoIn theknowledge

THE MORMONS:

WHO

are principally interested in the Mor
mon question as sociologists, just as we
are interested in all the distinctive types of so
ciety — civilized or savage — no matter where

WE

we find them. In this article we view them
strictly from a scientific point of view, and are
not affected by the prejudice of others against
them, nor by their own faith in their particular

AND

WHAT THEY ARE.

they have constituted a more distinct type than
any other of modern communities is equally
certain, though much of that distinctiveness
must pass away under the new circumstances,
many signs of which we saw on our recent
visit to Salt Lake City.

The Territory of Utah

contains

over one

institutions

hundred thousand souls, and is covered by one
hundred and twenty-five cities and settlements.

will, like

Twenty thousand are said to be in the city of
the Salt Lake.
The people consist of men and
women from all nations, speaking in general
terms, but tlicy are principally Americans,
English, Scotch, Welsh, and Scandinavians.

and mission.
It is by the rule of
science and philosophy that society and races
and institutions must be judged.
The time
will come when thinking men generally, espe
cially legislators and ministers of the Gospel,
the social philosopher,

the great manifestations

look upon all

of society

as so many
sociological problems, and not as weeds to be
rooted up and kicked about.
Indeed, this
rooting up and kicking about is not wise, for
even in the case of the weeds, should they bo
in seed, the seeds will scatter and they in turn

will spring up everywhere around. And thus
with the Mormons ; if they are weeds, the root
ing up and the kicking about have multiplied
them. They once covered a village ; they now
cover a Territory.
That they constitute a great social and psy
chological problem of the age, every student of
government and society must admit ; and that

THE AMERICAN

He it was who laid the foundation
of the "Mormon kingdom of God."
The
American clement found in the Church is com
posed of two kinds : one kind is drawn from
the New England States and the State of New
York, where the Book of Mormon is said to
have been found ; the other, from the Southern
comes first

and frontier States, during the time the Mor
mons were settled in Illinois and Missouri.
The New England States supplied nearly all
the Apostles and Chief Priests of the sect, and
they were wonderfully Puritanic in their type

of character, with the tendency

to a severe and
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THE MORMONS: WHO AND WHAT THEY Are.

The Pratts,
religions life.
Woodruffs, the Kimballs, and the Youngs
— Brigbam has several brothers in Salt Lake
City — represent this class. They are not many
nncompromisiug
the

to the bulk of the community, but
first wives, however, are of the Bame

compared
their

These together gave the im
strong stock.
pulse to the Mormon missions, both at home
and abroad ; and if their religious earnestness
has often led them into fanaticism and ex

it has also borne them triumphantly
their persecutions, their exodus, and
extraordinary work of peopling the
desert vales of the Rocky Mountains,
when
nothing but sage brush, sand, and savages
tremes,

through
in their

were seen, and at a time when the old mount
aineers, hunters, and trappers declared that
no useful vegetation could ever be raised in
Salt Lake valley.

The other class of Americans who have been
chief helps of these Mormon Apostles in
their society-building work consisted of that
peculiar type of men found most in American
society, who seem to be endowed with a certain
kind of empire-founding
apostlcship, who mi
the

grate

to new countries, pioneer peoples over
and mountains, found States as a
affair, and then with the
commonplace

deserts
most

practical purpose and without any of the
of the idealist, roll up their sleeves'
and with their hands of iron go to work to lay
down the foundations of cities. These were,
after the apostolic class proper, principally the
men who entered the Mormon Church from
American society. They were, in fact, back

same

dreaming

woodsmen and frontiersmen, who had all the
instinct of American enterprise and national

39

captivated first by the proclamation of a pro
phetic dispensation, and interpreting the Bible
literally they went to work in right good
earnest to build up a literal kingdom of the
Saints. They soon converted the other class
whom we have considered, who were also
charmed with such a gospel, for it told them

of the building

up of cities, working out a
temporal salvation," of which the Mormons
talk so much, and the obtaining of social
power. These became as devoted and earnest
in Mormon mission as the first elders them
"

selves, and they also in their sphere represented
a kind of apostolic mission.
The result was
that cities sprang up, social communities were
formed, a great people carried through an ex
odus, and constant emigrations, and finally the

Territory of Utah

created, with its hundred
and thirty or forty settlements. In the Mor
mon mission there was a quick, sharp fusion
of the genius of New England and the genius
of the West ; but it was of New England of
the seventeenth century, and not of Boston of
the nineteenth ; it was of the West in 1830,
and not of Chicago in 1870.
THE ENGLISHMAN
next in importance in Mormon-society
building, and in him we get something of a
new type, and he gives another method of
development, both in character and in social
form. To apply this at once, let us state that
comes

it is chiefly the English who
Utah

Protestant

are now

in the

movement

against the hie
rarchy of President Young and his apostolic
We do not think it is generally
compeers.
recognized as a sociological fact that the

English

are

pre-eminently

the revolutionary

destiny without the mental culture of the age,
who possessed all the sagacity and soundness
of mind of the men in our large cities, but who
bad not studied, like them, nations and commu
nities historically and sociologically.
They

race, and not the French,

were ready for the work of extending empire,
but were more apt toward molding a primi
tive society in conformity with that of the ages

the primitive
state, and are so long and so
conservatively at their work that their pro
gressive movements are scarcely appreciable

of mod
em society, more ready to attempt the pyra
mids of Egypt again, or to remove mountains,
than to build cathedrals or set to work the
complex social machinery of our Eastern cities.
The blending of these two representative classes
of American society principally from its lower

only in the aggregate. And so now in Mormon
society the English specially are the revolu
tionary class, and they begin their work so

past than one in the form and quality

stratas will" very much explain the first phases

of the Mormon

social problem.
EARLY SOCIAL 8TAGE&

The religious natures of the Apostolic Kim
Pratts, Woodruffs, and Youngs were

balls,

who are rather vol
canic, and so because they are so highly heroic
and emotional.
Sociologically speaking, it is
the English who represent revolutions, or the
evolutions of society, and they begin so near

the primitive
state of Mormonism,
so
close up, as it were, to the handle of their own
faith, that they affirm the genuineness of the
mission of Joseph Smith and Brigham Young,
near

maintain the Mormon problem as the great
problem of the age, at the same time that they
transform entirely everything which society
How truly Eng
has known as Mormonism.
lish this is in its sociological

method!

The
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French would have become infidel in

a revolu

tion from Mormonism, and not passed into a
new state of faith and spirituality even more
thorough than before.
PHASES OF MORMONISM.

The example of the English type of mind

Journal.
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cumstances, will be certain to bring about a
Then, the
great social transformation in Utah.
the bulk of Mormou society,
no matter whatever they might have been in
England touching a theocratic faith, when they

English, who form

settle down on this continent near the influence

society, will gradually become
in all their social tendencies, and
This is not mere
not tlieocratic or Mormon.
abstract speculation.
It is the exact exposi
tion of society in Utah to-day, and the " New

passing from under a hierarchal rule into the
grander commonwealth of the state — out of
the chiirch into the nation — is seen in the
revolution of our Pilgrim fathers and their
brethren in the parent land, and the example

of American

of the French passing through

Movement" of the "Utah Reformers," as they
denominate themselves, is one of the illustra
tions of the change.

a comparable
transformation is seen in the French revolu
tion. Now Mormon society out of the larger
mixture of the English people, with their
strong individualisms and dominant character,
which everywhere tend to break down abso

lutisms, whether in church or state, must in
the very course of things entirely transform
the hierarchy of Utah, while their conservative
training will keep intact the Mormon mission
all that has
and its founder. Notwithstanding
been written during the past year about Mor
mon schisms, etc., very little upon the matter
It is, in fact,
has been touched fundamentally.
a sociological rather than a religious problem
that we have now for study in Utah ; it is a
transition and social transformation, and not a
mere rebellion against Brigham Young.
The
present and future of Mormon society are easily
to be understood if reduced to scientific methods
of manifestation and progress. Here is the
Mormon problem sociologically at a view as it
The American class made an
now stands.

extraordinary transition from republican insti
tutions into a theocracy, and they are the
founders and apostles.
They will make no
reaction from themselves nor reach a transition
in their lives, for they passed out of the final

of human institutions — republicanism — into
theocracy, which is beyond the human, and
which it is our opinion never can be success
fully applied to earth in the pure sense of
divine government.
The Mormon Apostles and
the first American Elders will, from the neces
sity of their case, hold to theocracy in form
and an absolute hierarchal

rule to the very
last ; but they are all old and belong to the

past.

The reaction must come, Society, from the
beginning, has grown out of theocracy, for
theocracy in reality is only a priestly form of
society belonging to the primitive states of the
to
race, and has not been found applicable
civilized nations. Ameiica going to Utah via
the Pacific Railroad, the opening of the mines,
the passing away of isolation, and similar cir

American

THE SCOTCHMAN
is the next to be considered in our investiga
tion of Mormon society. In numbers the Scotch
in Utah are less than the English, but they
come after the American in rank of place and
rule, but not in their progressive and iconoclas
tic tendencies.
As, for illustration, in Utah
you find the Scotch very extensively in pre
Many
siding places throughout the Territory.

of them

are Bishops, and nearly all the men
whom President Young has gathered around
him as his chief clerks and administrative men
are from Scotland ; but neither the
the Welsh

are found in presiding

English nor
We

places.

have been informed that it was very much the
in Great Britain.
The Scotch always

same

managed to get at the head, and were the chief
administrative men in the European mission,
holding the rank of Pastors of Districts and
Presidents of Conferences. This undoubtedly
is to be explained by the peculiarities of their
national character, and not from any religious

In Utah they continued as they
superiority.
began, and have already almost rivaled the
Americans themselves in reaching place in the
Mormon

hierarchy both ecclesiastically and
Indeed, were there to come no
socially.
transformation, the Scotch would rule the
Mormon Church after the death of the first
American Elders and Apostles ; for, as might
be expected, the

children of those

Americans

as a rule have no strong desire for place in the

Church, and are not apostolic in their charac
Those very children of the Mormon
Apostles and first Elders are certain by-and-by
ter.

to be with the English in the return from the
theocratic institutions of Momiondom
to the
republican institutions of America ; and a large

portion of those children — now numbering
many thousands — are from English mothers.
We can determine scientifically from their na
tional character that the Scotch will hold on to
the last to the apostolic and conservative class;
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but a3 soon

as they find the social changes
practically worked out by the new class of cir
cumstances which are fast encounpnssing
Utah,
they will promptly take all the advantages of
the new state of things. They will not give up

"bird in the hand" for the "bird in the
besh," but they will at once make the exchange
their

when he is caught.

There are no men in Utah who for years
well understood as the Scotchmen who
have won place in the Utah hierarchy, that
when the frontiers of the nation from every

and What They Abe.

a\

were drawn away from their native mountains
to Utah by their strong faith and ardent spirit
ual natures, and not from any vast comprehen
sion of the great social plan which the Ameri
to work out in
"kingdom" and establishing
theocratic institutions.
The Welsh are scat
tered by thousands throughout the valleys of

can Apostles

had undertaken

building up

a

have so

Utah, and are the same to-day as when amid
their native hills — an earnest, spiritual-minded

Utah, and the railroad age
the age of isolation, the hierarchal
government of the Territory would certainly
pass away and give place to the American

people, and, unlike the Scotch, they have al
ready entered into the several new movements
or schisms, believing that the temporal rule of
President Young does not fulfill all their relig
ious expectations.
The Welsh in Utah as ev
erywhere retain their nationality in their lan

terms the theocratic

side encompassed

succeeded

rule.

They also maintained

their national
in their as
"
suming the organic name of the Welsh Prin

Those men indeed

guage.

been preparing for the change
by becoming railroad contractors and the like,
but still they are cautious not to commit them

unity

are among the most orthodox in
Of all the leading Scotchmen, Mr.
seeming.
T. B. H. Stenhouse is the only man of decided
mark who joined the schismatics, or, as they
ityle themselves, the "Utah Reformers;" and
in doing so nearly all his old national compan
ions arc broken off from him.

THE SCANDINAVIANS
next to the English have given the most con
verts to the Mormon Church.
The " Danish
Mission," which included Norway and minor
places, has sent year after year its shiploads of

have for years

selves, and

THE WELSH
the first who entered the Mor
mon Church in the British mission.
They
are

among

to the English.
The Mor
ran through Wales "like
movement
wild-fire," and in a short time thousands were
and organized into the " "Welsh
converted
The highly inspirational and
Principality."

were, in fact, next
mon

emotional
captivated

children of ancient Britain were
by the announcement of a new dis

of spiritual and prophetic power.
The "Welsh Saints soon became famous as
speakers in tongues, prophesiers, healers of the
There was, we
rick, and workers of miracles.

pensation

dispensation of
psychological manifestations among the Welsh
Saints, such as would astonish even modern
Spiritualists.
And this having been induced
through the ministry of Joseph Smith's Apos
are informed, an extraordinary

tles, the

Welsh converts became firmly ground

ed in the faith, and are so in Utah to this day,
as far as their
are dissatisfied

religion is concerned ; but many
with the social administration.

was almost purely a relig
ious matter with the Welsh]; whereas, alike
with the Americans, the English, and the

Indeed,

Mormonism

Scotch, it was

enterprise — a
mission, to be worked out,
prophets, apostles, and eld

a great temporal

great State-founding

through
But it was different with the Welsh, who

however,
ers.

as a mission,

as illustrated

cipality."

This mission was much
emigrants to Utah.
younger than the British mission, but scarcely
of less importance to Utah. It still thrives,
and will doubtless send thousands more to
people the valleys of the Rocky Mountains;
for, like as with the English, the migratory in
stinct of the Scandinavian has been caught by
the society-founding religion of the Mormon
Church. Notwithstanding, therefore, the social
and religious changes which may take place
in Utah, the Scandinavians would emigrate, and
the opening of the silver mines of the Rocky
Mountains, and the future developments of
gold, of which the Saints are now dreaming
more than of the glories hereafter, will be an
other strong inducement to this industrious
On their arrival in Utah, the Danes and
Norwegians have mostly gone into the country
settlements, where they have thriven as the
farmers of the Territory.
They are a sober,
industrious, frugal people.
They are not as
familiar as the English and Scotch with the
great* world outside of them, with its bustle
and commerce, and are therefore better con
race.

tented with country life. For this reason they
have been invaluable to their community in
the building up of Utah.
They are as submis
sive as industrious, and are not as restless and
ambitious as the emigrants from Great Britain,
but they are not unprogressive, and hive been
fairly represented in the schisms and reform
movements.
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THE IKISH, GERMAN, AND FRENCH
not numerous among the Mormons.
Ger
many would not permit their missions, and
are

even the Protestant king of Prussia forced the
Mormon Apostles from his dominions the very
moment they attempted to preach their new
France was
gospel to the disciples of Luther.
better than Germany ; but only in the dominions
of the king of Denmark was there sufficient
religious liberty to give to the Mormon elders

of success on the continent of
Of course, when they reached Great

a fair chance

Europe.

Britain, Ireland was as open to them as to any
other class of innovative Protestants who came
to the Catholics to beat down their church of
The Irish, the Germans, and the French
ages.
are not represented to any extent worth noting
in the Mormon community, and the reasons
arc explained.
SOCIOLOGICALLY AND ETHNOLOGICALLY,
then, we find the Monnon community made
up from the best
a state of national

and they are in
There are the
Americans, the English, the Scotch, the Welsh,
and the Scandinavians cemented together by a
races,

fusion.

common faith and social destiny, and blended
together very extensively by marriage rela
tions. This is the most noticeable between the
American elders and the English women, but
all intermarry very freely. Though we may
only account primitively as Americans the
first elders, who are now but few, when we
speak of Utah society as it now stands, the
children born of the emigrants, many of whom
are from American
fathers, will give a large

"

to Zion."
The off
proportion of native-born
spring from these dominant races can not be
but good, physiologically
We are
speaking.
aware that the majority of outsiders suppose
that the Mormon-born children are physically
degenerate, but facts tell the reverse of this.

The children of

the Rocky Mountains may not
have the intellectual culture of the children in
Eastern cities, but they are almost as hardy as
their own native mountains.
It is in vain for

any to attempt to deny this to obtain an antipoly gam ic argument, for we believe tho facts
to be as we have stated.
POLYGAMY.

Our views upon this subject in the abstract
are very much the views of the American
We see a grand social
people in general.
result settling the relative states of monogamy
and polygamy.
Monogamy is the result of
ages of progress, and is the institution of the
superior

races;

primitive

states

polygamy

is

found

of society, and in no

in

the

case is

it

[Jan.,

found as the result of social progress and the
elevation of the status of woman.
Mormon
polygamy is not a result of society, but a return
patriarchal days and institutions by the
means extraordinary of a new dispensation.
to

Yet, whatever might be our views in the
abstract, we must be just and honest in dealing
with the Mormons in their polygamic relations.
In the first place, they do undoubtedly accept
polygamy as a part of their religion, and their
honesty and severe religious virtue, judged
from their standpoint, can not righteously be
questioned, and
feelings

the

very martyrdom of the
to conform to the

of their women

revelation is proof of this. They
accepted polygamy as a people because they
believed it to be a divine law. They deemed
the Old Scriptures especially polygamic in their
sanctions, and the practice of the ancients
they believed was enjoined upon them by a
new revelation. Lust was not the inducement
polygamic

The faith that they were called

to be a peculiar
" raise
people, to
up a righteous seed to the
Lord," had the weight in their minds, and not
the desire to multiply wives. It was rather
the multiplying
of offspring, according to the
patriarchal idea of the Hebrews.
Offspring

was the supreme blessing from God to man or
woman.
So with the Mormons.
There is
much of that peculiar religious ambition in
them so essentially connected with the Abra-

hamic genius and promise : " In thee shall all
the families of the earth be blessed." " I w ill
make thy seed as the dust of the earth."
" And I will made thee
exceedingly fruitful,
and I will make nations of thee."
All this
the Mormons literally apply to themselves.

The working out of this covenant which is seal

ed upon them in their marriage ceremonies,
belongs to their great social scheme. There
is therefore a certain religious purity connected

with marriage among the Mormons and their
associations of the sexes which would be
more intelligible
to our
Puritanic ances
than this marriage - without - offspring
economy of modern America, for the Puritans
had also very much of the patriarchal idea of
"raising up a righteous seed." Even physi
tors

ologically considered, the idea is good and
natural to the race, and the departure from it a
great social and sexual perversion ; but Mormon
polygamy is not required to keep the love of
offspring in society. We simply affirm that it
has principally to do with this love of offspring.
Is there love between the sex in the Mormon
Church? it might be asked, for tho companion
ship of the two and the blending of the two
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is supposed to be abso
sentimentally
for the existence of love
" How can there be love,
between the sexes.
then, between the Mormon polygamist and his
wives?" There is love, but love with them is

are practically in the monogamic state.
Only
about one in seven of the men are estimated as
The polygamists are
polygamists in Utah.
also old, as well as in the minority, and it is
most likely that the women of Utah will yet

in an ambitious and not a sentimental mood.
The Abrahamic
covenant, making them in
pruspective the fathers and mothers of nations,
has possessed them.
It may seem at first that

abolish polygamy by their female suffrage.
THE MORMON FAITH.
But this heading takes it not all in, for Mormonism is more than a faith. It means insti
tutions even more than theology.
Theocracy

natures

lutely necessary

only captivate the man touching
seeing that the woman is robbed of
her estate by partnership;
but the Mormon
mother looks from her husband to her sons
and their offspring, and is thus glorified by
this would
polygamy,

in becoming the mother of a vast
will be gathered to her
in the next world.
Hence we also discover in
the inner views of Mormon polygamy that the

is the most generic definition of Mormonism,
and not faith. And theocracy with the Mor
mons is also patriarchal and Hebraic. Mormon
ism has therefore its derivations as much before

if we

polygamy

Christ as in Christ.

race which she believes

as regards quantity, nearly all its derivations are

is exalted

mother
ambitious

above the wife, and the
satisfied, and not

mother-sentiment

Now, the mother-senti
ment is always ambitious, but it sacrifices the
woman for the compensations in her offspring,
And looking from this
especially in her sons.
the wife-sentiment.

point of view, we can understand how Mormon

well, for notwith
■.
has hitherto
as much domestic harmony as

has worked

polygamy

so

standing all said to the contrary,
wrought
monogamy
Mormons

out

does in our American cities. The
have not found Paradise in their

relations ; like other people, they
only earth, and that is as much as
could be expected from an institution which
none but the Mormons could have worked a

marriage

hare found

day, applied to general society.

As regards offspring, it may be said that the
Mormon children are not physically degene
rated through polygamy, and doubtless this is
to be explained by the fact that the associations
of the sexes are regulated by religious motives
of offspring. It is said that

and for the purpose

Brigham Young and the Mormon Apostles
will challenge their sexual temperance with
that of the best of monogamic society. Looking

of Mormon polygamy
touching the birth of the sexes, we find it some
times on one side and sometimes on the other ;
for instance, out of Brigham
Young's fifty
children we get by -far the largest proportion
of girls ; out of Heber C. Kimball's fifty we get
for the relative results

in number to Brigham's girls.
the view of offspring to Mormon
•ociety as a whole, it is discovered that the
great bulk of offspring are from monogamic
boys equivalent

But extending

parents.
amic,

It

should

always be borne in mind-

all the attention given to the polyg
the vast majority of Mormon society

that after

Indeed,

speak merely

before the first Messiah advent, but as the ad
vents of the Messiah are to the Mormons the
pre-ordained culminations, all is derived from

Christ
Moreover, they make the Christ a
pre-existent being, personally independent of
the Father, and they believe that the spirits of
all men and women also had a pre-existence.
Christ is the first-born, and, after the Father, is
the beginning of all things, whether of human
society, of covenants, or of the Gospel. Hence
all is derived from Christ, but not from the
date of his first advent.
This view throws the
Mormons back direct, not to John the Baptist,
but to Abraham, the Father of the Faithful, in
whom the covenants and promises begin, but

in the revelation that
they immediately'bring
" unto Abraham the Gospel was preached,"
thus, as it were, ante-dating the Christian dis
pensation. Here, then, with Abraham and in
his times the Mormons commence to build
theocracy, and to them it becomes patriarchal
and polygamic at once.
They suppose that it
has been the Divine aim from the beginuing to
set up the actual kingdom of heaven upon
earth, not merely spiritually but literally, and
that God has made many attempts to this end,
the first great attempt being in Abraham aud
his seed, and the last in Joseph Smith and his
This is the "Dispensation of the
disciples.
fullness of times," in which they believe all
things will be restored, and the Divine inten
These are " the
tions consummated in them.
Restitution,"
of
the
and
in
this dispensa
Times
tion they believe there will bo no fail, but that
the kingdom will surely be established and
given to the Saints according to the prophecy
of Daniel, which they specially apply to this
" kingdom of God to be cut out of
age, and the
the mountains (the Rocky Mountains) without

hands," over which Brigham Young now pre
For this purpose the " New and Ever

sides.
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decline of the spiritual part of the dispensation
through the preponderance of the temporal
growth, the Mormon Reformers base the neces

a

in them, and polygamy

given to

a

is

confirmed

it

manifestations recorded of the ancient saints,
and,
said, that the Mormon Church once
"
"
marvelous de
spiritual gifts in
possessed
Indeed, upon this circumstance, and the
gree.

it,

lias been
lasting Covenant," a9 they term
conferred with the priesthood of Melchisedek
through Joseph Smith, the Mormon Prophet,
and the Abrahamic promise of numerous seed

ministry of the spirit of Joseph

the Mormons

PHRENOLOGICAL

is

work out the promise and be the chief means
of " building up the kingdom."
It this series
of conception which has brought forth what
America knows most of as Mormonism.
With the Abrahamic and patriarchal half

sity of the renewal of the dispensation, which
they say has been done through the personal
Smith.

AND PHYSIOLOGICAL CONSID
ERATIONS.
Though we did not lecture or make many
professional examinations on our recent visit

First, the Church organization, for
the parts.
the cardinal conception of the
organization
Mormon mind, and so they at once organize
after the ancient pattern with apostles, evan
gelists, pastors, teachers, bishops, etc., making
their Church directly an apostolic and pro
Revelation
the basis of
phetic institution.

of hundreds of the representative men and
women of the Mormons, and made ourselves
generally acquainted with the people.
We have said that the American Elders (nnd
all the Americans are Elders) will divide into
two types of men — the apostolic and the enter

"
repentance, baptism by immersion for the
remission of sins, the laying on of the Elders'
hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost, and eternal
But with this " eternal judgment "
judgment."
There are
they bring in a universal salvation.
three glories — " the glory of the sun, the glory

of

the moon, and the

glory of the stars."

Into

these three glories Mormon theology locates the

inhabitants of this world after death, the Saints
taking the celestial or the glory of the sun.
There are to be none finally lost but those who
sin against the Holy Ghost; the rest of the
wicked and the imperfect are to be redeemed
from prison in the spirit- world after the Monnon
the prison-houses of the
dead," and preached the Gospel to them again.
They believe in the gathering in, the building
up of temporal Zion in the literal resurrection
a

Elders have " unlocked

and in the personal coming of Christ to reign
in Zion over the Saints and as king of all the
They
earth giving to the world its millennium.
believe in all the spiritual gifts and angelic

a

than intellectual
and
manifestations,
they somewhat lack high culture, as we under
"
in "
'utile society. There are few,
stand
however, who nave given to their minds much
self-education, for instance, Orson Pratt, They
have more of the practical and social brain
than the philosophical
or idealistic, though
they are largely developed in the religious and
moral regions. As they grow old, most of the
Mormon Apostles and Bishops become very
corpulent.
They are not lrke the " lean and
night,"
hungry Cassius."
They can " sleep
and are such men as Co:sar loved — upholders,
o'

is

Atonement
connected the Sacrament of the
Lord's Supper, according to the general Prot
estant interpretation.
The cardinal doctrines
of the Church after faith in the Godhead are,

social

and not conspirators like Cassius against his
the reason why the
Perhaps that
authority.
Mormon Csesar has chosen them.
The next arc the pioneering and mountaineer
class.
They of course retain much of their
original iron-like frame and rugged uppearis

believe in the strict doctrine of the Atone
ment, but Apostle Amasa Lyman
and his
"Mormon Reformers"
do not.
With the

Tiie Apostles and Bishops are nearly
prising.
all large men; their phrenological
develop
ments are rather powerful, but more fitted for

l

a

a

their faith, and not
past but
present revela
They believe in Ood the Father, and in
His Son Jesus Christ, and in the Holy Ghost,
but believe the first two in the Trinity to be
"
distinct personages literally, " Father
and
"
"
Son," and the third to be the
Infinite
Spirit" of the universe. The orthodox party
tion.

to Salt Lake City, we have examined the heads

it

is

is

unite the Christian dispensation
In this half we get more of what the
proper.
various churches recognize as the parts of
The Mormons aim to unite all
Christianity.

life-work in crossing the plains
backward and forward with trains and build
ing up new settlements keeps them from get
ting fat. In fine, phrenologically and physiolog
ically, they are about like their class in any
part of America.
THE CLASSIFICATION.
ance, for their

We classified the Americans sociologically,
but we will classify the people from Europe
phrenologically, as the most characteristic.
the English and Scotch
Phrenologically,
Mormons, who have about the same weight of
brain, are both superior and inferior to 4he
American

Mormons.

The

masses

are simple
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minded people from the working-classes, both
of the cities and agricultural districts.
If it
were true what has so often been asserted, that
the Elders are knaves and their converts dupes,

from Europe would

the masses

be the latter ;

but no social

philosopher would admit such a
classification concerning any religious body.
These have received Mormonism in the fullest
faith, have been strong in bearing testimony,
"
and like
clay in the hands of the potter," to
use the constant figure of the late Heber C.

Of
of

Kimball.
and weight

wonderfully

of

course they have the capacity
the Anglo-Saxon head, and are
adapted for the formation of the

new society of

a hardy, industrious,
people.
THE ELDERS.
But another class of the English and Scotch
Mormons is phrenologically representative in a
body

a

conservative

very superior degree — the Elders

who built up
the European mission, for it was not the Amer
icans who did the great Mormon work abroad,

British Elders. The Americans simply
their mission to Europe, and after
ward presided.
The tremendous results abroad
were worked out by the English and Scotch
by years of ministerial labor, just as the com
merce of Utah has been worked out by the
English Jennings, Godbe, Walkers, and others,
and not by the Apostles.
The case is, that
from the body of the converts abroad there
arose a host of young men full of ambition

but the

introduced

and much natural

ability, but who were then
of dis
tinction.
Their phrenological charts show
that they were rough diamonds, and just the
class who in any society would win the title of
self-made men.
They gave to the Church
much native intellect, but not much intellec
as undeveloped

tual culture.

as they were desirous

Their youthfulness

and lack of

of their
connection with the Mormon Church, and why
10 many of them have since become almost
They
entirely transformed by mental culture.
were doubtless at first captivated by being
made the
instruments in building up of
education may be taken as explanatory

Conferences, and Pastorates, and by
constantly appearing in public as speakers and
debaters.
traveled " without purse or

Branches,

They

suffered every kind of privation for
years in the ministry.
The "Mormon king
dom," in fact, grew out of their devotion and
missionary zeal, and then they sent it home to
President Young to govern.
They were satis

scrip,"

fied with their religion and themselves because
so much.
And what of
Why, just this: their great mis

they accomplished
their heads?
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sionary results grew out of vigorous, youthful
brains, largely developed toward ambition and
love of excellence, and not out of Mormon the

The fact stands, that a host of bigology.
headed, inexperienced boys were caught and
elevated by an empire-founding scheme which
Mormon Apostles preached to Europe.
They
were nearly all youths who, after from twenty
to twenty-five years of Mormon career, only
range from forty to forty-five. The well-known
T. B. H. Stenhouse, from Scotland, who was the
chief missionary to Switzerland and Italy, is
one of the oldest of his class, and he is only
about forty-four. The famous ex-Mormon Elder

John Hyde, since he left Utah, has won rank as
the greatest orator of the
Swcdenborgian
Church in England, and is now the minister of
the congregation at Manchester.
The British
Elders were also not only the foremost men in
establishing the commerce of Utah, but several
of them are among the principal merchants of
California.
The editorial men are likewise
from the old country, both on the orthodox
and the heterodox sides; so also with the
artists and first-class mechanics. Savage and
Ottinger, of the artists, are, however, one from
England, the other from Philadelphia ; but Mr.
Ottinger is an American artist who has settled
down and cast his destiny with the Mormons
rathe: than an original Mormon Elder.
Wo
must not by any means be understood to affirm
that the class of men whom we have been con
sidering as the representative Elders from
abroad all forsake the side of the old authorities.
The majority remain "faithful," but a large
number of the English Elders especially have
"apostatized."
Before, such generally left
Utah, but now they have organized them
selves, assuming the name of Reformers.
They
are men of largo beads, with the philosophical
and idealistic development, and they design to
publish an elaborate system of spiiitual and

moral philosophy, and also a complete system
of social science from the standpoint of " Re
They arc unlike the old
formed Mormonism."
Mormon leaders, having the iconoclastic rather
than the priestly head, and are universalian in
their mental tendencies, and therefore unfit for

of" chosen people." Indeed, they
were cut off from the parent church because
of this, the famous American Apostle Amnsa
Lyman for his transcendentalism being the first

a theocracy

these reformers are also two other
Among
Americans who have held first rank in Utali,
Eli B. Kelsey and the merchant Henry Lau
rence ; but they are rather of the American

type proper — republican, and not theocratic.
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Windmills will pump,
steam power.
grind, saw, churn, and do much other
light work ; steam will do the rest, and
human hands may thus be emancipated
from wearing drudgery.
Mechanism.

— What

the loom and the

are doing to-day for wo

sewing-machine
man in the way of saving tiresome handlabor, other inventions, in the interest of
every department of human toil, will ul
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eerieb — of the Phrenological
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this

wo enter on the Fifty-second

volume — old

Journal.

third volume of the new — octavo— Bcrlcs.

It is the

There seems

to be perfect unanimity on the part of readers as to the
merits of the matter, mode of presentation, and form
of the

Journal.

No one would have us go back to the

quarto size ; all praise the octavo as being more conve
nient

to read, bind, and preserve.
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useful subjects are conspicuous without
the least with rending matter.

interfering

of
in

We propose during the

present year to make each succeeding number better
than the preceding.

We preach "progress

and im

provement,1' and purpose to practice, if possible, what
we preach.

»»»

EDITOR'S MESSAGE.
A FEW SUGGESTIONS.

lHE

late agricultural State and county fairs, held in the North and in
the South, in the East and in the West,
T I

timately perform for man. Mountains
are tunneled ; rivers are bridged ; dis
tant nations, states, and territories are
made neighbors by rail and telegraph ;
and the engineer, machinist, architect,
mechanic, and manufacturer are perform
ing wonders in all the developments
latent wealth and power.

Education. — Our

free institutions

of
and

self-government are based on
tained by universal education.

and sus

er times

was

a

liberal

education

In form
the

Popes,
privilege of comparatively few.
priests, and other potentates monopo
lized education and spiritual growth, as
emperors, kings, ajid princes monopo
lized the civil power.

Free schools and

general intelligence are supposed to be
inimical to arbitrary or priestly rule.
Certain

it is that ignorant

stitious

masses

and super
more easily
than those who are

are much

reveal a healthy and growing state of
things in regard to this great foundation
interest of American industry, thrift, and

held in subjection
There will be a struggle be
educated.
tween those who favor enforced univer

Our soil and climate, extending
over forty degrees of latitude, include
an immense variety of useful productions
of the tropical, temperate, and even of

sal education, and those who wish to
pervert our institutions to partisan and
sectarian purposes. We warn the peo

wealth.

the frigid zones, including fruit, fish,
fowl, and quadruped in abundance, with
everything necessary to supply all the
bodily wants of man in his highest civil
ization.

Instead of the slavish hand-la

ple that their duty and the interest of
their children lie in the direction of free
schools, and even a compulsory educa
Let it be remembered that " knowl

tion.

edge is power."

Fbee Labor. — In

bor of former times to grow and gather
crops, we now have improved imple
ments and machinery.
Plowing, plant

between

ing, reaping, and threshing are to be done
more and more by wind, horse, and

a few rich

a true

democratic

republic, where every man is his own
master, there can be no lasting conflict

It is very
capital and labor.
different in monarchical countries, where
men own

all the land and
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— like

with

assistance

real ad

the Father Mathew tem
perance societies, in which each member
is provided for in case of accident or sick
vantage,

ness; but strikes, riots, and every other

of lawlessness have no palliation
or excuse in a free country like ours.
The Tariff vs. Free Trade. — It

species

may be claimed

that we Americans

oc

of civil
than those of the Old World.

cupy a higher plane in the scale
ization

every man — not alien, idiotic, or
imbecile — is a citizen, and has a voice

Here,

of all our public servants,
of honor
or of profit in the gift of the people.
There, without regard to qualification,
in the choice

and may be eligible to any post

bora to position and to rule, even
though he be a knave or a Dundreary.
one is

child,

in

all

the

every
nearly
States, is provided with the means of ob
taining education at public expense, and
is,

Here,

the great mass of Americans
they rich or be they poor — are ed
ucated in those branches which qualify

the rule
—be

business in
regular
Here, every manly man may justly
claim to be
We do not
sovereign.
a

them to transact

a

way.

types for ourselves when
only with the highest to be

higher

compared

found in older countries
en en masse,

millions

;

claim

but when tak

for millions, with

importations, we are to
day in advance of any other nation on
the rule, and
the globe
Here, labor
is

is

is

!

all our foreign

counted honorable, and pauper labor
There, pauper labor
the exception.

vail in other countries, we will open all
our ports to free trade with all the world.

But not till

The question
then.
not,
Can we compete with the manufactu
rers of other countries?" but, Are we
willing to come down in our tastes, in
our more comfortable living, in our edu

"

cation

and higher civilization, to the
slave and pauper condition of the Euro
That
the question.
Politi
pean
cians had better take notice.

We wel

come emigrants, come from whence they

may, be they Christian or be they pagan.
We — our institutions — are to swallow
The very reason
them, — not they us.
they come
and there
all.

Let
those

Do

to better their condition

;

and for mutual

and kings give place to plain presidents,
chosen by the people, — in short, when
justice, freedom, and common sense pre

room and work enough for
we believe in Christianity

?

Laborers may form benefit or assurance
associations
for personal improvement

form their systems to ours — which they
must do sooner or later — when emperors

is

it is very different.

us practice

who come

unto bthers

as

in our treatment of

among us. Let us do
we would that others

should do unto us.

Cheap Postage. — We have

an excel

lent postmaster-general, who
doing all
he can to facilitate intercourse among the
He favors the abolition of the
people.
is

he pleases,

as

is

land

half starved and poorly paid pauper la
borer of Europe or Asia.
Hence the
tariff. When European governments con

it

price

is,

he can get, or where he may
set up for himself without
let or hin
and
drance,
may buy, hold, and sell

est

is

ery man may sell his services at the high

the rule. Now we do not propose to
permit European capitalists and manu
facturers to place intelligent American
laborers on the same low level with the

?

hold the people tenants at will. There,
capital and labor are necessarily opposed ;
hence the combinations,
trade-unions,
But here, where ev
strikes, riots, etc.
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franking frauds, — and so do the people.
In him we have the right man in the
right place. Let us keep him there, and
sustain him in his efforts to improve and
perfect our great postal system.

Our Mines of

gold, silver, iron, cop
per, and lead are constantly developing,
and the indications are that California
and the Rocky Mountains contain end
of the precious metals, which

less supplies

Phrenological Journal.
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soil of unsurpassed fertility ; a climate
of our own choice ; the richest minerals
of every sort ; forests of the finest tim
fruits in abundance, and
cheap ; thirty thousand miles of naviga
ble lakes and rivers ; waters, warm, hot,
and cold ; waters, soft, pure, hard, and
;

the

on

What nation or
like the natural
advantages which we enjoy? Let us
thank God, and make the most of it and
of ourselves.

WHAT CAN WOMAN

can do vastly more than she has

done, is now doing, or is likely to
do. She can improve ! she can be edu

she

can

If

teach school.

it

it

teach, and compose music. They teach
and practice drawing, modeling, design

is

!

;

more, they
ing, engraving, book-keeping
can write for newspapers and magazines.
They can write books not only poetry,
but good, sensible prose, which
better.

" speak pieces," recite,
They can
medicine,

is

affairs

domestic

takes

care of

concerns.

But

unmarried

women, or married women
without children or homes of their own,

may engage in any pursuit they like.
educated as engineers or navigators,
not for man to interfere or prevent
them from following such vocations, pro
vided they can practically enter upon

If

them.

Woman

all the

"rights"

men, and

entitled

which

are

by nature to
common to

unkind for men to place
barriers in the way of her fullest free
dom for improvement or profit.
What
ever she may be pleased and fitted to do,
should be in the sight of Heaven her

right to do. But she will not seek to
fell trees, go on whaling voyages, sink
shafts for mining, tunnel mountains, or
unsex herself to become
soldier or a
sailor.
Neither will she engage in pugil

be

When
comes to teaching
young men in colleges, universities, and
in scientific schools, men may do
as
Women can learn, and
well, or better.

practice

and

It

learn more rapidly
under women teachers than under men

ture,

children

educated

lieved that children

teachers.

after household

pray,

lec
and

a

!

They can keep store, sell goods,
preach
cut, make, and they can invent — vide
Miss Carpenter, of California, who has
just taken out patent in America and
in Europe for the best sewing-machine

istic encounters.

She may gamble, sell
and deal out " liquid damna
tion " to the fools who buy.
But these
are pursuits not of her seeking, and
from which she would readily turn did
tobacco,

not circumstances
continue

therein.

seem

to force her

to

the perverted

nature of man which drags woman
down to this.
Offer her
better way,
and see how quickly she will accept it.
a

it,

for

in

as effectually

she marries, has
duties
specific
devolving on her which
prevent her from engaging successfully
in pursuits common to men.
She looks

it

Discipline tells

!

her case as in that of man.

is

cated

Woman, when

a

s

HE

DO?

tions.

is

country

An unskilled woman
no
more likely than an unskilled man to be
sought or placed in responsible situa

It

What
sulphureous !
globe surpasses ours?
people have anything

But women must be educated for

these things.

Woman makes good missionary, both
at home and abroad.
Her sex protects
her when men would be in danger.
In
a

ber that grows

bies.

;

fluid was totally unknown twenty years
ago ! Consider what riches are ours !

is

developed untold riches therein
a few years, as this important

is

within

it

have

needle ever made.
We could name
others also who have taken out patents.
They can grow fruits, flowers, and do
much nursery work besides nursing ba

is

Our iron
only await the working.
mountains are simply inexhaustible ; so
those of coal ; and as for petroleum, we

it
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India, Turkey, China, Japan, and in
Africa, educated women are doing
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nearly all
now
teachers
Sunday-school
teaching
hundreds
of Chinamen are American
San Francisco

and

taught are full of hope
thankfulness.
We need not enu

Chinamen

to give buoyancy to
good supply of con

a

Then

the spirits.

is

diments and narcotics completes the list,
what some women are now
and this
not
How long can they live
"
shall
The wicked
written,
long, for
But the
not live out half their days."
" what can women do " still
question

tention to

it,

for her or for himself.

is

for each to answer

If,

open, and we leave

it

?

is

it

?

doing.

by calling

at

we agitate and arouse dor

1

?

is

:

?

?

'

If

which could be derived

one in

hundred

from

has shown

sym
pathy for poor, struggling mortals, that one
has been canonized as
good Samaritan, and
a

them.

a

his name and his simple duty-deed sent down
smile from heaven.
the selfish ages as

In the present blessed year of grace great
nations are wielding the engines of death to
mow down the ranks of their common peo
a

ple, and the sole cause of this mighty slaugh
selfish
ter must be traced to the wish of
and perjured tyrant to fix his boy in posses
That this useless
sion of his usurped throne.
slaughter shocks the moral sense of the world
and awakens in many the inquiry how long
the masses of useful common people must be
up in the mill of war to gratify the
" ambition and pride of kings,"
al

mad

is

ground

most the only healthful

It

and hopeful

aspect

million
pitiable that
men must be slain or maimed for life, and
the industry of two generations wasted in
the expenses of war, and only awaken
timid qualm in the public conscience and the
hesitating inquiry whether kings and emper
of the subject.

a

ly,

form, and bourbon

labor

manual

ors, pompous aristocrats,

and fattening drones

luxury too expensive to be forever
halfYet this half-awaking,
maintained
are not

omen.
an encouraging
hoping spirit
century since, America cast away
Nearly
in fire and blood the crown that threatened to
but retained in its organic law seed
crush
of the old despotism, which cheaply, though
at

a

; when all fagged out, good for
nothing, they send for the doctor, and
he prescribes fashionable remedies, name
cod-liver oil to give plumpness to the

morning

thrones, in the field, and the workshop have
measured the value of men by the amount of

a

frittering
mirror instead of improving their minds.
Up late at night, they rise late in the

indicate the measure and the estimate placed
God's human
Tyrants on
image.
upon

is

day, doing nothing useful,
away their time before the

he how much
The questions How strong
how much work can he do who
can he lift
can he outrun? and who can ho conquer
by brute force in the ring have seemed to

?

by

the house

growing desire among
people to learn something of hu
man nature besides the avoirdupois, the alti
tude, and the muscular dynamics of men.
late there

OFthe

a

men can

it,

other occupations in which wo
excel.
Indeed, she has only to
fit herself, or to he fitted, to do anything
J3ut
she likes for pleasure and for profit.
die must work.
Even to get an educa
tion in any art, science, or accomplish
This killing time
ment, she must work.
by dress, dress, dressing, hy fashionable
flirting, and hy midnight dissipation, is
not the way to build up a constitution,
to get an education, or fit one's self for
usefulness or success.
Look at the big-headed, overdressed
creatures
Broadway !
promenading
What forms and figures they make
with their
high heels, crooked shincurved
breast works,
bones, cotton
spines, glassy eyes, tallow skins, and
cadaverous complexions ! What, make
wivks or mothers of these creatures ?
The first would be a sham, and the sec
ond impossible.
They are failures. They
are idle and indolent; they loll around
merate

THE STUDY OF MAN.
a

work,

is

their

a

the

and

enjoy

is

They

women.

■energy, and put misdirected am
bition on the right track, we shall have
accomplished our purpose.

mant

a

In

splendidly.
the
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great cost, she has recently cast aside.
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If

the present baptism of blood shall bring
a new and better life for Europe, teaching

mankind the value of man, it too, may,
how hard

as

in

blessing; but
the lesson ! how bitter the medi
bo an ultimate

our own case,

cine ! and how long the delay of the cure !

What is the remedy
evils? Not in better
wiser and better spirit
So long as men
large.
cally ignorant of their

for all these gigantic
laws alone, but in a
among

in

the people at

masses

are

practi

own nature and con

sequent duties and destiny, so long will they
be the prey and playthings of selfish dema
gogues in republics, and of lords and crown
ed

tyrants

spirit of
ages

made

The
dynastic governments.
in church or state has for many

in

caste

the earth red and

the

heavens

black with the blood and smoke of war.
The first step in the direction of a better
state of things which promises permanent
benefit to mankind at large may be found in
an increasing

sense among the governed

and

their governors, that man is worth something
besides his value as " a hewer of wood and
a. drawer of water."
Even the cold and self
ish " man of December," just before he en

tered upon his closing and disgraceful cam
paign, paid the tribute of enforced respect to
the people by ordaining a pUbiscitum.
Even
he dared not venture upon a thoroughly self
ish and useless war until he had acquired,
by a general vote of the people, the nominal
sanction of his position and purposes.
The
smothered indignation and self-respect of the
" Down
masses burst forth in wild huzzas,
with Bonaparte 1" " Vive la RCpublique ! " so
soon as the 2d of September had sealed his

Let us also hope that consoli
dated Germany, with but a single king in
stead of forty to deal with, will learn a les

fate at Sedan.

son of freedom by her present trial of power
and patience, and look and labor confidently

for themselves and by them
throughout their broad fatherland,
which stretches from the Alps to the North

for

a government

selves

Sea.

The shackles of precedent and prerogative
are gradually rusting out in England. Every
year royalty has narrower limits, fewer means
of oppression and repression.
The printing
press and other means for the enlargement of
the culture of the masses begin to tell on the
present, and give glorious promise of the

[Jan.,

good to the down- trodden millions.
Long withheld rights arc slowly unclasped
and grudgingly doled out to their legitimate
owners.
The recent enlargement of the suf
frage in England will tend to bring the rough
granite base of the social structure to the
light, and time and culture shall chisel away
future

the roughness and give beauty and symmetry

in its stead. Men need to be studied and
cultured with aims other and higher than to
learn how much muscular working power
they have in them, or how much profit the
artful and the selfish can get out of them.
The bodies of men should not be cultivated
chiefly to make them enduring and powerful
soldiers, sailors, or workers ; nor should minds
be educated
valuable

simply to make them the more
to serve the purposes of the selfish

and greedy ; but the mind and body should
receive the best culture for the production of

individual

and independent

manliness, in

tellectual, moral, and physical.
Why should
fifty men expend their brain-and-musclepowcr mainly to enrich and ennoble a single

Why should their families be reared
in ignorance and filth, in neglect and vice,
that their time, labor, and wisdom may be
absorbed mainly by the lordly few ? Why
should the many play wet-nurse for the scions
of lordlings while their own children are
doomed to suffer for want of parental sus
tenance ? If the poor child has an inherent
right to the full breast of its mother, so has
its brain a right to the best culture, and its
body to the best clothing and shelter which
the combined wisdom and labor of its pa
Each father of a family,
rents can procure.
under right relations to life and business,
should be able to devote the chief part of his
efforts for the culture, training, and happi
ness of his family.
But men will not come to this just but
grand and possible result until they look
within, and learn the useful and sublime
The common people
powers they possess.
family ?

have from ignorance and weakness accepted
the low position accorded to them.
When
man comes to study himself and learn his
inherent powers, he at once assumes some

thing of his native dignity, and begins to
realize the uses of his being.
IJow common it is for men to satisfy their
hunger on rich and highly seasoned food at

THE STUDY OF M AN.
of nerve, and brain, and stomach !
wonder why they suffer from gout,
dyspepsia, rheumatism, or fall in a fit of apo
Give them information respecting
plexy.
the laws of physiology, especially of digestion
and nutrition, and how easily can they refrain
from using things which are hurtful, even
though butter, 6ugar, and spices have been
combined by ingenious cooks to foster appe
tite and gratify artificial tastes.
In like manner men are tossed on the waves
of passion and permit themselves to be driven
by the surges of propensity like a ship under
full sail without rudder or pilot. They say,
if reproved, " It is in me, and it must come
out How can I help it ? I do as well as I
know how.''
In a certain sense this is true.
They do in many respects as well as they
know how. But they have no correct ideas
of life and duty, except in the abstract ; and
therefore their practical knowledge is too lim
Abstract
ited to lead them in the right path.
teaching of morals is somewhat like abstract
It does not accomplish
teaching in music.
in morals to say, " Be
what is desired
" and in music to say,
good, and love God ;
" Xow
play the piano wisely and well," does
But by proper
not secure the desired result.
culture and training in detail the mind comes
to understand and obey moral duty ; in like
manner by long and careful instruction the
piano becomes eloquent under the brilliant
touch of once boorish hands.
As Phrenology teaches mental science in a
practical manner, the student learns that he
has many distinct faculties, each acting under
appropriate incentives according to a law of
He also learns that over
its own being.
against each of the faculties, like opposite
or
6pokes in a wheel, he has counteracting
balancing faculties, and that it is a part of
the office of each, while it enriches the char
acter, to modify and regulate its opposite.
As, in music, base and soprano are opposite
and tenor and alto in like
and correlative,
the expense

and they

manner oppose and supplement each other
and by combination
produce rich harmony,
so in the human mind like opposites produce
like harmonics indefinitely.
Thus, while Destructiveness — executiveness
— gives severity when necessary, and decided

force and weight of character in its ordinary
action, there stands over against

it

the faculty
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of Benevolence, which tends to soften the
And
asperity of unregulated Destructiveness.
Benevolence is in turn backed up and invigo
rated (especially in defense of the oppressed)
by a force of character borrowed from De
structiveness, which makes the character
noble and powerful as well as good.
Like
the mingling of lemon-juice
and sugar in
lemonade, so Destructiveness and Benevolence
may combine in forming at once strength and
Self-Esteem is de
goodness of character.
signed to impart selfness, or self-respect and
self-reliance, to give the person a feeling of
his value and importance, and guard him
against being overborne by the arrogance of

On the other hand, man has Venera
others.
tion and Approbativeness, the former giving
respect for all that is dignified, wise, power
ful, and good in others, as well as all that is
reverential in God and sacred subjects ; and
the latter imparts a desire to please others
Thus it will be
and be approved by them.
seen that Self-Esteem gives dignity, strength,
and Approba
and pride, while Veneration
give mellowness, respect, and the
These
desire to please and be acceptable.
opposing forces when rightly balanced give

tiveness

their fortunate possessor an equal remove
from offensive and unjust haughtiness on the
one hand, and a supine humility and unmanly
Again : Acquisi
sycophancy on the other.
tiveness blindly seeks things of value, and is
wholly in getting and saving.
this stands Conscientiousness,
which says, "Be just in all things ; " and we
also have Benevolence watching for objects
of beneficence, and when found, seeking and
succeeding to modify to the yielding point
the fierce grip of selfish Acquisitiveness.
Thus the character is enlarged and strength
ened by financial acquisition, combined with
honesty in the getting, and kind liberality
Here we have
in the dispensing of property.
Cautiousness, which warns us to watch and
beware, and, acting alone, would completely
block the wheels of progress througli cow
As its opposite and
ardice and irresolution.
counterpart we have Combativeness, which
gives force and courage, and would urge us
rashly to ruin but for the modifying influences
of Cautiousness and the reasoning organs.
Hope leads us to paint the picture of the
future in the brightest colors, but Cautious
concerned
Over

against

Phrenological Journal.
ness throws the shadow of doubt and uncer
tainty over the magnified prospect, and sends

us back

lest we embark

to demonstration

If

Cau
rashly in the new and unknown.
tiousness becomes alarmed and broods over
imaginary

or magnified troubles, Hope throws
scene, and thus

[Jan-.,

is the essence of all knowl
Self-knowledge
edge, lying as it does at the base of the facul
ties which know, and it aids in keeping the
mind itself in harmonious relations with the
field of all true knowledge.
He who lacks
self-knowledge carries in himself mysterious

and to " look not every man on his
own things " merely, but " also on the things

which act without his guidance or
and are liable to drift him, as it
were, over an unknown sea upon rocks or
lee shores.
If he escape these he is indebted
to accident or chance, not to knowledge or
Men the most learned in gene
forethought.
ral science are often weak, wayward, and
wicked from an utter want of knowledge of
the facts and philosophy of their inner life.
Men may measure the distance, bulk, and
velocity of remote planets, and hold the
equilibriated laws of the physical universe
in their mental grasp ; while the faculties
and propensities of their own mental nature,
through ignorance of its laws, "run lawless
through the sky " in mixed and mysterious

of others."

disorder.

of sunshine upon the

gives it relief.
All the organs of perception and most of
the appetites and passions ally us to physical
life ; Spirituality, on the contrary, teaches us
reali

are measureless and immortal

We have many propensities which,
beginning and ending with self, are given to
We also have others
protect the selfhood.
which teach us to think of others, and to " do
reason.

to others as we would that they should do
unto us ; " to be " kindly affectioned one to
another,"

Conscientiousness

earnest, prudent,

burden-bearing.

make

Cautiousness

sincere, careful,

Mirthfulness,

on

the

and
con

enjoy

sparkles with wit and teaches us to
the funny, and thus many a flash of

light

illumines with

trary,

beauty

what

would

creative

rugged, and fearful.
Moreover, wit helps the reason to detect the
ridiculous, and throws a rosy ray on many a

and

he who

deals

wisely

dark,

If a chemist
how to call up the antidote.
swallow by accident a corrosive acid or

alkali, he instantly saves himself by swal
lowing a quantity of oil to neutralize it. He
may treat his faculties in the same way.

One

needs knowledge as to his complicated men
tal nature in order to manage its contradic
tory elements, quite as much as does the
the dyer, or the painter to easily
manage their several vocations successfully.
i

chemist,

YPERCRITICISM.

A

WE A ZOll.US AMONG

US ?

cotcmporary — we so des
not because of its peculiarly
ignate
scientific title, but because we believe its field
to ba the consideration of scientific subjects —

SCIENTIFIC

exhibits
allusions

somewhat captious spirit in certain
brief article published in our
November number under the heading, " Acci
dental Discoveries."
Our cotempomry
gen
is

to

erous enough to style that article by wholesale
" tissue of errors."
as

Now, in thus endeavoring to aim
severe
blow at us, the learned pedant who wrote so
sharply hits men whose dicta we have been in
a

frowning cloud.
Let this philosophy of mind become well
instilled, thoroughly comprehended, and no
phase of trouble, no vein of pleasure can be
opened, no conflict of forces which can seri
ously disturb the man, or drift him from his
proper course. If one set of feelings becomes
dominant, he knows the source of the emo
tions, and also knows what elements of the
mind stand over against them, and therefore
how to comprehend the trouble as well as

H

HAVE

the habit of considering authority.
If, how
ever, ho knows better, having obtained his in
formation from sources which are unquestion
able, wo will accept the amendments, though
offered somewhat ungracefully.
When
boy
at school, our elementary treatise on physical
a

seem

wisdom,

with the laws of mind and morals, of force
and affection, should not be ashamed of the
rank he bears in the field of human endeavor.

a

otherwise

Phrenology has a charm for clear,
To know hu
vigorous, and earnest minds.
man nature is to know the highest work of

it,

man

and

control,

a

that there

ties which the eye can not reach or the hand
touch, and which lie beyond the scope of

powers

a

a dash

laws made the subject of gravitation all the
more interesting to us by the story of " Newton

HYPERCRITICISM.

by contact with an adjoining electrical
She hastened to communicate the
interesting phenomenon to her husband, who
charged

machine.

a prolonged series of experi
There is another or coincident ac
count intimately related to the discovery of
galvanism, which does not at all militate
but which
against the accidental feature of
we leave to Prof. Joy to state in his terse way
in another part of the Journal.
With reference to Watt's improvements of
the old form of the steam-engine Arago relates,
that an aunt. Miss Muirhead, complained of
young Watt's idle occupation in watching the
at once instituted

it,

ments."

a

boiling tea-kettle, taking off and replacing the
lid, observing the exit of steam from the spout,
saucer or spoon over the escaping jet
holding
and counting the drops of water that were

a

condensed upon it.
From the remarks of our critic we infer that
he does not accept the general belief that the
was in
great measure due to the
telescope
apprentice of Middleburg,
whose experimental sport with some spectacle
To be sure, we
glasses revealed the principle.
"
should have said
magnifying property of the
lens in its application to the observation of dis
"
tant objects," instead of simply
magnifying
property of the lens."
spectacle-maker's

We scarcely

know

what

our

cotemporary

is

a

a

the languages and in all parts of the civilized
world than any other work written in the
Another
that popular
present century.
preacher who speaks through the pulpit and
the press to
larger number of hearers and
readers than any other in America, or indeed, in
the world.
Each of the others in the group
an individual power, whose influence
widely felt. The reader will seldom look on
an equal number of brothers and sisters, or of

is

muscular movements produced
In a skinned frog by its inanimate body having
been accidentally brought into contact with a
scalpel which lay on the table and had become
the convulsive

the present number we

give portraits and characters of one of the
most conspicuous families now living.
We
need not further characterize the individuals
composing the group.
enough to say that
one of them wrote " Uncle Tom's Cabin,"
book more extensively circulated in nearly all

heads and faces, representing an equal degree
of social, moral, intellectual, and physical en
Is not this single article
ergy and power.
worth the year's subscription

The Mormons. — We do not entertain " prej
udice" toward any body of religious people.
thousand different religions
There are to-day
or modes of worship in the world, and we find
pleasant and profitable to study some of them.
There are nearly three hundred different creeds

We entertain
spirit of
among Christians.
the broadest tolerance toward all, seeing that
different organized minds take different views
God will
of things, and worship accordingly.
judge all, and we do not propose to put any
a

result

With reference to galvanism, we are told in
" Chambers,' " " the simple fact seems to be
that G.'s wife, a woman of penetrating intel
lect, happened one day to witness with surprise

The Beechers. — In

is

the final

will indorse the explanation just given.

is

" and "
In both the " New American
Cham
"
that
the oscilla
bers' encyclopedias we find
tions of a hanging lamp in the cathedral of
Pisa produced such an impression upon the
youthful Galileo's mind, that the application of
the pendulum to the measurement of time was

tically anticipating their experimental labors.
We believe that the public understood us when
we termed certain discoveries " accidental," and

?

tation."

It

the most magnificent of his subse
— the law of universal gravi

suggested

quent discoveries

those very developments.
The discoveries thus
startled them by appearing from
quarter to
which little attention had been given, and prac

a

at Woolsthorpe,

portant discoveries have been made by inves
tigators unexpectedly to themselves, when they
were prosecuting experiments having in view

a

apple, as he sat in his garden

means by " accident," whether he strains for the
absolute, metaphysical abstraction so named, or
uses the term as commonly received in every
He
day parlance.
certainly aware that im

is

We find Biot and Pemberton
Encyclopedia" giving their
In " Chambers' "
sanction to the apple story.
we read : ""In the year 1665, be committed to
writing his first discovery on fluxions; and it
is said that in the same year the fall of an
cent credulity.

and "Chambers'

53

it

tnd the Apple," and we can not believe to-day
that Comstock intended to mislead our inno

body to death because they do not think as we
do.
The time for religious persecution among
enlightened people has gone by. Freedom and
the right of private judgment are now the rule.

The Mormons

are herein described as imparti
ally as our limited knowledge of the facts relat
ing to them will permit. To many of our readers
the sketch will be instructive and interesting.

In

a
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of the leading men and women composing this
singular people.

Old Californians will

be interested in the

sketch we give of their pioneer hotel-keeper,
R B. "Woodward, of the " What Cheer House,"
Mr. W. is as clearly identi
in San Francisco.
fied with hotel-keeping, street railways, and the
museum in that city, as Mr. Hutchings is with
the great Yo Semite Valley, — and who has not
heard of him '? In this connection we may
state that it is our purpose to introduce to our
readers ere long an account of Mr. Hutchings,
with his portrait, and the discovery of that

Physical Education.— The

value and im

portance of this subject are appreciated by men
The series of articles
and women of sense.
commenced in the last will be completed in
the present volume.
Chemi8tky. — Prof.

Joy, of Columbia Col
lege, gives us a taste of this science, which is
the basis of most of our modern improvements
in art and in agriculture.
Without chemistry
we could not have the telegraph. Prof. Silliman will have a paper in our next.

To be Found Nowhere

Else. — The doc

trines taught in this Journal are peculiar to
it.
There is no other phrenological magazine
It occupies a field exclusively
now published.
Those
its own, and that field is the world.
who read the Phrenological Journal regu
larly will learn much which others may never
know.
We reach the most advanced minds in
branch of human knowl
We congratulate ourselves and our read

this most important
edge.

ers on the fact that we are, in the dissemina
tion of moral, intellectual, social, and spiritual
science, in the lead.

OCR AUTUMN
our autumn
AGREEABLY

and happiness of the human race. With viewa
and purposes such as these we give them a
cordial welcome to the phrenological brother
hood, and take pleasure in commending them
to the respect and patronage of the public.
Some of them intend to enter the lecturing field
at once.
One or more have other views, and
have studied Phreuology aud Physiology as a
means of better fulfilling the duties to which
they are devoted — law, medicine, theology, etc.
At a meeting of the members of the class,
the following resolutions were adopted and
presented for publication in the

cal Journal

most wonderful valley.

CLASS, 1870.

to appointment, we opened

class for 1870 on the first

The attendance was not as
day of November.
large as usual, several students at the last mo
ment being obliged to postpone attendance till
another season on account of illness of friends
or disappointment in various other ways; but

[Jan;,

Phrenologi

:

Resolved, That wo have attended with pleasure and
profit upon the course of instruction in Theoretical and
Practical Phrenology at tho Phrenological Institute.
Retolred, That in Mr. 8. R. Wells and Mr. Nelson
Sizer we recognize able and efficient Instructors of this
noble science.
Remixed, That we cheerfully commend to all friends of
phrenological science, and to all lovers of truth every
where, the facilities for apt illustration and ready de
monstration of the truth of Phreuology, as taught at the
Phrenological Institute.
A'r>../r../. That under the instruction of the abovenamed masters we have obtained broader views of the
moral and practical worth of Phrenology.
New Yoiik. Wat., 1870.
LlTTIIEIt

C

BaTEWAN,
Washington Mills, Me.

Jaues P. Danter, M.D..

tloderich, Ontario, Canada.

Alios Crux.

Scottvllle, Macoupin Co., IU.

Joun Matlet,

Mouitor, Alpine Co., Cal.
M. T. Richardson.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

L. E Waterman.

New York City, N. Y.

Among others who attended the class and
gave us the use of their heads, but did not
graduate, we may name Lee Sing, of Canton,
China, a very intelligent Mongolian who is now

We may at some time take u
phrenological tour through the Celestial Em
pire, with Lee Sing for interpreter, providing we
can fix on time and terms.
Phrenology must
residing here.

hundreds of millions in the
Flowery Kingdom, and why not begin soon ?
The time for commencing our next class will

be taught to those

be announced in this

Journal.

Need op Workers. — To-day there ought to
be a thousand first-class lecturers to supply the

those in attendance were endowed with good
mental development, and, what is of not less
importance to the student of Phrenology, a
strong and earnest purpose to master the sub

There are cer
existing demands for them.
tainly enough young men, of honest, earnest
hearts, among the millions around us, who can
enter into the spirit of this work, aud make it

ject, and "make it not only respected by the
public, but to employ it for the improvement

a success

in every respect.
They who put their
shoulder to this wheel must expect to work.

TEMPERANCE

|)ur
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Id this Department Mr. S. S. Packard, of Packard's Mostiilt. will continue his Contributions.

We should not go to
vast subject of re
Work little by little.

ligion upon them at once.

If

Get
you try to do all in an hour you repel
one step, only do not let them
If a man uses coarse language, get
stop there.
Mm to leave
off.
Appeal to his manhood.

it

men to take

Show him what an example

he sets to others.

is,

is

is

is

It

if

it

if

a

a

is

a

think that saving little child,
And hrlntring him to his own.
Is a denied sight better business
Than loafing around the throne."

"And

LEIGH

HUNT AS AN ESSAYIST.
BY

a

Next, get him to follow this good step by an
other, and finally show him, as he rises gradu
ally to higher and higher planes, the beauty of
thoroughly consecrated life. Men may be
Give them
to Christ in this way.
brought

should be the duty of
for all good work, and
saiuts and angels to unite in speeding the work.
right in his senti
The poet of Pike County
he
original in style
ment, even

to do.

Let them come little by little

to understand what religion means, and as soon
as you have got one man safe, turn him

right

it
is

is

a

round and sent him back after another.
"
There are those here who stand on the edge
single
of the kingdom of God. Perhaps
not
The difficulty
practice keeps them back.
some easily besetting sin — some
doctrinal,

AFTER
glish

J.

8TANLT.

the death of Dr. Johnson, En
was

literature

at

low ebb.

When that great autocrat

of Grub

died, and his eccentricities

and virtues were

Street

things of the past, to read of, to hear of, but
" host of feeble satellites "
never more to see,
a

something

:

time.

the whole

a

men and

really desire to advance the cause of
righteousness than to throw distrust and con
tumely upon Temperance organizations. Every
young man who can be saved from the paths
by so much the better fitted
of intemperance
who

is

little at
throw

a

them

a

a

is

:

says
great power for good in taking
one step at a time, both to those who are look
Christian life, and to those
ing wistfully at
When
who are working for the good of others.
we feed children we cut food small and give
"There

it

God's kingdom.

Mr. Beecher very properly

a

ment toward

Good sense, your
possible to commit.
right, must compel you to make
beginning in this matter."
No greater mistake can be made by those
that

sense,

is

living must be in thd line of advance

is

right

work

to soberness and

You must get self-control
earnest thought.
enough to leave off these small sins. A ship
not stranded on all the shore
stranded
that
— men don't wreck themselves on all the sins

if

will lead

for surely whatever

;

tian hearts may be opened to Christian

a

is

;

a

is

a

organizations, out of the church, established in
There
the interest of morality and better life.
little outpouring of God's
great need of
spirit, to the end that Christian eyes and Chris

God, the consequences are infinite
little,
There are young men who drink only
yet enough to blunt their sensibilities, and to
state in themselves adverse to sober
keep up
from

I

is

is

members —

is

:

it

it

of sentiment among
opposed to the Temper
and
ance movement as a distinct moral power
many excellent Christian men and women are
to-day arraying themselves boldly against all
meant the preponderance

church

may be pride, vanity, some bitter feud that
There are
converted.
gives up and the man
those here within a hand's breadth of salva
they do not give up
tion who will remain so
the sin that keeps them where they are.
small sin, but
keeps them away
may be

is

Christ's sayings

it

the meaning of that most potent
" For inasmuch as
ye
unto the lenM of these, yc have
have done
no dodging the
unto me." There
done
Church — by which
fact that the Christian

yet to leant
of all

The practical question
Will you give
up? That point gained, all
gained. When
the Prussians besieged Strasbourg they aimed
at reducing the citadel. Most men put their
their fort.
opposition into one faculty — that
habit.

if

v
a

has recently preached
on " The Importance of Little
Things," which everybody should read — and
especially those cast-iron Christians who have

GODLINESS.

it

BEECITER

MR.sermon

8.

It

TEMPERANCE

continued

the

adopting the

errors

of his style, without
of his judgment.

beauties

50
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those who did not bo closely imitate
Johnson were generally marked by a sickly
sentimentality and affectation of their own,
which were, perhaps, more injurious to the
tone of literature than positive plagiarism.
Burke, Cowper, and Gibbon, it is true, were
free from the literary vices of the day ; but
The muse of
these were solitary exceptions.
Even

was as yet unsung.
Coleridge
and Lamb were both charity boys.
Among such influences Leigh Hunt entered

"Wordsworth

the literary world, and like young men similar
ly situated, the glitter and tinsel of the litera
ture of the day for a time ensnared him. Though
his earliest efforts were materially affected, he
soon marked out a line for himself with such
success that his more mature productions

are

distinguished not only by grace and elegance
but also by thought and scholarship, charac
teristics which, added to his genial nature
and address, have combined to render him a
favorite and admired writer.

Hunt's powers were varied.

Highly imag

inative, sensitively just, warmly passionate, it
is not at all surprising that his first attempts
were poetic.
His " PegaBUs," however, did
not wing a lofty flight. His poetry, dramatic

well as lyric, though full of feeling and
passion, rhythmical and pleasing, lacked orig
inality, and was apt to become too discursive
as

and criticising.

Hunt saw how impossible

it

was for him thus to successfully compete
with his popular rivals, Cowper and Church
ill. Wisely though reluctantly, seeing that
talent was not genius, that it was the office
of poetry to instruct as well as to please, he
dismissed all hope of becoming a great poet.
He next engaged in dramatic criticism for the
London papers ; but this not proving suffi
ciently lucrative, he edited a literary quar
terly, the Reflector, and issued a weekly col
lection of essays, after the\ style of Addison,
He now wholly cmentitled the Indicator.

barked in this field of writing, and during
the succeeding ten years started or edited six
To these essays he chiefly
more periodicals.
owes his literary fame.
In studying the essays of Leigh Hunt we
are struck by the dissimilarity that exists be
tween him and other eminent essayists. Mon
He ingratiates
taigne is highly subjective.
himself in the good graces of his readers by
the egotistical character of his style ; he dis

cusses all his private views with such evi
dent frankness and confidence, and puts him
self at once on such friendly terms with us,

that his egotism —a decidedly
acteristic
Bacon

— is

as pleasing

as an essayist

as

French char

it is attractive

is too profound to be

Conciseness rather than elegance,
popular.
force rather than grace, mark his style.
He
lacks crystallization less in his ideas than in

their expression.
His sentences teem with
thought, but it is thought like unwrought
iron, massive and unwieldy. Now Hunt far
more resembles Addison, and is in fact an
Addison of a later generation — a comparison
no less flattering to the one than to the oth
His writings have all the piquancy and
er.
sparkling wit of the Spectator; but how
widely their audiences differed ! England
in Addison's time was somewhat profligate,
and the tone of literature reflected necessa
rily in a great measure the tone of society.
Addison and Steele corrected these abuses by
ridiculing them. England laughed at the
comical presentation of her vices, but did not
forget the lesson ; for the Spectator did much
to elevate English society. England in Leigh
Hunt's time was far more moral, but less ap
Johnson had chilled her national
preciative.
character by his stateliness ; and her litera
ture seemed to be swollen with all the "
pomp

circumstance" of style.
Leigh Hunt
broke the Johnsonian bubble, and showed
that earnestness was not degraded by sim
plicity nor truth by wit.
Hunt is essentially a graceful writer ; his
humor never degenerates into buffoonery, nor
does his instruction ever become intolerable.
in
There is nothing of the transcendentalist
He was too plain to be profound, too
him.
His Btyle well exem
sincere to be shallow.
and

plifies Denham's oft-praised lines :
" Though deep, yet clear; though gentle, yet not dull ;
Strong without rage ; without o'trflowing, full."

Rich in anecdote and illustration, startling
lis here with some odd etymological definition,
and there with some quaint conceit ; break

ing out now in touching pathos, and again
relapsing into the humorous, he is through
True, he does
out genial and interesting.
his '"fist," as Whipple re
of Ben Jonson, but with his heart ;
for cordiality, or rather geniality, is Hunt's
His essays are the perfec
characteristic.

not write with
marks

LEIGH HUGH AS AN ESSAYIST.
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the essay, and he himself the per
of the essayist. Less fanciful than
Lamb, less imaginative than Coleridge, less
eloquent than Hazlitt, where Lamb would be
unintelligible in the child-like exuberance of
his fancy, Coleridge delirious in the empty
babbles of the imagination, and Hazlitt fierce

spoke thus of Hunt: "He is a man
of the most indisputably superior worth — a
man of genius in a very strict sense of the
word, and in all the senses which it bears or
implies ; of brilliant varied gifts, of graceful
fertility, of clearness, lovingness, truthfulness ;
of child-like, open character; also of most

ly carried away by some ungovernable

pure, even exemplary, private deportment ; a
man who can be no other than loved only by
those who have not seen him, or seen him

tion of

fection

dice.

preju

Hunt preserves his equanimity through

out, always sane, sound, and sensible.

It would be impossible here to quote from
illustrate the characteristics of
his style.
His works are easily accessible,
and the critical reader can there find ample
Hunt had Greek,
proof for our statements.
Latin, Italian, and French besides his own
language at his command, and he translated
from each with great facility.
His lengthy
literary career afforded him great opportunity
to cultivate the friendships of men of his day,
and a rich fund of literary anecdote and
pleasantry is thus scattered up and down his
writings. The titles of many of his essays,
not to go further into their contents, are
somewhat
But
quaint and commonplace.
however quaint and commonplace
they are,
the subjects are treated with the utmost
" Sticks " furnish material for a
gravity.
most delightful essay, and " Hats " monopo
lize another of similar quality.
The " Deaths
of Little Children " — a favorite of Lamb — is
" Coaches and
touching in its pathos, while
"
Their Horses
will amuse by its oddity. " A
the Fire " —
some attributed to Haz
Day
his essays to

by
by
litt — is written in Hunt's most inimitable vein,
and is one of the cosiest pen-pictures in our

"

Day Now " actually breathes
of a hot day, while " Getting up on Cold
" will make one's teeth chatter in
Homings
Ancient mythology evoked many
sympathy.
master sketches from him.
The most trite
language.

subjects,

A

the weather,

shaking

hands, shops

thieves, fogs, nonsense, beds
and bedrooms, books and bookbinding, etc.,
it was Hunt's delight to brighten up and
of every variety,

present

in an attractive form.

As is the case with most authors, Hunt's

but the echo of his life, and we
illustrate the latter than by the
former.
Lord Lytton wrota of him : " He
had that first requisite
of a good critic — a
good heart."
Carlyle, who would not be
likely to praise one without feeling his praise
works were

can not better

merited,

from a distance through a false medium."

Frederick W. Robertson, in a passage in
how he was " sur

one of his letters, wrote
prised

at the freshness, and sweetness,

and

Christian, not lax, spirit of human benevo
lence and toleration " in the Indicator, which
he called a " most refreshing collection of
ancient stories and kind - hearted literary
gossip.

There is no very transcendent talent

but good taste, refinement, tol
erably extensive reading, and the springiness
of a kind heart, imparting a life and newness
anywhere,

to all he says."

Hunt's popularity is due to one circum

It was his
stance, perhaps, above all others.
He be
own personal character and belief.
in the essential goodness of humanity,
and had sympathy with the honest convic
tions of every creed.
His nature was in
lieved

not skeptical.
In his
quiring, though
" Autobiography " he writes :
• "I mooted
points of faith with myself
very early in consequence of what I heard at
home.
The very inconsistencies which
observed round about me in matters of belief
and practice did but the more make me wish
to discover in what the right spirit of religion
consisted ; while at the same time nobody
felt more instinctively than myself that forms

I

I had
were necessary to preserve essence.
greatest respect for them wherever I

the

thought them sincere."
Hunt's father, though at first a minister of
the Church of England, after his flight from
Philadelphia in our war of Independence on
account of his adherence to King George,
settled in England as a Unitarian, like Hazlitt's father. Perhaps this step made Hunt
bo firm a liberal in his judgment upon forms
of religion. Humanity was the key-note of
his religion.
To elevate men, to sympathize
with them, to promote kindlier attachment
between

them, to make them feel the strong
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bond of fellowship which unites all mankind
—this was his constant endeavor, and this
his highest praise.
Like Tennyson, he may
be termed " the poet of the people," for both

well human nature
and to have appreciated its mighty struggles.
A writer should be reflective; his works
Heart
should be but the echo of his life.
and hand should be co-relative. Hunt's essays
— many of them, at least — are eminently re
flective : they breathe his high views of men
and things, his strong faith in the future, and
his perfect contentment with his lot in life.
Borne books will make one morbid, dissatis
fied, and gloomy — the world becomes a mass
of seething wickedness, and goodness a
myth ; others will thrill one's nature with

seem

to have

sounded

peace and incite in us a purer and a nobler
manhood — life becomes a glorious reality,
and we are to work with zeal, to suffer with

Hunt's
patience, and to reap with joy.
writings belong to the latter class. Cheer
fulness lights up his morality, like the sun

His career extended over the most
period in the history both of
nations and of principles.
Art, science, litera

year.

memorable

ture made immense strides

Hazlitt, Hunt, all have gone. In our day,
when men worship, at least for a time, what
ever is odd, and when the more fantastical
be

Were

writers

one's

unbearable because unjust, he endured rather
than desist from what he honestly thought
to be right.

And in his later years, when

spirit against him had cooled, as age
began to slowly wreathe chaplets of snow
about his head, men heartily respected the
party

old champion who, though often misled by
his quick sympathy
with others, never
flinched in his faith in humanity and its
goodness.

Hunt

died in

1859,

in his seventy-fifth

by

more

who

rave and grow hysterical with every outburst

but rather those whose wide
with suffering humanity, whose
of mankind and whose
deep knowledge
liberal views appeal at once to the popular
mind, and the more readily awaken it to the
impression of truth.
sympathy

times through

characterized

and should demand as writers, not men

of thought,

a thousand

now

simplicity, geniality, and grace, and did not
imagine the perfection of prose coextensive
with the glitter and tinsel of style, how
much healthier a tone would be diffused
literature !
We need simplicity,
through

Hunt was not perfect, but his mistakes
were those <Jf feeling rather than judgment.
His child-like confidence and simplicity were
often imposed upon.
Still it is preferable to
be deceived

an

is the more weight he has, it would
well to study carefully these essayists.

author

the cold gray autumn eve.

implicit trust in men than to harshly stifle
our heart and bolt our purse by judging our
neighbor to be corrupt in life and thought.
Hunt was thus made the dupe of Byron on
the latter's voluntary exile to Italy, and was
for years classed in the same category with
But for truth's sake,
that thoughtless poet.
in politics or elsewhere, he fought defiantly,
with all the ardor of his southern tempera
ment.
Imprisonment, which was courted by
his staunch maintenance of principle and not
repelled by any whining recantation, mis
conception, and enmity, which were more

in the interval.

His friendship was courted by the most
notable men of his time.
He saw other
schools of essayists rise and sparkle in the
literary world, but none excelled his own in
its peculiarly fascinating style. With him all
the old essayists departed — Lamb, Coleridge,

SHALL I DO?"

"WHAT

question which
than any or all others troubles tho

is the unanswered

THIS
more

mind and conscience of the thinking young
men of the country.

The perplexity which

surrounds it does not grow out of the diffi
culty of finding " something to do," but to
select from the multitude of employments
" that or those
and brilliant " opportunities
which will be the most congenial and lead

It

to the best results.

of opportunities

is this very profusion
and enervates

that bewilders

youths, and often renders lives
conspicuous failures that with a certain undeviating course laid out before them might

American

have been in the best sense successful.

Mr. Greeley in his advice to young men —
to go to
perpetual exhortation

besides his

the country, or .stay there if there already—
dwells upon the importance of a " many-sided
To use
ness "in their preparatory training.

his own words

:

"

I

want

a man

to have a

been

results.

If

thrown nway or barren of good
he has done what

he could, not

only in the matter of accumulation,

but to
his

the world better for his living in

life will be very far from

a

make

it,

have

failure, though his

is

is

is

i

is

?

I

;

;

;

a

dirge
TnB wind blows wild and shrieks
That stabs the heart with secret pain
The clouds are torn by wrathful blasts
That earthward hnrl their wrath again
The spirit moans and beats its prison walls
With cries, till echo unto echo calls.

" Lo

what is born of death hath sown
Within the seeds of quick decay
A thread whereto men's hearts may cling
To dream the truth of life away."
What of the false, the doubly vain
The truth
" Poor heart, ask why the night wind howls with pain."
?

;

Yes, In the chill
That born of death
Of winter's snows 3fearago
"Twas midnight and the argand lamp
Pierced through the gloom with sickly glow.
shadow on the whitened wall, —
And wrought
— shadow, that was all
(Some called it Hope)
:

!

;

:

:

The wntchers at the bedside turned.
And pointed trembling fingers at the form
The Old Year shuddered, gasped for breath,
And muttered woeful of the storm
The clock struck twelve — the flickering flame went ont
Klrtb, Life, and Death there held their mimic rout.
That born was Hope— that dead, the Year;
a bawbee ther?.
But what was Life
Yet Hope was bright and gave us plight
To drink to joy, und banish care.
Ah, Hope, thou cheat, that bids us work to fall
Will hearts forever trust thy pleasing talc
:

1

at last

die poor.
Still, it is not at all likely, if he
has been true to himself, that his life will

BY C. BENI1Y LEOXARD.
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may labor all his life to that end and

VAIN.

Oh, dark the night with phantom shades'
Still darker broods the life within
The hoarse winds hoarser shout and shriek,
As laden with the Old Year's sin
And Thought, in mourning weeds, with ghostly tread
Stalks Memory's fane— that charncl of the dead.
;

privilege accorded to every mortal
A man may desire a
thousand
dollars —
fortune of a hundred
aye. and may richly deserve it, too — and yet
is a

IN

:

It

to do the best he can.

should be so honest and true, that the right
answer will invariably and promptly follow.
s. s. p.

The Shadow mocked me at its birth
Veneered with smiles its ghastly loet;
;

But is it always possible to fol
low out these promptings? and if not, what
course should be pursued ?
mistakes.

and not
and to act upon such knowledge
do
shall
AVhat
come out right in the end.
life
inward
the
and
very proper query

a

divine purpose, that one has only to be true
to
to himself and his inward promptings
read that purpose without the possibility of

lesson

to read God's

?

up for universal geniuses.
The question, then, of first importance to
young men who are dependent upon their
own hands and brain is as to the direction
And
which shall be given to their powers.
this is a question which, under ordinary cir
cumstances, every one must answer for him
self.
And it should not be such a difficult
God, who is kind and be
point to settle.
neficent, as well as just, has thrown no intel
ligent person entirely upon chance in this
matter, but has wisely given, in each indi
vidual case, such positive indications of his
ing to set

impossible

written in one's own consciousness,

a

or interest before attempt

as

y

profession,

aright

;

ment,

It

rest.

a

span allotted to human life to be
come proficient in many things ; and it would
seem to be the dictate of wisdom founded
in
opon the plain indications of Providence
those who are preparing to battle with life
to secure proficiency in some one employ
the short

in the exceptional list

not published

of heavy ncomes.
The thing which should most concern the
the use they make
young men of the day
of themselves, — what they do with the body
and soul which
placed at their disposal.
He who cares more for the protection and
well-being of that essence of individuality
which may be called personal integrity than
for all else, need have little solicitude for the

t

important sense, true saying is that
"a jack at-all-trades is good at none;" and
while we should not lose sight of the import
ance of complete and symmetrical development
of mind and body, neither should we of the
fact that it is much better to be a master of
some one thing than to be a mere dabbler
There are very few
or trickster in many.
persons so gifted of Heaven as to be able in
and in an

name

a

foe, a faculty for every duty, a

for every opportunity that opens
readiness
itself, a willingness to do what is the best
thine to do for the day."
The point here is a good one, but it is very
A very common,
easy to misapprehend it.
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To-night the Old Tear dies i
And with him all his hopes and fears ;
Let's lntigh and make him merry In
His plight : he mocked w in our tears.
His requiem let the night winds shout and rave ;
We'll drink him health though tottering in hie grave.

HOW A HUMORIST

USES HUMOR.

SAMUEL CLEMMENS, of Buffalo,
" Mark Twain," has writ
usually called
ten some things which have passed as humor
ous, and have been copied quite extensively in
country newspapers — not always, it is true, for
their humor, but for their entertaining and in
structive qualities.
Some three or more years

MR

read this English criticism and preserve his
austerity, he would drive him off the door-step.
The " review " occupies over two pages of
the Galaxy, which at ordinary advertising rates
would amount to a snug sum ; and is so neatly
sandwiched and dovetailed between introduc
tion, improvement, and marginal references, as
to make a sure thing of it for the American

This is all very well so
Publishing Company.
far, but it is not quite far enough to show the
depth of humor of which a mere advertising
ruse is susceptible. It is very evident to an or
dinarily intelligent reader that the Saturday
article was written as a gentle burlesque
in Mark's own view — Mark, of course, so un
and could find no sufficient excuse
derstood
Review

for republishing
in the Galaxy until the Bos
ton Advertiser caught at the bait, noticed the
article as
serious review, and suggested the
it

took up Hope (the Shadow's self),
And, laughing, heard my laugh h jeer.
Ah, well, poor heart, since Hope hath cheated me,
Wilt thou forsake me too !— I would not thee.

it,

I

a

00

in full in the next
propriety of reproducing
The hint was of course taken,
Memoranda.
and, as
sharp advertiser might naturally cal
culate, the newspapers are now discussing the
"
question as to who are the
innocents," the

he had expended, might not go for naught.
He christened his book in honor of the Brook
lyn voyageurs and old Ireland, " Innocents
Abroad ; or, The New Pilgrim's Progress."
The double title had its pecuniary advantages,
for while one class of readers was induced to

people who went out in the Quaker City, the
man who wrote about them, the Saturday Re
view, the Boston Advertiser, the publishers of
the Galaxy, or the readers of the Memoranda,

" Innocents

Abroad," copied from the London
The irrepressibly funny
.Saturday Review.
" Twain "
characteristically remarks, in intro
"
ducing the ncftice, that he has dearly wanted
to do it" for some time, as he could not write
anything half so delicious himself, and naively
adds that

if

he had a cast-iron

dog that could

a

is

a

is

it

Cambridge, Mass., as early as 1718, and that
means excellent — as
yankee good horse, or
was
yankee good cider. He supposes that
adopted by the students as
by-word, and
being carried by them from the college ob

it

of impudence of which any magazine writer
has been guilty is the publication in the De
cember Galaxy of an elaborate notice of the

nickname given to the English colonists
in Connecticut by the Dutch settlers in New
York.
Dr. Gordon, in his "History of the
American War," says
was
cant word in
a

with an astonishing
asking for more, regular doses of sugar-coated
advertisements of the wonderful book, thereby
securing for the Galaxy publishers a regular
contributor, and helping the enterprising au
thor to cultivate a new crop of " Innocents "
for future use. But the most astounding piece

a

monthly ten
swal
relish, constantly

it

contributes

a

humorist

of minion "Memoranda" — have

the aborigines Ingete or Tengese, and in after
years, especially during the struggle between
the colonists and the mother country, Tengese
"
became modified into
Yankee," and was used
by the British soldiery as an opprobrious
epithet.
According to Thiery, " Yankee"
corruption of Yankin, diminutive of John,
a

the doable
pages
lowed

Derivation of " Yankee." — The term
" Yankee "
of the French
modification
term Anglais, meaning English.
It stated
that the English settlements were called by

is

Bsnyan's great work. Mark is shrewd, and
not only understands how to write and name
a book, but also how to advertise it; and so
the readers of the Galaxy magazine — for which

But as to the advertising genius of Mark
Twain, there can be but one opinion.

a

buy the book expecting to find in it a second
another, and more available
.class for the bookseller, hastily seized upon it
M an improved edition or second volume of

Don Quixotte,

it

ago he took a trip, with a few of Mr. Beecher's
congregation, to the Holy Land, and after he
returned to his native hearth he was impelled
to write a book, in order that the fund of
knowledge he had gained, and the other fund

tained currency in other colonies, and so was
subsequently applied to the New Englanders.
In the late war between the North and South
the soldiers of the Union

army were called
"
Yankees, or Yanks?" by Confederate soldiers.
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OF A WON- COMBATANT.

ADYESTURES
'John Redan,

LOOKING
paign of

A NON -COM B AT A Ji T

OF

20th Mass., 1st Brig., 2d Div., 2nd Corps,

on my note-book of the cam
1664, my eye accidentally fell

under the date of
upon this memorandum,
May 23d.
copy it as a sample of the notes
with which a soft-hearted Army correspondent
would nil his diary, and because, as it met my
eye to-night, it reminded me of two days' expe
rience of peril and adventure. Let me premise
my story by saying that it is strictly true. The

I
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.

Dying In the Woods."

I

I

road upon which
had
was approaching.
been a witness of so many battles that I formed
an immediate opinion of the situation. I judged
that the enemy had massed upon our right
flank and obliged it to yield.
This opinion
was probably inspired by the fact that only a
few days before our troops on the extreme right
had been surprised in this manner, and had
offered

a fierce but successful resistance on this

I

main facts are copied from my note-book, and
the incidents are too indelibly impressed upon

very spot.
the road till

my memory ever to be effaced.
On the afternoon of Friday, the 20th of May,
near
left General Grant's headquarters,

horse's wind for an emergency), and then leap
the fence on the left-hand side and rush round

I

Spottsylvania, and rode to Fredericksburg, to
attend to some business and spend the night.
The army had occupied its present position for
days, reinforcing its
We
plenishing its supplies.
movement might be expected
I had heard or seen nothing

several

ranks

and

re

all knew that a
at any time, but
to cause me to

suppose one to be imminent. The next morning,
however,
was aroused from my sleep by heavy
cannonading at the front. I dressed hastily, and

I

saddling my horse was soon galloping toward
the scene of battle, twelve miles away.
was
provoked at myself for being caught away from

I

my post, and my vexation was increased by the
"
"
that
fear that
was the only Tribune
chap
was mounted upon a
side of Washington.

I

I

Virginian racer — a horse that
thorough-bred
had never yet failed me in any emergency —
the fleetest^ the bravest, the most intelligent,

I

sod the most enduring one that ever bestrode.
Urged by the fear that a representative of

rival journal might outstrip me in getting
raised the bridle
oat a report of the action,
on Jesse's neck and pressed him into his best
gait. The morning was cool, the road unen
cumbered by passing trains, and the roar of
some

I

battle seemed to inspire him with
ambition.
He swept
through
woods, past open fields, and over bridges with
a long, rapid, and unfaltering stride.
leaned
forward in the saddle and patted his beautiful
the distant
unnatural

I

with my hand, and he turned his eye
upon me in affectionate recognition.
We soon neared the scene of action, and

neck

I

checked his gait as we ascended a hill the brow
of which would give us our first view of the
On reaching the summit a sight
struggle.
presented itself that might well fill me with

A mile before me, on the open plain,
two armies were contending for the very

decided to ride leisurely down
under fire (thus saving my

I got

I

into the rear of the Union lines.
had hardly
started to execute this design, however, when a
new development of the situation led me to
instantly abandon it. Swinging around from the
rebel rear a troop of gray cavalry was advancing
at a brisk trot.
Their intention was, no doubt,
to turn our right flank or reach our rear. They

I

were but little over half the distance that was
from our lines, but were advancing over fields
encumbered by ditches and fences, while a
straight, open road lay before me.
But two courses were open to me : one to
an idea that
did
return to Fredericksburg,
not entertain for a second, and the other to run
the gauntlet of death. Before the decision was

I

I

was rushing down the road
hardly formed
A minute later,
with the speed of the wind.
as
came in full view, the rebels saw me and
pressed forward, with a shout, to intercept my
I gave my noble horse his head, and
passage.

I

leaned forward in the saddle, inspired with an
involuntary thought that I could push him into
How the road stretched
a still higher speed.

How long the seconds were !
to move ! And yet our
Bpeed was that of a railroad train. Nearer and
still nearer we approached, till I seemed to be
rushing into a vortex filled with glittering
out before me !

How slowly we

seemed

I

Babers.
placed my face against my horse's
neck and whispered, " Jesse, my brave boy, you
are the only earthly friend
have to help me."

I

No look of recognition

now ! No turning of
his eye upon his master !
He knew his duty,
and
could teach him nothing.
With long,
low, steady stride, with neck outstretched until

I

his nostrils snuffed the dust, he flew down past
the rebel troop.
gently pulled the rein, and
without a pause in his wild flight he leaped the
fence and bore me to the Union lines.
I dismounted and led my noble horse to a
threw my arms about his
place of safety.

I

I

Phren olooi
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neck and kissed his long, bony face.
We had
been in peril together before; had passed to
gether through the ordeal of fire, had faced the
tempest and stemmed the flood in company,
had shared each other's food and shelter, until
I can not but think he would willingly have
laid down his life in my defense.
I loved him

I

looked into his bright, tender eyes, and
told him he should some day be repaid tor all
this ; that I would take him to my New Eng
land home, and give him food, and rest, and
care, and shelter ; that he would beloved by
my wife, petted by the little ones, and coveted
too.

by all my neighbors. How little I then knew
what two short days would bring forth !
I shall probably never know why I was not
fired upon, in which case I could hardly have

capture or death; but I think the
enemy hoped to surprise our troops, and with
held their fire on that account. It is a matter
of history that the attempt failed, a section of a
escaped

light battery having previously been posted
upon our flank to prevent such a disaster.
On inquiry I found my theory of the situation
could not well have been more erroneous.
The whole army had moved, except the Sixth
Corps, which was left to cover the movement,
I could get no feed for
my horse, the trains all having started, so I

ca

l Jo ur nal.

charm of novelty.
I should have enjoyed the
ride exceedingly, but I was annoyed at the
thought of being again outside the Union lines.
I was certain that the Second Corps had passed
that way, but how far they ware in advance of
me I did not know, and as Jesse's steady pace
added mile unto mile to the open road behind,
knew my situation was not a safe one. I met
no one on the road, and saw only women and
children at the houses.
On the roof of one

I

a woman waved a signal flag, and her message

was replied to from a station on the mountains.
Beyond this range of hills, that overlooked the
valley on the west, a cloud of dust, that rolled
above their summits, marked the progress of

the rebel army in its race to outstrip ours. At
last I met a member of Hancock's staff riding
back to "hunt up" Warren.
From him
learned that the Second Corps had reached
Bowling Green, and was intrenching itself

I

upon a hill that overlooked the town.
I have no hesitancy in saying that this corj^s
could outmarch any other of the army of the

At the
except, possibly, the Sixth.
beginning of the campaign, on the evening of
the first day's march from Brandy Station, they
found themselves at Chancellorsville, with the
Potomac,

immediately remounted and proceeded in search

Fifth Corps, the next behind them, at Wilder
ness.
They then came near being cut off from
the rest of the army ; and in this case, finding

of

himself in a similar

and was soon to follow.

the general headquarters.
Jly progress
was necessarily slow, the roads and fields on
either side being tilled with troops and trains.
At last, however, I struggled passed the Ninth

Corps and into the Fifth, where I found Grant,
Mead, and Warren together. I here obtained
my first reliable information regarding affairs.

The Second Corps had

been started, about
midnight, for Bowling Green, with the Fifth
Grant was quite
Corps immediately behind.
reticent, but the apparent design was to force a

passage

of

the Mattapony

at that point, before

I

Lee could strengthen its defenses.
could see
no prospect of a general engagement above that
place, and as I feared that Hancock would end
" little affair " before I reached him, I pushed
the

I soon passed the van of the Fifth
All
Corps, and again found myself alone.
about me were the footprints of Hancock's
Ex
army, but not a soldier was in sight.
pecting, at every turn, to overtake his trains, I
forward.

sent Jesse into an easy lope, thinking to take
The broad, fertile
advantage of the open road.
valley that stretched out before me, clothed in
the beauties of spring verdure, watered by placid
streams, and covered with an atmosphere of
Sabbath stillness, presented, to me, the added

situation, Hancock wisely
determined to go no farther, but seek a position
that he could defend against any force that
could possibly be brought against him, and
wait for his companions.

Encouraged by these tidings I urged Jesse
onward, and in a few minutes was at the Sec
ond Corps headquarters.
Here I met two
companions, Collin, of the Boston Journal,
and Peters, of the Philadelphia Enquirer, the
first reporters I had seen that day. It was now
two o'clock in the afternoon, and the Filth and
Ninth Corps could not possibly be got up be
There was little prospect of anyfore night.
further movements of importance before morn
ing, and, in the mean time, by rough riding, I
could take dispatches to Belle Plain and return.
Mr. Peters kindly offered Jesse a lunch out of
his feed-bag, but the poor, tired horse refused

I sat down on the grass to sketch
brief account of the day's doings for my
paper, and my pet came up and daintily plucked
the ripe strawberries from out the grass at my
feet.
I was amused, and leaving my writing
to touch it.

a

spent half an hour in culling the delicious fruit
and feeding him. After au hour's rest, as he
still refused his feed,

I

decided to try to get a

and leave him

relay

OF A XO X- C 0 MB A TA XT.
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behind

me, but

I

found

this impossible, as every horse was jaded

I

march from Spottsylvania.

Uie forced

sorry for his sake, but glad for aiy own.
that

I

with
was

I felt

was going on a lonely ride, and perhaps
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The road, as many of my
moonlight night.
readers will remember, passed over a hilly
On the hilltops the eye swept over
country.
a broad landscape, upon which, even to its
extreme margin, every object seemed lifted, by

one, and there was no companion
preferred to him. There was a dumb
communion between us that was society tome,
and there was an inspiration in his spirit that

mellow moonlight, into bold relief. The
valleys were draped in mysterious shadows,
and filled with a silence that a whisper would
forward, his
startle.
Jesse walked briskly

that there was no feat of speed
I could not execute with his
So I hud the saddle softly on his
assistance.
broad shoulders, fastened a little bundle of oats

quick cars in constant motion, and his eyes
He
peering at every object that we passed.
seemed to understand that we were in a coun
try that had been abandoned by our troops and
that was known to be infested by roving bands
of guerrillas.
I had been so accustomed to

A

negro
gnided me on to the turnpike leading from
Richmond to that city, a broad, hard road,
passing through a rich but monotonous coun
try. Jesse was in his usual good spirits, not
withstanding he had been under the saddle all
I rode leisurely, and it was
day without food.
dark long before 1 reached the city.
I had promised Jesse that I would ask him

farther, so I rode directly to the
stables- of the Sanitary
Commission to find
him comfortable quarters, and procure a fresh

displays of vigilance and alertness, in
our solitary journeys, that I thought but little
believe
of it then, but now, in recalling
had never known him to appear so nervous
painful
before.
was haunted, myself, with
these

apprehension of evil. This section of Virginia
had a reputation for murder and pillage only
my horse,
equaled by that about Fairfax
whose fleetness had saved me more than once
from capture, was too completely exhausted to
was, myself, almost over
confess
come with hunger and weariness.
that my surroundings, my solitude, and my

be relied upon, and

journey to Belle Plain and back.
into the light, I carelessly took out
The pointers were on the hour of
my watch.
ahie. Nine o'clock, and no person, be he sol
dier or citizen, could cross the river after that
hour!
I wheeled my horse in an instant, and

defenseless

messenger. He had gone on in the
and of course had no news from

Bowling

Green.

I

dismounted, and walked

of my faithful friend up the Fal
This last information made me
hills.

by the side
mouth

more than ever anxious

to reach the

Potomac

I

I

a

a

I

I

I

had none.
manded me to give up my arms.
" Oet down!"
obeyed without hesitation,
and stood before him. He was
firmly-built
man, of middle height, and was dressed in
a

forenoon,

ted Press

given him the command
and tied with me had
useless to attempt to
thought
to go, but
My captor presented pistol and com
escape.
a

I

end of the bridge I learned
that Belle Plain was being evacuated, and that
there were no troops on this side of the river.
He gave me one crumb of comfort, however,
" quill driver"
in the fact that I was the only
who had crossed that day, except the Associa

sentry at the east

I

Let no one pass."

I had hardly left him
cried out, "Nine o'clock.
w as just in time.
Of the

it

sergeant

type of that class of
terror and scourge to
the country, waging an unrelenting war upon
helpless loyal citizens and sick and straggling

dark cavalry uniform,
marauders who were

a

before the

The guard examined

frame of mind, as
narrow, dark ra
we were descending into
sudden movement by
was startled by
vine,
involuntarily snatched the
the roadside.
rein from my horse's neck, but before could
turn him,
strong hand had seized the bridle.
think he would have trampled down the man

I

my pass, and

weakened.
While in this unfortunate

a

to the bridge.
I rode on.

galloped

condition had worked upon my
was conscious that my forti
imagination till
tude and self-control had been disturbed and

I

passed

I

I

I

As

I

to go no

horse for the

I

was not inter

I

to Fredericksburg

My ride

rupted by any accident or adventure.

it,

lifting myself lightly into the stir

behind, and,

rups, started on my return.

a

made me feel

or endurance that

the

;

I

a

that

I

a perilous

patriot soldiers, mounting themselves upon the
and clothing themselves in the gar
horses,
Had
not been cer
ments of their victims.
tain that he had companions near at hand,

mounted

think

I

and gave Jesse the reins. I had not
t e heart to urge him, and he settled into a
• nick, cheerful walk.
It was a clear, warm,

I

be my last

I

as possible, as it might

I

opportunity, for several days, of getting tidings
to the North.
On reaching the summit of the hills
re

as speedily

should have clinched

him, and tried to

wring the pistol from his grasp, and kill him
on the spot, but when he ordered me to march
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I

[Jax.,

ahead of him, down into the black gorge,
Our progress
obeyed without remonstrance.
was slow, the road being badly worn, and the

and drinking the health of my captor in a cup
of hot coffee, I started on my journey.
Over the summits of the hills and down

darkness, under the shadow of high, steep
Not a solitary
bluffs, almost impenetrable.
camp-fire pierced the gloom, not a voice broke

through the slumbering valleys, our eyes pierc
ing every shade and our ears driuking in every
rustle of the trembling leaves, mile after milo
we wended our weary way. The moon had
driven her silver car up to the zenith, and her

the silence, and yet I was sure from the bold
ness of my captor's manner that he had asso
He followed
ciates in the immediate vicinity.
close behind, so near that I could feel my

I

turned my
Jesse's breath against my neck.
held, and the muzzle of his pistol touched my
ear.
We had proceeded but a few paces when
he asked my name and business.
told him

I

His answer was the most diabolical,

truly.

I

ever heard.
At the
sneering laugh that
sound all the evil passions of my nature were
at once aroused.

I felt

the hot blood boiling

The devil should not drive me
another step I I would tear him in pieces, and
throw the fragments into the open pit before
in my heart

I

me !
turned, and struck his arm so suddenly
that the pistol dropped from his grasp.
then
closed in upon him with the fury of a madman ;

I

I

eye swept every hillside and searched every
think we had been on our way for an
glen.
hour, through an absolute solitude, when we
began to ascend a steep and rugged hill. The
road was narrow, being cut through the heavy
clay, and had been badly washed by recent
heavy rains; and as Jesse picked his way

I

among the ruts and gullies, my attention was
attracted by his sagacity and skill.
Presently
he lifted his head, and, giving a quick snort of
A most horrible and
alarm, stopped abruptly.
sickening sight presented itself as I lifted my
An ambulance, from
eyes from the ground.
which the wheels had been removed, lay in the

of the road.

The pole had been fast
an upright position by lashing it to
the footboard, and from the end hung the life
middle

ened into

but he was heavier than I, and
could not
throw him. He got his arm about my neck,
less body of a patriot soldier.
Four more
and squeezed me till the bones began to crack.
ghastly corpses lay upon the ground, and three
struggled fiercely, and at last we both went • within the wagon. I dismounted and led my
down.
remember but little more ; a vain at
horse past the revolting scene.
Every man
tempt to get my pocket-knife, a cry from him
had been shot through the head — surprised
for help, a rush of voices, a clangor of sabers,
and captured first, no doubt, and murdered

I

I

the release of his arm from my neck.
I
breathed again. I opened my eyes and found
I was
myself surrounded by armed men.
lifted to my feet, and taken, by two stalwart
men, to the place of bivouac, and dragged into
the tent of the officer in command.
A single
candle, screened to emit no light outside, shone

full into the brave, calm face of Lieutenant
P
, of New York— a face the light of which
turned the fierce drama of the moment into a
most provoking farce.
He and his company
of about thirty dismounted cavalrymen had
failed to receive the proper orders to evacuate,
and found themselves, at last, alone in this

wild country.

He knew that he was surround

ed by bushwhackers,

and therefore had taken

every precaution to guard against discovery, if
He
possible, and at least against surprise.
tried to dissuade me from proceeding farther,
that there was no possibility of my
getting through, as five men, whom he had
sent that afternoon to escort a straggling am
bulance to the Potomac, had not been heard
from since, and had doubtless fallen into the
declaring

hands of the enemy. But, after feeding Jesse
his oats, which he now ate with great relish,

They had not been stripped of
their clothing, and I could identify the guard
—one sergeant (whom they had hung) and four
privates of cavalry, two lieutenants of infantry,
within the ambulance, and the driver. The
afterward.

full moou, swinging

like an urn of incense

in

the sky, sprinkled their tranquil features with
its hallowed light — a sweet baptism of beauty
and peace. I uncovered my head — it was holy
ground.
My ride from

this place to the river was
adventure, and with but one episode.
About three miles from Belle Plain, and on
the right-hand side of the road as I approached
without

I

that place, was a large frame building, built,
presume, for a barn or a tobacco storehouse.
It stood near the highway, and as I approached

it

I

heard loud voices within, and could soon

see twelve or fifteen horses fastened about

the
think that Jesse detected them first,
yard.
for he assumed the stealthy air and silent, cat
like tread for which
so highly prized him.

I

I

He crept by without the faintest click of his
hoof on the hard road bed, and the revels of
the band were undisturbed.

I

reached

the landing

at one and a half
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o'clock in the morning, and found I was none
too early, as the last steamer was just ready to

I

leave.
consigned my dispatches to the care
of her clerk, and in twenty minutes she swung
think
never before
out into the stream.
stood upon
felt so utterly forsaken as when

I

I
I

the pier that night, alone.
Behind me was a
country full of blood and cruelty, before me a
raging river, bearing away my last chance of
and escape.
I walked gloomily to
protection

Jesse stood where I had left him,
with an affectionate whinner.
I f»ut my hands upon his cheeks and looked
into his brave face.
He pushed his nose under
my arm, and turned his bright, happy eye
the shore.

and greeted me

mine. Do not think me sentimental
tell you that my heart was comforted
and strengthened.
found a bale of fresh hay,
and throwing some into the corner of a dilapi
toward
when

I

I

stable, slipped out Jesse's bit and led
him in.
dare not unsaddle him, lest I might
be surprised and have to mount in an instant.
dated

I

I

lay down

near the entrance, and fell
immediately into a refreshing slumber.
At four o'clock I awoke, and started for Fred
then

ericksburg without delay. Jesse was in excel
lent spirits, and so, in fact, was I.
The scenes
of the night before were like " a vision when it

The return of the light had re
my accustomed hopefulness and selfreliance.
My horse needed no urging, and we
were well on our way when the sun threw its
first ray of light across the Potomac, and
U passed."

stored

I

ap
opened another Christian Sabbath day.
proached the barn upon the hills with unne
cessary caution, for it had been abandoned.
swept over the
On a strong, sturdy gallop

I

The ambulance

bad been visited, the
stripped, and the wagon burned, and
F. was deserted.
the camp of Lieutenant
The country was covered with the traces of
murder and pillage, but not a human being
road.

corpses

our path.
At six o'clock

crossed

we were back within the
Hospital City." I drove again to the stables,
"
and banding the dusky hostler a greenback,"
gave him orders for my horse : a hearty breakftvst, a thorough grooming, and a light dinner."
"

I

my breakfast and found a quiet room.
I fell asleep reckoned my one day's
ride seventy-three Virginia miles.
got

Before

I

At half-past two my horse was brought
around.
He was himself again, and I was

I
pleased to see him look so fresh and bright.
swnng into the saddle in a cheerful, careless
way, and little thought it was my last mount
He pranced gaily down the Richmond
ing.
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turnpike and we were soon again alone. The
afternoon was warm, and I did not want him
to get overheated.
1 pulled the curb and
brought him into a childish amble, but he
fretted under the restraint. I patted him on
the neck and breast, and talked to him, but I
could not pacify his restless spirit.
He had
never displayed such a will before, and I deter

mined to subdue it. I jerked him down into a
walk, and told him he should keep that gait
until he could behave himself. He turned an
full of deadly hate upon me. Mile after
mile was traversed in a sulky, silent mood. At
last my thoughts wandered to my Northern
home. I saw my loved ones in their accus
tomed haunts. With them this was a Sabbath
day.
T)iey had been to the sanctuary and
heard God's servant talk of Him who came to
eye

"Peace on earth, good-will to men."
They had renewed their vows of love and
charity — the fulfilling of the law.
Silently

bring

they had wended their way homeward, filled
with a cheerful, holy inspiration.
"Peace"
and "good-will" had fallen like a heavenly
benediction upon their hearts. As this picture
before my mind my heart relented.
passed
Shall I, who am instructed to love my enemies
and bless them that curse me, quarrel with a

I

gently pulled my horse's rein and
stopped him. I leaned forward and stroked
his neck. "Jesse, we have been friends too
long to treat each other so ! " He turned his
head and looked me full in the face with his
soft, loving eyes.
patted him on the nose,
and we were friends again. It was a foolish

brute?

I

quarrel, and an expensive one to me — it cost
my horse. We had loitered so much on
the way, that although we pressed forward
now at a cheerful pace, it was after six o'clock
me

when we reached Bowling Green. Here I was
surprised and disappointed at not overtaking
the army.
rode cautiously down into the lit
tle village to reconnoiter for information.
The
only person visible was a " poor white," who
could, I should judge, lay undisputed claim to

I

being the veritable "oldest inhabitant."
He
was the most ignorant man
think I ever met,
but he displayed a laudable ambition to learn.
He wanted to know my name, age, business,

I

politics, place of residence, and destination.
I
gave as little information as could, and got
quite as little as I gave. He acknowledged he
had seen some Lincoln soldiers pass.
Some

I

went one way and some another. Most went
toward Milford. The last went by that morn
ing.
I was not in a very cheerful mood when

I

[Jax.,
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I

;

sentiments were not reciprocated
friendly
another shot, and still another being fired,
hurried Jesse
with an apparent evil intent.
through the brook and urged him forward,
a

a

I

waving my handkerchief, and shouting that
friend.
How foolish
was
Union man and
my blind confidence in that negro seems to me

a

I

!

a

a

I

a

I

a

I

I

a

I

a

a

I

I

I

I

I

A mile away the trees looked
rising morning.
larger and the land seemed higher.
Weary,
wet, and hungry,
crept along, much of the
time to my waist in the water, and never on
had no guide but the opening day,
dry land.
all alxmt me being an unbroken wilderness.
In an hour reached grassy knoll.
crawled
to the top, and lying down
fell asleep.
could have slept but
few minutes when the

I

I

Union camp, and waved my handkerchief in
But my
token of peace and good fellowship.

dashing by.
All night long
wandered in the swamps,
working my way slowly eastward, guided by
the light of the moon.
With the dawn of day
climbed
tree and looked out toward the

I

a

I

it

I

a

it,

along the base of a slight elevation in the road
on
in front. It was a picket line, for behind
could distinguish
wellthe brow of the hill,
built breastwork, mounted with guns that com
was
manded the road.
had no doubt

I

I

listened — they were just behind.
leaped to
the ground, and, waving my hand, spoke the
farewell word — the one word " Go."
He
bounded forward, and
sprang into the thick
woods. A moment later the rebel troop came

a

him drink ; but I had no sooner brought him
to a stand than I was startled by the report of
a rifle, and the singing of a bullet past my head.
looked up, and saw a line of earthworks,

stream, and the time had come to part.
looked back, the pursuers were not in sight.
checked the gait of my faithful steed and

a

I think I had proceeded, on a steady gallop,
for half an hour, when I approached a clear,
quiet stream, and I stopped my horse to let

My only hope of escape was in
abandoning my most faithful friend.
leaned
forward and kissed his princely neck, and then
loosening my feet from the stirrups
prepared
to spring.
We were descending toward the
save us both.

I

I was off the route of the main
army, but the tracks of horses were abundant,
and I had enough confidence in the negro to
believe our cavalry had passed this way.

was certain

Turning
gentle curve we met them, hardly
fifty paces from us. He did not wait to feel
the bridle, but turned, quicker than
weaver's
shuttle, and flew back down the road.
knew
was hopeless race.
No feat of speed could

I

It was
now past sunset, but I had strong hopes of
overtaking the troop before dusk. I followed
the negro's directions, along a narrow road,
I
through a lonely, level, wooded country.

silly quarrel with my faithful horse!

thick woods, but an impenetrable morass lined
the path on either side.
Jesse's tread was as
noiseless as
panther's, and his quick eyes
pierced forward
into the dusky twilight

a

the last troop of cavalry had passed but twenty
minutes or half an hour before.
Only half an
hour, and I had wasted thrice that time in a

mile before Jesse's quick ear
approach.
He slackened his
could hear nothing, and yet
knew
pace.
the crisis had come.
searched along the
roadside for some place of escape into the
scarcely gone
their
detected

I

road a few rods ahead, and I inquired the way.
directed me to turn to the right, and said

lie

expected to be pursued, but not

My only fear was of being inter
cepted by some roving band of rebel cavalry.
These fears were soon realized.
We had
overtaken.

I

alry were always hanging upon our rear, and
yet my desire to overtake our troops before
nightfall overcame my usual caution. I at last
overtook a negro. There was a fork in the

his head.

I

the debris of the pur
and pursuing armies. I knew that the
nearer I approached our lines, the more peril
ous my position became, for the enemy's cav

over a road strewn with
sued

instantly wheeled my horse and commenced
Another volley from the hill
rapid retreat.
top followed us, but we escaped unbanned.
settled myself in the saddle and gave Jesse

a

their summits, were
enemy, that crowned
formidable, and their capture must have cost a
fierce struggle, but a mute and dreary desola
tion now rested upon the scene.
Turning to
the southward I galloped on for another hour,

was dispelled, none too early, by
volley from
the picket line, followed by the immediate
retreat of
dozen graybacks up the hillside.

I

was in a strange and unfriendly country.
The place
In half an hour I was at Milford.
was utterly deserted.
I crossed the stream and
ascended the steep hills.
The defense of the

it

I

He had directed me upon
road that
my reason, at any moment, would have told
me was wrong, and
was now rushing head
long into the camp of the enemy. My delusion

I

and

now

I

left the old man and hurried off on the road to
tiie river. If the rear guard had passed Bowl
ing Green before noon, it was doubtless miles
away, for I could not believe Grant would
tarry at the Mattapony ; night was coming on,

rising sun, shining

full in my face, awoke me.

THE CONDOR.
I again

climbed a tree and looked about.

fore me was a

Be

I could

rolling, fertile country.

see no road, but a half-mile
was a large

house

to the southeast
that must be near some

I descended

and started with joyful
A few rods brought me
into a neglected farm road, leading due east.
I walked rapidly down this path, my heart
highway.

steps toward the place.

filled with hope

of deliverance.

I

A cheerful stream crossed the way, and
stopped to drink and to bathe. As I was ris
ing to resume my journey,

a stifled groan, pro

ceeding from behind a neighboring

tree, startled

I hastened to the spot, and there, lying

me.

upon his side, his head resting

upon his knap
The hand of death
Redan.
was already upon his heart.
He looked at me
entreatingly, but could not speak. I unbut
toned his coat, that he might breathe more
sack, was

John

a slip of paper bearing
" John Redan, 20th Mass.,
this memorandum :
ran to the
died with cramp in the bowels."
easily, and discovered

'

I

to revive
restore him, if possible, to
life ; but the inmates, if there were any, refused
found
to admit me.
In a neighboring hovel
a negro, who accompanied me back.
When

house

to try to get some stimulant

the brave boy and

I

we arrived,

John

half dollar, placed

Redan was dead.

A

silver

in the hands of my newly

friend, procured for him a rude but de
cent bTirial.
And here my story ends. Ten minutes later
found

I

in the bivouac of the Second Maine Cav
of the Grand Armyi Did
of the many thousand readers of that morn

was

alry, the rear-guard
any

ing's Tribune, as they glanced
from
two

at the dispatch

Bowling Green, dream that it had cost
such days of labor, peril, and privation ?
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brownish-black,
being brightest in the old
birds. Around the lower part of the neck
there is u broad white rutf of downy feathers.
The skin is bare, the head, neck, and breast are
bare, but hard, dry, and wrinkled, and here
and there a few short, dark-colored hairs pro
ject. This skin is folded or corrugated about
the neck, in a way similar to the neck of a
turkey, and it may be puffed out or contracted
at pleasure. The beak is thick and strong;
straight at the base and strongly curved at the
extremity, and covered for about one-third of
its length with a tough membrane. The head
of the male is crowned with a large cartilagi
nous comb ; and the neck, too, is furnished
with a comb extending over the posterior part
of the beak, and sloped in the forward part so
as not to cover it.
The nostrils are large and
exposed, and impress the observer with an
idea of superior powers of smell and respira
tion.
The claws are strong and slightly
curved ; the toes are moderate in size and
united

by a slight membrane ; while the legs
are plumed below the knee and covered with
scales.
The feathers are not very thick on the
under parts of the bod)', but on the back and
wings arc so closely set and firm that the bird
is killed with difficulty at a distance by a rifle

shot The food of this bird is chiefly carrion,
and its voracity is enormous. One was kept
caged at Valparaiso which daily ate upward
of eighteen pounds of meat In the wild state,
when it has the opportunity, it gorges itself
with meat to such excess that it can not fly,
and in that state has been taken alive.
Trav
witnesses of condors' habits
that experiments have
been made in the Andes' region for the pur
elers have been

of feeding, and

state

An animal being killed, and placed in
an open place, the condors soon made their
appearance and attacked the carcass, and not
being disturbed continued to eat until they
were scarcely able to fly. It is their habit
wheu gorged to retire to their rocky ledges
pose.

THE CONDOR.
Condor, or Great Vulture of America,
as the largest of known birds
It is
belonging to the family of the mlturiiUB.

THE
is regarded

a bird

of prey, and very many marvelous

tales

related by travelers with reference
to its great strength and voracity.
Its char
acter and size, however, have been much exag
geratedIts average size is about three feet
six inches from beak to the tip of the tail, and
have been

its expanse

of wing averages about nine

feet.

often considerably ex
ceeded, specimens having been captured whose
expanse of wings reached fourteen feet, and even

These

dimensions

are

that The wings are long and extremely
powerful, and in the male adorned with a white

over

ipot

The general color of the plumage is

and remain until the heavy meal has been
digested.
The range of these birds appears to be con
fined to the chain of the Andes from the
Straits of Magellan to a few degrees north of
the equator. They live in pairs, in the most
elevated and solitary mountain localities, and
from these they descend into tho valleys to seek
their food.
Their customary habitat ia the
mountains is from ten to fifteen thousand
feet above the level of the sea.
Thoy seek the
crags upon which to rear
their young, and there the eggs, which are two

most inaccessible
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in number

and about four inches long, are
deposited, not in a nest, but upon the bare rock.
They frequently hunt in pairs, and two will
not hesitate to at
tack large animals,

[J AX.,

probable, as there is no satisfactory evidence
the condor having been ever found in Eu

of

The lammer-geyer

rope.

or vulture

of

the

pursuing and tear
ing them with beak
and
claws
until

In the prov
ince of Quito the
inhabitants
suffer
much loss on ac

killed.

count

of the mis

chief done to their
cattle and sheep by
these birds.

The condor is
endowed with ex
traordinary powers
of vision, and it is
thought by some
naturalists
detects

its

that

it

prey

chiefly by the sense

of sight.

When

stimulated by hun
ger it soars to a
great height, there
commanding a
very broad expanse
of country,
and
having descried its
prey, with arrowlike rapidity darts
down upon it. The
height to which the
condor flies exceeds
that of the flight

of any other bird, and

Tub Condor.
is said to be equal to

six

miles above the level of the sea, far
above the ordinary region of clouds. This bird
is remarkable for having no voice otherwise
than a weak snorting; there being no muscles

vertical

attached to the trachea, they are as a necessary
consequence deprived of voice.
To the same genua with the condor belong
the King Vulture, which inhabits the warm
and also the Californian
parts of America,
The King Vulture is about the size
Vulture.

Alps, a variety of the bearded eagle, quito dif
ferent in its appearance from the condor, is
occasionally seen among the mountains of the
East, and to it Sinbad's Roc may be traced
with more propriety.
-— ■
—

FOOD FOR
It

has been suggested

food for Mirthfulnesa

MIRTH.

that we should furnish

as well as for other organs

bird.

of the mind.
Three of our contributors Bqppl;
following selections as a first installment,
Wc
promising something more at another time.
that
beg to givo notice to all our correspondents
this department
Is now open for contribution?.
Let us have, not stale jokes, but real wit.

It has been thought by some that the old
accounts of these powerful and ferocious birds
gave rise to the exaggerated description of the
Hoc of the " Arabian Nights ; " but this is im

cool specimen
of humanity in the West
into a printing-office to beg a newspaper,
" We like to read the news very much, but
saying,
our neighbors arc too stingy to take one."

of a goose, and derives its name from driving
away other vultures from prey at its pleasure.
Its plumago is much brighter than Hie Andes

the

A

stepped

POETICAL PROVERBS.
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A verdant youth In the country after a visit to

Good husband with scoop shovel gathers amain ;
111housewife with teaspoon ontheaveth again.

the city was discoursing upon the many wonder
ful things he had seen there. He said he saw a

Ill

very large house with an awful high chimney, and
supposed the owner must have a very hig family.

Sew buttons and close up loose Btitches in time ;
One stitch in the morning, ero night, saveth nine.
One minute with needle and thread and two stitches,
Oft sootheth the patience and saveth the breeches.

A young

man, in the rural districts of the West,
weut one evening to see Mb darling, and after
making love to her some time, ventured to pop

When full of good gingerbread, lessons go well ;
But hungry and thirsty, lads stupidly spell.

the question. She seemed very much agitated,
and said, " You slceer me." He apologized, say
ing he did not mean to scare her. Feeling much
She said,
depressed, he took his hat to go home.
*• Mister, don't be in a hurry — I wish you would
akeer me again."
The Schoolmaster Abroad. — A candidate for

Good bread and rich milk, with a maternal plan.
Instead of s dullard, develops the man.
Two ears are provided, that rumors about
May enter at one, and the other flit out.

Two eyes and one tongue every honest man has.
In order to see twice as much as he says.
Two eyes are provided in front of his ears.
To credit what's seen and reject what he hears.

the post of teacher

in a rural school district was
atked by one of the examining committee if he was
am
He replied,
acquainted with mathematics.
not acquainted with Matthew Mattox, but am well
acquainted with his brother Joe."

A ninny more questions can stupidly ask

"I

Than science can answer in fifty weeks' task.
No unfinished product of pen or of tools
Should ever be witnessed by women or fools.
Quit jesting and follow when all are at ease,
Lest too much of pleasure forever displease.

PR06RES3. — "What have you been doing all
a father to his boy, who had been set
husking com in the barn, and had husked only
am catching rats, sir."
half a bucketful.
" Catching rats ! How many have you caught ? "
" When
get the one I am now after, and two
more, it will make three."
Slajso Phrases. — Mistress of a boarding-house

day?" said

When rainbow in splendor appearcth at eve,
The lightning, the thunder, and rain will soon leave.

"I

But oft on the morrow a rainbow in morn
Appearcth in rain-clouds the farmer to warn.

I

good?"
Hungry boy: "Yithum.

"Johnny,

is the

An angry

"I

Who governs his temper 'mid discord and strife,
Exults o'er the most fearful foe of his life.
As cool hammers fashion the red glowing bar,
So calmness of temper shall triumph in war.

It's bully."

the other
won't pay for steaks as tough
day exclaimed :
as these ; no law can compel me to — they're not
legal tender."
boarder

Who panteth for greatness, for renown and fame,
Should first possess all that he would be in name.

beef

In a Western newspaper office the following
"
notice was lately posted up : Lost. — A valuable
new silk umbrella belonging to a gentleman with
a curiously carved head."
at the dinner-table

Billings insists : " It is a statistikal fakt that the
wicked work harder to reach hell than the right
eous do tew git tew heaven."
«»»

POETICAL PEOTERBS.
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We learn to live by living to learn.
He who never changed an opinion never correct
ed an error.

He who will not reason is a bigot.
not reason is a coward.

False happiness makes men stern and proud, and
True hap
that happiness is never communicated.
piness renders them kind and sensible, and that
happiness

When ear never heareth, no gosslperB stay ;
And backbiter* also tum quickly away.

The poor is denied when he cometh to borrow j
Bat when the rich asketh, there is no to-morrow.
Old men to death gocth, as ox to his stall ;
To young men death cometh with terrible pall.

is always shared.

Thy fanes, thy temples to the surface bow,
Commingling slowly with heroic earth.
Broke by the share of every rustic plow j
So perish monuments of mortal birth.
So perish all in turn, save well-recorded worth.
Syron.

Where fnel is wanting, no Are can bnrn ;
Where backbiter prayeth, no one can feel harm.

Pat ashes and embers In boxes and pails,
And sooner or later thy domicile fails.

He who dare

Look not mournfully into the past, but wisely
improve the present, and you will meet the shad
owy future without fear and with a manly heart

BT SERENO EDWARDS TODD.

Who's deafer than servants that never will hear?
And who Is more reckless than he who don't care ?

housewife and haughty with open back door,

Will make husband naughty and often grow poor.

He had his name above the door, on the gable end,
in great letters —it was M. E. Church.

to a seven-year-old boy:
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It

is better for parents to Instruct their children

and seek to make them happy at home, than
to charm strangers

it

is

or amuse friends.

A quaint old writer says: "We have need of
grit as well as grace," which, although a rather
gritty way of putting a point, has more than the
average amount of truth in it.

10
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[In this Department will be noticed such matters as are of interest to correspondents and to the general reader.
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Contributions for What They Say should be brief, pointed, and creamy, to secure publication.]

only
Qttestions op "General Interest"

will be answered in this department. We have no space
One question only at a time,
to gratify idle curiosity.

if

a corre
and that clearly stated, must be propounded,
spondent shall expectus to give him the benefitof its early
consideration.
Questions of personal interest will be
promptly answered by letter, if a stamp be inclosed for
the return postage.

The Size of Organs — Destructtve-

ness. — 1. How

long will it take me by special
practice, two hours a day, to increase the size of
an organ marked "small" to "large?"
2. Ib'
whittling adapted to exercising and strengthening
Dcstructivcncss ?

Ans. 1. The difference between " small " and
■large," in speaking of the size of phrenological
organs, is very considerable, and although an or
gan will increase in size under the influence of ef
forts specially directed to that object, yet to ex
pect that such increase will be so marked as to
transform a small organ into a large one, would
and unrealizable.
The effect of
oe unreasonable
cultivation and exercise upon faculties is to ren
der them more active and efficient rather than to in
crease the size of the organs of the brain through
It is a fact, how
which those faculties operate.
ever, that men exercise organs in groups ; as for
Instance, that of the perceptive faculties of the in
tellect, or the reflective faculties of the Intellect,
and the aggregate increase of the organs consti
tuting a group produces an actual change in the
2. Destructivcness
tontour of the cranium.
grows, or is rendered more active, by its owner
ddulging in those avocations which Destructivejess ministers to. We are of the opinion that
Whittling, unless it be for the mere purpose of
Wasting odd bits of wood, which might be used
for kindling the morning Are, or defacing fur
niture, would go to exercise Constructivcncss and
come of the faculties allied to Construe tiveness.
Did you indulge frequently in the pastime so
much appreciated by the Emperor Nero, killing
flies ; did you goad now and then with a sharp
stick or a piece of pointed iron such of those do
mestic animals as you are accustomed to meet in
your daily walks, and take pleasure in their irrita
tion and suffering ; did you get into the habit of
puncturing your friends with pins and needles,
watching your opportunity to do so slyly in order
that you might enjoy their sudden starts and ex

clamations
of surprised pain, we think that you
would be in a fair way of cultivating your Destructr
iveness, and at the same time getting up a con
siderable reputation for brutality.
But Destructiveness can be exercised and strengthened
in legit
imate and useful ways.
The earnest and energetic
prosecution of some business undertaking, fell
ing trees, performing surgical operations, etc., will
exercise Destructivencss,
and will also bring into
co-operative activity other organs which will thus
prevent an excessive or unhappy predominance
of
that organ.

Weakening of the Brain. — I

have

a friend whose brain troubles him ; it is becoming
weak.
What is the cause of brain weakness, and
its remedy ? He can not enjoy his books as well
as he used to, especially at night.

Ans. There are many reasons why the brain may
become disturbed and weakened.
Too much read
ing, and too little exercise ; over-eating, or living
on food that does not support the brain properly,
arc sufficient cause for brain weakness.
If one
were to eat rice or superfine flour bread and butter
as the principal diet, his brain would get so little
phosphorus from such food as to become weak.
The use of tobacco might produce the result in
question ; too little sleep, or bad habits in connec
tion with his social nature, might produce it. Let
him eat plain, nourishing food, and not over-eat ;
take active exercise in pure air, and not over-work ;
Btop reading and study for a month or two ; throw
if he is
away coffee, tobacco, and novel-reading,
guilty of such habits, and he will be likely to find
a way out of his troubles.

May

I Marry

—I

my Cousin ?
have
sent for your work on " Wedlock," but will state
especially to you my peculiar circumstances.
My
cousin from Wisconsin, a handsome and amiable
y oung damsel of twenty years, is visiting at our
ouse.
Though related closely, her winning man
ners suggest to me a tie more tender, a relation
more sublime.
She is my mother's brother's
Her mother is a native of Norway, in
daughter.
Europe ; she (her mother; speaks fluently the Nor
wegian tongue, and inherits much the customs of
that people.
All say that the daughter (this one)
is in looks and ways wholly like her mother.
Please answer this by private letter: whether or
not shall banish all thoughts of a closer relation
ship, knowing full well the public sentiment upon
the marriage of cousins.

I

In

view of the fact, that consanguineous
are productive of weakness, imbecility,
insanity, and idiocy, and of other infirmities, we
Ans.

marriages

must answer the above and all similar cases in the

Full
"Wedlock."

negative.

reasons

are given in our work on
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Is Christianity
"

Peace

I came not
Ton explain
•word ? "—Matt x. 34.

?
to send

MENTORIAL BUREAU.
— How

do

but a

peace,

Ant. Christ came to a people who had prejudices
and selfish practices, to introduce a new system of
religion, or a new phase of an old religion, and
he here teaches that his pure doctrine would at
first produce disturbance. His doctrines demand
a crucifixion of base appetites
" He that loscth his life for my sake
and :>.-t-.
shall find it," illustrates the idea. The physician
and surgeon often inflict temporary
pain for the
sake of ultimate ease and rest ; as storms clear a
murky sky. Will that do ?
ed *' self-denial,"

Baldness

Jocbnal

iv Churches. —Will

the

explain why we see baldness so
prevalent among the frequenters of places of wor
ship?
An*. In this Instance, the Journal answere by
Implication, rather than categorically. Is it a fact
that we see more baldness in churches than among
an equal number of persons of like ages elsewhere?
Where else do we meet bodies of old and middleaged men with hats off so frequently as in
Are women as often met with bald
chnrcb.es?
- aa men ? If not, why not ? Has the wear
i:
ing of those huge air-tight hot, stovepipe hats —
please

which causes the head to sweat, and which causes
the scalp to soften and to swell — anything to do
with baldness ? Women do not wear tight hats —
though they are now piling on lots of hemp, jute,
flax, or dead hair, which makes them look so hide
ous — and one seldom meets with a bald-headed
Or, is it excessive devotional exercises,
lady.
causing a feverish state of the brain, in churches,
To this question we may
which causes baldness?
tafdy say, "We guess not." There may be in
stances in which a high state of cerebral excite
ment long continued has caused both the hnir to
tarn prematurely gray and then to fall off.
We beg our readers not to resort to poisonous
hair-dyes, tonics, washes, or other vile compounds,
hoping thereby to prevent the hair from turning
gray, or from falling off. They will only aggrayate rather than mend the matter.
To keep the
hair clean, use a little fine toilet soap, wash in soft
If grease mutt
water, and rub dry with towels.
be used, let it be a little — very little— Inodorous
"
tweet oil. All other compounds arc barberous,"
unclean, and unhcalthful. Wear a soft, light, ven
tilated hat; brush the hair daily, and live in all
respects as a good Christian ought, and let nature
take her course,

Ambition, Discontent. — What

is the

difference between ambition and discontent ? Will
there be any Improvement without ambition ? and
can a person be ambitions and not be discontented ?
An*. Ambition is the desire to accomplish great
things and gain renown. If one has an open field
for the outworking of his desires he will be con
tented or satisfied if he is making proper progress
It is when the strcum, which
toward his goal.
has started for the sea, is dammed up that it
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The pupil
foams and fights and is discontented.
In his primary studies hopes to gain the honors of
college, and as long as he gets as good lessons as
" In
the best of his associates he is contented.
dnc season ye shall reap if ye faint not," has kept
A tireless
many a farmer in heart and hope.
is not discon
energy which dislikes hindrance
tented when

it

can make

suitable

progress

toward

The traveler, so long as
the vehicle goes seven, fifteen, or thirty miles an
hour according to its nature and ability, is satisthe object of its effort

fled, contented.

It

is when the stage, the steamer,

or the railcar needlessly or protractedly stops or
Ambi
loiters that he frets and is discontented.
tion is consistent with satisfaction or content
ment, on the same principle that energy is satisfied
with appropriate progress.

"The Therapeutics

of Mental Dis

ease," which we referred to In our article in tho
" Objec
September number of last year, entitled
tions to Phrenology Considered," was written by
the celebrated J. L. C. Schrocdcr Van dcr Kolk,
from the German by James T.
and translated
Rexdall, published by Churchill, London, 1870.

Near-sightedness. — What shall I do
My sight is failing. I can not

for my eyesight?

personal friends thirty feet away, and
recognize
that my vision is daily becoming
am conscious
What is the remedy ?
weaker.

Ant. You should pay special attention to your
Live as much as possible out of
general health.
doors ; avoid night work, especially using the eyes
Remain in well-ventilated
only. Engage in some light manual labor a
part of your time, ride a horse, or climb the hills,
and thus keep the bodily organs in healthy action.
and building up the
By renovating, strengthening,
whole system you may hope for improved vision.

by gas or lamp-lights.
rooms

$|%at
Astrology. — Sir :

I

write you in

confidence, and at the request of a friend who has
been consulting me, who styles himself the great
and Is the seventh son of the
seer, astrologer,
seventh son, with a natural gift or vail of sight
Here is a part of the description he has given her.
" The planets which govern your fnfe in this
A
world are Saturn, Hcrschel, and Neptune.
total eclipse occurring in Hcrschel and Neptune
at the moment of your birth, exerts an evil Influ
ence upon tho earlier years of your life, but not
so powerful as the second and last quarter; but
whenever the evil influence caused by this event
occurs with you, it can be removed by my watch
ing, casting nativities, and horoscopes, and taking
advantage of the times when the planet is in full
But for this
conjunction with Its colleague.
eclipse your whole life would be one of Bunshine,
What you have already
prosperity, and happiness.
passed through is nothing compared to what yon
will go through in the future, for after your twen
ty-fifth year this evil influence will almost wholly
be at its darkest pitch, and the balance of youf
life, with only a few exceptions, will be a distress
ing one. But this can be overcome by having th
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evil Inflnence
Tour
removed.
brightly, but the evil influence

planet shines
is before you,
whenever
and becomes dim and obscured
you
undertake
to succeed in business, and happiness
In domestic affairs. Your life can be made to
shine with prosperity, 60 that you will have many
the influence
friends, and accumulate in business;
must first be removed, so that planet Saturn can
shine in full brilliancy in the heavens upon you."
I declined at nrst sending you such a piece of
absurdity as this, and referred her to an article in
the August number of the Journal on astrology,
but nothing would be satisfactory but to have
Please let
your special opinion on the subject.
me hear from you at your earliest convenience.
for
answer.
inclose stamp
private
[The person is simply an impostor who ought to

I

of "

out of town. " The seventh son
more likely, and playing on the
Beelzebub
credulity and superstition of the ignorant.]

be drummed

Use and Value of the Hair. — Mr.

R. Bissell says on this subject : " As sharing and
hair cutting have their origin in doing penance
and in ignorance, both should end in intelligence.
Any man who shaves throws away a very import
ant part of himself, for one organ can not afford
to do without the uso of its fellows, for all are
Nature alone
parts of one harmonious whole.
contradiction, that the
proves, beyond successful
hair on the head and face should be worn where it
grows, like other organs, as the cars, the eyes, and
but for its use In
nose, not only for ornament,
promoting health and longevity, by the functions
By shaving,
hair performs in the animal economy.
the cuticle glands and nerves of the face become
Irritated, in sympathy with the mutilated and
inflamed surface, and the irritation spreads to
the eyes, ears, nose, teeth, throat, and lungs, and
results in debility to those organs, and frequently
in inflammation to some one of them.
Every
man who shaves violates a law of his nature, to
which is attached a penalty which must be paid
with interest, sooner or later, by weak eyes, by
deafness, by neuralgia in the face and head, by
bronchitis, by lung disease, by general debility, by
and premature
old age. But some
nervousness,
man
one may say, " There is an old, white-headed
without any beard !" Or it maybe urged that some
authors, statesmen, and renowned men in science
shaved ; but how much greater and longer-lived
they might have been had they not thrown away
this important part of themselves can not be
known. Byron only lived to be about thirty-six.
But
and other authors died comparatively young.
all general rules have their exceptions.
Those
constitutions,
and might
long-lived men had iron
twenty or
have added to their ages respectively
thirty years if they had never shaved ; and what
if Byron had never drank whisky? Hair, being
a non-conductor of heat and electricity, preserves
of the body, both in sum
the natural temperature
mer and in winter, thus preventing nervousness."

Female Suffrage in Wyoming
Territory. — A correspondent writes ns from
that distant region requesting a correction of
the statement, In our November number, with
to Utah's taking the precedence
in
reference

[Jan.,

according the right of suffrage

to women.

He

sends us a copy of the statute passed by the
ritorial Legislature, which reads as follows :

Ter

Chapter

'

XXXI.,

Sec. 1:
Wyoming Statute,
of the age of twenty-one
years, residing in this Territory, may, at every
election to be holden under the laws thereof, cast
her vote.
And her rights to the elective franchise
and to hold office shall be the same under the elec
tion laws of the Territory, as those of electors.
Sec. 2. This act shall take effect and be In
force from and after its passage.
Approved, De

" That

every

woman

cember 10th, 1869."

Thus It appears that Wyoming Territory is the
in the movement for the enfranchisement
of women, and so quietly was the measure con
summated, that it seems very few of those who
interest themselves in the political affairs of the
nation at large were aware of It.
Hence the
oversight of the author of the sketch of Utah's
The text of the act passed
delegate to Congress.
by Utah is as follows :
" An Act giving Women the Elective Franchise
In the Territory of Utah.
Sec. L Be it enacted by tho Governor and Leg
islative Assembly of the Territory of Utah, that
every woman of the age of twenty-one years, who
has resided in this Territory six months next pre
born or
ceding any general or special election,
naturalized in the United States, or who is the
wife, or widow, or the daughter of a naturalized
citizen of the United States, shall be entitled to
vote at any election in this Territory.
Sec. 2. All laws or parts of laws conflicting
with this Act are hereby repealed.
Approved February 12th, 1870."
leader

pitcrarn Moticts.
There is a kind of physiognomy in the titlet of books
no lets than in the facts of men, by which a skillful ob
server will know as well what to expectfrom the one a*
the other.— Bctler.

Autumn Dreams.
vol., 12mo;

York

By Chiquita.

pp. 108; cloth.
: D. Appleton & Co.

One

Price, $1 50. New

The author says " a woman must be ' lifted out
of herself ' to write in a manner that will charm ; "
and in order to aid our readers in forming a con
clusion respecting these poems, we give the titles
of some of them ; We Two ; Angels' Flowers ;
Homage I do not Seek; To a Beautiful Young
Friend; Come Back; 8weep, OSea; The South
ern Forest Flower; Rain at Night; One of Those
Days ; In Dreams ; 0 Leaves ; Sighing for Thee ;
Is it a Sin to Love Thee ; To Chiquita, etc. The
book contains nearly seventy poems.
Effle Bowdre Castlen (Chiquita) writes with the influence
of Southern skies around her, and the titles fail to
convey the warmth and ardor breathing through
the verses ; hence we copy —
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"

A Petition, with this prefix :
My little boy,
aix years of age, brought me yesterday a ' reward
of merit ' from his teacher, and said, ' Little mam

ma, keep my ticket for me ; and if I ask God every
Bight to make me good, I'll get another next
week, — won't I f '
* Oh, mamma ! "
he gently came and nestled at my
(and

side),
keep my ticket, and be very sure yon hide
It. please, where naughty finger* cannot find it to destroy."
And hi* arms were clasped aronnd me, my gentle, noble
boy.
**And. mamma,— little mamma,"
(and his voice to whisgrew,)
be good to Johnnie, to ray papa, and to you, —
'*
I'll knotice little sister,' and member 'bout my hat.
Will I get another ticket, say, mamma, jnst like that f
** And say my ' Now I lay me,' very slow, and always let
My brother have the nicest place, and kiss you 'fore I get
In my trnndle near the cradle, where little sister lies,
m get another ticket if I'm good 7 You know I tries."

" Dear mamma,

If

rrs

As I clasped him to ray bosom, the tears my eyelids wet;
I told ray boy of Jesus, and I bade him ne'er forget
"Pray, darling,
That He loved good little children.
while He's near ;
Ask Him to make yon ' good,' my child ; Ue tarns no
de&Tning ear."
Father. I tremble often as I meet these earnest eyes ;
Though the burden's sweet, 'tis heavy ; to nurture such
a prize
As this fair, pure, spotless child, I mnst pure and spotlees be ;
Hero, Father, that I bring it unpolluted unto Thee.

Thou, " who gavest to my guiding hand this wand'rer"
to lead
Through paths that oft are lone and dark, where feet so
often bleed.
Bruised and pierced by cruel thorns, oh, leave me not
alone.
To guide him to those gates of pearl, Thou he must lean
upon.

To the Young Men of toe West
A Few

;

or,

to bound forward on
temporary embarrassments,
a career of prosperous
activity such as the world
has not known.
"That you may be a part of that movement—
that you may help to inspire it, is my hope."

The Theology of Christ

from LTis Own
Words. By Joseph P. Thompson, D.D., LL.D.
One vol., 12mo;
pp. 295; cloth.
Price, 82.
New York : Scribner & Co.
"
The author of Man in Genesis and in Geology"

has given us a new and convenient commentary.
There is no dogmatizing, no cant, but a plain, def

inite description of Christ's preaching and teach
ing; mysteries are explained, seeming contradic
tions reconciled, and the whole made plain to un
biased minds.
The work is divided into chapters
under the following headings : Christ a Preacher ;
Quality of His Preaching ; The Kingdom of God ;
The New Birth ; Salvation made Through the
Death of Christ ; Salvation Limited only by Unbe
lief ; The Nature of Religion ; The Spirituality of
Worship ; A Living Providence ; Of Prayer ;
Christ's Oneness with the Father ; The Comforter ;
The Holy Ghost ; Paradise ; The Resurrection of
the Dead ; The Final Judgment ; The Blessedness
of the Saints ; Future Punishment ; Christ's Doc
The Doctrine of
trine our Spiritual Sacrament;
Christ Complete as a Revelation from God ; Gen
uineness of the Gospel of John ; Dr. Van Oostcrzee's Theology of the New Testament ; Dr. Weiss
on Future Punishment; The Intermediate State."
Both clergy and laity should read this work. It
will instruct and enlarge their minds.

Why and How.

Why

the

Chinese

Words of Practical Advice to those Born
in Poverty and Destined to be Reared in Orphan
12nio pamphlet.
Price, 25
age. Bv L. U. Reavis.
cento. "New York: 8. R. Wells.
After urging the importance of Education— and
self-improvement — possible to all, the author conaiders the subject of Business — how to conduct it;
wages ; different pursuits : Marriage— should it be
early or late in life ? reasons ; views of wise men
on the point are given : Politics, or the duty of
every citizen in the support and defense of his
government is explained.
Religion. Under this head the author gives
such a code of morals and such a mode of wor
ship as will meet the views of advanced minds ;
concluding with such counsels and advice as a fa
ther would wish to impress upon his son. The
spirit of this little book may be found in the fol
lowing lines, quoted as a motto, from Horace

Emigrate, and the Means they Adopt for the
Purpose of Reaching America. With Sketches
of Travel, Amusing Incidents, Social Customs,
By Russell H. Conwell. With illustrations
etc.
One vol., 12mo ; pp. 283 ;
by Hammatt Billings.
cloth. Price, $1 50. Lee & Shepard.
We have chapters on the Chinese Government ;
Chinese Superstition ; Chinese Character ; Thirst
for Gold ; Early Emigration ; A New Chapter of
Horrors; America and China; The New God,
"Ward;" What For; First Emigration; The
Coolie's Dwelling; The Coolie's Resolve; Con
sulting the Gods ; The Loan; Packing Up; Burial
Insurance ; The Ship ; Sold for Debt ; Queries ;
with Illustrations of a Chinese School upon an
American Plan; Joking Chinaman; Scene at a
Joss-House ; Chinese Amusements ; Our Wheel
barrow Ride. A spicy, funny book, with much
real information given in a lively, gossipy style.

Greeley :

The Living Writers of the South.

" Young

I

would have you believe that
men,
success in life is within the reach of every one
and
who will truly
nobly seek it — that there is
scope for all — that the universe is not bankrupt —
that there is abundance of work for those who are
wise enough to look for It where it is — and that
of
with sound morality and careful adaptation
means to ends, there are in this land of ours larger
more just and well-grounded hopes,
opportunities,
than in anv other land whereon the sun ever shone.
" There "is work for all ; and this great country,
whereof we are citizens, is destined, in spite of her

By James Wood Davidson, A.M. One vol.,
12mo; pp.625; cloth. Price, $2. New York:
Carleton.

Mr. Davidson performed a "labor of love"
with great care and perseverance, he pre
Every author of
pared this work for the press.
repute in the South is described, and copious ex
The
tracts are given, especially from the poets.
names of 211 writers — 166 males and 75 females —
when,

are given.

Phrenological Journal.
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the

op
States :
the Laws Relating to Arrest —

The Commercial Laws
A 8uminnry of

Assessments — Attachment — Collections — Com
mercial Paper — Corporations — Depositions —
Dower — Deeds — Damages on Bills — Execution
— Exemption — Factors and Consignees — False
— Imprisonment for
Pretenses — Homesteads
Debt — Interest — Usury — Liens — Statutes of
,
Limitation — Receivers — Redemption — Stay Laws
— Partnership — The Rights of Married Women,
Price,
etc.
One vol., octavo; p_p. 205; cloth.
$3. New York : Baker, V oorhis & Company.
»>This work has been prepared by competent legal
counsel, and will be found to contain a summary
of the laws of each State on the subjects named.

Nature's Aristocracy

;

or, Battles and

Wounds in Time of Peace. A Plea for the OpEdited by
By Miss Jennie Collins.
One vol., 12mo; pp. 822;
ussell H. Conwell.
Sressed.
cloth. Price, $1 50. Boston : Leo & Shepard.
The author divides her subjects into chapters
under the following headings, which will give the
reader an idea of the work:
Nature's Aristocracy; the Beggars; One Grade
Above the Beggars ; Crime and Nobility ; News
boys and Bootblacks; Shop Girls; Journeymen
Tailors; Servant Girls; Th'.'n and Now of Factory
Life ; How Cotton is Manufactured ; Factory
Friendships ; Among the Strikers ; Charitable In
stitutions; Natural and Unnatural Aristocrats;
Labor Reform; Woman's Suffrage, etc., making
altogether a very interesting work.

My Apingi Kingdom

: with Life in the
Great Sahara, and Sketches of the Chase of the
Ostrich, Hyena, etc. By Paul Du Chaillu, au

thor of "Discoveries in Equatorial Africa,"
"Stories of the Gorilla Country," "Ashango
Land," "Wild Life Under the Equator," etc.
Numerous engravings.
One vol., 12mo;
pp.
254 ; cloth. Price, $1 75. Harper & Brothers.
How much of fact and how much of fiction there
may be here is best known to the author ; but as
he has been an extensive traveler in Africa, there
In any
must be much truth in his statements.
and children
amusing,
case Paul is immensely
never tire of his gorilla and other African storie9.

Wonderful Balloon Ascents

; or, The
Conquest of the Skies.
A History of Balloons
and Balloon Voyages.
From the French of F.
One vol., 12mo;
Marion. With Illustrations.
pp. 218; cloth. Price, $1 50. Scribner & Co.

The most complete treatise yet published on the
balloon. It has upward of thirty illustrative en
gravings, and gives a history of the sky-carriage
from its first ascent in 1784 to 1871. Of late, in
have been
France, many marked improvements
made in the balloon. This work describos thom.

of Wines, in Health and Disease.
By Francis E. Austin, M.D., F.R.C.P., editor
of the London Practitioner,
assisted
by the
Editorial Staff. 12mo ; pp. 84. Price, 50 cents.
New York : J. S. Redfleld.
Those who believe in the uso of alcoholic stim
ulants as medicinal agents — and there arc many
such — will agree with this author.
But every
hydropathic physician will pronounce the theory
Bourbon-drinking
doctors
entirely fallacious.
Uses

[Jan.,

will recommend bourbon to their patients, — so of
We think the world would
tobacco-using doctors.
be better without them.

Man and Woman, Considered in their

Relations to Each Other and to the World. By
Henry C. Pedder.
One vol., 12mo; pp. 116;
cloth.
New York: S. R. Wells,
Price, $1.
Publisher.
After a preliminary examination of the subject,
the author discourses on the Adaptability of the
Sexes on a Spiritual Plane of Life; Connubial
Attachment— Its Potency and Design ; Marriage
the True Order of Life ; Equality of the Sexes,
the Necessary Result of a Well-ordered Civiliza
tion; Necessity for a Well-defined Relationship,
etc. It is a fresh discussion of the great social
question in the interest of a more advanced civili
zation.
In other works we have treated the sub
ject of Wedlock, or the Right Relations of the
Sexes.
In this, the ethics of our social relations
are given.
It is kindly, considerate, suggestive.

Double Play

Joe

; or, How
Havdy
Chose his Friends.
Bv William Everett, author
"
"
of
On the Cam," etc
Changing Base,''
Illustrated.
One vol., 12mo;
pp. 244; cloth.
Price, $1 25. Boston : Lee & Shepard.

Mr. William Everett evidently inherits from his
distinguished father, Edward Everett, high quali
ties for authorship.
This second edition — of
Everett — may be an Improvement on the first.
This boys' book Is charmingly written, and must
win the hearts of all readers.

Talks About People's

Stomachs.

By

Dio Lewis, A.M., M.D., President of the " Nor
mal Institute for Physical Education," author
of " New Gymnasium for Men, Women, and
Children," " Weak Lungs, and How to Make
Them Stronger," etc. One vol., 12ino ; pp. 315 ;
Price, $1 50. Fields, Osgood & Co.
cloth.
Dr. Hall, with his " Health by Good Living," in
New York, and Dr. Dio Lewis, with his " Dietetics,"
in Boston, will keep the people Informed as to
what they think is good for them to eat and drink.
Just the sort of practical information everybody
ought to possess is given in this little volume.
Tobacco-users should by all means secure a copy.

The Tone Masters.

A

Musical

Series

for Young People.
By Charles Barnard, author
of "Mozartand Mendelssohu," etc. Illustrated.
HiXDSLiSD Havds. One vol., 12mo ; pp.223;
cloth. Price, $1 25. Boston : Lee & Shepard.
An exquisite little book, and as good as It is
beautiful. Wo aro promised a series by this au
thor, giving the lives of all the great composers.
Every lover of music will want the set.

The Children's Crusade

; an Episode
of the Thirteenth Century. By George Zabriskie Gray. One vol., 12ino ; pp. 238 ; gilt cloth.
Price, $1 75. New York : Hurd & Houghton.
A model of typographical excellence, tastefully
bound, a worthy dress for the rich and entertain
ing matter which it contains.
These Riverside
publishers are taking tho lead In fine bookmaking.
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Every Day.

By

the Author of

" Cath

arine Morris," "Striving and Gaining," etc.
One vol., 12mo; pp. 282; cloth. Price, $1 50.
Boston: Noyce, Holmes & Co.
The history of a useful life, as recorded from
day to day ; beautifully printed, tastefully hound,
and presented
in the most attractive form.
The
author quotes the following as his motto, from
Longfellow :

" Oh,

what a glory doth this world put on
him who, with a fervent heart, goes forth
Under the bright and glorious sky, and looks
On duties well performed, and days well spent I "

For

Coughs and Colds

;

or, the Prevention,

Cause, and Cure of various Affections of the
Throat ; with Cases illustrating the Remarkable
Efficacy of Out-door Activity and Horseback
Exercise in permanently arresting the progress
of Diseases of the Chest. One vol., 12mo ; pp.
862 ; morocco cloth, leather back.
Price, $1 50.
New York, Hurd & Houghton.
The popularity of Dr. Hall's writings is due to
the fact, that all his prescriptions are very simple,
and in accordance with natural laws and common
sense.
This book treats all subjects connected
with diseases of the lungs, including coughs and
colds, etc.

Wonders op Bodily Strength and
Skill, in all Ages and Countries. Translated

and Enlarged from the French of Gulllaumo
Depping by Charles Russell. With numerous Il
One vol., 12mo ; pp. 388; cloth.
lustrations.
Price, $1 50. Charles Scribner & Co.
This
The scries of Wonder Books progresses.
will find its way into all the gymnasiums.
Lifting,
running, wrestling, etc., are given with engravings,
together with historical records of the most won
derful feats performed by human beings.

The

Dead

A Novel.

Secret.

By

WUkie Collins, author of "The Woman in
White," "Man and Wife/' etc. One vol., octa
vo; pp. 144; pamphlet Price, 50 cents. Phila
delphia: T. B. Peterson & Brothers.
The author is well known to all story readers,
and those who love sensation will find it here.

The YrviAN

By Mortimer

Romance.

Collins.
One vol., octavo; pp. 144; paper.
Price, 50 cents. New York: Harper & Brothers.
No. 349 of Library of Select Novels.

Going On a Mission.

By Paul

Cohden,

author of "Bessie Lovell," "Madge Graves,"
One vol.,
"Who Will Win?" Illustrated.
12mo ; pp. 354 ; gilt cloth. Price, 81 25. Bos
ton : Lee & Shepard.

Who

Will Win

By

Au

the same
?
thor. One vol., 12mo ; pp. 303 ; gilt cloth. Price,
Boston : Lee & 8hepard.
$1 25.
Large, clear type, Btriking illustrations, fine pa

per, and handsome binding Introduce
a Mission" most favorably.

" Going On

These most enterprising Boston and New York
"
"
have evidently struck oil in the line

publishers
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of boys' books. They are flooding the country
with a series of neat, cheap, and lively reading',
which must prove immensely popular, and " Who
Will Win ? " is one of the scries.

The Cabin

on

the Prairie.

By

Rev.

C. H. Pearson, author of "Scenes in the West,"
Illustrated.
etc.
One vol., 12mo;
pp. 299;
cloth. Price, $1 25. Boston : Lee & Shepard.
What is there more interesting to children than

mountain, forest, and prairie life ? Here is an ac
counts— by a clergyman — of life on the Minnesota
prairie, in its new and almost wild state, when
deer, prairie chickens, and other wild game were
plentiful. Just the book for winter-evening read
It will incline many a boy in
ing in the family.
the East to go West.

The Physiological Laws of Human
Increase.

By Nathan Allen, M.D.

Extracted

from the Transactions of the American Medical
Association. Octavo ; pp. 27 ; pamphlet. Price,
25 cents.
Philadelphia : Collins, Printer.

If Dr. Allen will compile his valuable contribu
tions to physiological and medical literature, he
will confer a great favor. His pamphlets are wide
Why
ly read, but are they properly preserved?
not make a book ?
My

Summer

in

By

a Garden.

Charles

One vol. , 12mo ; pp. 183 ;
Dudley Wamer.
cloth. Price, $L Fields, Osgood <fcCo.
Fragrant with rich odors from the garden,
Charles and Polly give us a racy record of nineteen
weeks' experiences of happiest domestic felicity,
Young hus
in gardening and rural housekeeping.
bands and wives ought to read the book.

Miriam,

and other

cloth.
Co.

Poem?.

By John

Whittier. One vol., 12mo ; pp. 106 ;
50. Boston : Fields, Osgood &
Price,

Greenleaf

fl

The Quaker poet sings as sweetly now as when
"moved" by the spirit twenty years ago, in the
interest of humanity. Besides Miriam, the present
volume contains thirteen other characteristic po
ems. A beautiful holiday book.

The Approaching

Crisis

and Revolu

tion, and the Triumph of Religious Liberty ; the
Dissolution of the Protestant Sects ; the Down
fall of American Popery, and the Reconstruction
of Christianity in one grand Union Church in
Harmony with American Institutions, securing
to all the Rights of Conscience and Liberty of
Speech ; Who is Christ, and What is He ? and
What is True Christianity ?— fully answered ac
cording to Scriptures, Reason, and Common
12mo ; pp. 128 ; pa
Sense. By Dr. D. Winder.
Price, 35 cents. Cincinnati, Ohio: Pub
per.
lished by the Author.
title renders it unnecessary
The comprehensive
for us to say more save that the author seems very
earnest and sincere.

From

Thistles — Grapes?

By Mrs.

Elloart, author of "The Curate's Discipline,"
"Meg," "St. Bedes," etc., etc. One vol., octa
Price, 50 cents.
vo; pp. 136; pamphlet.
No. 352 Library of Harper & Bros. Select Novels.

Phrenological Journal.
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Bessy Rane.

A

By Mrs. Hen

Novel.

ry Wood, author of " East Lynne," " Roland
Yorke," " The Channings," etc. One vol., oc
tavo ; pp. 874 ; cloth. Price, $1 75. Philadel
phia : T. B. Peterson & Brothers.
Fiction for the hour, which, like champagne,
stirs the passions and exhilarates the brain, to
leave the reader's mind in a state of bewilderment,
and unsatisfied.

Biographies

of 250 Distinguished Na
tional Men with Advertisements on Alternate
By Horatio Bateman.
New
12ino.
Pages.
York : John T. Giles & Co.
Of the utility of this sort of advertising we
know but little. Each will form his own opinion
on the point. Snch a book would no doubt be
preserved ; but how many goods it would soli is a
question.

Field and Forest

or, The Fortunes

;

of a Farmer. By Oliver Optic, author of
" Young America Abroad," "The Army and
Navy Stories," "The Woodville Stories," "The
Starry Flag Stories," " The Lake Shore Stories,"
etc.
With Fourteen Illustrations.
One vol.,
12mo; pp. 288; gilt cloth.
Price, $1 50. Bos
ton : Lee <fcShepard.
A book for boys, almost alive with striking pic
tures and stirring stories.

Major Jones' Courtship.

With

addi

tional Letters, and Thirteen Engravings from
Original Designs bv Darley.
One vol., 12mo;
.217; paper.
Price, 75 cents. Philadelphia:
t" B. Peterson & Brothers.
This is " Monsieur Tonson come again." And
why not ? A new generation of fun-loving readers
are born every year, and to meet the demand a new
edition of this comic book is printed.

Plane and Plank
a Mechanic.

;

or, The Mishaps of

Bv Oliver Optic. With Fourteen
Illustrations.
One vol., Uimo; pp. 815; cloth.
Price, $1 50. Boston : Lee <fcShepard.
Mr. William T. Adams—alias Oliver Optic — now
In Europe, is a prolific writer, a second Peter Par
ley, and Messrs. Lee & Shepard are his publishers.
The present volume is the second of " The Upward
and Onward " series.
Others are in preparation.

On The Hypothesis

Physical and Metaphysical.

of Evolution:

By Prof. Edward

D. Cope.
12mo ; pp. 71 ; pamphlet.
Price, 25
cents.
New Haven : Charles C. Chatfleld & Co.

This essay was originally delivered as a lecture
before the Evening Hour Association of Philadel
It was published in Lippiiicott '« Magazine.
phia.
It is now revised and printed complete, in pamph
let form, and is No. 4 of the University Series.

Wilson's New Speller and Analyzer.

A Rent in

ver, author of

[Jaw.,

a Cloud.
By Charles Le
" Charles O'Malley, the Irish Dra

goon," "Jack Hinton, the Guardsman," "Tom
Burke, of Ours," " Harry Lorrequer," " The
Knight of Gwynne," " Arthur O'Leary," "Con
Crcgan," "Davenport Dunn," "Kate O'Donohuc,
"Horace Templetou," etc. One vol., oc
tavo ; pp.
Priee, 50 cents. Phila
; paper.
delphia : T. B. Peterson & Brothers.
A singular title for a story; but since It is a
work of the imagination and for the imagination,
the more misty the better.

Ill

Prudy Keeping

By

House.

Sophie

May, author of "Little Prudy Stories," "Dotty
Dimple 8tories," etc.
Illustrated. One vol.",
18mo ; pp. 193.
Price, 75 c. Lee & Shepard.
A lively little story-book for lively little girls, in
the usual good style of these pushing publishers.

Miscellaneous

By William

Poems.

Bush, Chicago. Price, 15 cents.
A small collection of poems which the author
" the impartial public will find," to be
says
"marked at least with originality."
They are
sent forth into the world " on Erato's wings."

Labor Stands on Golden

Feet.

A

Holiday Story. By Henry Zschokke. Translated
by John Yeats, LL.D. One vol., 12mo ; pp. 162;
cloth gilt.
New York : Dodd <fcMead.
Among the best of stories, or shall we say pic
tures, of real life among the workers ? It is wor
thy a place in every family.

Geoffry the Lollard.

By Frances

Eustwood. One vol., 12mo ; pp. 342 ; cloth, gilt.
Price, $1 50. New York : Dodd <fcMead.
A story with a moral, printed on fine paper,
with large, open type, put up in showy binding ;
interesting to the young.

In Duty Bound.
"
"Mark Warren,"

By

the Author of

Deepdale

Vicarage,"

"A

etc.
Illustrated.
One vol., oc
Price, 50 cents.
121 ; pamphlet.
Harper it Brothers. No. 350 of the Library of
Select Novels. It Is full of striking pictures.

Brave
tavo ;

Life,"
pp.

Appleton's

Illustrated Almanac for
Il

1871. With Original Miscellany. Poems, and
lustrations, and General Information. Octavo ;
pp.48. Price, 50 cents. New York: D.Appleton & Co.

It

is beautifully printed, and a credit to Amer

ican engraving

and typography.

The Warden, and Barchester Tow

ers. By Anthony Trollope, author of the "Vicar
of Bullhampton," "Can You Forgive Her?"
" Phineas Phinn," " He Knew He Was Right,"
" Orley Farm," " 8mall House at Allington,"
etc.
One vol., octavo; pp. 244.
Pamphlet.
Price, 75 cents.
New York : Harper & Bros.
No. 851 of the Library of Select Novels.

Adapted to Thorough Elementary Instruction
in the Geography,
Orthography, Formation,
Derivation, and Uses of Words.
By Marcius
Wilson.
One vol., 12mo;
pp. 152; boards.
Price, 45 cents. New York ; Harper A Brothers.
It is enough to state the names of author and
to assure the public of the merits of
publishers

Atlantic Almanac,

the new speller.

reading

1871.
Quarto; pp.
Price, 50 cents. Fields, Osgood & Co.
Contains several of the most spirited pictures
portraits, etc., published in Every tjalurday, with
72.

matter to match.
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OtrTLUSTE OF
THE SCIENCE OF MAN,
,

ACCORDDUGTO

ure, enjoy good living, active occupation, and social llfla.
The Mental temperament gives sensitiveness, mental

Mental Temperament.

Temperaments

Combined.

PHRENOLOGY, PHYSIOLOGY,
PHYSIOGNOMY, AND PSYCHOLOGY.

PEINCIPLES OF PHRENOLOGY.
rpnB brain is
the organ of
the mind; accord
ing, to its size,
quality, health,
culture, and de
velopments
will
I there be mental
manifestation. —

MELANCTHON.

a

I

is

a

;

,

;

BRAIN EXPOSED.

And all those are
Sentiments.
subdivided, as seen in the pictorial
:s THE SKULL. head
marked difference in form will
Between these skulls
be observed. The male skull is broad and heavy at the
showing force; and nigh at the crown, indicating
pride, posittveness, and deter
The
mination.
relatively long
back-head of the
female indicates
the maternal and
affectionate dis

;

religious

DOMESTIC PROPENSITIES.
No. 1, Amatlvencss— the faculty of connubial love,
desire to
lends attractivenoss to the opposite sex, and
unite in wedlock and enjoy their company. Excess;
tendency to grossnes? and licentiousness. Deficiency;
indifference toward the other sex.
A, Conjugal Love— the monogamic faculty, giving
desire to reciprocate the love of on* in matrimony.
Deficiency
morbid fervor of attachment.
Excess
aversion to permanent union domestic vacillation.
No. 2, PhlloprogenJtlveness — the parental feeling.
Disposes one to give due attention to offspring. Excess
:

(the

and econom
ical powers ;
top-head,
of the moral,
spiritual, and

Names and Functions of the Organs.

a

Heart, lungf>,sto
mach, hand.!*,feet, eyes, ears, etc., perform separate and
special fnnctione ; so, different parts of the brain are al
lotted to different functions. The forehead is the seat of
Intellect — the knowing faculties; the lower back-head,
of the Affections ; the side-head, of the executive, pro
pelling, con
structive,

SIR JOHN FRANKLIN.

activity, desire to think and study, and the moral feel
ings and refining sentiments aro generally well marked.
adapted
When these arc combined equally, the person
to study, labor, or business.

positions.
MALE SKULL.
By the Tem.
states
of the body and
the
are
understood
fehamevts
mind with respect to the predominance of different qual
ities. They are divided into (1st) Motive or muscular,
(M) Vital or nutritive, (3d) Mental or thinking, instead
o/ Jferrvu*, Bilious, Lymphatic* and Sanguine. Those
VZMALE SKULL.

place of abode, or haven of rest. It also gives rise to love
of country, and combined with the other social feeling*
leads to clannishness and offensive nationalism.
Excess

I

temperament are powerful, tough,
fond of pursuits which require energy and
the Vital are fond of pleas

a

:

a

Vital Temperament.

idolizing children; spoiling them by improper indul
gence. Deficiency neglect of the young and enfeebled.
No. 3, Friendship— the social feeling— desire for com
panionship, attachment, devotion to individuals.
Eatcess; undue fondness for friends and company. Defi
ciency; indifference to friendly or social interests.
No. 4, Inhabltiveness— It gives
desiro for
homo,

78
undue exalting of one's own country and home, and
prejudice against others. Deficiency: a roving, unset
tled disposition ; disregard for national ties.
No. 5, Continuity— Gives undivided and continued
attention to one subject until It is finished. Some have
this organ small, and get " too many irons in the tire."
Excess ; prolixity ; absence of mind or preocenpation.
Deficiency ; excessive fondness for variety ; restlessness,

ASPIRING

GROUP.

*

No. 12, Approbativeness — the desire to please, to
gain admiration and popularity.
This faculty is of great
importance in social life. It gives to the person a desire
to cultivate the amenities of social intercourse. Excess:
vanity, undue sensitiveness to praise or blame. Defi
ciency : disregard to the opinion of others.

vacillation.

SELFISH

PROPENSITIES.

SUBMISSION.

SULLIVAN.

DR. BOND.

E, Yitatlvenesa— the love of life— a desire to exist.
Excess; great love of life; dread of death. Deficiency:
indifference to life or the care of it.
No. 6, Combativeness — defense, courage, force of
character, energy, and indignation. It gives belligerency,
Excess; a quick, fault-flnding, contentious disposition.
Deficiency ; cowardice, tamencss.
No. 7. Destruetlveness— Executivcness, resolution,

It is a pioneer.
promptness, hardiness, and severity.
Excess: maliciousness, cruelty, vindictive ness. Defi
ciency: passiveness, inefficiency.
No. 8, Alimcntivenesa — desire for food, appetite.
The captain of the commissariat department rejoices at
the sight of a good dinner, and in the eating of it. Ex
cess: gluttony, intemperance. Deficiency: want of appe
tite ; indifference to food.

BAYERS.

AUTHORITY.

No. 13, Self-Esteem— dignity, governing power, in
dependence, the manly and commanding spirit. Excess ;
arrogance ; imperlousness.
Deficiency ; eelf-dlstrust and
depreciation.
No. 11, Firmness— perseverance, stability, decision,
tenacity of purpose, determination, capacity to endure.
Excess ; stubbornness, obstinacy.
Deficiency . insta
bility, unsteadiness.

MORAL SENTIMENTS.
No. 15, Conscientiousness. — Justice — moral senti
ment, self-examination,
integrity, scrupulousness in
matters of duty, and obligation.
It inclines one to hold
to his convictions, to be "just, though the heavens
fall."
Excess : great scrupulosity ; self-condemnation,
and undue censure. Deficiency: indifference to right or
wrong ; equivocation.
No. 16, Hope— looks to the future, buoys the mind
with enthusiastic expectations of the yet-to-be. It has
a most happy Influence on the Individual, and is too gen
erally fouud low in development. Let it be encouraged.
In Excess, renders one visionary and extravagant in
expectations. Deficient, gives the tendency to despond
1
ency and gloom.
LARGE.

83LALL.

BISHOP WHITE.

MALEFACTOR.

KESHAN.

No. 9, AcquUitlvcneaa— desire for property — is the
principal element in industry, economy, and that provi
dential forethought which "lays up for a rainy day."
Excess: selfishness, avarice, covetouBness. Deficiency;
wastefulness, prodigality.
No. 10, Secret! veaess—concealment, policy— the con
servative principle— aids acquisitiveness in the retention
of wealth. Misdirected, or in Excess, it Is a prime ele
ment in hypocrisy, double-dealing, evasion, and that
equivocating spirit which is scarcely compatible with
honesty and candor. Foxy. Deficient, it shows a want
of reserve, tact, or policy.
No. 11, Cautiousness — fear, prudence — apprehends
danger—is anxious, and sometimes timid and irresolute.
Excess; cowardice, timidity.
Deficiency; heedlessness,
recklessness, imprudent haste.

No. IT, Spirituality.— Faith, trust, and a satisfied
state of mind, arising from a settled dependence or reli
ance on the nature of things, is the happy result of this
faculty. It is an Intuitive religious element, and gives
rise to the belief in a superintending Providence. Ex
cess: superstition, fanaticism. Deficiency; skepticism,
incredulity.
No. IS, Veneration— has a high moral influence upon
the character, giving an intense aspiration for that which
Is supreme In holiness, purity, and merit. It inspires
the mind with awe and regard for sacred subjects, for
the aged or worthy. It "hungers and thirsts " for higher
moral conditions, which is universally expressed in the

19
act of devout and sincere prayer to God. Excess : idol
atry, undue deference for persons.
Deficiency ; disre
gard for things sacred and for the aged and venerable.

—has among its definitions the desire to do good, ten
derness, sympathy, charity, liberality, and philanthropy.
Excess ; morbid generosity, indiscreet philanthropy.
Deficiency: indifference to the wants of others, lack of
kindness and sympathy.

PERFECTIVE GROUP.
LARGE.

No. '20. Constructlveneas— the mechanical, planning,
and tool-using faculty. It aids in the construction of
picture*, poetry, orations, lectures, books, garments,
house?, ships, schemes, and all employments demanding
manual or mental dexterity, and aid* the inventor. Ex
eat ; attempting Impossibilities, impractical contriv
ances. Deficiency : inability to use tools, no mechanical
skill or aptitude.
No. 31, Ideality— the esthetic faculty, or love of the
beautiful and perfect. It is essential in poetry, in litera
ture^ the arts, and all that is refining and pure. Excess :
fastidiousness; romantic conceptions. Deficiency : lack
of taste, coarseness and vulgarity.
B, Sublimity— may also be called an organ of the im
The stupendous In nature or art excites this
agination.
In Excess, it leads to exaggeration. Jtefaculty highly.
Jkisnl, It shows inability to appreciate the grand.

CARXOCHAN.

COOrEH,

No. 33, Imitation, or APTiTf/DK. — The copying InBtlnei. It enables us to adapt ourselves to society by
It helps the actor in representing
copying manners.
character, and is one of the chief channels by which we

obtain knowledge and benefit by surrounding influences.
Deficiency; oddl
Excess: mimicry; servile imitation.
ty, eccentricity in ways and usages.

No. 23, Mindfulness— wit, humor, love of fun. Ik
aids reason by ridiculing the absurd and incongruous.
Excess ; ridicule of improper subjects. Deficiency ; great
gravity, indifference to wit and humor.

PERCEPTIVE

ORGANS.

No. 34, Individuality, Curiosity.— The inquisitive,
knowledge-gathering disposition. Indispensable in the
acquisition of physical knowledge or distinctness ot
thought. The child says " Let me see !—let me Bee1"
Excess; plying curiosity and Inqulsitiveness.
Defi
dency ; dullness of observation.
No. 33, Form— gives width between the eyes, and
enables us to remember the outline shapes of things. A
child with it large can learn the alphabet more readily
than one having it small. It has to do with drawing.
Excess ; undue sensitiveness to Irregularity and want of
harmony in shapes. Deficiency; a poor memory of
faces and forms, and inability to represent them.
No. 36, Slxe^enables ns to measure distances and
quantities with the eye, and is represented by two apples
of different sixes. It judges between large and small.
Excess ; annoying appreciation of size and proj>ortiou.
Deficiency ; inability to estimate size and distance.
*

LARGE.

X0RRIS.

SMALL.

MEDITATIVE.

No. 37, Weight— adapts man to the laws of gravity,
whereby he balances and judges of the weight of things
Excess: disposition to climb and attempt hazardous
Deficiency; inability to judge or
feats of balancing.
weight, or to keep the center of gravity.
No. 38, Color.— This faculty is symbolized by the
rainbow. Its development enables us to discriminate,
and discern hues and tints, and remember colors. Ex
cess: great fondness for colors, fastidious criticism of
tints. Deficiency; inability to distinguish colors.
No. 39, Order— method, arrangement, system, neat
ness ; is indicated on the picture by a housewife sweep
ing. When large, it makes one very neat and tidy.
Excess: undue neatness. Deficiency; slovenliness, dis
order, and general Irregularity.
No. SO, Calculation— the power to enumerate, reck
Excess;
on, etc., shown by a sum in long division.

80
disposition to count and " reckon 11 everything. Defi
ciency : lack of comprehenBlon in relations of numbers.

to be snnken more deeply in the head, and thb fullness)
or sack-like appearance does not cxiBt. Excess: rednn
dancy of words, garrulity. Deficiency: lack of verbal
expression.

REASONING

DR. KANE.
CAPT. COOK.
No. 31, Locality— the exploring faculty — love of
travel and ability to remember places ; is very well illus
trated by a traveler on horseback near a guideboard.
Excess; an unsettled, roving disposition.
Deficiency:
poor memory of places, liability to lose the way.

LITERACY FACULTIES.
LARGE.

SHALL.

No. 33, Eventuality — the historic faculty. Some
people " talk like a book ; 11are full of anecdotal lore,
and can relate occurrences, and have a good memory.
A book of history illustrates this organ. Excess: tedi
ous relation of facta and Btorlee. Deficiency: poor
memory of events.
No. 33, Time— gives a consciousness of duration,
tells the time of day, helps the memory with dates, and
music. It is represented by an hour-glass and watch.
Excess : undue particularity in matters relating to time ;
drumming with foot or fingers in company to mark time
of music etc. Deficiency: inability to remember dates
or keep time.
No. 34, Tune— the musical Instinct. Ability to com
pose, remember and distinguish musical sounds ; is pictorially defined by a lady playing on a harp or lyre.
Excess : disposition to Bing, whistle, or play at improper
times and places. Deficiency: inability to distinguish or
appreciate music.
No. 35, Language— located in the brain above and

MILTON.

BHAKBPEARE.

behind the eye, and, when vary large, forces the eye for
ward and downward, forming a sack as it were under
It ; when the organ of Language is email, the eye appears

ORGANS.

LARGE.

6MALL.

GALILEO.

IDIOT.

No. 36. Causality- the ability to comprehend princi
ples and to thiuk abstractly, to understand the why-aud*
wherefore of things, and to synthetizc. It is represent
ed by a picture of Newton observing a falling apple. His
endeavor to explain the cause of that simple fact is said
to have led to the discovery of the law of gravitation.
Excess ; too much theorizing and impracticable philoso
phy. Deficiency : inability to think, plan, or reason.
No. 37, (Comparison— the analyzing, criticising, Ubus
trating, comparing, inquisitive, adapting faculty, is rep
resented by a chemist experimenting In his laboratory.
Excess: captious criticism, unnecessary or improper
contrasts. Deficiency: inability to reason by analogy
or illustration.
C, Human Nature— the power to discern motive*,
character, and qualities. Tail Intuitive faculty Is shown
by two men In conversation, one of whom is devoid of
it, while the other, who has it large, reads his motives.

PEEL.

WEBSTER.

Excess: violent personal prejudice, offensive criticism
of character. Deficiency, easy, indiscrira mating con
fidence in everybody.
D, Suavity.— Agreeableness, tendency to Bpcak and
act in a mellow, persuasive manner— to put a smooth
surface on rough affairs, and Bay disagreeable thing*

FOE.

MOORE.

agreeably, and without giving offense. Excess ; affecta
tion, blarney. Deficiency; want of smoothness and eaee
of manner.
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E. W.
is

STOUGHTON, THE EMINENT LAWYER.

a remarkably

HERE practical,
est,

sharp, clear, earn
intellect; one

positive

which gathers knowledge with great rapid
ity ; seizes upon facts with readiness and cer
tainty ; arranges them according to their na
ture and adaptation

to the subjects in hand,

and never forgets the results of its own labor.
This gentleman's thoughts and facts seem to
be crystallized
results
book

and fixed ; hence his reading

outlined opinions, — the
is left behind, the opinion is retained.

in sharply

He has excellent

mathematical

talent, which

Phrenological Journal.

82

[Feb.,

gives a certain severity to his investigations
He has critical ability, pow
and utterances.

his profession in New York city, and has de
voted himself strictly to it ever since ; durin <x

er of analysis, and unusual comprehension of
He reads mind like a book,
human nature.

which time no other lawyer in the United
States has had a more responsible, laborious,

and will pet acquainted with a genial, goodhearted man who means well, as quickly as
anybody in his circle ; and he will read one

or varied practice than he.
On the trial of Captain Mackenzie by
martial, in 1843, for the hanging of

villainously disposed
udices

are

strong,

as

and

quickly.

preferences are
He is a good friend,

equally well marked.
a strong opponent, and a sturdy foe.
no little ambition,

His prej

his

He has

but is respectful and sym

He may be regarded as unique.
His language is clear, pertinent, and decisive.
In fine, he is a thorough-going, courageous,
pathetica!.

and remarkably

efficient man.

He was born in the town

Windsor County,

Vermont,

of Springfield,
May 1st, 1818,

and is the youngest child of the late Thomas
P. Stoughton, and a lineal descendant of the
brother of William Stoughton, who was Lieu

of Massachusetts Bay, and
the first Chief Justice of that Province under

tenant-Governor

royal charter, and presided at the
Special Court whereat the celebrated Salem
The mother of
witchcraft trials took place.

the last

of New England.
He came to New York city in May, 1837,
at the age of nineteen, and commenced
studying law in the office of Hon. Philo T.
Finding himself obliged to relyRuggles.
solely upon his own resources for support,
after a few weeks he went into the office of
Messrs. Seely & Glover, where he received a
salary only sufficient to support himself in
In 1839, when the
the strictest economy.
of Ilunt'tt Merchants' Magazine
publication
was begun, he commenced writing for it, and
received in that way additional pecuniary
help toward supporting himself while he was
The articles contrib
pursuing his studies.
uted by him extend over a period of about
two years, and many of them were extensively
of that
copied in the leading publications
our subject was a Bradley,

day.
He was admitted to practice in the Federal
Courts, and in the Superior Court, of New
York in the fall of 1840, and in the Supreme

Court in May, 1841; on such admission he
was credited about four years for classical
studies, as a part of the seven years prepara
tion required by the rules then of that Court.
He immediately

commenced

the practice

of

courtthree

mutineers of the United States brig Soruers.
young Stoughton wrote a review of
teen columns long, which appeared

it four
in the

New If 'orld uewspaper, at that time published
by the late Park Benjamin, Esq. ; John C.
Spencer, ex-Secretary of War, the father of
one of the victims, wrote a letter to Freeman
Hunt, in which he said that the author of
that review deserved the thanks of the coun
try for his able treatment of the matter.
Without being confined to any particular
class of cases, or to any particular court, he
has been engaged in State and Federal
Courts in various parts of the United States,
in cases involving all kinds of questions.
He
has appeared in nearly all the important
patent causes in the United States for the
last twenty years, this branch of litigation
having been very important and fruitful dur
This class of causes has
ing that period.
involved an inquiry into the most difficult

and complicated questions arising in mechan
and chemistry, and
ics, natural philosophy,
and important causes in
Buffalo, Detroit, Chicago, Cincinnati, Boston,

he has tried lengthy

Providence,

Hartford, Philadelphia, Annapo

lis, and many other cities in various parts of
the United States, and attended every session
of the U. S. Supreme Court at Washington.
There is no pursuit which brings an indi
vidual before the public more prominently
and yet shows to the public so little of his
great and noble parts and powers as the prac
tice of law.
Those who come in direct con
tact with such a man can be the .only true
But it is good
judges of his real character.
standing before the bar that makes this pro
fession the great avenue to political honor
and distinction in this country and in Eng
land,

and

those

who

have

been

eminent

lawyers have shone with the brightest luster
An emi
as statesmen and upright judges.
nent lawyer, and even one of medium reputa
tion, can excel in almost any other occupa
tion ; but success in other occupations is not
a precursory

of

success

or even mediocrity

ic

E.
this peculiar profession.
'•

I

know not

if
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Judge Story said,

among human

sciences there

is any one which requires such various qual
ifications and extensive attainments as the

law."
Few persons know or can understand the
labor, care, mental training, and endurance
which one has to experience in order to be
come eminent.
Many a person may live hon
ored, and leave a brilliant record of his suc
cesses, which he may have attained in, as it
were, some

royal road ; but a great lawyer,
who confines himself to his profession, though
justly regarded w-ith the greatest respect by

his cotemporaries of the bench and bar, rarely
leaves any record of the great work to which
he has been devoting his life and energies.
Many lawyers, justly eminent as such in
their day, are now forgotten, when if the
same energy, and mental training, and indus
try had been applied in other directions,
in the
they would have become immortal
A
history of politics, science, or literature.
successful lawyer

seems to have a passionate
love for his profession, and to take delight in
the
solving doubts and in disentangling
nicest webs, and even takes a pleasure in an

defeat, for it gives new zeal for
success in future.
It is this passionate devo
occasional

tion to their profession

that

has led many

lawyers to refuse the highest political posi
tions of honor and power, preferring to live
honored in their profession and be forgotten
when they pass off the stage of action.
It is well known that kings and rulers of
nations have, besides the regular law officers
of the government, their own personal legal
advisers on all important questions of state,
and the latter arc more often the "power be
hind the throne" than the people think.
8ucb for many years was the late Jean Mocard to Napoleon III. ; and much of the leg
islation in this country and England is
directed

by lawyers employed by interested
private persons to present the questions pro
and contra before legislative committees; yet
what

is said and done on

Buch

occasions is

seldom known to the public.
TMPORTANT AND LABORIOUS CAUSES.

A glance at some of the causes in which
Mr. Stoughton has been engaged may give
some idea of the nature and extent of his
professional

labor.

sn

In 1846, while quite a young man, he was
engaged as associate counsel for the defend
ants in what are known as the Woodworth
Governor
Planing Machine Patent cases.
Seward was for the patentee, the plaintiff.
In 1849 Mr. Stoughton became the senior
counsel, and argued these cases in Phila
delphia, opposed to Mr. Seward, and the de
fendants succeeded.
In a suit brought by
Horace II. Day in 1850 against Judson and
others, to ascertain the rights of Day under
the Goodyear patent, Mr. Stoughton was for
the plaintiff, and Messrs. Charles O'Conor,
James T. Brady, and J. W. Gerard for the
defendant.

The trial continued before Judge.

Betts and a jury for forty-one days, when a
juryman died ; the defendant's counsel de
clined

to proceed
before the
eleven, and the trial was never

remaining
proceeded

with. In 1856, in a partnership case, involv
ing about $72,000, he as counsel for the
plaintiff tried the case before Governor Haines,
of New Jersey, then serving as judge of the
Supreme Court of that State, and a jury.
The trial lasted sixteen days, and the verdict,
rendered in favor of the plaintiff, was far the
largest sum ever recovered in that State.
In 1860, in the case of Ross Winans vertut
the Eric Railroad, involving the eight-wheel
car patent, the trial was before Judge Hall
and a jury in Buffalo, and lasted five weeks.

The judge direc ted a verdict for the defend
The case was appealed to the U. S.
ant.
Supreme Court, and the judgment affirmed.
Winans'

recovery in the suit,

if

successful,

would have been over one million of dollars.
The trial cost $40,000.
Mr. Stoughton was
also counsel for the Erie Railroad Company
in the notorious Receiver cases in the U. S.
Courts in 1868.

In the

case

of the Cumberland

Coal Co.

against the Hotiman Coal Co., the action was
brought in a State Court in Maryland
to rescind a contract, on the ground

in 1861,
that the

of directors of the plaintiffs had no
power to make the contract; the amount in
volved was $750,000. Judgment was rendered
board

for the defendants, but on appeal to the
Court of Appeals the judgment was reversed.
Mr. Stoughton was counsel for the defendant
assisted by the Hon. Reverdy Johnson.
He was also counsel for the patentee in the
Wheeler and Wilson sewing-machine
case

JOURNAL.
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litigation
He was
counsel for the patentee in the suit for the
infringement of the Corliss' patent for com
bining the governor of steam-engines with
cut-off valves, invented in 1849, and now in
Slotc

against

that

and others,

continued

for

in

many

the

years.

use by all the large factories and manufac
tories in the world.
He tried the cause four

times in Rhode Island before a jury, and a

[Fkb.,

In a very important case now pending in
the U. S. Courts involving the question of
the validity, force, and effect of the law regu
the national banks, Mr. Stoughton
appears as counsel for the United States'
Treasury and for the Comptroller of the

lating

Currency.

The cases mentioned are only a few of the.
many similar in which he has been engaged.

It was
disagreement resulted each time.
then tried in equity before the court, and a
ju Igmetit ol tained in favor of the patentee,

casual observer can sec that great labor
and skill must necessarily be exercised in the
trial and argument of such cases on account

which was subsequently affirmed by the Su
It was
preme Court of the United States.

of the important questions involved and the
legal ability in opposition, the length of time
occupied in court, and the great amounts
of money involved.
But none but a skilled

for this patent that George II. Corliss was
awarded the Rumford medal by the American
Academy

of Arts and Sciences in January,

1870.

He was counsel for the bondholders
railroad
before
amount

of

a

company in Vermont in a suit heard
all the judges in that State ; the
involved

holders succeeded.

was $500,000.
The bond
On the trial and convic

tion of Callicott for corruption as collector

of Internal Revenue, Mr. Stoughton acted
counsel for the Government.
He acted

as
as

counsel for all the accused in the Rosenburgh
naturalization
election fraud causes in 1868,

A

and experienced lawyer can have any proper
idea of the labor really necessary to be per
formed in such suits.

From the practical knowledge, skill, and
experience of Mr. Stoughton in the trial and
argument of patent causes he is regarded as not
having any superior, and in any cause where
there is to be a long and close contest and
great labor and voluminous evidence are to
be taken, his equal can not be found.
His
memory and industry are marvelous in such
cases.

which implicated a large number of lawyers,
clerks, and judges of the State Courts in

Though he is not regarded as a sensational
jury lawyer, there is no man who can more

New York. The ease was argued in the TJ. S.
Circuit Court in New York, and appealed to
the U. S. Supreme Court, and argued in
January, 1869, by Mr. Stoughton, and the

successfully manage a cause before a modern
court or jury than Mr. Stoughton.
He never
deceives any person, nor is he petulant or

appeals were dismissed, for the reason that
the U. S. Supreme Court had no jurisdiction.
ne has been counsel for the patentee in all

less

the

trials growing out

of

the

Goodyear

ne never censures any person un
All his energies are
they deserve it.
directed to the true issues in the cause.
He
captious,

takes the facts and circumstances as they are
and makes the best use of them possible.
It

rubber

patents ; among them is the case of
Goodyear'a executors terms the Providence
Rubber Co., involving the question of the

may be said of him in trying a cause as Dr.
Johnson said of Burke, " he winds himself

extension of Goodyears rubber patent
This
was tried in Providence,
and a judgment

take

ment was affirmed.

in the appeal

The printed papers used

made 1,400 closely - printed
and
the
arguments lasted several days.
pages,

it,

it

a

it

it

said or done has one

No unnecessary
object in view — success.
words are used, and nothing
done for out
is

appellants and Mr. Stoughton and Hon. W.
M. Evart. for the respondent, and the judg

bustle, and in all that

is

Court, and argued, in January last, by Hon.
Caleb Cushing and Hon. J. S. Black for the

into all its windings, and struggles
while has life. He proceeds in calm
yet earnest and respectful manner, without
himself

in

side effect, but any person can see and feel he
in earnest.
His arguments before the

is

obtained for the plaintiffs for the largest sum
ever rendered by any court in a patent claim.
It was taken by appeal to the U. S. Supreme

into it like a great serpent."
He does not
a single view of
nor becomes dis
He throws
begins to fail.
couraged when

courts are clear, terse, logical, and convincing,

without

being

unnecessarily

long,

though

THE WAY.
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many days, and he never
continuing
unnecessarily multiplies labor or the appear

often

ance of labor for the purpose of making a
client pay for it.
Mr. Stoughton's mode of trying and argu
ing causes is very much like that of Lord
Erskine, the most eminent of English bar• risters, as described by Lord Talfourd, who
said that he was the most consummate advo
Mr.
cate of whom there was any trace.
Stoughton is unquestionably the Erskine of
the

American

bar,

and

is so regarded

H5

nent, and again in 1809; and while last there
the studio of Powers in Florence,
and purchased from him at a large sum the
" Greek Slave "
(lately on exhibition at the
visited

Academy of Design), being one of the few
which the artist has made, the others in this
country being in the hands of W. W. Cor
coran, Esq., the Washington

banker, and A.

T. Stewart, Esq., respectively.
He h:is a large
library of English and American law books,
and many miscellaneous books.
Besides his residence on Fifth

by

Avenue, he
has a country seat at Windsor, Vt., and enter
tains largely, giving princely dinners to the

Re is distingue in appearance, being a
strong, powerfully-built man, beyond the
medium size, and as " straight as an arrow."
He has a very large head, covered with

judges of our highest State and national
courts and other prominent persons, and often
entertains distinguished foreigners who visit

him capable
power.

In

forgotten.
cordial,

If

of great mental and
once seen he is never

his manners

kind-hearted,

and

he

is

frank,

generous

to

a

fault.

He is temperate in eating and drinking, uses
no tobacco, is an early riser, and keeps up
the equilibrium between mind and body by
much physical exercise. He may be often seen
riding on horseback in Central Park before
breakfast, and he always walks from his
house to his office (about three miles), and
again in returning, in all kinds of weather.
PERSONA!, LIFE, ETC.

Mr. Stoughton has taken no active part in
politics, never attending meetings of that
kind, though often invited to preside or to
He was married at the age of thirtyspeak.
His home hospitality is notorious
seven.
his
associates of the bench and bar,
among

and

made

the

usual

a warmer

I

spirit of cordial sociality.
In the summer of 1867

a cloud's about to vanish
From the day
And brazen wrong to crumble
Into clay.
Lo the Right 's about to conquer
Clear the way
With the Right shall many moreEnter smiling at the door
Lo

I

among whom he seeks to introduce

Once the welcome light has broken,
Who shall say
What the unimagined glories
Of the day ?
What the evil that shall perish
In its ray ?
Aid the dawning, tongue and pen ;
Aid it, hopes of honest men ;
Aid
paper,— aid it, type
ripe;
Aid it, for the hour
And our earnest must not slacken
Into play.
Men of thought and men of action,
Clear the way

he visited

tour

on the

Europe,

Conti

;

shows
physical

or

;

about him, and his whole make

;

false motion

is

of

Men of thought, bo up and stirring
Night and day.
Sow the seed,—withdraw ihe curtain,—
Clear the way !
Men of action, aid and cheer them
A a ye may !
There'B a fount about to stream,
Theresa a light about to beam,
There's a warmth about to glow,
There's a flower about to blow.
There's a midnight darkness changing
Into gray ;
Men of thought and men of action,
Clear the way !

I

energy and force
is no waste material

There

THE WAT!

;

indicate great

they

character.

CLEAR

It,

long strides, and plants his foot firmly down ;
and though graceful in all his movements,

this country.
The dinner and reception
given by him to Prince Arthur was one of
the few which the Prince accepted while in
this country.

1

thick, white curling hair, which resembles
the "judicial wig " often seen in old portraits.
His face is a finely-cut specimen of the
Grecian type, is smoothly shaven, and of a
florid complexion.
His voice is clear, dis
tinct, and impressive.
In his walk he takes

a

those most competent to judge.
PERSONAL APPEARANCE AXD HABITS.

[Feb.,

so

With the giant Wrong shall toll
Many others, great and small,
That for age&long have held ub
For their prey.
Men of thought and men of action.
Clear the way !

KNOWING

;

OR, MAN

AND THE

WORLD.

THE NEED OF KNOWING MORE.
BY A. P. SPJIAGUE.
was a most commendable

THAT
which

was inscribed

precept
over the entrance

to the famous temple at Delphi in the lan
guage of the most learned and elegant peo
ple of antiquity ; but the knowledge of the
self in any respect is augmented

and better

defined by a thorough acquaintance with the
And in the present condition of
not-self.
the human soul, if not in every condition in
future, the chief object of its existence is to
perceive the truth — divine, human, eternal,

Truth is
temporal, spiritual, material truth.
in the relation of things; and we will better
we compre
hend both members, the not-self as well as
In order that the mind should
the self.
understand

the

relation

when

operate, it must have something outside of it
It can not operate
self to operate upon.
effectually with intuitions simply, which are
expressions of the law of its con

the mere

scious action when it has something to act
The order of all mental activity is
upon.
then feeling, then desiring and
what
all truth, excepting
comes through the senses, is abstracted from
We take a view of
the results of sensation.
first knowing,

And

willing.

and the idea of the beautiful

a cathedral,

and then that of the good and useful in its
design arise by the natural operation of the
mental functions.
These ideas are abstrac
from

tions

the

concrete

perceptions,

and

originally without the like pro
of knowing. They may be recalled, held

never ensue
cess

And it is very desirable that we should pos
sess sufficient power to perceive the utmost
beauty and harmony in nature and art, as
well as the greatest goodness and truthful
ness in the actions of men, or the power and
beneficence of Deity.
But the fact is that
these objects of knowledge, nature, man, and
Deity are so related, connected, and interlaced among each other, that a thorough
knowledge of one can not be obtained with
out a consummate insight into each of the
It is impossible to know all we may
others.
know of the Creator without knowing nature,
without investigating its properties and the
adaptation of its constituent parts so as to be
able to see the workings of the Divine Mind
mirrored

to understand

there, and

the ex

pression of the thought of Deity in the crea
tion of the world. To know the Divinity
and profoundly, we must also know
man, the chief of his works, in whom is man

broadly

ifest the consequence of causes that had their
origin in the remoteness of the beginning.

know man well, we must know
for his body is material and he is
subject to physical influences, while the mod
ifications of matter are the means of revealing
to us the intellect and heart that reside in
this earthly dwelling; through the air we
hear him speak ; by the light we see his form
and moving ; by the touch wo feel his friend
ly hand or soft warm cheek, all full of mean
ing and spirituality. An accurate and com
prehensive knowledge of the artificial modifi
cations of matter is essential to our apprecia
tion of the intelligence and consequent power
of man, his love for the beautiful and the
useful in the development of science and art,
and even his love for God which expresses
itself largely in outward forms in the erec
tion of temples, cathedrals, and churches for
the assembling of the people to worship.
The connection is perfect. The relations be
tween the knowing and the knowable, be
Then,

to

nature;

up before the mind, revolved, modified, and
but they never are originated or
created. And how numerous are the chari

tween

combined,

intertwined

ots in which truth and beauty, love and duty
into our souls!
Out of every vehicle
wc take something that will do us good or

the others ; they contain each the others and

self and

God,

nature

and

man, are

among themselves ; they lie over
and under each the others, and within each

As the colore

ride

illustrate

harm ;

whose separate existence the prism discloses
are naturally combined to make one pure ray
of light to the eye, so these three elements

from

we gather
perception
or harmful, something
pleasurable or painful, attractive or repulsive.

something

every

beneficial

each

of great truths

the

are

others.

united to produce

one

.

MAN AND THE WORLD.

beam of knowledge to the inind.
Or, as this
same solar beam of light contains both the

thoroughly

caloric -tnd the coloric elements, the heat-rays

training the

of a

few little wants. Little are they affected
by the wonders around them, in them, above
them, beneath them.
They see them, per
haps, that is, they pass before their eyes, but

they obtain no definite, enlarged, noble views
the everthem.
They hear them, that
is,

of

varying manifold sounds of creation float into
their ears, but they get no soul-inspiring,
softening,

elevating, and beautifying

percep

is

a

is

en
tions of the wonderful harmony that
folded in those beating waves of air. Every
art is only
part of the complete combina
tion and arrangement which the material
nature has provided or
capable of undergo
ing so as to produce effects for the enlighten
So far
ment and pleasure of sentient beings.
as a science operates to bring facts and prop

it,

An

artist.

it

!

for the work

individual

may

pleasurably affected at the sight of
wrought statue he may experience

be

a

pure and lofty admiration

the

wellgross

feeling of pleasure and with greater intensity
than the sculptor himself; but vastly supe
rior
his appreciation of the piece when he
something of art and educated
his esthetic sensibilities by constant well-di
has learned

not only this indi
But there
there
vidual need of larger attainments
prophecy in the human soul that will be ful
That
filled because
must be fulfilled.
rected use.

is

of

and

a

investigation —simply comprehend
ing what is necessary for the accomplishment
of a few meagre desires and the satisfaction

fields

into

a

the consumma

prophecy
gathered from the innate desire
of the soul for the constant discovering of
truth, and from its unceasing tendencies tow
ard expansion.

Greater knowledge

is

as

;

as well

tion of physical science and constructive art.
How then should these things we see envi
roning our lives affect us ? As they were
made for us, we should know more than we
do know of them. The majority of mankind
spend their lives in learning again and again
what they once knew in a sort of mechanical
way. never going into new realms or new

The mere physical sensational effect which
at first seized upon his mind would, on fur
ther and critical inspection, be transformed

is

sense-perception,

he were versed in the delicate details of

need

ful for the complete development of our be
There
need of knowing more, be
ing.
cause man will go on and be going on in
nor will he be
conscious existence forever
;

With

but how much

compelled to go over the same ground
and again.

If there

again

should be no more know

ing absolutely, no enlargement of the sphere
known, there would be no further develop
ment there would be
repetition, for the
knowing subject can not be consciously exist
ent without having cognizant acts, but there
The physical frame
would be no growth.
a

these premises it is easy to de
duce the need of thorough cultivation of
man.

painting

more definite and intelligent and accountable
would his enjoyment of this work of art be if

;

ing man and nature ; we can not know man
without knowing God and nature; we can
not know nature without knowing God and

sure in viewing

it

We can not know God without know

to the keen perception of its recon
One may experience great plea

is

ers.

ceive

dite beauties.

is

of knowing any

objects comprehends neces
sarily and invariably something of the oth

a

so one act

of

is

the color-rays,

the classes

to the science of music, and by
ear, the organ by which we re

;

and

of

87

and fully realized only by applying the mind

;

OB,

a
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appropriating, digesting, and converting into
blood the support of functional activity,

an exquisite
yet grand system, artificial yet
real and true, and open to sense-perception,
does music, in which science and art are in

nature.

a

a

a

is

continued

supplying of demands of the
There

sion, increase.

same

no longer growth, expan
When the soul has reached

it

the perfection of its powers and has realized
the germ of its existence,
may then stop
growing,

cease

expanding.

this limit be reached

?

!

blended

has reached the re

then
alization of its germ. There
simple
constant
repetition of functional activities,

is

a

it

is

in nearly equal propor
tions, open to our knowing
The sublime chastening effect of harmony
and melody upon the soul can be intelligibly

separably

it

forces of nature in new, useful, and beautiful
relations, in so far
truly an art. What

it

ceases to enlarge when

is

erties, causes and relations before the mind,
science. And so far
in so far
properly
as an art serves to present the materials and

But when shall

when shall perfection

Phrenological Journal.

PS

of the intense cravings of the soul in coming

Even when this symmetrical
and enlargement of the soul ha?
been attained, we have no reason to think it
be

[Feb.,

attained ?

if

existence

Besides, the defect in our nature,
there were any, had reference to our spiritual

will cease to grow and know more forever.
It will not be compelled to repeat simply, —
it will be allowed to appropriate other and
different possessions ; the demand will be
ever increasing, and there will be a constant
filling out and rounding out into the fullness
of a completeness that always is at hand and
The desire of knowing more
yet far away.
will always be satisfied, and always need reThe human soul will and must
satisfying.
proceed with cognizant acts of the mighty
illimitable world ; it will ever be threading
in all directions the awfully intricate laby
rinth of being. It must expand and become
It will
great with the deposition of truth.
traverse creation, — listen to its harmonies, —

perception, or rather to our spiritual abstrac
tion, of truth, and not to our sense-percep
tion. We do not know physical truth wrong ;

out of its possessions it will
create a grander world in the bosom of its
But there is no such need of
own thoughts.
gratification,

greater and more certain knowledge of phys
ical truth as to warrant the expectation of a
The needs in this direction are
revelation.
not so imperative as were the necessities for
a revelation of spiritual truth.
It will make
very little difference with the future

happi
he is very
wise and learned or very simple and ignorant.
The difference will be in the capacities for

of the individual whether

ness

Not so if the individual neg
enjoyment.
lect the acquirement of religious truth and
docs not become inspired by divine teach
ings ; that is fatal to his future happiness
and to his opportunities
for the satisfaction

we know aright as far as we do know, and
our knowledge needs only to be enlarged and
extended in the same line.
We do not need
to unlearn anything that we have learned in
this direction.
Revealed religion mainly set
right the mode of seeking its center, namely,
God ; it revealed a simple and only way of
leading out the heart of man toward Divin
ity, the object of religious knowledge and
But as we are on the right path
experience.
in the pursuit of physical truth it will not
be necessary or consistent with the harmony
of things to take us up and sot us down
many leagues beyond where we are now in
the investigation
of this truth.
It would
deprive the mind of the true pleasure of
knowing, the tracing of the successive pro
cesses, and the triumphing over obstacles.
It
would abstract sweetness from intelligence
and strip investigation
of its fascination.
As it
and will be, however, the fires of ex
istence glow on myriad mountain tops in the
land of knowable being, signaling the know
ing subject to come and kindle its enthusiasm
Those lurid
by their sympathetic 'burnings.
flames leaping into the unknown
height*
above, with winning recklessness and bril
liant fascination send their alluring light to
the center of the ambitious soul, arousing the
spirit of ceaseless inquiry, and demonstrating
to this human soul its need of knowing more
is,

witness its glories, —feel its mysterious pow
ers, and then, for its further and different

ages.

and more.
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it

it

have his speech read by others, was obliged
was delivered
to write
out, either before
from memory afterward.
The speech
lacked
might be stately and polished, but
that electrical force which the excitement of

it

or

out in extemporaneous
interesting to see the difference
speech that
prepared in advance
brings

is

a

between

It

is

the moment
debate.

of its delivery and given to the papers to be
put in type for the use of some favorite morn
ing paper, and the real speech as uttered
under the impulse and inspiration of
large
and interested audience, and reported on the
spot verbatim for other papers.
Though the
speech were the same in general substance and
drift, its real spirit could be obtained only by
reading the shorthand reporter's version of
as
fell from the lips of the excited orator.

it

early part
he would

a

IN

it

former ages — indeed, in the
of our own age — the orator, if

and in the

not know, how much it is to-day

indebted

to the reporter for its knowledge

of

affairs.

Fifty

re

Congressional

of all legislative bodies,
of religious conventions, synods, etc.,
meagre — mere abstracts; hardly the

ports, and the reports
and
were

indeed,

dry bones,

were

brother,
o'clock

and its twin

quick pencil continues the report of the dis
course, while the first quietly retiring hurries

to

telegraphy,
speeches made at ten
night in the Senate or in Parlia

fresh and full, in the very
of the speaker.
The man intoxicated
or by strong drink is reported
by passion
trrbatim to his disgusted
constituents and
in astonished public.
Burns uttered the im
mortalized words :

ment are presented
words

'* 0 wad some power the giftle gie us,
To see oursela aa ithers see U8,
It wad frae mony a blunder free us.
And foolish notion ; "

If

also, fortunately,

the wheat as well.

public is disgusted by the report of
the speech of the Honorable Bombastes Furioso, it is favored with the sound, eloquent,
and statesmanlike views of those who do not
the

misrepresent

constituencies

able to have

the reputation to which he is
he is a braggart and a fool, a

;

Four, six, eight, or more long col
away.
umns of closely printed matter show at day
light the next morning the result of their
labor.
only an outward view of th'e report
The last one in the line may get

the close of the speech at half-past ten two
hours may be required to reach the printingoffice and copy out his report, and two hours
;

his colleagues

and convention

he gives

type-setters; and in like manner eight or ten
in succession may carry their part

reporters

This

reporter makes a man's constituents
as

to the printing-office
or telegraph-office to
copy and transmit his part to the waiting

er's life.

in the legislature
are compelled to see him ; and
though the reporter gives to the world a deal
of chaff which is uttered in public assemblies,

see him

the public, and the element of reform and
progress which grows out of their labor, they
would see a diamond on the brow of every

the

presented

at

but the

they knew their worth, if they
the service rendered by them to

one of those pule, quiet reporters.
One of
them having taken ten minutes of the great
speech, another takes
up, and with his

public.

Now, by the aid of shorthand

if

but

considered

thus a man is

more before he can inspect the proof; and at
two or three o'clock in the morning he

is

ago
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years
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main does
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At ten
permitted to hurry home to repose.
next morning he repairs to the newspaper
office, and
assigned to duty for that day or
is

does not consider,

The world

CAN

;

WHAT
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This may be called the simplicity of

night.

reporting.
If the reporter be engaged in court, all the
questions and answers of counsel and wit

wise constituency

all the remarks of judges, all the con
flicts of counsel must generally be taken ver
was
batim. Formerly
slow process to

stay at home ;

take

The sayings and doings, then, of the
that are worth transmitting—
presented to us by the aid of the reporter,

it.

of

world — those

selves

a

will wisely elect him to
he have real merit, talent,
and worth in him, the world is made awnre

if

nesses,

it

If

testimony, when the attorneys them
must write down every word in long

hand

;

entitled.

but now the court proceedings march

tables every morning.

swear to

A

crowd of people who attend
legislative debates, courts, or public
lectures, and witness the entrance of the
bustling

upon

modest young men who quietly
they please,

glide to their

speaker's stand, may, if
look upon them with indiffer

places in front

of the

;

a

it

a

it,

has the floor, or thinks he has

to thrust

his heavy speech upon unwilling ears, etc.
The reporter, one would suppose, needs more
than his single set of senses to get all that
said, to know who says
the order in
occurs, and have
which
put down in

it it,

it

it

?)

in

public esteem.

black and white.

Another kind of reporting

is

un

is

be transmitted

if necessary. Imagine noisy ses
legislative body
appeals to the
chair arc being thrust in, and calls to order,
and there
the struggle of the member who

sion of

it

for how could

were reported, or printed except
were reported and transmitted
deserves well

less

nimble

is

reporter,

it

is

and printer, upon our breakfastThis triune fraternity
(the most important member of which
the

if

telegrapher,

as
no delay were needed, for the
"
fingers of the quick-eared
stenog
so
that
word,
he can
rapher" get every

are

onward

that which
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is done in an office such as a phrenological
" character ". from dictation is
cabinet, where
down at length and carefully copied
out in longhand.
Lawyers also employ re
porters in their offices, to whom they dictate
letters, contracts, depositions, and other legal
taken

ready for use in the pulpit.

He may then
discourse, and his week's
labor, so far as the drudgery of sermon-writ
ing is concerned, i9 done. It is safe to Bay
dictate

another

is having its eyes

that with a little practice a clergyman can
do in one day's work all the labor required
to write in full two sermons ; and we venture

opened, and is employing shorthand writers
to take dictations of letters and other busi

the assertion that a year's practice in this way
would place a man in such relations to ser

ing, when the mind is strong, sharp, and vig
orous, dictate a sermon in the quiet of his
study, and do as much in an hour as he would

in two or three days of hard labor.
Having thus emptied his mind on his subject,
he can ride, visit, work in his garden, recre
be able to do

ate or rest,

and thus maintain

his health, and

do a world of good to himself, his family, or
parishioners ; and the next morning, when his
mind is again clear and fresh, his amanuensis
lays before him a fair copy of his yesterday
dictation, and he may erase or in
terline, or, with his emanuensis at hand, add

morning's

a page here and there to round out and em
bellish his thought.
The next morning there
is a handsome copy of his amended dictation

it

is

a

than

that

church
drawn,
hands.

sermon

should

submit

to the
a

of copying out his composition
the architect of
bridge or

should be obliged, after the plans are
to do all the work with his own

The architect

sketches,

while the

laborers execute, and thus his brain furnishes
work for hundred hands.

Well, what of reporters, the talents re
quired, and the prospect of advancement pre
sented?
Wo have considered already the
of reporting, and the questions come
what culture
what
talent
required
up,
made for success and
and what opening
We
achievement to the reporter himself?
value

?

Clergymen are learning that having read
and imbued themselves with the subject-mat
ter of a sermon, one can, some bright morn

tediousness

may remark first, that the more talent and
Charles
culture the reporter has, the better.
was
newspaper, and
reporter for
for many years had his seat in the reporters'
gallery of the British House of Commons.
Starting with excellent ability and with only
fair scholastic culture, he not only became
capital reporter, but grew out of mere report
ing to be one of the first novel-writers of the
world. He won fame and fortune.
Fair
success, however, may be obtained by a young
man of average ability and good English
Dickens

a

writers.

oration, or

a

virtually do in an hour's time as much letterwriting as he could accomplish by working
hard all day. This saves his time, besides
making the letter more mellow and fresh
than a hurried business man can afford the
time and patience to make it with his own
hand.
Instead
of the hard, stereotyped
" Yours received, contents noted," he
phrase,
can, through a reporter, be as pliant, polite,
and extended in his communication
as he
would be if he had only three letters a day to
write.
It may be affirmed that literary labor
in general might be lessened three-fourths or
seventy-five per cent, by the aid of shorthand

?

young woman just out of school can take
these dictations and give a fair copy to be
sent by post.
Thus an important man can

a

portant business can talk to his customers as
if they were present ; and a young man or a

is

a day to shorthand writers, the phonographic*
notes being all the copy that is needed ; thus
a man who understands the intricacies of im

mon-writing that he could produce results
better by fifty per cent, than in the weary,
nerve-wearing process of longhand writing.
When the mind is on fire with a theme, howit burns out the life to hold that burning
thought till the slow hand can copy it ! It is
this that kills the sermon- writer.
If the hot
thought could be uttered as it would be in
extemporaneous discourse, and the nimble
fingers of the amanuensis could receive it and
record
and then at his leisure write
out,
the minister would save his health to back up
talent, and do double the work, and acquire
twice the reputation, and live usefully twice
as long, as by the old method.
There
no
more reason why the architect of
poem, an

is

our own

a

In

seventy letters in

a

which are written.

office we sometimes dictate

it,

ness matters

a

Commerce

documents.

education.
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insurance offices in Hartford, Conn., at hand

that some

speakers are not good scholars ;
are ungrammatical, and need
their speeches

salaries ; few clergymen, indeed, are bet
ter paid, even in cities.
Another of our re

working into shape by the reporter so far as
pammar is concerned, therefore the reporter

porters, Mr. Finley Anderson, brother of one
previously named, has been employed by the

should be a good grammarian,

New York Herald as correspondent in Europe,
and in this country before, during, and since
the war, and is regarded a brilliant writer;
and when it is remembered that phonography
was the door through which all these young

ind a clear, rapid
have an

excellent

a good speller,

He ought to

penman.
memory,

so

as to forget

He should have large per
ceptive organs, to make his mind quick and
He should have keen hearing, and a
iharp.
temperament —
quick eye. and a wide-awake
nothing he learns.

not too nervous
alert to hear,
In

—so

that he may be on the

and quick of hand to write.

our office

we

have trained
and,

young phonographcrs,
term, they have
of one year,

if

over fifty

we may use the

graduated, some

at the end

some at the end of five, from our
competent reporters to take

establishment,
positions

in the gallery of Congress, in courts,
or as amanuenses for cler

State Legislatures,

gymen, lawyers, physicians,

literary men, gen

of the President's Cabinet,
or the heads of State departments.
At this
time Chief Justice Chase, Secretary of State,
Mr. Fish, Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Boutwcll, and we think one or more of the others,
besides the Governors of several States, em
ploy reporters who commenced with us or
erals, or members

have been employed

It

by us at some time.

gives us pleasure

also to mention Mr. T.

i. Ellinwood — the reporter of Mr. Beecher's
sermons, a task

most

difficult, yet most suc
by him for the last twelve
years— was formerly a reporter in our office ;

cessfully performed

men have secured position and success, most
of whom started with us at small salaries be
cause they were beginners, it must be ad
mitted that we have been exceedingly fortu
nate in the timber we" have had to deal with,
and that phonography furnishes not only an
excellent profession for the right kind of per

son, but that it is a stepping-stone to emi
nent position.
To be a good phonographer, there are re
quired in the person close attention, quick

of apprehension, faithfulness, integrity,
rapidity, and, as we have said, a fair educa
If a reporter be favored with high cul
tion.
ture, brilliant talent, and constitutional vigor,
he may ultimately become in legislation or
law a speech-maker instead of speech-reporter.
It is rather remarkable that so many of the

ness

young men who have gone out from us into

exciting positions of reportorial
life have been so correct in their habits, so
upright in morals, as to become an honor to
their friends and to those who have been in
strumental in their entrance upon public life.
the various

With

William Anderson, is one of the
reporters in New York in a court of jus

scarce an exception wc could mention
the names of all our reporters with pleasure,
They have done nobly ;
pride, and affection.

with
leading journals of New York as
.Mr. Barrow is with Secretary Fish ;

they have succeeded admirably ; they are
reaping their reward.
It may be asked, How long a time, and

another, Mr.
first

some

tice, and has been connected many years
one of the
reporter.
Mr. Hayes

is

in

the Treasury

Department;

is in a public capacity at Atlan
ta, Georgia ; Mr. Steward is with the Gov
ernor of North Carolina ; Mr. Bishop with an
eminent law firm, as a general law reporter, in
New York ; Mr. Davis in a similar capacity.
Some have studied for other professions, using
reporting as a channel through which to enter
them.
One is a clergyman, one a lawyer and
tutor in the law school at Yale, Prof. Piatt ; .
J. Hambleton, is a lawyer in
another, C.
Chicago ; Mr. Bumham, also in Chicago, is the
official State reporter.
Two are employed in

Mr. Wilson

how much study is required for a person of
the right talent to become a reporter ? We
think two. hours a day for one year, with per
haps ten or twenty dollars' worth of instruc
tion, would qualify a man to begin with a
to support him in a plain,
Once started, time and prac
way.
temperate
tice does the rest, and he will rise with a
salary sufficient

rapidity proportioned

to his skill.

It is

a

better business than teaching, so far as pay is
concerned : and with the same culture to start

with, it opens a far wider field for mental
growth and manly development.
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8. E. 8HEPARD
C. O. FOOTB.

AND

DISCIPLES.

E

here present the portraits of twelve
representative meti of the religions
community known as " Disciples," or " Chris
tians."

In

we have selected. ;n
here presented, we find the
names of the following clergymen of distinc
tion in that denomination, viz. :
Rev. Benjamin Franklin, editor of the Amer
ican Christian Review, Cincinnati, O. ; Rev.
Moses E. Lard, senior editor of the Apostolic
the lists from which

addition

to

those

Lexington, Ky. ; Pres. H. W. Everest,
of Eureka College, 111.; Pres. Allen R Benton,
Timet,

of Alliance

College, Alliance,

CHARLES L. LOO?.

W. K. PENDLETON.

"CHRISTIAN" CHURCH

THE

3. LAMAR.

[Feb.,

O. ; and Rever

ITS EMINENT PREACHERS.

ends James Challen, Cincinnati, O. ; Winthrop
H. Hopson, Louisville, Ky. ; J. W. McGarvcy,
Lexington, Ky. ; L. B. Wilkes, Ky. ; John A.
Gano, Centerville, Ky. ; D. P. Henderson, Can
ton, Mo. ; John S. Sweeny, Chicago, 111.; Dan
iel R Vanhuskirk, Bloomington, 111.; William
Baxter, New Lisbon, 0. ; Urban C. Brewer,
Danville, Ind. ; William J. Pettigrew, St. Louis,
Mo. ; and Joseph King, Allegany, Penn.
With some of these we have held correspond
ence on the subject of their presentation in our
columns, and at some future time may meet
the wishes of many readers by so doing.
HI8TOKY AND DOCTRINE.
The religious movement of which these are

THE CHRISTIAN
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O. A.BUBOES8.

ROBERT MlLLiaAN

L. L. PCfKKRTON.

W. T. MOORK.

living representatives, had its origin very early
in the present century, in the United
a very

prevalent

States, in
the various

-desire
among
to find a basis on which a re
union could be formed.
It was believed by
many, that human written creeds and formu
las of faith, as bonds of union, were a virtual
Protestant

sects

of the right of private judgment

repudiation

;

consequence, there were many small
various parts of this country and
Great Britain which had broken loose from
and, per

societies in

CHURCH.

„
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ROBERT GRAHAM.
B. T. ANDERSON.

The
clergymen in the Presbyterian Church.
work thus commenced increased rapidly, and
the converts from the various parties came in
by thousands, and great success attended the
movement in Kentucky, Tennessee, Ohio, In
diana, Illinois, and Missouri.

Nearly coincident

with this was

a

move

ment in Western Pennsylvania, Virginia, and
Ohio, under the supervision of Rev. ThomaB
Campbell and his son, Alexander Campbell,

creed-bound parties, and were en
to worship according to the primi

clergymen of the Presbyterian Church from
the north of Ireland, aided largely by the la
bors of a distinguished minister from Scotland,

with no creed but the Bible.
A co-operative movement in this direction
was organized in Keutucky under the manage
ment of Rev, Barton
W. Stone and others,

Walter Scott, who had also been educated in
his native country for the Presbyterian pulpit.
Like the Kentucky brethren, their plea was,
the union of Christians, by the repudiation of

the various
deavoring
tive model,

/
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human creeds and the acceptance of the Bible
The reasonable
alone as the bond of union.

direct influence of the preacher. The press
had not yet been brought into requisition to

of this plea was so obvious that it met
with great success wherever it was presented.
The course pursued necessarily lead to a rein
vestigation of the teachings of Christ and his

sow the seed broadcast over the land, and to
bring the hitherto incoherent mass together

ness

Apostles with respect to all the characteristics
the primitive Christian Church.
Formulas
and creeds having been laid aside, they were

of

into one fraternity.
this neces
Appreciating
sity, Alexander Campbell commenced a month
ly periodical entitled The Christian. Baptist, is
suing the first number August 3; 1823, and con
tinued its publication through seven volumes,

In regard to the
out on the sea of discovery.
practical result of the work on the customs
and sentiments of the religious world, the
whole matter seemed for a while to assume
" The
Organiza
vague and indefinite forms.
"
The Call to the Minis
tion of the Church,"
"
The Influence of the Holy Spirit," " The
try,"

after which it was succeeded by the Millennial
Harbinger, which still continues, under the edi
torial management of his son-in-law, Pres.
William K. Pendleton.

Ordinance

of Baptism — its Action, Subject,
and Design," and " The Lord's Supper," were
all yet to be passed through the crucible of in

the religious world was being turned upside
down.
Friends and foes were eager for the
new document, — the former for instruction,

vestigation.
The powerful genius of Mr. Alexander Camp
bell soon pointed him out as the leader of this
movement, and it became evident to him and

the latter for opposition.

and Sarah Henon.

Although immersed by a Baptist, they did
not immediately unite with any Baptist asso
ciation, not intending to take any step by
which they should acknowledge the validity of
any human creed, and thus invalidate
already taken.

the steps

Down to the year 1815 six churches had
been formed in the vicinity of the residence of
the Campbells, in Western
Virginia, and a
connection was formed with the Red Stone
Baptist Association, with the Bible alone as
the bond of union.
Difficulties soon arose,
and the connection was severed, and a union
formed with the Mahoning Association, in
Ohio. This Association accepted the teaching
of the reformers, and surrendered their secta

rian peculiarities, thus giving a great impetus
to the work in Ohio and Western Pennsylvania.
Until the year 1823 the success of the cause
must bo considered as almost entirely local.
All thus far had been done by the personal and

the

Western

States, and in Great

so that they now num

ber not less than 500,000 communicants.
The
greatest success has been attained in the State

of Kentucky, where the Disciples claim a lar
ger membership than any other religious de
nomination.
In the progress of Bible investigation among
the Disciples, the following
and
principles
practices have been developed :
I. That the purity of the Church of Christ
depends largely on purity of speech among its
members, and hence Bible things should l)c
" Christians,"
called by Bible names only.
" Disciples," " Saints," " Holy Brethren," etc.,
proper designations for the followers of
Christ.
II. That Jesus Christ is the only begotten
Son of God, is the capital proposition of the
Christian Religion, faith in which is a neces
Indeed, this
sary condition to Discipleship.
are

is>

mersed by him in the usual form on the 2d of
These were seven in all, includ
1812.
ing Thomas Campbell and wife, Alexander
Campbell and wife, Mrs. Bryant, and James

June,

throughout

Britain and Australia,

generally regarded as the creed of the Christian
Church, all else having value only as
relates

it

apostolic and Christian baptism. This discov
ery led them to Elder Matttiias Luse, of the
Baptist Church, for admission to the ordinance
of baptism ; and they were accordingly im

this time laboring separately for similar re
This gave
sults, and with the same principles.
a new impetus to the work, and the success of
the Disciples has been and still is very great

to this.

III. That Immersion in water, of proper
subject, in the name of the Father, and of the
the one only
Son, and of the Holy Spirit,
a

that a return to prim
itive Christianity would necessitate the repu
diation of all infant church membership, and
the practice of immersion as the one only

In the year 1832, through the efforts of Elder
John T. Johnson (a brother of the former VicePresident, It M. Johnson) and Barton W.
Stone, a union was formed in Kentucky be
tween the two bodies which had been up to

is

his immediate associates

The influence of this step was immediate
In Western Pennsylvania, Vir
ginia, Ohio, and Kentucky it seemed as though
and extensive.

Apostolic

and Christian

Baptism.

tee Christian church.
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IV.

That Christian

of sins.
V. That
sion

of

the

Baptism is for remission

Holy Spirit

and sanctitieation

operates in conver
only through the word

truth.
That the Lord's Supper is a commemo
rative institution, and primitive example re
quires that it be celebrated every first day of
the week.
VII. The preaching of the Apostles has been
urged as the model style ; hence, in the public

VL

ministrations of the "Word it is, and has been,
common from the first to refrain from all hu
man expedients, such as anxious seats, mourn
ing benches, and long catechetical private
examinations,
to test the sincerity of the
candidate and to obtain divine aid ; but to
urge on those who believe in Christ to move in
immediate obedience to his commands.
VIII. That the government of the Church
it congregational, and generally with a plural
ity of elders.
The Disciples have established and sustain
the following institutions of learning, viz. :
Bethany College, Bethany, W. Va. ; Ken
tucky University,
Lexington,
Ky. ; North
western Christian
University,
Indianapolis,
Ind. ; Hiram
College, Hiram, O. ; Eureka
College, Eureka, 111.; Alliance College, Alli
ance, O. ; Abingdon
College, Abingdon, 111.;
Christian
College, Canton, 31o. ; Osfcaloosa
College, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
BTLAS EATON SHEPARD.
The subject of this sketch is of medium stature, being
about five feet nine inches high, and weighing about one
hundred and eighty pounds, thus showing a heavy-built,
compact organization, somewhat like that of the late
ex-Pr«5dent Martin Van Barcn, whom in personal ap
pearance he has been said to resemble. Dr. Shcpard's
paternal ancestry is traceable back to the year 1603,in
En^!aod. where they were Independents. Every gene
ration, from thnt date, furnished several clergymen to
that denomination.
Several of these emigrated to the
colony of Massachusetts at an early day, and were
among the founders of the Congregationalists of New
England. Others of the family emigrated to Virginia,
and from these two points they have spread through the
States of the American Union. The lineage meets the
maternal line of the late ex-President John Quincy
Adams in the person of Thomas Shepard, a Puritan
minister of the seventeenth century. His paternal grand
mother was a relative of General Eaton, of the American
Revolution, hence his name. Silas Eaton. His maternal
auceatry were of German blood and Protestant faith.
Though iu the full strength of his mental and physical
powera, he i» far advanced in life, having been born in
the first decade of the present century in Utica, N. Y.
Hi* early life was spent on a farm, but his intense natu
ral de-ire for mental improvement has enabled him to
v;rrauunt numerous obstacles, and carried him with
honor ihmugb a course of classical, medical, and theo
lie commenced preaching when he was
logical studies.
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but nineteen years of age, and has been known and rec
ognized as an able minister of the Gospel ever since. As
an adjunct means of support, he became a highly suc
cessful physician for many years in the city of New
York and elsewhere. He dissented from the views of
his Congregatioual ancestry on baptism when only six
teen years of age, and joined a Baptist church, and was
soon afterward licensed and ordained to the ministry.
His evangelical labors in New York and Pennsylvania,
the principal fields of his operations, have been crowned
with great success. The converts nnder his preaching
have amounted to not less than three thousand.
His
great repugnance to the publication of the results of his
preaching in past years has made a falss impression on
some minds in regard to his power as a preacher. But
those who are familiar with his presence, and who are
acquainted with the history of the cause where he has
labored, willingly concede that a more powerful pulpit
orator does not live among us. For logical acumen,
abundant fruitfulncss of thought, and sound Scriptural
exposition he is unsurpassed.
Doctor Shepard was pastor of the congregation of
Disciples in the city of New York from 1850 to 1856,
during which time the church, which had beer in com
parative obscurity, was brought into public notice.
During these years he became prominently identified
with the work of the American Bible Union in the
revision of the English Scriptures. He has at different
times sustained to that organization the relations of
vice-president, member of the board of managers, and
translator. He rendered efficient aid to the final commit
tee on the New Testament.
In the years 185? and '58 he made a tour through the
Eastern World, embracing England, Ireland, Scotland,
Wales. France, Belgium, Prnssia, the German States,
Switzerland, Italy. Egypt, and Syria. Since his return
he has lectured somewhat on Egypt and Syria. In the
earlier part of his religious career he conducted, quite
successfully, a monthly periodical called the I*rimitiv«
Christian, and in 1854a monthly called The lievizcr, the
former being rather miscellaneous ; the latter, critical.
The Doctor has frequently been urged to accept re
sponsible positions over institutions of learning, but has
declined all but the presidency of Hiram College, Ohio,
of which he was the first president. At the close of the
first year he resigned his position, and is at present en
gaged as pastor of a church in Cleveland.

LEWIS L. PINKERTON.
Dr. Pinkerton was born in Baltimore County, Mary
land, January 38, 1812. His grandparents on the father's
side were Irish, on the mother's German. The family
settled in Brooke County, Va., in 1821. Here in the hill
country for ten years his life was one of incessant, hard,
ill-requited toil. He was employed sometimes in the
ordinary labors of the farm, sometimes in coal-digging,
sometimes in cntting wood for distilleries, then very nu
merous in Western Virginia; sometimes in wool-card
ing. In the winter of ia30-31 he spent a few weekH at
school, and obtained some knowledge of English gram
mar and arithmetic. Meanwhile he had read a few bookB
that chance had thrown in his way. and with this small
stock of knowledge, and a view to further improvement,
be commenced teaching school not far from Bethany, in
the spring of 1831. The same year he left Virginia, and,
after visiting several localities, eettled in Trenton, Ohio.
Here he engaged in teaching a common school, and in
the study and practice of medicine. He was married in
1833, and in 1835 attended a course of lectures in the
Medical College of Ohio, at Cincinnati.
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Iii 1836he removed to Carthage, Ohio, where he con
tinued to study and practice medicine till May, 1838,
when he gave up the profession', in which he had been
quite successful, and began to preach the Gospel.
Dr. Piukerton's early religious training was Presbyte
rian. After a long-continued examination of the Word
of God, he was, in 1830,baptized undo* the personal min
istry of Alexander Campbell. From this time until his
locution in Carthage he was improving his knowledge of
the Scriptures, and, as opportunity offered, increasing
his general stock of knowledge.
During .the years 1888, 1839, and 1810 he traveled
almost constantly, preaching the glad tiding- to thou
sands, and witnessing the baptism of a great number of
converts. In 1841he removed to Lexington, Kentucky,
and took charge of the church in that city. During the
winter of the same year he attended a course of lectures
in the Medical Department of Transylvania University,
and received the degree of M.D.
He resigned his conLection with the church in Lexington in the fall of 1843,
ana spent the remainder of that year and the greater part
of the next in preaching and soliciting subscriptions for
Bacon College, located at Harrodsburg, Ky. He removed
to Midway, Ky., in the spring of 1840,where he taught a
successful female academy, with only occasional assis
tance, until the summer of 1851. Meanwhile he con
ceived the idea of a female orphan school, and commu
nicated his plans to Mr. J. Ware Parish, a noble Christian
gentleman, who at once took hold of the enterprise with
the wannest zeal.
In the winter of 184(1-47a charter
was obtained from the Legislature of Kentucky, and the
orphan school located at Midway was put into successful
operation. The establishment of this school may be re
garded as one of the most important events in Dr. Pinkerton18 career. It was his own conception ; mid to him,
mure than to any other man, are the Disciples in Ken
tucky indebted for this magnificent monument of Chris
tian liberality.
In the year 1862Dr. Pinkerton entered the army of the
United States, as Surgeon of the Eleventh Hegiment
Kentucky Cavalry, and some time in September of that
year was sunstruck while on duty. This accident not
only rendered him unfit for military duty, but greatly
enfeebled him for four or five years; indeed, it can
hardly be said that he has yet fully recovered.
From the beginning of the great struggle for the pre
servation of the national existence to the present day,
Dr. Pinkerton has been an earnest and unflinching loyal
ist, lie gave to the Government for the suppression of
the rebellion a steady and an enthusiastic support.
Since the war he has, at great personal incouvenienco
and loss, braved the intense hostile opinion of hi* State,
and done what he could to shelter defenseless negroes
from persecution, and to secure to them their rights as
men. Kentucky contains no Unionist with u more un
spotted character, nor any braver advocate of the rights
and claims of a once despised and outcast race.
Besides being a successful preacher and teacher, the
Doctor is one of the most accomplished writer* in the
ranks of the Disciples.
In 1848he edited and published
the Christian Mirror.
In 1851he was senior editor of
the Ecclesiastic Reformer. In 1853-54he edited the Ken
tucky department of the Christian Age, and in 1844-45
the New Era, a weekly newspaper, the organ of the Sons
of Temperance in Kentucky.
The Doctor's scholarship is quite respectable, and
would, doubtless, have been considered by less modest
men than he equal to the position of College President,
which has several times been tendered him, and which
he has declined.
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Dr. Pinkerton may justly be regarded as one of the
most original and independent men among the Disciples.
His logical powers are above mediocrity, and he has ft
fine imagination.
He exposes himself to the moat
searching criticism, and his course through life shows
that he feels invincible in the integrity of his purposes,
however he may err in judgment. He is fearless iu hit
exposures of what he regards inconsistency, whether in
high places or low, in the church or out of it. There i*»
little of the politician in his conduct. The only popu
larity he seeks is such as may result from a bold and
fearless advocacy of truth and righteousness for their
own sake. Withal, he is thoroughly conscientious, and
possesses in a high degree a generous, sympathetic, and
forgiving nature.

ROBERT M1LLI0A>'.
Robert Milligan was born in the County of Tyrone,
Ireland, on the twenty-fifth of July, 1814, and came to
America in 1818, where he lived with his parent*, in
Trumbull County, O., until the spring of 1832. He en
tered Zelienople Academy in Beaver County, Pennsylva
nia, in 1833; and after spending several years in academ
ical and classical studies, he finally graduated in Wash
ington College, which is located in Washington, Pa., in
1840.
In the same year he was elected to the Chair of
English Literature in his Alma Mater, in which depart
ment he taught for nine years, and also conducted a
portion of the Latin and Greek classics.
In 1849 he
accepted the Chair of Natural Science in the same insti
tution, and labored two years therein. He was then
elected to the Chair of Mathematics in the State Univer
sity of Indiana, but after two set-sious he accepted the
Chair of Chemistry. Natural Philosophy, and Astronorm ,
in the same institution.
In 185-1he was elected to the
Chair of Mathematics in Bethany College, Brooke County,
Va., ane>in 1850became co-editor of the Millennial Har
binger. He labored in this two-fold capacity until July
4, 185U,and in the September following entered on hie
duties as President of Kentucky University, to which he
had been elected. This position he held until the cstab
listiment of the various colleges in the University, when
he was elected to the Presidency of the College of the
Bible, which position he still occflpies.
Mr. Milligan's early religious training was in the
Associate Presbyterian Church.
In 1844 he was or
dained to the work of the Christian ministry by Elder
Thomas Campbell, with the concurrence of the churchec;
at Williamsburg, Pigeon Creek, and Pleasant Valley, in
Washington County, Pa. His name, however, is better
known among the Disciples in connection with educa
tional institutions and periodical literature than in the
ministry of the Word. Teaching has been the great
business of his life, and he has taught nearly every
branch in the college curriculum.
He is. nevertheless,
an earnest, instructive, and eillcient preacher, devoting
his abilities rather to the edification of the church than
to the more aggressive and arduous work of the direct
conversion of the world.
President Milligan is a ripe scholar, and as a teacher
has no superior in all the laud. He has written much for
the periodicals of the Disciples, and has recently pub
lished two valuable works, the first enfitled "Reason
and Revelation ; or, the Province of Reason iu Matters
" the second, "The
pertainirg to Divine Revelation ;
These works are intended for
Scheme of Redemption."
schools, colleges, and private families, and arc destined
to have an extensive circulation, and will certainly do
much good in giving the public proper views concerning
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the origin, character, and interpretation of the Word of
God.
Mr. Milliean is about fire feet nine inches high, slightly
built, and has a medium-sized brain, large in the intel
lectual and moral regions. Be has a thin visage, line,
silky brown hair, peculiarly sharp, light gray eye, and
has, taken altogether, an exceedingly fine-grained tem
perament, susceptible of high intellectual action, but not
sufficiently supported by the vital and motive elements.
The above statement of facts, however, fully shows that
he has been, and still is, the proper man in the proper
place, in all the positions of usefulness to which, in the
providence of God, he has been called.

HENBY T. ANDERSON.
Henry T. Anderson is a native of the " Old Dominion."
He was born in Caroline County, Va., on the 27th of
January. 1812. His parents— natives also of Virginiawere Baptists, though but little under the sectarian lnfinences of the times. His father was immersed, simply,
on confessing his faith in Christ as the Son of God,
without the intervention of any human creed. He often
said his creed was summed up in two words — faith and
obedience. This was before his son Henry was born ;
beneethe early religions training of the son was mostly
anshackled by the humanisms of the times. The Bible
was the text-book, and its unfettered teaching was per
mitted to have Its full power over his youthful mind.
Coder these influences he continued until he was about
twenty-one years of age, when he made confession of his
txith. and was immersed by his elder brother, who had
left the Baptists and united with the Disciples. This occtrrred In July, 1834,and was not the result of any special
pfbrt by others; but as his brother had preached that
••B«p;ism was for remission of sins," ho Investigated
Torhimself and found it Scriptural, and hence demanded
immersion. In his youth Mr. Anderson enjoyed the advanfase of a good classical education, which was very
soon made available In the study of the Greek Scriptures,
with reference to the better understanding of the revela
tions of God, and the correction of the numerous errors
discovered in the common version.
He began to preach in the month of May, 1833,and his
Irst discourse was delivered in Spottsylvanla County,
Virginia, at a meeting-house called Bcrea. From that
time until 1837 he preached in Caroline, Hanover, and
some other counties, but was not employed by any
church. His time was devoted mainly to the study of
the Scriptures.
In 1S37 Mr. Anderson came to Kentucky, and taught
school and preached in the southern part of the State un
til November. 1847, when he removed to Louisville, and
took charge of the church on the corner of Fourth nnd
Walnut streets, and remained there six years. From
November. 1853,to December, 1861, he was engaged at
various points in Kentucky, preaching the Gospel and
teaching classical schools.
In the latter part of the year 1861,while residing in
Demrngsburgh. he began to translate the New Testa
ment, shortly after which he removed to Harrodsburg.
Be writes:
'•1 was engaged by the church here and at Cane
Run
at a salary of $550. I mention this that It may be known
what means I have had. I had firm faith that God had
called me to make a translation, and my faith has not
tailed me. The Lord raised mo up friends. Some from
a distance sent mo a few dollars. Two worthy sisters
paid $190 each, last year. Those near me have, some of
them, remembered my wants, and generously supplied
mewith food and clothing. Though the war swept away
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what little I had, God has never forsaken me. I have a
Father in heaven, a Redeemer at His right hand. My
prayers havo been heard. Friends are near me, and I
live a monument of the truth that God will not forsake
those who trust in him."
The above-mentioned translation, which was published
in 1864,Is very popular among the Disciples, and has had
an extensive sale. Since its publication the revised and
improved Greek text of Tischendorf has come promi
nently before the world, and our translator is again at
his favorite work, rendering that text into our vernacular.
Mr. Anderson is tall and handsomely built; has black
eyes and a somewhat ruddy complexion, and is spare In
flesh. He has a fine, silvery-toned voice, well modulated,
and hence, with his cultured, analytical mind, he appears
before an intelligent audience as a very attractive and in
structive speaker. His manner is easy, graceful, and
perfectly self-possessed. His preaching partakes largely
of Scripture exposition.
For many years ho has ranked
as a thorough student, and as an able thinker and highly
Instructive speaker. His reputation has not heralded
him so mneh as a proselyter or the masses, as an efficient
instructor of the studious and thoughtful. His has been
the work of laying deep the foundation on which others
have reared the structure.

WILLIAM

KIMBROUGH PENDLETON.

President Pendleton is five feet eight and a half Inches
high, and weighs about one hundred and fifty pounds.
He has. to the casual observer, a delicate physical or
ganization, bnt his history demonstrates that although
the mental tendencies greatly predominate over the
muscular and vital systems, yet the latter are of a
tough and elastic nature and fully able to sustain all
the Intensity and activity which have characterized
the former. He was born in Louisa County, Va.. Sep
tember 8, 1817. He is of English descent, and hisancestors, both paternal and maternal, have from tho
earliest history of this country occupied distinguished
positions in the state and the church. His mother was
brought up under Episcopal Influences, but his father,
Colonel Edmund Pendleton, was not a member of any
church until William was about sixteen years of age,
when he became a reader of the Chrittian Baptist and
Millennial Harbinger, and after a full and free investi
gation of the plea presented by the advocates of primi
tive Christianity he determined to be Immersed. The
celebrated Mount Gilboa church had its origin In efforts
put forth by this gentleman.
From his earliest boyhood his education was carefully
provided for. After attending for several years the best
schools in that part of the State, he entered the Univer
sity of Virginia, where, besides the academical course,
he studied law two years, and was licensed to practice.
During most of this time he bad been a regular reader
of the religions papers mentioned, and a constant and
earnest student of the Word of God. For years he
frequently heard the preaching of some of the most
distinguished men among the Disciples, and above all ho
was carefully trained from his infancy by a pious mother
Under these influences, having come to a full under
standing of his duty, he was in June, 1840,.Immersed by
Alexander Campbell at the Mount Gilboa church,
Louisa Connty, Va. In the fall of tho same year he
married Levinia M., daughter of Alexander Campbell,
who died in the spring of 1846.
He was appointed Professor of Natural Philosophy In
Bethany College in May, 1841(the year the college waa
founded), and has been connected with it ever since as
Professor, and much of the time as Vice-President, and
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now as President. In 1844he was united to the editorial
corps of the Millennial ffarbinger, and has continued in
that relation ever since, being at this time its proprietor
and senior editor.
In August, 1848,Mr. Pendleton was married toClarinda,
another daughter of Alexander Campbell, to whom Mr.
Campbell addressed his celebrated letters from Europe.
She also soon passed away, January, 1851. His third
wife, Catherine II., daughter of Judge King, of Warren,
O., still lives, ably and gracefully contributing as help
meet in the duties of his vocation. She is a lady of su
perior attainments, and greatly lightens the labors of his
study by her assistance.
On the death of Mr. Campbell, Professor Pendleton was
unanimously elected President by the curators of Bethany
College.
As a disciplinarian he compels obedience more from
principle and respect for the law than from the fear of
Respecting others, he is respected, and by
punishment.
precept and example inspires such admiration and love
for all that is noble and manly, and such contempt for
all that is mean and uugentlemanly, that all who come
under his influence almost unconsciously become more
gentlemanly.
As a companion. Pres. P. is cheerful and social,
pleasantly and easily adapting himself and his conver
sation to the character of his company. In hospitality
he is profuse and unbounded, and conspicuous in Chris
In no place are the
tian generosity and liberality.
exhibitions of his character more delightful than in his
domestic relations.
As a speaker he is untmpassioncd but elegant, deeply
engaging aud impressive, his voice clear, his enunciation
distinct, and his language chaste, faultlessly accurate,
and the very picture of his thoughts. A close, logical
reasoner, capable of bringing out the minutest details
of his subject, and at the same time preserving the
unbroken unity of his discourse, he progresses with
strictest method with his subject, yet with a rare sugges
Uveness that opens rich avenues of thought, which give
a freshness and charm to every subject he touches. Ab a
writer, he composes rapidly, and while the same char
acteristics as a speaker prevail in his composition, there
Is a much greater tendency to metaphor and analogy.
His views on any religious question have a weight with
the Disciples unsurpassed by those of any other minister
of the church.

ROBERT GRAHAM.
This distinguished preacher and teacher was born on
the 14th of August, 182*2,In the city of Liverpool, En
gland. His parents were members of the Church of En
gland. The mother, however, having been a member of
the Methodist Church previous to her marriage, gave to
the family a strong liking for that church. In the winter
pf 1836-37,being then only fourteen years of age, he was
deeply impressed with the importance of religion at a
protracted meeting among the Methodist Protestants in
Allegany City, Pa., under the ministry of Rev. John
Brown ; and having joined the church on probation, he
was admitted to full fellowship at the expiration of six
months.
In the fall of 1838Mr. Graham was made acquainted
with the congregation of Disciples In Allegany City, PaM
through his friend William Ba iter, who had left the
church of which he was a member and had united with
He was thus brought to review the
the Disciples.
grounds of his religious belief. He examined the Scrip
tures with special reference to the baptismal controversy
and kindred subjects ; aud after much discussion with
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Mr. Baxter, and a candid hearing of Elder Samuel
Church, then the public teucher of the Christian Con
gregation In Allegany City, he became persuaded to cmbrace the views as held by the Disciples. Accordingly,
on the 17th of February, 1830,he was publicly immersed,
on a profession of fnlth in Chri*t, in the Allegany River
by Elder Church, and the same day received into its com
munion.
At this time he was an apprentice, learning the houi*c
carpenter's trade in the city of Pittsburgh, Pa. He was
deficient in education, but had a great passion for books ;
and to acquire an education lie attended night-school
during the winter, and by industry and ecouomy col
lected quite a library of useful and entertaining books.
He applied himself with great assiduity to lay the foun
dation for a good education.
On the 1st of Janunry, 1843,at the suggestion of Mr.
Campbell, ho entered Bethany College os a student, hav
ing been previously employed as carpenter on the col
lege building. In the following year he began to preach
for the church at Dutch Fork, some miles from Bethany,
and continued to labor for them on the Lord's day for
three years. He supported himself at college by the sale
of his library and carpenter's tools, the small salary ho
received for preaching, and advances made by Mr. Camp
These last were liberal and generous, and were
bell.
refunded in full, with interest. In May, 1854. While a
student at Bethany, he was married to Miss Maria ThornIcy, of Allegany City, Pa,
Mr. Graham was graduated on the 4th of July, 1847,
sharing the first honors of his class with Allen R. Ben
ton, now President of Alliance College, Ohio. Soon after
he graduated, and while on a collecting and preaching
tour In the Southwest he met Elder John T. Johnson, of
Kentucky, at Fayetteville, Ark., where he labored in a
protracted meeting of great interest, resulting in the es
tablishment of a fine church, and laying a broad founda
tion for future influence in that part of the State. Soon
after this meeting he was invited to become pastor of
the church, and accepted. Here be eventually establish
ed Arkansas College.
In 185!)Mr. Graham resigned his position as President
of Arkansas College, and spent one session as Professor
of Belles-Lettres and History In Kentucky University.
In I860 a plan was matured by which a Southern Mis
sionary Society was to be formed, and Robert Graham
was proposed as the chosen agent to manage its affairs
and devote his energies to its establishment ; but the
whole arrangement failed by the breaking out of the
war.

In 18fi2,having lost all his accumulations in the South,
he arrived in Cincinnati, and was Invited to take charge
of the church at the comer of Eighth aud Walnut streets,
and remained there until 1804, when he resigned and
went to Santa Rosa, Cal., where he spent one year as
teacher and pastor. He then spent one year in San Fran
cisco, and succeeded In establishing a promising church
in that city. In January, 1866,he was elected presiding
officer of the College of Arts and Professor of the School
of English Language and Literature in Kentucky Uni
He accepted, and entered upon his work in the
versity.
In 1867he resigned this position,
following October.
and accepted the Presidency of "Hocker Female Col
lege," Lexington, Ky., which position he now occupie*.
He Is also associate editor of the Apostolic Times.
Mr. Graham is a heavy-set man, inclined to corpulency,
and while of low stature weighs about one hundred and
eighty pounds, ne has all the external indications of a
With a bright
fine, healthy physical temperament.
florid complexion, a brain largely developed in the in
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tellectaal and moral reckon — the more striking by His
premature baldness — large, prominent light blue eyes,
and the orator's month, he is able and exceedingly fluent
in speech on almost every topic, whether before an audi
ence or in the private circle. His language and style are
highly finished, yet he is altogether an extemporaneous
speaker.

CHARLES LOUTS LOOS.
Charles Louis Loos was born December 22, 1823.at
Woerth-snr-Sauer, Department of the Lower Rhine,
France. His father was a native of France; his mother
a native of Bavaria. The early life of Charles was spent,
after his fourth year, in attending the academy in his na
tive place until his departure for the United States in
ISM. His father, who was an enthusiastic republican,
k"ft France for America in 1832, to find a home. The
ftnfly followed in the fall of 1834,and when they reached
the United States found the father sick at New Franklin,
Starke County, O., where shortly afterward he died.
While he was in France, Charles had been educated in
both the French and German languages, and his knowl
edge of these enabled him soon to become acquainted
with the English.
His family belonged to the Lutheran
Church, and he was trained religiously by a pions grand
mother, in whose family he was reared. He has never
ceased to recognize the blessed influence of his early
rvii^ion* training, and thinks he is largely indebted to it
tor ht-coming a preacher of the Gospel.
In the fall of 1S37he was confirmed In the Lutheran
Church ; In a few months afterward he became acquaint
ed with the Disciples, of whom there was a congregation
at Minerva, five miles from his home. He at once began
to examine their religious position, and having become
satisfied that it was in accordance with the teaching of
the Word of God, he was immersed in 1838 by John
This caused great bitterness and opposition
Whitacre.
among his Lutheran relatives ; but he had taken the step
under an earnest conviction of duty, and did not stop to
consult with flesh and blood.
He taught school at sixteen years of age, and at seven
teen began to preach in the vicinity of his home, and
gave great promise of future usefulness. In September,
1842,be entered Bethany College, where he graduated in
1846,and remained in the college three years as a teacher
in the primary department.
In 1843 he was ordained to the work of the ministry,
and removed to Wellsburg, Va., and preached for the
church at that place one year. In October, 1850, he
removed to Somerset, Penn., where he remained five
years, and while there, in addition to his pastoral labors,
edited a monthly periodical, called The DUcipU, for two
rear*, and was principal of an academy for the same
length of time. In January, 1856,he took charge of the
church corner of Eighth and Walnut streets, Cincinnati,
also assisting in editing the Christian Age. Having
been elected President of Eureka College, Illinois, he
moved there in January, 1857,and remained till Septem
ber, 1858, when he returned to Bethany College, having
been elected to the Chair of Ancient Languages and
Literature in that institution.
He still occupies that
position.
Professor Loos is just five feet ten inches high, has
dark hair, hazel eyes, and weighs about one hundred and
forty pounds.
His personal appearance and manners
indicate his French origin, while his tongue is decidedly
German ; and, in mental combinations, the flro and ardor
and enthusiasm of the former are happily blended with
the studious thonghtfulness of the latter.
Aa a preacher, Sir. Loos ie philosophical, and yet highly
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eloquent, persuasive, and impressive. He enters with
all his energy into the theme under consideration, and
becomes for the time being entirely absorbed in its deep
importance. "Christ, and Him crucified," in its moral
power and magnitude, is with him the basis of every
sound spiritual thought.
All else must bend to this,
whether It be lu the intellectual, moral, or passional
nature of man.

JAMES 8. LAMAR.
The subject of this sketch was born in Gwinnett
County, Ga., May 18, 1829. He was soon after removed
to Muscogee County (then newly settled), where he was
brought up amid the surroundings and under the educa
tional disadvantages peculiar to a new country. He ac
quired, however, an early fondness for learning, and
managed, at the age of seventeen, to enter an academy,
where was laid the foundation of a good education. In
1850he was admitted to the bar in the city of Columbus;
but being providentially Introduced about that time to a
knowledge of the primitive Gospel, and baptized upon a
profession of his faith by an enlightened Baptist preacher,
who did not require him to go before the church, or to
narrate an experience, and who considered the example
of Philip and the eunuch as a sufficient authority, he
was so deeply impressed that he was earnestly desirous
of devoting his life to the ministry.
But he was alone,
having no church, no fellowship, no Christian sympathy
in hit community. Beside*, he was not willing toasstime
the responsibility of preaching without a finished educa
But all
tion and a regular appointment to the work.
these obstacles were happily removed. By the kindness
of friends he was enabled to enter Bethany Collet in
January, 1853, where he was graduated in July, 1854,
and ordained about the same time in the Bethany church
as an evangelist. Soon afterward he was called to the
church in Augusta, where, with one brief intt*rmission,
he has been ever since. In 1850he published a work en
titled "The Organon of Scripture; or, the Inductive
This work is writ
Method of Biblical Interpretation."
ten in an easy and graceful style, and is a very creditable
production for one so young to write. If, however, he
had spent several more years In perfecting it, the work
would doubtless have been of much greater value. As it
is, it is worthy of careful study, and certainly encourages
ns to hope that the author will not let his pen remain
idle. Mr. Lamar has a superior mind. He is incapable
of anything uncouth or vulgar. His thoughts arc chaste
and fresh, and always expressed in a polished, forcible
style. He is a hard student, and seeks for perfection in
everything, and consequently his literary labors are
always carefully performed. As a speaker he ie clear,
pointed, earnest, and impressive. Ho is very choice in
his selection of words, aud generally says the right thing
in the right way. He has scarcely enough passion for an
orator, and his voice, though well modulated and per
fectly under his control, has not sufficient volume for
fine effect. His gesticulation is graceful, and his manner
pleasing, but his preaching is better adapted to a select
audience than the masses.
I3AAC

EBRETT.

The subject of this notice presents a commanding and
attractive personal appearance ; he stands about six feet
one Inch high, with a well-developed muscular organiza
tion sustaining a large, active, and powerful brain, which
Is well developed in the frontal and coronal regions. He
has light gray eyes, and dark brown hair with a slightly
auburn tinge, and usually weighs nearly two hundred
pounds. Under favorable circumstances he incline to
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corpulency, bat the constant tax on his nervous system
dinary men, would be an insurmountable obstacle to sac
generally suffices to prevent this. His immediate ances
cess, Mr. Errett swivys a wondrous power.
Hia voice
try were from the British dominions, hia father, Henry
lacks the volume we desire ; but there is a peculiar mag
Errett, being a native of Arklow, Ireland, and his mother
netism in the management of its tones and a pathos in
a native of Portsmouth, England. They were both of
Its modulations which counterbalance its weakness, and
Protestant families, and were identified with the church
carry the living thoughts of the speaker to the hearts of
in the city of New York as early as the year 1811.
the hearer, encliaining the attention for hours. He la re
Isaac Errett was born in the city of New York, Janua
garded as amoug the ablest of our pulpit orators.
ry 2, 18*20,
and was trained from infancy in the principles
O. A. BURGESS.
he now cherishes. His father died in 1826,soon after
The subject of this sketch was born August 20, 1829,
which the family removed to Pittsburgh, Pa. Here, in
in the town of Thompson, Windham County, Conn. He
the spring of lB-'ia,Isaac, being but twelve years of age,
received the benefit of common schools in that State un
at a time when the church was without regular preach
til he was seven years of age.
ing, in company with an older brother, went forward and
From Connecticut he went to Chenango County, N, Y.,
asked the privilege of baptism.
He was baptized by
where he worked on a rocky and sterile farm, going to
Robert McLaren, one of the elders of the church.
school three months in a year until he was sixteen years
He immediately turned his attention to the study of
of age. He then spent one half term In Norwich Acade
the Blb.e, and, as the result has shewn, was highly suc
my, and in the winter of 1846thus equipped he taught
cessful in the understanding and application of its teach
school for $10 per month, and— to use his own words —
ings. From the tenth year of his age he has been de
" went boarding 'round." In the spring of 1847 he at
pendent on his own exertions for support. Hence the
tended a full term at Norwich Academy. In the fall of
ordinary advantages of high school and college training
1847he removed to Woodford County, 111.,where he con
have been denied him. Yet, while laboring as farmer,
tinued school-teaching as a profession until the spring of
miller, lumberman, bookseller, printer, editor, and
1861. About this time he heard "Old Father Palmer,"
school-teacher, he has by persevering industry so far
as he was familiarly known, preach the Gospel as now
overcome these disadvantages,, that he occupies a posi
held by his church. Previous to this he had failed to
tion equal, if not in many respects superior, to many
"get religion" according to the systems of the day.
more highly favored than he. Mr. Errett commenced
When he was only twelve years old his mother died, but
preaching in the city of Pittsburgh, Pa., in the spring of
1840, and at once displayed superior ability.
left so strong a religious impression upon him, that he
In his
mode several more attempts to "get religion," always
earlier years he enjoyed the advantages of intimate and
frequent association with Walter Scott, Thomas Camp
with similar results. Failing in all his efforts he finally
bell, Alexander Campbell, and most of the early advo
accepted either fatality or Uuiversalism as the best solu
tion of moral questions ; but when he heard the Gospel,
cates of reformation in the West.
His pastoral labors have been: with the church in
as above stated, he at once accepted it.
Pittsburgh, three years; at New Lisbon, O., five years;
In the fall of 1851he entered " Bethany College," then
North Bloomfleld, O., two years ; Warren, O., five years ;
presided over by Alexander Campbell, with a view to the
" ministry of the Word."
Muir and Ionia, Mich., seven years; and Detroit, two
He graduated from this insti
years. He was three years Corresponding Secretary of
tution in 1854, making his way by his own labors. His
the Ohio State Missionary Society, and for three years
entire stock in money on the day he entered college was
" four dollars and fifty cents."
occupied the samo position in the American Christian
After graduating he
Missionary Society. Having resigned as Secretary, he
returned to Illinois, where he was pastor of churches in
was fleeted first Vice-President, by virtue of which he
Metamora and Washington.
For one year he was acting
was presiding officer until the death of Mr. Campbell in
President of Eureka College. He was at one time the
1866,when he was elected President, which office, how
Corresponding Secretary of the American Christian Mis
ever, he immediately declined.
sionary Society, working for its interests at an unfavor
In the spring of 1866 he removed to Cleveland, O.,
able time with commendable zeal and distinguished
(
where he became editor of the Christian Standard, a
ability.
Shortly after this he became pastor of the First
weekly religious paper published in that city. In Au
Over this
Christian Church at Indianapolis, Indiana.
gust, 1868,having been elected President of Alliance Col
church he presided for six years ; and to him, probably,
lege, Alliance, O., he removed the Christian Standard
more than to any other man, is that church, at present,
to that place. The college prospered, but the circulation
indebted for its commanding and influential position.
of the Standard suffered; and at the close of the first
His indomitable energy gave to it an impetus which
year he resigned the Presidency and removed the Stand
no circumstances since then have been able to control.
ard to Cincinnati, with the purpose of devoting his en
Two years he occupied the chair of President of the
tire attention to its interests. Immediately on his res
Northwestern Christian University at Indianapolis.
ignation of the Presidency of Alliance College he was,
At present he is the beloved pastorof the church at the
without hi? knowledgo, elected President of the College
Street,
corner of Indiana Avenue and Twenty-fifth
of Agriculture and Mechanics, of Kentucky University at
Chicago. In this great city of churches almost innumer
Lexington, and also to the Chair of Biblical Literature In
able and so many diverse from his own, hi* power is
Bethany College, Bethany, W. Va. Having determined
already felt, and in the right direction. It is impossible
to devote his main labors to the Standard, these posi
in a brief space to fully analyze his character.
tions were declined, as well as new inducements held
His personal appearance 1b commanding, and his
out by Alliance College. He has, however, engaged for
strongly-marked features always insist that you shall
one half of the next college year, to fill the Chair of Herrecognize them. His height is just six feet. In walking
maneutics, llomiletics, and Church History, in the Bible
there is a slight stoop to his body, but this Is scarcely
College, Kentucky University.
Since the removal of the
noticed when he stands up before the people to plead for
Standard to Cincinnati it has more than doubled its cir
the truth he so well loves. His hair is black, his beard
culation.
full and long, and his eyes, the " windows of a soul," full
In the pnlpit, notwithstanding a quality which, in or
of character and expression. His will is Indomitable.
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His word*, when under the excitement of a great occa
sion, are like shots from a colutnblad; and they may be
tender,sympathizing;, withering, full of biting sarcasm,
catting wit, uttered with an impetuosity amounting
almostto Tehemence.
As a debater he has few if any snperiore among his
brethren. About the only objection urgod against him
in debate is that he " kills his opponent too dead" He
has held public debates with several of the religious
denominations, with Uni verbalists. Spiritualists, Infidels,
and Atheists.
It is generally acknowledged that on the
"Evidences of Christianity," in public debate, he has no
superior.
Himself fully under the conviction that the
Bible 1* God's word to man, he convinces men always In
his addresses of his entire sincerity in this belief.
Though naturally of a combative turn of mind, he does
not debate because he is partial to discussion, but be
cause he believes that the truth will be advanced by it.
His style of address is not always graceful, but it is
always forcible.
When he has anything to say he says it.
There is no circumlocution in his speech ; hence he is
always understood and scarcely ever misunderstood.
His bravery and boldness arc never checked by any
sympathy or good-will he may possess for friends or
brethren.
What he thinks ought to be said he says.
His face is indicative of great power as an organizer,
and he will bring order out of chaos in an almost incred
ibly short time.
Realizing that each member of his
church must do his whole duty in order that the whole
body may reach the full measure of its stature and
power, he is constantly on the alert to find the work for
which each member is adapted, and to sec that it is
Thus is his church a working body con
accomplished.
tinually.
Mr. Burgess is now In the very prime of his active
life; and with the many honors so nobly won and so
gracefully awarded to him by his brethren and friends,
he has before him a rich and abundant harvest of those
riches and blessings esteemed by men and honored of
God.

CHARLES COOLMAN
This eloquent minister

FOOTE.

of the Gospel was born in

Massiilon, Stark County, O., March 19, 1831. Hie father
was a native of Connecticut, and a descendant of the Pu
ritans.
German, Scotch, and French are elements in
the maternal aucestry. He spent the years of his minor
ity almost entirely in Northeastern Ohio, residing until
he was fourteen years of age in Shalersvllle, Portage
County, and afterward in various places, as domestic
necessities and educational facilities demanded. His
mother being left a widow soon after his birth, it fell to
his lot to be at the expense of educating himself. This
was accomplished at various district schools and semina
ries iu Ohio, among which may be mentioned the classi
cal school of Professor Henry Chi Ids, Cleveland, O., and
the "Western Reserve Eclectic Institute" (now Hiram
College), at Hiram, O. During the second year of the
three he spent in the latter institution he faugh*, several
classes. In 1855,having fully prepared himself in these
various schools for a final year In which to prepare for
the honors of a graduate, he went to Bethany College,
Virginia, then nnder the presidency of Alexander Camp
bell, expecting In a few months to be graduated. In a
few weeks, however, the unfortunate difficulty between
the faculty and certain students from the North occurred,
which resulted in ten of the latter leaving the institution
Mr. Foote was one of the ten ; and
never to return.
whatever may be the decision In regard to the justice of
the coarse panned, the adherence to principle which has
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ever characterized his course through life was evinced on
this occasion. We might mention, In passing, that H. W.
Everest, the distinguished President of Eureka College,
III., and Daniel R. Vanbusklrk and John Kneel 1,the wellknown and able ministers, were also of the number.
Mr. Foote's education was entirely at his own expense.
From his sixteenth year he supported himself by clerking
In a drygoods store, surveying, and preaching and teach
ing, as circumstances seemed to suggest. His religious
education was entirely according to the teaching of the
*kDisciples," so that at the early age of thirteen years ho
made a profession of Christianity under the preaching
of Harvey Brockett, and was immersed by him iu Shalersville, January, 1845. Even at this early age his char
acteristic decision was thns manifest; for this step was
taken unsolicited, and attended by the gibes and sneers
of boyish companions.
Mr. Foote delivered his first regular sermon in Garrettsville, Portage County, O., September, 1852, since
which time the Gospel ministry has been the main busi
ness of his life, in which he has been eminently success
ful. From 1853to 1357inclusive he ministered statedly
to the following churches in the Western Reserve, Ohio,
and Western Pennsylvania, viz.: Mantua, Shalersvllle,
Ravenna, Hartford, North Eaton, and North Bloomfield,
and other churches in Ohio, and Sharon, Pa. While
ministering in North Bloomfield, Trumbull County, in
1857,he was married to Miss Matilda J. Welch.
For three years and a half, beginning April, 1858,Mr,
Foote was pastor of the church in Ravenna. The en
gagement was closed on account of failing health. The
year following he was in South Butler, N. Y., but on ac
count of continued ill-health he was unable to preach
much. In January, 1863,he took pastoral charge of the
Frunklin Street church, Cleveland O., and was connected
with that pulpit six years. Two years and a half, how
ever, of that time he was away for his health. The year
1869he spent with the church in East Cleveland, O. In
January, 1870,he commenced his present labors with the
congregation of Disciples on Twenty-eighth Street, in
the city of New York.
Mr. Foote is about five feet seven inches high, and
weighs about one hundred and thirty pounds. He la
therefore rather slightly built, and possesses a delicate
physical organization. He has a large, full, blue eye, thin
lips, and angular nose, surmounted by an ample fore
head, the whole visage being of that cast which invari
ably accompanies a predominant mental temperament.
The brain is of medium size, the mental and moral re
gions predominating over the selfish and animal; and
the fiber is of that delicate and superior quality which
gives to its possessor eminent susceptibility of culture
and refinement. Indeed, this nature Is one of those selfrefiners that would have found an elevated intellectual
and moral level in any circumstances in which it might
have been thrown.
In the pulpit, Mr. Foote is very fluent, and speaks rapIdly, and there is no hesitancy in expressing his ideas In
just the terms he desires. His elevated thoughts are
clothed In the finest artistic elegance, and delivered in a
fine-toned voice, well under control in all its inflections.
He has a vivid imagination, and his power of description
Is such, both In word and gesture, that one almost feels
as thongh the picture in the speaker's mind were before
him. His talents are suited to every department of pul
pit labor, whether it be in the doctrinal or practical,
metaphysical or ideal. Though he has the sentiments of
a reformer, his reviews of the sentiments of others, while
firm and decided, are modestly suggestive rather than
boldly aggressive. Hence he makes but few enemies.
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while the elevated and affectionate tone of his discourses
wins the listener to the truth he inculcates. These qual
ities In his character have given him much influence in
neutralizing tho bitterness and strife that sometimes
thrust themselves on the preacher's attention in time* of
controversy. The recent preliminary movement in Ohio
having for Its ultimate pnrposc a union of the Baptists
anil Disciples, has felt his influence and receives his
ardent sympathy. While residing in Ohio, his inter
course with some of the Baptists leaders in that move
ment, in the Interchange of Christian courtesies, was
most cordial and fraternal. He believes in the power of
love and forbearance, and hopes for the success of his
principles by clothing them with the garb of charity. In
his present position in New York city he seems to have
found a proper field for the exercise of his varied tastes
and talents. Large congregations are in attendance on
his ministry, constant additions are being mode to the
membership, and the spirituality and devotion of his
private intercourse are infusing new vigor into the spir
itual life of the church.

WILLIAM

THOMAS

MOORE.

William Thomas Moore was born in Henry County,
Ky., Angus* 37, 1833. His paternal ancestors were Irish ;
his maternal. Scotch. His immediate parents were from
When nine years of age his lather died, leav
Virginia.
ing a widow and six children, and for a number of years
William was the chief dependence of the bereaved
family. Thus early were the boy's energy of body and
mind called to grapple with toil and care ; but doubtless
it was during these years that the foundation of his sub
sequent successes was laid. From the necessities of his
position his education was neglected, and at eighteen
years of age his scholastic attainments comprehended
reading and writing— no more; but having an innate
thirst for knowledge, he had read whatever books had
come In his way— especially had he read the Bible,

At eighteen Mr. Moore entered an academy at New
castle, Ky. ; and having passed through a preparatory
course of study there, and having improved his financial
affairs by teaching for a season, he entered Bethany Col
lege, Va., in the autumn of 1855. In July, 1858, having
been chosen from a class of twenty-four to deliver tho
valedictory address, he was graduated Bachelor of Arts.
In October of the same year ho was chosen pastor of the
Church of Christ in Frankfort, Ky., and remained its
pastor till the spring of 18&4,when he resigned, on ac
count of failing boa)Hi. In June, 1864,he was married
to Miss Mary A. Bishop, second daughter of R. M.
On tho 1st of January,
Bishop, of Cincinnati, Ohio.
1865,his health having greatly improved, Mr. Moore ac
cepted a call to the pastoral work in the Church of Christ
In Detroit. Mich.
Although his labors there were at
tended by the most encouraging Buccees,yet having been
elected to a Professorship in Kentucky University, he
left Detroit in February, 1866,and entered at once on
the labors appointed to him. Meanwhile he had receiv
ed a call from the congregation corner of Eighth and
Walnut streets, Cincinnati ; and having ascertained that
for the present the duties of his University chair could
be met by a brief course of lectures in each session, he
accepted the call of the church, and has to the present
time very successfully performed the labors of its pas
torate.
Besides his almost continuous labors as pastor and
evangelist, Mr. Moore has prepared and delivered a num
ber of public addresses on a variety of topics, some of
which have been published and widely circulated. He
" Lec
has also edited a portion of Alexander Campbell's

.
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tures on the Pentateuch/' and a volume of Discourses
and Biographical Sketches, illnstrated with twenty-eight
steel engravings of representative men among the Dis
ciples, entitled "The Living Pulpit of the Christian
Church."
His love and taste for the poetic have ex
hibited themselves in several shirt poems, chiefly lyric
and elegiac, which have found their way into print and
Into public favor. His appreciation of poetical and mu
sical excellence rendered his services invaluable in the
compilation of the new "Christian Hymn-Book.*' the
excellence of which is unsurpassed by any other English
collection.
Mr. Moore is the editor of the Christian Quarterly,
and the encomiums passed upon that periodical by Amer
ican and European journals of high repute evince their
high appreciation of the ability both of the editor and
contributors.
Mr. Moore is also connected with one or
more of our weeklies.
He believes in progress, from the high even to the still
higher, and illustrates his faith by his works. Withal,
he never seems to be busy ; in fact, does not seem to
be doing anything when out of the pulpit, nor intending
to do anything ; and yet he can be seldom, if ever, idle,
as his brief record abundantly attet-ts. With no bustle
or apparent motion, there is execution — progress. Few
men have accomplished more in the same time and un
der similar circumstances than has W. T. Moore.
In
personal proportions Mr. Moore is not less than six feet
high, and weighs about one hundred and seventy-five
pounds. He has a very large brain, and a well-formed
physical organization; but there is a certain air of care
lessness, and perhaps of clumsiness, In his appearance
which would make it exceedingly out of place in the
realm of Terpsichore. His manner in the pulpit, however,
whether of action or of utterance, indicates that deep
earnestness which sometimes borders on the vehement ;
so that all criticism of his manner and motion are
silenced by the force of his arguments, the clearness of
his illustrations, and the wonderful power with which
he enforces whatever may be practical in his subject.
But his success a? a minister is owing much less u>bis
logic than to the warm and wide sympathy that vivifies
it.
His is heart-power — a power without which the
logic of Paul and the eloquence of Apoltos combined
would fall to awaken the conscience of the impenitent
sinner or arouse the energies of the careless believer.
With whatever is beautiful and good and true; with
everything that is pitiable, or distressed, or down-fallen,
oroppressed ; with all that is elevating, ennobling, hope
ful, God has given to W. T. Moore a quick, a deep, an
irresistible sympathy, so that he is ready to rejoice with
the happy and to weep with those that weep. He is ever
forward to engage in whatever promises true advance
ment, and to share his last resources with those ho es
teems worthy, but who have grown weary and lame, and
have thun fallen or faltered in the struggle of life.

The foregoing is the eleventh in the series of
American religious societies or denominations,
which we commenced to publish two or three
We have thus far, as we proposed
years ago.
in the beginning, given a sketch of each from
its own point of view, deeming it best to per
mit a church through some eminent member to
make its own representations with regard to
the faith held and the ceremonials observed.

The plan has worked most satisfactorily.
purpose, as we ha\*e opportunity,

Wc

to continue
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these presentations
in the same liberal and
impartial manner until we have included all
sects or societies which have a substantial ex

among us.

istence

ALBERT BARNES.
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Mr. Barnes contributed to the press a va
of sermons, essays, reviews, etc. He
was also the author of a treatise on the " Evi
dences of Christianity in the Nineteenth
His commentary on the Book of
Century."
riety

Psalms appeared last year, and he since wrote
a Life of St. Paul.

It

is a singular

circumstance

that all the

" notes" referred
to, amounting to some twen
ty volumes, and requiring of necessity a vast
degree of research and patient industry, were
written before nine o'clock in the morning, to
avoid trespassing upon the regular
duties of their author.

parochial

■»»»

INSPIRATION.
" Did God a special creed require,

Would he not with that creed each soul inspire ? "

does inspire the earnest soul who
seeks for knowledge.
Not
with a creed, for to Him sects and creeds are

GOD
humbly

not

known.

Yet, the "still, small

voice"

speaks of inspiration that comes with healing
on its wings to the soul faint with waiting
and sick with hope deferred.

The bustla

THIS

distinguished orator

and writer of

the Presbyterian Church died suddenly
in Philadelphia on the 24th of December
last ; and although of that ripe age when we
are

accustomed

to accept

death

as a most

likely occurrence, his departure to the other
world has awakened a strong expression of
regret in all religious circles.
Mr. Barnes was born near the village of
Rome, Oneida Co., N. Y., on the 1st of De
cember, 1798.
He graduated at Hamilton
College in 1820, Btudied theology at Prince
ton, was ordained in the work of the ministry,
and in 1825 was installed pastor of the First
Church in Morristown, N. J.
Presbyterian
From this place he was transferred in 1830
to the ministerial charge of the Washington
Square Church, the office which he continued
to hold until compelled to relinquish it by a
permanent disorder of the eyes in 1867.
He, however,

continued

to preach and at

other ministerial duties when not
On the
prevented by his distressing'malady.

tend to

his death he preached to his
old congregation in the morning, and in the
Sunday before

afternoon
House

he

delivered

of Refuge.

an address

at the

of

life, the multiplicity

of

cares too often drown the spiritual
life within ; the little voice is unheeded and
earthly

inspiration uncultivated, hence its growth is
dwarfed —its spirit quenched.
Did earth's children give the time and
thought to the cultivation of a spiritual life
that they do to that of a temporal one, they
would be both richer and wiser.
Knowledge pertaining to a spiritual life
is the essence of happiness, and is imperish
able; it clings to the spirit, and immortality
reaps the harvest
by mortality.
planted
mortals ! those who live only
Short-sighted
for to-day, and care mostly to gather the
fleeting riches of earth, can not tense the
beauties of inspiration ; to them it is as a land
a region
But
unexplored,
unthought of.
will there not come a day of awakening?
Yes,

will find a punish
at time misspent, at

oh, yes, when such

ment in regret, regret

golden opportunities slighted.
With inspiration comes love, — love of the
beautiful, in nature and art,— fore of humanity.
Let us desire to be bound by this attribute
of Deity, for those thus bound are welded
as with iron, though
the chain is light as
ether.
Charity, generosity, and sympathy

Phrenological Journal.

fasten the door. When it becomes necessary
for another to enter, you will rise, fumble at the
latch of the pew, drop your cane— (always
"
"
carry a cane to church) — pick it up, gather
up your hat, keep things in interesting sus
pense, accumulate a group in the aisle, and
generally increase the delightful excitement of
the occasion. Always insist upon keeping the
end of the pew next the door. Why should
that selfish man who wants to lounge against
the end of the pew have his selfishness grati-*
fled ? You must teach him self-denial.
6. Next to a cane, the most necessary thing
It must'be a
to carry to church is a watch.
You must
chain.
a
watch,
long
with
gold
wear it in the fob of your pantaloons, so that
you will have greater opportunity of display in

It must be a hunting-watch,
pulling it out.
which shall "click" when you shut it. You

it

it,

a

it

it

it

;

it

it

;

" Butlei thedaybenevertolong.
It wearcth
at lengthtoEvensong."
The wearied laborer waits the Betting son,
That brings the honr for home and sweet repose
So man rejoiceth when his work is done,
And the still shades of death aronnd him elope.

It

;

may be hard to die in life's full noon,
When earth and all its joys before us lie
But ah when age is come, death is boon,
And the pained head lies down in pcacs to die.
How sweetly sounds at eve the softened chime,
Telling the passing of life's toilsome day
Calling the soul to where "there is no time," —
To home and rest that passcth not away
;

reason is obvious.
are the things to
4. Shoes that "creak"
They announce your coming, like a
wear.
chamberlain at a grand reception. The pastor
then knows that his congregation is increasing.
5. Take the seat at the end of a pew, and

——
REST.

I

member the service.
N. B. Gentlemen should always smoke after
The
dressing, just before going to church.

—

a

fainted, etc.
3. Use perfumes.
Some people like them;
The former will be gratified ;
some do not
the latter will have something by which to re

coat during the doxology or benediction.
There's nothing like being ready.
[to be continued.]

And so man cnteretb in, at Even-song,
His Father's house, the promised rest to take,
Adding his praise to all the blessed throng,
Admitted for the dear Redeemer's sake.
B.

zeal and
purpose. Let the
Work with
full tide of love to all man
soul go forth in
kind, counting all men as brothers whom God
appoints to walk in and about our paths.
Labor diligently grasp every thought that
a

is better than none ; if very rancid and pun
gent, so much the better, it will make some
weak woman sick, and perhaps she will faint,
and that will inure to the glory of the clergy
man, and the reporter will put in the papers
that he preached so entrancing]}' that a lady

Never enter until the service has begun.
As approaches
conclusion, begin, to put on
your overshoes. You can put on your over

will enlarge

the

soul and prepare us for the

eternal kingdom.
Let no rust of selfishness corrode our lives
If the temptation great to turn aside,
away.
let the prayer be mighty, that our feet may be
is

less accustomed to seeing splendid garments,
and who will appreciate such a display.
2. By all means anoint your head with oil.
Did not the ancient saints do so ? Any grease

taining the offerings of the people?
Why
should your profane touch be on it? But if
do
you touch
will
deftly, and upset
spill the contents. The usher has probably
been sleeping through the sermon — will wake
him up. It makes
lively little incident
a

your toilet for church with ex
wear your very gayest. It
is more important to do bo at church than at
operas and balls, because there are more poor
people at the former than at the latter, people

PREPARE
treme care ;

a

BY PAUL BLOUNT.

a

CHURCH.

;

TO

This politeness is due
pray, you at least watch.
the pastor.
7. When the ushers come on with the plate
or basket for the collection, do not touch
do
not pass it. Let him stretch over to push
down the pew. Is
not
holy thing, con

it,

GOING

must hold it in several positions conspicuously,
Also put on your glasses for
that purpose. All this will remind the congre
gation that " time flies," and the preacher will
have the comfort of seeing that if you don't
so as to see it.

a

alone

I

its links.

[Feb.,

8.

Love is heaven, and in heaven
will reign. No bands so
No lusting bands
strong as those of love.
c. I. QODBB.
without it.
are

this power

it
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kept from the ways of error. Call largely on
God, and he will largely descend and fill our
Action and earnest effort
cup to overflowing.
* **
are the steps to heaven.

TEMPERAMENT.
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|ji0r$ of

Of thetool,thebodyformdothtake,
—Sperutr.
For wul It form,anddoththebodymake.

is

it

;

is

a

it

less generations,
has been steeped. These
subtile climatic dyes, cosmical mordants, have
tinged alike the bodies and the minds of na

Not merely the dyer's hand, but his
entire nature has been subdued to what he

tions.

is

is

works in. Nothing in man
more intrinsic
than color;
the expression of the profoundest influences.
Ramsay holds that the
black or carbon man
the product of the
carboniferous era.
The same causes which
is

have blanched

the Caucasian have made his

race intellectual

and dominant; and in all

races there

quite

constant

relation

of

color with character.

It would be interesting to inquire how far
this division of the human family may cor
to the less obvious,

yet even more

of which

I

respond

important classification
speak— the classification

am to

I

founded on tempera
ments.
By way of illustrating the latter,
may assume
general correspondence of the
colors with the four temperaments as
follows— the white races, however, represent
ing all of the temperaments in the order of

temperament.
Brown men correspond
temperament.
Black men correspond

to

the

sanguine

to the bilious tem

perament.

is

Each temperament
often found, indeed,
But we know
among each one of the races.
and

is

;

little of the temperaments of the darker races
it

:

:

is
?

four

guine, bilious, and lymphatic temperaments.
Yellow men correspond to the lymphatic

a

<

L

and thermal

predominance named
White men correspond to the nervous, san

a

;

a

I

u

is

;

a

us

of climate and soil, the bath of actinic
influences in which, for count

ence

a

science.
Many writers have given
variety of classifications
yet the upshot
of their labors seems to be the demonstra
tion that the study of temperament
the
study of the most intricate phenomena of
organization, and that the subject is at once
the most important and the least understood
in the whole domain of anthropology.
Fortunately, however, we have attained,
if not the final theory of temperaments,
sufficient number of data upon which to base
valid and important conclusions.
Some of
these practical aspects of temperament
pur
brief
pose to state in this paper premising
account of the better-established
points in
the theory of the subject.
Suppose that the whole company of the
human race were gathered on
plain for the
What
purpose of scientific classification.
the most obvious basis of classification that
would present itself to an intelligent observer
Not the stature, not the shape of the skull, or
the quality of the teeth or hair; but the dif
ferent colon of this multitude of men, which
would divide them with considerable degree
of sharpness into the following four classes
White men.
II. Yellow men.
III. Brown men (tawny and red).
IV. Black men.
accurate

much

form and quality of its tissues from the influ

it

as an

yet

Each of these
upon deep characteristics.
four great classes of men has taken the very

is

?

a

to establish

it

;

writers have endeavored

rude

It under
merely superficial one.
lies, as Professor Huxley has shown, the most
elaborate scientific distributions, and
based

more than

a

it,

a

is

IS

there a science of temperaments
Hip
pocrates thought so, and Qulen, the prince
of theorists
and since their time
hundred

This classification

is

TEMPER AMENT.
[Fob more than thirty years we have studied the
subject of temperament and its relation to mind
and character, and we have endeavored, also, by
tongue and pen, to impress upon the people the
of the subject. Any contribution to
Importance
this subject which proposes to throw light on
we gladly welcome and cheerfully study.
There
need of an extended work on the temperaments
with, at least,
hundred engravings to jjlustratc
the peculiarities of the primary temperaments and
their great variety of combinations. We herewith
publUh an abridgment of an interesting article on
this subject from a late number of the Galaxy,
from the pen of Titus Munson Coan, M.D.]

not my intention

to enter upon so
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broad an aspect of ethnology as these branches
of the subject present. It is of the white man's
temperament that I purpose to speak
Of these there are primarily four ; and these
are distinct, though not absolutely definite

*********
types of physical

and mental constitution.

OR
OF TEMPERAMENTS
CLASSIFICATION
TYPES OF HUMAN ORGANIZATION.
n. Constitution.
I. Tempkrajcent PnorEB.

Physical.
Mental.
Sanguine, related with or accompanying the Thoracic.
"
"
Basic.
Bilious,
"
"
Abdominal.
Lymphatic,
"
**
Cerebral.
Nervous,

The above may be called the Primary Tem
peraments ; and a clear definition and under
standing of them gives the key to the whole

*********
subject, and makes the intricacies of their
combinations a comparatively
simple affair.

And first, of the sanguine temperament.
Sanguine people," says Dr. Powell, from
whose treatise on the Human Temperaments
I quote, " rarely know or perceive the things
and the relations that exist within the sphere
''

of their pursuits, and the results that may
grow out of them. They appear never to
reason ; and yet their judgments will compare
favorably with the best that the race pro
duces. They are less adapted to the induc
tive sciences, and to sedentary and studious
They are bet
pursuits, than to the active.
ter adapted than any other class to occasions
None
that require fortitude and submission.
more

brave,

and none

less revengeful.
to enjoy all the
amenities of life; but they rarely indulge to
are

They

are

well

constituted

[Feb.,

activity or suppleness. In consequence of
large perceptive or small reflective powers,
the forehead recedes.
The occiput is toler
there is high physical vi
As illustrations of this temperament,
Washington, Petrarch, and General Scott may
large ; and

ably

tality.

be cited.

II. The bilious temperament gives adapta
tion to the active and ambitious pursuits of
life for domination among men, and for the
study of the physical sciences ; it is less
adapted to sedentary habits and philosophical
It is not so elastic as the san
investigations.
It does not cease to feel or to act
guine.
the exciting cause is removed ; and
to become morbid, even to

when

hence it is liable

Great men of this temperament
insanity.
are men who have been impelled by will and
purpose of their own to great achievements ;
great men of the sanguine temperament arc
men who have discharged with distinguished

ability and faithfulness the obligations be
The latter never usurp
stowed upon them.
the power intrusted to them; the
never surrender it without reluctance.
Mohammed,

XII.,

and

Cortes,

Charlemagne,
were

Lady Huntington

In the corresponding physical constitution,
which I have called the basic, the bony
structures of the frame are especially well
The spinal column
developed and powerful.
is long, the bones arc dense and large.
Every
feature of the system is angular and abrupt.
There are two varieties of this constitution >
one has black hair, dark

skin;

the other,

eyes, and

which may

be

The corresponding physical organization,
which I have called the thoracic, is charac
terized by the perfect development of the
organs of the chest, and by the purity and
abundance of the blood, and its thorough
distribution to all the tissues. It may be
usually recognized by its light hair, blue or
gray eyes, fair skin, a nose commonly large

like

as these two varieties externally

are

yet structurally

ish-gray

eyes, and a

a

brown

called

zantho-bilious constitution,

ed to strong, dignified, and graceful move
ments than to such as are remarkable for

Charles

of this

temperament.

This is the eminently practi
intemperance."
cal temperament.

and frequently convex on the bridge, welldefined lips, having the superior one the more
prominent; the limbs and all parts of the
body are round, well-turned, and more adapt

former
Dante,

the

has red hair, blu

florid complexion.
the same.

Un

are, they

In each the

developed than in the san
guine, but are more dense and firm ; the nose
is rather large, and often aquiline, but perhaps
muscles are less

more frequently in America

long, slender, and

pointed, with very thin alee and well-devel
oped nostrils ; the lips are well-defined, and,
as

in the sanguine temperament, the superior
than the inferior, and

one is more prominent

the

forehead,

as

in

the

sanguine,

recedes,

The brain is usually
smaller, but more dense and active, than in
and for the same reason.

the sanguine ; the hemispheres

are

less

ele
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rated, but the

posterior lobes are much de

and the whole head is poised more
This
obliquely upon the cervical column.
veloped,

organization manifests as much intrinsic force
as does the sanguine, and a higher degree of
persistent energy ; in it perceptions, conclu
sions, and actions follow each other in quick
Men who possess it are liable to
imputation of being rash and visionary,
yet their impressions last longer, and lead to
a greater persistence of action, than those of
succession.
the

primary temperament.
The lymphatic temperament

any other

III.

is easy

Infirm
going and conservative, yet irritable.
ity of temper is its frequent accompaniment.
High mental
not entirely

development

in it is rare, yet

wanting.
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ing of words; they often write with elo
quence, but they have none of the orator's
personal magnetism, and never utter the mov

ing eloquence which is necessary to influence
masses of men.
Their pen is more effective
than their presence, and their sword is sel
dom mighty.
It may be surmised that Paul
the Apostle belonged in part to this tempera
ment, for he declares that his " bodily pres
ence was weak and his speech contemptible

;

"

but the vital power of the sanguine and bil
ious temperaments is evident in the record

of his active life.
This temperament is compatible with pro
found discrimination and great learning ; but
in it all the mental functions, though accu
rate, arc feeble, and great achievements can
not be expected from it alone.

In the accompanying abdominal constitu
tion, " the proportion of fluids," says Dun" is conceived to be too great for the
glison,
The lymphatic development is fre
solids."
quently postponed until a late period of life
in persons who have from childhood displayed
the characteristic marks of this constitution.
In them the hair is light, the nose retrousse ;
the eyes are somewhat heavy and of a dull
blue color; the lips are thickish and their
cleft is straight — "no arc of Cupid" here;

projects ; the head is large, often flattened at
the sides, and somewhat quadrangular; the

the forehead is rather square and perpendicu
lar, and the entire head approximates toward

cerebellum, however, is small, and the thorax
and abdomen are contracted.
The skin is

a

quadrangular outline.

The learned

Dr.

Samuel Parr was a good instance of this con
stitution and temperament.
Dr. Powell con
siders Socrates to have been

a fine specimen

of this constitution, and thinks that the ex
cellence of his character is sufficient to redeem
the serious faults of the class to which he
S. T. Coleridge possessed much of
belongs.
this temperament, though in him it was
with the sanguine.
combined
Occurring
alone, it is, like the temperament yet to be
described,

an

insufficient

one ; but in combination

and

unfortunate

with others it has
much value, its physical element giving calm
ness and equability to the character, and
acting as a sort of buffer between the suscep
tibilities and the harsh shocks of life.
IV. In the nervous temperament there is
great activity and susceptibility of the intel
lect, coupled with an irritability which is due
to insufficient physical stamina.
Persons of
this temperament crowd the scholastic walks
of life. They are sedate in manner and spar-

The cerebral constitution
accompanying
the nervous temperament may be known by
its large front and upper brain, its light, lank,
and fine hair, its blue or greenish eyes, a thin
and rather

small nose,

sometimes

inclining

upward at the extremity, thin lips, and cheek
bones that are prominent on account of the
thinness of the facial muscles. The forehead

pale and opaque ; the countenance is serious,
bordering upon gloom, and the motions of
the body are slow and dragging.
In this
constitution the insufficient vital forces easily
succumb: cold, privation, reverses, poverty,
extinguish its feeble flame ; and in the strug
gle for success which among civilized men
has taken the place of the struggle for life
that goes on among the lower beings, the
nervous constitution "'goes to the wall"
sooner than any other.
Yet, as it possesses

but moderate functional activity, it escapes
much of the liability to the acute diseases
which attack the heartier temperaments ; and
under favoring circumstances often enjoys
the best of health and attains old age.
The faults of this temperament and con
stitution are negative.
It lacks protoplasm ;
it is wanting in the physical basis of life.
Men with small heads and large chests have
achieved the greatest things, but the record
of men with large heads and small chests is
almost void.
Neither in practical affairs nor
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[Fkb.,
fa

They are
never able to use them effectively.
steamboats with hulls too weak for their en
" Natural
superiority of the intellect,"
gines.
" can arise only from
said Thomas Beddoes,

have known many professional men who
had fine heads and fine educations, who yet

senses."

And

is a better authority :
says Galtou,
puny

beings — all brain and no muscle — weak-sight
ed, and generally of poor constitutions.

think most of my readers would

I

be surprised

:

I

is

belief,"

are unhealthy,

apply them to no useful purpose.
Their vital forces were too feeble to follow up
the leadership of the brain.
indispenFor such men physical culture
The only salvation of the nervous
able.
to be found in the practice
temperaments
of muscular Christianity. Fencing, rowing,
dancing, and the lifting-cure enable them to
in
increase that bodily endowment, which
could

is

of the

"The poul is form, and doth the body make."

is

a happy organization
hear a later author, who
" There is a
prevalent
"that men of genius

it

and
rule, it is developed in and by
vors physical growth.
Spenser says
it,

have they often impressed
themselves powerfully upon the w orld. How
ever fine their intellects may be, they are

in speculation

dispensable for the greatest achievement.
Such are, in brief, the outlines of the four
The reader
classes of human organization.

to pick out of any group
even out of that of divines, an

difficult to recognize
will not, thiuk, find
their counterparts in actual life.
have al
But these types rarely occur, as
In
simple or unmixed form.
ready said, in
combination of
the large majority of cases
two or more of these types exists, as the san
the bilious-ncrvous-lymphatic
guine-bilious,
hun
not more than two or three persons in
The
dred present an unmixed temperament.
study of the combinations, therefore, of the
of the
temperaments and constitutions
There are six binary
greatest importance.
combinations, four tenary, and one quaternary
of the four original forms —
combination
These are easily dismaking fifteen in all.
little study easily
criminable, and after
the
of any per
Given
portrait
recognizable.
son, or even his record in literature or in

lutely necessary to have a great body.

The

exceptions to this rule are only apparent.
There is almost always fine vital force in the
which,
first rank of men — a constitution
though it may be marred by disease or brok
en by depressing conditions, yet tends to ex

Take a
physique.
thousand average men from the street ; weigh
them and measure their chests and their stat
press

ure;

itself in

then

a superior

compare

them

with

a thousand

men; the latter
distinguished
will weigh more and stand higher than the
The very word eminent at first
average.
or

I

;

a

affairs, and two persons who are moderately
expert in temperaments will agree surpris

ingly in their estimate of his constitution
or, conversely, knowing the temperament,
Nine-tenths of
will announce the character.

a stranger's character may thus be read be
yond speaking distance and at first sight,
though the other tenth, his mysterious per
sonality, may baffle the student of human

Napoleon was short, but he
had ah iron frame, and more endurance than
Mrs. Browning was a delicate in
a giant.

nature for

a

superior

■

of

achievement is always a feast to
my eyes, being, as they are, such massive,
animals." *
vigorous, capable-looking
To be a great man, it seems almost abso
intellectual

;

collection

a

branches

is

A

of living magnates in various

so intense was her physical vitality
that she battled with disease for years, and
maintained an ever-flowing current of literary

instance

to seize at

a

glance all the border

outlines and more salient points of character,
single class
and to interpret these under
a

A superior mind, heart, or will
production.
properly belongs to a superior body; as a

it

valid, yet

But
lifetime.
knowledge of
critical power of the
temperament conveys
To recognize
clearly in any
highest value.
is

meant "tall."

a

rate students who are weakly.

a

groups of twice or thrice their numbers,
taken at haphazard from equally well-fed
classes.
It is the second and third.
.
.

a

'eleven' who should compete, in any physical
feats whatever, against similar selections from

a

of them,

I

I

would undertake

it

stature and physical frames of the
heroes of history who fill my pages, if they
could be assembled together in a hall.
at the

and name, instead of being
the complete detail

upon
* "Hereditary

Genius," p. 331.

Thus the temperaments

forced to dwell

of description.
in the

determine,
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tives of character depend, more intimately
than any one but the student of tempera
ment can understand, upon the physical and
mental peculiarities which we classify under
these different types.
Temperaments are the

they are

apt

worthy.

Witness the mistaken

to be as remarkably

untrust

marriages
every'man that

a

!

For
they constantly make
marries
worthless woman, two or three wo
men give themselves to worthless men. Nor
a

it

is

sufficient answer to say that there are
twice as many bad men as bad women in the

lack knowledge — do not
say by their own fault, for they are by nature
more practical than men, and quite as well
Women

I

world.

matters

Many

fortune has

or lost by neglecting

a

fest in business
been missed

more shrewdly and success

What talent they often mani
a

fully than men.

I

often deal with

it

adapted to management as they. Give them
equal knowledge of the case, and they will

wife's

I

is

is

and rosebloom" of health

and high animal

So different, indeed, are the prefer
ences of the two sexes, that when one woman
"
answer
believe
praises another to me,
am sure
that
ought to admire her, but
spirits.

:

concerned,

I I

or love

Each sex, in short, admires
shall not."
in the other the qualities that are most dis
tinctive.
But women too often extend this
law to their own sex, and admire their sis
that

ters who are rather masculine than feminine.

In city
delicate

society you shall see cultivated and
ladies crowding around
sharpeda

sentiment

is

tuitions
But when

;

have

contrary, care less for intelligence and sincer
ity than for sympathetic attraction and per
sonal magnetism.
They admire the charming
coquetries, the feminine consciousness of wo
and their admiration of beauty more
men
frequently inclines toward its physical than
its intellectual element. Women enjoy deli
cate and refined beauty men prefer the " snow

I

they

In each other women admire sincerity,
intelligence, manners that are unconscious,
and personal beauty, and they despise their
Men, on the
besetting sin of affectation.

men.

tongucd women who

is

whenever

of the data — their in
knowledge
are wonderfully accurate and just.

be thought perfection were not their stand
ards
estimation so different from those of

clever and heartless,

of any "sweet attractive kind of
species of sarcasm quite in
grace," given to
vogue in America, and which consists, not in
saying sarcastic things, but in saying things
that are rude to the point of insult.
Not
destitute

a

is

it

is

is

affairs — at least

sufficient

the woman
At any rate, so rare
whom women cordially praise, that she might
other.

^
'

of business, friendship, and
Thus, women too often judge each
act as the direct expression of an individual
preference or dislike, as purely an affair of
choice.
They do not discover that whatever
sub
part the will may play in character,
ordinate to the border forces which come of
and of circumstance,
race, of organization,
and that character
the necessary result of
these.
They are trained to live in the per
sonal, and judge of words, actions, emotions
with reference to their individual standard.
We hear much, and much that
true, of the
profound intuitions of women. Respecting
love.

by saying that the former offend the mascu
line spirit of gallantry in speech, while no tra
dition
contradicted when men abuse each

;

of their domination
Ignorance
leads to serious mistakes alike in

constantly
the relations

most

read that of men; for
their critical perceptions of each other are at
least undisturbed
by the glamour of senti
ment. But for women, women have an in
credible lack of charity.
They visit the sins
of men upon each other. Why we not ice and
blame their mutual injustice, while we do not
reprehend the disagreements of men,
question which
suppose may be answered
acutcness than they

I I

is,

A knowledge of the temperaments
there
of the highest value in the criticism of

fore,

character.

Of their own
edge of the keys of character.
sex, indeed, they read the nature with more

is

surest key to character.

persons are too often mere guess-work, vague
They need more defi nite knowl
impression.

a

; whether he shall be sunny or
gloomy, active or indolent, excitable or serene,
efficient by impulses or capable of sustained
efforts; these and a hundred other alterna

recommended

But the education of women eeldom

advice.

gives them the subtler data of life and char
acter and in consequence their intuitions of
a

the tone or temper of a man's life.
Whether he shall arrange with forethought
the programme of his career, and shall be a
planner, a long-headed man, or shall habitu
ally "take short views," as Sydney Smith
main,

109
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no

irony, but polite brutality, is their forte.
men these sexless and shrewish women

To
are

intolerable.
Yet they arc attractive to not a
few of the loveliest women, who find in their
unfeminine

natures a certain masculine

qual

ity which they can enjoy without constraint.
Tliey like these ogresses as a certain spinster
was said to enjoy the odor of a cigar, "be
cause it made her feel as though there was a
man about the house ; " and the virago finds,
in their consideration,

a substitute for the flat

[Feb.,

freedom of wild animals, that,
provoked, would retaliate with prompt
injury, and that could easily become such
One feels that in these
powerful enemies.

prowling

if

tawny people great crimes as well as great
virtues are latent.
Their companionship has
In their society we re
apprehensions in it.
member Machiavelli's maxim : " Treat

friend

your

some day he may become
But we arc apt to forget the
your enemy."
power of circumstance and culture over these
as though

natures, which, by means of an ample
basis for thought and action, and

teries that are generally denied her by men.
The irrational likings of women find a

rich

But
counterpart in their irrational dislikes.
the latter, more easily than the former, are
and
explained by influences of constitution

abundant passion, constantly per
through
form the best achievements of the world ; we

How seldom, for instance,

of temperament.
is the nervous
intellectual
tolerant

woman, the slight,

cerebral,

of culture, just or even
woman of abounding physical

woman

to a

nature, to the dark, passionate temperaments
of the typical South ! The nervous woman

can admire the shrew I have described; and,
on the other hand, she is ready to fall in love
with the dark and passionate man, nor will
any fine intuitions stand in the way of her
marrying such a man, who may yet prove
utterly selfish, sensual, and unworthy of her.
Upon such a man the nervous man would
pass an equally generous judgment, admiring,
even without the eloquent advocacy of that
passional magnetism which inclines each sex
to be mutually lenient, the ardent qualities
which are so opposed to his own. And the
cerebral man would lay down his life for the
The bilious and sanguine
ardent woman.
women, the Clcopntras
born queens of men.
lectual woman never

and Zenobias, are the
But the nervous, intel
docs justice to these

richer and more sensuous types of her own
For the ardent woman the nervous
sex.
woman

seldom

has

charity,

kindness,

or

11er grace and desire to please
affectation ; her repose, sluggish
ness ; her languor, indolence ; her affability,
assurance; she considers her independence

tolerance.
she

calls

her
impudence ; and, perceiving
nature, believes that she is sensual.

sensuous

In all these repugnances there is without
doubt a germ of reason. Persons of slight
and sensitive organization shrink from these
powerful natures that move so easily in the
world, suggesting the lithe strength, the

physical

forget that equal sincerity, equal intellectual
and moral earnestness,
may be found in all
the temperaments.
From no healthy variety
of the human animal need we shrink. Te
rence was right with his maxim.

We should

avoid brutal individuals, but cherish no prej
udices against temperaments.
the
Thus,

bilious-lymphatic

men

class;

them are the individuals

yet among

form

an

estimable

who trample upon the nervous-sanguine ones
— the Gradgrinds who crush or slight their

*********
approaches of fancy, feeling, intuition.

The larger part, indeed, of the dislikings
in the world proceed
misconceptions
from these oppositions of temperament.
The
susceptible nervous person looks upon the
self-poised, determined man of the bilious
temperament as hardly less alien to himself
than a foreigner or even an enemy.
He
and

shrinks from his cool pertinacity, his ruthless
self-seeking, his bitter and determined dog
that is never open to conviction,
even though an angel should come . down
from heaven. To the sensitive man he seems
matism,

of Christian Fate or Mephistophclcs.
Yet this antagonism may be mainly a matter
of temperament ; both parties are, very likely,
Of this sort was the
most estimable persons.
celebrated antipathy in the case of Doctor
a sort

Fell—

I do not like

...

you. Doctor Fell ;
I can not tell.
The reason why

But the reason is not obscure to the expert.
The two men were antagonistic in tempera
ment. Yet the poet was doubtless an orna
to his
ment to letters and the physician
profession.

Ill
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it,

is,

It indeed, the irrelation of temperament,
and the failure to make just allowances for
that causes half of the misunderstandings
and antipathies, to say nothing of the actual
enmities, in the world.
There are certain

wars of all ages, have found fuel,
der, in temperamental
aments misunderstood

antipathies.

if

not tin

Temper
created the

perhaps
differences between the houses of Montague
and Capulet, or provoked and maintained the

wars of the Roses.

Nations have hated each

other for centuries

mainly

attempt When we meet them the first time,
we fail to find any subject of common interest
in conversation, though we may try all known

fair and the other dark. Race and tempera
ment are not, of course, the only quarrelso powerful
breeders; but their influence
do not need to exaggerate it. National
that
antipathies, though discouraged by civiliza

in allowing such people to be

come one's antipathies.
to conclude that because

It

pure assumption
we do not love our

and there

is

such people

;

neighbor we should hate him. We need not
even take the trouble to dislike him.
There
is a great linibo of indifference provided for
no sufficient reason

is

;

for quarreling witli them, or regarding them
as any darker an affliction than bores.
We are convinced without great difficulty
that we should extend liberal judgments
toward men of different race or training
from our own.
We perceive that their dif
ferences in language, customs, education, all
appeal to other standards of appreciation
and
than those of our familiar experience
that this very diversity
valuable and inter
But we have yet to leam that
esting to us.
our neighbor, merely through difference of
is

temperament, may be stranger to us than the
Oaul
to the Saxon, or the Laplander to the
Greek.

The

enmities,

the family feuds, the

is

;

;

;

a

it

It confers the power to correct our
personal biases. Thus how many visionary
or gloomy lives are led by people who never
suspect the cause of their sorrow to be the
portant.

merest
have

of constitution,
and who
outward cause for de
Could the melancholy man but

accident
no

sufficient

spondency
once perceive that his apprehensions, whether
of business embarrassment, of the loss of

friends, or of position, or of good name, were
based mainly upon his own infelicity of or
or bilious
melancholic
upon
ganization,
vice of blood, he would be enabled to make
of
proper allowances for this discoloration
the medium through which he looks

at life,

happiness of the

and to attain the legitimate

Without any defina
sunnier temperaments.
man may possess
ble physical derangement,
an undue predisposition
darken his whole life.
nize

this fact; for

to gloom which shall

It

much to recog

fault of constitution,
partly correct
any other,

quite as much as
indeed very
It
ed when
perceived.
rare that any one attains to this high philo

is

of

a

is

the world

The mistake

The knowledge of temperaments has indi
vidual as well as national uses that are im

is

the lack of opportunity, but be

consist in making allowances.

is

;

of

is

because

cause of mutual unfitness.

If

will

:

excellent

persons who can never, by
and this not
any possibility, be our friends

many

when they understand each other better.
to be a " millennium," its spirit
there

a

a

a

!

perfect sympathy, while to us he must remain
nothing more than the "bowing" or the
11
"
Blessed formulae
speaking acquaintance.
of irrelation
These phrases enunciate the
plain yet unconsidered fact that there are

world, they are less excusable than ever.
The
English hatred of the French has hardly yet
cooled down to the temperature of dislike
the Irishman detests the negro with all his
heart; the Californian maltreats the China
would seem, maintain
man. Races must,
secular quarrel about their differences.
Possibly the world will some day outgrow
this bitterness of antipathy
possibly even
the lion and the lamb may lie down together

a

it

a

is

charmed line be
Temperament has drawn
tween us which we can seldom overpass.
With another the same person may attain

and in view
tion, remain exceedingly strong
of the increasing spirit of toleration in the

!

to no purpose.

is

All

under favoring circumstances and
by making
special effort, we could find
some vital point in such persons' experience,
and attain a degree of confidence and mutual
interest.
But, our natures being ill-mated,
unprofitable for us to attempt an intimacy.

it

tion to clinch the first.
Doubtless,

I

the second meet
second introduc

because one was

is

At

is

topics and some others.
ing we feel that we need

a

people with whom we never become acquain
ted, no matter how often we may make the

Phrenological Journal.

materially improve his tempera
This, too, he can do in spite of the
circumstance that temperament is one of the
For
most fixed facts about the individual.
the firmest things are not absolutely fixed ; a
breath of attraction or repulsion will sway a
star ; the greatest will finally yield to the
least. The gloomiest nature may brighten

scale. Julian
cessfully made upon so grand
litterateur to be legislator from
recluse and
timid student to be an august

rose from

;

or despondent.
Yet any
one who perceives this to be the case, and has
a moderately persistent will, can by system
lous or uncharitable

surprising and inspiring phenomena in the
history of the human will.
Perhaps never
has the experiment of self-culture been suc
a

difficulty is to

the

a

;

a

self-criticism

persuade one's self that his nature is biased
and at fault, that he is constitutionally frivo

a

sophic

a

112

of men

from a

atic effort

commander

ment.

dreamer to be an invincible conqueror.
One
of the most insignificant became one of the

the most

allowing for the

;

;

:

is

;

is

does indicate
that handwriting
difference
Every one allows
something.
we
between a man's and a woman's hand
vulgar hand,
gentle
hear people speak of
"
had
clerkly hand, etc.
manly hand,
"
remark
once," said Archbishop Whatcly,
sometimes,
at
able proof that handwriting
had
pupil at
least, an index to character.
a

;

a

I

a

and

characters
knowledge

a

of perceiving

deficiency.

called
people laugh at what
or the art of judging
and yet all ac
by handwriting

" graptomancy,"
MANY

is

sometimes attain a result almost as rare, the

HANDWRITING.

;

do not say that much may be made out of
nothing ; no degree of effort will create the
bright and sunny spontaneity which goes
with the finest and the strongest tempera
ments, and which, like other high endow
ments, is mainly intrinsic, a thing that is
born, not made. Yet we can season in some
degree, if we will, the very grain and fiber
of our inmost nature. And where we can
not reach this last result of culture, we can
power

ament your servant.

tone of tissue.

I

I

sweeten itself,
a healthier

as well as by circumstance.
The lesson of
the great Julian's life
this Understand
then make your temper
your temperament

a

the bitterest

grandest characters that the world has ever
seen
and the change was wrought by will

a

itself,

shrinking take on

and a master

liked in most respects greatly
Oxford whom
there was but one thing about him which seri
often told
ously dissatisfied me, and that, as
was not bad as
him, was his handwriting
mean, shuffling character
had
writing, but

it

of suspicion.

and

unfitted for

it,

dangerous as his new station was, he yet
accepted it without complaint ; and though
quite conscious that ho was by temperament
he set about to create and to

develop in himself the character that the
station required.
He essayed to make him
The result was one of the most
self imperial.

;

I

;

it

a

it

a

I

' a

I
a

'

a

friend's house, where, among other
he met
lady whose conversation and
manners greatly struck him, and for whom he
strong friendship, based on the
conceived
singularly truthful,
esteem he felt for her as
visit at

guests,

a

distasteful,

a

Laborious,

a

occasion.

had done before, convinced me that the writ
knew of
much
But
ing had spoken truly.
celebrated grapmore curious case, in which
tomancer was able to judge of character more
correctly by handwriting than he had been able
He was on a
to do by personal observation.

I

The Emperor Julian was by nature a timid
Until called to the exercise of power
But
he showed no quality of a higher order.
there were in him incredible latent forces of
The timid scholar was declared
the will.
pur
Coesar, was invested with the imperial
ple, and removed from his library to the head
of a great army. His determination rose with
scholar.

the

which

;

by our temperament.

feeling
always inspired me with
While he remained at Oxford
but a
saw nothing to justify this suspicion
transaction in which he was afterward engaged,
saw more of his character than
and in which
in

I

; and our personal difference is detemiincd

it

coincide

I

find that no two observers
in marking the time of a
transit.
The same " personal equation " dis
turbs our individual estimates of men and of
affairs. Wc must discover our own personal
difference, and consent to make allowance for
Astronomers

exactly

The
pure-minded, and single-hearted woman.
lady of the house, who knew her real character
to be the very reverse of what she seemed, waa
curious

to know

whether Mr.

would

be

Physical education.
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observation which particularly struck Mr.
very noble and truth
as seeming to betoken
ful character. He expressed his admiration of
her sentiments very warmly, adding at the
same time to the lady of the house. Not so,
and he put into her
by-the-way, your friend

Ac
this by her handwriting.
she procured a slip of this lady's
writing (having ascertained he had never seen
him one evening as the hand
and gave
able to discover

it)

it

a

cordingly,

of

when he

'

friend of hers whose character she
him to decipher.
His usual habit,
undertook

to exercise

;

'

a

writing
wished

hand the slip of writing of her guest which
she had given him the evening before, over
which he had written the words Fascinating,
The lady of the
false, and hollow-hearted.'
never
house kept the secret, and Mr.

this power,

slip of letter, cut down length
wise so as not to show any sentences, to his
down with his
room at night, and to bring
On
judgment in writing the next morning.
this occasion, when the party were seated at
the breakfast-table,
the lady whose writing he
had unconsciously been examining, made some
it

'

a

was to take a

a

knew that the writing on which he had pro
judgment was that of the
nounced so severe
friend he so greatly admired." — Ex.*

of

pqjmjtatent
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a

;

a

degree of repose. The temperate and regu
lar, on the contrary, arc comparatively stran
They rest profoundly, and
gers to dreams.
enjoy a fuller measure of sound and refresh

ing sleep in six hours than the intemperate
do in nine.
In this way they save in the
course of
lifetime several years of active
and useful existence, which to those of con
trary habits are lost in sleep and drowsiness.
As neither their bones nor muscles are yet
confirmed in strength, the manner in which
children hold themselves in school
not un
They should sit as erect as their
important.

a

it,

employments will admit,
ungraceful and pernicious

In the treatise, 14New Physiognomy," the subject
of Handwriting and its character symholizatlon
con
sidered at length, with many illustrations from living
authors and others.

lest they contract
habits of stooping

is

a

being oppressed by superabundance of food.
Hence they are compelled to consume
great
er length of time in acquiring the necessary

a

is

;

is

best An excess of sleep has pro
quantity
madness
duced idiotism
deprivation of
— and sometimes inflammation of the brain.
It
not unimportant to observe that
life of strict temperance curtails materially
the time necessary to be spent in sleep. For
this there are sundry reasons, two of them
The intemperate require
leading ones.

It
dreamy, and comparatively unrefreshing.
the sleep of bad digestion, their stomachs

is

a

is

a

ens the brain, and consequently the entire
too much, by inaction.
system, by exhaustion
For sleep consists in the quietude of the
Of this, as of other things,
mean
brain.

is

is

of sleep
Children require more sleep than
adults, and some children more than others.
Young infants should be allowed to sleep
As they ad
greater portion of their time.
vance in years,
less proportion will be not
only sufficient, but more salutary to them.
For children and youth pursuing their edu
cation, from seven to nine hours of sleep out
of twcnty-foUr
enough.
Many do not
Less than that might
require more than six.
prove injurious, especially if the abstinence
Too little sleep weak
were long continued.
moment.

greater amount of actual sleep on account
of the deeper exhaustion of their systems.
But their sleep, never healthy,
broken,

a

proper
of considerable

*

INmanagement

the

a

OF SLEEP.

is

IMPORTANCE

the training of the brain,
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or distortion ; and they ought not to be per
much less compelled, to sit long in

[Feb.,

sued — so industriously as to banish

idleness

mitted,

and allow but little time

one position, but be directed to change it by
This will
standing, or in some other way.
prevent numbness of their limbs, and other

ment ; for leisure and idleness are often the
source and always one of the nurses of the
evil to be corrected.
And if all other means

unpleasant effects from stillness and compres
sion.
Want of motion produces in many a
coldness of the feet, which weakens their at

fail, marriage should be resorted to as soon
as the individual has arrived at maturity and

even for amuse

is in a condition to form that alliance.*
vice occurs in families

well

tention to study and brings on headache and
In a special manner children
dyspepsia.

Everywhere,

should not be allowed to lean heavily, on the

tion of youth, its prevention
infinite

proportion

panied by impaired vision and hearing, pa
ralysis, and other distressing infirmities, and
terminates imdeath.
No vigilance to prevent

it

therefore can be too strict ; and when it

is detected, no remonstrance against it can be
too solemn, no representation of its direful

effects too strong, no denunciation of it too
stern, and, if persevered in, no penalty for it

too heavy.
But it inflicts its own penalty,
in the entire desolation of the being who
perpetrates it. Not confined in its effects to
the offenders, it falls as a lasting blight on
In boarding-schools, more
their posterity.
over, the practice is contagious, spreading
from one to another, until many, if not the
The first culprit de
whole, are polluted.
tected, therefore, should be removed from the
institution as a moral lazar, dangerous alike
to purity and soundness of mind and body.
But he ought not to be hopelessly abandoned
to his fate. Every practicable expedient to
reform him should be adopted and persevered
in. And the best plan of reform consists in
active and interesting employment, en
gaged in with alacrity and industriously pur-

some

A

few further

re

I

close my discourse.
of dress should so compress any

No article
portion of the body as to injure the. skin,
muscle, re
diminish the size and vigor of
strict the flexibility of
joint, oppose
hindrance to the innervation of the part, or
If
prevent the free circulation of the blood.
anything be benefited by unlimited freedom
of action,
the. system of man in its or
ganized capacity — mean the whole system.

a

a

morals — all pu

as a means in physical|Cducation,

Pinching shoes and boots do much mis
That they produce tormenting and
crippling corns, everybody knows in theory,
But
and too many by woeful experience.
this
not all, nor even the worst.
They
check the circulation of the pedal blood,
make the feet cold, and sometimes aid in
chilblaining them, diminish the size of the
muscles of the part, and take from them
chief.

We can Bcarcely agree with the learned author here,
for we are of opinion that the person who can not con
habit bo harmful in its tendencies,
trol the practice of
should not entertain marriage, and thus transmit an en
feebled constitution to innocent offspring thus bringiug
about that melancholy result which Dr. Caldwell himself
deplores but few lines above. The evil inflicted npon
society by marriage under snch circumstances Is suffi
cient In itself, to say nothing of the greater injury wrought
to the partner of the marriage-bed who may be Ignorant
physician's ad
of the atrocious experiment tried by
Physicians with their valuable opportunities
vice.
should be conservators of social and domestic happiness
as well as conservators of physical health.— Ed. A. P. J.
;

intellect,

dress,

a

Health,

Of

have already spoken.
marks on
and
shall

a

ruinous.

rity, dignity, and self-respect — sink beneath
it in promiscuous and hopeless ruin. When
carried to excess it produces idiotism in the
most deplorable and disgusting form, accom

I

I

much more frequent than is generally im
And no vice is more detestable or
agined.

exertions made to protect him from it.
IMPROPRIETIES
IN DRESS — FASniON.

a

of self-abuse among youth
is
at school, especially in boarding-schools,
The practice

developments deficient, and
diffident and easily abashed,
is the danger of his contracting the vice.
In
the same proportion, therefore, should be the
the individual

it,

should be carefully guarded against.
BANEFUL HABITS.

of Amativeness

is active, the
full, the moral

reflecting

it

window in front

glare of light through a
of them. Such accidents

in

only add, that,

a

eyes, from a strong

shall

as the temperament

development
nnd

I

moment.

is

sumption
tices.
Pupils have often suffered, in their

This
in schools.

therefore, in the physical educa
is a point of

*

derangement

as

is

against desks or tables.
con
and pnlmonary
have been the issue of such prac

breast or stomach,
Gastric

as

PHYSICAL EDUCATION.

Antinous, the Apollo Belvidere, and
Let
many other choice relics of antiquity.
the feet of those statues be compared with
the feet of elegante and dandies of the pres
ent day, and the beauty of the former will
be found to be transcendent.
seus, the

BREECHES.

The time was, but has fortunately gone by
for the present, when buckskin inexpressibles
— breeches — far tighter than the Bkins of
those

whom

bad in the
not equally

they tormented, were nearly
effects

they produced.

painful, they were, in

as

Though
some

re

spects, even more annoying and discomfortThe first " trying-on " of those articles,
able.

in which

the strength and skill of the maker
them, backed by one or two able-bodied
assistants, were indispensable, was a fearful

of

job— especially if

the weather had sudorific

qualities in it. And when, by a horse power
or two, the garment was at length dragged

come back
that

I

doubt

have

TIGHT CBAVATS.

full flow of
Tight cravats, by preventing
blood to the brain through the arteries, and
retarding

its return by the veins, do mischief,

They operate prejudiciously in several ways.
That they compress the muscles of the neck
and diminish their size can not be doubted.
Hence, the necks of the moderns who wear
them are smaller

and less comely than those

of the ancients, to whom they were unknown.
The manly and elegant form and dimensions,
as well as the fine attitude and bearing of
the necks of ancient statues, are themes of
And they
universal admiration and praise.
are, no doubt,

chiefly,

if

not exclusively,

at

tributable to the free and uncompressed con
dition of the necks of their originals.
It
observed by travelers that the peasantry of
Lombardy have finer necks than any other
peasantry in Europe and they wear nothing
round them.
THE BRAIN

AND THE BLOOD.

The diminution of the size of the neck,

home, buttoned

neither the only nor the greatest
If in any
evil which tight cravats produce.
case they restrict the nourishment and vitalihowever,

zation of the brain

by withholding from

supply of arterial, and too long
in
an accumulation
of venous

competent

it

retaining
blood, they necessarily weaken the operations
This
as certain as that the
of the mind.
is

his joints were anchylosed, and others tightly
bandaged on account of recent dislocation.
From the waist downward there was less
pliability in him than in the limbs of a cen
tenarian, or a gourmand stiffened by chronic
Nor was this all. His blood lacking
gout.
s free passage in a downward direction, like
"
that of the Plantagenets "mounted upward,
made his neck and face swell, and his eyes

no

therefore,

thought
right to enter my protest against
them.
sad contrivance in phys
They are
ical education.

a

over the knees, and strapped
round the legs, then began the tug for motion.
The victim of fashion walked as if some of

they
and it

is

easy.

will

now,

again ;

it

Their sandals were light and

Hence the free and elegant form of their feet.
This is seen in the Venus de Btedici, the Per

des

reduction

of the natural flux of blood to

a

ticles.

firm

a

I

add. that tight shoes disfigure the foot.
The
ancients were strangers to such torturing ar

saint and the imperturbable

of a martyr.
And, to test to the utter
most his truth and constancy, getting out of
his trammels was sometimes a more awful
trial than getting into them.
Most earthly things, like the earth herself
on her axis, whirl in a circle.
Though
cramping inexpressibles are with our antipo
ness

As heretofore stated,
muscle lessens its vigor.
derived from the
the vitality of the brain
is

Hemorrhage from the nostrils and lungs, and
even apoplexy and pulmonary consumption,
are occasionally
excited by it.
shall only

new-made

is,

bestow.

a

otherwise

often injured by it.

;

In truth, he is
That an individual may
move lightly or firmly with grace or useful
ness his feet must be springy and free.
But
and torturing them by pressure
cramping
docs further mischief.
It produces, sympa
thetically, dyspepsia and headache, and some
affections of the breast.
times troublesome
would

and turned his cheeks as red as the

protrude,

gills of a fish. This inquisition-work long
persisted in could not fail to be productive
of mischief.
The whole, however, being an
act of homage at the shrine of fashion, the
dandy submitted to it with the devotion of a

it

and impede their action by
Hence no one too tightly
compressing them.
shod walks either with elasticity or grace, or
receives from the exercise half the benefit it
their strength,

115
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arterial blood ; aud, other things being equal,
as is its vitality so is its perfection as the
Were it possible with
organ of the mind.
out doing an injury to other parts to augment
the constant afflux of healthy arterial blood
to the brain, the mental operations would be
invigorated by it. I state this opinion confi

[Feb.,

Inordinate excitement, of whatever
kind it may be, draws an unusual amount of
blood into that organ ; and such an amount
is essential to the maintenance of the excite
brain.

ment thus brought on.
Believing that a cravat had a bad effect on
the operations of his mind, Lord Byron never
Report indeed says, that his rea

dently, because we often witness its verifica
tion.
When a public speaker is flushed and

wore one.

heated in debate, his mind works more freely

of its uncommon
This, however, is probably but a
beauty.
His motives were best known
petty slander.
to himself.
Nor can any one doubt that
immoderate compression of the neck does
mischief.
Headache, impaired vision, and

rienced a convulsive

affection from a conges

tion of blood in the head induced by excess
ive excitement of the brain in the ardor of
In several individ
debate. Nor is this all.
uals, whose

brain

had

been denuded

and

effects.

An article of dress remains to be noticed
which is immeasurably worse in its effects

I

than all those whose influence

have con

prudence, if not of
might impose silence on me re

sidered.

of

Motives

gallantry,

The article makes

a

speak out.

a

did not
regard for truth and
duty and a wish to be useful invoke me to

specting

part of the

say the ornament, of wo
would in no case will
man, whose delicacy

apparel,

I

may not

I

would
ingly offend, and whose displeasure
never intentionally incur except in an effort
to do her good.
It
probably already con
to corsets.
If
jectured that my allusion
so, the conjecture

correct.

I

is

is

to give him

And subsequently a -new
member of the House of Representatives fell,
while speaking, and suddenly expired from
A member of the Law Class
the same cause.
of Transylvania University, moreover, expe

from the nose are among its
So, we are told, is apoplexy.
TIGHT LACING — PAGANS AND CHRISTIANS.

hemorrhage

is

down ; and the Senate adjourned
time to recover.

to show his neck

account

it,

has thus suddenly improved

An increased current into it, produced by the
That
excitement of its own increased action.
the blood on such occasions flows more copi
ously into the brain, no one can doubt who
is at all acquainted with the cerebral sensa
tions which the orator himself experiences
at the time, or who witnesses the unusual full
ness and flush of his countenance, the dewi
ness, flashing, and protrusion of his eye, and
the throbbing of his carotid and temporal
It is well known that, while in
arteries.
tensely engaged in a memorable debate, in
Washington, a distinguished senator became
so giddy by the inordinate
rushing of blood
into his brain that he was obliged to sit

on

uncovered,

I

Why ?
What
his condition ?

and powerfully than at any other time.
Because his brain is in better tune.

son for this was his desire

do allude to

corsets, and pronounce them most seriously
The crippling machinery
an alarming evil.*

with which the females of China compress
and disfigure their feet and ankles, making
the former too small, and the latter too
and clumsy, are innocent

to them.

thick

Corsets

portion of the system
compress and disfigure
infinitely more important than the mere termi

were rendered palpable by the flux of blood
into it during intense feeling and active

nation of the lower

produced

phrenitis,

a superabundant

palsy, and apoplexy, by
of blood into the

rushing

We are glad to remark here that the practice of
tight-lacing la not so prevalent now as at the time w hen
poaalDr. Caldwell wrote the above but to prevent,
ble, recurrence of such morbid fashion, we print In
full, for the consideration of the reader, the sad results of
as vividly detailed in the original essay.— Ed. A. P. J.

If

Sir Astley Cooper in his Lectures on Surgery.
Had I leisure, and were it requisite, I could
cite numerous instances of a like description.
Sudden and deep emotion, as well as the vig
orous working of the intellectual powers, has

By curtailing the dimensions of two
of the great cavities of the body, corsets ob
struct the growth and impair the functions of

citadel.

;

by

a

are mentioned

While the

*

similar

a

others somewhat

extremities.

Pagan ladies confine their attack to the out
posts of life, the fair Christians assault the

It

A remarkable case of this descrip
thought.
tion occurred in Montpelier in 1822 ; and

a

brought into view by accident or disease,
the movement and swelling of that organ

physical Education.
they contain.

ready stated

chyle-carrying viscera, and to the heart, lungs,

The fact can be, and
in ana
I shall exhibit to you,
presently, satisfactory proof of it.
imparts.

demonstrated

HOW THE MISCHIEF

IS DONE.

it

is

it

is,

To secure to adult females what are called
—
fine figure* which means waists, shoulders,
and hips quite out of symmetry with each
other and with the rest of the body— the
corset-screws are applied to them while they
are young girls, their whole systems being
and their bones comparatively soft
tender
and flexible.
The consequence
that when
the lacing is tight — and
always too tight,
for there should be none at all of — their
ribs, especially the false ones, are pressed in
wardly to such an extent that their front ends
nearly touch each other, if they do not actu
ally overlap, whereas in their natural posi
tion they are wide apart.
Even the upper

a

viscera, so fundamentally necessary, not mere
to the well-being of the system but its very

Let
existence, are deranged by compression.
us glance in detail at the mass of mischief
thence arising.
THE

DISEASED

KESULTS.

The whole digestive apparatus being im
paired in its action, dyspeptic affections fol
sufficient amount of whole
low neither
some chyle formed, nor of bile secreted, both
of which are so indispensable to
sound
state of the blood, and in other respects so
a

it

been, repeatedly
tomical researches.

a

from their places, and altered in their shape
It is in vain to deny the
by tight lacing.
truth of this as an excuse for disregarding the

for the worse, as well in appearance as effect.
The abdominal cavity being in this way prchorizontal di
ternaturally straightened in
rection, its viscera are pressed inordinately
That mem
upward against the diaphragm.
brane being thus forced upward also, com
presses in its turn the lungs, heart, and large
blood-vessels, and brings them more or less
into collision with the thoracic duct, ob
structing in some degree the movement of
the chyle.
In this forced and unnatural con
dition of things all the functions of these

is

These are all com

and deranged in their functions, and
most of them reduced in their size, removed

warning

of the body altered in its figure and dimen
Far from it. All
sions, but not improved.

Shape.

pressed

has

along with them the breast-bone to which
Thus
the whole trunk
they are attached.

ly

and large blood-vessels.

are at times so pressed on as to be flat
tened, or rather straightened, in their lateral
arches, and protruded
forward, carrying

;

Natural

ribs

is

And it has been al
that these are among the govern
ing organs of the body, whose injury or un
sound condition proves prejudicial to every
other portion of it.
I allude to the stomach,
and
liver, and all the other chyle-making
the organs
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important to the system; and the sympa
influence of the unhealthy organs on

thetic
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the other parts of the body is rendered del
Add to this, that the compressed
organs themselves, being weakened, are un

left an infant son, who from the slenderness of
his frame and the delicacy of his constitution

usually liable to further disease from the ac
tion of any morbific cause.

He inherited

The lungs being enfeebled and deranged,
net only is respiration
defective and the
blood imperfectly matured and vitalized, but
they themselves, in common with the stom

compressed and debilitated condition it be
comes affected with palpitation, dropsy, in

eterious.

ach, liver, and other associated

of increased

a state

suffering.

liability

was threatened

Of

I

flammation,

hemoptysis,
pulmonary
and dropsy of the chest often
knew a young female of some dis

tinction in the city of New York who some
years ago became known, from tight corset
" Lady with the
ing, by the name of the
"
small waist 1
Notwithstanding her good
sense in other things, this excited her ambi
tion to render herself still more worthy of

the title, and to prevent, if possible, all com
She therefore in
petition for it in others.

PROF.

ALBRECHT

Hence

every

portion of the system suffers — the brain and
nerves not excepted, they depending
like
other organs on the arterial blood for their
health and power of action.
Even the nerves
of the organs subjected to pressure are me
Since the introduction
chanically injured.
of corsets as an article of dress, diseases of
the heart among females are much more fre
quent than formerly; and they have been
traced to that cause in innumerable instances.

Those complaints arc far more
prevalent now than they were before such a
ruinous style of lacing was introduced.
c

VON

of the students of this great man,
died last summer, communicates
the following glowing but just tribute through
the columns of the New York Tribune :
" We have
learned, by telegram from Berlin,
that Prof. Albrecht Von Graefe, the celebrated
The news of his death will
oculist, is dead.
make many hearts sad. His reputation as an
oculist was world-wide, and there are many
who have been his patients in North and South
He was
America, Europe, Asia, and Africa.
the son of a celebrated surgeon of Berlin,
and received a thorough medical education.
About the time he entered his profession as
an oculist in Berlin, the ophthalmoscope was
invented by the eminent and learned doctor
and philosopher Prof. Herman Helmholtz, of
This instrument completely rev
Heidelberg.
olutionized ophthalmic science, and contrib
uted in no small measure to the success of
Von Graefe. The labors of these two men,
together with those of another most remark
able man, Prof. Donders, of Utrecht — a giant

ONEwho

or some other malady —perhaps
is incompetent to the vigor

—and

same is true.

She was married, and

si

From its

Cases of the kind could be easily cited.
Respecting schirrous and cancerous affections
of the breasts in women advanced in life, the

creased the tightness of her corsets until she
became hump-shouldered,
and died in con
Nor did any one doubt that her
sumption.
[to

constitution.

is true.

ous circulation of the blood.

ports, are in
to additional

Hence

corsets were the cause.

the heart the same

aneurism

consumption,
ensue.

with his mother's complaint.

her corset-broken

riNUKD.]

GRAEFE, OF BERLIN.
in science — have done more than all others
to advance our knowledge
combined,
of
diseases of the eye and of the anomalies of
vision.
With the aid of the ophthalmo
scope the interior of the eye is as perfectly
visible as the exterior.
Before it was invent
ed, the treatment

of ocular

work or inference.

diseases was guess

Von Graefe was the first

to use the instrument, and most thoroughly
did he employ this means of perfecting his
Before this instrument, no one
judgment.
had a clear idea of the internal eye in health,
much less in disease, so that it was a vast work
to explore this little orbit in its different as
pects, normal and abnormal.
In order to
learn what tissues were affected, blind eyes
were studied by the newly found instrument,
and when incurable,

were removed

and ex

by the microscope as well. Thus,
after years of study, ability was gained to
perceive the earliest invasion of disease, and
to judge of the tissues affected, and by de
grees the means of curing diseases heretofore
amined

PROF. ALBRECHT

1871.]

In his ability to di
regarded as incurable.
agnosticate internal diseases of the eye, Von
He did not attain
Graefe was unequaled.
his great reputation
by accident or by any

'

His strength lay in his
genius.'
ability and in his willingness to see things as
His mind was not imaginative,
they are.
peculiar

but he always faithfully improved
his vast
opportunities for the observance of diseases,
and his sound

judgment enabled him more

VON GRAEFE.
speedily and certainly than almost
man to determine their nature.

119

any other

" Prof. Von Graefe used a liberal fortune,
inherited from his father, in building up his

of his profession.
He established
hospital and dispensary for the poor, and
employed young men to aid him in the in
It was in this insti
vestigation of disease.
tution that the celebrated Dr. Liebrich, ocu
list to the Empress Eugenie, culled the ma

knowledge
a
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for his wonderful atlas, showing the
appears in health and disease. And
here, too, Dr. Schweizer, the learned physiol
terial

eye as

it

ogist,

studied

the microscopic
appearances
and abnormal ; here

of this organ, normal

students from all parts of the world flocked
to the great master to see him examine his
patients, witness his operations upon them,
and hear his admirable descriptions of disease.
For sixteen months the writer enjoyed the
priceless privilege of the hospital and teach
ings of Von Gracfe, and there first compre
hended the vastness of the field for study,
although he had been a pupil of the oculists
of France and Great Britain, and had been
conversant with eye diseases for years. The
voice of the great teacher is silent forever ;
but those who enjoyed the benefits of his
instructions will ever hold him in affection
He inherited,
ate and grateful remembrance.
it is said, an annual income of $25,000, while
that from his profession has been recently es
timated at $100,000. Sought after by people

of rank and wealth from all parts of the
world, by princes, kings, and emperors, he
gave to rich and poor alike his earnest at

[Feb.,

His power of describing disease in
simple language was so remarkable as to
make his pupils wonder that they could not
have taken the same common sense and clear
tention.

view of the cases before them.
" He was
only about forty-six years old at
the time of his death.
His form was slender,
his height five feet ten inches, with a slight
He had a high, broad
stoop in the shoulders.
head, bluish gray eyes, long, dark brown hair
and flowing beard, streaked with gray.
His
voice was soft and pleasant, though in speak

ing he seemed as if suffering from asthma.
His movements were quick and nervous, his
walk rapid, almost running, and his whole
bearing that of an earnest, faithful worker
determined
to do all he could while life,
which he seemed to realize would be short,
He was naturally gay and cheer
remained.
ful, and generally responded to every call for
his service.
The people of Berlin idolized
the man, — none spoke of him but with praise ;
and the. world will unite with them in their
testimony to the simplicity of his nature,
the nobility of his character, and the su
periority of his intellect.

Or ptrftdLMtli*t ti
Thoutrt tb«nu

THE EVILS

OF CHIGNONS— A FOOLISH

FASHION.

BY HOWARD GLYNDON.
[Here 1b what a ladyeays of these ugly things
Where are the Independent
In the Evening Mail.
women who dare to ignore the chignon V]

head and front of woman's offending
the laws of good taste and sound
health, as well as of elevated morals, has been
her determination of late 3Tears to wear these
odious things. I repeat that chignons are an

THE
against

because,
against elevated morality,
though they deceive nobody, tbey are intend
ed to deceive, and deceit in any form is an of
The woman who
fense against sound morals.
stands before her toilet-glass at bedtime and
offense

surreptitiously denudes her head of a frowsy,
dirty, and dingy mass of dead hair, instinctively
Not for the
feels the meanness of her situation.
untold treasures of Golconda would she have
a masculine eye gaze upon her at that unlucky

And the glance of some envious
rival of her own sex is almost equally dreaded.
The poor little knot of hair, twisted so tightly
and ungracefully at the back of her head, looks
doubly scanty by contrast with the enormous
moment !

lying upon the dressing-table ; and at the
very hour when her thoughts should be most
pure and elevated, she slinks away to bed, feel
ing that she has been all day acting an unrepented lie, which she means to get up and
repeat on the morrow ! And to live in an

mass

atmosphere of even petty deception is harmful
to the truthfulness of the soul.

Yet, as a general thing, that little bunch of
despised natural hair at the back of a woman's
head is capable of being turned into a personal
adornment, which she can wear without any

YOUR

peculiar something, which shows that it is alive
and a part of the head upon which it is ar
ranged ; that the warm blood, coursing through

from the flesh which bred

is

a

it

it

a

I

a

style naturally becoming
wearing the hair in
— whether that be fashionable or not
to

of her coiling

it

I

I

I

thought of all the horrible stories of parasites,
" such like," which had heard connected
and
felt creepish all over as
with this stuff,

among her own living

tressus.

But even were there not this strong objec

««»
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A

YOUR CALLING.
a

SUBSCRIBER, who declares himself
" common laborer" —
by which we under
rather low in the
stand that his daily pursuit
scale of human employments, according to the
a

generally received gradations — writes us letter
which, in its chirography and construction, de
clare him capable of taking an advanced
" common " or " un
position among laborers,
common."
He does not Bay one regretful
word with reference to his menial occupation
evident
but that he has ambitious aims

;

a

a

lady in

is

I

I

saw

is

under
different style of hair dressing,
and all the ugly ones were just as ugly.
may venture safely to say that nothing can
fair face so much as
add to the beauty of
now

is

is

is

is

;

give the former the natural living gloss

store who was
deliberately and premeditatedly buying a long
coil of some horrible imitation of natural hair,
called jute.
When
believe,
which,

thought

Yet all the
to be deprecated and concealed
pretty faces were just as pretty then as they are

is

temples, though she
to make room for

away

of the latter.

Yesterday

and little, ugly and pretty, were hidden away
under sleek bands of hair, as religiously as to
have been born with ears was crime in woman

from
very strong craving for books which
leaks out through this remark,
shall read
This
and write for my own improvement."
not ashamed of his business, and
young man

"I

is

or

The difference
strange hair upon her head.
that her back hair
dead, while the front hair
and all the pomatums in the world
alive
can not

down smoothly over the ears.
Instantly there
was
perfect furore among all women to wear
their hair like this. All the feminine ears, big

by bringing to bear upon its simple
operations
good nature, and an intelligence
which would do credit to many men employed
in affairs which they esteem to be vastly
he honors

it

it

forehead

so carefully

which

is
a

a

!

How fnzzy and faded that lady's back braids
are
But look at the smooth, shiny, deeperlittle may be seen
colored hair, of which just
hides

all this self-

carry on at
deceives no

to

no good in it. Years ago, some
was becoming to her
beauty discovered that
to wear all her hair gathered into one simple
knot, low at the back of the neck, and drawn

there
great
difference which can both be seen

and felt.

about her

counterfeiting,

a

a

difference —

it,

Bving veins, sends through its numerous tubes
the sap which gives it freshness and brightness.
Between the hair growing on a healthy head
and the dead hair which has been detached

Simply

a

inverted wash-bowl.
Xow the beauty of all hair is its life. That
gloss and gleam — that richness of color — that

tempted
body.
There

And what

!

little as possible with the outlines of
But there is an airy grace in these
well-proportioned, living, waving (not crimped)
and filleted locks which puts to shame the pon
derosity and the coarseness of the mighty nest
of artificial and lifeless braids and curls which
the modern woman is fond of hooking on to
the back of her head — much as if it were an
terfere as

the head.

pain in that region.
inflicted pain for?

it

The very finest heads in ancient sculpture are
not overburdened with hair ; and it will be no
ticed that, as a rule, it is arranged so as to in

a

braids and puffs called a chignon.

droops and the constant strain upon the mus
cles of the back of the neck induces
chronic

a

been

a

the fine and womanly

is

which had been hidden before, when
outlines of her head had
hidden under that odious half bushel of

beauty

life, little by little, but
weariness both of
flesh and spirit
The head, being over-heated,
aches and aches on.
Being overloaded,

a

exactly

Tha weight by degrees pulls
out. The same
can be said of heavy ready-braided chignons,
which are pinned over the natural hair. And
more than this, the wearing of
heavy, hot
mass at the back of the head makes feminine

;

but this knot was so
in accordance with the shape and size
of her head that the eye — pleased with this har
mony of proportion — saw in her a grace and a
no means over-abundant,

another equally strong to mixing
tion, there
false switches with the natural hair.

heavy

a

remember once

121

I

I

of unworthiness or of self-reproach.
calling upon a lady friend who,
not being very well, came down with her bright
black hair twisted into a hasty but classical
knot at the back of her head.
Her hair was by
feeling

GALLING.

it

HONOR
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"
removed from those of the common laborer."
But his honesty of purpose and unselfish ambi
tion will — if there be any rewards in this life
for them, and we heartily believe from personal

observation that there are — secure

permanent

and worthy returns.
" Seest thou a man

diligent in his business ?
he shall stand before kings ; he shall not stand
before mean men," says the wise man. He
does not designate the character of the culling,
but only insists upon the "diligence" with
which the work — the business — should be per
formed to merit so high and honorable a reward
" stand before
No work consci
as to
kings."
entiously and faithfully performed can dishonor
Such performance, on the
the workman.
contrary, gives him distinction in the eyes of
his fellow-workers, and the earnest of advance
ment.
comes

THE

Worth, notwithstanding
up

from

NEW

a

thousand

YORK

the cry that
throats, " We

INSTITUTION
AND

discontented and cheerless in their work,
who fret and mope over their " poor prospects,"
and annoy those with whom they are associ
are

ated by their repeated complaints and sodden
countenances. It is the sheerest folly for a man
to search out the annoyances and burdens of
his daily occupation, and brood and whine over
them perpetually.
No calling is without its
cares and unpleasant contingencies ; they are
incidental to human life, and inevitable.
He,
however, who with a sunny, hopeful spirit and
earnest zeal labors at the work which his
hand has found to do, exerts a power which
will make him known ; he sheds beauty and

er than by being received into the almshouse
and there supported, in some instances, for
years. When indigent parents are thus afflict
ed, and are not soon relieved, their families be
come dispersed, and tend to vagrancy and pau
perism, and so to become u public charge. Not
long since the crippled child was condemned
to lifelong suffering and confinement ; while
now it has been fully demonstrated from relia
ble data, that seventy-five per cent, of crippled
children can be restored to self-sustaining abil
ity.

The necessity for this Charity was made ap
parent to Dr. James Knight, the projector and
director of the labors attending this successful
enterprise, in the winter of 1842. In that year
the eminent surgeon Dr. Valentine Mott intro
duced in the University Medical College pub
for the treatment of the indigent
sick. As soon as this new feature became
known, crowds of poor people made applica
tion to have themselves or their deformed and
lic clinics

treated, when to their great
crippled
disappointment they were not relieved, as only
advice and skillful surgical operations were
tendered them — the auxiliaries of nursing and
children

suitable surgical appliances and continued care

and
the

pleasure upon the homeliest drudgery,
others forget his work in contemplating
man.

. d.

RELIEF
CRIPPLED.

organization has been formed to meet
ascertained necessity : the relief
of a numerous class of the indigent afflicted
who have been heretofore unprovided for, oth

so essential to cure being unattainable.

"
unappreciated ! must make itself known
sooner or later. They who remain " at the
"
bottom of the ladder
are usually those who
are

FOR THE

a clearly
TUTS

[Feb.,

OF

THE

RUPTURED

In 1859 Dr. Knight issued circulars setting
forth the necessity for the relief of this class of
the afflicted, but did not succeed in obtain
ing co-operating assistance- until April, 1862,
when a board of managers was organized and
chartered under the general Act made availa
ble for such purposes. To further the object
of this enterprise Dr. Knight, at his own ex
pense,

fitted up his dwelling

at 97 Second

Av

enue with bedding and all necessary requisites

for the treatment of patients, and for the man
ufacture of surgical bandages, appropriating
his conservatory for the latter purpose, and dis
posing of his choice selection of exotic plants.
The twenty gentlemen who first constituted the
board of managers assumed the support of the
Institution for three years. During this period
4,138 patients were treated ; and the managers
became so impressed with the importance of
their labors, and with the necessity of having
more ample accommodations, that in the spring

of

1867 they purchased five lots of ground on
the corner of Lexington Avenue and 42d Street,
upon which they erected a hospital, completing
and finishing it in May, 1870, at a cost of $250,-

From May, 1864, to May, 1870, treat
000.
ment, including much costly surgical appara
tus, had been tendered to 11,764 patients. Many
these were parents of large families, who,
previous to the relief obtained from this Insti
tution, had been for years, or at different times,
so helplessly lame as to bo unable to labor for

of

HOMER
their support, —the only relief being found in
having a rest of several months in the alms
house.
Such arc now enabled to support and
protect those dependent upon them. Of this
class

of sufferers

3,000 can now be rendered re

lief annually, if during treatment they are fa
vored with the necessary support from the be

nevolent citizens of New York city. For crip
pled children, as in-patients, 200 beds are pro
vided, giving facility for the treatment of not
less than 300 in-patients annually.

For the

en

tire annual support of the Institution and the
relief of both classes of patients, to the num
ber

above

stated, $40,000

will

be

required,

and this sum is to be obtained mainly from

pri

vate contributions.

In this commodious hospital there

are rooms

neatly furnished with special accommodations
for a limited number of paying patients who
may feel disposed to avail themselves of the
excellent methods of treatment afforded by
this Institution

; and

such patients not only
find personal benefit, but contribute toward
the support of the hospital, as all money re
ceived for treatment
for that purpose.

is paid into the treasury

In the regime of the house is included moral
and religious teaching, not denominational,
and from the primary to the higher branches
of education, including languages and music,
such accessories being made attainable when de
sired at the expense of the patient. This feat
ure of the enterprise tends greatly to alleviate
the tedium of confinement while under treat
ment, and is of inestimable value to those un»ble to attend school from physical inability,
»nd also obviates an objection to placing a
child in the Institution for treatment because

of loss of time from school.
From the above, it must be evident to our
citizens that this one of the most worthy as it
certainly is one of the best conducted of all
our great Christian charities.
Men of means,
of generous disposition may here plant dollars
and reap a rich harvest of the warmest thanks
from the hearts of thousands who will be ben
efited by their munificence.
In all our giving
we should not fail to give a portion for the re
lief of the ruptured and crippled.

Charlotte
Charlotte

Bronte on Marriage. — In

Bronte's

letters
recently-published
her views regarding mar
"
Do not be over-persuaded to marry a
riage :
nun you can never respect — do not say love ;
because, I think, if you can respect a person

she thus expresses

I

A. KINO.
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before marriage, moderate love, at least, will
come after; and as to intense passion,
am
convinced that is no desirable feeling. In the

I

first place, it seldom or never meets with a re
quital ; and, in the second place, if it did, the
feeling would be only temporary ; it would last
the honeymoon, and then, perhaps, give place
to disgust.
Certainly, this would be the case
on the man's part ; and on the woman's — God
help her
alone."

if

she is left to love passionately and

The social
[Miss Bronte was quite right.
affections are, or should be, entirely subject to
own control
and regulation.
For a
complete exposition of this whole subject of
marriage see the new work entitled Wedlock,
published at this office.]
one's

***

HOMER A. KING,
THE EMINENT

APIABIAN.

H. A. KING, whose portrait appears
with this article, was born
near the city of Akron, O., Dec. 7, 1833. His
father having bought a home near the " Indian

EEV.
in connection

Reserve," his early years were spent in the
rough school incident to a new country.
In
company with five brothers and one sister he
obtained the greater part of his rudimentary
education at the farm fireside. The long win
ter evenings were spent in reading " Rollin," or
other author of ancient or modern his
tory ; one evening in each week, however, was
usually given to tho " Lyceum," where he ac
quired quite a reputation as a debater. It was
his love for public speaking and solid study
that induced his father to second his wishes for
a collegiate education.
Having prepared him
self for college, and his father about this time
some

removed to Illinois, he entered Knox
College, at Galesburg, but afterward changed
for Oberlin, that the winter vacations might
give him an opportunity for teaching school.
Through intense study and close application
his health soon began to fail, and he found it ne
cessary at length to refrain entirely from mental
having

toil and put himself under the treatment of a
water-cure.
In 1861 be was permitted to begin
that work toward which he so long had looked.

It

was his heart's desire to preach the Gospel
"
humanity without
money and with
out price."
And as his success in the home
mission fields, there stands to-day one church
in Illinois and two in Ohio, monuments of his
to sinful

prayerful industry and zeal. But being warn
ed by a severe bronchial affection, he entered
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into a copartnership with Nelson King, his
brother, an enthusiastic beekeeper in Nevada,
Ohio.
In the spring of 1803 they brought be
fore the public
known

as the

their new hive, now so widely
" American Movable Comb Bee-

Hive," which was followed

in the fall of 18G4

PORTRAIT

OF

" Bee
by the issue of the first edition of the
keeper's Text-Book." This first edition of
3,000 copies was soon scattered far and wide
over the country ; and in 1804 it was re-writ

perseverance, and extensive advertising his
capital increased more than a hundred-fold.
His first work, the " Beekeeper's Text-Book,"
has now reached its twelfth edition and twen
ty-ninth thousand, and is just about to be pub
" Hints to Beelished in German
the
;

HOMER

rearing

by a smaller work which was adver
tised as " Hints to Beekeepers, sent free to any
address." This experience in advertising taught
them their great lesson, which became the key

some

to their

success

— lww and

wliere

to advertise.

Mr. King often says, that during the five years
succeeding the year 1863, when he invested all
ais capital in the bee business, by economy,

while

A. KING.

"
keepers has reached its seventh edition and
nineteenth thousand.
In connection with the
circulation of their publications and their Amer
ican hive, they made the business of queen-

ten, and the second edition sent forth, and then

followed

[Feb.,

a specialty,

and from

their

apiaries

of the finest Italian blood in this conti
nent was disseminated.
Active out-of-door
exercise having now restored the health of Mr.
King, his impulses of duty again called him to
the home missionary field. A peculiarity in
his labor was that lie never received any pay
for his ministerial work, not even for traveling
expenses, even when called to journey for the

BEE-CULTURE.

1871.]

fellow-men many miles by rail.
This has given him great power with skeptical
minds, since they could not question the purity
of his motives and the sincerity of his purposes.

benefit of his

however, to which he gave
such impetus now began to feel the effects of
hU absence, and yielding to strong outside
The

business,

pressure, upon mature deliberation

he decided

to return to his business, under the solemn

vow

that he would use all his surplus income to ad
vance that

holy work to which he had devoted

his youth.

In the year 1868 his brother and he decided
Journal. Before six

to publish the Beekeeper's

months it had over three thousand subscribers,
and in eight months ten thousand

copies were

The editor of the National Agricul-

issued.

tmrut, published for ten years at Pittsburg,

Pa.,
that the Beekeeper's Journal was aboutto remove to New York, made an acceptable
proposition to consolidate the two periodicals,
and in September, 1869, the new journal came
hearing

out in its New York dress as the Beekeeper's
Journal and National Agriculturist.
The April
issue reached 27,000 copies, and the last Sep
tember number was over 30,000.
Mr. King certainly deserves the position he

now occupies among American apiarians. Al
though just in the prime of life, a single man,
he has introduced
movable comb hives more
extensively than any other person, and more
books and periodicals on the subject of bee-cul
ture to enlighten the masses than all others in

Through his wide system of ad
the country.
vertising he has accomplished a work fpr him
self not only, but has contributed largely to
The honey and
develop the nation's wealth.
wax products were formerly very inconsider
to the honey-producing
able in proportion
In 1860
plants which gem our wide domain.
the national census reports 23,366,357 lbs. honey
in the United States, and 1,322,787
Of this amount about one- tenth be
longs to the State of New York, whose prod
uct was that year 2,369,751 lbs. of honey, with
produced
lbs. wax.

North Carolina produced
— 2,055,969 lbs. honey ;
stands
third
on the list — 1,750,Kentucky

131,020

lbs.

wax.

the next largest amount
and

000 lbs.

The census of 1850 did not give the amount
of heney separate from the wax. The total
amount of honey and beeswax produced in the
United States in 1850 was only 14,853,790 lbs.,
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number of the Beekeeper's Journal Mr. King
mentions one man who had just brought 10,000
lbs. of nice box honey to the New York mar
ket. Another had consigned 22,000 lbs. to a
dealer ; and still another had sent the almost
incredible

amount of 50,000 lbs. (25 tons), but

all of this was not the latter's own raking.
These three shipments were all from the State

of New York.
When the census report of 1870 is known,
it is thought by those best fitted to judge in
the matter, that owing to the increased intelli
in apiarian science, and the widely
spreading interest in bee-culture, the honey
product will be found to be increased more
than 150 per cent, over the product of 1860,
which for the honey alone, at the very lowest
gence

average sale rate of 22 cents per pound, would
amount in round numbers to about fourteen
millions of dollars. Now if it be considered
that this large amount, which is yearly being
increased, is only the saving of that which con
cealed in our national flora would otherwise
go to waste, so far as man is concerned, we rise
somewhat to the dignity of this great subject
in political economy — beekeeping.
We are
brought face to face with a branch of American
industry whose influence we can not ignore,
whose every advance will be not only to teach
captivating lessonsi n natural history, but also
to bless and benefit the world.

A

BRIEF HISTORY

OF BEE-CULTURE.

BY REV. E. VAN 8LYKE.
the culture of the honey-bee has
the attention of intelligent
men for centuries, the masses have known but
little of the mysteries of their waxon temple
engaged
W'HILE

until within a very few years.
Geological remains reveal to us the very
early existence of the honey-bee, and tha Bible
tells us of fertile lands which flowed with
" milk and honey."
We read of the swarm of
bees taking possession of the lion's skeleton,
and the fissures of the rock ; but as there is no
trace of artificial hives being in use in those
days, we infer that the knowledge possessed by
the people of their habits and culture was of
the crudest kind. It was not until the days of

which when compared with the product of 1860,
The
we find an increase of over 60 per cent.
proportion of honey to beeswax is about 1 lb.

Huber (1792) that the light began to break in
upon what before was anything but a luminous
subject. This distinguished Qenevese not only
invented a movable comb-hive, but showed that
a colony of bees consisted of three classes, viz.,

of beeswax to 171 lbs. honey.

the queen, which,

In

the October

extraordinary

circumstance*
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excepted, lays all the eggs and is the acknowl
edged mother and head of the hive ; the drones,
which are the males, and have no part in the
industry of the hive j and the workers, which,
as undeveloped females, do all the honey-gath

To
ering, hrood-nursing, and comh-building.
this fund of knowledge there was added the

to send in one season
to the

[Feb.,
over 20,000 lbs. of honey
Being an exceed

New York market.

ingly practical man, the public hailed with de
light the appearance of his first work on beeculture, which under the title of " Mysteries of

great theory of John Dzierzon, which is now re
adopted
ceived
and
throughout the world by

of some patent raoth-proof hive
and so
thorough was the protection that for a time
his influence bore heavily against all improve
ments, until in his revised edition, published in

the most intelligent api
arians, and as such has
qCKEN BEE.
become the foundation of
scientific and successful practice everywhere.
The golden-banded Italian bee, of which Soc

1865, he recommends the principle of the mov
able comb-hive.
In 1852 Mr. Langstroth in
vented what
known as the Langstroth Mov

the Germans were thus making

rapid
strides in the science of bee-culture, the brim
stone match bore an almost universal sway
Fanners who
among the apiaries of America.
"
kept ten or twenty stocks in log gums," wait
ed until fall, when after selecting a number to
winter

over, by the use of brimstone
the rest for their hon

" took up "

fumes

Some beekeepers, indeed,
had begun to use box hives with
a chamber in the top, in which
they placed surplus boxes with

ey.

glass sides, and so obtained con
siderable honey stored in a very
beautiful and marketable form.

Mr. M. Quimby, of St. Johnsville, N. Y., and the
Rev. L. L. Langstroth, of Oxford, O., may be
considered the pioneer beekeepers of the New
World. Mr. Quimby's apiary at one time was
the largest on the continent, consisting of over
one thousand stocks, from which he managed

a

a

the

a

is

of

American

circulation

Bee

of seve

ral hundred copies monthly, and did good ser
vice for the cause, affording
medium through
which not only the beekeepers of America be
came acquainted with each other, but also with
the discoveries they were making.
After the
close of the first year Mr. Wagner announced
the suspension of his Journal during the war
for the want of support
In May, 1866, Rev.
E. V. Slyke began the publication of the Amer
ican Bee Gazette in New York
but Mr. Wag
ner resuming the publication of his Journal
;

While

began the publication

Jounuil, which obtained

large sale.

of York, Pa.,

in the

July

and removing the office
D. C, overtures
were made for consolidation, which resulted in
the union of the Gazette and Journal in Novem
following,

of publication

to Washington,

ber of the same year. The united journal ap
pearing thereafter as the American Bee Journal
and Gazette,
noble work in the
yet doing
dissemination of practical apiarian knowledge.

Character is Power.—

often said that
true.
power, and this
Skill or
faculty of any kind carries with
superiority.
So, to
certain extent, wealth
power, and
transcendent gift of mastery over
genius has
men. But higher, purer, better than all, more
knowledge

is is

world.

1861 Mr.

is it

as the most
honey-producers
profitable, the most prolific, the
most industrious, and the most beautiful in the

In

a

coveries, and who hesitated not
to declare
this new race of

still having
Samuel Wagner,

third edition, and

a

was in 1843. In 1&53 they were
into Germany,
and
imported
rendered
Dzierzon
important
aid in the completion of his dis

It

y

among scientific beekeepers than anything that
had preceded, and even rivaled Dzierzon's ef
forts in Germany.
His work has reached its

is

He, how
prevented their outside organization.
ever, brought out a swarm to
his home in Switzerland.
This

is

Capt. Baldenstein during the wars of Napoleon,
in a small district of the Alps, which being
surrounded by snow-capped mountains had

able Comb-Hive, which at once produced
revolution in bee-culture.
He followed his in
vention with the issue of that scholarly work,
" The
Hive and the Honcy-Bce," which going
hand and hand with the use of his hive did
more to establish the new and correct system

a

and Virgil wrote, but which had come to
as a legend, was discovered by

be regarded

is

est

a

rates

(?)
;

of the
"parthenogenesis"
honey-bee, founded on the

did much to scatter
Beekeeping Explained,"
light on the subject. His work also served to
protect the beekeeper from the effect of many
false systems which were put forth in the inter

constant in its influence, more lasting

in its

THE BOY'S TRIUMPH.
power of character — that power
from a pure and lofty mind.
Take any community, who is the man of
To whom do all look up with
most influence?

sway, is the

which emanates

Not the " smartest" man, not the
cleverest politician, nor the most brilliant talk
er, but he who in a long course of years, tried
by the extremes of prosperity and adversity,
has approved himself to the judgment of his
neighbors, and of all who have seen his life, as

reverence?

worthy to be called wise and good.

WON.

« Who will bid for a heart,— who wlH bid » "
"That will I with my riches untold ;
Starry gems, lo 1 and glittering gold ;
All the treasure* of earth I unfold
At thy feet."
Bat the maid shook bcr beautiful head.

"
"Woo will bid for a heart,— who will bid !
'■That will I with my wide-reaching fame ;
Wouldst thou wear a full glorious name ?
Many proud dameB would kneel for the same
At my feet."
Bat the maid shook her beautiful head.

" Who

will bid for a heart,— who will bid ! "
"■That will I with a courage to win ;
Lo ! undaunted 'mid carnage and din,
I lead the van.— and cities have been
At my feet."
But the maid shook her beautiful head.

-

"

Who will bid for a heart,— who will bid f
Then a youth with sad, luminous eyes,—
•'True heart for a true heart," he sighs ;
" Grant me thine, or I swear ne'er to rise
From thy feet."
When the maid bowed her beautiful head.
M. on.BKIST.

THE BOY'S TBIUMPH.
were prizes to be given in Willie's
and lie was very anxious to merit
As Willie was young, he was
one of them.
behind the other boys in all his studies except
As he had no hope to excel in any
writing.
but writing, he made up his mind to try for

school,
THERE

the special

prize for that, with all his might.

And he did try so that his copy-book would
done honor to a boy twice his age.
When the prizes were awarded, the chairman
of the committee held up two copy-books, and
said : " It would be difficult to say which of
these two books is better than the other, but
for one copy in Willie's, which is not only
have
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Willie's heart beat high with hope, which
Blushing to his
unmixed with fear.

was

" Please, Bir, may
temples, he said,

I

see that

copy?"

" Certainly,"

replied the chairman,

looking

somewhat surprised.
Willie glanced at the copy, and then handing
" Please, sir, that is not
the book back, said,
It was written by an upper-class
my writing.
boy, who took my book in a mistake one day
instead of his own."
" Oh, oh ! " said the chairman, " that may
The two books went back to
alter the case."
the committee, who, after comparing them
The
carefully, awarded the prize to Charlie.
One said he was silly
boys laughed at Willie.
about the mistake.
wouldn't have told," said another.
" The
" Nor I," added a boy, laughing.
copy
was in your book, and you had a right to enjoy
to say anything

"

I

the benefit of it"
But in spite of all their quizzing, Willie felt
" It would not have been
that he was right.
" if I had not told who
the truth," he replied,
wrote the copy. I would rather hold fast the
truth than have a prize, for truth is better than

gold."
" Hurrah

Three cheers for
for Willie !
"
Well done for Willie ! shouted the
his
work hap
to
went
home
boys; and Willie
pier than he could have done if by means of a

Willie

!

silent lie be had won the prize.

Effect of Laughter.

— Probably
corner or little inlet of
of the body that does
the minute blood-vessels
not feel some wavelet from the great convulsion
produced by hearty laughter shaking the central
The blood moves more lively — probably Its
man.
chemical, electric, or vital condition is distinctly
modified — it conveys a different impression to all
the organs of the body, as it visits them on that
particular mystic journey, when the man is laugh
And thus
ing, from what It docs at other times.
it is that a good laugh lengthens a man's life by
conveying a distinct and additional stimulus to
The time may come when phy
the vital forces.
sicians, attending more closely than they do now
subtile Influences which the
to the innumerable
soul exerts upon its tenement of clay, shall pre
" so many peals of laugh
scribe to a torpid patient
at such and such a time,"
ter, to be undergone

Physical

there

is not the remotest

superior to Charlie's, but to every other copy
This copy, therefore, gains
in the same book.

just as they now do that far more objectionable
prescription — a pill, or an electric or galvanic
shock ; and shall study the best and most effective
method of producing the required effect in each

the prize."

patient.

Phrenological Journal.
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remonstrated,
prescribe bourbon

ease,

you

are responsible for

it,

a

a

a

as
physician, yon
whisky to your pa
tients, and thus induce in them
fixed
appetite, which becomes in itself
dis

and

be held accountable for consigning

human

will

many

bodies

and souls to perdition.
yourself as you may, you who
prescribe alcoholic liquors, wine, porter,
beer, bourbon, bitters, etc., are sending
more people to hell than priests or
Excuse

NEW YORK,
1871.

preachers can save."

bon."
women

and children

said he.

"They

went on, "

I

?

"

" Certainly,"

all like it."

Aud

he

just now returning from
of
, delivered
of a son. Mother and child will need
the stimulant, and this, with a very little
simple food, will be all they require."
We inquired if this was really his gene
ral prescription in cases of midwifery.
He answered, " Yes."
We objected, re
am

a lady patient, the wife

marking that it would not only pervert
the appetite of mothers and beget a
"
" in
hankering appetite
children, but
would send many mothers and chil
dren to drunkards'

" That

is their

what they
drunkards

I

look

like,

graves.
out.

and

if

I

He said,

give them
they become

am not responsible."

We

it

?

?

paragraph which
fitting
to the above, taken from one of

our city morning newspapers, illustrat
ing the effects of our modem medical
treatment

" On
Friday afternoon among the in
toxicated brought to the Tombs Police
Court was an entire family — father,
mother, and daughter, — so helplessly
'

"

He answered, " Bourbon, bour
" What ! do
you give this to

else ?

Here
sequel

a

your patients ? In other words, what is
your most popular remedy ? Is it codliver oil, or sarsaparilla, or something

is

employed."

drunk that the police had to carry them
in, for the trio, fourteen-year-old girl in
cluded, were unable to stand.
They
were sent to the cells, and when they
drunk
they were

had slept off their

discharged.
Yesterday afternoon de
tective officer Dunn brought the girl in

with robbing
China
man, who boarded at the house they oc
cupied, 50 Park Street, of thirty-four
This youth
dollars' worth of clothing.

to court, charged

ful inebriate

made

but

mere

was

a

kept almost constantly

We inquired, " What is your mode of
Or what do you give to
treatment ?

'

am

Is
not their
preying upon the people
duty to teach the people something of
the laws of life and health?
Should they
not exert themselves to root out and
exterminate these human vampires

pretense of grief,
feint she had told
;

I

'

! first-rate ; plenty to do ; my prac
tice amounts to about twenty thousand
dollars a year;
drive two horses ; and

a

" Oh

lead directly
to dissipation,
disease,
drunkenness, despair, and death. Who
but the physicians are responsible for the
vast numbers of medical quacks who are

a

are you get

ting along in your practice ?" He replied,

is

" Well, doctor, how

quired,

thwarting them in their good work
by prescribing these stimulants, which
are

a

meeting an enterprising
city
physician, an acquaintance of twenty
years' standing, not long since, we in

:

/^vN

Temperance societies are doing much
to dissuade people from drink, but the
doctors — such as we have described —

'

HOW WE FORM CHARACTER.

it
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TILL.
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the officer

it surprising that we

mitted,

prisons,
houses?

that she could not be com
for nobody saw her take the

property, and

therefore

she

could

not

Judge Hogan was of a
punished.
different opinion, and she was removed
to the cells.

be

"The next

case

which Judge Hogan

was called upon to see and hear was two

policemen, each carrying a little baby in
his arms, and below the bar a good-look
ing, decently dressed young woman, who
was the mother of the twin babes and

of the police.

the prisoner

The officers

they had found the woman very
drunk in a liquor saloon at No. 86 Broome

said

Street, and that one of the children drop
She
ped from her arms to the floor.

judge's bench, and expressed
well-chosen English, but with a Scotch

came to the
in

accent, her surprise at the entire proceed

ing. She had been thrust into a cell, her
children taken from her, and herself made
the jibe of the people who thronged
about her.

It

was quite a new experi
it un

ence to her and she wished to have

derstood.

She

had

heard

of Judge

Dovding, and she should like to speak
with him.
All this was said with now
and then a lightened ray of intelligence
in her fine dark eyes that

the woman's

told how large

soul

was, and then this
bright intelligence was as suddenly
clouded over by the fume that arose
from a stomach overcharged with drink.
When told by the Court that she ought
to be ashamed of herself, she resented
the insult with all the fire and with as
stately a mien as that of an injured
tragedy queen, and walked with a proud,
defiant tread along the vestibule of the
court to the corridors
that led her
to the prisoners' cells, preceded by the
policemen, who bore in their arms, very
clumsily, the offspring of this youthful
and beautiful drunken mother."
Similar, and even much worse, scenes
may be every day witnessed at our po
lice courts in this and in other cities. Is

need

so many

jails,

hospitals, and poorit surprising we have so

asylums,

Is

many thieves, robbers, burglars, counter
feiters, and murderers ? This is the way
hundreds and thousands are now " form

ing their character."

THE RIGHT SOIL TO TILL.
Hendrick Hudson started for the
World he aimed to land on the
sunny shores of Virginia ; but from ignorance
of the coast or its latitude, or from stress of
weather, he made the highlands of Neversink,
and run inside of Sandy Hook and up the no
ble river which bears his name. Virginia fail
ed to receive as settlers the party of honest,

WHEN
New

industrious Hollanders who followed the path
of Hudson, and New York is thankful to the
present hour for the mistake which contribut
ed to the planting on her soil so valuable a peo
ple. The May Flower set sail for a more south
ern latitude than she reached ; and for two
hundred and fifty years the rocky realm of New
England has been thankful for the mistake
which gave her so hardy and intelligent a class

of settlers. If the May Flower had reached
Virginia, the sharp climate and rocky soil of
New England might have been to-day desolate
and solitary.
such a soil

if

Men would not have cultivated
they could have found better;

but the pioneer spirit which, guided by a love
of religious liberty, dared the dangers of the
seas, and by necessity landed in mid-winter
on a bleak and inhospitable shore, swarming

with wild

beasts and wild men, was just the
spirit which could conquer the hardships and
the poverty of the place and make the wilder
ness the heart and home of the best civiliza
tion the world has hitherto known.
The first

structure erected hy the Pilgrims was at once
and school-house, which sheltered
them until houses for each family could be
built
Their laws, based upon the first

a church

thoroughly

constitution ever writ
the voice of all the peo

democratic

ten, sought, through

ple, equal and exact justice in all things. The
asperity of the climate and sterility of the soil
demanded of the settlers industry, economy,
sagacity, intelligence, hardihood, and a persist
ence and patience rarely equaled and never
surpassed. To win crops from such a soil in
such a climate taxed every resource of brain
and hand, and early taught the inhabitants to
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look to commerce and manufactures quite as
much as to the parsim onions soil for a support.
Religion, liberty, education, and the familyseemed to be the great objects of their lives,
and these principles ripened by time show us
the most thickly settled portion of
the country, church bell answering to church
bell from Plymouth Rock to the extreme west
Indeed, her enter
ern border of New England.
as fruits

prising sons have planted civilization through
out the great Northwest until some of its cities
have more of her sons than occupy the towns
This sterile, rocky
from whence they came.
region, as we arc informed by students of sta
tistics, has the greatest number of school-houses
and handsome dwellings, the best fences, and is
the richest portion of the country by the square
It devotes more money for schools,
mile.
churches, missionary enterprises, and public

[Pita,

and leads it to higher and better purposes, and
instructs it to find and appropriate truth to its
own growth and right use of its powers for
all time, has awakened forces for wisdom and
goodness that shall know no limit in extent or
duration.
He who plants a crop for food feeds
the body and his work is forgotten ; he who
converts the fleece into garments ministers to
the temporary comfort of the body, but his work
with the garment waxes old and is left be
hind ; but he who trains the mind to spread its
wings, or teaches the unbalanced how to re
strain one faculty and cultivate another so as

pow
work is im

to secure mental and moral harmony and
er, shall never be forgotten, for his

mortal.

charities than any other section of this or any
other country for the same number of inhabit

The teacher, the preacher, or the phrenolo
gist may see men in secular pursuits achieve
wealth, power, and distinction, rejoicing in
houses, lands, horses, gardens, pictures, friend
ships, and hospitalities, and for a moment in

ants.

cline

This was poor soil for crops, but

a

glori

Moreover,
ous soil on which to raise men.
men born and cultured where labor, thrift, prov
idence, and care are required by all the mem
bers of a family; where every bone must be
picked clean for its nutriment, and that bone

neither wealth nor
to repine because
But
noisy distinction are accorded to them.
when some stranger offers his hand, and with
" Fifteen or
thirty years
hearty gratitude says,
ago you analyzed my mental character and led
me to adopt

now,

a higher

with intelligence

and better course ; and
and virtue, wife and

saved for soap, and then the marrowless phos
phate applied to the land to breed grass to
give bone to other sheep or oxen — such eco
nomic thought sharpens the mind for all learn

children, houses and lands, and blessed hopes
for the everlasting future, I owe all I am, all
I have, and all I hope to be, to your faithful
instruction and guidance," this is indeed a re

ing, especially social and political economy.
It awakens invention, it multiplies the power
of meu by labor-saving machinery until one

ward which common avocations can not yield.
Any phrenologist in active practice may save

man becomes equal to a thousand men in pro
A hard soil makes a sharp
ductive industry.
brain, and a cool climate gives clearness and
vigor of thought, and cultivates a restless en

long life of faithful working for mankind shall
he not have a monument in the hopes and
happiness of thousands thus saved to humanity
and to virtue ? and when at last his work is

ergy and industry which never rests short of
Brain-culture
yields the best crop.
victory.
No matter what the pursuit, intelligence is
The best thinker is the most skillful
power.
The brain is
and the most successful worker.

ended, ten thousand choral voices shall give
him abundant welcome as their guide to virtue

not only the best, but it is also the first soil to
till. That being properly done, all other du
ties of life are easily and successfully perform
This leads us to say that the teacher,
ed.
whether in Sunday-school or day-school, college,
office,
pulpit, lecture-room, or phrenological
should rank first in position and influence, for
the material he works on and the results he
aims at are generic and fundamental.
The
soil lie tills underlies all great and good achieve
ments, and contains the seed-forms out of which
grow all excellent harvests. The teacher of
whatever name who takes the untutored mind

at least one such a man every day ; and after a

and to God.

The study and practice of Phrenology give
to a large-hearted, clear-minded man unsur
His teachings
passed facilities for doing good.
and personal, and coming
being individual
directly home to the consciousness of the sub
ject as true, he is impressed and molded by
the teaching as no general instruction or ex
hortation can possibly affect him. King David
could listen to the prophet Nathan's abstract
instruction, and he glowed with righteous in
dignation toward the spoiler; but when the
"
prophet turned full upon him and said, Thou
art the man," royalty trembled, confessed, and
repented.
Young men, anxious to be useful and make

The Mount cents Tunnei

art. Who will enter this great field?
The
tilling of the soil brings not only bread to the
eater, but a wealth of soul in the consciousness

good accomplished which ripens by
time, and will go on multiplying and expand
ing through eternity.
vast

habits of men anything to do with this "played
"
out condition
Have other personal habits

They were well
many "played out" boys.
ftarted in life, having wrell-formed bodies and
conditions favorable to
brains, and inheriting
make them men.
But by bad habits they have
rained themselves, and arc now " burned out,"
"
nscd up, dilapidated,
played out."
How is it with many of our girls and young
ladies ? Was it by a decree of Heaven that they
should so earh' in life become invalids ?

Was

will of God that

these human buds and
should wither and perish before
Or was it from tight-lacing, night
maturing*
novel reading, ball-rooms, low-necked dresses,

it the

blossoms

shoes, confectionery, condiments, etc. ?
Why those colorless lips, that bloodless skin,
those glassy eyes, encircled with purple lines ?
thin

hacking cough, those cold and
hands and feet ? In short, why arc
" played out ? " Let us
they almost
charitably
suppose that most, if not all, these cases result
Why

that

clammy

of the laws of life and health.
how numerous
are
ignorance,
thy
victims ! Oh, fathers ! oh, mothers ! how great

from ignorance
Fatal

Who shall open the
minds and set in the living light on poor
worldly, wayward creatures who go in crowds
to their certain doom?
Oh, preachers! why
not make your preaching
practical to the
we your responsibilities

!

it

?

early

to over-

it

it

study, but rather to doing violence to certain
functions of the body. Do not attribute
to
over-work, — save in very rare cases, — but to
abuse of the stomach by over-eating, and by
other excesses.
Let each of us see to
that
we so live as to keep in good condition,

that we
present our bodies
living sacrifice, acceptable
unto the Lord," and thus escape the stigma of
"
being prematurely
played out."
"

THE MOUNT

CENIS

TUNNEL.

of

those stupendous accom
by which the last decade
has been rendered singularly glorious has been
announced.
With the departure of the old
year the great tunnel through Mount Cenia

ANOTHER
plishments

was completed, and France
into facile communication

and Italy brought
with each other.

The project which for many years was the
dream of leading Continental statesmen, and
which the illustrious Count Cavour so warmly
promoted, and which has occupied ten years
of arduous labor under the direction of tha
most skillful engineers, has been consummated:
The 26th of December dates the time when,

of piercing
this great undertaking
lofty
mountain came to its triumphant result, and
the workmen of both sides shook hands in
a

knew him; he became vain of his
and acquirements, and ventured on a
counse of irregular life, which soon led to dis
sipation and, finally, to his present fallen con
dition, a "played out" genius.
There are
»11 who

gifts

to

The tunnel
mutual gratulations.
seven
" work," in the
miles in length
language of
an intelligent writer, " of thirty years, accord'
ing to the most sanguine expectation, has been
crowded into ten by the inventive genius, fidel
is

a corrupt,
besotted,
respected ; now
"
Here is a poet, artist,
played out vagabond.
and musician, one who once stood at the head
of a large social circle, and was popular with
and

"

tendency

Do not charge

ity, skill, and application of the engineers,
Sommeiller, Grattoni, and Capello."
Alas that Prance can not at once enter
upon the use of this way through the mount
ain, in the interest of peace and civilization,
result which she so
now that its completion,
a

of his mother and the hope
of his father, now a " played out" profligate.
Ilere is a politician, who was once respectable

certain

a

!

was once the pride

of young men
wreck and ruin

a

slang phrase, but how
Here is a young man who

is a gambler's

a

?

"PLATED OUT."
THIS
significant

the physician is to treat the sick, and get paid
for
not to preserve health, — that
quite
another matter.
"Played out!"
Aye, and
that, too, even in youth or early manhood.
Have the chewing, smoking, and drinking

;

of

saving of both bodies and souls? Why not?
You give them Scripture-readings, psalms, and
prayers ; why not give them instruction on
health, and how to preserve it by temperate
living ; how and what to eat and drink, and
how to dress ? In short, teach them common
sense, even from the pulpit.
The business of
is

impression
upon mankind for
in any other way do it so ef
fectually, surely, and easily as by learning the
icience of human nature ns taught by Phre
nology and Physiology, and applying it as an

it,

as enduring

good, can not
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earnestly longed for, has come. May it herald
the dawning of a new and better peace for her,
an era of freedom and true growth.
It can not
he that such an accomplishment of civilization,
contrasting so vividly with the barbarism of
the war now desolating the fertile valleys of
France, is no omen of a better state of affairs.

The nation stricken in the midst of its seeming
splendor and greatness, and scourged almost
unto death, may derive new courage from the
nation which is springing into new life and
casting aside the baubles and falsities of the
past.

That is a right spirit which would have us
" receive the omen which comes to
us in this
season,

consecrated to sentiments of benevo

lence, friendliness,

and Christian

exultation.

Let us accept it as an omen of the reality of
Italy's resurrection, as the assurance to France
of a new and nobler civilization to be borne
out of her recent chastening and labor pains."
And let the world receive it also as a new
omen of the progression of human thought
Mind is accomplishing a victory over matter.
Man is asserting now more than ever before his
dominion over nature. His triumphs on the
battle-fields may bring about better things than
were known before, but the " baptism of blood
and Are," oh, how terrible !. His triumphs in
the peaceful, flowery fields of science and phi
losophy accomplish a thousand-fold more, and
challenge only the love and gratitude of nations.

An Esquimaux Skull for our Cabinet. —
We have received from Mr. George Taylor,
now of 484 Broadway, New York, a very fine
skull of an Esquimaux Indian, recently obtain
ed in latitude 67 degrees north ; also a jaw of
the sea-hog, whose body weighed some 400 lbs. ;
the skull of a large seal ; together with the
crania of several arctic birds, including ducks,
gulls, loons, etc.
Mr. Taylor — now engaged in the real estate
business here— sailed in the ship Franklin early
in the spring of 1870, in quest of ivory and
whalebone in the northern seas. While there
he obtained these specimens, and on returning
kindly delivered the same to us for free exhibi
tion in our Cabinet.
Mr. Taylor's worthy ex
ample should be followed by other travelers,
and the crania of bird, beast, and man be gath
ered from all quarters of the globe for scientific
inspection and preservation.
We will make
room for all such valuable articles and place
them in our Cabinet, which is always open
and free to all.

[Fkr,

HIAWATHA'S

WOOING.

is the title of a new chromo

THIS
graph,

litho

published by the proprietor of
Denwrest's
Monthly Magazine, New York, from
the beautiful painting by Jerome Thompson.

The chromo is

so close a reproduction of the
original in every respect, that it would be diffi
cult for those not connoisseurs in Art matters
to indicate any difference.
The accompanying

engraving furnishes the reader some idea of
the main characteristics of the picture which
so aptly represents one of the most interesting
parts of Longfellow's beautiful and justly cele
brated poem.
If forest life were anything like
this, no wonder the red warriors refused to
leave their hunting-grounds for the occupation
of the pale-face. The charms of nature might
well subdue and fasten to the soil the untutor

child of the wilderness. In the foreground
is seen the tall and sinewy form of Hiawatha,
his hand resting on the double clasp of the
graceful, trusting Minnehaha, and his whole
attitude depicting the earnest, faithful, solicit
ous lover. The scenery around them is of that
ed

lovely character which only the true artist-stu
dent of nature can delineate. Cloud, mount
ain, meadow, tree, shrub, and floweret combine
to exhibit a landscape whose every impression
is peaceful and winning.
So true to nature are
river and rock, hill and plain, and the other ac
cessories which the artist has elaborately inter
woven with this theme, that one half imagines
himself standing in the midst of the actual
scene,

with

the lovers before him

their faith.
As we contemplate

plighting

this picture, we can im

agine Hiawatha saying:
" * After many years of warfare,

*****

Many years of strife and bloodshed,
There is peace between the Ojibways
And the tribe of the Daeotahs.
That this peace may last forever.
And our hands be clasped more closely.
And our hearts be more united.
Give me as my wife this maiden,
Minnehaha, Laughing Water,
Loveliest of Dacotah women 1' "

— and how, after the " aged arrowmaker " had
given Minnehaha to him :
" From the wigwam he departed,
Leading with him Laughing Water ;
Hand In hand they went together
Through the woodland and the meadow." •
* This line chromo, size 15 x 25 inches, is offered as
one of the premiums for subscribers to the Pitrekolooical. Bee Journal Miscellany.
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In this Department Mr. S. 8. Packard, of Packard's Monthly, will continue his Contributions.

YALE SKETCHES — No.

6.

BY n. E. O. P.

STILES

EZRA
Conn.,

was born at North Haven,

His father, the
Dec. 10, 1727.
Rev. Isaac Stiles, was for many years pastor
of the Congregational church at that place.

He was a quiet, studious boy, of pleasant
manners and ready courtesy — a model of de
corum to the sturdy lads whose boisterous
health was anything but a calm presence.
Books were his delight ; not the easy read

ing of the present day, but the sound, pon
derous literature of his father's library ; and
instead of an active, bookless life and a fal

if not encouraged, allowed
to become a neighborhood
When
prodigy.
nine years old he commenced studying Latin

low brain, he was,

with his father, and in three years he was
prepared for college. Happily for the slender
little student, it was not thought best for him

tutor in Yale. In the spring of this year Dr.
Franklin, who, in Philadelphia, had but re
cently made his first experiments in electric
ity, sent an electrical
apparatus to Yale.
Y'oung Stiles and his fellow-tutors delighted
themselves with the wonderful and brilliant
phenomena of this new science. In 1755 Dr.
Franklin visited New Haven ; the two met,
and a strong intellectual

into
In

a

sympathy

ripened

life-long friendship.
1749,

being

then

twenty-two,

he was

but " the exercise of
preaching being prejudicial to his health,"
he decided to study law.
He was also at
this time under a cloud of religious doubts ;
but he sought the truth with such intensity
of purpose that he was not long left in dark
licensed

as a minister ;

ness.

fifteen, and in four years graduated with high
honor.
In the same year he was received

in the clear regions
and accepting a call from
the Congregational
church at Newport, was
ordained its pastor.
In 1759 he married

into the church at North Haven.

Miss Elizabeth Hubbard, of New Haven, who

Talented, enthusiastic, his success in col
lege an earnest for his future, he did not
leave that future to the guidance of impulse,

and gentleness

to enter so young, and his too busy mind had
He did enter, however, at
a brief respite.

but with a definiteness that reveals at once
his maturity of character, with a rare appre
ciation of the value of beginning life with

In

of

1755 he was again

a satisfied faith,

adorned

her life with such discretion,
as

endeared

tact,
her to a wido

They lived in happiest love for sev
eral years, but in the midst of the political

circle.

anxieties

of

1775

a sorer

His beloved

trouble

invaded

which he faithfully observed.

was sinking
with consumption, and died May 29th of that
year. How near this grief came to the hearts
of his flock is shown in the Doctor's grateful

molded

comment that his

positive

and

unselfish

reasonably

condensed his convictions

into

aims, he

a few maxims

That they
his daily
life, and gave to it the confidence of moral
strength, the peace of contentment, unfailing
his

character,

controlled

his

home.

wife

"kind people clothed the
whole family, and were at the whole expense
of the funeral."
The unsettled condition of

courtesy, and steady, conscientious industry,
his patriotic and pastoral earnestness,
his
unostentatious charities, his genial habit, the

the country at this time, and especially the
dangers that threatened the sea-board towns,

sincere politeness of a Christian gentleman,
and his intellectual
successes
were signal
witnesses.
Though we " can not keep the
heights we are competent to gain," we in the

sent his family

effort do gain.
In 1749 he accepted the appointment

of

dispersed

bis people, and the next year he
for security to Dighton. The

scattered flock were never all gathered again
At the resignation of

under his ministry.

Dr. Daggett, in 1777, he was elected his suc
cessor, at the same time filling the chair of
Professor of Ecclesiastical

History, with which

YALE SKETCHES.
thoroughly familiar while seeking
of his religious doubts.
Although President Clap had successfully
resisted the wishes of a large number, that the
he became

i way out

Assembly

General

should

be

authorized

through a committee to investigate College
affairs, the feeling still remained, and there
w»s also a strong conviction that it would be
to the College if the Faculty
President Stiles ap

an advantage
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While he drank knowledge with suck
deep delight, his soul still thirsted for di
vine refreshing, and the Word of God was
his loved and daily study.
" For his extensive
acquisitions he was in
tics."

debted to a mind at once active and compre
hensive ; to a memory quick to receive and
faithful to retain, and to a diligence patient
and indefatigable,"
which difficulties only

and encouraged the change, and in
proved
were appointed.
The
1791 Commissioners

stimulated.
In early life he studied vehe
mently, taking for his creed the inexperienced
enthusiast's theory of the supremacy of mind

cordially met them, and placed
the records of the College from

over matter, the omnipotence of the will, etc.
His health suffered so severely that he was

were not all clergymen.

Corporation
before them

its foundation.

The investigation revealed a thrifty admin
istration of the limited funds, as also the
poverty which hampered every department.
By an amendment of the charter, the Gov
and six senior
ernor, Lieutenant-Governor,

of the Legislature were associated
with the Faculty, and provision was
for the most pressing necessities of the

speedily brought to a hearty acknowledg
ment and propitiatory practice of the laws of

He adopted a simple diet, daily
exercise, and carefully regulated his

hygiene.
out-door

hours of study, which never commenced be
fore light nor extended into the night. His

a officio

members

evenings were often spent pacing the broad,
low-ceiled room in tranquilizing meditation.

made

He was

With the increased funds a new and greatly
needed building, the present South College,
was erected, and enough added to the insuffi
of
of the Professorship
Natural Philosophy to make it available, so
that, as before mentioned, the Faculty had
the gratification of appointing Professor
cient

endowment

Meigs to the long-vacant chair.
President Stiles was remarkable

intellect, thorough scholarship, and
wonderful readiness in acquiring knowl
He had a preternatural "gift of
edge.
Hebrew. Latin and Greek, Chaltongues."
Persic
dee, Syriac, Arabic and Samaritan,
and Coptic flowed into his active brain and
To this Oriental pot
off his facile tongue.
pourri he added French when he was fiftyseven years old.
In addition to his duties as President and
History, he was
Professor of Ecclesiastical
performing those of the Professors of Mathe
matics and Natural Philosophy and of Di
vinity, and in his scanty leisure he applied
himself with such ardor that in less than four
months he was able to read French readily.
a

He was an enthusiastic astronomer, was at
home in the wide range of Ancient and Mod
em History, and in his legal days familiarized

with "jurisprudence

expressive and penetrating, his voice clear,
and modulated by the feeling that swayed
In conversation he had
him while speaking.
that rare and undefinable power that charmed
people into an unwonted felicity of expres
sion, and

for an in

satiable

himself

little man, short and slight, sym
molded, deporting himself with
"man of few inches,
unassuming dignity;
His dark gray eyes were
every inch a man."
a

metrically

College.

and civil

poli

made

them — self-enchanted — loth

to part with so pleasant a friend.
" But in the fullness of his labors, in the
strength, and in the
vigor of intellectual
midst of new-formed
plans of usefulness
He was seized
Death arrested his career."
with a malignant fever, and, after four days'
illness, died May 12th, 1795, aged sixty-seven
years.

To the College his death seemed an irrep
arable bereavement, for who, injudicious ad
ministration, in wisdom, and in abundant la
bors, could replace him ?
There was a man, like his predecessors a
minister, who in the quiet achievement of
duties

that

a

less

conscientious

character

would have evaded, had unwittingly quali
fied himself for the onerous position, and to
whom the anxious attention of the Corpora

His father, Col.
tion was speedily turned.
Timothy Dwight, was a merchant of North
ampton, Mass., and married Mary Edwards, a
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daughter of saintly Jonathan Edwards. Tim
othy the younger was born in Northampton,
Ho inherited his mother's
May 14th, 1752.

less brilliant opened to him grander fields

activity, and read fluently when
When he was
he was but four years old.
the highest
with
seventeen he graduated
honors of his class, and for the two follow
ing years he was the successful Rector of the

church

intellectual

It was establish
Hopkins Grammar School.
ed by Edward Hopkins, Governor of Con
necticut, a man liberal and pious, who died
in

1657,

and left

a

liberal legacy for this

school, the oldest educational institution in
the State. Young Dwight was then elected
tutor of Yale, retaining the position six
years.

In 1777, when the students were scattered, he
through
took his class toW«thersfield,teaching
He was
the week and preaching on Sundays.
married in March of this year, and in Sep
tember resigned his tutorship. He was soon
after appointed
to "West Point.
he had

Army Chaplain,

and ordered

Here he was as popular as

been with the students,

enlivening
the camp with patriotic speeches and con
tributing to the soldiers' limited repertoire
quaint, humorous, and patriotic songs. He
delighted in both music and poetry. His fa
ther was at this time in Natchez, Miss.
The
little town was then reached only by rough
stage rides or by horseback, through miles
and miles of wilderness.
In that remote re
gion he died, leaving a widow and thirteen
children, of whom Mr. Dwight was the old
est.
He went immediately to their home at
Northampton, and filially assumed the heavy
burden of their support, an undertaking bet
when one considers a hungry
child's capacity, and the raiment it outgrows
with as little compunction or anxious thought
ter appreciated

lilies of the field.
He managed the narrow income, cultivated
the farm, preached here and there for shepherdless flocks, and — blessed resource of
as the

many wants and a slender purse — opened a
school,

and

by his multifarious

clothed, fed, and educated
sisters.

thriftiness

his brothers

and

During these five arduous years he

was twice sent to the State Legislature, where
he evinced so much talent that he was stren
to devote himself to politics ;
but he steadily resisted the allurements of
uously

urged

ambition, and kept to the path which though

of

usefulness.

In

he was ordained pastor of the
at Greenfield, Conn., and to eke out

1783

his slender salary he established an academy,

In
a high reputation.
first literary venture, pub

which rapidly gained
1785 he made his

lishing a poem, " The Conquest of Canaan."
His unanimous nomination by the Faculty
drew him from the cares of this quiet pasto
rate, and in September, 1795, he was inaugu
Under Dr. Stiles'
rated President of Yale.
decisive administration the College struggled
through the dark and pinching years of the
war. At Dr. Dwight's accession it was high
ly prosperous, and under him suffered no
diminution. He had the gift— excellent in
any one, eminently so in an instructor — of
winning the love of the students, but with
such dignity as

his affability was blended

The twenty-two
compelled their respect.
years of his presidency were rich in import
ant accessions to the College.

In

1801

Hon. Elizur

Goodrich was ap

pointed to the new professorship of Law. In
1803 Rev. Jeremiah Day was made Professor
of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy, to

fill the vacancy made by Prof. Meigs' accept
ance of the presidency of the University of
In 1804 the department of Chem
Georgia.
istry and Mineralogy was established,

and

An
Benj. Silliman, Esq., made its Professor.
insignificant collection in unclassified confu
sion composed the young Professor's cabinet.
Small as it was, it exceeded his knowledge,
and packing it in a candle-box he went to

Philadelphia, to Dr. Adam Seybert, the sole
of America.
In 1805 Dr. Dwight was appointed Pro
fessor of Theology, and in that office preach
ed a series of sermons on the leading doc
He also taught belleatrines of Christianity.
mineralogist

lettret and oratory.
"When young he studied
more zeal than

injured his
were almost

discretion

eyes,

with so much

he seriously
and for many years they

useless.

that

The Faculty in

1805

appropriated an annual stipend of £50 to de
In spite
fray the expense of an amanuensis.

of the modest salary there were plenty of
candidates eager for the advantages which the
His mind was so thor
position afforded.
oughly under his control that he would fre
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THE " CLASSICS."

quently dictate to two or three on different
subjects at the same time.

In 1805 James L. Kingsley was appointed
Professor of Hebrew, Greek, and Latin. In
1810 the Medical department was founded,
and in 1814 it received from the State $30,000.
After the war, infidelity and free-thinking,
nnder the specious guise of liberty of con
were alarmingly
"Are
prevalent.
the Scriptures of the Old and New Testa
ments the Word of God ? " was propounded
science,

for discussion in the College. Infidel senti
ments were unhesitatingly avowed by the
majority of the disputants.
When the argui finished Dr. Dwight reviewed their

137

statements, unmasked their sophistries, and
then with rising eloquence and fervor assert
ed and established the authenticity of the

Word of God.
Infidelity confounded aud
routed, sank into merited unpopularity.
In 1816 Dr. Dwight's health began percep
tibly to fail, though he continued to teach
till almost the last hours of his life. It was
most painful to his friends to see the silver
cord loosening, but to him it was a welcome
" token."
In November, 1816, he preached
in the College Chapel, and gave them the
bread and wine of the Communion for the
He died Jan. 16th, 1817, widely
last time.
and sincerely mourned.

THE "CLASSICS.'
BY D. H. FINGREY.

curriculum of college instruction at the

THE
present

time is greatly improved in many
respects from the old course of half a century
Yet, with all the improvement which has
ago.
been wrought, there is room for further modi
fications and radical changes. Too much time
is occupied by students in the study of Greek
and Latin.
These languages are those of a
long-past civilization, and do not embody the
spirit of the present era. In the time of Queen
Elizabeth Latin was the language of diplomacy
and literature, and was extensively used in
correspondence of all kinds, because it was a
fixed language, while the modern languages
But time has
were in a state of fluctuation.
a change.
Modem
languages, es
pecially English, French, and German, have
become comparatively fixed, and embrace the
ideas and spirit of modern civilization, and they
should take a leading place in the curriculum
of study. The English language.it is true, has
wrought

incorporated a large number of words derived
from the Greek and Latin, but a year's careful
study of these two languages is sufficient for
the student to acquire all the knowledge neces

remain so for all time. The Saxon, with its
parent Norse, goes back much farther than the
classic languages of Greece and Home ; it has
been established by philologists that it is a

twin sister

to the Sanskrit, and that from the
manner in which its roots interpenetrate all the
Aryan tongues, and to some extent the Tartar

and Semitic languages, it must embody quite as
much of the primitive speech of man as any
language which is capable of being traced at
the present time. The opinion advanced that
a student learns more of the English language
by studying the classics than he could other
wise acquire is a fallacy, because only onefourth of the words of the English language is

derived from these two ancient tongues. The
discipline obtained in the study of the classics
is derogatory to the free development of the
mind, because it produces a narrowing
and
partisan influence on the person who spends
the best part of his life in acquiring two dead
languages at the sacrifice of ever-living science.
The " classic " educators are iconoclasts. They
believe blindly in what they love, whether it
They are indignant when
be most wise or not.
educators of the living present
attack their cherished idols of the Greek and

sary in order to master the words so derived.
Three-quarters of our words are derived from
and
the Saxon and other Gothic dialects;
much of the time spent in our colleges in the

Latin tongues, and they fly to arms just as
savages do when missionaries pick their fetich

study of the classics ought to be occupied in
the tracing of our vernacular to the sources of
the early tongues which centuries of Latin and

These obsolete instructors do not like
to pieces.
candid criticism, because the progress of intelli
gence is leaving far behind their cherished gods.

Norman-French rule strove in vain to eradicate
from the British Isles. Our language is not by
any means an offspring of the Greek and Latin,
but is substantially Saxon, and will probably

This course of study which is held so es
sential in the education of youth, has not a
and
not com
progressive clement in
patible

with

free

is

it

it,

the scientific

inquiry after truth.

The
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young man who is brought under the dogmatic
rule of spending some of his best years in the
study of the classics, is prone to become
nothing better than a student or a professor of
dead literature.
The young men who
come out of college with a classic education
are entirely unfitted for the realities of life, and
if it were not for the professions which they
some

enter, would utterly fail to meet the responsi
bilities of life in any business capacity.
Why
is it so 1 It is because these young men have
been trained to think as the ancients did : they
have been carried back two thousand years,
and when they leave college and enter upon
the active duties of life, everything seems
metamorphosed, and they feel out of place.
There is no progess in the Chinese Govern
ment, and the Chinese have been governed for
two thousand years by the same code of laws,
and now find themselves out of their element
in a land of progressive civilization.
The
Chinese are unfitted to accept our enlighten
ment, and it will take generations to Ameri
canize them.
So it is with the followers of the
ancient Greeks and Latins; it will take years
for them to become familiarized with every
day duties.
The industrial universities of the country are
robbed of their prerogatives by the introduc
tion of the classics into the curriculum of study
ns a pre-emineut department, and at the sacri
fice, too, of the very objects for which these

institutions

ark is completed, that unparalleled
carried a cargo more pre

THE
vessel which

cious than the cargoes of all other ships put
together, for it carried the fortunes of the
world for half a year.
Noah and his family ; the beasts, birds, and

reptiles are all shut in — the hand of the Crea
tor has shut the door and sealed it.

There is a solemn pause of seven days. No
doubt the lookers-on — the inhabitants round

about —jeered the grand eld patriarch with
his monstrous menagerie in his monstrous
The seven days had still been added
ship.

to the 120 years, as a further time for the
people to repent, but they hardened them
selves the more as they cried, " Where is the
" The seven
sign of the deluge ?
days are

ended — and

now

comes

the

most

terrible

founded

and endowed

by-

states or individuals.

If the dead languages

as some claim,

are the only languages,
then modern civilization is a

failure, for the ancient tongues are superior to
the modern; then our boasted enlightenment
is all a dream — a fancy of the imagination, be
a language advances with civilization,
and the higher a people rise in the scale of
intelligence, in that proportion does its language
One of two conclusions
approach perfection.
must be received, either that the civilization of
cause

the ancients was farther advanced than ours,
and, consequently, they had more perfect lan
guages than we have, or that our civilization
is superior to theirs, and, consequently, we
have a more nearly perfect language than they
had ; one or the other must be received. If we
adopt the former conclusion, then we must ad
mit that Christianity is not so great a civilizer
and elevator of humanity as paganism, and
that the world is retrograding, especially the
Christian portion of it.
It is a law of progress that a nation's
language is the criterion by which to judge its
civilization.
To say that the Greek and the
Latin are superior to the modern languages is a
fallacy emanating from the brain of those who
are wedded to a dead literature, and who can
see nothing good, only as they look back to
antiquity — to those nations who lived under a

of tyranny and paganism.

government
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event that ever came to pass in the annals of
time.
Most terrible as yet ; but a still more
terrible is yet to come, when the earth will
be wrapped in a flood of fire 1

The windows of heaven were opened, and the
of the great deep were broken up ;

fountains

and from above and from beneath the waters
poured

upon the ground for forty days and
When the rain began to de

forty nights.

scend in great spouts of water, then all the
inhabitants of the country round about Noah
began to think that perhaps after all they had

better follow him into his place of safety, — bo
they made a rush for the ark to force their
way in.

But the hand of the Almighty that

had closed and scaled

the door held them
far at bay; perhaps they were smitten with
blindness like the enemies of Lot, or like

A DEATH SCENE
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Elymas the sorcerer.
Soon they began to
escape to the risings of the land, and then to
the hills.
The weak and the timid through
out the earth were soon swept away. Those
who escaped to some near hills when the
water rose upon them could not swim the
intervening waters to some higher hills, and
they soon disappeared in the rising tide.
Multitudes escape to the mountains, whose
steep and shaggy sides they still climb as the
mighty waves yawn to devour them. Hun
dred* and thousands at a time drop into the
dark bosom of the multitude of waters ; for
they grow faint from loss of food and dizzy
with watching, — and then there is one last
wail of agony mingling with the hoarser roar
of the elemental war.
Oh, God ! what
now ascend from
the gurgling
prayers
bosom of the deeps 1 None, now, but the
strong and the biave and the resolute arc left.
Up, up, — but the dark waves climb as fast
being that had
still climbed and clung to the topmost peaks
of the lower mountains have all been washed

as they.

See ! every human

The highest mountains are now alone
above the universal sea.
The waters have reached the lips of the

away.

volcanoes !— and as the vast Niagaras pour
over into their yawning craters, and rush

into the bosom of the unquenchable fires that
fill the central globe ; as those immeasurable
floods of those mighty enemies fire and water
meet, their hug of battle heaves and shakes
the solid world, its huge ribs snap and break
and its bars of adamant become as tow ; and
the ponderous bulk of the rounded sphere is
convulsed in throes of death (if it could die)
with the grapple of the internal war. And
still throughout the deluge vast columns of
steam from the bellowing war burst through
waves and ascend the murky
the abysmal
firmament

of

heaven.

The fish ! It is a carnival for the fish !
They swim over the walls of cities and
through the halls of palaces, and feast their
eyes upon the strange and wonderful works
of nwn — the treasures and the spoils of kings.
They glut their appetites upon the young and
The monstrous, all-devouring
the beautiful.
shark is drunk with the blood of the fairest
If the devil-fish be possessed
uf the fair.
with a fiend, his soul must have reveled in
the human opoiU of the watery pit.

OF THE
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The tallest peaks now alone stand out
above the floods of waves ; and the strongest
men of all mankind are on those topmost
And mighty beasts of prey are there,
peaks.
— the dreadful boa, and the venomous viper,
and birds with dripping wings, too wet to
fly ; all are mingled together, without fear
of each other, for they are all overwhelmed
by a far greater fear. Those strong men pray

with cries that sound wailingly above all the
The lion and
strife.
the tiger, the most savage of beasts, moan
pitiably, as if they, too, prayed 1 And every
reptile and eagle and condor, with strange
roar of the tumultuous

sounds

never

before

heard by

human

ear,

they, too, seem to pray ! Oh, Ood of mercy !
wilt Thou not hear that last woeful agony of
prayer for life ? Ah ! no. There is a time
when

it

is too late to pray ! when the Al
Thou art loving and

mighty shuts the door.
long-suffering.

One

hundred

and

twenty

years Thou didst call upon them, and none
regarded ; and now that they cry unto Thee,

In every unbeliever's life the
time may come when it is too late to pray.
Up, up, higher and still higher they climb !
Oh, with what intentness they watch the
it is too late.

marks

in the rocks

to see

if

possibly

the

their utmost height.
No, — they mount after them with even, over
waters

have

reached

whelming, omnipotent step.
The last lion and tiger and fox and savage

into the dark abysm, and float
The last eagle and condor are dead
upon the bosom of the universal waves. The
hugest boa of the desert, his terrible eyes

beast drop
away.

have gone out, and his long, dreadful body
in great coils looks fearful and monstrous as,
dead at last, he floats away and mingles with
the wrecks of cities and of great forests that
toss upon the awful waves of the all-devour

ing

And now

sea.

r.o ear

will ever hear, save

at the judgment day, the moans, as strong
man after strong man loses his last hold and
floats gurgling with his last breath on the
pitiless surging deep. And all are gone f

No;

there

is one

— the Last Man! — the

" mighty
mightiest man of those
were of old, men of renown."
He had

men which

been a great leader, and the deadly

He had made the earth drunk
with blood and with crime ; and had
dared to think in his heart to be the foe of

foe of Noah.
en
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the Omnipotent.
See ! he summons all his
to stand upon that last slippery
He is alone 1 No, — folded close
peak.
strength

upon his breast in the embrace of his arm,

still strong, he holds his boy, his only son —
the only creature that he had ever loved.
Even in the midst of the deluge he had still
hoped that he would survive, and that he
would still rule the earth and leave his crown
to his boy.
He raises himself with his still
living son clinging to his breast ; and with
those once fierce and blazing eyes now tamed
with the new darkness of utter despair, he
tries to pierce the shadows of the pouring
To the north, to the south, to the east,
rain.
to the west, he tries to pierce tho impenetra
ble gloom.
Water ! water I water every
where ! one vast
bounded

ocean !

illimitable desert of un
The very heavens are

water !

And now there was no ear to hear the most
heart-cleaving of all the sounds that had ever
been raised from the bosom of the world —
the last wail

real

note

of

of

the last man ! — the last

fune

the dead world !

A great wave that sweeps many cubits
aboTC this topmost peak enfolds him round
and round' — and his boy!
And as it incloses
them, a few bubbles on its brim tell of the
last sob of the last man of a drowned

EDUCATION

world.

IN CHICAGO.*

West improves on the East.

THE
broad

The

prairies, the great lakes, the moun
tains, valleys, and rivers, all tend to expand
the mind of civilized man and to give him broad
and comprehensive views. Would yon take the
bigotry and meanness out of a hide-bound exclusionist? send him "out West," and if there be
"
any grow" in him, there it will sprout. If he be
wanting in patriotism, in bravery, in a love for
his great country, — the grandest on the globe, —
there it may be developed. But our enthusiasm
for the West leads us from our text, which is
" The Sixteenth Annual Report" of the Chicago
Our readers will relish extracts from
Schools.
this

spirited

the statement

document, and we quote from
of the President of the Board of

Education :
" The common school system of education,
supported and liberally endowed by the Stale
* Sixteenth Annual Report of the Board of Education,
for the year ending July 1, 1870. One vol. 8vo., pp. 864,
Co., printers.
paper. Chicago: Rand, McNally

*

[Fkb.,

of Illinois, free from sectarian and other per
nicious influences, is the best system ever de
vised by man.

"The

public

instruction
schools,

of the children

such as

in the

is furnished

primary, grammar, and high
tutes the bulwark of American

in the
schools, consti
civilization and

independence."
[Note that, ye apologists for
monarchies and mental slavery.]
" The foundation
of our institutions, and of
political, civil, and religious liberty, rests and
depends upon the education and intelligence of
the people.

" It is the
duty of the State to educate its

children ; and any State which neglects the
performance of that duty inflicts upon itself
an irreparable injury.
Chicago is performing
her part of that duty faithfully and well.
" Of the many excellent provisions of the
Constitution
of this State, adopted on the
second day of this month, the article on the
subject of education is one of the most import
ant. It directs the General Assembly to pro
vide a thorough and efficient system of free
schools, whereby all the children of the State
may receive a good common school education.
It prohibits the General Assembly, or any
county, city, town, township, school district, or
other public corporation, from ever making
any appropriation, or paying from any public
fund whatever, anything to help, support, or
sustain any school, academy, seminary, college,
university, or other literary or scientific institu
tion, controlled by any church or sectarian de
nomination

whatever."

"Taxes for educational purposes have not
The necessity
been voted or paid grudgingly.
of furnishing accommodations to all applicants
for admission into our schools is fully appreci
ated."
" School
buildings in which our children are
educated should be convenient, comfortable,
Schools which are
pleasant, and attractive.
unsuitable for the education of the children of
the wealthiest citizens are equally unsuitable
for the education of the children of the poorest
"In our public schools, the children of the
rich and the poor assemble, and are received
and taught on terms of perfect equality. There
are none so rich or poor, high or low, as to in
duce favoritism, partiality, or prejudice."
[In
the sight of God, a human being is a human
being, no matter what his color or condition,
and all equally need culture and education.]
" During the year ending July 1, 1870, the
whole number of children taught in our public
schools was 38,937.

STUDY OF THE LAW.

1871.]

"At

the year ending July 1, 1870,
there were employed in our public schools 537
teachers ; Uie number of teachers in the em
the close o

ployment of the Board at the close of the last
year was greater by forty than at the close of
the preceding year.
" The total expenses of the Department of
Public Instruction of this city for the year end

ing July 1, 1870, were $715,347 8a
"
During the year last past, the general pros
perity and success of our schools have been
Better results, in nearly all the
satisfactory.
branches of study taught, could not have been
Commendable emu
expected or anticipated.
lation and kind feelings, on the part of both
teachers and scholars, have generally and
almost universally prevailed."
" It
is our intention to employ none but the
best teachers, and to pay a fair compensation
for the services of such; and in return, an
equivalent is required for the consideration

The standard of the qualifications of
paid.
teachers has not, by any means, been di
minished."
[Here is a statement which should not be
overlooked by ambitious parents, who some
times neglect the bodies of the children while
exciting and stimulating their minds.]
" In many instances scholars have, either of
their own volition or by the requirements of
teachers, in order to complete the prescribed
course of instruction, applied themselves so
rigidly to their studies that they have been in
jured thereby."
[With a president for their Board of Educa

tion so sensible, so energetic, and every way
so capable, and a people so willing, patriotic,
and prompt to pay, there is no reason why
Chicago may not lead the nation in her school
and educational enterprises.]

"ALONE."
BY HENRY O. PERRY, A.M.

I see her now, as years agone
She sat In her wonted place.
"
And held in her hand the book Alone,"
With a pitiful, patient face.
Her bright eyes beamed with unearthly light.
As the turned them full on mo,
And murmured, "When I am gone from gight
Will I be forgotten by thee? "

I loved the one of my heart,
I cried, " This pledge to thee I give
Believe me, I will never part
Aa

"
live I

With thy memory while I
She opened the book ; from its folds
She took a sweet forget-me-not.

:
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And said, " When the death-bell tolls,
And mine proves the common lot.
Do thou silently look on this —
Press thy Hp to It— with but a thought
Of what last I give thee
a kiss.
We parted. Alas I met never more 1 •
Not long— as the night-shades fell
Aud reached me then so sad and sore,
The wail of the burial-bell. * • •
I gazed not on the face of the dead ;
I sought not the house of grief ;
But, alone, I thought of all she said.
And her kiss
and I kissed the leaf I

A

STUDY

OF THE

•

LAW.

YOUNG correspondent asks several
questions on this subject, which we an
swer as follows :
When one desires to enter upon the prelim
inary studies pertaining to a profession, whether
he has or has not decided with reference to the
profession he will follow, it is well for him to
receive the benefit of a phrenological examina
tion.
By so doing, he will be definitely in
formed with respect to the requirements of the
profession, and the qualities will be indicated
to him in which there is need of improvement
or development in order that he may make the
pursuit elected a success.
It is customary for young men who intend
to follow the profession of law to attend n
course of lectures at some school of law, and
after taking the degree of the institute either
commence practice or enter the office of some
experienced advocate, and there continue their
studies with all the advantages of direct practice
surrounding them. We think that it is better
for a law student to read a few of the elemen
tary books before entering a law school.
Students at law usually read in the outset
Blackstone's Commentaries, Kent's Commen
taries, Story on the Constitution, Story on
Bailments, Parsons on Contracts, Greenlcaf on
Evidence, and other works, including, of course,
the Code of Procedure for the State in which
it is intended to settle. The attentive perusal
of the works named will furnish a very sub
stantial foundation for a young lawyer's future
career.
One does not practice law in the
United States Courts until after serving some
Those who are
years at the bar of his State.
to the national courts are usually
men in advanced practice, and we suppose
that most lawyers look forward with some
little ambition to the time when they shall be
able to practice in Admiralty.
We believe

admitted

that a lawyer secures

his entrance before the

ecological Journal.

it

a

resist
when lapped around the body offers
ance to the attack of its enemy, which must be
productive of much injury and pain to the
latter.
The limbs are short and stout, the
;

hind ones being longest the claw9 are curved
and oharp, adapted to its digging propensities.

it,

is

other animals of their class, entirely on insects,
especially ants, which they capture on their
long, round, and viscid tongue. This tongue
it

capable of such extension that
may reach a
quarter of
yard beyond the tip of the nose.

When
approaches an ant-hill
lies down
near
and concealing itself as much as possi
ble, stretches out its long tongue among the
ants, keeping
for some time immovable.
The little creatures, allured by the shiny ap
it

pearance and the unctuous substance with which
smeared, gather upon
in great numbers,
and the sudden withdrawal of the tongue into

the animal's mouth captures them before they^
have time to escape, and the Pangolin swallows
them, as we may imagine, witli much gustatory
zest.
This animal
an inoffensive creature,
in groping for its insect-food
dis
plays great strength and activity in tearing to
pieces the ant-hills.
although

it

it

it

a

is

seen in the engraving, and might be thought
easily separable or torn from the body, serves
to increase its security, for being defended
with scales, the edges of which are sharp,

in color, and hard enough to
resist an ordinary bullet.
Pangolins feed, like

it

'

a

is

it

of the strongest

animals.
carnivorous
Even the tiger, panther, and leopard can not
break through the defense which nature has
given to this little creature. The moment
rolls
perceives the approach of an enemy
itself up like hedgehog. The long tail, which
teeth

are dark-brown

is

These
similar to those of the armadillo.
are horny and imbricated, thus permit
ball, in
ting the body to be rolled up into
secure almost against the
which condition

scales
scales

The largest species of the
delicacy.
Pangolin attains the length of over three feet,
and
found in India and Ceylon.
Its scales
peculiar

it

long, pointed snout, toothless mouth, and ex
tensile tongue of the ant-eater, while the upper
parts of the body and the tail are armed with

it chiefly resides in the most obscure parts of a
forest and does not multiply rapidly, it is not
often seen even by the natives. The negroes
of Africa, when they find it, beat it to death
with clubs and eat
deeming the flesh a

a

naeus.

the w arm parts
to its habits, as

is

Pangolin, or scaly ant-eater, belongs
genus Mania, as classified by Lin
It is a burrowing animal, having the

THE
to the

This singular animal lives in
of Africa and Asia, but owing

it

THE PANGOLIN.

[Feb.,

it,

bar of the nation by special nomination, and
through the approval of the justices of the
United States Courts.

it
is

Pith
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"THE MOUND -BUILDERS."

1871.]

MOUND-BUILDERS."

'•THE

A
ber

I

SUBSCRIBER

writes

us: Sir— In the

number of your magazine for Novem
find an article under the caption of " A

Skull for Our Cabinet," in which your corre
spondent, Mr. McDonald, ascribes the build
ing of the numerous mounds throughout the
West to an extinct tribe of Indians. A reason
given by him for this opinion, and one I believe
generally held, is that human bones and rude

of

works

art, such

been exhumed

have

the inference

built

pipes, pottery, etc.,
from them ; and hence

as

is drawn that these

places have

of burial for the dead.
I have a far different theory ; it is that
these mounds were built by the Great Archi
tect, and not by human agency at all ! That
been

as places

been used by the aborigines for
sepulture I believe ; but for how
could not guess ; that
many centuries back
they were so used by our immediate prede
have

they

of

places

I

in this Mississippi Valley, I know.
I
myself seen deposited in more than one

cessors
have

of the numerous small mounds that nre to be
found on the borders of this river, the dead
Iwdies
and

of

the tribes inhabiting the country ;

I

with them

rude implements

have also seen buried those
spoken of, such as pottery,

bows and arrows, etc. The warrior, in
his blanket and feathers, with his hatchet
and war implements, and a quantity of food
to serve him on his journey to the eternal
pipes,

I have seen thus deposit
hunting-grounds,
was present when a wailing mo
ed. And
ther, and a few red men and a few whites,

I

the mortal remains of the
thus deposited
beautiful Indian maiden Ka-la-we-ko — she
the subject of Mrs. Sigourney's
" The Indian Girl's Burial."
The theory thnt these mounds are natural,
and in no wise indebted to human agency for

who was
poem,

may be regarded as ex
travagant and untenable ; but I have yet to
meet with one that presents fewer difficulties
their construction,

in the way of a solution.

Yours truly,

t. o.
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and challenging our wonder by their number,
One of these, on Bush
variety, and extent.
Creek, Ohio, is in the form of a serpent, over
one thousand feet in length, extending in grace
ful curves, and terminates in a triple coil at
tail.
The embankment constituting the
efflgy is near five feet high by thirty feet at the
center of the body. The neck of the figure is
the

out nnd slightly curved, and its
mouth is opened wide, as if in the act of swal
lowing or ejecting an oval figure which rests
The com
partly within the distended jaws.
bined figure has been regarded as a symbolical
illustration of the Oriental cosmological idea

stretched

of

the serpent and the egg.
" From this
and other facts, it is estimated
that these mounds were formed not less than
two thousand years ago.
By whom built, and
whether their authors migrated to remote lands
under the combined attractions of a more fertile

soil and more congenial climate, or whether
they disappeared beneath the victorious arms
of an alien race, or were swept out of existence
by some direful epidemic or universal famine,
are questions probably beyond the power of
human investigation to answer.
History is
silent concerning them, and their very name is
lost even to tradition."

It

would

be difficult

to attribute

dently symbolical mounds
gin, as T. G. seems to hold.

to

these evi
" natural " ori

A Chinese Mission in California. — We
of Amer
ican Chinamen, especially in religious matters,
is giving way before the efforts of philanthropic
are glad to see thnt the exclusiveness

Christians.

The Daily Alia

California,

an

nouncing the approaching completion of the
Mission Building in San Francisco, in its issue

of November

22 says that Rev. O. Gibson will
move into the parsonage department during
the present week.
It adds : " This institution,
springing up quietly and unostentatiously in
this city, in spite of the strong and bitter prej

udices against the Chinese created by certain
political demagogues, is a credit to our city, to
civilization, and to the Church under whose
But what is most
auspices it is being reared."
interesting is the list of subscriptions by the

The Cincinnati Chronicle publishes a lengthy
account of some famous Indian mounds near
St Louis, which is interesting in connection

Chinese to purchase the necessary seals for the
school-rooms.
It is headed by the name of Dr.
Li Po Tai, who gives $50; Tuck Chong &

We quote :
A most remarkable variety of earthworks
those in Wisconsin and Iowa, which bear

Co. give $30 ; three firms give $15 each ; five,
$10 each ; seventeen, $5 each ; two, $4 each ;
six, $3 each ; fourteen, $2 each ; two, $1 50
each ; nine, $1 each.
Besides these amounts,

with the above.
"

are

the outlines

of

men and animals, constituting
on the surface of the earth,

huge basso-relievos

the

scholars

in

the Chinese

Sunday-schools

Phrenological Journal.
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give, in sums ranging from fifty cents to six
dollars each, the amount of $112 50, which,
added to the merchants' subscription ($227 50),
make $440 subscribed
sion Institute.

by Chinese to our Mis

PEOPLE
tions relative

entertain

no

erroneous

to the various

func

mental

neces

They ask us what organ gives judgment, or

gance,

envy, contempt,

deceit,

suspicion,

arro

A

single

etc.

coquetry,

superciliousness,

faculty, or propensity, gives

impulse to action,

but one, two, or a dozen other faculties or pro

will

pensities

become

it might

as

feeble

Language,

sense, and small

common

malapropos

and even stran

It

involved in the action.

A

gether.

large

of Secretivcness

for concealment,

a desire

know something which others
thoughts and purposes

keep

complish affairs before
tended

They like to cause surprises,

to be done.

and to man

parties,

age everything in a quiet and secret manner.

as to ask for the organ

tell plans and reveal Intended achievements.

indeed

if,

dyestuff
and

to ask for green pigment or green
when

he

forward

brought

is composed,

yellow, of which green

ignorant interrogator thought himself

blue
the

imposed

works in combination with other

Secretiveness

of other strong

fluence

to act in consequence

result of mixing the blue and the yellow.

of deceit.

mental

posite, — are made

dispositions.

characteristics

up of different

and

There are many different directions

in which a Blngle faculty can be used.
bo used in selfish quarrels,

In defending

the

weak,

Force can

or it can be employed

in obedience to Conscientiousness
the

and Benevolence

truth, and virtue.
from its le

Constructiveness is often diverted

gitimate uses in obedience to the higher faculties,
in making infernal machines,

and employed

bur

glars' tools, or in using them, or in counterfeiting
and forgery.

The mechanical

works their ruin;

talent of some men

though that talent is but the

instrument, not the instigator of the crime.
have a question before

a person

to make
remark,

that

deceitful

?"

are required

In

we

is the agent or

through which it must be manifested.

channel

The normal function of Secretivcness
a restraint

shall

answer

although there are many causes of

deceit, the faculty of Secretircness

feelings

We

us, which was received

from a reader, viz. : " What organs

is to place

upon the impulsive action of the other

until the judgment and moral sentiments

have time

their expression.

If

are com

motives

to decide upon the propriety of
Imagine for a moment a per

or its permission

qualities,

of guiding and restraining

power being withdrawn through moral
lectual weakness,

manner

He

will

that others

faculties, and its impulses to act through the in

upon, until he should see a beautiful green as the

In like

The

tattler is the abomination of such a person.
keeps a close mouth, and wonders

green

to

to ac

and

secret,

were as correct to ask for green paint or green dye

of jealousy or coquetry.

to

do not know,

know they arc in

others

to plan and conduct surprise

The painter or dyer would think the questioner

to

learn

people

or to shun them alto

development

its possessor

— they

expressions

be silent in their presence,

gives

with

Some persons

shock their friends,

by their

His

arise in the mind.

" utter all their thoughts," — and

sarily be possessed for each manifestation of char
jealousy,

large

gers,

tions, and think a particular faculty must
acter.

every emotion

society would be intolerable.

8ecretiveness

DECEITFUINESS.
sometimes

son who should utter every thought and express

Conscientiousness

If

with transactions.

nected

be added,

ness

be deficient,

honor,

the

all

on

sensitive

public

will

person

and

sentiment,

be exceedingly

to reputation,

popularity,

If

and excuses.

the sako of profit may be the channel

Mirthfulness

be large,

involving ridicule.

If

practice

perhaps

under false

for money, and
to earn his daily

underhanded

pretenses,

counterfeit money.
and

measures

to

get goods or

pick pockets,

engage

in some

game, or pass

thimble-rigging trick, or confidence
Language

be

Acquisitiveness be large,

the person lack manly enterprise

will

will

tricks, and subjects

thus making an earnest demand

get money,

for

of deceit.

the deception

with fun, amusing

connected

money

and

Acquisi

the tricks of trade

be predominant,

bread, he

con

Approbative-

large

topics relating

make false explanations

If

may be

to falsify to screen the reputation, to

be likely

tiveness

there

trickery, and falsehood

dishonesty,

treachery,

or intel

and vain modes

leads to many

With large Eventuality and
Imagination great

active

stories

will be invented.

If
weak,

the social element
Secretiveness

affection ; hence

be strong

leads

coquetry,

to

and conscience

false

pretenses

in

flirtations, and seduc

Food

isn.]
tions, or marrying

for money without love

A deceitful

result*.

Urge Secretivcness,
eet.tral influence
generally

also

person

are the

will be found to have

which is the motive force or

in deceptions

of every kind ; and

too little conscience

control, and keep

for Mirth.

it

at its normal

to regulate,
work, namely,

a judicious adaptation of means to secure

desired
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while humility and meekness escape many a bur
with
den and many a blow, always keeping peace
— Leighton.
in, and often without, too."
Such a
The man who never failed is a myth.
All suc
one never lived, and Is never likely to.
closely
cess is a series of efforts in which, when
The moun
viewed, are seen more or less failures.
re
tain Is to overshadow the hill, but the hill is a
If you fail now and then,
nevertheless.

ality

don't be discouraged, but press on.
" Vanity is rather a mark of humility than
Vain men delight in telling what honors
pride.

ends.

therefore,
Oh, deem not they arc blessed alone
Whose lives a peaceful tenor keep ;
For God. who pities man. hath shown
A blessing for the eyes that weep.

have been done them, what great company they
have kept, and the like ; by which they plainly
than their
confess that these honors were more
due, and such as their friends would not believe,

The light of smiles shall nil again
The lids that overflow with (cars ;
And weary hours of woe snd pain
Are promises of happier years.

truly
they had not been told ; whereas, a man
and
proud, thinks the honors below his merit,
—
scorns to boast." Swift

if

There is a day of sonny rest
For every dark and troubled night ;
And grief may bide an evening sliest,
Bat Joy shall come with early light.

FOOD

Nor let the good man's trust depart.
Though life its common gifts deny ;
Though with a pierced and broken heart.
And spnrned of men he goes to die.

For God has marked each sorrowing day,
And numbered every secret tear,
And heaven's long age of bliss shall pay
For all his children suffer here* —

Bryant.

WISDOM.
A word to the wise — Remain so.
Measure every man according to his own mea
sure; i. «., do not expect or demand from him
more than there is in him.
"
The best humor is that which contains most
with
humanity, that which is flavored throughout
— T/iackeray.
tenderness and kindness."
We may safely lay it down as a rule of life, that
are alwayB best
things of doubtful expediency
avoided. Let not your good be evil spoken of.

EscorrRAGE charity and brotherly love between
rich mid poor, between relatives or friends, and
opcc.oliy between enemies, or those who have
been inch.

" Ip the minds of men were laid open we should
see but little difference between that of a wise man
and that of the fool ; there arc infinite reveries
passing through
extravagances
and numberless
both."— Addition.
treat the world
—
one
very much as the moon treats it show It only
side of yourself, seldom show too much of your
self at a time, and be calm, cool, and polished ;
but look at every side of the world.

It you

are a wise

man you will

" Those who think

themselves high-spirited and
as they speak, are often even by
to bow most, or to burst under it;

will bear least,
that forced

FOR MIRTH.
" "

" Mrs. Grimes, lend

Can't
me your tub ?
— it's full of suds; bodo it, — all the hoops are off,
never had one, — washes in a barrel."
sides,

I

I

An old, dilapidated bank note is going around
with a piece of yellow paper pasted on the back
hand,
of it, on which Is written in a bold, free
" Go it, Bill,— I'll back you ! "
" The blessed man that preached for u» last
" served the Lord
Sunday," said Mrs. Partington,
nnd as a lo
circus-rider,
—
a
as
first
for thirty years
cust-preacher, and last as an exhauster."
Two shoemakers out in company were asked
" I practice the heel
Says one,
their profession.
other, "labor for
I,"
the
said
ing art." "And
"
the good of men's soles !
" Live and Let Live " is the curious heading of
In the Androscog
advertisement
coffin-maker's
a
heard
gin Herald ; and the Kennebec Journal has
of one in the same business who speaks of hi9
wares as

"

wooden

"
overcoats !

" I've lost

my n petite," said a dgant'.c fellow",
performer m lite tuijle, to a
who was an i :..<>.
hepe," said a fell iv. -boarder, "no
friend.
him in,
poor man has found it, for it w xtld ruin

"I

a week."

jolly

fellow suggests the following: ToA
hash, take a little uv every
make boarding-house
in some
thing, a good deal nv nothing, and throw
season
thing; jam to a mux, cook over a koll fire,
with hair pins, and serve up on the jump.

" You haven't got such a thing as a pair of
" No, my man," said
trowsers, have you?"

"I

old>
the

don't keep my wardrobe in my
merchant;
" Where do yon live? " rejoin
connting-house."
ould
"
and I'll call in the morning for the
ed Pat,
pair yon've got on."
A Recipe.— To take ink out of paper and stains
ingredl
out of silk, etc., mix well the following
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of burnt alum, quarter of
quarter of an ounce ox
alic acid, in a bottle, with half a pint of spring
water.
Wet a piece of soft calico and apply it to
Yes, doubtless it irtll take
the spots. — Exchange.
out ink, stains, and every other color.
TniUMrns of Genius. — Everybody has heard of
ente : one teaspoonful
an ounce

artistic

salts of lemon,

"masterpieces."

We have

discovered

some of late which arc certainly worthy the im

mortality which has been attached to far less cred
itable productions. Their author is a person of
such extreme modesty that he has refused us the
use of his name, so that it is quite probable that
it will not be transmitted ko posterity. He oucc
painted a dog so natural that the animal had the
Later, he
hydrophobia during the hot weather.
painted the copy of a beer bottle with such skill
that the cork flew out Jolt as he was finishing it.
And after he was married, he painted a picture of
his first baby so lifelike that it cried, and his wife
whipped it before she discovered her mistake.
A FISH

Situated in sight of

STOllY.

the road of Life is the lake

of Flattery. Fine fish are sometimes caught there.
They are called Compliments ; and all who have
People are
tasted them say they are nice eating.
sailing on the lake and fishing in its waters at all
The
times. They do not always catch fish, though.
time and labor of the angler are wasted by hauling
up with great exertion some of the refuse which lies
upon the bottom of this lake. In such cases the
Idle watchers near by indulge in hearty laughter,
and mockingly encourage the embarrassed and un
fortunate angler to try once more.
A certain man came to the borders of this lake
He would not have been noticed
one day to flsh.
He
only that he promised great performances.
hired a boat, and having rowed it a short distance
from the land, threw in his line. He waited a
long, long time for a bite, and was nearly ready to
give up from weariness when he felt something at
the end of his line.
Filled with pride and joy he
shouted to the crowd which was eagerly watching
him, that he had caught a fish, — he was sure he had,
and he was going to let it play with the line

till

he

The crowd heart
landed, because it felt so heavy.
ily cheered him as he rowed to them with his an
ticipated prize. Assistance was offered, and ac
Then all pulled long and hard, and haul
cepted.
ed In — an old tree, covered with mud and slime.
What a merciless roar of derision arose from the
tree
crowd ! The Idea of an old water-logged
playing with the line ! Some spicy remarks were
made concerning the kind of sauce to be eaten
The poor an
with this fish, «o rare and delicate.
gler, .confused and ashamed, hastened away from
•the bitter remarks of the unsympathizing crowd.
He never again fished in the lake of Flattery for
those nice fish called Compliments. He let oth
ers do it for him.
Moral: Do not fish for compliments.
Tou
may not always catch what you desire, a. i. m.
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IN NEW YORK.

TnE following Directory of some of the import
of New York will be useful to many
of our readers :
American Ethnological Society.— Thomns Eu bank.
Vlce-Pre'ident;
A. J. Cotheal, Treasurer;
H. T.
ant Societies

Drowne, Librarian.
American Geographical and Statistical Society,
Cooper Union.— C. P. Daly, Pres. ; E. R. Straziucky,
Secretary.
American Institute, Cooper Union.— Iloracc Greeley,
Pres. ; S. D. Tillman, Cor. Sec. ; meeting* first Thurs
day in each month ; Annual Fair in September.
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
American
Animals. — Broadway, corner East Fourth Street.
Henry Bergh, Pres. ; John B. Murray. Treas.
Children's Aid Society.— 19 East Fourth Street. W.
A. Booth, Pres. ; J. E. Williams, Treas. ; Charles L.
Brace, Sec
Newsboys' Lodging House.-^9 Park Place. Chas. O.
Connor, Supt.
Girls' Lodoino Houses.— 188Bleecker Street. E. Trott,
Snpt. 911 West Eighteenth Street. J. Gourley, Supt.
709 East Eleventh Street; 327 Rlrlngton Street, G.
Calder, Snpt.
Cooper Union for the Advancement of Science and Art.—
Eighth Street, corner Fourth Avenue. Peter Cooper,
Pres. ; A. S. Hewett, Sec.
Farmers' Club of the American Institute, Cooper Union.
— N. C Ely, Chairman ; J. W. Chambers, Sec. Meets
every Tuesday.
Lyceum op Natural History — J. S. Newbury. Pres.
Meets at 64 Madison Avenue.
National Academy op Design. — East Twenty-third
Street, comer Fourth Av. II. P. Gray, Pres. ; T.
Richards, Sec.
National Temperance Society and Publication House.
—172 William Street. Wm. E. Dodge, Pres.; J. N.
Steams. Supt.
New Enoland Society.— J. H. C'hoate, Pres. ; L. P.
Hubbard, Sec. 80 Wall Street.
New York Association for Improving the Condition of
the Poor.— 39 Bible Honse. Eighth Street and Fourth
Av. James Brown, Pres. ; Robert B. Minturn, Treas. ;
R. M. Hartley, Cor. Sec. and Agt.
New York Genealogical and Biographical Society.
—61 Madlsou Av. Ueury Reed Stiles, Pres.
New York Historical Society.— Second Av., comer
East Eleventh Street. Thos. DeWltt, Pres.; Andrew
Warner. Cor. Sec. ; B..H. Field. Treas. Meetings first
and
Tuesday in each month except July, Auguit,
September.
New York Teachers' Association. — Grand Street,
comer Elm.
Meets last Saturday evening of each

A

month.

Prison Association of New York. — 8 Chambers Street

and 38 Bible Honse. J. D. Wolfe, Pres. ; Abra. Beal,
Agent
Woman's Aid Society. — Seventh Av., comer West Thlr
teenth Street. Mrs. Wm. Walker, Directress. ; J. H.
Mortimer, Treas. : R. H. Bourne, Chaplain.
Working Women's Protective Union. —38 Bleecker
Street. John DeWolf, Pres. ; Moses S. Beach, Treas. ;
Mrs. M. W. Ferrer, Supt.
Young Men's Christian Association.— Bast Twentythird Street, comer Fourth Av. Wm. E. Dodge, Jr.,
Pres. ; R. H, McBuraey, Sec Terms of membership,
annually , |5. Life, $100.
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The Digestive

System.

—

M.

—

J.

To attempt
satisfactory answer to your numer
ous inquiries would take up more space than our
entire Journal furnishes besides, in nearly every
number we have something to say with reference
to some matter related to the subject of digestion.
As you desire pretty thorough Information, why
not procure some good work and read
carefully
an elaborate
Dalton's "Treatise on Physiology"
work, finely illustrated, and will cost you, postage

?

it

?

f

if

;

a

J

be acceptable.

it

is

if

a

a

a

is

2.

it

3.

The Origin of the American Flag.

—Can ^om (Sive one of your readers— and perhaps
satisfy the wish of many others at the same time
—a brief account of the origin of that dear old
"standard sheet," the stars and stripes

Aurora Borealis — What Causes it

— Many theories have been propounded by scien
tific men for generations to account for the dis
play seen in the northern skies, commonly called
" Northern lights." That which has gained gen
eral favor of late years
known as the electrical
this attributes the phenomena to highly
theory
electric condition of the atmosphere.
We have
published short papers on the subject in the Jour
nal, but may allude to the matter again in such
way as to furnish some practical information.
As regards your second question,
you will
give us your address, we will write you definitely.
We have facilities for procuring musical instru
ments, and in fact nearly everything the market
affords, at such moderate cost as could not fail to

J.

In the last November number of the Jour
similar question was answered, and the pre
reader should have
sent questioner being then
seen it. One of the peculiar perplexities of edi
torial life is that the same questions are asked by
different readers about four times
year, and each
feels neglected
an answer does not appear in the
We copy our answer from Novem
next number.
the intelligent power
ber number: " The Mind
in man,— the power that perceives,
conceives,
The Soul embraces all that
Judges, and reasons.
meant by mind, and also the sentiments
and
moral affections in other words, those faculties
which enable him to think and reason, and renders
him
subject of moral government Soul and
spirit mean about the same thing."
Does the mind itself grow
An*. Of the essence or nature of mind itself
We know nothing absolutely.
We can judge
We do not know the
only by its acts or results.
nature of electricity or vital force — nor of mind.
The mind depends for its manifestation during
this life npon certain organs, such as the eye, the
none, brain, muscle, and in propor
ear, tongue,
tion to the perfection of the instruments can the
mind manifest itself. Hcnee its facility of manifes
tation increases, and the apparent power of the
grows with the growth of its agents, and
diminishes in power of manifes
tation as these decline.
The mind itself can not
be said to grow, but the channels through which
acts may be enlarged or diminished Indefinitely.
What is your opinion of the origin and debtiny of the spirit
An*. God — Immortality.
An*.

nal

is

the

is

is

is

1.

What

mind, soul, and spirit?

is

any, between

;

a

if

tf

if

Mind — Sour. —Spirit.—

distinction,

a

General Interest" only

;

"

a

Qnanoss of

will be ansicrred in this department. We have no apace
ft? gyrrtify idle curiosity.
time,
One question only at
and that clearly stated, mutt be propounded,
a corre
spondent shall exjtectus to give him the benefitof its early
eoniidcmtion.
Questions of personal interest will be
promptly answered by letter,
a stamp be inclosed for
Lh? rtUrrn postage.

a

!|ur

Ans. An act passed by the original thirteen States
in Congress, assembled June 14th, 1777, enacts that
the flag of the thirteen United States be thirteen
stripes alternate red and white, and that the Union
be thirteen stars, white, in
blue field, and repre
new constellation."
The combination
senting
of the two colors white and red was probably sug
gested by the red flag of the army and the white
one of the navy, previously in use
and the form
of the stripes, by the order of Washington, that
officers of different grades should wear stripes of
different colors.
It not known who suggested
the stars to represent the Union, but the credit
given by some to John Adams, who was theu
chairman of the Board of War. It has been also
stated that the coat of arms of the Washington
family furnished the idea with reference to the
stars and stripes.
The shield in the coat of arms
white or silvery field traversed by two
presents
red bars, witli three stars in the upper portion.
The resolution of June 14th was announced to
the public at large September 3d.
At the sur
render of Burgoyne, which occurred in the follow
ing October, the new flag streamed in the breeze,
and graced that very memorable
triumph of the
infant republic*
a

^or«spoui>cnta.

;

(fo

[In this Department will be noticed such matters as are of interest to correspondents and to the general reader.
Contributions for lt What They Say " should be brief, pointed, and creamy, to secure publication.]
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paid, ?5 50. Two or three treatises of a popular
nature have been published on the subject of di

" Health by Good
Living," by Dr. Hall, price ?1 50, may be adapted
If you are desirous of obtaining a
K> your use.
technical knowledge of the functions of digestion,
the llrst book we have named is the best for your
use. An excellent scries of articles has been run
ning through the Journal on "Physical Educa
tion," which contains much valuable information
It is
bearing directly on the subject of digestion.
intended to publish these articles in a collated form
before long.

gestion ; one of them, entitled

Pork
opposed

as

Food, Again. — We

to pork

as an article of food,

are

not on

of the Biblical or old Mosaic condemna
tion so much as on account of it* usual quality
The pork which is sold in the
and constitution.
in our largest cities, 16 more
markets, especially
Swine fed for the market are
or less diseased.
and over-fed,
usually kept in close confinement
matter
and the rapid accretion of carbonaceous
resultant tends to reduce the health of the ani
The flesh of the wild hog is very different
mals.
from that of the dome: He, for in the wild state it
has more of the character of bear meat or beef,
The liver of
and therefore is less objectionable.
the pig is usually found in a diseased state.
Referring you to authorities, we think it Is
account

scarcely

necessary

to

name

more

than

one

or

which the letters H. E. P. were emblazoned. These
letters were the initials of the words " Hiermylma
est perdita," — Jerusalem is lost. In some of the
districts which he visited, the people not under
standing Latin read and pronounced the inscrip
tion as one word, Hep. In after-years the public
sentiment of Europe became somewhat malignant
in its consideration of the Hebrew race, a senti
ment which of course owed its origin chiefly to the
effect of the Crusade spirit, and the remembrance
of the banner feature in the zealous hermit's per
egrinations
and when an unfortunate
remained,
Jew appeared in the streets, the old followers and
supporters of Peter would raise the cry of " Hep,
Hep, Hurrah ! " and hunt the poor man even to
death if he did not escape.

The Miser. — Does

Ann. When the character takes a strong direc
tion in a given way, there will be found one or
two leading faculties which give the bias, and
others supplement
In the miser it is Ac
these.
and Seeretiveness ; in the poet it is
quisitiveness
Ideality ; in the inventor it is Construetivcncss ;
in the soldier or explorer it is often Self-Estccra
and Approbativeness ; in the minister it may be
Veneration or Benevolence ; in the mere warrior,
Combativencss,
and Approbative
Destructiveness,

human

things.

economy.

Hip, Hip, Hurrah !— Question : Can

not the editor of the Journal furnish a subscrib
er with some account of the origin of that common
expression of approval, uttered so often by enthu
siastic crowds at public meetings,
celebrations,
etc. — Hip, hip, hurrah f
Ant. The origin of this expression has been va
One account, which seems to us
riously ascribed.
m^re probable than any other, is the following :
During the stirring times of the Crusades, the
chivalry of Europe were excited to arms in a great
measure by the harangues of that singular charac
While preaching up the
ter Peter the Hermit.
Crusades, this furious bigot exhibited a banner on

in

organs?

ness.

The learned

Acquisitiveness

the miser govern the rest of the organs, or is his
disposition the result of a combination of several

Dr. Adam Clarke once made
in which roast pig
a statement at a dinner-table
" the animal
was conspicuously exhibited, that
which was cursed In the law could scarcely be
blest in the gospel."
In Trail's " Hydropathic
a
statement that the hog
we
find
Encyclopedia"
is converted into a mass of disease by the ordinary
fattening process ; that to a prevalent use of
common observation has traced much
swine-flesh
of the scrofula, erysipelas, and many other eruptional diseases which afflict humanity.
The flesh of animals which subsist exclusively
on vegetables is found to have a greater portion
of nutritive matter suitable for the human stom
ach, according to chemical analysis, than the flesh
of animals subsisting either entirely upon animal
or mixed food, therefore the deduction Is plain,
that the vegetable-fed animals are the best for
two.

[Feb.,

Physic. — What

is the best and most

harmless in the line of medicine as a cathartic — to
carry off bile ?
Am. Aloes or rhubarb will do the work as well
as anything, if one must take physic.
We do not,
however, believe it necessary to take physic.
one will avoid fatty matter and sugar, pastry and

If

white flour bread, and eat liberally of tart fruit
daily as a part of each meal, and make free use of
coarse unbolted wheat-meal bread, he may " throw
physic to the dogs."

Unleavened Bread. — Is

bread healthful and easily digested ?
An*. There is a kind of unleavened

unleavened

bread, easily
and very light, which is unsurpassed as a
Our Annual for 1871, price i5
wholesome bread.

made,
cents,

will tell all

about it and many other

Confusion of Mind. — Your

to explain your ideas, which appear
you commence, but become confused

useful

failure

when
you
get through, may be owing to a want of harmony
between your perceptive
and reflective intellect ;
it may be owing to moderate Continuity and Indi
viduality ; it may be owing to a rush of blood to
the head, eausing confusion of thought under the
excitement consequent upon your attempts at ex
If yon use tobacco and drink coffee,
planation.
thus disturbing the normal action of the Heart, it
would be well for you to lay them aside, and you
may alleviate the difficulty.
clear

before

0 UR

1871.]

Astrology,

MENTORIAL B UREA

Fortune-Telling,

Clairvoyance. — A. A. P. describes a blind person
who exhibits " remarkable powers " in finding lost
money, detecting thieves, and foretelling events.
He desires to know if it will be safe for him to
follow her advice, etc. And in answer, we may

U.

head of Lake Superior, with

149

the hundred other

places on the route of the new railroad to Puget's
Indeed, it seems invidious
Sound, on the Pacific.
to name any particular place
many equally

when

there

are so

good.

to advise that he exercise his own judg
ment, so far as he can, and then, if the course be
not clear, to confer with any one he knows or be
lieves to be sound and sensible.
He may consult
venture

forty fortune-tellers, half a dozen physicians, sev
eral clergymen, a"d
many lawyers, each of
whom might advise somewhat differently, though
judging from the same premises.
One of the best
oracles which we can consult is not the astrologer,
not the fortune-teller, not the blind clairvoyant,
bat one's own practical common sense, the school
master, the dictionary, and the Phhekologic.il

Journal.
Shape

of Skulls. — The

fants arc capable of being
ease of Flathead Indians;

skulls of in

as in the
but in order to make
any change in their form, the pressure must be
almost constant, and long continued.
In infancy
the 6k nil is elastic — has a form of its own ; if
bent, it will return — as the young tree bends be
fore the breeze, but recoils as soon as the pressure
is withdrawn.
If a sapling be bent over and fast
ened in that position, it will become distorted and
fixed by subsequent growth ; so will the skull,
and not without it.
compressed,

Memory. — I can not remember names

and

dates,

and

am

very

often

absent-minded.

What organs are deficient, and how can I improve ?
Am. The memory of names depends on several
faculties — Individuality, Language, and perhaps
Tune and Form. Absence of mind may be caused
by large Causality and moderate perceptive organs.

How Can I Do it?— I

desire to at

tend your annual Class in Phrenology, and having
more iudustrv than money, I wish to know how
to the Phrenological
large a list of subscribers
Journal will entitle me to a scholarship as a pre
mium -

Ant. We have made up a very liberal schedule
in this matter, which will bring the Class within
the reach of any person having average industry,
Please send for cir
enterprise, and perseverance.
cular, including terms and particulars.

Where

to Settle. — Mr. Editor

:
Can you give me information of any place where
two young men who have a small capital and arc
willing to work can establish a paying business?
We have a knowledge of the mercantile business,
u far as a country retail store can give. Our wish
it to iret established in a growing, live place. No
objections to going West.
Anv information you
can give will be thankfully received.

In general

terms wc may state the West
live towns," through which new rail
One can scarcely go wrong to settle
ways pass.
Nebraska,
In Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, Minnesota,
or even further west^all the way to California ;
we could name such places as DuLuth, at the
An*.

it fall of

"

What

itor — Sir:

I

Saw at "389."— Mr, Ed
I was a youngster, I sauntered

When

along Broadway one day, with pockets filled with
fresh-roasted
I was whistling "Pop
peanuts.
the chorus being delivered from
all due force and beauty, when I
The straiu
chanced upon your skull emporium.
suddeuly died away, and I approached your place
with a feeling of awe, and had the temerity to ven
ture inside.
What I saw I shall not forget. There
was tier after tier of real skulls and no humbug.
I gave the plaster heads only a moment's attention,
for the genuine articles, the real human skulls, ab
sorbed me most.
There I found the greatest va
riety of them: skulls white, yellow, dingy, and
I saw a number of people making pur
dusty.
chases ; what were they buying ? I asked myself ;
skulls? The place to me seemed like some mau
soleum ; if I had been told that the rest of the
were behind the skulls, I should not
skeletons
goes the weasel,"
my lips with

have doubted

I

it.

imagine one would not now promenade Broad
way the second time without seeing that show

filled with skulls, in front of your door.
What a handsome set of teeth there is in one of
them ! not one tooth is missing, nor is one filled.
The owner must have passed away before we had
to give occupation to a new lot of professional
I do not infer that the
men, known as dentists.
black skull belonged to a black man. I suppose it
is part of an Egyptian mummy.
The face is ratlrer
pinched now ; I was not at first altogether pleased
with its expression ; it was hard for me to deter
mine whether it did or did not indicate character
in the person who once animated it I lately suw
in your show-window two well-framed pictures to
be given away to new subscribers
for the Jour
nal, and * * * I wondered how you could
afford to do this.
Maybe you are able to sell
things right along under cost price, like Paddy,
who said that his " great number of sales " enabled
him to do it. It struck me to ask you if there
was much traffic in the article of skulls. Fancy a
man wanting to know what you would take for
this or that cranium, and you taking it up and ex
patiating on its beauties. There must be some bus
iness in them, or how would you be In possession
of so many treasures of this kind ? Is there much
speculation in the article ? and what is the market
price ? these are questions which concern us all.
I think of importing a London fog, and putting
it into your place for a day. How novel things
case,
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would look there, then ! with the gas burning with
a dull, yellow flame ; with all the brain-boxes sur
rounded by mist, so that one could not distinguish
.the shelves ! Suppose a skull should topple over
and fall, what would be the effect upon an imag
inative mind ? Forbid the boy from getting up
I am
on a ladder to dust the skulls on that day.
sure he would desire company if he did go. Their
former owners might question his right to knock
their bones around carelessly on such an occasion.
Now, Mr. Editor, it would pay any one to look
at your rooms, which contain a most remarkable
collection of plaster-casts, pictures, skulls, etc.,
which must have been gathered at great expense,
aud which should interest both curiosity-seekers
In the interest of friends
and students for hours.
I w ill tell them to have a word with the chief of
if they can get at him, and will
the establishment,
tell them that as editors are the most pestered of
Dudley.
men, to make their calls short.
fur his
[We thank our polite correspondent
graphic description, and print it for the entertain
ment of others.
In this connection, we may mention one object
which we have much at heart. We wish to obtain
casts from the heads of all the most noted charac
ters of our country — good and bad — and place them
in a fire proof structure for general inspection and
It will cost four or Ave hundred thousand
study.
dollars to erect a suitable building and procure the
In a thousand years from now,
proper heads.
what a world of interest will be felt in the found
ers of our Republic ! in our leading statesmen,
philosophers, soldiers, inventors, authors, poets,
and others ! We have gathered many bust* and
skulls from all parts of the world, at a cost of
much time and money; but it has been almost
We now look for such
single-handed and alone.
aid from the rich and intelligent as this subject
Who will place, say half a million
really merits.
at our disposal, to carry out this great national
enterprise? Will not inventors, and others who
are able t» do so, donate to this collection a cast
Reader, do you wish to
from their own heads?
take stock in this ethnological museum ?]

The Phrenological

Journal

has

in Its
made the closing year the most successful
history. It abounds in good, wholesome, and in

structive pieces, suitable cither for young people
or adults.
Its devotion to its specialty may
commend it to some, while those who, with us,
set no great value upon that feature, must confess
that the subject Is presented discreetly and not
offensively. — Christian Advocate, JV. T.

Grateful Testimony. — J.

G. S., of

O., writes:
Cannonsburg,
" I wish to tell you, with the multitude of sub
scribers in other places, that your Journal is not
sent out in vain, but that it is doing a good work.
I, for instance, have reasons to bless the Journal
for what

it

has done

for

me while reading

the

[Feb.,

contents of its pages.
At the time when
first handed in my name as a subscriber, about
two years ago, the doctrines of the Journal were
dark to me, but since, by reading the earnest and
the truthful words therein, I have been led to be
lieve in the reality of its work, and I have been
earnestly striving to spread the Journal all over
this neighborhood.
precious

I

Our Journal

in England. — The

Essex Standard says that—
The Phrenological Journal and Life Illustrate!)
Us "staple," as
is a new publication from America.
will no donbt be assumed, is the consideration of char
acter from a phrenological and physiological point of
view ; and in the number before us short histories, em
bodying their phrenological development, are given of
" the tirst in the hearts of hta
such men as Washington,
countrymen." Father Hyacinthe, Edwin M. Stanton, etc.
Besides these, the pages of the Journal contain some
tersely written chapters on a variety of subjects calcula
ted to*elevate the moral status of the thoughtful reader.

The Gloucester (England) Mercury says :
The conductors of this Journal deserve credit for the
manner in which they bring to the notice of the reader,
men who have won prominence and success by dint of
steady effort. In some honest, common-place calling.
Among these may he mentioned Victor M. Rice, late
Sui>erintendcnt of Public Instruction for the State of
New York, than whom, perhaps, no man ir. the State
had shown more aptitude for the position of n general
manager of schools. To add to the interest of these bi
ographical sketches, 1hc subjects are phrenologicnily an
alyzed, and their several capabilities clearly dellued. Of
the phrenological development of George Washington
we learn " that all the organs of the crown and top-head
were large aud active. If any ^utilities were more con
spicuous than others, they were Veneration. Firmness.
Conscientiousness, aud Spirituality.
Self-Esteem and
Approhatlveness were about even in development. Concentrativeness was also active. The orguns which give
strength, thoroughness, boldness, prudence, and ex'ecutiveness were strongly marked. His passions and pro
pensities were subordinate to his moral sense, and the
whole were under the direction of a well-balanced intel
lect." Father Hyacinthe lias also undergone tie ordeal
of a phrenological and physiological examination, and
his characteristics are evidently truthfully told. The
Journal is full of excellent reading and solid informa
tion, and it ought to be extensively read.

jliterari) polices.
There it a kind qf physiognomy in Iht titles of books
no less than in the faces of men, try which a skilful ob
server will know as well w/tat to expectfrom the one at
the other.— Butler.

The Victory of the Vanquished.

A

Story of the First Century. By the Author of
the "Chronicles of the Schonberg-Cotta Fam
ily," otc. 12mo; cloth. Price, $1 75. New
York : Dodd & Mead, Publishers.

Scarcely anything more need be said of this new
book than that it comes from the
" Schonberg-Cotta Fam
pen of the author of the
"
the DavenanU," and
and
Uraytons
The
ily,"
" Watchwords for the Warfare of Life." The
pure morality and elevated literary tone which
each volume of the seven so far published by this
author breathes, leave no room for surprise that
from the
they have met such a cordial reception
They
reading public "on both sides of the sea."

and admiruble

deserve

the widest circulation

and

the warmest

OUR MENTORIAL BUREAU.
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for ttieir perusal docs good to both
In "The Victory of the Van

consideration,

mind and heart.

"

the scene is laid in Rome when at the
quished
height of her glory, and the element of romance
Introduced,
while it does not dazzle, serves to
irradiate

the beautiful purport or sentiment

of the

story with an unusual attractiveness.

Morning

axd

Evening

:

Selected from the Published and Unpublished
Writings of the Rev. Henry Ward Beecher.
Edited by Lyman Abbott, author of " Jesus of
"Old Testament Shadows," etc.
Nazareth^"
One voL,
12mo;
Price, 92.
pp. 560; cloth.
New York : Harper & Brothers.
Besides the Scriptures, which are read and re
read year after year, and which arc so comforting
to trustful spirits, most minds crave something
besides.
Here we have a scries of selected Scrip
tural text, with appropriate remarks or comments
relating to each, and all well calculated
to leave a
The book will
good impression on the mind.
prove a great comfort to all who read it.

Gold and

By Marie

Xame.

Sophie

Schwartz.
Translated from the Swedish by
Selma Borg and Marie Brown.
One vol., oc
tavo; pp. 210; cloth. Price, $1 50.
Paper
91. Boston: Lee <fcShcpard.
A story in which is shown the consequences of
marrying for gold and for a name, rather than for
love, friendship, sympathy, or a higher motive.
It
is the old story of regret, disappointment, and re
morse.
Moral — Don't marry for money, nor for
a name, nor for a home, but for love.

Zeix's

Popular

Universal

Dictionary.

Encyclopedia

and

About forty
Quarto.
Price, 50 cents a number.

pages each number.
Philadelphia : T. Elwood Zcll.

We have received Nos. 48, 49, and 50 of this
Encyclopedia, embracing subjects from Palmistry
to Sanguinaria.
No. 50 completes the work ac
cording to agreement;
but it has grown so much
as to require five parts more than was originally
intended, which will be delivered gratis to those
subscribers who have paid up in full.

The Bottom of the

Sea.

By

L Sourel.

Translated and edited by Elihu Rich, translator
of Cazin's Popular Treatise on " The Phenomena
and Laws of Heat."
One vol., 12mo; pp. 402.
Price, $1 50. Charles Scribner A Co.
Here Is real information, knowledge, science.
The publishers have earned the thanks of Ameri
can readers by bringing out this series of The
Library of Wonders, so beautifully illustrated and
so graphically written.

OF A YoUNG NATURALIST.
By Lucian Biart. Edited and adapted by Parker
Oillmorc. anther ol"All Round the World,"
"Gun, Rod, and Saddle," " Accessible Field
Sports," etc. With one hundred and seventeen
Illustration^.
One vol., 12mo; pp. 401; cloth.
Price, 91 75. New York : Harper & Brothers.
Profusely illustrated, and made exceedingly
attractive to the youthful student of natural
history. This is the sort of book needed to dis

Al'VENTURES

place the flood of love-sick trash which inundates
our story papers and our reading-rooms.

Light at Evening

Time : a Book of
Support and Comfort for the Aged.
Edited by
John Stanford Holme, D.D. One vol., octavo ;
pp. 352 ; cloth.
Price, (2 50. New York : Har- '
per

Exercises
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It

A

Brothers.

was

a happy conception of the author in
anticipating the wants, yea, the necessities, of the
aged, and then furnishing them with such com
forting words of encouragement.
The book is
clearly printed, with large type, on fine paper, and
brought out in excellent taste. It is exactly suited
to the wants of every aged person.

Suburban Sketches.

By W. D. How-

ells, author of " Venetian
Life " and " Italian
Journeys."
One vol., 12mo; pp. 284; cloth.
Price, 4l 75. New York: Hurd & Houghton.
A charming book to entertain and instruct. The
author's style reminds one of Irving, and this is
no slight praise.
Here are the subjects or titles
of papers contained in the present volume : Mrs.
Johnson ; Doorstep Acquaintance ; A Pedestrian
Tour ; By Horse-Car to Boston ; A Day's Pleas
ure; A Romance of Real Life; Scene; Jubilee
We predict a brilliant future for
Days ; Flitting.
this author. He is fortunate in his publishers.

The Advertiser's

Hand-Book,

com
Peri
In the United

prising a Complete List of all Newspapers,

odicals, and Magazines published
States and British Possessions,
arranged
by
Counties, with the Population of Counties and
Towns, Separate Lists of the Daily, Religious,
and Agricultural Newspapers, and a History of
the Newspaper
Press.
One vol., octavo; pp.
850. New York : 8. M. Pcttcngill & Co.

No price is announced.
The book thorild sell at
92. It is worth $5 or more to those who
advertise, for It brings the newspaper world — on
this continent — within the compass of a hand
about

book.

The Children's Week
for

:

Seven Stories

Seven Days. By Rosslter W. Raymond.
Small 4to. Nine full-page illustrations by H.
L. Stephens and Miss M. A. Hallock. Price,
extra cloth, 91 25 ; cloth, full gilt, 92. J. B.
Ford & Co., Publishers, New York.
Full of original ideas and fancies ; very Interest
ing ; must have a popular run. It is exquisitely
illustrated and beautifully published.

Lost in the Fog.

By James DeMille,

author of the " B. O. W. C," "The Boys of
Grand Pre School," etc.
Illustrated. One vol.,
12mo; pp. 316. Price, 91 50. Lee & Shepard.
Instructive, entertaining, thrilling. Those who
have been at sea in a fog, even in a well-equipped
ship, may Imagine how it would be with a coasting
vessel driven out of its reckoning by a gale, and
then lost in the fog.

The Yellow Mask, The Stolen Mask,

Asn Sister Rose are three novels by Wilkie
Collins, at 25 cents each. Octavo ; pp. 65. Pub
lished by T. B. Peterson A Brothers.
Too well known to need comment.
The anthor
belongs to the school of Dickens, Rcade, Trollope.
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How Could He Escape

?

A

Tempe

By Mrs. Julia McNalr Wright, au
thor of " John and the Demijohn," " Jug or
Not," "Priest and Nun," etc., etc. On* vol.,
12mo ; pp. 324 ; muslin. Price, $1 25. New
York : National Temperance Society.
" good books " which ought to be
One of those
It
placed within easy reach of all young persons.
Ib shown that the devil never places so great a
temptation in our way but what we may escape
rance

if

we

Tale.

will

The Trail of the War.

By Alexander

A Tale of

the Woods of

Junes Shand, occasional Correspondent of the
London Timet.
With illustrations.
Octavo ;
pp. 85 ; pamphlet.
Price, 35 cents. New York :
Harper & Brothers.
Up to the time when this was written, it was the
best brief statement which has appeared of the
causes and conduct of the present war.
Sam

Shirk

:

One vol.,
By George H. Devereux.
Price, $1 75. New
pp. 891; cloth.
York : Hurd & Houghton.
A picture of real life drawn by a muster's hand,
and so set as to rivet the attention of the beholder.
We commend "Sam Shirk" as one of the most
original and graphic productions of the year.
Maine.
12mo;

The Tone Masters.

A

Musical

Series

for Yonng People.
By Charles Barnard, author
of " Mozart and Mendelssohn," " Handel and
etc.
naydn,"
Illustrated. Bach and Beethoven.
One vol., 12mo;
Price, $1.
pp. 243; cloth.
Boston : Lee <fcShepurd.
Another of those delightful little books which
will do much toward calling out the music in the
soul of the reader.

The Horticulturist — a journal of
Rural Life, Literature, Art, and Taste — is edited
and published by Henry T. Williams, one of our
co-excursionists to California, whom we learned to
value highly.
His monthly is always opened by
us with interest and read with satisfaction.
It
contains 400 large octavo pages a year, with many
illustrations, and much needed information for
whoever owns or tills a rod of ground. The price
is $2 50 a year.
Address Mr. H. T. Williams,
No. 5 Beekman Street, New York.

Arthur Brown,

the Yonn<j

Captain.
Elijah Kellogg, author of " The Elm

By Rev.
Island Stories." Illustrated. One vol., 12mo;
pp. 288 ; cloth. Price, tl 25. Lcc & Shepard.
An exhilarating sea story, showing the effects
of gratitude for kindness, and teaching the lesson
of charity and unselfishness.
A capital book for

boys.

Vick's Illustrated

Catalogue

and

Floral Guide for 1871. Rochester, N. Y.
Beautiful, beautiful, beautiful ! A hundred oc
tavo pages, with more than twice as many exquis
ite wood engravings of all the richest flowers, and
of vegetables drawn from life, and all this for 10
Reader, send
cents ! It is richly worth a dollar.
to Rochester, N. Y., for Vick's Illustrated Cata
logue, and thank us for calling your attention to it.

[Feb.,

The American Naturalist— a pop
of natural
ular monthly magazine
history,
by
illustrated ; price $4 a year, and published
Packard & Putnam, 8alem, Mass. — is a scientific
magazine which wc can recommend, notwithstand
lug it presents views — sometimes— with which we
For example, one of its editors
do not coincide.
or contributors not long ago opposed or attempted
to ridicule Phrenology.
That man has something
"got his
yet to learn unless he has already
growth."
Puss-Cat

Mew and Other Stories, for

Garktang

Grange.

My Childreu. By E. H. Knatchbull-Hugcssen,
M.P. One vol., 12ino; pp.317; muslin. Price,
tl 25. New York : Harper <fcBrothers.
Children are always willing to listen to sucb
Most parents are supposed to
stories as these.
have Imagination enough to create or compose
their own ; but for such as are lacking this ele
ment, the present volume will prove useful.

A

By T.

Novel.

" Gemma; a Tale
Adolphus Trollope, author of
of Love and Jealousy," etc. One vol., 12mo;
Price, *1 75; paper, $1 50.
pp. 397; cloth.
Philadelphia : T. B. Peterson & Brothers.
It is brought out in the same
Another story.
style as those of Dickens and other novelists pub
lished by this firm.

The American Entomologist

and

Bot

anist. An Illustrated Magazine devoted to Prac
tical and Popular Entomology and Botany.
Monthly. Price $2 a vear. E'i'ted by Clias. V.
Published
Riley, fisq., and Dr. George Vusey.
by R. P. Studley <fcCo., St. Louis, Mo.
This is one of our most useful aud interesting

exchanges.

Rocky Mountain News. —This

paper,

published at Denver, Colorado, is the most influ
ential in that newly developed and rapidly grow
The New* was established in 1859,
ing region.
after the discovery of the then soimmediately
called Pike's Peak gold mines, and has ever since
organ of what is now
been the representative
it
Wc take pleasure in recommending
Colorado.
to those of our readers who desire to keep posted
on Rocky Mountain affairs.

Godey's Lady's Hook for January

is

ever issued, and contains
illustrations, with hints that can be made

one of the best numbers
many

and those who have
to housekeepers
The price is $3 a year, and we
charge of families.
have facilities to club our Phrenological Joub-

benefleial

nal with it for
Watson's

$5 25.

Railroad and Distance

Map of the United States and Canada is the most
It gives all the roads,
complete thing of the sort.
Indispensable to
names of stations, distances, etc.
Price, mounted, $3.
business men, shippers, etc.
Gaylord Watson, 10
Pocket edition, only $2.
Beekman Street, New York, publisher.

Thk Old Franklin Almanac

for 1871.
Price, 20 cents.
Octavo ; pp. 70 ; pamphlet.
Philadelphia : A. Winch.
It is a convenient thing to have in the house ;
worth twice or thrice its co.it.
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NOAH WEBSTER,
\

AS

* *

rope,

787 f.

THE EMINENT LEXICOGRAPHER.

Noah Webster a great man ?
Perhaps not, in that sense which
inclines the masses of men and women
to idolize some prominent character of
the day.
But no reflective mind can
the circumstances of his
contemplate
career, and the influence he still exerts
on the civilization of America
and Eu
17

386.

without according him a well-earned

eminence — a true greatness that

will

en

Socially, he was not distinguished
above many other men of his day. Re
ligiously, he made no great demonstra
tions, but lived a deeply virtuous life, and
dure.

observed the customs which prevailed
among the people with whom he lived

He was regarded as a tem
and died.
perate, industrious, and circumspect citi
zen.
Intellectually, he was especially
studious, having a philosophical

cast

of

Phrenological Journal.

His memory and application
were remarkable, and much cultivated.
He economized time and means, making

about twenty-seven years later, and who, we
believe, claimed little or no relationship with
the former.
We remember reading an incident

mind.

(?)

not long since, of an intelligent
countryman
"
who boasted
copy of Webster's Dictionary."

There was no dissi

a

"

teaching, supplied what was wanted to
interest, call out, and develop the facul
ties of children.
correct

foundation,
philosophical principles,
in accordance with a well-balanced mind.
— " a sound
He had a well-formed
head,

"
body," — and his works

do follow him."

;

it,

Reader, here is encouragement for
Have you one, two, or five talents?
yon.
or them
Use and make the most of

and though you may not live to enjoy
all the fruits of your well-directed efforts,
you will have the happy satisfaction of
knowing that you tried to be useful, and
to leave the world somewhat the better

in his own lifetime, his
posterity and the world are benefited
by his services. He made the most of
he was blessed,

a

and without vanity, pomp, or ceremony
left his great reputation
heritage to
a

A

!

A

a

also

township

magistrate,

the fourth generation

descendant in

of John Webster, one of

the first settlers of Hartford, who at one time
exercised the functions of
member of the
colonial council from its earliest formation,
and at later period was Governor of Connecti
cut.
His mother was also of illustrious family,
being descended from William Bradford, the
Governor of the Plymouth Colony.
Young Webster was prepared for college

fully appreciated

under the instruction of the clergyman of the
parish, and in 1774 entered Yale College. His
studies there were somewhat interrupted by
the unsettled state of the country which im
mediately preceded and followed the Declara
tion of Independence.
Immediately upon the
invasion of New England by Burgoynein 1777,
Webster volunteered in the " alarm list," with
which his father was connected as a captain, and
in which his two brothers were also enrolled.
On the termination of the campaign he re

thankful kindred, nation, and race.
The name of the author of the most favorite
dictionary of the English language extant may
well be said to lie " as familiar as household
"
on our side of the Atlantic, for nearly
words
every boy and girl in America when first sent
to school has an introduction to the spelling-

turned to his studies in college, and was gradu

with Joel Barlow,
Oliver Wolcott, Zephaniah Swift, Uriah Tracy,

ated in 1778, at the same time

and others, who afterward became distin
guished in state or national affairs.
He had chosen the law as his pursuit, but

book prepared by this great lexicographer.
Yet familiar as the mass of the people are with
the name of Noah Webster, comparatively few
have any knowledge of his life and the circum
attending his extraordinary compila
There are very many who
tions in philology.
confound the lexicographer with the eminent
statesman Daniel Webster, who was born

Noah Webster was born in what
nowknown as West Hartford, Conn., October 10th,
1758.
His father was respectable farmer, and

second

for having lived in it.
If the modest Noah Webster was not

the talents with which

and so have pre
from the best authorities
is

a sound

pared the following,
at hand.

a

mind in

be acceptable to our readers,

a

a

a

laid

in

!

and the
own practical common-sense,
deductions from his experience in school-

a

He availed himself of the best thoughts
of the best minds ; and by adding his

This modest author

He was requested by
neighbor to give the
meaning of some word. The farmer had re
course to his dictionary, and fully satisfied the
seeker for verbal knowledge, who in the pleni
tude of his satisfaction exclaimed, "
great
"
man was that Webster
very great man
" Yes," rejoined the other, " he was
great
man
he could make words, and he could
speak 'em, too, in Congress."
We have assumed that
short sketch of Dr.
Webster's life, accompanied by the excellent
portrait which appears on the first page, would
a

fast"
pation, no idling, no gambling, no
habits in his category of characteristics.

;

of both.

a

the most

[March,

a
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it

such was the general depression of all kinds of
business, and so impoverished was the country
by the continuance of the war, that he found

I

stances

It may be
necessary to defer his intentions.
inferred that money itself was very scarce from
the fact that on Webster's return from college
his father gave him an eight-dollar bill of the
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Continental currency, which then was worth
but half its face in coin, and told him that he
must thereafter depend upon his own exertions

stitution of the United States — a new system
of government — -"which should act, not on the

He resorted to
and during the summer of
Hartford.
In the intervals
school duties he studied the

Congress

for support.

school teaching,
1770 resided in
afforded by his

manuals of law,
and was admitted to practice in 1781.
But as
yet the young man found no encouraging pros
pect in the legal field, and he resumed school
at Goshen, New York.
Here he
teaching,
conceived that project which gave the direction

to his

subsequent life. This was the
of books for the instruction of
Having prepared an elementary trea
visited Philadelphia, and submitted it

whole

compilation
youth.
tise, he

to Mr. Madison

and others, who commended
his work, and encouraged him in the carrying
out of the plan which he presented for their
consideration.
Accordingly, in 1783, he pub
lished in Hartford his " First Part of a Gram
matical Institute of the English Language."
This was followed by the second and third
parts in the course of the next two years.
These works comprised a spelling-book, an
English grammar, and a compilation for read
ing, and were the first books of the kind pub
lished by an American author in America.
Their popularity became general, as they were
introduced into nearly all the schools of the
United States.

About

the same

time he undertook

the pub

Journal,"
lication of "Governor Winthrop's
which was preserved only in manuscript, and
risked more than all his property iu the enter
The sale never fully reimbursed him

prise.

for the expenses incurred.
Mr. Webster became interested in the polit
ical discussions of his State touching the mea
sures of Congress, and in the winter of 1783-4
published a series of papers in the Connecticut
CourrnU in vindication of the national policy,
which would grant full pay to the army for
fire years beyond its term of service. These
papers had so much influence on public senti
ment that the election

of

1774 returned a large

majority to the Connecticut legislature of those
who advocated the measure of Congress in
this respect; and Governor Trumbull publicly
thanked the young publicist for his opportune
assistance in composing what had promised to
result
in open hostility to Congressional au

In

he published a pamphlet entitled
American Policy," in which he
for the first time in the public press,

178-j

"Sketches
asserted,

effect."

of

the necessity

of the preparation of

a new Con

and vest in

full power to carry its laws into
In the same year he made a journey

to the Southern States to procure the enactment

of

a State copyright

law, so that authors might

be protected in their rights over their own pub

lications.

At

later period, 1830, Mr.
winter in Washington,
endeavoring to secure a modification of the law
affecting copyrights, for the better protection
Webster

a much

passed

the

and encouragement of American literature.
In 1786 he delivered a course of lectures in
the principal American cities on the English lan
guage, which were published in a volume in 1789

under the title of " Dissertations on the English
Language." He became the principal of an acad
emy in Philadelphia the following year; and
when the labors of the Constitutional Conven
tion were terminated, he wrote, by the request

of one of

the delegates, Mr. Fitzsimmons,
a
pamphlet entitled " Examination of the Lead
An
ing Principles of the Federal Constitution."
attempt to establish a periodical in the city of
Now York, which he named the American Mag

one year, resulted only in
serious pecuniary loss.
He then returned to
Hartford, and again commenced the practice of
law, with some encouragement. In the autumn
azine, and published

of 1789 Mr. Webster married Miss Greenleaf, a
young Boston lady of handsome person and
fine mental culture.
His friend Trumbull, well
known as the author of " McFingal," wrote with
reference to this event in a letter to Wolcott :
" Webster has returned and brought with him
a very pretty wife.
I wish him success; but I
doubt, in the present decay of business in our
profession, whether his profits will enable him
I fear he

to keep up the style he sets out with.

will breakfast upon Institutes, dine upon Disser
The result,
tations, and go to bed supperless."
however, was more favorable than it appeared
in the humorous anticipations of Trumbull, for
Mr. Webster's business improved, and contin
ued to improve, during his several years' resi
dence in Hartford.
A crisis in public affairs, occasioned by Gen
eral W ashington's " Proclamation of Neutral
ity," in 1793, when the French revolution had
inspired so much sympathetic feeling that it
threatened to assume a condition of activity,
Webster to withdraw from the law
and remove with his family to New York and
there commence the publication of a daily
newspaper in the interest of peaoe. This paper
To it he added soon
was named Tlie Minerva.
induced

thority.

on individuals;

States, but directly

Phrenological

its causes, and also of the history of pestilential
diseases generally, the results of which he pub
lished in 1799, in two volumes, under the title
of " A Brief History of Epidemics and Pestilen
tial Diseases."

In

1798 Mr. Webster removed to

New Haven

and shortly afterward withdrew from his con
nection with the newspapers which he had es
tablished in New York.

He now determined

to give his attention to literary matters entire

In 1802 he published a work on the rights
of neutrals in time of war, and a compilation
of " Historical Notices of the Origin and State
of Banking Institutions and Insurance Offices."
His literary inclinations, however, were chiefly
in the direction of philology, and his subse
ly.

quent investigations were devoted to the reali
zation of the purpose which had become con
firmed, to give to his countrymen a standard
text book or compilation of their language.
In 1806 he published a " Compendious Diction
ary," compiled from existing works, but con
taining many words in common use omitted
by them, and furnishing better definitions.
His " Philosophical and Practical Grammar of
the English Language " appeared in 1807. This
was a highly original work, the result of many
The author's
years of diligent investigation.
views may be gathered from the motto on the
title-page, taken from Lord Bacon's Aphorisms
— " Antisthenes being asked what learning was

'
most necessary, replied, To unlearn that which
"
is naught.'
He considered our English gram
mars as objectionable in one important re

mainly, that of being too much con
formed to those of the Latin and Greek
languages in their nomenclature and classifi
cation. True philosophy, he maintained, re
quires us to arrange things and give them
spect,

according to their real nature. But our
language is rude and irregular in comparison
with those of the ancients. It can not be re

names

duced to the same orderly system. The several
parts of it can not be brought under the same
names and classifications.
We need, there
fore, a nomenclature of our own in some im
portant particulars.
properly denotes

Thus the word pronoun

a substitute

for a noun.

But,

is,

posed

Mr. Webster therefore pro

to lay aside the word pronoun and apply

the term substitute to this whole class, as de
scribing their true office.
Other changes were
proposed, of the same nature and for the same
reasons.
No one who examines the subject
with atteution can doubt the advantages of Mr.
Webster's nomenclature in itself considered.

It

enabled him to give an analysis of senten
constructions in a manner
incomparably superior to that of the ordinary
His intimate acquaintance with the
systems.
sources of our language prepared him to ac
count, in the most satisfactory manner, for
many puzzling forms of expression.
Still, the
ces, and to explain

prejudice against nomenclature
so great, that
this work has been far less known than ought
to be.
It contains much valuable matter found
in no other work, and
believed to be the
most truly philosophical grammar which we
have of the English language.
The great work of his life, the " American
Dictionary of the English Language," was
commenced in the latter part of 1807. At the
outset he had, as he himself states, no design
of preparing an original work, but appreciating
the need of better compilation of words than
the existing dictionaries furnished, he purposed

it

of

office of pronouns.

to compile from them all, introducing

the tech
nical terms of science, and incorporating those
features which were virile parts of the language.

This labor in itself would have been enough to
startle an ordinary litterateur. Webster, how
ever, had proceeded no further than the second
letter of the alphabet when he felt so seriously
embarrassed for want of knowledge on the
origin of words, there being no work within
his reach which would give him the required
information, that he laid aside the immediate
task in hand, and spent ten years in an inquiry
into the origin of our language, and its con
nection with the dialects of other countries.
He examined in the course of his investigations
the vocabularies of twenty of the principal
"
languages of the world, and prepared
Syn
opsis of Words in Twenty Languages," which
still remains in manuscript.
This important
a

led him to make an extended investigation

words of this class are substi
or parts of sentences, and not
for single nouns.
There are also other words,
not ordinarily ranged among pronouns, which
act equally as substitutes — ithat
perform the
cases,

tutes for clauses,

is

besides, contributed a series of able papers un
der the signature of " Curtius," in defense of
Jay's treaty with Great Britain in 1795. The
prevalence of the yellow fever about this time

in many
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is

These
after a semi-weekly, called The Herald.
names were subsequently changed for those of
the Commercial Advertiser and New York Spec
tator.
He was sole editor of these journals, and,

Journal.

a
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accomplishment furnished the assistance he
and in seven years more he had nearly
From 1812 to 1823
completed the dictionary.
Mr. Webster resided in Amherst, where hia
reduced expenses permitted him to prosecute
needed,

KOAII WEBSTER.
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In June, 1834, he sailed to
his work steadily.
France, and spent two months in Paris, con
About
sulting rare works in the royal library.

family during the twenty years he was engaged
on his great dictionary on the income derived
from his copyright of one cent or less on the

months were then spent in England,
at the University of Cambridge, where
lie had free access to the libraries, and where
lie finished the dictionary, and the remainder

speller.

nine

eight

of the time was consumed in visiting some of
He returned home
principal cities of England.
in June, 1825, and soon afterward perfected the
arrangements for the publication of the work.
The hrst edition of twenty-five hundred copies
was issued in
an edition

1828, and this was followed

of three thousand in England.

by

In

before the author's decease, a
revised edition of three thousand copies was
Since his death, it
published in this country.
1*41, two years

has undergone

two additional

revisions, and

the last has made it the most complete thesaurus

of words and their derivations in the English
language. The extent of its vocabulary is but

of its numerous excellences. Its excellency
in all things pertaininsr to a lexicon seems to
be generally confessed, and has given it a world
A computation, recently
wide circulation.
made in the New York Tribune, shows that
about one hundred years of labor, by all par
one

ties, have been spent in the production of the
latest revised edition ; that it is probably the
largest single volume ever published, contain
ing six times as much matter as the Bible; that
there are ten abridgments, in whose publication
there is an annual consumption of about two
hundred and fifty thousand tons of paper ; and
that some of these abridgments have had a
circulation
reaching seventy-five thousand.

These statements show the high value of the
work, as evinced in its appreciation by the
It is estimated that a thousand persons
public.
receive their support from the manufacture and
of the "Webster dictionaries ; and since the
death of the author, more than a quarter of a

■ale

million of dollars have been paid to his family
as copyright upon his works.
Of the •' Spelling-book," more than fifty
millions of copies have been sold, and its
present rate of production is about one million
copies per annum. During the year succeeding
the late war, one million five hundred and
ninety-six thousand seven hundred and eight

It would

appear from these figures
of American
Children have received their elementary train
ing in the science of language from this little
manual.
No other book besides the Bible, it
is believed, has ever had so large a sale.
Dr.
were sold.
that

upward of fifty millions

Webster

supported

himself

and

his

large

In

1823 Yale College conferred on Webster
honorary title LL.D. (Doctor of Laws.)
The latter years of his life were spent in lighter
literary avocations, and the revision of some
of his early works. The last performance was
the

the revision of the appendix to his dictionary,
which he finished only a few days before his
death, which took place at New Haven, Hay
28th, 1843. Thus " his hand rested in its last
labors on the volume which he had commenced
thirty-six years before."
In person, Dr. Webster was tall and some
what slender, remarkably erect through life,
and even in advanced years walked with ■a
During the afternoon of a
firm, elastic step.
day shortly before his death he walked between
two and three miles.
No man had a greater aptitude for close
study, and yet he was distinguished for his
social disposition, affability, and politeness.
He had remarkably elevated notions with
respect to the proprieties of life ; never in his
most sportive or unguarded moments did any
sentiment

escape

him

which

was coarse or

Method was one of the most con
vulgar.
spicuous features of his exterior life. Every
thing over which he had control was subject to
exact system.
In his pecuniary transactions
he was acknowledged by all to be not only
just but liberal. It was a principle with him,

In all his dealings
for life, never to be in debt.
and social intercourse he was remarkably
direct, frank, and open, and whatever faults
might be imputed to him, no one ever suspected
him of double dealing, or thought him capable
of a mean action.
It is said by his eminent biographer, Dr.
Goodrich, that " soon after he graduated, being
uncertain what business to attempt, or by what
means he could obtain subsistence, he felt his
mind greatly perplexed and almost over
In this
whelmed with gloomy apprehension.
Btate, as he afterward informed a friend, he
read Johnson's ' Rambler,' with unusual in
terest ; and in closing the last volume he made
a firm resolution to pursue a course of virtue
through life, and to perform every moral and
social duty with scrupulous exactness."
Subsequent to 1808 he made the Scriptures
his daily study. After the final completion of
his dictionary, especially, they were always
lying on his table, and he probably read them
more than all other books.

He felt from that

v
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time that the labors of his life were ended,
and that little else remained but to prepare for
With a grateful sense of past mercies,
death.

look through his telescope
lest they should see
and believe. The public were slow to accept

consciousness of present support,
and an animating hope of future blessedness,
he waited with patience until his appointed

Prof.

change should come.

discovery of the electric telegraph by
Morse, which is now an indispensable
part of our every-day civilization.
Harvey
demonstrated the circulation of the blood, and
lost his practice for his pains. The man that

PHRENOLOGY

cut the first type with his penknife out of
wood, and exhibited the first printed page to
the startled public, was nearly hung for being

ii cheering

WO

"HUMBUG."

BY EBV. J. D. HARTLEY.
years of close study and extensive
have demonstrated to my
mind most clearly that Phrenology is not only
a true but as exact a science as any of the gen

FIVE
observation

It is not es
erally received physical sciences.
One fact
tablished by theories, but by facts.
it regards as worth a thousand theories. It is
based upon the broad and immutable principles
And in these
of nature, truth, and reason.
it differs from every other system of
respects
mental philosophy.
My only wonder is that it was not proclaim
But knowledge is a
ed to the world sooner.
It begins in the minds of the uncul
growth.
tivated. It continues growing and developing
Thus
till its brighter forms are called science.
the science of numbers seems to have origina
ted from the art of counting ; geometry, from
land measuring; astronomy, from the simple
act of grouping the stars into different forms
by the shepherds of old ; while the very com
mon facts of combustion, fermentation, and
decay have developed slowly into the useful
And Phrenology is not
science of chemistry.
From the observations made by
an exception.
Dr. Gall in 1785 has grown and developed the
beautiful science of Phrenology, which is only
waiting to be still further embraced by the
masses in order to show forth to the world its
practical utility.
Phrenology had an existence
in the human brain and was no new thing five
thousand years ago ; but it required fifty cen
turies for the birth of Dr. Gall, through whom
Phrenology was developed and proclaimed to
the world.
When Phrenology was proclaimed
to the world for the first time, it was ridiculed
beyond measure ; but what science has not met
with the same fate on its introduction to the

people at large ? And every new science that
may awaken from its slumbers and come forth
in the future must meet with the same fate, so
long as the present state of ignorance continues
to exist.
Galileo was a martyr to the science of astron
The ignorant monks actually refused to

omy.

the great

in league with the devil.
Jenncr was com
pelled to flee from his indignant countrymen
because
he was successful in controlling
the
small-pox.
Gangs of men, grinning their in
credulity, greeted Fulton with derision ns he
started his first steamboat from New York,
and sneeringly said " It's a humbug."
But
notwithstanding all obstacles, science has tri
umphantly prevailed, and must continue to
prevail.
Phrenology, like every other science,
has its opponents, who have been thus far
the
pricks to no purpose.
through the age of ridicule, it
now requires the objector to employ reason
and common sense in order to meet its claims
if at all. I think it is pretty well understood

kicking

Having

against

passed

by our opponents that in order to meet Phre
nology with any degree of success, new weap
ons which are sharper than a two-edged sword
must be used if they can be.
But how many of our opponents are too
ready to weigh us in a false balance, which is an
abomination in the sight of God. The majority

of those who object to Phrenology don't under
stand us to mean " bumpology," but Phrenology
based upon anatomy and physiology, and are
usually found to be almost wholly ignorant of
the subject to which they object.
I do not
suppose that one out of a hundred ever read
and studied carefully fifty pages of a phreno
logical work in all his life, and very many
even in their own estimation do not possess
Such as the
the best phrenological character.
latter hate the light because their deeds are
evil ; but truth is mighty and trill prevail.
Phrenology will continue to grow in favor as
It is des
the age advances in intelligence.
tined to be of great value to all ; but especially
to the scholar, the teacher, and the divine it is
of invaluable worth. It leads us back to the

It throws light on
customs, religion, and his
It calls into its ser
tory of ancient nations.
vice language, astronomy, geometry, and sound
It explores the fields of natural,
reasoning.
It leads
intellectual, and moral philosophy.

beginning
the

of all science.

arts, manners,

us to investigate

the

wonderful

construction

WHAT
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CAN

of oar own bodies in the science of anatomy
and physiology ; and in a word, it takes in the
whole circle of human knowledge.
It will in
the weak structures of timeerrors, and rear in their stead a philos
ophy ,-u*much higher as the heavens are above
the earth. — as beautiful as the starry heavens,
and as solid and enduring as the throne of the
time overthrow

crustwl

Eternal

Slandering tiie Weather. — Very

many
are laid at the door of " the weather."
It is the want of weather which brings multi
tudes in our larger cities to an untimely grave.

diseases

"The weather" refers to the state of the out
door air: it may be cold or hot, wet or dry,
serene or stormy, but it is all weather, pro

I

WHAT CAN

DO

I DO
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vided it is out of doors.

Our wits are stimu
" the weather" out of
doors ; and we eat, and sleep, and lounge in an
atmosphere of sixty, seventy, and eighty de
grees, and that atmosphere loaded with impur
ities of human exhalations, coal-gas, furnace
lated in winter

to keep

It is not wonderful
that, breathing all these from morning until
night, with but short intervals of an hour or
two, now and then, during all the weary
months of winter, that our children pale and
heat, and kitchen effluvia.

pine away, and by the coming of spring-time
have so little vitality, that croup, scarlet fever,
or other affections sweep multitudes into an
untimely grave. The best health invigorator
suitable for all classes and conditions is
"
hours of " weather
daily, rain or shine.

BEST {-CHOOSING

A

two

PURSUIT.

THE PHRENOLOGIST.

like the minister, the
phrenologist,
and the lawyer, should be

THE
physician,

perfect ; but as perfect men are exceedingly
scarce, and as the world must be served by
somebody in the different
istration,

capacities of min
its servants must needs be taken

from among imperfect material.
The ideal phrenologist should have a large,
fine-grained, healthy, energetic, and enduring
body, so that every function and force in his
entire make-up would be as perfect as Crea
tive Wisdom could make it.
If such a per
son

existed

on

earth,

he would have

no

complete companionship ; would find no
body who would be his peer.
We have sometimes imagined a man or
ganized and endowed in all the faculties so
as to rank in every respect with the ablest
who have ever made talent and genius illus
— with the body of an Adonis for

trious,

beauty, vigor, and elasticity ; with the courage
and energy of a Casar ; with the philosophical
talent

of

Bacon,

the wit of Cervantes,

the

of Watt, the imagination
of Milton, the poetic fancy of Shakspeare,
the benevolence of Howard, the religious
reverence of Fenelon, the patience and for
titude of Job, and the friendly fidelity of a
Ruth or a Damon.
Such a man thus wise in
all human capability, and endowed with the
mechanical

talent

highest pattern

of

virtue, and the most abid

ing and tender affection, would be able to

perform any duty, to accomplish any purpose,
and achieve any result possible to human na
ture.
Common men, if they could at some
fortunate

moment

appreciate

his

capacity

would incline to worship him,
for we think he would be higher and better
than some men arc able to conceive God to
and worth,

be.

With

it will be better
exposition
that in describing what is requi
site for the different trades and professions
this

understood

there always springs up this thought, that to
do anything well it is desirable that the doer
have every power and faculty in its highest
and best conditions.
There is many a good user of tools with
great skill in manipulation, and if in addition
he Jiad the highest order of inventive and

philosophical talent and excellent artistic
taste, he would be all the better qualified
or boot-maker.
even for a blacksmith
He
might not with such endowments be willing
to follow those pursuits, but while he. did
follow them, he would do a better job than
if he had only the practical talent necessary
to do the work. Michael Angelo, one of the
first artists and architects
the world has
known, was all the better constructor

for the

On
possession of those supereminent talents.
the same principle the highest culture in
mathematics

is no detriment,

but

rather

help to the use of the rules of arithmetic.

a

Pure so logi ca l Jo urn a l .
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warped, and imperfect specimens
which sometimes we think

Dwarfed,

of humanity,

slander

almost

the wisdom

of the Creator,

have become such through manifold weak
and misfortune : verily
wickedness,
ness,
" the fathers have eaten sour grapes, and
Men

teeth are set on edge."

the children's

insist on their right to live as they please.
They use tobacco, and their children often
lack brain and brawn in consequence ; they
have poisoned their system with alcoholic
liquore, or perv erted their stomach and liver
by high living, and their children are born
with dyspepsia, consumption, or gout, or the

[March,

the equal of the average man in the commu
nity ; and every organ of his mental compo
sition should be in fair development, so that
he may appreciate every mental power in
human nature, and be able to describe it

If the phrenologist have a
successfully.
badly balanced head, his examinations will
always be so toned and warped by his own
peculiarities as to do more or less injustice to
nearly every person who comes under his
hands.

If

he have extra Cautiousness, there

those who are the least imperfect, those best
endowed and best behaved ; and as mankind

will always be hesitation, reserve, guardedncss, and timidity in his descriptions, and his
advice to the anxious and fearful will be
If in conjunction
anything but encouraging.
with large Caution he have small Combativencss, he will never talk to his subject as
Nathan did to David, looking him sternly in
the eye and saying, " Thou art the man ! "
The consequence will be that his patron will
not be fairly and firmly dealt with. If the
phrenologist have extra large Approbati veness,
he will be inclined to say pleasant things to
his subject, perhaps flatter ; will smooth over

must be served by those who are imperfect,
it is a matter of vital consequence that as

the rough points, and magnify the favorable
If he have extra large Benevolence,
qualities.

good specimens shall be selected as may be
found, that their special topic of instruction
may be brought within the scope and easy

he will take too favorable a view of his sub
ject ; will excuse or palliate errors and

tendencies thereto,

— hence

imperfect ; and

we would have ministers,

if

we find men very

magistrates, physicians, editors, teachers, and
phrenologists, we have to select our candidates
from among a race more or less demoralized
by thousands of years of ignorance and vice.
We should, however, select, so far as we may,

for

these

teachers

comprehension

We

and leaders of mankind

of practical thought.

say, first, the phrenologist

should have

a good body ; there should be strength,

vigor,

Dyspeptics, or those who are
angular, and erratic, have just as

and health.
nervous,

good a right to practice Phrenology as others
with simihir defects have to preach the gospel,
practice law, treat the sick, or build houses.
But the cure of souls and of bodies, the ad
ministration

of justice,

of
of Phrenology

the construction

and the practice
badly done that the parties
in interest must suffer more or less ; therefore
dwellings,

are sometimes so

we claim that, if possible, there should be- a
good, sound, hearty, healthy body, so that
or labors may at least be
the ministrations

The temperaments which represent
the bodily conditions should be such that
the man would be active and energetic ; his

normal.

thoughts

clear, earnest, and at the same time

cool enough not to be warped and perverted.
The phrenologist should have a good-sized
brain, so that he may have mental compre
hensiveness and momentum, and at least be

defects.

If

his Secretiveness be too large, he
; there will

will lack directness of expression
bo so much policy in all he does
him

non-committal.

If

as

to make

his Amativcness

be

too large, it will give to his life and profes
sional practice a tendency to sensuality ; he
will incline to speak of vices arising from
the abuse of this feeling in a way that shall
debase and pervert those who come in contact

with him. If the examiner have excessive
Ideality, Spirituality, and Hope, he will
incline to paint the picture too brightly, and
encourage young men falsely, and thus lure
them into rash speculations.
On the other
hand, if he be weak in Secretiveness, he will
be blunt, abrupt, speak too much, and lack
that polish and judiciousness of expression
which is essential to an harmonious character.
twenty
Besides, a phrenologist,
especially
years ago, needed Secretiveness enough to be
always suspicious ; for nearly every commu

nity would make an attempt to deceive him
by dressing up the weak and the wicked in
to be examined
the garb of respectability
and described publicly, or by taking their

i bo

best citizens into prisons and poorhouscs to
oe examined as if they were culprits or pau
A full degree of Sccretiveness would
pers.
lead the practical phrenologist to be suspi
cious of all such tricks, and teach him not to
be deceived by appearances and external

A

it,

a

;

in the subjects under his hands besides, the
phrenologist ought to know something about
life besides that which he gets from books.
We have often thought that labor on
farm for years in early life was almost indis
pensable to sound and comprehensive judg
ment, and that the experience and knowledge
there gained would be highly serviceable to

much needs to be said relative

the history of whatever
wears,
gist

a

right place. The muscular developments, the
strength, the style of temperament, and the
aptitude

for particular

pursuits must all
and the more the phrenologist
by experience or observation of the

be estimated
knows

duties, privations, peculiarities, and require
ments of all kinds of business, the more
readily will he be able to assign to each per
son the peculiar avocation, all things consid
One reason why
ered, best adapted to him.
men who start in humble

rather large Self-Esteem and Firmness, to give
him self-reliance and dignity that his word

life, and have to
and influence

work their way up to position

may be as law to his patrons — also that his
character may be manly, steadfast, and hon

are so
and difficulties,
hardship
effective, and able to meet men where they

through

He should have at least a full share
of Acquisitiveness to prize his services, and
to secure from his labors adequate compensa
tion, and also to appreciate the law of eco

live, and on their own ground, and in their
own peculiar trials and circumstances,
ex
is

orable.

plained

by the fact that they have learned

skill by practice and self-reliance by necessity.
One reared in the lap of luxury, one who has
conversed with well-to-do, happy people only,

nomics, that his advice as to business may be
useful to his patrons.
He should have only

and

and

cations they are best adapted to, the phrenol
ogist will be able to direct each man to the

to social life,

should be regarded as an abomination,

he eats, drinks,

no mean acquisition.
The phrenolo
all the better for understanding some

thing of every trade and avocation by which
men get
living then if persons be brought
to him who aro seeking to know what avo

by strong social
He should have

may preach an able sermon or sound theol
ogy; but one of those pioneer Methodists
t

medium Alimentiveness, that he may not only
keep his system in right relations to health
and effort, but be an example of temperance
to all.
A drinking, smoking phrenologist

is

it

faculties, — if his reasoning organs be weak,
he will never be able to measure men or
describe those who h&ve those qualities
strongly marked, but will be flat, vapid, and
shallow in his descriptions of those of supe
rior talent.
With lack of Combativeness
and Destructiveness, he will be too gentle
and tender, fearful of hurting one's feelings ;
and even though he may know what he ought
to say, he will lack the manly power to say
it so as to make it serviceable to the subject
or honorable to the truth of science.
The
phrenologist should be amply developed in
the social organs, not only that he may win
friends by proper appeals to the social nature
in others, but because in his examinations so

a

a

man in any department of life.
For per
son to know how everything that he eats
appears as
growing, for him to know

if

and he should be qualified
feeling to say it effectively.

should be a man of talent and

a

If

to give anybody credit for those quali
he be lackiag in his philosophical

phrenologist

and eloquent
style and manner.

The phrenologist needs to
gentleman.
have enough of each faculty to feel at home
in lecturing upon
or describing its action

his

alike of applause or
frowns irom an audience.
he l«;k Conscientiousness, he will not be
able to appreciate the higher and nobler ele
ments of truth and justice, and he will be
always making mistakes, especially in treat
ing those who are better endowed in this
respect than himself. Being mostly governed
by other qualities, he will know but little
about abstract virtue and justice, and not be

likely
ties;

as a polished

;

upon

well

as

;

back

spirit

is

fall

large Ideality to give a poetic

farm, knowing what poverty and
privation mean, can go among the poor and

raised on
preach

a

to

101

He should have a good
utterly repudiated.
memory to retain knowledge, and large Lan
guage to express himself handsomely, and

a

but
circumstances,
science,
regardless

Best?

is

What Can
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gospel

that

the poor

will

under

Phrenological Journal.

The phrenologist, like the minister, then,
is all the better for having an intimate ac
quaintance with common industries and com
mon life, as well as with books and with the
learned

and

noble,

and

he who

has

the

modify
practice
done in

to call strength to weak faculties and
and regulate strong ones than the

of Phrenology,
conscientious

b"
especially
and upright spirit.

ought to have not only
The phrenologist
strong moral qualities, but the spiritual ele
ments should be amply developed and culti
There
no motive which can be
vated.
brought to bear upon human nature, which
exercises
more elevating and invigorating
influence upon it, than those which relate to

We pity the

to comprehend, and the wisdom to
apply knowledge thus gained, can best suc
ceed in the duties of his profession.

the spiritual and
phrenologist- who

The practice of Phrenology, more than any
other pursuit, tends to the cultivation of the

this life, without any relationship

the
the

organs, and explains a faculty or propensity,
he is of necessity brought into sympathy with
the subject, with the spirit of each faculty
he

talks

about ; and when

is

mere machine related

of all, the phrenologist should be
largely endowed in the tophead, and have a
profoundly religious spirit, so that he may
highest

nobler life by proper
men to lead
Few ministers
moral
nature.
their
to
appeals
chance to guide, instruct,
of religion have
and impress men so extendedly and thorough
instruct

each organ successfully, he must of necessity
have an active sympathy with that which he
describes ; consequently each of his faculties,

while describing the corresponding one in his
subject, must be wrought up into a greater or
less degree of intensity.
Thus the brain of

has an opportunity to impress

it,

KNOWING;

He lectures to large
but in
times
week
six
often
congregations,
he
his numerous professional examinations
a

as the phrenologist.

the individual which

truth upon

is

;

is

because
unequaled
almost cer
by its individual directness
tain to be ineffaceable.

it

the practical phrenologist, if he have a good
will grow in size, and his
body to support

simply to
to or hope

for the higher or better life.
As the moral and spiritual faculties are the

ly

science in examinations,

applies the
in order to describe
one

atheist, who regards

;

For when

mind.

of
dispositions
one lectures upon

and

as

an

a

faculties

himself

immortal.

a

different

it

better

a

breadth

crease

if

frailties,
and
which
temptations
belong to the lower relations of life; and
they were adapted to go out and " preach
the gospel to every creature."
nesses,

will retain their elasticity anil in
their power.
We know of nothing

faculties

is

ples were learned and polished ; the others
were common men, having very little learning
and no worldly position, with all the weak

a

But one or two of the twelve disci

stand.
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OB, MAN AND THE WORLD.
HOW WE 8HALL

KNOW MORE.

BY A. P. 8PRAGUE.

out any additional organs to open new classes
sensations and new qualities in objects,
without any increase in the susceptibility of

of

the organs we now possess, so as to reveal ma
terials of intelligence too subtile and attenu
a

ated for our present cognizance, we may ex
great deal more with the
pect to know
The organism will be assisted
lapse of time.
by new and mare accurate appliances and in
struments,

and the object will be modified

;

and radically

while new

will continually

be

The probable duration of the
the last pe
scientific period, which (as
now coexten
riod in the life of the race)
sive with the existence of the world in its
grand incentive to the fur
present state,
ther accumulation of science and the aggrega
ted development of art. The scientific period
in the life of the individual occupies at least
one half of his whole life when he lives the
" threescore years and
designated period of
And
by analogy we are to infer that
ten."
the scientific period in the life of the race
is

discovered.

it

increase of personal activity. And without
any change in our capacity for knowing, with

more extensively

modes of representation

is

our present means of knowledge
we may expect to know more by an

a

VV

is
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will be as long as lx>th of the other two peWe have but just entered
rioil* combined.
this last period in the world's history,
if the poetic and dependent period con
tinued four thousand
years, and the philo
upon

and

period about sixteen hundred years',
we may conclude that the present period will
continue about five thousand years longer.
sophic

During this coining time wonderful

achieve

in every department of
knowledge ; and at the end of time the ac
cumulated science of ages will have attained
ments must be made

inch magnitude as to defy all present conjec
ture or calculation.
The fact that such as
tounding discoveries have been made in the
very beginning of this last period of know

of
ing is a reason for lavish anticipations
What
transcendent knowledge and power.
a future is lx>fore man !

Civilization quivers

with expectation of what it shall yet liecome ;
while science is elated with its magnificent
Such is the possibility of enhanc
prospects.
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the other; neither

is unnecessary, and they
and co-supporters of know
ing — inseparably connected during the pro
cess.
If one is increased without the other,
are co-assistants

the result is an augmentation of knowledge
ratio ; if both arc increased

in arithmetical

simultaneously,

the result is the augmentation

of knowledge in geometrical ratio. With
the increase of the power of locomotion, ca
pacity remaining the same, we might be able
to sweep through space and occupy different
By an increase of
positions for observation.
the same,
capacity, standpoint
remaining

Could we have
great results would follow.
eyes so precisely and keenly perceptive that
we could see the reflection of the light evolv
while the world was forming, turned back
to us by the mirror constituted by the back
ground of the universe, we would then behold
ed

the process of creation without being pres
ent at the time.
The immense distance

which the beams of light evolved in the for
mation of our earth would travel in order to

intelligence while man's nature remains
But he is not always to
same as now.

reach the mammoth reflector at the farthest

dwell on earth, nor is he always to have such
limited capacities for knowing as now ; and

bounds of creation, and the distance equally
immeasurable which those rays would trav

it will not be amiss to consider some of the
of increased knowledge in another
life. The principal obstacles to be overcome
in the enlargement of knowledge are space,
time, and finitude of powers.
If the mu
niments of intelligence could be transmitted
through immeasurable space without diminu
tion in a time inconceivably short, and being
received by organs of illimitable capacity
could come at last to a mind capable of com
prehending it all, knowledge would be com
time
Space would be annihilated,
plete.
would be a name, and finitude no longer a
bar upon intelligence.
But it is easy to see
that this is the sum and substance of omnis
cience, an attribute of Deity ; so that we shall
not attain this expansion for countless cy
But time, space, and capacity
cles, if ever.
being the conditions of knowledge, we will
take them into account while investigating
how we shall know more.
If we were capa
ble of changing our standpoint instantane
ously, or with great suddenness and to great
distances, facts would be revealed to us more
rapidly ; for position is as essential to knowl
edge as capacity, opportunity is as necessary
as ability, and the one is the complement of

erse on their reflected path, would render the
time of the passage very long.
Light is a
swift traveler ; but even light requires time

ed
the

conditions

in its transmission.

And our earth may yet
be in a position to receive the reflected light
of those glowing fires through which she
once did pass under the operation of creating
agencies. Will we have keenness of vision
to perceive those diminished beams lessened
by their passage through so
many different media ? Some of those deli
cately attenuated and feeble lines of light are
and disturbed

coming to us at this present ; but
is not for us to cognize them — we are im
potent, nor have we lived long enough to

doubtless

it

know

so

awful

heat of the formation

much as this would reveal.

reflected and concentrated

The
of the spheres

(as well

as trans

mitted) by this delicate mirror placed at
the outer concave of the universe, does not
perceptibly — at least so as
to be distinguished
from the other warming
influences — so much has it lost on its incon
affect our bodies

ceivable journey and return.

We think that

no sounds appreciable at any great distance
went voyaging over this ocean of space when
the last shock of creating forces was felt and
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the universe

was complete.

There

was

no

for the transmission of sound ; it
could not get through the limitless void (or
what we suppose to be a void) without a ves
No me
sel and a wave to bear it onward.
dium with which we are acquainted was
there for its transmission ; and if there were
at any time during the creating process a
medium, the deepest vibrations of crashing

medium

masses

and exploding gases might soon have
by other sound-waves and

been neutralized
reduced

to zero, such are the laws of sound

[March,

ancients used to people hill, valley, and mount
and fountain, are or were

ain, ocean, river,

But if the dead do really
really existent.
come back to us, — if they watch over us and
guard us as we are told the angels do, it is
not consistent

that they should concentrate
and sensualize their bodies so as to appear

to our obtuse senses, or so as to perform upon
instruments of music, move tables and chairs,

and produce noises. If these things are done
at all, they must be done by some other agen
cy than the departed ; and we must attribute

and the rapid rate of its diminution.

the phenomena

But neither a change of standpoint nor an
increase of the powers of sensation alone
would be so available as the combined in
In such
crease of capacity and opportunity.
a case, with different organs, with different
bodies, against which material influences could
not prevail so as to prevent change of place,
like the light, we
clothed in habiliments
might defy gravity, climb the heavens, and

is not now delicate enough to
perceive anything that these spirit-clothed
bodies may be or do while among us, — if in

make the planets a resting-place ; we might
"
"
"
tread the " solar walk or milky way ; we
and
traverse
stars
and
suns
might sweep past
realms beyond our present lim
ited range of vision when assisted by the most
What wonders would
powerful
telescope.

to other and worse sources.

Our organism

deed they come among us.
Besides, there is
not so much difference in the capacity of the

living that

a few can and do perceive these
phenomena, while the many do not ; nor is
there so much difference in the desires and

capabilities of those who have gone from us
that two or three will and can appear to their
friends and hold converse with them, while
the countless millions that dwell in the shad

the unknown

owy land do not so.

we then behold,

not because of any perversion
ties, and not from any radical

and how would our souls

enlarge with the definite and complex know
ledge obtained by close observation of the
borders of immensity ! Space would then
be overcome ; and the freedom of angels

would be ours. Or we might remain upon
the earth, where we could penetrate all places
That which
by avenues before inaccessible.
was transparent only might become suscepti
ble of the transmission of our flexible and

As we have

seen,

our science is limited,

of our facul
defect in the

methods of investigation.
It is not a differ
ent kind of knowledge that we want, — we
want

more of the same

kind, more of the

perceptions of the intellect through
the organism it now possesses or shall possess.
normal

We know correctly

as far as we do

know.

It

is incapacity, and not error, that we have
to deal with most. This being the case, we
have only to have the capacity of the organs
and the changeability of the locality of the
and the comprehensiveness

bodies ; and even opaque bodies
not resist our passage through their
Then our organs would give us sen
pores.
sations never before received, thus putting

body increased
of the intellect

of perceptions of additional
qualities of things, adding to the accumula
tions of knowledge, and bringing us nearer
the alisolute comprehension of the operation

There
then, no physical need
knowing.
revelation.
To
as well as no moral need of

this in the great hereafter, is not doubtful.
By means of an organism more sensitive in

this life, we would be able to

sec

whether

those spirits to which poets refer as walking
our earth, and those beings with which the

a

is,

enhance the power and the keenness of the
organism, or to furnish the soul with another

the

Revelation

which

modes

scientific

themselves.

It

the

not

is

it

body

a

not revelation, —
altogether,
transcendent and perfected mode of increas
ing knowledge, not different in kind from
is

of forces. That we shall realize something
like this state of existence, and more than

is

us in possession

(which will fol

augmented

low), and we shall be put into possession of
just such facts as we arc most desirous of

is

subtile

might

men originate

revelation.
properly
manifestation
of truth
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through sources supernatural — unnatural to
the condition of the knowing subject at the
Revealed
precise time of the manifestation.
truth comes to the mind without making use
of its appropriate and usual methods of know
The object reveals itself— it is not
ing.
-ought out — it is not prosecuted to a crisis —
it is not followed to the end. It breaks upon
us from a passage we never visited ; it rolls

department
immortal.

down upon us from heights
ed ; it is belched up to us

must be perceived before
appreciated
and the full appreciation of the blessed state
of the world to come will involve memory

it

is

both external and internal,

is

and becomes able to comprehend in its length,
breadth, and depth truth of any character.
The preservation of the faculty of perception,
inevitable

in all

conditions of the soul. The moral
undoubtedly the immortal element
nature
in man but that diffuses itself through every
;

is

future

is

it

is

;

it

is

a

it

is

;

not be

realm for the indwelling
each other and

This will
by actual contact.
organs, or what corresponds to

communicate
necessitate

attenuated, or of both of these

a

our bodily organism, through which we shall
cognize the true beauties of heaven and fed
its true pleasures. Whether these bodies will
be spiritual or of material substance finely

pliant com

pound susceptible of endless transformation
at the control of the will,
not for us to in

It sufficient that we shall know and
quire.
know more by far than we know now, and
continue to know more forever.
It not difficult for us to comprehend the
general mode of the increase of capacity and
knowledge, but we have no means of obtain
that were de
ing exactitude in the details,
sirable.
And " we shall know each other
there " in that bright realm, because of this
the
preservation of every faculty of the soul
recognition will be overwhelmingly complete
on account of the large increase in our capa
city for knowing, notwithstanding the change
in our bodies.
world behind,
There
world
then,
world before man. He has al
around, and
ready passed through but little he makes
beginning of being and knowing and dies, —

a

is

capacious enough to receive the impressions
It
the world of sense.
only by the inet-ssant action of the intellect that
expands

of

will

of naked souls that can touch

;

struggle

for the mastery in every condition of its life,
in the midst of every environment of its ex
istence.
It
only by making the best use
of all the means of knowledge within our
control that the mind grows and becomes

Heaven

a

ties before the soul, how should

it

?

?

?

?

and elude your pursuers
Why do you so
incessantly make partial advances, but never
allow yourself to be won
Why do you
dread disclosure
Why not give yourself —
your beautiful self — wholly to man who loves
you so well
With all these varied and grand possibili

of that personality must
nature somewhat different from itself.

case, the habiliments

be of

;

!

ing

personality will be forever continued, we re
gard as true more, 'We regard this individ
That being the
uality to be indestructible.

is

Oh, ever-fascinat
perfect discovery.
Truth
why do you so invite pursuit

escape

such as to involve necessarily
punishment
the same exercise of the mind.
That our

if

it

it

is it

it

combines,
separates,
poshes upward,
inves
kindles,
extinguishes,
explores,
endeavoring by de
tigates while the object
coys to allure onward, and by deceptions to

condition

also feeling

involve

and imagination
by which the pleasure of
the happy individual will be augmented
from sources self-originated.
The nature of

a

down,

will

a

digs

of the previous

a

flies,

it it

delves,

it it

It

ures.

unceremoniously and
of her lovely feat

a glimpse

of the soul, and

is

truth, however

it

vail of

rudely, to catch

and reminiscence

is,

is

it,

never explored ; it is told to us by some per
sonage unlike ourselves and occupying a su
perior standpoint ; it is reached down to us
from a being with its head above the clouds
and its feet on the earth, and the middle,
of which we have no perception, being en
veloped in thick vapor and impenetrable
mist But science pursues, follows the object
to its hiding-place, wrestles with
toils with
it, overcomes it. It
constantly lifting the

a

depths we

is

from

the unity of the soul and
of all the different kinds
The very idea of future
reward and punishment carries with
and
contains within itself the idea of the perpet
ual conservation of all mental forces now ex
such that
The nature of reward
istent.
so from

the inseparability
of mental action.

it

we never ascend

This

of mind, rendering every faculty
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universality of his being and attributes over
shadows all.
Let him, then, cultivate all bis
parts alike, — not this faculty alone, but every
Exclusive devotion to the physical
faculty.

not dies, but changes his body and abode.
We call him dead, but he is more largely
alive than those who call him dead, more in
tensely and

effectively

alive

than

ever.

A

mighty destiny awaits him. Made in the
image of his Maker, he presses onward tow
ard the model, toward the likeness of that
Father.
Every vicissitude of his existence
develops his being, draws out his capabili
ties, tests his endurance, makes him larger,
fuller, nobler, more like the One who in the

of

peprfmenf

[March,

to the religious, moral,
There should be a system
of all parts in harmonious

sciences is detrimental
and social nature.
atic development

to the design of their
according
And then shall man
adaptation and growth.
begin to realize the noble state of symmetri
proportion,

cal progression toward perfection.

|cIij5ioii

and

ijjsgchologg.

Know,
Without<irslur,nr unirel,fur theirguide,
WlmworatilpsGodahullrindliiin.—)tm»/i Si'jhl Thought*.
I besoul,themotherof deepfears,of lilgh huriesInfinite;
—SSn.HtttianM.
sight.
Of fflorioue
dreams,niyntrrlousteam,ufsleepless
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PROGRESS

OF

RELIGIOUS
MISSIONARY

IT

is within the memory of leading men
the Sandwich
Islands, up to 1820,

that

were inhabited by naked savages, without
or religion worthy the name.

law, literature,

The missionaries

from

America

were

sent

to-day the people are civilized,
Christianized, live under wise and just laws

there, and

of their own making, and are prosperous and
True, the Sandwich Island type of
happy.
men were not so coarse and low in phreno
logical development, nor so base and brutal
in disposition as are many of the savage tribes
in North America and in some of the islands

of the South Seas, although they were canni
bals before civilizing influences were intro
duced.
Half a century (and how quickly
has it passed !) has been sufficient to teach a
of God, and of civil law, liberty,
social amenity, and business — in short, civili

nation

The largest single parish church in
zation.
the world is on one of these islands ; if we
remember rightly, it numbers some 4,000
Here the whole people adopt the
new religion, and enter upon the higher forms
of life.

members.

In Hawaii an almost universal respect for
devout piety is manifested.
It is related as a
fact, and if true is very creditable to the North
American Indian, that in hjs language he has

CI YILIZATION.

WORK.

of profanity, none with which to
blaspheme his Maker or curse his fellow-man.
To indicate the general progress of Chris
tian civilization in lands called heathen, we

no words

give some extracts from the annual report
the Missionary Herald.

in

" In a review of the year, encouragement is
found mainly in three directions, — the devel
opment and training of an efficient native
ministry ; the success which has attended ef
forts to reach the women in the different mis
sion fields | always more devoted to their
religion than men, hence harder to convert
to another] ; and the healthful growth of the
native churches in numbers, independence,
and a sense of responsibility for the progress
of the Gospel.
"The whole number of native laborers in
connection with the different missions of the
Presbyterian Board the past year was 1,095,
an increase of over a hundred upon the pre
vious year. Of these, 119 are pastors, and
327 preachers ; the remainder teachers, col
but all educated
porteurs, and Bible-readers;
in the various schools and seminaries, and in
and character holding
point of education
about the same relative position to the peo
ple among whom they labor that similar
classes do at home.
"
Forty-five young men completed their
theological studies, — seven at Wailuku in the
Hawaiian Islands, nine in the Madura mission,
seven in Ceylon, and twenty-two at Harpoot.
The number now in mission training-schools
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and seminaries, looking forward to the work
of the ministry, is nearly if not quite equal
to that in theological seminaries belonging to
the constituency of the Board at home. The
object in these institutions is, primarily, to
raise U|> able expounders of Bible truth, and
faithful pastors.
Some of the graduates of
the seminaries in India and Ceylon, as well as
in Western Asia, have a high reputation
among the missionaries as scholars and think
ers, and are often called to aid in the transla
tion of the Scriptures, and in other literary
labors; while many are highly esteemed as
orators, and as earnest, effective preachers of
the Gospel.
" Some time must be allowed to educate
men who have all their lives been subject to
the bondage of political and priestly power,
to the wise conduct of their own ecclesiasti
The results, however, thus far,
cal affairs.
of efforts in this direction
in our mission
fields, have exceeded the most sanguine hopes.
The Evangelical Association in the Hawaiian
Islands, the Evangelical Unions in the Arme
nian missions, in India and Ceylon, have
shown a practical good sense and an ability
that would do honor to older bodies in this
country, and amply justify the missionaries in
passing over to them, at the earliest practi
cal moment, the entire responsibility for what
may be termed the home work of the native
ciiuivhea.
The presence of the missionary
will for a time be required, not for the exer
cise of authority, but of love and wise coun
sel, for the sake of that practical wisdom which
becomes a part of the common sense of those
reared amid free Christian institutions.
But
a native agency, well educated and guided
by wise counsels, is our great reliance, next
to the Spirit of God, for the success of the
mission work.
" The addition of
1,580 members during
the year, to the mission churches (numbering
238, with 24,148 members when the year
closed for which the missions reported), and
the increase of native pastors from 100 to 119,
are facta to be noticed with gratitude.
Of
not less moment to the progress of the mis
sion work has been the general advance in
the direction of independence and self-sup
The sixty-nine churches in the Arme
port.
nian missions have raised their contributions
for Christian objects over twenty-five per
cent — from fifteen to nineteen thousand dol
lars.
More than a third of these churches
are self-supporting,
and all bear a part of their
own expenses.
An advance of forty per
cent, upon the contributions of the previous
year was made by the native churches in the
Madura and Ceylon missions.
In the Foochow and Zulu missions a beginning
in the
The fiftyriirht direction has been made.
eiirht Hawaiian churches support their own
ministry, build their own houses of worship,
sustain mission labor among the Chinese imand contribute
liberally for the
migrunts,

'
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work in Micronesia and the Marquesas Isl
ands. Common-schools are sustained by the
government, and various higher schools and
seminaries, for males and females, are doing
the work which such institutions do in our
own land ; while the management of Chris
tian work in the Islands is mainly in charge
of the Hawaiian Board.
The entire amount
contributed by the native Christian commu
nities, not including much free labor in school
and church building, is about sixty thousand
dollars in gold, or one-sixth of the sum con
tributed for foreign missions by all the
churches acting through the American Board.
The Hawaiian churches will be henceforth in
dependent of connection with the American
Board, and it is deemed proper that this mis
sion should hereafter be dropped from the
list of its missions.
"It has been the practice of the Board,
from the first, to send out single ladies wher
ever they could be employed to advantage,
and within the last few years the way has
been opened for direct missionary labor in
behalf of women, as never before; and the
number of single ladies in the field has been
increased, so that now there are more than
The seventeen boarding-schools
for
forty.
girls in the missions still connected with the
Board, all but two in charge of single ladies,
assisted by native teachers, contain over five
hundred pupils.
And while the wisest econ
omy of missionary funds and labor may lim
it the work of our female missionaries largely
to the training of native laborers, much is now
done by them, both the single and married, in
visiting from house to house, in holding meet
ings for prayer and instruction, and in the
On
superintendence of native Bible-women.
the whole, prospects were never more cheer
ing had wc fit men, in sufficient numbers, to
follow up the advantages gained. Ten men
are needed at once, in as many different fields,
in theological
schools; and three times as
to
many could find instant
designation,
strengthen the hands of over-taxed brethren
at old stations, and to enter upon new and in
viting fields, such as belong to the healthful
growth of the work."
Now let us hear from other churches who
in Asia, Africa, Europe, and
Let us see how the world is pro
America.
All who wish well to the race of
gressing.
man will not only wish well to these mission
ary efforts, but all who are able to do so will
to their means.
contribute according
The
world is to be civilized, and each and every
Christian may have a hand in the good work.
have missions

Books. — God be thanked for books. They
of the distant and the dead, and

are the voices

make us heirs of the spiritual life of past ages.
Books are the true levelers. They give to all
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who will faithfully use them the society, the
spiritual presence of the best and greatest of
our race.
No matter how poor I am, no matter
though the prosperous of my own time will

not enter my obscure dwelling, if the sacred
writers will enter and take up their abode
under my roof; if Milton will cross my thresh
old to sing to me of Paradise ; and Shakspeare,

[Mahch,

me the world of imagination and
the workings of the human heart ; and Frank
lin, to enrich me with his practical wisdom,
shall not pine for want of intellectual com
to open to

I

panionship, and I may become a cultivated
man, though excluded from what is called the
best society, in the place where I live. — W. II.
Cluinning.

THOMAS DE WITT TALMADGE.
BY REV. 8. H. PLATT,
and Thomas

ENOS
tors of the subject

Talmadge, the ances
of our present sketch,

landed at Charlestown, Mass., in 1630, and
finally settled in East Hampton, Long Island,
from which place, Daniel, of the third gen
eration, removed to Elizabeth, New Jersoy,
in 1725.
Thomas De Witt , of the seventh generation,
is of prolific stock, he being one of a family

of twelve children, while his paternal grand
father had thirteen, and his great-grandfather
had eleven children.
Thomas

was born

at Boundbrook, New

A.M.

logical ability is small and seldom strained

Yet with all these defects he is —
by use.
next to Mr. Beecher — the most popular pul
pit speaker in Brooklyn. There must, there
fore, be positive qualities of great Btrength
somewhere.
Whence does his power come ?
and wherein does it lodge? are questions
that have puzzled multitudes of curious, and
very many critical hearers.
In our judgment, a discriminating analysis
will disclose six elements combined to make
him what he is in the estimation of the
masses.

These consist of, first, an undctinable

Church

in Brooklyn, at a salary of $7,000.

air or attitude — seen in all his notices of
church services — which if it were to find a
voice would express itself somewhat on this
wise : " There will be service at such a time
and place, and you will be there, of course, and
/shall be there, and we will hate a grand time !
It is a sort of impersonation of the esprit
des corps which is often seen in military

At

end of a

bodies,

He graduated at the Uni
of New York, and his first charge

Jersey, in 1833.
versity

was at Milville, New Jersey.

Thence he re

moved to Syracuse, New York, where he re
mained two years, and thence to Philadelphia,
where he preached seven years, and then ac
a call to the Central
Presbyterian

cepted

all
year he relinquished
claim upon the trustees, in order to secure a
free church, and the new Tabernacle was ac
the

cordingly erected, furnishing, with perhaps
exception, the largest accommoda
tions of any church in Brooklyn.*
Dr. Talmadge is neither handsome, noble,

a single

prepossessing in any re
commanding,
spect. Seemingly tall, by reason of his slimand awkward in
ness, he is really ungainly
nor

His voice is harsh,
movements and gestures.
His
poorly cultivated, and badly handled.
* Yet it is not in any accepted sense a free church ; on
the contrary, it has pome of the most objectionable fea
tures of the pew system, e. g., All who do not hold pews
arc compelled to remain standing uutil the pew occupants
arrive, or the time comes when it Is understood that they
need not be expected. Again : A holder of a pew can
retain it in perpetuity simply by occupancy, thus pre
venting !iny possible change for the better on the part
of those who have unfavorable sittings.

transferred

to the

church

and

em

in the minister.
It is one of those
pioneer forces which work the way of the
speaker into the good graces of the hearers
bodied

only by proceeding unconsciously to thcua,
yet isnone the less potent because unobserved.
Second. Next higher in grade is the ele
ment of self-assertion, made up of conscious
ness of power, and self-consciousness blended

with active volition.
In Dr. Talmadge this is a marked quality,
which never deserts him for a moment. His
prayers never become so importunate nor his
exhortations so impassioned as to cause him
to lose the consciousness that Dr. T. D. Tal
And in his greatest
madge is speaking.
straits — places which all extemporaneous
speakers sometimes find — he never doubts
that he is wielding a power that must be
felt, and with all the energy of an unbending
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the force.

He evidently

pos

faith in the Gospel which he
and relatively as great in himself
chosen preacher.
Therefore he is

preaches,
as God's

ever self-poised,
the scent,

observant, never thrown off

and always prepared to do his best

The habitual

and extravagant

True, this is

use

of startling phrases

statements.
a

two-edged

PORTKAIT

often does

sword

OF

which

THOMAS

in the estimate of refined auditors,
cut him who wields
as well as
it it,

may, and

concep

Of course the prominence of this element
will greatly vary at different times, according
to the health and spirits of the speaker, the
character of his theme, the special objects
had in view, etc., but under favorable circum

for victory.

Third.

ment, exhibiting itself in imaginative
tions and rhetorical expressions.

stances his discourses must be richly spangled
with gems of rare beauty and setting.
Some
times he may seem to think more of the cas-

DE

WITT

TALMADGK.

too earnest
ket than of the jewel, but he
in his work to allow glitter and tinsel, how
ever valuable in their sphere, to usurp the
is

will he plies
sesses large
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Brooklyn at nearly every service.
Curiosity
to hear strange, witty, and funny things
one of the strongest tendencies of our nature,

The fifth element
personal magnetism,
by which we mean the power to put his audi
ence immediately and involuntarily into sym

" with guile " which Paul wrote
with commendable boastfulness after

catching
about

is

Not nec
pathetic connection with himself.
essarily in such accord as shall imply harmony
of thought, taste, or feeling, but such as
shall secure respectful attention, and
very
likely to predispose to the acceptance of his

a

is

successful practice.

The fourth element

the blade, for the home-thrust of its point.

is

"

one knows how to meet its cravings
part of that " crafty

safely, to do so may be

a

and

if

is

a

strong

:

place of wholesome truth hence his hearers
learn to look, amid the gleaming flourishes of

a

yet, as
popular gift,
gives him
hold upon the masses, whose tastes
are not generally highly educated, which en
ables him to fill next to the largest church in
his foes;

poetic

tempera-

utterances.

Phrenological Journal.
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In the possession of this power he occupies
ground at the outset of no slight

Spirit which attend all honest preaching

are

a vantage

felt in his.

importance; then, when the nervous energy
becomes thoroughly aroused under the lash

He is not specially logical or philosophi
theological, but largely horta
tory, which gives full play to his peculiar
As an oratorical study it is well worth
gifts.
the effort of any minister to hear him.
As a
live Christian man abreast the age, Brooklyn,
the city of churches, welcomes him.
Ab a
unique, entertaining, point-blank preacher,
she fills his spacious Tabernacle for him.

ings of mental effort as he proceeds, the mag
netic force intensifies, until, in many cases, it
sweeps the field from which reason and logic
would recoil repulsed.

The sixth and chief element of Dr. Talmadge's power is his dramatic power, pre
cisely that which gives the actor popularity
upon the stage.
The ability to impersonate the passions and
sentiments which find some expression in the
language employed, so that the auditor shall
be addressed through

as well

eye

as ear, has

through ages past, one of the
most favored gifts of Nature.
Nor is it un
reasonable that it should bo so, for each

been esteemed,

sense

its own

has

measure of

hence when two or more

of the same thought or
total of pleasure must

enjoyment;
can be receptive
emotion, the sumcorrespondingly

be

augmented.

It

is for this reason, perhaps more than any
other, that the drama has been so long the
formidable, and too often the successful rival

of the pulpit..

t

[MAEcn,

Yet the pulpit orator who
ventures upon this line of effort should be
else his perform
regarded as a play, his wit will
degenerate into buffoonery, and his power be
by the risibles while spurned
acknowledged

exceedingly
ance

will

well-balanced,

be

That Dr. Talmadge possesses
by the heart.
this gift to a large degree none who listen to
him can doubt, and that in its use he treads
upon dangerous ground, the more spiritual
portion of his audience instinctively feel.
Yet it will not do for him to surrender the
His only chance of
right arm of his might.
continued success, and we may add, of ac
complishing his mission, is to face the peril,
trusting in God and his own watchful care to
preserve the balance.
We have thus indicated

the elements of

Dr. Talmadge's peculiar power.

Some might

add another, viz., unction or the special Di
vine influence which accompanies the words

of the speaker; but we have failed to detect
it in any marked degree in his exercises, and
attribute

his success

mainly

to the

causes

above mentioned, not denying, of course, that
the ordinary good influences of the Iloly

cal, scarcely

PAUL BLOUNT

ON

CHURCH CHOIRS.

THE organ is the principal
_l_ church, you know, because

T I

thing in a
no church

can be organized without one. It follows that
the organist is the principal person, and " par
son" is only a corruption of that word.
Let
the organist magnify his office.
2. When the hymn is announced, let him
play over the whole tune, but in such high
style of art that no one in the congregation can

tell what tune is going to be sung.
It will keep
them awake and set them all to guessing.
3. But with all their guessing, be sure that
when the singing commences each person will

discover that he made a wrong guess.
Will
not that teach the people humility ? Whatever
the tune may be, let it be one that the congre
Let it be a new and
gation does not know.
hard tune.
For what do people assemble, but
to hear the choir ? "Congregational
singing"
is the hobby of untaught clergymen.
Teach
them better.
4. Make the interludes long and highly ar
tistic, abundantly filled with " grace " notes.
If the singers have done their duty and the
tune be the right thing, they will be so tired as
to need a long rest.
This will also serve to
keep the congregation standing, and make them
glad to kneel down.
Anything to make people

glad to pray ! If the organist do not make the
interlude as least twice as long as the tunc, he

will he considered lazy or unskilled. Do not
let the interlude be at all like the tune, nor any
body be able to tell where the interlude leaves
off and the tune begins.
This will keep all the
singers wide awake.
5. If the minister has preached a solemn
sermon, put up some soloist after the sermon,

who shall screech a very fast composition with
an up-and-down movement. It will relieve the
tense nerves of the overwrought people.
It
will arouse their sympathies and make them

shame that some one didn't

have

Remember that all must be done for the
of the choir. It
absurd to work in
effect.

;

;

and sermon for harmonious

If the

minister does not work

in the prayers and singing, so much the worse

by your professional services.
be settled among the singers
Never let
who
chief. Let each make himself and her
9.

for the minister.

During prayers,

is

7.

be whispering and turning
and notebooks and consulting.
No
one of the saints will notice you, for they will

self the most important
Is
in the singing?

help to entertain

of

keep harmony

the singers be harmonious
It
and fashionable to have peace in

the congregation

to be praying,

?

If any

particularly desire

it

be hard at prayer.

it

over scores

do not

will

them.

is
a

Mind that;

it

Keep things brisk,
and draw much attention to the choir.
The
church was built and the congregation gathered
for tlie choir.

The

choir.

it

fundamental

Of course they never do this in heaven
you are not in heaven — yet.

is

;

As soon as the sermon begins go out of
If
pleasant weather you can

it

8.

not enough to
Why should
not regular

to themselves to have strife
singers owe
about something or nothing.
Let everything
be done through strife and vain-glory.
It will
give the pastor some concern and develop his
skill in managing.

principle.
the church.

it

religious

is

the prayers

with

smoke, and get back in time for the next
You do not come to
performance.

church to worship
you are paid so much for
singing or playing, not for hearing sermons
or, if you are gratuitous, you have laid the
congregation already under enough obligations

is

6.
glory

musical

a

a

was

it

feel that

help that woman.

a

1-]
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HOSANNA TO

but

KING.

H.E

BY MRS. HELEN A. MASVILI.E.
The gulden pinions of the sun,
Whose plume-tips swept the breast
Of Mother Earth, are folded on
The mountain's top in rest
While solemnly, slowly above,
The stars this authem sing,
"Rejoice, rejoice, for God is love,—
"
Hosanna to the King

!

;

Where Nature wears her wrap of green.
And flowers their censers swing,
They softly chant, with humble mien,
'* Hosanna to the King "

!

Hosanim to the king of day,
Who from his golden crown
The fairest of the whole array
Of jewels has cast down.
Oh when the song doth stir the lute
Of Nature's every Btring,
Should mortal tongue alone be mute?
Hosanna to the King

the liljerty

of presenting for your consideration,

beforehand that the theory which
for the explanation of presenti
ments will, in my opinion, hold equally good
for the explanation
of clairvoyance, mesmer

I

remarking

have framed

Confining

of

the

ourselves, however, for the present,
and taking for granted the

to presentiments,

already established fact of their actual exist
ence, we wish to know the cause of these
phenomena, or more clearly, we wish to know
how
that we can have a premonition,
however vague and indistinct, of what
to
is

I

I

upon phenom
ena which
had previously considered as mere
of fancy, and inquire into their
eccentricities
cause. The result of this inquiry
now take

manifestations

happen. Three things necessarily claim our
attention in the construction of
theorj* by
which this fact
to be explained, viz.
First,
the event itself; secondly, the subject which
:

was

led to reflect more particularly

the same genus, or, in other words,

a

with some personal experiences,

I

keeping

of

they are but different
activity of the soul.

is

caption, and as the facts related in them are in

SOUL— BODY.

as species

is

I

read with interest several articles
published in the Journal under the above

it

BRAIN-WAVES
HAVE

:

I

;

The Earth's immensity

!

The evening winds take up the strain,
And wide o'er mount and sea,
O'er valley low, and sodden plain, —

classes of phenomena

chief point in question, but

is

it

is

is

;

is

I

are related to each other

it

receives
premonition of
and, thirdly, the
means by which the premonition
communi
cated to the mind.
This last, of course,
the

spiritualism,

a

and of whatever
real in
the theory in its application being
modified, of course, according to the specific
hold that all these
character of each; for.
ism, planchetteism,

so intimately

Phrenological Journal.

it

is

it

is

it

a

:

a

a

a

is,

it

is is

is

it

is

it

a

a

is

it
is

is

man may be considered

in

is

of existence
means
faculty as
of obtaining definite knowledge,
follows that

two states of existence, first, in its present state

is

confined to the discursive

a

of

a

is

it

a

it

is

faculty; and the more nearly perfect the de
tachment, the nearer will the soul be to the
full and normal exercise of this faculty.
But
as the soul in its present state

subject.
the soul

Hence the inference, that
we can
results.
succeed in detaching the soul to any extent
from the body, just to that extent do we enable
to approach to the exercise of the intuitive

it

Now,

this faculty can not be fully exercised, in our
present state,
precisely because of its union
with the body, which obscures the intellectual
vision of the soul, and necessitates discursive
means of arriving at definite
reasoning as

if

it
is

;

it
is

;

beauty of virtue and other supersensible objects
through the faculty of pure reason, or, as
might be termed, the faculty of intuitive per
the soul which ac
In a word,
ception.
knowledge of both
quires and treasures up
the
sensible and supersensible things —

tion

is

is

is

visible objects through the medium of
the soul which perceives
of sight
the beauties of harmony through the sense
the soul which perceives the
of hearing

"ceives

knowing

not lose its faculty of intuitive percep
for this faculty
an essential element of
pure intelligence, and the only reason why

docs

Secondly, in reference to the receiving sub
ject, we know that the soul, or the spiritual,
the principle of all
immaterial part of man,
the soul which perintelligence in man. It
the sense

it

force.

a

opposing

as we proceed.

;

superior

by some

This will appear more fully

fluence of material body,
should be, accord
ing to its nature, capable of knowing more
clearly and certainly, by these immediate per
now can by the aid
ceptions of reality, than
of discursive reasoning.
united with
Now, though the soul of man
material body during man's earthly life,

a

effectual

the nature of
pure intelligence to per
ceive immediately, and without any preliminary
process of comparison, the reality and relations
of things.
state of freedom,
Moreover, in
and relieved of the clouding and obscuring in

is

result has

been exerted, though the effort be rendered in

the case
quite different; for the soul, created
after the image and likeness of its Creator,
true, and incapable
pure intelligence — finite,
of comprehending all knowledge at once, — and

it

is

it

force calculated to produce such

a

a

it,

tion of a fact is not necessary to our having a
quite sufficient
since
presentiment of
for this end that the mind be made aware that

or the result of an immediate perception of the
relations of agreement or disagreement which
exist between our various ideas, but
the
result of an intellectual process, necessitated
by the union of the soul with the body.
from the body,
When the soul
separated

a

would seem natural to conclude that no reli
ance can be placed on those which do occur
in accordance with the premonition we had of
15111 from the statement already made,
them.
which I think will bear investigation, it will
be seen that the actual maturity and manifesta

but the

formed,
and
only after the reason has examined
with other ideas or concepts
and compared
union with them, real
that
becomes, by
Hence our knowledge
knowledge.
in the
present life
not, as
general tiling, intuitive,

is

outset an objection which I foresee will be
made not only against my theory but also
against every theory of presentiments, viz.,
that we frequently have presentiments of
coming events which never occur ; whence it

idea or concept
not knowledge —
raw material from which knowledge

a

become so manifested, from the fact that by the
action of some superior counteracting force it
is arrested before it becomes a complete fact.
I make this latter statement to cut off at the

the body
the soul knows, or acquires knowledge, chiefly
through the faculty of discursive reason. An

it

as a force suitable to the production of a certain
result has been exerted the effect is already
there, at least in an incipient state of existence,
even though it be not yet manifested to our
observation, or even though it should never

will furnish the data of our theory.
In its present state of union with

is

the impulse of its own will, or whether it be a
blind force ac ting under the direction of u
superior and intelligent force, or under the in
fluence of a general law is established by an
We know also that so soon
intelligent agent.

and the question
so far as we are at present
concerned, how does the soul knoio in these
two states of existence?
The answer to this
question, with some facts to be cited presently,

it

that every event, or every fact which becomes
manifest, is the result of some active force,
whether that force be intelligent, and act by

of union with
material body, and, secondly,
in state of freedom from such material body

a

connected with and dependent upon the other
two, that some observations in regard to them
will be necessary to a proper understanding of
the theory.
First, in regard to the event itself. We know

[March,

it
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the knowledge which it obtains through the in
tuitive faculty must be more or less indefinite,
according to the less or greater completeness
of the soul's detachment from the body; and as
a perfect detachment is incompatible with the
continuance of life, such knowledge can never
be perfectly

definite, unless by a supernatural

intervention.

Having now indicated, sufficiently for our
purpose, the process by which the soul comes
to tnoic in its present state, and that latent, or
manifested, power of intui
perception which only requires detach
ment of the soul from material encumbrances
to enable it to grasp at once the reality of
truth, we are prepared to introduce our theory

at least imperfectly
tive

of presentiments.
Experience teaches that all the faculties and
powers of the soul are capable of cultivation
and development, and hence we conclude that

for the explanation

this power of withdrawing or detaching itself
from the material body (to a limited extent)
and developed ; and
may also be cultivated
when the soul has become sufficiently accustom
ed to this detachment from and independence

of the body,
the

the soul then begins to exercise
does so to an extent

intuitive faculty, and

proportioned to its power of detaching itself
from the body.
here what we already stated, that
of a certain
result, when once exerted to that end, has al
ready virtually produced its effect, and remem
Recalling

miles from where that body is?
To this I
would answer: The soul, though united to the
body, is not necessarily shut up in the body ;
for it possesses in its present state all the essen
tial qualities of a spirit, and one of these qual
ities is impenetrability, or the power of passing
through material substances, and consequently
it can not be caged up in the body as a bird
may be in its wire prison.

at the same time, that by the intuitive
the soul perceives not only individual
facts, but also the relations of things, we see
how it is that the soul, trained to a detachment
from the body, and to the consequent exercise
of the intuitive faculty, perceiving (however
vaguely) the forces in action, perceives in the

of spiritual
law of gravitation, as the atmosphere is held
to the earth, it may extend beyond the body,
and make excursions to distant places by a
species of expansion, if
may use the term,
and collect those impressions of events, which,
being indefinite, we call presentiments, because
we can not call them knowledge.
I need not

I

go on to show the application of this theory to
the other classes of phenomena, which I men
tioned in the beginning, as the exposition al
ready given will readily suggest the modifica
tions required to suit the ditfercnt cases ; and,

moreover, I fear I have already written more
than the editor will be willing to give place to
in the Journal, especially as my attempt to
explain the philosophy of these phenomeiia is
rather suggestive than exhaustive ; for I do not
presume so far as to think that I have accom
plished what abler men, with more experience
and deeper study, have not been able to do.
A READER,

HOW TO

bering,

same degree the effect of that action, though it

— even though it
by another force. The
soul has of such a fact or

be not yet arrived at maturity
be arrested

entirely
knowledge which the

usually vague and indefinite, owing
to the impediment of the body to the exercise
of the intuitive faculty ; yet there are cases in
which such knowledge is quite definite, and
even embraces the minute circumstances of the
event

is

known, as happens in the case of a
real clairvoyant who represents the highest nat
ural development of that power by which the
foul disengages itself from the trammels of the
body without separating itself entirely from it.
facts thus

it may be asked, does the soul,
is inseparably united to the body, know
what is taking place at a distance of many
But how,

which

Hence, while united

to the body, and held to it by a sort

a force, suitable to the production

faculty
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of himself and of his minis

labors, Rev. Henry Ward Beecher

says :

" It has
pleased God to prospei us during
the last year.
The congregations have not
only been full, but the word of the Lord has

met with responses in the hearts of the hear
ers; good has been done, I have reason to
believe, in many ways ; the year as a preach
ing year has been full of cheer ; I look at this
from what you
standpoint
do ; 1 like to study the relative success of the
different ways of presenting truth.

from a different

"I

that disposi
am naturally combative;
leads me to argument as the mode of
I was brought up in a family
showing truth.
tion

who

were

through

perpetually
discussing, and all
'
my college course I had no concep-

tion of proving religious

truth except by

argument.

"

I

long ago learned that the way to pre

Hi
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I

is epitomized.

have

tried

to make

I

pictorial and illustrative.

preaching

taught by analogy.

I

ray
have

have come to believe

that, while the combative is not to be dis
owned, the true source of power in preaching
is the love element.
The elements of hope
and love should be fourfold greater than any
others.
My impression is that the reverse

From year to year I grow
stronger in the assurance that the method of
addressing the consciousness of men is the di

is usually true.

It

vine method.

is tjhe method best adapted

to men.
has been harmonious.

you ever know such a case, brethren ?
has

been

established

Did
This

twenty-three

years, and do you remember a quarrel ?

There

two thousand

members, and the history
of our church has covered one of the stormi
are

known to the country.
We have
many radicals here, and everybody has been
free to talk or pray as they pleased.
But we
have never been divided.
Some people may
est periods

lias been presented to you.
I have
preached love, and the church lias answered
to it. This is a vast church, and if broken
by disagreements would be billowy as the
I believe where love and hope are
ocean.
preached that the church will respond."

[The marksman, no more surely than the
he tires
speaker, hits where he fires from.
from Combat iveness, Cautiousness, or Alimentiveness, he hits and wakes up those fac

If

If

'Mr.

Beecher

is well adapted

to keep

|hosio0iiomo,

he fires from Benevolence,

Conscientiousness,

and Veneration,

Hope,

he kindles

a feeling of gratitude, generosity, cheer, jus
So in correcting children,
tice, and devotion.
anger on the part of parent or teacher begets

anger; love begets love. Ilence preacher, pa
rent, teacher, or leader must himself become
and do what he would have in others.
One
way to put a baby to sleep is for the mother
or nurse to feign sleep herself.
Let these
rules be tried in a common-sense way, and,
our word for

^irjwi

say,

I

that

or

of

church

I give for our har
ascribe it to the truth

this is not the reason that
monious condition.

ulties.

"The
church

No doubt you follow
together.'
better than you would each other ; but

the church
me

it,

truth was to address men's moral con
In this way time is saved, truth

sent

sciousness.

[Marcij,

success will follow.]

grander.

li

Or thesoul,thebodyformdothtake,
For tool form,maddothth«bodyTn*k*.—8p«n*tr.

HUMAN SYMPATHY.

1

have

;

imparted health and the
tine symmetrical conformation
is

but the beauty they impart
simply expres
sionless — that which the sculptor gives to
the soulless statue.

The principle of spirit-life, the constant
development of pure thoughts, and the cul
tivation of virtuous and loving principles

it
is

;

a

is

of

a

age must
wealth

light up the countenance and improve
as
skillful sculptor improves his original de
sign by elaborate care in the use of his mallet
The physiognomical expression
and chisel.
invariably harmonizes with the thoughts and
principles cultivated by the soul and
possible for the student of human nature,
when he looks into the faces of the sincere
or hypocritical, virtuous or licentious, saintly
or unrighteous, to judge correctly of the char
acter and quality of the mind which has
stamped its unmistakable impress upon the

features.
Here
thought which should be lyrnc
in mind by such as covet the rare and price
less gem of true beauty, and who resort to
all manner of paints, powders, and washes
a

eyes, spark

with the light of purity and love.
How mild and placid the lovely features!
full of beauty, and
every line and dimple
the entire countenance beams with
radiance
truly wonderful.
The pencil of Titian could
not exaggerate its attractive sweetness.
What are the causes of this perfection
True, the goodness and purity of the parent

is

at those calm, beautiful

a

LOOK
ling

M.D.

it,

BY O. W. POWELL,

II UMAX
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S

it, that the only way to retain
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cultivate

have so little soul and power of thought
that it would take ages of constant chiseling
to change their ill-shaped bodies and homely

flowers

features into embodiments

to produce

or

beauty

to beccmc

more beautiful,

is to

in that garden of the heart the
of charity, amiability, truth, and
purity ; to throw otf the slavish and deterio
rating thoughts of fashion and coquetry, and
in the
keep the mind engaged constantly
of the good and
study and contemplation
beautiful in God, nature, and man.
Then
will the countenance

reflect the purity and

sunshine of the soul

within.

of beauty. These
faces the finger-marks of
their parents' ignorance and disobedience to
the laws of life.
wear upon

their

Look at that poor, undeveloped specimen
of humanity I His eyebrows are crowded
over his eyes, his forehead is low, dingy, and
; the lines of his face are deep and

Lord Lytton
" who was uglier than he
speaks of a man
" Every individual
had any business to be."
carries his life in his face, and is good-looking

angular ; his eyes are small, cold, and hard ;
his cheek-bones are high, his jaws large, his
neck short and thick ; his upper lip small and

or the reverse, as that life has been good or
evil."

compressed, while his lower lip pouts like the
"
of a motherless
as

Lavater, in his great work on Physiognomy,
speaks of a young lady who was reared in

country amid beautiful

scenery and pure
(he polluted atmo
One night she passed
sphere of city life.
the mirror in her chamber with a candle and
the

associations,

her

away from

Bible in her hand,

her accustomed
the reflection

as she retired

devotions.

of her

face,

impressed with its deep, calm beauty.
The next winter she spent in town
gay and fashionable

from

Chancing to sec
she was powerfully
amid

society, where night was

wrinkled

gib
colt," looking
though
it does not belong to him. We do not go to
such a one for love and sympathy.
It would
be like going to the arctic regions in the
month of January for sunshine.
We might
as well

try to gather

exquisite

flowers on an

of icebergs as to expect from him
words of wisdom.
The countenance is a faithful index of the
mind and power of character. Every thought
or emotion of the soul, whether joy or
island

grief, fear or anger, kindness or cruelty, love
or hate, is manifest there.
All conditions and

of

grades of mind peep out through the eyes —
" the windows of the soul "— and
sit, like

dissipation ; neglected her daily devotions,
and allowed worldly thoughts to take the

angels of mercy or agitated spirits of evil,
on the countenance.
The thought wish to

Returning
place of religious contemplation.
to her country home in the spring, she once

convey is this : that which is the cause of
motion, feeling, and form is the most import

into day, and

turned
plunged

more

thoughtlessly

entered

the

clay

night.

into

into

chamber

the

stream

where

lay

She

her

neglected Bible, and chanced again to catch
a passing glimpse of herself in the mirror as

How changed
pale, put down
the candle she was carrying, retired to her
couch, and wept bitterly, exclaiming, " Good
she was

retiring to her rest.

was her face 1

She turned

God. my follies and vanities
"
!

are all written

in my countenance
" What shall I

bring you back ? " said a
noble youth to his father, as he was about to
sail to a foreign land.
"
Bring me back your innocent

face," said

old man with tears in his eyes. He well
knew that if his son strayed from the path
of virtue and sobriety, the fine lines of his
countenance
be sadly
handsome
would

the

ant of all elements.

Knowledge of this cause
will develop in the soul the grace of charity;
for unless we can detect something of the
secret springs of human action, we judge
people merely by what we see in them —
which is unjust judgment, if not cruel.
To deal with man, as doubtless God will
deal with him, we must go back to the fount
of cause, and endeavor to understand what
has produced the strange incongruities and
idiosyncrasies, before we pass our final judg
ment.
We know some men with snub noses,
large, pouting lips, coarse hair and skin, re
pulsive voice, and clumsy gait; some who
have pig-noses, celestial noses, short, long, or
One has a low forehead,
inquisitive noses.
another

a

high one

; one is an

a poet or philosopher

marred.

But

I

there

are unfortunate

persons

who

idiot, another

; one loves

music, and

has the talent to execute well ; another would
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be as well pi eased with the grunt of a pig as
with the finest and most transporting strains
of harmony from Handel or Beethoven ; one

mechanic, another a double-fin

[March,

over. Apricots never grew on thorns, or figs
on thistles ; and it would be as strange a freak
of nature to see an ignorant, vicious woman

gered dummy ; one is an artist, another a pigjobber ; one is a philanthropist, another a

and physical
moral, intellectual,
strength and beauty in her child as it would
be to Bee choice flowers growing out of the

miser ; one is a Christian, another

rotten rails of a barn-yard

is a natural

a

profli

produce

To

gate.

What has made these men to differ so
widely ? Surely he who is bom an idiot is
not to blame for being idiotic ; and as we
would judge him so must we judge all con
ditions and grades of mind, from the half
witted up to the most perfectly developed.

If we had the power we would like to take
the reader up the untrodden pathway into
the great laboratory or work-shop where all
these

differences

have

their starting-point,

and enable him to comprehend at one glance
; from the nature of

their why-and-wherefore

the idiot up to that of the highest intellect,
the cold-blooded
murderer up to

and from

the melting soul of a philanthropic Howard
or Pea body.
There is as great a difference between two
born under different conditions, of
two mothers, whose mental character and
children,

surroundings differ, as there is in the charac
ters of the mothers, and the spheres in which
" Like produces like,'' the world
they move.

be

fence.

just and God-like wc must treat man

and woman according

to their natural capac

ity for understanding right and wrong. Then
the world of humanity would move along
harmoniously ; we should pay less homage to
earth's great ones, who can not well be any
thing but great, and deal more tenderly with
the unfortunately weak and homely, who arc
what the ignorance and sins of their ancestors
have made them.

If the doubting philosopher could disprove
every other passage in the Bible, the history
of all ages and nations, and a mere glance at
cause and effect in this particular, would prove
this one to be absolutely true : that the sins
of parents "are visited upon their children
even unto the third and fourth generation."
" The twig was bent, and so the tree's inclined ;
The wax impressed portrays the seal designed;
Blame not the twin, which from some dire neglect
Hath crooki'il grown, which else might be erect;
Blame not the wax, which, faithful to the seal,
Both only some unsightly stamps reveal ;
Charge not thy child with folly all thine own,
Nor make the sinless for thy sins atone."

GENERAL JUAN PRIM.
participant in the agi
which have marked the history
of Spain for the past forty or more years

thrown, and the Queen-mother, Christina, re
called Pnm and appointed him governor of
Madrid, with the title of Count of Reus;

died, as has been already announced, by the

but he found in the new station

hand of an assassin.

as a few months

distinguished

THIS
tations

well

worth

some

His eventful career is
consideration here.
Like

most of the eminent characters who illustrate
the records of nations in agitation or revolu
tion, he rose from a position of comparative

Born
obscurity to that of arbiter of Spain.
at Reus, in the province of Catalonia, in 1814,
he entered the Spanish army when but a boy.
The civil war which followed the accession
of Isabella II. to the throne found him one
of the leaders in the party of the Progress
ists, and his participation in the insurrection
of Saragossa in 1842 compelled him to leave
the country.

In

1843 the Espartero

government was over

little quiet,
after his assumption of its
duties he was accused of inciting a revolt in

Catalonia, and of having a part in an alleged
He was
attempt to assassinate Narvaez.
tried on these charges, convicted of treason,
and sentenced to imprisonment for six years.

Six months after this sentence he was par
For a while after
doned and set at liberty.
his release he remained quiet, but the old
spirit struggled for indulgence,
belligerent
and as no opportunity offered at home, he
went abroad in 1853 and joined the Turkish
army in the short

war between

Russia

and

Turkey, and participated in the defense of
Silistria, In 1850 we find him in Morocco,

GENERAL JUAN PRIM,

1871.]

fighting for Spain, and for his services he re

revolution

title of Marquis of Castillejos,
made a grandee of Spain.

successful.

ceived the

and

on Spanish soil, but was again un
In 1808, taking advantage of the

but not

disaffection against Isabella II., he returned
to Spain, and soon became prominent in the
revolution which resulted in the fall of the

with that success which he aimed at
making terms with the French general for

Ilis subsequent career
last of the Bourbons.
is well known.
He has been a prominent

was

In

Prim

18G2

i>f a detachment

went to Mexico at the head

of

Spanish

troops;

meeting
in

177
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GENERAL

out of a joint expedition, he
withdrew from all participation in the enter
prise. He shortly afterward visited this coun
the carrying

in our mi\the army of the Potomac
itary operations,
being then under the command of McClellan.
In 1865 Prim was at the head of an insur
rection in Spain having for its object the
unity of the Iberian peninsula under a Portu
try, and made some investigations

JUAN

PRIM.

member of the provisional government which
Spain for the last two years, and

has ruled

has been practically dictator of the country.
He was in favor of the candidature of

Prince

Leopold

Spanish

throne,

of nohenzollern

dous, the actual king, who

thus begin? his
auspices of disaf
assassination.
Prim met his

reign under
fection and

the

guese crown.

death, when

it

f.nd Prim

by the surgeons that his wounds

This scheme proved a failure,
fled to Portugal, and from thence

to England.

A

year later he essayed

another

for the
Ama

and later, of Prince

[ fatally,

gloomy

came, bravely.

When told

must end
his last words were about the country

Phrenological Journal.
so

long been

clement and a prominent

a

The appearance of Prim was quite unlike
that which we usually ascribe to a Spaniard,
lie would have been taken readily for a ner
vous, wide-awake

American

had he been seen

in a New York crowd by one who did not
know him. His features had rather more of
the Anglo-Saxon cast than of the Celtic.
Be
low the average size and somewhat stout in
build, he did not impress an observer at first
with a sense of his mental strength and per
sistent ambition.
The marked bilious tem
perament gave him a wiry endurance and
to his energy and almost restless
might be said that this bilious

ministered

activity.

It

was the only Spanish element
If evenness of
apparent in his composition.
intellectual perception is to be inferred from
symmetry of feature, then General Prim pos

% temperament

sessed

it in

ganization

An extract from the incidents of the inter

disturbing

character.

a high degree.
His mental or
was of the finest grain, and its ex

His
traordinary activity gave it prominence.
head was not large, and he had few of the
qualities of a really great man ; but such as

view itself
" Almost

will

not be found uninteresting.
instantly the messenger returned,
and, lifting the curtain, asked me to enter.

I

found myself in

first, but darker

a second

ushered me into a spacious apartment
the northwest corner of the building.

of richness here ; not a curtain on one
of half a dozen great windows ; not a touch
of gilding or color on the bare walls.
One
library-table stood on the right of the door.
Between it and the wall sat a middle-sized
man, not the least Spanish in look, not the
least like the. gentleman whom I had seen come
in with an escort. This man looked like a Ger
man and the head of a bureau, with a halfworn, greenish-black coat, an old pair of steel
spectacles, short, black, curly hair, sprinkled
with gray, and standing up as if its owner
often ran his fingers through
and
brightblue thread twining itself among the ambro
sial locks

that

overarched

brow.
" He rose
hastily as

physical recuperation.

his hand.

In a late number of Appletens' Journal,
Mr. Willcox relates an interview which he had

asked

liberal parties of Spain came into power,
Prim came back from exile at their head,
and during the trying and eventful two years
since has toiled to found freedom of thought
and expression firmly in ruined Spain, and at
the same time to keep himself in power and
fill his purse. All three he has somewhat
done; and having led the establishment of
the new order of things, he passes from the
stage as the king he has made steps on the
soil he has helped to free."

I

I

:

'

:

I

a

?

'

ed,

saw that he was shrewd, sly, wrinkled,
and harassed.
He looked about

careworn,

fifty-five, simple, stern, and relentless, though
courteous.
" To examine the
writings he took up pair
of eye-glasses with broken tortoise-shell frame,
a

win the love of the troops, keep the party's
When the three
favor, and retain his rank.

and put them on his nose behind his specta
cles. When he understood their meaning he
smiled, bowed, and said
" Please return
my thanks to your society
have been in America,
for its good offices.
:

progressive feeling, the Progressists' hope cen
While that party was down,
tered on him.
he spoke and acted with great care, so as to

I

In a land where the army is
everything, he, thirty years ago, saw that the
future belonged to liberal views, and cau
tiously so said. The only General of known

I'

" Whether his aims were unselfish
depends

on definitions.

unconscious

" Is this General Prim
" He assented with low bow, and
begged
me to scat myself at the other side of the
did so, and said
table.
"
have credentials from the Universal
Peace Union.
This league, in my country,
has publicly protested against war with Spain,
and against the fitting out in the United States
of Cuban privateers.
Its president has di
rected me to inform you of these facts, and to
assure you that our efforts to this humane end
will go on.'
" As he looked at the documents and listen

I

He thus alludes

his

entered, and put out
In astonishment, hardly hidden,

'

1869.

filling
Not

a sign

were, he exercised them to the
highest degree, and allowed scarcely time for

to that General's character and motives :

like the

He led the way through a third room, like
the second, and, throwing back a heavy door,

his faculties

with Prim at Madrid in

room

and more deeply curtained.

a

in which he had
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of familiarity with the spoken language,
and the lapse of more than two years of time
heard him, would plainly render that
since
but
think can give the sub
impossible
stance of what he said.
Wc must have
We can not, we will not, any
government.
longer endure the vile tyranny under which
for centuries Spain has been crushed. The

I

executive

and the legislative

a

'

I

;

I

want"

branches

must

be separate, and the money power, the power

of taxation, must be with the legislature and
We must have en
tire freedom of speech and of printing, just
as they have in the United States of North
not with the executive.

;

America

and to carry out the idea, we must

a

in every neighborhood in
Spain, just as they have in the free States of
North America, and every child must be
have

free school

taught to read and write and keep accounts.
We must have entire freedom of worship, just
as they have
;

America

in

the United States of North

the Catholic church, the Protestant

a

I

a

I

a

a

I

I

I

a

a

;

a

I

I

I

;

saw and heard him several times after

this, and always with the same favorable

im

believe he was true patriot and
pression.
the
an enlightened, far sighted statesman
;

man in Spain who understood best what the
Spanish people need, and who was best able

His assassination at this
to them.
to give
time
consider as great
calamity to Spain
as would have been to England the death of
Oliver Cromwell immediately after the execu
It looks as if God were
tion of Charles
not ready yet to give peace and freedom to
Spain, as if she must suffer somewhat longer

for the sins and cruelties of past generations.
The Spaniards are
splendid people, one can
in
and yet there
not help admiring them
them
strong mixture of the barbaric Mooi
Three
as well as of the civilized European.
centuries of the worst form of the Papacy and
the vilest specimens of absolute monarchy
would have been enough to demoralize and
ruin any nation.
The Spaniards have scarcely
decent sovereign,
in all their history had
except for the very short time that Joseph
Bonaparte ruled over them. The much vaunt
more interesting wo
ed Isabella I., though
is

I

can not pretend to give anything
permit.
like a phonographic report of his speech, my

"

.

a

them to Spain, so far
and habits of the nation would

and wished to transfer
as the genius

have put my arms around him and kissed him,
if that had been the fashion.

very much better sovereign
than bloody Mary of England and the mag

man, was not

;

I

a

few years previously, had
States
studied and well understood our institutions,

United

believe he was perfectly sin
could
love him

cere and whole-hearted

nificent

Charles

was

glutton,

a

so utterly free from every tinge

of snperfluousness, that
seemed to under
He had visited the
book.
stand him like

tember, 18G8.

a

well chosen,

a

so compacted,

so

a

distinct, his words

perfectly

:

I

it,

read Don Quixote
to speak
though
in the original more than forty years ago.
But Prim's voice was so clear, his ideas so

ed

;

Spanish tongue — I have never been accustom

a

rose to speak, and there was the si
the tomb.
I am not an adept in the

a

of

a

"He

I

.

lence

not

I.

mob that

democracy,

a

Malaga, a Spanish

would not be denied some words of greeting
from their favorite.
Prof. Stowe says:

He said not
word about
word about republicanism
his feeling was evidently in favor of consti
tutional monarchy, as best adapted to the
habits and genius of the Spanish people, and
must confess that in this, as in everything
All his
else,
sympathize with him wholly.
subsequent conduct has been entirely in ac
cordance with this address, which
heard
him make in Malaga in the last week of Sep
could be better?

I

of

mob

to every one else.'
understood it,
This, as
was the substance of the address.
What

I

ir. the streets

to an enthusiastic

Christian Catholic, but not
Ro
Catholic,
man Catholic,
and the religious
freedom
which claim for myself
cheerfully accord

it

perforce

lestation, just as they do in the United States
of North America.
am
am
Christian,

I

a barouche,

chapel, the Jewish synagogue, the Mohamme
dan mosque must be allowed to stand side
by side without hindrance and without mo

I

the kindness

a

with gratitude and pleasure
and courtesy I met with there.
The Government of Spain is anxious to end
the state of war in Cuba, and to prevent bar
barities while it lasts ; but both, especially
the latter, are far from easy.' "
Prof. Stowe was in Spain in the fall of 1868,
at the time of the outbreak of the revolution
which led to the abdication of Queen Isabella.
In the Christian Union he gives the substance
of a speech which he heard Prim deliver from
and remember
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hypochon
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driac, and a liar, aa well as a relentless, cruel,
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KING AMADEUS OF SPAIN.

Poor
bigot and devotee.
Spain ! when will she ever come to good ? She'
has for ages shed the blood of the saints, and

THIS
King of

God in large measure is giving her blood to

ters under the Presidency

drink.

Prim, is a son of Victor Emmanuel, King of
Italy, and formerly was known as Prince
Amadeus
Ferdinand Maria, and Duke of
Aosta.
He is between twenty-five and twen
ty-six years of age, having been born in
Turin, May 30th, 1845. He entered the army

narrow-minded

Perhaps,

however,

the very assassi

of Prim may have something the ef
fect there that the assassination of Lincoln
had here, and establish his work instead of
"
destroying it. God grant it may be so I
We heartily echo the prayer.
nation

young

man, who has been declared
by the Council of Minis

Spain

of the late General

PREVENTION

1871.]
at an

early

age, and at the time

OF

CRUELTY

of his eleva

tion to the Spanish crown was in commnnd
Of his military
of a brigade of cavalry.
prowess we have heard nothing, but many
presume that the opportunity has not yet

for a display of strategical skill and
valor on his part.
In 1807 he
married a young lady whose nobility, if grad
uated commensurately
with the length of
Giher name, — Victoria Carlotta Henrietta
anna del Pozzo della Cistema, —must be very
offered

soldierly

TO

ANIMALS.
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lated more by selfish personal motives than
by those which look to the general welfare

of the nation.
Yet we wish well to the young king and
his family, we have no faith in the sta
The successful ex
bility of any monarchy.
periment of a democratic republic in America
has taught the people of the Old World an
important lesson, viz., that of self-government.
In future, kings, queens, emperors, etc., will
serve as " figure heads," which are more orna
mental

than useful, and may be knocked off
at any time without much loss to the ship of

high.
The accessory title of Duke of Aosta which
Amadeus enjoys is derived from the little

state.

which lies in the north of Pied
mont, under the shadow of the Alps, and at
the foot of the well-known pass of St. Ber

adopt a republican form of
government just as soon as his Spanish sub
jects may bo prepared for freedom.

town Aosta,

If

this young man would

save

his

head, let him

nard.

of Prim in advocating the in
of Prince Amadeus with the dig

The policy
vestiture

privileges of the Spanish crown
doubtless had in view the establishment of
closer relations between the ruling houses of
the Iberian peninsula, to say nothing of what
advantages might accrue to Spain from Italy.
A sister of Amadeus, the Princess Maria Pia,
is Queen of Portugal, having married King
nities and

Louis in

Besides this, the Princess
18(52.
Clotilde —wife of Prince Napoleon, cousin of
the imprisoned Emperor of France — is another
sister,

being the eldest daughter of the Italian

king.

As a prince of the blood royal of Italy,
has a good reputation for mildness

Amadeus

of disposition.
His portrait ex
hibits him as very youthful-looking, yet am

and evenness

The general " uppishness" of pose may be due- to his military
We trust that the elements of
training.
" so mixed in him" that he
humanity are
may
prove a pacific and beneficent influence in
the stormy atmosphere of Spanish politics.
Let him in the outset prove to Europe that
a sovereign can be generous and honest in his
relations with his people ; that he can ap
preciate their needs and rights, and accord
them much scope for free thought without
apprehending immediate overthrow for him
self. Let him profit by the example around
him of monarchs
sitting uneasily in their
seats propped up by cordons of bayonets,
and pursuing a policy undesired by the ma
jority of their subjects, because it is stimu
bitious and aristocratic.

PREVENTION OF CRUELTY TO
ANIMALS.

AT

a late meeting of the American Insti
tute Fanners' Club, Mr. Lyman offered

the following resolutions, which were unani
mously adopted:
Resolretl. That the Farmers* Club of the American In
stitute have,learned with surprise and astonishment of a
concerted action on the part of nearly one-half of the
Assemblymen of this State for procuring the repeal of
the law which created the Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals.
Resolved, That the efforts and acts of this Society have
been useful, humane, wise, and beneficent only; that in
this city alone it has prevented a sum of needless suffer
ing which no man can estimate.; it has arrested a thou
sand brutal whippings; it has required loads to be pro
portioned to the strength of the animal that draws it ; it
has protected suffering creatures from exposures to Icy
storms ; it has stripped the harness from draught animals
that were beaten because they were lame, and pounded
because their flesh was raw from the galling of tho collar; it has stopped the clubbing of horses; it has inter
posed between the greed of unfeeling men and the sufi'erings of calves, and lambs and poultry on their way to
slaughter-houses; it has done much and proposes to do
more in abatement of that great nuisance and dishonor
to our civilization— the systematic and wholesale torture
of cattle by bruising, trampling, and goring, by thirst
and fever, and hunger and cold while in transit from
Western prairies to Eastern cities ; it lias caused the ar
rest and urged the trial and punishment of knaves who
would for greed of foul profits poison our i>opulation
with milk of cows fed on swill, milk drawn from animals
burning with slow fever and tottering with gangrene ; it
has caused the arrest of cock-fighters and dog-baiters ; it
has urged the disuse of severe bits and cruel goads; it
has penetrated to the recesses of Blaughter-pens and in
sisted, if animals must die for man, that the stroke he
made quick and dextrous, so as to prevent torture and
death by Inches.
Reeolted, That tho repeal of a law by which so much
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good ha* been accomplished would in no respect promote
the genernl weal, is not required by the liberty of any
right-minded citizen, Is not called for by community ;
such repeal would be a blot on our statute book and a
libel on the refinement and Christianity of this general
tion.

No, no, Messrs. Legislators,
this humane law. Suppose

do not repeal
mistakes

a few

have been made by the good men appointed
to execute the law ; suppose small losses have
been suffered by the owners of horses by hav

[Maech,

.

ing brutal drivers arrested and fined ; consider
for a moment the vast amount of suffering
which would have been inflicted but for this
Consider the great saving to owners of
horses and cattle which it has secured.
No,

law.

no, do not repeal it !

It

is in the interest

of

To abolish it
humanity, heaven, and God.
would be to go back toward brutal barbarism.
Let no man in your honored assemblages vote
for the repeal.

rtmpt of |jttr Social delations,
Domestictiapi'liittA*,
thouonly IiIUn
Of i>*rn<Iltt?
(huthatsinvlv^iltliefull!
Tboukit theaarM of virtue.

THE TE ACHER.
With lagging stop the teacher takes her way
Toward tin; low schoolroom where many months
The same dull, anxious duties have been hers—
Grown irksome by their frequent repetition.
No strength within her, weak, exhausted grown,
She turns to th* bright, fair sky above, pure air,
Green fields, and delicately tinted flowers,
Her lesson— not the first one— to inspire ;
When, worn and weary, many a morn and scene
Like this has taught her how these all, in time,
Their proper time, perform their duties well.
No murmurings here are heard, no tremblings felt,
Lest failing strength its duty half performs.
This roadside flower bent low with morning dew
Till its bright petals hide themselves in dust,
Upon whose yielding stem night's dampness sits
Until the increased weight seems crushing it ;
Whose fair corolla, saturated, seems
Unyielding, faints not ; clinging to its life,
It worries out its burden, slowly gains
New strength, and as diminishes its weight,
Rises, a victor, to its upright form.
She glances at yon plain upon whose breast.
Quivering with innate life, the future bread
Of many lies, maturing slowly there ;
Beauty and usefulness its duties are,
And well accomplished. Its sweet, silent tongue
Reiterates the little flower's own words,
Sending the lesson to her inner heart
With more of that deep, piercing truth and power
Than language audible could do. Enough;
She knows from whence this lesson emanates;
She feels reproved, and looking up with heart
Soft melting, eyes in tears, and clnsped hands,
And quickly coming breath, sighs forth this prayer:
" Father, forgive my weakness 1 Thou who art
Omnipotent, and in thy power and love
Hast made all things, Thou hast done all things well.
Among thy works mine eyes behold this morn.
'Tis I alone have dared complain, and sighed
For present case, and dreaded future cares.
Great Father, I have sinned, but heed it not ;
Pardon my fainting; His the flesh rebels

Against Thee always. But the willing soul
Would seek its home, Thy realm : from Thee it
And to Thee must return, if worthy deemed.
Strength wilt Thou give, that I may ever do
That which I should. Thy will be always mine;
Thy hand, may it uphold me, and quite near
Thy Spirit be in dark temptation's hour."
With Strength renewed, the teacher hastens on.
Seeking her many cares, less irksome deemed,
Now that her soul has found such comforting ;
Well pleased to see the little forms that crowd
So eagerly around, striving to get
The first "good-morning," and present the flowers
Their busy hands have gathered, knowing well
They'll gain her many thanks and pleasant smile, —
He wards, sufficient for their aspirations.
Oh, blessed faith ! oh, holy trust ! 'tis thou.
When the worn spirit struggles to be free,
Lab'ring to burst its earthly bonds, and seek
That blissful home where never comes temptation.
Canst bring a holy calm, a radiant peace.
And so much inward, self-supporting joy.

OUR

DOMESTIC
BY KONRAD

PROPS.

QUIRK.

"TTTHILE
VV

society has been rapidly rising
these five or six decades
of years in

civilization
and the art of living, it has not
carried up with it an independence in respect
to the discharge of domestic tasks.
We have a long list of inventions which fill
our houses with " modern improvements."
Work is done easier and more rapidly than it
was done fifty years ago.
Comforts, in the
mere material, have been collected from a
greater range and distributed over a far larger
The beneficence of
proportion of society.

OUR DOMESTIC

1371.]

has not remained out of doors alto
within and lent its aid to

machinery

gether, but has come

of the household.
We bridle the law of gravitation and a prin
ciple in hydraulics, and make them lift a heavy
tax from the human muscles, which otherwise
the occupations

would find it a grievous
the heights

slavery to carry up

of the modern ladders on which we

live, and bring down again, the vast quantities
of that element which

is so necessary to main
is " next to godli
ness." The iron arm, worked by the multiplied
motion of the tireless band and lever and
wheel, has taken that little shining instrument
cleanliness

tain that

of torture

which

from the skeleton fingers of the halfsewing-girl, and while mul
her productive energy a dozen-fold,

paid, half-starved
tiplying

enables her to siug over her tasks, because
possible

now

treading

upon

it is
keep back necessity from
the very heels of the utmost

to

limit of human performance.
Could our forefathers have seen in a vision
these gre:tt developments of art and inventive
" What
have exclaimed,
genius, they would
more could be asked ! We certainly have been
born too soon."
And the golden age of im
provements in housekeeping will reduce the
possible

dreaded system into a mere pastime and recre
ation. But our modern housewives, standing in

of their daily and nameless vvorryings,
laugh to scorn such a dream-tinted
vision of the unattainable.
Those who have never undertaken the cares
the midst

would

of housekeeping marvel at the unvarying

regu

which conversation drifts toward
this everlasting topic of domestic annoyances
and cares.
And young men and maidens, ex
patiating in the fields of ideal bliss, toss their
heads w ith an air of independence, resolving
"
that they will never so vulgarize their social

larity with
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a relief to one's mind to speak out about these
dreadful annoyances, which threaten to wear
one's life away ! "
We may be pardoned for subjoining some
truthful illustrative incidents by way of apology
for young Mrs. Ford's chronic exhibitions of

despairing temper, and merely premise that
they* all happened in the space of a single sum
mer, and that in a country village.

After much private inquiry and advertising
fashion in the country), through the
medium of all the domestics employed among
" six-foot "
one's acquaintances, a
native makes
her appearance. She has lived at an hotel,
" knows how to do all kinds of
plain cooking
(as is the

and common work," — is certainly very strong,
and seemingly good-natured and willing.
Next morning you find her in her ambition
to show her tidiness, scrubbing out your pitcher

with your toothbrush.
You succeed in re
pressing your indignation, which you really
could not have done had not a year of bitter
experience stood behind you to support your
resolution, and you pass by the extra effort to
be tidy by merely remarking that that was not
just the kind of a brush which you wrould have
her use.

You wonder where she could have been
"
brought up, and what sort of an " hotel
it
"
was where she gave so much
satisfaction,"
for she seems to know the use of nothing ;
moves over the floor with immense bare feet,
as if they had never had an intro
duction to the cleansing element; she calls the
housewife to give her directions as to every

which look

thing she prepares. You ask for the rolls, or
the meat, which were left in over-abundance
from the last meal, but they are all gone, —
where?

the thievishness, the utter

You do not like to speak of w hat one eats,
but this is positively wonderful, and the wonder
gives place to another sentiment when you
find that she keeps a loaf of bread and a large

incorrigibilities of the average run of domes
tics." The young lady who in the dreamland
of last year's engagement could not tolerate
such a matter-of-fact vulgarity, and beckoned

spoon by the milk and honey in the cellar, for
You now
her convenience between meals.
understand how it is that the milk never has
any cream on its surface, and why other deli

intercourse

as to converse upon such low topics

askitchen skirmishes, the mistakes, the wasteful
ness, the stupidities,

her betrothed

quickly out of

"Ma and

would talk

the

room when

about such horrid
things," now that she, with all the bewildering
modern
isniorance and inexperience of the
pa

maiden, has actually assumed the very unpoet-

of housekeeping, makes ser
vants and domestic trials of temper her one
ever-recurring theme of conversation, with the

ieal obligations

accompanying protest and apology,
"Well, I thought I never could, but it is such

weak

cacies vanish in alarming masses.
"After all, if she is only honest, we can en
dure a great deal." But there is a wealth of
resources in this "six-footer" which daily re
veals new phases for surprise.
She secludes
herself in the sanctity of her own room after
dinner, leaving her delicate mistress to take

of a teething baby, and look after the
other children, while she refreshes herself
with a nap ! But an exigency arises, and she
care
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must come out even if you brave the risk of
You raj), and rap,
offending her immensity.
and rap again, when you hear a half-smothered
" If
voice exclaiming,
you want to come in, go
round by (lie window, [the room being on the
first floor] — that is unfastened."
Upon another occasion, when hurrying to
dinner, the husband hears loud, merry voices
in the parlor, rushes in to greet some old
"
"
gaily enter
friends, but finds the six-footer
taining one of her confidants upon the Brussels
carpet. He backs out, with a mingled air of
indignation and surprise; investigates a little
further, and discovers his wife actually cooking
in the kitchen ; and his temper is not mollified
when he learns that the guest in the parlor has
"
"
come to persuade the
help to leave, and has
been invited to remain for dinner.
This last act removes all ground for hesita
tion, and especially as it was preceded by a
night when a candle was found burning at
three o'clock by the bedside of the literary
domestic. She is accordingly told to take her
passport at once, for further forbearance ceases
to be a virtue.

After another da capo of inquiry and search,
added to the chaos of labor and confusion oc
casioned by the prop being removed, another
"
"
help — native likewise, let us say, in justice
to the foreign-born — is installed as a successor
that will do. Mutual congratulations succeed
over the confidence inspired by, at last, a will
ing and capable domestic.

In a few days the respectful care and atten
tion imposed by the novelty of the situation
and the first intercourse with strangers wears

A vacant place occurs at the table,
away.
and the "new help" puts herself down at the
plate, foregoing all deference to an invitation.
than a week she begs the favor of a
money, which is cheerfully advanced.
Shoes appear, which for altitude of heels are a
caricature upon the extremest extreme of the
fashion; coarse paint, in horrible profusion,

In

less

little

covers her face, while pillow-cases and furni
ture in her room are smeared with the poison
ous compound.
She goes out without so much
as by your leave or license, wants to borrow
" umbarcll"
(umbrella), and returns when
your
it suits her convenience. After a few hours'
on another occasion, you find your
absence,
writing materials turned topsy-turvy, your
nicest paper gone, followed by a share of your
postage stamps and envelopes. The mystery
is explained when you stumble upon vagrant
sheets of paper pursuing their own sweet will
about the house and yard, written in thoroughly

[March,

plebeian style, replete with slung terms of en
dearment, and embellished in the most ap
proved manner of misspelling.
On another occasion, after carefully warning
all in the house not to touch the half-ripened
"
"
help seated
grapes, you return and find the
aloft on the arbor, helping herself, and throwing
down bunches to a whole circle of gaping and
expectant juveniles, some of whom suffer a
physiological corollary in (he way of midnight
complaints and contortions.
You feel that words can not do justice to the
occasion, and so you meekly tell her that the
world is before her, and you sit down to medi

And the comfort of
tate upon the situation.
your conditisn is not enhanced when a neigh
bor comes in and informs you that the children
of the "lady-like widow" you had secured to
were seen going to a little
evening gathering, decked out in the pride of
your own children's Sunday best.
You could endure the yellow streaks in the
fine garments which ought to look white, and
do your washing

you could bear even the frowns of the creases
and the " miserable ironing," all for the sake
of the widow, to whom you had been paying
city prices; but this last development is rather
more than even philanthropy is called upon to
accept
That imposing piece of self-decoration is not
asked to remain, and you launch again upon
the sea of search, and turu again to encounter,
single-handed, the terrors of the daily, ceaseless
round of domestic duty.
Another "right smart piece" is engaged.
You meekly assent to her claim of superior
smartness and skill, which is a preface to the
demand for higher wages thau is customary ;
to this you meekly assent also.
The first dinner is well prepared, and at the
moment your mutual congratulations upon the

of the last sally, the "help" calls the
mistress aside, and reminds her that she has
" treated as one of the
always been
family,"
which, interpreted into plain English, means,
that she expects to sit at the first table, and
when her work is done to be invited in, to
success

form one of the domestic circle.
The condition is announced to the pater
familias, when he promptly replies to the wife
"
that the " help can come to the first table, but
he will sit at the second.

Now, while we arc no autocrat in spirit or

practice, — in fact, intensely republican, — we do
believe in the distinctions and rights fouuded
upon mcum and tuum, both as to property and
station.

We believe that the happiness and

DOMESTIC PROPS.

even one year's experience at housekeeping can
heartily enter into the spirit of Sir Walter
" In a free coun
Scott'3 remark when he
says,

try an individual's happiness is more immedi
ately connected with the personal character of
his valet than with that of the monarch him
self."
A bad President at the White House is
not of half the consequence to our happiness as
a bad cook at the rear of one's dining-room ;
and we shall say nothing as to one's " help"
passing out before one's eyes, valise in hand,
when she is only going to spend the evening,

— tilled with what? You may possibly guess,
when gradually missing articles are revealing

empty spaces, where they ought to be found,
but are never seen again.
More than half
the housekeepers you meet acknowledge and
lament the extent of this evil and injury; but
what can be done?
as it moves upward,

it,

Why can not society,
carry along with

?

?

through ascending grades
of a steady improvement, that great body of
"
"
helpers on whom our happiness, our health,
and prosperity so much depend
Do we not hear too much of one side only
And thu rebellion of the servants against the
"
average treatment they receive in " retined
families,

a

it

is
it

not an index, pointing to that law
which declares that the higher classes of society
tlu/U not move upward unless they make

a

is

if

lected or despised, the pains in that part, though
be the least honored, will drag down the
attention and service of the highest so
in
the power of the great toe to compel the braiu,
is

it

with all its god-like

powers, to stoop and
become its servant.
Perhaps our judgments upon this one great
social topic of the day are drawn too much
from
one-sided observation.
Some one has
the Indians could wield the
pen of our ready writers, and gain the ear of
the nation through the press, we should all
revise our opinions concerning the traditional
sim
treachery of the aboriginal tribes. And
ilar remark might be made, in equal justice,

remarked, that

a

help* If lie had, we are sure it would have been
added to the list of his sore trials."
Every man, and every woman, who has had

help the stronger. The body shall move to
ward fuller and higher conditions of health
altogether or one member's interests be neg

;

like that accompanying our modern domestic

cries out against this dis
ruption of sympathies — against this ignoring of
the interests of subordinates.
The stronger
shall help the weaker, as well as the weaker

those still more numerous tribes
concerning
whose characters and claims do not stand upon
the mere border-land of national interests, but

upon the very central life of all our hearts
and homes.
We would love to see some Toimaint
L'Ouverture, not of the sword, but of the pen,
who would arise from this domestic substratum

press

and portray with the candor of faithfulness
and the fascinations of genius the experiences
out of the inner consciousness of that great
world beneath us, and upon which the interests
and happiness of both ourselves and our chil
dren so largely depend.
might not be an
unprofitable thing for society to be compelled
to listen once in candor to the apologies of

It

The head of the house did indulge the re
mark, " I do wonder if Job had any experience

natural constitution

those whose faults form the staple of our current
It might be profitable change
conversation.
for our nervous housewife to put her car in
stead of her mouth to the speaking-tube, and
a

breast, which was rudely gouged out of one
side.

up together as one body.
society seems to be ordained to this
and
the upper
mutual interdependence;
classes purpose to move upward without ex
hand to those beneath, the whole
tending
Human

listen

to the drama

that

is

gave orders that the fowl should be broiled
entire.
But the " help " was not to be check
mated in this fashion.
She asserted her rights,
and the fowl came to the table minus half the

grade of the street, or
removed, the elevating
the foundation, and the

if

The wife quietly remarked that she would ar
range that the next time. The next time she

raised
when they are to be
placed at
enginery
whole structure moves

if

master of the household, in searching among
the sections of a pair of fricasseed chickens,
found that the breast of one had disappeared.

level with the

a

when the servant spoken of found she could
not sit with the family at the first table, the

lies below them, and which the Creator has
ordained shall be either our supports or our
burdens, our helps or our hindrances?
When our houses are to be put upon

;

self a servant and he were your master.
We might extend these illustrations almost
indefinitely. We might relate, for example, that

part of their duty, their aim, and their study to
lift upward, in their course, all that order which

a

of both classes depend upon distinc
in sphere ; that the golden rule, rightly
"
interpreted, does not mean, put a servant in
your station and take his," but treat him as
you would wish to be treated were you your
usefulness

tions
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kitchen courts. She would then hear that high
alone can never command faithful
wages
service ; that community of interest is secured
by community of sympathy ; that confidence
can never be commanded by mere words of
command ; that so long as domestics are looked
upon as mere Pariahs in the household,
and regarded as children of Ishmael, their
hands will be raised, in stinging protest,
consciousness
against whatever their own
down

reveals to them is a violation of the innate and
inalienable rights of human nature. She would
learn, at the open speaking-tube, that the law
of example works downward from the higher
to the lower ; that if Bridget, or Kate, or John
taught patience, the mistress must
restrain her own impatience ; that if con
science is to be enlisted on the side of service
in the kitchen, it must go before in the display

is

to

be

of a genial, thoughtful regard for the comfort
and interest of those who only too keenly feel,
in this country, the painfulness of their sub
She will
ordinate and dependent position.
learn at that tube that gratuities in recog
of extra efforts to please, or for
service performed, are not lost ; that
kindly inquiries for Kate's friends, and for her
own health and state of feelings, will prove
nition
extra

most profitable outlays of sympathy ; that free
and natural commendation of successful efforts
"
at learning " how to do things
will prove
better agencies to bind than all the exactions

of authority and

the restraints

of

; for she wields some

movements of the better nature are not over
looked, but are met with commendation and
encouragement.
This genial madam, who is served so well,
and retains her servants so long, habitually
does what, perhaps, will not often recur to
housekeepers of the day.
" Kate,
you have set the table very nicely
indeed," is cheerily said, after some genial hints

have been given, and Kate lias evidently tried
" Kate,
to profit by the instruction.
you have
succeeded well in those light biscuits, and we
all spoke of how brown and evenly baked they
were."

And when Kate has begun to pride herself
upon her economy, and not her wastefulness,
she is occasionally delighted with an extra day
out ; or when Christmas comes round, Kate is
asked to hang up her slocking,
and in the
morning it greets its owner with a broad grin,
almost bursting, so stuffed is it with some
" so
things
very nice and so very useful."
Her mistress does not forget that there exists
all the yearning of human nature within that
silent bosom, nor is she thoughtless of those
many lonely hours in the kitchen, made all the
more lonely when Kate hears the music and
dancing up-stnirs, and the merry voices ofbeaux
and belles in parlor halls, and the thoughts of
home and society push the full-orbed tear out
side the closing eyelids. And so Kate is often
handed

some
interesting book or paper, is
her own company, and occasionally
goes to an evening concert or entertainment
on a ticket or two she herself did not pur

allowed

fear.

Apropos to all this, we have a neighbor who,
her friends think, commands some secret magic,
by which she confirms the Darwinian theory

of development

[Makcit,

talismanic

chase.

It

would be quite easy to draw the contrast
of the suspicion,
the unthankfulness,
of the extra service un

power by which a composition, which others
have pronounced is a compromise with de

to all this, — quite easy to speak

cidedly lower orders of being, is expanded out
into a well-rounded exercise of most genial
and trustful human traits.

acknowledged, the reluctance at granting little
favors, and of the thousand other things whic h

Wo heartily

would divulge the
secret, for the comfort and success of all her
sister housekeepers who are worried with
And yet there is, after
chronic complainings.
wish

she

all, no great, mystery about the achievement.
She begins by throwing herself upon the
confidence of her servants, and not by meeting
them with suspicion.
" Kate, let me show you where you can find
everything in the house. Use it exactly as if
you were the mistress, and do all you can to
prevent unnecessary waste."
If Kate shows some kindly moving* of dis
position in response to this first outgoing of
confidence

on the part of the mistress,

these

might come up from the kitchen side of the
drama; but we desist, as they are all too
familiar by far in this every-day domestic life

of ours.
Just at this point, without

extending the
too far, may we not ask whether society
will not gain somewhat by retracing its steps ?
Whether we shall not bo better in our domestic
life by going, in some features,
toward the
Bubject

patriarchal times rather than by pressing on
toward the days of positivism?
AVhether we
should not be the decided gainers by establish
ing more of the patriarchal simplicity and
confidence of intercourse between master and
servant?
Has society been the gainer by this
universal basement and sub-cellar arrangement,

A PIC TUBS.
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in which our feet are always above the level of
? Does not fashion put too

our sen-ants' heads

great a chasm between the master and the
servant, so that the latter dwells a foreigner
under the same roof, and, per consequence,
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same pay a faithful and willing servant through
even a decade of years ? And would a mer
chant, a manufacturer, or tradesman expect to
obtain and secure faithful service in all depart
ments were he to adopt a system which declined

learns to regard all the interests of the master
to his?
It may be possible to learn something from

the advancing value
which growing experience always brings in its
train ?

customs in other lands as to the relations be
tween master and servant, employer and em
The following presents us a beautiful
ployee.

The history of home-life in the Old Country
affords beautiful illustrations among all classes
of the mutual devotion of master and servant,
and sets forth that delightful truth that even in

as foreign

picture, as cited by JIalte Brun, and quoted by
Disraeli the elder.
" In the island Ragusa, on the coast of Dalmatia, it is the custom for the girls, after a
service

which
ample

of

years, on one great holiday,
lives, to receive the
reward of their good conduct.
On that
ten

is an epoch in their

happy day the mistress and all the friends of
the family prepare for the maiden a sort of
dowry, or marriage portion.
" Every friend of the house sends some article,
and the mistress notes down the gifts that she
may return the same on a similar occasion. The
donations consist of silver, of gowns, of hand
kerchiefs, and other useful articles for a young
woman.
" These tributes of
are placed
friendship
beside a silver basin, which contains the annual
wages of the servant. Her relatives from the
country come, accompanied by music, carrying
baskets covered with ribbons and loaded with
fruits and other rural delicacies. They arc re
ceived by the master himself, who invites them
to the feast, where the company assemble,

and

particularly the ladies.
" All the presents are reviewed.

The servant
introduced kneels to receive the benediction of
her mistress, whose grateful task is then to de
a solemn
enumeration
of her good
to the
qualities, concluding
by announcing
maiden that having been brought up in the
house, if it be her choice to remain from

to recognize and reward

society it was not con
with social position or a
compromise of dignity for masters and mis
tresses to cultivate relations of endearment with
the

most aristocratic

sidered inconsistent

their domestics.

The great lyric poet's epitaph
servant

affords us a touching
that regard to which we refer.

she shall

be considered as one
Tears of affection are shed, and
the ceremonies are continued in a hearty con
And if the maiden pre
vivial entertainment.
fers her old domestic abode, she receives an in
crease of wages, and at a succeeding period of
six years another jubilee provides her a second

of the family.

good fortune."
Perhaps a little of that wisdom which directs
the business world might be profitably occupied
Is there
hi reorganizing our domestic system.
any parallel in the whole range of commercial
enterprise to that custom which prevails be
neath the domestic roof of continuing upon the

of

TO THE MEMORY OF

MARY BEACn,
Who died Nov. 5th, 1T75,aged 78.

ALEXANDER

POPE,

Whom she nursed in his infancy.
Constantly attended for thirty -eight years.
Erected this stone,
In gratitude to a faitiiful servant.

"The

epitaph," so says Disraeli, "may be
of the parish church of Twicken
ham, and is an illustration of many similar
marks of affection of master toward the ser

seen outside

vants, erected throughout England."
There may be such a thing rs our domestic
props undergoing a sort of dry-rot, occasioned
by hardly excusable neglect, while a little
systematic and patient exercise of sympathy
would insure that evergreen of strength which
is found in gratitude, mutual
affection.

liver

henceforward,

to an aged

illustration

A

sympathy,

and

PICTU RE.
BY MARY P. TICKER.

I wast

to make a picture with my pen ;
And though the unskilled limner's hand may blot,
It can not be disguised, for there is not
Another like it in the world of men.

A face of faultless beauty. Every line
Princely and peerless, royal-browed nnd fnir ;
Framed in the splendor of such sun-touched hair
As artists copy, making art divine.
Clear, well-like eyes, whose yearning tenderness
Proclaims the poet-passion, strong but flue,
AJid more bewildering than ancient wineCompared with them the very stars look less.
Nor dazzling ruby, pearl, and amethyst
Combine the beauty of the perfect mouth,—
Dewy and fragrant as the tropic south ;
Oh, sweetest lips that ever woman kissed !
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So I have made my picture. And what then
IF it hath fallen far and far below
The grand original ? Yet this I know.
But one is like it in the world of men.

And far surpassing symmetry of linos.
The rare expression, the peculiar grace,
Lighting it all, as an illumined vase
Iti'ilects the hidden glory it enshrines
■♦»»

A

SKETCH

OF

thoroughly the denizens of our
great metropolis associate with mys

HOW

the most

Pursuing our way through

teries!

thoroughfares, we are, at best, in
a veneered and gilded saloon, or more cor
rectly illustrating, we are in the front of a

fashionable

CITY LIFE.
This Tlecate met our abashed but inquiring
look with a sneer, and as she instantly real
ized how oppressive her presence was to our
sight, she leered her sense of gratification and
displayed her eye-teeth, which for want of
attention had elongated into fangs, making

theatrical exhibition, artificially lighted, all
the splendor more or less illusive, and what
sentiment is visible is corrupted by panto

the

mime.

of

Passing into the dens and haunts of pov
erty we see something real, but as extensive
as may be the view, it is only a glimpse.

The gloss, to

the surface and the whitened
been shattered,
see

from

be sure, has been stripped

exterior

has

but we are only permitted

to

But

dimly the horrors of the sepulchcr.

no human eye, however microscopically keen,
or however industriously disposed or reck
lessly adventurous, can look below the turfaee or fathom the commonplace enigmas

which surround city life.
The crone we saw squatting

like

pulsiveness, had we not encountered her eye,
the malignant glance of which fairly para
lyzed for a moment the throbbings of our
heart ; thus fascinated,

we stopped

amined

the

creature.

ments,

torn

with

wretched

with rough

usage

and ex

Iler
and

gar

dingy

for a decent cov
dilapidated form which seemed

age, scarcely answered

ering

of

little

else

a

than a powerful skeleton stoutly
by sinewy but attenuated
together
Her face, which was not irregular
muscles.
in its features, was the very impersonation of
vulgarity, — not that common beastly desire

held

by the tiger, which has
iin impulse but a natural instinct for destruc
tion, but that vastly superior,
diabolical

for evil

as illustrated

wickedness

which is controlled

and capable in the
commission of crime.

active

by a mind
and
conception

to the

rattlesnake

almost

complete.
The goad she held in her hand was formed

a couple of twigs from the coarse broom
used by official street-sweepers.
They were
tough, and as well tempered as steel wire,

if struck with force.
This instrument of torture was raised over
the body of a little boy, possibly five years
old, whom we had not at first noticed.
Is it

and would cut the flesh

possible, we queried, that this repulsive wo
man, this compound of vice and degrada"
tion; has any one in her power on whom she
can vent her capricious and unbridled pas
sions? and we approached and looked closely
into the face of her unhappy dependent.

a toad

the decayed and broken-down
single
steps of the old store-house near the river,
we should have passed as we do others of
her class, with a keen sense of suggested re-

upon

resemblance

physically

Heaven

save

us 1 what

a revelation

!

An

infant in years, on whose starved counte
nance was written a mental agony which
would have been fearful if the result of a
matured life of constant misery ; judge how
misplaced and awful it was on the naturally
cherub features of this poor child.
But our surprise did not rest here. This
sufferer had a head which characterizes that
physical superiority which comes from gen
erations of gentle breeding accompanied by
The intellectual
superior moral excellence.
promise of the high, square forehead and
arch of the skull indicated
the beautiful
with unerring certainty that this unhappy
child was no spawn of the stews, no offspring
of intemperance, no chance of base animal
Then those beautiful, but soiled
passion.
hands and feet, and those large, liquid, speak
ing eyes, which in solemn revelation spoke

of

a refined,

highly-educated,

and Christian

mother.

But this was not all ; nature not only in
us that this child was out of place

formed

SKETCH OF CITY LIFE.

Had she been
well-bred, inoffen
he would probably have dis
played his zeal in the public service by taking
wretch.

a

this old crone's care, but that the
of the soiled, torn, and threadbare
suit of clothing worn by this child had been
originally of costly material and fashionable
eat. In the positive folds of the cloth were
yet to be seen some indications of silken vclTet, and the child's manners were soft and
gentle ; its yielding spirit making it cling to
under

material
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sive woman,

her to the lock-up.
But when will we see the last of that poor
child
Disgusted at first with the insultR
?

A

1ST1.]

of

the woman, our helpless indignation
drove the face of that little sufferer from our

mind, and we thought for moment but little
of the adventure.
When, however, the ex

to a distance, and thus, as would
ordinarily natural, endeavoring to escape.
All this history was suggested to our mind
with the rapidity of lightning, and in the
indignation of the moment we seized the
switch and sent it whirling into the middle

citing duties of the day were ended when
at midnight we sought repose upon our pil

be

;

the common

;

the street.

dismissed

was
impressions of
busy clay, we found
but the clearing away of the cobwebs and
dust, that we might behold more clearly the
for us there
image of that helpless boy
seemed

comfited

to be no peace, and we turned dis
and restlessly away, determined to

sleep. But all in vain — we were haunted by
that boy's face.
It seemed as
those large,
dreamy eyes were looking appealing])- upon

if

This act on our part operated on the old
hag with an unlooked-for effect, for springing
to her feet with a quickness that seemed en
tirely inconsistent with her crippled and en
feebled appearance, she glared at us with
the face of a real fiend and demanded : " How
we dared to prig her switch ? " and then
shaking her bony fist in our face, she made
the air thick with foul abuse.
" Dared," we mechanically echoed, still
hugging the belief that we were addressing
" how
a reasonable
and then

They would gradually fade away, to re
sense of some
again, leaving always
good work neglected and undone, and the
mystery of sleep was not accorded to our
us.

turn

a

of

and the brain

low,

it

retreating

a

of the uplifted switch,

a

pun
instead of

the wretch's knee, under the threatened
ishment

excited imagination.
Each moment the ter
rible idea grew stronger and stronger that
that wretched waif in the hag's possession
was stolen from some happy, luxurious home
We saw the manly face of
heart-stricken

seizing the passive suf
ferer by the arm and dragging him along,
as she followed us up, as if he were a bundle

cealed sorrow.

if

I

please for all
shower of impre

of which

she

fairly

there was

general

a

"
peace the outrage we had put upon her, and
the said guardian in accordance with his
sympathies

was endeavoring

to pacify

the

a

a

that

was only the miserable and wretched,

the care-worn and cast off, she followed with
her eyes and spoke to with her moaning,
pleading voice.

Who can fathom
mother's agony, when
would rejoice at even the possession of
the dead body of her loved one
she

?

thereupon

laugh among the dock loafers at the way
we were getting our dues for meddling with
a hard-working woman who was merely go
"
ing to thrash or kill her own, as she had
right to do."
The last we saw of the old hag, she was
" paid
guardian of the
explaining to the

children she never noticed; the current of
her sorrow could be inferred from the fact,

a

and

a

lessness,

efforts to escape, the efficient po
who lounged near by wrinkled his
face into
derisive smile at our help
a

official

We saw her through the long, long
day, wandering and abstracted, only lighting
moment as she peered into the face of
up
little child.
some
Happy, well-cared-for
child.

it

In our
liceman

created by nameless suggestions, worse than
death, concerning the fate of her beloved

a

foamed at the mouth.

growing prematurely old with con
We saw
Christian mother
terror
weeping in irrepressible misery over
father

Weeks

have passed since

our

adventure

with the old virago and that child, but time
has not softened the painful surmises. There
is

cations in the utterance

a

;

it,

kill
of rags — " strike
" and then followed
yoa

it,

she fairly screamed,

a

you

!

continued,
being,
presume to strike that harmless,
"
helpless child i
" And why shouldn't I strike what I own,"
dare

certainly

some

refined

home

desolated,
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more beauty ; the more love, the more loveli
And this is the beauty that lasts. Mere
physical good looks fade with the years, bleach
out with sickness, yield to the slow decay and

some great wrong committed ; and we would
been burned into our

that the record had not

ness.

patientlyby the sorrow-stricken,
and helplessly-appealing
eyes of
we arc forced to believe was a stolen

very soul
suffering,
what

But the beauty
wasting breath of mortality.
that has its seat and source in kind disposi
tions, and noble purposes, and great thoughts,
outlasts youth and maturity, increases with age,

L. c. H.

child.

How to be Beautiful. — To be beautiful we
must cherish every kind impulse and generous
disposition, making love the ruling affection of
the heart, and the ordering principle and inspir
ing motive of life. The more kindness, the

jpcpaijtmcnt

[March,

and, like the luscious peach, covered with the
delicate plush of purple and gold which comes
with autumn ripeness, is never so beautiful as
when waiting to be plucked by the Gatherer's
hand. — Annual of Phrenology, 1871.
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the foregoing view of their destruc
tive effects on the female system, added
to another, which motives of delicacy forbid

FROM

mo to mention,

it is neither unjust nor ex

travagant to say of corsets, that they threat
en a degeneracy of the human race. And
were they worn by all females, as they are
by many, they would as certainly produce it
as an impaired fruit-tree yields faded fruit —
The descendants of
and on the same ground.
tight-corseting motliers will never become the lu

minaries and leaders of the world.
The moth
ers of Alexander and Hannibal, Csesar and
Napoleon, never distorted their persons by
such a practice.
Nor is the whole mischief

of those articles yet summed up.*
The straightness of the spinal column de
pends on the strength of the muscles that
support it. But those muscles are enfeebled
by the pressure of corsets. Hence the spine
bends and becomes distorted.
Instances of
* An agriculturist has a stock of beautiful and valuable
horses. What effect would he produce on their progeny
by so bandaging the females, when young, as to take
from their abdominal cavities a third of their size?— I
answer, de'p deterioration. Nor la that produced ou the
human family, by a similar practice, less striking.
Were
the higher classes of the inhabitants of Europe larger
and stronger, a few centuries ago, than they are now?
They were not the descendants of corseted mothers.

crooked

spine have been fearfully multiplied
female circles of Europe

in the fashionable

since the beginning of the pres
ent century; while in Greece, Turkey, Per
sia, Arabia, and other parts of Asia, as well
as in Africa — where no tight forms of dress
and America

arc thought of, it is almost unknown.
Nor
does it appear among our own countrywo
man whose persons are suffered to retain the

This
shape which God intended for them.
breach of his law, therefore, inflicts the pen
alty incurred by the fault.

It

appears, from

actual computation,

that

of the females who have been accustomed,
from early life, to tight corseting, nearly
one-fourth have some unnatural and disfigur
ing flexure of the spine ! By not a few ob
servers and calculators
the proportion is
maintained

to be much greater.

A

Scottish

gentleman of distinction assures us that he
has examined about two hundred young fe
males in fashionable boarding-schools,
and
that scarcely one of them was free from some
sort of corset-injury.
Those whose spines
were not distorted had unsightly effects pro
duced on their shoulder-blades, collar-bones,
or some other part of the chest, which stuff
ing and wadding would be requisite to con
ceal. Some were hunchbacked, and in not
a

few

one shoulder

was higher

than

the

PHYSICAL Education.

broad

and square by nature,
patterns of real beauty.

which alone gives
An attempt to render them so by art, there
fore, is equally repugnant to correct taste and
Yet such is the effect of
sound judgment.
Preventing the blood from
tight corseting.
circulating freely through the muscles of the
lower part of the trunk, or rather of its mid
dle, it throws it into those of its upper por
tion, pretcrnaturally nourishing and enlarg
ing them, and raising and squaring the shoul
The mere
ders and rendering them pointed.
mechanical action of corsets contributes to
the latter effect by forcing upward the mus
cles of the chest, together with the upper
And
ribs, shoulder-blades, and collar-bones.
No
time renders the deformity permanent.
worn
corsets
from
her
who
has
tight
woman
girlhood has, or ever will have, those import
ant parts of her frame in their proper places ;
they are all more or less dislocated ; and the

It

is to man that nature

square, and brawny

has given broad,
and a waist

shoulders,

And so far as tight
comparatively narrow.
corsets and other articles of dress may avail,
woman is usurping his figure.
I need scarce
ly add that in grace and beauty of person,
which confer on her much of her attractive
and power, and should therefore be
among the cherished objects of her ambi
tion, she loses greatly by the change.
Man
submits to woman and courts her approba
ness

tion and smiles

; his

best affections cling to

her, and his arm and life protect her, on ac
count of her womanly qualities.
Anything
masculine in her excites his dissatisfaction,
not to give the. feeling a stronger name. And
broad, square shoulders are masculine, suited
only to a man and a virago.

There is in them

nothing of that delicacy, appeal for protec
tion, and all-subduing loveliness which we
instinctively attach to the word feminine.
Instead of doing aught, therefore, to create
in herself such a form of person, woman
as she would deformity of
should shun
any other kind.
EPPECT8 ON TnE BRAIN.
have said that tight corseting, obstruct
ing the free passage of the blood downward,
into the superior portion of the
throws
forces it, in pre
trunk. But
does more
ternatural quantities, but impaired in quality,
into the head, and produces there many forms
of disease that are painful and annoying,
and some that are dangerous.
Among these

it

male shoulders

health, the personal disfiguration produced
by tight corsets, hogshead skirts, and shoul
der balloons is a lasting reproach on the taste
of the times.

:

Woman was not intended to be turned by
artificial means into an insect with broad
The
square shoulders and a spindle waist.
latter portion of her body was designed to be
something more than skin and bone. For
her benefit as well as for the elegance of her
form, nature has surrounded it with substan
tial muscles and cellular tissue, which ought
not to be sported with and wasted in com
pliance with fashion and a spurious taste.
And she may rest assured that she is not only
more healthy, vigorous, and comfortable, but
also an object of greater attraction, with a
flexible and fleshy than with a shriveled,
Nor are the fe
stiffened, and skinny waist.

Yet the female figure when not put
out of shape is as beautiful now as it was
then. Independently
of the injury done to
nesses.

it,

A8

picture is made up entirely of easy slopes
and graceful curve lines. We have too much
now of points, angles, and masculine square

it

UNNATURAL, AS WELL
UNREASONABLE.

THE PRACTICE

gives a description of it extremely different
from the bust of a well-corseted fashionable
of the present day. His just and glowing

it

other; effects which in our own country are
much more frequent than is generally sus
In no individual was true personal
pected.
symmetry amended by the practice; while
in almost every one it was impaired, and in
In fact, such pressure can
many destroyed.
not fail to injure the symmetry of the trunk,
The custom,
that being its direct tendency.
therefore, is as foreign from correct taste as
from sound philosophy — and I was near say
ing, from humanity and moral rectitude.

191
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Burke, in speaking of the
fascinating elegance of the female bust, in his
on the " Sublime and Beautiful,"
treatise

another effect of
and apoplexy.
Fainting
this preternatural accumulation of blood in
the brain, the reason of which
plain. While

produced is

of

form.

a

direct

deviation

is

effect

beauty

is

from

are headache, giddiness,
bleeding from the
nose, imperfect vision and other affections
of the eyes, noise in the ears, convulsions,
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the corsets are on and laced, a sufficient quan

tity of blood is sent to the brain to enable
organ to sustain by its influence the
and muscles of voluntary motion and
As soon, how
hold them to their functions.

that

[March,

dram, to give them tone and strength suffi
cient to sustain the weight of the body in an
erect position.
Hence the individual bends

The brain being thus
sequence is obvious.
enfeebled for want of the blood necessary' for

instruments

This occurrence takes place on

ual faints.

the same ground with fainting from venesec
tion or any other form of hemorrhage.
Too
much blood is withdrawn from the brain.

That viseus is deprived, of course, of much
of its own vitality and power to act. Nor is
this all.
It is deprived, also, of much of the
material from which it prepares its sustain
For
ing influence for the body generally.
whatever the matter of cerebral influence
may be, it is prepared from the blood, as cer
tainly as bile and saliva are.
OTHER BAD RESULTS.

Almost all females who lace tightly com
plain of weakness when their corsets are re
moved, and many of them are obliged to as

is

is

?

I

answer, that those

of mischief wither in the com
plexion the freshness of health, and substi
tute for
the sallowncss of disease on the
;

spots where the rose and the ruby had shed
their luster, they pour bile and sprinkle ashes.
They do still more, and worse: they dapple
the cheek with unsightly
fine cuticle into

blotches, convert its

motley scurf, blear the eyes,
discolor the teeth, and dissolve them by ca
ries, and tip the nose with cranberry red.

That effects of this description often result
from gastric and hepatic derangement every
has
And
practitioner of medicine knows.
it

its vitality and the functions it performs, and
its invigorating influence being no longer ex
tended to the system generally, the heart and
muscles fail in their action, and the individ

you ask me in what way

a

the blood

already

been

shown that such derangement

producod by corsets.
HOW THE TEMPER

SUFFERS.

But those articles make still more fatal
havoc of female beauty by imprinting on the
countenance, not premature wrinkles — -that
could be borne — but marks of the decay of
mental beauty—
mean deep and indelible

I

unlaced,

it

are

a

as the corsets

is

ever,

;

forsakes the brain in part, and flows naturally
The con
through its downward channels.

the trunk ungracefully
and unless the vigor
of the muscles be restored, she
threatened
with spinal curvature.*
Even beauty of countenance
impaired,
and in time destroyed, by tight corsets. Do

heart

sume a horizontal

posture to escape asphyxia.
Worse still : some are compelled to wear their
corsets as a part of their night-dress ! Even

lines of peevishness, fretfulness, and ill tem
per, the bitter result of impaired health.
No form of indisposition so incurably ruins

a horizontal

the temper of woman

plain of uneasiness and debility in the back,
The reason

is

or some other part of the trunk.
The muscles of the
plain.
ance

of

it,

weakened

part being
by pressure require the continu
as the sot does the stimulus of his

in its production.

if

it

a

all females who wear corsets,
Perhaps
though they may not faint on removing them,
nor even feel
tendency to that effect, com

instrumental

* Many women of intelligence and experience are in
clined to believe that some form of bracing around the
female waist is,
not essential, highly useful, in giving
Bupport to the body and maintaining ite erect posture.
This is mistake. Such artificial support is required
only as consequence of disease, or from the debilitated
condition of the muscles by previous tight lacing. True,
the muscles of the female body are feebler than those of
the male. But. corresponding to this, the weight of the
body is less. In consequence of this Jitn&ig, the trunk
of woman requires, by natnre, no more artificial aid to
keep
straight than the trunk of man. Hence the ele
gance of the female form in Georgia. Circassia, and other
The
parts of Asia, where tightness of dress unknown.
necessity of corsets, therefore, to sustain the person,
arises from the misfortune of having ever worn them.
And unless the practice tie abandoned, that misfortune,
like other constitutional defects, will pass from mother
to daughter, in an Increasing ratio, until
shal result
in fearful degeneracy of our race.
is

however fatal.
Indeed, possessing
they do full powers of prevention, they
should be considered principals.
sequences,

as

have been

a a

a

it,

it,

which, contrasted with
are innocent.
By
permitting
parents, especially mothers, as
sume
responsibility which might well make
them tremble.
They are accessory to its con

which prema

it

called felonious, and made punishable by law,

as that

destroys her beauty; especially if she
feels conscious that her own indiscretions
turely

a

posture does not secure them
from a tendency to faint.
This is so deplor
able a condition that the practice which in
duces it involves criminality. Many acts are

Physical education.
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To the truth of this, experience testifies. In
moreover, of their cause, no
other complaints pour into the temper such
acerbity and bitterness as those of the diges
tive organs.
This is also the result of expe
Man, but more especially woman,
rience.

Nor is that remedy unknown, of difficult ap
plication, or dubious effect.
It consists in a
well-directed physical education.
That that
will remove the evil appears from the fact
that the females of our coumry, in the mid
dle and lower ranks of life, who take suffi

bears fever, pulmonary
frac
consumption,
tures, wounds, and other forms of injury and

cient exercise in the open air, and do not in
jure themselves by their modes of dress, are

disease with a patience and mildness which,
they do not improve her personal beauty,
increase her loveliness, and add tenfold to
the sympathy and sorrow felt for her suffer

as healthy and vigorous as any in the world.
No man of taste wishes to see our highly cul
tivated women with milkmaid complexions
or harvest-field persons.
But had they a lit
tle more of both than they now possess, they
would be not only more comfortable in them
selves, but more lovely in the eyes of others.
In the European countries referred to, culti

especially,

I

tormenting conscious
ness whispers hourly into her ear that she
has herself contributed
to their production
by a practice she might have avoided and of
the ruinous effects of which she was repeat
edly warned ; complaints of this description
are submitted to by her in a different spirit.

full of

complaints

and fearful

Unhappy in herself, she seems, in con
tradiction of her nature, to forget or disre
gard the happiness of others, and does not
even shrink from proving the bane of it.
I
intend not these remarks as a censure on wo

ings.

Far from it. I mean them as a denun
ciation — and would that it were exterminat
ing — of the abominable practice that destroys
man.

her peace and mars her loveliness.
HEALTH OF AMERICAN WOMEN COMPARED.
Under this head I shall only add that, in
the higher walks of life, our fair countrywo
men, especially
in the Southern States, are
and feeble in constitution,

more delicate

and

less robust in health, than they arc
in Europe, — more so, certainly, than they are
in Great Britain, France, or Germany.
The

therefore

slenderness of their frames and the semi-pal
lidness of their complexions testify to this.

It

is noticed by all strangers of observation,
and can not be otherwise regarded than as an

of the degeneracy of our de
constitutionally feeble
can not be the mothers of a vigorous
off
There is reason to fear that this
spring.
fragile delicateness will, by means of a spu
rious taste, pass into an element of female
beauty in the United States, and that it will
evil, ominous

it

That this
ed,

a national

will

unless the

I

human

ican Indians, in flattening their heads.
Nor
does the custom of the savage produce de
formity more real than that of the civilized
and fashionable

female.

Yet the

effects

of

the one are looked on with professed admira
tion, while those of the other arc regarded
Compared to either of them,
the practice of the Chinese ladies, as already
stated, in disfiguring their feet and ankles,

with horror.

taste and innocence.
CONCLUSION.

Finally

One of the leading benefits to be

bestowed on our race by Physical Education

judiciously practiced and carried to the re
the production and preser
quisite extent
balance, not only
vation of
well-adjusted
between the different

of the brain,
Few persons, if any

portions

but of the whole body.

at all, bring into life with them
system per
Some organs
fectly balanced in all its parts.
predominate in size and strength, while oth
ers are comparatively

be applied.

remedy

one other custom so perfectly
to produce a degeneracy of the
race as that of contracting
the di

allude to the practice of the Caribs,
rious.
the most brutal and ferocious tribe of Amer

evil to endure for ages.
be the case is not to be doubt
proper

know of but

mensions of the waist of woman, weakening
her constitution,
and distorting her spine ;
in some repects, less inju
and even that

is

render

Women

80

calculated

it

scendants.

house themselves

better and their frames stronger.

gloomy,

imagin

neither

is

and

females

much, nor marry at so early at age, as they do
in the United States. Hence their health is

a

irritable, capricious,

She becomes

vated

is,

affections

is

dyspeptic
a busy and

I

if

a

But

ing.

repeat,

:

if

a

dependently,

small and feeble.

This

tendency to disease, and can be removed

or amended only by competent training. Let
never be forgotten that the proper exercise

PHRENOLOG I cal

Some organs being comparatively weak and
are preternaturally prone to actual
derangement. By well-directed exercise there
sensitive

successive genera
of the kind
tions, may every predisposition
through

it,

I

is

it

I

;

;

we do not vouch for its efficacy, we feel quite
safe in commending
as superior
to the

and Bitters. — In the Nashville
Home Monthly we find the following, in a
series of articles on " The Legends of the
Cnn-LS

:

"

thousand-and-one

alcoholic nostrums

which the country

The Conformation of the Negro Cra
— At the meeting of the Physical So

nium.

ciety of Edinburgh, in

April

J.

last,

paper was
and Pro

having been announced, the quilt
Dinner being over,
was for awhile deserted.
the quilting and the conversation were re

communicated

sumed :

were those of males and four females.

Mrs. B. said to Mrs. C. that she understood

with

flooded.]

a

be eradicated.

Cumberland
" Dinner

[Perhaps some of our readers may deem
advisable to try Mrs. C.'s remedy.
Although

it

continued

is

fore,

that can not stand an emetic."

it

training will enlarge and strengthen it. But
hereditary predisposition to disease is noth
ing else than the want of an equipoise be
tween all the different portions of the body.

it

rience any form of pectoral disease.
Of every small an,d feeble part of the sys
tem the same is true.
A judicious scheme of

a

From these causes,
ening of their lungs.
though perpetually exposed to the damp and
chilling air of the Thames, they rarely expe

is

announce their business and solicit employ
and strength

ment, aids in the development

it

large chests,
The loud
and are strangers to consumption.
and habitual call, moreover, by which they

it

walls and vis

have

I

is

boatmen

just take and cleanse their stomachs
of Indian physic, and I then take
dogwood bark and the bark of the root of
yellow poplar, and dry them and beat them
up right fine, and put them into a jug with
water, and make them drink of it ; and all
have to do after that is to see that they don't
eat something
which is improper.
Now
muscadines is a mighty bad thing for them
to eat, and watermelons is not so mighty
Some folks put the
good for them neither.
bark in whisky, and say that it is better than
water ; bilt I don't like for the nasty truck to
come about our house — it is so easy for one
to get into the habit of drinking
and so
hard for them to quit, that am afeard of it."
"I have noticed another fact," said Mrs.
make bitters pretty much in the
A., " for
same way
cures them much quicker when
put into water than when
put in
When
in water, they soon
spirits.
put
to cure them
but when
get enough of
make bitters of whisky,
long time be
fore they get so they don't need
and, in
fact, they keep taking them as long as they
last; though
put in one more article than
little May-apple
Mrs. C. does, which
root; and
sometimes use pills made of
white walnut-bark — there are weakly persons
a dose

a

arms, shoulders, and thoracic
cera, London

"I

with

I

From the free and constant
organs.
exercise which their calling gives to their
other

did not fool with

she

it

chest and lungs may be enlarged not a little,
and as well secured from complaints, as his

that

I

already given, and such a change
may be produced in him as will give an equi
poise to his body and prevent disease. His

Mrs. C. said
them at all :

I

rections

to check

learned

it

Let those parts
lungs weak and irritable?
be habitually exercised according to the di

had

she

them up pretty quick.
" And what do you do ? " asked Mrs. B.

:

lustrate my meaning and show it to be true :
Is the chest of a boy narrow ? and are his

generally; that

[March,

I

feeble parts require to place them on a par
with others and secure their health. To il

Journal.

is

of a part, and that alone, increases both its
bulk and power, and at the same time dimin
ishes any excess of sensitiveness it may pos
And this is precisely what small and
sess.

it

104

by Dr.

S. Smith

fessor Turner, on eight negro crania, recently
sent from Old Calabar.
Four of the skulls

They

were the crania of slaves of the Calabar

ne

that she had a great many chills at her house.
Mrs. C. said that they had been troubled a

groes, and were probably of the Iboe tribe,
having been brought from the delta of the

good deal, but not more than the neighbors

mighty Niger or Quorra.

These

negroes

THE FOOD SUPPLY.

have been described as being among the most
degraded of the negro race.
The skulls,
however, showed no such appearance of deg
radation, and one of the male skulls had an
internal capacity or brain bulk of 93 cubic

The crania also exhibited a much
greater variety of size than was to have been
erpected in a rude negro people.
Mr. Robb
considers that the degraded state of the delta

|)ui[

inches.

negroes has been much exaggerated.

He has

nature is similar to our own.

[Christian missionaries will let the light in
on those dark and benighted minds, remov
ing the pagan bars which block the way of
" Light, light, more
" to
improvement.
light

the darkened minds.]

mid

jimmies.

It,

l/nmfrg
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lived among them, and states that they are
simply what paganism makes them, but their

|te
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Thatwhichmain a foodConstitution
muttkeep viz.,menof wlidomandvirtue; qmditleithat,because
notwithworldlyInbortheydescend
aee,mwl becarefullypmpaprted
of ynotb.—WilliamPtnn.
bya virtuouseducation

THE FOOD SUPPLY OF EUROPE

;

a

;

hand and daily roast beef on the other for the
larger portion of the cereal supplies of all
countries arc fed to fann animals, making,
with the aid of roots and grasses, the meat
supply.

The ratio of wheat to population in Europe

is

more than 1,600 millions.
The census of 1850 indicated
supply of
nearly 37 bushels to each inhabitant of this
crop

that of 1860, 39 bushels

:

country
com

;

a

1870, produced

of

1870

the large

will probably make the
bushels of cereals of all

supply 42
kinds.
The ratio to population, as reported at
the Paris Exposition,
for Russia proper, 22.1
bushels
for Prussia, 19 for France, 18.9 for
Austria, 15
for Great Britain and Ireland,
;

;

;

;

is

present
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while Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Hol

land, Belgium, and Switzerland

is

is

averaged 12.9
bushels; and the kingdoms of Spain, Portugal,
Italy, and Greece scarcely averaged 10 bushels.
The average for Europe
16 bushels.
Our
ratio to population
therefore 150 per cent,
This means all
greater than that of Europe.

is

a

as well as the effect of systematic rotation in
agriculture, and possibly the dietetic habits of
the people. Maize, constituting two-thirds of
the bulk of our cereals, contributes but six per
cent, to those of Europe, the countries yielding
being named in the following order Austria,
Italy, Russia,
Principalities,
the Danubian

European Turkey, France, Portugal.
Europe produces little more than the State
of Illinois produced in 1870. Prussia produces
four bushels of rye to'one of wheat; Russia
supplies nearly half the barley of Europe and
one-third of the oats the leading cereals of
Spain,

All

Norway and Sweden are

oats and wheat, the
lowest on the list.
Russia, with Finland and Poland, having
population of 68 millions, produces from 400 to
France, from
500 millions of bushels of wheat

a

usual product

About half that amount
the
of Russia and this country, in
;

States.

United

bushels.
In the relative proportion of different grains
the influence of climate and soil can be seen,

Prussia, 75 to 100 millions
all
Great Britain, an average of 110 millions

275 to 325 millions

;

cereals produced annu
ally in this country and in Europe, more than
3,000 millions are grown in Russia and the

;

of bushels of

:

millions

3.7 bushels.
The average for
series
of years in this country may be placed at 5.5

ratio

;

of

portion

;

looks abroad for any considerable
needed food supplies. Russia and
the United States are the only nations to be
Of the 6,000
depended upon for such supply.

habitually

4.5 bushels to each inhabitant; and the only
countries exceeding that average are Russia
(7.1 bushels), France (7.6), and the Danubian
(11), while in Great Britain the
Principalities

it

is

:

a

is

more potent motive than
Hunger
patriotism. The country that receives nearly
all of our exports of breadstuff's has returned
iifty-one per cent, of all the immigration we
have received in fifty-one years
Great Britain
ha* sent 3,826,040 of the total of 7,447,745.
Of all the nationalities represented in either
the only one that
continent. Great Britain

tion.

;

a

;

FREE

AMERICA.

the difference between small loaves of coarse
bread and the largest abundance between thin
small joint on holidays on one
soups and

is

thought and free suffrage have been
strong magnets attracting population to
tbis country in large numbers
but cheap corn
still more powerful attrac
may have been

AND

P HUE NO LOG I CA L JOUR NA L .

that retained for home consumption.
Let us
see how insignificant it is in the case of this
country: Our production of all cereals has
ranged, in round numbers, from 000 to 1,600
millions of busheb during the past twenty
years; it has certainly averaged 1,200 millions.
exports of wheat, both in grain and
flour, have averaged but 15,602,329 bush
els per annum for forty-three years, up to
1868 inclusive, although we sent abroad, on
an average, 27,358,574 bushels annually dur
ing the eighteen years from 1851 to 1868.
Our

The corn exports have been about one per
cent, of the crop during the past fifty years.
In eighteen years, from 1851 to 1868 inclusive,
total amount exported, both as corn and
corn meal, was 161 ,458,960 bushels, or 8,969,942
per annum. Thus we have an average of
36,328,516 bushels of cereals exported during a
the

period in which the production was 1,200 mil
lion bushels per annum ; showing that we have
consumed at home ninety-seven per cent., and
sent abroad three per cent. And Russia has
consumed her own breadstuffs very much in
the same proportion.

A

fine commentary might be drawn from
these facts upon the insanity of deranging crop
rotations and disturbing the balance of pro
duction in the vain hope of making the fortune

the extent of its life-sustain
ing power. England can not compare in natural
fertility of soil with Illinois, yet the Prairie
State, when peopled to the extent of twenty-

and a half millions, will have thirty-two
and a half millions of acres for their tillage,
and Texas, with a population of like density,
would number ninety-five millions.
Nor is
a wheat field altogether,
England
though
one

furnishing sixty per cent, of the wheat required
for her own people ; on the contrary, less than
three and a half millions comprises her w heat
or little more than ten per cent, of her
and all her cereals occupy but twentytwo per cent., while her entire acreage under
acreage,
area,

crops, including grass and permanent pasture,
aggregates twenty-three millions of acres, or
seventy per cent, of her area.

When the great plains of the Northwest
shall be called into requisition for the food
supply ; when the South shall cease to be the
that it
vast forest with little
clearings here and Ihere while with cotton
when irrigation shall fertilize the mountain
and when
slopes and valleys of the Territories
the Pacific coast shall realize its wonderful
capabilities for production; then
population
wilderness

;

by reference to the
commerce of these nations that only one of
them has much to buy, and but two have
much to sell, and that the portion exported by
the two bears an insignificant
proportion to
be seen

the full productive capacity

can be subsisted here to which the present
can compare only as an infant colony to
na
tion. When that time shall come, the yield
per acre will be doubled, by generous and
systematic culture, and will approximate, if
not surpass, the English yield of 28 to 32 bush
a

It will

Few of us realize
of this country, and

;

of famine.

in

a

of life and death to each nationality.
It is not
"
staff of life," but that staff must be
only the
one's own, and not another's.
Another nation's
bread is a poor dependence at best in a period

our humane impulses

is,
a

The question of abundant breadstuffs is one

thrift and gratifying

one and the same shipment.

els per acre.

The production of 1870 in the United States
been highly satisfactory;
munificent in
corn for meat, supplies, and in fruits of most
varieties prodigal in cotton for the clothing of
the million
abundant in wheat and most of
has

;

Europe together, about 1,300 millions.
The
yield in the United States has ranged for ten
years from 170 to 200 millions.

[March,
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of the country by supplying the nations of the
world with wheat and flour cheaper than they
can do it themselves. A people will come very
near starving before they will go five thousand
miles fur their bread." The riders of Europe
understand this, and hence permits are required

the small grains; moderate in hay, and roots,
and garden vegetables. The total product of
corn should exceed 1,100 millions of bushels,
and the yield of wheat come up to 220 millions,

to grow tobacco and other products not strictly
edible, and often refused lest the acreage in
cereals should be reduced below the area

ducts of Great Britain for the year have been
estimated at 365 millions, of which wheat
placed at 118 millions, at the rate of 32 bushels

necessary for the home supply of bread. Let
an abundance of corn and
grain for man and beast, and a little surplus to

The area cultivated in this country
per acre.
has been nearly five times as large, and the
rate of yield not much exceeding 12 bushels per

send abroad in case of foreign famine, as a gift
on some occasion of dire necessity, while in
cases of less urgency satisfying our Yankee

acre.

is

can

it

is

a

libel upon our soil, but
Such
yield
not be avoided where lands are so cheap
a

us, then, produce

and the whole list of cereals must figure an
The cereal pro
aggregate of 1,600 millions.
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contrast at a great disadvantage.
Look over
the outer circle to the left of the Vice-Presi
dent, as an illustration.
There are no small
men in
though some are not fat ones, yet

The wheat growers of the British colonies act
much upon the same principle in similar circumsi.mces, with a like reduction of yield.
As
a present resource, in the primitive efforts of

of brain, are made
There are Hamilton
and Flanagan, of Texas, 'lean and hungry
kine,' tall and lank, men of the Cassius stripe.
Next comes your goodly proportioned Senator,
both physically
and mentally, Matthew H.

of that few are already largely

;

increasing
profits and enlarging production, and will con
tinue to leaven the entire lump of American

One can not help recalling the phrenolog
ical dictum, 'that, other things being equal,
size is the measure of power,' when looking

A

on the Senate assembled.
There is a good
deal of head here, and proportionally a larger
amount of belly also.
Small men are by

ward.

is

not one
all but

anil up

So, size in body and head does

really
give evidence of power. In the House there
not so marked
The Representa
distinction.
tives will average better, and there are some

is

"

the row.

little men who hold large places; ability,
as great."
experience, perhaps,

not

is

ment :

by Kellogg and Yates, who complete
the fifteen Senators named, there
weighing less than 160 pounds, and
three or four will acknowledge 200

Of

a

Size ok United States Senators. — The
Washington correspondent of the Milwaukee
Sentinel is very candid in the following state

SKETCH

then Ramsey, handsome and stout,
sagacity
flanks Chandler, homely, coarse, large in frame,
and heavy in flesh.
Howard, Nye, Sumner,
three heavy weights, sit side by side, sustained
;

agriculture.

JAPAN—

Carpenter, one of the strongest men in the
Scott, of Pennsylvania, sits next to
Chamber.
him — man of moderate stature and weight.
Rice, of Arkansas, long-headed and long-limb
ed, follows
bis colleague
by his side, Mc
Donald, young but weighty in avoirdupois and
is

for such practice in the class of thorough-bred
farmers of the present era, whose numbers, alas !
are as yet few.
The results of the experience

the lean men, however large

to look small by contrast.

a

pioneers, it gives the poor but industrious be
ginner a start on the road to competence and
wealth in soil culture ; but there is no excuse

it,

that one year's crop will more than pay for the
land on which it grows, and the poor settler is
compelled to transmute rich but cheap soil into
available capital with the least possible labor.

ITS PRESENT CONDITION.

OF

of the most remarkable of the civiliza
that of Japan.
In
of this planet
that quaint fairy-land of the East, the home of
gnomes, and dwarfs, and Puck-like demons,
type of manhood has perpetuated and estab
lished itself of great interest to the enlarged
stndent of ethnology, who, of necessity, must

of the highest rank, much to the disgust of the
representatives of other nations.
A good deal of diplomatic by-play took place

though he may have somo
phrenologist
scientific prejudice against its practical use and
nomenclature, for scientific sciolists are as
and sectarian as the most orthodox
fanatical

to offend the touchy sense of etiquette of other
European diplomats. Mr. De Long, the Amer
ican minister, seems to have prevailed with
Yankee 'cuteness, and all possible honors were
accorded to the ex-Secretary of State.
A letter from correspondent at Yokohama

among the events significant

of that approach

of these stagnant and outworn
conservatisms to the fresh and vigorous youth
of this West, now fast becoming the only true
Mr. Seward, as we learn
home of the people.
from the Japan Gazette of Oct. 23d, published
ing assimilation

was received by the Mikado
with ceremonies hitherto only accorded to men
at Yokohama,

a

:

of Japanese nature
have lived nearly fifteen months now
with the Japs, and ought to know something
about them but my constant business occupa
tion interferes with my observational and de
has these furtive sketches

"

;

is

of Mawwoims or Tartuffes.
The visit of one of our most noted American
statesmen, Mr. Seward, to this strange land

upon this occasion between the Japanese
officials, all anxious to pay due honor to the
flag of the United States, which they have been
taught to respect, and at the same time not

I

;

be

a

a

is

tions
ONE

scriptive capacity.
"
They are very ingenious, and in their gems
of art very skillful, partaking of the patient and
spider-like fineness of touch of the kindred
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Chinese, as nil are aware who are familiar with
their

fabrics.

Like most southern

nations,
they are good-natured and lazy, as fond of the
dolce far nicnte as the lazzaroni of Naples.
don't know that they are exactly lazy, but they
deliberate — so
are, at any rate, exceedingly
slow
about
doing anything, that they
awfully
may be the opposite pole to Yankee hurry.

I

Baconian motto, Festina lente —
slowly,' to such an extent as to
totally ignore its corrective, 'Procrastination
is the thief of time ;' for instance, if a merchant
make an agreement to meet you at four o'clock,

They obey

'

the

make haste

you may expect to See him about six.
recollect an expression of yours when
attending with you a lecture, delivered to an

"I

[Mabcti,

" The grades or castes

of Japanese society
with the Princes,
and ending with the Coolies, or laboring men.
" They are all, from the highest to the low
are innumerable, commencing

polite.
had two Yakonias visiting me lately,
for the purpose of exchanging instruction in
our respective languages. They are very grate
ful for favors of this kind, and gave me some
est, wonderfully

"

I have

I

small presents, and their photographs.
close one.

in

seem anxious to learn foreign lan
and study very hard. A friend of mine,
who is a teacher in a Japanese school in Yedhave
do, says they are very apt scholars, and

"They

guages,

I

found them the same.
" The
country is highly picturesque, and the
quaintness of the structures add to the peculi
arity of the landscape, seeming like the scenery
of the old pantomimes of the theater, or like the
pictures upon the old china crockery.
" Everywhere cultivation seems to be carried
to its possible ultimate, under the circumstan
ces, rice being the staple, and tea, in the inte
rior, among the mountains.
" Silks of
great variety, and some of exquisite
Some
pattern and texture, are manufactured.
Europeans have lately shipped quantities of
silk-worms to Italy, and other places.
" I made an excursion some time
ago to
Daiboohs, an enormous bronze casting, sixty
feet in height, of one of the Buddhist Dribie*.
We went inside, and found it arranged as a
temple. It was rumored that it was sold to the

French, but they have never taken possession.
" These
temples remind one of the altar in
A Japanese Noble and Wipe.
audience

who were not particularly
well
in appearance, that ' the old Flesh
Sculptor must have been in a mood to illustrate
the absurd when he carved such a collection of

favored

It has occurred to me frequently
ugly faces.'
when looking at the Japanese.
"
Among the higher class, — Yakonias, or twosworded men, the right to wear sundry swords
being their symbol of grades of rank, — you
find some handsome men of the purer Mon
'
don't hand
golian type; but the lower classes
some much.'

" The small-pox

prevalent,
pitted.
disease

as

seems to have been fearfully

there are but few who are not

In truth, the ravages of this fearful
— one of the banes said to have been

introduced among the lower types by the white
man — are visible all over the East, and, indeed,
among all the darker tribes of the planet.

a Roman Catholic church, the paraphernalia
being about the same, the choir consisting,
however, of a lot of big drams, which though
not so sonorous arc as noisy as the organ.
send you a copy of the mail summary, which
think you will find interesting.
" Terrible news from Tien-lsin.
I hope the
French will take some decisive measure of re
tribution ; but suppose they are now so busy

I
I

taking care of themselves at home, that it is
hardly possible.
" From the mail
zette

of

summary of the Japan

the 23d October we make the

Ga
following

local extracts, which are entertaining, as show
ing the half-European, half-Japan life of Yokohoma :

"The internal politics of Japan are still de
ficient in interest. The rumors of troubles at
a distance from the seat of government have
been

abundant

I credit to them.
1

of late, but we attach no
In some districts the people

JAPAN— ITS PRESENT
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are as a sheep

without

a shepherd,

their old

chiefs having been removed from them.

A

dis

turbance which it is said all the southern clans
been ordered to put down, wc expect ex
ists more in men's imagination than in fact
So far as it is possible for foreigners to judge,
nave

we believe the country to be in profound peace,

will continue.
The birthday of the Mikado was celebrated

and that this condition

"

on the 17th Inst., we suppose throughout the
country, but certainly in Yeddo aud Yokohama.
The ships in the harbor were gaily dressed
throughout the day, and at noon the men-ofwar salute:! the imperial flag.
A review of

Japanese troops took place at Yokohama be
fore severnl high functionaries
from Yeddo,
dined with the local authori
In Yeddo, the consuls were entertained
by the officials of the foreign settlement, and
the ministers dined at Hamago-ten, with an
ancle of the Mikado and the high government
officials ; and in every case much kindness and
On the following
cordiality were exhibited.
day there were races in Yeddo, on the foreign
Great crowds of the people were
system.

and the consuls
ties.

present, and among them many from the court

yushikis of the nobles.

A

few foreign
ers only were present, but their report will in
sure a large gathering from Yokohama, should
similar sport be again set afoot. It is stated
and the

that the prizes were given

by the government
This is
—three days' racing, each prize $o0.
the first inauguration of such sports among the
Japanese themselves ; and from the pleasure it
afforded, we expect that racing will take its

CONDITION.
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something in the shape of a review at least of
the English troops— but, as it was, a review
took place on the Mumetchi of some 3 or 400
Japanese troops, before a Mia, Date (foreign
minister), and several Kuges, who had arrived
from Yeddo to be present. There were two
parties of troops —one that had been taught on
the French

system, and the other on the Eng
Both went well through the little they
had to do. They marched past separately —
the men drilled by the French
first. They
marched round from right to left, instead of
lish.

the usual way ; and having passed

at slow and
they were immediately taken
from the grouud.
The men _ who had been
drilled on the English system, consisted of four
line companies, and a battery of artillery with
three field pieces.
They had a band of drums

quick march

and fifes, the men composing it being dressed
in red coats and dark trowsers. The appear
ance of the whole of the men was very credit
able ; and all remarked the great improvement
they exhibited in every respect on any former
exhibition
we have had of their discipline.
The band was certainly not much to listen to,
but it served to mark the time for the march
ing, which was very steady. After passing the
Mia at slow and quick time, the artillery rang
ed up at the right of the line in which the
troops formed, and the imperial and regimental
fliigs were saluted in the ordinary way, the
band playing what we must suppose was in
tended for the Japanese nalitmal anthem. It
hadn't much melody, but was thoroughly char

" The mode in which Western and Eastern
civilizations are commingling is evinced in the
following further notice of the last important
It will be
event in Japanese commemoration.
seen that the arts of war which rude man
acquires the earliest, and which, in the present
half civilization of our planet, are those which

au amelioration in the dress, appearance, and
movements of the men."
It seems from these slight visions of the Sun
rise Kingdom, — that being the etymology of
—
its name, Zipan-zu, as Marco Polo wrote

have reached, apparently, almost their ultimate

that this wonderful people, among whom the
lesser arts of life have been carried to all the
perfection possible to their mental organization,
are now about to indorse their fineness of ma

as one of their most favorite national

of development;
and it is to be hoped that
with such an attainment the policy of war may
yield to the policy of peace in full recognition
of the influences of a true civilization.
"

The Mikado's birthday was kept both in
Yeddo and Yokohama in a manner very differ
ent from that in which the same occasion was
wont to be.

Falling on our Sunday, no further
of it by foreign officials than

notice was taken

it,

pastimes.

acteristic. A. feu dejoie was then fired, not very
successfully, by the whole line, and the artillery.
The review was certainly worth seeing ; and
gave to those who did witness it an idea of the
spirit of the Japanese, which has led to so vast

place

nipulation upon the scientific definitencss of the
European and Anglo- American.
We shall contrive, in future numbers, with
the aid of our correspondent in Yokohama, to
keep your readers au courant with respect to
the progress of this interesting type of mankind

We doubt not that if it had

now
toward the broader development which
so evidently taking place among all the peo

fallen on any other

day, we should have seen

ples of this planet.

is

in harbor at noon.

the salute that was fired by all the men-of-war
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Christian
hearts of

[March,

religion if it do not soften the
its professed followers and

make them better men

?

Is there nothing

by which men may be
studied, measured, classified, and their
tendencies to vice or virtue clearly
in modern science

men equally liable to
Is it not pal
temptations?
pable, even to the most superficial ob
server, that one is weak in both mind

known

MEW YORK,
MARCH,

?

Are all

the same

and body

1871.

where

another

is

compara

Arc there not degrees of
tively strong
and
of
capability
responsibility ? Does
the civil law recognize any difference in
the circumstances of criminal acts, save
where absolute idiotcy or insanity
is
proved ? Here is a learned college pro
?

PUNISHING CRIMINALS.
of revenge — the Old
Testament doctrine of " an eye for
"
and a tooth for a tooth — still

rpiIE
-'-

doctrine

an eye

prevails in our courts of justice.
of the new Christian
doctrine

The
dis

pensation — that of penitence, pardon,
and forgiveness, which teaches us " to
overcome evil with good," to temper
justice with mercy — Conscientiousness
and

Benevolence — though

preached
from every true Christian pulpit, has not
entered into the administration of our

civil courts, and we still keep to the old
practice of punishing rather than re
forming the unfortunate victim of a
perverted appetite or a low or unde
moral

nature, sending poor,
passionate half imbeciles to the gallows
instead
of to houses of correction,
Is it not time for
asylums, or prisons.
veloped

our law-makers to consider the causes of
crime, and to legislate for its prevention,
and for the reformation of the criminal,
rather than to license bad men to tempt
their weaker brethren into lives of sin,
misery, and murder
Are our present

?

criminal

laws

con

our professions of civiliza
Are our prosecuting attorneys,
tion ?
our judges, and our juries so immaculate
sistent with

that they may pronounce and execute
vengeance on a fellow - sinner who is

only

less

themselves

fortunately
?

What

organized than
is the use of our

who is supposed to be
and
self-controlling, who,
self-regulating
to escape the payment of an honest
fessor,

Webster,

Is he
debt, slays his creditor, Parkman.
not more culpable than a low, ignorant,
undeveloped child of lust, ignorance,
passion, and an uncontrolled temper, such
who, when knocked down
with a club by an infuriated mother-in-

as Sullivan,

law, and interfered with in his domestic
concerns by a man he deemed his enemy,
stabbed the latter to death ? And should
we

not consider

these

as

We state

extenuating

know
ledge that the murderer Sullivan, who
circumstances?

on our

was recently tried, convicted, and sen
tenced to death, is one of the most un
fortunate convicts we ever met.
He is
so low, so violent, and so destitute of
moral sense, that a feeling of penitence
or of sorrow has no place in his nature.

He is also sadly deficient in Cautious
and in
ness, in Reason, in Veneration,
Benevolence, and as unfit to die as he is
unfit to live in liberty or freedom among
his fellows.
The place for him — and
of many others — is in restraint, subject
to a long term of pupilage, in which he
may be improved and developed into a
more humane character.
He has the
body and the passions of a man, with the

P UNISHING
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intellect and moral sense of a child ; the
willful, unregulated temper of an unsub
dued, headless, careless youth ; yea, of
a reckless child.

This

is the case.

Lawrence

Sullivan,
Irishman, born in
poverty, brought up in ignorance, de
pendent entirely on his own resources,
put to hai-d work in early youth, without
a poor weak-minded

opportunity for culture or improvement,
associating with whisky - drinking, to
bacco-eating creatures of a low grade,
grew in body — not in mind or morals —
to man's estate.
He was induced to
marry a woman, — as he believes, to
cover the sins of another, — who soon
after refused to live with him, and so
dwelt apart.
One evening, while return
ing from his work in company with a
friend, he passed the tenement in which
His companion
his wife was quartered.
rallied him with the remark, that it was
shameful for a wife to live apart from her
husband in such a place. His jealousy
and indignation becoming aroused, he
determined at once to try to induce his
wife to go with him to his own home.
On entering, he was met by his wife's
mother, who assaulted him and knocked
This almost
him down with a club.
other
several
crazed him.
Immediately
persons appeared on the scene, James
O'Brien, a cousin and friend of Sullivan,
and a sup
Sullivan, believing his
drew out a common
and stabbed O'Brien in the

among

being

the number,

posed assailant.
life in danger,

pocket-knife
abdomen, from which
days after.

he died some

ten

Sullivan was at once arrested ; con
fessed the deed, but claimed in justifica
tion that it was in self-defense. His
humane attorney, Mr. John G. Boyd,
who undertook his defense without hope
of receiving any pecuniary reward, in
vited the editor of this Journal to visit
his client in the Tombs, — city prison, —
with

a

view of ascertaining

what were

CRIMINALS.
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his

looked at
peculiar characteristics
from a physiological and phrenological
In the interest of one in
point of view.
prison we visited him, and found a most
unfortunate

creature

in human

shape,

with scarcely a ray of moral sensibility,
without pity, penitence, remorse, or re
He was at once pronounced a
ligion.

" moral imbecile,"

not capable of selfHe would
or self- regulation.be more like a tiger in a sheepfold than

restraint

Violence is exhibited
like a protector.
in
in every feature,
every action, and
Cautiousness is almost wholly wanting.

He would become mad with jealousy
from the slightest cause ; while his intel
lect is less than that of an ordinary boy
ten or twelve years of age. Our surprise
was, not that he had killed a man, but
that he had escaped imprisonment so
We stated our views to the at
long.

" You have a 1 hard case'
torney, adding,
We see no other grounds
to defend.
than those of imbecility or of personal

irresponsibility on which you can hope
to save him from the gallows ; and if
you succeed in this case, the poor crea
ture is utterly unfit for freedom. He
The reforma
must be kept in restraint.
tory or the prison is the only suitable
Subsequently, the at
place for him."
us
on the witness-stand,
torney placed
as
to
the
to testify
physical and mental
The judge,
condition of his client.

ruling out this sort of testimony, gave
the case to the jury, who, without leaving

their seats, brought in a verdict — in ac
cordance with the judge's ruling — of
guilty. He was at once sentenced to be

Ex
executed on the 20th of January.
the
ruling
were
taken
to
judge's
ceptions
out our testimony, a writ of error and
stay of proceedings were obtained from
another judge, and a new trial will be
had.

We

append comments from the press
The World of
to this case.
17th, the day after the trial, con

relating
Dec.
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HIS PERSONAL APPEARANCE.

nis head Is flat and largely developed in the anterior

is

4.

is

;

;

part; forehead low and receding; cheekbones high eye
brows dark and beetling eyes deep-set and alto dark.
not uncharitable to say that the countenance is gen
erally brutish and repellant. He will leave his present
cell— No. 5—to-day and he placed In No.
This cell
within view of the desk of Mr. Cunningham, one of the
deputy wardens, and is considered the most secure in the
prison. Felons, for whom there is no hope of rescue
from the gallows, are always lodged there. It is conve
nient to the yard iu which the last scene Is enacted.

[Other newspapers have also comment
at length on this case, and the pub
lic must have had enough of it. We

ed

give

few additional

paragraphs.]

The Sun newspaper comes up to the
:

It

subject eloquently.
opens as follows
Lawrence Sullivan to be Hanged on January 20,
1871.—The Most Brutal Mi:rderkr that Recorder
Hackett ever Saw —Phrenology and Insanity
Excluded— Defying a Jury and Wantonly In
sulting a Court.

2

1

On the resumption of the Sullivan-O'Brien
murder
trial in the General Sessions yesterday, the prisoner was
put upon the stand. Lawrence Snllivan. according to his
own story of the killing, called upon his wife at and
Whitehall Street, with jealousy rankling in his breast.
He had not lived with her for four months, and believed
that during that time she had been unfaithful to him.
After quarreling with his wife, and being driven from
the room by his mother-in-law, he met John O'Brien on
the stairs. Up to tills point the prisoner's story agreed
with that of the other witnesses, but thereafter be be
came incoherent and contradictory.
O'Brien, he swore,
assaulted him with
club and
KNOCKED niM SENSELESS.
crowd of at
When he got up he avers that he saw
least fifty persons aronnd him, all of whom wildly brand
ished knives, pistols, and clubs. Then, purely in selfdefense, he stabbed O'Brien, but without any Intent to
a

:]

is

"I

a

!

is

a

5

t

MEDICAL CONSULTATION AND OPINIONS.
Yesterday morning several physicians examined Suliivan, with intent to form an opinion on the extent to
which hia mind was really affected and how much his
demonstrations were feigned. The conclusions they ar

a

VISIT FROM HIS FAMILY
During the morning he was visited by his wife, his
brother, and mother. The meeting was not cordial one,
Snllivan exhibiting no emotion whatever, further than to
kiss his mother. She, poor old woman — whose bringing
him into the world and early education of him had been
productive of such terrible results— was very much af
fected but her sorrow was not that of intelligent under
standing of the realities of the situation and wtiat had
led up to it.
THE STAY OP PROCEEDINGS.
When alone again, Sullivan paced the floor of his cell
and smoked incessantly. If Interrupted by any one who
spoke to him, he would idiotically laugh and* cry alter
nately, and then have sulky fits, when no word could be
extracted from him.
As soon as Judge Ingraham had granted the writ of er
ror and stay of proceedings in his case,
was brought
to the Tombs, and one of the keepers went to tell him
of it. The keeper said:
"Sullivan, I've come to tell you the Supreme Court
has granted stay of proceedings in your case'; but do
not like to say that that otfers any more encouragement
than you had yesterday."
Sullivan replied sullenly:
don't want no favor;
I'd just as iief have finished now as any time." And
then, banging-to the door of his cell, he growled,
won't have no favor "

a

is

is

if

it

a

it

Lawrence Sullivan, convicted of the mnrdcr of John
O'Brien, was taken on Thursday evening to the Tombs
and placed in cell No.
in the corridor known as " Mur
derer*' Bow." When the key was turned on him. ho
raved and cursed and swore and acted in all respects
with tie crazy violence of madman. He paced his cell
all night, Jerry Dunn, who
his next-door neighbor,
snys, mid the "keet>erscorroborate the statement yet
declared,
Sullivan himself
when asked
were true,
that he never slept better in his life.

subject

were they
hungry for hu

?]

a

hurry for
man blood

It

is

I

is

if

[Here are the heartless, inconsiderate,
not to say silly, remarks of the reporter
of the same newspaper

li

1

2

[Wise and humane doctors
in

a

a

if

is,

The acme of the maudlin mode of defense
in criminal cases was reached yesterday. At
least, it is to be hoped that the force of twaddle
can no further go.
Insanity in all its branches
juries have grown used to ; but an appeal not
to hang a bad man bemuxe he is a bad man is a
novelty.
[Not so, but because he is imbecile.]
Yet this plea was put in yesterday in the case
of Sullivan, tried for murder. Mr. Wells, the
phrenologist, was called to testify that he had
examined the prisoner's head [and body], and
found that " the animal organs predominated,
and were sufficient to counterbalance his moral
"
Phre
instincts
[and very weak intellect].
nology is accepted by no man of high rank in
science or psychology, and the admission of
the testimony of a professional phrenologist is
in itself an .nnovation iu jurisprudence.
[False
again.] hut waiving that, what stuff the testi
mony is as going to establish the irresponsi
bility of the prisoner ! Of course a criminal's
"animal organs" "counterbalance his moral
instincts," whether or not his hypothetical or
actual bumps counterbalance each other. That
The
is exactly what makes him a criminal.
testimony leaves us to infer that if the prisoner
"
were a man whose moral instincts" counter
he
balanced his " animal organs" — that
were
saint and sage instead of
savage and
blockhead — he ought to be hanged. [The
" Give me
editor of the World, for example.]
that man that
not passion's slave," says
Hamlet, " and will wear him in my heart of
not passion's
hearts."
Give us that man that
slave, by inference say the counsel for bullivan,
and we will consent to his being hanged.
But for this poor creature,
[What "stuff!"]
who
run away with by his " animal
organs" until he kills his neighbor, let him
It
asked that ho
go free.
[False again.
be imprisoned, — for life, if you will, — but
"
not to
Good heavens
let him go free."]
As men were never justly hung for anything
" animal organs " over
else but letting their
" moral instincts."
If we are not
power their
to be drowned in twaddle,
behooves judges to
line somewhere, and
draw
they do not
draw
at the testimony introduced to excul
no telling what will be
pate Sullivan, there
excluded.
a

rived at were very concisely,
not very synipathizingly,
expressed in the following manner:
Doctor No. said all that reallv was weded to be done
was to stretch Sullivan's neck till all excitement ceased.
Doctor No.
thought Sullivan was cowardly imp,
able, no doubt, to paroxysms of mingled fear and rage.

if

We in

tained the following editorial.
troduce remarks in brackets.
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kill.

PUNISHING

1871.]

The manner of the prisoner while telling his absurd
etorr wis that of an idiot or maniac. Speaking of his
nwtoer-m-kiw. he #aid, with a low cbnckJe, "She only
lacks horns to make her a baste/'
"AJfTEL R. WELLS, THB PHRENOLOGIST,
wa< called to prove the lack of mental capacity on the
TKirtof Sullivan. Mr. Wells had examined the prisoners
bampe,and believed him to be au imbecile, " with the
bratn [mind] of an infant in the body of a man." The
ci renmstances preceding the killing, Mr. Wei la thought,
miftfu have rendered the prisoner temporarily insane.
Mr. Wells* testimony was excluded by Recorder llackett.

[The Herald

had a column or more,

from which we take the

following

:]

A PLEA OP IGNORANCE.
Counsel paid he wished to show that Sullivan was an
Ignorant man.
Assistant District Attorney Fellows said he would
concede that Sullivan said that he had no ill-will or
malice against O'Brien, and that he was the only party
Id the crowd that he would speak to. In his cross-ex
amination he said that he was
LIKE A DOG BETWEEN A LOT OP IIOUNDS •
that he remembered when the officer arrested him ; and
that the blow which O'Brien struck raised a lump on the
crown of his head, and he had to pour water upon it
everyday at the Tombs.
A PHRENOLOGIST ON TUE STAND.
Mr. Samuel R. Wells, the phrenologist, was called, and
raid he bad devoted himself to the study of physiology
and the structure of the brain.
The Recorder asked the counsel what was the object
of examining this witness.
The counsel responded by saying that he wished to
show that the organization of the prisoner was such
that under the circumstances surrounding the killing he
would be so subject to the control of his animal impulses
that his will would have no power, and that, therefore,
he could not be responsible for his action.
Assistant Di-trict Attorney Follows said that if the
counsel desired to prove by the witness that the prisoner
was insane that was one thing; but if he merely wished
to prove that by reason of his phrenological organization
he was a man of brutal passions, easily excited to anger,
and lik'-ly to take life, he would concede that.
The Recorder decided that such testimony was inad
missible.
Mr. Wells said he was an expert in regard to what
caused insanity, temporary or otherwise, by the organi
zation as a whole. From the evidence of the prisoner,
to which ho listened, he should regard the prisoner as a
case of imbecility rather than insanity, except such a
state of frenzy as would arise from excitement.
Q. Would the circumstances of this case, so far as you
have heard them, be sufficient to throw this prisoner
into a state of frenzy?
A. Very slight provocation
would quite unbalance him as he is but an unfortunate
or Hi developed person ; he is
A CHILD WITH A MAN S BODY.
Q- Would such circumstances as these totally subject
him to the control of his animal impulses ? A. Yes, sir.
By tbtt Court — Did you make one examination of this
man?
A. Yes, sir; during the present week, at the
Tombs.
THE TESTIMONY RULED OUT.
The Court— I shall exclude all this line of Inquiry.
Counsel said he wished to show the capacity with
which the Creator had endowed the prisoner, and took
exception to his Honor's ruling.

[The World of a later date gives this
of the culprit :]

description

TT*e deputy then entered the main prison and led the
Some of the keepers had
way to the cell of Sullivan.
come up at the same moment with a change of clothing for
the condemned man, and the party passed through the
irrating together. Sullivan lay curled up under a heavy
quiir. which concealed him entirely, but this was pulled
away in order that the change of dress might be effected.
His mother was there with him, kneeling by his head
and smoothing back the hair from his temples and
whispering in his ear. He did not answer. His eyes
were sunk way into the sockets and tightly closed, and
his face was perfectly vacant. Ouc who has not seen
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him can not Imagine how much this man is changed. Hia
face is chalky white, and a dark beard is springing out
all over it. There is not a sign of color marking even his
lips. As the attendants were changing his clothing a
portion of his leg was exposed. It looked a bone,
covered simply with skin. The calf was entirely gone ;
n single hand could clasp the leg round about. The man
of medicine came in presently, felt the feeble artery in
the man's neck, and said nothing. The case did" not
need aiiy opinion. For the poor fellow lying there with
his knees drawn up to his chin and the skin hanging
loosely aronnd him like a garment there is only one road!
After leaving the cell, the mother of the dying man
still hung around the grating and looked at him between
the bars. She is a little woman, withered by age. and
with thin shriveled hands, which she rubbed incessantly
together. In answer to questions, she said that Sullivan
was so jealous of Ms wife he could not bear another man
to look at her. She had opposed their marriage, for she
thought the woman unfit for him, too '-bold ana willful,"
as she expressed it. She had never had any difficulty
with her son, had always humored him, and with kind
treatment he had never been harsh or unreasonable.

[On the above, and other descriptions,
the Irish Democrat comments:]
The reading public have been dosed ad nau**am for
the past week or more by highly spiced details of the
condition, conduct, and.appearance of Sullivan, the con
demned murderer now under sentence of death in the
Tombs prison. What he ate and drank, or refused to
use ; how he lay in his cot or sat in his chair ; the state
of his pulsation, or the expression of his visage ; whether
lunacy was assumed in order to cheat the hangman, or
his sickness unto death was a merciful interposition of
Divine Providence in the unfortunate man's regard— nil
these things have been chronicled, commentedon, and
discussed by the zealous and Imaginative gentle men who
But, cut
do the sensationalism for the daily journals.
bono/ What good is there achieved in revealing the
mysteries or miseries of Murderer's Row to the
morbid vision and taste of the patrons of Jack Shep
herd literature? or how is society benefited by the de
tails which induce men and women of position— aye,
Christian men, and women, too, to make journey/ to
the Tombs and appeal to authority there for permission
to feast their eyes on the degradation of a depraved
culprit P
We will not reproduce these sensational stories; but
there is one so suggestive that,we can not avoid a passing
reference. We are gravely told that every_effort is being
made to restore Sullivan to good condition ; that rich
food and stimulating drinks and other requisites for
building up the physique are administered by force in
order to preserve him for the gallows 1 We have no fault
to find with the merciful generosity which would make
the last hours of a condemned man less hitter, wc believe
it to be a duty in ordiuary cases ; but there is something
so abhorrent to humanity in the report of this " feeding
up" the assigned victim merely for the purpose of the
slaughter scene, that we can not find words strong enough
to express disapproval.
But after all this romance there are fifty chances to one
that the poor wretch will never be hanged at all. Wo
believe that, all accounts of his imbecility being correct,
to hang such a man would be more a murder than that
for which he has been sentenced: and we feel assured
the Executive will, these things being proved, interpose
between the culprit and the halter. We touch this sub
ject, as we have indicated, with relnctance. We are no
favorers of the doctrine of capital punishment. The in
considerate manner In which, newspaper men elevate
murderers into heroes the moment the dread sentence
of the law is passed, exercises, we believe, an in
fluence on the young mind most antagonistic to that
which the law "in its wisdom purposes by the death
penalty, and then the day of execution is made a galaday, the execution itself ft sort of drawing-room enter
tainment witnessed bv a select and invited few, and
without any deterrent influence of example on the crim
inal classes"not permitted to witness the final scene.
But there is another object ion to death punishment.
We kill a man when he is most fitted to live ; we rid so
ciety of his presence when he has become qualified to
be its ornament. The convict going to death in a sort
of religious rapture appears an object more to be envied
than commiserated, and presents an example far more
for encouragement than warning.
We are unconsciously entering into an argument
against capital punishment when we merely intended to
In humanity's name, w«
refer to the case of Sullivan.
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say, leave the poor wretch to his fate without exposing
his weaknesses and wickednesses to the world.

of this
of

Readers
excuse

so much

Journal will

please

these criminal

details

as do not properly belong

to the discus

of scientific subjects. "We have been
misrepresented ignorantly or willfully,
and it was due that we set ourselves
We are no apologist for crime or
right.
sion

" But,"

[March,

exclaims

a

poor, ill-formed,

" who's to blame ? We
did not make ourselves. We were born
so." Aye, verily ; but who, or rather
what were, your parents ? Did they not
violate all the laws of life by dissipation ?
How then could they hope for healthful,
To a large ex
well-formed offspring?
half imbecile,

;

tent each human adult is responsible for
his looks as well as for his character.

If

lie

but do most heartily believe in
restraint, in penitence, in pardon, and in
others think differently, and
reform.
criminals

prefer hanging, why, we shall not object
to their mode of exit when practiced on
themselves, except in cases of insanity,
imbecility,

and idiotcy.

A WHOLE
are

on his offspring.
«'

MAN.

few men are toell

TERY
most men

has no right to pollute the atmos
phere, or to spoil his mouth, lips, teeth,
or breath, with nasty tobacco, or to bring
imbecility, disease, and premature death

peculiar.

balanced;
One has a

; another, a snub nose ; an
other, a turn-up nose ; still another, a
beefy or ugly nose. One is near-sighted ;

crooked nose

another cross-eyed, and another sore-eyed.
The lips of one person are very thin and
colorless ; of another, very thick and
One has a beautifully modeled
coarse.

Oh,

I did

not know it."

TJiat will
A law of

not stop the evil consequences.
nature has been violated, a sin committed,
and it must be atoned for, or punished.
The poet spoke the truth when he said

:

" Of the soul, the body form doth take,
For soul is form, and doth the body make.1'

That is to say, the soul or mind
and

controls,
and brain.
as we

will,

gives

shape

precedes,

to

body

We will before we act, and
so we act, and thus grow in

We are moral agents,
what course of life we will

vice or in virtue.

chin, a handsome mouth with clean, reg
ular teeth ; another, is almost chinless,

free to choose

and what he

will develop the moral, intellectual, and
spiritual faculties, and subordinate all

has is receding

and only
significant of weakness, while the mouth,
teeth, lips, etc., are irregular,
dirty,

Again, we find the body of one
be
to
poorly made up — a narrow chest,
small lungs, weak stomach, a poor appe
coarse.

tite, bad digestion with bad breath, a
tendency to dyspepsia, cold hands and
feet, feeble muscles, and a sleepless,

irritable state of mind.

cross,

Another is

so

physically inert, sluggish, and lymphatic
that he is in constant danger of death
One is jaundiced,
apoplexy.
or
out of sorts in some
feverish,
agucy,
Can any one thus organized
other way.
from

and afflicted

claim to be sound either

in judgment

or in morals?

Are not

such persons necessarily peevish, fretful,
and fault-finding

?

Are they whole

?

follow.

A

clean, virtuous,

religious

life

the passions, holding them in perfect
In this
subjection to the will of God.
ease we are sure to

liness, beauty.
abuse his body

grow in grace, come
man will not

A godly
;

will

correct bad habits

;

regulate his conduct, and live in strict
accordance with the laws of life and

A godless man is self-indulgent,
doing what a perverted or an unregenerated appetite inclines him to do. He in
health.

dulges selfish and unsanctified passions —
the lusts of the flesh, sowing the wind
and reaping the whirlwind.
During the war, when levies were made
for men to go into the army, it was found
on examination that thousands of those
who passed for well men were defective

WHOLE MAN.

One

had

They were not
varicose veins, and

could not march. Another was afflicted
with hernia or rupture, and was unable
to sustain long-continued physical exer
tion.
Another had incipient disease of
the heart, etc., and thus it is with thou
sands of men.
How is it with women ?

become attractive

or repulsive, comely
or ugly, kindly or selfish, wise or wick
Do not charge your misfortunes to
ed.
others, but rather to yourself, and so
think, act, and live as to be acceptable
in life, in death, and in eternity to the
God who wills only for the good of His
creatures.

" The tissues of the life to be

As

a rule, they are in a more unsound
and dilapidated
condition
than men.

We weave with colors all onr own,
Aud in the fields of deptiny,
We reap as we have sown."

The nervous headaches caused by bad

?

oh, where may
She alone is fit to be

She will bring
and gladness into the household. She

come wife and mother.

joy

is affectionate, healthy, industrious, inge
nious, kindly, just, prudent, meek, de
votional, self-denying, charitable, and is

just what her Maker intended woman to
be— no more, no less than a whole wo
man ! Compare her with what we see

every day on our streets ! Look at the
artificial frauds ! false hair, false forms,
false
The reader may fill up the
" Who is to blame ?"
picture for himself.

Not Deity, but the devil in

us.

And what

A

vain, wicked, perverse spirit.
It is that which dwarfs, misleads, and
ruins the souls and bodies of men and

is this

?

It begets thieves, idiots, im
idlers, vagabonds, and rebels
Man is weak,
against the laws of God.
to
be wondered
insane.
Is
it
warped,
women.

beciles,

at when all the circumstances of his life
arc considered ? Young man, take the

It is for you to decide whether
you will become a whole man, or only a
lopsided, abnormal, crochety eccentric.
in
great
Young woman, your future
measure, in

your own keeping.

a

is,

hint.

You may

a

is

startling and most earnest style seems fully
to believe what he utters not only, but to re
gard his impressions and opinions as import
His large Cautiousness makes him

ant.

a

one be found

;

" — where,

terrorist.

His lack of Secretivencss

makes

His Self-Esteem makes him
abrupt.
feel satisfied with the fitness of his thoughts
and emotions, hence his manner
direct, full

him

is

whole woman

knowledge and impressions are very positive
and seem to him as living realities.
He has

dashing, headlong earnestness which
and careless people
startles conservative
"
" and
who have become
gospel hardened
He has
careless under ordinary preaching.

of

little Imitation, hence he
fore his utterances
his

hearers who

have
are

odd, and there

peculiar effect on
inclined to give him

His well-poised thoughts
credit for genius.
hurled at his startled hearers with great im
petuosity, sound to people of excitable dis
prophet's word, and they aro
positions as
led or driven to think and act with little re
a

shoes, and dresses worn very low in
the neck — is it surprising that they be
come pulseless, bed-ridden invalids ? "A

gard to former notions respecting religious
nervous, magnetic earnestness,
matters.

A

thin

uttered with the boldness imparted by large
Self-Esteem, and Combativeness,

Firmness,

and with the dashing frankness of moderate
Secretivencss and Causality, captivates his
which
hearers and carries that conviction

in them instant action, regardless
of minor consequences. His large Cautious
solemn, almost sepulchral quality
ness adds
produces

a

expression, showing the results of nights
of dissipation and revelry, the effects of

T. De Witt Talmadok, D.D., whose por
trait and biographical sketch appear in this
number of the Journal, has some traits not
He lias
brought out fully in the sketch.
temperament full of force and excitability
combined;
quick in perception, and his

a

the irregularities, spinal curv
atures, etc., caused by tight lacing and
improper dressing ; the wan and dejected
;

a

stomachs

is

ichole.
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a

and unfit to bear arras.

to his style and those who possess cautious,
nervous natures are deeply impressed by it.
;

A

1S71.]
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nis active Mirthfulncss and quick perception
give him at times wit and sarcasm, as a means
of exciting others, when his Firmness, SelfEsteem, and Cautiousness easily obtain for him
He is well adapted
a dominating influence.
therefore to act powerfully on persons of cer
tain temperaments and peculiar dispositions.
If he would live healthfully and long, he
must tone down, put on the brakes, and
" slow " his
speed. He will overdo, and break
down, unless he lives very temperately.
Still,
though he works hard, he does it with com
He is a high-pres

paratively little friction.
sure human engine.

GERMAN UNITY— "EMPEROR"

WILLIAM.

Thursday, January 18 last, William of
was formally proclaimed Em
The ceremony took place
peror of Germany.
in the "Hall of Mirrors," Versailles, France,

White, Professor Blake, geologist to the Com
mission, Allan A. Burton, secretary to the Com
mission, II. Brumsel and C. Wright, botanists,
Frederick
Douglas, Sr., assistant secretary to
to the Commission, Fred. Douglas, Jr., private
secretary to Mr. Burton, and two stenogra
phers, Messrs. Foley and Hilt.
AVhen Congress shall have obtained through
the information desired with
respect to the agricultural, mineral, and com
mercial resources of St. Domingo, it will be
prepared to determine the propriety of annexa
tion.

this commission

President Grant's honesty in the matter is
evident in his advice to Prof. White. : " Inves

I don't wish to influence
tigate everything.
you to make a report on one side or the other.
Don't hesitate to expose anybody and every
body whom you may find guilty of dishonest

ONPrussia

dealing."

the headquarters of William, in the presence
of all the German princes and representatives
of the regiments of the army. On assuming
the imperial crown the new Emperor issued

FOB
years

the following proclamation :
" In
consequence of the appeal of the Ger
man princes and of the free towns for us to re
store the German empire after a lapse of sixty
years, we announce that we consider it our
duty to the Fatherland to accept the imperial
Henceforth we and our successors
dignity.
will bring to the title of Emperor of Germany
the hope that God will vouchsafe a blissful fu
ture to the Fatherland, and that under our auspi
ces its ancient splendor may be restored.
We
partake of the dignity, conscious of our duty
to preserve with German fidelity the rights of
the empire and of its members, to maintain
peace, and to support and strengthen the inde
pendence of Germany, in the hope that the
German people will reap in lasting peace with
in our boundaries the fruits of their bloody bat
tles, and be safe against the renewal of French
attacks. God grant that we and our successors
may protect the empire, not by warlike con
quests, but by works of peace, freedom, and
"
civilization !
St.

DoMrxoo

Annexation. — The persons

composing the expeditionary party appointed
by Government to visit St. Domingo and ex
amine into the " utilities" of annexing that isl
and to the domain of the United States are,
ex-Senator Benjamin F. Wade, Dr. Howe of
Boston, Professor White, Cadet Wade, who
will act as private secretary to his father, Gen
eral Sigel, private secretary to Dr. Howe, Pro
fessor

Crane, private

secretary

to Professor

[March,

THE SURRENDER OF PARIS.
the ninth
Paris

time within one thousand
has been besieged, and for

the fifth time has succumbed to the enemy.
Famine and its accompanying horrors accom
plished in this last case more than the terrible
The great sorties made
guns of the Prussians.
with horoic desperation by the beleaguered, and
resulting in nothing favorable to the French,
hastened the very sensible arrangement, take
it altogether, for a capitulation which Jules

It is to be hoped that the
people elsewhere will take a commonsense view of the situation, and give in their
adhesion to the securing of peace, even if the
Favre

effected.

French

To protract the war now
terribly destructive, and perhaps
prove ruinous to the political prospects of the
French for the early establishment of a repub
lican form of government.
Let there be peace
cost

be

would

severe.

be

between France and Prussia.

A Correction. — Those acquainted with
bee-culture doubtless noticed the mistake made
in our February number, in designating the
different classes of bees, illustrated on page
126.
The " Drone " had usurped the place of
"
the
Queen bee," and taken upon his useless

self the name and accessory dignities of that
eminent mother of the hive. A mere exchange
of places would set the matter right
Mr.
Drone, like most of the mere hangers-on of
society, makes a good deal of spread, but like

them is ultimately doomed to humiliation in
the presence of the worthy and industrious.

WHEREIN LIES GREATNESS.
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In this Department Mr. S. S. Packard, of Packard's Monthlt, will continue his Contributions.

WHEREIN LIES GREATNESS?

I

AM aware that my views On this all-im
portant subject are not iu accordance with
the belief of many ; however,
feci at liberty
in this age of " free speech and free press " to
can. "Were a young
express them as best
man to put the above interrogatory to a hun
dred men, nine-tenths of them would answer,

I

I

Greatness lies in labor.
Now this article does not deny that labor is
essential to greatness, but it does deny, and will
endeavor to show, that it is not the chief requi
site of greatness. As I shall confine my re
marks to man, it perhaps would not be amiss to
inquire what is man, and what are his func

According to the Scriptures, he is a ra
tional being, fashioned after the image of his
Maker, and endowed with certain abilities.
According to chemistry, he is a shovelful of
earth and a pailful of water.
Be his composition what it may, his essen

tions ?

belief. If perseverance, as they say, is alone
the donor of greatness, we must have many un
known Franklins scattered through the land,
for there are many men who are striving as
hard as he ever did to become enlightened, but
who, wanting nature's strong aid, must live and
die in obscurity.
Now all that is required to
convince them of their error and of the fallacy
of their theory is observation. But as they do
not wish to put themselves to so slight a trouble,
let us look at the subject from a general stand
point. There are now something over one bil
lion of human

beings living upon the same
food, breathing the same air, and warmed by
the same solar body.
And yet no one claims
that any two are alike cither in disposition,
passion, wisdom, or in any of the peculiarities
How has this great dissimilarity come
about ? Were all men created with equal pow
ers, all the training that could be devised by the

of man.

tial characteristics, above all other species of
being, are his erect position, powers of speech,
and ability for reasoning. Now the first and
last of these peculiarities are, beyond a doubt,

ingenious mind of man could not bring about
such a dissimilitude.
But
hear them cry,
"Circumstances alter cases."
Yes, I grant it;
but they can not destroy, — they only modify

inherent in man's organization.
Agaiu : man was endowed with these and
other powers that he might make all things
subservient to his physical, intellectual, and
If, as they would have us be
moral growth.
lieve, intellectual greatness lies in labor, then

what nature decrees and constructs.
They tell you circumstances make men,
when these rather offer opportunities for men

required to do this is to show that the dissimi
larity existing among men, not only in out
ward resemblance but in intellectual powers,
originates in their native constitution.
Now there are some so bigoted or prejudiced
in favor of old doctrines, that reasoning is to
them a delusion.
They claim that every man
makes himself, and are contented with their

it,

You may conceal a fire with
they only affect.
— you only
ashes, but you do not extinguish
so
Just
make
the warmer inside.
stranger
in
foreign land will in time forget his own
tongue nevertheless his genius for mathemat
a

Unfortunately, for some, this is not the case,
and this paper will attempt to prove that su
perior intellect or greatness lies behind man, so
to speak, in Him who created him. AH that is

ics, poetry, painting, or whatever
may be,
not destroyed.
Do circumstances create this dissimilarity?
thriving village
Let us see. Let us go into
it

Ju

where the general circumstances are the same.
Churches, schools, laws, customs, news-rooms,
and dramshops are alike to all. But lo this same
dissimilarity exists. There are moral,wicked, in
!

have many Shakspeares and

Miltons ; but, alas ! where is the second "
lius Cajsar" or " Paradise Lost" ?

a

be true, we must

clid for a moment with classical mythology
orlly that he shall return to his old love With
Really, circumstances work
the greater zest.
marvelous changes, yet they can not create, —

it

by Shakspeare,

a

once occupied

;

positions

You may turn the
to show their abilities.
stream from its course, but you can not pre
vent its onward progress to the sea. You may
allure a mathematical genius from his Eu

is

the

Milton, and Newton, being open to all, are
within the reach of those who labor. If this

I

other unprofitable manner.
How came the
former with such a burning desire for knowl
edge, and the latter with sucli a hatred for

jt.

study, after being brought up under the same
roof and circumstances?
Tell me, ye who be
lieve in equal intellectual powers. I have not
pictured an uncommon instance. Far from

I

Many similar examples are recorded in history,
and many are yet to be recorded.
have only
to cite you to the early childhood
days of
Horace Greeley, one of America's leading ben
it,

efactors. Who does not fancy he can now see
him, as biography states
lying upon the
floor of their humble cottage, and by the light

a

if

a

intently at study notwithstand
ing the annoyances of his playing companions.
Tell me
the lad of
poor but industrious
family of Kentucky, to whom neither academy
pine-knot

great war, did not rise up in

a

try through

a

nor college was ever opened, and who spent
his youth in clearing the forest, and his full
manhood in guiding the councils of his coun

a

is

;

it

a

a

room are his brothers quarreling over a mis
deal at cucher, or spending their time in some

every department of life, Which lie in the na
the source
There
tive constitution of men.
or fountain-head of intellectual greatness and
also of intellectual inferiority.
Therein, to
great extent, lie man's character, principles,
and acts in life and these are the catalogue of
If in man judgment
the man.
wanting,
he
he

like

vessel

at sea without

wanting reason, he
If he
governor.

rudder.

If

like an engine with

out
wanting ambition, he
But he has
like an engine without steam.
all the powers or faculties so blended or united
that each works for the good of the others, he
will pass on like the giant locomotive, carrying

if

let us enter the poor man's hut.
There, in one corner, sits a studious youth
In another part of the
poring over his lessons.

the other preaches that there
no such place
as
hell."
Thus we find mental differences in

with him multitudes who

are ready and will
ing to pay him homage and applaud his great
All history proves this, tradition cor
ness.
and observation will confirm it.
roborates

Just look back upon the vast expanse of time,
and of that multitnde of humanity who have
lived and perished, and see how many gained
that fame which time can not destroy.
For
every one that yet lives, venture to say hun
dred thousand are sleeping in forgotten graves,
and " the places that once knew them
a

man twig, and if they are stronger than his
resolution, he is a vagabond. Since they claim
there arc two classes, viz., the rich and poor,

and pleaching its precepts.
One goes from
place to place preaching the existence of a
place of punishment in the hereafter; while

is

There is no perfect man, and consequently all
men have more or less of those passions which
are akin to evil.
These are what bend the hu

is

to take root

a

no saplings of vice were allowed
near it.

through with the same investigations and says
you have all the symptoms of apoplexy.
Take another instance. Here are two rev
erend gentlemen, both well educated, who are
spending their lives in studying the Holy Book

is

the hand of vice and crime.
They can not
"
cry, Oh ! the way the twig is bent the tree is
inclined," for the twig was started upright, and

is

their backs on noble circumstances and taken

what the trouble is. He listens attentively, ex
amines your pulse, looks at your tongue and
fever, and gives
says you are threatened with
dose which he thinks will break
you
up.
Time passes along, but you do not get any bet
He goes
ter, and so you go and see the other.

is

dramshops and gambling dens after all the
Christian training and good moral lessons they
have received.
How M it? They have turned

Take, for instance, two men equally well ed
ucated in the same medical school. You go to
one and tell him your ills, and as best you can

I

every particular ? Most certainly not, and it
would be idle to argue it. Many are the cler
gymen's sons who lead a miserable life in

see.

;

same

a

to bear, for the

mother nurses them in their youth, watches
over them in their childhood, and advises them
without impartiality.
But are they alike in

it,

ces can not be brought

That the powers which hare
made such men great and famous were innate
seems to me conclusive.
But now they tell us
education creates this dissimilarity.
Let us
fellow-man.

a

us peep within a private household, governed
by the same head, and watched over by the
Here circumstan
same tender, motherly care.

were against him but he had within him that
which education can not supply, that which
bound to lift man above circumstances and his

a

Let

"

us go farther.

is is

But let

similar manner?
He had little or no schooling,
and scarcely any books with which to awaken
in him
thirst for knowledge.
Circumstances

a

tent this is true.

[Mabch,

is

telligent, unintelligent, industrious and indolent
people here as elsewhere. But they say the
poor can not, or do not, associate with the rich,
To some ex
and thus two classes are made.

of
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know

them no more."
stars on which

Here and there we see bright
are written in ineffaceable let

THE FERN'S LESSON.
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ters such names as Homer, Shakspeare, Milton,
and Newton.
Tliey were extraordinary men,
possessing abilities far superior to nearly all of

their fellow-men.

The Creator lavished upon
them his greatest bounty — a giant intellect.
The theory of equal powers is a delusion, and,
thank Heaven, it is fast dying out.
It is said that no man could meet Daniel
Webster without saying, " He is an extraordi
nary man.7' His every feature and movement
struck you as being singularly grand. His high,
massive fun-head was alone sufficient, says a
" to
cotemporary,
impress any one with a feel
And this man, by some
ing of admiration."
thought to be America's greatest son, had the
next largest brain on record.
do not claim
that every intelligent man has a large brain.

I

Far from it.

A

small brain may be so evenly
balanced as to bring forth better results than
many larger ones.
Many strong minds have gone down to ruin
on account of their lower powers being pre
The towering forehead, keen eye,
dominant.
and expressive countenance are all the work
of the Creator through nature, as are also all
of the intellectual powers. She molds the man

And when
and gives to each certain abilities.
it is said that to her we owe all that we are
and all that we may be, mj- conscientious be
lief

is expressed.
But in all that has been said, the writer does
not wish to be understood as disparaging any
It is
young man from getting an education.
his right, his duty, and it is the duty of every

intelligent man to assist him. Because a man
has meager powers, it is no reason why he
should forsake their culture.
So much the
more he should strive to become enlightened
may appreciate the intelligence of
There are but few men who can not
by persistent effort become masters of some
branch in the world's history.
Stephenson, it
is said, could neither read nor write, yet by
that

he

others.

untiring perseverance he came off victorious
and is one of the world's greatest benefactors.
Some men look with contempt upon those
whom nature has not so well favored. Such
can not be aware that small minds are as es
sential to the world's equilibrium as large ones.
Were every man either a Johnson or a Butler,
the world would be in continual dissension
and turmoil
Every man would consider his
views to be the more beneficial to the country.
Every rock and stump in the land would sup
port a shouting orator. The plowshare would
rust in the furrow, the fire go out in the forge,
and the gutters would fill up with filth. But

fortunately

209

this dilemma will never occur, as

the Creator has decreed otherwise.

A

I

word to the young man, and
am done.
the sermons ever uttered, there are none
better for you than this: "Know thyself."
From the fact that observation teacltes us that

Of all

different men

are

constituted

by the Creator

with different aptitudes for different pursuits, it
behooves every young man to study himself,
to learn if possible for what calling nature has
best equipped him.
When he has determined
this he should give a loose rein to that spirit
which throbs within him and bend every pow
er to make it a success, remembering that —
MOne science only can one
genius fit,
So vast is art, go narrow human wit."

Learn to bridle those passions or powers
which would lead you astray, otherwise your
attempt is an almost certain failure. All men
seem to have a passion for becoming distin
guished ; but as eminence is only allotted to a
few, patience of obscurity is a duty we owe to
ourselves and to the quiet of the world.
If
you take as your motto "justice and perse
verance," you may at last burst forth into light ;

"but if frequent failure convince you of that
of nature which is incompatible
with great actions, submit wisely and cheer
fully to your lot."
c. e. s.
mediocrity

THE FERN'S LESSON.
Here ie a charming commingling of geology and ethics.
How beautiful the sentiment I
In the valley, centuries ago,
Grew a little fern-leaf, green and Slender,
Vetoing delicate and fibers tender;
Waving when the wind crept down bo low ;
Bushes tali and moss and grass grew round it.
Playful sunbeams darted in and found it,
Drops of dew stole in, by night, and crowned
But no foot of mau e'er trod that way ;
Earth was young, and keeping holiday.

it

Monster fishes swam the silent main,
Stately forests waved their giant branches,
Mountains hurled their snowy avalanches,
Mammoth creatures stalked across the plain ;
Nature reveled in grand mysteries.
But the little fern was not of these,
Did not number with the hills and trees;
Only grew and waved its wild sweet way,
None come to note it day by day.
Earth, one time, put on a frolic mood,
Heaved the rocks, and changed the mighty motion
Of the deep, strong currents oi the ocean ;
Moved the plain and shook the haughty wood.
Crushed the little fern in soft moist clay,
Covered it, and hid it safe away ;
Oh, the long, long centuries since that day I
Oh, the agony ! oh, life's bitter cost
Since that useless little fern was lost I

Phrenological Journal.
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for the manufacture of furniture, equals the fa
mous ebony of the tropics. A land of glaciers,

Useless f Lost ? There came a thoughtful man
Searching Nature's secrets, far and deep ;
From a fissure in a rocky steep
He withdrew a stone, o'er which there ran
Fain* pencilings, a quaint design,
Veinings, leafage, fibers clear and fine.
And the fern's life lay in every line 1
So, I think God hides some souls away,
Sweetly to surprise us, the last day.
—Public Opinion.

and suffering keenly from the chill winds that
blow off the icy shores of Greenland, Iceland's
chief harbors are open all the year round, while
those of the Baltic, far to the south, arc closed.

A

country, its inhabitants often burn
of woods — mahogany and rosewood
and Brazil wood — which has been borne to
treeless

the costliest

from the tropics, at no expense
for
A
freight, by the current of the Gulf Stream.
land where wheat will not ripen, its people pos
sess in abundance a vegetable growth, the lichen
islandicus, which, in far richer countries, is ac
them

ICELAND.

THE LAND OF FIRE AND ICE.
BY PROF. WILLARD

W

FISKE.

AS there ever such an anomaly as
island of Iceland ? Geographically

the

it

belongs to the Western Continent, and yet, his
torically and politically, it is a member of the
It lies close under the arclic circle,
Eastern.
prevails during three-quarters of
the year, and is surrounded by seas filled with
icebergs ; and yet boiling geysers and fountains
of heated steam burst everywhere from its sur
face, while great volcanoes pour down into its
where winter

valleys and upon its plains streams of molten
lava. The nearest neighbors of the Icelanders
are the Esquimaux of Greenland ; yet while the
Esquimaux are sunk to the nether level of ig

counted a luxury.
A nation almost destitute
of schools, all of its sons and daughters are
taught to read and write

from their earliest

years.

The history and philology of the island pre
sent features equally strange and striking.
It
is the smallest of all Teutonic communities,
while its speech is the most ancient and, gram
matically, the richest of all the Teutonic dia
lects.
In it are preserved the oldest poems,
the oldest political orations, and the oldest re
It is, as has been
ligious ideas of our race.
said, the feeblest of all Teutonic communities,
yet it was the first to develop a republican sys

so the wonderful

And
to an elevated plane of enlightenment
island lies there, a link be

tem of government, the first to establish trial
by jury, the first to compile codes of law. The
colonization of the island furnished a parallel
in the ninth century to the colonization of New

tween the two hemispheres ; a site where the
most opposite of elements, heat and cold, are
constantly contending for sovereignty ; the seat

England in the seventeenth, its pioneers seek
ing its barren shores for the self-same reason
that led the Puritans to the rock-bound coasts

of a race of the highest civilization in close
contact with a race of the lowest barbarism.

of Massachusetts and Connecticut.
Its sturdy
sons helped to delay the fall of the Eastern Em
pire by enlisting in the body-guard of the By
zantine mouarchs ; took part under Rurik in
the foundation of the Russian monarchy ; took
part, under Rollo, in the establishment of that

norance, the Icelanders have raised themselves

Nor docs this end the chapter of contradictions.
Lying almost beyond the range of either ani
mal

or vegetable production, the island still
yields commodities which many more favored
localities can not furnish.
It rivals semi-tropi
cal Italy in the value of its sulphur mines, tem
perate Germany in the variety of its mineral
waters, Scotland and Norway in the fertility
of its salmon fisheries, and annually produces,
in proportion to its population, three times the
number of horses and sheep raised in our own
State of New York. It exports several articles
which are either found nowhere else, or, if
found, are of greatly inferior quality, such as
the down

of the eider-duck — which makes its

way to every palace and upon which the heads
of all the kings of the earth easily or uneasily
lie — the feldspar so largely used in optical ex
periments, and that semi-carbonized wood,

known

as surtubrandur,

which,

as a material

Norman dynasty which subsequently conquer
ed England ; set up kingdoms, and left traces of
their speech, in Ireland and Scotland ; built
churches and towns in Greenland ; and pre
ceded Columbus, by five hundred years, on the
dreary, watery path, which led to the main
land of America.

No nation

has so large a
books
amounts to many thousands, and the number
of imprinted works, preserved as manuscripts
in the public libraries of Europe, is at least
literature.

so small as Iceland

The number

of printed

Nor is this literature, as is the
equally great.
case with many minor nationalities, and with
most colonial communities, made :ip of trans
lations, but is almost wholly composed of orig-

ICELAND.

their temples and halidoms, still influence our
daily lives, as we tell off our Tuesdays and
Wednesdays and Thursdays and Fridays which
bear their names. Saemund's Edda, too, like
the early mythological works of all races, is

filled with moral maxims,

so that an ethical

might easily be compiled from it. The
other Edda, known as the prose or younger
Edda, was compiled in the twelfth century by
Snorri Sturluson, and
also, chiefly busies itsell" with the doings of the gods.
In
occurs
it

it,

code

that singular episode of Thor's visit to Jotunheim, which of late years has been made fa
miliar to English readers by more than one
translation.
Snorri Sturluson, the man to
whose antiquarian zeal we owe the collection
the younger Edda,
one of the greatest
characters in Icelandic history as well as in
Icelandic literature. Waller Scott puis him
beside Cicero, who bore something of the same
is

of

relation to his time, for the Roman lived in the
last days of the Roman republic as Snorri did
in the last days of the Icelandic republic.
Statesman,
orator, historian,
archaeologist,
Snorri must long remain the most prominent
figure in the annals of the islaud.

His Histories
Kings of Norway, which Laing has ad
voluminous work,
mirably translated, form
the

a

of

a

is

and an intelligent
intelligent
Anglo-Saxon
Icelander making themselves mutually under
stood, with some little slowness and difficulty,
later period the Icelandic great
perhaps. At
influenced the English, especially in its
northern dialects, so that most of the dialectic
words used by Burns are at once comprehensi

ble to the student of the insular language.
Yet, notwithstanding its importance to the
English scholar, the Icelandic has hitherto
been, to the great mass of students of English

While the philologists
sealed book.
lineage,
of Scandinavia were making broad reputations
by their investigations in the Old-Northern do
the philologists of Germany were
cleverly availing themselves of this field, the
English knew so little of the harvest that was
awaiting the reaper, that the number of men

main, while

in England aud America wrho had ever paid
any attention to Icelandic might almost, until
within the last decade, have been reckoned up
on the fingers of
single man. But in Eng

The labors of
new era has dawned.
land
Laing and Dasent and Thorpe in Icelandic lit
erature are beginning to oxcite interest in the
great impulse has
language, and
latterly been given to the new movement by
the publication of the first part of an excellent
Icelandic

a

poems involving the mythol
ogy and the legendary lore of the North, nar
rating the deeds of Odin, Thor, Tyr, and the
other divinities, who, in spiteof the overthrow of

Icelandic-English lexicon, through the agency
of the University of Oxford.
all, through the present days
But through
mine of wealth to
when its speech opens up
the linguist of every Germanic tribe, as through
a

ries of alliterative

the history of the English language. In their
early stages, so nearly connected were the two
tongues, that we can very well imagine an

a

down from oral tradition by 8asSigfusson, a learned priest of the elev
enth century, who had traveled in various
countries of Europe ; it is, however, at least as
old as the eighth century.
It consists of a se

a

was written

mund

old literature has its poems, mostly religious,
its codes of law, its annals, aud even its scien
tific treatises.
The modern literature, especial
of this century,
rich in poetry and politi
cal works.
The Icelandic throws
flood of light upon

it

story of the marvelous island opens gradually
with the two Eddas. The older or poetic Edda

Saga, of the former of which Walter
has given an abstract. In addition to
the two Eddas and the multitude of Sagas the

a

very little of the literature of oilier nations lias
been translated into Icelandic.
The literary

Nijals

Scott

a

With the exception of the Bible
and a few theological works, Homer and one
or two other classics, Milton, Klopstock, Pope,
and portions of Shakspearc, Byron, and Burns,

ly

inal works.
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cal, legendary, or entirely mythical.
There are
huudreds of Sagas, many of them still unpub
lished. In fact, the Saga of almost every val
ley in Iceland has been written, and some of

display of nature's powers un
former sees in
der forms which they nowhere else assume the
nation, weak in numbers,
latter sees in
thousand
maintaining unchanged for almost

these local histories are of great interest as
well as models of good style. Such
especial
the case with the Eyrbyggja
S.iga and the

years, against obstacles never before surmount
ed by man, its language, its literature, and its
customs. — Cornell Era.

is

;

a

a

it

is

a

ly

a

style, and

it

clear and well-sustained

are

it

those past days when its writers were the chron
iclers of all the neighboring Germanic nations,
the venerable island floats upon the gray wa
sea, the wonder
ters of the distant northern
alike of the naturalist and the philosopher. The

a

of great historical value. They are among
the best of the Sagas.
This word " Saga,"
or
faying
Idling,
applied to all
literally
be histori
kinds of prose narrative, whether

written in

Phrenological Journal.
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ORIGIN AND CORRELATION
FORCES.

OP

through successive forces, to those we recogLize, including finite will-force.
This is evi
denced by the existence of mind and the

is the first primordial trace of
in the universe of matter and
form (creation) which the finite mind can de
tect or imagine, to which succeeds, in correla

MOTION
action

tion, friction, then electric excitation, and the
result is heat and light translated in various
This electric action is all-powerful,
degrees.
in further correlation, in the production of the
varied phenomena of attraction, or gravitation,
repulsion, and consequent construction and
destruction

(disintegration), contraction, and
expansion variously modified with the associa
tion of light and heat. It is the rapid passage
of electricity from atom to atom, and from one
mass

to another, or from globe to globe, — all

aggregated by the attractive force of electricity,
— which produces, through friction, all the
varied degrees of light, heat, and actinism;
being the associated influence of
heat, attraction, and repulsion
(the
products of electric action) for the promotion
of all chemical effects.
Here we have arranged the only " detect
able" 'forces operating in nature which are
actinism

light,

directly adequate to the production of all the
moving phenomena in the universe, discover
able by finite minds outside of the subjective
mc, or mind-force.
As all forces are indestruc
tible, so mind-force is also an eternally pre
served individual power.
Most of the forces here named are so cor
and blended, or dependent the one
upon the other, that they are said to be
convertible from the one to the other ; but
think it might be said with more propriety,
that each is capable of beiug developed from
related

I

their combination under new conditions.
It is patent to the comprehension of all phi
losophical minds, that motion of every kind
must have a cause, or force, outside of and pro
ducing the motion of matter; as absolute im
mobility—rest — is the necessary condition of
matter in the absence of all external cause or
impelling

motive

force, therefore

there is a

cause or force antecedent to mere motion.

As

forces first named are the adequate
of all that exists, except mindforce, so those forces must be correlated to and

direct

[Makcii,

the

cause

general harmony and adaptable circumstances

of matter, thus evincing wondrous design and
contrivance,
which the undirccting, blind
forces of known matter are incapable of effect
ing, unless guided and impelled by antecedent
forces.
Electricity, associated with light and heat,
produces expansion and contraction, and ap
plies directly as well to animal muscle as to
a piece of iron or wood, and such expansion
and contraction produce muscular operations,
through direction of the will ; but electricity,
heat, and light are inadequate to direct for a
purpose, as that implies understanding — voli

tion; hence direction, with a purpose, can
neither proceed from electricity, heat, or light,
or from any function or quality of known mat
ter, as, for instance, the brain per se ; so the in
dependent mind-force is alone adequate to
direct witli a will, — thus weaving thought into
tangible expression, whether the same be the
unlimited infinite or the limited finite willforce.

This

infinite

will-force comprehends
the
conception and execution of all
existing varieties of organic and inorganic
existences, not directly for every mass or
individual production, but indirectly by laws
unlimited

impressed upon matter, impelling its action.
Here we rise to the dignity of mind preroga
tive in the required direction of forces, for
ultimate purposes, which blind forces have not
volition to pursue.
So science and reasoning teach us that there
is a correlation of forces existing between the
infinite will-force and those material forces de
tected in the production of all existing things;

just

much as the finite will-force is corre
forces, by which to ac
complish its purposes, mainly through the aid
of the varied properties of electricity, including
as

lated with material

of light, heat, actinism, at
production
traction and repulsion, as well as contraction
and expansion.
With all common-sense reasoning, we might
as well call the great variety of man's handi

its

work in machinery the mere uncalculating
heaping together of materials, as to fancy or
assume
that the vast scale and results of me

dependent upon other antecedent unknown
forces or causes, as the chain antecedently
leading to the real primal cause of all known

chanical adaptable operations in nature are not
contrivance, but the mere uncalculating results

existing forces, which primal or unknown
grand first cause, we have a philosophical right
to assume, is an intelligent Will-force, acting

of chance combinations of matter.
Design
being so evident in both, it is worse than folly
to deny it in either.

THE MANLY BOY.

1ST!.]

Thus science, reasoning upon the marvelous
diversity and characteristics of the phenomena
of nature, and upon the consciousness of our
being and responsibility, in all positively and
indisputably
recognizes the existence of a
supreme Ruler and intelligent First Cause for
all sentient, physical, and esthetic existences
and harmonies, to whom we all feel accounta
ble for our acts, and owe our highest love,
gratitude, and admiration, not as an ideal, but
a real embodiment of our profound sensibili
ties.

Our conceptions of such a Being are neces
sarily limited to His unity, perfect wisdom,

"
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I have

no time," was the reply. " I study
the other boys."
" Then
you have had a place already," said
"
the interrogator.
Why did you leave it ? "
have not left it," answered the boy,
quietly.
"But you wish to leave; what is the
"
matter ?
at home, and keep up with

"I

For an instant the child hesitated ; then he
replied, with half-reluctant frankness, " I must
•
do more for my mother ! "
Brave words ! talisman of success anywhere,
They sank into the heart of the
everywhere.
listener, recalling the radiant past.
Grasping

of the astonished child, he said, with
"
My boy, what is yout
quivering voice,
name ? You shall have the first vacancy for
an apprentice that occurs in the bank. If mean

power, and beneficence, while form and place
for such a Being are finitely inconceivable, as
the human mind can conceive of nothing

a

created nature as presented to our
and contemplation — the infinite being,
nnembraceable by the finite reason, just as
unlimited space can not be embraced by the
limited.
Hence our conceptions of that Being

time you need a friend, come to me. But now
Why do you wish
give me your confidence.
to do more for your mother?
Have you no

there a vacant place in this bank which
fill ? " was the inquiry of a boy,
as with glowing cheek he stood before the

JL I could

manager.
" Were
" There is none," was the
you
reply.
told that you could obtain a situation here?
Who recommended you ? "
" No one recommended me, sir,"
calmly an
swered

the boy.

"I

only thought

I

would

see."

There was a straightforwardness in the man
ner, an honest determination in the counte
nance of the lad, which pleased the man of
business and induced him to continue the con
versation.
He said, " You must have friends
who could aid you in obtaining a situation;
"
have you told them ?

The quick flash of

the

deep

blue eyes was

quenched in the overtaking wave of sadness
"
My mother
as he said, though half musingly,
said it would be useless to try without friends ;"
then recollecting himself, he apologized for the
interruption, and was about to withdraw, when
the gentleman detained him by asking why he
did not remain at school for a year or two, and
then enter the business world.

to you."
So saying, the boy left, little dream
ing that his own nobleness of character had
been as a bright glance of sunshine into that
busy world he had so tremblingly entered. A
boy animated by the desire to help his mother

will always find friends. — Selected.
■

♦♦♦

Is rr a Perpetual Motion

?— An esteemed

friend sends us the following communication;
we wait for an explanation :
" There will soon be brought before the pub

'
lic a patent for a new application of motive
power' which promises to be equal in useful
ness to steam or the water-wheel, and it com
bines so much of force and simplicity that an

ocean steamer may under all circumstances be
circular saw, or any
or
safely propelled by
simple machinery may be most economically
and efficiently worked by it.
" Many lone location, destitute of facilities
for ordinary machine power, and those parts of
densely crowded city, where the fire that must
dangerous or in
steam-engine
be used with
is

THE MANLY BOY.

a

" TS

E. TOWXSEND.

I

it,

CHAS.

" My fa
Tears filled his eyes as he replied,
ther is dead, my brothers and sisters are dead,
and my mother and
are left alone to help
each other. But she is not strong, and I wish
to take care of her. It will please her, sir, that
you have been so kind, and I am much obliged

a

consciousness, and the emotions.

father?"

a

are confined to our consciousness and the in
ferential necessities of our existence and sur
80 God exists in the reason, the
roundings.

a

beyond

senses

the hand

secure, will welcome this new power. We sin
cerely congratulate the inventor of this forth

which
for the success
acquisition
crowns his years of patient toil and sacrifice."
coming
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WISDOM.
Asian's good breeding is the best security against
He who reforms him
other people's ill manners.
self lias done more toward reforming the commu
nity than a crowd of noisy, impotent, self-appoint
ed patriots.

Self-Taught.

-"-Many men arc said to be selfNo man was ever taught in any other
Do you suppose a man is a bucket, to be
way.
hung on the well of knowledge and pumped full ?
Man is a creature that learns by the exertion of
his own faculties.
There are aids to learning of
various kinds ; but no matter how many of these
aids a man may be surrounded by, after all, the
And
learning is that which he himself acquires.
whether he be in college or out of college, in
school or out of 6chool, every man must educate
himself. And in our times and our community
every man has the means of doing it.
Charity. — Shakspeare's beautiful definition of
taught.

this chief among human
hear, kindly to judge."

virtues is, " Gently to

To things which you bear with impatience you
should accustom yourself, and by habit you will
bear them well.
Whosoever is afraid of submitting any ques
tion, civil or religious, to the test of free discus
sion, is more in love with his own opinion than
with truth.
Uead9 are excellent things ; but it is better to
of one good head than a monster of

be a man
■seven.

Not he who rides through conquered city's gate,
At head of blazoned hosts, and to the sound
Of victors' trumpets, in full pomp and state
Of war, the utmost pitch has dreamed or found
To which the thrill of triumph can be wound ;
Not he who by a nation's vast acclaim
Is sudden sought and singled out alone,
And, while the people madly shout his name,
Without a conscious purpose of his own
Is swung and lifted to the nation's throne ;
But he who has all single-handed stood,
With foes invisible on every side,
And, unsuspected of the multitude,
The force of fate itself has dared, defied.
And conquered silently —
Ah, that soul knows
In what white heat the blood of triumph glows !

Vice

at the beginning is all bright ; and so long
as wicked men arc prosperous
they have no lack

of friends ; but when the sun of their prosperity
it will sooner or later, and it begins to be
dark, they become separated one from another and
find themselves all at once without friends. Noth
ing in this world is so heartless as men who have
had fellowship in vice together.
Motives of self
ishness unite them, and when these fall they fall
sets, as

asunder.

[Mabch,

Look npward and onward.
We learn to climb by keeping our eyes,
Not on the pant, the valleys that lie
Behind, — but on the mountains that
Rise before us.

TnAT thief in Mississippi who stole a heavy car
pet-bag at the railroad station and carried it five
He found
miles before opening it was well sold.
its contents to be about a half bushel of Bibles.
It is to be hoped that so sacred a prize led to his
reformation.

MIRTH.
Here

is the latest edition of the Boston school

boy's composition on that most interesting of our

animals —
" The Horse."
" The horse is the most usefull
animal in the World.
So is the Cow. I once had
thirteen Ducks and two was drakes and a Skunk
killed One. he smeltd Orful. I knew a Boy
which had 7 chickens but His father would not
let him rais Them and so he got mad and so ho
boared a Hole in his mothers Wash tub.
I wish
I Had a horse —a horse weighs 1000 pounds."
Endeavor,
if possible, to keep a clear con
science, and two or three clean shirts. Rise with
Be above
the lark, but avoid larks in the evening.
ground in all dwellings, and above board in all
Love your neighbors as yourself,
your dealings.
but don't have too many of them in the same
house with you.
A schoolgirl was recently asked at an examin
ation, by the gentleman, to tell him what Adam
lost by his fall; and when pressed, she replied,
" I suppose it was his hat."
A dentist, trying in vain to extract a decayed
took from a lady's mouth, gave up the task with
this apology : " The fact is, madam, it is impossi
ble for anything bad to come from your mouth."
A colored mail-carrier in Virginia was recently
well shaken by a man for kicking his dog. " Looka-hcre, massa," said he, " you'd better be keerful
how you shake tliis chile ! cos when you shakes
me, you shakes the whole of the United States : I
carries its mails."
" Madam," said a cross-tempered physician to a
" if women were admitted to paradise,
patient,
domestic

" And
their tongues would make it purgatory."
some physicians,
if allowed to practice there," re
plied the lady, " would soon make it a desert."
The following is the text of nn advertisement
as it appeared

" Lost or

in a Tennessee

paper :

from the scriber a ahepe all
over white — one. leg was black and half his body ;
all persons shall receive live dollars to bring him."
A rural gentleman somewhat versed in geo
graphical matters, but not in bookmaking, took a
" it
volume to a binder and requested him to " tlx
nicely. The binder asked if he should have it
"Oh, no;" the customer re
bound in russia.
" Russia is too far ofl, — I'd rather have it
plied :
'
done here."
strade
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WIFE."

A slow-paying

[Somebody advertises for a partner in his domestic
joys iu the following amusing style :]
Her element quite ;
Face intellectual,
Pie crust, especially,
Cfior and tone,
Warranted light.
All the accessories,
Common accomplishments,
Strictly home grown.
But in a word.
Bret—here I hesitate —
Those of a useful kind
Rather like bine,
Greatly preferred.
Black not an obstacle,
Haze] would do.
Little bit musical,
—
Nose of the Grecian type
Able to sing
Claribel, Gabriel,
Not to seem proud,
Somelittle latitude
That sort of thing.
Therein allowed.
Lady of such a stamp
Figure that's squeezable,
Wanting a beau,
Plump, but not fat,
Strictly in confidence,
Steerclear of scra^iness,
Knows where to go.
Couldn't stand that.
(Here follow the name and
address in full.)
Quiet and lady-like,
Dresseswith taste,
P. S.— Applicant penniless,
Ditto with tin —
Ankle displayable,
Catterisparibus,
Latter would win.

)ur

Seat little waist.
£of home duties.
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customer who had contracted a
in a store, find whose faculty of Con

heavy debt

scientiousness

was rather

more

The merchant

credit.

questionable,
said,

"

requested

I

urn about

getting a new set of books, mid wish to close mat
ters in the old ones, so it is not convenient to credit
now ; hut if you will pay up your old account,
when I get my new hooks, and when I put your
name In them, I will give you what credit you may
ask." The customer said he would make arrange
ments accordingly.
In due time lie came to the
store, bringing his family with him with the in
tention of getting a big supply of goods,
lie paid
the old bill, and then showed the merchant a cata
logue of articles as long as his arm which ho
wished to buy. Tho storekeeper asked him if he
" Why, no ; I
had the money to pay for them.
thought when I paid my account on your old
books, and you put my name on the new, I could
" Ah, but your
get as much credit as I wanted."
name is not on my new books — and is not going
on."

j|urpi.

j|cnforiat

[In this Department will he noticed such matters as are of interest to correspondents nnd to the general reader.
Contribution* for " What They Say " should be brief, pointed, and creamy, to secure publication.]

a

is

Cousins.

a

is
a

son or
Am. The first cousin of
person
The children of
of his uncle or annt.
The children
ordinary cousins arc second cousins.
of first cousins who marry together are double
daughter

cousins.
second cousin his parents
person's
Ques. Is
first cousin
person
nephew in the second
Am. Such
second cousin
degree to parents of the one who
is
a

is

to him.

Ckeed. — Will you please inform
Henry Ward
what religious denomination
Bccchcr belongs to
Presbyterian others,
An*. Some call him
Univcr
He has been called
Congregationalism

His

me

a

;

a

I

it

A

to each other

a

I

a

A

Second

? a

Sinking Ships. — About twenty-five or

read in many newspapers in the
thirty years ago
old country of
man named "Warner" who
u-eil to sink boats in u way that
could not un
was
fixed in one of the largest
A
day
derstand.
seaports of England, on which thousands of peo
ple assembled to sec whether
was true that he
could do as he announced.
new ship was lying out in the anchorage some
distance from the shore.
A few minutes before
the hour set for the trial, lie paced back and forth
•long the pier, and when the time was up, he bade
the spectators to take notice, and the only other
*onl he said was "mark."
little smoke was
then seen over the ship, and bhe almost instantly

First Cousins and

— Are the children of first cousins second cousins

a

:

»

vinegar for eight or ten duys, then apply them on
the corns.
This dressing should be applied twice
day, and in a few days the corns will be removed.

?

method of re

?

— The following

given in La
moving these troublesome growths
Santi Macerate the tender leaves of ivy in strong

1

is

I

is

it

a

a

if

if

Am. We do not now recall the facts in this case.
The ship may have been sunk by the use of torpe
does, or other explosive agents fired by electricity.
During our late war one McKay,
ship builder of
Boston,
said to have offered for sale to England
submarine
battery of such destructive
power
that whole line of naval ships could be destroyed
in twinkling.
Others may be able to give
by
more specific information on the subject than wc.
a

of "General Interest" only

trifl U answered in this department. We have no space
to gnilify idle curiosity.
One question only at a time,
and that clearly stated, must be propounded,
corre
spondentshall expect us to give him the benefitof its early
evnsideration. Questions of ]>ertonal interest uill be
a stamp be inclosed for
promptlyemtcered by letter,
thereturn postage.

Corns.

sank.
heard that this Warner was living in the
time of the Russian war, and that
the l:»t
have
heard of him.
Hoping you will give me some
on
the
light
subject, and by what power he did it,
remain, etc.

I

Questions

^orrcspoubents.

a

)ur
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salist; also, a Latitudinarian. We jrKM«hebelongs
to Mr. Beeehcr's church, which the wicked call a
Mr. B. is said to have described " The
theater.
Church " — not his in particular — as a moral hospital
established for the good of sin-sick souls, of which
If our correspondent
every individual has need.
will address Mr. B. personally, who " still lives,"
he may get a more direct and satisfactory answer
to his question.

Best

Blood

Purifier, etc. — Just

please find a stamp —
three questions — inclosed,
1st,
please answer them immediately, if you can.
What is the best blood puriflcr— what preparation
now made? 8d, What phrenological developments
3d, What are
cause an intense desire for writing?
the dead nations? Do Babylon, Nineveh, Jerusa
lem, and Pompeii belong to them ? Explain fully,
If you please, this last, as I wish to writo in regard
to them.
Ann. Certainly, if you had signed your name to

your letter that we might know whom to address.
Again, we must protest against trying to read let
Why not
ters written in pencil — or in pale Ink.
write in a bold, plain hand in bright black ink 1
1st, The best blood purifier
Now to the question.
is good food, pure water, fresh air, — temperate
habits—right living ; not patent medicines, not
whisky and molasses, with sarsaparilla, not bit
2d, Writing is a
ters, not drugs of any kind.
mode of using one's faculties, rather than a special
One with Language large,
tendency of the mind.
rcflectives large, and of strong imagination and of
retired habits, would naturally take to writing iu
order to express his thoughts. Sd, The dead na
tions of the world — it would occupy too much
There must have
space here to specify them all.
been some radical defect in those great nations
mentioned, or they would not have become obso
They had too little Christianity and practical
lete.
science to lay deep the foundations of enduring
In Kossuth's " Future of Nations,"
prosperity.
ho takes the true ground, viz., that no nation can
endure which is not based on Christian principles.
These principles are not monarchical, but demo
We refer you to
cratic, republican, and eternal.
for specific details.
any good encyclopedia

I

Butter-Tree. — have heard of a tree
Is there such
in Africa called the "butter-tree."
a vegetable production ?
An*. In the interior of Africa, especially near
It
tree.
Rabba, is found this highly remarkable
American
an
first glance resembles
at the
that when the
oak, and is so highly appreciated
forests are cleared for cultivation, the butter-tree
The kernel of the fruit, similar to
Is preserved.
the olive, is first dried in the sun, then boiled in
Under this
water, and deprived of its thin shell.
is found a white, mush-like matter, which is more
delicious than our butter, and affords a branch of
industry for the inhabitants, and tin important
commodity for the inland trade. When exposed
to the air it changes in flavor, but does not so
quickly become rancid as the butter we Christians
are accustomed

to cat.

[March,

Red Hands and Feet. — Can

me the cause of red hands

you tell

and feet, or anything

that will prevent It ?
Am. At first this question was a poser. But
on second thought it comes to us how to answer.
It is the blood which causes the " red," and the way
to prevent it is to stop eating and breathing.
you continue to eat and to breathe, you will con
tinue to make red blood, and have red hands and
feet.
But we see nothing very dreadful in the
"red." On the contrary, we rather like it. We
have seen persons so white and bloodless that they
looked ghastly.
There are some who even paint
in order to look " red." Be resigned.
Be thank
ful that you have hands and feet. If feverish,

If

bathe them.

Snakes. — Why is it that persons feel

so strange at the sight of a snake ?

An*. Some people don't. Most persons think
there is a natural aversion in mankind to snakes,
but very much of it is the result of early training.
Most people are very averse to touching a frog or
a lizard.
Tastes and
Some people eat them.
prejudices are the offspringof instruction.

Bathing. — Should the water used for
bathing purposes be hot, or should it be cold ?
This depends on circumstances.
If the person be
so feeble that cold water chills the system to a
painful degree, so that it can not readily react,
There arc instan
then tepid or warm water is best.
ces when fomentations are useful to allay pain
caused

by ague, rheumatism,

etc.

In

other cases

of illness — fever, for example —cold water is best.
For persons in health, cold water for daily bathing
No matter what whimsical
is every way the best.
people may 6ay, hot water enervates, while cold
water exhilarates and tones up the system of those
in health.

Oratory. — Will "a subscriber"

re

fer to the number and page of the Journal In
which he read the statement that " oratory is an
art to be acquired?"
Perhaps the context docs
Eloquence
not convey that absolute meaning.
but its effects,
depends much on temperament,
when practical and durable, are due in large meas
of what is
ure to the orator's clear discernment
needed by the occasion, and his ability not only
to inflame but also to convince the minds of his
utterances without
Merc impassioned
auditors.
earnest common sense may excite, but the excite
ment soon abates and no moving effect remains.

To Remove

the Hair. — What will

permanently remove hair ? There is a friend of
mine who lias tried pulling it out, but it grows
I think the roots must be destroyed.
again.
An*. Tes, you must *Hn or scalp the person if
It will be useless to put on
you would succeed.
drugs, powders, or any other killing substances.
Just skin the person, and you will have no further
trouble.
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His Opinion. — J. U.,

MENTORIAL

|»8.
asserting a sub

claim to have a cliat with the editor,
writes : As editors are supposed
always to have
time to listen to the criticisms or flatteries of their
subscribers
in relation to their journals, I, like a
dutiful subscriber, take my turn with perhaps a
hundred others, who with inherent Yankee audac
ity suppose they have an Interest in every man's
scriber's

business.

I have taken the Journal upward of two years.
first subscribed for six months, thinking that
would be long enough to amuse myself with a
journal of " one idea ;" but on becoming acquaint
ed with its character
I could not make up my
mind to dismiss it from my list of periodicals,
While
which average from six to eight yearly.
■ the
popular press abounds with enervating fiction,
and instead of being the leader of public opinion,
falls into the train of the lower faculties and min
isters to the fashionable evils of the age, I admire
the manly independence with which your Journal
meets the various questions and interests of society.
It deserves an honorable place among the reform
ers of the day. But I will " let go of your button "
and wish you good-morning.

I

The Journal in Indiana. —The

fol

lowing letter from the Superintendent of the In
diana House of Refuge will be found interesting :
Mr dbar Sir: Please find Inclosed herein a
draft on New York, payable to your order for fifty
dollars, which is for twenty-five copies of tho
A. P. J. for the current year. I think the premi
um list which you have offered the present year is
I have no doubt but many will think
very liberal
the inducement sufficient to justify them in inter
I have
esting themselves in soliciting subscribers.
long desired to see the circulation of the Journal
increased ; and as an inducement
for the people
in this neighborhood to subscribe for It, I have re
duced the subscription price to two dollars, which
you will see does not give me an opportunity to
However, I be
compete for the large premiums.
lieve that twenty subscriber*, at two dollars each,
entitles me to a "Student's Set," worth ten doll
ars. Should you choose to send me this I will not
object. I inclose herein a list of the names of the
The first thirteen are the names of
subscribers.
the officers of the institution.
The boys — the In
mates of this institution — always welcome the ap
pearance of the Journal, and they take a deep
interest in perusing its columns.
The three cop
ies which you so kindly donated to our boys last
year were highly appreciated
Should
by them.
you feel that you can gratuitously furnish the
boys with one or more copies for the current
year, I can assure you that they will be apprecia
ted by those for whose benefit they are sent.
Per
mit me to add that I am of the opinion that your
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noble Journal is accomplishing more toward
imparting self-knowledge and toward elevating
and humanizing our race than any other journal
You have my cordial sup
published In America.
With regrets
port and most hearty indorsement.
that I can not send you a larger list of subscribers,
P. B. ainsworth,
I am faithfully yours,
Superintendent.

A

Sad Case. — [For the benefit of our

and in the interest of Immunity, wc
submit the following letter from an Indiana lady.
It may also be useful, in an admonitory way, to the
unmarried. — Editor Phrenological Journal.]
law-makers,

Sir : Being a reader of the Journal, I take the
liberty to address a few lines to you, giving a brief
history of my life, thinking, perhaps, that in my
great sorrow you might suggest something where
I am a native of Penn
by I might be benefited.
sylvania; was brought up on a farm, and at the
Shortly after my marage of eighteen married.
riuge I learned that my husband was in his proper
element when
quarreling with some one. He
quarreled with all my relatives, and tried by tam
pering with my letters and in various ways to ali
enate me from them.
In order to keep peace with
him, I did not let him know I knew of those little
underhanded games which he practiced.
His own
brothers and sisters were my friends, and through
them I would occasionally hear from my parents.
Is once offended by any person, no
When Mr.
mutter how slight the ofTcnse, he never will be
on speaking terms with those persons again, even
if those parties arc desirous of renewing acquaint
ance.
For the six years I lived with my husband I
was as it were between two fires : my people would
censure me for clinging to him, and he would
do likewise for my wanting to hold intercourse
even with my parents.
I tried to do my duty to
both parties.
After I had in part learned his dis
position, I thought by kindness, love, and forbear
ance to improve liim, and had much confidence in
my ability to accomplish it. I thought that there
must be some love In his heart for the woman he
called wife.
I never crossed him in anything
whatever, consequently wo never had an open out
right and downright quarrel till our separation.
At the age of fourteen I became a church mem
ber, and faithfully adhered to my Christian prin
I knew before I mar
ciples up to my marriage.
ried that my husband's religious views were not
mine ; we had that point perfectly understood and
sacredly talked of before marriage : wc were not
to interfere with each other's religious sentiments.
After marriage, for almost six years I was circum
stanced so that I could not conveniently attend
church: I thought my young children needed my
care, and as long as was needed at home, did not
try to go. When my third haby was eighteen
months old, I made an attempt to attend divine
worship, leaving the children In my husband's
care.
I united with the church, and on my return
I told him what I had done As he never attends

I
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orthodox churches, his anger knew no bounds,
hterarjj potices.
and for three mouths it was one tirade of abuse.
not.
mattered
but
it
church,
the
up
I anally {rave
He taught my little boys to use tcrribk language to
There is a kind of physiognomy in the titlei of bookt
no leas than in the faces of men, by which a skillful ob
He struck me, and told me repeat
their mother.
" dig server will know as well what to expectfrom the one as
my days, to
edly, if I wished to lengthen
the other.— Butler.
out," until finally I was compelled to. I wept
and plead, for the little ones' sakes, for a recon
ciliation, but it was of no use. I had set him at
The Cosmos and the Logos; or, the
defiance, he said, in regard to the church, and I
Two Great Books of Nature and Revelation.
Being a History of the Origin and Progression of
I took my baby and went
must hold him so.
the Universe, from Cause' to EtTect;"morc par
away, leaving my two darling boys with him.
ticularly of the Earth and the Solar System ; the
After I was gone two weeks, a sister of his in New
modus operandi of the Creation of Vegetables,
Animals, and Man ; and how they are the Types
York wrote to me to stay away from him ; that he
and Symbols by which the Creator wrote" the
had a wife in New York State ; had lived with her
Illustrated by the first chapters of
Logos.
and
him,
left
she
until
her
12mo; pp. 501.
six years, and abused
By George Field.
Genesis.
that he never had been divorced from her ; so, you
Price, $2 50. New York : S. R. Wells.
sec, I lived six years with a man in an unholy con
This is certainly a singular book ; singular in
we
I have no
nection, perfectly ignorant of the fact.
the fact that it is different from any other that
There are hundred*! of works
object in making this most truthful statement
have ever seen.
save to get your advice how to deal with this man,
which profess to explain or refute the physical
It is almost a year
in order to get my little boys.
truthfulness of the Mosaic account of the creation
success, but
I could have the man arrested,
since I left them.
and the flood, with more or less of
as this
and In that way get the children, so I am told ;
none of them which treat the subjects
entirely
but to me it seems terrible indeed to arrest a man
author does ; in fact, he strikes out an
I have called husband, the father of my children. original idea, and recasts it in a new mold; nor
imaginary
Then, again, I could steal the children ; but my
does it appear to be a merely fanciful or
abun
and
in
most
the
following
his
by
of
sustains
arc
he
that
apprehensive
one
people
one, but
indeed,
juring the family in some way, and I am too. He
dant and copious authorities and reasons ;
actu
to murder the whole
threatened
has repeatedly
it is amazing what an amount of evidence he
'tribe," and writes that before another year he
ally brings forward to sustain his novel and pecu
true
will have my little girl. This evening I received
liar ideas. And if those ideas are really the
another letter from him, stating how he had
ones, which, while reading his proofs and argu
of
taught my boys to disrespect me, and how very ill
ments, it seems difficult to dispute, then most
to reconcile
Perhaps that is true, but I hope
one of them was.
the books which have been written
written over
not; I can not rely upon anything he says. My
Genesis and geology will have to be
late husband was a very poor provider. I have
There are certaiuly no sophistical evasions
again.
had my little ones ask for bread when I had none
in this book, or any attempts to cover up difficul
is fully and
I have cried at times for very hun
to give them.
ties, but every apparent discrepancy
astonishing to
ger ; and when I could wash or sew or earn a
squarely met ; indeed, it is almost
but a
done with
penny, I did so. Poverty I could endure,
6ee how unequivocally this is done, yet
of being able
hell upon earth, never. I am poverty-stricken
the full and undoubting confidence
under
myself, and have so lately supported myself by
to reconcile it with truth, when properly
It is, dear sir, through great an
teaching school.
stood.
in
guish of heart and mind that I have written this,
The main point on which the writer dwells
in the
com
to
be
contained
whereby
word,
a
narrative
a
hint,
to
gain
Scriptural
the
to
hoping
regard
it is purely
Will you please to overlook all errors and
forted.
first eleven chapters of Genesis is, that
*
*
*
the great error has
that
alleges
and
imperfections, and answer this privately ?
symbolical;
And this
the lady to con
been in giving it a literal interpretation.
[We wrote at length ; advised
of
which our
services
the
sult a civil magistrate, and to enlist
point Is sustained by the evidences
discovered
the facts
good men who may be acquainted with
ethnologists and archaeologists have
view of the
in the case, and to secure the best conditions pos
within the past fifty years ; and this
The whole
It is a " hard case," which good men may
sible.
subject is particularly interesting.
new
entirely
an
is
and
ideas,
relieve.—
to
new
Ed.]
of
ought
and
work is full
and presentation of the modus operan
embodiment
The Phrenological Journal has di of the creation of the physical universe and the,
but
been improved in typographical appearance,
and man, and such
origin of vegetables, animals,
to
we do not think it is possible for its literature
be deeply interesting to every
to
fail
not
can
as
Its content* in
be rendered more instructive.
It should be especially so to the
cultivated mind.
read, and then for
general are not to be hurriedly
for, if the
the man of science,
and
Christian
if pe
gotten like that of some periodicals ; but
forever settle
must
correct,
it
are
views
author's
rused thoughtfully, it will assuredly be greatly
which the record
the question of the true relation
Courier, 111.
beneficial

to the reader.— College

our mentorial bureau.
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in Genesis bears to geology and astronomy,
and
remove the possibility of any discrepancy existing
between them.
We can not do better than com

for political and religious freedom.
Paris was the
Berlin is to-day the head. Ev
ery body is now studying German.
Dr. Comfort
makes it easy in his riew reader.
heart of Europe.

mend this work to the serious attention of all who
in such subjects.
For sale at this
office.
are Interested

The Laws

Notes

.and the
Wines of the Ancients. By Rev. William Patton, D.D.
One vol., 12m o; pp. 129; cloth.
Price, 70 cents.
New York : National Tempe
rance Society.
Thanks, thanks, to author and publishers for
this really good book.
It presents the whole
matter of Bible temperance
and the wines of
ancient times in a new, clear, and satisfactory
manner, developing the laws of fermentation,
and
giving a large number of references and statistics
never before collected, showing conclusively the
existence of unfermented wine in the olden time.
The same publishers have j-.tst issued The
Illustrated Tempekance Alphabet, contain
ing the A B C of Temperance, with appropriate
rhymes, by Edward Carswell, which makes an
exceedingly
interesting and effective Temperance
lecture for children.
Every child should have
one. Price, 25 cents.
Also John Swig ; or, the
Effect of Jones' Argument.
By the same author.
An illustrated poem, giving a description of John
"
Swig, with his
Beehive Inn," and what happened
there.
Price, 15 eta.

Insanity in Women:
Course,

The Causmion,

and Treatment of Reflex Insanity in
Women. By Horatio Robinson Storcr, M.D.,
I.L.B., of Boston.
One vol., 12mo; pp. 236;
cloth. Price, $1 50. Boston: Lce<fc Shepard.
Who but a well-versed psychologist can draw a
sharp line of demarkation between sanity and in
sanity? Who can classify with absolute accuracy
the sound and the unsound? How many shades,
phases, and degrees are there In the insane ?
When Is insanity total, and when only partial ?
Dr. Storer has given us the best he can on the sub
ject, and here are the headings of his chapters :
Selection of Special Topics; Point previously at
tained ; Work to be done ; The Brain the Seat of
Insanity, not always of its Cause ; Explanation of
distant Causation : Causation
of Insanity often
Pelvic in Women ; Rationale of Pelvic Causation of
Insanity ; Indications of Treatment.
More light is wanted on the whole subject.

A German Reader

:
To succeed the
Course.
By George M. Comfort, A.M.,
Professor of Modern Languages and Esthetics
in Alleghany College, Meadville, Pa., and author
of " A German Course." One volume, 12mo;
pp. 432; cloth, leather back.
Price $2. New
York : Harper A Brothers.
German

Explanatory

on the Gospels.

of Fermentation,

and

Practical

Designed for Sunday-school
Teachers and Bible-classes.
By Albert Barnes,
author of " Notes on the Psalms," " Lectures
on the Evidences of Christianity," etc., in two
volumes.
Vol. Two. Revised' edition. With
a Chronological Table, Tables of Weights, etc.,
an
and
Index. 12mo; pp.456 and 432; cloth.
Price, $1 50. Harper & Brothers.
Among the many literary productions of a most

studious, temperate, and well-spent life, these notes
on the Gospels will be highly prized.
They are
among the latest and best expressions of the great
and good man who, though dead, yet liveth in his

works.

Reading

Lessons in

Steno-Phonog-

kapht in Accordance with Munson's Com

plete Phonographer, having Special Reference
to the Use of Word-Signs and Formation of Phra
ses ; with Directions for Self-Instruction.
By
Eliza B. Burns.
For sale at this office.
50 cts."

Every student of Phonography who uses Mun
instruction book should obtain a copy of
this little work. An engraved page of Phonogra
phy, with a printed key opposite, illustrates each
principle as it is taken up and treated in the
" Complete Phonographer." The wording of the
lessons is ingeniously managed: and while the
reading matter is entertaining, no word is admit
ted that is not written in strict accordance with
the rules already given.
Each exercise is accom
panied by brief explanations
of the leading prin
ciples illustrated.
The author has been a teacher
and active propagandist of Phonography for
twenty years.
son's

The William Henry
Mrs. A. M. Diaz.

Letters.

Our Young Folks, for all young folks just begin
ning to read and to write letters.

Fair France.

Impressions of a Travel
er. By the Author of " John Halifax, Gentle
man," "A Brave Lady," etc. One vol., 12mo;
pp. 238; cloth.
Price, $1 50. New York: Har
per & Brothers.
Vivid descriptions of life-scenes in France by
this most fascinating writer. It is almost as good
as a journey to see a country and Its people through
a book written with such cultured eyes and intel
lect.

The Public Ledger Almanac for 1871
as full of statistical information

The French language is spoken to a considerable
extent at all the continental courts of Europe.
It was for many years the most fashionable Euro

is

pean

A Siren. By T. Ailolphus Trollope,
"

A change is coming over the
The liberty-loving Teutonic race, so long
divided1 and so long cut up into petty states and
kingdoms, is uniting, concentrating, and striking
world.

language.

By-

With Illustrations. One vol.,
pp. 257; cloth. Price, $1 50. Boston:
Fields, Osgood & Co.
Here is instruction and entertainment from
12mo;

as its prede
More than 80,000 have been printed by
George W. Childs, Philadelphia.

cessors.

au
Lindisfarn Chase," etc. 8vo; paper;
pp. 154. 50 cts. New York: Harper & Brothers.
No. 353 of the Library of Select Novels.
thor of
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The Young Pioneers of the North
of " The

west. By Dr. C. H. Pearson, author
Illustrated. One
Cabin on the Prairie," etc.
Bos
vol., 12ino ; pp. 331; cloth. Price, $1 25.
ton : Lee & Shepard.
" The Frontier Scries" embraces five illustrated
Prairie; 2d, Plant
volumes: 1st, The Cabin on the
Miles' Walk
Thousand
A
;
3d,
ing the Wilderness
in a
across South America ; 4th, Twelve Nights
Pioneers of
Young
The
and
5th,
Camp,
Hunter's
All hooks for boys and girls, in
the Northwest
and
which the old folks will find entertainment
live a part of their lives over again.

the Mer

op

Shakspeare's Comedy
Edited
chant of Venice.

with Notes by Wil
Master of
liam J. Rolfe, A.M., formerly the Head
With enMass.
the High School, Cambridge,
flex
One vol., 12mo ; pp. 108; cloth,
graviugs.
ible. 80 cts. New York : Harper & Brothers.
A capital little hand-book for the use of thoso
Why not
who prefer to read Shakspeare in parts.
?
the whole, divided in the same style

History of Louis XIV.
"

By John

S.

The History of Napoleon
C. Abbott, author of
vol.,
Bonaparte," etc. With Illustrations. One
20. New York :
12mo ; pp. 410 ; cloth. Price, «1

Harper & Brothers.
Dr. Abbott has read history to some purpose.
what he has
He reproduces with wonderful facility
to
attractive
more
be
can
learned, and no author
tkose who seek multum inparvo.

Birth

and

Education.

By

Marie

Translated from the Swedish
Sophie Schwartz.
12mo ; paper,
by Selma Borg and Marie A. Brown.
pp.290. Price, $1. Boston : Lee & Shepard.
Mrs. Schwartz is one of the most profific Swe
are
dish story writers. The. American publishers
bringing out her works In the best style compat
ible with cheapness.

Messrs. James R. Osgood & Co.,

an extensive
late Fields, Osgood & Co., announce
list of works by our best authors to be published
will be
during the present year. Titles and prices
issued
were
of
Juveniles
series
A
given as issued.
welcomed.
for the holidays, which are always
Here are the titles of several :
; or, the Little Glass Slipper.
By Alfred
original colored engravings.
Price, 25 cents.
ericks.
Quarto.

Cindhrella

With
Fred

By
for American Children.
The Famous Discoverer —
popular authors.
The Wonderful Sleeper— The Brave Patriots
Richly illustrated with
The Good President.
Price, 50 oenU.
sixteen full-page pictures.
Wolf.
Little Red Ridino Hood and the Wicked
By Alfred
With original colored pictures.
Fredericks. Price, 25 cents.

Brave Ballads

The Cryptogram. " A

Novel.

By James
"

Cord
The Dodge Club""
De Mille, author of
" The American Baron," etc.
and Creese,"
Octavo; pp. 901 ; cloth.
With Illustrations.
Price, 81 75. New York : Harper & Brothers.
charac
An illustrated romance, full of striking
such as story readers seem to de

ters and pictures,

light in.

Demorest's

Illustrated Monthly

Mirror of Fashions.
morocco,

red

[March,

VII.

Vol.

embossed,

makes

1870. Bound in
a beautiful book

for the center-table, and contains much valuable
as
reading matter for the family circle, as well
sup
Whoever
visitors.
waiting
for
amusement
it eau
poses that because it is a fashion magazine
therefore have no really good sense very much mis
We could name the articles of "Jennie
takes it.
June" and Madame Demorcst, which alone are
well worth the subscription price for a year ; also.
which many
from
Answers to Correspondents,
useful hints can be drawn.

Woven of Many Threads.

A

Novel.

vol., octavo; pp. 128; cloth. Price, $1.
Boston : James R. Osgood & Co.
An interesting story written in good taste, and
handsomely published.
One

A

Comic

Songster.

A

Collection

of

Humorous Songs set to Music, and universally
Sung. To which are added a few old Comic
The whole being a sequel to the cele
Songs.
Octavo ; pp. 64 ;
brated 100 Comic Songs.
Price, GO eta. Boston : Oliver Ditson
boards.
& Co.
" Here is richness," in such songs as delight
Were the Rev. John Wesley here in
the worldly.
arc
not sure but that he would sing
we
the body,
stirring tunes.
psalms and hymns to some of these
all
He once protested against the devil's having
—
know.
you
the bat tunes

The New Monthly Magazine.

Price,

No. 1, Vol. I., fur January, 1871, pub
$3 a year.
Edited by W. P.
lished in Nashville, Tenn.
Harrison, D.D., under the auspices of the Meth
odist Episcopal Church South.
dividing
We had hoped that the imaginary lines
our country North and South had been oblitera
?
Must wc have more of Mason and Dixon
ted.
The New Monthly is certainly a handsome maga
— not sec
zine, well edited, and deserves a general
—
—
—
tional circulation.
and
Popular Encyclopedia
Editor.
L. Colange,
Universal Dictionary.
Philadelphia : T. ElQuarto. 50 cts. a number.
wood Zell.
— Sweater;
Nos. 51 to 54, including Sanguinarily
all extra numbers—and sent gratis to subscribers

Zei.l's

— because 50 numbers, as first promised, could not
which the
contain the full complement of words
editor desired to include iu this valuable publica
tion.

The Song Messenger —a

monthly

and Cady, of
journal published by Messrs. Root
publi
—
progressive
a
sprightly
is
Chicago, Illinois

well adapted to keep the reader informed
Only
is going on in the world of music.
what
as to
cation,

$2 a year.

"The Heavenly State,"

and

"Fu

Henry
Two Sermons by
ture Punishment."
pp. *J.
Pamphlet;
Octavo.
Ward Bcecher.
New York: T. B. Ford <teCo.
Price, 20 cents.
which arc now
Two sermons of special interest,
handsomely published in pamphlet form.
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TWO INVENTORS

THE
cans

applications

OF THE DAY:

[Whole No.

381.

HENRY BURDEN— ELIAS P. NEEDHAM.

for patents by Ameri

annually arc counted by thousands,
and embrace' every department
of human

The highest esthetic taste finds
interest.
among the number some delicate contrivance
adapted to contribute

to its enjoyment, while
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in the domain
carried

seems

of practical life invention
to such an extreme that the

thoughtful mind is lost in amazement when
contemplating the endless variety of mechan
ical appliances which here and there spring
from busy brains.
Never was there such activity of invention

history of mankind as at the
The progress of civilized
present day.
society during the past half century may be
estimated from the time and labor-saving
and
devices which have been produced
The ad
adapted to our every-day uses.
vancement of scientific research and inven
tion seem commensurate.
So conspicuous is the inventive element in

within

the

character

American

that

there

is scarcely

nothing more interesting in the wide and
complicated extent of American affairs than
of our inventors and their
a consideration
No one will question the asser
inventions.
tion, that he who contrives a machine or a
process by which a desirable result is ob
tained with less manual labor and in a shorter
space of time than it could have been obtained
before is the world's benefactor.
Here we present to the reader two " men
of the day," who, each in his sphere, have
contributed

to benefit humanity.

One em

ployed the talents of intellect and imagination
which his Maker has given him in seeking

out some new methods by which the toilers
with hand and arm may be more or less re
lieved ; the other, in the domain of esthetic
life,

has

sought

offer

to

unworthy that soul's use
gratification in the "art
What more could be said
to your attention ? First,

not

something

which yearns for
divine" of music.
to commend

them

let us consider

HENRY BURDEN.
On the preceding page we have a represen
tation of the head and face of one who was
an original thinker.

There

is strength

(not
The brain was

brilliancy) in every feature.
large, of good quality, and so developed as to
give, first, originality — the why-and- where
fore faculty ; secondly, powers of observation
— seeing quickly and clearly into the core of
There is vastly more thought than
verbal expression exhibited in these features.
Language was moderately developed ; he

subjects.

was but

an indifferent

speaker ;

doubtless

[April,

lacked language in giving the fullest expres
sion to his ideas. Compare this head with that
of Dickens, who almost drowns his thoughts

in words

of Phillips, or Sumner, or

: or that

other orators, and the difference

will

at onco

This head resembles those of the

be seen.

great engineers Brunei, Stephenson, and oth
of a worker.
ers, and is the organization
There was more prose than poetry here ; more
work than talk ; more real invention than

imagination or fancy. In short, it is the
likeness of just such a character as the head
and face indicate.
Observe that chin, that jaw, that mouth,
that nose, those cheek-bones, that forehead,
— how strongly marked I How high the
head, from the ear upward ! and (if it could
be seen) how long from the front to the rear !

It

is also broad.

There is more Firmness

and

perseverance than Self-Esteem or assurance,
more Constructiveness,
Size, Weight, Order,
etc., than Ideality or music.
is large Causality

There

and Comparison,

giving the power of comprehending princi
We will not en
ples and scientific analysis.
large

on

the

developments,

phrenological

leaving the reader to do this for himself.
The following biographical sketch, from ma
terial furnished
by the American Artisan,
can not fail to interest.

Henry Burden was born at Dunblane,
April 20th, 1791. His father was

Scotland,

a small farmer ; and it was while a youth, en
gaged on the farm, that the son gave evi
dence of inventive

genius

by making with

machinery from
the roughest materials, with but few tools
His first marked success was
and no models.
hands

his own

labor-saving

He af
in constructing a threshing-machine.
terward engaged in erecting grist-mills and
During
making various farm implements.
this period he attended the school of William
Hawley,

an accomplished

afterward,

arithmetician

in America as a machinist
went to Edinburgh, and
course of studies embracing
gineering, and drawing.
country

; and

having resolved to try his fortunes
and inventor,

he

entered

upon a
mathematics, en

Arriving in this
himself to the

in 1819, he devoted

improvement of agricultural implements. His
first effort was to make an improved plow,

which took the first premium at three county
In 1820 he invented a cultivator, which

fairs.

INVENTORS OF THE DAT.

TWO

1871.]

if not the first, ever put
in practical operation in this country.
In
1822 he took his first patent, which was for

was among the first,

a hemp and flax

he removed

machine.

In

the same year

from Albany to Troy, where he

became the agent of what was then known
as " The Troy Iron and Nail Factory," then a
comparatively

insignificant concern.

For

a

A

patent was obtained

by Mr. Burden, in

machinery for rolling pud
dled iron into bars, and in the same year he
1849, for improved

obtained

an extension

for the further term of

years of his horse-shoe patent of 1835.
In 1854 his patent of 1840 for the " rotary
"
His
squeezer was extended for seven years.
last patent was that for the final improve
seven

period of over forty years he devoted himself
to the development
of this establishment.
Mr.
From the position of superintendent,
Burden gradually made his way upward un

ment on the horse-shoe machine.

til he became sole proprietor.
Numerous and
extensive additions were made by him to the
works; and these and other works erected
and put into successful operation in the neigh
borhood are now among the most important
industrial establishments in the country.
In 1825 Mr. Burden received his first pat
ent for making wrought nails and spikc9, and
in 1834 another patent for an improved ma
In
chine for the purpose was issued to him.
the same year he took a patent for a furnace
for heating bar-iron, and another for an im
provement in the construction of steamboats.
In the following year he obtained his first
patent in the manufacture of horse-shoes, the
fame of which and subsequent improvements
upon machinery for this manufacture, pat
ented in 1843, 1857, and 1862, has become
world-wide. The improved machines make

by many inventors, but they are among the
most important in the history of the indus

ents we have referred

—were all

he obtained.

considerable

compared

The pat
to — twelve in number
Their number is in
with those obtained

it

it,

trial arts.
He was at one time much interested in nav
In 1853 he built a " cigar boat," 300
igation.
feet long, with paddle-wheels
30 feet in di
ameter, and its inventor had great faith in
but
was lost on the trial trip through the
mismanagement of the pilot. The loss en
tailed upon Mr. Burden was most severe, and
though he had every faith in the principle
upon which the boat was constructed, he
never made another experiment in that direc
In 1836 he turned his attention to
tion.
ocean navigation,
construction of

and warmly

advocated the

Messrs. Corning and Winslow, for infringe

Eastern.

ment of this patent, commenced

Some idea of the magnitude of the iron
works at Troy under his control may be had
stated that in the year 1864 the
when
number of men employed was 1,200, the cost
of iron, coal, and other raw material was
million and
half of dollars, and the
over

whose charges amounted

to about

The expenditure for lawyers' feos
must have been enormous, but the total amount
realized for damages was inconsiderable,
though the patent was sustained

$00,000.

a

a

a

a

a referee,

is

in 1842 and
extending in 1867 — running through a quar
ter of a century — will always rank among the
arise* eiUbret in American patent law.
For
thirteen years the matter was in the hands of

manufactured

products turned out amounted
in value to over three millions.

In person Mr. Burden was large and well
with
large head, and prominent

made,

a

use.

it

as

of the greatest triumphs in mechanics.
In 1840 Mr. Burden obtained a patent for
a machine
for rolling puddle-balls
in the
manufacture of wrought-iron, known as the
"
rotary squeezer," which is considered one
of the most important machines in the iron
manufacture, and is now in almost universal

a

3,600 shoes per hour, and may be regarded
one

a

In the same year he patented the
" hook-headed
spike," now used upon every
His suits against
railway in the country.

line of steamers of 15,000
tons burden.
When, in 1845, the steamship
Great Britain was crippled by the breakage
of one of her screw-blades, Mr. Burden went
to England for the especial purpose of indu
cing her owners to adopt the side-wheel, but
his efforts were unsuccessful.
His views on
ocean navigation becoming known to some
gentlemen in Glasgow, who, like him, felt
deep interest in the subject, they, with his
"
permission, issued
prospectus for Burden's
Atlantic Steam Ferry Company," in which
was advocated the establishment of
line of
steamers of enormous dimensions.
This pro
ject anticipated by several years the Great
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though

regular

features, a wide and

high

[Apkil,

in promoting whatever he feels interested

in

deep-set eyes, and a
mouth which usually had a cheerful, kindly
His appearance, as may be seen
expression.

He is
sufficiently to take a practical part.
earnest and positive in manner, a good discerner of character, and withal straightfor

in

ward and steady in his adherence to that
line of moral conduct which he deems con
sistent with honesty.
Those old and ever popular instruments,
the piano and the pipe organ, are extremes
in the range of musical effects.
The peculiar
mission of the latter for the production of
the long measured tones of the old choral is
only more striking in view of the clumsy and
reluctant manner in which the " king of

forehead

overhanging

portrait, was remarkable and ven
His mental faculties were unimpair
ed to the last, and his physical vigor remark
able for a man of fourscore.
Some time ago
it had been intimated to Mr. Burden by his
physician that his disease, which was an af
fection of the heart, was liable to terminate
the

erable.

his life at any moment, and he at once made
his will and otherwise arranged his earthly
affairs.

The estimation

in which Mr. Burden was

held where he was best known may be judged

of by the following remarks, which appeared
in a local cotemporary on the day of his
death :

" The sudden and afflicting event of course
produced a great sensation throughout the
city.
Rapidly the news was communicated
from mouth to mouth, and among all classes
it caused a feeling of sorrow such as no sim
ilar event in years has occasioned.
Among
in his extensive iron
the men employed
Each
works, the emotion was indeed great.
man felt as if he had not only lost a friend,
The beautiful Woodside
but a protector.
Presbyterian church, which he erected at his
own expense, will tell the story of his love to
God and man ; but the daily acts of benevo
lence that he performed also testify to his
Christianity, and are perhaps his surest pass
ports to the bliss of eternity."

ELIAS
A

P. NEEDHAM.

and finely organ
ized constitution speaks out from the por
The contour
trait of this worthy inventor.
compact, close-grained,

of the face and the general development of
the head indicate the man of energy, enter
The esthetic na
prise, and practical ability.
ture is deep-toned in the man, and smooths,
mellows, and at the same time gives the stim
ulus required by his motive qualities.
In Mr. Necdham we have a man of delicacy
and feeling, a man easily warmed to sympa
thy and kindness, a generous friend, a cordial
social coadjutor, and at the same time a man

of clear and ready perception,

by no means

slow to act upon his impressions of propriety
and expediency, and one unusually efficient

instruments " submits to the perver
sion of its tones in the attempted production
of the lively measures of orchestral music,

musical

while the percussive instrumentation of the
piano renders it absolutely incapable of giving
the dignified and soothing effects of religious
and pathetic strains.
Between these two the
century has placed an instrument
which, possessing certain advantages common
to both its pipe and string confreres, is also
as well adapted for the performance of the
severest styles of church music as for the
airs and fantasies of the open< and the dance.
Having thus an almost universal adaptability,
and possessing a quality of tone in so high a
nineteenth

degree sympathetic as to render it far more
than the piano or the pipe organ a home in
strument, the convenience, variety, and beauty

of form, and withal its moderate expense,
have rendered the reed organ, in its various
forms, the sine qua non of the musical wealth
of the household.
There is no home so
humble or contracted that there is not room
for it ; no mansion so elegant that it may not
It is no marvel,
add thereto adornment.
therefore, that this instrument in proportion
to its age, has gained a popularity far sur
passing that of either of its companion instru
ments, nor that the invent-ve
genius of
America has been taxed to brir.g its construc
tion as nearly as possible to perfection.
Closely identified with the origin, progress,
and present influence of the reed organ man
Born
ufacture is Elias Parkman Ncedham.
in the State of New York, September 29,
1812, he received in early life no education
that can be supposed to have, in any peculiar
way, fitted him for the important part he
was to take in the development of instru

TWO

INVENTORS OF THE DAT.

The common school of those
his college, and circumstances
afforded him hut a moiety of its curriculum.
He was thoroughly trained when young in
mental music.

days

was

PORTRAIT

OP

Silver Tongue " factory everywhere

'■

bear.

Mr. Needham became acquainted, in 1835,
with Jeremiah Carhart, whose genius had
given birth to a variety of inventions of then
undetermined value.
From among these Mr.

ELIAS

of a joiner, a fact which, taken
in connection with a naturally accurate me
chanical judgment early displayed by him,
will account for the reputation for perfect
of the
workmanship which the productions
the vocation
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P.

with prophetic judgment, selected
the improvements which have immortalized
Carhart as the creator of the melodeon, and
Needham,

urged their embodiment as the sure source of
a fortune ; and thus became linked together
those

names which have grown up in the
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public mind with the progress of reed instru
ments — Carhart and Needham.
The history
of the firm is well known.
Their removal
New York city from Buffalo, their in
ability to fill their orders in the large build
ing first occupied by them in Thirteenth
Street, and their final establishment of the
extensive " Silver Tongue" factory in Twen
ty-third Street. For many years the junior
partner, actively absorbed in the business
management of the house, left the experi
menting entirely to Mr. Carhart, who, in due
to its present
time, brought the mcloilcon
almost perfect condition. In the mean time,
to

melodeon

factories had sprang up all over
the land, so great had become tho demand
for reed music, and now something more than
a single set of reeds began to be called for.

It

at

was

extended

this

that Mr. Needham

time

beyond the
production of the melodeon

perfect

his attention

merely
to the

increasing of its power and variety ; and to
him, in the now declining health of Mr. Car
fell almost entirely this new and im
portant field of invention.
The first perfect three -set harmonium
issued by this house was the result of his

[April,

up to vie with the originating firm.

That

firm, however, was of a remarkable

compo
melodeon

Where Carhart left the
took it up, and transformed it from
the beautiful little songster that might grace
the cottage parlor or the city boudoir to the
reed organ whose rich and
magnificent
mellow tone peals through the aisles of many
a country church and fill with their majestic
melody the gilded walls of our metropolitan
But the enviable reputation which
palaces.
Messrs. E. P. Needham & Son, of this city,
have long enjoyed as the pioneers (under the
style of Carhart & Needham) and most reli
able producers of reed mu&ical instruments
seems about to culminate in the grandest and
most comprehensive combination of improve
ments that it has ever fallen to the lot of a
single business firm to introduce to a musicloving public. They have ever recognized
the fact that the reed —so rich and mellow in
its gentler breathings —can never rival in
power and roundness of tone the pipes of
sition.

Needham

ordinary church organ ; and, indeed,
the problem of the harmonious combination
of pipes with reeds has been the ultima thule

hart,

the

It was
perseverance, and ingenuity.
a complete and unqualified success, and, with

of all lovers of the separate beauties of these
hitherto distinct styles of musical instru
That problem has been triumphantly
ments.
solved by the persevering
study of Mr.

study,

minor improvements
time to time been added

the

forms

which have from

by the same hnnd,
'' Silver
three-and-seventeen
set

the

Needham,

With the pro
Tongue" organ of to-day.
duction of a salable double or triple reed
organ, the inventive labors of other reed in

in

strument

capable

houses have

satisfactory

His

to

show

any

however, with
object was to make

Not

result.

Mr. Needham.

ceased
so,

that could be
feasible any reed combination
conceived of as desirable, and in 1858 he
filed in the Patent Office
his celebrated "

of

latest achievement

the specifications

upright

The

action."

is one of the

most

and important that the history
musical manufacture has to chronicle.

markable

'mid

speak his fame, in the warerooms of the firm

Twenty
of

a

third
softer

Street;
and

a

combination

sweeter range

of

expression than any exclusively pipe instru
ment —grander and more powerful than any
mere reed organ — more various, and yet more

It is
evenly balanced, than either alone.
well worthy the visits of any of our citizens
who may be interested in the progress of

re

musical science, or blessed with a love of the

of

melody which that science has enabled
to produce.

Ever since Jeremiah Carhart gave to the
world the first perfect melodeon, that
beautiful instrument has been steadily gaining
in popular favor. Twenty thousand homes
were rejoicing in its sweet and touching
melody before the initial patent was five
years old ; and so great did the demand be
come that many other manufactories

and the first and only successful

pipe and reed organ now stands,
the thousand " Silver Tongues " that

combined

sprang

man

Not alone to the department of musical
have Mr. Needham's inventive
The American im
powers been confined.
provement of the pneumatic way, known as
The news of
the " endless current," is his.
of pneumatic
the successful establishment
lines in England early attracted his attention,
and he was not long in discovering that by

manufacture

"Mr.

Needham
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also the inventor

of

a

then in use to operate them a
large proportion of the power exerted must
be wasted and the highest degree of speed

the methods

is
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pneumatic machine for conveying packages
and passengers through tubes from which the

with only by the friction of the tube and the

obstacles

therefore, even in
weight of the car, and
loose
tube of comparatively
'"jointing,"
swift, powerful, and entirely under control.

destined

a

"

turn
means of ingeniously
arranged
outs," stops can be made at any point with
out affecting the steadiness and force of the
By

in the way of its introduction,
Mr. Needham
still
actively engaged in the manufacture of reed
His love of experiment and zeal for
organs.
the improvement of his favorite instrument
have

is

air

to triumph.

is

the

the car back to the

not diminished,

and he

is

in front of

is,

drawn from

is

tube behind the car, he generates a continuous
current, whose inertia of motion is interfered

air has been exhausted, which
pronounced
by those competent to judge to be the best
of its kind that has yet been contrived.
This means of transit, notwithstanding the

By conducting

be unattainable.

constantly

current.

by contributions of greater or less
importance, fresh laurels to the name of the

less

pioneer reed organ firm of this country."

:

" end
Bishop thus alludes to the
"
current

adding,
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?

as much

A

his capacity for business, told me he was
worth fifteen thousand dollars more than he
would

have been but for his examination."

it

may be, he will refer to the cheerful
greeting of the gentleman who had married
Or,

lady whom the phrenologist had strongly
and with whom he
so well
satisfied that the lady has his perfect confi
dence and his whole heart.
These being
many

constantly

is

the

recommended

real examples, selected from
occurring, he deems them
a

conclusive evidence that the profession has
sufficient hold upon the community to secure
its permanence.
But, my enthusiastic friend,

a

a

a

I

" Did the merchant do
Soc.
anything else
for you besides thanking you and paying the
five dollars "
En. " He sent his wife for

description

also."

" Is that all "
En. "Unfortunately for me, he had no
children and so here his patronage ended."
" Do
Soc.
you have to pay the same for
for clothing, and all
rent, for provision,
other necessaries of life as if you had not
contributed to this merchant's success "
En. "How not, Socrates? "
" Do you receive more for the advice
Soc.
Soc.

?

offer his own

experience, and say,
gentleman hailed me in the street to^-day,
and after thanking me for my advice about

"

as much."

and instruction you give than you could get
"
at any other employment
?

will

one

._

?

it

it

is

calculated
to do
obviously
has become so well known
great good, and
that
can not be dispensed with. Perhaps

lawyer's clerk have received

"
for making copy of
"
think he would have received quite
En.

?

Phrenology

written description."
" Would
Sec.

;

:

;

fession

?

and perhaps some will feel offended
In
by the mere statement of the question.
the minds of these men the case stands thus

?

.

it

" Do
you remember what the
successful merchant paid you for your ad
vice "
Enthusiast. " He paid me five dollars for
Socrates.

Now, there are many enthusiastic
phrenologists who will declare that there is
no doubt about the permanency of the pro
fessions

will not throw

it

a

a

the profession become
and will
be antagonistic to the other pro

answer frankly and truthfully
some light on the subject.

?

Will

for doing good.
permanent one

a

its power

is

?

science and

the

Socrates for
moment, and
few questions which you are to

let us introduce
see whether

a

does the phrenological

ques
profession bear to society
tion of interest to all who arc familiar with

En. " No, indeed, and much

less

than in

many others."
Soo.

" What, then,

is

HAT relation

a

NOT

your inducement

for
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certainty,
balanced

which I can not always decide, although my
experience enables me to know how much
influence they will have when circumstances

turn the balance.
I can give good advice to
the young, to parents, and to business men.
I know men who think they can 1sec a man
through at the first glance,' who are greatly
in need of my advice, although I do not pre

I

feel that in
tend to ' see through ' any one.
my profession I am earning all I receive, and
hence I am at peace with my own conscience,
and it may be I have a hope of being better

in the future.
These are also the
reasons why I think it desirable that the
rewarded

profession should continue."

" As

phrenologist,
you have not
confined your attention to the study of the
head, the temperaments, or of any other, or
Soc.

a

all parts of the individual man, but you have
considered man as a race; have studied his
character

as

exhibited in biography,

in fhe

history of nations, clans, societies, churches,
and families.
You have studied man as a
as an enemy, as a rival ; you have
observed his conduct when in hope of reward,
under disappointment,
in authority, and in

friend,

You have examined his conduct

subjection.

under every possible aspect, so as to discover
what is his true character, have you not?"

En. " I have indeed endeavored to do

so,

and am still engaged in such studies."
" Is it your opinion that the mass of
Soc.
ever induced to follow any oc
trade, or profession by a considera
tion of the good they can do if they do not
themselves get well paid for their labor ? "
En. " I am sure that the masses will not ;
mankind

are

cupation,

but they are not competent to be phrenolo
gists, and their character must not decide
the question."

" What do you think ?— is there any
between a shoemaker and a poli
tician ? "
En. " Surely, there is a great difference : the
Soc.

difference

" Does the
politician know how to

Soc.

make shoes ? "

En. " He does not."
" If he had been
Soc.
taught, could he not
have made them ? "
En. " It is probable that he could."

"If

Soc.

history,

the

shoemaker

had been taught
law, political economy,

philosophy,

and all else necessary, could he not have be
come a politician ? "
En. " If he had the qualities to study,
acquire, and apply all these, he could."

"

As a shoemaker,
Soc.
shoes for money ? "
En. " He does."

does he not make

" If

he had received the education of
the politician, would he have wanted more
"
money or less ?
Soc.

En. " He would have wanted more, because
he would have spent time and money in pre
paration, become mighty in influence, and he
would make the laws that determine the
price that the shoemaker and all others shall
pay him for his advice."

" But what now, Enthusiast, if be had
studied Phrenology, would the case be any
ways different ?"
En. " He would want to be paid just as
Soc.

really as

if

It would

make no difference."

he made shoes

or enacted laws.

" It appears, then, that all you have
said of your gratification
of doing good
must be thrown out of the argument, and we
have nothing remaining to consider but your
hope of better reward when the profession is
Do you think that
more highly appreciated.
will be when in that respect it equals the
Soc.

medical profession ? "
En. " Yes, Socrates, when

it is as highly
appreciated as that, it will be established
Then many who have
and very attractive.
to ridicule it
quacks — without

taxed theif wits to the utmost

will

seek

to adopt

as

study or experience."
Soc.

" How

will

then, with the physician
no sick

he receive money when there
"
ness in the place

?

between

that I can point out for a
without mentioning other nicely
the preponderance
of
faculties,

is learned in law, history, human nature, and
and he understands the art of
governing cities and nations."

is

are radical differences

man, and knows

philosophy,

it,

there

one is usually an ignorant

is

that

men, differences

[April,

nothing except how to cut leather, measure
the feet, and fit them with shoes ; the other

it,

continuing in your profession, and why do
you think it desirable that it should be per
"
petual ?
"
I am induced to persevere by the
En.
conviction that I am doing good. I know

?
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En. " No, he

will

not."

En. " It is even so, Socrates."
" And how is it with the
Soc.
intelligence
of the two classes — of those who go to the

" But how, if he be a
Soc.
young phy
sician, who has spent all his money for his
education, and h...s his diploma from the best

physician

institution,

gist?"

and

has now

taken

an office,
where he can be found by all, will the healthy
mechanics, clerks, merchants, and everybody
'

This physician is making no money ; he
himself to be a public bene
factor ; although we are well now, by-and-by
we shall need his advice ; let us advance him
'
or,
money so that he may live among us ;
would they neglect him entirely, and when
they observe his worn garments, contrast the
*
'
with the ' greasy mechanic,'
seedy professor
"
declaring their preference for the latter ?
"
En.
They would almost permit him to
starve before they would make any such
advance as you suggest, though
generous
they would give to him from charity when
it came to that, but only on condition of his
going to work at something that would pre
vent his making a second appeal to their
say.

has qualified

pockets."

" But

when they are sick they will go
to afford
them relief, will they not ? "
En. " That they will do, and run up a
Soc.

to his

door and begins prescription

large account, and perhaps continue the vices

which have produced their diseases."
" Do those who
Soc.
go to the phrenologist
have any pains to be healed or diseases to be
cured ?

"

En. " Not all of them.

They come, for the
'
part, to know themselves,' that they
re
may act understanding^ in everything

greater

to

themselves ; yet there are cases
analogous to disease, where the subject has a
poor memory, is bashful, is melancholy, lacks
lating

the

power of attention, or has some other
ailment which can be relieved by no

mental

drug, but only by the application of a com
prehensive philosophy,
tive balance."
Soc.

to restore the defec

" Are these latter

cases

the most nu

or do men come for prevention
greater numbers than for cure ? "
merous,

En. " For prevention mostly."
Soc " Then, does it not appear

that

in

the

phrenological profession is more highly ap
preciated than the medical,
seeing men
patronize the latter only when driven to it
by sickness,

but the former, voluntarily ? "
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and those who seek the phrenolo

En. " Every man, however ignorant, de
based, and depraved, will seek the physician,
for 1 skin for skin, yea, all that a man hath,
will he give for his life,' but only the reason
able and the thoughtful look far enough
ahead to anticipate the evil and prevent it."
Soc. "What, then, becomes of your last
hope, that when Phrenology shall be better
appreciated, the labor in it will be better
paid, since we have found that it is already
better appreciated than the medical profes
sion, and that it is patronized
by a more
intelligent class of persons, but that, owing
to its nature, it does not take advantage of
the necessities of any one to wring out from
him a liberal compensation 1 "
En. '' There does not indeed seem to be
a very favorable prospect in that direction,
and I may be driven to the conclusion that

I

the case is not so certain as
at first thought,
and that the greatest inducement to labor in
the field will be a benevolent desire to do
good."

" But have we not seen that the neces
sary expenses of a philanthropist are as great
as those of other men ? "
En. " We have ; but may not this always
support, if it should not reward with wealth ?
Soc.

and may not a man become so deeply inter
ested in so noble a work as to prefer to devote
himself

to

it

rather than acquire wealth in
any one doubt that Milton

traffic?

Does

sible

educate

would have completed his great poem if he
had known with how little attention it would
be received ? or that Poe would have pro
duced the 'Raven' except through the ex
pectation of an ample pecuniary reward?"
" What, then, do you
Soc.
suppose it pos
to

men to become poets, to
verses, and be indiffer

delight in composing
ent to all else, save

of life ? "
En. " By no

means.

the ahsolute necessities
Poets

of that order

must be born, not made."
Soc. "And have we not already seen that
the professional man must be educated, as in
the case of the politician ? "
" We have indeed."
En^

Phrenological Journal.

follow, how certain

faults

may be corrected,
what constitutions of body and dispositions
of mind will be mutually congenial, and how
all may meet with success in that business

which the adviser despises?"
En. " It does indeed so appear."
" Have we not, then, satisfactorily de
8oe.
termined that the profession of Phrenology

can not be perpetual ? "
En. "You have driven

me

so

I

far that

he may get whatever of advantage the subject
is capable of affording.
The world progresses,
though it may be slowly, and sooner or later it

finds room for the good and true. It
think,
with Phrenology as with most other things
that, have promised much: at first, there is

a

nected study be qualified to advise what food
is best for one person, how long a child
should study, what business this man should

excitement
everybody seems carried
away as with fanaticism; then the swindlers
and the charlatans rush in with their false
great

issues and fraudulent

then follow

schemes;

disappointments,
chagrin, and re
pudiation, and the whole work seems to have
failures,

At this period, superficial
observers declare the thing to have been

come to an end.

a

brilliant imagination that elevates him above
for wealth, should without any con

a regard

opposition of any man of any other
profession have weight with him, for he will
consider the case upon its own merits, that

matic

I

not be folly to suppose
by the inspiration of a

is,

a poet, moved

;

"Would it

8oc.

that

[April,

a
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complete humbug, totally destitute of truth,
and they pride themselves upon their shrewd
ness in having made the discovery and pre

which we have not properly ex

the result
but after
pause, long
enough to have the disgrace of contamination
forgotten, the statistics appear, which show

society

an immense legitimate

regard to the first, it may not be supposed
that man will ever cease to desire the greatest

going on regularly all the
discovery practically and
without conflicting with
any worthy institution in

In regard to the second considera
tion, although men in general are not forethoughted, and begrudge to pay money for
wealth.

they' are, nevertheless, capable of
learning ; and when the eldest son has failed
in business and sunk the capital that was
advice,

loaned
anxious

the
will be most
parents
to know what are the prospects of

him,

the next son ; bitter experience will make
them feel how small a sum is five or ten
all

of

to

human

is able to teach on the
knowledge
In the fullness of time, when the

subject.

learn

that every branch

dollars

world is ripe for this profession, its ranks
will be weeded out.
Parents who are in
earnest to learn their children's talents as
they will be developed in the future, will not
intrust the matter to an unknown charlatan,
or to an amateur of inexperience, but only to
one who is known to be competent.
Nor, on
the other hand, will the ridicule or the dog

the ordinary principles of business
sure

remuneration

equivalent

will

in

to the services

rendered."

—

" Clear Grit."— A few months
ago one of
the "Western papers printed
story about
black man whose life was so grand and good,
as to make me wish sometimes that
was not
so white.
This man was going from New
York to Boston on one of the Providence

I

of

There

steamers.

was no berth

for him.

It

wild night, and he was
place for the
preparing to get as comfortable
One of the officers noticed
night as possible.
this man making the best of
and also no
was going

to be

ticed

that he was not so very black, and so

hit upon
plan of getting him a berth.
There would be no trouble about
berth for
a

is far more con

than the hoarding

a

faculties

to happiness

pires have been dispersed, the wolf in sheep's
clothing has been detected, and in the future

a

ducive

or

it,

lectual and moral

sense

The vam

i

'
enough and none to spare is as good as a
feast,' and that the cultivation of his intel

common
society.

a

that

while, or valuable
prudently applied

a

learn

a

but he will

the noble red man, and so the officer said,

"

I

for himself,

will

guise."
dian "
?

good

business to have been

a

will, by-and-by, learn to know its
true interests better than it does now.
In

dicted

a

amined, namely, that wealth will not always
be as highly prized as at present, and that

;

siderations

a

must either take refuge in a corner or rise
above the level of the motives to which you
refer ; but it appears to me there are two con

run him into the cabin

in that dis
went up to him and said, " In
Mr. Douglas saw the point instant

lie
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" No — nigger."
ly in his kindly eye, and said
Now. I presume the story is true, for true it
is to the whole

spirit and action of the noble

Iqjartment

of

?31

fellow it is told of, and it touches this great
quality I have spoken of, namely, the power
to say, No !— Roltert Collyer.

Religion

and

:|sgcholo0g.

Know,
Withoutnr star,or angel,for Iheirguide,
NightThoughts,
WhoworslilpeQ<xl
attallHudMm.—Ymng'a
The Baal,th«motherof deepfetra,of high hope*Infinite;
myaierfoua
Of glorlou*dreama,
tears,of s>e«i>leitM
iaa#rfight.—
.Vm.Uewamt.
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A PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHRENOLOGICAL

NEW YORK
30th

morning paper of Jan.
contained the following announce

Sad Ending op Two Young Lives. —
Twelve weeks ago yesterday George Henry
Starr, aged 16, son of the well-known
microscopist, Alfred A. Starr, committed suicide at
his parents' residence, No. 67 Morton Street,
Brooding over religious
by taking laudanum.
had rendered him occasionally in
questions
sane, and in one of these paroxysms he ended
his life.
Alfred Garoway, aged 22, a boarder
nt Mr. Starr's house, was a firm friend of young
Starr, and was with him on the evening previ
ous to his death.
In fact, the friends were on
the way home when Starr requested his com
panion to wait for him a few moments, and
going into a drug-store in Sixth Avenue he
to Garoway, the poison,
purchased, unknown
which he took a short time after reaching
home.
The death of Starr exercised a very
depressing effect on Garoway, who finally ex
hibited symptoms of insanity, and was removed
to the Bloomingdale
Lunatic Asylum.
After
remaining there a short time, his reason ap
peared to be completely restored, and he was
again received as a boarder by Mr. Starr, and
has since shown no marked
symptoms of
insanity. On Saturday evening he seemed to
be in his usual spirits, and retired soon after 10
o'clock
About 7 a. m. yesterday one of the
inmates of a room adjoining that of Garoway
heard sounds of distress proceeding from the
room of the latter.
Mr. Starr was called, and
forcing the door he found Garoway insensible
and exhibiting all the symptoms of poisoning.
Drs. O'Ncil and Denison were summoned, but
too late to be of any avail, and death occurred
about an hour after.
On the table near the
bed was found a sheet of paper, on which was
penciled in Garoway's
clear, bold hand,
'
Do not use the
although without signature,
An empty
enp in which is my toothbrush.'
'
ounce vial, labeled Sulphate of morphine,' was
also on the table.
"
Coroner Young held an inquest over the
Dr. Marsh made a post
body last evening.
mortem
examination, and found that death
had resulted from taking a large quantity of
morphine, and a verdict in accordance with

EXPLANATION.

the facts was rendered. The deceased is said
to have been of a pleasant disposition, and, like
his friend Starr, gave promise of a life of use
fulness. He was employed for a short time as
a reporter
on The World, but for several
months before his death was engaged as clerk
for a relative of Mr. Starr."

Will you allow me to make some explana
tion of these unfortunate cases ?
The public were much surprised by the sui
cide of young Starr; but now that his com
panion Garoway has destroyed himself they
are filled with amazement.
The -first suicide
was naturally and no doubt properly explained
as a result of the sentimental precocity of the
young man, who had been wont to spend
much time philosophizing with Garoway, the
latter being even more devoted to ethical and
metaphysical science than himself. It is indeed
marvelous, however, that, whereas the suicide

of mere boys is of very rare occurrence, two in
telligent youths should have perished this way,
in one house, within a few months.
Yet this strange fact is easily explained when

of the suicides is understood.
it was announced that Garoway had
employed as a reporter, the writer was

the organization

As soon
been

as

convinced, as proved to be the case, that he
had met him in that capacity last summer, and
remarked Upon him as being phrenologically a
most singular and even abnormal character.
So extraordinary was the conformation of this
young man's head that superficial observers
noticed it at once.
The gentlemen associated
with Garoway during his brief career as a re
porter were won't to comment continually upon
" head. So
his " balloon-shaped
immensely
disproportioned was his brain in the region
phrenologists locate the "reasoning"
faculties, that the other reporters would often
nod and
point at him with a significant
"
The writer, who
whisper
Hydrocephalus."

where
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inkling of Phrenology,

had some

felt inclined

misplaced was
he in the task he had undertaken — that of as
" editor, for that work
"
sisting the
sporting
requires keen perceptive faculties, and Garoway's head showed a great deficienc}' in the
to pity the youth, so evidently

perceptive region. It was the brain of Mclancthon — a very dangerous sort of brain to have
in this work-a-day world, for it is usually a
mere matter of accident when those who carry
such prosper in life.
If your Melancthon,
with a brain that keeps him ever in the cloudy
regions of ethics and metaphysics, finds some

Luther or other practical, go-a-head friend

to

help him on and complement him where he is
lacking, it may be well with him ; if not, it will
be otherwise.
on

ambitious; but he was only groping in the
dark — he had no outlook upon the terrestrial
plane, where his work lay. His immediate
superior was most kind and considerate toward
him and bore with his apparent lack of insight
into his work ; but when, in spite of Garoway's
earnest efforts, some grave error would be
committed, the other wouhl shake his head and
He is not fit for
exclaim, " This will never do.
this work." Any one acquainted in the least
with that science of the human mind to which
reference has been made could have foretold
this result. It was no doubt a dreadful day
for the morbidly sensitive youth when he was
told that his services would not be required any

The announcement was
longer in that office.
made quietly and kindly to him, and quietly
" tloods
enough he turned to depart. But what
of great waters" must have flowed over his
soul as he walked away. These terrible mis
haps might be all avoided, at least in the case

of such strongly marked characters, if boys
and girls were plainly told — as the phrenolo
gists claim to be able to tell — for what pursuits
they are fit and for what unfit.
Some who are willing to admit the reason
ableness of the explanations given for these
two suicides — precocity leading to unhealthy
thinking in Starr's case, and undue pre

of reasoning

faculties leading to
self-destruction
in
"
How came
Garoway's case — will still inquire,
they, though not related, to come together,
and rush on together to untimely death ? " The
answer is plain. Congeniality of views and tastes
brought them together. Wandering off amid

dominance
insanity

and

at last Starr could wait no longer for the

of

the

vail of mystery.

consequent

the mazes

of unwholesome ratiocination,

cultivated

each

they
other's morbid tendencies, till

He " must

see

lifting
what

was beyond."
Then Garoway, agonized by
the loss of his friend, his great brain full of
" the causes of
torturing demands to know
things," stung to frenzy by the fact that in spite
of his great insight in some directions he could
not see his way toward earning a plowboy's
"
wages, becomes insane on religious subjects,"
and tries repeatedly to destroy himself.

As inquiry develops the fact that Starr was
every way well balanced, and had no such dis
proportionate head as that of Garoway, it
seems a plausible theory that it was really the
unhealthy influence of the latter that caused
the first suicide.
the lower part

Very intently did the writer watch Garoway
those summer clays.
He was eager and

[April,

Starr had good perceptives ;

of his head generally was well

developed. Precocity seems to have been his
If some knowledge as to
only imperfection.
Garoway's
parentage could be obtained it
would furnish valuable material for the use of
the anthropologist.
It would probably be
found that his father and mother, instead of
being of opposite characteristics and tempera
ments— as " well regulated" fathers and mothers
should be — were almost precisely alike in every
respect, and both cast in just such a mold as
he was.
Such cases should be a warning to those who
propose to enter wedlock, so that they may
avoid, above all things, marrying persons who

"just like "them. Garoway might better
have been born deaf, or dumb, or blind than
witli that ill-balanced brain, unless he could

are

have been insured a healthy religious training
and a life-long support as a religious teacher,
that seeming to be the only business for which
he was fitted.

s.

leavitt.

♦♦♦

IN MEMORY OF GOT. WASHBURN.*
Biuoiit was the morn, but all seemed sad and dark ;
None saw the sun, and none the deep blue sky ;
Heads bowed in grief, and tears filled many an eye ;
For Death's dread shaft had pierced a shining mark,
And there he lay—our neighbor and our friend ;
Our Counselor— his counsel no more sought ;
Our earnest Soldier— his last battle fought ;
Our Adjutant, whose tolls had found an end ;
Our Governor, whose rising sun so clear
Went out in darkness ere it reached its noon ;
A husband's love and presence, lost too soon,
And a father's care, so tender and so dear.

'TIs meet the living should recall that day,
And note how swiftly Time is speeding on.
And have their treasure stored beyond the known
While waiting till from earth they pass away.
l. a. MiLi.im.
Woodstock. Vt.
« Gov. P. T. Washburn died Feb. 7, 1ST0.

"

1871.]
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ONCE A MAN AND TWICE A

APT I ST UNION—

NEW $2 weekly — is making headway
We can
among the religious journals.
take no part in the discussion of the question
which divides the leading schools of Baptists,
of our readers may
but for the information
:;ive the platforms of two of these great bodies
as we find them set forth in the Baptist Union.
A

XJL

1. That Baptist cburches
are the only true Scriptural
charcheson earth : that all
other churches are irregu
lar and disorderly congrecations, and are called
charches only by courtesy.

i

That there la no trne
andScriptural ministry ex
cept in the Close Commn
nion Baptist churches, and
thatall others are irregular
and ontawfnl. and not au
thorized to administer the
ordinances of the gospel.
3. That the ordinances of
the 2o#pel»are found no
whereexcept in the Baptist
rhnrches, and that other
ehnrrhes, so-called, have no
right to them, and no au
thority to administer them.
4. That Pedobaptist
Christians have no right to
celebratetheir Lord's death
forthem. and that to invite
or allow them to partake
of :he tokens of their Sarioor's sacrifice is disor
derly, and deserving of
discipline.
5. That It is such a fla
grant offense for Pedobaptists to come to the Lord s
table, that those Baptist
rharrhea who permit them
to do so are guilty of a
grave offense, and by that
veryact cease to be Baptist
churches,and render them
selvesunfit to come to the
Lent's table. On this ac
count Close Communion
Baptists
exclude
snch
charches from their associ
ations, refnse to recognize
themas properly Christian
children, and deny to their
members all privileges at
the Lord's table.

23 3

above those of all others ?
Ought we not to
exercise the largest charity toward those who
may not think as we do? Or, shall we ignore,
persecute, and put to death, as heretics, those
of another religious faith V]

" ONCE A MAN

AND TWICE A CHILD."

"TT"NDER

TBI TWO POSITIONS.
The sentiments and practices of Liberal Baptists
differvery widely from those of the Close Communion
Baptists, and ou that account F. Baptists, Open Com
munion and Genera], and indeed nil Liberal Baptists, are
di-franehiscd by the Close Commnnion party.
The
BaptLH Vnion speaks the sentiments of Liberal Baptists.
The following are some of the points of difference :
CLOSECOJUtUXION BAP-

CHILD.

LIBERAL BAPT18TS
ASSERT,
1. That all organized con
gregations of Christians
constitute trne and Scriptu
ral Christian churches, and
ought to be recognized as
such without reservation or
modification, even as Christ
recognizes their members
as members of his body.
2. That the ministry of all
of the evangelical cburches
are truly and Scripturally
ministers of Christ, and
ought to be recognized as
properly ordained, and au
thorized to administer the
ordinances of the gospel.
3. That all congregations
of Christians have a right
to gospel ordinances, and
that Christ blesses them in
observance, never
their
sacrificing the spirit to the
form, the substunce.for the
shadow, the spirit of adop
tion to a precise order in
profession.
4. That Ood's rule,
children, then heirs," is
better than the Close Com
munion rule, and
they
therefore insist that the
fact of being a Christian
settles and confirms the
right of every such person
to come to the Lord's table.
5. That it is no sin to
commune with
any of
Christ's true disciples, that
by so doing we are not par
takers of their errors ; that
we have no authority to
forbid the supper to any
Christian ; that It is il
logical and intolerant to
disown a Baptist chnrch for
not doing so. that F. Bap
tists and all Evangelical
maintain
who
Baptists
Open Communion, ought to
be fellowshiped by other
Baptists, and treated as
truly churches of Christ.

"If

The Baptist Union will. In kindness and charity, en
deavor to persnadc our Close Communion brethren to
yield their severe conclusions, and allow brotherly love
to guide tbem. It Is nnfair and hurtful to iusist upon
the proscriptive policy of close communion. Let us
have ckiok

the title of "Psychological
Facts," Mrs. L. Maria Child writes
for the National Standard the following in
teresting sketch of the remarkable phenom
ena attending the last years in the life of the
mother of Henrietta Sargent :
" The
departure of my dear old friend
Henrietta Sargent has naturally revived in
my mind many memories connected with our
intercourse.
Some of them relate to psy
chological facts sufficiently curious to l>e
worthy of record,
" Her mother, a woman of fine physical
organization, lived to an advanced age, and
during the latter part of her healthy life fell
into a state of dotage. For five years she

LJ

required the same cares that are necessarily
bestowed upon a babe; and during all that
long period the patient watchfulness and ten
der devotion
of Henrietta and her sister
Catherine

were

circumstances

beautiful

to

The

iml>ecility
and often rendered her

were very singular,
extremely difficult to manage.

Step by step

lived backward through all the antece
dent periods of her life, with a vividness of
impression that rendered them a perfect real
ity to herself, to the entire exclusion of all
later epochs ; and each of these successive
states would continue for months.
Her hus
she

band had been dead many years, but she was
possessed by the idea that they were recently
married.
Every day she expected him home
at a given hour, and insisted upon having a
At every sound of the
plate set for him.
door-bell she would say, ' There !
He has

Tell

como.

them

to serve up the dinner.'

His non-appearance often made her very rest
'

less.
He is such a punctual man, something
must have happened to him,' she would say.
Sometimes she would talk over affairs she

to him when

[Is this in the interest of progress and im
or is it not ? Is a man-made creed
a saving ordinance?
Is it not egotism and

had

arrogance in one to set himself and his opinions

acting over again the tending

provement ?

witness.

of her progressive

to communicate

he came

home, — affairs long since forgotten by every
one. To that bridal hallucination succeeded

of her babies.
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sons,

Later, she lived in the midst of her grown-up
and was preparing for the weddings of
her daughters.
The panorama of memory

the

kept moving on. After a while, husband
and children passed out of sight.
Her spirit
went away from Boston entirely, and took up

the abnormal state

its abode on the south shore of Massachusetts,
where she resided in her girlhood. The house
where her body was, seemed to her to be the
house where she had lived with her mother.

Then

receded into childhood, and was

she

She especial
studying her lessons for school.
ly occupied herself with her younger broth
er.

and

She laid by cakes and candy for him,
made divers satchels for his books.

Early in the morning she would inquire,
'
Are Benny's face and hands washed ?
Where are his cap and comforter ? He
musn't be late at school.'
That also passed
away ; and she became a little child, at her
mother's
and

knee, calling for stories of 'Jack
and 'Little Boy Blue.'
She did

Gill'

not know the daughters who were tending
upon her with such assiduous care, and when
they read to her the stories she desired, she

would laugh in the most infantile way, and
ask to see the pictures.
Those little nursery
books would sometimes keep her quietly
amused for hours.
Thus the flame of life
flickered
out.

I

lower

and lower, and at last went

saw her several times during these

[April,

stages of lier life, and
completeness with which she lived in
them for the time was a marvel to me.
" Some years'beforc she
began to slide into
successive retrograde

I

have described, she had

One morning
she
experience.
spoke of not feeling so well as usual, but it
was regarded by herself and others as merely
a

singular

slight deviation from her customary good
But in the course of the day she
As the usual restor
suddenly fainted away.
atives produced no effect, the family physician
was summoned.
No better success attended
his efforts. The breath appeared to be en
tirely suspended, and the limbs remained
Her daughters feared she
rigid and cold.
a

health.

must be dead, and the doctor

began to be

doubtful whether animation would ever be
restored.
How long she continued in this
state I do not remember.
But while they
were watching her with ever-deepening anx
iety, she gasped feebly, and after a while
When she had completely
opened her eyes.
recovered, she told her daughters she had
been standing by them all the time, looking
upon

her lifeless body, and seeing all they
it ; and she astonished

did to resuscitate

them by repeating the minutest details of all
had been said or done by them or the
doctor during her prolonged state of utter

that

insensibility."

■»»»

EDWARD C. DELAYAN,

THE EMINENT TEMPERANCE ADYOCATE.

who is inter~^T~EARLY every American
-LN csted in the noble cause of Temperance
has by this time heard with deep regret of
the death of Mr. Delavan, one of the earliest
and most influential workers in the ranks of
social reform.
The brief but interesting
sketches which appeared in the Albany Evening
Journal and the New York National Temperance
Advocate supply the materials of the following
account
" Mr.

of

this able and self-sacrificing man.
was born in Westchester
County in 1793. He came to Albany in 1801,
with his widowed mother, his brother Henry,
Delavan

and two sisters.
The family was in moderate
circumstances, and, while Henry found em
ployment here, Edward, when about thirteen
years old, did his first work in a printing-office
at Lansingburg.
He was an expert compositor,
and liked the work ; but a more profitable
situation having been offered him, he assumed

a clerkship in the hardware store of his brother,
where he was initiated into a business in
which, in a few years, he laid the foundation
for his ample fortune.
" In 1814 he went into
partnership with his
brother Henry and Mr. Gould, whose establish
ment, was on the corner of State and James
streets.
Soon after forming this connection he
went to Europe as purchasing clerk for a
firm. His purchases resulted fortunately, and
his remarkable business talents secured him

such connections in Europe as enabled him to
enter into speculations upon his own account,
which resulted in large profits to himself.
" In
1816 he returned from Europe, and snon
separated from the firm of Gould & Co., and
removed to New York, where he was quite
successful, and where he remained until about
1825, when

he returned

to

Albany, and went

into business with John T. Norton.

At

that

Edward

1871.]

c.

time Mr. Erastus Corning was a clerk in the
Mr. Delavan only remained in
establishment
this firm a few years, disposing of his interest,
we believe, to Mr. Corning, who became one
of the firm of Norton & Co. From that
beginning Mr. Corning reached his subsequent

position as one of the most eminent merchants
and capitalists in the State.

PORTRAIT

OF

delavan.
city (except when absent in Europe).
when his brother Henry died he became

beautiful residence and grounds now occupied
by John F. Rathbone, on Washington Avenue.

The Delavan House and Delavan Block, near
the steamboat landing, are erected on ground
most of which was purchased previous to 1835.
"Up to 1833 Mr. Delavan resided in that

But
pos

sessed of the elegant estate in Saratoga Count}",
and spent his summers there.
Latterly he has
lived in quiet retirement in Schenectady, sur
rounded by all the comforts of a pleasant home.

"Mr. Delavan acquired an historical reputa
tion from his prominent, protracted, and zealous

EDWARD

" Between 1825 and
1830 Mr. Delavan entered
largely into the purchase of real estate ; thus
greatly increasing his already ample fortune.
It was about this time that he purchased the

235

C.

connection

DELAVAN.
with the Temperance

movement.

As early

as 1832 (when the question first as
sumed the distinctive form of total abstinence)

of the principle
energy. It became
the absorbing passion of his life, and he
devoted his whole time and talents to the
He selected the press as his chief
cause.
he entered upon the advocacy

with the most emphatic

agent, and for man}' years annually circulated
large numbers of papers, tracts, and pamphlets
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in support of his views. He was the recognized
head of the movement, not in this State alone,
but in every State in the Union and throughout
He was in constant correspondence
with the leading philanthropists, statesmen,
physicians, and scientists of all nations, gather
ing facts for publication, and accumulating
information calculated to vindicate the prin
the world.

ciple of temperance, and to demonstrate its
importance to the moral and material prosperity

of the people.
"It was while thus absorbed that the brewers
of Albany instituted their famous suit against
him for libel.
He had accused them of manu
facturing beer from the most filthy refuse
water of the city, and that it was therefore
ruinously deleterious to the health of its con
sumers.
The trial was protracted. Scores of
witnesses were examined — among them a large
number of chemists ; and the minutes of evi
dence embody the fullest description of the
process of manufacturing beer, in all its forms,
ever published.
This trial produced intense
excitement, and its result, and the facts which
it developed, were believed to have materially
aided the cause of Temperance.
Mr. Delavan

was triumphantly acquitted — not because every
specific count was established, but because he
was deemed to be generally justified in what he
published, and because he made the publication
from good motives and for justifiable cuds.
" About the same
time, Mr. Delavan entered

[Apkil,

through the press he was charged with the
daring attempt to banish from the communion
table Vie element the Son of God comeerated] one
clergyman comparing him to Judas Iscariot,
and this in one of the largest churches in New
York. This, he has often told me, was the
severest trial of his life — a trial intensified by
the estrangement of valued friends. Of about

'

and fifty families in Albany who
were in the habit of visiting his, over one hun
dred immediately drew off. No wonder that
his locks whitened rapidly.
And why all this?
one hundred

Because he took the ground that the ' fruit of
the vine,' unfermented wine, should be used
at the communion-table, and not the fermented,
adulterated wines of commerce. All this per
secution because he would use what the Sa

vior used, ' the fruit of the vine,' the pure
juice of the grape, and not the product of the
still and the brew-house.
But the world
moves, and there are to-day hundreds of
churches like the writer's, where ' the fruit of
'
the vine
only is used at the Lord's Supper.
In one of the last letters written by Mr. Dela

van to the writer, he says, ' Yesterday, for the
first time, I partook of the fruit of the vine at
the commuuion in our church.'
What a satis
faction must this have been to our aged friend !

"The

of

first was in the winter

1839, when he went as a delegate

1838

and

World's
It was while

to the

upon his war against the use of alcoholic wines
His extreme views on this
communion.
subject brought him in conflict with eminent

held in England.
making a tour of the Continent, at this time,
that he began his investigations into the habits
of wine-drinking countries. While at Florence,
he had one hundred gallons of unintoxicating

followed caused a breach between his pastor
and himself, which resulted in Mr. Delavan's
severance from the Presbyterian communion
and his connection with the Episcopal Church,
of which church he was a member at the time

wine made, some of which, years afterward, on
being examined by Professor Silliman, was
found to be perfectly free from alcohol.
" In 1809 he made a second visit to
Europe in
the interests of the wine question, arriving at
Liverpool October 24th, where he was wel
comed by a large circle of the Temperance men

at

divines — among them his then pastor, the Rev.
Dr. Sprague, of Albany.
The discussion which

of his death."
With reference to the controversy on sacra
mental wine, the Advocate has the following:
"If, in the advocacy of the Temperance
Mr. Delavan had a specialty, it was the
wine question. To the investigation of this
subject, and the dissemination of light, he gave
A true history
himself with a zeal unequaled.
of this all-important discussion will show that

cause,

Convention

of England.

In July of

the

following

year he

returned to America.

"During

these visits he sought

to enlist the
and co-operation successively of
Louis Philippe and Napoleon, of France; the
Pontiff of Rome, and such other sovereigns and
celebrities of Europo to whom he could gain
The interest
access, for the Temperance cause.
he awakened, and the efforts he called forth, as

sympathies

to Mr. Delavan more than any other man must

well as the facts he collated, can not be over

the praise of placing the subject
in its true light before the world ; at the same
time it will show that never was man more

estimated.
" In

be awarded

maligned and vilified than Mr. Delavan because
From the pulpit and
of this very thing.

1862 he planned another visit to Europe,
chiefly to attend the International Temperance
and Prohibition Convention to be held in Lon
don in September of that year, but his state of

i

CHASACTEB IN CROQUET.

to need more than its mere mention here.
His death occurred on Sunday, January 15th,
at the age of seventy-eight ; closing a life of
remarkable activity,
truth, of remarkable

and, we might add with
achievement in the line

of its effort. He wns indeed a noble man ; one
of those few whose good qualities overpass

a

country and Europe, to avoid the disturbing
influences, the magnetic current which moves
with the earth can be reached, and that com
wire, can be
munication, without the aid of
kept up between this country and Europe.
[Has this anything to do with brain waves
Is not possible to establish system of men
tal telegraphy by which one mind may com

?

lished by the National Temperance Society in
tract form."
His " Considerations of the Temperance Ar
"
gument and History is too well known a work

corporation which will enable him to secure
new
the means of testing the feasibility of
He argues that, by se
system of telegraphy.
curing the highest eligible locations in this

a

feeble state of health, spent
three months in collecting statistics, etc., on
the wine question, which were afterward pub

ing his age and

Telegraphy without "Wires. — Prof. Loomis has been before the House Committee on
Commerce, asking the passage of an act of in

a

In the winter of 1867 and
health prevented.
1968 he made a third visit, and, notwithstand
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tally communicate with each other?]

|]e{)arfmeitt

if

at

We think

?

municate

a

by multitudes in all parts of the civilized world.

|)ur

distance with another mind
two persons can dream of each
other at the same time, why may they not men

of

greatly and lead us to forget their foibles and
eccentricities, and his death Will be regretted

foetal Relations,
I

liapplneM,thouonlybllM
Domentlc
Or |*r»diM that
survivedtheMl
Thouart theduih of virtue.

CH

ABACTER AS EXHIBITED IN

CRO<JU

ET.

BY EDQ.VJl WATERMAN.

took but

a

little

in some such sense as it is
that " out of the abundance of the heart
the mouth speakcth."
And in looking for the
reason for such necessary connection between
a simple game and the virtues or foibles of
its votaries, it
we think, found in the fact

one, and true, too,

is,

true

is

it

is

is

a

It

quiet study of the games, in relation to the
character of those engaged in them, to con
's proposition is a true
vince us that D

a

their unguarded moods.

it

tion, we could not help noticing afterward
different traits shown by the players in

the

a

large and exacting business, had given him a
skill whose superiority few had the temerity
to dispute.
Often on coming out of a closely
contested game D
would say, " Let me
tee a man play at croquet a few times, and I
will tell you of what stuff he is made." So
confident seemed he of the truth of the asser

to force one, in

is,

Long practice in the game, in which he often
indulged with ardor, in the intervals of a

that in the game
little while, to act out his
nature — just as there
that in the organs of
out.
Indeed, the
speech to make him speak
not unlike what we have
effect, in our view,
seen produced in
room full of people who
had agreed to inhale ether for each other's
amusement — that
to bring out the salient
points in the different characters.
himself, whom,
Take, for example, D
with others, we had set ourselves to study
for proof of his theory. Nervous and impul
sive by temperament, he dashes through his
bridges, moves upon the balls, and having
reached them, sends them off on opposite
and difficult angles, to points where they are
soon to serve him again on his way to the
stake — then returning to the starting-point,
he never hesitates, but, quick as intuition,
dashes on, with the confidence of
master,
until having made the last point, he takes his
like
partner's ball in hand, and plans for
Now in all this tour which D
success.
has made, and with something of the ease and

that, to some extent, there
a

was the autocrat of the field in our
frequent games of croquet at a sea-side
resort in the summers of 1860 and 1870.
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rapidity with which an accomplished dancer
pirouettes with his partner through the waltz,
you, without thinking, would be impressed
with a certain impetuosity — a quickness of
decision, from
perception — and an instant
which you would naturally infer
somewhat
accordingly

a character

It was
imperious and arbitrary.
from just such an impression that

who was also a stranger, ventur
" What must he be in his
"
But on a closer scrutiny, particular
family ?
ly when he vents his impatience of the blun
ders of others — no matter whether friends or
foes — you sec a lofty and unselfish nature
a by-stander,

ed the thought,

which can not brook the thought of opportu
nities lost or advantages squandered through
careless or ill-judged acts. In such a case
you find him the imperious

censor, or rather

impartial, inflexible, though censorious judge.

If

you happened

to have business

relations

with him, you may be sure it would not be well
for you if you evinced a dilatory indecision
or a proncness to slur over matters; but with
•these conditions in your favor, you would
find him inflexible for the right, and gene
rally having made the best possible bargain
consistent with a hard and exact justice.
The
large and ramified business which has grown
's hand, and the general esti
up under D
mation in which he is held for energy, deci
sion, and unswerving
probity, fully justify
our conclusions.

in many of the games
Opposed to D
was G
, a good, earnest Methodist brother.
Between the two there were some points of re
semblance : both being in the prime of man
hood ; both

which G

ardent devotees of the game,
was wont to speak of as " a bless

ed contest." and both tenaciously emulous of
G
success,
being only less of an adept.

His part in the game will give you the im
pression of resoluteness as he addresses him
self to his task, and of persistency in his ef
forts to cope with a worthy foe, or to redeem
himself from defeat. With less of dash than
and
D
, ho is slower in his perception,
more calculating in his habits; but having
once decided on a given course, his energies
A mutual acquain
are bent in its pursuit.
tance from the same city with G
, and
with whom we chanced to bo conversing,
as

we

both

stood

made the remark

witnessing

the

play,

to us quietly, that G

[Apbil,

carries that same earnestness into everything
business, society, or the church.

— whether

Accordingly, in perfect consistency with the
'
remark of his townsman, it was found safe to
look to G
to decide disputed questions of
rules or laws— the ethics of the game.
and G
In decided contrast with D
was the Rev. Mr. B
You see him start
.
out cautiously,
and move slowly through
every stage of the game. As a scout he sends
his eye over the ground his ball is to traverse
to sec if the way is clear, and if rochet be his
object, with mathematical nicety he projects
his ball on a line at once visual aud mental.
Here, you would say, is indicated the calm,
logical, accurate thinker and scholar, who
from admitted premises labors step by step
to a careful conclusion.
And you have little

or no doubt that his instincts, his tastes and
habits all incline him to treat the practical
affairs of life with strict reference to settled
principles of order — which are the law of
his existence.
C

It would please you to
, — another of the

part

in the contest.

Ilis

see with what zest
players, — bears his

persistence

speaks

of energy— his care of a certain kind of accu
racy : but when he stoops to fill up and level
off slight depressions in the surface of the
ground, in the midst of his own playing, you
cannot resist the impression that his habitual
carefulness, perverted by excess, has become
meanness ; and

a petty

if

you should

detect

him in the trick of slyly pushing his ball into
position while all eyes are on another part of
the field, he would surely forfeit your confi
dence.

To take but one more example
the genial

II

, a general

: there was

favorite

for his

social qualities and the easy naturalness of
You see how he demurs when
his manners.
certain ones are pointed
ners on the field;

what

out to be his part
a stickler he is for

partners of his own choice ! You notice, if all
goes well for his side, he is quite content ; but
if the opposite side happens to gain on him,
and
utter

even pass him, he seeks escape from
defeat by alleging headache or diz

ziness

as

a

reason

handing his mallet

for

slipping out

and

over to Bome by-stander

At other times, when
his part.
the sides are closely matched, and the play
ing pretty equal, you will hear a dispute,
to finish
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's
now earnest and now explosive, over H
right to ignore a bridge, or do some other
thing for which there is no law. In the heat
of these contests he knows no distinctions,
but, like David Garrick,
" He casta off his Mends as a hnnteman his pack.

For he knows when he wills he can whistle them back/1

But when hard pressed, and the usual tactics
fail, you will, if you watch closely, see that
his ball, which has been untouched by the
other players since his turn, has mysteriously
gained for him a decided advantage by a
Lookers-on from upper
change of location.

windows, and observant by-standcrs, find a
's own foot
solution of the mystery in H
or mallet.
Here, you will say, is a character conspicu
for supreme selfishness in its ambition,

239

To him
and for a defective moral sense.
your friendship would be worthless in the
ratio that it ceased to be tributary to his
purposes, and you might regard yourself
if your business relations with
fortunate
him were to issue in no storm of words, or,
what is worse, in no disappointing pecuniary
results.

Now, in every instance, the several players,

will be found to have given
you impressions so definite respecting their
own character that you could not well divest

though strangers,

yourself

of their controlling influence in any

subsequent transaction of a business nature.
You will then conclude it was no unmeaning
boast of D
when he said, " Let me see a
man play at croquet a few times, and
tell you of what stuff he is made."

ous

I will

ELINOR'S WARDROBE.
friend Elinor is the best-dressed lady
By this I do not
my acquaintance.
that she is clothed in gorgeous raiment

MYof
mean

I

to suggest an un
Her
limited outfit of satin, lace, and jewels.
shawl is not exactly a cashmere at forty

every day, nor do

thousand,

wish

and her morning wrappers are not
I doubt that she possesses

of India crape.

silken underwear ; nevertheless, as

I tell

you,

hers is the rarest and most elegant toilet

I

know.

Small assertion this to our utilitarians who
take no esthetic view of dress, and are wrap
ped up in delusions concerning the beauty
and fitness of homespun.
haps, to those philosophers

Rather low, per

who deal largely
in the essentials of the mind to the neglect
entire of all that concerns our vile bodies.
To each and all of these persons there is
something frivolous in discussions on purple
and fine linen, something beneath the ration
al mind in the decoration of the person.
And yet who doubts that dress is the lever
arm which moves the social world ?

Who

can deny that in analyzing his own abstract
conceptions of his friend, he finds it impossi
ble to divest that mental image of the taste
ful garb which adorns the original, or of the old
coat or the bad hat which disfigures it ? And

that the view which wo
in the mind of our friend is the

direct measure of our influence over him, we
arrive at some conclusion respecting the value

of dress es an clement of power.
There is no person who in his intercourse
with his fcllow-men can afford to despise the
assistance of tasteful and harmonious cloth
ing ; and in these days of extravagant ideas
and high prices it becomes a question of mo
ment as to how such a costume is to be
reached with the least expense.
In taking an inventory of the different
articles composing the feminine wardrobe,
we find the dress occupying a very respect
able position, both as regards cost and num

This importance, however, does not
itself to the dress in its individual
character, but only to a variety of dresses
One
viewed in their collective strength.
dress, a single garment, no matter how much
of money, beauty, or taste it may represent,
is comparatively insignificant.
The costliest
velvet of Lyons, the priceless silk of India,
has a value alike fleeting as the summer
The belle who wore a glittering
shower.
moire antique at last night's ball must wear

ber.

attach

a regal velvet

trous

to-night, and

a satin more lus

The most

than the stars to-morrow.

elegant robe is nothing unless replaced im
mediately by another, and still another, all

when we consider

made of the costliest

material

and trimmed

originate

with almost fabulous

splendor.

have

I

fre
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[April,

cloak and the fur, of mink or
sable, have a daily service of years to fulfill
before their usefulness is over. I have ob

quently known ladies to absent themselves
from the most cherished ball or party of the
season, or from some friend or cousin's wed

the velvet

ding, because unable to purchase a new dress

served, too, in the somewhat close scrutiny
which I have been accustomed to take of the
public toilet, that there are other articles less
subject to change than might be expected, or
than is even desirable.
Such minor appoint
ments as gloves, handkerchiefs,
and collars
are by no means so ephemeral in their nature.
Shoes I have known to reach a very respect
able though shabby old age, and stockings

for the occasion, although their closets con
tained more than one handsome and fashion
able garment which, having done duty two or
three times in the course of the season, was
now laid under

the ban of public opinion.
this absurd and expensive
caprice forced itself upon the world, it is
difficult to say, yet that it has very respectable
claims to antiquity is abundantly proved by
the three thousand
gowns which Queen
Elizabeth is known to have left in her

How or when

In

it

are subjected to a merciless treading
under
foot, while underclothing is not always so
dainty, neither so well repaired generally as

sonably

the outer toilet warrants one in expecting.
Such is the state of things with Ann Eliza,

to the upper classes of society, whose outlays,
supported by some one else's toil, were less a

the near neighbor and the constant foil of that
Elinor whose wardrobe
am presently to tell
Ann Eliza carries a cheap parasol,
you about.

wardrobe.

her day, however,

may rea

be supposed to have worked less
mischief, since it was confined in its influence

of inconvenience than of pleasure.
But in our generation, in this land of equal
ity, the evil is wider spread. The manners
and dress of the metropolis are copied to a
certain extent in every assembly on the conti
nent, and it is safe to say that there are not
five per cent, of the women in America who
move in respectable society who do not
possess two or three times the number of
dresses which they really need or can well
Yet these, for the most part, are
afford.
women of intelligence.
They are matrons
long experienced in the art of supplying
They are
many wants with small incomes.
matter

artists,

professional

women,

and

authors,

striving with pen and pencil to support a
wardrobe ample enough for half a dozen
Every poor shop-girl, waiting all
women.
day at five dollars a week and boarding her
self ; every teacher, overworked

and

under

her waythrough college, has been compelled to pay
tribute to this tyranny of public sentiment,

paid

; every poor

student

starving

which demands that women's wardrobe shall
be made up of many " changes."
But there arc some articles exempt from
The diamond ring and the breast
this rule.
pin have a value of their own which time
can not take away ; the gold watch is handed
reverently

down from mother to daughter

as

an heirloom of t lie past ; the shawl of camel'shnir or lace has an intrinsic importance which
renders it the treasure of a lifetime ; while

I

and a faded, dilapidated fan.

Her shawl is

old-fashioned,

her gloves arc always soiled
and discolored, and her bonnet is a tawdry
concern made up of cotton lace, a profusion
of huge flowers, and some flimsy ribbon.

Her jewelry came from the " dollar store,"
and she wears almost invariably shabby boots.
Nevertheless, what pains she takes to display
her multitude of dresses I There are nineteen
of them exactly, including four old-fashioned
How largely she talks of " my merinos,
Bilks.
my poplins, my summer suits," of which latter
she has five or six, mostly of flimsy material
made up in the most unbecoming styles. And
once when her desire for another change tran
scended all reason, I positively assert that she
dress of her
appeared in a time-honored
mother's, — a hideous costume of black satinstriped silk, which ought long ago to have
been abandoned
moths.

It

to the paper man or the
was only last Sunday that she
to me during service her surprise

whispered
that " Biich a proud
could bear to wear

thing

as

the same

that

Elinor "

dress all

the

" It would kill me," said she, " to
have people say, ' There comes Ann Eliza
Brown again in the samo old dress sho wears
season.

' "
every Sunday !

Elinor,

positively but three
of course, of the few
tasteful wrappers which she wears every day.
The latter are the most dainty of " Gabridresses,

then,

has

exclusive,

elles," made up from some wash material, and
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are perfect in their fitting.
One of them, a
gray cashmere, is almost universal in its ser
vice.
With the addition of a scarlet jacket
and linen collar and cuffs, it constitutes on
ordinary occasions a handsome winter home
dress ; but worn with a waterproof cloak and
stout walking boots, it becomes a rainy-day
costume in which I see her, in the most in
clement weather, gathering oxygen and roses
along clean and quiet streets, and through
the parks of our surburban town.

On stormy

it is

especially useful, for by its
agency both snow and rain are set at defiance,
and Elinor is always at church.
Sundays

Elinor's motto, indeed, is this : unity and
simplicity, — unity of design and simplicity,
yet elegance of execution.
Dress, she says,
should have a character, an identity of its
own, not to be attained during the prevalent
chameleon-like
On this rock she
system.
takes her stand, and the result is so marvel
ous in beauty, so well adapted to the varying
demands
miration

of society, as to challenge
of every artistic eye.

the ad

All the past summer Elinor wore a dress
of black grenadine with trimmings of satin
and real lace; a frill of valenciennes, and a
cherry velvet at the throat, added finish and
color.
Over this dress she draped a lama
lace shawl, which cost her ninety dollars in
money besides some rather weighty lectures
on extravagance from her friend Ann Eliza.

A delicate black lace hat, black kids stitched
in white, and very handsome boots complet
ed a costume worthy of Undine, or of any
other sprite, either of water or air.
But somebody says, " What matter ! other
ladies have done as well." No doubt, but it
is just here that the beauty of Elinor's system
manifests
itself.
Having achieved, with
much expenditure of money, care and thought,
this toilet, she did not immediately tire of it.
" You are nothing,
She did not say to Beauty,
outlived novelty ; " nor to Unity, " I
having

am weary

of

sameness.

She chose to consider
need

of support

dies,

linens,

Let us have change."
that this suit had no

from a multitude of organ
but that it had

and mohairs,

She
in and of itsolf.
reached completion
said to herself, " This creation of mine came

it in the airi
The tree does not renew
his green leaves, nor the rose her petals with
in with the summer, and is like

ness

of its

details.
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of the day or

the changing

robe, therefore, suffice."

season.

Let this

So at church, or on

the promenade, at the quiet evening party, or
at the concert, Elinor was known by her suit,
as it was, had gained nn
added interest by being thus identified with
herself.

which, charming

But later, during the cooler autumn days,
for the fleecy dress of black a
silk, the only dress of the kind then in her pos
session. This silk is soft, heavy, and lustrous,
she substituted

and is made up, as indeed are all her dresses,

with the present convenient short skirt.
I was present when Elinor's winter dress
came home from the dressmakers, an Irish
poplin of one of the new rich neutral tints,
and finished oft" with heavy and costly fringe.
" Now then," said I, " your system, for once,
is invaded.
You must have two winter
dresses.
That handsome garnet merino you
wore last year can not surely be destroyed."
Elinor smiled. " That garnet merino went

into the hands of another. I was tired of it,
having worn it two whole seasons, and as it
was a good dress still, it would be of service
to the one who has it."
" I always
that you made all
supposed
own dresses."

your

" Never," was the reply, " except
wrappers
I am not sufficiently skilled
to keep pace with the present complicated
state of dressmaking ; and as I have so few
for home wear.

dresses,

I find

it

much cheaper to hire them

well made, than to waste time, patience, and
material in dabbling in an art I do not un
derstand."

"Well,"

said

I, "your

system seems

ad

mirably adapted to your way of living, — your
quiet, half literary habits and select circle of
associates ; but do you think it would meet
the demands of society upon a broader scale ? "
" Why not ? " said she ; " ladies of taste and
refinement have traveled the world over with
but two dresses, a traveling suit and a silk ;
and

I could

name very many wealthy people

who, during all last summer, made one hand
some suit answer all purposes, both for the
The tide," she constreet and at church.

.tinued, " is setting in this direction ; and when
some
dashing leader of fashion prescribes
one ball dress for a season, hosts of weary
women who are now half-crazed

with the at

tempt to keep up an appearance of endless
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Every woman's dress would then be charac
terized by a certain harmony of thought, and
an individuality of taste and style representa
tive of the wearer."
is

a

a

Atlantic trip to view
country destitute of the
" modern
" of Yankeedom,
and
improvements
the
fruits
of
traveled
gather
ripe
experience by
ways of Italians

in our

a

Italian New York presents features of great
interest to the inquirer, and well repays the
labor attending
careful observation.
Our
Italian neighbors are like all other foreigners,
a

;

composed of all kinds and classes of people
there
proportion of the rich and poor, the
learned and ignorant, the industrious and the
idle, the virtuous and the vicious, the honest

a

graced by the names of this portion of our com
munity, except for trivial offenses, or for crimes
which, when' the motive and the character of
the people are understood, find many palliating
circumstances.
The most frequent crime among them
that
of counterfeiting, their natural talent for engrav
ing leading them oftener into the commission
of this species of offense against the laws. Sev
eral gangs have been sent to State's Prison
few years past, and their operations
within
were found to be of
most curious character,
and upon
scale of great magnitude.
CANCEMI.
startled by
Occasionally tho community
crime among them peculiarly atrocious.
Such
was the murder of Eugene Anilerson, the
policeman, by Michael Cancemi.
Mr. Ander
son was shot dead on the corner of Grand and
Center streets on tho night of July 21st, 1857.
Cancemi had been just before arrested by the

a

Here an opportunity was afforded,
not to view the " vine-clad hills," the " fields
anil pastures, the cloud-capped towers and gor
geous palaces," the golden sky and all the
storied beauties of the landscape of sunny Italy,
to make at least the acquaintance of those who
had been nurtured by her warmth, and with
out the expense and discomforts of
trans-

if

thousand.

of our city population.
CRIMINALITY — COUNTERFEITING.
In proof of this assertion, reference for com
parisons may be made to our police calendars
and the criminal records. These are seldom
classes

officer as the former was coming apparently
from the store of Nelson H. Sammts, where
After much
burglary had been committed.

a

it

is

mation thus received was afterward verified by
inquiry at the Italian Consulate, and from lead
ing Italians, journalists, merchants, and others.
The number resident on Manhattan Island,
from eight to nine
was generally agreed,

or dangerous to the community, in proportion
to their number, than exists among many other

is

E

were informed by one of our Italian
citizens that there was estimated to be
fifteen thousand of his countrymen living in
New York and the suburban towns. The infor

is

Paris, and the accession of reason and refine
EMILY WOODEN.
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studying the peculiar
midst.

upon the feminine dress.
She longs, in fact, for the emancipation of
woman-kind from the rule of the Aspasias of

is

ITALIANS

day has showered

a

is,

But modest and appropriate as her ward
by no means satisfied.
my friend

robe

;

high authority would do

a

from

more to emancipate women than the ballot,
and would put an end to the vulgar, gaudy,
toilets of the present day.
indiscriminate

a

a mandate

costume
She tells me that she dreams of
much
for women which shall subserve in
higher degree the useful and convenient.
She longs for more simplicity and less tinsel
more of substantial effect and less trimmings,
the multitude of
for her especial abhorrence
adornments which the corrupt taste of the
a

wealth upon a limited income, will take a new
Such
lease of life by following in her train.

[April,

is
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excitement

in the community, the disagree
ments of juries, and ten years' imprisonment of
the criminal, he was pardoned by the Governor.
WHERE THE MAJORITY COME FROM.

and the criminal; but we have this testimony
to record in their favor, that in the aggregate
there are in them less of those attributes of

The Italian population of New York havo
come generally from the densely populated dis
tricts along the Ligurian coast.
The greater
number of them come from Genoa — the birth

character which might be denominated hurtful

place of America's

discoverer, and the

once

1871.]
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magnificent rival of Venice in naval superiority
from Sicily — a home of music, poetry,
romance, and art, a region inhabited by a pol

—and

ished gentry, wealthy clergy, republican patri
ots, fishermen, lazzarom, assassins, fierce ban
ditti, and where we find rich and varied pro
ducts and great natural phenomena. Many of
them come from the mountains of the Abruzzi
and the ancient Campania Felice, once cele
brated for its Falernian

wine, but now better

known here by its organ-grinders.
Rough and rugged Savoy, overshadowed by
Mount Blanc, also sends us many of its people,
who are naturally brave and industrious, but
not choice of their pursuits in this city, many of
them following the ignoble calling above-men
tioned. Almost every portion of Italy is repre

of the char
An
acteristics of the place of their nativity.
observance of the manner of the Bolognese
sented, and all partake more or less

among us is interesting from its strong family re
semblance to that of the French; the deduction
strengthening the tradition that their region
Swiss peas
was once peopled by the Gaulois.
ants, whose dialect and origin are Italian, and
whose native home is amid the romantic scen
and Maggiore, are
ery around lakes Lugano
very numerous in the city, and are so mingled
with the native Italians as to be regarded as
the same people. They make a thrifty, indus
trious, and useful class of citizens. The Delmonicos, our Napoleonic caterers, are of the

Italian Swiss.
RELIGIOUS AND POLITICAL

TENDENCIES.

The Catholic church in Sullivan near Prince
Street is the only church in the city where the
congregation is principally composed of Ital
ians. They are strongly wedded to their na
tional religion, and we have yet to hear of even
an inconsiderable number of them being con
verted to Protestantism.
They appear, how
ever, to be indifferent to principles and doctrine,
and seem to prefer remaining Catholics than to
go to the trouble of inquiry into the truth or
They are tolerant,
falsity of other religions.
and by no means bigoted.
Being a confiding, affectionate, and tolerant
people, they are easily influenced by politi
cians, but are somewhat indifferent as to
American politics.
During their last election
their votes were principally cast for the Demo
cratic interest
In everything relating to the
Welfare and regeneration of their own country,
however, they take an enthusiastic interest
They are also, as members of the Latin race,
strong sympathizers with France, though hat
ers of Napoleon.

JSTEW
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NEWSPAPER — SOCIETIES.
There is at present but one Italian newspaper
in the city, L'Eco d?Italia, edited and published
by Cav. G. F. Secchi De Casali. It was estab
lished twenty-two years ago, and is the organ
of the Italians in the United States.

The L'Eco is published semi-weekly, but its
editor has expressed to us his intention of pub
lishing a daily issue shortly.
The Societa di Unione e Fratellanza Italiana
is an Italian Benevolent Society established

some years ago.
It has for its object the crea
tion of a fund for the benefit of the widows and
orphans of its members, to pay their funeral

and render mutual aid and protec
tion.
It has its trunk in New York, with
branches extending all over the country. Cav.
Casali is the President of the Societa.
The
members of the association in New York num
ber about three hundred.
They have under
their protection the Italian night-school for
expenses,

adults, and a ball for its benefit, under their
auspices, is given annually.
The Italian Rifle Association (Columbia
Guard) was organized in 1867 for the purpose
of social amusement and military proficiency.

They have an annual celebration of the birth
day of Christopher Columbus. They have also
a lodge of Freemasons (Garibaldi Lodge), num
bering about one hundred and fifty. The found
ing of a hospital for their people is proposed by
a number of public-spirited Italian gentlemen.
The Italians of the better class send their
children to those of the city schools whose ad
vantages are open to all, but principally to
They have
those of the Catholic societies.
two charitable schools, one for children and
adults, under the especial care of the Children's
Aid Society in Franklin near Elm Street, and
the other protected by the Benevolent Society
in Primary School No. 10, in Wooster Street
near Bleecker.
SOCIAL

CHARACTERISTICS.

The Italians have a tendency to clan togeth
er, and are found living in colonies in this city,
Brooklyn, and in New Jersey. The most con
siderable colony of them is found in the Sixth
Ward, and it is estimated that folly fifteen
hundred of them live in the Five Points and
The next
the streets immediately contiguous.
considerable colony is found in the Eighth
Ward, in Spring, Laurens, Hudson, and Mac-

A
dougal streets, and that neighborhood.
number live in Fifth and Eighth streets, in the
vicinity of Second Avenue and Avenue A.
Another colony is found in the region of West
Broadway

and North Moore Street
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A number of artists, theatrical employes, etc.,
live in the vicinity of Third Avenue and Tenth
and Fifteenth

streets.

There

is a colony

in

Henry Street, and numbers are to be found
living in close proximity in Harlem and the
upper part of the city.
COMMERCIAL RELATIONS— MERCHANTS.

The principal Italian importations arc lemons,
oranges, sulphur, marble in blocks, slabs, and
statuary, alabaster, rags, sumach, vermicelli,
maccaroni, olive oil, wines, coral (from Naples
and Leghorn), straw, amber, almonds, raisins,
from Milan and Naples (sold as Pa
risian), silks and velvets from Genoa, tunny
It is nat
fish, sardines, and Parmesan cheese.
ural that Italian merchants in the city should
be found chiefly among the dealers in the
above-mentioned articles of commerce, though
gloves

some are found in other branches of trade.

As
of our
merchants, and are generally wealthy, some of
a class, they are among the most stable

them being immensely so.
The house of the Fabricotti is the largest im
They
porters of Italian marble in the country.
own the greater part of the quarries in Carrara.
Signor O. Fabricotti, the senior partner of the
firm, died in Italy last summer. He was a mem
ber of the Co-operative sub-Committee of the
Children's Aid Society for the Italian school,

[April,

In law — among the most widely known law
yers practicing at the New York bar is Signor
S. W. Finelli, who in 1821 was a victim of
Austrian tyranny.
A number of other Italians
well known and eminent in these walks might
be added,
AMTJ8EMENT8 — MTTSIC AND MUSICIANS.
The chief public amusement of Italians in
this city is attendance at the opera when it is

in season, musical festivals, and among the
poorer classes gatherings in cafes where singing
is encouraged.
Their influence as a body,
and the efforts of individuals of their nation
ality, have been of incalculable advantage in
forcing a growth of refinement in musical art
and taste in our community.
Italian opera
received its first decided impulse from Signor
Ferdinand Palmo, who accumulated a fortune
in the management of a restaurant hi Broad
way near Duane Street, and made musical per
formances a conspicuous part of the entertain
ment.

The old building formerly used as a theater
in Chambers Street was erected by him in 1843.
He spent his fortune in the vain endeavor to
make a permanent house for Italian Opera in
this city. His Opera House was sold to \Y. E.
Burton in 1848, and is now occupied by the

and took a great interest in its welfare.
Signor
E. P. Tabbri, also a member of the committee
mentioned, is an importer of marble and own

Mr. Palmo died
United States Government.
about a year ago, in greatly reduced circum
The efforts of Signors Maretzek and
stances.
Strakosch to establish what Palmo failed to do

er of quarries, and is reputed to be very rich.
Other Italian merchants, it is said by their
brethren of the same origin, are ready with

with the same firm basis upon which it stands
in the European capitals, have been the sub
ject of long editorials in the New York press,

their purse and influence to aid in everything
of a benevolent or public nature among their
people. There are also a number of Italians

and thoy have been earnest and persistent in
their endeavors, in the face of discouragement,

engaged as cigar dealers, and as keepers of
small groceries.

number

SCIENCE AND LITERATURE.

Entering the domains of Science and Litera
met by Dr. G. Cecarini, of the
Board of Health, who ranks with the foremost
ture we are

in his profession, and to whom the city is in
debted for many sanitary reforms ; Professor V.
Botta, linguist, and author of several valuable
works; Cav. G. F. Secchl De Casali, already
mentioned;
Signor C. Orsini, late editor of

disappointment, and heavy pecuniary losses. A
of Italian singers who have been

brought to this country by impresmrios have
settled in our midst ; some of them marrying,
and preferring a fixed habitation to the constant
changes attendant upon their profession in
this country, have turned their attention to
Such is Errani, a once celebrated
teaching.
tenor singer, who is now married to au Ameri
can lady and teaches music.
Errani was maestro to Misses Kellogg, Patti,

lication some time ago, and which is to be re
stored under the editorial management of

and Minnie Hauck. Ronconi, a popular vocal
There are at least a doz
ist, is also a maestro.
en first-class teachers in New York, of whom
several are musical composers of considerable

Signor N. Norton; and Signor Abrizzo, an
eminent mechanician who lately sailed for
Tours for the purpose of ottering to the
French Government a new gun of his own in

merit. Carlo Bosa, whose death a short time
ago was noticed by the press, was the author
of several compositions of rare excellence.
The well-known Signor Bagioli, the oldest

vention.

teacher of singing in the city, died quite recent

L Unions

Dei PopoU, which suspended pub

1871.]
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ly. Four public singers make New York their
home; they are, Brignoli, Susini, Reina, and
Also among the number of
A. Maceoferri.
Italian instrumental performers and teachers
resident in the city is Carlo Patti, violinist and
composer.

ART AND ARTISTS.

Although our wealthy citizens are liberal pa
trons of the Italian schools of art, they prefer
either the originals or copies of the old masters.
Their purchases are principally made from the
great art centers in Italy ; and as the majority
of the Italian painters of the presept day seem
to manifest a greater tendency to copy than to
originate, they apparently prefer to remain at
home, where they arc surrounded by the great

works of past ages. Hence we have no Italian
Churches, Bierstadts, or Gignoux among us, and
none equal to Constant Mayer; but we have a
Fagnani, whose portrait paintings are marvels
of art Angerro is also a portrait and historical
painter of great excellence.
A considerable number of fresco painters and
theatrical scenic painters are employed here.

The most famous among them are Bragaldi,
who supplied the decorations in the interior of
A. T. Stewart's house in Fifth Avenue, Gari
baldi, who frescoed Booth's
Theater
and
Apollo Hall, and Felix Donnaruina.
The most eminent of the Italian sculptors in
New York is Turvini, who sent one of his
works to the Paris Exhibition, where it elicited
high commendations from the critics.
MENDICANCY AND ORGAN-GRINDERS.
charge frequently preferred against our
A few
Italian citizens is that of vagrancy.
years ago every beggar who mumbled for alms
in an unintelligible language was thought to

A

be an Italian, and every fiercely mustached in
dividual who exasperated the ear with squeaky
notes, ground out of a wheezy hand-organ or
hurdy - gurdy, was denounced as a " lazy

I-talian." Better acquaintance with the Italians
demonstrates that they by "no means hold a
monopoly of either business, but that the most
liberal share — especially the organ-grinding —
is held by people of other nationalities, for
instance, the frugal Germans, the adventurous

French, the sturdy Swiss, and the battered
"*boys in blue" — who should be saved from
soch necessity by a nation's

gratitude.

Sons

of Albion and of the Emerald Isle do not dis
dain to charm the pennies from those who are
not " so stockish hard and full of rage ;" and
the pibroch of Scotia is often sounded in the
shadow of Trinity or the quiet of Fifth Avenue
by a bare-legged " highland laddie," the melody
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of which inspires the hearer with a wish to be
the possessor of a pair of seven-leagued boots
and " lend him distance."
And now, to say something in defenso of
organ-grinders, which may be of general appli
cation to the " profession," but is intended to
apply especially to Italians.
To begin, in the
language of the lady principal of the school at
the " Five Points " Mission House, " There is
no reason why an organ-grinder should be re
garded as an altogether discreditable member
of the community; his vocation is better than
that of begging or stealing, and he certainly
works hard enough for the pennies thrown to
him, lugging his big box around the city from

And it may be added
morning until night."
that he certainly merits the good-will of Mr.
Bergh for the affectionate solicitude with which
he watches over the physical welfare of his
monkey, should he be the fortunate possessor
of such a valuable auxiliary to his fortunes.
Who among us, whose musical taste is not
trained to that exquisite pitch of refinement
which renders a false note excruciating to the
ear when we were vainly trying " to catch" the
" turn " of some
popular tune, has not been
gratified by hearing a street organ grinding
out the very notes which we had been pucker
ing our lips in the vain endeavor to whistle?

And who on a summer's eve is
hear the notes of Casta Dim
him, pealed from some organ
for in this case " 'tis distance
ment to the — sound."

not charmed to
floating toward
at a distance?
lends enchant

And who is there that
in the noisy happiness of the
children on the appearance of the organ and
the monkey ? Many of the children of poverty
have no other music, and but little other
amusement. In this particular regard, organ"
" that
grinders are an institution
merits en
couragement. To conclude, how much more
do they deserve to be decried than those who
sell liquid poison in gin palaces and steal away
does not delight

the health and brains of their fellow-men ?
Where, a few years ago, large numbers of
could be found living
these organ-grinders
together, the number has been greatly reduced,
owing to the influence exercised by the Italian
schools.
Organ-grinding was at one time a
lucrative employment, and more money was
made by it than by work of a more useful
character. An Instance of its gains is that of
Francisco Ferrari, who came to this country
about ten years ago, and with a hand-organ
and monkey amassed enough money in a few
years to go back to Italy and invest in real
estate.

He was not contented to remain in his
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sometimes form a business arrangement with
these men, and go around the streets with
them, for one-half or a certain percentage of
the profits.

That class of street musicians which is made
of harpers, violinists, vocalists, etc., is
largely composed of Italians whose place of
nativity is the south of Italy.
Traveling
through the streets in companies of two and

a

a

a

a

a

shelter for the night.
To the slyiine of the Italian community
must be recorded that this treatment of chil
dren as
business was an institution almost
peculiar to them. Since the exposure men

it

Young girls and women

fortunes in that line.

hearts would break, or scratching their instru
ments at the approach of
wayfarer, with the
forlorn hope of extracting
few pennies, to
make up the sum required by their masters,
before they were furnished with supper, or to
save them from
thrashing or exclusion from
a

Several other instances, but not so notable,
With such examples in
might be mentioned.
view, it is not to be wondered at that newly
arrived emigrants, ignorant of the language, or
to what to turn their hands, Bhould buy or
rent an organ and monkey, and seek their

short time ago, numbers of these little
few are still to
fellows might have been, and
be seen, wending their way to the Five Points,
harp (twice as big as
bearing on their backs
themselves) or violin, sobbing as though their

but

a

native country, however, for he soon returned,
bringing with him his family, and resumed his
old trade.
He has been paid for his bad music
about $20,000.

[April,
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tioned
has been pretty thoroughly broken up,
and exists only in isolated eases, and all dispo
fast disappearing
sition to continue the evil
before the benign influence of the Children's

four, they sometimes discourse most sweet
music, and grave citizens linger within sound
of them while young people involuntarily keep
time to their melodies. The streets arc their
concert hall, and the canopy of heaven its

Aid Society and the Five Point charities.

WHITE

SLAVERY.

a

a

is,

The legion of little monkey-faced boys, who
rasp out agonizing sounds from cheap violins,
earn the pennies thrown to them by virtue of
their comic antics. It
however,
cruelty
to encourage these children with
gift of
money, for instead of such gifts inuring to their
benefit, Uiey are exacted for the support of
cruel and selfish parents and taskmasters, who
increase the amounts of the sums they are

a

daily required to bring "home" with them,
according to their good, or rather bad fortune,
in collecting pennies.
The sordid and av
aricious tyrants who derive a support from the
slavery of these little ones drove formerly quite
profitable business in the trade, at one time

forming co-partnerships for the importation of
such white slaves to the New York market.
The fact in regard to the transactions of
these firms was but lately ventilated in the

At

fresh in the memory
late hour of the night,

is

a

daily newspapers and

of their readers.

is

of the evidences of Italian
to be seen
look into whatever
regeneration
field of industry we may, we find our Italian
citizens conspicuous among the toilers. They
are represented in almost every branch of me
;

is

multiplication

chanical labor, but are to be found more espe
cially working as marble-cutters, hatters, ma
chinists, carpenters, shoemakers, plasterers,
carvers of wood, pattern rustic, frame, and ci
A
gar makers, and makers of plaster casts.
great number of confectioners and cooks ace
to be found among them
and the manage
;

ment of the Italian kitchen

considered by
epicures to be superior to the French.
Ital
ians as cooks are employed by the Delmonico*
and number of leading caterers. The chief
is

rewarded by an eneore.
These
invariably
people arc musical missionaries, and are doing
much to popularize the creations of the great
composers in the community.

INDUSTRIAL, RELATIONS.

A

a

dome; no charge is demanded to hear them,
their remuneration being forced by their merits,
and they generally reap a rich harvest
One
of the street singers appeared a few years ago
in a sensational play at the old Broadway
Theater, and his vocal efforts on the stage were

it

up

cook of the St. Nicholas

and several of his as
sistants are Italians.
Barbers and hair-dresscrs and workers in hair are numerous among
them, Cristadoro leading the advance guard,
and rivaling Phalon in popularity.
Few of
them are found to be working as servants, ex
cept as public waiters. Among the laborers, a
large number of Italians are employed at work
on the new boulevards, in the parks, and at
street sweeping, and arc reckoned an honest
and industrious class of people.
Whenever and however employed, except in
rare instances, the Italian in New York gives
satisfaction to his employers, and proves him
self to be steady, honest, and capable. " When
ever we have obtained employment for any of
of the Children's
Aid Society and the Five Points House of In
" in
dustry,
every instance they are preferred
these people," say the officers

ITALIANS IN

1871.]
to

others.

Letters

and certificates from the

employers, speaking enthusiastically of their
honesty, industry, and faithfulness, have been
seen by us." " There are instances," says the
principal o. the Italian school in Franklin
Street, " where extraordinary interest is taken
by employers in their behalf, and in no case
has one of them ever been discharged for any
" Italians
other reason than for want of work."

with whom we have dealings are unoxceptionally honest," says Mr. Shultz, Missionary of tho
Five Points House of Industry, " and articles
loaned to them from the House are invariably
"
returned ; and he adds, " I have never sten
an Italian drunkard

in my experience."
PERSONAL ADVENTURES.
"Would you like to visit among our peo
"
ple ? said an Italian gentleman to the writer
of this article. An affirmative reply was given,
and the tour was arranged.
Turning from
Chatham Street a few paces into Rose Street,
and a lager beer, saloon, kept by an Italian, was
reached. It was not unlike hundreds of such
places in the city, and there was a slim attend
" This is a
ance at the bar.
great rendezvous
for newly arrived emigrants," said the guide ;
"
their friends in this country write to them to
come here to make inquiries, and from here
the newly arrived emigrant is directed where
and how to find those of whom he is in search."
A little chattering in Italian, and our host pre
ceding us with a lighted candle, led the way
np a shaky flight of stairs, and ushered us into
the presence of several workmen engaged in

giving the finishing touches to rude plaster
casts of Madonnas and churches. The room
was well stocked with these articles, and light
Our party was re
ed with tallow candles.
ceived with great politeness, and when we
remarked that it was past working hours,
"Nothing better to do," said they A brief
survey, a biuno stiyres, and a few minutes' walk
brought us after considerable stumbling through
a dark and narrow alley into a court, and then
into the busy workshop of an association of
Italian image-makers and venders. One of their
number volunteered

the following

information.

Their association was composed of about twen
ty men, some of whom stay in tho shop at
work, while the others found a market for the
One of
products of their labor in the street.
the association keeps the accounts, receives all
the money, and pays each man his portion of
the profits.
They work sometimes until eleven

or twelve o'clock at night, and their earnings,
Their
nevertheless, are very inconsiderable.
wants are few, however ; they are frugal ; and
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if

they can return to their native homes after
years with a few hundred dollars saved,
they consider that they have made a fortune.
A subsequent visit to a large concern in
Broadway gave an insight into the business as
carried on with greater magnitude.
Here were
some

plaster casts of every size, from
that of the miniature to that of life, and of
every conceivable subject and design. At this
place the prices range from 25 cents to $100.
to be found

The original wooden molds, from which new

are patterned and made in this country,
are imported from Italy, and figures molded
from the originals sometimes bring from two
to three hundred dollars apiece.
Molds thrown
aside from this shop are bought up by the poor
er classes of image-makers.
The next place
visited was located in Baxter Street, a fiveones

story brick tenement of dingy exterior, and
decorated from the windows with clothing
hung out to dry.
COMMON

RESORTS.

A

small sign over the basement door informs
the inquirer that it is an Italian grocery and
wine store, and large letters written on tho
house-front read " Republican Hall." Up the
wooden stairs, and a walk through the dimly
lighted hall into the bar-room, will leave no
doubt in the mind of the visitor of its demo
cratic character.
At the time of the visit
herein referred to, about fifty men were stand
ing around the room, or sitting at long and
narrow pine tables engaged in playing the Ital
ian card games of Tre sette and Scopa.
There
was no evidence of gambling, and the assem
blage was a quiet and orderly one — exceedingly
so, — and presented a strong contrast to similar
assemblies of other people gathered together in
Over the bar
public places for amusement
was a gilt eagle, and on the walls hung three
The visitor
targets, bullet-riddled and dingy.
was informed that this place was a resort of
the better class of Italians in the neighborhood.
The host politely invited his visitors to descend
into the grocery.
There was an immense quan
tity of maccaroni, which in a wonderful vari
ety of shapes and colors was temptingly dis
played. Italian wines were the next consider
and sardines, tunny fish,
able commodity,
and olive oil were present in abund
The proprietor of this establishment is
ance.

cheese,

over one hundred thousand dollars,
accumulated in his business.
Near by in the rear is a grocery also liberally
stocked with maccaroni, and in the yard is a
which can only be run with
bowling-alley,
worth

profit on Saturday evening, when there is an
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of stumps into the Points, the weekly
Upon the
wages of its working inhabitants.
night in question it was filled with a motley
crew. Perched upon a table in the rear of the
room in a squatting posture was a man with a
face molded after the popularly received idea

influx

of brigand physiognomy.
On his head was a
broad-brimmed felt hat, the front flap perched
up against the crown, and a black pipe in his
mouth, sending up volumes of smoke. There
he sat regarding a party of card-players with
an indifferent stare upon his features.

The patrons of

the place, about a hundred in

were made up of beggars,
street
players, street sweepers, laborers, and some
individuals under police espionage. Having
paid our respects to the proprietor, and shaken
hands with two queer-looking individuals, one
of whom was dressed in a coat trailing to his

number,

heels, and had an enormous felt hat on his
head, and long, whito whiskers hanging from
his chin, while the other was enveloped in an
made up of many
garment
we emerged into the light of Worth

indescribable
patches,

Street.

subsequent visit to the " Points " opened
up to view Donovan's Lane, which, running
from Baxter to Pearl Street, is the outlet of a

A

large population living in tenement houses
built between the two streets.
In these back
courts, reeking with filth and echoing with
profanity, among all grades of the miserably
poor and depraved, who swarm the houses
from cellar to garret, a few Italians of the
poorest class arc to be found ; and from these,
and such as these, come those flower and or
ange girls whose pretended trade is a mask to

real calling.
In Mulberry Street, from
" bend " to
Park Street, the houses are
almost exclusively filled with Italians.
In
Baker's Alley a large frame structure fronting
on Mulberry Street is occupied by them exclu

their

[April,

Descending, an entrance to the room
was gained through the grocery. It was filled
principally with boys and girls, and but few
adults were present. A few of the assembly
the boy.

were engaged in dancing to the music of a
devotees of
These youthful
hurdy-gurdy.
At the public
Terpsichore were all Italians.
dances on Saturday evening the hall, which is
small and of a dingy appear
well lighted, is then packed with
male and female dancers, who partake of all

comparatively
ance, though

characters and nationalities, there being, how
but few Italian women among them.
Opposite the store, the cellar of a tenement-

ever,

house is another place used for dances.
The curious visitor to the Five Points will
not fail to pause to look at the Mission
House and the House of Industry, two institu
tions which are to that quarter the advanceOn pleasant Sunday
guards of reformation.
evenings the plaza in front of these two build
ings is thronged with Italians, promenading in
groups and chatting gayly together.
SCHOOLS — ITALIAN CIIILDREN AS PUPILS.
In Franklin a few doors above Elm Street
is the Italian school of the Children's

Aid So
The clay and evening schools were
ciety.
visited, and were found to be well attended.
About three hundred pupils take advantage of
its benefits, and four teachers are employed to
instruct them. Two of the teachers are ladies
of American birth, the others are Italians. The
school hours are from three to six and from
seven to nine, p. m.
The founders of the
school are assisted in their benevolent mission
by a sub-committee of Italian gentlemen, who
have been, with the exception of Signor G.
Albinola, already mentioned in this article. The

the

Italian Government, also, through its ministers,
has been greatly impressed with the gratifying
results of the humane exertions of the patrons
of the school, and now contributes annually

sively, and at night an army of street sweepers
is to be seen issuing from the building with
their hickory brooms.

toward its encouragement.
A short conversa
tion with one of the lady teachers was sub
stantially as follows :
Visitor. " Do your pupils attend school regu
"
larly ?
"
Teacher.
Very ; they are quite punctual."
"
Visitor.
Are they apt and studious ? "
"
Teacher.
Quite so ; they apply themselves
to study with greater earnestness than one
would imagine, considering their antecedents."
" Are
Visitor.
they easily governed ? or are
you obliged to punish them frequently ? "
" It is seldom
Teacher.
that
have to resort
to punishment.
Come here, sir [said she to a

DANCING HALLS.

A visit
store

on

to

Joe Koon's,

the

the keeper of a grocery
of Worth and Baxter
by a view of the room

corner

was repaid
over his store which
streets,

is used for dances. In
company with a detective, the writer ascended
a winding flight of rickety stairs from Worth
Street. On trying the door, which was found to

of a boy was poked through
window - pane, and asked, " Who
is there ? " " Fitzmaurice," said the detective.
" You will have to
go through the store," said
be locked, the head
a

broken

I

good-sized

boy, whom

she

liad discovered
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" Perhaps

so.

I

This is

the first

I

school of poor children
have ever taught ;
have formerly been employed in the teaching
of children of better condition.
But
must
say that I like my present better than my
former pupils.
They are so appreciative of

I

every act of kindness and so affectionate that
fallen in love with them. Come [she
said, calling to her side a little girl with the
face of an angel].
This is my prettiest pupil."
1 have

Upon
answered

being

questioned,

the

little

lady
the
Love and in

quickly and with intelligence

questions propounded to her.
genuousness shone from the depths of her black
eyes as she looked up to her teacher for
approval.
The occupations of the children are various.
Some are supported entirely by their parents ;
some are

newsboys, bootblacks, flower-girls,
and the like; others play the violin; while
those whose parents are organ-grinders travel
around the streets with them to collect the
pennies. These last are ludicrousty ashamed of
their business. These occupations are followed

in the fore part of the day, no school being held
then. The parents are very anxious to have
their little ones attend the school, and frequently
accompany them to the school-house to insure

their attendance.

A visit in the evening was well repaid by
the interest afforded.
The conduct and apjwarauce of the pupils was of a most satisfac
tory character, and their personal cleanliness
was in strong contrast with what had been
observed

among

the

children

and

adults

in the Five Points. Tho only dis
agreeable characteristic of the school was a
want of room, a great number of the pupils,
especially in the apartment up-stairs, being

generally

which there can

be larger school-rooms, a
reading-room for young men who are in need
of such an opportunity, and a room for exhi
bitions and festivals of the school, in which the

Italian people of the neighborhood take great
interest, together with wash-rooms and other
necessary offices, with which the present build
ing is poorly provided.
a beggar's ingenuity.

Leaving Franklin Street, and walking up
town, a group of beggars was passed, which
might have made a fit subject for the pencil of
an artist. Sitting on the pavement, " tailorfashion," was a man between forty and fifty
years of age, with his head wrapped up in a
Before him was an
piece of white muslin.
instrument shaped like an organ, but of an ap
It was a sort
pearance totally indescribable.
of compound of accordeon and organ, certain
to attract attention from its queerness.
Grouped
around him in studied attitudes were a woman
with a child at the breast and two little boys.

The woman with the babe sat at one side of
the queer instrument while one of the little
boys sat at the other, and the remaining child
was in front. A tin sign with an appeal to the
tin box for pennies,
charitable painted upon
tallow-candle
and the flickering flame of
A most dolorous accom
finished the picture.
paniment was played upon the instrument.
a

Teacher.

Mr. Cerqua, the head teacher, stated that he
was endeavoring to interest the philanthropic
in a plan to build a larger school-house, in

a

sympathetic sobs from the others. They are
'
clannish,' to use a common expression."
Visitor. " This is probably a peculiarity of
all poor children?"

several glees, ending with a national air, which
was sung with great unison and unction, and
was a pleasing episode.

an Italian, and
frequently met
The man
by New Yorkers with all his appointments.
He
worthless vagabond, but certainly dis
plays the national characteristic for skill in art
— even in begging.
Passing by an Italian
is

I

I

it,

When

chestnut stand, where
gray-haired father was
attended by his daughter, — the pair during the
summer months plying the vocations of organ
and tamborine players, — another group was
observed that might have given employment
was composed of the two
to
Murillo.
mentioned, tho girl being black-eyed and
colored handkerchief disposed
pretty, with
rough-looking and
gracefully over hor head,
a

although

younger pupils.
Before leaving the school, the children, led
by a teacher, and accompanied on the melodcon
by one of his assistants, united in singing

a

I use the rod in rare
do resort to this method
of punishment
apparently inflict as much
pain upon his mates as I do upon the offender.
Italian children appear to be very sensitive to
the sufferings of one of their number, and when
one of them is made to cry he is answered by

teacher];
instances.

A number

It

schoolmates, who cast
furtive glances at them over their schoolbooks.]
This is my principal punishment [resumed the

is

their

a

by

obliged to stand up to their studies.

a

miseration
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of adults were in attendance, and were poring
over their primers with as much gravity as the

is

talking in one comer of the room] ; kneel
down, sir. [The mandate was obeyed, the boy
kneeling down by the side of two other delin
quents, the three being regarded with com

a

1871.]
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ragged

individual

sitting

on

a flour

barrel

in bis month, a man with a
large harp, a boy with a smaller one, a
smaller boy with a violin, and a tiny boy not
much bigger than the violin he carried stand
ing near.
The light of the smoking oil-lamp or torch
and the red fire of the furnace tinged their
faces with peculiar color.
It is to be remarked
■with a short pipe

that Italians frequently flock together in this
manner in the streets of New York.
ANOTHER.

SCHOOL.

Entering school No. 10, in Wooster Street,
the tourist in Italian New York was met by
Signor N. Corvodi, the Principal of the Italian
night-school for adults, under the protection of
the Italian Benevolent Society. This school oc
cupies the upper floor of that building, and is
composed of two classes, for instruction in
It is yet in its infancy,
reading and writing.
but is rapidly extending its usefulness. There
wcro at the time of this visit about sixty pupils
in attendance, whose ages varied from fifteen
to forty. Newly arrived emigrants, ignorant
of our language, avail themselves of its advan
tages, and are much assisted thereby.
The

in the class-rooms was both interesting
and instructive ; youths and bearded men read
aloud from their primers or bent over their
scene

copybooks with the same spirit of application.
Among the scholars in the writing-class a
few young girls were interspersed, who gave
evidence of much proficiency.
The copybook

of one of the scholars,
age, who commenced

a man of thirty years of
with straight lines abont

a year before, was remarkable for good pen
The method adopted by the princi
manship.
pal in the English class is one calculated to
teach the pupil as speedily as possible enough

English for business uses.
The teacher found that many of bis pupils
were so ignorant of the grammar of their own
language that he was forced to discard the es
tablished methods and adopt a plan of his own.
The pupils individually read aloud from the
primers, and translate each word and sentence
from English into Italian and from Italian in

like manner into English, their pronunciation
being corrected as they read. The ringing of
the changes from one language to the other
has a most peculiar effect upon the ear.
A
blackboard is used to write English words upon,
which the scholars spell aloud, and thus arc
aided much in learning the orthography of the
language. Those who have the time, talent,
and inclination are taught more particularly,
after the system of Ollendorf.
Signor Corvodi

[April,

says the use of the school and gaslight is per
mitted to them by the Board of Education free

of cost
Leaving the school, a visit to an Italian
grocery and cafe in Spring Street, where the
store is up-stairs and the cafe in the cellar, in
troduced the visitor to an entirely different
phase of Italian society from that seen else
where.
In this place were found an assem
blage of operatic artists — musicians and sing
ers.
There were also several literary charac
ters, an editor, etc. The guests were indulging
their tastes in such things as tho place afforded.
It is seldom that Italians drink anything strong
er than claret, and that generally at. meals.

This fact may account for the infrequency of
drunkenness among them.
The interiors of the houses of the Italian resi
dents in this neighborhood arc, with few ex
ceptions, faultlessly clean, and the people and
their apartments are in strong and favorable
contrast with the majority of the Italian resi
dents of the Five Points.
They appear, too, to
be a more intelligent class.
In Third Avenue
and up town the majority of the people are of
a still better class in appearance, and the Italian
restaurants in Third Avenue, Fourteenth Street,
and Fourth and Seventh avenues are filled at
meal-times with well-dressed and intelligent
Italians, who spend much time over their claret
and maccaroni in discussing Italian unity and
the political affairs of Europe.

TREE PLANTING

IN AMERICA.

CLAIMS OF THE CHESTNUT.
many of our Eastern and Middle States a
scarcity of timber exists, which is making
itself felt more and more as year after year the
demand for different woods in the mechanic arts

IN

increases.
For fifty years has the 6ettler in new
regions made it one of his chief objects to clear
as much land, to hew down and extirpate as
much forest as possible, little regarding the in

trinsic value of the timber which fell beneath his
doughty arm. Now, we begin to appreciate his
error, and deprecate that indiscreet zeal which
neglected to provide for the wants of subse
quent generations. We have too much clearing,
which not only imfavorably affects the climate

of neighboring

if

our meteorologists
us of the
timber needed for building and fencing pufTho next generation will suffer greatly
poses.
in the latter respect if efforts are not made by
sections,

are to be believed, but also deprives

the present to produce new growths

of wood.

OUB PUBLIC DOMAIN.
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In tlie prairie States, whither the fertile soil
invites settlement, the lack of sufficient timber
is already severely felt, and tree planting is in
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the fruit was named by them Castanea nuecs,
or nuts of Castanea. Some of the oldest and
largest trees in the world now standing arc
chestnuts.
One on Mount Etna,
which can be seen from the town
of Aci, has often been mentioned
by travelers. It is ICO feet in cir
cumference, and has a
hollow
trunk in which shepherds find a
retreat for themselves and their

a

it

it,

flocks.
It is called the hundredhorse chestnut, from a tradition
that Joanna of Aragon once visited
and that her whole party found
from sudden
protection beneath
storm.

is

is

;

a

is

an old chestnut tree in
There
England, at Tortworth, in Glouces
tershire, which was
boundary
mark in the reign of I£ing John
and at Sancerre, in France, there
one which
believed to be a

is

thousand years old. The fruit of
the American chestnut
not so

disposal of public lands for the
year ending June, 1808, was 6,655,742$

J-

bringing in

acres,

of wood, but its fruit occupies

located

of the most beautiful of
and deserves consideration on account of

The chestnut
trees,

is one

its ornamental character as well as for its ma
terial utility. We could not cover the waste
places of the East and West with a more valu
able forest growth ; for this tree grows rapidly
and vigorously, furnishes a hard-grained and
durable wood, a swe«t and desirable fruit, and
a decoration which many a private park or lawn
ie proud to own.

The chestnut has a history which will not be
out of place here. It is said to have been found
by the Romans, first at Castanea, a town of
Thessaly, near the mouth of the Peneus, whence

ations covered:
en

$1, 632,745.

941, G41 acres

by military warrants
homestead entries

under

The appropri
sold; 512,533
2,328,923 tak
259,197 given

;

to States as swamp
097,257 vested under
railroad grants, and 1,842,889 under college
demanded earn
The levee system
scrip.
is

This, however, is too famil
inclosure or burr.
iar to require a description in detail here.

1807-8.

rr^HE total

the widest extent of country.
Not only does this tree funish a valuable kind
a good position
In the
among the farinaceous nutst>f America.
engraving we have a representation of the nuts
as they appear when matured in their prickly

PUBLIC DOMAIN IN

OUR

(Castanea

;

chestnut

;

the American

estly by the

Southwest.

Gen.

Humphreys

says that, in order to produce full protection
to inundated districts of the Mississippi, lev
ees must be carried

the whole distance from

the mouth of the Ohio, three feet high above
water level

;

commend

Americana) as the tree possessing those quali
ties in the largest measure which the builder
and the farmer require, and which adapt it to

increased to seven in Arkansas,

and steadily increasing thence to Lake Prov
idence, from where another outlet may be
created, and

a

dispensable, as it seems altogether unlikely that
science will ever discover any material which
can be substituted in all respects for wood.
With reference to the proper timber to be
grown, some of our best agricultural authorities

is

is

large as that of the European, but
sweeter in flavor. In France the
not only eaten raw or roasted, but also
nut
ground into meal, and puddings and cakes
made from it. Plant chestnut trees.

lower levee built.

The lateral

swamp rivers would have to be leveed also.
To construct permanent barriers would cost
117,000,000, extending 1,800 miles, and would

The expendi
19,450 square miles.
ture of $17,000,000 would give permanent se

protect
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curity to lands worth $260,000,000, having
The inarablo
$315,000,000 annual products.
plains west of the Mississippi, owing to the
of railways and mining, must
construction
some time bo made productive, and this can
New Mexico lands
only be by irrigation.
have been made productive by this means for
two centuries, and the cultivation of forests
aids in other departments.
The public do
main comprises 1,834,998,400 acres, of which
1,405,360,078 remain to bo disposed of. The
commerce of the Pacific is increasing our Asi
atic exchanges, and as transit may be made
from New York to San Francisco by rail in
seventy-two hours, and as our mineral wealth

GEN.
"

VENTS

[April,

is of prime value to this end, it is believed
that we shall soon command the major trade

of Asia, and have the clearing houses of the
world. As specie has been drained to the
East for centuries, we shall drain it back
again as soon as we create trade.
England
and Russia are quarreling for Asiatic suprem
acy ; but our country, asking only commer
cial favors, has an advantage over both.
In
order to show what the Pacific commerce has

for its supply and aids, the statement may be
made that we have 40,000 miles of railway,
costing $2,000,000,000, annual earnings of
$750,000,000, and domestic trade of $6,000," This is a
000,000 annually.
great country."

THOMAS— "STONEWALL" — JACKSON.

make men," is a proverb

so commonly received as a truism,

He was a man of vigorous
organization

;

physical
was five feet ten inches in

that few look beyond or go into investi
of the material of which those

height, weighing, perhaps, one hundred
and sixty-five pounds ; thick-set, with a

singularly excellent specimens of human
ity are composed who are made by
" events." A scientific
analysis of the

full,

deep chest, broad stalwart shoulders,
and rather angular and ungraceful.
one of the men of Jackson's command

men and minds who have left the most
indelible records upon the world's history

had been asked what were his predomi

gation

would most frequently develop the fact,
that men, perhaps, are much more re
sponsible for the shaping of events than
events — which often take the form

are

of mere circumstance

— for throwing

up
to the surface that powerful undercurrent
— the rich substratum of genius and in

tellect — destined to control

the fortune

If

little acquainted
would
doubtless
physiology
have answered, " The Motive and the
Moral, for ' Old Jack ' is forever ' mak
nating

temperaments,

with

he

or praying ; " and this unso
phisticated reply would have betrayed
the general appreciation of him in the

ing tracks

'

army.
General Jackson had the brow

of

the

of nations for good or evil, and to mold
and compel the disclosures of history.
The subject of this sketch —better
known
by the eccentric soubriquet
" Stonewall " — was one of those rare
beings with strong points, marked indi
viduality, easy enough to discover — quite

There was doubtless poetry in
unity.
his soul, but there was little in his au

as easy to describe,

stere manner

— but

very difficult
to understand, because in him there were
many things that baffled the common
laws of human appreciation, and devel
oped principles not to be resolved by the
usual

axiomatic

and character.

demonstration

of men

poet, the eye of the philosopher, and the
strong lower jaw, mouth, and chin of

His face was

the warrior.

a

mirror of

contradictions, yet in his character there
was singular uniqueness, with remarkable

of life, and if developed at
all, it was amid the rattle of musketry
Here his eyes
and the roar of artillery.

blazed — perhaps from inspiration.
His forehead was lofty, broad, smooth,
and

fair,

strongly

but

slightly

projecting

furrowed, and
toward the brow,

GEN.
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STONE WALL"

indicating both deep thought and
His eyes were well set
and
and full, bright
penetrating, seeming
to see everything, and changing color
His nose was promi
with his emotions;
nent, clearly cut, and well-shapen, with
large dilating nostrils that quivered with
and

acute perception.

nervousness, and gave sometimes a harsh
ness to the expression of his countenance.
His mouth was broad ; his lips firmly set
compressed, and overhung by a
reddish brown mustache. His chin was
firmly molded, and gave evidence of
hut not

energy

strong
and

indomitable

will,

and

lower

his

massive

broad,

jaw

was

like

iron,
after the model

set

of that
first

of the

Napoleon.

His beard, which
was the color of
his

mustache,
was worn mod
erately long,and
was thick and
strong. He had
fine dark-brown
hair that

show

ed, the slightest
possible inclina
tion to curl, and

JACKSON.
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performance of duty, yet he
could be led by a little child.
He was
grave and thoughtful, but he was not
the strict

averse to mirthl'uluess, was no ascetic,
and his smile played over his counte
nance like

sunshine over

stern

a

and

landscape, lighting it up to a
He was
strange and attractive beauty.
a devoted husband and an affectionate
rugged

father.

He was taciturn

and reserved

in society, yet he did not shun associ
ation with his kind, and was forgiving
of faults and generous to weaknesses.
The immediate
ancestors of Gen
eral " Stonewall "
Jackson were ear
ly settled in West
ern Virginia, that
portion of the old

commonwealth
which lies beyond
the Alleghany
and
Mountains,
now forming the

new State — West

By ge
Virginia.
nealogical investi
gation

it

seems

that the

probable

Jacksons of this
section of Virginia
from

descended
the

same

from
sprang

stock

which
General

Andrew Jackson
and
was soft
of Tennessee —
GEN. "STONEWALL JACKSON.
" Old
Hickory "
silky.
— seventh President of the United States.
His base of brain was broad, with
of General Stonewall
The grandfather
large perceptive organs accompanying
was, for many years, surveyor of ,
Jackson
it.
Comparison, Firmness, Self-Esteem,
Lewis County and a member of the State
and Combativeness
were large, while
His son Jonathan Jackson —
Legislature.
Cautiousness was small, and Venera
father of the subject of this sketch — was a
tion, Benevolence, and Sublimity were
at Clarks
lawyer of creditable reputation
well developed ; Language of average
He married the daughter of Thomas
burg.
size.
Neal, of Wood County, by whom he had four
He was bold and fearless, yet at times
children — two sons and two daughters — the
un
and
He
was
stern
and
simple
shy.
youngest of whom, Thomas Jonathan (Stone
in
of
his observance
wall), was born on the 21st of January, 1824.
duty,
yielding, rigid
When the baby Jackson was but three years
and equally rigid in requiring of others
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of age, his father died, almost insolvent, leav
ing his wife poor, and his youngest son to
the guardianship of a brother, who brought
up his young nephew with paternal solicitude,

the germ in that will of iron was not to be
choked or dwarfed by ordinary hindrances.

affording him, as he best could, the meager
chance for an education, which commenced

advent.

in one of those time-honored institutions of
Young
Virginia, an "old field school."
Jackson's boyhood was divided between
working upon the farm in the summer, and
He
devoting the winter months to study.
remained with his uncle fifteen years. Con
scientious in the discharge of his obligations
— grave and seriously disposed —he was dis
tinguished for his industry, intelligence, and
probity. Indeed, it is stated that by virtue
of the circumspectness of his character and
deportment, at sixteen years of age he was
elected constable of his county.
But beneath his quiet exterior this plain,
He
thoughtful boy hid a mine of ambition.
looked to and longed for a higher and nobler
career. A military life, strange to say, pre
sented to him the most superior attractions,
and was most in accordance with his taste
and nature.
Ascertaining that there was a
vacancy from his Congressional District in
the United States Military Academy at West
Point, he determined to become an applicant
for the position of cadet in that institution.
He had a few kind, influential, political friends
who promised

to aid him, and alone, upon
foot, traveling with his saddle-bags across his
shoulders, this Western Virginia farmer-youth
made his way to Washington to present his
It was a bold undertaking, but he
request.

it with a will.
Mr. Hays was then the representative in
Congress from his district, and John Tyler
President of the United States.
Young
Jackson arrived at the seat of government,
was presented to his Excellency the Presi
dent and to the Secretary of War, made in
due form his application; and such was the
entered upon

"

[April,

impression made by the resolution, serious
ness, and energy of the youth, that it was at
once granted him by the Secretary.
But he had taken a step upon the " hill
of difficulty." His education had been sadly
deficient, and lie found himself behind his
classmates in every intellectual

He was, however, undaunted.
yielding material that heroes

attainment.

It
are

is not of
made, and

There

was something

to be

developed

—a

struggling for birth that would come to its
Those who remember him at West Point

speak of him as an earnest worker — plodding
onward in his tasks with unwearied assiduity.

He was regarded as dull and slow — taking
very much more time to accomplish an equiv
alent amount of intellectual work than his
fellows ; but what he learned he learned well
—it was engraved upon his mind as with a
pen of iron upon brass —not to be erased ; and
his tutors soon grew to be proud of him and
to like him.

His taciturnity still clung to him ; but when
in him a positive interest was evoked in con
versation, his countenance would beam with
surpassing intelligence, and his calm, plain
face would be illuminated with a radiant
smile.

This was the student, the aspiring
the retiring and bashful

youth

cadet,

about whom

his companions jested and told queer stories;
but they deeply respected his conscientious
integrity,

his

unimpeachable

morality,

and

He was making a
He was
name, a name not to be despised.
" tortoise " order, but he
perhaps of the
" hare "
reached the goal, while many a
his religious

consistency.

slept by the wayside.
In July, 1846. at the end of four years'
study, Jackson graduated from West Point.
In his first year his general standing had
been 51 ; in his second, 30 ; in his third, 20 ;
in his fourth, 17. In the same class with him
were Generals McClellan, Foster, Reno, Stoneman, Couch, and Gibbon of the United States
Army, and Generals A. P. Hill, Pickett, Mau
ry, D. R. Jones, W. D. Smith, and Wilcox of
the Confederate
Army in the late war.
Among these, the most of whose nameo
Thos. J. Jack
become distinguished,
son was scarcely the man who might have
have

been designated for special pre-eminence in
the future ; but to the curious observer, his
steady steps of ascent, his determination to
overcome all the obstacles and hindrances
that lay in his way, from deficiencies in his
early education or otherwise, were an earnest

of future greatness.
It is said that, in a book of " maxims," when

GEN. "STONEWALL"
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a very

man, he wrote, " You may be
you rctolve to be." And this he made

young

ichateter

dogma of his life, and was re

the practical

peatedly heard to declare that "he could
always do what he willed to accomplish."
And this, it would seem, would convey the

JACKSON.
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of his duties as Professor, he married one of
the daughters of Rev. Dr. George Jenkins,
then President of Washington College.
This
wife lived but a few years, and left him

the United States— published in 1860 — the
following mention is made of him :
" Thomas J. Jackson
(Virginia), cadet
1843 — brevet Second Lieutenant First Artil
lery, 1st July, 1846 ; with Magruder's Battery
in Mexico ; First Lieutenant, August, 1847.

He afterward married a daughter
of Rev. Dr. Morrison, late President of
Davidson College, North Carolina, and sister
of the wife of the Confederate General D. H.
Hill. By his last marriage one child survives
"
him, Julia, the " little comforter
of his last
days, the brief sunbeam that gilded with its
cheery light his bed of death.
As a tutor, he was not eminently popular
with his class. The rigid simplicity of his
manners, the austere observance of duty
and required by him, with his
practiced
religious earnestness, that to the young took
the semblance of fanaticism, all blending in
the eccentricity of the martinet professor,
provoked, not unfrequently, the ridicule of
the " youthful bloods," and sometimes excited
them to indignant restiveness.
By birth and feeling he was a " Virginian "
in all peculiarities which may attach to the
term, and holding the principle of " State

Brevet Captain, ' for gallant and meritorious
conduct ' in battles of Contreras and Cheru-

As soon as the tocsin of war
sovereignty."
sounded, he made haste to enroll his name

Brevet
basco, 20th August, 1847 (1848).
Major ' for gallant and meritorious conduct '
in the battle of Chapultepec, 13th of Septem
ber, 1847 (Starch, 1849) ; resigned 29th of

among those of his native State who took up
arms in favor of secession.
He was at once commissioned " Colonel "

idea that " there is no good possible that
not one day be real," and was indeed

may

rather paradoxical to the commonly

received

that General " Stonewall " Jackson
was a fatalist ; and would argue that will
can control or compel destiny.
In his history
the last seemed fully verified.
Immediately upon his graduation he was
ordered to report to General Zachary Taylor,
under whom he served until General Scott
commenced his campaign in Mexico, when
opinion

he was transferred

to Scott's

command.

In

the second edition of Gardner's Dictionary of

1852."

February,

In addition
was therefore

to permanent promotion he
brevetted " Major " before he

reached the city of Mexico.
to notice

that all of

the war with Mexico,
meritorious
Register

it

conduct,"
is curious

It

is interesting
his promotions, during
were " for gallant and
and from the Army
to observe that the his

childless.

by Governor Letcher, in which commission
he was unanimously confirmed by the Con
vention of Virginia then in session. He was

in the Provisional
Army of Virginia.
In the Confederate Army, as in the pursuit
of an education, and indeed in every antece
dent pursuit of his life, Jackson exhibited the
same earnestness of purpose, the same energy,
the same confidence in his own ability, the
same assurance of success, the same determi
therefore the first Colonel

tory of this war does not furnish the name
of another who entered the war without po
sition or office that attained the high rank
of " Major " in the brief campaign and series
of battles from Vera Crnz to the city of
Mexico. In this particular Jackson stands

the clearness of prescience, and to determine
was, with him, to act. He was here, he was

pre-eminently alone.
His arduous service in the Mexican

there, he seemed everywhere, at the time and
place, to unsettle and if possible overthrow

war

so

impaired his health, that shortly after its
conclusion, when retired from duty in Florida,
he was elected to the professorship of Chem
istry and Natural Sciences in the Virginia
Military Institute.
Shortly after he entered upon the discharge

nation to conquer fate.
His every movement was calculated

with

of the foe.
combinations
Beauregard
surveyed and planned, Johnston executed,
but it remained for Jackson to take the stand
" like a stone wall ! " and coolly to contem
the

" cold steel," to
plate the dreadful effect of
pluck the laurels of victory at first Manassas,
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and to inspire with a national hope a section
which sought a nation's position in the

all right." The South inveighed against the
decree of that Providence whose guidance

world's great family.
The Valley of Virginia was full of Federal
soldiery commanded by men whose names
held no mean place in the military records
In the space of a few weeks,
of the country.
with scarcely a night's rest, he fought one
and
after another of these commanders;
when the rebel capital was threatened —
when the enemy stood even at its very gates
— almost, as if by magic, Jackson's guns
were booming in their rear, and for seven
days a fierce struggle went on, with what re
sults it is too well known to need recital here.
In August, 1862, he fought and defeated
General John Pope at Cedar Mountain ; but
a few days later he was on the banks of the
Antietam and fighting at Sharpsburg ; later,
he was found sharply treating the Union

he had been glad to recognize, and lifting up
defiant hands and impious prayers cried, " It
can not — can not be! " Jackson said, as the
tide of life ebbed slowly out, " Let us cross

forces on

the

Potomac

at

Shephcrdstown.

The snows of December fell upon him while
fighting Burnside at Fredericksburg; and in
the following May he " fought his last bat
tle " with General Hooker at Chancellorsville.
Jackson believed in his God ! Providence
was to him the guiding principle in human
If
events. Napoleon trusted in his star I
there is a star that rules fate, never star of
so quickly ; never
mortal man culminated
star shed such hopeful beams upon any peo
ple and was quenched so suddenly !

Jackson died from the

General Stonewall
effects

of

a wound

received from his own men,
to an order given by

in faithful obedience
him

any who might be Been to

to attack

advance

from

the

direction of the enemy.

Toward night
He had been reconnoitring.
fall he rode in from that very direction, and

fell —by

his own

command.

Had he for

gotten ? Was the mistake made by him the
result of that eccentric abstraction of mind

him " crazy,"
and for which in after-life his pupils ridi
culed him ? Was it the " what is to be will
be," the darling dogma of the peculiar relig
ious sect to which he was attached 1 What
for which his classmates called

mortal can tell ?

His people sorrowed hopelessly ; the " Stone
wall Brigade" bowed its head and saw no
sun in the heavens. He said, when told by
his surgeon he must die. " Very good.
It is

over the river and rest under

the shade

of

the trees."
These were his last words I And
" over the river " he crossed " with the boat
man cold and pale," but his barque never re
to the shores of mortality.
It was

turned

lost from sight on the other Bide — behind the
vail.

He expired on the 10th of May,

1863,

and

was buried, by a request made by him when
the shades of death were closing over him,
" in Lexington, in the Valley of Virginia."

Jackson combined in his character with
of genius
most startling eccentricities
much that is noblest in a soldier, a philoso

the

pher, and a Christian.
In him the religious

element was no mere

it

was a living tangible truth, a
vital principle that controlled every emotion

sentiment,

of his soul, every act of his life. It equally
adorned the quiet of his domestic experience
and the responsibilities of his official position.

It uplifted his hand and eyes in supplication
in the clash of battle, and it smoothed and
illuminated the passage to the tomb.
His promotions in the Confederate service
ne was not esti
were unavoidably
rapid,
mated or appreciated beyond his merits when
the Brigadior-General's
commission was be
stowed upon him, to be exchanged very soon

for the Major-General's, to be followed ere
Had he
long by the Lieutenant-General's.
lived longer, there is no doubt he would
have been finally commissioned General along
with a few others who bore this distinguished
title.

An intelligent and generous chaplain of the
Federal Army said of him : " If any man
this war has developed resembled Napoleon,
it was Stonewall Jackson." A correspondent
in the New York Tribune writes: " Like Na
poleon, Jackson had daring — originality ; and
like him, taught his enemies that if they would
bent him, they must imitate him."
General Jackson seems to have had no per
sonal enemies. He was one of those peculiar
beings whose genius disrobed envy and en
mity as well ; and one of the noblest and most
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decided tributes to his excellence
made

cession

most vigorously,
son, the

is the con

of it

by those who fought him
and designated him " Jack

Rebel."
war is

Abstractly considered,

a

terrible

and there is surely nothing in it that
can be attractive; but in its train of evils

trade,

necessarily follow some good.
political and social upturnings often

mus*,

there
These
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bring to tho surface materials the existence
of which was before obscured, perhaps in
humility and by the vail of modesty. The
recent history of this country has been singu
larly fruitful in revelations of great military
talent, and of impressing upon the world the
prestige gained by our forefathers who fought
in the revolution which secured our inde
pendence.

]eparkcnt of Jtfmologg.
TrueCbrlitUnllywill pdn oytveryitepwhichi* madeIn theknowledffr
of n

THE ANGLO-SAXON
AS

CIVILIZATION,

EXEMPLIFIED BY ALFRED

Alfred the Great we have

of

the best

TnE GREAT.

man, and perhaps the
most exalted Christian the middle ages pro
duced.
Born in barbaric times, it is surprising
to find how little of the barbarian there was in

the poor, and shelter the weak ; and with all
And,
thy might right that which is wrong.
son, govern thyself by law ; then shall the Lord
love thee, and God, above all things, be thy re
ward.
Call thou upon Him to advise thee in

His intellectual tone of mind, and the
truly Christ-spirit which he sought to incul
cate, is in happy concord with the enlightened

all thy need, and so shall He help thee, the
better to compass that which thou wouldst."
Here is political wisdom of the very highest

INtypes of

one

the civilized

Alfred.

advanced views of modern times.
We
indorse nearly all of Alfred's philosophic
conceptions of religion to-day, and his state
policy and illustration of just monarchical
and

can

economy stand out as the brightest example in
the history of kings.
James Stuart's execrable
economy of kingcraft and divine right of
princes is put to shame by the enlightened
He con
views of the great Saxon lawgiver.
ceived the grand thought that to be truly great
is to be truly good, and that goodness should
the attribute of the king pre-eminently.
This goodness was his highest divine right to
reign over his fellows. The king must be a
father to his people, or he was no proper king.
This view of the Saxon lawgiver has a very

be

touching and practical illustration
sel to his son and successor,

in bis coun

Edward, just before

his death.
" Thou,

my dear son," said this wise man,
" sit thee now beside me, and I will deliver thee
two instructions.
My son, feel that my hour

I

is coming.
My countenance is wan ; my days
are almost done. We must now part. I shall
go to another world, and thou shalt be left

I

alone in all my wealth.
pray thee — for thou
art my dear child — strive to be a father and a
lord to thy people. Be thou the children's
father and the widow's

'riend.

Comfort

thou

in this !
It is sound
noble in its philosophy of
a sovereign's duty, and supremely touching in
its beautiful simplicity.
There is no priestly mysticism of divine right,
but a thorough English view of religion and
order.

No kingcraft

state policy, grandly

human liberties.
Indeed, we see how natural
it is for that nation which brought forth an

Alfred

to bring forth also constitutional

govern
and, lastly, republican
institutions.
Alfred is no accident of his race, but its legiti
mate offspring, and his mind and character an
English to the last degree.
He is, moreover,
ments,

Protestant as much so as Oliver Cromwell,
John Milton, and the rest of the Puritan demolishers of kingcraft in England and America.
This legacy of wisdom to his son Edward, as
well as the literary and philosophical fragment
which he left, manifest that healthy simplicity
so characteristic of Protestantism in its religious
and political economies. That grand mysticism
of the Papacy, which awed nations and re
duced them to mental and spiritual servitude,
is altogether uu-English
and un-American ;
and that it is so we have only to go back nearly
a thousand years to Alfred to find the proof
thereof. George Washington himself was not
a better illustration that the Saxon race are in

their genius both protestant and republican

Piirenolooic al Journal.

a

for ages yet to come were they still maintained.
But they are irreconcilable with the Saxon
genius, whether applied to church or state, and
universal sentiment
Alfred only anticipated
of his race when ho placed the law of right
and truth above the throne.
Charlemagne, in working out the new empire

of the West, after

the decline

of the empire of

quarrel between the suc
cessors of Constantino and the successors of
but
St. Peter, became a necessity to Popes;
Alfred, who arose soon afterward from Saxon
higher
loftier character and
England, had
a

a

the Ca>sars and the

a

it

The one gave the imperial tone to
mission.
was warlike and barbaric;
the world, and
Caisar, and though he
He was something of
priest with the king, he better
illustrated the imperial potency of Christen
dom than its divine spirit of love and its ulti
But Alfred was
mate aims for human good.
as
an apostle of humanity
lawgiver, he was
the prophet of constitutional rights, both for
a

the

;

blended

a

a

a

subjects and rulers; and as the king, he was
father
witness that the sovereign should be
That part of civilization, then,
to his people.
foreshadowed in Alfred the Great, was radical
necessity, not only in the Christian
but also in human development.

economy,

is

a

a

;

after the establishment of the empire of Char
lemagne for though we do not claim for him
preordination, nor imagine that any of these
great men of history are brought up by Heaven
in
special and defined design, yet the course
a

casts them

upon the surface

general sense,

a

a

a

and
for though sepa
George Washington
rated by ages, these twro men and their works
were the natural outgrowths and manifestations

of

the Saxon people and the Saxon character.

THE PARALLEL

the

times

BETWEEN

ALFRED AND

WASHINGTON.

We believe that Providence gave to Eng
land, more than to any other nation, and after
her to America, the lands of Alfred and
Washington — the mission to work out human
And, just at this point, we are
philosoph
brought to the difference between
ical infidelity, to which France and Germany
have come from despotic forms of Church and
State, and that eulightened faith which always
liberties.

and America.
Not
England
that cither has been perfectly in the liglit, but
they have botli certainly been in the advance,
and ever will be ranked as having been the
foremost nations in the Protestant civilization,

characterized

and the most universalian
in their tendencies.

and constitutional

The continent of Europe, in embracing
more in the grandeur
Christianity, received
of ancient superstitions and priestly mysticism,
belonging to heathenism, rather than in that
beautiful simplicity of
divine spirit and prin
ciple, exemplified in Jesus and the fishermen of
Indeed, the Roman and the Grecian
Galilee.
in former civilizations
had
genius, which
received the finest elaborations, both imperi
ally and intellectually, had demanded as a

of acceptance Christian
ity as imposing as the Roman empire, and ns
captivating as Grecian philosophy and art. A
magnificent priesthood was, therefore, neces
magnificent religion with its trap
sary, and
pings and tinsel. Charlemagne, rising up after
necessary condition

Alfred, and the part of civilization which he
represents, we consider as belonging to the ad
lie
very
vanced conditions of the race.
properly raised up by Providence immediately

of human progress
of events, and, in

army of conquest. That part specially belonged
to the nations which brought forth an Alfred

a

the world for ages, and would curse the world

Charlemagne and the French nation
could no more have filled in the better part of
human progress, and brought forth Protestant
Christianity, than did Napoleon and his grand

a

is

is

in barbarous ages.but they
are supremely repulsive when attempted to be
applied in modern times. They have cursed
are monstrous, even

stand.

;

son,

is

kings:

Saxon race have been among
facts of history.
Without them, indeed, Christ and his civiliza
tion would not stand to-day where now they
the mightiest and most blessed

a

"And,

govern thyself by
the opposite conception to that
Ilure
law."
blasphemous assumption of princes after the
• " The king can do no
order of the Stuarts
" The law
not made for kings."
wrong."
" The king
Such doctrines
above the law."
above

and Alfred and

it

it

has
own essential nature and character as
of history.
Mark how the great Alfred places the law

been in the actual facts

may be said to bring forth the men. Alfred
Saxon race were among the wcrld's ne
and
cessities as much as Christ and Christianity;

a

In

it,

than was the immortal lawgiver of England.
Absolutism and despotism are unnatural to
as kingcraft must ever be to the American
mind. The race is, therefore, the proper parent
its
of liberties and human pi ogress, as much

[April,

a
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the dissolution of the Roman empire, as the
successor of the Ca?sar rule and the Caesar
mission, both to the nations and to the Church,
perpetuated the genius of empire and Christi
anity blended, and continental Europe
typed with absolutisms both in Church

wa~

and
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To this Romish form of civilization,
represented by Charlemagne and his success
ors, in conjunction with popedom, there was
needed another form to balance the world, and
finally to save it by securing to it human lib
State.

erties and the simplicity of the Christ-spirit and
That better form was the Protest
principle.
ant or Saxon, which is very much the same in
effect;
and nationally — not ecclesiastically

speaking — Alfred the Great and George Wash
ington are the two proper types — the one the
beginning, the other the culmination.
the genius
From Alfred to Washington
which inspired them, as the two " Fathers of
their Country,"
has traveled persistently to
human liberties, and a broad, vigorous Christi
anity, which has much of faith but little of
priestcraft and absolutism in it ; on the other
hand, from the successors of Charlemagne, and
the successors of St. Peter have come absolu
tisms of Church and State, which, finding an
explosion, not a solution, in the revolutions of
modern times, loses religious faith in German
These are
mysticism and French infidelity.
the issues of two civilizations — the Catholic
and the Protestant — the absolute and the re

publican.
Let us go back to the writings of the great
Saxon lawgiver and see how, like a republican
George Washington, he evolved his economy
of government, and how much like a Puritan
he manifested Christianity.
Here is Alfred's
exposition of divine right — it is that of good
ness:
"

If, then, it should ever happen,

as it very
happens, that power and dignity come
to good men, and to wise ones, what is there
then worth liking but the goodness and dig
nity of these persons : of the good king, not of
the power ? Hence, power is never a good
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the Saxon race have never fairly set either up

again.

Alfred ascended the throne at the period
when the Saxon Heptarchy was expiring, and
the Danish invaders contended with the Saxon
for the dominion.
Britain had been
divided under eight Anglo-Saxon
govern
ments, and the island was, therefore, ruled by
an Octarchy, though the Heptarchy, or the
seven governments, is the most familiar histor
ical denomination.
possessors

And here, with the accession of Alfred and
the Danish invasion, we are brought at once to
a very interesting consideration in the growth
of England and the development of her com
monwealth.
We see the nation which was
destined to play the most important part in the
history of the world, passing from its semibarbaric state into one of consolidated empire;
which, had it not done, England could never
largely have contributed to the world's civil
ization.
Ancient Britain had been divided
under its petty kings and chiefs, and even to
the ascension of Alfred England had not as
sumed the form of a capital kingdom, but was
portioned out to a number of Saxon princes,
who had by their pre-eminence and wars among
themselves set up their respective govern
France, it will be seen, had, therefore,
the start of several centuries before England in
her imperial course, under the first dynasty of
ments.

and afterward that of the family of
Chariemagne ; but while the huge empire of
Charles the Great broke up into smaller em
pires, kingdoms, and dukedoms, represented in
Clovis,

seldom

on the other hand,
Germany and Fiance,
from the day the Saxon Octarchy was suc
ceeded
consolidated
by Alfred's
kingdom,
England has traveled to -unity, until at last it

unless he be good that has it ; and that is the
If
good of the man, and not of the power.
power be goodness, it is so for this, that no
man by his dominion comes to his virtues and
to merit; but by his virtues and merit he

Britain and Ireland.

comes to dominion and power; but if he be
good, it is from his virtues that he is good.
From his virtues he becomes worthy of power,

if he

be worthy of it."
This is eminently republican in principle,
and strikingly illustrative of the Saxon con
ception of Christianity, even as far back as Al

fred himself; and that simple thought, that
good was the only divinity, either in Church
or State, in after ages led the men of England,
under Cromwell, to demolish kingcraft and
priestcraft with one mighty blow ; since which

Kingdom of Great
This may be accounted
for partially by the peculiar genius of England
culminated

in the United

and her commonwealth, which binds law and
order with a supreme love of liberties, which
characterizes the Saxon race, and is further ex
emplified in America.
England, like her off
spring, America, is revolutionary and progress
ive in her very genius and constitution.
Both
nations have carried on civilization by revolu
tions and change, but they always have revolu
tionized constitutionally.
The great English unity was brought about
by the famous invasion of the Danes ; and with
the rising of Alfred the Providence of the world
shows two phases — a nation destined to lead
forced to consol
the vanguard of civilization
idate empire by fierce invasions, and the raising

Phrenological Journal.
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up of a man worthy to found an empire and to
infuse into it a genius compatible even with
our modern forms.
For the fust seven years of Alfred's reign
England saw a succession of great struggles,
with short cessations of hostilities, between
Danes and Saxons. During this period Alfred
by no means won his immortality, or fulfilled
the promise which his valiant conduct gave in
Then came
the reign of his brother Ethelred.
that famous historical episode in his life when
he lost his kingdom and became a fugitive in
his own land. But the Bequel brought forth
Alfred purified and ennobled, and gave to him
the dominion of all England.
It was not until

[April,

with a revolution, which shall shake the world
out of its old forms into new conceptions, and
bring forth a Napoleon the Great to redeem
France from anarchy and to re-create the em
pire ; but it will give no proper ultimate.
After
the death of a Napoleon the First comes
another revolution, and another anarchy, and
another empire, and then what we see to-day
and expect to-morrow.
And thus it will con
tinue until human liberties and human progress
be secured to the coming age in the healthful
sovereignty of the people — a proper common
wealth which cultivates God in the hearts of

after he was an outlaw that he merited his title
of the Great King, and the father of his nation.

the millions and acknowledges the will of God
in the will and intellects of the people.
Alfred the Great, after his restoration, was
deeply and solemnly impressed with views

From the restoration of Alfred to the throne
the Saxon Heptarchy became absorbed in him.
There has been a difference among the old
historians as to which was the proper founder

kindred with these, for they abound in all his
writings, reflections, and in the acts of his reign.
He traveled toward Anglo-Saxon unity, but,
after ages of progress, his nice and genius

of the English kingdom, Alfred, or his grand
The former united the Saxon
son, Athelstan.
kingdom in himself, while the grandson united
It is true that
the Saxons and the Danes.

brought forth a grand declaration of human
rights and liberties, not a French revolution,
— a George Washington, not a Napoleon, — as
the ultimate type of a nation's supreme man.
Not less even than the republican fathers of

Athelstan completed his grandsire's work, and
was the first monarch of all the land, but Alfred
should be considered the beginning of the Brit
ish empire — the father of the English nation.

That

unity is an absolute
the greatness of a race is most

a grand

national

necessity to
certain.
From that unity civilization may
properly be said to begin. Previous to that is
semi-barbarism ; and the growth of small states
and petty kingdoms, in a country made one by
Nature and Providence, is but the transition of
kindred peoples toward their grand nationality.
France became France in a Charlemagne,
England was born in Alfred the Great, and the
American

in a grand centralization
in George Washington.
Here we have three
forms of the " one-man power," — the first, im
perial; the second, constitutional monarchy;
and the last, republican.
The imperial is better
Republic

than barbarism, and more blessed than anarchy,
but it is the nearest to barbarism, and it is only
tolerable in modern times as a savior from
anarchy after an eruptive revolution, which
has been fed with its volcanic

forces by the
The monstrous tyrannies
despotisms of ages.
of church and state — the brutalizing "one-

man power" of priestcrafts and kingcrafts —
the intellect, interrupt civilization,
and
destroy the manhood of the people, and in time

America did Alfred seek to secure to mankind
their inalienable rights and privileges by a
He saw his
regular constitutional government.
race, which until his day had been divided
into small kingdoms, growing into oue nation,
not only from the necessities for a govern
mental unity as well as a geographical oneness,
but also from the inevitable blending of a kin
dred people with the same language, on a sea
girt isle, formed by Nature herself for a grand
national unity.
The growth of civilization,
the increase of the means of travel, the ex
change of thought, the extension of commerce
between the different cities and counties, the
enlargement of men's intellects, and the general

of the Saxon
humanizing and Christianizing
people would, in time, certainly bring about a
national oneness.
But the circumstances of
Alfred, and the circumstances of his country,
threw him into a more rapid development in
that direction.
The Danish invasion and the
necessities for a common defense, and a potent
government throughout the land, under one
head, produced in his reign what otherwise it
might have taken centuries to bring about ; and

chain

the same necessities and causes, in his grand
son's reign, united the Danes and Saxons into
one common people.

produce revolutions as their very ultimate.
It
may begin with an immortal Charlemagne, but
it will culminate a thousand years afterward

The intellectual Alfred saw these necessities
and causes working rapidly.
It was to all in
tents and purposes a new era, which before his
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dethronement existed not. England, with his
had a new birth.
Alfred was
restoration,
doubtless the first of his age to realize this, and
immediately after his victory over the North
them into Eng

men he sought to incorporate

His prompt, sagacious
land as Englishmen.
policy was to first Christianize the pagan seakings and their warlike forces, and by settling
on land in various counties as tillers of
soil, and thus imbuing them with the
spirit of civilization and peace, he was con
them

the

solidating and augmenting a kingdom, not
distracting it or dividing with the invaders his
power. The Saxons had the start in civiliza
tion, and therefore they would absorb the
Danes, and not be absorbed by them; they
were
fore

the teachers of Christianity, and there
the pagans would become their converts

and adopted brethren.
It was a thousand
times easier thus to incorporate them into the
nation and civilize them than to drive them
as invaders

from his shores.

Alfred, like an

enlightened statesman, sought to found agreater
England than that of the past, and by a com
monwealth

to bring forth a united kingdom,
formed of kindred races.

The first step in this design which Alfred
took was, like that of Charlemagne before him,
to create a powerful navy, and thoroughly to
organize the national forces on the land. With
his navy and armies he defended the country
against more invasions and kept his Danish
allies faithful, so that he was enabled for
many years to contend with the terrible Hast
ings, and at last to break his power and throw

his broken forces into France.
His next work, wrought conjointly with the
defense of the country, was to create the Saxon
which has not only been
commonwealth,
brought down to the present day, but which
absorbed, tempered, and held in check the im
And in
perial Normans after the Conquest.
this work of our great Saxon lawgiver, religion
and civilization were laid down as the proper
basis of the national superstructure.
In the days of the learned Bede, England
had taken the lead in civilization.
Charle
magne had himself and France tutored by
Englishmen,
among whom was Alcuin, the
famous master of the founder of the French
empire. Alfred, recollecting this, and seeing
that when he came to the throne France had
outstripped his native land — England having
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few, he sought to disseminate it through the
entire nation.
As soon as he had provided for
the military and naval defense of his country,
he devoted himself to those nobler objects of
civilization which were more congenial to his
nature than war and bloodshed ; and the Sax
on commonwealth, in its first phases, became
rapidly evolved. Indeed, it was a common
wealth which Alfred sought to establish in
England, as much as that which Cromwell and
the Puritans asserted.
They, in fact, copied
Alfred, whose work was nation building and
promoting civilization, and not the petty work
of founding mere monarchy and establishing a
race of kings. Though he founded a kingly
constitution for the realm, he based it upon a
commonwealth, with the germs of a republican
genius ; and the Saxon civilization which he
began was essentially
enment.

This wise king

one of general enlight

goes so far as to state

it

to be

a religious duty to communicate the knowledge

He lamented, in his in
possess.
structions to his bishops, the ignorance which
had overspread his native land ; and to remedy
it he desired all the youths, who possessed the
which we

means, to learn to read English, and gently
but very practically censured those former
students who had not put their knowledge
into a popular form. To this end he devoted
his own leisure, and called upon his clergy to
devote theirs to the translating of the books
which they possessed into English. He set an
example himself, worthy of a first-class author
and teacher, in his historical, philosophical, and
theological writings; for he seemed to place
his glory in the intellectual advancement of

He established schools,
his rude countrymen.
and provided masters for high and low. To
his court he invited learned foreigners and
skillful artisans ; he searched around his do
minion for men of literary attainments, and
was a munificent patron of all men of talent.
His own writings afford the very best of the
earliest specimens of Saxon literature.
Next to his efforts for the education and
of his people, Alfred evolved
Christianization
civil institutions and framed wise laws. With
the concurrence of his witena-gemot, or parlia
ment, he introduced into the Anglo-Saxon leg
islature, not only the decalogue, but also the
principal provisions of the Mosaic legislation,

gone back in consequence of the invasions —
conceived the wise design of committing civil
ization into the hands of the people. Instead

with such modifications as were necessary to
adapt them to Anglo-Saxon manners. And in
the laws which he attached to them, he tells
us that, with the concurrence of his parliament,

of confining learning

he had collected together and

as before to the priestly

committed

to

Phrenological Journal.
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writing the regulations which his ancestors
had established, selecting such of them as he
All these, he
approved and rejecting the rest.
tells us, passed his witena-gemot, or parlia
ment, and thus we see he started, not with a
legislation, but with
a good parliamentary or constitutional govern
ment. He also instituted trial by jury, which

good absolute or despotic

is still

the boast of the descendants of the

brothers in America, Canada,
Anglo-Saxon
Australia, and Great Britain ; and so strict was
the great king in enforcing this wise institution,
that he punished capitally some judges for de
ciding criminal cases by an arbitrary violation
of the right of jury.

THE JEWS
all races

OFleast mixed.
monial

alliances

—

Thus, through the ages, has the Saxon civil
ization been evolved, expanding and perfect
and on the American
ing its commonwealth:
continent there will be, in all probability, the

The race which brought forth
culmination.
an Alfred the Great and a George Washington
as the proper types of its supreme men, was
certain to enlarge human liberties, and in time
workout a civilization, with Christianity strip
And thus
ped of all mysticism and priestcraft.

it has been : Protestant constitutional monarchy
came first, and then, in America, the still
grander exposition of Protestant republicanism.
Alfred the Great and George Washington
at length on one platform.

on earth the Jews are the
They seldom form matri

certain

with other people

this class, we

with Christians,

are

THEIR PECULIARITIES.

; seldom

change their habits, their religious tenets, or
affiliate

[April,

Pagans, Mohamme

The Sunday Magazine says
dans, and others.
of them :
" Scientific observers have noticed certain
peculiarities in the structure of the
According to the
among the Jews,
well-known anatomist Schultz, of St. Peters
physical
body

diseases they enjoy almost complete
Among infantile disorders of

immunity.

reckon hydrocephalus
and
croup ; among those affecting all ages, typhus
and the pestilence.
During the middle ages,
their freedom from the epidemics which rav
aged Europe was attributed by the populace
to incantation,
or more frequently to their
poisoning the wells from which the Gentiles
drank.
Accordingly, it often gave rise to the
most terrible persecutions.

In our own days,

burg, they differ from all the other races in
habiting the Russian empire. A comparison
has shown that whereas the average height

of the other races amounts to between 66.15
and 68.16 ins., that of the Jews is only 64.46.
Again, while in general the width of the
body, when the arms are fully stretched out,
exceeds its height by about eight inches, the
opposite is the case with the Jews, where the
width often falls to one inch below the
races, the trunk con
per cent, of the height of the
whole body, in other races 34 per cent., in
the Jews 36 per cent. Lastly, while ordina

height.

stitutes

In the negro

32

rily the perinmum is about the middle of the
body, in the Jewish race it occupies a lower
position, being about 5 per cent, beneath its
place in other races.
ological observations

Some interesting ■path
have also been made.

It

appears that the Jews suffer comparatively
rarely from diseases of the respiratory organs,
and that they are, in a remarkable degree,
capable of accommodating themselves to vicis
situdes of climate and temperature.
From

also, it has been observed
munities,
travening

that Jewish

com

poor, crowded, and con
our modern hygienic rules, suffer

however

comparatively
very little from cholera and
other epidemics.
In our opinion, this is on Im

partially accounted for by their careful selec
tion of meats, both as to kind and quality,
by their laws concerning purification (whic h
could only operate to a very limited extent),
or even by their general sobriety.
" The chief reason must be
sought in their
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conformation

subservient,

to which

the

Jews

such as cutaneous
and

hysterical
structions

seem

On the other

lighter kind

a

them even in their dispersion.
hand, there are disorders of

liable,

peculiarly

hypochondriasis,
affections, and ob

diseases,

nervous

of the portal system.

Of

late,

is

it

mania has become more common, especially
in certain localities, owing,
supposed, to

is

The last, but per
frequent intermarriages.
haps the most remarkable physical peculiar
the
ity to which we shall call attention
large ratio of increase, and
longevity of'the Jewish race. Assuming
its present numbers to amount, in round fig
comparatively

is

it

is

that

this

is

which

is

to

and in the blessing and watchful care of the
God of their fathers, not withdrawn from

with such numbers, the present rate of in
crease seems small, though
much larger
than that of the nations around.
Thus,
while, for example, in Algiers, not only the
European, but even the native population
said to be decreasing, the Jews continue to
show an excess of births over deaths. Again,
Dr. Pressel states that in his own district
births
the number of Jewish to Gentile
stands related as 5.5 to 3.8.
Connected with
another remarkable

fact, brought

out

in the ecclesiastical registers of Prussia, from
which
appears that whereas among Gen
tiles 143 children were still-born in 100,000,
that proportion among the Jews amounted to
The balance of general longevity
only 89.
largely in favor of the Jews. In infancy

it

it,

or, taking a higher
physical conformation,
in the ultimate destiny of the race
view of
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the

ures, to close upon

nine millions,

their

rate

of
had been in Biblical, and even in
As standards of com
post-Biblical times.
parison, we possess here three data, of which
two at least are perfectly trustworthy.
We
know that during the four centuries of their
stay in Egypt, notwithstanding oppression
their numbers increased
and persecution,
from 70 to about 2,400,000.
This
very
large ratio, even taking into account wellknown climatic influences, and, above all, the
con
fact that to these seventy individuals
siderable number of slaves and dependents
Our second datum
must, no doubt, be added.
is the census taken by command of David,
from which
appears that during the four
centuries succeeding the Exodus the nation
had grown from 2,400,000 to about five
and
half millions.
Bearing in mind the
long unsettled state of the country, and the
many wars, this appears very satisfactory,
has indeed

far

short

is

a

it

a

a

what

fallen

it

of increase

by

no

means

is

of much later date, being derived
the Itinerary of Benjamin of Tudcla,
who, toward the close of the twelfth century,

be made
from

Great numbers are
visited his countrymen.
mentioned by him as inhabiting the mount
ains, having their own chiefs, and said to be
descended from Dan, Zcbulun, and Naphtali,
of whom Benjamin of Tudela had heard
from his co-religionists in Persia.
Compared

more
the death-rate among the Gentiles
than double that among the Jews. Among
adults, the largest proportion of deaths oc
is

census was

curs among
29, being

Gentiles at the ages

0.2 per cent., among

from 20 to

Jews at from

70 to 74, the rate being 11.4 per cent.

Then

we have the next largest death-rate among
Gentiles at the ages of from 05 to 79, the
per cent., while
proportion being
Jews the percentage for old age

is

as the

0

especially

complete.
" The third notice to which reference
may

larger.
" These comparisons

amon;_r

much

might be easily multi
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The disease commonly known

The total result may be expressed
with Pressel, as follows :
plied.

There died

The fourth part, At 6 years 11 months. At 28 yrs. 3 mo.
The half part.
At 26 years 6 months. At 53 yre. 1 mo.
The fourth part. At 59 years 10 months. At 71 years.

" These
computations are borne out by the
ecclesiastical registers of Prussia between the
From these it appears
years 1823 and 1841.

that there died on an average annually — one
in 34 Gentiles, and only one in 49 Jews.
Reached the age of 15 — among Gentiles,
44-5 per cent., among Jews, 50 per cent.
Reached

the age of 70 — among Gentiles,

12

per cent., among Jews, 20 per cent. Lastly,
the learned French physician, Dr. M. Levy,
has recently computed that the average dura
tion of life among the Gentiles is 20 years,
and among the Jews 37."
[The length of the body compared with
that of the lower limbs is an indication of
strength of constitution and length of life.
The habits of the Jews relative to food, es
pecially the avoidance of pork, constitute
another reason for their health and longevity.

Pepat[hnent

is
unknown
Moreover, a majority of
among the Jews.
the Jews whom we have seen in the United
States are endowed with the Motive and
Vital temperaments ; they have dark com
said to be almost

of Jews.

of Gentiles

[April,

of

plexions,

if

not

as scrofula

entirely

and strong, bony frames, and gene

rally they are plump and Btocky, but not fat.
Most of the .Jews are brunette in complex
ion : among the German Jews the blonde
These are conditions of
frequently appears.
health, strength, endurance, and longevity.
We have been informed that in New York
the Jews average eight children to a family,
the Irish six, showing vigorous physical sys
tems, and the Americans not quite two.
The
Jewish face is easily distinguished,
being
of the nose,
characterized
by amplitude
which is high, prominent, and aquiline in
contour.
We introduce two likenesses, the
larger one resembling the energetic business
man. the trader : the smaller being the por

trait of a celebrated minister of the Jewish
religion in America, Rev. Samuel Adlcr, of
the Temple Emanuel in New York.]

;^h^tolo0g.
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SLATERY
OR,

HEN

WITHOUT

MASTER;

HOW SHALL WE REFORM?

a man ceases to be his own mas

ter, and has no other, and yet is a slave
to a devouring habit which he would be rid qf,
yet seems to lack the wisdom and strength to
emancipate himself, he is in a bondage more
difficult to break than that which buys and
sells the body, — for that can be obviated by a
ransom within the reach of friendly sympathy.

A case

A

in illustration is embodied in the follow
ing extract of a letter recently received by us :
* * * " During the war I contracted the
habit of drinking, but it has not affected me se
riously until lately
Now the habit has so
grown upon mo as to have almost ruined my
future prospects ;— in fact, I am almost a com
mon drunkard.
Can you kindly direct me to
any course that will help me to control or gov
ern the habit V I have some faith in myself
vet. and if I once can get control of myself, I
believe I can keep it"

This case is like hundreds of others. The
habit was " contracted," little by little, until
the proud, free spirit which in its liberty and
pride indulged without fear of harm, became
enslaved ; and now it cries out, " Oh, wretched
man that I am, who shall deliver me from the
"
body of this death ?
At the end of a year
after he began to drink he would have scornod
the imputation of being in danger.
He would
have spurned the warning voice, and have
thought and said, as thousands of others to-day
think and say,
can drink, or I can let it
alone, — I can stop any time."
Men honestly

"I

think so, and some of them can do it with compara five ease ; but the great majority would be
surprised to learn, on trial, how firmly the habit
had become fixed — how much their nervous
system had learned to depend on the stimulus.

WITHOUT

I

There are few men, who have fairly formed
the habit, that can start up and say, "Hence
forth
will use no more opium, tobacco, or

liquor," and carry out their good
without stumbling or falling. We
have known hundreds try, and have seen
many of them go back to the old habit.
The truth is, these unnatural habits are nei
ther more or less than
diseased condition of
alcoholic

a

resolution

a

if

it

a

?

ually achieve his emancipation but by restor
ing that system to its normal condition
And
how can this be done
Some have
compar
atively insensitive nervous system and strong
a

a

is

man, the more he has
of nerve and brain, the stronger his habits, and
the stronger the effort required to break them.
to

?

The more there

ulant or the narcotic, and thereby the man has
slave to the habit, how can he effect

become

and vigorous constitutions, and consequently
stimulants and narcotics do not take so com
plete a hold upon them as would be the case
with more susceptible nature. Such persons,
the habit be not of too long standing, can
cut
off at once can arise and declare imme
diate emancipation, and stand by that declara
tion until the system recuperates and secures
its former balance. They can stifle the practice,
;

!

!

confident resolutions evaporate
How weak
and yielding the strongest man becomes

If the health, force, resolution, and moral
man depend largely upon the in
purpose of
tegrity of the nervous system, and that system
has become demoralized by the use of the stim
a

;

to keep them but when the stomach yearns
for food, or the nervous system clamors for its
accustomed stimulus or narcotic, how those

more to depend on the narcotic, until,
were
suddenly withdrawn, there would be such pros
tration as finds no parallel except in the re
pentant devotees of those other twin evils,
opium and alcohol.

a

!

is

what headache, what unrest, what nervous hun
braced up with
When one
ger they suffer
nutriment and stimulants he feels strong, and
can make promises with full faith in his ability

205

til at last he can smoke ten hours in
day.
Every day the nervous system comes more and

it

;

it,

Those who have used tea and coffee for a few
years think they can lay aside their accustom
ed beverage, and when by accident or resolu
tion they are for a day without
they wonder
why they feel so light-headed and confused —

MASTER.

A

if

SLAVERY
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resolution, and our manliness,
likely to break
down and become almost powerless to maintain

ty-five may form excellent resolutions only, in
most cases, to break them.

the fight. It can not easily fight itself. It
like
hunger feeding on its own person. The only cure
of intemperance, the only radical and permanent
release from its thralldom,
to restore the ner
vous system to health and bring about its nor

As the effects of rum and tobacco on the sys
tem create
disease, the way to conquer the
The first and most
habit
to cure the disease.

is

for the extraordinary power by
which they can achieve their victory.
In nearly all cases of intemperance, whether
from the use of alcoholic liquors, opium, or to
bacco, the habit
formed gradually.
At first,
the stomach and the brain revolt at it The in-

a

is

a

is

toxication
a confused state of mind,
kind
of insanity which
exceedingly disagreeable.
The first cigar makes the boy sick and pale,
with deathly horror of tobacco. The begin

a

a

a

ner learns to take a less amount, and to stop
before he goes to excess.
After
while he
can endure half
whole one, un
cigar, then

;

a

is

is

it

whii'h the patient would be rid of, let him as
certain how much satisfies him for week, and
reduce this amount by, say one tenth, for the

of the next week, and so each subsequent
week, using but nine-tenths as much as was
In this way the
used the week previous.
amount taken will be so gradually reduced
that nature will be able, week by week, to fill
use

with
up the vacuum as fast as the narcotic
In three months' time the amount
drawn.
will have been so much reduced, and the sys
tem so far restored to normal condition there
manly resolve to sweep away the
by, that
is

be thankful

the use of coffee and tea, these should be grad
In other words,
ually reduced in strength.
nourish, but do not stimulate the system in any
The patient should sleep abundantly, to
wjay.
If be tobacco
rest the nerves and brain.
a

time and kindly nature cure the nervous sys
tem, should at once enter upon the reform, and

to rectify
important requisite to this result
the habits of living.
Plain and simple food,
without spices, mustard, vinegar, or sugar,
should be adopted. If one
accustomed to

a

is

shame, hope, and fear, aided by religious faith,
are able to assert their freedom, and endure the
discomfort and temptation to indulgence until

is

is

is

is

is

All other reform simply enforced
virtue, but better than none. Those who by
strength of will, the sympathetic aid of friends,
mal action.

a

and endure the self-denial until nature restores
the nervous system. Of these there may be
five in hundred
but the more sensitive nine

;

the nervous system
and when the accustomed
stimulant or narcotic
suddenly withdrawn,
the nervous system, the very basis of our life, our

last vestige of the habit forever, may be taken

Phrenologic al Journal.

failed ? and how many thousands would have
sought and obtained emancipation under a
gradual system ? We know the Divine com
mand is : " Let him that stole, steal no more."

This is

the right

injunction

in that case, be
; but the use of

cause it is a moral delinquency

liquor, tobacco, or opium is not merely a moral
obliquity, but a physical habit, and the cure
must be first physical, aided and promoted by
the spiritual, perhaps, or there will be no per
manent cure. We should invoke the "

Divine
in keeping such good resolution,
as also in respect to every other matter of im
portance, for the aid of the religious feelings is
assistance"

ally, and the poor drinker or slave
need enough of aid from
on high to brace him up and enable him to
keep his good resolve.
a powerful

of tobacco will find

;

is

is

a

a

though moral purpose will give aid and in
spire strength to endure the awful physical mis
ery of deprivation, and in some memorable in
stances brace the man up till nature has time
to cure the nervous disease, yet in the great
majority of cases the man has not the strength
thus to win
We believe an asylum
victory.
wherein patients could be controlled — for they
do not control themselves — would be to most
slaves of habit,
not so far gone as to break
down by delirium tremens,
sure and simple
In these institutions
way out of the difficulty.
all drunkards are not suddenly deprived of all
stimulation
manner,

but

gradually,

in

prescribed

wisely withdrawn, giving the sys
tem time to readjust its functions.
The same
feasible method in respect to mor
would be
phine or tobacco.
Thousands of men, like unhappy flies strug
spider's web, would gladly be free
but having been taught only sudden abandon

gling in

;

We are aware that temperance reformers
generally believe -one must quit his habit at
once and forever. That some have done this,
we know ; but how many more have tried and

But the habit of using poisons
demoralizes and weakens the brain and nerv
ous system, and
thus becomes
physical dis
ease as much as measles or small-pox.
And
in all cases.

a

lecturer who would smoke a strong pipe three
hours after having given a rousing temperance
lecture. He was not reformed, — he had sim
ply shifted the habit to one less crazing in its
influence, but no less unnatural in its effects.

a

as bad for

the constitution, if not for the mind and mor
als.
We have known a renowned temperance

formed. With so much teaching and so little
result, there must be radical error in the teach
ing, or supreme folly or total depravity in
the taught.
If the nature of these various
habits of intemperance were merely
perver
sion of the mind, like gambling or dishonesty,
moral teaching might work
thorough reform
a

of it adopt another which is quite

the people
radical health-reformers offend
the public prejudice by insisting on
spare
vegetable diet, — and still the world goes ca
reering on to demoralization and death, unre-

a

fluences of pepper, mustard, vinegar, and cof
fee, it is not easy to work a permanent reform
from tobacco and alcoholic liquors.
Many
give up one form of intemperance, and in place

of

it

form to secure the success of the special reform.
So long as the system is all aflame with the in

pit, the press, and the temperance organiza
tions inveigh agains'; the growing dissipation

if

and correctness of the habits, generally, aside
from the particular habit from which release
is sought, that we must insist on a general re

blindly craves the indulgence.
The world
becoming besotted in every
species of intemperance.
It
every year
growing worse in every aspect of abuse of ap
petite and in the love of excitement.
The pul

;

The same rule will apply to the use of opium
liquors, and if faithfully followed
will surely bring about a permanent reform.
So much depends on the plainness of the diet
or alcoholic

may greatly aid in carrying out the resolu
tion to be free but the real victory comes
only with the cure of the nervous system which

a

ion of the habit, and to soundness and health
of constitution.

it

fully carried forward with religious integrity,
will bring the man to freedom from the domin

delicate girl who had never used them. A
moral sense of the sin of the habit, or an in
tellectual appreciation of the folly and ruin of

is ;

with a positive asSuch a reformation, faith

a

snrance-i-of bucccss.

a

■with a fair hope — indeed,

[April,

it,
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means of reform, and having
hun
dred times tried and failed, could and would
adopt
systematic and gradual abandonment

as intensely as would' any

is

a

a

it,

or the smell of

a

of their bane, and we believe ninety in
hun
dred of such, even unaided by the warm sup
port of temperate friends would come off vic
tors. No man more than the slave of habit
or more than he abhors
aware of the evil of

a

lapse, to fall, through weakness of the flesh.
We are confident that a man who has used
liquor, tobacco, or opium for twenty years may
become so thoroughly free from it as to abhor
it,

ment as

it,

When a thorough recuperation of the nerv
ous system is established the cure is radical.
Until this is effected, the patient is liable to re

WILLIAM
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it, and himself, for his weakness and folly ; but
this does not put out the fire — does not cure
the disease — does not liberate him.

Those who for years have practiced eating
arsenic

become able to use a quantity that
are unaccustomed to

would kill six men who

it ; yet if they quit the habit suddenly, they
have all the symptoms of being poisoned.
They acquire the habit of using the poison by
taking small doses at first. The constitution
braces up against its effects until it can endure

A gradual withdrawal will
large quantities.
enable the system to readjust itself, and the pa
tient is not only saved from the poison, but
cured of the habit
We would not abate the labors of the pulpit,

31.

D.
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latter having become fearfully prevalent in un
suspected quarters. We have some physicians,
as we have some ministers of religion, who in
dulge in the use of spirituous liquor and to
bacco, and we have found on inquiry that
when a physician is said to have recommended
either whisky or tobacco, he uses it himself ;
and when a minister remains silent on the sub
ject of liquor drinking, he either uses it him
self or he has influential parishioners who use or
sell it. Our advice to honest people is to avoid
liquor - imbibing or tobacco - using physicians
and ministers.
They are devotees of Bacchus
or Belial, ignorantly, perhaps, and are no prop

the press, or the Temperance organizations;
the two former should do a hundred times

er guides for weak, sinful, fallible men.
" Touch not, taste not, handle not," is the
true motto for those who have used little or
none, but an injunction which some do not

more than they ever have done to arouse the
public to abandon and avoid all that intoxicates ;
but the core of the reform is physiological, and

able to obey, and one which thousands
would find it so difficult to obey that, unaided by
great social or religious influence, they would

from thi3 quarter must come the antidote for
the mighty evils now preying on the moral and
physical vitality of the world.
The oceans of quack nostrums put up in al

not summon sufficient self-denial to succeed.
All who use tobacco in any form, and all
who habitually drink alcoholic stimulants, are

cohol constitute the entering wedge of intem
perance, and hundreds of Christian women in

The quality

this country are to-day tipplers, and may die
drunkards, solely from imbibing medical prep
arations put up in alcohol, until a craving ap
petite, entirely physical, has been established.
is the physician's duty to discountenance the
common use of all stimulants and narcotics,

It

particularly

alcohol and opium, the use of the

feel

that proportion perverted and degraded.
as well as the power of their bod
ies and brains is impaired, and their whole na
ture measurably demoralized, producing deg
radation, not only physically but morally and
If they would be restored to nor
spiritually.

in

mal manhood, let them correct their habits of
diet, and with a strong religious purpose, selfdenial, and manly resolution they may stand
n. sizer.
up redeemed.

WILLIAM K. BOWLING,

TX this

M.D.

portrait we perceive a healthy
There is
and vigorous constitution.
of his
a
man
for
plumpness, fullness, and,
years, youthfulness in the make-up. The

both mentally and physically with free
dom and force.
He has a world of reso

temperament, and the elements of gen
eral health and length of life. From
that large base of brain, with the depth

his mother than from his father; the fea
small for so
tures are comparatively

tissues seem normal and vivacious. That
broad cheek indicates excellent diges
tion, a marked manifestation of the vital

of

chest and fullness of cheek,

that lie has

wre

infer

a very strong

hold on life,

and that he has inherited

from a long-

lived ancestry power and elasticity
constitution

of

which enable him to work

lution

and

earnestness that is not ap
difficulties
nor dismayed by
palled by
of
or
length
ruggedness of way.
journey
From the form and expression of the
face, we infer that he inherits

more from

He has not only
large a head and face.
a strong hold on life, but a strong love
of life ; he believes that earth and its
joys are worth having and preserving.
He has a hearty relish for physical pleas
ures; it does him good to work and walk

His mind

full and fluent.

;

not mix his state

natural

it

historian

;

He

a

;

were,
subject, as
layer by layer, in proper sequence and
order.
is

is it,

is

the best oar to use.
patience when that
His back-head
large, showing strong
He believes in all the
social affections.

[April,

he does
orderly
ments he discusses

a

He is high-tempered when there
but has a world of
any occasion for

sition.

expression
is

and laugh, and to exercise all that goes
to make up the physical man.
He has courage to grapple with oppo

is
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he remem

bers facts and faces

and generally has
pleasant word for
everybody who deserves it. His large

a

a

;

his

is

in

is

social amenities — in wife, child,

it

In
eighty years of age.
ple, until he
fact, he will never be considered an old

is

He will be youthful,
friends, and home.
and acceptable company for young peo

and places, and he
classifies his knowledge well, having
ready for conversation or the pen.
He
an excellent judge of human
character
reads strangers like
book,

Veneration gives
him
reverence

vivacity,

for

cheer,

and sociability,
and will always
have great deal

great and sacred.
knows

whatever

in

condescend

per

anybody,

tains to the pass
Some
ing hour.

and

to
is

interest

polite —
how to

is

He

a

of

whatever

is

man, because he
will be full of

trees,
planting
stop
painting
their houses, nev

popular with all
common people.
Bashful
young
unaccus
men,
tomed to the so
ciety of the cul

er get any new
furniture
they
fix themselves in

tivated and the
are
thoughtful,
readily made to

of fifty stop

;

men

feel at their ease,

dress and

he
especially
to be their tutor.

if

man

WILLIAM K. BOWLING. M.D

He was arways

;

is

clearly what he thinks, knows, or feels.
His language
his
amply developed

a

Though

he

might

be

noise, and fun, they
excuse his mischief, because he
kindly regard to
paid respect and had
The grandmother would al
the old.
a

would

ways take his part.
He
kind-hearted,

inclines to help
He has
by word or deed.
he
nature
may be skep
strong religious
tical as to doctrines, but
profoundly
reverential toward the great Center and
everybody

a

;

first judgments are best they are quick,
clear, well-balanced, and he has a fortu
nate faculty of being able to explain

from

is

is

is

element of his intellect
the power to
take in with an intuitive grasp whatever
His
presented for his consideration.

people

pet of old folks.
full of mischief,

;

is

;

past with him his intuitions enable him
to appreciate all that
new in the present
and lead him to adopt it. The crowning

elderly

with
popular
child he was

is

passing
and learn no more, while this gentleman
with his excellent memory carries all the

;

affairs,

a

ners, and care no
more for life's

is

an old fashion of

Source of religious reverence.

WILLIAM K. BOWLING, M.D.
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He

is firm, ambitious, independent, and

enough for two ordinary
men. With his clearness of thought, his
force of character, his ardent affection
and regard for the higher verities of life,
has

energy

he is capable of wielding strong influence
on every stratum of society, and on per
sons of every age.
He has a tenacious
memory, a critical mind, and that healthfulness of feeling and force of purpose
which
who

will enable him to lead people

in any single particular his
equals.
Harmony of brain and body,
one to the other, and harmony in the va
rious vital functions as well as the men
tal functions, constitute the secret of his
are

power, his health, and his happiness.
■William Kendall Bowling, M.D., Pro
of Medicine in the University of Nash
ville, was bom in Westmoreland Co., Va., on
the 5th of June, 1808. Bailey, in his " History
of Virginia," published in 1806, says: "His
great ancestor was an English gentleman,
named Bowling, who married Miss Rolfe, the
only child of Pocahontas, daughter of the
great chief Powhatan, and from this marriage
descended many of the first families of Vir
ginia. The Bowling family have ever been
proud of this descent."
When William was two years old his
parents removed to Kentucky. His father
was a planter ; and it was a saying in his
neighborhood that he brought with him a
greater number of negroes than any emigrant
who had preceded him from the " Old State."
Mrs. Atwood. his maternal grandmother, held
fessor
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saying about the rod, and their conception
of moral suasion was illustrated by the argu
ment of the switch.

His father at this period removed from
the neighborhood
of Lexington, Kentucky,
to Owen County, near New Liberty.
Here
the country afforded no opportunity whatever
for the acquisition of book knowledge.
A
private tutor was now procured by the father,
who was excitedly

anxious

about the educa

tion of his son, the more so, perhaps, as the
climate of Kentucky proved very unfriendly
to his Virginia fortune.
The gentleman en
gaged was De Towns Maddox, of Virginia,
who, having some time before emigrated ,to
the

West,

had

distinguished

himself

by

writing and publishing a " History of the
Missouri Territory." He was a classical and
Idles lettres scholar.
William Ligon, who

some years before had published the " Fede
ral Calculator," at Richmond, Virginia, made
young Bowling's home his own, and gave

him

insight into the mysteries of mathe
Lastly, Wm. P. S. Blair, author of
a volume of "Incidental Poems," and who
was a brother of the political journalist
Francis P. Blair, contributed what he could
in pumice-stoning down the angles and un
graceful protuberances of the future professor.
In the midst of three authors, whom the
father maintained for the benefit of the son,
the latter developed, acquiring more know
ledge by absorption during their animated
discussions of everything pertaining to letters
an

matics.

or science than by any persistent and pro
longed course of systematic study.
Forming
with their pupil a party of four, the youth
could not fail to perceive the importance of

a large property, and his own mother was the

his position, and to struggle to make himself

only heir to it.

worthy of the notice of men whom

At

that day, society in Kentucky existed
only in a most rudimentary state, and William,
when five years of age, was placed in the way
learning to read, write, and cipher, as
in the buck-eye log cabin school
tanght

of

of his

Among them
neighborhood.
he acquired all that they were capable of im
each teacher in his "articles of
parting,
houses

agreement, made and entered into." binding
himself au bout de son Latin, which never
went beyond

the Rule of Three,

if

so

far.

These teachers were generally itinerant vaga
bonds, who had heard of Solomon and his

upon as having

he looked

them

greatly distinguished

Dr. Lyman Martin, of Connecticut, a
scholar and gentleman, had selected New
Liberty as his future home. This gentleman
selves.

secured means by a general subscription
purchase a select circulating library.
was

a

young
tained,

great

success.

Bowling
the value

read

It

is believed

every book

of the contents

it

to

It
that
con

of the

books being greatly enhanced by the excited
discussions and criticisms of his instructors.
Dr. Martin, who

almost weekly

these literary conversations,

mingled in
and who enter-
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tained a lively desire to advance the interest

of the pupil, took him, in his twentieth year,
into his office to give him medical instruction.
He attended his first course of lectures at
the Medical College of Ohio, and his second
m the medical department of Cincinnati
College

(Drake's

school),

at the conclusion

of which he graduated.
His eldest brother, Jamoa

B.

Bowling,

years before, had married in Logan
County, Kentucky, and settled there in the
The younger brother
practice of medicine.
thirteen

joined him in the spring of 1831, and assisted
him in his practice.
"When, in 1849, the people of Kentucky
had resolved upon a new Constitution for the
government of the State, Dr. W. K. Bowling
was chosen with great unanimity as a dele
gate from Logan County, and while in the
convention was prominent among those who
aimed to secure for Kentucky a liberal system

of free education.
In 1850 he removed to Nashville, Tennes
see, and, assisted by medical

friends, founded

the medical department of the University of
Nashville, the prosperity of which has been

in the annals of American
The trustees conferred on him the
Professorship of the Institutes and Practice
of Medicine, which, with the slight change to
the Theory and Practice of Medicine, he still
very conspicuous
medicine.

holds.

In 1851 he founded the Nashville Journal
of Medicine and Surgery, which he still
edite. This serial contains most of his medi
cal writings, which, if collected, would make
many volumes.

The American Medical Congress has upon
two occasions elected him to the vice-presi
dency. In 1858, by invitation of the mayor
and aldermen

of the city of Nashville,

he

upon the occasion of
laying the corner-stone of the first of a series
of splendid buildings for free schools. He
delivered

the oration

was selected for a seat on the first Board of
Education,

and in 1861 was made President of

For twelve consecutive years he
was Dean of the Faculty, and upon retiring
his colleagues, by unanimous vote, ordered his
the Board.

portrait to be painted by a celebrated arrtist,
and hung up in the hall of the museum.
Outside of his regular University duties he
has delivered

frequent addresses and lectures

[April,

before medical, civil, and other associations,
and his services in this respect are highly
esteemed.

In the breaking out of the rebellion be,
with two colleagues, was appointed an am
bassador by the Governor of Tennessee to the
Governor and Legislature of Kentucky, on a
mission of peace, a rupture of which was then
seriously threatened

between the sister com

monwealths.

He drinks nothing stimulating ; neither
knows nothing of any
game of chance; in all the years he has lived
smokes nor chews;

here has not been

on the race-course ; never

struck a billiard-ball or saw a game played ;
never shot a bird or squirrel or caught a fish ;

He never argued that exhilarating games or
sports like those mentioned were wrong, but
he never has had time for them.

When the late Justice Catron was asked to
what one thing was he most indebted for his
" Fine clothes ! " When
elevation, he said,
the subject of this memoir was asked the
question,
"
everlasting !
same

Insanity

he replied,

from

" Work, — work

Inoculation. — A Boston

correspondent informs us of a sad incident of
late occurrence in his city. A physician of con
siderable eminence while attending a syphilitic
patient became inoculated with the poisonous
disorder, and is now insane, the brain having
become affected almost immediately.
It is
feared he will never recover.
This physician possesses, or possessed, a
memory of unusual strength, and it is said that
on the evening when the insane symptoms
were first noticed, he had been to a lecture,
and on his return home repeated the lecture
verbatim.

Fruits in California. — The
mates

Bulletin

esti
to

the last year's fruit crop in California

the grape crop amounts
$2,371,612:
to $466,160 ; the apple crop, $415,100 ; peaches,
cherries, $203,333;
$274,381; pears, $204,751;
strawberries, $166,345 ; apricots, nectarines,
quinces, blackberries, raspberries, figs, oranges,
etc., make up the sum total of two millions
three hundred and seventy-one thousand six
hundred and twelve dollars 1
Pretty good for this young State; now let
devise some cheap
California
fruit-growers
method of drying or canning their fruits, and
they may send cargoes to all parts of the world.
be worth
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Was that "stranger" reckoned wise
in judging human character?
" Sixty-five years ago, when Judge Taney made

his debut as a lawyer, no one thought that he had
brains or physical health, yet that man lived to
outlive almost all his compeers, and died Chief
Justice of the United States."

Well,

without physical
live so long,
no
that, without brains, he

Mr. Buckley

ever

shape and appearance of a
man's head was a sure indication of the

!

ate* considerable amusement among the audience,
the lecturer exhibiting line powers of ventrilo
quism and mimicry."

But why select only these
Why not
tell the truth, and say that these " little "
men were not the rule, in physique, but
that most, say nine-tenths, of the mem
bers of Parliament were large Bright,
Cobden, Gladstone, etc. We found these
men

and Lord John Russell
weighty
That of Palmerston
large head.

has

experienced phrenologist.
" and Lavater himself, it was said

shrink

story,

requires authenticity.
" The lecturer then went

at

all

events,

on at some length to
relate instances of the deception In human appear
ance as giving indication of moral habits or mental
Iu Boston once, when twelve men were
capacity!
on trial for a brutal assault, a stranger coming
into the court mistook the twelve jurymen for the
criminals, and remarked to a friend that they were
twelve of the worst-looking men he ever saw."

looking."

Not so. On the contrary, he
every
A body of the best
way remarkable.
proportions for health, endurance, etc.,
is

Lavater been a phrenologist,
he was not, he could not have
made such a mistake, unless, indeed,
that clergyman may have also been a
The

they

"He then went on to describe the appearance of
number of other men.
Pare Hyaeinthe was
little fat man, five feet high, and very common-

and

He

is a

Had

which

murderer.

Could

a

on one occasion,
he was at

for the murderer

was above the average.

a

mistook a clergyman
tending."

a

quality of his mental capacity," and if it
was ever so said, he who said it was no

brain of good size and fine quality.
of the most magnetic natures

one

we ever met.

He,

"

"

common-looking
So was the original Napoleon, in the
!

" the

No phrenologist

gave some hnmorous illus
and manner of Lord John
Mr. Brougham, and others
which cre
Parliamentarians,

same sense.
" Thalberg, the great pianist, looked more, lik
le
French barber than the illustrious musician
was."

a

case," —

"Here the lecturer
trations of the style
Russell, Palmerston,
of the noted English

?

J.

:

hundred
people assembled
last
evening at the Simpson M. E. Church, on the cor
ner of Wiuoughby and Clermont Avenues, to hear
a lecture on the above subject by the Rev.
M.
Buckley, of the Washington Avenue M. E. Church.
'• The lecturer was introduced
by the pastor of
the church, and commenced
by stating that al
though human nature was, generally speaking,
pretty much the same in all ages, and all the world
over, yet there were some strange individual phases
of human nature which made rather curious ex
ceptions to the general rule. It was generally
claimed by phrenologists that the shape and ap
pearance of a man's head was a sure indication of
the quality of his mental capacity, but the experi
ence of the lecturer showed him that this was not
only not always, but even as a general rule not the

We were heretofore laboring under
the impression that five feet ten inches
or nine inches was
pretty fair height
for
man, even above the average
a

" About two

said

"The lecturer then spoko of the visit which he
made to the House of Parliament in London, and
the surprise with which he looked upon the ap
pearance of the great lights of English legislation.
For instance, Lord Palmerston was little, nervous
man, only five feet ten inches high, while Lord
John Russell was about an inch shorter."

;

Eagle, a daily newsof
February 27th contained
paper,
the following :

mistake.

Why,

what a whopper

a

iHE Brooklyn

A

thought

?

fI

ono

a
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" No

he had brains or physical health."
!

1871.

more surprising
should rise so high.

I

YORK,
NEW
APRIL,

it

could

health, one

is

!

if,

Indeed

Phrenological Journal.

?

a

in

or willfully misrepresents Phrenology
assertions. We ask him to first

these

;

if

inform himself on the subject, and then,
he will, let him speak
but he has no

A
or misrepresent.
phrenologist takes the whole man into
account in judging his character, size,
right to slander

quality, health, shape, etc.
" The lecturer discussed the subject

an

pony

Arabian steed

of

one sort

another.

horse,
Pocket-

a

A Shetland

is is

at some
length, detailing tho well-known peculiarities of
appearance of several eminent men, and on taking
his seat was applauded."

a

pistols, four-feet rifles, and thousand-pound
cannons are very different.
A spy-glass
reaches objects not far away — telescope

a

is

reveals objects in the heavons. Silk
finer and tougher than hemp. A healthy
man or
healthy horse can endure and
is

A

perform more than those which are weak
and ill.
sound brain
one thing,
?

a

is

another.
Can not the
"sap-head"
Rev. Mr. Buckley understand, this
Can
he not see that size, quality, and condit.ior. enter into the oalc-.laiion or estimate

of

a

phrenologist when he delineates
character? Anatomy, Physiology, Phrelogy, Physiognomy,
Psychology, and
all that
visible or invisible to investi
is

n<

is

Great

and

Sea and other Eastern

has been

questions,

sitting for some time. In Washington, Great
Britain and the United States meet by their
respective delegates for the consideration
and amicable adjustment of the long pending
and weighty "Alabama claims," and other
important matters of difference between
John and Jonathan.
brief glance at the questions
Perhaps
which, as far as we can judge, the High
Commission

authorized

to examine

not be unacceptable to our readers.
Among the first and paramount
course,

that of the

It

claims."

not

will

of
" Alabama

so - called

is,

how does he know what would be the

opinions of phrenologist in such cases
The Rev. Mr. Buckley either ignorantly

of the
important questions are
being and to be discussed by them, and all
for the lofty and truly human purpose of
avoiding the monstrous evils of war.
In
London, the grand convention of European
powers, having under consideration the Black
day.

that

understood

the

damages caused to our shipping by the
Alabama alone are only to receive the atten
tion of the Commissioners, but
believed

that the damages inflicted by other Confede
rate cruisers whose armament
were procured at English hands
taken into account.

and supplies
will also be

the
Second in importance,
perhaps,
Since Congress saw fit to
fishery squabble.
Bet aside the Treaty of Reciprocity between
is

it,

Not understanding the first principles
of Phrenology, and not even believing in

and inter

national

are the order

is

ance of their heads, a phrenologist would have pro
nounced men qf marvelous intellectual capacity, one
Yet all these
of the heads measuring 254 round.
men were common idiots."

of

COMMISSIONS
national character

it

his brain like his body was large.
" In one of the hospitals In London the lecturer
saw a number of lunatics, whom, from the appear

fact we

THE HIGH COMMISSION.

Canada

and ourselves, there have been con

stant disputes between British and American
fishermen, and quite recently the controversy
became so warm that the Canadian
ment took

Govern

strong and rather intolerant stand
in the matter, and the United States, with a

large and
proper regard for the interest of
worthy class of her citizens, at once deter
mined on some action with the view to
settle the difficulty.
Among other ques
a

He was short and stout, it is true, but

as in the pulpit, which

sincerely deplore.

a

" Stephen A. Douglas was a little plain-looking
fat man, from whom a stranger never would have
expected tho amount of talent he possessed."

as well

is

To Mr. Buckley's eye, they and all other
men may seem " pretty much the same."

a

should never mistake one for the other.

gation are duly considered, and the
measure of the man
carefully taken by
the honest ■phrenologist.
There are
and
quacks
pretenders in Phrenology

is

Not to the eye of a phrenologist. We
have met him in private and in public ;
we have also met French barbers, and

[April,

a
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"HARD TIMES" DOWN SOUTH.
it

?

a

?

it

few lima beans on one side to run
beans, and
on the fence,
little bed of lettuce, one row of
beets, some mustard, two rows in onions, one
square in cabbage, and
great many other
things, with good lot not planted at all for the
want of the seed.
On the whole garden, about
six wheel-barrow loads of fresh stable manure,
in lumps, are spread. And strange to say, not
withstanding all this, the garden don't do much
Well, we will next examine the stock. We
find some horses or mules (sometimes both),

!
a

few cows and some hogs — small lot with the
horses, cattle, and hogs all together. The stable
built of small round logs, and
possible
it

a

is

a

it

if

a

is

it

a

is

a

tree set up on forks,

it

will fall down as soon as the horse
trough
takes the first bite, but that don't matter — he
up. As to having
cutting knife,
too much trouble — costs more than
no shelter or cow stalls —
comes to. There
are
needed
in
summer nor in pleasant
not
they
weather, and in cold, bad weather they can not

it

a

it

is

that

it

can pick

The principal food for the cows in
the winter
corn shucks, thrown out on the
ground or in the mud, where they can pick
them up at their leisure. Sometimes in bad
weather
few nubbins are fed out of the hand,
one at
time. The cows get very poor during
is

be made.

In

the spring they are turned out
before grass cornea.
About
July they shed off, and about fall they begin
were not for the
to look pretty well, and
the winter.

grass,

little

if

to

it

?

the land-owners, the parents or guardians, or
those who have the means to give employment
to laborers
Some blame may be attached to
all, but those having the means to employ and
control labor arc most at fault.
"
We will begin with the land-owner — the
farmer.
He will tell you that he can't employ

hollow

a

?

is

?

is

a

must have something to eat and
little cloth
to blame — who
at fault
ing. Well, who
These miserable idlers, or the better classes —

a

a

is

a

leaning, lounging, some talking, some looking
on, and others that don't seem to be interested
in any way. All this class have to live — they

The trough

generally the
with both
ends left open, so the cobs can work out, or the
horse can push them out with his nose.
It
not thought best to have
rack to hold the
fodder or hay — can be laid in one end of the
;

One cause of hard times
the surplus
number of loafers we have — net only in the
cities and larger towns, but at every railroad
station, cross-road store, grocery, or even black
smith shop — at all hours in the day — promis
cuous crowd may be seen standing, sitting,

little, the better.

half of

is

I

were right, that certain causes pro
day. If
duce certain effects, then we must look to the

the sill or bottom log, and wash away. This
not thought
great deal of trouble. It
leaks
necessary to have very close roof —
saves

a

is

:

in Athens, Georgia.
His remarks are so sug
gestive of some of the real causes of hard
times that we give them to our readers
" Since
my last article was written, there has
been no change for the better.
Cotton
still
declining, and money becoming scarcer every

a

familiar cry lias found an appreciative

THIS
writer in the Southern Cultivator, published

causes.

to get
building site, the stables stand on the
bank of
brunch, or on
hill-side, so that the
hole
litter or manure can be thrown out at
in the back of the building, or work out under
a

DOWN SOUTH.

a

"HARD TIMES"

if

is

it,

justment of the boundary line between the
British possessions and our territory, Harr's
Island, which, by the treaty of 1840, establish
ing the forty-ninth parallel of latitude as the
boundary, now lies wholly south of
being
claimed by Great Britain.
The gentlemen composing the High Com
mission are Secretary Fish, Attorney-General
Hoar, General K. C. Schcnek, Justice Samuel
Nelson, Hon. Geo. H. Williams, on the part
of the United States, and Earl de Grey, Sir
Edward Thornton, Sir John McDonald, Sir
Stafford Northcote, and Lord Tenterden, sec
retary, on the part of Great Britain.

fifteen bushels of oats, per acre.
As to vegeta
if at all, in small lots—
the garden about one-fourth of an acre. In
that there are four short rows of Irish potatoes,
one or two rows of early corn, some peas, bush
bles, they are planted,

is

any, for indemnity on the ground of losses
sustained by the Fenian invasion ; the ad

a

if

and

demands,

a

Canada

a

between

a

relations

the United States ; the Canadian

a

commercial

labor on his farm —
won't pay out. Why
will
not pay out
The crop will not pay for
growing and harvesting.
Well, let us examine
specimen farm. Take one in Middle Geor
gia, and what does
produce
Five hundred
pounds of seed cotton, one-third of
bale,
twelve bushels of corn, eight bushels of wheat,

it

which may be considered are : the
right of vessels carrying our flag to navigate
the only outlet to the
the St Lawrence,
Atlantic of the great lakes on our northern
border ; the regulation of the embarrassed
tions

213

a

1871.]

next winter

coming so soon, the cattle would
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[April,

not challenge her further distress and misery
false pride.
by the assertion of
In our December number for 1870 was

be fattened, they are kept in the woods to take

published

the mast, and by the first of November their
Then they must be put up in
tails curl nicely.
a close pen. The pen is built with fence rails,
and floored with rails — the cracks are rather
The corn is
large, but they soon fill up.
thrown in on the cob, and clear water poured
Of course it is expected that
into the trough.
a hog raised and fattened in this way will do
well.

He was

a tine traveler, and could

jump

a

root hog or die."

with

Thiers,

pretty full sketch of President
good portrait, and to that
a

"

a

The hogs run on the old schedule,
They are generally killed
at about two years old. The fall they are to
do finely.

number we must refer the reader who would

know more of the new French Executive.

PHRENOLOGY?

WHO OWNS

hear some persons talk of themselves,
" great things " they have

TOand of what

done for the science, one would think the
next step would be to put
mortgage upon
and then foreclose at once.
But these ego

He is
the first of Januar}' he must be killed.
not just as fat as desired, but eats so much it
won't pay to keep him longer, and he is killed,

There

So you see the farm

♦»»

THIERS

THIS

AND THE FRENCH REPUBLIC.

eminent statesman and historian has

it,

are small-minded

rattletraps.

It

is

in Phrenology
than in teaching, preaching, or practicing law
or medicine.
is true that at present only
no more monopoly

very few persons are employed as lecturers
And some of
and delineators of character.

these few make their boasts of the money they
make out of it.

One whose advancing years
" takes " sometimes
ought to lessen his greed,
one, two, three, yea five hundred dollars

a

twenty cents per pound.

will not pay, and the laborer can't get employ
ment, and must loaf about"

tistical boasters

a

but don't weigh as heavy as expected. How
ever, the pork has not cost more than fifteen or

a

His rooter had
attained a respectable length, and resembled a
crow-bar with the beveled side down. He can
eat ten ears of corn three times a day, and by
a good high fence like a deer.

week, repeating his old lectures, and giving
worthless — because overdrawn and flattering

been elected by the French Assembly,
almost unanimously, President of the re-con
stituted Government of France, which ap
This choice is a
pears to be Republican.

— charts.

wise one for the time, and exhibits a state of

poor alike, and then, like any other
" fools
al
away," so that he
spendthrift,
He does
ways in debt, always borrowing.
Others
not happen to own Phrenology.

is

is

it

a

a

Oh, the good
phre
preaching.
to do
Who will en
and
may
ought
nologist
list in this work of reform and regeneration
a

practicnl

?

a

a

;

a

is

practice oratory, conversational, powers,
close observation, correct reasoning, and vivid

to

1

Perhaps

of being
the head of his nation more than Thiers, and
although over seventy years of age, he has
mind whose
lately shown
spirit and
activity and efficiency may be commensurate
with the wants of the time. What
needed
now
conciliating, temporizing, yet san
and wc trust that France will
guine policy

learn and practice Phrenology with profit to
himself and usefulness to others. Its patrons
will increase in proportion to its right presen
Nor
there
better field in which
tation.

How to be Nobody.— It
easy to be no
body, and we will tell how to do it. Go to the
drinking saloon to spend your leisure time.
is

his own country help from abroad.
no Frenchman deserves the honor

work at its dissemination, lecturing and ex
amining, like good missionaries — which they
reasonable reward, and re
are— looking for
not
alize it. It
Any one with
monopoly.
fair education — one fit to teach school — can

a

a

it,

ishly inaugurated by Napoleon, stood up
and counseled pacific
boldly against
measures, until he was overborne by the
And yet, with patriotic
pressure of numbers.
zeal, and undismayed in the midst of the
conflict of arms, he afterward sought to bring
about
of the differences
composition
between France and Prussia, or to secure for

is

broken, suffering people.
Thiers, in the opening of the war so fool

and

is

among the several hundred dele
gates which can not but promise well for a

a

sentiment

Of course he lowers the subject in
the minds of strangers, and deepens the preju
Vain,
dice with which others regard it.
selfish, sordid, he filches all he can from rich

1871.]

THE ARTISTE AND THE DEBUTANTE.

You need not drink much now ; just a little
In the mean time
beer, or some other drink.
play dominoes, checkers, or something else to
kill the time, so that you will be sure not to
road useful books. If you read, let it be dime
novels of the day. Thus go on keeping your
stomach full and your head empty, and your
self playing time-killing games, and in a few
years you'll be nobody, unless (as it is quite
likely) you should turn out a drunkard or a pro

TWO SINGERS

"TTTE

—
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fessional gambler, either of which is worse than
nobody. There are any number of young men
hanging about saloons, just ready to graduate
and be nobodies. — Otympia Echo.
[One or two other habits should be added to
the above to make the thing complete, viz.,
smoking or chewing tobacco, using profane
"
"
With
language, and telling
smutty stories.
these additions, one may be sure of qualifying
himself for greatness among nobodies.]

THE ARTISTE AND THE DEBUTANTE.

introduce to our music-loving

readers

V V the portraits of two persons whose gifts
in the art divine made good their claim to a
With this simple preface,
place on our pages.
in the name of that faculty so prominent in the
domain of human esthetics, Tune, we present :
CITRISTINA NILSSOIT.
On the third day of the month of August, in
the year 1843, an eighth child was born unto a
worthy peasant by the name of Nilsson, who
lived in the hamlet of Hussaby, near Wexio,
Sweden. This child, to whom the name Chris
tina was given, is the singer whose voice has
charmed the world.
In her earliest childhood Christina was not
Like them
distinguished among her sisters.
she was sent to a country school to learn, at
the expense of the commonwealth, reading
and writing.
Her father, an impassioned ad
mirer of music, and the leading singer in his
church, taught her, as he had taught his first
born, the first combinations of the gamut

As she grew up, she was called upon to per
form a share of the household labors, and some
times to go into the fields. But Christina grat
ified most her own inclination when, alone at
home, she seized, like forbidden fruit, the in
strument of her brother Carl, the village fid
dler, and repeated by ear the national airs she
had heard him sound. Carl overheard her
one day, and admired her memory and her
The neighbors were already loud
dexterity.
in their approval of the child's voice, which
they deemed wonderful in one so young, and
Carl conceived the intention, with a view to
augmenting his slender gains, of taking his
sister to the fairs and weddings at which his
services were needed.
This idea proved suc
cessful. Applause was liberal, and so was the
donation of skilling» thrown into the plate
which the child passed about after the enter
tainment was ended.

While

these two performers were delighting

Ljunby, a local magistrate
heard them, and was moved to offer to educate
Christina at his own expense.
His offer was

a throng at a fair in

accepted by the peasant family, and the young
the family of her benefac
tor, Thornerhjelm.
There, opportunities offer

girl went to live in

ing, she was carefully trained in music ; and
subsequently at Stockholm, under the direction
of the composer Berwald, her capacity became
the more marked.
From Stockholm she went to Paris, in the
care of a lady who had taken a warm interest
in her future. There Christina received in
struction from M. Wartel, well known as pro
fessor of music. On October 27th, 1864, the
young Swede made her first appearance before
the French public, in the Theater Lyrique, in
the opera of the " Magic Flute," and won a
most flattering buccoss.
Her successive per
formances during the term of the engagement
she had made with the manager of the Lyrique
confirmed and added to her popularity.
Her next engagement was made with the
director of the Imperial Academy of Music, and
before it was concluded her interpretation of
the grandest works of the masters of song had
given her name a Continental celebrity.

From Paris Mdlle Nilsson crossed to England,
and warmed to a bright glow the lethargic es
thetics of the merchant islanders. At the Bir
mingham festival she sang in the oratorio of
" Judas Maccabeus."
And the next year she
appeared at the great Handel Festival in the
The influence of this festival,
Crystal Palace.
let us here remark, is almost overwhelming, at
The vast nave is
first, upon the spectator.
transformed into a concert hall, and an orches
tra and a chorus of four thousand musicians
are face to face with thirty thousand spectators.
Christina Nilsson, surrounded by these masses,
sang,

with the greatest success, two airs from
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" Judas Maccabeus."
The first of the two,
especially, a florid air, excited a wild demonstration.

But it was

a justifiable

one, for the

[Apeil,

of

the critics, Christina Nilsson's greatness was
vastly increased. Tasks such as these, indeed,
In
make — bo to speak — or break a performer.

artist bad mastered the style of the music and I proof of her popularity in Great Britain she was
The superb recita- I engaged to sing in the principal towns, receiving
rendered it in perfection.
tive was magnificently declaimed. In the eyes I for her services forty thousand dollars in gold.

1871.]

THE ARTISTE AND THE DEBUTANTE.

A brief visit to the home of her childhood,
where much of her earnings had gone to place
her parents above want, and Christina Nilsson

Ill

had prepared for her. Her appearances before
American audiences have been singularly suc
cessful, especially when it is understood that

VIENNA DEMOREST.
i:
M>lir'lllli"IHInll

once more entered the arena of active effort
In the fall of 1870 she came to the United
States, and found the welcome which her fame

we have been accustomed to resident musi
cians and vocalists, like Kellogg, Parer a Rosa,
and Phillips, besides those wbo, like Minnie

Phrenological Journal.

of giving it its fullest im
portance and of concentrating upon it the at
tention of the spectator. She is most success
ful in episodes, the salieucy of which is added
a scene, in the power

to

by her personal beauty, and by her singu

larity of aspect, rather than by the develop
ment of a character or of a complicated situa
tion.
Hence her permanency as the ideal
Ophelia, the ideal queen of the night, and the
ideal Cherubino."

is

;

it
is

is

;

;

a

Undoubtedly dramatic and operatic success
within her reach, but wc predict her high
est triumphs
in oratorio.
For this severe
branch of musical art she possesses special
voice, in the first place, ca
qualifications
are

pable of expressing religious ideas with feeling
and grandeur an intelligent appreciation, in the
second place, of the poetic thought, and the
power of reproducing the imagery of the au
thor.

The interpretation

of
grand work, much
its execution, by this gifted young gill
but those
seems to rank among the marvels
who have heard and seen her will, we think,

cles, which was not unknown to the public,
but which had heretofore been associated with
another field of usefulness and honorable
" Demorest " is a household
achievement

justify

ti

galops are played by noted leaders of bands,
viz., Dodworth, Baker, Grafulla, Operti, and
Downing, with whom, and with the public,

THE GOLDEN WEDDING.

a

;

;

a

A twig was planted near cottage door,—
The neighbor cotters numbered three or fonr
The sun Its circuit often since has made
tree now casts Its shade.
Where stood the twig,

?

;

a

The hamlet to town, then to city, grew,
With dwellers many where cotters once were few
But those whose youth sped side by side with thee.
Pray, tell me what of them, thou ancient tree

1

;

;

The winds from far to me true hidings bring
The birds, in mystic notes, their messages do sing
Dews and rain-drops, from o'er the land and sea,
Make meet that your oracle should be.
;

The youths went forth from those few early cots
Fortune, so fickle, gave them varying lots
But all who sported in my.early shade,
Have, one by one, long since, to rest been laid.

Of all who, later, were in wedlock bound,
But here and there both man and wife arc found,—
Such pair know — most worthy of your meeds—
Of "golden days fruitful of golden deeds."
'

a

is,

is

Her compositions which first at
possibilities.
tracted attention are brilliant in expression and
Her polkas, mazourkas,
varied in character.

in placing her in the front rank of

;

may be the foreshadowing of genius.
fault, Miss
and modest to
Young as she
Demorest
quite exceptional in her gifts and
which

us

vocalists.

I

so far justifies the predictions of future success.
Since the first dawning of intelligence, Vienna
Demorest has displayed the rarest musical
capacity, and a gift of musical improvisation,

;

less

voice Nilsson praised, and prophesied great
future for ? As to who this young artist is, it
is sufficient to say that she is the daughter of
the well-known publisher and leader of fashion,
Mr. and Mme. Demorest, and that her career

a

singers, and her correct and easy execution even
the most difficult passages excites the en
thusiasm of artists and critics.

of

VIENNA DEMOREST.
It is not so many months since a name began
to be whispered about in Art and musical cir

word in two hemispheres ; but who is Vienna
Demorest, the girl composer, the fresh, young
singer whose songs Nilsson has sung, whose

a

and
sympathetic style, and unusual beauty
and grace of person. Her voice has register
possessed
by very few, even of our first-class

a

Her voice has its
incomparable.
nationality, and hence the numerous parallels
drawn between Christina Nilsson and Jenny
Lind. ' But,' says M. Blaze de Bury, ' the voice
of the elder artiste never had that brilliancy
of vibration.
The virgin character of Swedish
maidenhood, though, is identical in both.'
Christina Nilsson excels in the composition of

notes are

She has voice of exceeding beau
an admirable
and strength
ty, flexibility,
method, trained under the best teach'ers clear
enunciation,
broad, well-marked,
pleasing,
scientious.

a

a peculiar timbre. Her vocalization is exceed
ingly sparkling, and the smorzati on the high

her in
Vienna Demorest has won distinction
as pure and true as
terpretation of music
rare and con
her written expression of

a

who has reached her rank, not only by natural
Her
ability, but by a thorough education.
voice is of exceptional beauty, sonorous, and of

:

This great stager is thus characterized by a
leading writer and critic :
" Christina Nilsson,
truly one of the ambi
tious in art, is a conscientious and gifted artist,

they are great favorites. One of her latest
songs, "Birdie," written for Mdllc Nilsson,
and accepted by her,
charming, and likely
to achieve permanent popularity.
not as composer alone, however, that
It

;

to delight

Europe.

is

Hauck and Patti, have gone from us

[April,

a
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Endeavor
the worst.

for the best, and provide against

GENIUS AND HONESTY.
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i

of literature,
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fusion).

In this Department Mr. S. S. Packard, of Packard's Monthly, will continue his Contrlbntions.

GENIUS AND HONESTY.
was a belief among the ancients that
or evil spirit presided over man's
destiny in life ; that it directed his birth and
actions, and was to. have a ruling and protect

THERE
a good

This appears to have been merely
or deification of the particu
lar structure or bent of mind which a person
receives from nature.
When an individual
ing power.

a personification

was endowed with superior talent, his tutelary
deity was supposed to be of a higher type,
while ordinary men were guided by ordinary

divinities.
This is the manner in which the past recog
nized native endowment.
They beautifully
mingled the natural with the supernatural.
Genius,

according

to the common

tongue, is

simply a disposition of mind for a particular
study or course in life. This definition, how
" a
"We often say
ever, is not wholly correct
man has a genius for law, a genius for medi
cine, or a genius for editing," while at the
same time we mean that he has a talent for
One in a thousand may have a
these things.
" genius " for something, but it is almost inva
riably the case that the terms are misapplied.
" The
Genius differs much from talent.
" is connected
one," says the lexicographer,
more or less with the exercise of imagination
and reaches its ends by a kind of intuition;
the other depends on high mental culture."
The former, like a diamond, is rare, but readily
known when seen ; the latter is like the copper
beneath the surface, unrecognized by the expe
rienced, but the mill and furnace reduce it to
the invaluable mineral.
The race has existed for six thousand years.

Looking into its history we

see interspersed
here and there among its pages, bright and
shining stars. Each century opens its leaves
to inspection, showing its men of genius, some
times one, sometimes two, ofttimes none. Na

ture has lavished

her gifts only upon a few.
She h.ts given us but one Daniel, one Solon,
one Homer, one Shakspeare.
Scarcely can
each generation claim even the shadow of a

the minds of their disciples, that there are not
generally more than half a dozen geniuses
Of course there is truth
among their number.
in this. Enter an extensive library, and among
the works of a thousand authors one can
scarcely find writings which come from any
more than a score of men of real genius. Vis

it the drama, and it is traly here and there that
you see an exquisite artist or a perfect delinea
tor; attend the bar where life and death are the
issues upon

which men speak, and you notice
of native vigor ; go to the battle

the deficiency

field where human beings fall like the au
tumn leaves, and here ambitious enthusiasts
dead to physical suffering and mental anguish
misinterpreted, and miscalled geniuses.
who are simply above mediocrity, and
who have achieved a considerable reputation,
have not had the highest powers of intellect,
are

If men

how vain it is for those who are intoxicated
with a small share of success to imagine them
selves as having been born in that class which

Man generally takes
the poet called great!
unto himself a model. He studies some char
acter of the past whose mind and actions he

It may be that the original rose from
obscurity, achieved his greatness through years
of labor and disappointment, and by means of
energy, decision, and great forbearance succeed

deifies.

ed.
The admirer of such a prototype thinks
himself capable of doing what other men have
done. He labors incessantly, studies prodig
iously, applied himself day and night to the
mastery of such lines of conduct as will lead

him to the attainment of the proudest objects.
He forgets that, perhaps, he has not the men
tal caliber of him whose actions he imitates.
Such a one, instead of realizing his anticipa-'
tions, is most likely to fail in life and support

It is undoubtedly pru
ambition.
dent, nevertheless, to take a model, and the
higher the model the higher the ideal and

a crushed

more

intrinsic

the fac-simile, so long as one

does not set his hopes and affections too high.

When

man of genius.
So forcibly has this idea struck
teachers in ethics and metaphysics that they

the student attempts to carve a fame
for himself in the same mold that a Rcgulus or
a Sheridan immortalized himself, he must keep

have labored incessantly to impress the fact on

iu mind

the temperament

of this man, his

Phrenological Journal.
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mental vigor, and the age in which he lived.
is true that Alexander was the scholar of
Aristotle and that Julius Ccesar studied the

is
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tactics of Alexander, and Napoleon those of
Caesar, but each one of them were men of ge
nius, and moreover they were conscious of it
By intuition, sim
from boyhood to manhood.

history of statesmen and diplomatists we find
in the course of their careers that the most con
sistent and incorruptible are the longest in the
field and the most powerful among men.

had no popularity.
Such men are born great
They have both the ability and self-confidence
to lead nations.
Elevated conspicuously above
the common line, they are looked up to as the
ceutral system around which revolve those who

a

♦♦♦

"ALICE CAR?,

is

BORN

1820;

DIED 1871."

read the little silver tablet on the
the sweetest of American poets,
rested beneath the eyes of the largest and
as
most select assemblage of literary people that

THUS
casket of

seen for many
day. The day
It was the 14th
was stormy and unpropitious.
the hour, one o'clock in the after
of February
noon — an hour which generally finds the brain"
workers at their toil, and yet the Church of
the Strangers," in Mercer Street, has never had

New York has

a

concourse of
gathered within its walls such
They were
well-known men and women.
mourners, one and all, at the shrine of one
who, living, had no enemies, and who having
fra
passed to her reward has left behind her
a

is
a

;

Washed whiter but not shaken with the shock.11

wealth of good
grance of good deeds and
words that must stand through all the days of
a

is

if

is

integrity are unquestionable, whose ability
sufficient, and who has decision, energy, and

it

if

" An honest mnn is like an unmoved rook,

the future.
name redolent of all that is
Alice Cart
Of few
sweet, sincere, pure, and womanly.
among the great writers of this or any country
so truthfully be 6aid that she has written
may
no word or line which, dying, she would wish.
a

a

is

if

he so desire, for the highest offices
petitor,
progressive ideas.
in the land. The result
The means, however, by which men reach
Po
certain ends are numerous and diversified.
litical aspirants are generally disreputable;
corruption in politics has become an acknowl
To find one whose honesty and
edged fact.

a

is

in both,

is

connected

is

circle of mediocrity, we ought rigidly to show
clear and consistent front, remembering that

;

indissolubly

The man who has no de
sire to reach positions of emolument and honor,
citizen of an enlight
can not justly be called
This idea
ened age.
practically manifest in
The grand
democratic forms of governments.
to give,
object of republican institutions
This right
free scope to intellectual growth.
of development implies an eagerness on the
not supe
part of each individual to be equal
com
every person
rior to his fellow-man
;

gala-day.
mere network.
The lives of
Humanity
individuals are so closely interwoven, one with
the other, that there are none, however low
and despised, but what have some influence in
the sphere of mind.
Whether we are intellect
ually above the common level, or more in the

it

is

is

Ambition
with human nature.

nity

From the mo
the end of time,

ripe," to
ment when the " pear
they move in the circle of perpetual opposition.
Those who are not particularly geniuses must
and an
seek some other aid besides intuition
"
eye prophetic" with which to acomplish high
ends.

rules of action which
obeyed will bring
prosperity and happiness to us as they have
accept
to others, we should unhesitatingly
them. Each one should remember that time
an atom compared with eternity, and that
an honest and consistent life makes that eter

it

are guided by lesser divinities.

them forever.
If
us to those

point

a

a

army. Bismarck, the man whom Europe to-day
looks upon as the arbiter of her destiny, when
youth would sit for hours and hours in the
night and almost despise himself because he

we should abandon
its lessons of instruction
cess

a

Brienne, would tread the forest paths in early
morn, while his fellow-cadets were slumbering
away the hours, and wonder whether or not
the fates would ever permit him to lead an

tell us that
past experience. If
certain courses arc adverse to individual suc

is

a

it

it,

by a marvelous conception
spontaneously,
revealing to them the proper channel.
When a man has superior ability, when ho is a
perceives
giant among pigmies, he knows
mere lad at
Napoleon, when
intuitively.

Our only standard for judging motives and

actions

a

ply, they grasped the principles of military
science, and comprehended in the twinkling
of an eye the most available methods of gov
What others would acquire
erning men.
only through indefatigable labor and mathe
matical reasoning, they would reach as it were

most difficult task never
probably
he who possesses these characteristics
most certain of success.
Looking into the

theless,

is

It

ALICE CART.

connection, both because it presents a beautiful
of the woman, and because it

characteristic

'

'

is

'

it,

a

il

it

is

write any
little girl,
longer, she began to practice like
to learn to form her letters anew.
And thus
to the very last she worked, not only with her
brains but her fingers."
a

she grew so weak that she couldn't

would scarcely be possible within so small
compass to more clearly present the leading
characteristics of Alice Cary. She was em
woman to be loved for her gentleness,
inently
truthfulness, and fidelity, as she was one to be
revered for her loftiness of purpose and her un
a

ory : " One of the finest things that can be said
Cary is that she had such troops of
When a man
friends among her own sex.
loves a woman, it is of nature ; when a woman
loves a woman, it is of grace — of the grace that
And another
woman makes by her loveliness."
thing he said, which it is well to repeat in this

of Alice

That
copied.'
No,' said she, that
Alice's own writing.'
It was so exceedingly
looked like print in large type, though
plain,
she ordinarily wrote
wretched, cramped,
legible hand. But her sister told me that when
saw

It

Her mission in life, which must
expunged.
have been as apparent to her as to any of her
friends, was to elevate and purify American
Well did her pastor, Rev. Dr.
womanhood.
Deems, say in his simple tribute to her mem

281
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mistakable talents.

;

For the last fifteen years she has been ac
cepted as the female poet of America
but she
has assumed nothing to herself. Her beautiful
home in Twentieth Street has been the com

;

j

;

mon ground upon which have met on equal
terms the renowned in letters and the unknown
aspirant for fame the rich and the poor the
humble and the proud
people of extreme po
;

litical opinions, and people of unformed opin
ions religious zealols and free-thinkers — each
honored and respected for what he was, and
no one tabooed for what he thought.

The sisters Alice and Phoebe came to New
York by 1851, at the suggestion of Horace
Greeley, who has since fully atoned for his

and much of their first success, the even hold
they have kept on the popular heart for the
due to their individual
past twenty years
gifts and their fidelity to the noblest and sweet

after.

Many of us are working people — people
who work very much with our brains. 1 see a
number of young people who come here out of

est purposes

of life in the use of those gifts.
child of genius and al
Alice Cary was
though very little of all she did to make her

tenderness to her memory, and there are doubt
less among you some just entering upon a lit
erary career, and you have often said to your

name famous was done without great pains
taking, she had very decided opinions against
the somewhat common belief that the lack of
genius may be supplied by persistency in labor.

the last moment of herlife she was faithful, pains
taking, and careful of improving herself. Yes
terday I looked into the drawer, and the last
piece of manuscript she wrote turned up. 1
hold it in my hand.

I

said to Phoebe, when

I

is

;

a

magazine article, taking issue with Mr.
Greeley on this point, she says
" As notable example of successful achieve
ne has
ment let us take Mr. Greeley himself,
measured himself according to his measure
:

In

a

It

was not easily done. She did nothing
easily but tell the truth and love her friends ;
but in all that we read from her pen she was a
Up to
thoughtful, laborious, earnest worker.
did.'

a

I

'
selves, and are even now saying, Would
and
so
as she
write
so
beautifully
easily
could

is

stands as a useful lesson to those who would
profit by her life :
" There was one
thing in Alice Cary of which
we had better remind ourselves now and here

it

Alice Cart.

temerity by advising every other young man
and woman to stay away. While
possible
that to Mr. Greeley's early friendship
and
counsel the sisters owe their ready recognition

But there was faculty to be measured
antecedent to measurement — the incentive
to do and the power to accomplish were born
in him, and his success affords no warranty of
like success in every farmer's boy whose ten

ment.
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dency may induce him to exchange the grub
Suppose when
bing hoe for the goose-quill.
he took up his knapsack and faced toward New
York he had had a thin, feeble brain in his
head, blood hot and crazy or slow and sluggish
in his veins, weak perceptions — as he must
have had — and a general inaptitude for affairs,
'
'
how far would his Virtue of Persistence have
advanced

him?

Not beyond

the

printinghouse, certainly ; and he might have worn his
cravat at loose ends and his white coat hung
on by one shoulder without exciting special
comment.
" I do not believe that a man always passes,

in the long run, for what he is worth. It seems
to me a hard saying.
The vision that the poet
or the painter transcribes and leaves a joy and

a wonder to all time may, I believe, have come
all the same to some poor, unlettered man who,
lacking the external faculty, so to speak, could
not lay it in all its glorious shape and color on

the canvas, or catch and hold it in the fastness

I

No, can not give up my
verse.
comfortablo faith that in other worlds and faroff ages there will appear a shining multitude
of immortal

who shall, through death, have come to them
and have found expression denied them

selves,

on earth.

Beautiful souls, whose bodies were
their prisons — who stammered or stood dumb
among their kind, bearing alone the slights and
disgraces of fortune, and all the while conscious,
in their dread isolation, of being peers of the

GEOGRAPHY
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poets and the kings and of all the royal men
and women of the world."

The early life of Alice Cary was spent in a
quiet, unostentatious country home near Cin
cinnati, Ohio. Her father was a farmer of lim
ited means, and the sisters Alice and Phoebe—
it seems impossible to speak of them separately

— received whatever preliminary

education it
was in his power to give them in the schools
of the neighborhood.
This quiet life and its
fruits are cleverly depicted in Alice's " Clovernook Stories."
In her religious faith and practice Alice was
liberal and consistent,
Without ever forcing
her views upon others, she was never without
views ; and much of all that was lovely and
promising in her life had its root in her glori
ous trust in God and the world beyond.
This

life, with all its beautiful accessories — as seen
through a poet's eyes— with its sweet compen
sations for heart-labor, was to her but a brief,
uncertain resting-place — a preparatory school
for the University of Heaven. Her last months

were months of physical agony, but of spiritual
joy and content. She cared not to throw life
away, however burdensome it might be, and
thus set a worthy example of fidelity to the
last. She has left behind her sincere mourn
ers and friends — such as the best and noblest
might be proud to claim ; but she has joined a
brighter band, and entered upon her real work.
s. S. PACKARD.

OF

FRANCE.

of many unequal

writes the follow
ing excellent condensed geographical
sketch — he calls it "history" — for the Iowa
This is what may be called a
School Journal.

If, however, we con
sides.
nect the more salient points which are on the
north, the west, the east, the southwest, and
the southeast by straight lines, the included

bird's-eye view of France, which at this time is
especially interesting.
Geographical Features. — This portion of
Europe is situated in its western part, and is
bounded on the north by the English Channel

space,

and Belgium ; east by Germany, Switzerland,
and Italy ; south by the Mediterranean Sea and
Spain ; and west by the Atlantic Ocean. On
the northwest it is separated from England by
On every side of its
the English Channel.

ed

constituting a pentagon, will comprise
of the French territory, and give a

the whole

good general idea of its shape. The longest lines
that can be drawn across the country are two
diagonals — one from the southeast to the north
west extremity, six hundred and seventy miles
in extent; the other from the southwest to the
northeast, having u length of six hundred and
twenty-five miles. Measured on the meridian

of Dunkirk, the greatest length is six hundred
miles; and measured on the parallel of 4S°

frontier, except the north, it has strong natural
barriers, in the Pyrenees, the Alps, the Ridge
of Jura, and the Vosges.
Extent. — In tracing the general contour of

eighty-two miles. The breadth near the center
is four hundred miles, and between the mouth

France, the projections and indentations which
occur are so numerous, that the country neces

of the Gironde (Jee-rond) and the frontiers of
Savoy, where the country is narrowest, it does

sarily assumes

the shape of a polygon, compos

20', the greatest breadth

is six hundred

not exceed three hundred and thirty miles.

and

G
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tends inland about eighty miles; the distance
across its mouth
about one hundred and thirty

Straits of Dover, the Mediterranean Sea, and the
Its length, without allowing
Lyons.

miles.

tracing

the

bays and headlands

but the

;

ly

is

whole length of the coast-line may be safely
estimated

at not

miles.

Contenental

than

less

fifteen hundred

Botindary. — The continental
;

is

boundary formed on the southwest by the Pyr
two hundred and fifty miles on the
enees,
by the Alps, one hundred and fifty-five
miles; the Jura (Joo-rah), one hundred and
sixty-seven miles and the Rhine, one hundred
miles; and the northeast by an arbitrary line
of about two hundred and ninety miles — thus
;

east

;

erf) Road on the south of Brittany the bay of
Bourgneuf (Boor-nuf), south of the mouth of
the Loire (Ltcar) ■ Basque (Bask) Roads, or the
Bay of La Rochelle (La-ro-sheU), and the Ba
sin of Arcachon (Ar-kashong), west of the de
;

;

and along the Mediterranean, two hun
dred and sixty miles, — giving an aggregate of
thirteen hundred and fifty miles. It
difficult
to say what addition would be made by minute

miles

nez(Doo-ar-neh-na), and Audierne (Ode-airn) on
the bays of La Forest,
the west of Brittany
and Quiberon (Kce-bch-rong), and Penerf (Pen-

partment of Gironde.
Roads. —The Roads of Toulon (Too-lori), Cavalaire, Grimaud (Gree-mo), Napoule (Ka-poole),

Jouan (Jo-arn), on the Mediterranean.

Brit

remarkable

peninsula in the west,
separating the English Channel from the Bay
of Biscay; and another projection called Contentin, extends far into the English Channel.
Capes. — The principal capes are Gris-Nez
tany

a

is,

for minor indentations,
along the German
Ocean and English Channel, five hundred and
sixty miles; along the Atlantic, Ave hundred

The other principal bays are Cancale
(Kong-kaht), St. Brieux (Sang-breuh), on the
north. Brest Road and the bays of Donarne-

is

Gulf of

is

Coast-Line. — The coast-line is formed by
the Bay of Biscay, the English Channel, the

sixty-two miles, including an area of one hun
dred and ninety-seven thousand three hundred
and forty square miles.
On taking
survey

northwestern extremity
the Bec-du-Bar (Bek(Pongdoo-Bahr) and the Point-de-Penmarch
deh-po7ig-marsh), in Finistere (Fin-u-tair).

a

it

:

harbors in the Mediterranean

a

it

com
give
manding share in the traffic of that most im
portant of all inland seas.
;

Bats. — On the coast of France are two great
gulfs or bays one the Bay of Biscay, formed
by the Atlantic on the west, and the Gulf of
Lyons, setting up from the Mediterranean on
the south. The former extends from Cape Or(

tegal (Or-ia-gal), on the northern coast of Spain,
to the island of Ouessant Wes-songt), or Ushant,
at the west extremity of Brittany or Bretagne,
a distance of not less than three hundred and
sixty miles, having an average breadth of about
two hundred and fifty miles. The latter ex

;

;

and the Mediterranean there are lagoons, sep
arated from the sea by thin slips of land but
The
they are in general extremely shallow.
largest, Grand-Lieu (Grong-levh), in the depart
;

it

is

a

a

have been provided by nature.
directions
Again on the north and west,
long line of
coast gives
immediate access to the great
ocean thoroughfares, while on the south, its

ment of the Loire-Inferieure (Lwar-ong-fare-ur)
square
covers an area of only twenty-nine
miles, and
altogether devoid of interest.
The next largest, St. Point, in the Jura, does
not cover three square miles. Others of still
less dimensions become more interesting from
their localities in the lofty regions of the Pyr
enees,

or in the deep hollows

of ancient cra

ters in Auvergne

(O-vairn).
Rivers. — The great watershed, by which
divided into two vast
the whole of Europe
basins, the one sending its waters south to the
Mediterranean, the Black Sea, and the Caspian,
and the other west and north to the Atlantic,

North

Sea, and the Baltic, passes

in

a

which can be
on the
open to hostile attack
the northeast, where
line of strong fortresses
has made barrier which was thought formerly
to be as impenetrable as those which in other
aries, that the only direction in

considered

is

it

is

compact whole, but though united to the con
tinent by a line of above nine hundred miles,
so much isolated from
by great natural bound

Islands. — The islands .of France arc few
they consist of Corsica, Hyeres (He-air), Lerins (Leh-rang) in the Mediter
ranean; Noirmoutier (Nwar-moo-te-a), Oleron
(O-la-rong), Re, Belleisle, Dieu (Dycu), Graix
(Gra), Sein (San) and Ouessant in the Atlantic.
.Lakes. — The lakes are of no importance,
and so few in number, and individually so lim
ited in extent, as to be undeserving of separate
notice. Along the coasts of the Bay of Biscay
and unimportant

is

a

a

it

is

it

of this great country,
impossible not to be
derives from
struck with the advantages which
its position.
It not only forms continuous and

;

(Gree-na), in the Straits of Dover
Cape Barfleur (Bar-fiur), and Cape la Hogue (kik-Jiohg),
the former at the northern and the latter at the

a

general perim
giving in coast and mainland
eter of about two thousand four hundred and

waving
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line across France, from southwest to northeast,
and divides it into two very unequal portions.
In France, this watershed commences at the
western extremity of the Pyrenees, and pro
ceeds east in the line

of its central axis till it

r-iichca the southwestern extremity of Ariege
Here it meets a branch thrown
(Alt-re-aige).
off at right angles from the principal chain,
and proceeds with it north to the Col de NaIts course is now
rouse (Kol-deh-nah-rooze).
determined by the Cevennes (Sevenn), with
which it proceeds tortuously, almost northeast,
and then nearly due north, crossing the
Canal du Nord, and thereafter continuing with
the Cote d'Or) (Kofdor), to the Plateau de LanHaving crossed this
gres (Plat-o-deh-long'r).
plateau, the Monts Faucilles
(Mong-Pb-seet)
gives it an easterly direction as far as the Bal
where, as if
lon d' Alsace (BaJU'long-dal'sass),
retracing its steps, it proceeds south-southwest,
along the great wall of the Jura, and quits
French territory on reaching the slopes of the

Jorat (Zhorah). The portion of France to the
sou tli and east of this great watershed is not
equal to a fourth of its whole surface, and is
almost wholly drained by the Rhone (Rohn)
and its tributaries.
The only secondary basins
deserving of notice are those of the Tech (Tesh),

Mllti
Meute (Mewrz)
434
Meuse, (French part).. ..220
Motellc (Mo-zetn
328
Moselle. (French part). .167
Marne (Mam)
291
Oite (Waize)
158
Olae, (French part)
148
Ome (Orn)
86
Rhine
962
Rhine, (French part). . . .186

[April,
Mum.
Rhone(J?oAn)-with lake .534
Rhone, (French part).... 322
Rhone (at Taras Lyons). 328
Saone (Sonn)
816
Seine (San)
497
Somme (Somm)
117
Tarn
220
Vienno (Ve-enn)
220
Vilaine (Vee-lain)
180
Yonne (Yonn)
155

But few of the rivers of France are navi
gable for large vessels.
The greater portion of
them flow with a swift current through chan
nels interrupted by shallows or rapids, and
many have their entrances obstructed by sand
banks. The Rhine, in commercial importance,
is one of the first rivers in Europe, forms part

of the eastern boundary, along which it is nav
igable for steamboats to Basle (&M), in the
north of Switzerland, a distance of about five
hundred miles from the sea. By means of a
canal its waters communicate with those of the
Seine. This last river is navigable for vessels
of from two hundred and fifty

to three hundred
tons to Rouen, and for those drawing six foot
of water to Paris. Shifting sand-banks at the
mouth of the Seine, together with its extremely
tortuous course between the metropolis and the
sea, present serious obstacles to navigation.
Steamboats require two days for descent, and
four days for the ascent
The Loire, the largest
river in France, has a navigable channel of

Tet (Ta), Gly {Glee), and Aude (Ode), which
have their sources in the Pyrenees; and the
Herault (Hd-ro), descending from the Cevennes.

ed with the Seine by the Orleans

The far larger part of France, situated north
and west of the great European watershed,
contains, in addition to a number of secondary,
four principal river basins — the Rhine, belong

Canal, and with the Rhone through the medi
um of a canal which joins it with the navigable
waters of the Saone.
The rapid current of the
Rhone and its large tributaries was formerly a

ing to the North Sea and the German Ocean ;
the Seine belonging to the English Channel ;
and the Loire and Garonne (Gah-ronn), both

great obstacle to navigation, but the introduc
tion of steamers has, in a great measure, ob
viated this difficulty, and added vastly to the
commercial importance of the river. It is said
that France, in all, has one hundred and thirtythree navigable rivers, extending about eight
thousand miles.
[By the late negotiations for peace between

The first of
belonging to the Bay of Biscay.
these basins, though the largest of all, is devel
oped to a very limited extent within the French
All the others arc wholly French.
territory.
The more important secondary basins on this
side of the great watershed are those of the
Somme and the Orne, belonging to the English
Channel ; and the Vilaine ( Vee-lain),

Sevre-Ni-

ortaise {Sahvr-ne-or-Ua),
Charente (SAa-ront),
and Adour (Ah-door), belonging to the Bay of
Biscay. The lengths of the princioal rivers are
exhibited in the following table :
Adour (Ah-door)
Alller (Ah-U-a)
Aude (Ode)
Charente (Sha-roni)
Cher (S/iair)
Create (Kruz)
Dordogne (Dor-don)
Doubt (Doooz)
Durance (Du^ronts)

Mltet.
201
200
130
248
229
173
310
263
.... 235

hum.
Esc-nut(&/Sow(>-Scheldt 223
Escant, (French part). . . 55
Garonne ( Cah-ronn)
465
Gironde (Jee-rond)
50
Ilcrnult (Ha-ro)
83
Isere (Ee-zaif)
168
Isere, (French part)
105
Loire (Lwar)
645
Lot (Lo)
266

five hundred and twelve miles, and is connect(Or-la-<i}trui)

the French and the Germans, France will lose
part of her frontier provinces
which border on Baden, Bavaria, and Prussia,
or the new North German Empire.]

a considerable

THE BOY AND THE FALCOS.
Lower the falcon sweeps ; its fluttering prey
Bleeds on the boy's proud bosom ; not the swaj
Of wings and talons makes the firm eye qnail—
The small hand quiver. Wondrons fair, not fraU,
In day's new flush, he stands beneath the foo,
His clear eye flashing— turning off the blow
That sweeps so near in all its angry zestSo near the wounded bird upon his breast.

Food
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for Mirth.

Old Quercy's weird gray atones, beneath the light.

In fancied figures far, stand Druid-like
By altars. Near the copse, among Its leaves
Gathers the silver dawn. One silver beam weaves
On and falls where flushed he stands so nobly fairFalls on the upturned face the clustering hair.
Beyond the copse, her fleet course quelled,
Ventadour's bride, in sudden rapture held.
Sees where the falcon sweeps, where prond lips part
Where eyes in anger flash— where throbs a heart
Noble and true.
Her palfrey reined, each gallant chevalier
Draws to her side ; her tardy falconer
The hawk recalls. She woos the peasant child
In vain. Her beauty can not turn aside
Remembrance that, for her, good Magnerite
Was treated ill, was sad— poor Marguerite, —
And that the blood-stained bird upon his breast
Was by her hound and falcon hunted from Its nest.
She woos awhile in vain, till, thoughtful, fair,
He shakes the waving clusters of his hair
Sadly, and in the outstretched hand
Lays the death-stricken bird, at her demand !
Ventadour's bride one boon must ask her lord ;
He bends to listen to her pleaded word, —
Bends smiling his consent. Her rapturous eye
Rests on the peasant boy ; u I would that I
Might take this little child for thine and mine, —
He'll do hut honor to thy glorious line f "
And in the little hand ngain she lay
The bleeding trophy of the well-earned day.
GEO. KUNQLE.

4«»

WISDOM.
True Courage. — A

learned man has said that
words to pronounce in the English
made a mistake."
When Fred
language are,
erick the Great wrote to the Senate, " I have Just
lost a battle, and it's my own fault," Goldsmith
" Hi8 confession showed more greatness than
says,
his victories."
the hardest

"I

With our own judgments durst we to comply,
In virtue should wo live, in glory die.

A woman

should be amiable, benevolent, chari
forgiving, generous,
honest, industrious, judicious, kind, loving, neat,
obedient, pleasant, quiet, reflecting, sober, tender,
and zealous.
urbane, virtuous, wise, exemplary,
So should a man.
table, domestic, economical,

The best humor is that which contains the most
humanity, that which is flavored throughout with
tenderness

and kindness.

America's
is hardly

great

respectable

thinker, Emerson, says, " Life

if it

has no generous

task, no

duties or affections that constitute a necessity of
existing. Every man's task is his life-preserver."

Ix

youth, yea, in manhood,

we should cultivate

mind and character to the utmost, for we know
not for what end God may have destined us.

Refined

homes are the end of civilization.

The
of years Is repre
sented by the difference between a wigwam and* a
lady's parlor. It has no better result to show.
work of all races for thousands

235

Religion can never be anything but a poor,
puny, sickly growth, a mere effervescence of sentimentalism, until it is based on strict obedience
to all the laws of our being, the organic as well as
the spiritual.
Genius in man to-day is individualism of char
acter and effort, the power one here and there is
seen

to have to light his own lire and drive

his

own engine.
Wisdom is the associate of Justice. It assists
her to form equal laws to pursue right meu3urcsk
to correct power, to protect weakness, aud to unite
individuals in a common interest and general wel
fare.
Heroes may kill tyrants, but it is wisdom
and laws that prevent tyranny and oppression.

In

every pursuit, whatever

gives

strength and
teaches to

energy to the mind of man, experience
be favorable to the interest* of piety,

of knowl

edge, and of virtue ; in every pursuit, on the con
trary, whatever enfeebles or limits the powers of
the mind, the same experience ever shows to be
hostile to the best interests of human life.

FOOD

FOR MIRTH.

How Sambo "Swallowed the Rat." — The
partiality of the darky for the sun is proverbial.
At noonday, with the fierce rays shining down on
his bare head, the musquitoes singing around him,
and the flies making amorous dalliance with his
One old
nose and lips, he sleeps and dream9.
darky, in the Fourth District of New Orleans, has
daily, for some months past, selected the door
step of a prominent resident for his noonday nap.
Being driven off one day he comes the next. With
his head thrown back and his mouth wide open,
he snores away to the exceeding discomfort of the
inmates.
Called to the door by this novel diapason,
a few days since, the lady of the house concluded
For this purpose
she would try an experiment.
she procured a small piece of ice and dropped it
into the huge orifice that served as Sambo's mouth.
It disappeared like a shot, and with a cough and
a snort Sambo Btortcd to his feet.
" Ugh ! " he grunted, as the ice sent violent
" What dis ? " and
thrills through his stomach.
his fingers clutched nervously the afflicted parts.
Just then some one in the house cried out that
" Uncle Sam's " throat.
a big rat had run down
This added terror to his pain. He rolled on the
banquette and called lustily for help.
" 'Fore God, missns, he's gnawin' out'n me. I
" and the
feels him. Oh, golly, he's kill'n' me I
whites of the darky's protruding eyes, like sau
cers, and the convulsed and anguished face, show
ed that real pain was strongly enhanced by his imag

"Oh, golly, how he do jump and
inary terror.
kick about ! " and Sambo again gave himself up to
a paroxysm of lamentation.
"Drink warm water, Uncle Sam, and drown
him," the lady suggested.
Without a moment's hesitation Sam started for
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the water-plug.
water started.

He turned on the crank and the
Bam glued his lips to the nozzle

until his sides were puffed out like an inflated bal
loon.
" How do you feel now, Uncle Sam ? " the lady
inquired, as Sam staggered back to his feet.
guess he's drowned, missus; but here's
what's troublin' dis chile : how's dat rat gwinc to
git out'n dare ? " — New Orleans Exchange.

"I

I

for twlnty yeare, or can put away twinty dollars
a year for two hunderd years.
Now, which way

willl do?"

A washerwoman

who has been suffering from
muse thus pathetically
alludes to her ills and trials :
an attack of the

"

scot is engaged," said a pretty young maid,
entered a carriage one day ;
[she said.
To whom ?" " A. young gentleman," pouting,

" Then

where is his baggage, I pray ? "
Her ruby lips opened like rosebuds in spring,

Her face in deep blushes was dyed,
As muttering crossly, " You hateful old thing,
Why, I am his baggage," she cried.

A country poet, after looking about over life,
has come to the following rhyming conclusion:

"Oh, I wouldn't live forever. I wouldn't if I
could; but I needn't fret about, for I couldn't if
I would."

It was slippery the other day in Waterbury,
Conn., says the American : " Is there any show
gain' on here?" said a rude boy, as he stuck his
"No, sonny; why?"
head into a store door.
" 'Cause there's so many people sittin' on the side
walk with their hats off."
" There's two

ways of doin'

it,"

said an Emer

ald Islander to himself, as he stood

|j)ur

musing and
waiting for a job. " If I save me four thousan'
dollars I must lay up two hunderd dollars a year

tender

Oh, cramp and spazzum

I often has

!

'um,

Nooralgy, too, and tic,
And roomatics in style—
Which I rubs in He
With op-ped-delly-dick !

His Baggage?—

" That
As I

[April,

The following outrageous libel has been pub
lished by a Western paper :
" A literary society in Pennsylvania wrote to
Horace Greeley to lecture for them next winter.
When the reply came, nobody could read the
handwriting, and it was confidently believed by
the members that Horace had sent them some
Egyptian hieroglyphics from the tomb of Cheops,
for the purpose of hinting at the subject of his
lecture.
But the letter was submitted to an ex
pert, who spent two weeks in translating it, with
the following result :
New York.
Dear Sir: I am vaccinated and yawning at Ishmael ; he surely is not Fishing shad all the while
at Lims's : but I wrote a line to fetch her fortli ;
viciously if Idaho
deception is thus underrated
fails. Carrots promise to wait. Perhaps spirits
Bores.
are ended — entirely ; my bow.
Horace oheelet.
(Signed,)
" What he meant to say, nobody has yet been
able to ascertain, and so a messenger is on his
way to the Tribune office
markable chii'Ographcr."

j|entormi

to

"interview"

the re

|jurip.

if

of Women. — Why

it

It

riso to the top.
from mental activity

not come
J. C. Calhoun, Rufus Choate,
solely or chiefly.
Lyman Beechcr, and Henry Ward Bcechcr showed
no baldness, while many
boor, who "never had
dozen thoughts in all his life,"
bald.
In
family inclined to baldness, one mentally active
would be earliest bald.
Wearing over-warm or
one of the principal causes.
air-tight hats

a

a

if

idUI be answered in (his department. We have no space
to gratify idle curiosity.
One question only at a time,
and that clearly stated, must be propounded,
corre
spondent s/iall expectus to give him the benefitof its early
consideration.
Questions of personal interest will be
promptly answered by Utter,
a stamp be inclosed for
ttie return postage.

another

can

is

"General Interest" only

takes the hair element
before

a

Questions op

^orrcspouftents.

"

is

^nr

pull altogether

way, arresting
Baldness
docs

a

||o

a

[In this Department will be noticed euch matters as arc of interest to correspondents and to the general reader.
Contribution* for " What They Say " should be brief, pointed, and creamy, to secure publication.]

The Eyes. — Will

rubbing

the eyes

a

I

a

it

a

a

?

I

?

is
a

it

is

is

il

?

tAns. John Quincy Adams fancied that by rub
bing the eyes from without inward, us one can
with the thumb on one eye and
finger on the

it

We know of no other reason
not very common.
why men arc 60 often bald and women not, unless
that the beard by " long pull, strong pull, and

is

In fact,
there are no bald-headed women
never
common thing among men.
saw one, yet
An*. Some women aro partially bald, though

toward the nose or from the nose help to preserve
the eyesight
and does the shape of the eye make
have heard that near-sighted
any difference
persons retain their eyesight to
greater age than
others.

Baldness

OUR

1871.]
other,

he made them

MENTORIAL

convex, and thus re
Age tends to flatten the
eyeball,
making the focus or point of vision
longer, and the object of spectacles Is to compen
sate for this lengthening of the focus, and bring
the object looked at upon the retina.
Persons are
more

tained his vision longer.

near-sighted

because

the

eyeball

is very

Derivation of " Lady." — This

terra,

which I think ought to convey a meaning signifi
cant of purity and nobility of character,
has be
come of late more a catch-word than anything
else.
Can you give us some facts with regard to
its derivation ?
An*. From an English writer who has examined
the subject we take the following: It is not prob
ably generally understood that the term is com
pounded of two Saxon words, "leaf or laf," sig
nifying a "loaf of bread," and "dinni," to "give
or to serve." It was customary in times of old
for those families whom God had blessed with
wealth and affluence to give away regularly a por
tion of "bread," and other food, to those poor
families In their respective parishes and neighbor
hoods who might stand in need of assistance, and
on such occasions the "ludy" of the family, or
mistress of the household, herself personally offi
ciated, distributing with her own hands the daily
or weekly dole. Ucncc she was called the "lafdy," or the " bread-giver; " and in course of time
this word, like many others in our English lan
guage, became abbreviated to its present express
ive form of " lady."
An English writer of the
last century, in reference to this derivation of
" lady," observes that " the meaning of this word
is now as little known as the practice which gave
rise to it, yet it is from ttiat hospitable custom
thai to this day the ladies in this kingdom alone
carve and serve the meat at their own tubles."

Strawberries. — Why is

tween "straw"
designates.

this delicious

fruit called "strawberries?"
I can understand
the significance of blackberries, cherries, raspber
ries, and others, but I do not sec any relation be

and

267

the berry

which the prefix

An*. Strawberries are so called

from

a custom

once prevalent in England, of children stringing
the fruit on straws, and carrying them about for
sale, at so many

" straws " for

a penny.

" A School Teacher." — From

convex,

which makes the focus short; this throws the ob
ject before the retina, and as age flattens the
eyeball, it is much later with them before the
focus gets bo long as to throw the object back of
the point of vision.
Eyecups have been invented with a view to ex
haust the air over the eye and make the front of
the eyeball more rounded and permanent, so as to
shorten the line of vision in old people, and obvi
ate the necessity for glasses ; but we do not ap
prove of this apparatus.
Some people have suf
fered seriously in consequence from congestion of
the eye.
We recommend people to live on a plain
diet, avoiding stimulants of every kind ; and when
their eyesight gets so long they can not see to
read, let them get the common glasses, which will
bring the focal point to the right place, and not be
ashamed of wearing them.
Cupping eyes or put
ting cups upon them can hardly be of permanent
value, whoever may recommend it

BUREAU.

yonr

description of yourself we infer that you have
and average Language, with an
large Secretivcncss
excitable temperament and moderate Self-Estecni.

I

Memory. — My memory

see, read, or hear is very dull.
tivate this organ ?

as to what
How can I cul

Ant. These different kinds of memory depend
not upon one organ but npon many, to wit: Indi
viduality, Form, Size, Color, Eventuality, Tunc,
and Language.
Our work entitled "Memory, and
Intellectual Improvement" explains all the or
gans of memory, and gives lengthly and lucid in
structions how to cultivate each. The price of
the work by mail, post-paid, is $1 50.

Force of Character. — What
give force of character?

opments

devel

An*. Primarily, Combativcncss and Destruetivenoss ; but Firmness, Self- Esteem, Approbativcncss,
and Hope, with a strong Motive-Vital
tempera
ment, greatly add
force.
Estcem,

A

to

or sustain

the elements

of

distingue bearing comes from active Self-

Approbativeness, and Ideality.

Drowning. — When

a

is
filled

person

is it caused by his lungs being
drowned,
with water, or simply by suffocation ?

It is altogether probable that in most coses
water is swallowed by a drowning man,
which contributes to the suffocation which pro
duces death.
In the excitement attending an ac
cident where a person is suddenly precipitated
into deep water, he is liable to lose self-control
and swallow considerable
water in his violent con
vulsive breathing, and thus hasteu strangulation.
An*.

some

$W

|»2.
8ioui City, Iowa.

The Right Spirit. — Mr. Editor ; For
about twelve years — more than a third of my life
— I have been a casual phrenological student.
Not
till lately have I thought of making any use of it
of myself and my
except for the entertainment
Phrenology is indeed an al
personal associates.
most fearfnl truth. Its finger points like that of
It stands out to-day in beauty almost equal
fate.
to revelation.
Time continues to bless it. It has
A similar experience
given me a self-knowledge.
crowns every earnest student thereof, and this
fact accounts for the unyielding faith which its
advocates have displayed
in the science.
Like
some other beginners, however, I have a few inno
vations to urge.
First, I can never consent to call
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in the animals, by the name of
Exeeutivenessis the true term in
my opinion. It impels a man to clear difficulties
from his path. It is as useful in art and religion as
it is in war. It makes a successful corn-field as well
as a successful battle-field.
I would also change
the name of Mirthfulness to that of Originality.
Mirth is simply one of the phases of originality.
I am certain that this organ endows a person with
a vast amount of original sagacity in conversation,
It is a union of
poetry, logic, oratory, and so on.
reason and imagination.
It is logic without the
aid of rules.
It is mockery without fear or care
of consequences.
I have also a new name of a
heretofore overlooked organ to propose.
Physi
ognomy has pointed out the organ for some time.
However, it belongs to Phrenology. I should call
It Passion.
It is formed by the space between the
an organ, except
Destructiveness.

eye and the brow.
is likewise large.

If

the space is large, the organ

But if the brow fits close and

sharp over the eye, the person- is phlegmatic, cold,
and critical.
It is, have found, a most unerring

I

guide in this particular, and should be added to
the regular list of organs.
You will observe that
Passion and Language arc in many respects similar.
True oratory is a kind of methodical passion.

For

both organs might be called by
There are other reasons, however, for
a difference.
commonly
preserving
Language,
speaking, expresses the meaning of voluble wordpower only; whereas passion is the silent heartpower which, in muny of the deeds of love and
I am proud of the
hate, never speak in words.
fine appearance of the Phrenological Journal.
I fancy, however, that it is becoming too much of
j. m. h.
a general magazine. >
[This spirit of inquiry and Investigation pleases
us, since it shows the earnest, progressive student
in phrenological science.
There are, doubtless,
other organs to be discovered — perhaps many.
some reasons

one name.

Even those which figure on the chart may be dem
as compound In nature.
We shall hail
each well-authenticated and well-defined discovery
with great satisfaction.—Editor A. P. J.]
onstrated

Extravagance

of

Women.

— How

much is si' id and written upon this subject ! Now
pause a moment, my dear masculine friends, and

let us compare notes. To be sure, we sometimes
wear diamonds; but, my dear sir, this "singlestone" and that rich "cluster," with its opal cen
cost not half so much
ter, tinted and rainbow-hued,
as the regal solitaire sparkling upon your little
finger '. Our ribbons and laces, which look such a
prodigious pile to your unfeminine eyes, could
easily be bought with the money thrown away on
your cigar-stumps! (By the way, we think there
might be "mustache cups" invented for smoking
Our darling bon
as well as drinking — why not?)
nets, though grown so liliputlan of late, we admit
cost a trifle, but so do all those luxuries over the
the way, where we poor souls never care nor dare
Our silks and satins cost less than your
to enter.

[April,

broadcloth, while our boots (dear, dainty little
tilings) are scarce half the price of your own.
Now, saying nothing of your clubs, and the secret
associations to which you belong, in what are not
all the superfluities
of our sex overbalanced by
those of your own ? Where are they ?
MRS. WILKINSON.

Some Experiences

in Canvassing.

— A lndy friend, both a contributor and subscrib
er, writes us from Elgin, that center of Western
watch manufacture, as follows: You say you are
to my enterprises,
sorry to hear of the drawbacks
— I am sorry also ; but what I once really adopt as
an object I do not spare effort to accomplish, and
I believe those who work earnestly, determinedly,
and persevcringly
will succeed soon or late.
I
have found often in my experiences with the ways
of this world, that in a present disappointment,
properly understood
and treated, one may fre
quently find the germ of future success.
There is
truth in the maxim which says, " We make most
progress when we hasten slowly."
The mushroom
though of quick growth is not the most useful
nor most hardy sort of vegetation.
Though I have canvassed more thoroughly and
persistently this year than the last, and only suc
ceeded, as yet, in obtaining the names I send you,
I believe more firmly than ever that judicious
effort in making generally known the true nature
of the science, and a steady influence exerted in
its favor, will obtain for it in the end an almost
universal

acknowledgment,

corresponding

and

the

Journal

a

circulation in this as well as other

places.

I

never until now realized

the diversity of hu

man tastes and opinions, nor felt so keen a sym
pathy for editors in general, and the editor of the

J. in particular. Truly, it is little wonder
that the man who tried to please everybody pleased
nobody, including himself.
One person, to whom I lent several Journals,
A. P.

would not take it because it contained biographies
of persons whom he said he "didn't know nor care
anything about." I do not doubt that were you
acquainted with his personal
history you could
entertain your readers with the biography of a
"person" he did "care about," if you were not
troubled with misgivings that too great a number,
upon perusal, might raise the same objections he
had done.
Another person liked the biographies
very much, but thought " so much talking about
Phrenology tiresome." Another still, had come to
the conclusion that there was not much real infor
mation to be gained about Phrenology by reading
the Journal. I told this person, who seemed to
be in earnest and groping after first principles,
that the science of Phrenology was by no means
new, and that its advocate, the Journal, was in
its fifty-second volume, and therefore
locating
organs,

defining

the different

temperaments,

and

long-admitted facts would
rehearsing
be to old readers and students as A B C to more
otherwise

OUR MENTORIAL BUREAU.
fur

selves

and

giving

Phrenological

answer,

literature, and thus
we would recommend

Journal.
This is, beyond
the best magazine to direct the improve
ment of the body, the expansion of the intellect,
the

question,

a

the deepening
and extending
of the morals, the
promoting and increasing of the knowledge and
of mankind, that is published in the
happiness
The Phrenological Journal presents
world.
to its million readers, in each number,
perfect
feast of intellectual food, all of the most healthy
and palatable character.
To your second question wc answer, King James'
edition of the Holy Bible.

Our Museum Project. — A

young

Noticing in this department of
review of the sights at " 389," clos
the Journal
ing with a notice of your desire to found an eth
found that the idea created
nological museum,
strong desire to give you the desired half million,
but one thing was lacking — the requisite " pile."
As am yet too young to be expected to " paddle
can't say when
shall have it:
my own canoe,"
but should my muscle or brains ever make me
independent of other aid, shall be pleased to give
tenth of my income to the filling of such
mu
have great faith in the future of Phre
seum.
nology. Wishing you oil the success in the world,
remain your well-wisher,
G. E. H.
subscriber

:

says

a

I

I

a

I

I

it,

"I

categorical

a

explained in your books and charts, and having
your book list and some charts, I referred him
to these.
He seemed interested, and whether he
will pursue his research further I do not know,
but I will do all I can to encourage interest and
investigation.
Another class of people frequently tell me that
" well acquainted with Phrenology — know
they are
all about it, in fact," and it is " only partially true,"
or " not worth a row of pins." In 6uch cases I
ask some questions, and generally find that this
sweeping judgment is caused by a very promiscu
ous and superficial skimming over of Phrenology,
or because of some pet prejudice disturbed, or
some disagreeable
truths told them by it. And
not infrequently a former acquaintance with some
phrenologist is put in the balance against the sci
ence, because of said phrenologist's individual
peculiarities and failings (as they view them), and
which they identify with the principles taught and
believed by that person.
An amusing incident, which occurred when I
was canvassing, will illustrate this and the differ
ence in individual tastes at the same time.
On«
gentleman
looked at the Journal and asked if
" Fowler ani Wells" were not the proprietors. I
replied that Fowler had formerly been in that con
nection,
though for some time I had not seen
his name mentioned
as one of the proprietors.
"Well," he said,
know all about
then.
used to know Fowler, and
haven't the least re
spect for bim."
urged that the Journal was
not reflection of any one person's character or
opinions, but was the advocate of Phrenology as a
science, giving every chance for the formation of
a candid judgment on the subject by not merely
advancing arguments in favor of it, but also giving
an impartial hearing to what might be said against
it, and asked if he had ever examined
carefully
for himself.
He said, " Yes, thoroughly," for five
or six years ago he had read several of these books,
and he knew what "Fowler believed."
At my re
quest he examined
the specimen
but
number,
though seemingly pleased with
declined with
the plea of " hard times."
Well, have said quite enough of my experiences
with other people's conflicting ideas, and
have
reason to think your own trials in that line, during
all the years you have piloted the good bark Phre
nology safe past many
Scylla and Charybdis of
public opinion, would, if written, make
harrow
ing volume.
b. n. e.

strictly to magazine

I

I

a

but these,

and fully defined

I

clearly

I

ther told him, were

a

scholars in school;

advanced
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Notices.

1

is

a

:

?

a

;

: ;

a

a

?

it

Would you go back to the beginning of written
Here you have — not exactly " In nut
history
shell," — but in handy volume, in handsome type

it

a

sweet orange,
and paper, so inviting, that, like
one will not put
down uutil he has absorbed it.

;

Here arc genealogical tables giving the pedigrees
of Alexander the Great; Antipater; Autigonus
The Selucidoe The Ptolemies also, of the Kings
of Pergamus, Bithynia, Pontus, and Cappadocia
The Jewish, Maccabean, and Herodian Kings The
and Theodosian
Julian, Claudian, Constantino,
and the Parthian dynasties of
Roman dynasties
of Sanatroeccs, of Artabanus II., and
Arsaccs
Those who are inter
of Vononcs II., and others.
ested in these studies should read this handsome
" Manual of Ancient History."
;

;

;

of the Commer

from

the Earliest Times to the Fall of the Western
Empire.
Comprising the History of Clialdea,
Assyria, Media, Babylonia,
Lybia, Phoenicia,
Syria, Judea, Egypt, Carthage, Persia, Greece,
and
Rome.
Partbia,
By George
Macedonia,
Rawlinson, M.A., Camden Professor of Ancient
History in the University of Oxford. One vol.,
12mo
cloth.
Price, $2 50. New
pp. 633
York Harper A. Brothers.

;

Soui.e,

A Manual of Ancient History,

;

Mr. George

cial College Journal, of New Orleans, under the
title of "Questions and Answers," prints the
following
Best Magazines and Books. — What magazine
would you recommend for
young man who de
sires to improve himself, and whose reading hours
are limited
Which
the best book published
Ans. To your first interrogation, confining our

There is
kind of physiognomy in the titles of books
no less than in the faces of men, by which a tkiUful ob
server will know as well what to expectfrom the one as
the other.— Butler.

I.,

a

a

I

I

it,

it

a

I

I

^ttcrarji
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Archaeological Review and Histori
cal Register.

An
Devoted to Archaeology,
thropology, and History. Wills Dc Hass, Edi
tor and Proprietor, New York.
Paleontologists, and those interested in researches
having in view the discovery of whatever may
throw light upon the early history of man, will
welcome this new edition to our periodical litera
The prospectus furnishes a brief survey of
ture.
the field to be embraced by this Review, and from

it

we quote :

" The

necessity for a Journal devoted to the rap
interests of American Pre-Histonc
Anthropology, and collateral Sci
Archaeology,
ences, has long been experienced
by those inter
ested in scientific progress; — by all engaged inves
tigating the Natural History, Antiquity, or Philos
ophy of Man in America. This necessity demands
a medium of inter-communication between explor
ers, scientists, and the public.
The undersigned,
sensible of this great want, has determined, after
free interchange of opinion with leading scientific
men, to establish a journal which shall be a free
and liberal exponent
of the special sciences to
which it will be devoted.
The Seviea is not de
signed to meet the wants of men of science only,
but all interested in the origin and antiquity of
Man.
These subjects now attract attention of the
most advanced minds of the age. Scientists and
divines, the religious and secular press, are earn
the vital questions of origin and
estly discussing
development, now assuming such momentous im
The Review will afford a medium for
portance.
those who seek to gain or impart information on
these absorbing issues.
The Review will be pub
lished monthly, if subscriptions warrant ; if not,
quarterly ; executed in the best style of typog
raphy, and illustrated, as far as practicable.
Sub
scription, Five Dollars per annum."
We trust the undertaking will have that support

idly increasing

which its importance so greatly merits.

From Fourteen to Fourscore.
Mrs. S. W. Jcwett.
Price, *1 50.
Cloth.

One vol., 12mo;

Bypp. 410;

Hurd & Houghton.
Woman is a better talker than man. She begins
to practice with her first doll baby, and continues
all through life. She is a more natural teacher
than man; first teaching the child to talk, then to
read, to sing, etc.
Were it left for men to teach
the child to talk, it would be late in life, if
" Baby, say pa."
over, and then not so well done.
"P
pa." " Now say ma." "M
ma," and
she teases the little one for hours and days until
it begins to talk. When educated for it, and prac
ticed, she also writes as well, if not better, than
men.
How much is written which never sees the
light we do not know— but we think not a little.
Mrs. Jewett has given us — through Messrs.
Hurd & Houghton — the story of a very interesting
and well-spent life, which it will be profitable for
all young people to read. Read her journal, and
be thankful.

How; or, Alcohol as a
l'-imo;
By Charles Jcwett, M.D.
New York:
paper;
pp. 34. Price, 10 cents.
National Temperance Society.
The venerable Dr. Jewett is doing good service
in the cause of Temperance.
He treats the sub
ject according to scientific principles. Read him.

Bound,

Narcotic.

and

Report of

the Commissioners

[April,

of the Indiana House
perintendents
uge to the Legislature.

Su
of Ref

and

This document deserves more than a passing
notice, for it not only embodies in a succinct form
the management and work of the past year in a
State Institution, but also furnishes data relating
to certain new features which have been intro
duced into the reformatory system adopted by the
directors.
The features are principally the classi
fying of the wayward youth according to age and
propensity in " families," each family being under
the supervision of a competent
person who is
called the " house father," and the gradual devel
opment of the better nature in the boys by means
of suitable instrumentalities, kindness, good coun
sel, work adapted to their capacity, intellectual
and moral instructing, and not a little liberty of
It is most Interesting to read the speci
action.
mens of letters from boys who, having been in
mates of the House, and learned "to do well,"
" One of the peculiar fea
have been discharged.
tures," says the Report, " of the Indiana House of
Refuge is that it regards the boys placed under its
fostering care as sons of a common parent, breath
ing tho same air, possessed of the same nature,
inspired by the same hopes and fears, having the
same substantial Intelligence, subject to the same
moral laws, and looking forward to the same end."
The management of this Institution have gotten
hold of the right principle. It is reformation, not
punishment, which is wanted in the case of juve
nile offenders against law and order.
Let the
youth be correctly trained in the elements of
truth, justice, and humanity, and the adult crimi
nal will disappear.

of Legendary and
Art. By Clara Erskine Clem
"A Simple Story of the Orient."

A Hand-Book
Mythological

ent, author of
With descriptive illustrations. One vol., 12mo;
Price, $3 25.
New York:
pp. 4!»7; cloth.
Hurd ifc Houghton.

This is the best — indeed the only — work of the
kind. It will prove a rich feast to artists and all
lovers of art. It is a concise history of all the
most notable productions of the most noted artists
Visitors to galleries, cathedrals, and mu
extant.
see, and
seums may, by the aid of this hand-book,
understand what they see. The large number of
in outline give correct
illustrative engravings
of paintings, statuary, etc., each
representations
of which, with its wonderful history, Is given
with sufficient fullness to be very instructive.

The Mystery of Edwin Drood; and

Master Humphrey's Clock. By Charles Dickens.
Pp. 440; cloth.
People's duodecimo edition.
Price, $1 50. Philadelphia: T. B. Peterson &

Brothers.
Everybody knows all they care to know, or are
ever likely to know, about this last "mystery."
Messrs. Peterson must needs add it to their cata
logue to complete their People's Edition of Dick
" the end."
ens, and this is
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The Science of

Evil

; or, First Princi
ples of Human Action : together with Three
Lectures.
By Joel Moody.
12mo ; pp. 342 ;
tinted
Price, $1 75.
paper, fancy muslin.
Crane A Byron, Publishers, Topeka, Kansas.

a specimen of book-making, it is a most
creditable production.
But what Bhall we say of
As

This, — the author was no doubt
np in severe moral restraint.
He went
West, breathed the free air of the great prairies,
and began to think.
He then began, to write.
Here are the subjects of his thoughts — in chap
ters: The Eternity of Evil; Perfection of Man
Forever Impossible ; Diversity in Unity ; Matter
and Force ; The Origin of Morals and Science ;
How Theology Evolves Science ; Special Evils ;
The Social Evil ; Salvation and Damnation before
Birth ; Sunday ; Prayer.
The theology of this
author is not orthodox. Judged by his writings,
it would require a religious engine of more than
forty-horse power to start him in the right direc
tion.
If there are any earnest exhorters in To
peka, we commend them to try their powers on
Mr. Joel Moody, the author of " The Science of
EvlL" They will find a " hard cose."
its contents ?

brought

The Poetical Works of

Alfred Ten

nyson, Poet Laureate.
Numerous Illustrations.
One vol., octavo; pp. 808. Price, $1 25. New
York : Harper & Brothers.
Besides his complete poems, we have the follow
of 54 pages:
ing, set to music, in an appendix
The Lights and Shadows
Fly; Vine, Vine, and
Eglantine; Gone! Gone till the End of the Year;
The Frost is Here ; Birds' Love and Birds' Song ;
Where is Another Sweet as my Sweet ; The Mist
and the Rain ; Winds are Loud and You are Dumb ;
Two Little Hands that Meet; Sun Comes, Moon
Comes ; Lights so Low npon Earth.
Portraits of
the author, with an engraved view of his residence,
Is ijivcn in this edition.

Distinguished Women. — Mr. Prang,
has published a group embracing

like
LCCRETIA MOTT, ELIZABETH CADT
Stanton,
Susan B. Anthony, Lydia Maria
Child, Grace Greenwood, Mart A. Livermore, and Anna E. Dickinson,
titled Represen
tative Women.
The price of the picture is $5,
and may be ordered through this office.
of Boston,
nesses

Of

After Dark.

A Novel.

By Wilkie

Collins, author of " The Woman In White," etc.
Price 75
One vol. octavo; pp. 195; paper.
cents.
Philadelphia : T. B. Peterson & Brother.
A suggestive title, which, with the name of this
versatile author, will no doubt sell the hook. It
U all about that sort of injudicious, may we not
say inordinate, love which never did run smooth.

Oliver Optic's Magazine — Our Boys

and OirU — formerly once a week, now monthly —
Boston : Lee & Shepard — Is $2 50 a year, and
well worth twice the sum for those who would
keep up with the times.

Heath's

•201

Greatly Improved and En

larged Infallible Governm ent Countekfei t
Detector at Sight. The only Infallible Meth
od of Detecting Counterfeit, Spurious, and Al

Bank Notes, Government Bonds, etc.
Applicable to all Banks in the United States
and Canadas, as now in Circulation, or that may
be Issued.
With Genuine Designs from the
By authority from
original Government Plates.
the United States Treasury Department, and the
American, National, and Continental Bank Note
Cos., New York and Boston.
Banking House
and Counting House edition.
One vol., octavo ;
pp. 100 or less.
Price, $10. Boston : Laban
Heath & Co.
We would vote for a law to Imprison for life
We would thus place him
every counterfeiter.
where his services would result In something use
The book under notice is
ful, if not ornamental.
probably the best in print.
tered

Stories and Tales.

By Hnns Christian

author of " Wonder Siories Told for
Children."
Illustrated by M. L. Stone and V.
Pederscn.
Author's edition. One vol., 12mo :
Price, $2 25.
New York:
pp. 532; cloth.
Hurd & Houghton.
Always refined, chaste, just, and exceedingly
entertaining and instructive, this author teaches
Andersen,

valuable lessons In kindness,

good nature, affection,
and in nearly all the Interests pf life. It is such a
work as will please every member of the family,
from the youngest to the oldest.
What a fund of

thought, experience,
deed,

parents,

and suggestion is here ! In
and others need never

teachers,

want for conversational topics, or the means of
entertainment
with this book within reach.

We

have received the Twentv-second

Annual Catalogue and Report of the JJew Enoland Female Medical College, for 1870, by
which it appears that during the term of 1869-70
there were twenty-three students in attendance,
A lone; list of the pa
of whom five graduated.
trons of the College who have paid toventy dollars
or more is annexed, by which it appears that up
ward of five hundred and sixty persons are inter
ested in this substantial way in the cause of med
A new and handsome
ical education for women.
building was lately dedicated to the purposes of
this Institution in Boston.

A Text-Book of Elementary
istry, Theoretical

Chem

and Inorganic.

By George F.
Baker, M.D., Professor of Physiological Chem
One vol., 12mo; pp. 342;
istry in Yale College.
cloth. Price, $1 75. Now Haven: Charles C.
Chatfleld.

Education and book-making are combined in the
Elm City. Old Yale has educated and sent out
many of the finest intellects that grace society.
And now, the young and vigorous firm of Charles
C. Chatfield and Company are publishing some
Ele
of the best books in the English language.
mentary Chemistry Is destined to have a popular
run wherever that most useful science is taught.
Well written, well illustrated, wull printed, and
nicely bound, we congratulate all concerned in this
useful enterprise.
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The

Prairie Farmer Annual

for 1871.
for Western
To
Farmers, Fruit Growers, and Housewives.
gether with a List of Implement Manufacturers
StoekSeedsmen,
and Dealers,
Nurserymen,
12mo ; pp.
Brecders, etc. With illustrations.
144 ; paper. 50 cts.' Prairie Farmer Co., Chicago.
A good thing for those for whom it is intended.
Indeed, the information which it contains is wellIt will prove an
nigh indispensable to farmers.
incentive to judicious improvements.
information

Containing valuable

American. Association

for the Cure

of Inebriates. Proceedings of the First Meet
ing, held in New York, November 29th and 30th,
1870. Printed by order of the Association, by
H. B. Ashmead, Philadelphia.
This document is an important one in the inter
est of Temperance
as it does
reform, embodying
the views of many eminent physicians on the sub
The essays read at
ject of alcoholic beverages.
the first meeting form a valuable contribution to
Temperance

and we shall have occasion

literature,

to refer to them in our department

Report
cation

op

the

of Physiology.

Commissioner

of Edu

made to the Secretary of the Interior
for the year 1870, with accompanving papers.
One octavo volume; pp. 579.
Washington,
D. C.

We

[April,
Report of

have received the

the

Superintendent and Physician of the New York
State Inebriate Asylum for the year 1870, and
find it a most interesting document, especially with
which it
regard to the statistics of intemperance
tabulates.
The whole number of patients received
into the Asylum in 1870 was 220 ; the number
discharged during the year 208. Of the 220 re
ceived, 113 were periodical drinkers, 92 were con
stant drinkers, and 15 users of opium. About 30
per cent, are free patients.

An Essay

Drink.

on Food and

With

Some of the Principal Laws that Govern Health
and Life.
To which is added some Providences,
as witnessed by Christian Ministers.
Arranged
and compiled by James R. Kef over.
Pamphlet.
12mo; pp.10. Journal Press, Muscatine, Iowa.

The American Naturalist,

published

by the Pcabody Academy of Science, Salem, Mass.,
for Feburary, contains the usual amount of scien

tific research in Natural History.

Monthly.

Price,

$4 a year.

Biennial Report of the

Superintendent

of Public Instruction for the State of Arkansas,
for the Two Years ending September 30th, 1870.
Octavo; pp. 77; paper. Little Rock: Price &
Barton.

Mr. John Eaton, Jr., Commissioner of Educa
tion, will please accept our thanks for a copy of
this most excellent report.
Americans have good
reason to give their cordial support to every meas
ure calculated to advance our popular educational
system, until it shall include every child born
within these United States.

Mr. Thomas Smith, Superintendent,
gives us a
hopeful view of educational
In this
prospects
young rich State.

Scientific Addresses.

In our next number
An interesting pamphlet.
we purpose to print the long-promised sketch of
the great cave.

LL.D., F.R.S.,

By Prof. Tyn-

Institution.
One
vol., 12nio; pp. 74; paper.
Price, 25 cent*.
New Haven : Charles C. Chatiield.
No. 5 of the University Series.
Prof. Tyndall
is one of the bright and shining lights in the
Those who read him
galaxy of modern science.
dall,

will

Royal

learn something.

Mad Monkton

;

and other Stories.

By

Wilkie Collins, author of " Man and Wife," etc.
One vol., octavo: pp. 132; paper.
Price, 50
cte. Philadelphia : T. B. Peterson & Brothers.
It is more of the same sort, viz., clandestine
etc.
In
marriages, love and lucre, mismatches,
short, it is more of Mr. Wilkie Collins.

Common Sense vs. Judicial Legislation

;
being the Review of a Law recently enacted
by the Supreme Court of Massachusetts.
By
a"Layman.
New York:
12mo; pp.34; paper.
G. P. Putnam & Sons.

Lawyers and legislators, will find it useful to pe
" hard hit " at absurd law making.

ruse this

The Sf.ai.ed Packet.

A

Novel.
By
T. Adolphus Trollope, author of " Garstang

Grange," etc. One vol., 12mo: pp. 407; cloth.
Price, $1 75; paper, #1 50. Philadelphia: T.
B. Peterson & Brothers.
The curiosity to pry into anything that is hidden
Novel readers will, of .course, be ill at
is great.
ease till they have looked into this " sealed packet."

Western Kentucky — Above

Ground

and Below ; or, A Trip to the Mammoth Cave.
Written by T. J. M., author of " The Unfinished
Wedding,'' etc. Paper.
Price, 25 cts. Albion
Job Press Company, Albion, 111.

Sir Harry Hotspur of

Humblethwaite.

By Anthony Trollope, author of " The Vicar of
Bullhampton," etc. Illustrated. One vol., oc
tavo: pp. 112; paper. Price, 50 cents. New
York: Harper & Brothers.
No. 354 of Harper's Library of Select Novels. A
spirited love story, intended to stir up the — sinful
— affections of morbid men and morbid women.
But it is no worse than the majority of such
stories, which are written to sell.

Frank Spencer's Rule of Life,

and

How it Led to his Prosperity. Founded on Fact.
By John W. Kirton, author of " Buy Your Own
Cherries," etc. One vol., 12mo; pp. 179; cloth.
Price, 50 cents. New York: National Publica
tion Society.
A capital book for boys ; intended to encourage
and to inspire right thoughts and right actions.

Hans

Breitmann

as a

Uhlan, with

New Ballads.
By Charles G. Leland, au
thor of " Hans Breitmann's Party," etc. Pamph
let, octavo; pp.47.
Price, 75 cents. Philadel
phia: T. B. Peterson.
This is the fourth scries of the Breitmann ballads,
and will be as highly relished by the fun-loving
Mr. Leland has evi
Germans as by the Yankees.
dently found his " sphere" in literature.
other

THE
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Life Illustrated.
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[Whole No.

EDWARD HARRIS,

MANUFACTURER,

the organization of this gentleman
there are several striking peculiari
In the first place, he has marked
ties.

OF WOON80CKET,

R.

382.

I.

activity, which belongs to both body
and mind.
Another trait is his phys
ical tenacity and endurance, which im-
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presses
he does.

with an emphatic power all that
He is not one of the mellow

and pliant kind, but of that character
which adapts surrounding conditions to
his own

will and purposes.

The vine

takes form according to the trellis or the
tree to which it clings; the hammer

[Mat,

opening of the ear shows Firmness in a
very large degree ; his will is not only
his own law but a law unto others. A
natural

governor, his word is not dis
puted as to its truthfulness or sincerity.
He is cautious without being timid. He
is frank almost to a fault ; goes straight

compels the iron to take shape under its
influence ; the rasp and file affect the
objects on which they act ; and some

forward in his efforts

characters are impressed upon life and
its duties in such a manner as to shape
everything to their purposes.

to act without

This gentleman is

a natural controller.

Those excessively large perceptive organs
which give such great length as well as
such overhanging
prominence to the

;

can be understood

and read like a book

;

has few

if

any

His conscience leads him

concealments.

favor, except where pov
erty or weakness or ignorance needs to
be favored.
Then he is gentle and gen
erous

but strong, healthy men are ex
pected to do their duty promptly and
His head is well developed
thoroughly.
back of the ears, showing a strong social
;

gives off-hand practical sense, qualifying
a man to be an inspector of lumber,
leather, iron, cloth, land, and of any

he has not afforded the means for making

nature, and though he probably never
flatters and seldom uses bland and mel

low measures, he handles men as skill
fully as the pianist does the keys of his
instrument.
He knows what men can
do

;

where to find them

;

how to call out

their best traits and suppress their worst
ones.

The height of the head from the fore
head backward
lence

— kindliness

indicates large Benevo
and broad liberality of

; strong veneration for
greatness, goodness, eminence, and truth.
The great height of the head from the

view and feeling

a

it,

power to impart
rare measure.

all three qualities in

Conspicuous among the names of the most
enterprising of the New England manufac
turers for more than
quarter of
centurystands that of Edward Harris. His woolen
fabrics have for years claimed the attention
of the American people because of their un

their popularity is
surpassed excellence;
evinced practically enough by the extent and
number of the mills employed in their pro
To him more than to any other
of cassimores
due
the successful removal of the prestige once
duction.

American

manufacturer

is

discrimination.

develop it. "We see the teacher in that
we discern the power to get
and the
knowledge, the power to hold
head

a

and

sees the man in

so prevalent against domestic cloths, and the
most important
resultant building up of
a

criticism,

He also has first-rate judgment of human

their way to

knows how to awaken truth and

it,

fidl the head as it rises from the root
of the nose to the hair. That central
line is sharp, indicating great memory of
facts, places, and things, and power of

them

a

have excelled also in physiology, natural
history, natural philosophy, mechanics,
Observe how
or practical mathematics.

analysis,

He understands boys;

He would

;

deal in.

many others — of opening

self-made man,

;

men

eminently

success and fortune.

manufacturing

interest.

He deserves mention in our pages, not only
on account of his great business enterprise,
but also on account of his lofty character as
man, and the noble use to which he has

a

thing which

while he

is

disposition ; he is a natural friend ; men
trust him, believe in him, for his heart as
well as for his head.
We much mistake
if,

forehead, contribute a great degree of
judgment in relation to the quality,
and substance of things.
condition,
That is the kind of development which

ED WARD HARRIS.
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applied a large

part of the profits

of his

business.

He was born on the 3d of October, 1801,
His parents

near Lime Rock, Rhode Island.
removed

to Dutchess

County,
subsequently
New York, where they remained until about
the year 1818, when, actuated by the spirit

for Western emigration which was at that
time beginning to be felt, they removed to
Ohio, and settled in Ashtabula County.
His
youth and early manhood, like that of most
of the enterprising young men of his time,
were spent in the routine duties of farm life,
attendance at the district school, and in
When twenty-two years of age he
teaching.
left Ohio and returned to Rhode Island, and
there entered the counting-room of an uncle,
William Harris, who was a manufacturer of
cotton goods.
A clerkship in a large mill
being offered him, he left his uncle and en
tered upon its functions, and with so much
success that in a comparatively short time he
rose to the position of manager.
At thirty years of age young Harris deter
mined to make a start in business for himself.
Having saved upward of twenty-five hundred
dollars from his earnings, which amount was
increased by one thousand more received from
his father, he secured the control of a small

mill, situated at Woonsocket, on the
Blackstone River, and, in company with
another, commenced the manufacture of that
Owing to
species of cloth known as satinet.
a sudden and heavy decline in the price of
wool soon after this venture, Mr. Harris lost
the greater part of his capital ; and seeing
no immediate course to pursue for the re
trieval of his fortune, left his partner to
woolen

manage the satinet factory, and returned to
his former place as superintendent of the

Albion Mill.
The next year, however, a
marked advance in the price of fabrics such
as he manufactured put him on his feet, and
laid the foundation of his princely fortune.
In 1837 Mr. Harris dissolved his partner
ship relations, and continued his milling en
We are indebted to a coterprise alone.
temporary for the following details rotating
to his progressive operations.
In 1836 he had erected a new stone mill,
five stories high, which is known as Mill No.
2, the original factory, or Mill No. 1, being
•still operated by him, and now contains two
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sets of machinery and thirteen looms.
About
this time he began to manufacture what are
called merino cassimeres, but which were

soon superseded by fancy cassimeres,
made in these mills in December, 1842.

first

In 1844 another factory was built, and in
the following year a fourth structure, of six
These four mills are
stories, was erected.
known as the " Old
and contain an

Works,"
of thirty-six sets of cards, one
hundred and forty-six looms, fifty-four spin
ning-jacks, with eleven thousand spindles,
about thirty gigs, ten shearing-machines,
and produce an aver
forty fulling-hammers,
age of twelve thousand yards of cassimeres
equivalent

each week.

The continued

expansion of his business
even further facilities in the way
of the production of his fabrics ; and respon

demanded

sive to the pressure Mr. Harris, in 1860, laid
the foundations of the most extensive woolen

mill

known in the United States.
This
is of brick, five stories in height,
and has an average width of sixty feet, with
an average depth or length of over four
hundred feet.
Among its equipments are
eight self-operating mules, of three hundred
and thirty-six spindles each, which were im
ported from Europe, and thirty-five sets of
forty-eight inch cards, one hundred and forty
broad looms, equal to two hundred and
and
eighty narrow, forty fulling-hammers,
other equivalent machinery.
The motive
power is supplied by a Corliss engine of one
structure

hundred

and

an immense

seventy-five
water-wheel

horse-power,

and

twenty-eight feet

wide and forty feet in diameter.
In connection with this mill are a brick
dye-house, a boiler and engine-house, and in
the immediate vicinity is a foundry, a blind
and sash factory, besides boarding-houses for
operatives, and forty tenement houses.

the

Taken altogether,
the most

we regard this as one of
and interesting
manu

extensive

facturing establishments in the world.
The system pursued throughout the numer
ous departments of the works is most ad
mirable, securing the highest attainments in
the grades of cloth produced.
Every yard
of fabric undergoes careful scrutiny, and
nothing is allowed to go into the market
which is in any respect defective.
Five
weeks arc required for the conversion of raw
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wool into cloth, and two or three more in
reducing it to that finished condition in
which it appears on the counter of the
merchant.
Upward of three hundred dif
ferent styles of woolen fabrics are manu
factured by Mr. Harris.
His mode of conducting his business has
always been distinguished for its peculiar
adherence to the strictest line of honesty.
He is so much above the usual influence of
wealth that he has never hesitated to sacrifice
his pecuniary interests whenever they con
flicted with his conscientious convictions of
duty. A singular exhibition of self-confidence
and individual responsibility was his requir

ing the commission

merchant in New

York

who sold his goods to agree, in writing, to
place all notes received for the sale of Harris'
goods in a separate package, and hold them
as a special deposit, not to be used without
his consent first obtained, under

"I

the

nological
severely
church

It

WOULDN'T BE

HEN

writer
field

of
is said

penalty

in the State Prison.

punishment

entered

A

phre
he was

criticised by his brethren in the
for engaging in such a profession.

Indeed, the day was appointed by the church
to investigate the subject as a misdemeanor.
But some of the brethren, disposed to " prove
all things and hold fast that which is good,"
proposed to have a course of lectures on the
subject, to ascertain the nature, the drift, the
tendency, and the morality, not to say relig
ious tendencies, of Phrenology ; and then, if
necessary, proceed to the investigation of the
propriety of a Christian man engaging in a
profession

at

that

time

largely

" spoken

The lectures were delivered, the
against."
minister himself as well as the whole con
All the public
gregation being present.
examinations

were

made

by

the

than six months when others gave
eight, and yet, when the rebellion commenced,
and others declined all credits, he allowed a

credit of three months.
tions

were taken

lecturer

blindfold, because he was acquainted with all
Nothing further was heard of
his auditors
the inquisition, and most of those who in
terested themselves in the subject have since
become cordial believers and firm supporters
of Phrenology.
Now, what relation does the study and

All of

on far-sighted

these posi
and, as it

proved, sound views of the commercial

situ

ation.

That he is not grasping and sordid in any
well shown in the conduct
of his business affairs, and in the generous
relations subsisting between himself and his
employes, but also in his numerous acts of
He erected and gave to
public benevolence.
the town of Woonsocket a handsome block
of buildings for the establishment of a free
library and lyceum.
As a New Englander, he may be regarded
in physique and mind a noble representative
of that forceful propelling class of men
whose genius underlies and substantially vin
dicates the elevation of American character.
sense is not only

PHRENOLOGIST."

the

as a lecturer

that before the late war he refused credit of
more

practice

—

WHY NOT?

of Phrenology — the belief in and

support of it — bear to other vocations ?
What is the meaning of the word Phrenology ?
Many persons do not stop to ascertain that
the two Greek
and Xoyo?, logos,
term is composed

words — pp»jv, pJiren,
mind,
discourse — of which this
mean a discourse upon the

Phrenology teaches the nature, the
tendency, and the proper training of every
power of the mind ; of every passion and
propensity; of every sentiment, esthetical
and religious.
It is a system of mental phi
It grasps the intellect in all its
losophy.
In short, the man, in Ms
varied powers.
mind.

social, secular, animal, intellectual,

and moral

nature, is the topic of its investigation, the
Who, then, shall call it
field of its labor.

unworthy

?

Who shall think it of

less

im

than any other?
Indeed, rightly
understood and properly treated, it need not
portance

bow its head in the presence
other professions.

of

any of the

The architect plans houses and bridges,
and for this society needs and rewards him.
The builder, with his adze, saw, and chisel,
follows the architect, and produces in stone,

these are more or less external.

;

is

duties are useful and indispensable.
So are
the teacher's and the physician's.
The min
ister of religion
to rank
acknowledged
among the first, or as the first among men,
because his functions relate to this life and to

class, knew five times as much about the

All

a

is

the social

which bring to us

faculties

happiness and unhappiness, through which,
indeed, both the smiles and tears of the world
flow, come within the scope of phrenological
Every passion and propensity,
investigation.
every hope and fear, every ray of light and
joy, every flash of wit, every scintillation of
sentiment, every aspiration for the good, the
true, the beautiful, belongs to the sphere of
and instruction.
phrenological
investigation
Other professions are partial and fragmentary.
Take the mathematician
he addresses him
self to three or four faculties only.
Take the
mechanician
he may be wise in the direc

tion of four or five faculties, and there his
The theologist has
study practically ceases.
hitherto dealt mainly with the moral facul
ties. The teacher thinks he has finished his
work when he has instructed the intellect
the physician,

when his patient

recovers his

health; the lawyer, when he has adjusted
our differences, or rectified the blunders and
mistakes of ignorance and selfishness, regards
his task as accomplished.
When the clothier
or carpenter have clothed

and sheltered

body,

themselves

they

congratulate

ceipt of their compensation,
have fulfilled their duties.

the

on re

and that they

belongs to the body, mind, and soul come
under the administration of the phrenologist,
true man, well instructed in all that
he be

it

a

ties

a

is

is

But the phrenologist has to do with facul
through which and toward which all
As he deals with
these professions minister.
every faculty, and others have to do with
portion of them only, as every interest that

is

?

?

true phrenologist
also
theologist,
teaching men not only that which relates to
the physical life but also to the spiritual life.

it

a

it

the

is

body as they now do, and would preach to
their people the gospel of physiology, so
that they might have sound minds in sound
bodies, that they might be more successfully
led in the path of righteousness and holiness,
it would be better for the human race.
Abstract theology
the roof to
good, — so
needs something to go with
house, — but
to make
in the highest degree serviceable.
What
the function of the Phrenolo
gist
"What
the material on which he
works
He must be physiologist, and must
know and teach that which the doctor
knows, and ought to teach, but in far too

he does not preach theology per se, he can
lead people quite up to the point where the
ology can be understood and accepted.
But

no one who
belongs to his vocation, there
should rank higher, because no one has so
much to do with the weal and woe of men.

is

as

a

the life to come — to the welfare of the soul
as well as of the body.
In fact, if the clergy,

directions

usefulness.

a

All

of science, industry, and
He should appreciate the moral
and the spiritual, and in the administration
of his profession should know how to use
these elements in
normal manner, so that if
various

if

men.

many instances does not.
He must study the
intellect in all its phases, that he may guide
people to the right use of the mind in the

;

is

it

a

is

;

it,

of

The teacher's duties are more intrinsic than
those of the lawyer
still the lawyer's proper
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;

brick, wood, and iron the ideal of the archi
and we hare houses to dwell in and
bridges to span our rivers. The machinist
constructs the instruments of industry which
do our work, and his machine weaves our
cloth, hammers our iron, saws our timber and
and draws our weighty trains over
planes
the iron track. But these blessings come to
the body, and, indirectly only, minister to
mind and soul they are still outside the man
He that constructs the house builds
himself.
the outer garment.
He that constructs the
coat and hat
still working at the outer
Such arc ministrants of the body.
garments.
The physician himself, called to aid in treat
ing the sick, treats the body, just as the
tailor and the shoemaker minister also to the
little
body, though the physician comes
nearer home.
But if the physician deals
with the body in sickness, the grain producer,
the miller, and the baker also minister to the
All are servants of the body.
body in health.
The teacher trains the intellect, and the
major part of his labor bears the same rela
tion to mind that the grindstone does to the
for use. The province
axe, simply sharpens
of the lawyer
to settle the quarrels and
difficulties and to adjust the secular rights
tect,

PHRENOLOGIST."

A

a

WOULDN'T BE

;

"I
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of the sub

moment consider the importance

field of effort second to
is

to faithfully work in that field, and by culture

of head and of heart make himself worthy
may be said of him
at last, " Well done, good and faithful ser
Enter thou into the joy of thy Lord "
vant

his high vocation, that

1

a

it,

condemned for one Judas. Those who work
in the phrenological cause, and those who
if they will for
contemplate entering

and be thankful for

none in importance, in value, and dignity.
his duty,
And let
be his privilege, as

it

teachers may have disgraced themselves and
their subject, but the eleven should not be

that no other has so wide, so interesting, and
vocation, let him stand erect

so important

it

its application,
it should not be the standard for judging all.
One in twelve, perhaps, of phrenological
and" damaged the science and

a

field have disgraced themselves

phrenological

ject, the material with which they have to
deal, viz., the bodies and souls, the intellect,
the affection and the sentiment of humanity,
a

any reader thinks Phrenology in a small
profession, let him rectify his opinion from
this hour. If weak or wicked men in the

it

If

[May,

!
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OBSERVATION

AN

ELEMENT OF SUCCESS.

BY WM. M. THAYER.

;

I

a

?

I

;

a

:

I

;

I

I

a

I

had cropped the herbage only on one side
perceived that
was lame in
one leg, from the faint impression which that

it

of the path.

particular foot had produced upon the sand.
concluded that the animal had lost one tooth,

I

;

?

prised.
" And was he not loaded with honey on one
"
side and wheat on the other
" Surely he was,"
answered,
thinking
they
they were about to recover the lost animal
" and since you have seen him so lately, and

crossed the track of
camel that had strayed
from its owner, because
saw no mark of any
human footstep on the same route.
knew
that the animal was blind in one eye, because

I

the dervise still further.
" He had," rejoined the men, somewhat sur

a

?

a

T

merchants.
" Indeed, we have," they answered.
•'
"Was he not blind in his right eye, and lame
"
inquired the dervise.
in his left leg
" He was, certainly," replied the merchants.
"
" Had he not lost
front tooth
inquired

convict him of robbery. Failing in that, they
had him arrested and tried as
sorcerer but
to no purpose. He was acquitted, when lie thus
addressed the court
"
have been much amused with your sur
prise, and own that there has been some ground
for your suspicions
but have lived long and
alone, and can find ample scope for observa
tion even in
desert.
knew that
had

I

a

a

meaning precisely.
A dervise was traveling through
desert
alone, when two merchants met him.
" You have lost
camel," said he to the

By this time the suspicions of the merchants
were aroused, and they seized the dervise,
hurried him into court, and tried in vain to

I

mean all this by observation — these being but
different modes of the same power. The Ara
bian tale of the dervise will illustrate our

I

;

if

it

the books in the world would not make them
successful without observation and kindred qual
ities by which the nature, tendency, and rela
Call
discrimina
tion of things are known.
you will, we
tion, discernment, penetration,

him so particularly, you can, in all
probability, conduct us unto him."
"
My friends," responded the dervise, " have
never seen your camel, nor ever heard of him
but from you."
" A
pretty story, truly," said the merchants
" but where are the
jewels which formed
part
of his cargo "
" have neither seen
your camel nor jewels,"
repeated the dervise.
marked

it

men are generally keen ob
" study men, and not
books," as Patrick Henry did. Not that they
neglect books and make no use of them but
All
books are not their chief aid to success.

They
servers.
SELF-MADE
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because, wherever it had grazed, a small tuft
of herbage was left uninjured in the center of
As to that which formed the burden
its bite.
of the beast, the busy ants informed me that it

traced the prominence and use of this faculty
clear back to childhood.
Newton was the
youthful inventor of the kite and windmill.
Other boys knew how to use them ; he knew

was corn on the one side, and the clustering
flies that it was honey on the other."
That is what we mean by observation.
Successful men, whether merchants, artisans,
philosophers, or statesmen, possess it ; and not

how to make them.
Others cared only for the
sport which they furnished ; he cared for the
Galileo was a
principles behind the sport.
All the boys in
toy-mender in his boyhood.
the neighborhood resorted to him for assistance
when their toys were reduced to wrecks.
He

a few persons regard them as the favorites of
fortune — very lucky toilers in contrast with the
" around. Many people
host of " unfortunates
seem to think that luck constitutes the chief
difference between successful men and the

opposite class, unless it is where a sort of
legerdemain or sorcery lifts them to the highest
This is a very superficial
pinnacle of fame.
view of life and labor, and he who entertains

it is doomed to failure. The inspired penman
was right when he declared, " The wise man's
eyes are in his head" — not in his elbows or
feet, though multitudes act as if they were.
In other words, the " wise man " is a careful
observer ; he possesses
hending the nature
He views things as he
and morals. His eyes

this faculty of compre
and reason of things.
ought, both in business
being just where they

ought to be, and being used just as they should
Not that

be used, the result is good — success.

observation alone insures success; but this is
one of the leading, indispensable elements of
success.
One man possesses a higher type of
it than another by nature ; but all may culti

it as they cultivate other powers.
In daily life, we notice a striking difference
among men at this point Ten men observe a
steam-engine only to admire its novelty, while

vate

one studies each valve and screw until he
understands, in a good degree, the principle
Ten travelers pass
on which it is constructed.
through the country without noticing special
peculiarities, while one observes each tree,
flower, hill, valley, and river. One purchaser
discovers the least defect in the cloth or other
article which he is buying, while another makes
a purchase without noticing defects at all.
One
reader skims over a book, catching only its
general drift, while another criticises style, ex
pression, and thought ; is rapt with its beauties

and sensitive to its faults. One scholar com
mits his lessons parrot-like, with little or no
disposition to understand the whys and where
fores, while another studies and inquires until
comprehends the reason of all fcat he
learns ; one masters each branch of study, and
the other does not
he

In

these

and kindred examples there can be

knew just how to repair them ; they did not.
The power of observation was large in him,
but small in them.
The celebrated Ferguson owed his triumph
as much to observation

as to any one thing.
his boyhood he learned how to make a clock
by examining his father's. Then he desired
to know how to construct a watch.
He could
not comprehend the motion-principle
of the

In

watch, though he knew something of its
mechanism.
About that time a gentleman was
passing his father's house, on horseback, and
stopped to inquire the way of young Ferguson.
After giving the information required, the lad
asked the traveler what time it was. He was
told, when Ferguson asked for the privilege
of looking into the watch. His curiosity was
gratified, when the boy inquired :
" What makes that box
"
go round ?
" A steel spring," replied the
gentleman.
" How can a steel spring in a box turn
it
around so as to wind up all the chain ? " in
quired the lad. His question was answered,
but the boy said, " don't see through it yet."
" Well,
my young friend," continued the
" take a
accommodating gentleman,
long, thin
piece of whalebone ; hold one end of it fast
between your finger and thumb, and wind it

I

around your finger ; it will then endeavor to
unwind itself ; and if you fix the other end of
it to the inside of a small hoop, and leave it to
itself, it will turn the hoop round and round,
and wind up a thread tied to the outside."
The whole thing was plain to him now.
He went to work and constructed a wooden
watch, which he put into a case about the size

of

a tea-cup.

To

are remarkable cases ; but
akin to the foregoing is indis
Each
pensable to success in every pursuit.
calling of life opens a wide field for its exercise.
It aids the merchant, as it did the late Amos
be sure, these

an observation

Lawrence, to understand the market and signs
of the times; to read the characters of cus
tomers, and avoid impostors; and to master
the laws of trade.
little without

it

A

merchant will accomplish
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In morals it is no less important. It enables
the young man to see the tendency of particular
acts; to understand that vicious courses are
the result of departure from certain fixed and
Amos Lawrence,
well-understood principles.
— to whom allusion has been made, — one of the
princes of Boston twenty years ago,
once wrote as follows to a college student
about five boys who were in the store at Groton

merchant

with him in his youth :
" The five boys were in the habit, every
forenoon, of making a drink compounded of
rum, raisins, sugar, nutmeg, etc., with biscuit,
After being in the store four
to eat and drink.

I

found myself admonished by my
appetite of the approach of the hour for in
Thinking the habit might make
dulgence.
weeks

trouble if allowed to grow stronger, without
further apology to my seniors,
declined par-'
My first resolution was to
taking with them.
abstain for a week, and when the week was
out, for a month, and then for a year. Finally,

I

I

resolved to abstain for the rest of my ap
prenticeship, which was for five years longer.
never drank a
During that whole period
I mixed gallons daily
spoonful,
though

I

(liquors were sold in the store) for my old
master and his customers. I decided not to be
a slave to tobacco in any form, though
loved

I

I

the odor of it.
have never smoked a cigar ;
never chewed but one quid, and that was before
was fifteen ; and never took an ounce of
snuff, though the scented rappee of forty years

I

ago had great charms for me. Now, I say, to
this simple fact of starting just right am I in
debted, with God's blessing on my labors, for
my present position, as well as that of the
numerous connections around me."
There we have it Observation taught him
the consequences of tippling.
He saw that
dallying with the incipient allurements to vice
might lead to intemperance ; and he wisely
decided not to run the risk. Ilis companions
did not thus observe the drift of particular
acts, and they went to ruin.
The same is true of other forms of evil. In
our populous towns and cities there are large
numbers of young men ruined because they
thought only of present gratification instead
of future results. The billiard-table, gamingboard, theater, and kindred allurements, mul
tiply their victims with the assistance of that
lack of discernment or discrimination which
fails to mark the legitimate tendency of such
amusements. Keener observation would have
shown this class that the needle docs not point
to the pole more certainly than these things

[Mat,

lead to vice and ruin. No wonder that " one
in four of young men who go to the city for a
fortune turn out badly ! "

By the scale of a fish Agassiz can tell to
what species of the finny tribe it belongs. By
a piece of a bone or a single tooth Owen will
describe the animal of which it was once a part
So the " wise man," whose " eyes are in his
head," as the highest authority declares, pre
dicts that particular acts will lead inevitably
to certain results.

A

BUST OF LORD BYBON.
friend, Mr. Wisner H. Townsend,

OURthis

of

city, has deposited in our cabinet
temporarily a marble bust purporting to be a
likeness of the great poet.
Its history is ob
scure ; it is not known who was the artist or
under what circumstances

it

was made.

We

aware that there is any cast of the
head of Byron extant, or that one was ever
aro not

taken of him.

There

are models, but they

are colossal or miniature.

In this bust the hair is arranged in masses
an inch thick on each side ; yet around these
masses of hair the whole does not measure
inches in circumference.

twenty-one

it

we infer that

Hence

is an ideal head, so far as

size is concerned.
It may be Byron in min
iature, and just as correct a likeness as those
which are made in the usual manner, larger
than

life.

In

our collection

perhaps,

half

of busts there

specimens from
models, while the remainder are casts from
are,

a

dozen

living heads, and represent their exact size.
Byrou is said to have worn a small hat ; but
a hat does not go usually very low down on
the

head,

and

thus

measures

around

the

His Cautiousness was
upper section only.
doubtless small, as indicated in the head, as
We should expect
it was in his character.
the head would be narrow

at those points

In this bust this narrowness
and upward.
at Caution and the sloping off at Consci
entiousness is specially conspicuous, and the
head widens toward the region of the cars

this is in harmony with
of Byron, indicating fierceness
of temper and rashness of character and con
duct, without a high regard for moral prin
are well
Self-Esteem and Firmness
ciple.
The strong
social
nature,
represented.
especially Amativeness, is amply indicated ;
wonderfully

the character

; and

SUGGESTIONS
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and

the large neck, the prominent

TO

chin, the

pouting eye, the rolling lip, and that stern
and severe element of character which be
longed to Mm, are fairly represented in the

face. If it be a likeness, it is only about
t wo-thirds the proper size for the head and
face of the great poet.
We regard it as un

worthy the original, either as a work of art
or as a likeness.
Before the age of photography, a general
resemblance was all the world could claim,

|eprtmenf
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but now we demand accuracy of detail in
portraiture ; and since Phrenology has.
claimed public attention, the actual size of
the head, and the proper proportions of the
head and face, are regarded as matters of im
consideration.
portance for the sculptor's
Therefore

though ever

a bust,

should

chiseled,

be of

order to be valuable; unless
some

so

the natural

it

carefully
size in

is made for

lofty niche where the heroic size is re

quired.

|{%iott
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SUGGESTIONS TO PUBLIC SPEAKERS,

PARTICULARLY

MINISTERS.

BT BET. 8. H. PLATT, A.M.
the analysis made, in the March number
this magazine, of the pulpit and

IN of

platform ability of Dr. Talmadge, five or six
points were noted to which we again call at
tention, for the sake of the practical sugges
tions which occur in connection with them ;
and we will consider them in the order then
given.
The first was defined as an " impersonation
of the esprit du corpt " of military bodies, etc.,
of self-esteem and en
and is a compound

If

thusiasm.
enough

to

the

enthusiasm

communicate

be forceful

itself to the

au

addition of large self-esteem in
the speaker will give increased zest to the
service; but if the enthusiasm be defective,
the self-esteem will be looked upon as vain
conceit ; while if both be present, there will
be a captivating eclat in the incidents which
will prepare the way for substantial good.
stiltedncss which
That the professional
passes for dignity does much to erect barriers
between the pulpit and pews, which the
social means of grace fail to break down, is
dience, the

undeniable.

Therefore

if the

minister can find

not to lower his dignity, but to trans
form it from starched rigidity or rut formal
effectiveness,
ity into genial business-like
which relies for respect upon character and
aims rather than mannerisms, he will vastly
a way,

increase his usefulness

by getting nearer to

the hearts of the people.
Self-assertion,

as

a

quality either natural

is of great value to the public
Self-possession may be a merely
state, arising from obtuseness too

or acquired,
speaker.

negative
dull to see embarrassments, or constitutional
insensibility too great to feel them ; but self-

assertion may be keenly alive to all disturb
ing influence, while holding the helm so
steadily in hand that its triumphs are most
marked amid the fiercest gusts of the tem
pest. The minister may not often be called
to stand, as did Mr. Beecher, in England,
during the great Rebellion, before a yelling
mob of frantic partisans, and quell them by a
matchless presence, which all the billows of
their rage could never move, and master
them by the peerless art which deftly stole
their hearts while they were all unconscious
of the larceny ; but the occasions are not in
frequent when the projection of a command
ing and consecrated selfhood upon the fore
ground of the platform will call in thoughts
that fly away from abstract truth, and chain
attentions which waver before theological
dogmas.
Nor should this fact be disregarded by him
who aims at the largest usefulness. For

what are the peculiarities

of our individu-

Phrenological Journal.

I

am equal to the under

And with this calm assurance of
taking
sufficiency, surely I shall be far more likely
to do the work well than if burdened by a
consciousness of inadequacy or tormented by
a fear of failure.
The use of startling phrases and extrava
gant statements, when not in themselves ob
jectionable on the ground of irreverence or
?

untruthfulness,

may often be serviceable, par

ticularly to them

whose

thoughts

run in

channels too deep for popular appreciation,
or whose delivery is too soporific for general
To many congregations the
wakefulness.

dropping here and there of a percussion
phrase would be a perfect godsend in break
ing up the dreary monotony of nasalized or
thodoxy, or lifting off the numbness pro
unvarying orotund ; for
flexibility of nature has not been ut
terly destroyed by the tight-laced stays of
such things cannot
professional intonation,
be uttered without some marked departure
from the beaten track.
Yet it should not be forgotten that the
occasional jolt which suffices to keep the
duced by an hour's

if the

stage-coach passengers awake, if repeated at
too short intervals, becomes provocative of

a

not conclude

is

I

it

may

is

If I have been chosen to do this particular
work, it is because the Master sees in me
some special adaptation to it. Why, then,

a

all the en
draw from such self-recognition
couragement and inspiration which the as
surance is calculated to impart.

is,

in all the services which he renders, and to

is

arrangements of God's providence, there is
to identify
authorization
an ever-present
himself as a chosen agent of the Most High

The last is always pleasing, except it be
brought to bear upon one of those crisis oc
casions when every word should be a light
ning bolt and every sentence a thunder peal.
Then, any attempt at rhetorical display is
like wrapping the whetted sword-blade of
the charging dragoon with the silken scarf
of holiday parade. But at other times the
flowing drapery of rhythmic terms and the
modulated
harmony of written speech are
but the graceful setting of the pearl-thoughts
which seek expression.
A rhetorical faculty is therefore ever a de
in him whose mis
sirable accomplishment
sion it is to " persuade men."« But valuable
the possession of
as this
lively imagina
tion
of far greater worth.
The power to
apprehend and utter truth is, in its results,
so largely dependent upon ability to illus
trate truth, that the first
practically almost
neutralized in the absence of the last. The
prime clement in the use of illustrations be
ing imagination,
follows, therefore, that
of first importance to all who
this faculty
hope for the acceptance and appreciation of
the truths which they declare.
Illustrate, illustrate, illustrate, illustrate,
should be written upon the four study walls
of every minister.
And the more profound
his thoughts and didactic his method, the
more carefully should he train his imagina
tion to frequent illustration, since ofttimes
train of argumentation, as conclusive as de
monstration itself, will be utterly lost with
out
while
single plain illustrative ex
ample will flash the whole truth in convic
tion clear as sun-light upon the reason and
True, the faculty
conscience of the hearer.
has so much spring and elasticity that, if ex
it,

ality of thought and manner given but that
they, as an embodied self, may work results ?
To him who has a practical faith in the

roistering

will need the curb fre
freely,
or
will exhaust energy in mere
prancings that ought to be saved for earnest

gust, of those who, by age and trials, have
little energy left.' Hence, the habitual use of

work. But better have the heat gleamings
of the summer evening than no lightning at
all and better the wasteage of excessive
picturings than the insipidity of discourse

these elocutionary or temperamental cobble
stones in the highway of pulpit utterance

tions of imagination.

should be guarded with the utmost care, lest
a state of mind be induced directly the re

The gift of personal
not be underrated in

pression are not necessarily

foimd

ex

together.

it

it

a

by the crea

magnetism should
pulpit orator; for

the barriers of prejudice, thoughtless
and preoccupancy of mind are swept
And he who has
to
by magic.
away as
by

and rhetorical

and unillustrated

ness,

it

or tractable.

Imaginative conception

unenlivened

if

verse of impressible

quently,

;

mirth on the part of those who, by
youth and vigor, are brimful of spirit, while
equally tending to the discomfort, if not dis

ercised

it

'

[Mat,
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human organism, one sense may do much to
ward making up for the deficiency of another

sacred

unlike itself, so will-power, exerted in the
right way and at the right time, may do
much toward supplying the lack of personal

armed

;

a

a

of the various kinds of dramatic talent
which have won place and name upon the
sacred platform.
And there
philosophy
in this that should not be forgotten.
The
merest child knows the difference between
and that
story told and that story acted
which universally meets the acceptance of
is

such a degree as to put his audience invol
untarily in sympathy -with himself, must be
notably deficient in other elements of power
if he fails to win himself a name, his labors
rich fruitage, and his cause success.
While
to many this may not be attainable, all may
do something toward its acquisition by the
right exercise of their own will-power. Not
that this magnetism is will-power, or, at
least, not will-power alone ; but as, by the
grand law of compensation prevailing in the

all ranks, ages, and nations, as the preferable
mode, must find its root in some basal prin
ciples of mind which

it

were folly to ignore.
because the preacher handles
themes, he must decline the effective

Yet, forsooth,
and

wage an aggressive warfare
cross-bows and bone-pointed
pikes, because the great wicked world will
use rifled cannon and repeating small-arms.
method,

with

usual power

treat it- so gingerly that the result

our word for

he will capture his auditors
before they shall have taken breath.

The propriety of the exhibition of the
in the pulpit has ever been seri
ously questioned by large part of the church.
Yet the fact remains, that many, perhaps
nearly all, of the most successful preachers
whom the world has seen, have made that
chief element of their might.
Not
power
a

a

dramatic

designedly,
;

haps

nor

even

consciously

so,

per

yet Whitfield's marvelous intonations,

Bummerfield's

wonderful

er's taking impersonations,

simplicity, Beechare only examples

it

a

is

it

be the

a

is

a

If

it,

longs to all professions and all ages.
theater has localized and perverted

the

there

all the greater necessity that the pulpit
should broadcast and restore it. And happy
he who has the courage, skill, and poise

sufficient to enable him to use without abus
ing this regal gift of nature to the glory of
nature's God.

CONDENSED

SERMON.

Wb commend the spirit of the following beautiful little
poem by Mr». C. C. Field, of Athol, Mann.
The poor you have to-day,
Close to your very doors
Search out their needa without delay
Give from your hoarded stores

;

it,

a

general does who knows that the outworks
must be stormed upon the first approach,
or the siege will prove
failure,
and,

:

'

it

it,

and that from
hearing, and you shall hear
the very first " Let him go at
as the

;

Now, let Mr. A. enter his pulpit with this
thought : " I have something worth your

with

it

completeness of impression are gone, lost in
the listlessness of the ante-waking-up
time.

He should,

will

bold front and
manly self-reliance and clear-cut individu
for his Master.
ality, enter the field and use
Nor need he become theatrical in the objec
tionable sense in which the term
some
times applied to ministers — in the use of the
The theater has
dramatic.
sphere and
morality of its own, but the dramatic be
same.

a

can wake them before the

;

if he

And when, at last,
first half-hour has flown.
they are aroused, the unity of thought and

1

and command assent.

the audience, rarely on a higher
plane of appreciation than the speaker is in
interest, have lapsed into a corresponding
Meantime

A

to secure attention

is

His mind
He begins in a hesitating, perhaps
dull and languid manner, or in that of stolid
indifference or of wrapped abstraction, trust
ing the gradual development of his subject
gation.
theme.

•world

is

to address his congre
is burdened with his

is

!

mood, from which he must be a man of un

If this
Away with the suicidal policy
ever to be won for Christ,
will be
in the use of all the elements of human
power, electrified by Divine inspiration, and
directed by
Wisdom which will seek its
justification, not in the sham dignity of pro
fessional inefficiency, but in the control of
the governing forces of this work-day life.
That the love for dramatic entertainment,
in some form,
one of those forces, who can
doubt
It will not do for the preacher to
denounce
as altogether
of the devil, or

magnetism : e. g.
Rev. Mr. A. rises

Phrenological Journal.

have a small unfinished

church

and a feeble

society.
"
During the second Sabbath evening of the
meeting Miss Emeline Taylor, a daughter of
Mr. John Taylor, of White's Station, a young
lady of quiet and amiable disposition, came
forward for prayer. She remained at the altar
for quite a length of time, appearing to be calm
in mind, and yet earnestly and devoutly look
ing for the mercy of God. About nine o'clock
licr

prayer seemed to have been answered.
Her face wore an expression of unusual bright
ness as she, looking upward, repeated several
times with distinct emphasis, 'Oh, that beauti
ful place over there!'
She became entirely
unconscious, and was carried to a house near
by, it being thought unadvisable to remove her
to her father's house, which was about three
miles distant
In this condition she remained
for seven days, in the mean time taking no
nourishment whatever.
" On Tuesday she began to speak in a low
voice, and for half an hour told of the scenes

of another world, after which she remained
silent for several hours.
"The first of whom she spoke were two
ministers ; one was the Rev. A. H. Thomas, of

There was no clock in her room, nor any way
in which she could mark the flight of the
hours, for her eyes had remained closed from
the first.
At three minutes before nine o'clock
as
she raised her right hand and waved
to
give farewell to persons vanishing in the
tance, and then raised her left hand in
manner; and at precisely nine o'clock
opened her eyes, spoke
greeting to

if

well attested that we feel warranted in
thus placing it before the reader.
" On the 7th of November the Rev.
Joseph
Pershing, of the Saltsburg circuit, began a series
of meetings at Kelly's Station, on the West
Pennsylvania Railroad, where the Methodists
are so

dis
like
she
her

friends, began praising the Lord, and called
upon those around to join in praise for His
she was hungry,
great mercy. When asked
she replied that she was not so in the least

;

FROM

joyful surprise to her anxious friends. The
father said that, should it thus come to pass,
he would believe all she would say concerning
the future state.
" On
Saturday evening a large company of
the neighbors had gathered to learn the sequel.

that she bad been fed with milk and honey
and, indeed, her strength had been so wonder
seemed that she had been
fully renewed that

;

Lender we copy the
account
of
following
extraordinary
trance experience, the circumstances of which
the Pittsburg

fed by an unknown

hand.
" The
original paper on which these state
ments were written as they fell from her lips
in the hands of the Rev. J. Pershing.
It
most remarkable narration of events, and
description of scenes that she still avers were
as real to her as any other in her whole life."

is

OF HEAVEN J

a

GLIMPSE

it,

A

Mission asy Movements. — Boston paper
alludes to the work in prospect of American
missionaries as follows
During the next three or four months the
American
Board will send out twenty-one
missionaries to their stations in the foreign

A

IT

instructor.
Shortly after this she told them
that her Saviour had just informed her that
she might return to earth on Sabbath evening,
at nine o'clock.
This statement occasioned a

a

WAS

made

if

Easy enough to do ?
Simple as one could ask i
Easy to do as preach, say you ?
Try, then, the simple task ;
And let me know next Sunday morn
How many sonls anew are born.

The effort was

to give her
She was asked
whether she would ever be able to rise, when
'
she replied, My Saviour has not yet told me.'
At different times she had spokeu of her
Saviour as present with her as her guide and

restored.

some nourishment, but in vain.

:

Then if you can be free
From lnet of power and gain,
From pride, self-love, and vanity.
And all their luring train,
You'll surely have that peace of mind
So many seek in vain to find.

and animated religious services, but all without
the desired effect.
On Friday her friends be
came very much alarmed, owing to the opinions
expressed by the physicians, that having been
so long without
food she would never be

it

Forgive your enemies ;
Let not your heart be set
On still remembering injuries ;
Forgive and then forget ;
And know for once how sweet is life
Lifted above ignoble strife.

the Pittsburg Conference, the other was the
Rev. Mr. White, of the Presbyterian Church,
once the pastor of the church at Saltsburg.
" Many expedients were used to restore her
to consciousness, among which were singing

is

Nor deem that with the setting sun

Your work of charity is done.

[Mat,
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Their names and designed stations
follows: Rev. G. W. Wood, D.D.,
and Mrs. Wood, of New York, mission at
Constantinople; Miss Julia A. Shearman, in
Nicomedia. She is now in Germany study
ing the Deaconess' Houses with reference to
their adaptation to her field ; Miss Dwight to
Central and Miss Williams to Western Tur
key : Rev. O. H. Gulick and wife to Japan ;
Rev. L. D. Chapin and wife to North China.
These sail the present month (February). In
March Mr. Teele expects to sail for Smyrna ;
and at later dates Miss Nye, now completing
her medical
studies, for Constantinople ;
Rev. M. D. Sanders and wife, with Mr. T. S.
Smith and Miss Emily Fairbanks (to become
field.

are as
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S.), for Ceylon; Rev. B. G. Snow and
wife, with Mr. Whitney and Miss Bailey (to

Mrs.

Mrs. W.), Rev. A. A. Sturges and
Misses
Mrs. C. H. S. Doane, for Micronesia.

become

Shearman, Nye, Dwight and Williams go out
under the auspices of the Woman's Board.
Of the twenty-one, five—Mr. Smith, Mr. and

Dwight and Fair
making
the number of missionary children (of the
Mrs. Gulick, and Misses

banks

— are children of

missionaries,

American
Board) who have taken up the
work of their parents, thirty.
From this it appears that woman is not only
asserting her right9, but finding appreciation
in a field of effort to which she is as well
adapted, perhaps, as her more stalwart brother.

SELF-KNOWLEDGE; OR, LAW AND PSYCHOLOGY.
BY HENRY

SETTING
superfirinl
entertain with

as far as possible
the
estimate which most of us

aside

regard

to progress,

and sub

stituting in its place that profound significa
tion which really attaches to the term, it
surely can not be denied that the circum
stance which has most seriously impeded and
paralyzed all efforts in social improvement
and the general development of the human
in the fact that there
race, has consisted
have been very few minds clear-sighted and
bold enough to ask themselves the radical
" What is the noblest tone and
question,
reach of life for men ? and how can the pos

sibility of it be extended

to

numbers ? "

In

a certain

sense,

it

has,

the

it is

greatest

true, been

frequently asked, and as frequently answered.
But in the question and the answer there has
bt-en rather more of what may be described
et nihil (simply a voice, and
nothing more) than there has been of a ra
tional and searching investigation
having for
its object the derivation of facts from a care
ful survey of nature, and not the hasty con
struction of hypotheses based upon a careless
and indiscriminate blending together
of
causes and their effects, of appearances and
as tox prcterea

C. PKDDER.

art is refining.
But in all these ideas there
has been altogether
too much stress laid
upon their character in the abstract, and too
little on their relation to man as a living
soul, governed quite as fully and distinctly
as the material world is, by fixed and uni
versal principles or laws which he has
neither

the power

to suspend

nor

increase

diminish. In the one case it may be
true that the material world is governed and
acted upon by the cosmic forces of nature;
whereas man, as a spiritual being, is acted
upon by laws of a higher character, having
their origin in the world of mind.
But
in the character of the
this
difference
laws, and the nature of the objects they
act upon, does not in any way deny the
of law, nor does it in any
universality
way circumscribe the field which psychol
ogy has yet to explore in its examination
of the human soul.
of this, it
Instead
declares to us in the most unmistakable
manner, that we have hitherto labored under
the delusion of an arbitrary difference be
nor

tween

the

natural

and

the

supernatural

It has been answered broadly,
and rashly, that virtue leads to
happiness, vice to unhappiness ; that wealth

which does not really exist ; and thus that
the laws of the spiritual world are, in the
highest sense, laws of nature, whose univer
sality, obligation, operation, and effect are
grounded in the constitution of things.
This, it will be seen, brings us necessarily

is good, that knowledge

to

realities.

generally,

is good,

and that

the

realization

of human

nature

as

a
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science, and the necessity

for placing it in the

foreground of modern thought as an indis
pensable element in all our ideas of progress.
In the departments of material science, worlds
have been explored, hidden uses and mys
teries revealed, and an altogether new inter
given to those phases of natural
phenomena which so completely bewildered
the imagination of an earlier race.
Cer

pretation

if

tainly, therefore,

in progress,

it

there be any consistency

follows,

as

a

fair inference,

that the explorations
and glimpses of sun
shine which have so far illumined the physi
cal world, are the precursors of a far more
and sublime refulgence, introducing

beautiful

[Mat,

philosophical studies were mainly regulated
" Know
motto,

by that

comprehensive

thy

self."

And this it is which constitutes the study
with which, as rational and immortal beings,
we are really most interested.
In its stric test
definition, it is a subject which enters most
minutely into the most trifling and the most
important affairs of life, and which, the more
thoroughly it is prosecuted, the more clearly
it will bring us into a realization of God —
not as an ever-changing

deity, acting as ca

price may direct, but as an infinitely perfect
father and friend, operating always through
the instrumentality
of divinely instituted

of

laws, which have been organized for the pre
servation of integrity in the moral as well as

Reasoning on that immense importance
which attaches to our consciousness as indi
viduals, and keeping in mind the deep sig
nificance which has always attached to this
branch of knowledge in the highest schools
of philosophy, is it not a self-evident truth,
that the education of the world can never be
complete until an examination of ourselves is

in the material universe.
In its application to and its effect on the
individual and society, it does not, and it
can not (as is sometimes supposed), in any
way necessitate a belief in the existence of an
inexorable
fate, neutralizing the idea of

us more and more into that profouudest
studies, man.

more generally cultivated and understood ?
Indeed, in an age such as the present, when
is written everywhere, it is almost
impossible to urge its importance too strongly
as the great necessity of modern times.
As
transition

students of antiquity,
we should

occasionally

it is not enough that
follow in spirit the

Greeks as they listened to
enraptured
sublime Socrates, the divine Plato, or

the
the

profound Aristotle. As far as their keen ob
servance of human nature is concerned, com

man's freedom

and responsibility.
On the
contrary, it is the surest possible preventive
against such a tendency or disposition; for

in the realm of physical science it would be
to believe in a universe without a
purpose, so in the sphere of spiritual science
— or the science of human nature — it would
be a literal impossibility for any one to con
template and in a measure realize the mys
teries of his nature without being deeply im

as

impossible

pressed and affected by that immeasurable
wisdom which has made it so.

As we progress in this scale of knowledge,
be true, or, indeed, it certainly will be
true, that an advanced system of psychology

bined with the strict regard which they evi
dently had for certain principles inhering in

it may

the nature of things, it would be well for us
to visit these great minds frequently ; and

will more and more convince

imbibe

which, though
impressions
under the tainted atmosphere of
have still traversed the ages, and

advantage, is one of the greatest advantages
that could befall society.
As a rule, there
has hitherto been too great a belief in special

from the fountain

of their thoughts

some of those
generated

us how abso

lutely our welfare depends on conformity to
these laws; but this, instead of being a dis

Paganism,
to-day shine with an amazing brilliancy in
In comparison
the firmament of thought.

of Providence, and too little
interpositions
regard for the universality and existence of

with their mythological ideas and peculiar

law;

notions

respecting the powers that govern
the universe, we are certainly very much su

effects

perior, under the teachings and influences of
Christianity ; but, after all, the fact still re

that he is something

of these men have
outlived the lapse of centuries, because their

mains, that the thoughts

as a consequence

of this, the injurious

being easily discernible in all those
peculiar and contradictory notions respect
ing man, which, even though they admit
rather

more than " a

biped without feathers," yet fail entirely to
realize that, as a human being, he is as much

objective point of law, and its attendant con
of human nature
sequence the investigation
But every
according to scientific principles.
honest mind will ask, " Is this really so, or
is it merely one of the many phases of that
argument a terrori which theologians in all
" For
ages have been so fond of resorting to ?

it

point wherein the opera
law brings man into
clearer and more direct appreciation of that
the
same
infinitely perfect Being who
has reached that

tion of

universal

a

most of us, viz., the disposition to construct
our opinions upon evidence of a superficial
character, this may, seemingly, be the great

"

and to relax the fear of doing wrong.
Falling into the error which is common to

is

argument to urge, as is sometimes done, that
the supremacy of law in psychology tends in
many ways to diminish the beauty of virtue,

under the present spirit
of modern thought, simply an impossibility.
From the earlier impressions of an unsophis
ticated credulity and its consequent super
stition, the human mind
gradually rising
to the realization that God can not consist
ently be thought of as an imperfect ruler,
tinkering with the universe.
perpetually
rest in its investigation
until
Nor will
lengthy duration,

is

spiritualizing energies which are none the
less expressions of law in that they come to
us from a sphere beyond the region of sense.
Nor is it anything against the drift of this

which denies the supremacy of law in the
world of mind, while it is compelled to ac
its existence and inestimable
knowledge
That,
value in the realm of physical life.
however, it can be permanent, or even of
is,

depend upon special and occasional grants
of the Divine favor, but in the cultivation of
his faculties in accordance with certain
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subject to law as though he were a crow, and
that his progress and development do not

BURLEIGH.

a

IT.

In her en
yesterday, to-day, and forever."
deavors to penetrate from the material to the
spiritual realm of life, science will, without
doubt, meet with many impediments which
time and
more liberal education alone can
a

WILLIAM

1871.]

But that she will ultimately tri
in establishing a systematized know

remove.
umph

their verdict in suspense

more
ledge concerning human nature, and
enlarged view respecting God, man, and na
At the same
ture, there can be no doubt.

and determined by
established, regulated,
certain psychological laws, which, though ab
solute and inexorable, are still the expres
sions of an infinite wisdom whose ways are
For the present
necessarily just and good.
there may be some virtue in the doctrine

WILLIAM

H.

NOTHER
a

poet gone. A good man and
friend of good men departed.
William Henry Burleigh died at his resi
dence in Brooklyn on Saturday, March 18, in
his fifty-ninth
Mr. Tilton says, " He
year.
.

have died hereafter."
We think he
should not have died at all and in that broader,
higher view which had come to him, directing
;

should

is

is

Ms labor and beautifying his life, he
not
dead — he can not die.
It
even doubtful,

pating by

a

could he have chosen for himself, whether he
would not gladly have taken the path wherein
Providence has directed his feet, thus antici
few days the greater joy and more

time, the older we grow, and the more clearly
we understand her purposes, the more clearly
will we perceive that her object is not the
apotheosis of materialism, pantheism, or any
other inn, but the introduction and estab
lishment

of

its foundation

reign of truth, which, having
on the earth, has also its

crowning point in heaven.

BURLEIGH.
perfect labor for which he was here in prepara
tion.
Mr. Burleigh had lived long enough to make
name for himself, and to gather around him
such friends as any man might well be proud
to own.
He was singularly pure and unselfish
in his promptings and labor.
Asking the
greatest liberty for himself in thought, word,
and action, he as freely granted
to others.

it

concurrent
judgment of common
minds" will vindicate the claim that there is
such a thing as a science of human nature,

great

Entirely unsuspecting, he was ready

to accept
every man upon his own showing, and to unito
with all comers in common labor for common
good.
The writer hereof has
most distiuct and
a

nevertheless,
" the
even

when

a

; but,

come a time

a

there must

a

the present, the majority may prefer to hold
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pleasing remembrance of his first personal con
It was on a cold
tact with Mr. Burleigh.
winter morning, at the office of a literary
friend. As we were talking, the door turned
gently on its hinges, and the white hair and

A
genial, ruddy face of the poet appeared.
hearty greeting and a hurried introduction fol
lowed.
" I don't want to interrupt
you a moment,"
said lie. " I only want three dollars'," — there
"
were three of us in the room — to add to a lit
am making for a poor sick
tle collection
"
woman, who is quite destitute and sad ; and
case
fol
then a brief, clear statement of the

I

lowed. The woman was a writer, and when
able to work had supported with her pen a
family of children and a drunken husband. It
was the old, old story ; but it was told in such
a dozen
a simple, heartfelt way that scarce
words were spoken before the three dollars
were forthcoming.
In an impulse of enthusi
asm, one of the three drew from his pocket five
dollars, and thrust it into the good man's
hands. " No," said he, "
want but a dollar
now. It is a common case, and there arc
plenty more like it. I will come for the rest at

I

time.
We poor fellows who live at
the end of our pens must be careful of our
wealth. Charity, with us, has to be so common
a thing that we can never afford to gush.
We

another

must always dribble."
A few years of more intimate acquaintance
has not changed the estimate of character
formed from this interview ; and the incident
related may be taken ns a fair meiisure of Mr.

Burleigh's single-hearted, homely charity, — a
charily which did not expend itself in sweet
words, but blossomed into good deeds.
This thorough sympathy with his kind made
him, perforce, a progressive man ; and there
was no public movement which had in it the
promise of bettering the human condition that
did not find in him a ready and an able
champion.
Ho was a born anti-slavery man. It was as
natural for him to hate oppression of every
kind as it was to breathe and love. From the
first of the anti-slavery agitation, he was a
champion of freedom. On the platform, in the
editor's sanctum, by written and spoken words,
wherever words were weapons for the right,
he was in season and out of season ; and his
name is intimately associated in this labor with
such eminent

workers

as

Wendell

ace Greeley, and others.

J.

Phillips,

May, Hor
He was an earnest

William Lloyd Garrison, Samuel

and consistent advocate of Temperance,

and

has the deserved credit of doing efficient ser
vice in this cause.
Among all the friends of
equality, without regard to nationality, color,
sex, or condition, no name stands out in bright
er characters than his. His fealty to woman
in all her struggles for the right to labor and
to enjoy the full fruits of her work, has been so
constant and unswerving that it might almost
be called his religion.
He never neglected an
opportunity to speak or act, when speech or
action would avail for advancing the cause so
near his heart. A partial explanation of this
fervor may be given in the fact that tho wife
of his riper years was a living argument in be

half of woman's intellectual and moral right to
stand side by side with man.
One strong point in Mr. Burleigh's character
was the interest he always took iii honest aspi
rations for literary excellence. Nothing was
so pleasing to him as to watch the growth in
power and reputation of young writers of both
sexes.
In him these " coming" men and wo
men were always sure to find a friend and
counselor — one to whom they could go when
in trouble or in joy with equal assurance of
sympathy and honest appreciation.
No one has claimed for him — nor he for him

self—that he was a great poet.
But a poet he
Poetry was to him not
was, nevertheless.
merely an agreeable pastime ; it was an earn
est study and a growing passion. His thoughts
were clear and pure, and the structure of his
There was in
verses careful and symmetrical.
all his poetry a healthfulness of sentiment that
spoke for the man more than for the artist.

In the following extract from
entitled

"No

Home,"

a recent poem
his characteristics of

thought and style may be discerned :
" Oh, for some spot to coll our own 1
Some humble roof, however lowly,
Where we can say, ' This place is holy
Because 'He tiome! ours, ours alone.
From roqf-tnc to foundation stone!1
Some garden-close where grass can grow
Untrodden by the stranger's foot,
And roses rfiall have leave to blow.
And strawberry beds shall blush with fruit;
And lilacs with their purple blooms,
The daisy and the violet,
And heliotrope and mignonette
Bow all the winds with rich perfumes,
And add to these some two or three
Exotics, with their crimson flames
And unpronounceable sweet names,
All 'beautiful exceedingly;'
With here and there an apple-tree.
Beneath whose Bhadesmy penile May
Can watch our children at their play,
As happy and as pure as they.
And lovelier than the rarest flowert
That beautify this home of ours."
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jority of New England boys; and when, at
the age of seventeen, he commenced life for
himself as an apprentice to the printer's trade,
he had a fair capital of acquired knowledge to
as his after
work on. He made good use of
life has abundantly shown.
He was a member of the Congregational
Church, although in his application of religious
troth he was more liberal than a strict con

it

Upon the last visit of his pastor, the Rev. Mr.
Chadwick, he filled two small wine-glasses, and
handing one to his friend, while he held the
"
other, he said, Let us drink to the new recog
nition!" To him the new recognition was
something more than the power of individual
was the
discernment in the happier sphere

Mr. Burleigh was bom in Woodstock, Conn.
His* father was, at tlie time, Preceptor of the
Woodstock Academy. His educational advan
tages were better than those of the great ma

;

his individ
recognition of man's immortality
uality; his claims upon God's infinite love; his
place in the great universe of labor and instru
mentalities, here and hereafter. And thus do
we pledge our friend who has gone from us,

it,

still with
and yet
liveth more than ever.

us

is

Catechism would

— who

dead, but

s. S. PACKARD.

of

jcprtotent

|jjttr

struction of the Westminster
warrant.
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OK, MEN

AS WE

FIND THEM.

BY AXTON CHESWICKE.

is

If

a

?

it

is

?

to every faculty and capacity of our being
Is
the great test of life?
And first, what
be
there
not the faculty of sensation

a

;

?

a

I

I

I

a

is

a

a

I

I

ludicrous side, but with an earnest endeavor to
discover the deep meaning which may be attach
" My experience
How
that I'm alive."
ed.
ourselves
assure
thus
truly
can
of
us
many
that we possess to the full extent the precious
boon of life? that we are really and truly alire

might be forever too late.
sary, or
made all pos
As may be readily imagined,
sible baste to respond to this so urgent appeal,
found
and was soon by my old friend's side.
him sadly changed indeed, but looking much
had been led to expect, although,
better than
as
shortly discovered, one side of his body
was completely paralyzed.
clasp from his unaf
He greeted me with
fected hand, which was as warm and hearty
could scarcely realize
as ever, so that at first
a

a

a

it

it

it

if

I

might be deemed guilty of
indeed by some
were not for
relating
in
thus
irreverence
the solemn and startling import which really
lies concealed in tlie apparently senseless re
atten
mark of half-tipsy old man. Ponder
tively for moment without any regard to the

The letter in
prime of magnificent manhood.
formed me that he had been recently seized
with stroke of paralysis in its worst form, and
that the terrible malady had made such pro
gress that his life was despaired of, and that my
immediate attendance at his bedside was neces

I

a

is

is

a

a

is

dat I'm alive." The
my 'sperience
congregation discovering his condition could
not repress smile at the ludicrousness of the
incident, and Barney collapsed into sitting pos
seemingly nothing in this
ture. Now there
worthy second thought, and
incident which

it

" Bredren,

cessation of ani
total suspension, or rather
mation, which
nothing else than death.
received letter from the
Some months ago
had long known and
relatives of man whom
highly esteemed, and who when had last seen
him — about year previous — was in the full tide
of that health and animation which attend the

I

:

a

prayer-meeting
He was present at
much."
one evening and was asked to relate his experi
ence, but unfortunately being under the influ
ence of liquor he gained his feet with some dif
ficulty, i.nd casting a curious and maudlin
glance over the assembly stammered out

temporary cessation of feeling in any part of
the body, can that part be truly said to be
alive
No we have then an instance of sus
pended animation in that part — suspension of
Has the faculty of experiencing
life there.
We have then a
sensation departed forever?

a

a

AN

I

aged colored man named Barney, though
church, had the
an active member of
" a
sup loo
weakness of taking occasionally
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[May,

his condition,

the tide of life seemed still to
throb within him so full and steadily. But after
the first greeting had passed he directed my
attention by a slight gesture to his helpless
"
limbs and said : You see, my dear fellow, I am

decay through neglect or misuse, should ex
pand into a higher, fullewrValization of life than
he ever had known or ever could know here.
And when, shortly after, we were called upon
to perform the last sad offices for him, through

in a bad way."

first fully
apparent victory of death
awoke to the realization of what life might be.
Over the wreck of mortality I first fully com
Nor shall I soon for
prehended the immortal.

I

this

I

responded with words of commiseration,
expressing a hope that his condition might be
neither permanent nor irremediable, and de
claring the gratification I experienced in find

get the lesson I then and there learned.
If, then, the capacity to feel and the power to
act be the test of life, to how many can it sat

ing him still alive.
" Alive,
my dear fellow," he exclaimed, with a
shade of sadness in his tone, " do you call a man
"
'
alive ' who is already half dead ?
" Half dead," I repeated ; " oh, no — not so bad
as that, I hope."
" It about amounts to that," he replied. " In
all this side there is neither sensation nor the
power of motion, and where is the life when

low, so contracted, that it scarce merits the
name of life; not such life certainly as was
breathed into man by the great Creator at the
commencement of his existence. We have
young men — plenty of them — fully alive to the

such is the case ? Could this hand and arm,
this useless limb, be more dead than they are,
think you, if I were laid in my grave ? "
" But it is
only for a time, I trust," replied I,
after a moment's pause ; " the right side is as
The current of life is still strong
yet uninjured.

merits of a fast horse, but dead as slicks and
stones, apparently, to anything higher, to the
grand march of improvement, for instance, that
is going on all around them ; but which,
whether they know it or not, they are doing
"
their " level best
to retard in themselves if

within you and may yet assert its supremacy."
"Ah, no!" he replied, " that can never be.

We have older men thoroughly
alive to business and business interests, and
well " up " in all that may be necessary to the suc
cessful prosecution of the same, but hopelessly
dead to the interests, the claims, the needs, the
capacities for improvement, or the terrible re

I

found

mere corporal decayed. I had always believed
my friend to be a man of large and vigorous heart
and bruin as well as physical frame, but never
till now had I imagined, much less realized, the
depth and freshness, the strength and copious
ness of that vital tide which throbbed through
out his whole being. Already half dead as re
gards the body, my friend was more truly alive
than ever.
He needed no words of consolation
to prepare himself for the great change.
He
looked forward to it with joyful anticipation,
ns an ushering into a new and extended sphere

of existence,

a higher
plane of usefulness,
all his varied faculties, not one of
which had been suffered to perish or even to

wherein

for performing the slightest service to others
whereby they might honestly earn it : and oth
ers with a grand capability for making money,
but with little ability to spend it with any real
advantage to themselves or others.
If this is to be alive, wherein the best part

of the being is

dead, rest assured that even this
small modicum of life will gradually but surely
die out before the encroachment of that dead-

that has already taken possession of the
most vital part: and the result will be, not
death, perhaps, as we are accustomed to regard
but the far more dreadful fate of living death.

ness

We have read somewhere of fiendish prac
tice, not unfrequently resorted to by those
monsters of the dark ages when they wished to
refinement of torture, of chaining
produce

a

to this terribly afflict
that though his physical
powers were so depressed, his intellectual and
moral faculties were unimpaired, and that the
inner life bounded more freely than ever as the

man,

a

of cheer and consolation

ed

loathsome
living prisoner limb to limb to
corpse, and leaving him thus in some noisome
dungeon until horror turned the brain or fairly
a

For a time I could not reply. I felt that my
friend's words were too true. When, however,
after a long pause, I attempted to offer words

sults of neglect of these poor, downtrodden,
yet immortal business auxiliaries out of whom
they contrive to grind, by usually hard, too
often cruel, means, what is to them the " one
thing needful."
Again, we have men with a
brilliant capacity for spending money, but none

a

I

not in others.

it,

Death, not life, is the strongest here, and is
fest winning the victory.
The right side, you
say, is not touched ; that is true, but the left
side, you know, is nearest the heart, and the dis
ease may at any time reach that organ.
am
in hourly expectation of it; the next stroke
may be my last."

Not but that we find
isfactorily be applied?
enough of vigorous and active vitality, but so
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;

it,

I

I

I

I

I

a

;

it

;

I

a

I

it,

a

$20,(KX>

i

$

paid 12.00C
fair price for it.
would be but
But the fact
for
you know.
[with
resumption of his old discontented tone an.
have to be out of pocket all tt
manner],
is

took us around his fine and extensive
properly to show us his possessions, and the
improvements which he had added. Surprised
as he

with the improvements I've put upon

I

discovered that an expression of discontent
seemed almost constantly to cloud the brow of
our host It is true that, during the first day
or so of our stay, he seemed to wake up to
something like interest, and even enthusiasm,

,

had we been welcoming a friend to share with
us the feast of such good things. We had not
been long beneath his roof, however, ere we

would only be
fancy for such fol-de-rols, and
useless waste of money.
" The fact is," he continued, as we were re
turning toward the house after a final survey
fine place, suppose
of everything, " this
slight kindling of enthusiasm],
in fact [with
and he's
for Col.
judge of
know
these things, told me only the other day that
is

were prepared to envy him accordingly.
lie received us with some show of cordiality,
though not with that heartiness we had ex
pected or that we felt we should have evinced

wants me to put up a marble fountain in the
center of that lawn there, just in front of that
There's
clump of shrubbery.
group some
or some other artist, — have
where by
forgotten his name, — which he says would be
just the thing there but, confound it, I've no

B

of himself and guests and enable him to enjoy
to the full the exercise of the rites of hospi
tality, we fully expected to find him passing
the remainder of ids days in a manner such as
falls to the lot of comparatively few men, and

he's rather inclined to be extravagant
He's
all the time bothering about improvements;
and suppose if
humored him enough he'd
about ruin me in six months. For instance, he

,

abounded on every side ; and with plenty of
leisure to devote to the enjoyment of all these,
and abundance of wealth to insure the comfort

our mark.
He listened quietly for awhile, but
without any appearance of interest in, or even
intelligent understanding of, what we were
and at length, in an indifferent, care
saying
less manner, just tinged with the slightest
" Oh,
shade of impatience, he remarked,
yes,
it's all right,
don't know much
suppose.
about these things, so
leave everything in the
bauds of W
. He does pretty well, only

L

On every side were scenes calculated to
inspire the purest delight in the mind of any one
alive to the sweet influences of nature. Splendid
scenery, superb views, charming walks and
drives, and objects of interest without number

the perfect taste that characterized the arrange
ment of his grounds.
Here again we missed

a

man.

interesting items he seemed tc have
nothing to offer.
Disappointed
again, and this time not so
pleasantly as before, we turned, the conversa
tion from topics of general to more particular
interest, and began complimenting
him upon
these

a

country residence, situated in one of the most
charming localities within a hundred miles
of the city. Nature and Art seemed to have
combined to form one of the most delightful
situations that could be devised for the abode of

ments had cost, whether he had made a good
bargain in getting., a certain amount of work
done below market price, or whether, as he
he had been " confoundedly
savagely termed
swindled " in the transaction
but beyond

;

bestowed even a casual glance upon the char
acteristics of their fellow-men.
A few months ago we paid a visit to the
country seat of an acquaintance, whom we had
known some years before as a smart business
man, — " a live man," his business friends and
associates used to call him, with an approving
smile, — one fully up to the spirit and enterprise
of the age. We found him occupying a splendid

upon the beauty of the surroundings.
But we
soon found that we touched no responsive
chord. Our host could tell us to a fraction
what every one of his much-admired improve

is,

single instance, selected from among many,
but by no means the worst, that may be con
stantly met with, and which may serve to
illustrate the point more clearly, as it will be
more readily recognizable by all who ever

hitherto given him credit for the perfect taste
that was everywhere manifested around us),
we congratulated ourselves upon being in com
pany with such a congenial spirit, and began
to descant with much enthusiasm and delight

I

life that has been implanted within us, and
which, alone shall survive the wreck of time,
we make living corpses of ourselves, from
whose hideous companionship we shall never,
never be released !
But, enough of generalities ; let us turn to
the contemplation
and consideration
of a

311

and pleasantly disappointed by the exquisite
manner in which everything was laid out
around his well-ordered estate (for we had not

I

released the spirit of the miserable victim.
But
fearful as this may be to contemplate, we do
not consider that by the neglect of the higher

it

OR

it,
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can see life."

This time astonishment kept

us silent.

This

as was our usual custom, we
by our open window to indulge

awhile

in
quiet revery befoTe retiring. This window,
view
as we shortly ascertained, commanded
of the same lawn which the tasteful
had recommended as a desirable site for

W—

a

I

where

That night,
sat

a

time on this place, for one thing or another,
ami the whole concern is getting to he a con
founded bore to me ; bo I've about concluded
to sell out this fall, and go back to the city,

[Mat,

a
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lovely place, which seemed a very paradise to
our eyes, weary ami worn as we were from the
sharp and unremitting contest of life in the
great city, tired nnd panting from its whirl and
roar, dust and tumult, — this charming retreat

fountain.
We had seen the exquisite group
which our host had spoken of so indifferently,
and the purchase of which he had denominated
a useless expenditure of money; and as we

from all the worry and vexation of the great
world without, the possession of which we had
been silently envying the fortunate owner ever
since our arrival, was a confounded bore and

purity would impart to the surroundings,
sense of poignant regret came over us that we

A

half-amused, slightly contemptuous smile
" Ah,
yes,
but
fine,
dear
it's
all
suppose
fellow,
my
very
man's
don't put money in
then, you know,
a

it

;

I

passed over his features as he replied,

?

I

it,

I

;

in fact, it's constantly taking money
pocket
see you are full of romantic
out of it.
but take my word for
notions;
my dear
fellow, they don't pay. You'll think so your
self when you become as old its am."
Should we, forsooth
If such a thing could
;

if we could ever become as
ever be possible
dead as seemed the man beside us to all the
ennobling, elevating, purifying influences that
surrounded us among such scenes as these,
silently claiming recognition, and seeking ad
mittance into the inner sanctuary of our being,
our prayer then would be that wo might never
he permitted to grow thus old in mind and
;

that we might never be called upon to
body
resign thus the best part of ourself, to drag
throBgh the remainder of our days as dead to
all the higher realities of life as the senseless
floor beneath our feet.

a

it

it

it

it

and then we beheld
over
contemplation
thrown and brought down to the dust, while
the hateful black shadow seemed to triumph
over its dethroned loveliness.
And then we
awoke, to wonder if what we had just beheld
dream, and
was in truth but the fantasy of
too faithful representation of that
not, rather,
which continually taking place in this world
of ours, where the grosser passions of man —
avarice, greed, mammon, the love of the world,
by whatever name we designate them — are
a

influences that arc here drawn in
"

with every breath

?

the inspiring

come between us and this incarnation of beauty
which we were holding in such rapt and loving

striving to dethrone, and eventually
destroy, in his soul the perception
and love of the good, the beautiful, the elevat
ing, which raise him above the mire and dust
of this world and serve as
connecting link
continually
to utterly

a

it,

possession alone of the whole city of New
at least—
York — of the business portion of
compensate for the loss of all the charms of
this delightful scenery, — the calm, the quiet,

was enhanced tenfold by contrast with the
devastation and confusion around.
Again, wc
beheld
occupying its fitting place in that
leafy shrine, and, seemingly instinct with life,
diffusing that life through all around it. Then
hideous, black shadow seemed to
"suddenly

between him and heaven.

Owing to

the discovery that we had made

of

quality, or rather want of quality,
of our host, our stay under his roof was neces
After he had shown us
sarily shortened.
around the place, and had given us the exact
cost of every feature about
and its precise
the

mental

it,

worth while to lie the owner of it."
" Worth while ! " we echoed in astonishment ;
"
why, is it not worth while now ? Could the

Sometimes we

by moonlight, amid desolate
wastes and ruins, where its now awful beauty
to see

;

"I

ing before our mental vision.
seemed

it

cupola of his mansion, nnd feeling our very
soul expand within us as our gaze took in the
noble stretch of country that surrounded us, —
was thinking that if this property were
situated in the city somewhere, say in the
vicinity of the City Hall, now, it would be

And in our dreams that night that marble
group, in its severe and majestic purity of
taste and sentiment, seemed continually hover

a

I

a

"

could not at once behold
there enshrined,
and satisfy our longing soul with the inspira
would breathe forth.
tion of loveliness which

is

rid of as soon as possible !
was thinking," said he, some time after,
as we were sitting in silent and delighted con
templation of the splendid view from the
an encumbrance to be

thought what refinement and dignity its marble

market value at the present time, together with
the profit that he expected to realize by selling
out in the fall, he seemed to think that he had
fulfilled all his duties as host, and appeared to
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,

why?"
While we were cogitating thus, Mr. W
who has already been mentioned as the archi
tect of these grounds, entered, to urge the ac
ceptance of some new improvement which he

A fine, intelligent man wo
was projecting.
found him, fully alive — yes, that's the word — to
the beauties of the place and its capabilities
for improvement
We entered into an ani
mated conversation with him, while our host
a

Bat listening with cynical, contemptuous smile
upon his lips, evidently sneering at what he
cither could not or would not sympathize with.
for
At length, being appealed to by Mr. W
his decision in regard to the matter of im

about the

,

I

;

/

?

I

I

would soon surround myself with such forms
of beauty as can only imagine now."
" What would you be the better for all "

it

;

a

I

:

I

a

?

our host, standing erect before us, with his
hands in his pockets, and looking very much
as Diogenes might be supposed to have looked
when preparing to uphold the superior ad
place of residence.
vantages of his tub as
Certainly the crusty old philosopher himself
could never have looked more surlily defiant
than did our host at this moment as he stood
waiting for our reply, only that he might crush
our argument to
nonentity beneath the
weight of his ponderous logic.
"There
the soul to be gratified," we re
turned, " in its two departments of the mind
and heart, or the intellect and the affections
and just as certainly as the body requires

nourishment to sustain physical life, just as
certainly must the mind and soul be fed, or
they will become debilitated, and, so far as
in the nature of immortal things so to do, will
perish; the faculties, at least, will become
not utterly destroyed.
paralyzed, so to speak,
Wherefore the taste must be cultivated and
correct, pure, re
ministered to by whatever
"
the heart
fining
"Stuff and nonsense! sheer stuff, romantic
nonsense, nursery and boarding-school prattle,"
exclaimed our host, with considerable asperity
" we men of the world know better, as you

;

"
the enthusiastic W
you will
not consider that trifling amount of any mo
ment compared with what you will receive in
return.
only wish," he continued, with
"
had your wealth at command
energy, that
exclaimed

food, drink, and clothiug?"
" Well, what more does he want
Come
"
demanded
now, what more does he want

;

something

,"

provement, he grumbled

"cost."
" But surely, with your wealth, Mr. N

have

;

so —

if

And

?

his real feelings upon the subject

and

is

is

really not as indifferent as he appears, and that
this incapacity of hi3 to appreciate the beauti
ful in art and nature
partly assumed to hide

and drink,

you do the same.
Then,
"
where's the great difference between us?
" we exclaimed, aroused to
"
But, sir
reply,
"
man's
you surely do not mean to say that
wants are to be limited to the mere items of

it

is

a

it

?

?

is

it

a

all his features, our
new turn.
thoughts in regard to him took
" Can
be," we thought, " that the man really
want
feels his need that he
conscious of
of something higher than he has ever had
Or can be that he
or experienced before

eat,

?

of discontent darkening

than you are.
clothes to wear;

a

if

wondering bow any man could be so dead as
regards all real life as he seemed to be. He
had been more than usually dull and gloomy
that day, and now, as he sat leaning back in
in deep and
his chair, his brow' contracted as
even painful thought, and the old expression

is

We were pondering over the subject on the
of the last day of our stay, and

afternoon

if

if,

him, as
incapable of perceiving any cause
for pleasurable emotions in these things him
self, he was piqued and chagrined that others
should be able to derive more enjoyment from
his possessions than he could.

Seeing that we made no reply, for indeed we
were too much shocked at the grossness of his
ideas upon the subject to find words in which
to answer him, and imagining thereby that he
had fairly silenced us by the force of his argu
ment, he continued with some energy, still ad
dressing himself to Mr. W
" tell
yon what, young man, you are mis
am so much richer
taken
you think that

I

even to annoy

a

us seemed

if

escaped

will learn and acknowledge, too, one of these
these wild fancies don't altogether
days,

if

involuntarily

you?"

!

whatever that might be. In fact, not only did
he not share in our appreciation of the esthetic
beauty of the place, but the few expressions
of delight and admiration which now and then

"
demanded our host, in
bitter tone.
What
good would your forms of beauty do you?
You couldn't eat 'em, nor drink 'cm you
couldn't wear 'em, nor make money on 'em.
Now then,
ask, what good would they do

is

it,

further of any interest in
he
roamed abnut in an aimless, discontented way,
evidently very much out ot' his proper element,

see nothing

313
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OR

ruin you."
sudden thought hero entered our mind,
and we resolved at once to test its plausibility.

A

BEAD

mi.]
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Accordingly, we

of his arm-chair and bent an angry, suspicious,
searching glance upon us.
"
Why," we replied, now thoroughly aroused,
and determined not to spare him, " you have a
widowed sister, we believe, now residing in
in anything but affluent circum
the city, who

to his family relations neither very creditable
to him nor calculated to elevate him in our
estimation, which, forgotten till now, were
thus brought very forcibly to our recollection,

a

1

if

if

we resolved to push him still further.
" Or,
sir," we continued, in pursuance of this
this disposition of your means
resolution, "
would not please you, and
mind
you have
to exemplify the truth of the old adage, that
charity begins at home,' you may easily find
another, and perhaps better, way of disencum
bering yourself of your surplus wealth, which
you seem to find so burdensome."

?

is

?

?

a

;

it

;

it

,

;

a

a

proverbs, let me recommend for yourconsic.*.,
ation the following, which you would do well
to act upon, viz., Mind your own business, and
leave other people to mind theirs
and second
ly, unless you wish to be regarded as
candi
lunatic asylum, I'd advise you to
talk more sensibly in future;" and having thus
discharged the vials of his wrath upon our de
voted head, he indignantly quitted the room,
leaving us to our own reflections.
" Poor man " we exclaimed, the next
day,
date for

in deep commiseration, turning to take
farewell look at the noble property we were

a

with some particulars in regard

a

;

a

be acquainted

of already. You're all alike —
of leeches, determined to suck man till
he's dry.
And you, sir," turning to us once
more, " firstly, since you're so fond of quoting
been too much

a set

'

threw himself into the luxurious
well-cushioned arm-chair, and re
depths of
lapsed into dignified silence.
There was something, however, in the ex
pression that had swept over his countenance,
and, to our fancy, still lurked in his eyes, which
awakened our indignation
and happening to
strained,

;

it

if

a

very small share. Then, seeming to come to
the conclusion that we were merely quizzing
him, he smiled
slightly contemptuous, some
what weary smile, as
he thought that the
humor of the joke, if joke
was, was rather

and the result was not what we could have
wished.
"What do you mean by your confounded
"
he thundered, glaring at us sav
impudence
agely. Then turning suddenly upon Mr. W
who had been silent and interested spectator,
" As for
he continued
you, begone and both
er me no more with your confounded schemes
for extracting money from my pocket. There's

it

a

if

he thought he either bad not heard aright,
or that we had fairly taken leave of our senses,
of which, by-the-by, he seemed to accredit us
as

struggling artist nephew might both be greatly
"
benefited by
But we were not suffered to continue. The
man was not quite dead yet
we had touch
ed
nerve still sensitive, and
responded to
our touch. Unfortunately, however,
proved
to be the wrong chord that we had touched

:

that you are so
earnestly endeavoring to establish."
A look of the blankest amazement swept
over the countenance of our host at this sugges
tion, and for a moment he regarded us fixedly,

her into the grave.

'

of the proposition

fast wearing

Your poor consumptive brother, too, and your

!

the truth

den which

is

for yourself merely enough to satisfy your very
modest requirements, which you seem to con
sider amply sufficient for any reasonable man,
and thus prove that you do sincerely believe in

But
very small part, compara
tively, of your wealth would suffice to placo
her and here in comfortable circumstances, and
to remove from her weary shoulders the bur
seamstress.

?

a

is

turn over to him what you have just acknow
of no special benefit to you, reserving
ledged

Indeed, to the best of our knowledge,
she can barely contrive by the greatest exer
tions to support herself and little ones on her
scanty earnings as an overworked, underpaid
stances.

a

:

benefit and real solid enjoyment from the pos
session and free use of them than you have
hitherto been able to do, as you confess, sup
generous man and
pose you act'the part of

a

to sol ve the question at once.

observed, quietly
"
Well, sir, as you seem to think that you
by
have no great advantage over Mr. W
reason of 3'our possessing more of this world's
goods than he, and as, on the other hand, he
seems to think that he could extract more

a

Our pertinacity seemed at last to rouse our
" Who said
host to
sense of irritation.
any
" he
thing about its being burdensome
growl
" AVhat do
ed.
you mean, young man, by your
what are you driving at, anyhow "
proverbs
and he partly raised himself from the depths

it,

This man's intellect, in all that related to the
was evidently
highest anil best faculties of
Badly warped and distorted, hut for all that,
as yet be unimpaired.
the affections might
Much may bo pardoned the intellect if the
So we thought, and determined
heart be right.

leaving

behind

wending

our way on foot toward

ua,

as

we

were

slowly
the nearest

MY PICTURE.

ings that have been prepared for each and
Through the cruelty of
every one of them.
man the body may suffer want, but verily the
spirit shall be fed.
We are constrained to confess that such ex
amples of mental and moral deadness as we

many of us can safely say that we arc not

?

if

have just described are by no means rare. Wo
ourselves could instance many more such, but
we are not compelled
we forbear. Enough
to class ourselves in the same category.
How

a

;

a

t

if

is

;

if

may the experience
henceforth, be that
the highest sense "
our highly endowed

it

be neglected and
spiritual member,
suffered to become deadened, will spread numb
ness and death throughout the whole spiritual
frame.
Let us look well to ourselves, therefore, that
we lose none of our God-given powers. And
one

of every one of us, now and
we are really and truly in
"
alive
in every faculty of
being.
♦-»♦
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The following Is one of the sweetest poems from the
pen of the late Alice Cary.
Of all the beautiful pictures
That hang on Memory's wall
dim old forest,
That seemeth best of all
Not for Its gnarled oaks olden.
Dark with the mistletoe
Not for the violets golden
That sprinkle the vale below
Not for the milk-white lilies
That lean from the fragrant hedge,
Coqnettlng all day w th the sunbeams.
And stealing their golden edge
Not for the vines on the upland
Where the bright red berries rest
Nor the pinks, nor the pale sweet cowslip,
It scomcth to me the best.
;

;

;

;

Is one of

;

even the insatiable greed and avarice of man
can not deprive his fellow-men of all the bless

We are one-sided beings. Numerous are the
capacities with which we are endowed
nor
can we afford to lose one.
And as surely as
one corporeal member, if suffered to fall into
disuse and die, will affect and impair the use
fulness of the whole body, so from the loss of

once had little brother
With eyes that wore dark and deep ;,—
In the lap of that oldon forest
Ho lioth in peace asleep
Light as the down of
thistle,
Free as the winds that blowv
We roved there the beautiful summers,
The snmmcrs of long ago
But his feet on the hills grew weary,
And one of the autumn eves
made for my little brother
A bed of the-yellow leaves.
£

is

it

a

more truly belongest to the poorest wayfarer
who stops for moment to rest his tired frame
and soothe his troubled spirit with the brief
contemplation of thy refreshing loveliness, than
to him who calls himself thy sole possessor."
And thus
wisely ordained of Ood, that

are passed unheeded bear silent
but effective witness to that fatal numbness
which
the precursor,
not the proof of
death

;

it

a

it,

ment himself, nor would permit others to do
80?
" Lovely spot ! " we exclaimed, as we took a
before turning
bend in
parting glance at
the road which hid
from our view; "thou

which they

a

his beloved though burdensome weight of yel
low dust, and fiercely resenting all interference,
should, like the dog in the manger, snarl o
all would-be participators in that from which
he could neither derive benefit nor enjoy

sponsive throb testifies to its warm vitality
But how much oftener do they fall on dull, in
attentive ears, and by the indifference with

a

her all the assistance she re
quired ? Aud moreover, when reminded of his
obvious duly in the case, that he should take
the alarm ; and with the demon of covetousness aroused in his breast clasp to his bosom
so easily afTord

tual appreciation, our kindly sympathies, our
benevolence, our best affections and how oftendo they touch
chord which by its quick re

•

needs, as he himself acknowledged, should per
mit his only sister, and the a widow, to struggle
and die amid toil and poverty when he could

thousand appeals are made to the
various faculties of our being — to our intellec

a

away amid all that is conducive to mental and
" Was not
benevolence, and
moral health !
even conscientiousness, well-nigh dead within
him, that he, while rolling in wealth, and even
groaning under a burden almost too great for
him to bear, certainly far greater than his

315

1

very live man, but lie is already more than half
dead, and is slowly, but surely, dying by
inches — dying while the rich generous tide of
life is lavishing itself on all sides of him, starv
ing in the midst of plenty, pining and wasting

Day by day

I

elation, for our worthy host, having
permitted the sun not only to go down, but al
so to rise again on his wrath, had, upon polite
ly intimating to us that our presence was no ,
longer desirable, neglected to facilitate our de
parture by placing his horse and carriage at
our disposal.
"Poor man!" we repeated;
"doubly poor through the mockery of wealth
He thinks he is a
by which he is surrounded.
railroad

I

1871.]
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lie fell. In his saint-like beaaty,

Sweetly his pale firms folded
My neck in r. meek embrace.
At* Ihj Ilr'.it of '.jiinorlal Deputy
Silently covered his face :
Aud when the arrows of snnset
Lodged iu the tree-tops bright

WOMAN

|Hay,

Asleep bv the gi».tesof li^ht.
Therefore, of dU UV. plrCtoiefc.
That hang on Memory's wall,
The one of the dim old forest
Seemeth best of all.

RIGHTS.

vs. WOMAN'S
BY AUGUSTA WHEELER.

reasoning on material
to himself that a lever
move the world, and the

ARCHIMEDES,
nature, proved

long enough would
world has long since accepted the hypothecated
fact Wc of this middle nineteenth centuryhave found that a lever of agitation thirty years
long was equal to the overthrow of slavery and
its precipitation into stupendous civil war, the
greatest that history has
enlightened people. It is
clear over our Aceldama ;
the moral atmosphere of

recorded among an
true that the sun sets
that there is hope in
the outlook in that

direction.
We expect brighter, sunnier days
again, for whether the negro shall slowly
abrade or hold his own, our cardinal dogma,
" the
greatest good to the greatest number,"
will be sustained. Riquicsait in pace.
But " the world moves " in America.
There
is no trusting to our inertia for a season of

We have too much motive power,
repose.
and too much space to move it in. We require
force meeting force — a balance of power to

It is therefore not amiss that we begin
consider this new agitation that is
besetting us, for if it grows at all, it is likely
to be a growth of much less than thirty years,

hold us.
now

to

and subversive in effect
Slavery is dead past any resuscitation, but
the restless minds that still hunger for some
thing to do are not dead, and as a direct
sequence it would seem that woman has come

in asking d la Oliver for more, —at least, so the
champions of woman's rights would have us
believe.
They have already put it to us in
many forms, and made a very harrowing case

it

In

affect

her

of

view of all that they are doing to
her the equal
status, proclaiming

of the negro, and by inference a candidate for
conversion to his grade — a creature capable of
far other duties than she now occupies herself
with,

might reasonably soliloquize in
" To
the language of Hamlet,
be, or not to be,
And if these things are
that is the question."
really to come upon her, she might go on with
the soliloquy for receiving all that is demanded
etc., she

in the name of Woman's
woman ? and,

if not

Rights: Could

she be

woman, could she bo man ?

Could

the fireside

rostrum ?

Could

exist and woman at the
she do man's work there or

anywhere ?
Certainly it is the part of wisdom to consider
before this woman's rights agitation attains to
much greater dimensions, whether the proposed
change would not have in it more of the ele
ments of evil than of any good.

We do not question but she could do a great
deal of work which man docs, and do it as
well; but it is properly woman's work, and
not his.
Habits, customs, and time-honored
ways have assigned him many forms of labor
which woman could not do with equal facility
and ease.
Some of these usages probably
originated in our own country when there was
not a surplus of women, and should not be
credited to selfishness nor injustice in any
respect. And in the very nature of the case
they must yield to the first demand that woman
makes on them, for man's labor will not com
pete with woman's.
Legislation on that much
of woman's rights would be but a tablet to a
dead fact.

The truly palpable grievance of the Rights'
schedule is that woman is poorly paid; but the
evil is in the innate nature of our social con
dition; and could woman herself, armed with
the power of legislation and legislating for her
own benefit, make any better distribution of
the rewards of labor than are now made?
Woman, by virtue of the fact that she is
woman, is properly the consumer, and not the
A late French writer calls her the
producer.
" sick
man." The definition is Frenchy, but a

Under normal circumstances, her place
is at home, among womanly ways and womanly
things. Father and husband are a perpetual
To equalize the wages
protector and Bupply.
fact.

of men and women would be to reduce all
women to the necessity of seeking their own
livelihood. No man could acoumulate a surplus
wherewith to provide for those of his own
household ; and the two, the man and the
woman, would be fellow-workers in the fullest

— toiling shoulder to shoulder.
Would
cither account such a state of things a blessing ?

sense

WOMAN'S

counting the women and children that were
dependent upon those men, we may estimate
that two millions of women have been added
to the surplus that was already largely in ex
cess in the Eastern and Middle States.
Also,
we are receiving increased numbers from the
it

old countries.
"We have always been an entre
were, for the women of the better
pot, as
classes of Eastern Europe when impoverished
They have come in
by wars or other causes.

number.

There

has not been

a

is

;

here by thousands since the surrender of Sedan
and now that the Franco-German war has end
ed, we may expect to be the recipients of many
also adding to the
thousands more. Cuba
revolution

in

against them

By no means

;

bonds

?

any of the West India islands but has added
Their
something to this class in our country.
influx before the war was more appreciable,
perhaps, in Southern cities and the South gen
They compete with the
erally than here.
American woman, and cheapen the price of
her labor. But can civilized legislation touch
it? Can the genius of our government lift its
they

a

is

a

is

a

a

it

is a

a

the ballot, would these so long and much
abused women be the first at the polls, or would
Bridget and Dinah constitute the rush? We
all know the exceeding zeal of Pat and Sambo

it

about their rights and duties to the country on
such occasions. Would cultivated women go
there for the sake of voting, or because
would become
paramount duty to neutralize
the votes which the most unscrupulous dema
gogues would control
no question
The right once given, there
but that the most ignorant would take to

it

a

selves to be corner-stones to this work.
Cer
tainly no act of legislation, no free-will offering,
can lift the burden from the woman of this
Our late war has strewn the land
generation.
with too many blasted hopes. The nation's
slain must have been over
million; and

that
educated, capable, and superior women lack
field worthy of their ability.
Well, granting

is

any of these advocates of her rights would
truly do anything for her let them set them

most
rule

?

If

occa

sion

a

;

and debaucheries are the great spoilers
and
whoso can remove those shall lift the burden.

with special nerve for the
but they make
in the name of the
cultivated and refined of women, who as
are not so endowed.
Their special plea
seem endowed

with great unanimity, although, so far, they
have not dreamed of wanting it.
^"he very state of the case would be likely to
compel an entire vote, however undesirable the
But what
privilege might be to the majority.
gain? Parties would balance the same as
now, only with the additional labor of counting
twice the usual number of votes. If, therefore,
the ballot in the hands of woman couid be
confined to the simple matter of voting, less the
usual accompaniment of election campaigns,

But such in
would not be of great import.
not the onus of this pseudo phi
quo
It would still be seeking other
lanthropy.
If contemplates anything in its
heights.
must be more than the bare matter
onslaught
of voting. It must include office and election
statu

it

her natural support and destroy her
and home are the unpardonable sins
against her, and help against them must come
from the deepest and most intricate sources,
not from idle harangue.
Wars, drunkenness,

away
heart

shall yet be the mother of
race of men that
shall know wars and drunkenness no more.
Woman's rights, too, would have the ballot
The individuals who make this demand would
probably not be daunted by anything;
they

is

a

remedy, without reference to the induc
ing influences which produce it.
The causes that destroy and debase men are
the arch enemies of woman.
Those that take
want

centage of female infants at their birth, making
the estimate according to the number of males
likely to be disqualified as support or taken
off by ware, drunkenness, and other causes
that as
rule do not overtake women.
But let
woman never give up her struggle, as woman,
for all that
great and good and just, and she

it

woman's rights would add to them a Pandora's
box, without Hope at the bottom.
The
Nemean monster that they would slay they
touch not
They begin with an effect, and

must come, though they are no relief to the
toiling American woman.
There
no chance of iioing whs.t these
woman's rights want done short of the funeral
pyre of the Hindoo or strangling
given per

;

is

more appreciated by these advocates of wo
man's rights than the present man.
Certainly these woman's rights are clamoring
for they know not what. They would have
the rocks fall on us.
not because
Our protest
there are no woman's wrongs, but because these

311
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is,

Assuredly woman could not, except she adopt
tha civ:iizal!.on of the aborigines.
The men,
too, would need to be very much other (ban
ho now
and being so, might not be any

JRIGHTS.

to office by the popular vote of the people.
God be praised that, so far, the majority of
women are not willing to descend from their
high estate and trail their sacred garments
through the mire that leads to office
!

WOMAN VS.
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But

agitators are sowing seed that is
Young girls,
and spreading.
dreaming of power and queenly reign, are
And how should it be
coming upon the stage.
taking

these

root

otherwise,

with all this talk of women

for

Congress, the Senate, and the highest oljlce in
the gift of the people ? Some doubtless expect
to be commodores.
One branch of this Sixteenth Amendment
advocates it on the plea that drunken
ness can never be exterminated till women
vote.*
If the assertion is not true, the refuta
tion is so many generations ahead that, as a
matter of practicableness, we would rather
clique

admit it. But if woman had the franchise, and
should poll an entire vote on the liquor ques
tion, would drunkenness be any nearer exter
mination?
Would the power brought to bear
in that direction be greater or less than without
her vote ? The number of women who would
vote in opposition to their fathers, husbands,
brothers, and sons would be very small.
They
would be those related to drunkards in some
way, and would be American - born women
almost without exception.
The women of our
very large German, Irish, and other foreign
population, very generally, drink the same as
their husbands, and of course would cast their
votes with them, which would make double
the usual number against prohibition from that

[Mat,

drunkards will drink whatever the law; and the
late Governor Andrews of Massachusetts ad
vised the repeal of the prohibitory law because

it had

the effect of increasing drunkenness rather
than diminishing it. Plainly, the law is so far
a failure, and it is very far from obvious that
woman, as a law-giver, could make it any less
so.
But she can train up sons w/to will not

drink; who will not sell rum, and will enforce
excise laws.
In a Christian sense, perhaps, all things
work together for good ; but it is too much to
say of all temporal things in a temporal sense,
and most especially of this advent of woman's
rights if it should finally get possession of us.
So far it may have done good ; it may have
given woman courage to come out from her
cloister and compete with man in many forms
of labor from which she formerly kept aloof.
Woman should perhaps have a right to vote
on the corporate
questions of the place
where she resides and holds real estate, for
she is often the chief owner of the taxable
property, yet having but a limited income,
and hence should have a voice when taxes are
to be levied upon it.
The right would probably
be granted if fairly brought to the notice of
legislators, the same as the right to hold prop
erty separate from her husband has been.

The result would be likely to be the
same as on any other occasion — double the
number of votes, and nothing more; but if

But woman underrates herself. She doubts
her own power when she asks for the popular
franchise.
She does not comprehend the in
fluence she already exerts, and she makes no

there were a preponderance either way, it
would be as likely to be on the side of drunken
ness as against it.

estimate of how much she might increase it.
"
Shakspcarc's dogma that it is not in nature
not to scorn a fool," is entirely convertible.
It

But suppose the women should be of one
mind in sufficient numbers to make drunken
ness a penal offense of one grade or another,
— to pass excise laws ad libitum, — would she
have any more power to enforce those laws
than she has now? Is she going to be her
own police force, standing in wait over drunken

is not in nature

will

sell

liquor and

the

is

a

Woman Juts
any doubt the ennobling effect?
already a power greater than man; and yet
what would she? or, rather, what would these
woman's rights havo for her?
Is there so
much friction in the world only because woman
is

* The whole numhor committed to the city prisons of
New York for drunkenness, for 1809,was 16,670—of whom
8,506 were men and 8,165 were women.
For delirium
tremens, the total wa» 304—of whom 104 were males
and 100females. The whole nnmber committed to the
city prisons for drunkenness for the last ten years is
182,263—
of whom 66,6*9were men, 65,634were women.

it

is

I

She can achieve political power as well without
the ballot as with
and can do
at home,
where
will be an elegance and
joy. Can

it

The rumscllcrs

her. Discipline must be maintained."
She will have influence so far as she
capable of making herself equal or superior.

it

they had been repealed ; and yet the letter of
them is clear and decisive.

House," who could say of his wife, with great
" Whatever the old girl
conjugal gusto,
says
do, do it ! Whenever the old girl says I'll do
she docs it. She
color-sergeant of the
But never own before
Nonpareil battalion.

it,

dens, with club in hand?
Could she devise
any plan for making her statutes any less a
dead letter than our present ones are ? They
have been vs defunct during the past year as if

not to respect intellect, and
man respects it in woman, even though his
notions of his superior relation may be as
in " Bleak
austere as the ex - artilleryman

it,

source.

not in man's place?

By no

means.

The
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WOMAN VS.

WOMAN'S

earliest, the deepest, the most lasting impres
If she
sions are the seed of her own sowing.
has raised sons who are ignoble and unjust, is it
because they are men or because their teaching
Oh, woman! man is the chisel
was defective?
ing of thine own hand ! Great men have great
mothers.
But woman at the polls, the caucus, election
eering, bargaining for office, running a tilt
with man, is shorn of her divinity. Man will
not respect her as lie does now ; and when he
She
respects not her, he respects not himself.
Infidelity
can not go alone out of her Eden.
and immorality would of necessity come in
with such an epoch. Bribery would be for a
The impure and dissolute would sit in
price.
higher places than they do now. We could
not then point to France, hollow, corrupt with
falsehood and intrigue, crushing in the col

of nations like a shell, when her day
We should be more than France.
Her Salic laws — forbidding women on the
throne — have doubtless saved her a measure of
lision

comes.

Wo should be more than the nations
infamy.
have yet seen.
Next, when these woman's rights have un
done woman what is to be done with man ?
They seem to ignore his character as much as

At least,
they do woman's relation to bun.
they make no note that he has traits which,
being forces, might mar their little plans.
The elephant is reported to be yielding and
teachable, even when taken full grown from
the jungle, but of uncertain continuance, for

without apparent cause, except it be the ennui
or chagrin of his altered circumstances, the
great beast will lay down in his full strength
and die.
Man is proud ; he is proud that he is man ;
he is proud that he is athletic and strong.
But man, too, is the drunkard and the suicide
of the race, the coward, the creature not having
the moral courage that woman has to dare to
But if man shows
live and face misfortune.
this disposition now, what might he not do
under the new regime? Would it be calculated
to diminish it?
Equality in politics and labor could scarcely
make man any more a man, and if not more,
then not more content or happy, and if less,
then less so. lie toils, and builds, and strives
Honors were not
that woman may share.
honors but to crown her as well ; and laws
were less laws if woman were less loved. But
if he is no longer her support, as under the
equal labor system, how long would ho be
content to serve soberly and faithfully for self?
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The stimulant to labor would be gone, and
idleness of itself is littleness and a fatigue.
He would estimate himself and his place in the
world at far less than he does now, and would
be much more likely to be unhappy in his
social relations; for with the divided responsi
bility and less care there would be more strife
and less love binding him to his own.
It is when all these things come upon a man
that he sinks and holds his taking off as no
robbery, whether by sloth, drunkenness, or the
shorter process of dust to dust.
Assuredly there is work that woman may
do and does do, if she will, without let or hin
drance. Prej udice has been a tyran t rather than
laws, but its power is well-nigh broken. We
remember hearing a German woman imploring
pitcously to be employed in the haj" -field, and
when the owner refused she went to his neigh
bors, entreating their influence with hiin. But
the gallantry of twenty-five years ago was not
She could go to the same place
persuaded.
now, however, and not be refused the privilege
if she aspired to it. There is no field of labor
but is open to woman if she has the personal
bravery to go into it ; and first and last she has
been made honorable mention of in most of
them. She is frequently known as the farmer,
merchant, and manufacturer on a large scale,
and where she controls capital and labor her
She
profits are of course the same as man's.
AH
keeps hotels, restaurants, and bakeries.
the lighter branches of trade might be in the
But she is not ready ; she is
hands of woman.
not yet educated to it. The times are forcing
her on, but her progress is slow compared with
Since the first shot at Fort Sumter
her need.
too many have been coming day by day.
" Learn to labor and to wait."
capable of doing other than
accepted labor must have felt it a
duty to lay down their woman's tools and take
up man's. We estimate it as hardly more a
sacrifice to have been laid in those soldiers'
graves, early as most of them were, than to
have been left to toil, singly, feebly, and with

And women
woman's

hope of competency as woman does,
but there is no reprieve.
The more fortunate might perhaps bear their
fortunes a little more as by the grace of God,
and make poverty seem less humiliating ; but
any legislation, except it were pro tern., like

so little

our bankrupt

acts,

would not

bo

a manifest

good.

[We open our pages to the above writer and
print her protest, and then hand her over to
the kind care of her sisters, Anna Dickinson,
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not our fault. We shall not take sides in this
contest, nor shall we oppose free discussion.
Our Joubsal is open. The world moves.]

Susan B. Anthony, Mrs. Stanton, and others
" the
"
question in the inter
who ere
r.gita>ing
the
sex, and if she conies to grief, it Is
est of

Jjejjai^mcnt

[May,

of

jphg^iolojgw.

eaityaud*arne*tly,and withthecmpliasliof highlellgimiiduty.—
ahouldbeInculcatedandenforced
ThetruthaofPhj-»lulo|cy

THE FEET— THEIE DRESS AND CARE.*
practical observer and thinker who
to the notice of society the need

THE
brings

of reform in some general habitude or usage,
and at the same time prescribes

a remedy or

of which infirmities affect the sufferer's gait
and render his walking more a pain than a
Now, the principal causes of these
pleasure.
depravities are found in the earnestness with
which people follow the mandates of fashion
with respect to the shape of boots and shoes,
"
"
quite ignoring the adaptation of the
style
to the shape and condition of their feet.
If we examine the foot of a child which
has not yet been subjected

to the cramping

distorting process inflicted by badly selected
shoes (figs. 3 and 4), we will find the toes lying
straight forward in the line of the foot's length,
with ample space between them for free move
This is nature's beautiful, symmetrical
ment.
arrangement, but the mechanical effect of the
ill-shaped

shoes so universally

worn has been

crowding of the great toe toward the
A New York manufac
outside of the foot.
turer of boots and shoes, of twenty years'
standing, stated that having made drawings
of thousands of feet, and always finding the
the

Fig. 1.

Fio. 2.

of reform, deserves the respect and
gratitude due to philanthropy. In no de
partment of dress or costume has there been
shown more impropriety or disregard of na
ture's requirements than in the foot-coverings
which have been in vogue among the nations
claiming the highest civilization during the
past one hundred years (figs. 1 and 2). Dis
figurements thrust themselves upon our atten
tion every day: crooked feet, stumpy feet,
flat feet, feet with enormous joints, feet with
crossed toes, with nails grown in, with corns
hard and corns soft, with callosities on the bot
tom, or on the sides, or on the heels, etc., — any
mode

* The Fret— Theiu Dribs and Care: Showing their
Natural Perfect Shape and Construction ; their present
Deformed Condition ; and how Flat-foot, Distorted Toes,
and other Defects are to be Prevented or Corrected ; with
Directions for Dressing them Klegantly yet Comfortably ;
and Hints npon various matters relating to the General
Subject. With Illustrations.
l«mo; pp. lv., S09. Price
|1 K. New York: Samuel B. Wells, Publisher, 1871.

Fio. 8.

Fio. 4.

big toe turned more or less toward the out
side, he presumed that was its normal shape.
The great toe plays the most important part
in walking, and unless it be free to exercise
its function in that particular, the case and

THE FEET— THEIR DRESS AND CARE.
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naturalness of one's walk will be more or less

The springy, clastic tread of the

impaired.

Indian, so much remarked upon by travelers
in the Western wilds, is due to the fact that
his moccasins in no way hamper the play of
every part of his feet (fig. 5).
One's foot has a right to grow in all direc
tions in accordance with the symmetrical
rule of development in the case of the person,
and any method applied to dwarf or modify
that growth must result in injury. That
form of covering only is suitable which gives
to all the toes the freedom which properly
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toward e, and the result could notbe other
wise than distortion.
The sole, the author
of " Dress and Care of the Feet," suggests as
el

d

belongs to them, and to that form the shoe
maker should endeavor to approximate.
The

Fio. 8.
coming

Fio. 5.
shape of the shoe which produces such a de
formity as seen in figs. 6 and 7 can not be too
much censured, and yet this deformity is very
common.
The shape of the sole determines
the general outline and style of a shoe ; that
which is very generally in use is fairly repre
sented in the accompanying fig. 8. A refer-

Fio. 6.

nearer to the wants

Fio. 9.

of

a foot-sorc

Here is
community is that shown by fig. 10.
an approximation to the form of the ancient
sandal (see fig. 11) which, as is well known,
the old-time wearers all the room

afforded

their

toes, great and small, demanded, and
saved them from the numerous pedal diseases

of modern days.
While narrow-toed shoes and boots con
tribute to the production of corns, callosities,
inflamed and enlarged joints, bunions, etc.,
high heels also do their share in the same
direction.
They cause the foot to pitch
downward on the toes, and thus crowd the

Fio. 7.

ence to fig. 1 shows how disproportioned
such a shape is to the natural foot.
Fig. 9
contrasted with the other is a form of sole
occasionally

in use by our best
is far more serviceable

Fio. 10.

to be seen

it

Fio. 11.

where

into a smaller space than they would
settle in were the heels but reasonably elevat

the great toe ought to be ; whereas in a boot
of such shape it would be turned aside

ed.
High heels to-day are fashionable, par
ticularly with the styles of shoes worn by the

boot-makers,

and

than the other.

The line

e d shows

latter

Phrenological Journal.

an ill-shaped and too short shoe, per
haps because the mother wishes its foot to be
small, the result will soon exhibit itself in
a distortion, which will become worse and

wear

is

room

entirely filled, while at the same time

the foot

easy,

and

it

it

is

;

it

is

" The best
fitting boot or shoe
one made
of the right shape to adapt
to the particu
lar foot which
just snug enough to con
fine
without any uneasy feeling, and into
which
goes easily and naturally to its

a

:

I

it

is

is

is

;

tent, but they must not be allowed to shorten
the length of the heel, nor to interfere in any
manner with the shape of the last."

;

Fashion and taste may change
perfectly.
and dictate the cut and style of the upper
parts of the boot or shoe to almost any ex

off and one shoe on, she presented herself.
"'Miss B., will you be kind enough to put
your foot upon that sheet of white paper
Now
hold up the other foot, and let your full weight
press upon this one.
There, now, hold still a
minute, and let me draw the pencil around
your foot. There, that will do. Now we will
measure this mark, and see just how broad
your foot is. Why, Miss B,
find that your
foot
three inches and three-quarters broad
— no, stop,
three inches and seven-eighths
?

thing not to be altered,
resemble the foot still more

a

as

I

except to make

it

be considered

'

It

it

as closely as pos
sible, making only the slight differences for
different kinds of coverings that have been
And, when so formed, let
pointed out.

?

is

foot, and then to imitate

— no, stop again,
really
Now what do you think
it

in the lan

" Dress and Care of the
guage of the
Feet,"
that " the business of the last-maker
to learn
what is the true shape of the natural, healthy

I

which nature ap

us declare

Miss B., will you be kind enough to take
off one of your shoes, and send
forward?'
It was cheerfully and quickly done.
"
Henry, please bring the rule. Now we
will measure this sole.
"'Miss B., find this sole
two and onehalf inches wide; do you think your foot
narrower than that?'
"
Oh
great deal. That shoe sole
twice
as wide as my foot.'
" Miss B., will
you please come to the plat
form
So, limping along, one shoe
moment

is

model

"'

it

that

and here let

proves;

foot.'

my soles arc perfectly im
as broad as my

Why, tiuf are twice

!
a

have secured

mense.

'

is,

Fashion, fickle and arbitrary as this god
dess of society
should not be allowed to
meddle with the shape of the lasts on which
our boots and shoes are made when we shall

Miss B. spoke up:
"'Why, Doctor,

'

the rule.

'

will save
tification in their after-years, and bless them
with far more pedal comeliness than is now

lengthy extract here.

" One
was discuss
evening, afj Lexington,
ing before the assembled school the subject of
shoes for women, and had been remarking that
the soles were uniformly too narrow, when

a

anatomy prescribe, they
them from much torture and mor

so interesting,
so ap
and so admonitory,
that we can

propriate,

is

and

" Our Girls,"

is

not forbear presenting
He says

sense

and grace,

Dr. Dio Lewis' experience as an educator
in the matter of shoes, as detailed in his new

from the prevailing unnaturally shaped styles
in the market which come nearest to what
common

its natural

the foot's appearance.

book,

if the

ease

which
can not do when squeezed into
boot that
too tight." On the whole, tighta humbug.
It is entirely
boot-wearing
unnecessary, doing no good, while often de
to improve
feating itself, when its object

If
imprudence be persisted in.
parents but half do their duty for their chil
dren in this matter, i. «., select those shoes
worse

can make

in walking with

movements

is

adjustment

is

an

a

the body,

which throws the
bulk of weight forward upon the ball and
toes of the foot can not fail to be productive
of injury.
It is particularly important that parents
consider the suitability of the shoes worn by
their children. By permitting a child to
therefore

lie side by side, in which position they ap
pear much better than when piled one over
- There are no wrinkles made by
another.
loose leather — none by over-tightness — the

?

form the major duty in sustaining

per

is

the heel should

is

that

is

by nature

tended

There
sufficient length
proper position.
to allow the toe to move without pressure on
the nail, and sufficient width to let the toes

is

We have seen some that were so lofty
that the wearer seemed either lingering upon
the point of a precipitate fall upon her face,
It is in
or practicing tip-toe gymnastics.

ladies.

[May,

it
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four inches broad.

You may take the
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" Six or
eight other girls insisted on having
their shoes and feet measured, but among them
all we did not find one that had less than an
inch and
quarter of foot not matched by the

rule and measure yourself if you doubt it. The
sole is two inches and a half, and your foot is

"Miss S.,
quiet, earnest girl, who was
always on the qui CtM for the ought of life, rose
and said

when, in walking, )'ou lift up the right foot
and push it forward, your whole weight is not
only on the left foot, but, pushing with the left
foot in propelling the body forward, you have,

have always thought that shoes should
have broad soles, and
have tried for years to
induce my shoemaker to give me broad soles.
He always says he will, but he never does.

in addition to your weight upon that foot, the
effort of pushing forward with
which makes
the toes still broader, and that takes place every
time you step.
So
presume when you are
walking briskly, that
your foot were at lib

young lady get broad soles if the
shoemaker won't make them
am sure
should be glad to have mine as broad as the
widest spread of my foot, but
can not get
them.'

a

four inches broad ! '
" ' But,
Doctor, it is four inches broad only
when it is spread out by standing my whole
weight on this one foot.'
" '
Yes, Miss B., but that is exactly what
takes place every time you step. For example,

if

I

I

?

I

»

I

it,

How can

a

I

'"I

:

a

sole.

"sure way to get broad soi.es.
Miss S.,
will tell you how to induce
your shoemaker to make the soles of your
shoes as broad as your feet, will you try it?'
will, and should be very thankful for the

half of foot which has no sole to rest upon?
Either the upper leather holds the foot, and

suggestion.'
" Go to him and
Mr. Smith, please let
say,
me put my foot on
sheet of paper, resting my
whole weight upon one foot, and then,
you

half inches, or, per

a

it

I

'

" Come, stand on the
paper and let nic
measure your foot'
"
found
fully three and three quarter
inches; one inch and
quarter of foot with
nothing to rest upon.

if

I

'

1

if

a

'

it

I

it

'

I

it

it

'

'

'

'

seven-eighths.
"
But,' he will say,

Miss S., what

is

is

"'Mr. Smith measures.
You look on. Ho
finds that the width
exactly three inches and
all this

for?'

?

as my feet

'

"'No matter. Now, Mr. Smith, will you
please to make the soles of this pair as broad

I

'

"
will make them all
Certainly, Miss 8.,
nice and broad.'
" Mr. Smith, please make the soles as broad
as my feet this time.'
"
the trouble
Why, certainly, miss, what
will give them to you real nice and wide.'
" You
always tell me so but when they

?

come home, they are always those little narrow
ones.'

" Miss
S., you shouldn't say so.
always
the soles of my shoes very broad. It
will be all right. You needn't worry about

I

it

two and
shade less.

a

found

a

I

"

haps,

broader than my foot.'
forward and let me measure it.'

it is

shoe

Then say to Mr. Smith, Please measure
is.'
that and tell me just how wide

is

?

"'My

"'Well, send

"

;

said, 'What do

'

I

eagerly put up their hands.
"Selecting one, Miss R.,
you wish

shoes.

'

a

a

It
great majority of girls have cold feet.
■would, indeed, be rare to find one with warm
feet like
boy.'
" Miss B. took her shoe and
limped back to
her seat quite crest-fallen.
Now dozen girls

man can explain, shoemakers are quite in the
habit of taking the size and shape of the foot.
am sure never saw any evidence that they
in making the
paid the slightest attention to

'

it

becomes cold. The tight shoes, with an
clastic worn about the leg just below the knee,
so check the circulation in the foot, that the

"

'

it

'

body forward in that clastic way which we all
bo much admire.
"
Again, the pressure of the upper leather
checks the circulation in the foot and makes
cold. . If you check the circulation in any part,

mark around
with your pencil.'
Of course he will do
very cheerfully.
Indeed, for some purpose, which am sure no
please,

'

a

a

is

narrow sole. There
an unsteadiness,
upon
Besides, as she has not
sidewisc vibration.
breadth of toe enough, she can not push her

"'I

I

is

a

'

prevents its spreading, or the foot spreads on
either side beyond the sole, and presses down
upon the edge of the sole.
"
Very few girls walk in firm, strong way.
Notice one. You can see that she
balancing

"

I

a

a

is

'

is

a

it

would reach four inches and
erty to spread,
quarter.
"
This shoe sole, which you think
im
two inches and
mense,
half wide. Now
what do yon suppose becomes of the inch and

make

that'

"'Well,

Mr. Smith, you need not send these
I will come for them. The width
of my foot is three inches and seven-eighths.
come for these shoes,
Very well ; when
shall measure the width of the soles; if they
are one-eighth of an inch less than three inches

shoes
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to me ;

I

I

and seven eighths, I will not touch them.'
" ' That
struggle is all over. Mr. Smith will,
for the first time in his life, keep his broad-sole
promise.'

"BEAUTY OF BKOAD BOLES.
" ' Besides the advantages I have named,
broad soles are much handsomer than narrow
If
ones. They make the foot look smaller.
one puts his foot into a shoe too short, and too
narrow, and the toes anil sides of the foot press
out all around

over the sole, it makes the foot

IN THE MAMMOTH

[Mat,

look big ; but if the sole be large enough to let
the foot rest in its natural relations, it looks
much smaller.
" ' Another advantage may be mentioned for

of those who study economy. Such
will not only keep in shape, but they will

the benefit
shoes

last two or three times as long as those with
The uppors, not being stretched
narrow soles.
as they are with narrow soles, will, if of good
stock, almost never wear out, while the solea

will remain square and even.
" ' I have spoken of the advantage of a
greatly improved circulation, which would re
I
sult from the introduction of the wide soles.
may add that the change which would at once
appear in the manuer of walking, would strike
"
beholder.'
every

CAVE WITHOUT

GUIDE.

A

BY It. 8. WILLIAMS.

But unless some mightier
eddy.
earthquake than any this country has ever yet
tremendous caving in
experienced shall cause
of the superincumbent earth, the Mammoth
a

behaved

a

Cave will remain for all time the great cave of
caves, undergoing no change except in the in
crease of its "avenues" and the enlargement
of its awful pits and splendid domes. Such

a

is

a

tions.
in Ed
to Mammoth
Cave
County, Ky., about half way between
Louisville and Nashville.
The Louisville and
Nashville Railroad passes within few miles
is

The entrance

a

monton

Visitors stop sometime* at Cave City,
miles from the cave, but generally at
Glasgow Junction, only seven miles distant
The latter route
almost invariably to be pre
leads
ferred in returning from the cave, as
by two of the most attractive caves in this
" Diamond," the
"
country — Proctor's" and
former especially abounding in the most beau
of it.

nine

it

tiful and magnificent stalactite and stalagmite
said, the entrance
formations.
At one time,
to Mammoth
Cave was at an opening in an
is

it

!

ary fury, ceased to swallow huge vessels and
cargoes for luncheon, and become quite an in
offensive, mild-mannered, and generally well-

all in the cave, that the severest convulsion

known would not seriously affect its propor

it

a

;

for traditions have already laid rude hands
the Maelstrom, and obedient to their
" Peace, be still " has moderated its legend

upon

earth, as no unusual motion was perceptible in
the cave.
Its vast length of vaulted passages
mighty serpant in
lay in frozen stillness, like
his den, whose hibernation even an earthquake
failed to disturb.
It
argued from the fact
that
considerable shock produced no effect at
is

;

;

;

tions or from the closest scrutiny of the skeptic.
Niagara may wear its way back to Lake On
tario, and subside into
rapid; science and
industry may redeem vast portions of the great
desert the iconoclasts who have no reverence

though the outer world reeled as if drunken,
and houses and trees rose and fell on the
waves like ships on the ocean billows, the force
seemed exerted only in the upper crust of the

is

arc many cataracts, but only one Niag
ara
many deserts, but only one Sahara
so
many whirlpools, but only one Maelstrom
there are many caves, but only one Mammoth
Cave. Nor are its glory and sublimity liable
to diminution,
either from terrestrial altera
There

catastrophe as its destruction by an earthquako
A gentleman was being
not anticipated.
conducted through its immense vaults when
severe shock visited that section of conn try, and

a

is

a

is,

perhaps, no stupendous work of
more generally known — or, rather,
known of— than the Mammoth Cave of Ken
tucky. Its fame has spread wherever enlighten
ment carries instruction to civilization willing
to receive it. It ranks in the popular mind, as
in the school-books and catalogues of the
grand phenomena of nature, with every other
the greatest of its class.
mighty work that
nature
THERE

Cave, which now
Dickson's
terminates near the great cave and has no open

avenue called

1871.]
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connection with it. The old entrance is some
half-mile from the present one, which was
formed by the caving-in of the ground near
the bed of a ravine, where Dickson's Cave ap

ing the already unequaled extent of the cave,
and new scenes of beauty or sublimity, or
gloomy terror revealed which add to the awe
and wonder with which it is regarded. The

the surface, and where there was
fortunately a spring of water to accelerate the
event which closed up the avenue leading to
the mouth and opened a new gate to the

natural causes, too, which first wrought
this tremendous subterranean labyrinth

proached

subterranean mysteries in a more convenient
and suitable place.

The Cave Hotel is situated within a few
hundred yards of the entrance, and the grounds
around it arc very beautiful in summer. The
hotel itself is capacious and comfortable, and
during the summer season is generally well
filled with guests.
Handsome costumes for
ladies, and rough caps and jackets for gentle
men, arc procured at the office, where also the
moderate cave fees are paid. The temperature
the cave is the same in winter and summer,
When the weather is
being fifty -nine degrees.

of

very warm, parties coming out of the pure air
the interior are almost suffocated by the
rank smell of vegetation with which the ex

of

terior atmosphere is loaded.
The Mammoth Cave is not celebrated for the
beauty and variety of its stalactites and sta
lagmites — though its treasures of these in some
of its chambers are unsurpassed, — but mainly
for its vast extent, its miles of vaulted arch
ways,* its immense chambers, its towering
domes, and pits whose depths are lost in a
gloom so profound that one is forcibly reminded
of the old figure of a " darkness so thickyou can
cut it with a knife"
Ever since its discovery

of explora
and topographical, and
eminently a theme of admiration and wonder.
So thoroughly have its various avenues been
the cave has been a constant subject

tion,

both scientific

described, and so frequently have the beauty
and splendor of its subterranean scenes been
depicted by pens gifted in the art of wordpainting, that little can be written of the great
cavern which the public has not already heard
read.
It is true that new discoveries are
frequently made by adventurous and indefati

or

gable explorers — new avenues opened, increas-

* There are about one hundred and fifty avenues In the
cave which have been explored, the total length of
which is more than one hundred miles. Besides these
there are many passages that have scarcely been entered
— some not at all. If all the avenues of this mighty un
derground labyrinth were explored, its extent would
doubtless be found to be nearly double what is now
known of it, Very probably, too, many scenes of beauty
and grandeur would be revealed, equaling, if not sur
passing, those which now challenge the wonder and ad
miration of the world.

out
are

incessantly at work enlarging it.
The
waters receding by wearing deeper beds or
finding new outlets, and other mechanical and
chemical agencies, are constant and industrious
artisans ; and while these produce no marked
still

difference in the aspect of the original cavern,
which remains, without their aid, the grandest
known in the world, yet they are continually
adding to its catalogue of scenery. But little
is said, however, of the new developments.
Visitors are not advised to explore their recesses.
No one is prohibited from doing so if he
chooses, but the descriptions of the cave avoid
laying sufficient stress upon the scenery of the
unfrequented routes to excite the curiosity of
amateur explorers to the point of contempt for
the danger and fatigue which these
volve. They are generally difficult
as well as dangerous and laborious
and on the principle that nine out

routes in

of

access,

to travel ;

of

ten

of

who come to see the cave would prefer
the greatest amount of wonder that can be had
for the smallest amount of trouble, — a conclu
sion that is found to be pretty generally cor
rect, — the " Main Cave" has been divided into
those

the "Long Route" and the "Short Route,"t
and by fencing in or bridging the pits and re
moving the worst obstructions, visitors are
satisfied with an extensive view of the interior
obtained with comparatively little danger, and
at the cost only of a walk that many an active
business man takes every day.
It must not be understood, however, that
either of these routes is so entirely free from
danger as not to require the exercise of con

The
siderable caution in passing over them.
pits are numerous, and the weak light of the
oil-lamps used in the journey would scarcely
be sufficient to render the Long Route perfectly
safe, especially for eager and excited tourists,
were it not that the warning voice of the guide
is raised at every point where carelessness
might result in harm — where precipitation in
in his precipitation into
" Be careful on the right ! " " Pit on
"
the left I are admonitions frequently addressed
by the guide to those in his charge during their
Hie traveler might end

a chasm.

t The Long Route is estimated to be nine miles in
length, and the Short Route about four miles. The first
generally occupies visitors from ten to twelve hourt, the
latter from three to four.
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Several of the pita
through the cave.
railing to protect the visitor from
the danger of falling in, which, if he is short
sighted or his vision otherwise defective, or if
he is so eager as to be in some degree careless,
passage

are without

" Side
is not at all an improbable misfortune.
saddle Pit," especially, over which lie some
timbers, that indicate the commencement of
a rude platform, from which it was intended to
illuminate the Cimmerian depths and the dome
above, but which was abandoned on account
of the difficulty of rendering the structure
perfectly and permanently safe, is a yawning
abyss of darkness, looking awful in the lamp
light, and the path as it approaches and passes
this point is slippery and slopes a little toward
the mouth of the chasm. A false step here
might precipitate the unlucky explorer to the
bottom, ninety feet below; but the warning
voice of the guide, echoing through the vault
with hollow and solemn tone, is regarded as
sufficient precaution against the danger.

A

short

distance

" Bottomless Pit."

beyond

is

the

famous

A strong bridge has been
an arm of the chasm, and the
At the
railing affords additional protection.
" Dead Sea," also, there is an iron railing be
tween the narrow path at the foot of the
wall and the edge of the gloomy lake. The
" Dead Sea" is a long and deep gorge, partially
filled with water, sometimes, indeed, overflow
thrown

across

its banks when the exterior waters are
high, showing, in common with the other im
portant bodies of water in the cave, a connec
tion with the streams of its vicinity — Green
River,
suppose, as that stream passes within
ing

I

a few hundred

yards

of the mouth

of

the

cavern.

At some fliture day some enterprising Yankee
will line the avenues with gas - pipes and
illuminate the routes, at least, at all the promi
nent points of danger or interest.
Such an
illumination would not, as is popularly belie ved,
mar the sublime effect of the scenes, but would
rather add to their grandeur. They are illu
minated by the guides in order to display their
beauty or sublimity to the admiring view of
visitors, and an illumination by gaslight would
'certainly be better than that produced by
lighting a piece of oiled paper.- During the
visit of the members of the Kentucky Press
Association last June, hundreds of lighted
candles were scattered along the routes, assist
ing the lamps very much in lighting up the
vaulted passages, and the effect was such as to
completely explode the general idea that the
great

cavern

would

lose

iu

awe-inspiring

[May,

if illuminated. The weak light of
the lamps renders it necessary for explorers to
keep their gaze closely bent upon the ground
as they walk, in order to avoid a mishap more
or less serious. It is very easy to get a joint
severely wrenched by " treading on the side of
influence

foot," or straining (or spraining) one's
ankle, and cither generally involves the neces
sity of immediately carrying the victim out of
the cave in the arms of his comrades.
In
one's

exercising the caution required to avoid such
an accident, much is missed that would other
wise be seen. If gas is ever introduced into
the cave, a sensible public will vote the enter
prise a benefaction.
It is seldom, if ever, that parties enter the
Mammoth Cave unaccompanied by one of a
number of guides who are thoroughly ac
quainted with its various recesses, know every
turn and corner of the avenues, every branch
which is likely to lead the novice off into un
certain or dangerous directions, and who could,
blindfolded and deposited in any part of the
cave, tell at a glance, on removing the bandage
from their eyes, exactly where they stood and

if

which direction

they should take to reach the

entrance.

I

have never heard of any -one falling into
any of the pits, but the guide-books and the
tongues of the guides abound with stories of
persons lost in the cave, and picture the effect
of such a disaster in the gloomiest colors.
According to these interested authorities, a
gibbering idiocy, from which the victim re
covers only after a long time, if at all, natu
rally follows the terror inspired by the situation
of one lost in the cave, and groping about in
danger and uncertainty, amid a silence that is
awful and a darkness that can almost be felt.

I can imagine the oppressive horror of such a
situation upon a nervous organization, but I
really can not see the necessity, with all the
precautions usually taken, for any sensible
person to become involved in all the conditions
required to produce such terrible results. In
the first place, one must be lost from the guide,
either by rushing far ahead and entering a
wrong avenue (a very improbable action) or
by lingering far behind and getting bewildered
in the mazes of the passage.
But the guide
and each member of the party are constantly
on the watch lest such an accident should
happen, notwithstanding that the contingency
is indeed slight. Besides, the lamp which one
carries, and which is calculated to burn for ten
hours, and is refilled at convenient stages on
the journey, must be extinguished in order to
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produce the darkness, which plays an important
part in the melancholy drama, and the im
provident explorer must find himself without
the supply of lucifer matches which ought

time it would be the source of much confusion
in his effort to return to the right path. There
are such a number of passages, and such a
multitude of turns and obstructions — all suffi

always to form a part of his outfit To all this
may be added the fact, that one knows if he

ciently similar to add to the difficulty of the
task — that one must possess an observation un
usually acute and a memory unusually accurate
to note and retain the points of difference well

gets astray that he has but to sit down and
wait, and some one will be sent to his relief as
soon as he is missed, involving at most but a
few hours' delay ; and, farther, that the feeling
of awe wears off in a short time after entering
the cave (such was mine, and is the general
experience), and there is nothing to obstruct or
divert the simplest exercise of reason.
In
view of these facts, the stories of the sufferings
and insanity of persons lost in the tortuous
passages of the great cavern are reduced to
one of three conditions:
either the mishaps

; or, if they did, they were
by such terrible results ; or, if
they were, the victims must have been persons
possessing such self-confidence and courage as
to wander away from their party without fear,
and at the same time prove so weak and cow

did not occur at all
not followed

enough to bo able to retrace his steps exactly

without wandering through the same branches
often. For these reasons no one ever attempts
the Long Route especially, unless accompanied
" Old
Matt," an American citizen of the
by
African persuasion who has been a guide for
thirty years, or by some one of four or five
others employed in that capacity.
The last
time

I

visited the cave an incident occurred
when about one-third of the Long Route had
been traveled, which threw the party I accom
panied on its own resources — left it with the
option of exploring the remainder of the route
without a guide, or giving up the object of a
long-cherished desire when almost in our grasp,
as it were, and ingloriously returning to the

ardly as to be frightened out of their wits in
the dark, which last hypothesis is very much
This is my
like a reductio ad abmrdum.
It is but fair to
reasoning outside of the cave.

realm? of upper day. Only one of us had ever
been through the famous Long Route, and he
but once when he was a mere boy. Now,
grown to manhood, the utmost efforts of his

the reputation of the subterranean wonder that
should say that these arguments did not
occur to me while traveling
through its
the fearful
Nevertheless,
echoing vaults.
stories excited no special feeling of dread,
aroused no unusual sense of danger, nor caused

memory could scarcely recall, even as the
vague shadows of a half-forgotten dream, the
most striking features of the cave as they were
presented to his view in passing through it the
second time. Of course he knew nothing at
all of the way. My own experience consisted

the adoption of any care or precaution that
would not have been taken had I never heard

in having gone, in the excursion of the mem
bers of the Kentucky Press Association in June

I

them.
There

danger, however, or at
so, to deter visitors from

is sufficient

least people think
attempting the exploratiou without a guide.
Besides, it is a feat to which the proprietors
believe they
are somewhat averse, but which
But the chief diffi
do not positively interdict.
culty in the way of such an attempt is not so

I

much in the danger of getting hurt as of miss
one's way and becoming bewildered in the

ing

Many avenues lead off
labyrinth of passages.
from the main cave ; some for a short distance
only, others for miles ; and the latter in turn
have branches of various lengths. The open
ings to these are sometimes of such a character
as to mislead a stranger, and he would probably

get considerably out of the way before he dis
covered his error. The absence of the marks
of travel observable in many parts of the most
frequented routes would lead him to the con
clusion

that he was wrong,

but at the same

last, over the Short Route and as far on the
as the Dead Sea, where we were
stopped by high water. The rest were utter

Long Route

novices. Nevertheless, such was the desire of
all to make good use of an opportunity which
might never occur again, that we summoned
all our confidence and courage and determined
not to return until we had penetrated to the

extremity of the Long Route — come good or
ill as the reward of our daring !
There were ten in the party, three of whom
were ladies, and all (which may, in a great
measure, account for our success) faithful fol
lowers of the cold water banner. Returning
from the Qrand Lodge of Good Templars

which adjourned at Hopkinsville, Ky., on
Friday, October 14th, 1870, we alighted at
Glasgow Junction, seven miles from the cave,
and struck off across the country in a couple
of springy wagons to visit this and other sub
terranean attractions in its vicinity.
It was
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day — one 'fore ebery meal ; an' I's totle abst'ence 'tween times — 'less some fella treats me,
or I treats him."
"
Ah, Mann," said Miss Sallie,* " you ought
to give your wife the money you spend for
liquor."
"
Dunno, miss.
What you s'pose she do wid
it ? Go buy some foolishness ! 'Clar' to gra
cious, dese here hoops an' earbobs an' bracelets
an' shin-ons an' Grecian bends is nuff to break
a poor nigga up, root'n branch.
Las' Sunday
I jess tole my wife — tuk her half'n hour to fix

fur meetin' — she's a-flyin' in de face o' Provi
dence.
Ole Marster made her jess right, but
she say he's'n old fool — dunno what he's about

— didn't make her head right, — an'

a mons'ous bunch o' black

so she claps
hemp on de back

* I have need the Christian names only throughout,
for reasons that will be obvious to the Intelligent reader.

a

a

!

!

!

?

a

it,

a

a

a

!

a

it

I

ered into pleasant
couches wooed us to refreshing repose.
had
scarcely lifted the snowy counterpane when
became the mainsail of fancy's pleasure-yacht,
and
was borne hither and thither over the

My voyage was inter
misty sea of dreams.
o'clock the
rupted by the breakfast-bell at
much
next morning, which summoned us to
more excellent breakfast than we bad antici
a

The guests being few at the end of the
and coming one or two at
time, at
intervals of several days, preparations for their
entertainment were supposed to have fallen off
in proportion.
After breakfast we were mar
shaled upon the long veranda in front of the
hotel, where we found " Old Matt " in waiting.
The ladies had donned their picturesque cos
tumes, and bore good-humorcdly the merry

pated.

season,

a

frequent, induced, doubtless, in many instances,
by sympathy for their condition ; now, they
"
said, people say nigger's free — got to shuffle
fur hisself."
" But
you ought to lay up a little out of your
salary and perquisites," said I to one of them.
"I
expect the truth is that you melt the most
of it in a tumbler."
" No,
indeed, sah I Don't drink nuffin, sah
— nufiln to speak of. Jest take three drinks a

programme of the next
arranged, we were ush
rooms where slumberous

quizzing of the gentlemen, who, though in
rough caps and jackets that made them look
like backwoodsmen, could not forego the op
portunity of teasing " the Bloomerites."
The
hours for entering the cave are fixed at o'clock
9

they had picked up from their passengers.
People, they told us, were not nearly as liberal
now as they were before the war. Then quar
ter and half dollar fees for little attentions were

with courteous hospital
short consul

and after

8

starlight, to bring even a timid exclamation
from the lips of the ladies.
The drivers were
relics of " the barbarous institution," and over
flowing with the humor peculiar to their race.
They bore well the " chaffing " of the lighthearted party, and retorted with many a jest

We were welcomed
ity at the Cave Hotel,
tation, in which the
day was satisfactorily

for the Long Route, and
o'clock for
Short Route. This
necessary to enable
the parties to return in time, from the first
route for supper, from the latter for dinner.
few minutes' delay for the inevi
There was
a.m.

9J

extra carefulness, we swept over the distance
in little more than an hour, and without adven
ture enough, though we traveled entirely by

the laugh.

the

is

the drivers an extra fee for

the ludicrous picture suggested
by his
last remark, that he burst out with
loud and
"
" Yah
and chuckled and
hearty
yah yah
rolled about on his seat in a manner so irresis
tibly funny that we could not help joining in

table arranging of the scant}' skirts and setting
hats, and we moved off in couples
toward the mouth of the cave, where we found

of jaunty

supply of lamps had been deposited with
can of oil for replenishing them when their
stock should burn low. A country bumpkin
sat on a rock near by while Matt lighted the
number of rough
lamps, and offered for sale
that

a

each, and promising

with

sticks cut from the woods around and rudely
trimmed.
The price was fifteen cents apiece,
or two for twenty-five cents
The amount of
!

Junction, soon made their appear
Dividing the load between them, five to

cave and the
ance.

assumed air of annoyance, as of one relating
personal grievance, that was truly comical. So
tickled was the pretended victim of fishion

1

but was probably influenced by the
prospect of a smart bill for lodging and break
fast.
Detailing one of our number to hunt up
vehicles, the comfortable conveyances abovementioned, which ply regularly between the
terested,

big's
born'd

!

We could not divest ourselves of

been

a

journey.

the idea that his advice was not entirely disin

half
bushel!
S'pose she'd
dat way — Golly wouldn't she
"
ben
Woosh 'twould grow dsir
sight
This very unnonjugal wish, as well as the
comments on the fashions, was uttered with an
ob

I

cave that night if conveyances
could be had, despite the advice of the landlord
" the Junction,"
at
given with many shakings
of the head and muttered doubts of our safe
the

a

late when wc left the train, but we determined
to rcacli

[May,
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it

;

have another that though extremely anxious
to reach home, and though
was very import
ant that she should do so as soon as possible,
she had diverged from her route on coming

within fifty miles of the cave in order to satisfy
one darling ambition of her life. She

this

;

insisted that she was stronger than they
that her delight at the gratification
thought
of her intense desire to see the cave would
sustain her; and that, in short, she must go.

a

a

Of course there was nothing left but submission
in the face of such an earnest and determined
plea from
lady. No one had the heart to
deny her
pleasure she had so long looked

It

had formed the one bright spot
in the future on which Hope had fixed her
and now that she had reached
longing eyes
after years of fruitless journeying, and was

it

;

forward to.

it

about to stretch out her hand and grasp the
boon that lay basking in its light, who could
from her trembling
be so cruel as to snatch
fingers?

Reason

and

prudence

yielded

to

a

can think of
the idea.
The fitful light of the
lamps only serves to reveal, not dispel, the
awful gloom, and the sensation one experiences
when he stands for the first time in the vast
chamber of the " Rotunda," must be akin to
at hand, than anything else

that which

man looks down from the brink
the impenetrable gloom and mys
tery that lie at his feet — yet without that thrill
of fear with which the evil see their doom.
can only define the feeling as the involuntary

of death into

I

it,

the largest and most famous cave in the world ;
that this desire had grown to be almost a pas
sion ; that she had never before had an oppor
and probably never would
tunity to gratify

just

to convey

homage paid by our being to the grandeur and
impressive but
might of nature. Its weight
not oppressive, and as we proceed
passes off,
to be revived in
measure in the presence of
the magnificent chambers or the terrible pits
lost in wonder at
that are revealed to us, or
the huge and fantastic stalactites and stalag
mites, or in rapt admiration of the beautiful
and graceful forms of the saline efflorescence

on the walls and ceilings of some of the ave
nues.

low archway extending
The " Narrows "
few feet of the mouth of the cave
from within

and
probably less than two
The large hall to
yards in length.
which the name Rotunda
given, contains
number of vats, pipes, etc., used by miners in
the war of 1812 in making saltpeter. The tim
to the Rotunda,

hundred

a

in such a mauner as to disarm opposition and
She said that she
enlist sympathy on her side.
had, from early childhood, cherished a desire
to sec the wonders of nature as exhibited in

the great cave, mingled with an emotion of
wonder which
more like an immense but un
defined expectation of some mighty something

I

joining

the expedition, but she had insisted upon going

down his throat to eat its way out
But all comparisons seemed
through his side.
too tame for the occasion.
A sense of awe
comes over even the gayest-hearted on entering
springing

it

ness had been made to deter her from

the cave.

Under this we passed, and, leaving the blessed
light of the day behind us, boldly entered the
throat of the monster.
thought of the story
of the ichneumon watching the crocodile go to
sleep on the sands, with his mouth open, and

is

and "oft infirmities" to voluntarily essay the
de
task. Taking Matt aside I indignantly
manded what he meant by imposing upon the
old lady in that manner, and learned from him
that every effort within the bounds of polite

of which hung the frowning brow of

I

Now, though the
have laid her up for a time.
underground journey was not as fatiguing as
the same distance along even a level road or
the surface would liave been, it looked like a
piece of transcendent folly in one of her age

Some thirty or forty rude steps, the upper
the number cut in the earth and laid
with rock, the rest in the native rock itself, led
to the bottom of depression probably forty feet
in diameter and fifty feet deep, over one side

half of

is

would have been undertaken with doubt and
dread, prosecuted with infinite pains and labor,
and ended, if at all, with a fatigue which would

And down the yawning steep he rode
That leads to Hecl&'s drear abode."

is

party, who were young and lithe and strong ;
for her it seemed an impossibility.
Even in
her prime a walk of eighteen or twenty miles

is

I

forest, and followed Matt down into the huge
mouth of the cavern witli the proud and heroic
bearing of Odin when he
" Saddled straight his coal-black steed,

a

A

is
a

expedi
lady who had left her cradlehood
at least fifty years behind her, stepped forward
in turn and took a lamp from the band of the
looked at her in dismay. The under
guide.
taking was a serious one for the rest of the
tion.

is

that an addition had been made

to our party that boded disaster to the

sympathy, and tossing doubt and care where
Shakspeare wisely advised us to " throw
physic," we swung our lamps, gave
last look
at the blue sky and the mottled foliage of the

a

I first observed
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a

check required for that transaction would have
done credit to a New York jockey.
It was here
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bore up with an effort that rather
overdid the matter, and excited our suspicions
kindness that did
With
as to the truth.
she

a

and

to their Kentucky training, the young
men proffered their assistance by turns, and
hopeful of thus avoiding the threatened trouble,
we moved on in lively spirits, the awesome

credit

feeling having given way to the buoyancy and
Our steps were timed, howardor of youth.
over, by those of our protege (for we had tacitly
installed her as the charge of the party), and
march grew slower and
slower, till the snail's pace at which we moved
became
severe trial to the patience of all.
The " Gothic Galleries " were slowly left be
a

as we progressed

the

it,

is

a

is

!

a

is

" said
Dave, determined that his
wit slwvM be noticed " well, have rich old
a

I

a

!

aunt—"
Before he could utter the horrible suggestion
"
"
and we
intended, Malt shouted, Move on
were soon halted under two large black figures,
smaller
one on each side of the ceiling, witL
between them. Only when
the guide informed us that they were called
the " Giant and Giantess," and that the little
"
"
they were tossing from
Baby
figure was the
lap to lap, could we trace any resemblance
whatever to any form we had ever seen or
heard of; and even then the outline had to be
one about midway

I

:

assisted by our imaginations.
considerably
Said he
Dave was irrepressible.
" Companions of my travels
acknowledge
my error. It was not for the hero of Cardiff,
but for this precious pair, that the Coffin was
made."
"
"
What are they doing on the ceiling, then
asked Miss Minnie.
" Pshaw
don't you see
They were those
wicked ogres that eat up little children in the
nursery books. When that noble hero, Jack
?

a

a

exhibit palpable signs of fatigue. She was yet
loth to acknowledge, even to herself, that she
might fail, and she was more loth to intimate
such
thing to us. She knew that her failure
would involve us in
serious disappointment,

" Ant-eater

!

a

rier at either entrance, adding impressivencss
to his words.
As we left this point the old lady began to

name.

?

I

!

little flock, amid the grandest scenery in the
world, his voice echoing through the solemn
vaults, and the very shadows that stood in the
corners or glided like ghosts over the walls,
bar
and the somber darkness that rose like

black figure having in its outline
sufficient likeness to the animal to justify the
Eater,"

;

a

it

a

miners by some unlearned but earnest itiner
ant.
It was truly an appropriate temple — built
the
by
mighty hands of nature and dedicated
could imag
to the service of nature's God
ine the gray-haired minister standing above his

honored in his obsequies than when he stood
mag
among admiring crowds, for nature
nificent undertaker."
At that moment the guide directed our atten
"
tion to
picture on the ceiling called the Ant-

!

a

a

is

on the floor of which lie the logs used for seats
when the room was first occupied for the pur
Here, more than
its name.
pose which gave
half century ago, from the " Pulpit," ledge
of rocks twenty-five feet above the floor, the
plan of salvation was expounded to the rude

eight feet high and forty feet
Visitors traveling the Long Route leave
the Main Cave at the foot of this rock, passing
behind
toward " Deserted Chamber."
"
" Ladies and
gentlemen," said Dave, behold
the burial-casket of the Cardiff monster — more
long.

it

it,

distance from the entrance. From this point,
after passing through an avenue whose wall
form
juts out near the top, on the left, in
which
nearly an exact copy of some noted
olifl's on the Kentucky River near Frankfort,
room eighty feet in diameter and
we entered
"
forty feet high, called the Methodist Church,"

The Coffin

a

I

I

were struck with its remarkable resemblance
crevice near the
to
coffin, even showing
top, which extends the entire length, and which
gives the upper portion the appearance of a lid.

a

after noting its location on our return as care
could under the circumstances,
fully as
came to the conclusion that the assertion was
I could see
a piece of unnecessary humbug.
either in the direction or
nothing to justify

1

The ceiling of this hall is about one
hundred feet above the floor. When the guide
informed us gravely t:;at the Rotunda was sit
uated under the dining-room of the Cave Hotel,
I accepted his statement without question ; but
vation.

" Grand Arch,"
hind, and passing through the
same
in width, we
and
about
the
feet
high
fifty
"
an im
This
came to the Giant's Coffin."
mense rock which has been detached from the
all
side of the avenue, and as we approached
a

of preser

the Giant-killer,
put an end to their bloody
lives, they were condemned to pass the brief
period of eternity in this cavernous abode of
gloom but the common adit was too good for
;

bers are apparently in a perfect state

[May,

them, so their black souls just seeped through,
and that's the stain!"
Now, the guides arc sometimes jealous of any
one who undertakes to enliven the journey,
considering

that their own especial province.

THE MAMMOTH
So Matt broke into this learned and valuable
dissertation with —
" Ladies an' gemmen, when dot other guide
gits frou wid his smartness, I'll explain de
natur ob dese Aggers."
Completely snubbed by this unexpected ap
plication of the leveling principle, the exuberant
young man subsided, and we were told that the
figures were an efflorescence of black gypsum
upon white limestone. The statement was un
doubtedly correct, as the guide derived it from
the report of a scientific exploration of the
cave by Charles W. Wright, M.D.*
from this point to the Giant's
Returning
Coffin, we passed behind the huge rock and
There is no
soon entered Deserted Chamber.
special interest attached to this point, and

I

was unable to learn from what circumstance it
derived its name
The way was somewhat difficult, and told
with serious effect upon the old lady's power
of endurance. Notwithstanding frequent rests,
old Matt, who regulated his march by her
ability to travel, lifted his No. 15 brogans and
set them down again with great deliberation,
apparently weighing his feet critically as he
raised them one after the other, and then, as if
satisfied that they had lost none of their ponderousness, carefully deposited them again on
the ground.
This was very chafing to the
eager spirit of the rest of the party, but polite
ness still prevented them from showing their
annoyance, except by an occasional suggestion
to the guide to " get along a little faster."
" Wooden Bowl Cave," — so named from the
fact that a wooden bowl was found in it when

it was first discovered — then a winding and
"
gloomy passage called Black Snake Avenue,"
" Martha's
and lastly a large room entitled
Palace," though far from wearing a palatial
aspect, were passed without a pause, as they
possessed no object of special interest, and no
claim to notice beyond the fact that they were
portions of the great cavern.
Moving on through the "Arched Way,"
where the ceiling is a smooth and regular arch,
and the walls exhibit strongly marked traces
of the action of water in excavating these
mighty tunnels, we reached Side-saddle Pit

• Dr. Wright has published a brief " guide-manual " of
the great cave, which contains much valuable scientific
and other information concerning it. The book is very
useful to visitors from the accuracy of lt« topographical
details. I regretted not having seen it before I went in,
aa it would have saved me much trouble in taking notes,
etc, being a complete book of reference on which I
could have relied whenever memory was at fault con
cerning any point
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I

and Minerva's Dome, of which
have already
spoken, and a short distance beyond we stood
upon a rude but substantial bridge, called the
"
"
Bridge of Sighs (for what reason could not
satisfy myself, either by inquiry or guessing),
and peered over the railing into the black
depths of the famous Bottomless Pit— certainly

I

I

of the most fearful-looking chasms ever
saw. The name of this pit has accompanied
that of the Mammoth Cave into every part of
the civilized world.
Indeed, a reference to the

one

cave almost invariably

pit Their

involves mention of the

fame is coextensive and inseparable.

An account of the cave without a description
of the Bottomless Pit would be like Othello
without Iago. In the popular mind the great
pit is the great feature of the great cave.
It is
an awful chasm, its gloomy surroundings being
a complete realization of the idea of the abode
of despair, and its yawning mouth of darkness
looking as if it might well be the entrance to

the infernal regions. There are other pits in
the cave which are as deep as this, but no other
presented, to my mind at least, that terrible
aspect which thrills with a deep feeling of
dread, while

at the same time it attracts the
beholder. Wild and dismal and
apparently unfathomable, I almost listened to
hear the hoarse growl of Cerberus issue from

shuddering

its throat
its

Yet, notwithstanding its name and
aspect, it is only one hundred

forbidding

and seventy-five feet deep and about twenty
" Shelby's Dome," sixty feet
feet in width.
high, is directly over it Both were formed
from the same causes, the agencies which hol
lowed out the dome descending to burrow out
the pit.
The guide lighted a piece of oiled paper, and
after displaying the size and grandeur of the
dome, threw the blazing sheet down into the
chasm, lighting up the dark shaft till we
thought we could see the glisten of the watet
at the bottom far below. The sides were rough
and seamed, and in some places strata of rocks
that had resisted the solvent action of the water
jutted out from the walls. On one of the ledges
thus formed the burning paper lodged, and
illuminating the whole shaft below gave us a
grand view of the horrors of the pit. Silence
fell upon our little party the moment we ap
proached the spot, which was not broken till
we left the vicinity — except once when the
light cast into it illuminated the whole interior,
and the involuntary exclamation came shudderingly and half suppressed from the lips of
"
I glanced around at the
all : " How terrible !
group, and did not wonder at the pallid faces
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Shrinking back from
and wide-staring eyes.
the awful brink of the chasm, we followed the
"
Revelers' Hall," where we paused
guide into
to give the old lady a chance to rest, and to

rock, twelve to eighteen inches thick, leaned
"
like an immense " deadfall
over the path,
where it made a sudden descent, leaving an
aperture beneath some four or five feet in

suffer our nerves to recover from the shock.
The impression produced by the frightful scene
soon gave way to the buoyant spirits of the
younger portion, but our protege was not so

diameter.

readily revived.
" You don't think of
going any farther, do
you?" 6he asked appealingly of one of the
" I think it is
It is
ladies.
positively awful.
"
not nice for ladies — now is it ?
" She's
hunting a way to get out," whispered
Price, amused in spite of his vexation.
" I don't
" Indeed,"
replied Miss Minnie,
dream of giving up now. I may never have
another opportunity to explore the cave, and I
am just beut on seeing all there is to see before
I leave it,"
" Well, I don't think it's nice. I don't believe
ought to be allowed to go through such a
place."
"
" Oh,
my ! Not nice, indeed ! and forthwith

ladies

such an indignant chorus of female
voices in clamorous protest against the insin
uation, that the poor woman was fain to relin
quish her stratagem for escape, and accepted
the situation with a doleful sigh that, unfortu
there rose

nate as the case was to all, could not but excite

our sense of the ridiculous to the point of a
suppressed titter. But Searcy kindly prevented
her from observing it by politely offering her
his arm, as it was " his turn."
" Don't this
put you in mind of the Arabian
"
Nights ? some one asked, as we walked on.
"Yes, by Jupiter!" said Dave, in a stage

"Sinbad the Sailor had his 'Old
whisper.
Man of the Sea,' and we have our ' Old Woman
of the Cave.' "

A turn to the left caused a lull in the con
versation, and we entered the " Valley of Hu
mility," a low archway (with a beautiful white
ceiling) through which we passed in a stooping
posture, sometimes bent nearly double.
"
Here's wuar de ladies larn de Greeshun
bend," explained Matt.
" Ouch — at
!
the expense of their heads," ex
claimed

Miss Frankie,

who had collided with

the ceiling.

" Gracious ! You don't mean to
say that we
must go through that place!" cried all the
ladies in concert, as we halted in front of
"

Scotchman's Trap."
" Dis here's de
wray," said Matt, sententiously, coolly pushing through.
It was a dangerous-looking place. A large

There was ample room for us to
" deadfall "
down, but the point of the
rested upon the ledge above our heads in a
way which seemed to require only a slight jar
to dislodge it.
In the days of my ingenious
pass

ladhood I have set many just such traps (only
much smaller) for rabbits, and I involuntarily
looked around for the " trigger."
We con
cluded, at length, that the rock had not allowed
thousands to pass through in safety, waiting
and watching more years than man could tell
for the opportunity to fall on this particular
party. So the gentlemen gallantly preceded
the ladies through, and passing what is called
the "Lower Branch," we soon found ourselves
in a part of the cave that is the special terror

of all explorers of corporeal ponderosity. It
was " Fat Man's Misery," a narrow and tortu
ous passage about fifty yards in length, through
which it would seem that a man of no more
than medium size would

not pass with ease ;

and there

of gentlemen in my

are

a number

own circle of acquaintance, whose aldcrmanic
indicate
living put
generous

proportions

through a digestive apparatus capable of per
forming the work of a chemical laboratory, to
whom I am confident that the passage would
almost as impossible as it would be for
Gambrinus himself to take sanctuary in one of
his own beer-barrels by entering through tho
An attempt upon it by the Fat
bunghole.
Men's Club would result as disastrously as
be

I

I thought, as
Thermopylae to the Persians.
worked my way through its narrow contor
tions, of that distinguished statesman and sol
dier, Gen. Humphrey Marshall, of this State,

who weighs between three and four hundred
pounds, and has nearly as much brains as
body, and heart enough to keep up an ample
" in
"
supply of the milk of human kindness
both, and I felt supremely happy in the fact
that he was not in the party. This passage
varies from four to ten feet in altitude, but at
the height of the head is wider than below.
Through a great part of it there is a ledge about
level witli the shoulders or waist, and below
that the water has cut a jagged channel vary
ing from fifteen to thirty inches in width, and
as zigzag in its route as the trail of a serpent in

of the highway, or

the course of a ves
against the wind, or the career of a
professional politician, or the convolutions of
a corkscrew.
(There ! am fairly out of breath
the dust

sel sailing
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with similes, anil haven't clone half justice to
the case.)
Our party, though none of us was
inclined to adipose, literally wormed its way
through the passage with the loss of a button
or two, some damage to costume, and a slight
enlargement of the phrenological developments
of several who, at the low places, forgot that
"
they must stoop to conquer," and made the
painful discovery that the stone arch was hard
er than their heads.
Searcy brought up the
rear, having managed to get our protege through
by pushing in the tight places, and willingly
resigned his post to Price when we emerged
from the narrow path and straightened our
up once more in a short avenue appro
"
priately named Great Relief," which is about
forty feet wide and ranges from five to twenty
feet in height.
The hollow sound observed in
selves

many places while traversing the avenues of
the cave was due to branches or dctatched
caves beneath ; but here it was owing to the
existence of a passage directly over us, entitled
"
Buuyan's Way," which forms a communica
tion between " Great Relief " and a long arm
of the cave called " Pensacola Avenue."
"
River Hall," we turned a little
Entering
way to the right to see " Bacon Chamber," —so
named from the fact that the solvent action of
the water which once filled the chamber has
left small masses of rock projecting from the
ceiling, which present the appearance of hams
hung from the rafters of a country smoke
house.
From here a branch leads off to

"Mammoth

Dome" and "Spark's Avenue."
These are very interesting parts of the cave,
but as they did not belong to our route we re
sumed the road through River Hall, passed the
Dead Sea (to which have already referred),

I
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and shortly afterward looked down into the
waters of the "River Styx."
As far as is
known, the River Styx is about one hundred
and fifty yards long, from ten to forty yards
wide, and the guides say about thirty feet deep.

The services of Charon were not needed, aa
" Natural
"
the
Bridge
spans the river, rising
some thirty feet above its surface at the

of water

at which

we saw it.

stage

As we stood on

the bridge, Matt illuminated

the hall, and the
was one of gloomy grandeur.
The
presence of the grim ferryman of Hades would
have been strikingly in keeping with the sur
scene

roundings.
A short walk brought us to another Plutonean derivative, " Lake Lethe."
It has about
the same body of water as the Styx, but the
arch overhead is much higher, being about
ninety feet from the surface. It lies directly in
the avenue, and old Matt, with his black and
wrinkled skin and a charnel-house breath,

resulting from his frequent sly recourse to a
flask he carried in his pocket, was a complete
personification of Charon, as he bailed out the
boat and bade us enter. It was a frail craft,
and "teetered" with a perfect recklessness
that brought many a little scream from the lips
of the ladies ere we reached the opposite bank.
"'
My bark is on the sea, " quoted, as we

I

glided over the water.
" That's what
my English pointer said when
he was crossing the Atlantic," shouted the in
corrigible Dave from the other end of the boat.
"I
"
say, Matt, where's the sail ?
asked
Grinstead, determined to show liis wit.
" Dis boat's not for sale,
young master," was
the auswer; and, caught in his
Grinstead was silent thereafter.

own

trap,

riNOED.]

THE SUGAR-MAPLE TREE: ITS USES AND ADAPTATIONS.
[The following article furnishes several valuable sug
gestions with respect to the availability of the sugarmaple for different uses. It comes to us too late this
spring for those of our readers who are in the habit of
going into the sugar-bush, but its instruction will be
profitable if applied at the next season.— Ed. A. P. J.]

A

SWEET

employment this, especially for

the young folks, not yet soured by hard

Throw the old troughs away, if not done
with them long ago, and procure, or, if you
have them, bring forth from their summer and
winter quarters, good, well-made sap tubs.
Wash them thoroughly, scalding with boiling
water, and repair, if any hoops are off or heads
leaky, and then put them in a dry place where

tap the tree is not easy to say ; but when the sap
flows freely and there seems to be good reason,

they will be free from smoke and dust until
If you aspire to produce the best
wanted.
article and to secure a liberal price for the
sugar in excess of the home supply, every

comparing the current season with past years,
to hope for continuous fair, sunny days, it is
time at least to be ready.

thing used in the reduction must be ctean. A
barely tolerable sugar can be made without
special cleanliness ; but an article that will

work or too much rubbing against the world.
The time for it has just passed. Exactly when to
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bring twenty-five cents per lb. when good
West India muscovados bring but twelve and
a half cents, can not ; nor can a syrup which

[Mat,

For very large ones, a cistern of twenty or
thirty barrels' capacity would be convenient,

any price you may choose to ask. Gathering
pails, of large size, but light when empty, will
be wanted ; also a large hogshead or a cistern
for storing sap; and the spiles should be in

be labor-saving if so placed that
the sap would flow from it into the boiling
pans. But it should be remembered that the
sooner sap is made into syrup or sugar the
more and the better the product.
It should
therefore be made into syrup or sugar as soon

readiness.

Let these latter be made of elder,
or, better still, of pine or sumach, from threequarters of an inch to an inch through, and
sharpened to fit a five-eighths augur or bit. A

after leaving the tree as may be, especially
after the season becomes warm, and induces
fermentation.
BOILING.

bit is more convenient for boring horizontally.
The lengths may vary from five or six to ten
inches.

Fifty years ago this was effected by suspend
ing from a long pole sustained by two logs
five-pail iron kettles, more or less, as the ex
tent of the business might require, and placing
the fuel in, around, and under the kettles.

In

of large

we would bore four or
five inches, if the white wood extends to that
depth. In small, thrifty trees, nearly the whole
stem being white wood, we would prefer not
case

trees,

to bore over an inch, or an inch and a half, at

most.
Collecting the sap was done in former times,
when men now grown old were young, by
carrying two pailfuls at a time, suspended from
the ends of a neck yoke, through snows and
over rough ground.
By all progressive men it is
now done by horse power, on sleds or on wheels,
as the snow or bare ground may require.

If

STORAGE.

for boiling rapidly are ade
quate, no great amount of storage is needed.
For a small sugar bush, say of thirty trees, a
the facilities

For
single molasses
hogshead will suffice.
larger ones, the storage may be in proportion,

it,

fuel-saving beyond anything that preceded
and has made maple-sugaring
paying busi
ness, by improving the quality of the products
and raising the prices, both of the syrup and

It
now
settled point, that good
sHgar.
livers of uucorrupted taste will have these
articles,
. made as pure as they can be with
present appliances, at any price, and will use
them so freely as to remove all danger of

a

in the market
For particulars, see
description of these boiling pans in all agri
cultural and some other papers.
Something might be said of straining and of

glut

sugaring off, but this article
already lengthy,
and as much has been written on sugar-making
at this season, we leave the rest to them. Our
wish is, to see the time when maple-sugar from
American soil will be craved the world over
as
choice luxury, worth paying well for, and
we believe that time will come.
AS A SHADE TREE.
valu
The sugar-maple, besides furnishing
able adjunct to the table, has claims in the
tree sufficiently ornamental to
way of being
setting to farm and village
.be grown as
From the Report of the Commissioner
houses.
a

boring, it should be considered that the altrurnum, or white wood, gives nearly all the
The boring may therefore be discontinued
sap.
when the bit begins to throw out red chips.

draft, succeeded the great potash kettle, and is
now iu general use. This is labor-saving and
a

Bore the holes with a half-inch, or perhaps, if
the trees be large, with a five-eighth bit, sloping
downward slightly, that the sap may be less
likely to freeze and cause an overflow before
reaching the tub. As regards the depth for

and shallow, in order to offer a large bottom
surface to the fire, made of sheet iron, and laid
on a brick arch, with a chimney at the farther
end, some ten or twelve feet high, to create a

is

better than more or less, though in very large
trees it may be better to use four, two on each
side, and but one only in a quite small tree.

labor in preparing it were saved by this change.
Boiling pans, long, about half as wide as long,

a

by a wrought iron spike from the tree.
THE WORK.
COMMENCING
When the time, according to the best judg
ment you can summon, has come, insert two
This, as a general rule, is
Bpiles in each tree.

This way of boiling was succeeded by the
substitution of one large kettle, suspended over
a central fire.
Much fuel and considerable

is

lengths, in order to insert two in each tree, so
as to bring the outer ends near each other, and
both nearly over the center of a tub, suspended

a

As trees are not always round at the place
of insertion, it is found more convenient, in
many cases, to have the spiles of unequal

and would

a

to pay almost

if

a fastidious millionaire

a

will tempt

of Agriculture

for 1869 we copy:
" Mr.
Hogcboom, of New York, thinks that
grows
in regions where the sugar -maple

CHARLES SUMNER.

1871.]

thriftily it ought to be carefully guarded and

It is no un
encouraged.
common thing, however, to see whole groveB
of the second growth swept away by the
nxe, and often, too, where the land is of
little value for tillage. If they had been al

its

cultivation

lowed

remain, in a few years more, after
the winds and other causes had exterminated
the maples of the forest, these groves would
to
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ground, while the growth of timber would
have paid an interest of at least twenty-five
per cent on the price of the land. As the old
forests gradually

disappear these groves would

be more and more appreciated, as enhancing

the value and appearance of the farm, while
eventually they would increase the attachment
of the children to the homestead. A tract ever
farmed, yet denuded of its trees, is
in the evidence of high civilization.
This looking only to immediate profit in dollars
and cents is simply a species of barbarism."
so well

have become fine sugar orchards, yielding an
annual and constantly increasing product of
more value than the best crops from the same

wanting

■»»»

CHARLES SUMNER.
distinguished senator has been brought
especial notice lately on account of

great part to the interest of Sumner.
He has
been for years the recognized mouthpiece, on

his bold denunciation of the movement for the
annexation of San

the floor of the Senate, of American senti
ment with
refer
ence to our rights
and privileges as a

THIS
into

Domingo, and his
removal from the
chairmanship of the
Committee on For
eign

Relations,

nation at home and
abroad.
Perhaps
he has at times ex

a

position which he
had occupied with
eminent ability for

hibited more of the
ultraism of the the
orist than of the

of
ten
upward
The agita
years.
tion which the lat

conservatism of the
thinker ;
practical
but his spirit has
in no
contributed
small degree to ad

has
incident
produced in polit
ical affairs is by
many deemed seri
ter

ous in

its

vance and ennoble
the character of our
civilization.

effects

Tho qualities of

upon the

integrity
of the Republican
party, and serves to

the

show how great the
which
influence
be
exerted
may
afupon national

are

indi

account of whom
from
we compile
various sources.

The grandfather of

airs by one masterly
mind ; and also sug
gests the great dan
ger which may imperil a nation when the
representative of a powerful popular sentiment
stands up in determined opposition to measures
of the acknowledged head of that nation.

man

cated by those of
his ancestry, some

Senator
was a

Sumner,

Major Job Sumner,
native of Milton, Massachusetts.
He en

tered Harvard College in 1774, but when, after
the battle of Lexington, the students were dis
persed and the college edifice was converted

As an earnest and conscientious champion
of the equal rights of man Charles Sumner has
Many of the
had our respect and admiration.
most important measures which have been

into barracks, he joined the Continental army,
in which he continued until peace was de
clared. He was second in command of the

put in operation by the general Government
during the past fifteen or more years, have
owed their successful introduction wholly or in

York

troops who took possession of New
British, Novem
ber 25, 1783, and was also second in command
of tho battalion of light infantry which ren
American

on its evacuation by the
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dercil to General Washington the last respects
of the Revolutionary army, when, on the 4th
of December, 1783, at Francis's Tavern, New

York city,

he took leave

of his brother-officers

and comrades in arms.

Major Sumner died on the lGth of Septem
ber, 1789, and was buried, with military hon
ors, in St. Paul's churchyard, New York ci(y.
Alexander

Hamilton

was one of the pall-bear
Major Sumner's tomb is

at his funeral.
inscribed as follows :
" This tomb
contains the remains of Major
Job Sumner, of the Massachusetts line of the

ers

army of the Revolution : who, having support
ed an unblemished character through life, as
the soldier, citizen, and friend, died in this city,
after a short illness, universally regretted by
his acquaintances, on the 18th day of Septem
ber, 1787, aged 35

years"

Charles Pinekuey Sumner was the only son
of the foregoing, and the father of the present
Senator from Massachusetts.
He graduated at
College with distinguished honor in
1796, and studied law under the guidance of
the Hon. Josiah Quincy; and though he never

Harvard

ters,

to

School.
students
enlarged
tion.

[May,

in the Cambridge Law
golden opinions from the
who enjoyed his instructions, and
the basis of his professional reputa

the

classes

He won

Deciding to devote some

of European institutions,

years to the study

ho sailed for England

in 1837.

He was speedily introduced to the
of society, was received with
marked distinction by the members of the bar
and the bench, and was admitted to a degree
best

circles

of familiar intercourse with

the highest intel
lectual classes, at that time rarely enjoyed by
private gentlemen from this country.
While
residing in Paris, he formed an intimate ac
quaintance with Gen. Cass, then United States

Minister

at the French Court, and, at bis re
prepared a defense of the American
claim to the northeastern
This
boundary.
able argument was republished in the Ameri
can journals.
He remained abroad for three
quest,

years, and, upon his return, again occupied the
chair at the Cambridge Law School, and after

rose to extensive

practice, he acquired a repu
tation for the accuracy and extent of his legal
lore. He early attached himself to the Demo

the death of Justice Story, in 1845, was unani
mously pointed out by public opinion as his
successor.
He was disinclined, however, to
the office, and accordingly
the appuintment
was not made.

cratic party, aud was, throughout, a firm aud
consistent advocate of its principles.
He served for many years as sheriff of the

Though decided in his political opinions,
Mr. Sumner abstained from all active partici
pation in the politics of the day, until the

Through life he was char
county of Suffolk.
acterized by the ripeness of his scholarship, his
integrity, aud the ease and grace of his deport
ment. He was often styled the "best-mannered

movement for the annexation of Texas. Al
though his tastes and habits were averse to
public office, he consented to become a candi
date for the United Stales Senate as successor
to Daniel Webster, and was elected
to that

man in Boston."

His memory will

be venerat

ed in his descendants as long as eloquence,

lit

erature, science, and moral purity arc esteemed
among men.
Charles Sumner received his early education
at the Boston Latin School, was graduated
with brilliant reputation at Harvard University
in the year 1830, and soon after commenced his
professional studies at the Law School in Cam
He was a favorite pupil of the late
Justice Story, and, at his instance, was ap
pointed editor of the Aiucrisan, Jurist. Ad
bridge.

post by the Massachusetts Legislature in 1851.
His first important speech was upon the
Fugitive Slave Act, and in it he argued that
Congress had no power to legislate for the
rendition of fugitive slaves, and that any posi
tive enactment in that interest would be cruel
and tyrannical, as well as in conflict with the
principles of the American Constitution.
In the debate on the repeal of the Missouri
Compromise, and on* the Kansas outrages,
which took place at the session of 1830, Mr.
Sumner was one of the most prominent speak

mitted to the Boston bar in 1834, he was at
once recognized sis a young man of rare legal
erudition, of singular devotion to study, and of
He became re
elegant classical attainments.
porter to the United States Circuit Court soon

which

after commencing practice, and three volumes
of reports attest his assiduity aud legal acumen
in that office.
During the absence of Profes

with

sors Greenleaf and Story he lectured, at the re
quest of the Faculty, for three successive win

Ihe Massachusetts Senator fell insensible to the
floor.
This brutal and unparalleled outrage,

Some passages of an elaborate speech
he pronounced on the situation of af
fairs in Kansas so irritated the members of
Congress from South Carolina, that one of

era.

them, Preston S. Brooks, assaulted Mr. Sumner
a cane, while he was writing at his desk,
and continued to strike him on the head until

TUB UTAH GENTILES.
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not only against common decency, but upon
the order and dignity of a national assembly,
created an immense excitement throughout
the whole country, and had a most powerful
effect upon the action of Congress with refer
ence to those measures affecting the interests

of slavery.
From the injuries sustained in this assault,
Mr. Sumner can not be said to have yet alto
gether recovered. For over three years follow
ing it he was almost disabled from attending
to matters of public business. Two years were
spent in Europe under medical treatment.
When lie appeared on the floor of the Senate
in I860, he resumed with even more ardor than
before his hostility to slavery. He took an ac
contest of that year,
of Lincoln and Hamlin.

tive part in the Presidential
advocating

the cause

During the war he was generally found in
rank of those who urged extreme
measures in the conduct of military operations.
He was conspicuous also for the part he took
the front

in the celebrated

impeachment proceedings
against Andrew Johnson.
As a member of the Senate Committee on
Foreign Relations, from which it was thought
expedient to remove him, he has usually shown
ultra

an

in urging

spirit

the claims

of
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THE
as
the

in the public mind as
and it may be

conspicuous

themselves,

interesting

to the reader

what they

are.

Israel

to learn who

The Mormons

— Gentiles

stand

converted

States against Great Britain.
With
" Alabama
to the
Claims," his stand
has been particularly conspicuous for its sever
ity. As an orator, he has been pronounced as
one of the most brilliant of the clay, and as an
exponent of American ideas his career has been
as honorable as it is conspicuous.
United

reference

In
with

and

for

a

to Abra-

person, he is of commanding
a tall figure and dignified

tual lobe, is decidedly large — exceeding twentythree inches in circumference — and the organs

of Firmness,

Self-Estecm,
Approbativeness,
and Combativcness are conspicuous.
He is a
natural critic, proud-spirited, self-relying, tena
It will be
cious, persevering, and plucky.
found that he is a ready and steadfast opponent

of anything and everything which docs not
meet his views.
In Congressional proceedings,
where he has taken part, the following obser
"I
object," will be frequently met with.
It grows out of his disposition to criticise, and
is the natural language of Combativcness.
Is
it not this very spirit which has caused the
vation,

present change in his relations with the Gov
ernment?

AND

years, and it has been so understood
by all the world.
The Government of the United States
twenty

resolved
harness.

are the un-Abrahamic peoples of the same
It is an anomaly of distinctions, but
races.

friends

social

fact ; and

as

the

Phrenological

Journal

is an encyclopedia of character it
would hardly be complete without a group
of those eminent persons who are at once a
part of Utah and a misfortune to Monnonism
proper.
GOVERNOR

J.

WILSON SHAFFER.

Dead, but living in his work, no man 'is
more a live fact in Utah to-day than the late
On our trip to Salt Lake
Shaffer.
City we visited the man whom the Gentiles
Governor

and reformers
Governor

esteem

as the

first and only

in fact of the United States' ap

pointing since

Brigham Young's term of

WHAT THEY ARE.

office expired.
The Mormon President has
been in reality the Governor of Utah for over

hamic ideas and systems ; while the Gentiles

a

presence,

bearing, which
would awaken attention and command respect
in any assembly.
His brain, as a whole, including the intellec

— WHO

Gentiles of Utah have of late become

Mormons

modern

the
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at last to take Utah into its own

We shall not discuss
the

Mormons

nor

our

with

our

friends

the

Gentiles the abstract right or wrong of this,
but simply state the fact. To find a man to
execute the will of the Government

was the

important point, and the appointment fell
General
not upon a candidate for office.
Grant
Shaffer was the choice of President
himself, who selected him solely for the
reason that he esteemed him the right man to
carry out the purposes of the Government in
Utah affairs. Under the circumstances, Gen
eral Shaffer left Washington with the realiza
tion of a special purpose in his call to a new
campaign, and he went up to Utah much in
the same spirit that he went into the late
This was understood both by the
war.

Phrenological Journal.
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Gentiles and the Mormon

leaders, and as the

steady, inflexible character of General Shaffer
measures
was well known, very thorough
were anticipated.
When the new Governor,

however, arrived

and was brought into frequent consultations
with the Utah reformers, he became convinced
by them that all that was needed was a firm
and judicious assertion of the national au

thority and supremacy, and not special legis
lation or extreme measures. Desiring nothing
more than this, and to be just and considerate
involved in
over the family complexities
solution
for
a
natural
he
wished
polygamy,
satisfactory

to the Mormons and to the nation

rather than special legislation

and the appli

cation of penalties for past acts. He, how
ever, deemed it his duty, and strictly in the
line of the purpose for which he had been
to take the militia out of. the
appointed,
hands of the church authorities, displacing
the acting
famous

Lieutenant - General.

Here is the

PROCLAMATION.
"Executive Department, 8alt Lake City, [
Utah Teeritort, SepletTtier IS, 1870.
)
" Know ye, that I, J. Wilson Shaffer, Gov
ernor of the Territory of Utah and Com
mander-in-Chief of the Militia of said Terri
tory, by virtue of the power and authority in
me vested by the laws of the United States,
have this day appointed and commissioned
P. E. Connor Major-General of the Militia of
Utah Territory, and W. M. Johns Colonel
and Assistant Adjutant-General of the Militia
of Utah Territory. Now, it is ordered that
they be obeyed and respected accordingly.
" Witness my hand and the great
[Seal.]
seal of said Territory, at Salt Lake City, this
the 15th day of September, a.d. 1870,"
J. W. Shaffer, Governor.
GENERAL

If the

P. EDWARD CONNOR.

rank of the Gentile is to be estimated
by the might of his antagonism to President
Young and his Government, before us stands
the first

Gentile

in all the land.

Connor is also the most historical

General

of his

class

in his relations with Utah.
Just after the breaking out of the late re
" were
bellion the " California Volunteers
of
command
enrolled and placed under the
Colonel
listed

The enthusiastic men en
Connor.
with the full expectation that they

were going direct to the seat of the war to

With this

engage against the rebels.

under

they took up their line of march
toward Utah, but found in the sequel that
standing

they were set apart for special service in
that Territory, much to the dissatisfaction of
many.
can be but very little question that
at that time looked upon
Utah with its polygamy, and the " rebellion "
There

the Government

of 1857-8, much as it looked upon the South
with her slavery and secession. To watch
Utah, to hold her in check, and, if needs be,
to make war upon her as a rebel Territory,
was the purpose for which Colonel Connor
and his California volunteers were sent.
On the approach of the volunteers there
was great excitement in the city, and the
that President Young
opinion prevailed
would forbid their entrance and call out his
militia to repel the " invasion ;" but as some
thing of the stern, uncompromising character
of Colonel Connor came reported through
the Western papers, the " authorities" deemed
it not wise to send to him a similar proclama

of
Had they done

tion to the one sent to Colonel Alexander,
the first " Utah expedition."

would inevitably have been a con
for Connor had resolved to fight his

so, there

flict,

way to his post, though it cost him every
There was no
soldier under his command.
resistance,

however,

and

he

marched

his

troops quietly through the city, and planted
Camp Douglas on the bench, about three
miles

distant,

rived,

overlooking the capital of

Soon afterward,

Utah.

with

a

and

ordnance,

other companies

ar

quantity of small and heavy
the

post at Camp

Douglas

became formidable.
There is a point which even the priesthood
It is that he has
grant to General Connor.
been a declared and not a secret enemy. He
treated Brigham Young and all the Mormon
men, and plainly avowed
and in all the shaping
through
of his acts, his settled determination to break
up their rule, while he urged the people to
leaders as disloyal

the Vedette,

their theocracy and go over without
reserve to the republic of the United States.
At one time there was an expectation that
their great enemy was about to make a
forsake

descent
called

upon the city, and the alarm bell
citizens to arms by thousands.

the

the Utah Gentiles.

1871.]

The alarm bell also
at mid
night, in consequence of the firing of guns at
It was found out, however,
Camp Douglas.
that the alarm was groundless, the firing of
guns being in honor of a grand circumstance
to the camp, the news of which had just ar
These alarms will
rived from "Washington.
give an idea of the sensation which P.
Edward Connor, who was now BrigadierGeneral, created in the capital of Utah. It
was believed that his contemplated coup-demain was to seize Brigham Young by sur
prise, and run him off to Washington for
trial.
Notwithstanding the cordial enmity be
almost

in

a moment.

called them out on another occasion

tween

the Mormon

Connor, the Gentle
tency of character

priesthood and General
commander was for po

worthy to be matched

against Brigham.
He has quite the Wellingtonian

face and

head, and had he gone to the great battle-field
the South, and survived, he not unlikely

in

would

generals of the time.

our
foremost
among
He- is now out of the

Government

but working for the

have

risen
service,

mineral interests of Utah.
MAJOR

C. H. HEMPSTEAD.

Major Hempstead at one time held office
in the State of California. He came to Utah
with the California volunteers, at the head
of the commissary department, but the real
service for which he was designed was the
establishing of a United States paper in the
Territory. With the Major as the editor and
General Connor as the proprietor, the Vedette
was started, and circulated both in the camp

Its aim was to impress the
people with the fraternal spirit of the officers
toward them as United States citizens, and
and the city.

their desire to bring the Mormons into full
fellowship with the nation, while it carefully
With
sought to undermine the hierarchy.
so much masterly policy and intellectual
subtilty did the classical soldier edit the
Vedette that President Young, who admires
men of fine policies, declared that Hempstead
was one of the best editors in the world.
After awhile, however, the Major's military
duties drew him away from the editorial
sphere, and the Vedette passed into less
hands.
Strong, and often able,
comj>etent
articles were written, but the statesman's pen
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was gone ; the fine methods of policy were
no longer to be traced, nor was there that
graceful snap and professional lack of malice

whicb characterized the editorials of Major
The scientist will cut ofl" your
Hempstead.
head to re- adjust it for your good, or profes
sionally cut you up without the least personal
intention to hurt, and this the Utah priest
hood realized the classical soldier was doing
with them. He has continued to do it to
this day, first in the camp and next in the
courts.
He is now United States District
Attorney, and is ranked as a very able and

counselor.
If the Gentiles get
eloquent
power, C. H. Hempstead will most likely be
the Secretary of State of Utah.
CHIEF

We have here
affirm that

J.

JUSTICE
a superior

MCKEAN.
man.

His friends

B. McKean is the best Chief

Justice yet sent to Utah, and this is also the
opinion entertained of him in Washington.
He was appointed by the President of the
United States for the same considerations that
General

Shaffer

was

appointed

Governor.

He was considered t7te man to do in the
judiciary department of the Government of
Utah what Shaffer was to do in the Execu
tive, viz., the setting aside of the rule of the
Mormon priesthood, and the establishing of
the authority of the United States.
We have nothing to do with the contro
versy between President Grant and President
Young, but simply state the facts. General
Shaffer perfbrmed his part, and made himself
Governor in reality, and Commander-in-Chief,
and Judge McKean has duly performed his
half of the work, and taken the United States
Courts entirely out of the hands of the Mor
mon authorities.
Of course, in all such
radical changes there must be some seeming
unfairness, and it is fortunate that a man so
constitutionally just as Judge McKean is
should be the Chief Justice of Utah, for were
he an extremist, and not strictly the "just
judge," our nation would not be represented
in Utah as we would have it represented.
Judge McKean served in the war, and rose
to the rank of brigadier-general.
He has a
commanding person, is a fine type of the
American gentleman, has the iron and the
nerve in him— the Motive and the Mental
His face is
nicely mixed.
temperaments
strong, his nose and features arc prominent,

Phrenological Journal.
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As far

as such

to his own

an

office, of

He was named among
course he applies it.
the men most fit to succeed General Shaffer

of Utah.
M.

P. PATRICK.

The important decision of Chief Justice
McKoan has made United States Marshal M.
P. Patrick a prominent personage in a capital
circumstance.
As the case before stood, Utah
possessed United States courts and Mormon
grand jurymen, witli a Territorial Marshal
the superior of the United States Marshal.
In reality, it was the " kingdom " and the re
Marshal
public contending for the ground.
Patrick undertook to win the situation as far
as

he was concerned, and he reached

it

by

affirming in action the right of the United
States Marshal to call the jurors in the

The grand jury being called, Mr. Hoge, for
the other side, challenged the array and filed
The Court requested
thereto.
of counsel upon the subject, and

his objection

the case was argued by the counsel on either
On the fourth the Judge
side for three days.
the arguments, and on the fifth
that he would give his decision at
the next sitting of the court.
The issue

reviewed

it,

notified

and thereby
Patrick won
chief name among the

has made himself
Gentiles of Utah.

a

came ; Marshal

is

a

a

a

a

a

;

a

a

Reformers.
JUDGE

It

C. M.

understood

IIAWT.EY.

that Associate Justice C.

M. Hawley was the person directly hinted at
in the famous conversation between President
The Judge
Young and Senator Trumbull.
and the circumstance
himself so understands
has not lessened his conviction

that between

the Mormon priesthood and the nation there
He has acted upon
conflict.
an irrepressible

conviction to all intents and purposes.
he worked for the passage
of the Cullom Bill, and did all he could to
strengthen the Reform party of the Elders by

that

In

Supreme Court.

the views

is

is

as Governor

principal personage in working up the
political party rising in that Terri
President
Young and his Apostles
tory.
may run all the ecclesiastical machinery for
all Marshal Orr cares, providing the political
Gentile of
He
machinery gets fair play.
the "best blood;"
highly valued by his
class, and cordially liked by the Mormon
present

is

act."

is

to

it,

when

Methodist

breast. He has manifested the same thorough
going American spirit in Utah, and has been

is

as

opinion is applicable

not to act as

no more

political man, with
no gospel, excepting that of republican insti
tutions.
In Kansas he voted with the Free
State men, with threatening revolvers at his
than

every direction

establishing confidence between them and the
It will give no offense to

United States men.

him to affirm that no man in the same

space

of time has moved more to uproot the
hierarchy of Utah than Judge C. M. Hawley.
He belongs to the Methodist Church, and
personal friend of Senator Turnbull and
and was prominent in the dis
Newman,
Dr.
cussion between the Gentile divine and the
Mormon Apostle Orson Pratt. Judge Hawley
a

well

knows when

who

kingdom,"
He
Mormon
but

" on the earth."

is

a Governor

sectarian malice against the Mormon theocracy
man who knows absolutely nothing of
" God's
either " in the heart " or

but

a

He is slow to express a grave opinion on men
His own words will illustrate
and things.
him : " Utah at this important period needs

Utah character.
As United States officer Marshal Orr — he
still called so — was very firm and deter
mined,
lie was not nn extremist, but thor
ough United States man not perverted with
legitimate

;

abundant, he will be both prudent
and considerate rather than stonily exacting.

tiousness

dence has earned the right to be considered

a

and Cau

He was formerly
grand jury in question.
banker in Salt Lake City, and by
long resi

a

mind, and as he has Benevolence

OKK.

M.

the predecessor of Marshal Pat rick,
and the man who served as foreman of the
Here

a

calm and considerate, but resolute.
He has a massive head, and a clear and
powerful intellect; Causality and Comparison
are large, giving him n logical and analytical
mind, while Human Nature is also large,
enabling him to read men and to know the
But he has a quality
right from the wrong.
of mind even more important in the judge
than clearness of intellect, it is that of Con
scientiousness, which, as a ruling quality, is
not often found in the organism of men of
The Chief Justice of Utah could
intellect.
not play the unjust judge without doing
great violence to the constitution of his own
his eye

[May,

is is
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has also been greatly instrumental in forming
a branch of the Methodist Church in Utah.
JUDGE

the theocratic rule, and that Congress as a
whole is equally imperative upon this matter.
The Federal officers of that Territory have
been repeatedly removed by President Grant
upon the slightest charge of favor or leaning

toward the government of President Young ;
but during it all Judge Strickland has kept
He has
his place and been above suspicion.
also been fortunate not to win the personal
He is a Gentile and
dislike of the Mormons.
a Judge within their province, which, in the
eyes of the orthodox, is almost as bad as to
be a Protestant Elder ; but as O. F. Strick
land is a capital specimen of the thorough
manly man — a maliceless Anglo-Saxon, and
not a " lean and hungry Cassius," he is
a rather popular man both with the Saints
and with the sinners.
He has served the
Government several years in Utah.
GEORGE R. MAXWELL.
General Maxwell, of the United States Land
Office, in the

last

election

contested

cidedly the champion
General

Sheridan,

served, visited Salt

0. F. STRICKLAND.

The First Judicial District of Utah is pre
sided over by Associate Justice O. F. Strick
He is esteemed by the Government as
land.
man, or he would long ere this
a reliable
have been removed, for the fact can not be
hid that the Administration exacts from its
officers in Utah a persistent action against

with

Delegate Hooper for the seat in Congress. It
is not a small compliment to the fighting
qualities of the General that his party united
upon him in commencing the electioneering
and political warfare, henceforth to be waged

in Utah.
This gentleman served in the war ; is a
comrade of Phil. Sheridan ; did some hard
fighting, and got disabled in a leg. Several
years ago he was appointed Register of the
Land Office, since when he has been in a
state of warfare with all the old situations
of the Territory. He hobbles through the
city with his honorably maimed leg and
short walking-stick, as though he were a part
of the action of a perpetual campaign, ready
at a moment to use his walking-stick upon
the back of the first Apostle or Elder who
should question the supremacy of the United
States in Utah.
Notwithstanding this, he is
rather a favorite with the people, and is de
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of his party.

under

whom

When
Maxwell

Lake City, to establish

other military posts in the Territory, the two
fighting men had a good time together.
R. N. BASKIN.

This is a legal gentleman and the author
of the Cullom Bill. It is generally under
stood out West that the bill was gotten up
in Salt Lake City, and the merit of the
measure belongs to lawyer
Baskin.
Un
doubtedly it contained the merit of purpose,
and was acceptable

to the legislative

mood

of Congress. His measure was passed by a
large majority in the House of Representa
tives, but laid on the table of the Senate.
Of course Baskin is cordially hated by the
Mormons, especially the sisters, but he must
be esteemed certainly

a representative

man,

though not quite the ultimatum for Utah.

— the United

DR. TAGGET,
States Assessor for the Terri

tory of Utah, has made himself famous
levying

by
taxes on the tithing revenue of the

" Trustee-in-Trust,"

and forcing an issue.

He

has been one of the chief causes of President

Young's resigning that office, which he held
for a quarter of a century, and his abolition
of the tithing economy of the Church for
that of a donation system. Though President
Young did not thus intend by the change,
it is almost certain that it will go far to break
up the temporal economy of his church, for
tithing has been esteemed as a divine and
unchangeable law. That impression gradually
removed from the people's mind by this
change, and that strong financial administra
tion of the Church which has attracted so
much attention and half- made President
Young, will in a few years pass away. Such
laws as tithing or polygamy, once repealed
through policy, can never be re-established
in the same dispensation.
It may be found
that Dr. Tagget has accomplished much more
than he aimed for.
MARSHALL

AND CARTER.

The legal firm of Marshall and Carter is the
principal one in Salt Lake City, and both
are highly
Mr.
respectable.
gentlemen
Marshall is a man of influence and of firstHe ranks as
class connection in America.
one of the great lawyers of the nation, has
had a solid professional training, and is not
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a>mere expert who has set up in the legal
business in a Western Territory. Marshall is

not only a man of social influence and charac
ter, but a man of more than ordinary mental

He is about six feet two, with a
capacity.
His
powerful frame and a large brain.
massive forehead nnd bold face strike the eye
in a moment, and when he speaks to the
Court he does so as a man having authority —
at least the authority of a clear case and a
sound head.
There is power in him, and it
would be quite difficult for the Court to frown
him down. He stands upon the integrity of
his suit and his own moral dignity. He is
one of those counselors who impress a jury
that they and their clients are on the right
side.
Their moral power will carry a case
when no eloquent smartness or
through
special pleading could.
In the massive forehead of Mr. Marshall
detects large
eye of the phrenologist
Causality, Comparison, and Human Nature ;
going to the coronal region, it finds large
Conscience and fair prudence ; and farther
the

of the head abundant
propelling power. He has the head and face
of a great lawyer, or a great statesman.
Should the changes or circumstances of the
West throw him into Congress he will prove
the correctness of our words.
to the back and base

WARREN

HT7S8EY.

Among the banks which have sprung up
in Salt Lake City that alone of Hussey &
Dahler remains. It is generally spoken of as
Hussey's Bank, that gentleman being the
one most known to the people ; but it bears
the legal denomination of the First National
Bank of Utah.
Mr. Hussey's family was on visiting terms
with the family of President Young, but the
death of his wife caused him deep affliction,
and ended this family association. We believe
that the liberal-minded
banker has no ene
mies in Salt Lake City, either among the
Mormons or Gentiles, but many friends.
ANTHONY GODBE.

This gentleman is the cashier of the First
National Bank, and is the brother of William
S. Godbe.
He properly ranks with the
Gentiles rather than with the Elders, either
of the orthodox or the reform side. Very
naturally drawn to Utah by the marked
career of his elder brother, yet Anthony never

[Mat,

fairly identified his interest with or embraced
Church.
He was
educated in a lawyer's office in England, and
was rather too keen and modern in his
for theocratic
institutions.
He
thoughts
sustained his brother in his movement, but
rather sustained him as a social than a re
ligious reformer. In the first contested elec
tion of the city Anthony Godbe was placed
on the people's ticket as one of the councilthe faith of the Mormon

men.
NAT STEIN.

Mr. Nat Stein is a very popular Gentile,
and for many years has been connected with
Utah. He was first the agent of the Overland
Mail Company, afterward belonged to Wells,
Fargo & Co., and is now in the First National
Bank of Utah. But he has qualities of mind
and character outside of this sphere. He is
by nature an artist and a literary man. His
talents run in the line of classical satire and
political caricature, in which he is capable
of making a decided mark.
Diogenes, the
new satirical paper of the city, which com
menced its career with a stingingly " Inter
esting Letter from the President to Dear Bro.
Pius," and signed " Brigham L," has much
of its parentage in Nat Stein.
BISHOP TUTTLE.

The Episcopal Church was established in
Utah some seven or eight years ago.
A
church for the Gentiles had become a neces
Hall was built
sity, and the Independence
for religious service. The first minister sent
was a young Scotch clergyman, who came as
a missionary
from California to convert the
Mormons.
This, of course, was a great mis
take for a young divine to go to a nation of
missionaries — elders who had come out of
other churches and who had stood on the
platform in discussion with learned divines.
He simply earned for himself the title of
" Friar Tuck." But the Rev. Bishop Turtle
has given dignity to his church and his
sacred calling in the " City of the Saints,"
and though he has not converted the city he
has commanded its respect.
The reverend gentleman pursues his calling
as a legitimate
bishop of an old-established
and legitimate church, attending to his own
flock, leaving the Mormon bishops to attend
to theirs.
He does, however, exert a general
influence for education

and civilization, and
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" Washington and
recently gave a lecture on
the Union," for the benefit of the Salt Lake
Exchange and Reading-rooms.
REV. O. M. PIERCE.

been

a resident
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of Utah, — we believe over

fifteen years, — and is one of the most influ
ential merchants of Salt Lake City. He has
shoulder

gone

to

shoulder

with Walker

Finding that the mission of the Episcopal
Church was a success in Utah, the Methodists,

Brothers, and has entered into every move
ment of a revolutionary and political nature

ago. sent out the Rev. G. M.
to establish a branch of their influ

place among the Mormons, and they
deemed that the field was ripe for the harvest.

with "full purpose of heart."
He donated
liberally to start the first magazine of Utah,
and has for years continued his liberality for
the support of a free press. He is a United
States man rather than a Jew or a Christian.

The ministers of the Methodist denomina
tion are very practical and sagacious, and are
not apt to start a mission in a place before
the time.
They have as keen and unerring a
scent in missionary labors as the Jews have
for the direction , of commerce, and it led
them to Utah to find proselytes among the

Seven Modern Wonders. — The muchtalked-of Seven Wonders of the ancient world
bear little comparison with certain seven won
ders of modern date.
While the former do
little more than excite our admiration because
of their beauty, or our amazement because of

about

a year

Pierce,

ential and popular order.

Schism had already

taken

Mormons

society there was
The Rev. Mr. Pierce had

at a time when

in its upheavings.
the honor of being the first missionary of his
sect in the new field.
The prospects, too,
were greater than anticipated, for it was not
generally known among the Methodist min
isters that nearly all the Mormon
people
originally came from the Methodist body,
and that the majority of the Elders were
educated in Wesleyan Sunday-schools,
and
that hundreds of them started their religious
As mis
career as Wesleyan local preachers.
sionaries, the Mormon Elders have even sur
passed their Methodist parents ; but as they
are now making something of a reaction, it
is not unlikely that hundreds of them will
return to the parent church, or that they will
allow their children to be trained under its
The Gentiles also, who will pour
teachings.
into that Territory on account of the mines,
will be sure to swell largely the Methodist

All things

ranks.

considered,

there is a fine

prospect, and we think one may safely risk
the prophecy, that the church of the Apostle

John

Wesley

will

by-and-by

be

found

as

powerful in the State of Utah as in any State
of the Union.
It will then doubtless be

gratifying to the Rev. Mr. Pierce to remember
that he was the first missionary of his people
to that place.
COLONEL KAHN.

In this gentleman

we have the very singular
example of the Jew-Gentile, which illustrates

how much our Mormon
founded

distinctions.

brethren

have con

The Colonel has long

their stupendous size, the latter claim our in
terest because of their indefinite utility, and
the great impulses they have given to art and
These seven wonders can be readily
named, as follows: the art of Printing; Opti
cal Instruments, such as Telescopes and Mi
science.

the Steam-engine ;
Machinery, such as the Mower
Sewing-machine, and others; the Electric Tel
egraph ; the Photograph.

croscopes ; Gunpowder ;
Labor-saving

GooD-NATtmE. —

t

A* welcome as sunshine
In every place
Is the beaming approach
Of a good-natnred face.
As genial as sunshine.
Like warmth to impart,
Is a good-natured word
From a good-natured heart.

Good-nature is no less a privilege than a
duty. Parents should teach their children to
be good-natured, amiable, and kindly.
Those
who indulge in " sulks," pouting, and growling,
spoil both heart and face.
We are, in great
measure, responsible for our veiy thoughts ; so
also for the expression of our faces, whether
they be attractive or repulsive.

A Premonition — Whence ?— It is currently
reported that a button manufacturer in Brook
lyn was so much tormented by a dream one
night that his dryhouse was on fire, that he
finally arose, dressed himself, and hastened to
the dryhouse, and arrived there just in time to
extinguish a fire which had begun in the par*
of the building indicated by his dream. A few
moments later and a serious conflagratia.
would have broken forth.
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[Mat,

? how to subjugate
and passion to reason and re
ligion ? Are they slaves to antiquated
or meaningless customs which the prog

to live and how to die

appetite

of ages has outgrown and should
have left below the strata of the "old
ress

or juveniles

Liberty

NEW YORK,
1871.

PULPIT— A NEED OF

without the fear of being fettered and
hampered at every step he may take in
If one prefer and can keep
advance.
it,

THE TIMES.

LOVE of liberty

A

afraid to leave every sane and properly
qualified clergyman to act according to
the dictates of his own best judgment,

his people content on the ancient Psalms,
is instinctive

in

all living creatures.
Neither in
reptile, or animal forfeits its

sect, bird,

A sense of inde
freedom voluntarily.
pendence and self-reliance is a manly

quality, without which we fall into sub
and fail to develop those
serviency,
nobler traits which distinguish a manly

another pre
why, let him do it. But
fer
mixture of modern hymns, why
turn him out?
If one face one way

if

A FREE

?

a

MAY,

"

Are they still children
in leading-strings?
is not license; nor are we

red sandstone

when he prays and another face another
way, what of it? All are not cast in
the same
free,

Let

mold.

us

ourselves

and let us not restrain

be

others of

man from a slave or a sycophant. A true
man holds himself subject, not to the rule

Let our clergy not be
their freedom.
held in subjection through fear of dis
Be
pleasing rich and selfish sinners.

of priest, pope, prince, or other earthly

cause

Do they rebuke sinners in high
places, orido they go to foreign parts to

dy

?

find
wrath

objects
?

on

which

to

vent

their

Do they teach the people how

a

?

?

a

free

conscience.

Is not the moral

sense

a

Is the American pulpit the creature of
money bags or of other worldly influ
ence? Are our clergy in the lead with
Christ for their chaplain? or are they
subjects of their fears and of Mrs. Grun

We boast loudly
pulpit.
of our free institutions, and yet seek to
hamper the expression and action of

sustain

Let
private right equally of each of us
our clergy hold themselves accountable
first to God, and then to their fellow-men.
Lot them be dignified, not distant or
firm, not willful or obstinate
haughty
kindly, but not
just, not censorious

;

with superhuman
and
then
to
power,
superstitiously wor
is
heathenish.
ship him,
to clothe an equal

?

But

they play second
In America, where we have
free
and
free
let
us
have
and
education,
press

;

Meekness in a child toward

its parent is beautiful to behold.
Humil
ity in man toward his Maker is the same.

?

Veneration.

speak and live the truth, without respect
to persons
Shall our pulpits be free to
or shall
lead and to lift up the people

a

have their proper functions to perform,
well as those of Benevolence and

as

;

one
to passively submit to
permits
Self- Esteem and Firmness
dictation.

;

It is a lack of
potentate, but to God.
and
of
self-reliance
winch
self-respect

" pillar of the church loves
liquor," must the lips of the preacher bo
sealed on the question of Temperance,?
No, no none of this sickly slavishness.
Did not our Saviour and all the Apostles

weak;

brave, not timid.

In

short, let

[You

W."

It

was not prepared by a brother-in-law nor by a
" admirer,
"
but by one who knows
time-serving
the facts in the case, and the truth as written.]
We think it exceedingly indelicate and in very
doubtful taste for a first-class literary journal
to print such labored and fulsome sketches of
living men and women. And the unmitigated
self-conceit and egotism that would not only
allow such things, but probably pay a hand
some
premium to secure their publication,
should be contemned and despised by all rightminded people. [Supposing it had been Mr.
" W." instead of the Beechers ; would not his
pen have been stayed and his wrath softened ?
We never publish such things for pay.] As to
the Beechers, while some of them have natural
talent, and proportionate vanity beyond many
of their cotemporaries, we sometimes seriously
question whether or not their influence upon
society in the main has not been more vicious
than virtuous, and tending ralher to the dete
rioration than to the elevation and improve
ment of mankind in pure religion and sound
[Now, Mr. " W.," arn't you just a
morality.
little jealous ? Are you a loyal man ? Is it
Christian in you to speak thus of a brother
The Rev. H. W. Beechcr, 'the
minister?]
bright, particular star' of the group — the cen
tral sun around which all the other members
of the Beechers revolve — is a reckless icono
clast, and has probably done more to weaken
public confidence in the supreme authority of
God's Word, and to sow broadcast the seeds of
Liberalism, than any other man of the present
age.
[Whewl How it smells of brimstone !]
He asserts substantially in a late sermon that
Christianity permits or ignores at the caprice

[Will the writer be kind enough to name the
sermon in which those " substantial" statements
of his find their confirmation ? We can point
Mr. " W." to a late sermon, viz., that preached
by Mr. Beccher on the morning of the 12th of
March, in which "W.'s" "substantial" asser
tions as above set forth are completely and en
tirely refuted. The text of the last discourse
"
to which we refer
Be ye therefore perfect,
even as your Father

which

in heaven

per

And the sermon itself abounds in the
highest expositions and illustrations of Chris
fect."

tian precept and example.
would be difllcult
find in the language of any other living
divine more earnest admonition, more genuine,
to

gospel utterances.
But we shall leave the
brave and plucky Beechers to defend them
selves, while we defend the Journal.]

of the same American
Feb. 7th, we find the follow
"
ing from the same W."]
" TnE Pitrenoloqical Journal
for Febru
before us, with its usual attractive table
ary
of contents. The portrait of E. W. Stoughton
greets the reader on the first page, followed by
and interesting phrenological
well-written
and biographical sketch of this distinguished
member of the New York bar. The fourth
devoted to The Christian' Church
paper
and tts Eminent Preachers, particularly
the
Eminent Preachers,' who, like the Apostles
of the Modern Heresy,' number twelve. We
have no comments to make on the biographical
sketches, save that the valuable space occupied
by their undue length could have been better
used in giving the readers of this magazine
fuller history of the rise and progress, and the
principles and practice of the religious move
ment in which we are so deeply interested.
Nine pages, solid, are devoted to these sketches,
telling where certain men were born — who
their ancestors were — under what religious in
fluences they were reared — when and where
they became Christians — who they married,
and when — their ages, color of their eyes,
height, size, and number of pounds avoirdu
pois, etc., with many other unprofitable and
details, while only two pages,
uninteresting
[In

Christian

later number
Review,

a

illus

is

an

trated monthly edited and published by Samuel
R Wells, New York, is regularly laid upon
our table.
This journal is chiefly devoted to
physiology, phrenology, physiognomy, educa
tion, art, science, literature, and the general
improvement and elevation of mankind.
Por
traits and biographical
sketches of noted
characters are made a leading feature. In this
we fear that truth and fact are sometimes sac
rificed for the sake of gaining the admiration
and influence of a certain class. The January
number, for instance, has the leading article
devoted to the ' Beechers of To-day,' with five
portraits, the Rev. Henry Ward gracing the
center. Then follows a lengthy, extravagant,
and sickening account of the ' wonderful deeds '
of this 'wonderful family,' evidently written
by some ' brother-in-law
or time-serving ad
mirer.
are all wrong here, Mr. "

'

intersperse remarks in orackets.
" The Phrenological Journal,

is

in the American Christian Re

of Jan. 17th, over the letter " W.,"
" cuts us
up," and " pitches into " the Beechers,
in the following lively style. We quote, and
view

It

t

'

WRITER

MAN

as

ordinances, priests, creeds, churches, etc. ; that
there is nothing binding.
We are under no
obligations to have a church, or a Lord's day,
or a creed, or anything else, only as we may
choose.
Everything is free.
The utmost
liberty is granted to all. The whole tendency
of his preaching, so far ns gospel system ami
theory are concerned, is in the direction of the
most alarming latitudinarisnismand
licentious
ness.
He respects Christ's authority when it
may secure his purpose, but frequently disreAn'1, yet som" of our lending
gn^Js i* cntiTly.
papers vie witn each other m sounding Ins
praises abroad as ' the foremost man of his
time.'
We have a supreme dislike for such
slavish sycophantism."

is,

A

A GOOD
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of the worshiper all manner of helps, such

a

IS " W."

MAX?

is

them be godly, manly men, and the world
will willingly follow their spiritual lead.

GOOD

is

"TT." A

a

75

'

18*1.]
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of the individual, our principles

are established.

a

a

a

Hence these very "unprofitable
and uninter
esting details" become very important feature
in the education of the public in true mental
and moral science. Men of superior organiza
tion, and hence of superior character, can
afford to bear the flings and slurs of such
writers as " W.," who are ever ready to insinu
"
ate
as the motive for their
consideration"
Such insinuations,
appearance on our pages.
poor grace from the book re
too, come with
a

religious journal upon whose pages
found the most fulsome eulogies
of its friends in the form of biographical

viewer of

are frequently

is

a

:

Windham County, Ct, in 1831.
Thompson,
In 1835 his parents emigrated to the then
wilds of Michigan, where his parents died, and
he was left an orphan at ten years

of

age.

He

emigrated to Kansas in 1855, and took an
active part on the free State side in the strug
gle between slavery and freedom for the pos
session of his adopted State.
Although almost
without means, and dependent on his labor for
a

maintenance, he acquired
superior education,
and two years before his death entered the
Class of 1809.
he
Phrenological
Afterward
spent short time lecturing, and then returned
to Kansas, where he spent the remaining year
and
half of his life in more thoroughly pre

a

a

paring himself for lecturer. Being an earnest
Christian, he also studied theology, intending
to combine in his labors* the duties of
lec
a

turer and Christian minister.
Like some, he
considered Phrenology
great aid in the spread
of Christianity, and proposed to devote his life
to the elevation of mankind in this manner.

Through his entire sickness of four weeks he
Christian, and
displayed all the fortitude of
seemed only to mourn that he had not com
pleted the work he had thought the Lord had
for him to do but that Lord called him, and

he passed away as peacefully as though falling
8.

asleep.

r. l.

an excellent suggestion which
That
writer makes in one of Harper Brothers' publi
cations, that there should be training schools
in which young women may leam how to rear
infants in accordance with the established
principles of medical and social science. Not
withstanding the immortal spark in our com
position, we can not iguore our subjection
material laws while in this mortal slate.

a

the specialties of our work, Phrenology and
When Form, Size, Order, and
in human organization, as ex
ponents of character, are sustained by the life

Physiognomy.
other qualities

Obituart. — Died at the residence of his
sister, near Burlingame, Kansas, on the 17th
of February, of malignant erysipelas and ty
phoid fever, Edward M. Perrin, in the fortieth
year of his age.
Mr. Perrin was born in

a

is,

hence it was our purpose to give only such
a synopsis of the principles
held by these
gentlemen as would comport with our limited
But
space and the objects of our publication.
"
unprofitable
biography, though it may be
and uninteresting details," when jealousy or
sectarian pride guides the pen of its detractor,
nevertheless, the basis of our defense of

Moral Those who live in glass houses should
not throw stones.

;

locks, and venerable bearing marks him as
every inch a man of truth and veracity.]
It is not our sphere or purpose to discuss or
elaborate religious denominational
peculiari
ties. Our Journal is not a sectarian periodical ;

certain considerations.

a

Verily, we may affirm, that it was written by
of the " cloth," whose white cravat, white

one

sketches with no other apparent object in view
besides the glorification of the individual or his
advancement in some business enterprise. Oh
the very page where we find the criticism we
are now reviewing
one of these sketches,
prepared, as we infer from the remarks of its
author in other journals of the denomination,
as one of
regular series, and that, too, for

is

scant, are occupied with a meager and unsatis
factory account of the history, doctrine, and
practice of the Christian Church — the important
end which, above all others, should have been
steadily kept in view in such a paper. As
specimens of art, the woodcuts are unfortunate,
but, perhaps, the drapery of Silence will test
conceal their defects ; hence we forbear. [Oh,
now, don't.
We were careful to secure fine
photographs, and to employ one of the best en
gravers in New York to make the pictures,
and if they are not good, it is not our fault.
We paid a good price to have the work well
done.] In a concluding note the editor, after
informing his readers that the foregoing is the
eleventh of the series of American
religious
societies or denominations already noticed in
this Journal, informs us that he has ' deemed
it best to permit a church, through some em
inent member, to make its own representations
with regard to the faith held and the cere
monials observed.' He does not tell us, how
ever, the name of the 'eminent member' to
whom the honor is due for the present 1repre
sentations of the faith held and the ceremonials
observed' of the Christian Church, but allows
him to remain incognito.
There is a little curi
osity on this subject."
[Ah, Mr. " W.," isn't it a big curiosity ?

[May,

a
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WHY WE NEED WOMEN

tender hand and loving heart, why should she
not continue, as we grow older, to care and
tend our bodies ? Surely it is time that the
doors of this sacred profession should be opened
to those who have already done so much for us."
ADDRESS BY MBS. STANTON.
Mrs. Elizabeth Cady Stanton, in behalf of the
delivered the diplomas to the members
of the graduating class, and also addressed them
in such effective and appropriate terms that we
trustees,

have been at some pains to secure a copy of
the address for the perusal of our readers.
Mrs. Stanton spoke as follows :
As one of the trustees of this College, in the
absence of the President
have the honor to

I

present to you this diploma, which certifies
that, in the time devoted to your studies, and
the different branches of
the profession, you have complied with the
laws of the State and the institution
from

your acquirements in

moral tone, but reflect odium on those who
come after you, and on all of us who have
labored so long to build up this Col.ege and
secure for you the place you hold to-day. And
so, too, if you do well;
by patient study and
research, you shall add new discoveries to the
healing art, and by your refining influence ele
vate the tone of our medical colleges, in the
lecture and dissecting rooms, the glory of your
achievements will be reflected on all woman
Together we have suffered in the long

kind.

past, and together we shall enter into all the
now

joys and fullness of the new civilization

dawning upon us.
hope women are not to enter this profession
as men, merely to follow in their footsteps and
echo their opinions, but to bring the feminine
element into this science, which, in its greater
tenderness, caution, and affection, naturally
seeking to ward off evils, will teach the laws

of hygiene rather than different systems of
It would be a proud record for
therapeutics.
our sex
the page of history should show
that simultaneously with the scientific educa
tion of woman, and her practice in the healing
conscientious
art, there arose among mankind
observance of the laws of health,
religious
creed requiring of its disciples faith in pure
air, simple, nutritious diet, regular exercise,
free
daily baths, dress for girls adapted to

hope we feel that you will dignify your work
by giving to it all the best forces you possess,
careful study, intelligent zeal, religious earnest
moral rectitude, and a tender love for

ness,

humanity.
accepting these grave responsibilities, you
have a double duty before you, not only to
honor your profession, but your sex, in this new
After years of labor
sphere of employment.

a

I

of the lungs and limbs, and holy prepara
tion in both sexes of body and soul for the
high duties of parenthood.
The human family are to be perfected by
use

the observance of the same laws by which we
have made such marked improvements in the
and as mind acts through mat
lower animals
;

thus publicly acknowledging your fitness
for the profession you are about to enter,
think
shall speak the mind of the whole
Board of Trustees in expressing to you the

In

governed in all things by high moral princi
ple. Remember that every unworthy word or
act of yours will not only lower your own

a

which you now graduate.

steps will be closely watched and criticised, it
is of the greatest importance that your man
ners and conversation should be uniformly re
fined and elevated, and that you should be

if,

men as physicians, and having become con
vinced that this was indeed a good cause, he
could not refuse the invitation he had received
to be present. " Why," said he, " should not
women minister to our bodily sufferings ? She
who had cared for us in the cradle, with a

MEDICAL COLLEGE OF NEW TORE.

and discussion, the College doors, the profes
sions, the world of work are all opening to
woman, and as those who take the initiative

if

THE

I

PHYSICIANS.

BEFORE THE WOMEN'S

Eighth Annual Commencement of the
New York Medical College for Women
took place on Thursday evening, March 23d,
on which occasion six young ladies received
diplomas, the customary certificates of ability
to practice the healing art
Hon. Stewart L. Woodford delivered an ad
dress, in which he acknowledged himself a
new convert to the system of educating wo

In

AS

a

AND MBS. STANTON

I

UON. B. L. WOODFORD

^ducalum.

a

jfjcparfoutiti
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ter, the

conditions of the body are of the first

importance.
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do hope all physicians will stop talking of the
natural weaknesses and disabilities of woman ;
there is no such thing, they are all artificial,
the result in all cases of violated law. Mater
nity is not a weakness, but an added strength,
making woman in her creative power second
only to God himself. A well-organized woman,
who understands and obeys physical and
moral law, may enjoy a life of as uninterrupted
health and happiness as the man by her side.
You might as well call tobacco - chewing,
spittoons, delirium tremcms, keno banks, and
panel houses the natural weaknesses and dis
abilities of man, as to attribute all the long train

of evils that flow from the dress and sedentary
habits of our girls to the natural weaknesses
and disabilities of woman.
We desire that the graduates from this Col
lege shall go forth to preach the new gospel of
health and happiness, to roll off the soul of
woman that dark cloud, that nightmare of the
past, that false belief that she is cursed of
Heaven in her motherhood, and that pain and
sorrow through all her earthly pilgrimage
must be her portion.
What a monstrous idea
" to emanate from the brain of man
;" and its

twin heresy

appalling crime of infanti
we all deplore to-day. There is
always some well-established idea behind every
overt act, and we can never remedy the one
until we uproot the other.
The mission of the true philosopher is to
is the

cide, which

trace effects
his work.

to their

A

strict

causes

and then begin
of Nature's

observance

laws, in the generation of the race, would do
more to end vice, crime, intemperance, poverty,
and disease than all the systems of medicine,
and all the laws of repression and prohibition,
that our Solons have passed in the century.
And we are but dipping out the ocean until we

and Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup ; if you
will change our homes from the gloomy hos
pitals they now are to abodes of health and

happiness, I am sure our good Dean (Mrs.
Lozier), the Board of Trustees, and the very
able Faculty whose instructions you have so
long enjoyed, would all feel that they were
richly repaid for their labors in educating such
practical common sense young women.

The time is coming when we shall feel the
guilt in violating physical as moral laws,
when we shall be as much ashamed of head
same

fevers, dyspepsia, scrofula, consumption,
of perjury, theft, burglary, and

aches,

as we now are

arson.

Then religion will

be life ; saints will
tabernacles ; tobacco-chewers
wine-bibbers will not officiate at the altar,
there will be one more proviso added to

in

pure

live
and
and

the
articles of the Westminster Confession of Faith,
requiring that every man and woman who en
ters the church must have a sound mind in a
sound body. The mission of the true physician
is something
broken-down

higher than simply to patch up
humanity as he finds
which
the common idea.

is

" The
dress, says :
average weight, all the year
round, of women's clothing which is supported
from the waist is between ten and fifteen
" Are weak backs a wonder ? " I
pounds."

cles, who can not walk five miles, or ride ten
on horseback without fatigue ; if you will eman
cipate oppressed babyhood from tight bandages,
constant feeding, pins, long robes, impure air,

A distinguished editor in this city called on
an equally distinguished physician long since to
prescribe for him. After listening to his ail
ments, the physician asked what he had been
"
doing
Partaking too freely," said the pa
tient, " of
late supper with some friends at
" Ah "
the St Denis."
said the physician,
"
you should not eat all manner of indigestible

" know that,"
things, specially at midnight"
" but do not want
replied the patient,
phy
sician to tell me the laws of health, but to help
a

a recent article on

it,

The New York World, in

gamble, chew tobacco, and drink whisky, who
have no appreciation of the nobility and worth
of true womanhood ; if you will so enlighten
our sons that they will shun all girls with small
waists, pale faces, poor teeth, and flabby mus

I

much to do with deep thinking.
"
Napoleon once said You can not make a
soldier out of a sick man." Neither can you
make a race of heroes and philosophers, saints
or scholars, out of a nation of sick women.

I

women with enlarged lungs, and opportunities
for thought and action. Deep breathing has

sound health, and warn them against young
men who are governed by appetite rather than
reason, by passion rather than sentiment, who

a

them — we must have

1

all will admit we need

begin here. And now, young ladies, if you
will teach our daughters how to live, to secure
for themselves that greatest of all blessings,

with impunity."
thought of the dinner the gentloman
had eaten, and the infinitesimal remedy he had
taken, was reminded of Train's story of the
me to break them

When

I

If we desire to see a generation of men with
enlarged brains — and if we look in our colleges,
churches, courts, editors' chairs, legislative
halls, Wall Street, and the White House, and

[Mat,

I
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gourmand

who, having

stuffed himself

with

PHOSPHORUS.
turtle soup, fish, roast beef, game, lobster,
pickles, oysters, chicken salad, wines, etc.,
while rolling in a paroxysm of pain, took three
globules of nux vomica on the end of his
" As inadequate to the work to be ac
tongue.
"
complished," said Train, as two grains of pow
der in a ram's nose to blow his horns off."
do not say this to ridicule homeopathy, for

I
I have

been a faithful disciple of Hahnemann
over thirty years, but to assert that no one can
break a law 7<ith '..iipr.'.iity. W3 mr.j get i.em
porary relief, change a pain from one organ to
another, but every shock to the constitution

Nature
tells in the long run ; indignant
scourges her children some time for every
act of disobedience.
We shall all suffer, no doubt, from the im

When
pure air we are breathing here to-night.
women understand the science of pneumatics
and architecture, I hope we shall have our
houses, schools, churches, and public halls
well ventilated. Horace Mann once said, " that
as the air is forty miles deep all round the
globe, it is an unnecessary piece of economy
If we were
to breathe it over more than once.
obliged to trundle it in wheelbarrows to fill
our abodes there might be some excuse for our

parsimony, but as it is free to all, and bounti
fully supplied, there is no reason why we
should not be prodigal in the use of it."
The Rev. W. H. H. Murray, of Boston, in a
sermon on care of the health, said that a man's
happiness, usefulness, and spirituality depend
ed on the conditions of his body, and that the
ological opinions and Scripture interpretations
were often determined by the state of the stom
ach. He claimed that Christ, the Apostles,
"
and ancient worthies were all out-door men,"
and evoked the risibilities of his hearers by
the gravely uttered remark that Adam lived
principally in the country.
When the pulpit begins to talk of air and
diet, it is certainly time for physicians to pay
attention to teaching hygiene, the most
important branch of their profession.
With the general ignorance and indifference
of people in all these directions, the one great
need of the race to-day is scientifically educa
some

Leading men in the universities
of Europe, as well as in our country, arc wak
ing up to this fact, and generously offering their
services, and opening the colleges and hospi
ted women.

tals for their more thorough medical instruc
tion.
When the religious enthusiasm of woman's
nature, so long wasted in dogmas, traditions,
and superstitious, shall be directed into chan

549

nels of practical usefulness, she will bring her
self into line with immutable law, and teach
her children how to live pure, noble lives hero
on earth instead of concentrating
all their
thoughts on the hereafter; then will religion
and science clasp hands, and galvanize to new
life the patient seekers after truth.
In the
words of John G. Whittier, in a late poem,
"To a Young Physician," I would say,
14The paths of pain are thine. Go forth
W.m hcaiing jud wiin h^pB;
The suffering of a sin-sick earth
Shall give thee ample scope.
Smite down the dragons, fell and strong,
Whose breath is fever fire :
No knight of fable or of song
Encountered foes more dire.
The holiest task by Heaven decreed.
An errand all divine.
The bnrden of our mortal need
To render less, is thine.
No crusade thine for cross or grave.
Bat for the living mail.
Go forth to succor and to save
All that thy skilled hands can.
Before the nnvailed mysteries
Of life and death, go stand
With guarded lips and reverent eyes.
And pure of heart and hand.
So shalt thou be with power endued
From Him who went about
The Syrian hill-paths, doing good
And casting devils out.
That holy Helper Iiveth yet.
Thy friend and guide to be ;
The Healer by Gennesaret
Shall walk the rounds with thee I "

[With respect to medical colleges for women,
it may be proper to add in this place that by
legislative authority they are brought under
the same restrictions as affect those for men.
It is required by the Statutes of New York
" that
allgraduates shall be not less than twentyone years of age, and of good moral character ;
shall successfully sustain a critical examina
tion in all the related branches of medical sci
ence ; shall have pursued the study for at least
three years after the age of eighteen years with
some physician or surgeon duly authorized by
law to practice in the profession, and shall also
after that age have attended two complete

courses of all the lectures delivered
incorporated medical college."]

in some

PHOSPHORUS.
J. MOFFAT

DR.experiments

publishes some curious

with respect to the lumi
nosity of phosphorus, which are interesting
in themselves, and he also adds certain re
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marks on its uses in food, which are confirma

tory of the views maintained by the Journal
and some American dieticians for many years.
He says : Phosphorus is non-luminous in a tem

perature

below

Fahr.

89°

, but

luminous

at

the pressure of the atmosphere
varies those properties, and so does the course

45°, although

of the wind. Vapor arising from phosphorus
is attracted by heat, but repelled by cold. A
sea-breeze, or rather equatorial wind, is charg
ed, it would appear, with phosphorescence and
ozone, while a land-wind possesses no such

qualities ; hence it is suggested that the ocean
is actually a reservoir of ozone, and the phos
phorescence of the sea is measurably due to that

Phosphorus abounds largely

circumstance.

DEFECTIVE

ODE

in all land animal bones. Several pounds
might be extracted from an adult human
skeleton, if properly treated for that object.
Scrofulous persons, and particularly rickety
children, are deficient in that element, which
is a cause of their condition. Persons having
a tendency to an early decay of their teeth are
also suffering from the same cause.
Phos
phate of lime is essential to the development
and sound state of those organs.
Those who
subsist on the coarser kinds of food — as cornbread instead of wheat flour— ordinarily pos
sess better and sounder teeth than those whose

bread is deprived of the bran (in which that
material resides, and not in the flour), from

which the hull of the grain is bolted out.

EDUCATIONAL METHODS.

SUGGESTIONS IN THE WAT OP BEFOBM.

The
condition of the mother
in continual rap
port with that of her child. To disturb this
to break
law of nature.
correspondence
Pain to the child and injury to the system
the result.
is weakened and
Sympathy
aversion
The secret of edu
experienced.
cation during the period when physical de
in excess of mental, hinges upon
velopment
this law of nature. The necessity must first
be felt through the bodily needs, then sym

is,

a

is

it

indeed,
comparatively quiescent. There
mental process, but
largely subordinate,
acting in response to the temperamental re

is

;

In the sensorium, ideas can not
quirements.
be said to have a place notions have. As
born
advances, perception
development
From per
the pre-existent notions.
ception conception naturally arises. Science
here unfolds to us the order pursued by na
ture.
School systems invert this order, and
from

is

teachers allow themselves to be lamentably
Poeta
ignorant of its practical advantages.
not true of the teacher.
tuueitur, non Jit,
He
made, not born.
The babe in its mother's arms gives indi

a

is

pathetically

supplied.

The gratification of one desire
the ex
citing of others. The ordained teacher will,
is

reform.

The life of the child during the first seven
The brain is
years is chiefly in the body.

therefore, so administer

to the desired needs

train the longing to legitimate objects.
These objects will be so disposed that, when
tho desire
gratified, the boy will pride
himself on being in part his own purveyor.
Confidence in making advances to his teacher
will be inspired, and tide of sympathy will
ebb and flow between him and the dispens
ing hand.
The defects of educational systems, as at
as to

present understood, may be learned by care
fully observing the physiological and phre
nological development during the time of

bodily growth.

The tuber annulare,

a

mentous a nature as educational

a

should be put in possession of the scientific
principles which underlie the processes of
mental development, and which should gov
ern in all matters involving issues of so mo

is

I

is

Science being the precursor of
to which final ap
feel
peal is made when differences arise,
the
the
of
education,
on
public
subject
that,

opinion and the arbiter

is

united sympathy of mother and child.
is

—Ed.
Sir :

is

subject.
Dear

is

Y. Evening Mail. It will be better
appreciated by the readers of this Journal
than by those not educated in the line of the

the N.

cations of physical
necessities, and the
mother affords relief.
The sensibility of the
mother
awakened into sympathy with the
needs of her child, and thus
begotten the
is

Mr. John
patron,
the following to

and

is

friend

OURHecker, contributes

gan

OUR DEFECTIVE EDUCATIONAL

is

in a state of lymph.
The brain at birth
becomes pulpy and fibrous through sym
pathetic activity, sensuous influences, and
its own native conditionality. We have seen
direct sympathy reached that portion
that
of the brain known as Alimentiveness and
an indirect, at the same
Destructiveness
time, was felt in that region known as Cau
tiousness and Secretiveness.
The first long
ing for food, and the making of the want
the provoking of
known through crying,
incipient fibrosity and the putting into force
of the great law of life — action and the re
is

;

a

It

;

ercise

each

is

is

straint of action, brought in by needs of
bodily supply.
Fibrosity in the brain and muscularity in
the body are subject to laws in many re
Each
spects similar.
strengthened by ex
impaired

by undue taxation.
a

a

a

is

In the muscles, power may be estimated
measure
by size, but in the mind activity
of strength. Every fiber has an individual
and
sympathetic activity. The latter in

it

;

under
great measure controls the former
lies the fundamental individual activity and

is exerted upon contiguous organism.
guides physiologically in the estimation

It

of

it

character, inasmuch as
gives specialty and
Bulk
sharpness to each of the faculties.
and sharpness of faculty indicate the volume
and activity of its power.

In applying

these

data special regard must be paid to the tem
peraments.

it

Fibrosity commences at the base of the
and spreads, laterally, until
affects
those of the intellectual faculties that are in
brain

it

;

a

is

.

is

is

it

These determine
regard the temperaments.
the character of the activity of the mental

peculiarity
whether

the form of the head determines

that

inherited

or

produced

by

incidental surroundings.
Physiology and
Phrenology must go hand-in-hand.
Could
organizations be found equal in the leading
faculties of the lobes, or in the clusters in the
intellectual group, but associated with tem
peraments differing cither largely or in part,
would be seen that the activity of the
leading faculty
always proportionally sub

jected to the temperamental influence.
If the nervous predominate, the tone of the

activity will be sharp, clear, and well de
if the sanguine be in excess, this activ
the lymphatic pre
ity will be spasmodic
will give an instability and in
vailing,
difference; and the bilious will be marked
severe reticence and unobtrusive con
by
tinuity. Thus premonished, the prevailing
combination
of the temperaments and the
activities indicated by the form of the head
will be intelligently utilized. The dominant
peculiarity gives its own modifying tone to
every faculty of the mind in each of the
This
the key placed at the dis
clusters.
posal of the teacher for opening up the secret
approaches to the child's intellectual devel
Knowing the varied phases and
opment.
manifestations of the temperamentality and
of the child, his own
peculiar mentality
fined

;

And so of other impressions, be
coming sensations and appealing to particu
lar localities of the mental organism.
supply.

is

sensation of hunger, and the organs of special
mental sense are stimulated in the quest of

is

is,

By means of this ganglionic
development.
influence the impression of depletion in the
stomach
in the brain, converted into the

is

the faculties that are essential to the child's

of spiritual responsibility.
Fibrosity, at this
stage, commences in the superior lobe. Be
ginning with the religious life in Veneration,
the crowning faculty of the group,
im
parted to the several associate faculties until
(at the age of maturity) the whole brain
in state to be actively exercised.
The teacher, in the earlier stages, must be
so far conversant with the laws of Phrenology
as to enable him to look further than the mere
outward form of the head. He must ascer
tain what
the fundamental
physical or
mental peculiarity of the child, and what
feature of the bidy or mind physiologically
Particularly should he
presents this fact.
is

located

;

are

it

that part of the brain wherein

development of the cerebellum youth then
enters into manhood, and
in
condition

a

verts these impressions into conscious sensa
These sensations are then flashed to
tions.

dispensable to the child's sustentation
then proceeds to the higher faculties, until
(at the age of puberty) the anterior and pos
terior lobes are under its influence.
By the

;

nervous system. It receives impressions from
the different parts of the body, through the
temperamental supply and demand, and con
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it

glion situated near the central part of the base
of the brain, is in direct relation with the

METHODS.

a
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of different observers,

so that, as the newspapers

have been repeating, it would take a whale a
second, more or less, to feel the stroke of the
harpoon in his tail. Compare this with the
velocity of galvanic signals, which Dr. Gould
has found to be from fourteen to eighteen thou
sand miles a second through iron wire on poles,
and about sixty-seven hundred miles a second
through the submarine cable. The brain, ac
cording to Fizeau, takes one-tenth of a second
to transmit an order to the muscles, and the
muscles take one-hundredth of a second in get
These results, such as they
ting into motion.
are, have been arrived at by experiments on
single individuals with a very delicate chrono-

I

have myself instituted a
metric apparatus.
good many experiments with a more extensive
think has ever
and expensive machinery than
been employed, namely, two classes, each of ten
intelligent students, who, with joined hands,
represented a nervous circle of about sixty-six
feet, so that a hand pressure, transmitted ten

I

I

a

tenths of
second each taste twice or three
times as long, on account of the time required
to reach the true sentient portion of the tongue.
These few results of my numerous experiments
Bhow the rate of working of the different parts
of the machinery of consciousness. Nothing
could be easier than to calculate the whole
number of perceptions and ideas
man could
have in the course of
lifetime. But, as we
think the same thing over many millions of
times, and as many persons keep up their social
relations by the aid of
vocabulary of only

a

and the motor impulse along nerves have been
carefully studied by Helmholtz, Fizeau, Marey,
Donders, and others. From forty to eighty, a
hundred, or more feet a second are estimates

between rough and smooth (common paper and
sand paper), between smells (camphor, cloves,
and assafoetida), took about three and
half

few hundred, or, in the case of some very fash
ionable people,
few score only, of words,
very limited amount of thinking material may

a

in Dr.

Gould's recent report on trais-Atlantic longi
More recently the time required in men
tude.
tal processes and the transmission of sensation

than Fizeau has assigned to the action of the
brain alone. The mental process of judgment
between colors (red, white, and green counters),

a

est nicety, as may be seen, for instance,

;

quantitative results. The" personal equation,"
or difference in rapidity of recording the same
occurrence, has been recognized in astronomical
records since the time of Maskelyne, the royal
astronomer, and is allowed for with the great

seconds, like that of the first class, down to ten
seconds ; that
one-tenth of
second for the
passage through the nerves and brain of each
individual
less than the least time
have ever
seen assigned for the whole operation
no more

a

nitz,

comes to the relation of mental
action and time, we can say with Leib
" Calculemus," for here we can reach

full sense of organs of sense
correspond to
and
good development of the muscular sys
tem.
The time relation of the sense of vision
was illustrated by Newton by the familiar ex
periment of whirling
burning brand, which
circle of fire. The duration of
appears as
associated impressions on the memory differs
vastly, as we all know, in different individuals.
series of uncon

But in uttering distinctly

succession
nected numbers or letters before
have been surprised to
of careful listeners,
find how generally they break down in trying
to repeat them between seven and ten figures
a

HEN it

THOUGHT- MOTION.

;

OF

with avidity, which, if otherwise

presented, would have been met with aversion.

a

MEASUREMENT

tertained

emo

a

his advances by the

Pleasurable

and lessons will be en

a

regulate

attention.

be excited

a

will

will

I

course, he

of his leading
tions

is,

will follow up in every par
ticular the order indicated in her living
chart.
Noting that the indirect is more im
portant than the direct in the professional
nature, and he

progress of the child, and, uncon
sciously to the pupil, he will become the ab
solute possessor of his interest and the holder
peculiar

a

of

a

be held in
dictates

;

will

to the

a

abeyance

a

opinion and idiosyncrasies
conscientious

[May,
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or letters, though here and there an individual
large number.
may be depended on for
person who could repeat
Pepys mentions
sixty unconnected words forward or back
ward, and perform other wonderful feats of

round, which had stood at fourteen and fifteen

memory, but this was

prodigy.

I

a

a

a

times round the circle, traversed six hundred
and sixty feet, besides involving one hundred
My chronometer
perceptions and volitions.
"
was a horse-timer," marking quarter-seconds.
After some practice, my second class gradually
reduced the time of transmission ten times

suspect we

TEE OLDEST KNOWN FOSSIL REMAINS.

mass of Eozoon Canadense.
This fossil owes its distinction to the fact
that it is found only in a class of rocks which,

their low position in the geological
or
scale, had always been regarded as azoic,
at
life,
of
organic
not inclosing any evidences
from

as
the time when they were deposited, and
the
to
appear
an
previous
to
age
belonging

ance of life upon the globe.
It was first made known to the scientific
world by Sir Wm. Logan, the director of the
at a meet
Canada Geological Survey, in 1858,
Science,
of
Association
ing of the American
dis
first
was
It
Mass.
at
Springfield,
held
covered by Mr. J. McCulloch, on the Grand

has
Calumet Island, in the river Ottawa, and
localities
other
been obtained from many
since in different parts of the Laurentian
Mountains

in Canada, and the Adirondacs

in the United States.

it

is

it

a

it

is

in the scale below the Silurian rocks, and is
only found in the lowest scries of the Lauren
and therefore millions of
tian formation,
years before the lingular and fucoids, once
of the
regarded as the oldest inhabitants
A. B. KOESSLER.
rocks.

Geological Rooms, C. S. General Land Office.

DILIGENCE

vs.

HEEDLESSNESS.

boys were apprenticed in a carpen
ter's shop. One determined to make him
the other "didn't
self thorough workman
and got books
studied,
and
read
One
care."

TWO

his
to help him understand the principles of
read
home
at
He spent his evenings
trade.
often went
ing. The other liked fun best. He
" good time."
to
have
with other boys
" Come," he often said to his shopmate,
" leave your books go with us. What's the
use

of all this reading

"

" If

waste these golden moments," was the
can never
shall lose what
boy's answer,"

I

mottled
specimens are abundant, as the whole
to be one
serpentine marble deposit is found

coralline reef. Dr. Dawson assigned
place among the foraminifera, and his con
clusions have been affirmed by the researches
of Prof. Carpenter, the eminent microscopist
far down
of London. Its place in creation

;

the specimens received.
Naturalists and geologists may congratu
late themselves in having a source of this cu
rious fossil within a moderate distance, where

The interior of these spaces
exhibited bunches of firmly branching tubuli.
acquired an
By aggregation of individuals
enormous size, and assumed the aspect of

careous lamina'.

a

or blended is classed among the Verd- antique
The specimen in question came
marbles.
from a railroad cutting on the Adirondac and
Lake George Railroad, about twenty-five
miles from Saratoga, near Thurman Station,
Warren County, New York, and therefore
from the most southerly portion of the Adi
rondac Mountains, thus giving us not only a
new locality of Eozoon, but one of great ex
By treating with chlorohydric acid,
tent.
the structure can be developed beautifully in

to consist of clusters of

sessile organism, which had grown up by in
creasing at the surface by the addition of suc
cessive layers of chambers separated by cal

;

analogous to the corals of the present time.
The limestone owes its coloring to an admix
ture of serpentine, and when properly shaded

versity, who found

?

at the Geolog-

ical Museum of the General Land Office,
Washington, D. C, a greenish-colored lime
stone containing Eozoon Canadense, a fnramindimensions,
iferous creature of microscopic
which lived in communities and built up its
stony receptacles in the ocean, in a manner

make up."
While the boys were still apprentices, an
offer of $2,000 appeared in the newspapers

for the best plan of State House, to be built
in one of the Eastern States. The studious
a

has been received

I

-L

common in petrifications.
as
Specimens of the stone were sliced and pol
ished for examination under the microscope,
by Principal Dawson, of the Montreal Uni

placing

a

f INHERE

FOSSIL

I

OLDEST KNOWN
REMAINS.

a

THE

Several zones of limestone are found in
these ranges, consisting of alternate layers of
calcareous rocks and a magnesian silicate of
serpentine aspect, which was seen filling up
the interspaces of the fossil, rather than re
it,

have in this and similar trials a very simple
and mental dyanometer, which may yet find
its place in education. — Dr. Holmes.
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determined
boy saw the advertisement, and
he drew
study,
careful
After
for
it.
to try
out his plans and sent them to the committee.
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We suppose he did not really expect to gain
the prize; but still he thought, "there is
nothing like trying." In about a week after
ward a gentleman arrived at the carpenter's
Bhop and asked if an architect by the name of
Washington Wilberforce lived there.
" No," said the architect, " but I have an
apprentice by that name."
" Let's see him," said the
gentleman.
The young lad was summoned, and informed

[May,

Naehrieten says Prof.
of Pultowa, has been for years
watching the rings of Saturn ; and the inner
one of the three rings, an obscure, partly
transparent mass of what appeared to be va
por has been seen to approach the body of

The

Astronomuche

Struve,

the planet, and to widen its distance from
the other rings, which seemed to be fluid in
or perhaps made up of myriads
of small bodies, moving together like tho
streams of meteors which supply the meteoric
But during several months past
showers.
this inner ring has fallen more rapidly, and
finally the attraction of Saturn entirely over
character,

that his plan was accepted, and that the $2,000
were his.
The gentlemen then said the boy
must put up the building, and his employer
was so proud of his success that he willingly
gave him his time, and let him go. This stu
dious young carpenter became one of the first
architects of the country.
He made a fortune,
and stands high in the esteem of everybody,
while his fellow-apprentice
can hardly earn
food for himself and family by his daily labor.

the centrifugal force, and it closed
upon the body of the planet, forming a belt,
which was gradually diffused over its sur
face, so that there is now no trace- of the ring
came

left.

Is this to be the fate of the other rings t
gather into satellites f

or will they ultimately

♦

THE TRAVELLER— ILLUSTRATED.
OR, A PROSPECT

SOCIETY.

OP

BY OLrVEH GOLDSMITH.
Poem is said by the biographers of Goldsmith to be founded on his adventurous
" flute in hand," on the continent of Europe in the years 1754 and 1755.
"
One says :
In these wanderings he encountered many privations.
After a hard day's toil
he knew what, it was to be refused a night's shelter at a peasant's cottage.
His flute did

THIS
wanderings,

him good service except while in Italy, where, as he
sician than I.' He had also become a good disputant

says,

'

every peasant was a better mu
his ground in

; and by maintaining

the open discussions going on in the universities and convents on certain days, he was open
to claim the gratuity of a small sum of money, a dinner, and a bed for one night."
" The Traveller" was
published in December, 1764, and for the first time Goldsmith's
name appeared as an author, the numerous works which he had written previously having
been published by the booksellers without allusion to their authorship.
Dr. Johnson ex
amined the proof-sheets, and favorably considered it in the Critical Review. The Poem
proved

a great

success,

and made Goldsmith's name famous.

It

had been his dream for

So much
eight years, and the writing of it his principal solace in many hours of affliction.
care did he bestow upon the work, that Johnson pronounced it to be "a poem to which it
would not be easy to find anything equal since the death of Pope ; " and Charles Fox said
that " The Traveller " was " one of the first poems in the English language."
Up to the
time of its author's

I

I

it,

death there were nine editions published ; and yet it is said that all
Goldsmith received for this Poem was twenty guineas, in small installments, a marked exhi
bition of tho estimate then placed on poetry by cither the publishers or the reading public.
" The Traveler " was dedicated to " The Rev. Henry Goldsmith," brother of the author,
at that time a curate in Kilkenny, " a man who, despising fame and fortune, has retired
A summary of
early to happiness and obscurity, with an income of forty pounds a year."
the nature and aim of the work is contained in the closing paragraph of the dedication,
which is as follows : " What reception a Poem may find which has neither abuse, party, nor
blank verse to support
can not tell, nor am solicitous to know. My aims are right.

THE TRA VELLER.
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I

Without espousing the cause of any party,

have attempted to moderate the rage of all.
endeavored to show that there may be equal happiness in states that are
differently
governed from our own ; that each state has a particular principle of happiness, and that

I have

this principle in each may be carried to a mischievous excess. There are few that can
judge
better than yourself how far these positions are illustrated in this Poem."

EMOTE,

melan

unfriended,

choly,

slow,

Or by the lazy

Scheld,

wandering Po
Or onward, where

or

;

the rude

Carinthian boor
Against the houseless stranger
shuts the door ;

Or where

Campania's

forsaken

A

lies,

weary waste expanding to the skies ;

Where'er

I

roam, whatever

My heart, untravell'd,

Still

to my brother

realms to sec,

fondly turns to thee
turns, with ceaseless

And drags at each remove

;

pain,

a lengthening

chain.

Eternal blessings crown my earliest friend,

And round his dwelling guardian

saints attend :

Blest be that spot, where cheerful guests retire
To pause from toil, and trim their evening fire

:

Blest that abode, where want and pain repair,
And every stranger finds

a ready

chair

:

Blest be those feasts with simple plenty crown'd,
Where all the ruddy family
Laugh

at the jests

or pranks

around
that never fail,

Or sigh with pity at some mournful

tale ;

plain
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Or press the bashful stranger to his food,
And learn the luxury of doing good.
But

not destin'd

me,

such delights

to share,

My prime of life in wandering spent and care

;

Impell'd, with steps unceasing, to pursue
Some fleeting

good, that mocks me with the view ;

That, like the circle bounding earth and skies,
Allures from far, yet,

as

I

follow, flies

;

My fortune leads to traverse realms alone,
And find no spot of all the world my own.

I

E'en now, where Alpine solitudes
sit me down

a pensive

ascend,

hour to spend

Lake, forests, cities, plains extending

;

wide,

The pomp of kings, the shepherd's humbler
When thus Creation's

charms around

pride.

combine,

Amidst the store, should thankless Pride repine?
Say, should

the philosophic mind disdain

That good which makes each humbler
Let school-taught

bosom vain f

pride dissemble all it can,

These little things are great to little man ;

And wiser

he,

whose sympathetic

mind

Exults in all the good of all mankind.

Ye glittering towns, with wealth and splendor crown'd
Ye fields, where summer spreads profusion round ;
Ye lakes, whoso vessels catoh the busy gale ;
Yc bending swains, that dress the flowery vale ;
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your tributary stores combine :

me

heir, the world, the world is mine.

Creation's

As some lone miser, visiting his store,
Bends

at his treasure, counts, recounts

it o'er

;

Hoards after hoards his rising raptures fill,
Yet still

he sighs,

for hoards

are

wanting still

:

Thus to my breast alternate passions rise,
Pleas'd with each good that Heaven to man supplies
Yet oft
To

a sigh

prevails,

see the hoard

And oft

I

wish,

of human bliss
amidst

fall,

and sorrows

so small ;

the scene,

Some spot to real happiness

to find

consign'd,

Where my worn soul, each wandering
May gather bliss to

see my fellows

hope at rest,

blest.

But where to find that happiest spot below,
Who can direct, when all pretend to know

?

The shudd'ring tenant of the frigid zone
Boldly proclaims

that happiest

spot his own ;

Extols the treasures of his stormy
And

his long nights of revelry

seas,

and ease:

The naked negro, panting at the line,
Boast3 of his golden

sands and palmy

wine,

Bask3 in the glare, or stems the tepid wave,

And thanks his gods for all the good they gave.
Such

is the patriot's

boast, where'er we roam,

His first, best country, ever is at home.
[TO BE CONTINUED.]

:

THE NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD.
By SCHUYLER

COLFAX,

YICE-PBESIDENT OF THE UNITED
across the continent — at the head
of twelve hundred miles of Lake navigation —

Midway

miles from Buffalo, the western
terminus of the Erie Canal, and as near to it by
water as Chicago — a hundred miles west of the
longitude of St. Louis or Galena — is the young
city of Duluth, the initial point of the North
ern Pacific Railroad.
That great work, so mag
nificently endowed by the Government, is
already being pushed rapidly westward, under
its energetic controllers ; and before the snow
flies next Fall it will be completed to the wes
tern line of Minnesota, where it crosses the Red
River of the North — which runs northward to
Lake Winnipeg — and one-eighth of its distance
to the Pacific Ocean will have been accomplish
ed.
Commencing, too, this season on its west
ern line, the work will be prosecuted from both
directions; and long before the nation celebrates
of Independence
its Centennial Anniversary
the lakes will be united by iron bands with
that Mediterranean of our Northwest, Puget
Sound.
Of the auspicious influence of this enterprise,
which but a few years ago would have been
considered so daring, the most sanguine of its
friends have scarcely yet a full realization.
Even taking Chicago as the starting point, it
will be (via St. Paul, where an arm of the North
ern Pacific Railroad is reached), two hundred
miles less distance to Puget Sound than to San
Francisco. Besides this, vessels from the Gold
en Gate to China sail on what is called the
grand circle, instead of in a straight line ; and
any one testing this by a string on a globe will
be surprised at the result, if they have not pre
viously studied the effect of the rotundity of
the earth, and its diminished portuberanoe as
you go northward toward the Pole. Hence,
when they have sailed eight hundred miles
from San Francisco they aio only one hundred
miles from the entrance to Puget Sound ; and
this striking fact shows the advantages this
route will have in commanding the through
traffic of Asia with our Atlantic States, or that
portion of it which will pass over the soil of
this nation on its road to Europe.
Nor is this all. Development is the great
duty of the Republic, after all its recent trials.
Resources are the gift of the Creator. Devel
oping them depends on the work of man.
Along the line of the Northern Pacific Railroad,
as it follows up the water-courses, the Missouri
and the Yellowstone on this side, and descends
by the valley of the Columbia on the other, a
vast body of agricultural land is waiting for
the plou ih, with a climate almost exactly the
same as that of New York, except that, with
le^s snow, cattle, in the larger portion of it, can
subsist on the open range in winter.
Here, if
climate and fertility of soil produce their natu
ral result, when railroad facilities open this
now isolated region to settlement, will soon be
eeen waving grain-fields, and happy homes, and
growing towns ; while ultimately a cordon of
prosperous States, teeming with population,
and rich in industry and consequent wealth,
a thousand

STATES.

will occupy that now undeveloped and almost

inaccessible portion of our continental area.
But this Road is fortunate also in its path
way across the the two ranges of mountains
which tested so severely the Pacific Railroads
built on the central line, and the overcoming
of which reflected such well deserved honor on
their energetic builders.
At the Deer Lodge
Pass, in Montana, where it crosses the Rocky
Mountains, its altitude above the sea is 8500
feet less than the Union Pacific Railroad
at
Sherman, which is said to be the highest point
at which a locomotive can bo found in the
world.
And on the Pacific side of the Conti
nent it is even more fortunate.
From Arizona
up to the Arctic Circle the Columbia is the only
river which has torn its way through that
mighty range, the Andes of North America,
\vhich in California is known as the Sierras,
but which in Oregon changes its name to the
Cascades.
Nature has thus provided a path
way for the Northern Pacific Road through
these mountains, the scaling of which, on the
other line, at an elevation of over seven thous
and feet (a most wonderful triumph of engi
neering), cost the Central Pacific Company
millions of dollars, and compelled them, for
seventy miles, to maintain a grade of over one
hundred feet to the mile — twice the maximum
of the Northern Pacific at the most difficnlt
points on its entire routeIt is fortunate, also, in its terminus on the
Pacific coast.
No one who has not been there
can realize the beauty of Puget Sound and its
One hundred miles lonj?, but so
surroundings.
full of inlets and straits that its navigable
shore-line measures seventeen hundred and
sixty miles, dotted with lovely islets, with
gigantic trees almost to the water's edge, with
safe
anchorage everywhere, and stretching ,
southward, without shoals or bars, from the
Straits of Fuca to the capital and centre of
Washington Territory, it will be a magnificent
for the commerce of that grandest
entrepot
ocean of the world, the Pacific.
• * * The Land Grant of the United States,
exceeding Fifty Millions of acres in the winterwheat region of our nation (ten times as large
as the area of Massachusetts), is doubtless suf
ficient for the completion of the Road: but,
beside
this, millions of private means are
already invested in it. The bonds based on the
Land Grant, and a mortgage on the Road itself,
in addition, are being sold as rapidly as the
money is needed ; and, as an investment, yield
ing about eight per cent, per year in currency,
rank already with the best class of railroad secu
rities. And thus the good work will go on with
unchecked step to its final consummation, car
rying the blessings of settlement, development,
civilization, and Christianity with it in its progross, and literally causing the wilderness to
blossom as the rose. —If. T. Independent.
[At the moment of going to press the accompanying
map of the N. P. R. R. has been completed. We give
hervwith Vice-President Couax's Letter, and in an
number will refer to this more extensively.— E».
earljr
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WISDOM.
POETICAL

PROVERBS.

Who augments his treasures with bribes and by stealth,
Shall grieve like a pauper when rolling in wealth.
Who gathers a fortune like niggardly knave,
Must afterward serve it, as miserly slave.

It

[May,

is wise and well to look on the cloud of sorrow
it to turn into a rainbow.

as though we expected

As the shadow of the sun Is largest when his
beams are lowest, so we are always least when we
mukc ourselves tho greatest.

A iiappy life is made up of happy thoughts, and
man should be a very miser in hoarding conscien

The purse of a pauper and proud haughty heart.
Will be more congenial when farther apart.

tiously every mill of the true coin.

No mendicant pauper is ever so poor
Ay he, 'mid abundance, who covetcth more.

mine

An

eminent American once spoke of this, his
country as that " in which there was less
misery and less happiness than in any other part
of the world."
own,

IN wounds may recover, and pain be relieved ;
But ill name and character never retrieved.

Extirpate each loose thought before it is heard.
Lest sorrow oft urge to recall a Btray word.
Let thoughts be corrected when no one is near.
And tongue be garotted when others can hear.

Talk kindly, or roughly, or fair as you will ;
Who love to think evil, will ever Bpeak 111.
A taciturn dullard, when savans among,

May pass for a doctor — by holding his tonguo.

A garrulous savant, by speaking but once.
When silence is wisdom, is written a dunce.
By showing respectful regard for superiors,
A comely example Is left for inferiors.
The liberal donor who gives in a trice,
Oft doubles the gift of the thoughtful In twice.
By chastising children for venial sin.
We whip out one devil, and whip seven in.
The meek and the haughty, the stupid and wise,

In six feet of earth measure equal in sizo.

An auctioneer selling books, being asked by a
suspicious customer, "Is that binding calf?" re
plied : " Come up, my good sir ; put your hand
and see If there is any fellow-feeling."
on
Anxious Traveler — "Hullo, there!
What

that?" Captain— " Tow-boat" Travel
er— " But what line
it?" Captain — " Towline." Traveler —
want to get aboard." Cap
tain — " Get one off the fence."
Family Quarrels. —
boat

"I

fool," said Janetto, "
creature
hate;"
" But hating," quoth John, " immoral

"A

my dear girl, it's terrible fate
To be found in family quarrel."

Besides,

" Which
istence

"

They who practice deceit and artifice really de
more than they do others.

ceive themselves

in ex

"Why so?"
" Because there all bodies lose their gravity."
How to Spell Horse. — The English style was
and loyal son of Britannia
ho hand
bar
haitch hand
hand
hess hand a hec don't spell 'orse, then my
name hain't 'Enry '111."
The American thus:
" Wa'al,
h-o-r-s-e don't spell boss, then you can
shoot me."

illustrated by
thus " Well,

If

our own vanity which renders the vanity of

others insupportable to us.

do you think the merriest place

" That immediately above the atmosphere which
surrounds the earth."

a

It Is

gentleman, evidently not of the period, de
that ho can tell whenever he crosses the
border of Massachusetts,
because all the women
begin to have " views."

clares

:

SEBIHO KDWAJIDB TODD*.

A

I

The indolent crumble far sooner to dust.
Than they who arc never rermittcd to rust.
Precipitate errors, when frankly confessed.
And trespass acknowledged, are easy redressed.

by?"

get

is

A lack of uctivity, industry, care,
Will end in distraction, remorse, and despair.

An Irish magistrate, censuring some boys for
loitering in the street, argued, " If everybody
were to stand In the street, how could anybody

is
a

Who gain reputation without real worth.
Without fault may lose It, in spite of high birth.

did you ever sec the Catskill Mount
Bah ; but I've seed 'em kill mice."

" No,

a

As soon as his daily companions are shown,
The knave or an honest man truly Is known.

" Sambo,

ains ? "

it,

Who aims by industrious efforts to live,
May work out a character no one can give.

MIRTH.

Is

The victors and lovers a thousand griefs prove.

FOOD FOR

?

In feuds and in conquests, in sporting and love,

warm

if

a

Who hurls witli his tongue a calumnious dart.
Must shicl.i his own head from the rebounding smart.

thumsclvcs. — Beccher.

a

Take unwelcome counsel of every true friend.
Though seemingly adverse to wishes and end.

Men think of happiness as something without
rather than within, and hence they seek for it in
travel, society, and occupation rather than within

is

The cost and chagrin to avenge a great wrong.

Will often preponderate bearing it long.

do not give.

a

Fly not to the court for redress of each grief,
Nor of a physician seek daily relief.

I

fault if he be ungrateful, but it is
To find one thankful man,
will oblige many that are not so. — Seneca.
another's

if I

a

The rule and the balance, Ink, paper, and pen,
Prevent strife and quarrels of pugnacious men.

It Is

;

i

a
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[In this Department will be noticed such matters as arc of interest to correspondents and to the general reader.
Contributions for " What They Say " should bo brief, poiMed, and creamy, to secure publication.]

j|0rrcsp0itbcttts.
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"
QUESTIONS OF GENERAL INTEREST" ONX.T
will be answered in this department. We have no space
to gratify idle curiosity.
One question only at a time,
and that dearly stated, must be propounded, if a corretpondent shall expectus to give him the benefit cf its early
consideration.
Questions of )xrsonal interest will be
promptly answered by letter, if a stamp be inclosed for
the return postage.

Skin Diseases. — Our

oldest

boy is

about four years old.
When born his skin was
as smooth as any child's, and remained so until
about six months old, when It began to get very
rough, and is so at present, all over his body, ex
His knees and
cepting his face, neck, and hands.
the fore part of his ankles arc especially rough.
We hare culled the attention of two physicians to
the matter, but can got no satisfaction.
We have
given the boy baths, using good soap freely, think
ing this would soften the dry scales and enable us
to rub them off, but to no purpose.
The child is
healthy and hearty, with red cheeks
apparently
and tine skin in face.
Will you do me the kind
ness to tell me if you think this is anything alarm
ing t or will you give me a remedy, if one is neces
# # #
sary, and oblige

This child has what is sometimes called
dry tetter, or, more strictly speaking, Pityriasis.
There may be some hereditary taint to account for
It. Whatever would benefit the general health
would help nature to throw it off. Turkish baths
would be one of the very best methods of treat
ment.
In the absence of Turkish baths, it would
be well to use warm baths, wet-shect packs, or
any form of sweating bath that could be conve
For full instruction in regard
niently arranged.
to skin diseases and their proper treatment, see the
Illustrated Hydropathic Encyclopedia.
Ans.

Is tobacco
Arts. Yes ;

it

injurious, and in what way ?
is Injurious because it is a deadly

If a strong decoction is put on sheep
which are afflicted with lice or ticks, it kills the
latter dead — the application makes the sheep sick
If applied to
for a while, but seldom kills them.
cucumber plants or rose bushes, It kills or expels
They feel assured that tobacco
bugs and worms.
injures them, and they arc right in that conclu
sion.
Unman beings who are so unwise, or so
selfishly careless of other people's comfort, as to
use tobacco In any form, are more or less injured
rheumatic, and
by it. 8ome become dyspeptic,
nervous to the last degree, and thousands die sud
denly from a spasmodic action of the heart caused
and many thin people
by the use of tobacco,

poison.

would gain many pounds In flesh if they would
quit using it.
Three classes of beings are not injured by it :
the first is a large, light-green personage, ribbed
with rings, and by some called beautiful. He may
be seen feeding on the plant in the field ; he like*
the tobacco and is fat and healthy from its use.
But he is not permitted to live in peace and luxu
riate on the plant made for his use; his two-legged
foe disputes the field with him, and often unjustly
wins the victory. The second class not injured by it
Is to be found among Uie numerous consumers who
are so low in organic conditions that tbey can not
be spoiled or made filthy by anything ; and the
third and last class not injured by it is composed
of those who are too wise and decent to touch the
For further information send for
nasty 6tnff.
" Tobacco, its Physical, Intellectual, and Moral
Effects," price 35 cents.

The Lusts of the Flesh. — A

young

man writes us from Kentucky : " Can you tell me
what to do to tear all carnal desires out of my
have been a slave to hi-', and passion
nature?
for seven years, and my mind is breaking down

I

under it. I muBt get it under or it will send me
to the grave." The young man is not alone in
this infirmity. And— after writing him by post —
we quote Ills words as a text on which to make a
few brief remarks for the benefit of others.
ITigh and holy thoughts are possible to all wellorganized men who try to live aright. Every car
nal propensity, passion, lust, appetite, and morbid
desire should be subordinated
to Intellect and
moral sense.
Arc you greedy of unlawful gain ?
say no to inordinate Acquisitiveness.
Docs the
appetite crave stimulants or narcotics, which are
neither healthful food nor drink ? say no to Alimentiveness.
Is it a weakness in you to show
temper at every trifling annoyance 'I Combativeness and Dcstrnctivencss must be checked before
they get you into a riot. Arc you troubled with
lewd and lascivious dreams ? Amativcncss Is rebel
lious, and you must put on the brakes.
If one
gives way to Acquisitiveness, he becomes a thief ;
to Alimentiveness, a glutton or a drunkard ; to Dea savage or a murderer; to Ama
structlveness,
tivcncss, a libertine ; and he Is only fit for the
almshouse or the prison.
But how are we to over
come the lusts of the flesh? Trayer is a good
thing in 6Uch cases. And so is temperance in eat
But if one's
ing, in drinking, and in all things.
blood and body be filled with whisky and tobacco,
he will find It " up-hill work" to keep down these
passions.
So, too, if he ignore religion, and de
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It will
alone on a poor weak human will.
require nil he can do, with the grace of God added,
Bnt this la a long
to keep on the moral track.
chapter, and we must take it up at another time.

peud

Mineral Springs. — Are

the waters

of the mineral springs beneficial as a drink, or are
they Injurious?
Am. Wc believe pnre water and plain food to
be promotive of health, and that every deviation
Many
from their use is more or less detrimental.
ajjerson lives wrongly ten months in a year, and
drinks mineral waters
as a choice of alternatives
at a great cost of money and time, or gets rid of
the morbid matter accumulated from ten months
of unwholesome habits by means of a bilious
He who lives according to hygienic law
fever.
needs neither the sulphur spring water nor the bil
We can supply the numbers of the
ious fever.
Journal you ask for.
Marry my Cousin?" —In
"Mat
your Journal of January last, you stated as a
fact that consanguineous marriages are productive
of weakness, Imbecility, idiocy, etc.. thus virtually
declaring such disabilities general in consanguine
My experience, strengthened by com
marriages.
paratively recent statistics, has convinced me that
I deem It an
such is not the case ; consequently
Impropriety, in thus answering a question of such
without giving any reason for
vast Importance,
your conclusions, as your opinion will probably be
adopted by many of your readers as an Incontro
vertible fact, by which barriers may be formed
between pairs of truly loving souls, who may thus
I have for more than
be mnde unhappy for life.
twenty years taken much pains to satisfy myself

I

In regard to the erroneous Impression so generally
reproduction, by
adopted concerning consanguine
which I have been forced to my present position.
Again, it must be admitted thnt certain conditions
only are capable of producing such disabilities, and
that such conditions may or may not exist in con
sanguine progenitors as well as where consanguin
Should opposite conditions
ity does not exist.
exist in either case, opposite results would be the
consequence, therefore precisely the same precau
tions would be necessary, whether In or out of
D. L. D. s.
consanguinity.

In our brief categorical answers to such ques
tions we do not propose to argue the points at
length, nor to give reasons for our statements.
Time and space would not permit. Wc did not,
in this case, suppose for a moment that there
could be difference of opinion among intelligent
The matter has been duly considered,
persons.
to it, In our work on
devoted
and a chapter
"Wedlock, or, Who May and Who May Not
Besides, several States have, through
Marry."
their Legislatures, passed laws to prevent consan
guineous marriages, seeing the evils of idiocy, im
We also read
becility, etc., resulting from them.
In Holy Writ the following: "None of you shall
approach In marriage to any that is of kin to him."
for
Are not cousins " kin ? " Our Investigations
more than twenty years convince us of the cor
rectness of the views advanced, and we beg Mr. S.
to look further, and when convinced, to do all he
can to dissuade marriages likely to result disas
trously to posterity.

More auout the Hair. — Many ques
tions come to us as to how to prevent hair from
growing, how to make it grow, how to prevent It
from turning gray, from falling off, etc. Here Is a
letter from Utah :
Having read In the Journal for January the
article headed " Baldness is Churches," I wish
I am nearly twenty-eight
to ask your advice.
years old ; have been the mother of seven children,
the youngest being five months old. Six years ago
I had the longest and thickest hair I ever saw on
When I had the scarlet fever,
any woman's head.
which disappeared on the second day, I was preg
nant with ray fourth child, and nigh unto death.
The doctor administered
calomel, and I became
When my child was born, nearly eight
salivated.
months after, she apparently had the scarlet fever
also.
Since that time, In child-bearing, salivation
has always returned.
Last winter i was taken
sick, and nearly died. I could not eat, and refused
to take medicine, saying I never had a doctor but
twice in my life, and was salivated both times —
once more would kill me.
When my children are
about two months old, my hair begins to fall out,
to
so
I have very
and continues
do
for months.
little now to what I once had, and it is still falling
out.
I have for a few weeks past used " Ayer's
If you could
Hair Vigorator," but to no purpose.
give me any information as to my best course to
pursue in regard to salivation, also as to my hair,
it would be thankfully received.
Am. Work the calomel out of the system by
wet-sheet packs, Turkish baths, etc., and restore
the general health.
Then with a little fine toiletsoap and soft, tepid water wash the hair and scalp
Brush It thoroughly every morning,
occasionally.
and use no greasy substance, except a very little
Keep
sweet oil, and the less of this the better.
the head cool, and if there be no physiological ob
structions In the way, the hair may grow again.
It will be much more likely to grow if you cut it
off<} la Anna Dickinson, Florence Nightingale, etc.
As to salivation, the way to escape that Is to ab
stain from the drags which produce it. Would it
not be as well to let nature take her course » Old
physicians say " the lea medicine one take*, the
better."
Then why take any f
Uneven Heads. — My

head

is very

uneven on its surface, being covered with little
hills and hollows. What does it indicate ?

An uneven development of the head in
eccentricity and excitability. But there
are sometimes little knots on the surface which do
not Indicate largeness or smallness of organs, but
an uneven disposition of the bony matter of the
skull. We judge of the size of the phrenological
organs by the distance from the center of the
brain, not by little hills and hollows, or "bumps"
Ann.

dicates

as they are sometimes

called.

Stammering Cured by an
One

"Dr. Moses" publishes

Art. —

a circular in which

to be "unequaled in this or any other
His name im
country" in curing stammering.
He proposes to sell his
plies a love of money.
" secret," or the right to use it, in the different
can impart the art to any
He says:
States.
and at a price that a
one desirous of purchasing,

he claims

"I

Our mentorial bureau.
it

Stam
great deal of money can be made out of
mering is not confined to any section of country
or condition of men, and there is nothing which a

person will pay for more liberally than to be re
lieved from this distressing misfortune."
He asks something like a hundred and fifty
thousand dollars for his secret, and will sell State
right*, if he can find any one to buy, at from
$1,000 to $10,000. We have no personal knowl
" Dr. Moses," nor of his " art," but we
edge of
have not the slightest inclination to invest in the
same, though " a deal of money can be made
out of it," nor would we advise others to "go
into it," and get " taken In." The only scientific
method yet proposed, by which stammering and
stuttering can be successfully treated, is given in
our Combined Annuals, which may be had at this
office for (1 50. Look out for quacks and impos
tors!

"Let TnEBE

be

Light." — "What light

is spoken of in Genesis on the first day of the cre
ation, when the sun and moon were not made until
the fourth day ?
Ant. The statements in the first chapter of Gen
esis, especially the first five verses, may be under
stood as a general statement of what was done
without regard to the time or order of doing. The
first verse says, " In the beginning God created
the heaven and the earth," but it does not say
when that beginning was, — that is to say, how
long before the other facts occurred. All once
believed, and many now believe, that the creation
of heaven and earth, animals and man, was com
Geology proves that
pleted in six of our days.
numerous
ages must have elapsed after the land
and water of the earth existed before any animal
could exist on it. The crust of the red-hot and
molten mass must cool, and an atmosphere be es
tablished fit to be breathed before land animals
could live, and probably tens of thousands, if not
millions, of years elapsed before the earth waB a
possible abode for man — yet " in the beginning God
created the heaven and the earth."
Perhaps the
light of other spheres ministered to the earth as
soon as the densely thick vapors surrounding the
earth were sufficiently condensed into water to ad
mit the light of planets which were older than our
earth.
Perhaps several things were true which we
do not fully understand, and never shall on earth.

A Want of Phrenological Knowl

edge. — Taking up the Chicago Tribune the other
day, I read In it an account of the opening of a
"Medical College" in Chicago; and was quite
astonished
at some of the remarks made by the
Professor of Medical Jurisprudence, who delivered
the opening address. Among other things he said :
"Among the great subjects naturally allied to
that of medicine stands first in importance tho
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To study it as we should, we
subject of insanity.
should know something of the laws of mind in its
We receive our impressions and
healthy state.
derive our knowledge entirely through the phvsical senses.
They arc the vehicles by which im
in their crude state are received into
pressions
the mind, and in the mind those impressions
are
analyzed and prepared for use, and then the will
sends forth the results into the world of matter
again through these same senses."
We take it that the Professor meant that his
audience were to study the laws of mind apart
from the brain, — a feat which he nor they can not
successfully perform. We hold that the cause of
Insanity Is to be found In the deranged material
of the brain.
Get the brain back into its normal
condition, and the insanity is cured.
What would the Professor's audience have
thought if ho had recommended them to study
the sense of sight apart from tho eye, the sense
of hearing apart from the ear, or digestion apart
from the stomach ? They would have been aston
ished cither at his ignorance or his assurance.
He further said :
" The imperfect working of the physical senses
is no evidence of disease of the mind, any more
than is the imperfect working of a defective in
strument and telegraph wire an evidence of want
of skill in the operator."
We say, that we know nothing of the mind
— in this life — but in and by the brain.
According
to the Professor, the mind can not become diseased
or deranged, — it is only the physical senses which
do so. We hold that tho mind u deranged when
the brain is so ; and that a healthy mind can not
exist in a diseased brain.
To say that sight may be perfect with a diseased
optic nerve would be sheer nonsense ; and it is
equally absurd to say that a man can have a dis
eased brain and yet have a perfect mind. A tele
graph operator is not connected with his instru
ment or his wires iu the same manner as the mind
Is connected with the brain.
If telegraph wires
could be connected with an operator's brain, in a
similar way as the nerves of the body are connect
ed with the human brain, and let a derangement
take place in these infinitely fine wircB, then we
should find a deranged operator.
The simile made by the Professor is imperfect
To carry out his own illustration — to cure a de
ranged wire, he would begin upon a sane operator !
" Study the operator," he would say — " pay no at

tention to the wires ! " Again, he says :
" The mind sits enthroned in its immaterial
The Professor dwelt at
majesty npon the brain."
some length on this point, to show that the mind
was the source of all action.
The mind's "immaterial majesty" may be all
very well to talk about, but where is the majubly
of the mind in a lunatic f No ; the mind is gov
erned by the condition, size, and quality of brain.
Again, he said :
" He agreed that the mind could never be the
subject of disease ; that life was union, and death
was separation ; that sleep was a total cessation
of the action of the vital functions of the relation
between mind and matter, and that dreaming was
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He showed
a partial cessation of such action.
that all dreams could be accounted for upon sci
entific principles, giving some interpretations of
dreams, which he urged showed conclusively that
no dreamer could dream of anything of which he
knew or had heard nothing.
ITc argued that it is the relation between mind
The connection
and matter which is diseased.
was the seat of the trouble, and not the mind

itself."
In our humble opinion, the grand mistake made
by the Professor was in considering mind as a
Here lies the fundamental error.
teparate entity.
What condition the mind takes on after it leaves
the body is a great mystery, but while It is in the
It is
body we know it is subject to organization.
not a sovereign.
He says " the mind could never

be the subject

of disease, — that it is the relation [mark !] be
tween the mind and matter which is diseased."
The mind 1b not diseased, and the matter is not dis
" relation ! " The "connection,"
eased, — it is tho
he says, was the seat of the trouble. How does this
look : the wires arc not deranged, neither is the
operator, — It is the connection formed between the
wire and the operator which is diseased 1
Has all that Gall, Spurzhcim, and Combe written
on the functions of the brain never been read?
Have the fifty and odd volumes of the Phreno
logical Journal been of no avail ? Have nil the
hundreds of lectures delivered, and the hundreds
of books printed on Phrenology, all been thrown
away? No, we think not; but we arc afraid that
many of our Professors pay no attention to Phre
it beneath their notice; and
nology, consider
hence we see the result in the strange jumble of
crude ideas delivered to a respectable audience of
thinking men and women

L'Evenement, a lively newspaper
published in Quebec, thus notices and comments
on the

Journal

:
Envoi.— Nous svons rc?u ces Jours dernlcrs lo 8c nnmero du 3e volume d'nne publication mensucllo intituCc
lee Phrenological Journal and Life Illustrated.
journal qui forme une jolie brochure de 120popes, 616ganvnent lmprimee, renferme une foule de rcnsclgnements utiles ct nmusnnts, des eludes de mrpurs, de phy
sique, d't'eonomic politique et doniestlqne, de la poesie,
dc la litteratnre, etc., et plnstcurs gravures, entr aiitrcs
los portraits de Noah Webster, I'eminent lexicopxaphe,
de Dr. Thomas de Witt Talmadpe, orateur emulc de
Beecher, dn g6n6rnl espagnol Juan I'rlm, ct du uouvean
roi d'Espagne le Prince Am6dee.

Facts and Fancies. — T. H., one of
our warm Canadian friends, writes from Quebec ;
" I have never read a treatise on any of the sub
jects which yon have made specialties without
having felt immediate benefit in strengthening my
ability to practice BClf-control, which I believe to
be at the basis of all virtue, and I can only under
stand the insane prejudice which even good men
manifest

to those

of Satan.

subject*

as a most

successful

There are doubtless thousands
of facts (and facts arc stubborn things) to prove
not only the truth of Phrenology as a science, but
lu virtuous and elevating tendency on the minds
which have studied its lessons and obeyed its
device

teachings,

and these

[May,
are surely

more valuable

as

ot fancies which mul
titudes so thoughtlessly yet so freely express."
evidence

than the thousands

The Clergy and the Journal. — It

may be gratifying to those who know how we
havo been opposed from the pulpit, to be informed

that opposition from that quarter is rapidly pass
ing away. We now have as subscribers more than
a thousand
on onr books, and others
clergymen
Here is a copy of a note just
are daily joining.
of Muine.
received from a reverend gentleman
When we have the clergy with us, we shall also
have the people.

: Last evening I received a specimen
of your magazine, and while perusing its
I am
pages obtained much of profit and pleasure.
aware that there are not a few who look with sus
picion and perhaps witli ill-conccalcd disdain upon
your commendable
enterprise, but I am glad to
number myself among those who arc not blinded
by prejudice or bigotry. Please send me the Jour
nal for six months — I have no doubt that I 6hall
like it so well as to subscribe permanently.
8**

Dear Sir

copy

lirtcrart) Notices.
There it a kind of physiognomy in the titles of booki
no lest than in Vie facet of men, by which a skittfvl ob
server will know as well what to expectfrom the one at
the other.— Butler.

Notes, Explanatory and Practical, on
the Acts of the Apostles : Designed for Sundayschool Teachers and Bible-Classes.
Bv Albert
" Notes on the Psalms,"
Barnes, author of
" Lectures on the Evidences of Christianity,"
pp.
etc.
Revised edition.
One vol., 12moj
418; cloth. Price, $1 50. New York: Harper

& Brothers.
What is the meaning of this, that, and the other
expression which seem so contradictory, and lead
to so much bitter controversy ? Different com
come to different conclusions.
mentators
One
the
gives a Cnlvlnistic interpretation, another
Arminian ; one makes everything bend to "total
depravity," or to baptism by immersion, etc., ac
cording to his school or creed. The God of one
delights in " punishing the wicked," of another,
in his " all-mcrclf ul attributes," and so on accord
ing to the faculties — colored glasses — through
which different persons look at the same object.
Dr. Barnes is believed to have been one of the
most impartial and truthful of our Scriptural
" are
commentators.
Certain it is, his " Notes
over,
more
heart
and
nowhere
accepted the world
ily indorsed than in Edinburgh, London, and in
other centers of learning and civilization. Messrs.
Harper are bringing out revised editions.

Earle's Dene.

A

Novel.

By R. E.

One vol., octavo; pp. 187; paper.
Francillon.
Price, 50 cts. New York : Harper & Brothers.
No. 355, Library of Select Novels.

suitable for sole at the book, stationery,
fancy-goods stores; a summary of
American and English novelties, and miscellane
ous literary and trade information."
There are
four fine steel portraits with accompanying bio
graphical sketches of eminent American publish
ers, and other illustrations, which add not a little
to the value of the "Circular."
Supplied to the
trade at the office of The Trade Circular and Lit
erary Bulletin, 25 Bond Street, New York.

Max Kromer: A Story of the Siege of

1870. By the Author of "Jessica's
First Prayer," "Nelly's Dark Days," etc. One
vol., 12mo; pp. 184; cloth. Price, $1. New
York : Dodd & Mead.
If one would realize something of real war, its
effects on families in domestic life, let him read
this little book.
Here arc the headings of chap
ters : Our Home in Strasburg ; Lisbeth and Elsie ;
Refugees Seeking Shelter ; Awaiting the Bombard
ment; The First 8hell; A Fearful Night; The
Terrors of the Siege ; Danger Nearer at Hand ;
Sylvie's Escape; Sergeant Klein; The White
Flag; The End of the Siege, etc. Oh, the horrors
of war ! Where are the Quakers ?
Strasburg,

By Dio Lewis, A.M., M.D.,

author of " New Gymnastics for Men, Women,
" Weak Lnngs, and How to
and Children,"
Make them Strong," etc.
One vol., 12mo ; pp.
888; cloth. Price, *1 50. New York: Harper
& Brothers.
Dr. Lewis "lets himself out" on "Our Girls."
He loves the dear creatures ; loves to talk to them,
train them, take their measure periodically, and
note how they grow and develop in body and
mind. In this volume we have the methods prac
ticed by the Doctor in his training school, and
pages of such practical information as all should
If the instruction of Dr. Lewis be fol
possess.
lowed as to the physical training of our girls,
there will be fewer sick and feeble women in the
world. Read " Our Girls " and be wise.

Lucretia Maria Davidson.

it,

for

The

a most valuable

it

With illustrations by F. O. C. Darley.
Edited
One vol., 12mo : pp.
bv M. Oliver Davidson.
270; cloth.
Price, J2 50. New York: Hurd
& Houghton.
The acme of plain book-making has been reached
Here are the sweet poems
by these publishers.
of one long since departed, but whose memory
can never be forgotten ; set In the most legible
type, and printed on the finest of tinted paper.
It Is a luxury to possess such a book as this.
Will it "have a run?" Not commensurate with
its merits unless copies of it be placed in every
public and private library. We need not particu
is one of the most
larize.
Our word for
excellent and sumptuous works of the season.

by us, and a brief examina
tion assures us that Mr. Leypoldt has contributed

of Monte-Christo.

Count

By

author of "The Three
Alexander Dumas,
Guardsmen," etc. Two volumes complete In
Octavo; pp. 557; paper. Price, $1 50.
one.
Philadelphia T. B. Peterson & Brothers.
After the death of Dickens, the Evening Ibtt
" and answer
asked this question, " Will he live
This Frenchman has written
ed in the negative.
much, vastly more than the Englishman, filling
both continents with his stories, and now that he,
?

:

preparation

will

ho live

dead,

the same question
may be asked,
We beg to inquire why should ho

f

too,

it

it

be
Is
not better that
Of what use would
How much better
the world
for his having lived in
?

it

is

he should not?

Howe's Musical Monthly.

No. 15.
Contains the following
Ellas Howe.
Original Boston
Songs and Instrumental Music
and Dip Waltzes; On the Rhine Waltzes; Juliet
Waltzes
Blush Rose Waltzes Feuille d' Amour
Couferenz
Polka Mazurka On to Paris March
:

;

,

:

Boston

;

work to American literature.
The
of a bibliographical guide of this kind
before on account
has been scarcely attempted
of the numerous difficulties necessarily besetting
a compiler, and the large expenditure which the
publisher must incur before any substantial return
could result. But the editor has ventured through
the untrodden and dark way with a success, In so
far as the work itself is concerned, which must
him, and we trust that the literary
encourage
world will supplement in a substantial manner
that encouragement, so that he may be invited to
the preparation of successive annual Issues of the
work. The extent of the undertaking may be in
ferred from the title summary of contents, viz. :
" Including the American catalogue of books pub
lished in the United States during the year 1870,
with their sizes, prices, and publisher's names ; also,
a list of the principal books published in England ;
a publishers', manufacturers', and importers' direc
tory, and alphabetical list of nearly eight hundred

by

Poems

?

The Trade Circular Annual

1871 has been received

and

music,

;

Our Girls.

365

articles

Complete

?

A

Treatise for the Practical Pomologist, to aid in
Propagating the Apple, and cultivating and
Orchards.
Illustrated with engrav
managing
ings of Fruit, Young and Old Trees, and Me
chanical Devices Employed in Connection with
Orchards and the Management of Apples. By
Screno
Edwards Todd, author of " Todd's
Young Fanner's Manual," " American Wheat
Culturist," " Todd's Country Homes," and
"How To Save Money."
One vol., 12mo;
Price, $1 50.
New York:
pp. 831: cloth.
Harper & Brothers.
From the seed to the blossom and the fruit, here
Is everything
about
the apple : preparing the
ground, laying out, selecting best sorts, planting,
trimming, grafting, growing, gathering, grinding,
wintering, drying, cooking, and eating.
It is
really a most useful book, fully illustrated, and
of common minds.
adapted to the comprehension
It is worthy- the widest circulation. We hope Mr.
Todd will take up other fruits, and treat them
In the same popular manner.

is

The Apple Culturist.

MENTORIAL BUREAU.

;

OUR

«
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Polka; Leight Zu Fuss Polka; Um Die Wctte
Galop; L' Amour Rhcinlander Polka; RoBlcim
Auf Dcr Haidc; Chotelar to Mary Queen of
Scots ; The Agreeable Young Man ; Down Below
the Waving Lindens ; Come 8ing to Me Again ;
Morning and Evening Star; Memory of Happy
Days ; The Tree ; The German Rhine ; Where the
Grass Grows Green ; Crossing the Brook ; Wear
ing of the Green; Rocked in the Cradle of the
Deep ; He Will Return. All this for 35 eta. Is
not this cheap enough f

The Illustrated Christian Weekly

is the title of a new paper published under the
Lyman
auspices of the American Tract Society.

Abbott, of New York, the well-known clergyman,
The first number indicates no
is editor-in-chief.
small amount of taste and enterprise in the matter
of its getting up, and we will own ourselves in
error if the venture of its publication do not find
Price for a year $2. Single num
ample support
bers 5 cento.

The Shaker

is the title of a new

It
monthly paper published at Mount Lebanon.
is devoted to the exposition of religion according
to 8haker theology. Price, 50 cents a year. It is
under the direction of the Mt. Lebanon Bishopric.
Address, G. A. Loomis, Resident Editor, Shakers,
Albany, N. Y. Among other interesting articles
in the first number are the following: Who arc
the Shakers? Visit to the Shaker Settlement;
Lines Suggested by a Visit to the Shakers — a Poem
— by Charlotte Cushman ; and the first part of the
Biography of Ann Lee, the Founder of the Shak
ers.

The Merchants' and Bankers' Alma

nac for 1871. One vol., octavo ; pp. about 300;
cloth. Price, $2. New York : Bankers' Maga
zine and Register, 23 Murray Street.
A complete list of all the banks in the U. S.,
with just such other information as bankers and
financiers are supposed to need, is given in this
indispensable

The

annual.

Kindergarten.

A Manual

for

the Introduction of Froebel's System of Pri
mary Education into Public Schools, and for
the use of Mothers and Private Teachers.
By
One
Dr. Adolf Doual. With sixteen plates.
vol., 12mo; pp. 152; cloth. Price, $1. New
York: E. Steigcr.
A German idea carried out and rendered practi

cally available to American parents, teachers, and
educators.
Mr. Steigcr has performed a most
useful service by issuing in English and German
this excellent manual.

Wonderful

Escapes.

Revised

from

the French of F. Bernard, and original chapters
With twentyBy Richard Whiteing.
added.
six plates.
One vol., 12ino;
pp. 308; cloth.
Price, $1 50. New York : Charles Scribner &
Co.

Facto vastly more entertaining than any manu
factured fiction, because true to the life. This
series of wonder books promises to become im
mensely popular, and they are worthy.

[Mat,

The Morning Watch

is the title of a

neat and cheap monthly for Sunday-school

teach

ers and young Christians, published at 50 cto. a
year by W. W. Dowllng, Indianapolis, Ind.
8ower,
Mr. Dowling also publishes The

Little

a weekly Sunday-school and family visitor, at 60

The Little Watchman, a little
for little people, at 50 cto. a year. Send
stamps for specimen numbers.
cts. a year ; also,

paper

Local Taxation: Being

a

Report of

the Commission Appointed bv the Governor of
New York, under the Authorfty of the Legisla
ture, to Revise the Laws for the Assessment and
Revised
Collection of State and Local Taxes.
and Corrected Edition.
One vol., octavo; pp.
74; paper.
Price, 50 cento. New York: Har
per & Brothers.
A carefully considered and well-arranged state

ment, by which the reader may form correct con
clusions on this very important subject.

Bred in the Bone;
Like

or, Like Father,

"A

Son.
A Novel. By the Author of
Beggar on Horseback," etc. One vol., 8vo; pp.
Price, 50 cento. New York : Har
141; paper.
per & Brothers.
This is No. 857 of the Library of Select Novels,

judged by the title, one may expect
thing on the subject of hereditary descent.
and,

some

The Jewish Messenger

is a hand
weekly, edited and published at
243 Broadway, N. Y., by 8. M. Isaacs and Sons.
Terms $5 a year. 8ingle numbers 10 cts. This is
the organ of the orthodox body of American Jews,
is ably edited and handsomely printed. Those of
our readers who would learn all about the move
ments of this people in America and elsewhere
may find the information in the Jewish Messenger.
some eight-page

The Mutineers of the Bounty,

and

their Descendants in Pitcairn and Norfolk Isl
ands.
With Map and Illus
By Lady Belcher.
One vol., 12mo; pp. 877; cloth. Price,
trations.
tl 50. New York : Harper & Brothers.
More interesting than any romance; full of
thrilling adventure, descriptive of real life on sea
and land.
A history of more than eighty years of
Island — almost isolated — life, in which n colony of
mutineers grew into a prosperous and happy com
munity.

The Lover's Lirrary.

Tales of Senti

Vol. I. 12mo ; pp. 240 ;
ment and Passion.
Price, 50 cto. New York: J. 8. Red-

gaper.

This No. 1 contains The Devil's Pool, The
Story of Leonard and Margarcttc, The Maid of
Other volumes iu prep
Malines, Polly's Revenge.
aration.

Daisy

Nichol.

A Novel.

By Ladv

" A Casual Acquaintance,^'
Hardy, author of
One vol.,
"Paul Wynlcr's Sacrifice," etc.
Price, 50 ets. New
octavo ; pp. 144 ; paper.
York : Harper & Brothers.
No. 856 of Harper's unabridged and unaltered
Library of Select Novels.
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JOHN SIMMONS,
POUNDER OP THE BOSTON
f I

iHE

wants of the nation chiefly conWithin the past
few years this fact has found several
-1-

Bist in education.

WOMAN'S

COLLEGE.

hearts whose endowments
in
worldly pelf enabled them to exemplify
their appreciation of it. The names of
noble
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Cornell, Cooper, Peabody must long re
main in the front rank of the bright il

lustrations of wise philanthropy — a phil
anthropy that seeks, by affording wellmethodized mental and physical training
to worthy youth, to promote the intel
lectual, social, and religious welfare of
the State and of the nation, — a philan
thropy which is philanthropy indeed.

[June,

had nothing in common with his prac
tices in the daily business of life ; that
he maneuvered for no heavy " strikes ; "
made no bold ventures, but calmly and
systematically conducted his business,
measuring his plans and purposes by the
standard of high moral principle.
That he was cautious, guarded, and
even polite, the full side-head impresses

appears with
good claim to share with those mentioned
in the honor due to well-directed benev

scruples of conscience, justice, and pro
priety, the breadth and fullness of the

John Simmons, an old resident
of Boston, died in the summer of 1870,

lieving; and that

an extensive estate, the greater
part of which he bequeathed for the pur
pose of founding a college for the practi
cal education of young women in the

urbane, polite, and delicate in manner,
the fine development of the upper part
of the forehead amply testifies.

various arts, sciences, and industrial em
ployments of life. In the language of

The prominence in the region of Ide
ality and Constructiveness, together with

the provision in his will, this bequest
reads : " An institution to be called the
Simmons Female College, for the pur

the well-marked

cate a scholarly order of mind.
Had he
been able to give his attention to literary

of teaching medicine, music, draw
ing, designing, telegraphy, and other
branches of art, science, and industry

pursuits early in life, or found circum
stances favorable to the cultivation of
his esthetic faculties, he might have won

best calculated to enable the scholars to

There
notice and reputation as a writer.
is much of the poetic character in that

Now

another

name

olence.

leaving

pose

acquire an independent

livelihood."

The portrait indicates an organization
of fine quality, with a marked predomi
The
nance of the Mental temperament.
symmetrical
proportions

of faculty,

and

almost

classic

facial

show balance and harmony
while the keen eye, direct

nose, and thin, positive lips evince clear

and quickness of insight.
The ex
the
man
of
reflec
shows
panded brow
tive tendencies, the man of prudent

ness

counsel, and yet the man of resources.
Such a man is adapted to superintend
the operations of a large business. Such
a man can administer on finance with
We take it that Mr. Sim
efficiency.
mons was a natural financier ; not a

speculator by any means, but a saga
cious manager of money interests in un
impeachable channels. We would pre
" hazard " ia a word which
sume that

us ; that he was strongly

top-head

influenced by

appear to warrant us in be
he was kind, forbear

ing, benevolent,

and at the same

time

reflective intellect, indi

face.

Mb. Simmons came to Boston in his six
Rhode
year from Little Compton,
Island, where he was born in October, 1796.
His brother, Cornelius B. Simmons, had pre
ceded him, and established a small clothing
business in the little store on Ann Street,
which is now amplified into the large estab
lishment of his son, Mr. George W. Sim
mons. In this little store, no bigger than its
teenth

Mr. Simmons began
present counting-room,
his business life, in company with his broth
er,

with whom he remained

five years.

At

the age of twenty-one he went into business
for himself, in a store on the opposite side
of Ann Street, and the next year he was mar

He
ried to Miss Ann Small, of Providence.
subsequently moved his store to North Mar
ket Street, and, as his business increased, in
1840 he opened a clothing department in a
section of Quincy Hall, above Quincy Market.
He was the pioneer dealer in ready-made

Jo un

1871.]

clothing,

a trade

in which Boston has always
place, and was one of

maintained

the first

the first,

n<5t the very first, to

if

Simmons.

adopt

the

" system. His business
grew very
rapidly. In two years he hired another sec
tion of Quincy Hall, and in 1848, finding his
u

one-pnce

accommodations

there entirely inadequate,
and being subjected to some trouble by hav
ing to move out once in three years, on ac

count of the holding of the Charitable Me

Association Pair, he purchased the
corner of Congress and Water
streets in 1849, and erected the building
known as " Simmons' Block," into which he
moved his business in that year, and which
is part of the property devised to the uses of
the College.
In 1854, having accumulated a
fortune which was deemed a large one in the
chanics'

site

at the

years before the war, he retired from the
clothing business and devoted himself to the

309

when he made a friend, the friendship was a
lasting one.

The beneficent purpose of his life grew out
of his business observations.
As a manufac
turer of ready-made clothing he had occasion
to employ great numbers of workwomen, and
he early became acquainted with the needs
of this class, which has grown to be very nu
merous in this country.
He found that most
of them were incapacitated for their labor
by their lack of training. He was constantly
beset with applications for work from those
who were unable to sew a single seam prop
erly, and he saw much of the suffering among
the class of destitute needlewomen which it
became the object of his life to mitigate.
He
was at once convinced of the uselessness of
charity in relieving them from the difficulties
and evils which oppressed them.
He saw
that it was industrial education which they

purchase and improvement of real estate ; it
is very probable that his benevolent purpose

needed, and determined

was conceived about that time.

purpose, which should

In

pursuance of this very laudable aim,
Mr. Simmons has done as much if not more
than any other resident of Boston toward the

of the beautiful business structures
which adorn Devonshire and Franklin streets.
He was one of the first to build on Franklin
Street, and it is said that by agreeing to pro
cure tenants for the owners of the old build
ings, he was the means of securing the erection
of all the fine stores on that street. In the first
years of his business life he resided on Sheafe
Street, afterward removed to Staniford Street,
and from there to his late residence on Tremont Street.
He also erected the fine houses
at the corner of Arlington and Beacon streets,
which he afterward sold. He invested large
ly in lands in that part of Boston known as
the Back Bay, and owed much of his fortune
to the increase in the value of those lands.
Mr. Simmons was a man of close business
habits, and applied himself to the manage
ment of his affairs with great persistency.
He was genial in nature and fond of social
intercourse, but he seldom confided his plana
to others.
He was naturally a very kindhearted man, and performed many acts of
charity which were known to few. Unosten
tatious in all things, he never sought or held
public office. He was always straightforward
and scrupulously just in his transactions, and
creation

to devote his fortune

to the foundation of an institution for the
supply young and in
digent girls with a practical training in some
of the pursuits of art, science, or industry, by
which they might be enabled to get a living.

And for this purpose he planned and toiled
constantly during the last ten years of his
life.

Always frugal in his habits and style of
living, he continued to practice self-denial and
self-sacrifice in the later years of his life,
when his rapidly accumulating
fortune and
the fashions of the day would have warranted
a freer personal expenditure.
Yet he never
was penurious, and never ceased to enjoy the
pleasures of rural life at his country home in

Little Compton, which he spent much of his
time in beautifying, and where his death oc
He used to visit the home of his
curred.
boyhood frequently in his later years, and
often sought new health and strength in the
sports of hunting and fishing,
was much attached.

to which he

Mr. Simmons would have gladly witnessed

of his benevolent plan during
his life, but he never considered the amount
of his property sufficient to endow properly
such an institution as he proposed to found.
He has therefore left the execution of his pur
pose to others, and the responsibility is cer
The property is valued at
tainly great.
the operation

#1,400,000,

and

will

accumulate

till it

shall
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have reached $1,900,000, before the work of
erecting buildings will be begun, so that the
gift really will amount to the latter sum.

The time when the institution will begin to
take outward

form can not be determined

at

present, but it is understood that funds will
accumulate very rapidly. The buildings will
be erected somewhere in the sub

probably
urbs.

It

is quite

possible

that

GROWTH

the State

may be induced

[June,

to assume

a share in the care

and management of the " College."
The de
tails of the plan, so far as they have been
decided upon, are contained in the state
ment of the

will.
During the later years
of his life Mr. Simmons often consulted with
Mr. Brooks, one of the trustees, upon the
subject, and there can be little doubt that
his intentions will be faithfully carried out.

BY HALF-REVELATIONS.

BT REV. A. MCELROY WVLIE.
late Dr.

J.

THE
in effect, that

W. Alexander remarked,

leap forth like Minerva from the head of

Jupi

The professor does not, can not, wait for

speakers and literary men
must study more in this crowded and busy
"
seedlings of thought."
age, to deal in

ter.

The suggestion is one of those terse and
sayings which often proves of more
practical value than a ponderous volume of
elaborated lore. Who that has gone any dis
tance into the field of thought, or has had
more than a youth's experience as a hearer in
the average church or lecture-room, has not
cried out, " Why will men, whose business it
is to write or preach — why will they elabor
ate, and split hairs, and chop logic to the
painful end of the remotest details?" Fig
ures are alighted upon, and they are ridden
to death in one's presence, until that which
gave an agreeable surprise by its novelty,
ends by exciting horror at its dying gasps

That question,
wings of a direct question.
not perhaps answered at the time, lies as a
most powerful
excitant upon the mind —
draws, draws, draws upon the spirit of in

wise

and desperate death-throes.
Arguments are
drawn out and feebly extended until they
break by reason of their very attenuation.

History

philosophy speaking by
degenerates into a panorama of
anecdotes, or a drama acted for mere amuse
ceases to be

fact, and
ment.

Any thoughtful man, who has reached
middle age, will see certain teachers, stand
ing forth from out of the past, who have
been the successful molders and directors of
And he will invariably find
his character.
that these teachers were what men call, " the
suggestive thinkers."
One such comes bursting into the class-room
on a biting winter's morning, his whole air
full of crisp energy, and his eyes sparkling
with the light of a great thought which he
has been feeding in his soul, till now it has
grown too big for confinement, and it must

the recitation to begin, but out comes the fledg
ling of wisdom, it may be, borne on the

goes with the student; arouses him
to earnest thinking and persevering investi
gation, until he is established in that most

quiry;

delicious of all delicious experiences — the
habit of reflection, earnest search after truth.
"
Perhaps a few of these
seedlings of
" have stood out
thought
upon the way of
the past as great sign-posts, directing us on
through the confusions and doubts of inex
perience, until we have reached the high and
plainer way of usefulness and duty.
The human mind is so constituted that it
is more allured by that which is only half
revealed — half suggested.
It has often been
noticed that children are longer gratified by
the rag-doll with its ink strokes for mouth,
and eyes,

nose,

than

they are by the more

In the
perfect specimen of cunning art.
latter case, there is no room left for the exer
cise of imagination,

and little for curiosity,
powerful in the childish
mind.
Besides this, there is great pleasure
and profit derived from the exercise of the

of which

both

mind

aB there

are

is from the exercise of the

Easy games, calling for little bodily
exertion, and less of skill, are despised by
body.

the

He demands
growing youth.
which will task his muscles and
his skill, for there is a mine of
pleasure in the development of

sturdy,

something
challenge
profitable
these.

GROWTH DT HALF- REVELATIONS.

is

Revelation

sometimes ques
is

appropriated.
tioned on this very ground, that it
obscure,
dark in its hints, and indistinct in its utter

a

ances.
Now, we Bhould expect from all the
analogies of nature and the course of Provi
dence that the Creator would do just this

series of revelations.
same

sort

He would

of style; and we

open the Bible and find that He does.

a

;

a

thus that even angelic powers are drawn
on toward the higher degrees of
heavenly
growth, and so of ever-increasing delight.
This whole subject, therefore, carries
very
a

a

analogies of divine wisdom as
ed in creation, providence, and

is

If we
simple and important application.
mean to be wise, we must follow closely the
display

revelation.

preachers, writers, speakers, guard
ians, and educators must deal more in the
"
seedlings," the suggestions, hints, and thrust
off their proteges (and all of us are proteges
in reference to those above us), and compel
Parents,

the undeveloped
entertained

to put forth their own selfpurposes, for the

energies and

law of all healthful growth

from within

outward.

And just here lies the danger and damage
chewed and put
of wealth.
Everything
neither motive
There
into the mouth.
nor necessity for self-reliance and manly ex
ertion, and so the undeveloped youth remains
undeveloped ever in the period of manhood,
and is fortunate

if

he can sustain merely

a

is

is

the heroic

of mankind as the condition
upon which their riches shall be seized and
development

them was the dispensa

toward

negative and quiescent character.

conclusion, to the lit
Coming back, for
the
eral application of the phrase, here
advantage
newspaper.

It

recurring.

of

It

gantlet

It
It

the
not

well-conducted

family

treatise for the few.

of suggestions, perpetually
meets the great want of
takes busy men on the wing,

busy age.
when no time could be given

a

them, and using

veins lie far below, and demand

the

dispensation

tion of " seedlings," and not of the full,
broad fruitage of
complete development.

is

abandoning

A mere sugges
organized upon this model.
tion of gold or silver, copper or coal, lies
winking out of the surface, while the affluent

maintain

We are told that the very angdt desire to
look into these things by which we under
stand that there was no full revelation given
to even the hierarchy of heaven; that the

it

have

half-revelation,

harshness to effect their purpose.
It
thus
that the vigor of the race
kept up. And
the whole of nature and revelation seems to be

thing in

tions.

is

men who

has awakened
and this very indistinctness
their curiosity, challenged their ambition,
and aroused their determination to seize that
which has toyed with their fortune.
Natural history affords us numerous illus
trations of parents early thrusting off their
offspring, even

bold to say that God always carries
man
up through all the grades of development,
by an unending series of hints and sugges

is

suggestions;
more than

increases to

is

and

enjoyed

a

never

and distinctness

eyes,

a

the

world with those steel-knotted arms which
The men
bring down the reluctant fruit.
who do this sort of thing are they who,
from the first period of growth, have worked
on hints

spiritual

the bodily eye, going into the dark by stead
ily gazing and contemplating.
"We make

It
men who shake

The treasure is hid in the field,

forced upon no man. To buy and to
search are his duties.
Light comes to the
and

a

and take their degree.
These are not the

massive mines of solid bullion which abide
beneath.

is

upon full-extended

through their entire course,
explanations
and at last were metaphorically propped up
when they stood to receive their diploma

The Scriptures are full of grains of gold
scattered on the surface, which tell us of the

is

it,

a

is

leaned upon translations,

311

is

with the mind, and much more
We do not thank any man
for undertaking to chew our victuals for us,
and we are indignant when we see an oldeven for an infant.
The
time nurse doing
world
already too full of those grown-up
weakly specimens who all their life long
They
have had their food chewed for them.
had their nurses who would scarcely allow
their feet to touch the ground, or permit
them to play or work lest they should soil
Later on, they
their immaculate clothes.
had their tutors and teachers, who sat by
their side, and feared nothing so much as
the pain of
little self-reliant thinking.
Their lessons were studied for them, they
19 thus

a

It

true of the soul.

is
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for bringing
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It reaches, there
up the ponderous volume.
fore, the million, and benefits the mass, by

course of far higher and still higher attain

of vital suggestions
perennial
which, more or less, must find a lodgment in
the minds and hearts of multitudes of read
ers, and start them vigorously onward in the

is the garden

current

PURS UITS REQUIRING

opportunity.

at the first

hundred

type-setting,

Such

a

watch

will straighten up a
times a day, and every fiber in his

will yearn for liberty and for labor.
Therefore physiology — bodily development —
is to be considered in selecting a pursuit as
system

well as mental disposition and talent.
Among the trades requiring robustness of
constitution, with strong bones and muscles,
large lungs, and a broad base of brain, we
would name blacksmi thing — including car
riage-ironing — bricklaying, carpentry, cooper
ing,

iron-founding,

milling,

millwrighting,

tanning, stone-cutting, stone masonry, mining,
Each of
farming, lumbering, and sea-faring.
these pursuits

demands

bodily organization,

a

similar general

because

each requires

bone and muscle, strength and energy, hardi
— in short, the power to gen
erate vitality by converting food into nour-

ness and health

ULACK8MITHINO.

We regard the blacksmith as the prince of
mechanics.
He is at once an artist and a
mechanist.
He who can mold a statue,
having in his mind the image, while the clay
iB yet but a rude mass, and knows how to re
move the excrescent parts, and mold the
mass into the requisite forms, has the same
talent which the blacksmith requires, who
withdraws from the forge the flaming bar of
metal, and is required to mold it with his
hammer into the desired shape. This shape
must exist in his mind as the statue docs in
the mind of the sculptor, and though the
fact of repeated heavy blows seems a rude
way of working out his artistical thought, it
is only so because his metal is less malleable
than the plastic
We contend that
clay.
whoever can be a first-class blacksmith could
But the
be also an artist in clay and marbls.
in order to reduce the firm metal

blacksmith,
to the

form

required, must have muscle,
strength, executiveness, resolution, thorough
the ele
ness, power, and, if we might say
ments of fineness joined with the elements of
coarseness;

the elements of taste with

the

elements of strength.
first-class

first-class man

requires to be
and though his face be black

blacksmith

ened and his hands
be found with

hard, he

a

occupations or sedentary pursuits, they fret,
are discontented, and are likely to quit the

vocations were exchanged.

it,

ride all day, and half the night — the steamThey
engine or horse doing the drudgery.
can think, talk, watch, wait, negotiate, and
do light work. These persons generally have
light muscles, a comparatively small chest,
and not very much digestive power.
They
make but little steam ; the base of their brain
is comparatively
small, and most of their
cerebral development is forward of the cars.
Another class likes hard work ; as it has
been said, " their muscles ache with pure
strength," and if they are confined to light

for a first-class blacksmith, miller, or farmer
might cause a failure in one or all if their

will

generally

fine, strong brain.
will be remembered,
speaking,

We are
of the first-class blacksmith.

We have visit

ed large factories where edge-tools were man
hun
ufactured, and in the examination of
dred or two of the forgers we have found
a

effort as they can bestow, but they can not
take hold of heavy, hard work. They could

stitutional vigor to perform the necessary
labor.
But the mental differences required

it

not lack the spirit of industry ; they are will
ing to give attention, thought, and such

boy, put to engraving,
making, or tailoring,

STRENGTH.

ishment, thus giving muscular force and con

BLACKSMITH.

persons are so organized, mentally
SOME
and physically, that anything like hard
work awakens dread and aversion. They do

business

and gardens.

;

THE

DO BEST?—

which can supply an entire colony, and set
them upon the cultivation of their own farms

a

I

WHAT CAN

The well-conducted family newspaper
of seedlings — the nursery —

ment.

A

the

them to be very superior men, capable of tak

WHAT
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CAN

I

BEST?

DO
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ing and maintaining a good rank in any field
of industry or education.
In such places the
best workmen are required.
Ample compen
sation attracts the best class. Competition

guided by the sense of feeling, communicated
to him by the handle of his hammer, and by
his sense of hearing — Imitation aiding if not
lying at the bottom of this state of facts. In

weeds out the poorer, and presents as a re
sult a class of men who are an honor to any

other words, the process becomes automatic,
just as does the using of the knife and fork,

age or country.
The faculties

walking, dressing one's self, and the like.

;

determination,

a

— in English, smith. Combative
this disposition to smite. A man
is large, likes to do all his work
in whom
blow or a jerk. He will split wood
with
or chop wood rather than saw it. One with
less Combativeness prefers the drawing stroke
of the saw rather than the sudden blow of
an axe.
Large Destructiveness gives that
kind of efficient force and severity,
tenden
cy to crush and batter, that the trade re
The stone-cutter, whose business
quires.
schmidt,"

it

ness gives

forces required
He needs
produce the desired result.
Ideality, to give appreciation of style, beau
ty, and harmony, and to aid in creating the
to

it,

thing in his mind's eye, before the iron be
gins to take form — in short, a clear concep
tion of what is to be done before it is com
If he is making edge-tools, and has
menced.
to temper them, he needs the faculty of
Color, to appreciate the requisite shade or
color of the steel when, by the action of heat,
the temper has come to the right point.
The faculty of Imitation, also, enables a
man to imitate his own processes until his
whole body, as it were, becomes habituated
to the doing of a particular thing. We be
lieve that an experienced blacksmith, if he
would work a month in making horse-nails,
or knife-blades, or any other small affair, he
would become so accustomed to
that he
could make an article with his eyes shut,

is

in hand, and the mechanical

largely affected by bfows, needs also Combat
iveness and Destructiveness.
The carpenter,

likes to

whe

use the axe, the adz, and the
be found amply endowed with
Combativeness and Destructiveness.

hammer,

will

There are many minor qualities which tend
to make the blacksmith successful or to hin
der his success,

such as

Cautiousness,

Ap-

Self-Esteem, Acquisitiveness,
probativeness,
Secretiveness, — all the qualities that go to
make up
judicious and influential charac
ter

will of

would

course aid the blacksmith, as
man in any other trade or occupa

it

laws which
of the thing

a

the mechanical

involved in the construction

he must have

a

are

structiveness

He must be
by large Firmness.
imparted
what the Germans call
"schmiter," hence

a

The blacksmith requires Constructiveness,
to give him an idea of mechanical adaptation,
and also facility in the use of tools.
He
must understand

required by
We say most
useful, because he not only makes his own
tools, but the tools of every other mechanic,
or the tools by means of which every me
chanic's implements
are constructed.
But
the blacksmith requires, in addition to these
talents, the disposition, as well as the bodily
to qualify him for his work.
conditions,
These talents might be possessed by the
watchmaker, and, in the main, ought to be.
But the blacksmith must have the spirit of
courage imparted by Combativeness and Detalents

a

talent as the blacksmith.

then, are the

These,

this most useful of mechanics.

"

which the blacksmith must
have to be first-class, are, large Form, to give
the idea of shape, and enable him to realize
the form required in the article which is hiss
ing on his anvil. He does not, like the car
penter, map out the article he chooses to
make, and hew off all the unnecessary parts,
but molds the whole mass into the thing de
sired, or so much of it as is required, wasting
He must have the organ of Size,
nothing.
which measures proportions and magnitudes,
and so nicely is this faculty exercised, that
rivets, nails, and other small articles that are
made without measurement, will be found
almost exactly alike in size and weight
We
may say that the wood-turner also requires
the organs of Size and Form in an equal de
gree of development and culture, but he does
not require so much imagination or creative

tion.

Let no young man, then, engage in blacksmithing who has not an energetic physical
He
constitution adapted to work hard.
should next have enough Combativeness and
to give the disposition to use

Destructiveness
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the power he possesses and Btrike while the
iron is hot, and that degree of Firmness and
steadfastness

ate,

It

successful.

not

should

that the blacksmith, especially

which will enable him to use

shoer, should

be

forgotten
the horse-

have a keen sense of hearinu,

his power persistently until the iron becomes
He should have a broad, deep chest,
cool.
large bones, brawny muscles, a head broad in

because in driving horse-shoe nails he is quite
as much guided by the sound aa by anything

the region of the ears, wide at the temples,
broad between the eyes, with a prominent
brow, with strong if not coarse hair, and

the sensitive

rather

dark complexion.

Such a man

be tough, efficient, enduring,

and,

if

the nail is running >ato
portion of the foot or turning
out of the hoof at the proper place to make
the clinch. When the hearing becomes much

else

will

:r.\paired, the horse-shoer

A

resigns, his post, or

pricks many a valuable horse's foot.

temper

EX-GOT. SMITH,

as to whether

JNOT

EDWARD

HARRIS.

CORRECTION.

our May number we presented a portrait
to be that ot Mr. Edward Har
ris, the eminent manufacturer of Rhode Island,
and so designated it. A day or two after we

INpurporting

had commenced distributing
the Journal
among subscribers and others, wc discovered
that a mistake had been made, in that said por
trait was not that of Mr. Harris, but of another

well-known manufacturer of the same State,
who administered not only the affairs of a large
business, but had for two consecutive terms ad
ministered the affairs appertaining to the guber
natorial oSce of his State, Hon. James Y.
This portrait was published in good
fttth, we supposing it to be an authentic rep
resentation of the man whose binffraphical out
rimith.

.acturer indicates

first-rate health, vigor, and

He has much ardor and enthu
not only with his
siasm, which combine
thoughts, but with his earnestness of action.
He would succeed well as a soldier, or as a
railroad manager, and in out-of-door business
earnestness.

especially those requiring haste,
positiveness, and thoroughness in their con
duct. His portrait indicates large perceptive
enterprises,

organs, especially Individuality, which gives
quickness of observation, and greatly contrib
utes toward one's ability to take in quickly
all the facts connected with a subject.
In a
position where a dozen men would be wait

ing to ask questions or receive directions, he
line accompanied it Besides, it had appeared
would exhibit remarkable talent for the acseveral weeks before in a New York weekly,
curate dispatch of such business.
Supposing
|
and its appropriateness had been unquestioned,
he were a police magistrate in New York, he
at least the error had not been brought to the
would look through a case at a glance, taking
knowledge of the publisher of the weekly un
into consideration the appearance of the cul
til developed by the Journal.
prit, the facts of his arrest, and other relating
That there may be no room for quibble or
matters, and give him six months in the peni
unjust reflection, we would state that the phre
tentiary after a half-minute's reflection, and hit
the portrait
nological sketch accompanying
the nail on the head in awarding his judgment.
was predicated of the portrait as it stands by
He has a remarkable memory of facts — for
one who had not read the biography, and if it
gets nothing ; carries all his business, indeed,
be that of ex-Governor Smith, we are willing
all his personal experiences, in his mind, so
to subject the question of its suitability to the
personal friends of that gentleman.
We have been at some pains to secure the
portrait of Mr. Harris, herewith presented, so
that our readers shall not be cheated of their
rights in the matter ; and it will only be neces
sary for them to refer to the May number to
adapt the biographical sketch there given to
the following outline of character.

The temperament

of this eminent manu-

that they may be used at a moment's notice.
The upper part of the forehead in the cen
ter is unusually large, indicating great Com
parison, or the power to detect likeness or
unlikeness, and discrepancies relating to sub
jects or things.

The organ of Human Nature appears to be
developed ; he reads the mind of

remarkably
a stranger

before the latter

has had time to

EDWARD

1871.]

Influenced by the game strong fac
speak.
he is able to manage men, and place

ulty,

them in their proper places.
His Benevolence is large, hence he has a
great deal of geniality and kindness, espe-

PORTRAIT
cially in connection
Cautiousness

and

OP

with his social nature.

Conscientiousness

do not

seem to be largely

developed, hence we infer
that he has a tendency to dash ahead, and
trust

to his knowledge,

discrimination,

and

A ARB IS.
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critical acumen rather than to his prudence
for success in what he undertakes. He adapts
himself to circumstances, and follows the rules
and customs of business just so far as they
are in harmony with his plans and purposes.

EDWARD

HARRIS.

He appears to have rather large Venera
tion, and under favorable conditions would
be likely to show a good degree of the de
votional spirit ; his religious nature, how
ever, is more inclined to show itself in the
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of practical liberality, especially in
things of a public nature, so that he would
nature

be generally recognized as a good neighbor
citizen.
and valuable
and an enterprising

[June,

in his perceptive power, in hia
in his clearness and quickness of
analysis, in his knowledge of character, and
in his ability to control men and affairs.
lies

more

memory,

Had he been educated for the law, he would

In the next or an early number, with more

have made in all probability a fine orator and
He appears to have
a brilliant advocate.

space at command than now, we shall take the

excellent mechanical judgment,

but his talent

opportunity to furnish a biographical sketch of
"
Governor Smith, and so square the account"

BEYOND.
Dear Lord 1 what lies beyond !

And do they never fade ?
Nor are they chilled by bitter winds that blow
Down the steep heights upon the farther side ?
Nor touched by frost nor snow f

Beyond these mountains rising grand and tall ;
Is it Bomc vast illimitable expanse ?
And is that all ?
Or is it some fair land ;
The land of song of which the poet sings.
Some island beautiful, whereon are found
All fair and lovely things ?

Oh, what doth lie beyond ?
Who, who can tell 1 Is it some fair, green shore t
On which the waves of a transparent sea
Break evermore ?
Hath no one e'er beheld
What is so far beyond our mortal ken ?
Hath none of all that crossed these purple hills
Ever returned again ?

We know what lies this side ;
Broad fields and pleasant meads and arid plains,
And little hills, nigged perchance, but crowned
With healthful grains.
Deserts and dreary wastes,
And low green valleys open on our sight,
And over all tho silent, solemn stars
Keep watch in the still night.

Ah, soon mine syes shall see
Beyond these hills, beyond the gloom and gold.
And that strange land so wrapped in mystery
I shall behold.
Then shall the morning break,
The happy "morning break with song and sun.
And doubt and mist shall flee away and night
Shall bo forever done.

But what doth lie beyond !
Is It some garden rich In fruit and flower,
Where blossoms honey -laden there distill
Their fragrance hour by hour S

HOW MY

BY D. HASTINGS.

very strange.

I

I have

it it

it,

never related it to any one, but as
and
made
haye so vivid a recollection of
so deep an impression upon my mind,
would
hurt me inexpressibly to hear the subject
And now,
laughed at or spoken of lightly.
a

to you as one

a

;

I

it

I

it

in my heart for
term of
of the " strange
phenomena of man's interior or soul-life."
It was one morning in January, 186sound sleep to find
apparently awoke from
after pondering
years, submit

spiritually suspended over

;

I

if

my bed,
looking down at myself, or my body, rather,
which lay there as
wrapt in slumber.
noticed the position
my head resting upon
myself

a

I

chair; and looking out of the window,
no
ticed that the limbs of the apple-tree were
loaded with snow which had fallen during the
seemed
to be accompanied by my
night.
father and
very dear friend, both of whom
had died some time before, and also by some

others whom
could not name. They told me
had passed the
they had come for me, that
confines of tho spirit-world,
and was where
neither pain nor sorrow nor disappointment
could affect me more.
was more happy than
can express. Then
saw my mother and
sister quietly sleeping in the next room, and

noticed among other things that Margie had
sea-green ribbon threaded through her auburn

a

an experience to submit
to say the least, is

which,

I

I have

judgment

I

But

the kind.
to your

I I

I

one arm, the other thrown over the coverlet,
the
embroidered
my hair in crimping-pins,
night-dress, and the garnet and pearl engage
saw everything
ment-ring upon my finger.
in the chamber with perfect distinctness, the
arrangement of the furniture, a shawl and bon
net belonging to my sister hanging over

a

in spiritualism or magnetism;
indeed, my whole family arc remarkably op
have been educated to
posed to them, and
have the most utter contempt for everything of

I

a believer

I

AM not superstitious, and have never been

I

I

FUTURE WAS REYEALED TO ME.

WAS

I

I

if

I

did not like his new situation;

the

people

1

it

a

a

!

I

;

a

;

I

I

do not blame him;
him.
was to be.
think he suffered then — knmc he has done so
since. We both needed the discipline, or we
stood in the church
should not have had it
and saw them married, — just the tableau
had

I

I

!

I

!

I

it

preserved my composure when
recognised in
this dainty lady who won all hearts as
by
magic, the original of the bride whom
had
seen in my vision standing at the altar with
my betrothed, Sydney Preston.
My next let
ter from him was blue and despondent
He

saw was irksome to him. But
came at last
Those were dark days — will not dwell upon
them. Sufficient that his propinquity to Miss
Spencer, and her remarkable beauty, infatuated

it

I
;

I

!

it

a

is

It

a

is

I

;

is

?

have fallen in love with her.
will go on
with my music now without any coaxing.
You must see her — we will call." We did call,
the next day, and
was with difficulty that

after
knew he expected me to ask an
loved him with
explanation of his coolness.
my whole heart, and was true to him, so would
not help him to break the troth which
now
even

it

!

;

I

night-dress went in and shared mamma's bed
she
and see, was
always awake, you know
so stupid and sleepy
forgot to untie my hair,
and my beautiful sea-green ribbon
ruined.
You are as pale as ghost
Is your headache
too bad
gone
kept you from the party
We had
glorious time, and the new music
teacher at the Seminary was there. Miss Nellie
Spencer, the sweetest little bit of a lady

and

fate which
was now sure must come.
short time he was as attentive as usual
treated him with my customary devotion

before — then returned

to my mother's
God knows how
lived through that dreary time. There was
no end of trouble about settling the estate, all
had now both
of which devolved upon me.
sister's care for my beautiful,
mother's and
seen

deathbed.

We buried her.

I

I

I

came bounding in "So you are awake " she
cried. " When
returned from the party at
midnight, you were sleeping so soundly that
threw down my wraps here, and taking my

lover,

For

I

I

I

it

with my spiritual eyes, and the gnarled
branches of the old apple-tree by the window,
which were brown and bare when
retired,
were loaded with snow.
was still
While
looking at them, and wondering at the coinci
dence, my sister, who usually shared my room,
seen

I

it

it,

— has no terrors," and they
you have passed
to leave me.
struggled and awoke.
Everything in the room was exactly as
had

seemed

and in initiating their innocent room-mate into
all their own evil amusements
A boarding" poor
place, therefore, was found for
Tray,"
which was in reality
home and thanking
God that this evil was averted,
returned to
my duty of nursing my mother who had been
for years in delicate health, and awaited the
severing of the tie which bound me to my

I

wretched, — but always alone. Not a pleasant
prospect ; but as my choice was given me, I
accepted it. They promised to watch over me,
" Go back if
saying,
you will, and take up the
burden of life again, but do not dread death ;

personal supervision of him.
found him, as expected, in
room which he
shared with three companions who spent their
leisure in card-playing, smoking, wine-drinking,
himself to have

I

I

one younger, fairer, and better loved than
had ever been ; and my own life-path stretched
on, doing good amoLg the poor, needy, and

I

knew

a

I saw my mother weary and sick, and
that I alone could comfort her; my
young brother and sister beset by temptations,
from which a sister's gentle hand might save
them ; and, hardest of all, the one I loved and
trusted before all others stood at the altar with
ments.

he was only too glad to accept
and return
home. All these things made such an impres
sion upon my mind that, guided by the knowl
edge which my vision furnished me,
took
measures to ascertain what influences were
acting upon my brother in the great city
where we had placed him under the care of
one whom we trusted, and who had pledged

giddy sister, and was hourly thankful that there
was some one to watch over and guide her
married now to a good and
aright She
true Christian gentleman.
worthy man, in good busi
My brother
am the matron of one of our large
ness, and
When the situation
charitable institutions.
a

My spirit-com
begged for life for their sakes.
panions told me to ponder well, and I did so.
I saw my life stretched out before me, abound
ing in trials, sorrows, and bitter disappoint

my visionary recollection of it So as every
thing wag in such opposition to his esthetic
tastes, when the position of Professor of Nat
ural Science was offered him at our Seminary,

is

I

dead,

I

was

is

I

a

that

I

learned

I

have

I

should

I

the sorrow
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I

of miles apart. When I pictured
of these loved ones when they

hundreds

ME.

TO

lacked cultivation and refinement; his pupils
were rude, and his boarding-place not at all
what he would like. The description of his
room which followed coincided exactly with

a

I

curls ; and then as
thought of my brother
and betrothed, I seemed to be with them in
their rooms, although they were away and

REVEALED

a

MY FUTURE

HOW
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But that

not so.

have

I

matter of course.

is

a

it,

I

powerful impression
have allowed myself to be influenced by
and
consequently these events have taken place as

;

is

a

plenty,

it

;

one

is

;

a

a

it,

dread of
always had
amounting almost to
superstitious fear, and have tried in vain from
my previous knowledge to evade the results
which have eventually followed.

every

if

a

it

person may say that
was — made such
upon my mind that

singers

thinks be
knows that hymn, he has heard
from his
earliest infancy, —not the original, but the
one printed and sung by his own particular
denomination.
Well, the singing commences,
" Ah, " " Oh,"
and
perfect Babel begins.
" Alas " jingle together in the utmost confusion, while each one, looking askance at his
shocked to think that he don't
neighbor,
know that time-honored hymn any better,
and offers up silent thanksgiving for having
had parents who made him learn hymns in
his youth.
A good old practice,
the
original could always be at hand,
to com
mit
to memory.
for one, should love to possess
hymnbook with the poems as originally written,
and the authors' names above them but what
there in either learning or
profit or pleasure
extracts
of anything
teaching
garbled
What would Shakspeare be could every one
at will, quote or misquote, and call
alter
If the hymn as originally
Shakspeare still
written will not suit each particular creed, why
alone and write another that will
not let
But in the name of good taste, sound morality,
and independence, leave the good old hymns
alone in their pristine glory.
c. M. 8.
hymn-books

is

from what the author intended,

the

?

a

poem being actually torn limb from limb in
most barbarous manner.
Is this right
In
a

a

collection of secular poems by standard
writers, should such alterations occur, what
furor would be created among the literati of

if

I

The compiler would be thought
the age
at least very ill-informed,
not dishonest, or
poor printer would be most soundly
for typographical errors.
Why not,
then, treat with as much deference religious
Some strong advocates of congre
poetry?

the

rated

gational

singing,

strenuously

opposed

to

it

?

t

that which assures
to the body all the beauty — all the per
fection of which
capable." — Plato.
And Aw requires
[True, most noble Greek

GOOD education

f

!

a

different

A

Good
physical as well as mental training.
healthy bodies as well as educated minds.
Hot-house plants are very pretty, but very
tender. Let us combine beauty with strength.]
"All the powers of the soul are increased
and renewed by exercise." — Galen.
life, inaction
decay and death.
[Action

Let

us wear out, not rust out]
" Nutrition, or muscular
development of any
part of the body, occurs in direct relation with
the active movemeuts to which the part has
been subject." — Ling.
with the mind. Thinking
[Precisely so
increases the powers of intellect, while inac

it
is

has altered

is

One

line there, without chang
word here or
ing either the sense or metre; while in
another book perhaps the sense is entirely

is

;

denominations.

a

it

it

it

ferent

CULTURE.

TRUE

SAYINGS OF GREAT MEN.

is

very own, the out

is

the author's

pouring of the treasures of his inmost soul
what right, then, has any one to alter and so
that the writer himself would
disfigure
hardly be able to recognize
in its modern
garb? For instance, take some familiar
as printed in some halfhymn, and read
dozen different hymn-books of as many dif

it

poem

is

a

I

my pen to enter my feeble protest
against one of the popular evils of the
day — the mutilation of sacred poetry.
Now,

it

TAKE

it

?

PLAGIARISM.

ORTHODOX

tivity permits

the blood and mind to stagnate.]

,

a

it

I

I

Some incredulous
edge.
the vision — or whatever

are

a

I

a

common dream, and
could not have been
saw accurately things of
nightmare, since
which had not the slightest previous knowl

congregation
scarce

out in

given

is

it,

Now, having heard my story in as few words
I can tell
will some one learned in the
wonderful science of psychology kindly offer
an explanation of it?
for the time
"Was
disembodied spirit?
It was not
being
as

hynin

a

life-work.

A familiar

poetry.
mixed

a

I

!

I

organs, choirs, etc., seem, nevertheless, in
favor of this modern plagiarism,
by using
without protest this mutilated mass of

it

I

had many doubts as to my
was offered me,
capacity for it ; but with my first glance down
through the long dining-room and the adjacent
dormitories,
recognized another and the last
scene in my vision, and knew
had found my

[June,
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" am convinced that he who devotes two
hours each day to vigorous [physical] exer
cises, will eventually gain those two hours, and
a couple more into the bargain." — Washington
Irving.
[Just so. Ride a horse, row a boat, climb
the hills, roll a hoop, fly a kite, saw wood, do
anything to give full and free play to all the
bones and muscles of the body, at least once
each day, if you would keep in good condition.
Physical indolence and inertness permits gout,
and other diseases
to
apoplexy, torpidity,
break down and kill the victim.l
" The first wealth is health.
Sickness is
poor-spirited, and can not serve any one ; it
must husband its resources to live. But health
or fullness answers its own ends and has to
spare, runs over and inundates the neighbor
hood and creeks of other men's necessities." —
Ralph Waldo Emerson.

[Think of a poor, sick preacher feeding on,
instead of feeding his people ; or of a sick phy
sician drawing the life out of his patient, in
stead of pouring a flood of healthy life into
him by look and touch. Ah, the power of a
heaUhi/ preacher or a healthy physician to do
good, and, almost, bring the dead to life 1]
"
Self-development aims at the most perfect
performance of all human duties. Its condi
tions are a sound mind in a healthy body. The
better the body the better the mind,
Exercise
— hard, continued exercise — will enable us to
make the most of ourselves. Without use, the
members of the body wither and die. With
out exercise, the faculties of the mind are
weakened and debilitated." — Rev. E. B. Webb.
[That is true preaching, Mr. Webb. Now

tell your people of the bad effects of taking
into their stomachs such substances as whisky
and tobacco ; of the great goodness — in a relig
ious sense — of a proper diet, of proper bodily

habits, a sweet temper, a loving nature, and
right relations with God and man. Do this,
and you will put men on the right track for
life, here and hereafter.]

THE BEAUTY OP THE MIND.
BY MISS FRANCES L. KEELER.

There's beauty In a rose-tinged cheek.
And in a glowing eye,
And beauty in the mortal form, —
Bnt these will fade and die.
There's beanty, too, in silks and gems
That hide the heaving breast ;
Bat richest robes and jewels rare
Can not withstand Time's test

It

matters not though fairest face
Nor costliest robes we find,
Can we in word and deed but trace
The beanty of the mind.
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THE BOY-SUICIDES

AGAIN.*

AS

some erroneous statements have been
made by the press and others, in relation
to the suicides of George H. Starr and Alfred
Garraway, I think it due to the cause of science,
friendship, and truth to give a plain statement
of the facts in regard to these two remarkable

cases.
I knew Alfred Garraway intimately for
more than a year before his death, meeting him
almost daily, and having frequent conversations

I was also acquainted with Starr;
and therefore can vouch for the correctness of
am about to relate concerning them.
what
It has been stated that Garraway was a re
with him.

I

porter for the World for a long time, and was
turned away from that position because of in
"
competency ; that stung to frenzy by the fact
that he could not see his way to earn a plowboy's wages, he became insane and tried re
peatedly to destroy himself;" and also that
he was a most singular and abnormal char
acter.

This is in great part a mistake, since he
had not been a reporter for any newspaper
since 1869, and in that year was on the World's
staff for two weeks only, and left of his own
accord because he thought himself unsuited to
the occupation, and that it was bad for his
health. Early in the year 1870 he commenced
the study of the law, with the intention of
making it his profession. During the whole
of that year, and up to the time of his death,
he was entirely easy in his circumstances, be
sides having a good position in the office in
which he was reading law, where his services
were compensated in a way which alone could
have been sufficient for his support
It has also been said that young Starr had
such a precocious mind, that, together with
Garraway, he wandered* off amid the mazes of
unwholesome ratiocination to such a degree
that their minds

became so unbalanced

Starr

suicide.

committed

This

seems

that
to me

quite out of the way, because Starr was not
On
considered "sentimentally
precocious."
the contrary, he had no liking for metaphysical
and
conversations or doctrinal disputations;
even if he had, Garraway entirely discounte
nanced discussions of that character.
That Garraway's suicide was the result of
insanity no one can doubt, but that insanity
"
was not the result of abnormal development
"
nor of unwholesome ratiocination ; for he has
• For previous statement of these cases, see page S31
April number of this Jourmaa.

Phrenological Journal.
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I

often declared to me, whenever
sought to en
gage with him in discussions of a metaphysi
cal kind, that, with Mr. Beecher, " he accepted
things as they are, and that if things were so
and so we could not alter them by our reason
ings, and therefore ought not to bother our
selves in speculating about them." His insan

When he fell
by the shock of Starr's death.
at school he was insensible for a long time, and
delirious for some weeks. After the fall his
manner changed from brightness and cheerful
ness

|«prim*nf

and sometimes

to gravity

gloominess.

From that day to the day of his death he was
of a somber nature, and this incipient insanity
culminated on the death of his friend and in
-william q. judge.
his own suicide.

of'

ity was primarily caused by a fall received at
school when he was a youth, and superinduced
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MAN: HIS ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT.
BY U. L. HUYETTE,

archaeological, and scientific research, to ap

from

'

the age of our race.
Preceding
of the historic period there was the fabuus era, of which we know nothing save

it

ii

;

the vague traditions of the ancients
we are
unable to say when
began, oi to define the
from succeeding times, so
line separating
uncertain are the landmarks,
is

the transition

and so gradual
from one to the other.
All

their origin to the
gods, whom they believed were their ances
tors. The earliest knowledge we have of
man's history dates from the call of Abraham
and even from this period to that of Solo
mon there are so many links wanting, and so
many deficiencies in the chain, that
very
This subject has long
unsatisfactory indeed.
nations

traced

been

is

it

;

ancient

burdened by visionary dogmatisms, and

a

it

it

is

has begun to receive
but recently that
the light of scientific inquiry. So, while we
can never hope to attain to
perfect knowl
edge of the question (there being so many
insurmountable

obstacles in the way), we can

at least hope, by

the aid

of ethnological,

;

iB

it

will

render
apparent that there are too
many imperfections in the department from
which he draws his inspiration, to afford

a

age

definitely
the dawn

basis for the chronology of the
What wo propose to prove in this
that we have underrated the age of
paper
satisfactory

race.

the human family, and are forced to admit
the assertion of the geologist, that " the date
of man must be carried back much farther
heretofore
In
we had
imagined."
search of support to this proposition,
ask
the reader to accompany me down the vista
than

of ages, to go with me into far-off times and
visit the scenes of ancient glory to linger in
the shade of the palaces and groves of an
tiquity, there to decipher and study the
records of races which have passed from off
the stage, and arc "as
tale that
told
and there, amid the dust and debris of de

;"

compute

I

to

is

than

yet

task

;

individual to state his own

all
of
of

a

no more

a

is

it

for

is

an

memory,

it

for

mystery

;

remains

a

ages

chronology

it

stated in the literature of
— as well in the cosmogonic myths
antiquity as in the visionary dogmas
modern chronologists — and the solution

the problem

Bishop of Armagh, the father of
which we, together with
Western Europe, have been taught to adhere
to, lays claim to the Bible as his authority
but
does not require much penetration to
detect the fallacy, for the Bible — authority
on what
not a work on
pertains to —
an examination of the book
and
chronology,
Usher,

the

it

PERHAPS

perplexed the minds of scholars of all times,
We find
as the date of the origin of man.

proximate it.

is,

no question has been the sub
ject of as much speculation, and so

parted greatness, to gaze on and admire the
art of Egypt (which was her pride), and get
glimpse of the wisdom of Chaldea (which

a

I.

CHAPTER

M.D.

glory), and with admiration and
reverence bow before those silent historians
was her

of ancient civilization, and in their presence

1871.]

MAN: HIS ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT.

" How old is
question be asked,
"
That man had attained a high de
man ?
gree of progress ere the first faint rays of
historic light shot athwart the horizon, the
relics of his glory, the remains of his great
ness, and the ruins of his art are all truthful
The fact that he be
and graphic witnesses.
gan to write history is a strong argument in
favor of his great antiquity ; for in the early
stages of society he did not care to chronicle
events as they occurred, for, heedless of the
of the past, he was
future and forgetful
alone occupied with the issues of the present,
and was content to have his deeds of glory
perpetuated by the song of the bard, and his
in a rude heap of
fame commemorated
stones.
Posterity had no claim on his atten
tion; his wants were his motives, and per
sonal interest his aim.
Thus it was only
after long ages of dark groping, blind feel
let the

381

etc., what an immense period of time must
have been consumed

to work the

change !

of man he had
become gregarious, and devoted to agricul
Before

we have any record

ture,

and the arts. Before ex
herding,
amining the condition of some of the great
nations of early times, allow me to say, that
we can not measure the development of man

primitive by the standard that we would ap
ply to barbarians of our day ; for then, un
aided and alone, with no light save that
within, no motives but personal safety, with
no example or past experience, he rose
higher and higher, the child of fortune,
the creature of the hour, in a constant strug
gle with nature around him ; while most of
the unenlightened nations of modern times
have had communication
with the world,
and from adjoining countries the seeds of
civilization have found their way to them,
so that the transition is not so slow.
When
and
that
he, step by step,
ing,
wandering,
we consider how tedious a process it is to
rose higher and higher from a place, per
civilize a race in modern times, when all of
haps well-nigh a beast, up to the summit
the influences of knowledge and appliances
upon which the angels stand. It was then,
of religion are brought to bear, how much
when new instincts inspired him, incited by
slower must have been the advance of primal
new hopes and purposes, he learned the im
man ? Prominent in antiquity stand Egypt,
portance of handing to posterity a record of
the Indo-European, the Chinese, and the
his deeds.
Arabians.
The first rays from far-off times
We will not discuss the many theories ex
reveal Egypt as a populous and powerful na
tant — the work of chronologists of all ages ;
tion.
for we deem them illusory, and falling far
Concerning the date of the origin of
this monarchy learned men are at variance,
short of the point in question; hence we
will proceed to examine in a general way the but all agree that it was prior to the date
assumed of the dispersion of the race. Lepcondition of the race as evinced by the prom
sius states that the first king, Menes, ascended
inent nations of antiquity, when we get the
•the throne B.C. 3893, which closely accords
first view of them in the light of history.
with the views of Humboldt, Kenrick, and
Long ere we have any authentic account of
Pickering and Lenormont da^c it
Bunsen.
man. society had assumed shape, govern
from 4400 to 8867 B.C., Wilkinson at n.c.
ments were formed, and truth and justice
the dispersion
of the
had dethroned
2320, and preceding
force, the ruling
physical
race 96 years, and R. 8. Poole, the English
One of the prom
power of primitive times.
inent kingdoms of that period was that of
Egyptologist, claims that it was 700 years
prior to the visit of the Hebrew patriarch to
Chedorlaomer, a king who reigned in El am,
that country.
Some German scholars date
and figured in the battle of Siddim, the first
it back much farther, and assert that all of
on record.
That great attainments in art
our calculations fall short.
had been made, and the race had been re
They establish
in the twentythe reign of the Pharaohs
solved into its varieties, is proven by the
eighth century, which, according to Usher,
images of the negro on the Pyramids, erected
would be 400 years before the flood. From
by the fourth dynasty of Memphian kings,
the inscriptions on the Pyramids we learn
which bear the perfect likeness of the negro
that these people were well versed in the
of our own day. Therefore if the theory
science of geodesy and astronomy, and had
that this variation from the parent family is
attained a proficiency in hydraulic engineerdue to natural causes, as climate, soil, habits,

Phrenological Journal.

iug which is as yet unequaled, and without
which they could never hare established
themselves in the valley of the Nile.

They
philosophy mi generis,
and the government under which they lived
contrasted strongly with anything savoring
of the barbarous. In manners and customs
they were strictly Egyptian, for she was a
sun nation, shining with her own light, and
They be
based upon principles indigenous.
lieved in the soul's immortality, as is evinced
by the care bestowed in the burial of the
dead, for everything connected with this rite
had a religion and

pointed to another state. Here is an exam
ple of a nation in the earliest stages of his
tory, at a period bordering on that of my
thology,

having risen high in the scale of
we
; and we doubt not, could

civilization

[June,

The Chinese were well versed in the arts and
sciences. Liste, the Chinese historian, in
forms us of a number of dynasties in early
the sciences and
ages which encouraged
arts, investigated and named certain stars,
and cultivated the written character;
and
who wrote 2,000 years ago, narrates,
events from 2637 to 122

Mathian,

chronologically,

Another fact which goes to prove the
that the
great antiquity of this nation
B.C.

is,

382

cycle of sixty years was established in the
sixty-first year of the reign of noang-ti, which
mathematically demonstrates that he began
to rule B.C. 2698, for the seventy-fifth re

of the cycle was completed a.d.
The reign of Fu-hi must have been

currence
1863.

500 years earlier than this.

Yet another race demands our notice

ere

restore the lost fragments of her early annals,
and gather from the rubbish of time what is

we leave this part of our subject.
In our
Btudies Arabia has been too much forgotten.

hidden from our view, we should

Instead

in advance of the

torically establishes
the solar Aryans invaded India B.C.
2400, but we doubt not that they existed on
the plains of Bactria, nationally distinct from
the Mongol and Semitic races, long ere this
event. Before the distribution of the races
there were linguistic forms and principles of.
government and religion, which are blended
with and underlie all the various branches
Here, then, is another
emanating therefrom.
example of a race, at an early age, exhibiting
itself as a language-speaking ''and divinityworshiping people.
The Chinese have long laid claims to great
antiquity, and long .have these claims been
treated with Mjern, and passed by as the
foolish pretension* of heathen superstition ;
when

but,

at last,

they

have forced

themselves

upon the attention of scholars, and begin to
The first
receive the notice they demand.
from the dawn of history reveals
China as a powerful and advanced nation,
with a well-regulated government, religion,
and philosophy, and a universal language.
gleam

stood among the na
and center of

representative

light and learning — populous and civilized
race, with walled cities and towns, with
groves and gardens, ornamented with gush
ing fountains and rare plants. Her palaces
were gigantic displays of Oriental art, and
the ruins found there point us back to
Travelers in
great and enlightened race.
form us of walls from thirty to forty feet
" The
high and ten feet wide.
magnitude
of the stones and the perfect knowledge of
the builder's art exhibited in the style and
mode of placing them together, with its
towers and great extent, would give this
structure importance in any part
of the
world." The same writer tells us that their
buildings are indicative of great antiquity,
and resemble
those of the Egyptians.
Another says that these ruins mark the sito
of the ancient city of Meyfah, which he be
lieves
that described by Ptolemy — and not

a

and Ary

Ferguson his
this race at the period

the

in the
without reason, for the latter locates
of Meypha, where are found these
relics.
M. Armand — who was the first to
visit and return from the spot where once
stood the city of Saba (whence came the
— found ruins
Queen to visit Solomon's court)
which place this nation in high position in
the scale of progress.
it

Persians, Celts, Sclaves,

ans — demands our attention.

as

to

desert, inhabited by
recent research tells us

a

The Indo-European, or parent race of the
group — the Latins, Greeks,

Sanscrit-speaking
Germans,

wandering robbers,
that in ancient days
tions

as we have been led

waste, barren

valley

a

be

of its being,

is

position might not
one we boast ?

believe,

it

com

a

be

pelled to admit for her a great nearness to
modern times ; and who knows that her true

WET BO EUROPEAN RACES EXCEL*
we leave this part of our sub

posed, and that the reader may be led to
realize — in a measure, at least — the great
length of time required to elevate man, to
raise him from a single family roaming amid
the forest, and to form groupings which are

gave to Egypt her arts ? and to Hellas her
civilization ? Who made the Phoenicians
a maritime people, and taught them the use

of the compass ?— as they, no doubt, had a
knowledge of this instrument, for they were
able to sail in strange waters by night. A
glimpse of the literature of early times shows
how far advanced they were ; for where is
there anything to excel the Homeric poems ?

thq ground-work of society and the corner
We must acknowl
stone of governments.
edge the existence of a people much earlier
than any of whom we have a record ; for

or who can attribute

whence all of these evidences of progress at
the very outset of history ? Who gave to

geologist,

Who

ly as there always is a cause for every
The question then arises, what adequate

effect.
causes

and learn

from

them

concerning

origin of man and the method of his

development.

is

certainly have belonged to the very best race
of men then existing. If this
admitted, all
we have now to do
to trace the " children of
"
Israel
the race to which Moses be
(that
longed), in order to find out,
possible, wheth
er this choice family of men had ever favorable
for forming alliances with the
very best specimens of the other great races of
the Old World, and
they undoubtedly had
such opportunities, what then must ultimately
have become of the superior race (commonly
known as " the ten lost tribes of Israel
who
opportunities

")

have operated to produce so remarkable an ef

?

is,

that are known to have been written at the
time will enable us to judge of this very well
doubtless will be generally con
indeed and
ceded that the books of Moses prove most sat
isfactorily that the writer of those books must

a

;

African, and the superior civilization of Bab
ylon and Assyria threw Egypt into the shade,
then also do tre find the children of Israel in
Babylon and Assyria in contact with the very
foremost Asiatic races, much as they had pre
Thus
quite
viously been with the African.
clear that this originally choice race of Israel
had every opportunity for allying itself with
the very best of the African and Asiatic
families of the Old World and there yet re
mained but one of the great original families
of men with which we have no account of the
children of Israel coming in contact in the
is

in reference to the improvement of a certain
superior race of men.
How shall
The first question that arises
wc find out which was the superior race in the
The books
earlier ages of the world's history

Israel " were brought in contact with the very
highest types of the African races in Egypt,
having lived and multiplied there for centuries
and when the Asiatic races prevailed over the

it

ous of improving his stock, procures a choice
specimen from the best breed within his reach,
and then by judicious alliances with the best
specimens he can get of other breeds, he rapid
ly improves his stock.
Let us now review the history of the world,
that we may perceive whether this idea of the
agriculturist has not been somehow carried out

evidently took advantage of those opportunities?
The very earliest records prove that the Af
ricans were the first to attain
high degree of
and therefore the " children of
civilization

;

I

have little
answering this question,
doubt that the modern common-sense method
of improving the various races of animals
will afford a very valuable hint toward its
An agriculturist, for instance, desir
solution.

it

the

if

in cither of the other great continents of the
If, then, the Eu
Old World, Asia, or Africa.
ropean is really superior, there must be some
very good reasons for such superiority, as sure

;

another chapter we will present some of
the deductions of the archaeologist and the

is

SUPPOSE it will he generally admitted
that the European races of the present day
do actually excel in a very remarkable degree
all the other races of men which are now found

In

t

In

OE CAUCASIAN, RACES EXCEL ALL OTHERS J

THE EUROPEAN,

fect?

times the

if

DO

and the zodiac ?

to barbarous

?

is,

I

WHY

astronomy

Vcdic writings

;

Chaldea
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the European
conse
early ages, and that
"
the ten tribes" lost in
quently when we find
;

With this

ject, hoping that we have presented some
evidence in favor of the view, that man's
origin is more ancient than we have sup

is
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to the conclusion that those very extraordinary
barbarian hordes which issued in such num
bers from the north of Europe more than a
thousand years ago, overthrew the Roman em
pire and took permanent possession of all Eu
rope, were none other than the descendants of
the ten lost tribes of Israel, which had disap
peared from Asia in so marvelous a manner.
Supposing this conclusion to be correct, and
the present European

races

to be actually de

scended from the ten tribes of Israel amalga
mated with the hardier northern families of the
aboriginal European races, the extraordinary
superiority of the modern Europeans over the
Asiatics or Africans would then be most satis
factorily accounted for ; for then it would ap
pear that the superiority of the European of
the present day was due simply to the selection

of the best stock originally, improved by sub
sequent intermixture with each of the three
great aboriginal families of the three great con
tinents of the Old World — the African, Asiatic,
Should this not be considered
and European.
the true solution of the problem, let some one
monk.
he can.
else solve

if

Asia, we naturally look for them in Europe.
Finding subsequently no trace of such a supe
rior race in either Africa or Asia, nor yet
among the earlier European civilizations of
Greece and Rome, we are absolutely driven

[Junk,
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"EQUAL PAY FOB EQUAL LABOR."

left out — how can
girl with brains and
hands best use those instrumentalities for her
own good
?

a

be

is

if

is

to be done about it.

The whole animus of the " Woman Move
ment" centers in the annunciation that men
;

are tyrannical and unjust toward women that
they desire to hold them as slaves and depend
ents; that they arc not willing that women
should fairly compete with them in the pur
suits and purposes of life and that, in short,
having the advantage in the extrinsic and arbi
;

is

?

a

a

large class of American girls who have them
selves to care for. To put the whole matter
brief and comprehensive formula — How
into
can an honest American girl best support her
self; and how secure
just remuneration for
her labor
Leaving out of the discussion the
idea of marriage — as the reality has so often to

any mistake about it. We don't happen to be
boys or girls —we are designedly so, and are
whichever we may be.
not responsible for
Let us accept this as fact, and then sec what
it,

it
is

a

;

but
and must
appeal's upon the platform
continue to be
question of vital interest and
concern to the community at large, and espe
cially to the individuals themselves, what
to
be the social and moral condition of that very

and that being born before wo were
born
quite be
aware of
the question of sex
We are not even permitted
yond our control.
to vent our dissatisfaction in this matter —
we have any — by declaring that there has been

a

a

at Lincoln Hall
few minutes after or half an
hour before the would-be female next President

inevitable surroundings.
The first concession necessary to be made
that no one of us
responsible for having been
is

much moment to the world whether or not
Mrs. Woodhull shall be able to obtain the loan
of the House of Representatives for her polemic
displays, or whether General Butler shall arrive

the public conscience that conventionalism has
yielded to the dictates of mercy and common
sense, we must do the best we can with our

it,

a

a

is

discussion of the Woman Question, there
one aspect of the subject which should permit
few serious, earnest thoughts, and which calls
for
few candid words. It may not be of

cured — according to the old adage — must be
endured, and so, until the millennium of Miss
Anthony shall have dawned on earth, and the
votes of virtuous women shall have so purified

;

HOWEVER
raillery

is

much of cynicism and vulgar
there may be mixed with the

cult of solution.

competition.

be

a

There

is, undoubtedly,

a

But things that can not

it,

trary conditions of life, they propose to hold
from
purely tyrannical instinct, and because
they dare not admit women to a fair and frca

it

Were
possible to manufacture public sen
timent to suit the just demands of all classes
of citizens, or to act independently of public
sentiment, the problem would not be so diffi

few
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"EQUAL PAT FOR EQUAL LABOR."

grains of truth in this general statement; and
those earnest female souls who are laboring so
hard to turn things topsy-turvy are not to
blame —but rather deserve praise — for making
the most of them. The valiant advocates of
"
female " rights
see in suffrage the panacea for
all their woes without stopping to reflect how
very miserable a great many men are, even
though they can vote ; and it would hardly be
fair to wrest from them these much-used and

Still, truth is sometimes
effective weapons.
better than fiction, even if it is more bitter to
swallow ; and the truth in this matter is that
the surest, safest, and most direct way to secure
to women all the rights they want, is to see that

they make good use of what they already have.
very common impression exists — and it can
not be wholly from prejudice — that in much of
the labor necessary to be gotten through with

A

in this practical world, the masculine brain and
hand are essential ; that however the general
dogma of the equality of the sexes may be
accepted, the fact of inequality can not be
changed while the basis of human structure
remains as now.
There arc certain things
appropriate for men to do which women can
not do as well : and there are also many things
which fall in the line of female duty that men
can not do at all. Again, there are many em
ployments now almost entirely usurped by men

which should be entirely given over to, or at
least generously shared with women ; and would

if

only women would take them and hold
But the great trouble is— and we say it
with all tenderness and candor — that women
are not willing to avail themselves of their
be,

them.

It seems to be more natural for
opportunities.
them to meet difficulties with complaints — to
talk about their hardships and disadvantages,

rather than to overcome them with the only
effective weapon, honest labor. This may be
considered a harsh judgment, and yet a little
careful reflection will establish its truth. There
are, doubtless, a few earnest women who are
" advanced " that
so far
they are willing to
accept the consequences of their own pleading
— who are prepared to surrender the courtesies
which have generally been considered as due
the stronger to the weaker sex, — and
stand up shoulder to shoulder with any work
er, asking no favors, and granting none; but
The
these are, by no means, representative.
ordinary female aspirant for honors and emol
from

uments is too womanly to be consistent
She
wants "equal pay for equal work" — which
sounds well as a sentiment, and is fair in
itself— but she does not seem to comprehend
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the many contingencies which may make it
impossible for her to render equal services
with her male competitor. There are employ
ments, to be sure — among which teaching of
certain kinds may be mentioned as a conspicu
ous example — where equal ability, honesty,
and industry may be employed to equal pur
pose by male and female, but there are many
others in which this rule would not hold.
To be explicit, most young men who learn
trades or enter upon clerkships are expected

to spend a few years — from two to five — as
apprentices or shop boys.
Who does not
know the duties of an apprentice or a shop
boy ? and who needs to have it explained that
those duties are not such as girls are fitted by
nature to perform ?
"Women often wonder

why, in certain clerical positions, their services
may not be as acceptable and as valuable as
those of men, if only they are as well qualified
to do the prescribed routine duties.
A little
plain common sense fearlessly applied will tell
them why.
There are many considerations
which have weight with an employer aside
from sheer ability to perform routine labor;
and as applicable to a choice between a male
the simple privilege of
issuing a peremptory order — without the neces
sity of a softening cadence, or an explanatory
note — may be reckoned as having important
and a female clerk,

Then, again, there are few clerical
weight.
positions whose duties can be absolutely sched
uled. A clerk ordinarily expects to do what
is required of him — whether it be to keep the
books, to take a package to the express office,
to make the deposits, to run out on short col
lection tours, or what not. Of course, a young
lady's dignity would be seriously compromised
by such miscellaneous utility, and of course,

for that very reason, a young lady would not
make so valuable a clerk as a young man.
These considerations have weight, it is true,
only as applied to general clerkships, and to
the first years in business ; but, whichever the
sex, the first years must needs come, and the
experience which results
unpleasant contact with
as valuable to the female
necessary absence of such

from this seemingly
the world would be
as to the male.
The

experience is another
reason why her services may not be as desir
able or as valuable.
The necessary limits of this article will not
permit a full discussion of the causes which
make this great question of employment for
woman one of peculiar delicacy and difficulty.
One thing, however, is plain without discussion,
and that is, that the shortest, surest, safest, and
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effective way to enlarge the field of
female labor, and destroy foolish prejudice on
the subject, is for women to prepare themselves
as thoroughly as possible for the duties of po
sitions to which they aspire, and when oppor
tunity occurs, show by their works that they

most

comprehend the full meaning of the phrase so

[JlIXE,

often flippantly and ignorantly used, " the la
borer is worthy of his hire."
There is no fair-minded man or woman who

will discriminate between sexes in the payment
for services of equal value, or, if discrimination
is made, there is very little danger that it will
8. a. packahd.
be against the female.

BORN TO-DAY.
BY

31n 8 .

IELEK

A.

MANVILLE.
We read to-day chapter the first,
Beginning life's sweet story ;
And joy that viewless wings have burst
The swaddling bands of glory.

And still another bark's set sail
Upon the waves of being ;
Though sunny calm or storm prevail,
Guard her, thou great All-seeing.

Two dainty hands— I pray they may
Not fall in grand endeavor ;
Another precious soul to-day
Set out for the Forever.

That from our mother-heaven the wings
Of our best guardian angel
Have borne to us the bird that sings
The songs of the Evangel.

Bear unshod feet, so white and small.
Just fashioned by the Graces ;
Oh, Father, grant that they may fall
For aye in pleasant places I

And while we kiss the dainty mouth.
We sing with hearts o'erflowing,
11Oh, blow, ye winds, or north or
south.
She shall not know you're blowing.

The violet eyes e'en now have caught
The light and shadows flitting;
Already on the throne of Thought
Bright Intellect is sitting.

Ye may not pipe at best so strong,

Rev.

That ye have power to harm her,
The little dainty bird of song
Who dons to-day life's armor."

MIXED MARRIAGES

JEWS, CHRISTIANS.

J.

body.

THE
persuasion,

L. Meyer, of the Hebrew
sends his views to the Jewish

a literary and religious weekly
published in New York.
It is the experience of the world that
races may mix ; as, for example, Saxon, Celt,
and Teuton, whose religion is the same or
similar ; but Jew and Christian may not mix ;
yet the Creator of us all has drawn no lines
and erected no arbitrary barriers between His
children.
We — His creatures — make sharp
distinctions, build fences between tribes and
nations, and with creeds we have separate
churches.
Whether we shall ever outgrow
these arbitrary rules and become one people
is a question which science may some time
Messenger,

Before such fusion can become per
solve.
fect, there will be many social martyrs, such
as Mr. Meyer has truthfully pictured.]

" In these times of religious indifference

and of moral relaxation, it is necessary to call
public attention to certain practical questions
the importance of which should escape no-

Among these so very interesting ques
tions, the one of mixed marriages is certainly
not of the least importance.

" Everybody well knows how they are
pro
which religion scarcely
Two
tolerates, and which reason rejects.
hearts believe themselves made for each
other; two candid, honest, upright hearts
will unite themselves into indissoluble ties,

duced, those unions

and

when they fancy each other, they im
agine that they can neglect all religious and
social propriety.

" They mistake.
Religion does not bless
their alliance; because one of the parties is
not engaged in the duties which it imposes,
and the synagogue, as well as the temple and
the church, shuts its doors on those couples,
of which one of the members is out of his
Those who contract
place within its walls.
mixed marriages are no more punished with
death, as they

Justinian

were under

Theodosius

and

; they draw no more upon themselves

the anathema of the Rabbis, as in the middle

MIXED MARRIAGES.
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ages ;

but the

severe

attitude

of religion has

something to afflict, to alarm even, certain
tender and believing souls.
" In the mean
time, the husband and wife
keep no account of these difficulties, and here
they are forever united before the law, bring

ing to the conjugal hearth, among the pro
testations of love and the promises of future
happiness, he, the recollections of the mass
and communion, or other exercises of his de
nomination, — she, the dreams begun by the
reading of the Bible and the recollection
what passed in her home.

of

" The institution of

back

to

creation

the family, which runs
itself, is an admirable one.

Like all the works of God, it is the security
of society. All sentiments of love and fidelity
which exist in the human heart develop them
selves in the midst of the family, and from
there scatters over all mankind.
But, in this
hybridous family, can such beautiful results
be expected ? Let us sec.
" After the first days of enthusiasm, they
look around, they rcconnoiter, and too often
find that some corner of their hearts is as void,
as nude, as the walls of the house.
He sees
no more the cross of ivory before which he
used to kneel, and regrets it. She sees no
more upon the door-posts those symbolic
verses of the Bible which she had been taught
to venerate, and regrets them.
Alone she rests
on Saturday.
Alone he celebrates his Sun
day ; and the religious

holidays of each they

find no echo in their home, no sign, no recollec
tion.
Ro»h Hashannah and Torn Kippur come
back sadly, without pomp or solemnity, and
the heart of the poor woman bleeds in think
ing of what they evoke in her of sweet and
tender remembrance.
The husband, in his
turn, is filled with indignation when he does
not perceivi! in his house, as with his brethren,
the joy and happiness on the days when he
used to feast in his infancy.
" That is not all.
Here are two creatures,

who have put everything in common — their
thoughts and their strength, their interests
and their hopes — and in the mean time they
arc divided in their purest and most intimate
Now, it is a real torture to think
feelings.
that the being we prefer above all, who is
for us, that this beloved being
everything
docs not share our religious convictions.
It
is a discouraging idea to be doubtful about
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to think that his soul is perhaps
compromised, perhaps lost to eternity.
Each
of the two will attempt to draw the other to
one side, and will be sad and vexed as long

his salvation,

At first there
be made some allusions, some timid in
sinuations, then counsels, at last prayers and
entreaties; after that, discussions and ill-will.

as there has been no success.

will

"The child
and token

child,

soon arrives;

of such

the child, fruit

a dangerous

union; the

so much more cherished, so much more

feasted, as he has cost more tears and more

If nothing has until now dark
sufferings.
ened the serenity of the conjugal heaven, now
is the time when it will be covered with
clouds.

The child must have
it is that of the father

a

religion.

in
their youth are confided to the cares of the
wife.
Now it is impossible to believe that
she is without weakness, and that she will
keep silence toward her son of her own God,
of her own religion, of the dogmas which
she teaches, and the felicities she promises.
The child will believe all his mother wants
Generally

; but all

him to believe, and placed between two con
one of which he shall

tradictory religions,

practice, and the other of which he can not
deny, he will grow up miserable, without prin
ciple and without true faith. His mother is

a Jewess, his father is a Christian ; he will be
His father is
neither the one nor the other.
a believer,

so

is his mother; he will be incred

ulous and a skeptic.
" Now it
happens, sooner or later, that the
father discovers the perverted education of
his son, and he will burst forth into violent
Then, farewell
reproaches, perhaps abuse.
the peace of that family 1 farewell the hap
piness of that domestic hearthstone !

" But let us draw the curtain before this
We will only show
sad and desolate picture.
to our readers that the Scriptures themselves
unions.
warn us against such impossible

Abraham docs not give to his son a daughter
of the Canaanites, in the midst of whom he
dwells; but he sends Eliezar to his native
country, the cradle of his race, to find a wife
for Isaac. Jacob imitates his example, in
marrying the daughters of Laban ; and Ezra
feared not to dissolve the sacred ties of mar
riage when he purified the Jewish families
from their exotic elements.
" But this is enough in reply to those who
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recognize mixed marriages as an instrument
of tolerance and civilization. The cause of

to be crowned with success; but wo must
not transfer them to the inviolable ground of

tolerance is a great and noble cause, and the
efforts which are made in this respect deserve

the family, for the good that emerges from
them is imperceptible, and the evil immense."

AND

NEW

I

HAVE for years been living in a very
quiet way, taking my meals at restaurants,
but I am going to make a change. Yes ! I am
about to be admitted to the family circle of the
most respected Mrs. Tookums, who receives a
number of outsiders on reasonable
limited
terms, rather for the pleasure of their society
for pecuniar}' gain. I doubt whether I
shall be a valuable accession to her hearth
am, in general, an unsociable
and home, for
being and make few friends ; but Mrs. Tookums
than

I

assures me that

she and her daughters are
am packing
alike prejudiced in my favor, so
my few effects, pictures and what not, with a
comparatively light heart. When I acquainted
my present landlady with my determination,
her expression, which has hitherto been in

I

degree of good
nature, changed in a most sudden and unac
countable manner to an equal degree of sullen
dicative

RESOLVES.

OLD

BY AN OLD BACHELOR.

of an overwhelming

contempt
" One may do and do," said she, " and that
i3 all the thanks one gets — thought you was
a fixture."

I

I escaped

as

quickly

as possible, feeling

like

" One
may do and do." Here was
a charge laid against me, a serious charge — in
gratitude, which is the basest of all crimes.
Was I indeed guilty ? Ought
to apologize
a culprit.

I

to the good lady and, upsetting all my new
said yes to
arrangements, remain a fixture ?
these questions in ascending the long, narrow,
ill-lighted stairs ; but once in the safety of my
own room,
asked myself what my indignant

I

I

landlady had done that she had not been paid
to do.
To be sure, she has not been paid to pry into
drawers ; but that is an attention of which
am not desirous.

I

I believe she knows the exact number of my
shirts and collars ; but I keep a memorandum
of thein myself, and her interposition in case of

thieves would be altogether unnecessary.
To be sure, she has not been paid to read
my manuscripts, and to decipher illegible writ
ing is laborious ; but then I have not Invited
her attention to my scribblings, and her labors

in this department may be classed

as sins

of

curiosity.

.To be sure, she has not been paid to make
away with sundry pens, pencils, paper, periodi
cals, etc., which she felt assured were in my
way ; but then the making away of pens, etc.,
has been altogether gratuitous on her part.
was not in any case consulted as to the dis

I

On the whole, I feel
posal of the said articles.
that I have exonerated myself from the fright
ful charge.
have occupied this room five years and have
been sold three limes — literally sold. Thrice has

I

the house been to let with its paying lodgers.
heard the conclusion of the last bargain.
Passing through the hall, these words fell

I

" The furniture, with the lodgers,
upon my ear:
is cheap enough. It would take you a good
while to fill an empty house. You don't con
sider the gentlemen."
" Yes, I do," was the answer, "
wouldn't
think of paying so much if 'twasn't for them.
Well, I'll write a check; but when am to have
"
Since the lady bought me, sup
possession ?
pose she is not unreasonable in frowning at my
attempt at emancipation ; but then have given
no one a bill of sale of myself, and there is no

I

I

I

I

But the blame, if blame
law to stop my flight.
there should be, ought not to fall on my shoul
ders.
Though during the past seven months

I have

been subjected to various petty annoy
ances, yet I would have pursued the even tenor
of my way had it not been for one Poker.
Poker is an agitator. He never can let wellenough alone. He glories in commotions and

changes.

I

never see him that he does not say,

" The world moves ! I rejoice to say the world
"
Poker has harped on the one subject
moves !
has
he
won me over. He insists that it is
till
" You sit down
not good for man to eat alone.
in these dull restaurants," said he, " with no one
Do you enjoy your food ?— No ! "
to speak to.
Now, I might have answered yes, had ho

I

have enjoyed life tolerably
given me time.
in my own way, but Poker will have it that
will enjoy life more in his way.
I have been somewhat troubled with dys

I
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" No
"
wonder," said Poker ; do
pepsia lately.
No!
You
you ever laugh when you eat?
Who wouldn't have the
devour a newspaper.
Cheerful conversation stimulates
dyspepsia?
digestion. Sociability is promotive of appetite.
Besides, it is cheaper to board — you will save
money."

I

That is a desideratum.
have many times
made resolutions to save, but somehow money
have so
always slips through my fingers.

I

many wants.
" Man wants but little here below."

" Oh, reason not the needAllow not nature more than nature need*?,—
Man's life is cheap as beast's."

My wants have always been in advance of
my purse. Now it may be unwise in a poor
man to have extravagant tastes.
have a
hankering after books and pictures and flowers.
I can not abide bare walls. But should I not

I

I

I was rich before indulged
my likings ? When a boy working out exam
determined to
ples in compound interest,
was en
make the most of my honest penny.
thusiastic to be rich. " Save the pennies, and

I

I

the pounds will take care of themselves." But
never
a penny seems such a small affair.
am poor.
could save pennies, and therefore
Well, have taken my pleasure as I went along,
and a few years hence what will it matter that

I

I

I

I have

no bank account ? Rich and poor rest
alike in the grave. But I do not despise riches,
and am no advocate for absolute contentment
Let him get rich who can ; but let him not
sacrifice the greater for the lesser benefit. Said

I

" Were you John Jacob
would you give all you possessed for
" No," cried the
your board and lodging?"
" Yet," said the first, " that is all he
other.
The rich man
has." But the man was wrong.
one man to another:
Astor,

has, or can have, much more than his board
and lodging for his gold. He can live in the
world of the beautiful ; he can surround him
self with treasures of the mind — inestimable pic
tures — ravishing statues— valuable books, — and

I

bought a
more, he can do good. Yesterday,
tiny bouquet of a young girl. She stood on
Broadway with downcast eyes, herself a fair
flower.
Ah ! to stand all day exposed to the
pitied her— pity all
gaze of the insolent!

I

I

I

could take these chil
dren out of the street and give them homes !
And this morning, a little girl, scarcely six
years old, all in rags, jumped on the cars while

of her

class.

Would

they were in motion, to sell her newspapers.
a hard old look she had on her young
face I She made grimaces, and actually swore
as the conductor hurried from the platform to
" Go along with
"
put her out
you, go along !
cried a man, harsh-visaged,
thrusting her
"
proffered newspaper away.
That's woman's
rights for you," said another, to his neighbor.
Poor child ! No one kisses her and calls her

What

darling — she lays her head at night on no dainty
pillow — she is not taught to lisp " Our Father "
ere her blue eyes

Philosophers say that man's wants are mainly
artificial — that actual wants are few.
" What need jon flve-and-twenty, ten, or Ave t "

have waited until
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close.
She is coming up a
weed.
We let these children go their
"
way while we confess that hell is eternal."
Not many weeks ago, coming home from the
theater, I stumbled against the prostrate form
of a woman.
lifted her up and she cursed
" There is little
me.
hope for the vicious
Yes ; the heart grows hard,
adult," we say.
This woman once
but the heart is still there.

rank

I

was an innocent child.

What has led her

to

the barren paths of degradation ? Will she
sink lower and lower, forever and forever ? Is
our belief a sentimentality that we so calmly
leave her to her fate ? No wonder the infidel
laughs. Selfishness, selfishness, in religion as
in all other things!
We will make sure of
heaven ourselves, and ask, " Lord, am . my
brother's keeper?"
God forgive us all. Wo
pity the wretched, but leave them to their fate.
Unlike Jesus, we shun the fallen ; or if we do
aught for them, we stand afar off, and throw
them but the crumbs from our table.
have often flattered myself that were rich
should be charitable, but self, thus far in life,

I

I

I

has won the principal part of my earnings. To
am
have been small.
only a bookkeeper who, after years of toil, has
arrived at twelve hundred a-year. We read of

I

be sure, my earnings

a great many men who have started out as bare

I

footed boys and ended by building palaces.
shall never build palaces, save unsubstantial
I shall never be a millionaire,
ones in the air.
nor have it in my power to endow colleges or
It is not for every man to be rich.
hospitals.

I never

Poker, it is
could make a beginning.
can't. If
too late ! Talk of my saving !
have a spare penny must give it away. Talk
ing of saving reminds me of a conversation
spoke to
with my employer six years ago.

I

I

I

I

him of an increase of salary.
" Times are hard," said he. " Yes," returned
desire an advance.
I, " it is for that reason
pay more
It costs more to live than it did.

I

I

for my room — more for everything."
" But, dear me ! man," said he, " you ought
You have only yourself to
not to complain.
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take care of. You ought to live like n prince
off your salary. There's Wilson, he has only
a thousand, and he has a wife and six children
— money laid up, too— nearly two thousand ;
and one of these days you will see him in busi
ness for himself.

" But,

"
smart fellow is Wilson !
don't understand how he
" I can't lay up any money,

A

I

really,
manages," said I.
and I am not a spendthrift."
" Bache
Mr. Clinton shook his head wisely.
I never did until I mar
lors never can save.
ried. Never would have got a start, never !

Take my advice, — and marry."

[Junk,

I had never
Here was food for reflection.
Marry
upon marriage in that light.
for economy ! Eight mouths fed instead of one,

looked

I

felt
and money laid up for a rainy day !
Who sajs the age
that it was truly a miracle.
of miracles is past ? There are miracles every
day. I should like to board in such a family a
Surely
week and watch how the thing works.
the lovely innocent face9 must attract the smiles
of Heaven. There is no accounting for the
wonder in any other way.
But I shall never marry.
vice was thrown away.

Mr. Clinton's

ad

THE MAN ABOUT TOWN — ILLUSTRATED.
ubiquitous personage may be found
town of three thousand inhab
In
itants.
larger places his number is in
Such men are not
creased in an equal ratio.
all of one temperament, or one style of men
tal development, but seem to be slack-twisted
pieces of all temperaments and mental con
Their general charac
stitutions combined.
teristics, however, run in the same groove.
They are pleased with the same things, adopt
similar habits, and when one of them is
well known, the general traits of any other
one may be anticipated to a certainty.
The physiology of " the man about town "
bear
is indicated by an easy, good-natured
ing, with a slightly florid complexion, plump
features, oily eyes, which have a facility for
giving salacious glances and knowing winks,
and also for going to sleep at any time.
The

TniS
in every

mouth is rather large, and smiles easily ; the
lips arc plump, and generally soiled with
and smutchy
stories.
tobacco, stale jokes,

His brow is prominent, his forehead low and
retreating, indicating more observation than
reflection ; a greater tendency to live in the
present than in the past or the future, and
has more to do with daily facts than

philosophy.

sound

He lives wholly on the surface,
in, all his plans and pur

and is superficial
poses.

The man about town has large Language,
indicated by a full, prominent eye, and a
Bwollen, sack-like appearance under it. He
generally does much more than his share of
£he talking ; will tell tales and comic stories
well, and can make one on occasion, averring

its truth on his " honor."

He has the latest

news, hears all the gossip, and it comes to
his morbid appetite with equal zest from the
parlor, the kitchen, the bar-room, or the sta

He knows everybody, at least by sight ;
manages to be in the front row of spectators
at all prominent arrivals, receptions, and de

ble.

He is at the depot at each arrival
partures.
and departure of trains, and generally rides
up from the depot on the seat with the hack-

At the hotel he notes the guests,
and after they have entered their names, ho
looks over the register.
If important names
appear, he lounges around until he obtains a
driver.

view of the persons, or gets a chance
conversation, which is ever after spoken of as
" an acquaintance."
He is social, and likes

good

to make friends; is a genius at hhaking
hands, has something to say to men of note,
who good-naturedly
listen to his complimen
tary and voluble

He has the

conversation.

first and last word with them, and they gen
erally remember a pre-engagement, and hurry
away as soon as may be ; but the man about
town has talked with them, and he will ever
after talk about them ; will speak of them as
his friend General so-and-so, or Governor
He thus affects famil
this, or Judge that.
iarity of acquaintance with important per
sons, who would remember him, if at all,
chiefly for his shabby-genteel looks, his un
welcome, obtrusive familiarity, and his odor
ous breath.

He generally keeps posted
ments, weddings,
dinner-parties;

elopements,

attends

as

to engage
and

divorces,

horse-races, base-ball
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and billiard matches, target excursions, clam
bakes, prize-fights— not to fight nor to bet,
but to be there to see, and hear, and eat, and

drink, and have something rich to talk about
and make loungers stare. He has great fond
ness for dinners, dominoes, and dogs, and
would be a sportsman if he were not too lazy.

391

likes his liberty, and thinks it degrading to
him to do hard work. When a boy, if put
to a useful trade, he did not stay his time
out, but preferred to set up ten-pins, or assist
about a bar-room, for his board and spending
and on reaching man's estate, or
money;
rather stature, -he has nothing but cheek and
tongue, and good-natured acquaintances, and
perhaps an occasional political sop, to depend
on for a living.

If ho has had any reputable relatives, he
thrusts the threadbare story upon everybody,
and seeks thereby to borrow consequence
from their respectability.
to imitate

thrift, nor

He does not seek
their virtue or their honorable

seem to feel condemned

by a con

trast of their worth with his own worthlessness.

He has not Combativeness enough to make
him spirited, earnest, energetic, industrious,
or courageous.
He may talk much and loud
of bravery and manly deeds, but he is inter
His Self-Estecm is too small
nally a poltroon.
to give him much dignity or strength of
character.
He has large enough Approbativeness to make him vain, and lead him to

think other people like flattery
does.

Of

course he is a lady's

as

well

as he

man, and is

tolerated by women to a certain degree, more
to avoid his displeasure and his gossiping
tongue than because they either love or re

He believes that women are
spect him.
rather uncertain, and doubts the virtue of
the majority.

talks much, to be sure,

He

if he can find one pos
sessing a catalogue of qualities which he is
careful to name, embracing all the virtues,
about getting married

lie

is strongly social, foels friendly, and when
he has money he " treats ; " and when hard
up because he can not borrow, he sails into
the convivial circle on his friendly familiarity
with those who have money, and praises the

liquor, and flatters those who pay for it. He
has great fondness for all the gossip, good
and bad; knows a little of everything and
He is willing to
not very much of anything.
be useful, but is too lazy to be very helpful.
Having large Alimentiveness, he does not ob
ject to assist at good dinners, nor to test wine
"
and
and if there is to be a chow

cigars ;
or a wine-supper, he will manage to
" dead-head " himself into it.
nc has not much Acquisitiveness, hence he

der"

is not inclined to work hard for money.
engages in no regular

He

business, because he

graces, and goodness possible to humanity,
forgetting that such a woman as he describes

would not tolerate his 6hadow, much less his
substance.

He tells great stories among women, and
He
vulgar stories among men and boys.
knows every bar-room, every cock-pit, all the
base-ball

players by name, attends secondand minstrel concerts on the

class theaters

free-list, names all the actors, actresses, and
criticisms,
singers, repeats stale, borrowed

lifts his eyebrows

in wisdom,

from

erect, balancing

and

sedate earnestness of an oracle.
He is an impertinent incumbrance,
cams a dinner

or

a

stands

heel to toe with the
rarely

drink, and never fails to

Phrenological Journal.
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He was too wise
take either on invitation.
to study at school, hence often played truant ;
was too independent in spirit to learn a use
ful trade, and too light-headed and unreliable
to be accepted as a clerk in a commercial

establishment,

I TIIINK

hence he has no visible means

his stilty legs in scanty
clothing, for which ho is still
indebted — and, in short, as Nasby would say,
" he is a worthless cuss "-tomer.

of Bupport

except

second-hand

TASTE AND ECONOMY
OR, WHAT

[June,

IN DRESS;

OF "ELINOB'8 WARDBOBE."

BY BERTHA H. ELLSWORTH.
course we all understand that dress does
a proper and
tasteful dress, gracefully worn, may enhance
her natural attractions, and thus lend an ad

OPnot make the lady, but that

charm, is generally admitted ; and it
would wish to
is upon this ground merely
discuss the subject.
The writer of "Elinor's "Wardrobe" remarks
with much truth, " There is no person who in
his intercourse with his fellow-man can afford
ditional

I

to despise the assistance of tasteful and harmo
nious clothing ; and in these days of extrava
gant ideas and high prices it becomes a question
of moment as to how such a costume is to be
She further
reached with the least expense."
states that nearly all the women in America
"
moving in respectable society
possess two or
three times the number of dresses they really
need or can well afford."
This is doubtless
true of a great many ; but, to use a homely but
saying, we can not always do
"
justice by measuring our neighbor's corn in
our own half-bushel :" and it is doubtful if any
rule of dressing
set costume or prescribed
expressive

would meet every case. However, we behold
in Elinor one who is represented as com
bining taste and economy in her toilet in so
happy a degree that nothing remains to be de- .
sired. This " consummation most devoutly to
be wished" is obtained by Elinor's invariably
wearing one suit, without alteration in a single
detail, for a whole season.

One summer

suit

bonnet," "flimsy ribbon," "cheap
parasol,"
" soiled and discolored
"
fan,"
dilapidated
gloves," "shabby boots," and "jewelry from
"
but glorying in the posses
the dollar store ;
"
sion of nineteen dresses," which number is
stated to include " four old-fashioned silks" and
" five or six summer suits ; " these last being
"
flimsy material made up in the
composed of

Well, Ann Eliza
most unbecoming styles."
certainly did show very little good sense or
taste ; and had she denied herself a few of her
nineteen dresses to remedy the other discrep
ancies in her attire, and demonstrated her love
of change also in the matter of boots, gloves,
hose, etc., she would have been vastly im
proved.

Ann Elizas flourish more or less in every
community, to judge from the indiscriminate
array of dry goods and cheap jewelry which
some would-be ladies display ; and though no
woman with an atom of good taste would be
dizen herself with tawdry finery and sport
jewelry, the quality of which she deluded her

I

self she made up in variety and quantity, yet
must confess that the opposite extreme of a
lady who chooses to wear for church, concert,
party, promenade, street, and nil other public
places and occasions through an entire season
just one suit, the material of which makes it
more costly than her neighbor's vaunted nine
teen changes, does not strike me as the model

which on being adopted by all womankind

which she thus wore is described as "black
grenadine with trimmings of satin and real
lace, a frill of Valenciennes and a cherry velvet
at the throat," while " a lama lace shawl, cost
ing ninety dollars in money, a delicate black

would at once settle the dress question by
causing universal taste, simplicity, and economy
to reign.
It seems to me this is carrying the " one

lace hat, black kids stitched in white, and very
handsome l>oots completed a costume" which
the writer pronounces to be " worthy of Undine
or any other sprite, either of air or water;"

body else, whose appearance, circumstances,
and convenience it suits ; but individuals in
this world have a fashion of differing in ways
and looks in an astonishing manner, and be

and so it probably was.
But Elinor has a
neighbor, Ann Eliza by name, who is a
constant foil in the matter of dress, Ann Eliza
being in the habit of sporting a " tawdry

might render a single costume inappropriate at
all times, few women,
think, are so highly
gifted in charms of person, speech, and manner

idea" too far; not perhaps for Elinor, or any

sides the combination

of circumstances which

I

TASTE AND ECONOMY IN DRE8S.

a

is,

it

and

the

used in a moderate and discriminating

manner,

even in

matters

of

dress.

to have set the example which

Nature

Art

has
the variety which is so
As for preserving
picturesque and refreshing.
" individuality " in one's attire, it must be a

seems

followed

in producing

very one-sided character indeed that can ex

is

is
a
;

I

;

relief and pleasure to the beholder from
inspection of which the eyes would turn
rested and with increased satisfaction to the
first and yet equally on each would be stamped
;

is,

the individuality of the artist.
Of course, love of change may be, and quite
often
perverted and carried to excess but
in avoiding one extreme why run into another?
am by no means advocating the neces
Now
" nineteen," or even six, dresses,
sity of having
or being arrayed in all the colors of the rainbow
(besides several tints and shades of later inven
think
tion), with trimmings ad libitum, but

I

rightly

One might admire
beautiful picture,
but in time one would tire of always beholding
and another
just that one unvarying scene
and different subject from the same hand would
some.

I

to please herself, but to be an object to others
pleasant to look upon. The love of variety is
a human instinct, and a very good one when

is

be

but would
satisfactory substitute);
"
in
your dress, though " a thing of beauty
itself, be a "joy forever," under all circum
stances, to yourself and friends?
A lady, in
endeavoring to dress with taste, aims not only
a

I

expression would be a serious drawback teethe
attractiveness of the human face.
Continual
sameness in anything
apt to become weari

found

to,

am confident few will disagree with me
that the lack of this mobility of

in thinking

Fate might have
hardly fitting.
arranged that on such a day you were to attend
some social gathering, or place of public
amusement or instruction.
You would wear
of course (for a " wrapper," even
your
though a nice one, and very useful and becom
ing on many occasions, will not always be
seem

a

single face capable but
many expressions
appears none the less the same face when the
features, responding to various feelings, reveal
rather than obscure the individual character;

;

would

But there
better proof of Nature's love
and need of change in the human countenance
than in all her inanimate creations.
Of how

a

there are hot, sultry days when it
able;
threatens rain ; there are cloudy days when it
does not look like storming, and yet )rour
elaborate and perfectly summer-like costume

ones.

that moderation, even in reducing one's ward
can not see the
robe, would not be amiss.
beneficial results arising from women of all

I

and mishaps are quite as apt to happen to the
best of garments. Besides, there are so many
phases of the weather even in the same season.
For instance, in the summer cool days visit us,
when a very airy costume would not be agree

it, a

the wind was coming her way well
freighted with dust, or a passing vehicle was
about to whirl up a cloud of the same, or,
worse still, a liberal donation of "mud, and
other contingencies too numerous to mention ;
for mistakes will happen in the best of families,
when

The rose
lovely
should care to
hardly think
have all my roses full-blown ones and all
exactly alike even on
but as
single bush
Nature has arranged
we have the fair bud,
the lovely half-blown rose, and the beautiful
mature blossom, which, having fulfilled its
mission, soon gives place to other and fresher
arrayed in different tints.

flower; but

a

tial fabrics, and appearing quite as fresh and
"
"
at the close of the season.
sprite
airy a
This might be possible, perhaps, could mortal
woman be forewarned of sudden showers, or

is

afraid a little uncertainty would attend the
experiment, tried by any one of them, of wear
ing everywhere for a whole summer a single
costume composed of delicate and unsubstan

then pronouncing her work good, let
stand
without
single variation until summer's reign
over," but with
quiet grace she
con
tinually freshening her work and developing
new beauties, bringing in with delightful effect
later blooming varieties and demonstrating how
charming the same species of flower may be

I

I

is
a

I

a

crumpled, torn, soiled, or frayed when in
constant service.
do not rely solely upon
my own opinion when
say that a goodly
number of my feminine acquaintances are
ladies of good taste and neat habits ; but I am

the floral kingdom blossoms after its own par
ticular fashion.
Nature, like a discerning dame
as she
does not call into simultaneous and
unchanging bloom all the shrubs and flowers
in the garden, thus making
brilliant display
of all her powers of adornment at once, " and

is

become at times the worse for wear. It requires
quite a " gift" to prevent even the best material
from meeting with some of those ills which
garments are heir to in the shape of being

press itself but in one set way. " Nature does
not content herself in that manner," although
each of the almost endless varieties we see in

it

of attire ; and even with the best
and most careful of people articles of dress do
a sameness

I

as to appear to equal advantage everywhere in

393
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as well have tico pretty and good dresses

for a

as one, why the restriction ?

a

;

is

a

;

I

is

is

these last be great or small.

If person possess but one dress from ne
cessity,
perfectly proper and fitting that
she should wear
everywhere and at all times
and should meet with approval for so doing
think, as an unvarying rule, few people
but
would find
perfectly convenient and agree
able so to limit themselves from c/uiice. And

;

it

it

I

seems

somewhat probable

that

a

It

woman

of refined taste would have enough perception
of the truly beautiful and becoming to avoid

"
vulgar, gaudy, and indiscrimi
dressing in
"
nate manner in any clay, past or present and
she did not,
not yet quite clear to me
how having only one costume instead of sev
;

effect could
be produced only by the highest-priced mate
rial, one must applaud the exquisite taste
evinced by the lady who in arranging to have

certain harmony of thought and au individ
uality of taste and style representative of the
wearer."
in the habit of appearing in
If woman
"
toilets not characterized by any harmony of
not just possiblo that the "har
thought,"
who
mony" may be lacking in the person

she

can afford it.

The truth

is, in this case,

a

a

that tho amount Elinor paid for
would almost cover the cost of
few " real
wardrobe, exclusive of
able ornaments.
She has not

her shawl
my friend's
" and valu
single

silk

is

is

a

f

is
it

if,

would therefore be incapable of giving to any
costume an " individuality of taste and style"
which would be any more attractive, and
being aware of this, she confided in the advice

and skill of her dressmaker and milliner,
"
of taste and
seems to me the
individuality
stylo" displayed in those garments would be
of the modistes and not of the
"representative"

it

ed that some people, who can not comprehend
that this effect may be produced without great
outlay, call her extravagant, and wonder how

eral,
going to cure her of the propensity, and
insure, as the writer further adds, that " every
woman's dress would theu bo characterized by

a

;

a

lin, gingham, or calico.
One of my friends
who always appeal's in company so well dress

it
is

fitting garments adapted in color and make to
one's age, complexion,
and particular style
and with
corresponding fituess in gloves,
boots, and all minor details. One can look the
well-dressed lady in silk, merino, poplin, mus

is,

her portrait painted, inquired what color was
most costly ? The artist informed her that it
" Well, theu," said
was ultra marine.
she,
"
paint me all ultra marine."
To dress well, all that is needed
neatly

if

the most admirable

really passes my powers of comprehension how
such
concentration of the feminine wardrobe
"
to
put an end to the vulgar, gaudy, and in
discriminate toilets of the present day " as the
writer of the article from which
quote,
affirms.

a

is best and most suitable is not necessarily the
highest in price. It is not the cost of the ma
terial which an artist uses which makes his
production valued and beautiful, but his skill
in blending and contrasting color and produc

If

the French

a

As to the extravagance of such an indulgence,
there are a great many varieties and degrees of
richness and goodness among dry goods as well
as among people ; and for every person what

ing effect

the height of
fashion, but what
becoming and
adapted to herself; consulting not what her
wealthiest neighbors wear, but what commends
itself to her own taste and resources, whether
ences, each studying, not what

I

season

and

;

I

do not mean that I
vent her being a lady.
should prefer a great variety of inferior articles
to a few good ones ; but where one might just

her

the
the weather.
Yet among the
variety of people call my friends, she
by no
means the only or most tasteful one
goodly
number of others arrive at the same agreeable
result by the route of their individual prefer
occasion

it

and making up ? Although a slender purse
may make it impossible for a lady to amy
herself in costly fabrics, their lack need not
prevent her being a tastefully-dressed lady any
more than the state of her purse need pre

and
all

is

might have two of other material more
appropriate to her circumstances, and quite as
becoming, if good taste is used in the selection
she

possess
"nineteen" dresses of any sort,
none after the pattern of Ann Eliza
but
are becoming; and she manages to vary
toilet most agreeably, with due regard to

a

Where would be the consistency
shown by a lady of limited means in investing
all she had to spare for this department of her
wardrobe in one silk dress, when in its place
a wrapper.

She would not wear
flimsy one, and
very good one she thinks would not harmon
ize with the length of her purse, nor be appro
priate in her circumstances.
Slfe docs not

it

rich and elaborate suit to wear everywhere at
all the various limes and places for which they
could not feel themselves quite presentable in

dress.

a

dis
circumstances, anil occupations
classes,
carding the plan of having several dresses, each
appropriate and suitable in their place, and
expending as much or more money on just one-

[June,

is
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But should this
wearer of their productions.
one-suit-fasliion become universal, it would not
be merely limiting the lady of refined taste to
one becoming costume, but when the law had
been signed and sealed by Madam Grundy, there
would be Ann Eliza Brown and Emma Jemi
ma Peddleall, and all the rest of the " Shoddyites," who always follow when fashion leads,
who would be fired with the laudable ambition
of making this one suit a worthy representa
tive of all the changes they were compelled to
forego. Then for a whole season one would
have the pleasure of beholding a fearfully and
wonderfully contrived combination of all the
absurdities in trimming, and the ruffling, puffing
and flouncing, which might have greeted us
more sparingly, and at least with more amus
ing variety in the former " nineteen " garments
more or less, would be exhibited in extravagant
or astounding quantity.
But the case might be
still worse; for instance, when, after much
planning and considerable expense, you had
originated, completed, and worn a perfect cos
tume, just suited to your style and calculated to
set off your good points, some one thinking you
worthy of imitation might pay you the compli
ment of getting up a suit just like yours in
It is not everybody that one
every particular.
would desire to have taken for hor twin-sister ;
but as this is a free country you could not help
yourself (unless

you had your dress patented),

AND
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no matter who she might be who would be
your copyist ; and your principles would for
bid any change of attire until the end of the
season.

Had one the blessings of Job-like patience
and angelic temper, such an infliction might be
endured, but it would begin after many repeti
tions to be a little unpleasant whenever )-ou

ventured out to be confronted with your dupli
cate in dress ; and were you tall, slender, grace
ful and a brunette, and the dress chosen with
an especial regard to all this, sne, very likely,
would be short, stout, freckled, and with sandy
hair.
Moreover, some people can not have, or at
least never seem to have, a single dress out of
half a dozen but what is more or less soiled or
shabby; what sort of an aspect would such

present if they were to confine their surplus en
ergies to one dress for a considerable length of
am troubled with misgivings that
time !
when this fashion shall prevail, the appearance
of the " fair" portion of a community near the
close of a season will suggest, not individual
ity, but fossilization.
I would ask the reader, finally, to contem
plate with the mind's eye the universal preva

I

lence of such a style, and determine whether
or not in his or her opinion such a state
of things would be — well—just a little monot
onous ?

Pqjai[kcnt of ^Ii^iolojgg.
andwith theemphasis
andenforced
em\yandearnestly,
of highreligiousduty,—ToamaiU,
TImtrothsof Physiologyiliould beInculcated

FOOD

FOB THINKERS

is no subject with which every
so much to do, and in respect
to which so many people know so little. The
subject of diet is an unpleasant one, so we
propose to say nothing about it. The sub
ject of food is a very agreeable one, and we
shall therefore confine our remarks to it.
There are three necessities for the use of
food.
The boy would make but one— " 'Caus
I'm hungry." The gourmand would say,
" Because it tastes good."
Physiology says,
" One
object of food is to keep up animal

THERE
body has

heat ; another, to give strength to the bones
and muscles ; a third, to support the brain
and nerves, thereby giving power to thought

AND

WORKERS.

and feeling."
In nearly all kinds of food the
elements required for the support of the sys
tem are found, but these ingredients do not
exist in all articles in the right proportions.
Speaking scientifically,
phosphorus is used
up in thinking ; nitrogen is used in working
the muscles, and carbon in furnishing animal
Men who think should use the
kinds of food adapted for the support of the
brain and nervous system ; those who work
with the muscles should use those articles of
food containing the material in a large degree
which sustains muscle ; those who go into

heat and fat.

cold climates, or are exposed to the cold, and
not much physical labor to perform,

have

Phrenological Journal.
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should eat more bountifully of the food
which promotes animal heat and fat. But
how few men know what to cat ! We have
seen lawyers, during court time, come to the
table and eat roast pork, rice or Indian pud
ding highly sweetened, and wind up with
They understood the
mince pie and cheese.
statute laws, but not the laws of the human
body, and their causes and clients suffered
from the muddy state of intellect induced by
their ill-selected food. That dinner might
have answered for a stage-driver, or a man
going into the forest for a load of wood,
with the thermometer at zero. In old times,
beans and pork constituted the Sun
day food in New England, and an old divine
carefully and mirthfully undertook to esti
mate the number of " tons of beans and

baked

pork

preached to in New England every Sunday
while the owners were asleep." This illus
trates one point, that those who are expected
to be skillful and thoughtful should not cat
food chiefly adapted to produce heat, and fat,
and sleep.

Wo are often asked to give in the Journal
list of articles of food which furnish sup
port for brain, and is therefore fit for think
ers and students.
We are also often asked
to give a list of articles best adapted to sup
We can not here do
port muscular power.
a

more than give a few hints.
Those who expect to think should
much

food

which simply

produces

not eat
warmth

and fat, such as ham, fat pork, white bread,
butter, rice, tapioca, and starch.
These con
tain very little phosphatic food, being chiefly
carbonaceous.

[June,

food contained in the flesh of animals is in
proportion to the activity of that animal ;
those of great activity, such as the canarybird, for instance, secure food which feeds
brain, nerve, and muscle, but does not produce
The flesh of the trout, the pickerel, or
fat.
salmon impart more mental and physical vigor
to the eater than the flesh of comparatively
dormant fish, like the eel and flounder.
The
flesh of wild

animals, such as the bison

or

deer and boar, promote activity in the eater
more than the stall-fed ox, sheep, or hog.
Wild game generally is considered better
food, especially for the convalescent, than the
fattened domestic turkey or goose. Barley,
oats, and wheat ground without bolting, fur
nish food

for brain

;

but lawyers, ministers,

and students eat the white, superfine, or bolt
ed wheat bread, and go to sleep. That which

would fatten a pig, and give him no desire
to exercise or to think, is eaten by the learned
race, who look in
pity upon the poor peasant following the
plow, because he is obliged to eat his brown
loaf ; which brown loaf and cheap fish and
wild game contain the incitement to brain
work, in which poems, orations, and art are
and refined of the human

conceived and nursed.

The proper food for laboring men — we
mean those who have to exercise muscular
strength chiefly — should be that which con

tains the greatest amount of nitrogen. Among
these articles barley and cheese stand high.
The red flesh of the ox or sheep and unbolt
Men who
ed bread are the leading articles.
seem to understand much

train prize-fighters

better than others how to build up physical
When their battle
strength and endurance.

Prof. Agassiz says " fish enters largely into
the requisition of the human system. It is a
kind of food which refreshes the system espe
cially after intellectual fatigue.
There is no
other article of food that supplies the waste of
the head so thoroughly as fish diet.
Fish con

mutton, and fall into their old habits of liq
uor-drinking and of eating starch-bearing ar
ticles, such as rice, fine bread, pudding, with

tains phosphorus to a large extent, a chemical
clement which the brain requires for growth

fat meat and butter, and they soon become
as fat and lazy as these carbonaceous articles

He would not say that exclusive use
of fish would make a blockhead a wise man,
but that the brain would not be wanting in
one of its essential elements."
Man can not,
however, live on fish alone, because most fish
are not fat enough to furnish the heat-produ
The
cing clement in sufficient quantity.
amount of phosphatic or brain-supporting
and life.

or their race is ended, they lay aside their
unbolted bread and fruit, their lean beef and

can make them.

If a man wants to stand the cold, he may
eat buckwheat cakes with butter, sirup, fat

pork and white beans ; but let him look out,
when hot weather comes, for bilious fevers,
pimples on the face, and a rank smell of the
whole system, and a muddy, dirty complex
ion.
Men living at the north pole, or near it,
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bonates or heat producers.

it,

;

of their food.

"Man should

not

live by

If

bread alone," especially superfine bread.
one eats wheat-meal bread and uses milk, he

will

find in these two articles all the elements
which the system requires in just about the
right proportion. But who knows how to
The old prayer in its application to
eat
the most of us should be extended — " Give
us this day our daily food, and tell us what
kind of food we should daily eat." This
prayer
really answered by chemistry and
physiology but the world turns up its pre
cious nose at the studies of chemistry and
physiology as applied to the kitchen and the
stomach.
It does very well to compound
and hair-dyes, cosmetics, paints,
dyestuffs, material for manufacture and com
merce
but when chemistry in cooking

is

medicines

is

the subject, science

flouted, and folly and

appetite are enthroned.

The 8ms of Parents Visited on their
Children, even to the Third and Fourth
a

Generation. — The history of four generations
distin
of family, as sketched by M. Morel,
full of instruction
guished French writer,
is

Given in the Herald of Health,

in this matter.
as follows

" First Generation — The father was an habit
ual drunkard, and was killed in
public-house
brawl.
—
"Second Generation The son inherited his
father's habits, which gave rise to attacks of
mania, terminating in paralysis and death.
a

The student should eat articles which are
with phosphates or
largely charged
brain food ; the laborer, those articles con
taining nitrate or food for muscle ; and those
who are much exposed to cold, but not re
quired to exert muscular strength, that kind
of food which is largely charged with car
pretty

to have everything, become dyspeptical, fe
verish, and diseased from the extra richness

:

Carbonate!,
Nltmtei,or
or
or
Phofphntei,
FoodforMiucle.
Foodfor
HrntProducer*.
Br»inandBone.
In 100part*
Unit*.Ttntki. Unto. TmfJU.
Uniu. Ttntii.
0
Beef
19
0 .... M
0 . .. 2
Veal
17
7 . .. 2
8 .... 14
3
Mutton
21
0 .... 14
0 . .. 2
0
3
19
6 .. .. 2
2 .... 14
Pork
n 5 . .. 2 2 .... It 0
0
Lard
0
0 . .. 0
0 .... 100
4 . .. 2
20
8 ....
8
0
21
8 .. .. 2
1
9
8 ....
0
Butter
0
0 . .. 0
0 .... 100
5
0
0 . .. 1
0 ....
8
0
30
7 .... 23
8 . .. 4
15
FUh
0 . .. 5
5 .... Very little
0
12
2 ....
0
6 . .. 0
12
0 . .. 2
5 .... Very little
14
ti
14
0 . .. 5
5 ....
OEAINS F71CITS, AND VEGETABLES
Wheat, unbolted 14
6 .. .. 1
6 .... 86
4
Eye
5 . .. 0
5 .... 75
6
1
Northern Corn. . 12
5
3 . .. 1
1 .... fi7
" .. 34 6 .. .. 4
Southern
2
1 .... 39
0 .. .. 1
8
8 .... 53
0
0 .. .. 8
IT
0 .... 60
8
12
8 .. .. 4
1
2 .... 52
M
0 .. .. 8
S .... 40
0
4 .. .. 2
23
B .... 41
0
Rice
5
1 .. .. 0
5 .... 82
0
1
4 . .. 0
9 .... 16
8
Sweet Potatoes.
10
5 .. .. 2
9 .... n
8
0 .. .. 0
4 ....
0
4
6
1
0
Cabbage
2 . .. 0
8 ....
1
1
1 .. .. 1
0 .... 1*
2
2
1 .. .. 1
0 .... 14
5
1
2 .. .. 0
4
0
5 ....
6
0 .. .. 1
0 .... Unequal.

on fine flour, cake, butter, pies, fat

is

waste :

delectate

poultry, nice fat ham, eating four times too
much carbon, and not half enough phospho
rus or nitrogen for brain and muscle.
One
class starve, get poor, weak, sickly, and die
of marasmus while the others, who are able

;

in proper proportions.

Many persons say one " must eat meat to
produce brain and muscle," and we are often
asked if that is true ; if not, what vegetable
food is best to produce brain ? We give a
few articles of diet, showing how many parts
in a hundred each has in the natural state for
the production of the three prime elements
of nutrition, viz., muscle, bones and brain,
and heat We give the amounts in units and
That which is left is water and
decimals.

?

warmth

We regret to see poor women go to market
with a big basket and a slender purse on Sat
urday night to buy food for her hungry, thinclad children.
And what do these women
get ? Turnips, cabbage, beets, carrots, pota
toes, and fish. They carry home a load, but
their green vegetables are from 75 to 95 per
cent, water, and the nutrition which is ob
tained is very little ; whereas if they would
put half the money into corn meal, wheat
meal, white beans, and mutton, they could
live grandly on
and have the rest for the
But the rich
purchase of fuel and clothes.

;

; but in warm or temperate re
food
should be so selected as to fur
the
gions
nish nourishment for muscle, bone, brain, and
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a

burn it out

AND WORKERS.

is

can drink fish-oil by the quart, or eat pounds
of cake tallow, and the cold climate will

it
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" Third Generation — The
grandson was strict
ly sober, but was full of hypochondriacal and
imaginary fears of persecution, etc., and had
homicidal tendencies.
" Fourth Generation— The fourth in descent
had very limited intelligence, and had an at
tack of madness when sixteen years old, termi
nating in stupidity, nearly amounting to idiocy.
With him the family probably becomes extinct
And thus wc perceive the persistence of the
taint in the fact that a generation of absolute
temperance will not avert the fatal issue."

Small-Pox. — A few days ago a starchilydressed individual called at an out-of-the-way
Street, Kew Orleans, over

lUnoo,mustbecarefully

—N.

and

I

0. Picayune.

|fsour^s.

it,

Tint whichmakei. good

l/mntrg

"But the doctor?"
"Golly, boss,
pox 1"
I'se the doctor, but
ain't good at small-pox."

mustbeep viz.,menof wltdomandvirtue; qualltieiDint,because
they
— Wfflitm/¥««.
of youth.
by n virtuouseducation

IK THE MAMMOTH CATE WITHOUT

A

on Howard

|j)ut!

shop

[Jr/NE,

which swung the sign of " Dr. Jiffries." "Is
"
the doctor in ? he inquired of a dilapidated
colored
man who answered his summons.
" He am dat, sar ! " " Tell him I think I have
symptoms of small-pox, and wish to consult
him." The whites of Sambo's eyes grew in
" " Tell
tense. " Golly, boss, what you say ?
I'm sick with the small-pox."
the doctor
The astonished African gave a wild leap, and
darting through an inner door, cried out,
" Leave dis yer house ; I don't want no small

|[f{5
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along by the wall, that the
weak light of the lamps did not reveal the op
posite shore. During the voyage, the ladies
broke out into
lively song, which dispelled
a

as we were pulled

a

it

the effect of the gloomy passage and roused
the gay spirits of the party.
It was well that
the flow of wit and humor was not suffered to
enlivened and
stop, — at least, not long, — as
sustained us through the journey, and proved
sovereign panacea for fatigue.
"
Stoop low," cried Matt, as we shot out into

a

a

'

a

the boat

a

a

I

a

The echo of the song on the water, returning
from the recesses of the cavern, had
pleasing
had
effect, but was not nearly as perfect as
The firing of
pistol made
anticipated.
terrible report, and the reverberations continued

a

a

several seconds after the discharge.
large
Landing in " Silliman's Avenue,"
half miles in length, about
avenue one and
thirty feet high, and ranging from twenty to
a

short
two hundred feet wide, we walked
distance, and sat down to rest.
This avenue
supposed to be of more recent formation
than the rest of the cave. It was named in

honor of Professor Silliman.

Here Miss SalHc

proposed to leave her disordered head-dress
until our return.
" Oh, don't do that, for
will soon be lunchtime," exclaimed Dave, in comic dismay.
" What
will? You don't expect to eat
it

I

a

a

a

embarked us we went in. A rise of three feet
closes the first, and compels visitors to go
mile farther, through
small
quarter of
avenue called " Purgatory."
The ceiling at
the first landing stoops to within three feet of
the surface, but almost immediately rises to ten
or fifteen feet. The river was generally twenty
to forty feet wide, but at one point
noticed,

people,'" quoted Miss Sallie, as she coolly
turned to pick up her chignon, which had been
rudely detached from her head by the concus
ruined heap on the bottom of
sion, and lay

it

a

is

a

a

under
ceiling of white limestone, which look
ed very much like clouds in the evening sky, to
" Bcho River," w here we
again took boat This
three-fourths of
mile in length, and
river
varies from ten to thirty feet in depth. Two
boats are kept in the stream, as there are two
landings, from cither of which we could have

the stream from under the low brow of the
bump.
arch. But nearly every head got
" Ye are
stiff - necked and rebellious

if

a

SHOCK that nearly threw us out an
nounced the passage of the lake accom
"
plished, and we moved on through the Great
floor of yellow river sand, and
Walk," over

is

A

that thing?" said the unsuspectiug maiden,
holding up the dilapidated article, with an air
of supreme disgust.

THE MAMMOTH
" No, indeed ; but some of ns will have to
"
chew for you if you don't keep your chin on !
" Well,
don't see how you can go on in
that way," said the old lady, in a tone so weak
and doleful that we all began to sympathize
with her and endeavor to cheer her up. It was

I

useless, however.

She was completely broken
down with fatigue, and positively declared that
it was utterly impossible for her to go another
" not if there was a fortune to be
step farther,
made every yard of the way."
Here was a dilemma that transcended all the
of Fat Man's Misery. The expedi

difficulties

tion threatened to end ingloriously right there,
and consternation seized the little party, whose
voices were instantly united to persuade our
protege

to try and go through

with it.

" Indeed we can't
stop here," was the burden
of all that was said.
It was even proposed to make a litter and
carry the old lady, but there was no material
at hand for the purpose. Finding that no way
could be devised to get her forward, it was
then suggested that she should remain, retain

ing two of the lamps, till we returned on our
way out. But she would not entertain that
She would die, she
proposition for a moment
said, of the utter loneliness and gloom and
awful silence of the cavern ; and as we looked
around us, and observed the faint light of all
the lamps together, and the darkness gathered
close about us like a wall, we felt the full force
of her objection. There was but one alterna
tive — cither we must give up the journey and
all return together, or we must let Matt take
the old lady out while we prosecuted the ex

pedition without him. The first plan was dis
carded almost as soon as it was proposed.
The disappointment it involved was more than
we were willing to submit to. The old lady
evidently felt the difficulty of the situation, and
In the
regretted it as much as any of us.
serious dilemma in which her own imprudence
had placed us some might have felt inclined to
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In canvassing the alternative, it was urged
that the guide could return or send for us as
soon as he reached the hotel ; but it was plain
that his progress would be so slow, owing to
the feebleness of his charge, that it would take
him nearly as long to get out as the entire route
Still, by exercising great
generally occupied.
caution and prudence, we need fear nothing
worse than a few hours' delay in the cave, for

which we were amply provided, both with oil
and food. At length the whole case was fairly
pro and con,, to the ladies, who had
taken but little part in the discussion, and the
decision was left with them. Their consulta
tion was brief and their " verdict " unanimous.
stated,

They said :
" We have
perfect confidence in

the gallantry,
courage, prudence, and judgment of the gentle
men, and we are entirely willing to trust them
to tiiko us safely through."

That settled the question. With three cheers
for the ladies, we gathered up our lamps, shing
the basket of lunch over the shoulder of one of
the gentlemen, told Matt that his occupation
was gone, and that henceforth we intended to
run the Mammoth Cave ourselves, bade our
protege an affectionate farewell, and started
forward with light hearts and free steps, con
fident of a successful issue to the adventure.

We forgot the oil-can

! but that proved, in the
end, only an inconvenience, not a disaster.
Once to ourselves, we did not conceal from
the ladies the serious nature of the undertaking :
but one and all, while determining that we
would not omit the slightest precaution, re
solved also that we would not suffer the
situation to weigh upon the spirits and mar

the enjoyment of the party.
By common
took the lead, with Price, Curtis,
consent
Grimstead, Rucker, and Miss Minnie, active
and keen-eyed, close up to the front.
The

I

other four, who had exhibited some tendency
to gush and whisper soft nonsense, were al
lowed a little more string ; but all were in
structed to keep within easy reach of conver

upon

reproach her for her folly in bringing disaster
the party ; but when we saw that her
feelings had been so wrought upon by her con

sation, as much for the sake of the general
interest and amusement, as for an effectual pre

cern for the unfortunate mischance that she
was really crying, the spectacle of an old lady
in tears dissolved every feeling of resentment,
and with the utmost delicacy we forbore to
utter a word that could be construed into any
thing like a reproach, or even to discuss the

caution against going astray. Thus marshaled
we advanced bravely to attack and disperse
the gloom and shadows of the unknown region,
and release the wonders they held imprisoned.
" Now, then — onward !
voyagers and voyUlysses and his crew begin their
ageresses.

affair in the light of a misfortune.
Grave as it
was, we affected to treat it lightly, and hid our

wanderings."
" Yes," said Dave ; " but

anxiety for the fate of our expedition under our
interest for her safe return

we are taking
"
Searcy the sigher in with us !
"Horrible pun!" exclaimed the victim at
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" Rather
whom the crooked shaft was aimed.
of
the Golden
let us be the Argonauts in search
Fleece."
" ejaculated Dave.
"
wretch !
Mercenary
" But I can not blame you. It would be very

'
sweet to say, I have found me deah.' Argo
nauts be it then, and let us argue naught ill
from the absence of the guide."
A unanimous and indignant protest put a
We
Btop to his execrable puns for a time.
" Cascade Hall," a
large chamber
were in

about two hundred feet in width, from which
The
an avenue leads off to " Roaring River."
ceiling of the Hall was probably twenty feet
high, and a small cascade falling from it had
given the name to the room.
Not far from this point is " Dripping Spring,"
which is formed by water dripping from the
ceiling ; and its vicinity is graced by a few
curious stalactites and stalagmites.
Leaving the spring we entered the " Infernal
Regions," a wild-looking place, where the floor
is wet, slippery, and irregular, and we had to
move slowly and with care to avoid a fall ; but
could see no special reason for selecting this

I

particular part of the cave to bear so express
ive a name.
"
Sea Serpent," a large crevice
Passing the
winding across the ceiling, we climbed the

"Hill

of Fatigue" with but little difficulty,

and

shortly afterward our attention was at
tracted by an immense rock which projected
into the avenue from the left wall, and bore a
remarkable resemblance to the stern of a mon
ster ship, with the rudder turned to one side.
" Great Western," and
was known as the
was probably twice as large as the stern of the
steamer Great Eastern.
" The ' Flying Dutchman,' " said Dave — and

It

really the fancy did not seem out of place.
" The Gnomes are her carpenters, and she is
But what have we
laid up here for repairs.
have heard of English rabbits and
here?
Welsh rare-bits, but this is evidently a relic of

I

What gigantic animals
paleozoic age.
they had then — when a single hare would last
the family table for a week! And how the
game has dwindled ! But there is one consola
the

tion : the pests have fallen off in proportion.
Fancy a Lea. as big as your thumb gnauing a
hole in your leg —or a musquito coming right
at you with a bill like a cavalryman's saber.
am satisfied with things as they are."
Ugh !

I

The object which elicited this outburst was
the " Rabbit," which
a large stone called
closely resembled the animal after which it
was named.

[Juke,

" It is the last of the " Dead Rabbits," said
Price,

as we walked on, and shortly
after
entered a wide room in which it is said that
Ole Bull, who visited the cave on his first tour
in this country, treated the party with him to

an extempore concert
Since then the room
has borne the name of " Ole Bull's Concert
Room."

We had traversed Silliman's Avenue, and
now entered another, two miles in length, more
wild and rugged than the last, appearing as if
the forces employed in its excavation had been
ruder and more powerful.
It was the " Pass
of El Ghor."
The " Hanging Rocks " were the first object
of interest we encountered. Huge masses of
rock were heaped up over the avenue in such
a position that they appeared as

of falling and closing up the

if on

the point

passage.

They

presented even a more dangerous aspect than
Scotchman's Trap, and might well excuse some
hesitation among us before we ventured to trust
ourselves beneath them. But we had been told
that no rock had been known to fall from the
walls or ceiling of the cave since its discovery,
and we passed on under the impending masses
with careful tread and almost suspended
breath.

The ceiling of a chamber a short distance
beyond this point was covered with small
black nodules of gypsum in great numbers,
giving it a very peculiar appearance. It bears
the appropriate name of " Fly Chamber," the
little black crystals looking like vast multitudes
of flies clustered on the ceiling.
Farther on, a broad, flat rock, about two feet

thick and twenty feet in diameter, projected
from the left wall of the avenue one or two
feet

above the floor.

It

was called " Table

Rock," though the upper surface resembled
the back of a turtle much more than the top
of a table.
" This beats the iron crown of
Hungary,"
said Dave a few minutes after leaving Tabla
Rock. " The emblem of imperial rule hides
itself in the cavernous recesses of the earth,
from the face of free and enlightened govern
ment."
He pointed to a large circlet of stone about
six feet in diameter, and elevated some distance
above the floor on the right of the avenue,
which was a perfect resemblance of an im
mense crown, with points regularly placed.
is called the " Crown," and the name con
veys the idea of its shape more clearly than

It

in most other instances we observed during our
expedition.

In

a majority

of

cases

it requires

THE MAMMOTH
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considerable aid from the imagination to invest
the object with tlie character its title would
imply.
" That is the crown of the King of Gnomes.
Perhaps we could find the crown jewels near,"
suggested Price.
"
dictatoWe will not stop to search," said
rially," and pushed on to where the avenue
divided into two branches. The one leading
to the left looked as if it were the one we
But, to be sure, took two
ought to follow.

I

I

of the party with

and directing the rest
It
to await our return, set out to explore it.
was "Boone's Avenue," and though difficult
me,

to travel, possessed some points of interest. In
many places the hollow sound of our footfalls
indicated caves beneath; and in one little
branch the floor was of a crumbling nature,
was afraid to
and apparently so thin that
venture far, especially as there were no signs
of any one having ever been there before. If
the floor should give way beneath me there

I

I

was no telling to what depth
might be
After following the avenue for a
plunged.
mile, we clambered over a very rough and
dangerous ledge, and stood on the brink of a
deep and terrible pit with a tremendous dome
above.

The pit

seemed

to

be more

than a

hundred feet across, and one side of it was
partially filled with huge rocks and earth that
had fallen from the wall or from above, the
rocks lying strewn over the slope in wild con
fusion.
We could hear water dripping into the
dark gulf, but could see no bottom ; and throw
ing a stoue into it we heard the missile bound
ing from ledge to ledge for several seconds, till

it stopped, or else its sound was lost in the
distance.
This was one of the most weird
and gloomy and awful

scenes we encountered

while in the cave. As we could see no way
of passing this point and continuing our ex
ploration in that direction, we returned to the
party, and taking the passage to the right we
were soon beneath " Corinna's Dome," a hol
low shaft forty feet high and ten feet in diame
ter, directly

Passing

over the avenue.
a small

pit on the left, called the

"Black Hole of Calcutta" — scarcely worth

the trouble of naming among so many grander
and more wonderful excavations of the kind —
we explored a small avenue which branches off
to the left, in which was a magnificent cupola
two hundred and fifty feet high, entitled
"
Stella's Dome."
toward the main passage we
Returning
struck the "Chimes." some depending rocks
which have a musical ring on receiving a smart
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blow, and bestowing little attention on " Well
ington's Gallery," which, possessing no object
of special interest, was scarcely worthy of the
name of the " Iron Duke," we turned to the

right through

a small and narrow way, and
ourselves at " Hebe's Spring."
This is one of the most beautiful springs that
ever thirsty traveler drank from.
It is in a

soon

found

recess under a flight of steps that
leads to " Martha's Vineyard," and the water is
cold and so perfectly transparent that, in step
ping near to dip up cupfuls for the party,
stretched out my foot to brace myself against

wild-looking

I

some stones

I

thought were at the edge, and to
my astonishment plunged ankle-deep in the
pool. In fact, it is impossible to see the water
unless it is agitated, when the ripples rise to
view and glisten in the lamplight The pool

of the spring is four or five feet across, and
about eighteen inches deep.
The water at the
bottom has a slight taste of sulphur, being
charged with sulphuretted hydrogen; but at
the top it is free from any foreign substance.
While we stood and drank, dipping the water
by the cupful from near the surface, we did
not perceive the sulphur; but when we im
mersed

a bucket, disturbing

the pool and bring

ing up the fluid from the bottom, the presence
of sulphur was very evident. The spring is,
therefore, fed from two veins, one entering
near the bottom and tinged with sulphur, the
other of pure cold water entering near the

surface of the pool. A bucket is kept here for
the convenience of visitors who often dine in
"Washington Hall," some distance beyond,
and carrying a bucketful of water from the

spring to that point, bring back the empty
bucket on their return.
Having satisfied our thirst by copious
draughts of the delicious beverage, we left the
spring, and mounting two flights of steps we
stood in Martha's Vineyard, some twenty feet
A large stalag
above the pass of El Ghor.
mite projecting from the right wall of this
"
comparatively small chamber is called the Bat
Ram;"
a
stalactite
nine
or
ten
long
tering
inches in circumference, extending from the
"
floor to the ceiling, is called the Grape Vine,"
and all over the walls and ceiling are large
bunches or clusters of nodules of carbonate of
lime, stained with black oxide of iron, which,
their resemblance to grapes, gave the
They present a very
name to the chamber.
singular and curious appearance, and have a
At this
striking effect in the fitful lamplight.
from

point, as the party was tired and hungry, and
there was an abundance of good water at th»
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oot of the stops, it was proposed and unani
mously carried that we should investigate the
contents of our lunch basket, which was con
sequently politely handed over to the ladies.

"Help yourselves," said Miss Sallie, lifting
the cover and selecting a dainty bit of chicken.
"Never!" shouted Morris, the parliamenta

I

" call for a division."
rian, indignantly.
move to lay it on the table," said the
writer, who had caught the funny fever.

"I

"The eyes have it — give the mouths a
chance ! " cried sweet Miss Minnie, whose lus
trous brown orbs looked as innocent of a joke
as a lamb of murder.
And in obedience to the general demand, all
were speedily fixed in comfortable positions,
and the provisions suitably distributed.
" Oh,
Lordy !" exclaimed Dave with a comi
cal grimace that gave a most ludicrous expres
sion of dismay to his countenance, " what have
"
sat down on ?
" You careless fellow ! "
cried Miss Frankie,
in a voice half tear, shalf laughter ; " they were
"
pumpkin pies, and you've squashed 'em !
The mischievous youth was unceremoniously
hustled off his perch, when it was discovered

I

that, before taking his seat, he had slily remov
ed the pies to a safe place.
" I drink to
my lady-love," said Searcy, lift
" Lovelier than
ing a cup of water to his lips.
Hebe's self, had she been attendant on the
gods they would have spurned the nectar to
sip delightful intoxication from her rosy lips."
"And I drink to mine," cried Morris, with a
"Her
significant glance at Miss Frankie.
heart is as warm as her eyes arc bright, and
her soul is as pure and transparent as Hebe's
Spring."
"
Carry out the simile," said Dave.
" How ? "

"
Slightly tinged with brimstone ! "
" Out
upon the calumnious suggestion ! "
" Love is all
very well," said Dave, with the
" but it leads to matrimo
grave air of a sage ;
ny, — and there's the rub 1 The moment your
sweetheart gets you to submit to the bridal,
you're saddled, with her at least, for life."
" Fic, sir ! "
exclaimed Miss Minnie ; " you
deserve the halter for that ungallant speech."

Amid general merriment the lunch was fin

It

was an ample, substantial, and com
fortable repast ; and with spirits and strength
revived and invigorated by rest and refresh
ment, we deposited the basket and bucket in a
ished.

corner

to await

our return, and trimming our
to proceed on our voy
Thus far we had come

lamps we prepared
age of exploration.

[J UNE,

safely, and knew we were on the right road.

The indications at this point were unmistaka
ble. But at several points we had passed over
(and at many yet to come, as we discovered
during our progress) the absence of an}' marks
of travel was the cause of considerable confu
sion and doubt. But we did not dream of giv
ing up the adventure, nor of pausing long
enough for the guide to come up. The sugges
tion would not have found a second in the
party. Our success so far had given us increas
ed confidence, — the enteii3ri.se had a spice of

interest from its novelty, — and we should have
much more disappointed than pleased
had a guide overtaken us at this stage of the
been

As we moved out of the Vineyard,
journey.
discussing the chances of success, Dave stum
bled and measured his length on the floor.
" That is a bad omen to start with," said I.
His peculiar vein of humor seemed, like the
strength of the ancient wrestler, to be revived
by his contact with the earth.
" If
"
you had my debts," he answered,
you
would think them a worse owe-men than that
to start

with."

Washington Hall, which we soon entered, is
sixty by one hundred feet, and eighteen or
From this hall " Marion's
twenty feet high.
Avenue," about a mile and a half in length,
leads off to some interesting

and attractive lo

calities.

But we followed the main route, and

at

distance farther on we stood entranced
This is a large and
in " Snowball Room."
beautiful chamber, and we lingered in it for
some time, admiring the formations it contain

some

ed.
The ceiling is covered with white balls of
gypsum varying from two to four inches in
diameter, — snowy semi-globes that look exactly
as if an army of schoolboys had been turned
loose in the room, and in their play hundreds
of snowballs had been thrown up against the

ceiling, where they clung, retaining their fresh
and color and shape.
It is said that the
dampness of the atmosphere in this chamber

ness

prevents the gypsum from assuming the form

of flowers and filaments, as in other parts of
the cave.
This was the first exhibition of the
kind we had seen since we entered the cavern,
and coming upon it suddenly and unexpectedly,
it had a striking and impressive effect
But it was the gateway, as it were, to a very
Eden of luxuriant

displays of a similar charac
Shortly after leaving Snowball Room we
entered " Cleveland's Cabinet," which I re
gard as by far the most beautiful and attract
ter.

ive avenue in the cave.

It

is nearly two miles

THE
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long, about sixty feet wide, and from ten to
twenty feet high, and contains in rich profu
sion various beautiful and curious forms of sa
line efflorescence.
We bad hardly entered the Cabinet when we
paused in awe and wonder before the lovely
vision revealed in " Mary's Bower."
The walls
and ceiling were literally covered with an
abundance of flowers of gypsum, which ap
peared in the shape of rosettes.
Though vary
ing in size, they were exquisitely formed, being
as perfect and shapely as if from the hand of
the most skillful artist
It was an exhibition

of white

stucco

that no

human hand can
an effect which is beyond
It was a vision
my powers of description.
of beauty surpassing anything we had anti

equal, and produced

I

had stood amid many grand and
but never before was I so im
pressed with a sense of the wonderful in Na
ture's handiwork ; never before had I observed
cipated.

lovely

scenes,

such a perfect union of the sublime and the
beautiful, — an achievement that is the true cli
max of all high art. Here, amid scenes of wild
and rugged grandeur, nestled one of such trans
cendent loveliness that we saw realized in it
the splendors of which the Eastern poets dream
Through a large portion of this avenue
similar exudations are seen in as rich profu
sion, sometimes in a different form, but the pre
ed.

vailing shape

is that

of

the rosette.

The plas

ter folioles were of a snowy whiteness, almost
transparent, and shone brightly in the light of
the lamps. For some distance almost every
turn revealed new beauties, until the eye was
gorged with its luxurious feast
Beyond the Bower two large crevices in the
ceiling intersect each other at right angles, and
being lined with rosettes of gypsum, look like
a cross decorated with flowers.
The appropri
" Cross " is
ate name of the
given to the figure
thus formed.
The " Mammary Ceiling " next elicited our
admiration.
Here the exuding plaster was ob
served in *ipplc-shaped projections from which
the ceiling derived its name.
" This
ought to be called Baby Paradise,"
whispered Dave, in whom no feeling could long
repress his humorous whims.
Then followed more exhibitions

of beautiful

forms of gypsum, chiefly rosettes, till we arriv
" Last Rose of
ed at the
Summer," a very large
one in the center of the ceiling, perfect in shape

TH CA YE.
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a large flat rock, fifteen by thirty feet, which
had evidently fallen from the ceiling.
It is
said that Jenny Lind visited the cave during
her tour in this country, and dined at this

At the left of the Table was a little al
cove entitled " Bacchus's Glory," which was
lined with grape-like nodules like those in Mar
point

tha's Vineyard.
" As we have
on,

already dined," said I, pressing
" we will decline the silent invitation the

table presents."
" To a
feast

without

behind

" exclaimed
fellow !
Dave. " Ni
pour digestion — his tongue is but the humier to
his stomach."
A little farther on we entered " St. Cecilia's
Grotto," which presented another gorgeous
scene of Oriental magnificence in its elegant

What

a

The flow
profusion of our favorite rosettes.
ers here were generally larger than the average
we had previously observed, but the beauty of
the chamber was of the same striking and im
pressive character.
It was wonderful to otjscrve closely the formation of the rosettes.
Each was composed of a number of leaves or
fibers curling outward from a common center ;
and whether the flower was large or small, the
fibers in each were perfectly uniform and reg
ular in size and shape.
We did not notice a
single instance of deformity among all we ex
amined.

We lingered in this grotto, as in the others,
to withdraw our gaze from its beautiful

loth

stuccoes, and wishing that it were possible for
us to detach a specimen entire for each to carry

home as a memento of the visit— yet feeling
that it would be an act of vandalic desecration

to deprive the chamber of a single one of its
Looking forward to the dis
lovely ornaments.
covery of new wonders, we at length pushed
on to " Diamond Grotto," so named from the
fact that the light of the swinging lamps is re

flected in bright gem-like sparkles from the
crystals of selenite with which it is lined.
Leaving this second grotto we soon reached
"
"
the last one — Charlotte's Grotto — the term
ination of the avenue named in honor of Prof.
This
Cleveland, the celebrated mineralogist
grotto exhibited fibrous formations of gypsuin

which covered its walls with

a snowy glory.
were woven into a thou
sand fantastic shapes, and we were as much
occupied in tracing out their almost endless

These incrustations

tance from the Last Rose of Summer.

contortions as in admiring

was

and without

"Not without me," said Price, just
if there is anything good to eat."

us, "
"

and marking a temporary suspension of these
elegant formations.
The " Dining Table " was but a short dis

It

honey

price," added Dave.

their beauty.

Had
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that these were the last of such
graceful and lovely formations to be seen on
our route, we should have taken our departure
from Cleveland's Cabinet with more regret.
But it is well that the gift of prophecy is lost,
and that the future is a scaled book which must
■we known

be opened leaf by leaf before its contents be
The truth of this reflection is a
come known.
matter of daily observation, as well in the
lighter as in the graver concerns of life.
The route from this point assumed a rougher
aspect, growing more dismal and gloomy till
we reached the foot of " Rocky Mountain," an

immense pile of rocks that had fallen from
above and heaped themselves up in the pass
Up this
age to the height of one hundred feet.
hill we climbed with considerable toil and
pains, and from the top we peered down into
the deep gloom of " Dismal Hollow," just in
front of us. Bringing all the lamps to bear at
once, the keenest eyes among us were scarcely
able to penetrate to the bottom, seventy feet
below where we stood.
A short avenue on the right led to " Sand
stone Dome," the stone of which it is compo

Journal.

[June,

so as not to consume the oil

they contained.
These were lighted, and the rest extinguished.
Some measured the depth of the Maelstrom
by hurling large rocks into the yawning mouth,
listening to their increasing whirr as they gain
ed velocity in their descent, and counting the
seconds till the splash announcing their arrival
at the bottom. This pit was explored some
years ago by Courtland Prentice, eldest son of
the distinguished journalist Qeo. D. Prentice —
both now dead — who was let down into its
murky depths by means of a long rope. The
papers of the period contained a highly col
ored and somewhat apocryphal account of the
There are avenues leading from the
descent.
bottom, but they have never been explored.
It is said that rats, lizards, and crickets are
sometimes found in Groghan's Hall. Crickets
are not uncommon in other parts of the cave,
and eyeless fish and crawfish are found in most

of the waters. They are both white in color,
and the fish, which resemble a small catfish in
shape, are believed to be viviparous, though
could discover no indications of mammae in the

I

sed indicating

Ordinary fish, crawfish,
specimen I examined.
and frogs are also found in the cave, coming in

and climbing another rocky hill a short walk
"
brought us to Groghan's Hall," the end of the
When the suspicion began to
Long Route!
dawn upon our minds that we had accomplish
ed our task, and that, too, without mishap of
any kind, we set diligently to work to assure
But there could be no
ourselves of the fact.

with the influx of the waters of the vicinity
when there has been a freshet.
The rats arc
described as having a head and eyes like a rab
bit ; hair gray on the back like a squirrel, and
white on the legs and abdomen. The lizards,
it is said, are from three to five inches long,
with large protruding eyes, and their color is
The crickets
yellow dotted with black spots.
resemble those of the fields, except that their

that the cave at this point ap
proaches near the surface of the earth.
Turning to the left we crossed a deep valley,

mistake about it There was no outlet to be
found except by the way we came, — unless, in
deed, we could find one by plunging into the
" Maelstrom," a fearful pit about twenty feet wide

and nearly two hundred feet deep at the right
of the hall. As soon as the fact was definitely
settled, — as soon as we were satisfied beyond
the possibility of a doubt that we had traveled
to the end of the famous Long Route of the
Mammoth Cave without a guide, — the caps of
the gentlemen and the hats of the ladies were
thrown in air, and a hearty cheer went up that
woke the echoes in the cave as they had sel
Then each sought a
dom been waked before.
comfortable position for rest, and there ensued
a merry chat, in which was reviewed the entire

journey with its difficulties and its pleasures,
mingled with some pardonable exultation at
our successful accomplishment of what was
certainly a rare and at least a reputedly dan

Two or three hours pregerous undertaking.
Tiously, we had extinguished two of our lamps

antenna; are longer, and that they never chirp.
Though both guide-book and guides mention
the last three instances of animal life as espe
cially noticeable at this point, we searched in
vain for any sign of them during our stay of
nearly an hour in the hall. One can imagine
the teiTor that would be inspired by a concert
of frogs at Echo River — the double-bass croak
ers piping their hoarse throats in the darkness
of the cavern, and frightened by, the harsh
that return from its recesses.
the end of the hall a huge, rough-sur
Its
faced stalagmite projected from the wall.
yellow color and general appearance would
"
have justified the name of the " Golden Fleece
quite as much as most of the objects in the
echoes

At

cave vindicated,

in their shape, their claim to

the titles they bore.

" We have found the fleece," said Miss Min
nie, laying her hand upon it.
" No, — we won't find the fleas till
we go to
bed at the hotel to-night," said Dave.

THE MAMMOTH
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invaluable services of their conductors, and
thus produce
satisfactory amount of back
sheesh.
understand that the position of guide
not an unproAtable one, though the salary
attached to
small, — the liberal presents of

The most inter
nimble Angers of the women.
esting sight in the world is a bevy of keen-eyed,
"
quick-lingered maidens hunting —
" Hold
your tongue, sir ! What do you
"
know about it ? cried Miss Sallie. " Be silent
for at least three seconds, or I shall explode this

visitors amounting to
the course of season.

I

a

is

item in

a

it

is

considerable
a

Having slaked our thirst at clear, cold pool
on the floor of the hall, which received its sup
ply of water from the ceiling, and being thor
oughly rested, we relighted our lamps, and ex
the two to be held in reserve, we
farewell glance
a

tinguishing

set out on our return, giving

of Dismal Hollow as we
and scrambling down the pre
manner
cipitous side of Rocky Mountain in
even less dignified,
more rapid, than we had
at the gloomy gorge

it,

torpedo and blow you to punster's Paradise."
She was pushing at a stalagmite rooted firm
ly to the rocky floor of the hall. It was about

a

This outrageous calumny on Mr. Proctor's
excellent beds and carefully kept rooms pro
voked a derisive shout of laughter.
" Well," said Dave, oracularly, " the wicked
fleas, when no man pursueth, can't escape the

two feet high and six or eight inches thick,
and exactly resembled a huge torpedo set on
the broad end. A little hollow, about as large

passed

as a partridge

egg, in the very point, showed
where the water dripped to which it owed its
formation.

it. We achieved the descent with
few bruises and
rent or two, and were mov
ing swiftly forward when we caught the gleam

Not far from this a large rock rested in such
a position as to afford an excellent stand from
behind which to address an audience in the
hall. Another rock just in the rear of it fur

of

of the loose stones lying

monument

a

if

a

a

a

a

it

;

in marshy regions and as we were strangers
in a strange place we deemed
advisable to
await farther development of the phenomenon.
" The jealous proprietor of some rival won
up, — the
der has set the cave on fire, to burn
"
exclaimed
Dave.
sacrilegious incendiary
In the mean time the light came nearer, and
!

around.

light ahead of us, in the vicinity of Char
lotte's Grotto, and suddenly called
halt. We
had heard of foul air in mines, of fire-damp
that was dangerous, and many of us had seen
the wild jack-o'-lanterns that sometimes appear

it

it,

;

of the occurrence appeared in
of Hunt, one of the regular guides,
whom Old Matt had sent back from beyond
the river to bring us out. We were pleased to
have him with us, as we wanted our lamps fill
the explanation

the shape

one coming in.
But we had no doubt of our
The ad
ability to make our way out in safety.
venture we had undertaken might have been

ed, and were anxious to sec him illuminate

ed to give the visitors

vivid impression of the

I

;

!

I

it

a

?

it

it

;

broke into

a

it

fall, and

thousand brilliant spar

" What

the sunbeam

?

kles."

"

Yes."
" It's all in your eye,' Miss Minnie," said
Dave gallantly.
"
as pleasant outside as
You won't find

it

led to
suppose was almost impossible, was such as to
suggest the conclusion that the stories told by
the guides were Actions, invented and rehears
a

what we had been

great
Rucker; "why didn't you shoulder
"
in with you
beam of sunlight and bring
" He did, —but
melted," said Davo.
" No
didn't," said Miss Minnie " he let

!

had accomplished

a

a

I

left us no danger to encounter except that of
have before re
losing our way, which, as
marked, was not of very great consequence, as
few hours would certainly bring
guide to
our relief. In short, the ease with which we

it

neous that we only needed to exercise reason
able caution and judgment in order to succeed.
With care we could avoid the pits, and that

best to give the names in relating
thought
gathered
the advance of our party, though
them from the guide as we returned.
" Ho, stranger from the realm of day " cried

"

it

it

;

it

;

no party of strangers ever
really dangerous
before attempted
but while we were on the
route
did not occur to any of us that
was
at all foolhardy.
The impression was sponta

va
rious scenes we had passed and we were, more
over, curious to know the names of all the
points of interest that had attracted our notice,
— in all of which we were gratified.
have

'

a

a

though there were the same dangers to en
counter, and some arms of the cave led off
from the route in
direction that was more
calculated to mislead
party going out than

it

Of course the question of our return was not
that of our advance had been

as serious as

it

a

built

ascended

a

the platform for the speaker. From
this natural hustings I put to the assembly the
various questions brought up for discussion,
and near
before we left on our return to the
region of trees and flowers and sunlight, we

nished

above

Phrenological Journal.

"For my own part, after aiding Alad
din in his search among the splendid treasures
of the mountain cave, for his wonderful lamp,
minds.

a

love for travel and for exploration
little less than his love
would be only
for home. To see the world, and all
would feed these ever-hun

it,

I

a

VALLEY.

not fight for fun, nor for pay, but for his
He
clear, quick, penetrating,
rights.
intuitive, more than
match, even, for
the Indian, the politician, or the " hea
a

I

|

A

it,

have not yet ceased to sign my letters,
Yours cavernously.

OF THE YOSEMITE

ERE are large perceptive faculties,
-* — *- and
great powers of observation.

in

and

HUTCHINGS,

M.

FIRST SETTLER

there

hollow sound. If anybody opposes me
fed
on any of my favorite hobbies,
strong
desire either to cave in or to cave his head in
had

is

J.

reached the hotel only about twenty minutes
was, myself,
before our own arrival there.
tired enough on getting out to cry pec-cav-i,
and ever since
have fancied that my voice

;

parlor, and then retired to revisit in dreams
those scenes of our day's journey that had im
themselves most strongly upon our
pressed

lifetime

a

After partaking of an excel
lent supper, we spent a pleasant hour in the
in tho morning.

plunged to satisfy the longing of
but though he retired in good order,
notwithstanding his frequent resort to his flask,
he did so at so slow
pace, owing to the fa
of his charge, that he
tigue and feebleness
so rashly

I

planations of the guide, almost as much as we
did the first view of the splendid scenery.
We reached the hotel at 9£ o'clock r.M.,Just
twelve hours from the time at which we left it

the hotel after our journey through the cave,
that Matt had faithfully conducted the old lady
out of the yawning depths into which she had

I

of the cave. It is as dead to the tu
mults of the outer world as if there were no
world outside of its own dark chambers.
Our lamps were soon filled, and retracing
our route we enjoyed the review, with the ex

recesses

to explore the Bottomless Pit head
foremost, and woke to find myself on the floor,
and daylight streaming in the window, while
the breakfast-bell was rung with a scientific
"
clang that sounded exactly like :
Come-get"
—
up ! come-get-up !
As this article has already transcended the
will conclude
limits I had prescribed for
with the remark, that we found, on reaching

a

wind an' rain."
And we had been in blissful innocence of any
commotion outside of our own little party !
The sound of thunder never penetrates to the

I undertook

I

powerful storm."
" exclaimed
" Thunder !
you don't say so ?
Price.
"Yes — thunder 'n lightnin' too, an' high

;

" there's heen a

[June,

a

the guide ;

remarked

was,"

I
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lie

then Chinee."
ical

skill

has excellent mechan

respect for worthy objects, as well as of
dignity and self-respect. He

liberal

himself

as

is

cool, self-pos
sessed, courageous, — not aggressive, but
full of pluck and self-defense. He will

is

is

a

is

is

is

is

is

is

children, and
eminently adapted to the
matrimonial relations.
In short, he
at
once

pioneer,
navigator, explorer,
student in the natural sci

discoverer,

ences, an author, lecturer,

veyor, engineer, architect,

a

a

a

is

;

everywhere
man, and that he
He
good as the best.

man

a

consciousness that

in religion, rather than narrow
and bigoted.
Socially, he
very affec
tionate, almost motherly in his love for

a

degree of assurance which'
to feel perfectly at home
a

him

is

possesses

enables

a

personal

With

means.

a

a

;

a

is

him

is

him, money
only valuable as
He
more generous to others
than just to himself.
He
broad and

perseverance here
sense

;

of independence which inclines
to be captain rather than mate.
There
also
spirit of deference and

There

is

inventive, and can plan,
contrive, and execute. His Acquisitive
not greedy.
ness
moderate, and he

is

much push and
love of liberty and

gry faculties.

farmer, sur
mer

builder,

J.
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chant, hotel-keeper, postmaster, and manMore than all, he is a schol
of-all-work.
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making numerous notes from personal obser
vation from one end of California to the
other.
The first number of Hutchings' Illus

arly Christian gentleman.
He is well proportioned ; stands nearly
six feet high ; is tough, wiry, and endur
His complexion is
ing, if not athletic.
florid ; eyes black ; hair originally dark

California Magazine was issued July
and continued until June, 1861.
He then sold
intending to spend his future
in the great Yoseinitc Valley. In I860 and

brown, now almost white ; features reg
It is a head, face, and
ular but striking.
character once seen, not to be forgotten.

entitled " Scenes of Wonder and Curiosity in
California," which was illustrated with one
hundred and twelve engravings, twenty-eight

PORTRAIT

J.

OF

J. M. IIutchings is of English parentage
and birth. lie came to the United States in
year of his age, and resided in
the State of Louisiana until 1849, when he

the fifteenth
embarked

for California in the autumn

of

that year, where he followed mining and sur
veying for three years. Possessed of a litera
ry disposition, he commenced collecting ma
terial for an illustrated magazine.
cured

over

a

thousand

sketches,

He pro
besides

trated

1850,

1861

M.

he prepared

and

published

a

it,

1st,

volume

HUTCH1NG8.

of which were of scenery in the Yosemite
He has written many newspaper
Valley.
articles concerning that most wonderful lo
cality, and probably has written more and
striven harder than any other man to intro
duce the wonders of the Yosemite Valley to
public notice.
He purchased the pre-emption right of one
hundred and sixty acres of laud in the valley,
which had been taken up and occupied from

Phrenological Journal.
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with a view to permanently
He visited it twice during
the year 1861, with his wife, but it being
rumored that this valley, situated as it is in
the very heart of the Sierras, and within
twenty-five miles of their very summits, was
uninhabitable
during the winter, because,
among other things, of snow drifting into it
1856

to 1864,

settling there.

means would allow.

[Junk,
Numerous

farm build

ings were erected, corrals and fences built, a
across the
good bridge was constructed
Merced River, and one over Yosemite

Creek ;

land was broken up, and roots were dug up
an orchard of about two
by wagon-loads;
hundred choice fruit-trees was planted, which
is now in bearing ; over an acre of strawberry

the surrounding mountains to a very
depth, he determined to visit it in

plants was set out, besides raspberry, black
berry, gooseberry, currant, and grape vines,

winter and determine the facts for himself.
Accordingly on the first day of January, 1862,
he started on his journey of investigation;
but after being some days on the way, the
difficulties of travel became so great as to in

all of which are, for the most part, very pro
ductive.
Besides these, a vegetable garden

from
great

duce him to return

pitious

season.

In

and

await

a more

the March following

pro
he

again left San Francisco for Yosemite, joined
They proceeded for several

by two friends.

the hardships
of traveling be
came so severe, and the obstacles in their
days, when

way so difficult to overcome, that his friends
refused to proceed farther, and he went on
alone.

After a toilsome journey of eleven days,
through snow- covered and pathless forests,
crossing steep and rough ridges
gulches, and ascending

tangled

and brushalmost

im

passable canons, sleeping at night where any
rock or tree afforded its shelter and protec

tion, and never making over three miles

a

day, he reached Yosemite, and obtained the
information he so highly prized and bo dear

ly bought.
After his return from this trip, he and the
owners of the property he wanted could not
agree upon the terms of purchase, and the
removal to Yosemite was postponed.
But in
March, 18G4, he again visited the place, de
termined that if the land, etc., could not be
bought on reasonable terms, he would remove
his family to the valley and settle upon some
other piece of public land, then entirely unoc
Then,
cupied and fully open to settlement.
however, satisfactory terms wore agreed upon,
and the property was bought by Mr. Hutch,
ings, and on the 20th day of May, 1864, he,
with his family, reached Yoaemite and took
possession of his future home.
Of course, he soon found that tho improve
ments made, though substantial
dious,

required

mediately

set to

many additions,

and oommoand he im

work on such a xale

as his

was put in good

order, and a sufficient

sup

ply annually grown for all needful purposes.
Cereals and cultivated grasses have also been
In addition to these lie has dug
grown.
ditches for drainage and irrigation.
In fact
by trying to do everything possible to be
come

a progressive
farmer and make the
place produce a living for himself and family,
Mr. Hutchings has spent many thousands of
dollars — all that remained to him of over

years of labor in California, in
addition to the labor of himself and family,
Besides this,
upon the farm in Yosemite.
they have spent their summers in the arduous
duties of hotel-keeping,
that thereby their
means for improving their homestead might
be increased and the place made still more
pleasant to visitors, every dollar of the means
thus procured has been faithfully applied to
this purpose.
In 1859, Mr. J. C. Lamon also obtained 160
acres of land, and has devoted his time to
cultivating it and rendering it valuable by
the planting of hundreds of fruit-trees and
the raising of berries of various kinds and in
large quantities, and in all ways endeavoring
to beautify his home and increase its value.
The State of California applied to Congress
for a gift of the Valley of the Yosemite for a
public park or visiting-ground, and it was
granted, without any reservation of the claims
of Messrs, Hutching* and Lamon ; but the
Legislature of California promptly relin
quished all the lands belonging to these gen
tlemen, by a voto of fifty-five in the Assem
bly and an almost unanimous vote in the
Senate, The Legislature of California memo
rialized Congress by concurrent resolutions
to ratify their action in the premises, and also
"instructed her senators and requested her
representatives to use all fair and honorable
twenty-one

J.
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tendent of the hotel j second nurse in my fam
; horse and cattle doctor on the farm ; gar
dener, blacksmith, carpenter, millwright, henprotector, and factotum generally, besides be

the passage of an act of
Congress ratifying and confirming the act of
the Legislature."

ily

But the commissioners having charge of
this valley for the park project have endeav
ored to eject the owners from their three
hundred and twenty acres of land, and have
commenced suits at law for that purpose.

ing invested with the dignity and duties of
postmaster, at the enormous salary of twelve
dollars per annum, perquisites of office includ
ed.
But I will do my best, and the best of us.

Messrs. Hutchings and Lamon

have memori

you know, can do no more.

"as to its name,
It is an Indian word

alized Congress to make an amendment of the

'

act of cession to the State of California so as

'large grizzly bear,' and is pronounced Yo
Semity. The old Indian name of the valley

to exempt their property from confiscation.
These gentlemen have offered to sell to the
State

their property,

on which

they have

spent many thousands of dollars, for such
sum as an impartial commission should de

But the Park Commissioners
upon.
seem determined to grasp the whole, and de
prive these hardy pioneers of the earnings of
cide

a lifetime.

When it is remembered that the claim cov
ers but a small part of this wonderful valley,
and that it is by the efforts of these men, and
by the writings of Mr. Hutchings in particu
lar, that the valley has become known, and
a desirable place to visit,

has been rendered

by reason in great part of the accommoda
tions which the latter has provided for trav
that any objection
elers, it seems unjust
should be thrown in the way of the requisite
legislation in the premises.
From an interesting lecture on the wonders
of the Yosemite Valley, by Mr. Hutchings,
we extract the following :
"Although by frequent visits to
from 1855, the year it was first made
the world, to the spring of 1804, in
well as in summer, and a permanent

Yosemite
known to
winter as

residence
there with my family of nearly seven years,
have made me tolerably familiar with every
point of interest, and that, too, under different
aspects of light and shade, of sunshine and

storm, I must confess to you my conviction of
the utter impossibility of any human tongue
fully portraying the grandeur and glory of its

At least a mere and
charm-giving presence.
very imperfect idea can be given of it.
" Besides, I believe that I can
truthfully say
that 1 should feel more at home in meeting a
grizzly bear upon one of our mountain trails
than the bright eyes of this audience. Indeed,
am in a new position altogether to-night. As
my friends know, when at home in the valley
am bookkeeper, head waiter, and superin

I

I

Yosemite.'

that means

was Ah-wah-ne, and the Indians who inhabited
it were ' Ah-wah-ne-chees.'
But after one of
the chiefs of this tribe had immortalized him
self by a hand-to-hand conflict with an enor
mous grizzly bear, in which he was the victor,
he w:as called ' Yosemite,' and by degrees the
valley where ho lived was called after him.

The whites who were familiar with these facte
upon their first visit there approved and in
dorsed it. Hence the name of this wonderful
valley.
" HOW YOSEMITE WAS DISCOVERED.
"During the spring and summer of 1850 the
miners and settlers upon the Merced, San Joaquim, Frezno, and Chowchilla rivers were very
much troubled by different bands of predatory
Indians stealing their cattle and horses.
It
seemed impossible to discover the thieves or
the spot where their live plunder was hidden.
Besides, these continuous and successful raids
superinduced the belief among the Indians that

it would

be an easy matter to exterminate

the

whites altogether, and forever rid their hunt
ing and fighting grounds of the intruder.
" With this end in view, on a
bright, crisp
morning in November, 1850, a simultaneous
attack was made upon all the settlements in
vicinity, when several whiten were killed,

the

the habitations plundered aud afterward deso
lated by fire.
" This murderous
affray very
naturally
aroused the spirit of indignation and of re
taliation among our people. Volunteers were

soon raised, armed, and led to the fight. The
peaceful ravines and valleys of the mountains
re-echoed to the sounds of war. Victory finally
rested upon the banners of the whites, and the
marauding Indians were driven and followed
into their boasted stronghold of t lie mountains,
the now famous Yosemite. This was in March,
1851.

"
Owing to the difficulty of finding their nu
merous hiding-places, the Indians were not
finally subdued and driven out until 1852, when
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they escaped to the eastern slope of the Sierras
and took refuge with the Monos, a numerous
trihe of Indians living in the vicinity of Mono
lake. As a reward for the protection and hos
pitality shown by the Mono brethren, while
the latter were absent, the Yosemites stole from
them their wives and horses, and drove them
When the Monos returned to
into Yosemite.
their villages and saw what had been done,
they induced some Piutes to join them, and
then swept down upon the Yosemites like an
avalanche or tornado, and nearly exterminated
the tribe. Some eight braves, a few old men
and women and children were all that were
spared to tell the sad story of their annihila
tion, as a just retribution
ingratitude.

and reward for their

"tub yosemite valley

gorge, sleeping in
is a deep mountain-walled
the very heart of the Sierra Nevadas, about 150
miles east of San Francisco, and within twentyIt is a little
five miles of their topmost crest.
over seven miles in length, and from half a
mile to a mile and a quarter in width, exc lusive
of the debris at the foot of its walls. Its total
area, according to the report of the Commis
sioner of the General Land Office at Washing

ton, comprises 8,480 acres, 3,109 of which are
meadow land.
" The entire
grant to the United States, how
ever, embraces 30,111 acres, and includes one
mile beyond the edge of the precipice through
out its whole circumference.
" The altitude of the bottom or meadow is
4,060 feet above the sea, while on either side
the walls, which are a beautiful gray granite
of many shades, rise to the height of from 3,000
to 0,000 feet above the valley, and, as we shall
Its gen
presently see, are of various shapes.
eral course is northeasterly and southwesterly
— a fortunate circumstance indeed, as it allows

[June,

until the first week in November, at which
time some inches of snow generally falls.
" It was in this storm that Lady Avonmore,
better known as the Hon. Mrs. Yelverton, was
caught alone, and being lost and benighted,
came near losing her life. A few days after
wards it clears up, and then comes the balmy
'
Indian summer.' About the end of November

or beginning of December, old Winter — he
with his hoary locks and unfeeling heart —
comes down upon us in good earnest and turns
the key. He is an unrelenting old jailer, as he

keeps us close prisoners for nearly six months
out of twelve.
Sometimes our nearest neigh
bor is thirty miles distant, beyond the trailless
forest and over the impassible mountains.

But in due time the benignant and long-lookedfor and heart-gladdening angel of spring comes,
and with her warm, sunny smiles unlocks the
prison door and sets us free?.
" The rain-fall of Yosemite is
generally from
twenty-eight to thirty-three inches, exclusive
of snow, of which we have a fall of from thir
teen to seventeen feet during

I

each winter, but

have never seen there a greater average depth
at one time than five feet two inches.

"An Indian

mail-carrier

brings us our let

ters, papers, and magazines over the snow once

in three months during

winter,

and,

if

the

weather is favorable, twice in that time.
" HIVERS.

"A remarkably picturesque and beautiful
river, the Merced, clear as crystal just from the
melting snows of the Sierras, runs through the
valley. How suggestive and musical are many
of the California names given by the old Span
The Rio de la Merced is the river
of Mercy — the Rio del los Sacramento is the
river of the Sacrament, Rio del los Plumas is
the river of Feathers.
ish padres!

" WATERFALLS

the delightfully bracing northwest wind from
the Pacific to sweep pleasantly through it and
keep it exceedingly temperate on the hottest
of days, and permits the sun to look in upon

from 350 feet in height to 3,350 feet leap over
the precipices, and forms of inexpressible beau
ty that change with every instant or with every
breeze that plays with them, add their volume

us from six o'clock in the morning until halfpast four in the afternoon.
It is true in the winter the sun does not rise

river and their majesty to the scene.
Trees, from the shade-giving oak to the stalely
pine, are in tolerable abundance from one end
of the valley to the other, but which are being
Patches and stretches of fer
rapidly ruined.
tile meadow covered with grass and ferns and

upon our hotel until half-past one o'clock in
the afternoon, and sets at half-past three. The
thermometer seldom reaches above 86 degrees

in summer, or below 16
although I have seen it for

degrees

in winter,

a short time as high

as 95 degrees and as low as 7 degrees

above 7.cro.
" The first fall rain
generally comes about
the autumnal equinox, in September, and after
a day or two the weather clears up and is fine

to the

of endless beauty and variety, their
margins set with flowering shrubs which fill
the air with perfume, are at intervals on both
sides of the river."
It may be added that the number of visitors
flowers

since the valley has been open to the public,

trip unless he has more than a week to spare
from Stockton, the starting-place of the stages,
and back. Two weeks would be better, and
three weeks would allow time enough to visit
the Big Tree

Groves of Mariposa

and

it

it,

Calaveras.
Lay in the largest stock of energy and cour
age you can command, and our word for
all.
But when you have
you will need
made up your mind to go, and got fairly started,
" don't back out." An invalid woman should

it

the journey until access to the val
feasible than now, which
prob
in
few years. In our next num
a

a

—

pig-iron

a

a

a

is

d

a

:

a

total product of anthracite

the United States has grown from
519,211 tons in 1860 to 971,150 tons in 1869.
The products of bituminous coal -furnaces
It
have increased with equal rapidity.
amounted to 553,341 tons in 1869, which was
an increase of 63 per cent, over the product
of 1868. of 74 per cent, over that of 1869. In
1854, the product in this class was 54,485
tons, since which the annual average increase
The production of
has been 54^ per cent.
charcoal iron in 1869 was 392,150 tons, viz.,
38.000 in the New England States, 134,000 in
the Middle States, 206,500 in the Western
States, and 13,650 in the Southern States. In
number of old char
the Southern States,
coal-furnaces that were out of blast when the
war ended, have recently been repaired and
Three of these are in Alabama,
lighted.
which State
making great effort to de
The total pro
velop her mineral resources.
duct of pig-iron of all kinds in the United
States in 1869 was 1,919,641
tons, having
been more than doubled in period of four
years. The production of railroad iron in
1869 reachi
503,580 tons, of 2,000 lbs. each,
Of the pro
against 189,818 tons in 1861.
duct of rails for 1869, 1,950 tons were Besse
mer steel. During 1869, we imported 845,000 tons, making, with the 593,586 tons man
ufactured here, total consumption of 938,586
tons. Taking into consideration the growth
of our railroad system, the requirement of
the country for the coming five years will

a

INDUSTRY.

Be Natural. — The Advance, living " out
West," has outgrown its earlier teachings,
and now speaks after this "liberal " fashion
" The unnaturalness of which we
complain
reveals itself also in its phraseology, adopting
modes of expression not customary in daily
It was mistake of the old Puritans
life.
when they undertook to talk in Bible phrase,
and to reproduce in their households all the
Men immediately suspect
Scripture names.
ed them of cant, because the thing was arti
ficial.
We have laid this aside, in
good
reasona
measure, contenting ourselves with
ble amount of appropriate Biblical allusion
But we still cling too much
and quotation.
to theological terms, and to technical words
and phrases — usually figurative, and familiar
and edifying to earnest saints, but which
sound odd, uncouth, and often unmeaning in
Some of our most powerful
worldly ears.
and attractive preachers owe their freshness
of style to their avoidance of this fault.
We can not but think that exhortations and
private conversations would gain in natural
simplicity and healthy influence were they
We
clothed in the language of daily life.
therefore close as we began, with the injunc
"
tion, Be Natural
a

IRON

—

!

AMERICAN

THE
in

—Ed. A. P. J.]

a

description of the Mam
publish
moth Trees of Calaveras.

[The Advance

has no reference whatever

to the theological dogma of natural or total
depravity, but to that sort of naturalness

which
Many good preachers
unperverted.
" as
though it belonged
pitch into " nature
to the bad.
We would therefore add to the
Advance's injunction, Bb Natural, and Be
is

is

not attempt
more
ley
ably will be
ber we will

is

by Mr. Ilutchings.
To those who, from reading this description,
might be induced to visit Yosemite, we would
add that no one should attempt to make the

doubtless average over
million tons per an
num.
The product of rolling mills other
than rails, for 1869, was 652,420 tons, com
prising 292,500 tons of bar and rod, 36,320
tons sheet, 08,000 tons plate, and 17,200 tons
hoop-iron, 156,400 tons spikes and nails, and
Of the same kind of
72,000 tons axles, etc.
manufactures we imported 120,795 tons, mak
ing total consumption of rolled iron other
than rails, in 1869, of 793,215 tons. Not
withstanding the substantial progress which
the American
iron industry
making, we
thus continue to draw heavy supplies from
Great Britain, the shipments thence to the
United States, in 1809, of all kinds reaching
Of this quantity, 300,446 con
596,554 tons.
sisted of rails.
Great Britain increased her
exports to all parts, last year, 53.5 per cent.,
Russia being the next-best customer after the
United States. — N. T. Journal of Commerce.
[With our mountains of iron, and our acres
of coal, one would suppose wc might dispense
with the foreign article altogether.
But we
can not hope to compete with pauper labor.
a

rates as follows : in 1804, 147 ; in 1865, 273 ;
1867,591; 1868, 483; 1869, 1,122;
1866, 393;
A railroad now extends to within
1870, 1,733.
fifteen miles of tlie improvements introduced

also

Ill

AMERICAN IRON INDUSTRY.
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[June,

is,

suming lusts, to sensuality, and to an al
most total disregard of law, civil and di
in the main, this sort of ma
vine. It
terial which fills our almshouses and our
From men and women of poor
prisons.
stock, who are poorly nourished, poorly
clothed, and poorly educated, what but
bad conduct can be reasonably expect

With

Journal.

Dreeent— June — number.

Vol. 52 terminates with the

The

Journal

is continued to

those only who pay In advance.

Many subscriptions

begin with July, and end in June.

Those who wish its

continuance to their addrcsB may renew at once and
secure unbroken flies.

We shall put the July number

?

?

worst

sufferers are they who inherit
warped conditions, to whom life itself
burden and
perpetual trial.
They

do indeed suffer " for the sins of their

known to be
" Can
of idiocy in children.
an evil tree bring forth good fruit ?"
We find thousands in society but
Drunkenness

parents."

to press at an early date.

CRIMINALS.
HOW TO TREAT AND REFORM

THEM.

TN

looking into the causes of crime, it
will be found that an abnormal con

generally marks the unfortunate
A strong tendency to vice and
criminal.
crime is frequently inherited from a poor
dition

If

cause

a

one

few degrees removed from almost hope
What
the cause?
imbecility.
Ask that poor, ignorant, half-starved,
less

is

Phrenological

own cousins — whose children are infirm,
or far from perfect.
In such cases, the
is

A New

Volume !
the next
number — July — wo commence a new volume of the

eccentric specimens, born of parents who
are near of kin — those who married their

is

1871.

a

JUNE,

a

YORK,

]>^EW

and what other places but asylums,
reformatories, or prisons are they fit for
Then there are the odd, singular, and
ed

mother what were the
attending the birth and
rearing of those weak, puny, cadaverouslooking imps — instead of "images of
dead-and-alive
circumstances

" and she will answer, A
used-up,
whisky-drinking, tobacco-chewing father,

ceived in sin," it should not surprise us
that so many born under the most unfor
tunate circumstances — out of wedlock,

and
worn-out, broken-down, hopeless
She can not imagine why the
mother.
repeated infliction of maternity has been

in quarrelsome wedlock, of dissipated,
diseased, imbecile, insane, passionate,
sickly, dishonest, brutal, and murderous

visited upon her, when too feeble even
to nourish her own frail body, to say
nothing of the bodies — and souls — of her
And this
one
unfortunate children.

a

is

exhibit
low, de
parentage — should
Here
praved, and weak characteristics.

God

?

the doc
and imperfect parentage.
"
"
be true, and
trine of
total depravity
therefore the best of the race are " con

of the reasons why

so many children

die

in infancy they have not enough vitality
imparted to them to keep the lamp of
little
Others linger only
life burning.
longer, and die before maturing or fulfill

of

ing any of the objects of existence.
this
point we wish to make

If

strong proclivities

to imbecility,

to con

a

:

brutes, and even lower than themselves.
they escape idiocy, they do not escape

is

lect, becoming parents — of what ? Why,
an order only some degrees above the

;

are low, drunken men, almost without
moral sense, and poor, ignorant women,
weak in morals, and still weaker in intel

The
that

weak, broken-down, sick, dissipated, or
imbecile persons ought not to assnme th»

CRIMINALS.
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responsibilities of pai-entage; and that
the offspring of such parentage is pre
disposed to, and at all times liable to be

the States have prohibited the marriage
of cousins ; all the States grant divorces
when, in the judgment of the courts,

come weak in body, intellect, and morals.

there be good cause.
Now, why not
extend the laws so as to regulate mar

Granted that this view of the case prove
true ; admitting that consumptive, scrof
ulous, dyspeptic parents impart these
tendencies to their children ; that those

of insanity in their blood
transmit the same to the third and fourth
generation, what can we do about it ?
" What can't be cured must be en
dured."
Aye, but are we fated f Yes,
if we run counter to a law of nature we
shall be punished, just as certainly as we
Is not
should starve if we did not eat.
with

a streak

that fate

A

penalty follows, sooner or
We must obey
later, every violation.
both the laws of our physical life and of
our spiritual life, if we would have the
?

blessings of health and happiness.
Before a person is admitted into mem
bership with a church, he must be quali
fied, must at least be supposed to possess
a good moral character, and conform in
all respects to the requirements of the
Com
church.
So it is in other societies.
mittees on membership examine the can

didates, and recommend the applicant
for acceptance, or reject him. In this
way they exclude such as would bring
contempt or disgrace on their church or
society.
found in

It

is true that bad

all

societies;

"fallen from grace;"

men are

but

such have

when

admitted,

"
they were supposed to be all right."
Now, why may not each State frame
laws which shall forbid improper persons
entering into wedlock ? Make it neces
sary for matrimonial candidates to pass
an examination under competent persons,
making it necessary, among other things,
first, that the person should be of sound
vpdy and sound mind ; second, that he
lave the means of support, and enough
education to transact business ; third,
that he be strictly temperate, virtuous,
and of good moral character.
Some of

If

above suggested.
it be
of
to
on
the
interference
objected
ground
with what may be considered* natural

riages

as

rights, we answer, that the marriages of
improper persons as now practiced bring
numberless evils on society, and the sta
bility of our institutions is imperiled
We would simply propose
thereby.
such legislation as would secure to men,
women, and children such conditions as
would

tend to lessen the great social
evils under which we suffer, and improve
the race physically, socially, and spirit
ually.

now in prisons, —
and those to be incarcerated — we would

For

the criminals

propose such a course of education, train
ing, and discipline as would improve and
elevate them. Instead of applying the
we
present methods of punishment
would try to improve them, and so
educate and develop them that, on leav

ing the penitentiary, they would be dis
posed to enter on a life of industry and
In short, we would put
self-support.
them under a course of such training as
would make them better citizens.

It

is

generally believed that the rough and
almost brutal treatment now inflicted on
convicts

makes them worse rather than

This ought not to be. By im
proved methods of treatment a much
larger percentage of the patients in our
better.

insane asylums are recovered than was
usual a hundred, or even fifty, years ago.
It ought to be the same with our convicts.

We ought to put them under such a
course of physical, intellectual, and spir
itual training as would awaken and open
their dark minds to new lights, and beget
in the souls of each and every one —
while in restraint
righteousness

— such

aspirations after
and godliness that they
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would

evermore

strive

to

obtain

the

acceptance of their God and Father in
heaven.
♦♦♦

TAKE IT
"l\rrUMEROUS

TO
"calls"

THEM.
come

to us

[Junk,

there a phrenologist in all this
There is no other callinc:
or profession so inadequately supplied.
It is an encouraging sign that clergy
here and

broad land.

are lending their aid to this work,
and several of the " cloth " have even
men

given

lectures

on

the subject.
But,
with the general

from over seas, lakes, and moun
tains, from far and near, to visit the peo
ple, or to send competent and trust

though acquainted
principles of Phrenology, they may not
be familiar with the rules of character-

worthy lecturers and examiners to teach,

These they may easily learn,
reading.
and then make it not only useful and in

and to apply

practically,

the principles

of Physiology, Phrenology, Physiogno

structive

my, and Psychology to the delineation
of character and to the development of
mind and body.
It would give us great

themselves.

pleasure to meet or supply these urgent
" calls," but there are not enough phre
nologists on the continent to visit even

their minds

all the large cities once in ten years.
What is wanted is a good local phre
nologist in every city of ten thousand in
Besides New York, Boston,
Philadelphia, now only part sup
plied, there are in America dozens of
places witli work useful and profitable
habitants.
and

enough for scores where there are none.
Cast your eye over the map of America ;

to

to
others, but profitable
Physicians, also, may turn
to account, and not only

the subject
treat the bodies of their

patients, but

How useful it would

also.

be were physicians

able to delineate the

characters not only of their patients, but
of children, pointing out how this one
should be governed, trained, educated,
and what pursuit the son or daughter

may be best adapted to — in what they
would succeed best !
School-teachers,
also, ought to understand Phrenology.

Those who do, get along the best, and
become popular, — know how to wake
up John, inspire James, subdue Henry,
Mary, correct Susan, and gov

John, Newfoundland, there are
thousands of inhabitants without a phre
It is the same in Halifax, N.
nologist.
S., in Quebec, Montreal, Toronto, De
troit, Chicago,
Milwaukee, St. Paul,
St. Louis, Omaha, San
Minneapolis,
Francisco, Sacramento, Salt Lake City,
Cincinnati, Louisville, Memphis, Vicksburg, New Orleans, Mobile, Charleston,
Savannah, Washington, Baltimore, etc.

regulate
ern all.

There are enough people in each to give
constant work to one devoting himself
to the science.

physicians, parents, and the rest. Read
er, learn Phrenology, and then teach

At

present, instead of science, the
people are fed on astrology, fortune-tell
ing, and other chaff. The thing to do
is to give them light, knowledge, and
in place of darkness, superstition,
and folly. But where are the men to do
it ? Alas, they are not ! There is but

truth

it,

Above all, parents ought to
know something about
enough at
least to judge of the tendencies, right
and wrong, of their children, their chil
dren's associates, and to know how to
call out or suppress deficiencies and ex
cesses.
They must live and learn. In

it

the mean time, let all who can, fit them
selves to teach the teachers, preachers,

to the people.
♦♦♦

ASTROLOGY.
all the impostors, swindlers, and wick
sinners who practice their arts on
and wonder-loving
ignorant,
superstitious,
Sen
stupids, this class
among the worst.
sual, blear-eyed men and low, bad women

OFed

is

St.

•

in

PHRENOLOGICAL BLUNDERS.

victims

in body and soul.

are ruined

are the shepherds

the

the sheep from
they sleep or remain

While

wolves?

passive

and indifferent,

thousands

Look

ruined.

oned, corrupted,

Where

to guard

astrologers, fortune-tellers,

are pois
out for the

and the quacks.

!

a

velopment of heads.
is

Ingenioub Benevolence. — Charity
often
bestowed in so careless or ungracious
manner,
that
injures the feelings of the recipient more
than
benefits him otherwise.
For although
there are scores of coarse and hardened beg
liv
gars who make no attempt to work for
ing, there are thousands of needy ones whose
feelings are as delicate as
they abounded in
wealth.
A beautiful story
told of Lamara

publishers who give publicity to the loath
swindles by which quacks and other
bad men are made rich in pocket, while their
some

correct course. Of twen
old offenders in State prisons, eighteen will
be found with unbalanced and unfavorable de
ed are led to follow

a

otherwise

find their way back to virtue and honor
Some
men with bad heads being favorably surround

if

even into

It would appear
respectable newspapers.
that the love of lucre blinds the eyes of many

and consequently into crime. How many men,
naturally well disposed, become base and vicious
by means of drink, who afterward, by some spe
cial influence of friends, become temperate and

is

obscene advertisements

among abandoned and cunning associates and
drawn into the first offense, and becoming dis
graced and outcast, had fallen into dissipation,

tine.

One day
destitute author called upon
him, and after telling him his condition, begged
Lamartine, much
the loan of some money.
moved by his story, gave him the amount ask
a

ils in human shape. Old hags, with greasy
cards, impostors with pretended clairvoyant
powers, promise to lead the fools on to for
tune, into wedlock, and to foretell coming
events. They, the men, are generally all that
is bad — lustful libertines ; and the women are
Their places
strumpets and procuresses.
ought to be shut up, and their occupants
sent to prison, where they would not pollute
the ignorant and the innocent.
Next to the astrologers are medical quacks,
—vile leeches who rob and poison "indis
creet young men."
Their name is legion;
they thrive in all our cities, intruding their

The boy may
nothing against Phrenology.
have been abandoned by fortune in the death
or dissipation of parents, and have been thrown

it it

conspire to lure this class into their dens, and
then — delude, swindle, and sell them to dev
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He then conducted his visitor to the ves
tibule. As he opened the street door the un
A
fortunate author shivered in his thin coat
sudden idea struck Lamartine, and calling out,
"
Monsieur, you are forgetting your overcoat,"
he quickly took down au overcoat that was
hanging in the passage, and assisted his needy
ed.

is

;

a

ogy," and asked to see some of the prisoners.
The warden sent for clear-eyed, smiling fel
low, with well-shaped head, and soon Fowler
had his hands on him. " Well, Mr. Hayncs,"
said Fowler, "you've got this fellow here once,
"
but you won't catch him agaiu."
Perhaps lie
will learn wisdom by long experience," the
in here for the sev
warden answered " he
enth time." — Western CJiristian Advocate.
This paragraph has been shown us several
times. We are not informed of the source or

it

authenticity of the statement, and we doubt
Thirty years ago phrenologists sought
opportunity and were frequently invited to vis

'

♦•♦

Literary

Readers. — We thank
those numerous friends of ours who evince
their interest in the Journal by sending con
To Our

tributions in prose and verse, but must assure
them that we have not space enough to accom
modate
third of those contributions whose
excellence renders them suitable for publica
tion. Poetry we are especially inundated with.

If

manuscripts of value to the writers do not
for the reason
appear in the Journal,
above stated and if they are not returned,
because the writers have failed to reques*
such return and inclose the stamps wherewitlt
to pay the necessary postage.

it

proves

;

it

phrenologist
If the incident occurred as stated,

it

prisons, insane asylums, etc., but of late we
do not believe there has been any such visit
sought or made by any experienced and noted

is

entirely.

on with so much dexterity and
visitor to put
grace that the poor man, quite overcome, did
not know how to refuse
gift which was so
delicately offered to him.

it

Pro

fessor Fowler recently visited the Massachu
setts State Prison " in the interests of Phrenol

a

come to some

is

have

as reported, that

it

is

it

it'

PHRENOLOGISTS
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grief
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a
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THE MEANS AND THE OBJECT OF EDUCATION.
BY RKV. n. B. JEFFRIES— ALPH A. BET.
true end, the real object of education
of man's happiness —
to increase its volume and insure its prolonged
That the first may be accomplished,
duration.
the capacity of the intellect must be developed.
That Die second may ensue, the moral intellect

THE
is the enhancement

must be properly nurtured and trained.
By the development of the capacity of the
intellect, we mean that the mind should be
systematically stored with, or kept regularly
and constantly employed in acquiring and di
gesting useful information ; for to educate the
mind to the full extent of its ability to receive
and retain is not possible, since to its capacity
there is no definable limit.
The mind of man, in his crudest state — when
nothing was known of philosophy or science ;
when "the reason why" was understood in
nothing ; when none inquired the cause of an
effect — was not less expansive than it is to-day,
though to-day it is in a more refined condition.
The power it is now known to possess existed
then, as now, but then unseen, unimagined — just
as the statue exists in the marble, to be brought

out by the sculptor's chisel. Its jagged corners
have been knocked off, its rough edges smoothed
down, and we now behold it only to be en
raptured by the grandeur of its beauty and the
sublimity of its power.
The advancement of knowledge is rapidly
increasing, and the more rapid the advance

more the power of advancing increases —
gathering momentum from its velocity as it
receives velocity from its momentum.
the

In the same ratio is the increase of happiness.
Is this doubted ? Compare man in his most
ignorant state with man in his present state.
The case is plain, the cause evident : know
ledge produces prosperity ; learning informs
man what he is and what he can be ; this in
formation yields pleasure, while prosperity pro
duces content.

That the individual may be happy, the mass
must be so, and this can only be when each
member of the mass is employed in that place
nature formed him for — at least when none
are employed in attempting to discharge func
tions and accomplish ends for which nature
has unfitted them. A very great proportion of

the discord society at large endures is the re
sult of a non-observance of this truth.
By a single step onward our educational sys
tem may bring about this very desirable reform.

We have within our reach, and offered

to us,

It is Phrenology.
help needed.
By ob
serving its precepts and following its directions,
each individual
may receive an education
exactly suited to him, and suiting him for those
the

pursuits the Creator designed him for.
Let our normal schools instruct thoroughly
in this science, and then allow none to teach
in our schools except those holding certificates
institutions.
Let each school be
provided with the necessary charts that a com
plete registration of the capabilities of every
pupil may be made, and its education be gov
from these

erned thereby.
That every child should be
instructed precisely as its phrenological de
velopments demand, we presume will not be
denied by the intelligent.
When we speak of insuring a prolongation

of man's happiness, we mean extending it to
his post-mortem existence,
That he muni be
happy or otherwise, eternally, is evident ; for
it is not to be supposed that the human mind,
freighted as it is with such a stupendous cargo
of powers and faculties, has but an ephemeral
existence ; has no higher mission than to build
up a few enchanting, empty speculative theories,
for all our systems of philosophy and theologi
cal theories are but empty speculations if man
is an ephemeron.
That education, then, which
only prepares man for secular enjoyment, with
out refining or in any direct way acting upon
his moral intellect, does but a small part of the

work necessary to elevate him to an exalted
plane of happiness.
Even supposing that Christianity is a myth,
we should adopt, as a part of our education, its
moral creed, since it is certain that no other
has ever been devised that could be at all com
pared with it in its beneficial effects upon the
How much more, then, should we at
tend to moral as well as to intellectual educa
tion and development, since we are convinced
that we begin another existence at that point
mind.

where we end the present.
The fact that the one so much assists the

OVAL PIRKET.

PROF.
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other shows that the two are hut segments of
a whole. Is there not between them a recipro
cal dependence ? Where does the highest state
of intellectual development manifest itself?
"Where there is the greatest moral development
Where is morality — religion — most prosperous ?
Where intellectual education flourishes most
When instruction shall be based upon and
suited to the fitness of the learner — that fitness
being declared by Phrenology — then we shall
see opposing sects, systems, and creeds of re
ligion and morals coming to one central point

PROF. OTAL PIRKET,
rT^HIS
^HIS is

in most respects. Not
nf
of oiinom"/-nsuperior

a fine
fine face

indicating

quality,

natural

refinement

of

taste and delicacy of apprehension, but there
is

and there uniting their strength, joining their
perfections, and casting aside their errors and
none will undertake to in
defects, because
struct in these, except those created for that
purpose and educated to that end.
To 6um up, then, — the design of education is
to make man happy ; man is happy only when
he is good, therefore that alone is a correct
system of instruction which improves man both
morally and intellectually, and this can only
be done aright by adopting the suggestions of
the Creator as our guide.

CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY, MO.
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upper
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the

of his judgment intuitively assort and
the materials
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relating

Had

to the subject

he devoted himself

to the practice of law, his judicial cast of in-

of

the practical in education and of the esthetic,
and seeks
faculties

by the natural
to blend

gravitation

of his

those two elements, thus

rendering his pursuit as attractive to himself
as pleasing to the

Prof. Pirkey

pupil at hia

feet.

was bom in McGaheysville,
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Virginia, Nov. 17th,
of a family of
His parents dying before he
ten children.
was six months of age, he was taken in

Rockingham County,

and was the youngest

1838,

a sister, who

charge by
tionately reared him.

tenderly

and affec

His brothers sent him

to school at an early age, and his aptness to
learn soon placed him in advance of most of

his classmates. As a schoolboy, he excelled
in three things especially, viz., reading,
and English grammar.
The
geography,
" humorous element " was, however, strongly
developed in young Pirkey ; his natural and
for fun kept the
irrepressible
disposition
school

in

a state

of jollity, and himself in

chronic trial, as the author of all the mischief.
a boy in school at Edinburg, Virginia,
teacher used to say of him : " Master
in
Pirkey excels in reading, grammar,

While

his

his attention

to the

girls, and in playing

marbles."
years of age, his oldest
the late Judge Pirkey, of Boston,
Texas, determined to make a lawyer of Oval.
But by the persuasions of another brother,

When thirteen

brother,

Col.

B. F. Pirkey, he determined

to enter

For a time he
upon the study of medicine.
traveled West and South with his brothers,
returning to Virginia in the eighteenth year
of his age. One of his brothers, Elder John

Pirkey, of Strasburg, Va., had become a
minister of the Gospel.
He advised Oval to
attend school until he was thoroughly edu
cated, and then select that calling for which
nature should seem to have fitted him, hoping
he might choose the ministerial profession.
About this time young Pirkey had become
a Christian,

and was ardently

studying

the

He became convinced that his Divine
Master required him to make it his business
to do all the good he could for humanity.
This conviction would have made him a
preacher of the Gospel but for one thing. He
himself to be examined by a
permitted
phrenologist, who declared that while Pirkey
would " make a first-class doctor, teacher, or
he would make only a medium
editor,
" However strong his inclinations
speaker !
were for the pulpit, he could not entertain
"
" preacher.
the idea of being but a medium
seemed
to
the
Providence
way, and he
open
He did
chose the profession of teaching.
right. His success as a teacher has been re
Bible.

[Juste,

markable.
He has taught successfully in
Virginia, Tennessee, Kentucky, New Jersey,
Illinois, Wisconsin,
Iowa, Minnesota, and
Missouri.

The commencement of the war found him
of Lawrence College, Alexandria,
Tenn.
Under his presidency the College was
flourishing
finely, but the war closed his
school, and he went North, where he has
been ever since, in connection with schools
President

and colleges.

Prof.

Pirkcy's

success

as

a

teacher

is

on four things, which he possesses
in a remarkable degree : first, his executive
founded

ability ; second, his earnestness ; third, his
power to command the respect and affections
of his pupils; and fourth, the remarkable
facility he has of rapidly imparting what he
He quickly brings order out of chaos.
When on duty, the pupil feels that the spirit
of his instructor pervades the whole school
He is never boisterous;
he never
room.
shows anger in the presence of his classes ;
but when he speaks he is promptly and
cheerfully obeyed. He is autocratic in the
knows.

school-room, yet his pupil-subjects take de
He usually makes
him.

light in obeying

where he has the right to command.
His pupils love, and do not fear him. They

request!

are made to feel when

he talks to them that

he is their most devoted friend

—a

friend who

labors and yearns for their development in
But that which is most re
head and heart.
markable about him as a teacher is his singu
lar and rare power of imparting clearly and
rapidly what he wishes the pupil to know.
Whatever idea he has in his own mind he
can certainly put into the mind of his
pupil. The secret of this lies in two things,
viz., his Socratic method of questioning and
his unusual power of illustration.
Prof. Pirkey is a poet. Several effusions
dedicated to the sister who watched over his
early

years, and

" guardian

whom

he regards

as

his

angel," have been widely copied
into the periodicals of the day. His " In
Memoriam " touches the tenderest chords of

Some of his transla
the appreciative heart.
tions of the Greek poets are smooth and

His review of Virgil's ^Eneid, his
" Twilight," etc., contain a degree of humor
which would cause a smile on the gravest of
elegant.

countenances.
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Prof. Pirkey is permanently situated at
Missouri ; and is Professor of Greek
Language and Literature in Christian Uni
versity, located at that growing city on the
west bank of the Mississippi River, and but
sixteen miles above the city of Quincy, 111.
The institution was founded before the war,
through the energy of D. P. Henderson, a
minister of the Gospel and a man of national
He had incorporated in the
reputation.
charter full provision for the " co-ordinate
education
of the sexes." In common with
other institutions of learning, Christian Uni
versity suffered much during the war; but
with the return of peace came more pros
The institution was repaired.
perous days.
Canton,

419

The present great
of this University is due in an eminent
degree to President Smith and Prof. Pirkey.
refurnished, and reopened.

success

Several hundred
are enrolled
educating

young ladies and gentlemen
; and the propriety of

this year

the sexes

is no longer

together

a

Christian University was the first
institution in the United States to offer equal

problem.

educational

privileges

to male and

female.

The edifice is superb. From its dome the
country can be seen for thirty miles around.
Prof. Pirkey is a gentleman of high moral
endowments as well as intellectual capacity,
and being comparatively
a young man yet,
he gives promise of enlarged usefulness in the
years to come.

IT MIGHT HAVE BEEN.
BY NKTTU.

It

might have been 1
Alas the thought,
It thrills through all the lives of men.
And from the dreary paths of life
Comes up the cry.
It might have been I

It might have been I
No more In life
The precious boon comes back again,
But weary, hopeless retrospect
And bitter tears.
It might have bra: 1

MY CAPTIVITY AMONG
is the title of a very interesting nar
of the capture of Mrs. Fannie

THIS
rative
Kelly, in

1864, who was en route with her
husband and a little adopted daughter with a
small band of other emigrants to the Far West
They were surrounded just at nightfall by a
troop of Sioux Indians, who at first feigned

friendship, but very soon, notwithstanding they
were treated with kindness and liberality by
the unfortunate party, began a murderous
attack, killing several, and taking Mrs. Kelly,
her adopted daughter, and a Mrs. Larimer
prisoners.
Mrs. Larimer got away the second
night, but our authoress remained for five
months the victim of cruelty, exposure, fear,
and despair, but having an opportunity to see
* "Narrative of my Captivity among the Sioux Indi
ans, with a brief account of General Sully'a Indian ex
pedition in 1861,bearing npon events occurring In my
captivity."
By Fannie Kelly.
13mo., pp. 385, with
portrait of the author. Price, $S.

It might have been 1
My heart will break.
The thought wells up again—and thai
In vain are all my sighs and tears ;
My hopes are lost —
It might have been 1
It

might have been I
The prayer goes up,
Oh, Father I guide in wisdom then ;
Help me to trust upon Thy word,
And f aimly -*ay,
it might hare bwL t

THE SIOUX INDIANS.*
and know much of Indian life. "We will let
her tell a part of the story in her own words.
" The
was ordered to
night of my capture
lie down on the ground, near a wounded
A circle of them guarded me, and
Indian.

I

three fierce warriors sat near me with drawn
tomahawks.
"
Reader, imagine my feelings, after the ter
rible scenes of the day previous ; the desolate
white woman in the power of revengeful
savages, not daring to speak, lest their fury
should fall on my defenseless head. My great
anxiety now was to preserve my sanity, which
threatened to be overcome if did not arouse
myself to hope, and put aside the feeling of
despair which at times stole over me.
My
heart was continually lifted to ' our Father,'

I

I

and confidently
now began to feel that prayer
would be answered, and that God would
deliver me in due season.
This nerved me to
endure and appear submissive.

Phrenological Journal.
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" At
early dawn I was aroused from my ap
parent slumbers by the war chief, who sent me
out to catch the horses — our American horses
being afraid of the savages; and as the animals
were those belonging to our train, it was sup

I

could do so readily."
and distressing journey they
arrived at the home of the chief. The arrival
and greeting is thus described, with a sad ac
posed that

After

a long

count of one of the evils of civilization :
"Great crowds of curious Indians came
flocking in to stare at me. The women brought
their children.
Some of them, whose fair com
afterward learned
plexion astonished me,

I

were the offspring of Fort marriages.
" One fair little
boy, who with his mother
had just returned from Fort Laramie, came
close to me.
a few words

Finding the squaw could speak
of English, I addressed her, and

was told, in reply to my questions, that she
had been the wife of a captain there, but that
his white wife arriving from the East, his Indian
wife -was told to return to her people. She did
The little boy
so, taking her child with her.
was dressed completely in military clothes,
even to the stripe on his pantaloons, and was a
very

bright,

attractive

child

of about four

years.
" It was a
very sad thought for me to realize
that a parent could part with such a child,
committing it forever to live in barbarous ig
norance, and rove the woods among savages,
with the impress of his own superior race so
strongly mingled with his Indian origin.

I

saw many other fair-faced little children, and
heard the sad story from their mothers, and
was deeply pained to see their pale, pinched
features as they cried for food when there was

And they are sometimes
none to be had.
cruelly treated by the full-blooded and larger
children on account of their unfortunate birth."
Soon after this the band was attacked and
pursued by the United States soldiers, and
suffered great privations.
" As soon as we were safe and General
Sully
pursued us no longer, the warriors returned
home, and a scene of terrible mourning over
the killed ensued among the women. Their
cries are terribly wild and distressing on such
occasions ; and the near relations of the de
ceased indulge in frantic expressions of grief
that can not be described.
Sometimes the

[June,

turing their bodies to add vigor to their lamen
tations.

"Hunger followed on the track of grief; all
their food was gone, and there was no game
in that portion of the country.
In our flight
they scattered everything, and the country
through which we passed for the following two
weeks did not yield enough to arrest starva
tion. The Indians were terribly enraged, and
threatened me with death almost hourly and
in every form.
had so hoped for liberty
when my friends were near; but, alas! all my
fond hopes were blasted.
The Indians told
me that the army was going in another direc

I

tion. They seemed to have sustained a greater
loss than
had been made aware of, which
made them feel very revengeful toward me.
" The next
morning I could see that some
thing unusual was about to happen. Notwith
standing the early hour, the sun scarcely ap

I

pearing above the horizon, the principal chiefs
and warriors were assembled in council, where,
judging from the grave and reflective expres
sion of their countenances, they were about to

I

discuss some

had reason
serious question.
for apprehension from their unfriendly manner
toward me, and feared for the penalty I might
soon have to pay. Soon they sent an Indian

I

was ready to die — to
told him whenever
Wakon Tonka (the Great Spirit) was ready he
would call for me, and then
would be ready
and willing to go. He said that he had been
sent from the council to warn me, that it had
become necessary to put me to death on ac
to toe, who asked me

be bound

if

to the stake.

I

I

count of my white brothers killing so many of
their young men recently. He repeated that
they were not cruel for the pleasure of being
so ; necessity is their first law, and he and the
wise chiefs, faithful to their hatred for the white
race, were in haste to satisfy their thirst for
vengeance; and, further, that the interest of
their nation required it.
" As soon as the chiefs were assembled
around the council-fire, the pipe-carrier entered
in his hand the pipe ready
Bowing to the four cardinal points,
lighted.
the circle, holding

he uttered a short prayer, or invocation, and
then presented the pipe to the old chief, Otta
wa, but retained the bowl in his hand. When
all the chiefs and men had smoked, one after
other, the pipe-bearer emptied the ashes
into the fire, saying, ' Chiefs of the great Dako
ta nation, Wakon-Tonka give you wisdom, so
the

practice of cutting the flesh is carried to a hor
rible and barbarous extent. They inflict gashes
on their bodies and limbs an inch in length.
Some cutoff thoir hair, blacken their faces, and

be conformable

march through the village in processions, tor

respectfully, he retired.

that whatever

be your

determination,

to justice.'

it may
Then, after bowing
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"A moment of silence followed, in which
every one seemed to be meditating seriously
upon the words that had just been spoken. At
length one of the most aged of the chiefs, whose
body was furrowed with the scars of innumer
able wounds, and who enjoyed among his peo
Said
ple a reputation for great wisdom, arose.
he:
"'The pale-faces, our eternal persecutors,
pursue and harass us without intermission,

421

— that he had always liked the white woman,

I

and would be more than a friend to me.
re
plied that I did not fear him; that I felt grate
ful to him for his kindness and protection, but
that unless he proved his friendship for me, no
persuasion could induce me to listen.
" ' Will
you cany a letter to my people at

seek a refuge in the depths

the fort, delivering it into the hands of the
great chief there ? They will reward you for
your kindness to their sister; they will give
you many presents, and you will return rich.'
" ' I dare
not go,' he replied. ' Nor could I
get back before the warriors came to our vil

like timid deer.

lage.'

forcing us to abandon to them, one by one, our
best hunting-grounds, and we are compelled to

of these Bad Lands,
Many of them even dare to
come into prairies which belong to us to trap
beaver, and hunt elk and buffalo, which are
our property.
These faithless creatures, the
outcasts of their own people, rob and kill us
when they can. Is it just that we should suffer
these wrongs without

Shall we
complaining?
allow ourselves to be slaughtered like timid
Assinneboines, without seeking to avenge our
selves ? Does not the law of the Dakotas say,
Justice to our own nation, and death to all pale
faces?
Let my brothers say if that is just,'
pointing to the stake that was being prepared
for me.
"'
Vengeance is allowable,' sententiously re
marked Mahpeak (The Sky).
" Another old chief, Ottawa, arose and said
'It is the undoubted right of the weak and
oppressed ; and yet it ought to be proportioned
to the injury received. Then why should we
put this young, innocent woman to death?
Has she not always been kind to us, smiled
upon us, and sang for us? Do not all our chil
dren love her as a tender sister? "Why, then,
should we put her to so cruel a death for the

crimes of others, if they are of her nation?
Why should we punish the innocent for the
guilty?'
" I looked to Heaven for mercy and protec

tion, offering up those earnest prayers that are
never offered in vain ; and oh ! how thankful I
was when I knew their decision was to spare
my life. Though terrible were my surround
ings, life always became sweet to me when

I

I

felt that was about to part with it"
A ROMANTIC AND PLEASANT EPISODE.
"'
Jumping Bear,' who rescued me from the
revengeful arrow of the Indian whose horse
the chief shot, one day presented himself to me

and reminded me of my indebtedness to him
in thus preserving my life.
"
Trembling with fear listened to his avow
al of more than ordinary feeling, during which

I

he assured me that

I had

no cause

to fear him

" ' My people will
give you a fast horse,' said
I, 'and you may return speedily. Go now,
and prove your friendship by taking the letter,
and returning with your prizes.'

"I

assured him that the letter contained
nothing that would harm him or his people ;
that I had written of him and of his kindness,
and of his good-will toward them. After many
and long interviews, the women of the lodge
at last prevailed upon
using their influence,
him to go, and invoking the bright moon as a
witness to my pledge of honor and truth, he
started on his journey, bearing the letter, which

I

I believed

was to seal my fate for weal or woe.
watched his retreating form,
imploring Heaven to grant the safe delivery of
the little messenger, upon which so much de

In

the moonlight

I

pended.

" Daring and venturesome deed 1 Should he
prove false to me, and allow any one outside
the fort to see the letter, my doom was inevi
table.
"
Many days of intense anxiety were passed
after his departure. The squaws, fearing that
I had done wrong in sending him, were con
tinually asking questions, and it was with dif
could allay their anxiety, and prevent
ficulty
them from disclosing the secret to the other
women. The contents of the letter were a
'
warning to the Big Chief and the soldiers of

I

an intended attack on the fort and the massacre

of the garrison, using

me as a ruse to enable
them to get inside the fort; and beseeching
them to rescue me, if possible.*
" The
messenger reached the fort, and was

received by the officer of the day, Lieutenant
* "A written statement from Lieutenant Hesseibergcr,
setting forth the fact of my writing and sending the letter
of warning, and that it undoubtedly was the means of
saving the garrison at Fort Sully from massacre, ia on
file in the Treasury Department at Washington. A cer
tified copy is published in connection with this narra
tive."
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moving," — the production of so sudden an im
pact and vacuum in the materials of our at
mosphere, as to project it successively into the
comparatively non-resisting portions of the air ?
Force of motion, expressed in mere change of
position or polarity of successive contiguous
molecules, will not account for impact
vacuum by such mode of propagation.
Propagated motion, whether of sound,
heat, or electricity, which scientists too
attribute to oscillation of the mass or its

or a
light,
often
mole

cules, communicated from particle to particle
in the mass, whether the same be of a solid,
liquid, or gaseous nature, are, to my mind,
more probably the excitation of an electric pas
sage superinduced at one end, and thus neces
sarily passing through the electrically inter

penetrated mass — every mass of matter being
a magnet when excited by impress of light,
heat, or other concussion.

is,

a

a

thing moved to be retained and capable of
And so
again being converted into motion.
of the negative thing dispossessed of its elec
has undergone no motion (that we
tricity,
;

can detect) in its gross material molecules but
again capable, by impress from without, of
having its interstices occupied by another elec
tric charge. This alternation means the succes
sive occupation and departure of subtile some
"
thing, accompanying motion, as mere motion
as inexplicable as
thing moving"
inconceivable. To speak of motion without ref
erence to translation of matter, something im
transcendental philosophy.
simply
pelling,
Light and heat are claimed, by this new

and not

school of philosophy, to be "only modes of
Matter, certainly, can not be moved
motion."
unless impelled by some force, foreign to
self (for that would be assuming life — will — to
that foreign force be,
inorganic matter) and

it

How can the latter theorists account for
ing."
the zig-zag course of lightning except by ad
mitting its positive materiality, or " a thing

some

a

teriality of the electric current, and as fully dis
proves the modern claims of scientists that
" electricity is motion, but not a
thing mov

of

it

tracting object, a negative cloud or the nega
tive earth, thus producing the zig-zag direc
tion. This phenomenon of electric action fully
wan-ants us in retaining the theory of the ma

surely must attract and retain matter
kind, and not simple motion, for
reaches the jar,
that
gone the moment
nullity;
either by passing off or becoming
thus motion must be accompanied with some
body,

must be
material, how
mediately, electric,
ever subtile (all forces increase as they become
more subtile), thus operating through force of
translation, impact, or attraction upon the mat
ter moved. Thus, too, all forces in nature are
a

atmosphere in front like a piston rod in a tube,
and producing a partial vacuum behind the bolt
darts off obliquely, or in the non-resisting di
rection ; and so on successively toward its at

thest depths of Bpace, we can take cognizance.
If mass of matter, Leyden jar, or any
thing else, attracts to itself its fill, or satura
tion with electricity from some overcharged

is

as

if

of electricity,

positively charged lightning
stroke, is so great that its friction not only
burns the air in contact, but it compresses the

a

the passage

the

effects as evidenced in its operation upon all
vital functions; its production of light, heat,
actinism, as well as its repellent powers, exert
ed alike upon the nearest objects as upon
great globes, and all other matters in the far

;

in

What the peculiar character of that electric
Of its
we are profoundly ignorant.

material

it

The rapidity of
shown

WHAT IS IT?

a

modern hypothesis, adopted by some
scientists, that " Electricity
is motion, and not a thing moving," leads to
curious complications in contradiction of known
facts, as will be seen in the subjoined remarks.

THE
distinguished

hoping against
up to the U. S.
after meets her

it

ELECTBICITY

learned

traits of the savages of the Northwest

is

I

I

I

it

and some presents, and was sent back with a
letter for me, which
never received, as

facts

husband, who had escaped on the night of the
massacre, and from him she learns of the mur
der of " Little Mary." The work abounds in
sketches of scenery, and the wild eventful life-

a

ans on my account
" General
Sully was absent at Washington,
but every necessary precaution was taken to
secure the fort
"'Jumping Bear' received a suit of clothes

never saw him again. These
after my arrival at Fort Sully.
After a weary waiting, and
hope, Mrs. Kelly is delivered
troops at Fort Sully, and soon

is

Hesselberger, and conducted to the command
er of the post, Major House, and Adjutant Pell,
who had been left there to treat with the Indi

[June,
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produced by preceding operating causes, reach
ing far beyond our knowledge of their character.

1871.J

ICELAND.

The wide range from observed materials and
effects antecedently to the unknown

in both, is
infinite to us, and probably centers in and ema
nates from an Intelligent Great Will-Force —
as compound finite will-force is alone adequate
to produce all the material works of man, from
the most minute to the building of huge pyra
mids, wherein not a muscle nor a stone can
move unless impressed by his all-directing
will-force.
So we mu9t return, in all humility,
which concedes
to that rational philosophy
that the force called electricity, which we can
though
not its apparently unlimited power upon inert,
motionless matter, is a material something, a
"
positive
thing moving."
Modes of motion, in all their varied pecu
liarities with ail materials, must be variously
effective in the character of their results ; but
the operating causes of all such motions must,
necessarily (unless we invest inorganic matter

see and feel and measure in its effects,

with the compound prerogatives of life, voli
tion), be foreign to the materials so variously
moved — hence the moving cause is an antece
dent " thing moving."
Again, the sending an electric charge or mes
sage from a battery no larger than a lady's
thimble through a submerged wire (as the

Atlantic cable) deeply imbedded in a close ce
ment of gutta-percha, would not favor the
theory of the constantly changing axial atoms
of that wire, as such a change would tend to
the loosening and gradual destruction ot the
wire, as electricity is known to manifest its force
mainly upon the surface — hence the passage
of a subtile material substance instead.
The experiment of sending an electric current
through a wire, and its effect at a trifling distance
from the opposite end of the wire, when received
upon a polished conductor, showing particles
of the wire detached and gathered upon a pol
ished surface, is attributed by some scientists
(whose opinions are held in high esteem) to be
due to polarization of the molecules, propagate
ing their oscillation throughout the mass of
atoms, and from this cause forcibly disintegra
It appears to me
ting the wire at its terminal.
that this latter effect, as well as its antecedents,
is wholly due to the disturbance of the electric
at one end, and thus, through communi
cated electric force, disintegrating and carry
ing with it the particles of the wire, from the
non-resisting surface at its terminal pole. This

status

view, again, fully confirms me in the opinion,
not only of the materiality of electricity, but
of its forcible repelling power at one pole, and
its forcible contracting power at the opposite
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pole, or of its dual constructive and destructive
character.
However

mysterious

of electricity

such evident dual ef

it is

so because we only
comprehend the effects observed, and not its
double nature, or cause, or antecedent impel
ling material ; while to attribute such effects to
fects

are,

mere molecular atoms turning on their axes,
without an external material power operating
on the snme, seems to be a wild, transcenden
tal hypothesis.

Again, a horse-shoe magnet (that other ex
pression of electricity) will attract to itself and
support heavy weights by simple contact, or
even before actual contact, requiring resistance
If, then, electricity is not
to prevent contact.
matter, how arc such weights drawn to and
sustained by a magnet ? mere molecular mo
tion, or force, may repel or communicate such
motion to other matter, but how can molecular
matter, or the motion of even masses of matter,
attract and sustain a weight in opposition to
the force of gravitation, if there be no inherent
Some
acting material power in electricity?
thing must cause the adhesion, besides mere
motion, as that alone is opposed to adhesion.
If electricity be not a material, how can it be
collected in a Leyden jar and discharged at
Will ?
CHAS. B. TOWNSEND.

ICELAND, AGAIN.
the March

number is an article headed
the Land of Fire and Ice,'' and
if I may be allowed, 1 will make a few remarks
in correction of certain statements in it. First,

IN" Iceland,

the Professor says something about the inhab
itants being Teutonic, and then he talks about
For his benefit
neighboring Germanic tribes.
will state what he can read in the ancient his
The Goths came
tory of northern Europe.
from the southeast, probably Asia, and by the
Baltic Sea they divided themselves in two bod
ies ; one stayed on the south side and formed
the Teutonic and Germanic tribes ; the other
crossed
the sea, drove the inhabitants (the
Celts and Fins) north, and thus were formed
If you cut a piece of
the Scandinavian tribes.
bread in two, toast one piece and butter the
" toast "
other piece, you would not call the
bread and butter, but simply "toast;" nor
would you name the bread and butter by the
name " toast," although they were both of the
In this matter of nationr
same piece of bread.
ality, however, the Germanic or Teutonic tribes
and the Scandinavians are Goths ; but the old
Northmen never were, and the young Scandi
navians never will be, Teutonic or Germanic.
The Scandinavian tribes have settled Denmark,
Norway, Sweden, Iceland ; England was colo
nized by the Anglo-Saxons, who lived in the part
of ancient Scandinavia called Thule, now culled
Jylland ; and the northern parts of Franco, and
of Greenland are colonized by them. The
Teutonic tribes settled in Germany, Bohemia,

I
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ed in the article named.
The writer says:
" Pioneers
seeking its barren shores for the self
same reasons that led the Puritans to the rockbound coast of Massachusetts and Connecti
cut." Now the truth
that these northern
pioneers were heathens so was the king who
There were no
made them exile themselves.
different views on the subject of religion. These
Northmen were small kings, and sea-kings or
robbers, who would not submit to the ruler and
his laws, and were not strong enough to op
scandinav.
pose him.
[Scandinav makes some bold claims in the
above what has the Professor to say in answer
to them ?— Ed.]
;

;

is,

part of Austria, the southeast Russian shore
provinces, Lorubardy ; aud France received a
Teutonic tribe, the Franks, as also did the
Dutch provinces. This is history, aud what
else is told is manufactured by German writers.
It is a common fault with the Germans, that
they are so well satisfied with their own, that
they try to rob other nations of their national
ity , and thus Germanize them. Then they will
talk about German literature and cultivation,
which in reality are very small ; their original
writers do not amount to a dozen ; their best
literature is mainly the property of other na
tions, cooked and adapted to German taste.
Another historical fact is somewhat corrupt

THE TRAVELLER— ILLUSTRATED.
OR, A PROSPECT

SOCIETY.

OF

BY OUTER. GOLDSMITn.
[coNTrsesD from may miiiBEn.]

ND

yet, perhaps,

if

countries

we compare,

And estimate the blessings which they share,
Though patriots flatter, still shall wisdom find
:

An equal portion dealt to all mankind

As different good, by art or nature giveD,
mother kind alike to all,

With

food

as well

the peasant

is

Still grants her bliss at labor's earnest call

;

Nature,

a

To different nations makes their blessing even.

supplied
;

On Idra's cliffs as Arno's shelvy side

And though the rocky-crested

summits frown,

These rocks, by custom, turn to beds of down.
;

From art more various are the blessings sent
Wealth, commerce, honor, liberty,

content.

Yet these each other's power

so strong

That either

of the

seems

destructive

contest,

rest.

fails

Hence every state to one lov'd blessing
Conforms

;

And honor

sinks where commerce long prevails

;

Where wealth and freedom reign, contentment
prone.

and models life to that alone.

Each to the fav'rite happiness attends,
:

And spurns the plan that aims at other ends
in each domain,

good begets peculiar
us

try these truths

Here for

a

And trace them through
while,

the prospect

my proper

Here let me sit in sorrow

pain.

with closer

cares

as

resign'd,

for mankind

eyes,

lies

:

But let

to excess

it

carried

;

Till

This fav'rite
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Like yon neglected shrub at random cast,
That shades the steep, and sighs at every blast.

Far
Bright

to the right where Apennine

as the summer,

ascends,

Italy extends;

Its uplands sloping deck the mountain's

side,

Woods over woods in gay theatric pride

;

While oft some temple's mould'ring tops between

With

mark

venerable grandeur

Could Nature's

the scene.

satisfy the breast,

bounty

The sons of Italy were surely blest.
fruits in different climes

Whatever

are

found,

That proudly rise, or humbly court the ground
Whatever blooms in torrid tracts appear,
Whose

bright succession decks the varied year

Whatever sweets salute the northern

With

vernal lives, that blossom

;

;

sky

but to die;

These here disporting own the kindred soil.

Nor ask luxuriance

from the planter's

toil

;

While sea-born gales their gelid wings expand
To winnow fragrance round the smiling land.
But small the bliss that

sense

alone bestows,

And sensual bliss is all the nation knows.

In florid
Man

beauty groves and fields appear,

seems

Contrasted

the only growth that dwindles
faults through

Though poor, luxurious

here.

all his manners reign ;

; though

submissive, vain ;
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Though grave, yet trifling
And

All

; zealous, yet untrue ;

in penance planning sins anew.

e'en

evils here contaminate

the mind,

That opulence departed leaves behind

For

wealth

;

was theirs, not far remov'd

When commerce proudly flourish'd

At

[Junk,

the date,
the state ;

through

the palace learnt to rise,

her command

Again the long-fall'n column sought the skies
The canvas glow'd beyond

,

Nature warm,

e'en

The pregnant quarry teem'd with human form

Till,

than the southern

more unsteady

Commerce

gale,

on other shores display'd her sail ;

While nought

of all that riches gave,

reniain'd

But towns unmanned, and lords without

a slave:

And late the nation found with fruitless skill
Its former strength was but plethoric ill.
Yet, still the loss of wealth is here supplied
By arts, the splendid

of former pride

wrecks

;

From these the feeble heart and long-fall'n mind

An

easy

compensation

seem

to find.

Here may be seen, in bloodless

The pasteboard
Processions

A

pomp array'd,

triumph and the cavalcade ;

form'd

for piety

and love,

mistress or a saint in every prrove.

By sports like

these

are

all their cares beguij'd,

The sports of children satisfy the child

;

Each nobler aim, represt by long control,
Now sinks at last, or feebly mans the soul
While low delights

In

happier

meanness occupy

As in those domes, where
Defac'd

;

succeeding fast behind,
the mind :

Caesars

once bore sway,

by time and tott'ring in decay,

There in the ruin, heedless of the dead,

The shelter-seeking

peasant builds his shed :

And, wondering man could want the larger pile,
Exults, and owns his cottage with
My soul, turn from them
Where

rougher

;

climes a nobler

a smile.

turn we to survey
race display,

Where the bleak Swiss their stormy mansion tread,
And force a churlish soil for scanty bread

;

No product here the barren hills afford,
But man and

steel,

the soldier

and his sword.

No vernal blooms their torpid rocks array,
But winter lingering chills the lap of May

;
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No zephyr fondly

sues

the mountain's
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breast,

But meteors glare, and stormy glooms invest.
Yet still, e'en here, content can spread a charm,
Redress the clime, and all its rage disarm.

Though poor the peasant's hut, his feasts though
He
Sees

sees

his little lot the lot of all

no contiguous

small,

;

palace rear its head

To shame the meanness of his humble shed

;

No costly lord the sumptuous banquet deal,
To make him loath his vegetable meal
But calm, and bred in ignorance
Each wish contracting,
Cheerful

;

and toil,

fits him to the soil.

at morn, he wakes from short repose,

Breathes the keen air, and carols as he goes ;

With patient angle trolls the finny deep,
Or drives his vcnt'r'ous ploughshare

to the steep ,

Or

mark the way,

seeks

the den where snow-tracks

And drags the struggling savage into day.

At night

returning,

every labor sped,

He sits him down the monarch of
Smiles by his cheerful

His children's

a shed ;

fire, and round

looks, that brighten

surveys

at the blaze ;

While his lov'd partner, boastful of her hoard,
Displays

her cleanly platter

on the board:

And haply too some pilgrim, thither led,
With many

a tale repays the

nightly bed.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]
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ur^au.
interest to correspondents and to the general reader.
[In this Department will bo noticed such matters as are of
"
Contributions for What They Say" should be brief, pointed, and creamy, to secure publication.]

for jgmapoitfciite.
Questions of

"

General Interest

"

only

We hare no apace
One question only at a lime,
to gratify idle curiosity.
and that clearly stated, must be propounded, if a comsponilent shall expectus to give him the benefitof its early
consideration.
Questions of personal interest will be
promptly answered by letter, \f a stamp be inclosed for
the return postage.

will be answered in this department.

The Science of Government. — I

desire to possess a knowledge in general of civil
and more especially of the glorious
government,
Republic under which we as citizens have our
nm an American, and desire to Ameri
rights.
canize my views in keeping with the laws that
I am not stimulated by political am
govern us.
bition, for my only object is to be a good, faithful
citizen, and I desire to educate myself to it. Can
you tell me what book or books We requisite for
of such information ? Give me
the attainment
may know the amount of
also the prices, that
money to send with my order.

I

I

It must be con
.ins. A very laudable request.
that, as a class, Americans are lacking in
knowledge on the subject of government, espe
cially their own liberal Republican policy ; and
yet the very nature of our institutions induces ev
ery educated man to take somo part in political
The study of the principles of government
affairs.
in general, and of the history and peculiar features
of that form which we as loyal citizens affectionfitely maintain, should be made a part of the curri
culum of study in all our high-schools and semi
naries, and more earnest attention should be given
to political science in colleges and universities
Any young and am
than is usually the case now.
bitious man who enters the arena of political life
only after a careful reading of the best works on
will find
the science and history of governments,
himself occupying a vantage ground with respect
to the majority of those who have a similar object
in view, simply on account of his superior infor
mation, and the clearness of judgment which that
superiority ministers to.
A long list of works might be given, but the fol
lowing must suffice in thiB place : Hallam's Con
stitutional History of England, $2; Guizot's His
Government; De Tocquetory of Representative
ville's Democracy in America, 1 vo,l. ; Hamilton
and Madison's History of the Constitution of the
United States, in the Federalist; Story's Commen
taries on the Constitution of the United States,
SI 50; G. T. Curtis' History of the Formation and

fessed

of the Constitution of the United
States, 2 vols., 8vo, $G ; Grimke's Nature and Ten

Adoption

dency of Free Institutions, $2 75.

The writings of

the early American statesmen, Morris, Jay, Jeffer
son, Quincy, John, and Samuel Adams, Livingston,
etc., furnish valuable information and counsel on
the subject of our own Government.

" The

Little CnuRcn around the

Corner." — What

is the origin and meaning of the
above expression,
about which so much is said
nowadays V There are many like myself who are
of
its
origin.
ignorant

Ann. The origin of the expression is as follows:
An old and well-known actor having died, a cler
gyman of the Protestant Episcopal Church was re
quested to open his church for and personally offi
ciate at the funeral. The clergyman consented to
read the Burial service at the house, but declined to
open his church upon the ground that he had al
ways opposed the theater, and did not desire to take
a step which might seem inconsistent with his for
mer utterances.
Being asked if any clergyman of
his Church would bury the deceased in the manner
, " the rector of
proposed, ho replied, that Dr.
the little church around the corner," had officiated
at the funerals of actors.
The expression which
has acquired so much notoriety was very natural
and purely directory.
The church to which it was
applied
being of peculiar architecture, appears
" little," and it is in point of fact " around the
" from the church of the clergyman mak
corner
There wa6 no covert sneer or sin
ing the remark.
ister meaning

in the words.

We may add that the rector of the " little
church " opened his doors and read the Episcopal
Burial Office over the deceased actor.
Thereupon
vials of newspaper wrath were poured upon the
rector who refused, and the most extravagant
praises were showered upon the rector who con
sented.
The occasion was also improved to vent
silly platitudes on the moral glory and immaenlate
purity of the theater ; it was even boldly asserted
that the stage proclaimed a purer Christianity
than the pulpit.
With regard to the occasion of the controversy
we may briefly say that the friends of the deceased
had no claim in church law whatever they may
have had in Christian courtesy upon the clergyman
in question.
Every Church has certain offices and
formularies which strictly appertain only to church
members.
In this respect the Church is like any
other society.
The world readily acknowledges
that If a man desires a military funeral, he must
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be a soldier ;

if a Masonic funeral, he must be a
it not equally fitting that if a man

Mason ; and is

desires a Roman Catholic funeral, he should be a

Catholic ? if an Episcopalian funeral, he
should be an Episcopalian ? We heartily indorse
the statement of the American Clmrchman :
" It would seem as if a little common sense
were sadly needed in irreligion as well as in reli
We think a man who makes up his mind
gion.
to go through life and death without Church and
ministry, owes it to his own consistency to leave
directions that his body be disposed of as lie has
disposed of hi3 soul."
Roman

Thickening

op

Skull. — Does

an or

gan diminish in size by less use ? or is it the in
crease in the growth of other organs that makes it
seem less ?
Arts. The whole brain decreases in size when age
renders it inactive, or ceases to give it adequate

nourishment. As this is true of the whole brain
in old age, it iB also true relative to particular or
gans.

Sometimes

an organ

becomes

smaller

by

6kull becomes thickened in the
This process of
inside over the organ in question.
thickening of the sknll also frequently occurs in
old age over a whole region, say that of intellect.
disuse,

and

the

Swedenborg. — Is it generly acknowl

edged that Sweden borg was in hi6 sane mind when
he claimed that he received communications from
angels ?
We do not know what is "generally"
An».

His followers and believ
thought on the subject.
ers of course think he was not insane, but that he
was exalted in his mental state, en rapport with
spirits and angels ; that he had. a kind of inspira
tion like that of John on the island of Patmos.

What Can it Mean? — Here

of a beautifully written note
scented paper as follows :
copy

on

Louisville,

is a
sweetly

Kt.

Mr. Wells — Dear Sir: Will you be kind enough
to answer in your Piirenolooical Journal the
following query in reference to yourself?
Are
you a single gentleman ? or, are you still open to
an anxious inquirer.
proposals?
[We handed the note to our clairvoyant, who
summoned a spirit from the vasty deep, that put
on its

spectacles

and uttered

these wise and sig

Wife, children,
nificant words :' "guess not."
came
grandchildren, and great-grandchildren
rushing into the editorial sanctum, each wanting
to know what caused such a commotion ! Has it
anything to do with the annexation of St. Do
mingo ? Is some one trying to bewitch the editor ?
What does it mean ?]

Soup. — Are simple soups that are not

injured by seasoning, unhealthy from the fact that
they deprive the salivary glands of their proper
stimulus for action ?
Am. Soups, if not taken hot or spiced, are not
nor Is any saliva required with
unwholesome,
them.
The courses of solid food which generally
follow the soup bring the salivary glands into
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healthy use. Some persons think the chief dam
age of smoking is the waste of saliva caused by
spitting; and some tell us their smoking does not
injure them because they have learned not to spit
when smoking. Saliva can be replenished indefi
A glass of water and a pinch of salt
nitely.
would supply all that would be wasted by a day's
smoking or chewing — or three days' wetting the
fingers by persons constantly employed in count
ing bank bills. It is the tobacco, not the loss of
How very wise
saliva, that works the mischief.
people arc who smoke or chew a deadly poisonous
article with supposed impunity, while they ignorantly deprecate the loss of a little saliva whose
only office is to moisten the food !

Cramps. —"What is the cause of cramp
in the limbs when they are held a few moments
out of their natural position.
Am. The muscles and the nerves which act
through them have certain natural positions. If
these are disturbed, some of the muscles and nerv es
Snow and
are strained, and a spasm is the result.
ice load young trees and bend them down, and
sometimes the fiber is so much disturbed that the
trees never straighten
Whether they have a
up.
cramp as the result of the unnatural position, is not
certain.
Some heathen devotees hold their arms
aloft as a religious duty until they become fixed in
that unnatural position. The cramp is on outcry
of nature for relief, but the cramp may become
immovable.

Phrenology and Theology. — Does

the Bible and the science of Phrenology teach
that there is a line drawn between the saint and
on the
siuner, on one side being all happiness,
other all misery? Or, does it teach that the more
we glorify God by benefiting our fellow-men and
ourselves by doing right, the better it will be for
us here and hereafter ?

Am. Phrenology does not teach Theology in a
way; it teaches the nature of the moral
faculties, and from this nature the intellect draws
its own inferences as to statements of doctrine.
A man can be a phrenologist and be a believer in
any of the various creeds from Catholicism to
Spiritualism. Phrenology docs not teach mathe
to the faculties
matics, but it teaches relative
The Bible,
which have to do with mathematics.
Phrenology, and common sense relate to right
eousness and happiness, one being the effect of
the other.
Sin and unhappiness are alike related
Those who use their moral
as cause and effect.
powers aright and seek earnestly to keep the pro
pensities in subjection, will realize in this life, and
the next, that " he that f earcth God and worketh
righteousness is accepted with him." — Acts x. 85.
dogmatic

Finger-Nails. — "What is the cause of
white clouds o,n the finger-nails ?
Am. In childhood we were told it indicated the
number of lies we had told, and he who had the
most of those little white clouds was looked upon
by his associates with suspicion ; whether they in

week, the growth of these rudi

a

mentary hairs would be promoted — but never
would become very heavy or thick.
beard,
Woman was ordained to live without
and thougli some have a strong tendency to have
beard.as some men are strongly inclined not to have,
woman thinks
beard
the great law is, that
she must obtain
necessary to her happiness,

a

Agriculture

For

a

a

it

Is

—

a

:

a

it

is

I

a

I

a

I

I

up thy sword, and do thyself no
The question need not be decided in
moment.
It has waited for ages, and its solution
pretty
need not be hurried. Some women have
strong tendency to beard, especially the mustache.
If such were to shave, they would strengthen the
beard and cause
to become, as young men some
times say of their own, " quite respectable."
The
whole face
covered with fine, short, rudimentary

harm."

I

I

at

a

a

it

" Put

Tobacco.

for the benefit of
" am young man in years,
our young readers
but am old in experience of this sort. A period
of twelve years spent in company with tobacco
has given me
knowledge of that baneful weed
which only those who have long been addicted to
commenced
its use at the age of
can have.
usually
ten, being led and encouraged on, as
the case, by those who were older than myself.
After several sharp conflicts with Nature, in which
that discreet old lady gave me some disagreeable
the habit of smoking.
mastered
reprimands,
Then, to have cigar or pipe protruding from my
mouth, and to be called "Young America," etc,
by grown-up men who should have known better,
felt
was to me
source of great enjoyment.
very important, and almost fancied myBelf six foot
flowing beard. In
high, with
gruff voice and
fact,
actually forced myself into the company
of matured people, but soon finding that my talk
and actions received but little attention from them,
was glad to return to my proper sphere and as
sociate with boys of my own age. At the age of
fourteen
the mere smoking of tobacco did not
had previously.
seem to give the satisfaction that
therefore achieved another unfortunate victory,
and learned to chew it Again did kind Nature
admonish me, but deaf to her wise entreaties
persevered, and the desired result was attained.
From that day until the 7th of June last became
an inveterate tobacco consumer.
Excepting dur
ing meals and the hours of sleep, tobacco was
Without it,
would
constantly In my mouth.
feel dull and peevish, and to procure
would
undergo almost any amount of fatigue and hard
expended to
The amount of money that
ship.
it,

Woman and Beard. — If woman were

beard?
am
develop
to shave would
sword's points with
person on this matter.

with

G. W. writes the following

I

it

a

a

pendulum, which would oscillate past the cen
long time, each passago being
shorter than the last until, obeying the law of
gravitation and the resistance of the atmosphere,
would come to a rest.
ter of gravity for

My Experience

|aj.

it

ball would,

if

as

were to be swung like

|fceg

a

line, and

it

by

a

it,

would act exactly
a

It

suspended

J.

a

were

?
S.

a

^ai

I

hole

is

C.
dress Editor of Sural Carolinian, Charleston,
He will put you In the way of finding just what
farm or plantation.
you want in the way of

I

a

in South Carolina. —

the desired information as to the price and lo

I

Piiilosopiiy. — Suppose

made from one surface, of the earth to the oppo
site, passing through the center, and a ball were
dropped from either side, would its motion be per
afwr many vibrations, finally
petual ? or would
stop at the center?

inspiration

cation of "lands for sale" in South Carolina, ad

Magnetism and Psychology. — Are

Magnetism, Mesmerism, and Psychology arts given
only to a gifted few, or can they be acquired by
any person by reading books on the subject ? also,
what books are the best ?
persons hav
Ans. We suppose all well-organized
ing strong nerve force and a strong will can bring
others less strong than themselves under the mag
The "Library of Mesmerism"
netic influence.
contains everything that is valuable on the sub
ject, and also instructions how to proceed in the
It may be obtained from this office, in
matter.
one large volume ; price by mail, J4.

a

a

Inspiration. — What

Am. The influence of the spirit of God on the
human mind.

I

of lame persons, and we with others once suppos
We think now wc can
ed it limbered the joints.
The oil may tend to soften the skin and
tell how.
open the pores, and with the powerful and longcontinued rubbing the obstructed circulation is
" joint is limbered." Lini
promoted and the
ments, so often praised, produce the good they
perform in the same way. If one would do the
same rubbing, attended by the roasting before the
fire that was part of the prescription, the lame
joint or sore muscle would receive the same ben
Oil really limbers the joints of machinery
efit.
without the rubbing, but not the joints of men.

claim to one by forming
permanent partnership
man so endowed as to supply the needs of
with
both.

I

Oleaginous. — Does the application
If so, how ?
Ana. It is an old custom to rub oil on the joints

of oil limber the joints ?

Ans.

one were to shave the forehead or the

nose three times

a

nails.

Ann.

[Junk,

if

large nails some would need ! Bruising or bend
ing the nails, especially if they be of a dry, stiff
They may be
nature, will produce white spots.
caused by some constitutional condition of the

hairs, and

a

If

lies
dlcated white lies, we were not informed.
on the finger-nails, how
d\d really show themselves
soon would gloves become fashionable, and what

if
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subscriber and

writes us from Vermont of
little
unpleasant experience suffered in New Hampshire
not long since. He says
must relate for your benefit an incident which
short time ago. A certain clergy
witnessed
village
man was holding forth to the people of
not far from our town, and was picturing out the
difference between true and false religion. After
vivid picture of false religion, he
having drawn
religion as Fowler
said, ''Or, in other words, such
You may im
and Wells teach in their writings."
agine how that sonnded in my cars, after having
circulated your writings in the neighborhood.
felt at the time very much like " speaking in
said then, and
meeting," and
say now, that
was
took my Journals arid lent them,
libel.
number
to
read
them, and
and asked the people
did so, and were satisfied that the man was talking
trust the
about that of which he knew nothing.
even in the
coming when such ignorance,
day
pulpit, will not be met with.
Was there ever new idea advanced, before or
since the Christian era, that has not been opposed
Were not the Apostlee persecuted, and most of
them put to death, because of their teachings
Was not Dr. Gall exiled from Austria by the
and supersti
because of their ignorance
priests
tion? Have we not been for thirty years doing
our best to throw light on dark and prejudiced
Do
Have we not made real progress
minds
not all intelligent men and women in America ac
Should
cept the general principles of Phrenology
Wells be held responsible to-day for what Fowler
Before
may have said or written years ago
denouncing from the pulpit or the press, would
clergyman
not be kindly, just, and Christian in
writer to know the facts whereof he affirms?
or
We are charitable enough to suppose that those
who chorgc us with infidelity do so ignorantly, and
In cither case, we forgive them.
without malice.
a

Physiognomical Sign of Friendship.

— In allusion to this
lady correspondent writes
earnestly, as follows
" In my own experience
have learned to dis
trust the friendship, the sincerity of just those per
In
sons in whom
have found this sign largest.
set down in my own mind as sure indi
deed,
when very decidedly mark
cation of lUcntfulncss
Per
ed, of decided and incurable untruthfulness.

"Forgivk Them." A

correspondent

?

is

I

;

I

a

;

I

I

I

I

a

I

I

My appetite was
good during this time, but my food did not taste
good, everything ate, excepting tart or acidulous
food, tasted flat and insipid.
My month and
tongue had become so saturated with the juice of
that all the delightful sensibilities of
tobacco,
now began to fully realize
taste were blunted.
The excessive use of tobacco was
my position.
destroying me. The very moment that the truth
broke upon me that my consumptive tendencies
were attributable to tobacco, that very moment
resolution to resign its use forever.
did breathe
commenced on the 7th of June to five without
On that day
actually suffered
the vile weed.
was compelled to moisten my mouth and
pain
burn
throat with water every half hour, or else
kept my
ing thirst would make me miserable.
resolution, however, and the next day felt decid
the thirst was lessened, my food
edly better
tasted better, and hopes of the future made mc
Each succeeding day found
cheerful and happy.
me gradually improving, and now months having
have gained several pounds in weight,
passed,
my respiration has improved, my complexion
better, my strength augmented, and my condition
has occasioned encouraging remarks from friends.

foot forward,' and keeping everything at all unfa
vorable to themselves in the background,
and go
through life trying to act
character,' and that
character much better than they are entitled to.
" Commend me to the fine, frank-lipped ones
who never need prepare to pucker when the door
bell rings.
know lady well who
always vex
one of her children puts her,to the trouble
ed
of fixing her mouth for nothing by
mischiev
ous pull at the bell-knob.
" Now, my dear sir, how shall account for this
seeming discrepancy between scientific investiga
tion and my own experience?
noticed this
about three years ago, and since then have given
particular attention to marked cases that have
come under my observation."
[Is not this counterfeiting of the indication an
indirect proof of its genuineness
They who
" put ou " the expression must appreciate its im
portance in social intercourse.]

a

sive pain would cross my chest.

the kiss that goeth before betrayal.
These indi
viduals have
special fatuity in putting the best

is

a

I

a

had dread ap
assume
serious appearance, and
that consumption was planting its
prehensions
fatal seeds in my organism.
My breath came short
sort of aching oppres
and quick, and frequently
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sons with this sign are apt to be extremely demon
strative in their professions of friendship, ardent
even, are usually much given to kissing, but

I

•

a

I

a

it,

gratify this appetite must have been considerable,
and I think sufficient to keep me well clothed.
" Now to explain why I have renounced its use.
About three years ago I discovered that my health
was not just what it should be. I was troubled
witli a defective memory, an unnatural thirst for
So thin did
water, and became greatly emaciated.
I become that I felt awkward and nervous when
ever I walked alone in the streets, imagining that
every one was looking at me and making remarks
In the spring of 1870 my
upon my appearance.
symptoms attained an alarming stage ; then I be
came aware that my lungs were affected, but I had
not the remotest idea that it was anything serious.
I rnado the attempt to quit using tobacco, but the
Firmness being
attempt was an inglorious failure.
I
a rather deficient phrenological characteristic,
and then and
determined, however, to cultivate
was
resolution to that effect.
there made
furthermore encouraged by reading in your excel
lent JotrnxAi.
short article in rhyme entitled
The True Hero.'
" On tho first of June my symptoms began to

BUREAU.

a

OUR

1871.]
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Letter from a Chinaman. —

dents in our last November class will remember

Stu

Lee
Sing, the polite and obliging Chinaman who loan
ed us the use of his smoothly-shaved head as a
Business called him to California last
specimen.
January, where he now awaits shipments of goods
We copy
from Canton, China, his native place.
a letter which we have received from him, as a
curiosity, for the entertainment of our readers.
The spelling is generally correct, the penmanship
excellent, but the composition peculiar.

Wells — My

San Francisco, Cal.

I

Dear Sir :
would respect
fully tell you we have very pleasant to rido on the
trains; and have fire, every things on each trains;
my wife and me are feeling very well ; we saw all
places, hills, on mountains, that look are very
pretty Indeed on the rail road and have seen good
many of the Indian men and women on the way
or In the hills sitting under the bushes to make a
Are, warm themselves, and we have saw good deal
of the countries on tho way side.
Wc have seen three times the rail road through
the mountains that looks are very dark, it is very
would like tell you all can.
stranger to us ; and
We are very much please to you and your wife,
and we never forgot you, and wc hope God will
give you excellent health ; my wife and me give
nil regard to you and your wife, nnd I like to write
to you any time to inform you about any news.
I wrote to my father in China to send me some
handsome
and first class of the Chinese goods
such as fans and mandarin's ladies
beautiful
things tootli powders, and any other things, and
as 60on as
received the goods from my father,
and I would send you some ; as soon as you re
ceived my letter please write me an answer and
like to hear from you.
Please let me go to the No. 341 Broadway Street,
the Erie Pacitlc Freight Office to inquire about
my trunk ; the man there and said the freight from
New York to Snn Francisco eighteen days, but
now is very near one month my trunks not come
yet, please "go and tell the office what was the mat
ter whether not send to me or lost it, and
want
my trunk come before our Chinese new year, but
our happy about nine days more my shoe and every
things arc in the trunk and would like you do it
for mo this time ; please delivery immediately to
see the office man 341 Broadway Erie Freight
Office If it lost or not.
like to know when it
come — please send me an answer right off.
S. R.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Very respectfully yours,

lee sing.

[We had hoped, and still hopo, that Lee Sing
will perfect his knowledge of Phrenology and be
come a teacher of its truth and utility among the
hundred millions in the Flowery Kingdom. Lee
Sing's wife, Choy, is a bright and really beautiful
creature of about twenty-five years, very kindly,
Wc hope to hear more of
devotional, and loving.
them.]

Who Leads. — The World newspaper
us the following

compliment, nnd at the
Wc quote:
" The Phrenological Journal continues un
improved in its scientific character, and hardly
needs improvement in its publication department.
It will be remembered that last month wc pointed
out the evident mistake which this ably managed
journal makes in dealing with the unscientific fri
volities of Phrenology as they are taught by the
Hecker and Fowler are
phrenologists of to-day.
not the legitimate successors of Gall and Sparspays

same time gives us some advice.

[Junk,

helm, and the theories of the bump-feelers
are not
legitimate deductions from the observations
of
these eminent scholars.
Their true successors aro
men like Bain aud Herbert Spencer, and If the
Phrenological Journal wishes to be as useful
as it is successful and able in its management, it
will devote itself to the teaching of their philoso
phy, and not to the farrago which monthly burdens
its space.'"

We thank the World for its frankness, and beg
to 6tatc in reply, that the Journal docs not pro
" follow " anybody.
It proposes to lead.
pose to
Wc hope to count the World among its constitu
ents, when it shall place politics on higher than
mere party grounds. We propose to apply science
to the selection and appointment of men best
Wc want men of in
adapted to particular places.
tegrity and capacity to fill places of honor and of
trust, — not drunken, pothouse, gambling politi
cians who disgust all decent men, and disgrace the
very name of our republic. No ; wc would weed
out these culprits and put them in restraint, under
proper tutelage, until they should be fitted for
freedom.
Will the World join us in this most use
ful work ? It is our intention to have a general
supervision over all the various public interests,
and to point out to the public who arc best fitted
for the press, the pulpit, the scalpel, and the bar ;
so also to have a due regard for teachers, treasur
ers, legislators, statesmen, keepers of prisons, etc.
A Phrenologist to follow the lead of fallible
men I Not much.
We look at men and at meas
ures from the topmost standpoint, and take the
measure of all I

SOMETHING ABOUT LlMERICK, IRELAND.
— A friend of the Journal writes from Ireland on
this interesting old city ;
Limerick stands on the Shannon, which divides
the city into the Irish nnd the English town.
These are connected by four bridges, one of which
is a draw-bridge, and considered
one of the most
nearly faultless of its class in existence.
Limerick,
since tho time of William III., is sometimes called
" The City of the Violated Treaty," that monarch
having failed In his attempt to toko it by force,
succeeded
by a treaty, which he shortly after
broke.
This treaty was drawn up on a stone that
is exhibited on a monument standing in the city.
The far-famed Garryowen is a village in the sub
urbs, and Is remarkable among other things as tho
" Gar
birthplace of the Colleen Bawn. The term
"
"
"
Is
and
Owen's
Irish,
signifies
garden
ryowen
— a place that was once the Central Park of Limer
ick. It flourished and it faded ; its glories are now
hardly remembered " by tho oldest Inhabitant."
It is not perhaps generally known that the play
entitled the " Colleen Bawn" Is a dramatized ver
" The Collegians," written
sion of a work entitled
by Gerald Griffin, who was a native of this city.
Limerick may be taken as a true specimen of one
marked characteristic of Irish society — extremes
— extremes of poverty and wealth, Ignorance and
intelligence. The beggar In rags can be met with
by the side of the lady In silk.

our mentorial bureau.

1871.]

The number of beautiful and cultivated women
to be found in Ireland in general, and Limerick in
particular, is a source of surprise to Americans,
■who arc accustomed
to see but a low type of fe
male organization in the emigrant class.
Since
my arrival in this country, I have 6ecn in villages
women who would grace any court or society.
Limerick possesses much accommodation
for
shipping. It has handsome stone quays and a
floating dock. The latter is used chiefly for re
pairing purposes by the steamers that ply between
Liverpool, London, Glasgow, and Limerick. There
arc fifteen churches in the city, ten of which are
are
Roman Catholic. The principal monuments
three,— one of which is dedicated to O'Conncll, a
second to Lord Montcaglc, and the third to a
young man, a son of Lord Clare, who fell at Balaklava.

The Irish jaunting-car on which we rode from
(called here station) to the hotel, was
drawn by a testy little pony which had an aversion
to traveling up h\}l. Whenever he came to one,
he attempted to travel crab fashion.
Finding that
experiment unsuccessful, he indulged in a series
of kicks aimed at the shins of the driver, who
dodged the strokes with an agility indicative of
much experience in the driving of that class of
horses.
With an equanimity truly commendable,
the driver endeavored to calm the ire of the animal,
but the latter showed a determination not to be
pacified on any account.
However, after much
wheedling, ho was induced to move at a slow pace,
which the driver feared to quicken, lest the crab
p. r.
system would be resumed.
the depot

jtitttntn ^otues.
There is a kind qf physiognomy in the titles of books
no less than in the faces of men, by which a skillful ob
server will know as well what to expectfrom the one as
the other.—Butler.

Minnesota

;

Its Character and Climate.

Likewise Sketches of other Resorts Favorable
to Invalids; together with Copious Notes on
Health ; also Hints to Tourists and Emigrants.
By Ledyard Bill, author of " A Winter in Flor
ida," etc. One vol., ISmo; pp. 207; cloth.
Price, $1 25. New York : Wood & Holbrook.
Mr. Bill is a careful observer, and takcB practical
views of life. He has traveled for an object —
information, recreation, health ; and he has re
corded just that kind of knowledge which every
one will be glad to possess.
Hero are the head
ings of some of the chapters : Leading Character
istics of the 8tate ; The Upper Mississippi River
Towns ; St. Paul ; Climate ; Consumption ; Causes
of Consumption ; Hints to Invalids and Others ;
Where to Go and What to 8ce and Expect ; Duluth ; The Northern Pacific Railroad ; Other Cli
mates than Minnesota. Every tourist, emigrant,
or invalid should have a copy.
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The Sermons of Henry Ward Beecher, in Plymouth Church, Brooklyn.
batim Reports by T.

J.

Eltinwood.

Pulpit," Fourth Series: March,

From

Ver
" Plymouth

1870— Septem

1870. One vol., octavo; pp. 456; cloth.
Price, $2 50. New York : J. B. Ford & Co.
In his preface Mr. Beeeher says: "There are
of neighborhoods without churches,
thousands
and with but occasional preaching ; there is many
a village whose church is without a pastor, in
which these sermons am read. In many instances,
and some of especial Interest, the services of the
sanctuary have been kept up in the absence of a
pastor by the reading of these sermons, and the
have grown from Sunday to Sun
congregations
No better comment may be given with
day."
reference to the value of this and similar volumes.
The subjects of this series of discourses are as
follows :
Borrowing Trouble ; Witnessing for Christ ; Dosiring and Choosing: Spiritual Stnmbling-Blocks ;
Beauty ; All Hail ; Night and Darkness ; The True
Economy of Living ; Law of Hereditary Influence ;
The True Religion ; The Ideal of Christian Expe
rience; Observance of the Lord's Day; Sympathy
of the Divine Spirit; Conflicts of the Christian
Life; Earthly Immortality; Merchant Clerks of
our Cities; Moral Constitution of Man; Follow
Thou Me; War; Patience; My Yoke is Easy;
Fiery Darts; Testimony Against Evil; The Dan
ger of Tampering with Sin ; The Christian Life a
New Life ; Conceit.
There is real encouragement
and comfort in
these sermons.
The reader is not oppressed with
doleful, sepulchral wailings, as from a
dreadful,
dyspeptic and hopeless spirit, but he is strength
ened with healthful utterances and aspirations.
ber,

The Homeopathic Domestic Medicine.

By Joseph Lanrie, M.D. Edited and revised,
with numerous Important Additions, and tho
Introduction of the New Remedies,
and a
Repertory, by Robert J. M'Clatchey, M.D.
First American from the Twenty-first English
edition. One vol., octavo; pp. 1034; morocco,
cloth sides, leather gilt back, very substantially
bound.
Price, $5.
New York: Boericke &
Tafel.
May be ordered from this office.
Disciples of Hahnemann in America will rejoice
in the republication, from the twenty-first English
edition, of this great work. It is nearly the same
to the homeopathic physician what Webster's
Unabridged Dictionary is to the English-speaking
race of men.
It is "the whole thing" — a com
plete list of all the medicines prescribed for every
disease.
Every known symptom and disease is
and Its proper remedy named.
Were
described,
it not that physicians are expected to study care
fully each Individual case submitted to them, we
should be tempted to call this work the lazy
physician's vade mecum. No adequate description
can be given of the work in a brief notice. It
would require pages to describe it. Suffice it to
say, it is the most complete work of this school
of medicine published.

The Book-Worm

is the title

of

a

small monthly sheet, published at $1 a year, at
the College Book Store, New Haven, Ct.
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Three

Succkssful

Crouch.

81 50.

Girls.

By Julia

One vol., 12mo ; pp. 382; cloth.
New York : Hurd & Houghton.

A story of

three

sisters ; one was

literature, another to art,
Their trials, reverses, and
icled, and the history is,
sands of other aspiring

Price,

Inclined to

and the third to music.
successes are duly chron

no doubt, that of thou
natures.
Here are the

:

contents

Washing-Day; Against the Tide; In the Or
chard; Good-bye; In New York; Advertising;
Plymouth Church ; Sundry Matters ; The Lone
Little Widow; Dark Clouds; A Sacri (ice for Prin
ciple; A Taste of Fashionable Life; After the
Ball; The Night Before Christmas; Christmas
Day; Hopes and Fears; A New Employment and
a New Acquaintance ; Charity ; The Old Story ; A
Mary's Letter; The Revival;
Disappointment;
Hopo and Pence ; Two Letters ; After Seven
Years; The Gold Medal ; At Home.
These subjects aro all treated in that natural sort
of way that inclines one to listen to the end. The
book will prove encouraging to all who read it.

The Queen's
Stories.

By

and Other
Revenge;
Wilkic Collins, author of " No

Name," etc. One vol., octavo; pp. 230; paper.
Price, 75 cts. Philadelphia: T. B. Peterson &
Brothers.
the usual love-making, romance, crime,
the author gives a day's bill of fare of an

Besides
etc.,

English woman " who is much too ladylike for
one in her station in life." ncre it is :
7 a.m. Breakfast — tea, toast, half-quartern loaf,
butter, eggs, bacon.
9.30 a.m. First morning snack — a glass of pale
sherry, and a plate of mixed biscuits.
11 a.m. Second morning snack — a basin of beef
tea, and a tumbler of brandy and water.
12.45 r.M. Dinner — a roast loi» and mashed
potatoes ; with dinner, ale, spiced and warmed ;
after dinner, a tumbler of hot gin and water.
3 p.m. Afternoon snack — a glass of pale sherry,
and a plate of mixed biscuits.

4.30. Tea and muffins.
7. Evening snack — stewed cheese, toast, and a
tumbler of brandy and water.
9. Supper— nice juicy steak, and two glasses of
becr.
Second course — stewed cheese, and a tum
bler of gin and water.

If

it

be objected

that this is only the extrava

gant statement of a novelist, and that it is far from
the truth, we reply, the lives of some are so gross
and sensual, that if the real truth were told of
them It would scarcely

Hesperia.

be believed.

By Cora

One
S. V. Tappan.
Price, $1 75. [No
pp." 235; cloth.

vol., 12mo;
publisher.]
If a painter, sculptor, or composer puts himself
into his picture, statue, or music, so an author
puts himself into his book.
In the volume before
us we have the poetical, imaginative, lively, loving,
emotional, impressive nature of the ethereal Cora
Scott Tappan, in this her book.
She deifies the
old Indian chiefs, and sings pcans to great rivers;
she exalts all she touches or breathes upon.
It
Is a singularly interesting work— echo of the au
thor's spirit.

[June,

Money in the Garden.

A Vegetable

Manual, prepared with a View to Profit.
By
P. T. Quinn. One vol., 12mo; pp. 268; cloth.
Price, $1 50. New York: Tribune Association.
"Money in the Garden," of course there is;
and Americans will some day find it out.
Mr.
Quinn, successor of Prof. J. J. Mapes, has re
duced gardening
to method — science, — and has
put some of his practical knowledge on the sub
ject into this handsome hand-book. Let all men
and all women, all boys and all girls, read it for
their edification and profit.

How He Did It.

By Miss Eliza A.

Dupuy, author of "Why Did He Marry Her?"
etc.
Price,
One vol., 12mo;
pp. 450; cloth.
Philadelphia: T. B.
$1 75, or $1 50 in paper.
Peterson & Brothers.
The story opens with an " assassination,"
and
closes with " the plotters foiled."
It is an excit
ing Southern romance, the characters figuring in
it arc among the former "F. F. V.'s, and all
are heroic, vindictive, loving, jealous, or treacher
ous, like all other human beings.
Some readers
will not go to sleep with this story unfinished.
But, is it healthy ?

Cruel As the Grave.

By

Mrs. E. D.

E. N. Southworth, author of " The Haunted
Homestead," etc.
One vol., 12mo;
pp. 372;
cloth. Price, SI 75. Paper, $1 50. Philadel
phia : T. B. Peterson & Brothers.
Of course this is a love story, — the thirty-third
or the thirty-fourth — by the same prolific writer.

In this,

jealousy, haunted houses, ghosts,
Of the lovers she says,
" Their love was like the lava flood
That burns in Etna's breast of flame."
Rather "inordinate" for health, was it not? but
love,

etc., figure prominently.

so

it

ran.

'

The Duel between France and Ger

many, with its Lesson to Civilization.
Lecture
12mo ; paper.
by Charles Sumner.
Price, 50
cents.
Boston : Lee & Shcpard.

Young orators who must have an example, may
look to Mr. Sumner as the American Cicero.
In
him they will find classical speech with humano
and reformatory sentiment.
As to the correctness
of his judgment at all times, opinions will differ,
but as to his speeches, lectin cs, and orations, they
This " Duel " is no
arc regarded by all as models.
Read it In the elegant style of Lee &
exception.
Shcpard.

Zell's

Porui.AR

Encyclopedia

and

Universal Dictionary. Fifty cents a nunfber.
Price, complcto in two volumes, plain, $32 ;
sheep, $34; half turkey, $36 50. Philadelphia:
T. Elwood Zell.
We have received from the publisher the last
The
five numbers—which complete the volume.
ever pub
work is one of the best encyclopedias
lished. A person with good memory could obtain
a pretty substantial education through a careful
study of it The publisher says a supplementary
number of this work will be Issued annually.
Orders may be sent to this office.

Our mentobial bureau.
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The Story of My Life.

By Hans

Christian Andersen, author of " The Improvisatore," "Wonder Stories Told for Children,"
etc.
Now first translated into English, and con* tainlng
Chapters additional to those published
in the Danish Edition, bringing the narrative
down to the Odense Festival of 1867. Author's
Edition.
One vol., 12mo;
pp. 570; cloth.
New York : Hurd & Houghton.
Here we have it. This most popular of all the
modern Danish writers gives us the story of his
life — including the pedigree of his progenitors — in
that familiar colloquial style which interests and
Nor is this story merely enter
holds the reader.
Without being
taining, it is very instructive.
sectarian or dogmatic, it is full of good counsel,
given in acceptable language.
Every young man
should read it.

Gutenberg,

and the

Art of Printing.

By Emily C. Pearson, author of " Ruth's Sacri
fice," " The Poor White," etc. One vol., 12mo ;
Boston : Noyes,
pp. 202 ; cloth. Price, $2.
Holmes & Co. For sale by Felt & Co., New

York

city.

This is one of the most exquisitely published
works of the season. Nor is it less worthy in a
The whole thing is most
literary point of view.
creditable.
Authors, printers, and publishers alike
will give generous praise to writer and publishers.
All who have anything to do with types or with
printing should read this most instructive history
of the "art preservative of all art."
It brings
the subject down to the year 1871, showing the
progress which has been made in printing.

The People's Magazine.

New Series.
Octavo; pp. 64; monthly. Price, $.1 a year, 25
cents a copy.
New York: Messrs.
Pott &
Amery.
Contents of the April number: A Steadfast
Woman ; Notes Touching Migration ; The Census ;
To San Francisco and Back ; On the Study of Eng
lish History ; Small-Pox Before and Aftor the In
troduction of Vaccination : The Stability of Ships ;
Weather Wisdom ; The Gallery of Battles ; Emi
gration; Some Anniversaries in April; On Camel
and Horseback.; Easter Eggs ; The Faults of the
Earth; Gardening; Poetry ; Short Notices of New
Books; Miscellany.
We commend this as one
of the best — as it is among the cheapest — maga
zines now published.

Let it have a place in every

family.

The Three Guardsmen; or, the Three

Mousquctaircs. By Alexander Dumas, author
of "Memoirs of a Physician," etc. One vol.,
octavo ; pp. 2:!9 ; paper, 75 ceuts.
Philadelphia :
T. B. Peterson & Brothers.
Frenchmen can talk. This one, as Is well known,
could write. The book runs on with his fun,
froth, or fury, and leadB you into the mazes of
mystery, passion, and excitement which proffer
neither rest of body nor peace of mind.

Twenty Years After.

Second Series

of " The Three Guardsmen." One vol., octavo ;
pp. 280 ; paper.
Price, 75 cents. Same author
and publishers.

Saint Louis

435

the Future Great

City of

the World.
Illustrated with a Map. By L. U.
Keavis. One vol., octavo ; pp. 106 ; paper.
50 eta.

Without reference to " removing the capital,"
will find much useful information in
this document; and men of the East need not
hesitate as to where to buy farms after reading
" The Future Great City of tho World.
the reader

The Moral Duty of Total Abstinence.
A

Sermon on God's Law on the Body and His
Law in the Book. By Rev. Theodore L. Cuylcr.
12mo ; pp. 23 ; paper, 15 cents.
New York :
National Temperance Society.
If any one is in doubt on
Clear and emphatic.
the question as to whether to driuk or not to drink,
let him read this.

Journal of Microscopy.

American

Devoted to the Elucidation of Scientific and
Popular Microscopy. E. M. Hall, M.D., editor.
Monthly; octavo; pp. 82; $2 per year, or 25
cents per number.
Chicago: G. Mead & Co.,
publishers ; 8. R. Wells, New York.
The revela
A very creditable commencement.
tions made In Physiology by the microscope are
of equal if not superior importance to those made
We wish the best
in Astronomy by the telescope.
Subscriptions
success to this worthy enterprise.

will

be received at this office.

Eaton's New Method

for the Cor

net. One vol., quarto; pp. 81; boards; $1 50.
Boston : Oliver Ditson <feCo.
If one would excel in drawing, painting, music,
law, medicine, or divinity, he must study the best
Cornet-players have
authors, and then practice.
here a new method, which it will be well for them
to examine.

The Wonders of Engraving.

By

Duplessis. Illustrated witli Thirty-four
Engravings. One vol., 12mo; pp. 338; cloth;
$1 50. New York : Charles Seribner & Co.
All engravers will be glad to have this history
of the art. No better work than this can be put
into the hands of the apprentice, while students
in art will find it moBt convenient and instructive.
George

The Gas Consumer's Guide:

a HandBook of Instruction on the Proper Management
Economical Use of Gas, with a Full
and
Description of Gas-Mctcrs, and Directions for
Ascertaining the Consumption by Meter; On
Ventilation, etc.
One vol., 12mo ; pp. 148;
cloth. Price, $1. Boston : Alexander Moore.
Tells the reader how to make it, how to use it,
In short, it Is
and not waste it, best burners, etc.
"
Just what it claims to be, viz., The Gas Consum
er's Guide."

Guilt

and

Innocence.

By

Marie

Sophie Schwartz. Translated from the Swedish
One vol.,
by Sclma Borg and Marie A. Brown.
octavo; pp. 294; paper; $1. Boston: Leo <&
Shepard.
Of all the

"light literature " of

the day, that of
this Swedish writer may bo pronounced among
The lan
the most interesting and least injurious.
guage is chaste, the sentiment elevated, and the

Phrenological Journal.
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Annual Report

The publishers display
well drawn.
excellent taste and good judgment in bringing out
the series in so cheap and becoming a style.

op thb
First
Board of Directors of tub Manhattan Eve
and Ear Hospital, New York.
Chartered Maj

Diary

5th, 1809; location, 233 East 34th

characters

op

the Besieged Residents in

Paris. Reprinted from the London Daily News,
One
with several new Letters, and Preface.
Price, 60 cents.
vol., octavo; pp. 131; paper.
New York : Harper <fcBrothers.

A succinct and lucid description of life in Paris
during the war, by a member of Parliament. It is
a history in brief of the most interesting and ex
citing events of the present century.

Fenton's Quest. A Novel. . By M. E.
"

Braddon, author of Aurora Floyd," etc. With
Illustrations.
One vol., octavo; pp.161; paper.
Price, 50 cents. New York : Harper & Brothers.
No. 358 of the Library of Select Novels. This is
one of those " true-lovc-never-did-run-smooth "
stories, and will prove sufficiently exciting for the
most abnormal imagination.

Motherless;

or,

a

Parisian

Family.

From the French of Madame Guizot de Witt.
By the Author of "John Halifax, Gentleman."
For Girls in their Teens.
With Illustrations.
One vol., 12mo; pp. 253; cloth.
Price, $150.
New York : Harper & Brothers.
Girls and young women may learn many useful
lessons by the reading of this pleasantly written
work. It is nicely published, and in form for
preservation.

The American Agricultural Annual,

1871. A Farmer's Year Book, Exhibiting recent
Progress in Agricultural Theory and Practice,
Illus
and a Guide to present and future labors.
trated.
Jiuio ; pp. 152 ; paper, 50 cents ; cloth,
75 cents.

"Better

late than never," and, indeed, we may
ever before.
The book is richly

say better than

worth twice its cost, and shonld be read by every
body.

The Hun and Coachmaker's

Maga

zine, Vol. 13. Monthly, large quarto, pp. 28.
Price, $3 a year. George W. Houghton, editor,
Boston, Mass.
This is a large quarto, printed on fine-toned
paper, illustrated with cuts of carriages, and is in
tended to meet the wants of all parties connected
with the trad^f •

Speech of Hon. Timothy O. Howe, of

Wisconsin, in the Senate of the United States,
March 27th and 28th, 1871, on San Domingo.
Washington : Rives & Bailey.
This is a review and reply to Mr. Sumner's late

speech ou the same subject.

Sights

A-Foot.

By Wilkie

Collins,

author of "The Stolen Mask," etc. One vol.,
octavo; pp. 135; paper; 50 cents.
Philadel
phia: T. B. Peterson & Brothers.
human na
This author evidently understands
ture, and knowB how to touch the hearts of his
renders.
Ho stirs up the passions, excites the
sympathies, and leads one on and on from earth to
wonderland, and back again.

Street.
This
hospital has neither asked for nor received money
from the State or other public treasuries, but has
been sustained by gifts from the benevolent
and
from such indoor patients as have paid in full or
in part for treatment and maintenance.
The num
ber of patients treated between October 15th, 1869,
and December 1st, 1870, was, for maladies of the
eye, 1,227, of the ear, 430, surgical operations, 60.
Of these there were several very interesting cures.
Address Drs. Agncw, Loring, or Roosa, 233 East
34th Street, New York.

Harry Lorrequer — with His

Confes

By Charles Lever, author of "Con Cregan," etc. One vol., octavo; pp. 402; paper,
75 cents.
Philadelphia:
T. B. Peterson &
Brothers.
sions.

This once jolly, rollicking Irishman has become
like a ponderous rotund alderman ; and having
had a " large experience," he gives us the benefit
of it in this " Harry Lorrequer, with His — own—
Confessions."

Jack Hinton —The
vol., octavo; pp. 400;
author and publishers.

The Black Tulip.

Guardsman.
paper,

One

75 cents.

Same

A Novel.

By

Alexander Dumas, author of " Monte Christo,
etc.
One vol., octavo; pp. 119; paper.
Price,
50 cts.
Same publishers.

Charles O'Malley,

the Irish Dragoon.

By Charles Lever, author of " Arthur O'teary,"
etc.
Complete and unabridged.
One vol., oc
tavo ; pp. 324 ; paper.
Price, 75 cts.
Same
publishers.

The Administrations

of the United

States, with a Brief Summary of Events, and
Other Valuable Information.
Compiled by ilL
C. Spaulding. 12mo; pp. 100; paper.
Price,
cents.
twenty-five
Convenient, useful, multum inpano."

The American Builder,

a Journal ot
Art, a first-class monthly, edited and published
by Charles D. Lakey, in Chicago, 111., at $5 a
year.
Single numbers, 35 cents.

All who intend to build any 60rt of a
it of brick, stone, or wood, should

house, bo
read

tho

American Builder.

The New York Republican

title

is the

of a new political weekly recently commcnacd in this city, edited by A. J. Duganne, and
published at $3 a year. Address, P. O. Box 2206,
New York. It is an administration paper, and will
support the Republican party.

Directory of

the Furniture, Cabinet-

ware, Upholstery, and Piano Manufacturers and
Published by J. Arthurs Murphy Sc
Dealers.
Co., Mercantile and Statistical Agency, 111 Nas
sau Street, New York.
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" Qxiconque a une
trop haute idee de la force et de la justesse de ses raisonncinens

pour sc

croire oblige de les soumettre a une experience mille et mille fois repetce, ne perfectionnera
jamais la physiologie du cerveau." — Gall.
"

I

regard Phrenology

as the

only system of mental philosophy which can te

said

to indi

cate, with anything like clearness and precision, man's mixed moral and intellectual nature, and
as the only

guide short of revelation

for educating him in harmony

being of power; with his wants, as a creature of necessity;

with

his faculties, as a

and with his duties, as an agent

responsible to his Maker and amenable to the laws declared by the all-wise Providence." —

John Bell, M.D.
" To Phrenology
i inductive
ma)' be justly conceded the grand merit of having forcec
method of inquiry into mental philosophy, and thus laid the permanent founda 'ons of a true
mental science." — Encyclopedia Britannia), 8th Edition.
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AUDUBONIAJJA.
BY REV.

Hudson River, in the enjoyment of ripe
old age, the artist who, during the years from

contained in the original edition of John James
" Birds of America."
His name
Robert Havell, and naturally he
full of rcm-

1887 to 1834, engraved and colored

plates

iniscence and anecdote of the great ornitholo-

the

is

Audubon's

is

JL

is

a

rr^HERE

EDWARD OUIRRRT.

now living at Tarrytown, on the

Phrenological Journal.

6

I

gat with him for some hours one even
gist
ing, not a long while ago, and gathered from
him the interesting " ana," which we subjoin.
John James Audubon was born in Louisiana,
about the year 1782. He was of French de
scent, and giving early evidence of remarkable

genius, his parents determined to send him to
Paris to be educated. When but a child he
was passionately fond of birds and animals.

A

rare specimen of either he would pursue
with much of the eagerness that marked his
While in Paris he attended the
after-years.
schools of natural history and art, and took
lessons in drawing from the celebrated master,
He returned to America in his eight

David.

eenth year, and settled down to a farmer's life
near Philadelphia.
It was while thus engaged
that he began the series of sketches that event
" The
ually developed into his greatest work,
Birds of America."
Here he was married and
his eldest child was born.
After the lapse of some years his desire for
the wilds of the then far West led him to re
to what was the wilderness of Ken
At first he engaged in commerce, but
tucky.
his natural bent soon led him to observe and
sketch the objects which afterward were to
make him illustrious.
About this time, when
move

he wits but an amateur in ornithological
stu
dies, he met the then famous Wilson at Louis
ville, who was procuring subscribers for hfe
work upon the same topic. He called on Au
dubon and asked him to add his name to the
list A comparison of his work with that
which Audubon had already performed so af
fected Wilson, that though Audubon showed
him every attention and kindness while he

stayed in Louisville, he did

not return

his

friendship with any degree of warmth, but re
corded in his diary, when he departed, that
" literature or art had not a friend in the
place."

In

1811

Audubon forsook commerce and
sought the bayous of Florida, where he spent a
number of years in adding to his collection.

In

1834

to Philadelphia,
and
from thenco journeyed to New York, where
his productions were received with great ap
After a further sojourn among the
plause.
pathless forests of the Northwest, he determined
to visit Europe, in order that the materials he
bad been accumulating with such self-denying
he

returned

toil might be given to the world.
In 1826 he sailed for England, where he was
cordially received. " The hearts of all warmed
toward Audubon," says Professor Wilson, " who
were capable of conceiving the difficulties,
dangers, and sacrifices that must have been en
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countered, endured, and overcome before ge
nius could have embodied these, the glory of
its innumerable triumphs.
The man himself is
just what you would expect from his produc
tions — full of fine enthusiasm and intelligence,
most interesting in his looks and manners, a
perfect gentleman, and esteemed by all who
know him for the simplicity and frankness of
his nature." Throwing himself into his work
with ardor, he developed his plans of publica
tion. His friends pointed out the madness of
the project, but
he afterward wrote, "My
heart was nerved, and my reliance on that
Power on whom all must depend brought
bright anticipations of success."
Kit North was one who could well appreci
ate such a great-hearted man as Audubon.
In
Blackwood's Magazine for January, 1835, he
gives the following account of a visit the natu
ralist made to Edinburgh :
" We were
sitting one night, lately, all alone
by ourselves, almost unconsciously eying the
fire without flame, in the many-visioned grate,
but at times aware of the symbols and emblems
there beautifully built up of the ongoings of
human life, when a knocking, not loud but
resolute, came to the front door, followed by
the rustling thrill of the bell-wire, and then by
a tinkling far below, too gentle to waken the
house that continued to enjoy the undisturbed
dream of its repose.
At first we supposed U
might be but some late home-going knighterrant from a feast of shells, in a mood ' be

tween malice and true-love,' seeking to disquiet
the slumbers of Old Christopher, in expectation
of seeing his night-cap (which he never wears)

popped out of the window, and of hearing his
voice (of which he is chary in the open air)
simulating a scold upon the audacious sleepbreaker.
So we benevolently laid back our
head on our easy-chair and pursued our specu
lations on the state of affairs in general — and
more particularly on the floundering fall of

that inexplicable people — the Whigs.
We had
wondering, and of our wondering found
no end, what could have been their chief rea
sons for committing suicide. It appeared a
case of very singular felo-de-se — for they had so
been

'
timed the ' rash act as to excite strong suspi
cions in the public mind that his Majesty had
committed murder.
Circumstances, however,
had soon come to light that proved to demon
stration that the wretched Ministry had laid
violent hands on itself, and effected its purpose
by strangulation. * * *
" But the
knocking would not leave the
door— and listening to its character, we wera
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assured that it came from the fist of a friend,
who saw light through the chinks of the shut
ter, and knew, moreover, that we never put on
the shroud of death's pleasant brother, sleep, till
'
ae wee short hour ayont the twal,' and often
not till earliest cock-crow,

which chanticleer

utters somewhat drowsily and then replaces
his head beneath his wing, supported on one
side by a partlct, ou the other by a hen. 80
we gathered up our slippered feet from the rug,
lamp in hand stalked along the lobbies, un
chained and unlocked the oak which our faith
ful night-porter Somnus had sported — and lo !
a figure muffled up

in

a cloak, and furred

like
into the hall,

a Russ, who advanced familiarly
extended both hands, and then embracing us,
bade God bless us, and pronounced, with some
what of a foreign accent, the name in which

we and the world rejoice — Christopher North !
We were not slow in returning the hug frater
'
nal, for who was it but the American Woods
'

'

man !'—even Audubon

himself- fresh from the
Floridas, and breathing of the pure air of faroff Labrador I * * *
"

It was quite a Noctes. Audubon told us—
by snatches — all his travels, history, with many
an anecdote interspersed of the dwellers among
the woods — bird, beast, and man.
" All this and more he told us, with a cheer
ful voice and animated
hours

eyes,

while the dusky

were noiselessly wheeling

the chariot

of Night along the star-losing sky ; and we too
had something to tell him of our own homeloving obscurity, not ungladdcned by studies
sweet in the forest — till Dawn yoked her dap
pled coursers for one single slow stage, and
then jocund Morn leaping up on the box, took
the ribbons in her rosy fingers, and, after a
dram of dew, blew her bugle, and drove like
blazes right on toward the gates of Day."
When Audubon first arrived in the English
metropolis the greatest obstacle in the way of
his success was the lack of a competent artist
to reproduce his sketches. Of engravers there
were plenty, but no one of them would venture

Mr.
to undertake a work of such magnitude.
Havell at this time had acquired a goodly rep
utation as a lino engraver and colorer, and
Audubon having called upon him urged him to
lake the drawing of the Baltimore oriole and
see what he could

do with

it In

two weeks

the copy was finished and laid before the nat
uralist.
He examined it carefully, and then
with great animation began to dance about the
" The jig is
room, exclaiming, gleefully,
up, the

jig

is up!"

The artist supposed he was dis
pleased with the result, and with some feeling

1

asked whether he was satisfied or not Audu
bon replied, " Your copy is so well done that
can not tell the one from the other."
From

I

that time the entire work was intrusted to Mr.
Havell's charge.
Audubon when In Edinburgh wore his hair
He took much pleasure in its
in long ringlets.
luxuriance;
but his friends insisted that the
outre appearance it gave him would affect him
unpleasantly in London, and that, he must
therefore cut it off. It was not until the day
before his departure that he yielded the point
and submitted to the barber.

When shorn, the

effect upon him was so great that he shut him

self up for hours, and only found consolation
in the following obituary notice which he
entered upon his journal :
"

Edinburoh, March IS, 1837.
day my hair was sacrificed, and the will of
God usurped bj the wishes of Man.
"As the barber clipped my locks rapidly, It re
minded me of the horrible times of the French Revo
lution, when the same operation was performed upon
all the victims murdered by the guillotine.
My heart
johx 1. audubom."
sank low.

"This

The margin 'of the sheet is painted black,
nearly three-quarters of an inch all around, as
if he desired by the breadth of the lines to ex
press his sorrow.
The expense attendant upon the engraving
of the drawings was great, and Mr. Havell was
to pay the wages of the artists em
Sixty pounds ster
ployed by him promptly.
ling at this time were due, and Audubon was
not only penniless, but was also in debt to a
obliged

In this strait he was gratified by a visit
Sir Thomas Lawrence.
It was nine
o'clock in the morning when he first came.
He looked at Beveral of the drawings of quad
friend.
from

rupeds and birds, and then told their owner
that if he would remain at home for a few
hours he would bring him some purchasers.
Before twelve o'clock he returned with a couple

of gentlemen, who were

so pleased with what
"
they saw that they purchased the Otter in the
"
"
Trap and a Group of Rabbits," for which
they paid, respectively, twenty and fifteen sov

Thus this financial
ereigns — $100 and $75.
strait was providentially provided for.
Though the labor attendant upon the filling
"
up of the subscription list for the Birds of
America," and the raising of the funds neces
sary as it went through the press was wearying
in the extreme, Audubon never allowed his

spirits or his faith in his ultimate success to
flag. The theater was his delight at this time.
Thither he went at frequent intervals, always
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accompanied by a few choice friends. He sat
in the lower tier, where, while the play was
not going on, he kept all around him convulsed

with laughter by his lively sallies.

[Juxt,

he found and purchased, after a long search, a
beautiful pet spaniel. The day he brought it
to his studio he asked the brother of Mr. Havell to come to him as a particular favor at four

On September 1st, 1828, Audubon quitted
Here he met Baron Cuvier,

o'clock the next morning.
Punctually at the
hour named the lad was in attendance, when

the naturalist, who introduced him to the Acad
emy of Sciences, and delivered a report before
it explanatory and descriptive of the American
Therein
he said:
backwoodsman's
labors.
"
Formerly' European naturalists had to make

as he stood outside the door Audubon pointed
to a string which was hanging out of the key
hole, and bade him as soon as the door was shut
"
to
pull the string tight, and not let go. The

London for Paris.

known her treasures to America ; but now her
Mitchells, Harlows, and Charles Bonapartes
have repaid with interest the debt which she
owed to Europe. The history of the American
birds by Wilson already equals in elegance our
most beautiful works in ornithology, and if
ever that of Audubon be completed, it will
have to be confessed that in magnificence of
execution the Old World is surpassed by the

New." When the publication of "The Birds
of America" was finished, the Baron declared
it to be " the most splendid monument which
art has erected to ornithology,
and that it
placed the name of its author first in the list of
those who have illustrated this beautiful branch
of natural history."
During this visit to Paris, Audubon was in
vited to the Palais

Royale to exhibit the con
to the Duke of Orleans,
afterward Louis Philippe.
On this occasion
his Royal Highness was very affable, and after
having carefully examined the different draw
ings and conversed about America, ended by
tents

of his portfolio

adding his name to the liet of subscribers.
While in London our naturalist painted a
great deal upon canvas. It was his custom to
go to the market and buy a specimen of the quad
ruped or bird he desired to copy, if he could
"
get it It was while painting his famous
Eagle
and the Lamb," that he had a veritable dead
lamb before him in his studio. As it was early
summer, and the weather was hot, it was not
long before the carcass began to smell unpleas
antly. One morning two visitors, Earl Ravensford and Lord Viscount Milton, were announ
ced.
After looking at the various paintings,

lad obeyed, and forthwith heard a violent strug
gle inside which made his heart sick. When
the door again opened he saw that the spaniel
was strangled, and pinned while yet warm into
the position the naturalist had determined upon
beforehand for it.

Audubon was a splendid shot. It is safe to
say that no one of his countrymen ever excelled
him. After he had painted steadily, he was
accustomed to refresh himself by setting up a
mark made of copper plate in the yard and
shooting at it with an air-gun or a pistol.
Snuffing out a candle with a ball was a feat
he performed without ever meeting with a
failure.
His success in bringing down his
game in the woods is thus accounted for.
Until Audubon went to London he never
saw a telescope. Mr. Havell owned a fine one,
and showed it to him one day. He put it to
his eye, and, filled with astonishment at the
effects
it produced, exclaimed,
marvelous
" Bless me !
can see the other end of Oxford

I

Street, a mile and a half off 1 You must let me
have this glass until come back from Amer

I

ica."

He was

so charmed

with its usefulness

that he never would relinquish it afterward.
Audubon
always spoke with deep feeling
about the loss he sustained at the village of
Henderson, in Kentucky. Having business in
Philadelphia, he packed his sketches, the ac
cumulation of many years of patient toil, in a
wooden box, and left them at Henderson in the
care of a friend. After an absence of several
months he returned, and his first visit was to
the box which contained his treasures.
It was
opened ; but to his dismay he found that a pair
of Norway rats had taken possession, and

they paused for some moments before that of
the " Eagle and the Lamb." Gazing at it at
" This is a
tentively his lordship exclaimed,
most wonderful picture; it not only reminds you
of a lamb, but," adding a strong expletive, " it
smells like one also." He did not know the

had reared a young family among the gnawed
bits of paper which but a few months before had
represented nearly a thousand inhabitants of
the air. Molten fire seemed to pass through

defunct and unsavory original was hidden be
hind a discarded canvas near by.
When Audubon was about to begin the large
" Pheasants and the
picture of the
Spaniel,"

take up his gun and drawing materials, and go
forth into the woods again.
It required three
years of hard labor before the loss was repaired.
Sidney Smith was Audubon's ideal of a pul

his brain, and days passed like days of oblivion.
His natural vigor, however, soon led him to
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pit orator. He often recurred to a sermon he
" It
heard liim preach in London.
was," he

of the first volume

g

in

the Edinburgh New

Philosophical Journal of April, 1831, the writer
" The
says :
plates are extremely beautiful ;
Mr.
nothing more perfect could be desired.

said, " a Sermon to me. Oh, what soul there
must be in the body of that famous man !
and sweet
■what a mingling of energetic
thoughts ! what a fount of goodness there
must be within him t He made me smile, and

Havell has evidently mastered his subject, and
is worthy of being associated with the great
American naturalist in the production of the

he made me think more deeply perhaps than
had ever before in my life."
The original edition of " The Birds of Amer
"
ica is now rarely met with, except in public
libraries.
Quite recently two thousand dollars

most splendid monument that has yet been rais
ed to ornithology."
In the fourth volume Au
dubon named a new species of bird he discov
ered " Havell's Fern," and in his Biography he
" I
says :
give this bird this name because 1

I

were offered in vain for a copy. Without doubt
much of its success was due to the admirable
skill of Mr. Havell. At the close of a review

consider Hie individual on whom I confer the
honor is more deserving of it than many to
whom similar compliments have been paid."

"MAN'S PLACE IN NATURE."
BY R. T. TBAIX, M.D.

MAN
not
being.

is not a

" higher

an animal at all.

animal."

He is

The line of demarkation

He

iB

a human

between the

vegetable and the animal kingdom is much
less difficult to find than is the chasm which
Indeed,
separates humanity from animals.
in our present state of knowledge, it is im
possible to determine whether certain living
are plants or animals; and this
difficulty is increasing rather than diminish
ing with the developments of science. But
the distinction between man and the highest
animals is clear and unquestionable
in the
light of correct premises. It is true, however,
that if we compare the lowest of human
beings — the Bushmen, for example, with the
highest of the animals — the gorilla, the dis
tinction is not so apparent ; but a closer
investigation will show that even here the
difference is in kind, not in degree.
The doctrine of " Protoplasm " as taught
" Origin of
by Huxley, and the theory of the
" as
Species
propounded by Darwin, are not
in any manner involved in this discussion,
" mixed" with it in all the
though strangely

organisms

controversies

which

I

and disputations on the subject
Nor is the
read or heard.

have

question of a future life, nor of the immortal
ity of the soul, nor of the immortality of the
person (soul and body) affected by the con
clusion that man is or is not a higher animal.

Each of these problems must stand or fall
on its own independent merits, and should
be discussed in the light of its intrinsic

evidence alone.
The exact truth of any
proposition, however, which is worthy of our
attention, is worth ascertaining if we can ;
for every truth that we possess is in some
sense or measure a guide to all other truth.
I am of the opinion that much of the con
fusion

that prevails among scientists, and
most of the contention between religionists,
with regard to man's place in Nature, come
from a misuse of words.

Books are written
on the " Descent of Man ; " learned lecturers
discuss

this proposition,

so

humiliating

to

human pride, on the philosophical platform ;
the Christian minister, in his pulpit, expresses
his repugnance to a problem so revolting to
the dignity of human nature ; erudite editors

criticise the startling dogma that man has
descended from the ape, and that his great
grandfather was a bear, without being able
to decide it. No wonder that the being

"created

a

little lower than the angels," —

the only being who "walks erect witli face
to Heaven," —feels indignant on
upturned
being

It is
accused of such relationship.
to have descended from Adam.

bad enough

" In Adam's fall we sinned all," is a proverb
which, though no better for our present con
dition and future prospects, is very much more
consoling

to our self-respect than the idea of

having come down from the animals below us.
But, fortunately for the possible harmony
of all the conflicting creeds, nobody means
All mean just the contrary
what he is saying.
of what they say. They all mean the ascent
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of

man.

This is precisely what they are all
under

the misnomer,

descent

[July,

in vital properties, and in mental powers.
And whether God operates by general or by
special laws, or both (and what
special to
our comprehension
may lie general in the
Divine mind), in the work of formation
in
the development of plants, vegetables, ani

of
How can a higher animal descend from
a lower?
How could man have descended
But why
from the creatures below him ?
mind the words so long as the ideas are
mals, and human beings, may be
correct ? What harm in calling a man a
very
proper question to discuss, to understand if
monkey if we do not mean it ? Then do not
we can, to entertain different opinions about
The world has
say it. Words are things.
but certainly
had a hundred quarrels about words to one
very poor question to
In all scien
quarrel over. In either case God (or Chance,
quarrel it has had about ideas.
if there be an Atheist who prefers this word)
tific problems (and better if on all subjects)
just as great and good, and man's place
men should say just what they mean, and no
and relations the same.
technical term or phrase should be employed
In neither case has
man " descended " from the lower animals
without meaning, or ambiguously.
in neither case has he any other relation to
The question in issue is simply a law or
the animal than the animal has to the plant,
plan of development ; and nothing ever
and the plant to the earth, and the earth to
develops descendingly. Thc^cnn "descent"
the nebulas of surrounding space.
is well enough as applied to the offspring of
Formation means construction.
It means
parents of the same species, but applied to a
the combination of simple elements into com
superior animal or higher species, it is utterly
And what matters
so far as any
absurd.
pounds, the aggregation of the compounds
into more complex bodies, and the grouping
fundamental principle in religion or philoso
of these into still more complicated arrange
concerned, whether the Creator has
phy
ments.
This
the order of nature from the
developed the myriads of living organisms
minutest microscopic organism to man. And
to the operation of general or
according
if there
or
to be, on this earth or else
universal laws which are a part of Himself
and inhere in the very constitution of the
where, beings higher than man (not developed
human beings, but other beings), that supe
or .whether He has produced the
universe
millions of species by as many specific crea
riority must consist in the superaddition of
His great
tive acts or special providences?
organs and powers which man does not
ness, His goodnecs, His power, His wisdom,
possess, jus^ as he has organs and powers
which no animals are endowed with.
His glory are in no manner compromised by
We can not, however, conceive of any
either theory
nor
the duty or destiny of
the created in any manner affected by one
bodily organ or mental power which we do
not possess.
Why should we
We have no
theory or the other.
" Genesis and geology," after
bitter con
There may be in
organs of recognition.
troversy, seem to all the parties concerned to
surrounding
space airs, gases, or ethers, or
elements more refined than any which our
have fraternized satisfactorily.
Religionists
discussing

a

is

is

as

to time.

Why not

?

apply the same principle of interpretation —
the laws of Nature — to the origin and devel
opment of plants, animals, and man on the
Burface of the earth
The higher includes the leaver.
Each
successive production of living organisms em
bodies all that precedes in organic structures,

and these may bo the

communication

"

" and man. And when
this
tering angels
mortal shall put on immortality," this maimer
or mode of communication,

this " etherium,"

may be understood, and we be enabled there
by, to
greater extent than in the present

" see as we are seen."
form, to

The theory
It
sufficiently plausible.
something to
study, to investigate, but nothing to fight
is

nite and immaterial

of

between the Infi
nite and His creatures, and between " minis
media

a

as meaning periods of formation or develop
ment of the earth's structure, wholly indefi

senses can appreciate

is

and scientists now agree that the Mosaic rec
ord and geological data—" the Book of Revela
tion and the Book of Nature " — are perfectly
reconcilable.
The " six days " are explained

;

a

?

is

;

?

is,

is

is

it,

;

is

it

;

a

;

is

man.

about.
The pursuit of knowledge on all
subjects ought to associate mankind in closer
bonds of brotherhood, instead of separating
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them into bickering factions and persecuting
denominations.

All truth is God's truth

I

that man is distinguished from
1, Size of Intellectual Brain ;
2, Erectitude of Bodily Position ; 8, Special
Mental Powers.
Brain. — In
1. Size of Intellectual
claim

by,

the brains

comparing

of

the different

races

of men, ethnologists have generally over
Size,
looked one fact of prime importance.
being a measure of power, they have been
content to weigh or measure the whole mass
of brain, and thereon predicate an estimate
of the intellectual as well as the mental
But the higher human beings are
capacity.
distinguished from the lower, not so much by
the greater development of the mind organ
as by the greater

as a whole,

language, the recognitions by the
of his relations to external objects
through the media of the brain and special
senses ; whereas organic perceptivity or vital
instinct is the recognition, by the bodily or
gans, of their relations to things in contact
with the body.
This explanation makes the
distinction between vitality and mentality
broad and clear.
The functions of the brain — thought and feel
ing — require a larger amount of blood than
scientific

;

and God is Truth as well as Love.
animals

11

proportionate

of the moral and intellectual
portions of it. The savage tribes of the
human family may have a moss of brain
substance nearly equal to that o'f many
civilized persons whose moral and intellect
ual powers are tenfold
And as
greater.
culture improves quality of brain vastly more
development

person

any others pertaining to the human organism
in order to be well sustained ; hence no part

of the body is so abundantly supplied with
blood-vessels as is the brain. Physiologically,
the brain is the nearest organ to the heart,
and hence, in all states of disturbed circula
Were the
tion, is more liable to congestion.
human head adjusted horizontally in relation
to the body, one of two things would happen :
man would be able to think and feel only as
the animals do, or his brain would soon
so
overloaded
with accumulated
blood that he would become practically semiidiotic. We all know how readily indiges
tion, constipation, liver complaint, and nu

become

it augments size, the enlightened Cau
casian, with the same measurement of brain
externally, may have immensely greater men

merous other ailments, occasion determination

tal power in the reasoning and moral organs
than mere Size would indicate.
The Austra
lian or African in his native wilds, or " Lo,
the poor Indian," in his wilderness home,
may have superior
(in size and activity)
" ani
powers in the self-relative organs and

cases, apoplexy

keep in mind the regions in which the brainThe quality,
organs are most developed.
also, of the brain-structure, as influenced by
education and training, should be constantly
regarded ; for the affectuous mind, as well as
the intellectual, may attain a degree of energy
vastly disproportioned to mere size.
op Bodily Position. —
2. Erectitude

Uprightness seems to be a necessity to man,
growing out of his moral and intellectual
The brain thinkt and feeh.
endowments.
The processes of thinking and feeling are, in

guide us to or from the objects we should
seek or avoid, and the moral organs are to
direct our thoughts and feelings to something
beyond us and above us.
But while the arguments to be derived
from size of brain and from upright bodily
position are only presumptive that man is
not an animal, that of special superadditions
to the mental organs
think, conclusive.

Special Brain

Organs. —These

arc

Ani
Hope, Ideality, and Conscientiousness.
mals do not possess these organs, nor any ru
diments

of them.

This assertion,

it

We should, therefore, in
powers.
brains with regard to size always

I

intellectual
comparing

and death.

In the order of nature, those organs of the
brain which relate to the mere bodily func
tions, all of which may be summed up in the
word nutrition, are located nearest to the
vital structures over which they preside.
The moral organs are placed at the top-head
or crown, and the intellectual faculties in
front.
Whether this arrangement is the re
sult of accident or design, it is both beautiful
The intellectual organs are to
and useful.

is,

mal propensities."
A human being may have
a large brain as a whole, possess powerful
domestic, selfish, and reproductive
passions,
and yet be very feeble in social, moral, and

of blood to the brain, with consequent head
aches, dizziness, congestion, and, in extreme

8.

than

may bo
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objected,

is basing

the whole

argument

on

Phrenology, and compelling the acceptance of
that doctrine as a condition precedent to the
solution of the question in issue. Not at all.
Throw Phrenology away if you please : reject
it if you can, and our position is not dam
aged. Whether distinct portions of the brain
exercise distinct mental functions, or whether
the brain as a whole performs all the mental
processes, is immaterial so far as our argu
ment is concerned. There are various mental
powers,

And

if

and they are exercised tomeahere.
the human brain, or the human per

certain mental powers which
no animal has any rudiment of, then man is a
different being.
He differs not in degree, as

son, manifests

differs from another in a more
highly developed state of the same organs,
but in hind, in having other organs. And

one animal

now,

if

the phrenological

evidence to be de-

rivod from the development of those portions
of the brain where the teachers of that sci
ence, or that system of Mental Philosophy,
have located Hope, Ideality, and Conscien
tiousness, is entirely discarded, we have only
to refer to the nature and history of man and
animals —-to Natural History — for conclusive

proof of our position.
Animals do not manifest in any of their
actions any recognition of wants beyond those
of the season. Unlike human beings, they are
not altering, inventing, changing, improving,
from generation to generation.
They never
improve on their predecessors.
They never
make provision for future years, much less
for future ages. They never act, so far as we
can discover, in view of a life beyond the
They do not accumulate for their off
grave.
spring ; they lay up no treasures, neither on
earth nor in heaven, so far as we can under
The disposition to improve upon or
stand.
deviate from the ways of parents and in
structors is peculiarly human ; and this dis
position, under the influence of education, is
without limit. But, with animals, no kind
nor degree of education can induce them to
manifest any interest in, nor any thoughts or
feelings concerning a life beyond the present,
or beyond the existing season.
I do not forget that it may be said of hu
man beings that, in the early and crude states
of society, and in conditions of extreme deg
radation and ignorance, they manifest very
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if any knowledge of or regard for a
future state of existence, a future generation,
little

or even another season.
Admit that, in this
respect, they are actually on a level with the
brutes that perish, and what does it prove t

Nothing only that they are not educated —
not developed.
But they are susceptible of
this education, while brutes are not.
As the religious element is inherent in the
human being (and the organs of Hope, Ideal
ity, and Conscientiousness constitute his re
ligious nature), the most ignorant can readily
be taught to believe in God and immortality.
Indeed, there was scarcely a tribe of savages
ever known on the earth, if there was ever a
" leading men " had not
single one, whose
attained to some notion and some faith in a
"
Supreme Being, and in a" happy land be
"
valley of the shadow of death."
yond the
And the great fact that stands out conspicu
ously on every page of human history is this :
just as man in all ages and in all places has
become educated, no matter under what sys
tem of religion or plan of government, his
recognition of a Supreme Being and his hope
of a future life have been correspondingly
The untutored savage may rec
developed.
ognize the existence of superior beings, spir
The enlightened mind invari
its, or gods.
a plurality of
ably, instead of recognizing
a
each
over
particular de
presiding
gods,
partment of nature and controlling its phe
nomena, recognizes only one Supreme Being,
who rules the entire universe.

It

has long been taught that instinct is the

attribute of animals, while man, the
higher animal, is distinguished by the pos
session of reason.
This is a most pernicious
error. It leads men to despise or ignore their
special

and then deprave and pervert
Here again, as everywhere, the greater
Man has all the instincts
includes the less.
own instincts,

them.

of all of the animals, and, indeed, of all the
vegetables — of everything below him in the
scale of being.
Vegetables have all the vital
properties that animals have; and the higher
animals possess, rudimentarily at least, all
the mental powers that man does, with tli£
Some ani
exception of the religious group.
The
mals can reason to a limited extent.
elephant, the horse, and the dog can trace
the relations of cause and effect, and this is
reasoning.

But they can not go beyond

a
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proposition or principle. They can
the relations of several facts as
they constitute a principle, but they can not
the relations of principles to
comprehend
single

understand
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Human beings have them and
philosophies.
need them to seek onward and look upward

each other ; hence, they can not philosophize.
They can not conceive of a system or a sci

and ever. Without this capacity a
law of progress is impossible and inconceiv
able. With the ability to trace facts to prin
ciples, principles to sciences, sciences to sys

this ability is peculiarly human.
Animals that do not alter or improve from
age to age have no need of sciences, systems,

man de
tems, and systems to philosophies,
monstrates the law of unlimited development
and of eternal progression.

ence ;

A

RULE

forever

FOE EDITORS — WHAT THEY

SHOULp

BE.

strength of a people may always be
measured by the character of

tion unless he could first pass the scrutinizing
criticisms of the most learned boards of judges.

This condition is true upon the
plainest and easiest principles of mind.
The
mind is a power which absolutely controls the
movements, forces, and efforts of the entire
human machinery.
Whatever qualities, either
of strength or of weakness, may be found in

The commercial character of the press in
our own country, and, to a certain extent, in
every country, docs not comprehend the value

any part of the multiplied and varied indus
tries and arrangements of a people may be
traced distinctly to the bulk, body, and qualities
of their minds. There can not be a doubt of
this. It is too manifest to even require the

to

This being

so

certainly true, and no departure from the
operation of the rule being possible, we are
largely interested at all times in having a class
of public teachers whose machinery will have
force enough in it to expand the- human intel

To the extent to which we may cultivate
such a system will our strength as a people
be largely found to be rated.
The mind is

lect.

.the center of all the other forces, and upon
its healthful culture will depend the develop
ment of all other forces.
This rule makes
a necessity for none but the best minds as
teachers. It is a subject of national interest,
and of importance enough to command the
attention of Governments — not in the sense of
prescribing a. censorship for the press, but only
in the sense of securing, through the operation

of the law, none but the best talent for editorial
It should, in every country, be a
positions.
"
privilege of license," such is its importance,
and no man should be allowed to fill the posi

developed
literature,

through
whether

their intelligence;

and a

political or social, which

panders, as does ours too much, to the vitiated
tastes of a people, will enervate their minds
and weaken their bodies to a degree of which
the common

mind has very little conception.
use of intelligence shows that

This dangerous
it ought not to

be held as a commercial com
modity, to be fashioned according to the tastes
of the largest number who make a demand for

but that
should rather (according to some
system which will support such
use) be used
instrumentality of the minds
as an improving
of the masses, who by our press are now un
derrated, and are furnished with
quality of
mental food below what their present mental
appetites really call for; this, too, under

a

a people.

mercial commodity at all, but rather as a some
thing as valuable as life itself.
Whatever is noble in a people must be

a

of the strength of

to suit the millions of the masses best.
Indeed,
looking to its aims and objects, and to its
primal value as an element and instrument of
strength, it should not be treated as a com

a

active qualities in the mind, with cer
tainty tends to the increase of the physical
strength of a people ; and whatever the most
certainly tends to weaken the mind, also the
most certainly tends to reduce the general mass
velop

be only a commercial
and
commodity,
therefore is not shaped of the highest quality,
but of that ordinary material which is supposed

wrong commercial system in literature which
has gone upon the principle of giving the
people nothing higher than the range of their
in every human
own minds, when there
is

plainest attempt at proving it The proposisition being then true, it necessarily follows
that whatever most healthfully tends to de

of the rule which we have here laid down. Ih
the rule upon which the press of this country,
particularly, is established, intelligence is held

it

their editors.

it,

THE
accurately

mind an aspiration for something above its in
These grave errors in dis
dividual status.
pensing the literature of the day could not
have occurred under any wholesome system

•
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which justly recognizes mind as tho center of
forces.
If the present supply of mental food is so
ordinary as to be below the mental range of

[Jdxt,

mass being, at one time, put in motion under
the same or a similar direction.
A general

the populace under the bad system which we
have had of giving them nothing higher than

mental movement of this character can only
of the press,
and hence the importance of having the entire
press, not only of a given country, but of the

their physical situation would seem to indicate
that they needed, what, we may inquire, would
have been the robust demand of their minds

world, under none but the ablest management
These are self-evident propositions ; but to
strengthen them let us consider more fully the

of anything is to be
compared to a large sum of the same thing.
The physical strength of the wise is not in their
the wise than a small sum

muscles alone, but equally and as legitimately
inventions.
This places them in

in their

It is a false
strength beyond the ignorant.
measure of human strength which does not
measure external appliances of strength as
well as the force of the muscles. This rule of
measurement gives an easy victory in strength
to the wise over the ignorant.
But the bodies
of the intelligent, taken in mass, will also ex

hibit superior strength over those of the ig
norant. This is so because spirit of the mind
begets spirit of the body ; and spirit of the
mind must depend for its strength very largely
on that steady culture and growth of the mind
which a daily exercise of it on the rational
productions of the press is sure to stimulate in
the whole vast school of the people.
"We know that healthful aliment for the mind
is food for the body. The brain, which is the
organ of the mind, feeds tho body, and its
capacity for doing must depend upon the
healthful condition of the brain itself.
The
Bcheme of the press, rightly managed, is the

greatest scheme for the improvement of the
universal mind that could be invented, for
through it the universal mind is brought, more
or less, into sympathy ; and under the system,
instead of an isolated and disconnected method
of improving the human mind being pursued
(as under other systems), we have the entire
mental mass in motion, under the same direction,
at one time. Every separate part of the mental

(such as is represented by each indi
vidual) acquires additional force by the entire

mass

dence in the brain, so much so, indeed, that
the intelligent phrenologist can much more
readily, even by a mere glance at a subject,
describe his physical condition than the intelli
of
gent physician, without the knowledge
Phrenology, could do it after the most careful
examination.
This is done upon the easy
principle that the brain is the intelligent part
of the human structure, and therefore is the
place to look for the conditions of the body.

The intelligent phrenologist having this easy
and certain guide can always tell what the
But
developments in the subject must be.
the physician,
without
the knowledge of
Phrenology, has no such guide ; he must grope
his way amid the dismal uncertainties of
tracing

diseases

by signs, and not by causes.
knows that the

The intelligent phrenologist

whole physical history and character is plainly
upon the brain, and that whatever is
written there will assuredly appear upon tho
body. He is not mistaken, then, about physical
conditions, for he has the sign of them in the
brain, which, through the external organs of
written

the brain, he knows so well how to read.
This brings us back again to the subject of
improving the body through the action of the
mind.
Phrenology having ascertained, as it
has, that all good and bad conditions of the
body are located primarily in the brain, and
that the brain, through the directions of the
mind, governs all of the operations"of the body,
natural science would readily suggest the brain
to go to for making improvements in the body.
There is not an organ of the brain that may
not be directly acted on and improved by being
fed with the sort of intelligence which is best
and each organ of the brain having
suited to

within itself

specific upward tendency,
not fed, or ministered to, by intelligence

if

their strength ?
So true is it that physical strength comes out
of wisdom, that the physical strength of the
ignorant is no more to be compared to that of

to the body. Phrenology, as a science, has al
ready established the close relations which
subsist between the mind and the body. Under
its teachings, there is not an organ or a function
of tho body which has not its full correspon

it

that

it,

to indicate

a

And
they needed ?
what, let us further inquire, would have been
the effect of the supply on their economies and

seem

relations of the mind to the body, and then we
will be but the hetter convinced that whatever
strengthens the mind will equally give strength

is

for mental food under a healthful system — con
tinued for the last fifty years even — which
would continuously have given their minds a
little more than their physical situations would

be procured through the operation
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such

corresponding part of the human body also de
teriorate and lose caste. These are philosophi
As
cal truths from which there is no escape.

and the need of the
readily affect the other
highest quality of food, and its improving
influences, for either organism,
sufficiently

the natural correspondence of this, those organs
of the mind which are stimulated and fed the
best on their natural food will grow the largest ;
and, equally, those structures of the human
body which depend upon them, will also, by
such treatment of the mind, grow the largest
and exhibit the greatest degree of strength.
None, we think, can now doubt the necessity
which there
physiologically considered, for

well known to justify us in declaiming against
that wasteful system in the press which
for
ever, by its vagrancy, scattering the forces of
our people and weakening their strength below

body also.

The

degrees

of additional physical strength to
— through

is

is

;

a

a

is

a

is

a

legislation against
by requiring all who
have the editorial management of the diversified
press to have the largest brains and the great
est knowledge.
Under such
system would
class of editors be dispensed with who are too
weak to know that each

mind

a

the brain, of the

normal mental and physical
canker upon the brain of
the people, and we ought to get rid of it
It
subject, as we have already stated, of national
importance enough to call for the strictest

a

of the brain, and, through

the standard of
manhood.
It

is

a

good healthful intelligence being disseminated
among the people through the press. It con
stitutes
very large share of the natural food

system as this systematizes matter and
mind, and shows plainly that they are disposed
toward each other in such connected groups
that what will affect the one will easily and

it,

is,

(which is its proper food) of the very highest
quality of that kind which is naturally suited
to its wants, will, in both force and quality, de
teriorate and lose caste, and through it will its

made more

be acquired by the increased strength

little
by feeding on something
stronger than itself, and that also with the in
creasing strength of the human mind would its
rapacity for mental food so increase as to swal

measurement in the matter. This will be ex
It
clusively the work of the phrenologist

low up the improved productions of the press
with
hundred-fold
more avidity than the
mawkish productions (for the most part) of to

depends, and combining
strength
the force of temperament, subtract
ing here on account of weakness of tempera
ment, and adding there on account of the

with

it

human

it it

a

So fully, after
strength of temperament
while, will Phrenology do its work, that we
risk nothing in saying that
will have a range
of mental metres by which will be able (by

;

a

the aid of little mathematical calculation) to
give the exact force of each mind and toody as
well (including in the calculation every element
of the strength of each, such, for the body, as
endurance, slow motion, quick motion, quality
of organism, etc. and for the mind correspond
ing activities and inactivities) by signs and

a

a

a

a

day are swallowed up with. In addition to this
substantial benefit, our people, under
form of
higher reading, would soon exhibit
plethoric
manhood of which we now have but little con
ception. All this interests Government, and
all the economies, both of business and society,
to their very centers.

Note. — In computation of all the life and
spirit that make up the different human com
binations, the essence and substance of each
will be found to differ very largely. Although
there are, in every human being, differences
which mark him from every other human
being, still the human family in their differ
a

not saying too much to say that even now the
amount of physical strength possessed by each
individual may be tolerably accurately stated
by the learned phrenologist by measuring the
power of those organs of the head upon which

are divided sufficiently into groups, or
peculiar types, for the intelligent phrenologist
to invent
suitable nomenclature for the various
types of the white race, we will say, and locate
each individual of that race in the type to which
ences

a

is

intelligence — of the mind, may be ascertained,
even with some degree of accuracy, by com
and mathematical
bining both mechanical

vigorous

Even in this race, the differences
considered, will be found to
So great, indeed, that
be very great.
proper
rule
measurement of human substance (by

would doubtless exhibit great discrepancies,
showing some persons in mental measure (giv
ing proper weight to each element that makes
up the human substance) to be many thousands
of metres beyond others.
The possibility of

which will fix with certainty the
lowest degrees of that substance)
rate members of the white race
degrees from each other — equal,

he belongs.

a

a

phrenologically

highest and
would sepa
great many
we will say

in refinement and strength, to fully one-half

oi

a

a

a

a

man's force in the
figures which will mark
range in every quality which he possesses, and
will give the general summing up of his human
Such
weight with precision.
range of metres
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what ought to make up the whole sura of a
natural human being. Or, in other words, such
a rule of measurement would show some to be
whole men and women, while others would be

jpeparfmeni
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only half men and women. Such a rule by the
phrenologist, in my opinion, is entirely practi
cable, and if judiciously applied would secure
most gratifying results.

of

f tologg,

of t
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THE LAST OF THE TASMAN1AKS.
BY JOHN P. JACKSON.
process of rooting out uncivilized tribes
and races, when these come in contact
with civilization, appears to be in most cases a
The work
necessity of human development
of destruction goes on nut only among our own
Indians, but in the South Sea Islands, and in

THE

The red Indian, once counted by
Australia.
millions over the length and
breadth of the North Amer
ican
found

continent,

can

now

of Bonwick's work, " The Last of the Tasma
nians; or, The Black War of Van Dieman's
Land," wherein the destruction of the race ia
recorded. It is a story of fearful horrors, and
we briefly re-narrate it in the following sketch,
presenting the portraits of two of the last repre
sentatives of an unfortunate people.

be

as a race only beyond

the Mississippi,

and his num

bers are decreasing year by
year by the rifle, by alcohol,

The
by disease, and warfare.
extinction of the aborigines
of New Zealand is rapidly
going on ; within thirty years
the natives of that country
reduced from a
have been
hundred and fifty thousand to
thousand ;
about thirty-five
and though many have now
into the

been in part brought

ways of civilized life, they are
But one of
still decreasing.
the most
fearful dramas in
the disappearance of the na
tives of any country is found
in the history of the natives

of .Tasmania,

or Van Dieman's Land, originally a race
or collection of tribes variously
estimated at from three to five
thousand souls.

By

the year

1804 this people had become

reduced to seven heads;

and
Tasjiakian Mas— " BonmoBOOLA Gha."
long ago, at a festival
When the island of Tasmania was first set
given in Hobant Town in honor of a new
tled by Europeans, several native tribes were
governor, the last male of this race appeared
found occupying distinct parts of the country,
upon the scene as a guest and curiosity, and
with him came three women, all of whom
all differing from each other in dialect and cus
not

liavs since died.

The man forms the subject

toms, but of a generally uniform

type, some-
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what allied to the Negritos of New Guinea.
The men were of small stature, from four and a
half to five feet in height, the women much
The color was a bluish black, the
smaller.

portion of their bones were packed in two
casks and sent to Port Jackson.
This butchery
on the brook near Rigdon commenced about

facial angle from seventy-five to eighty degrees,
the hair crisp and woolly, the
limbs lean and muscular, and the

The blacks had no spears."

whole

form

undeveloped

four

months

after our

arrival

in the

island.

and

repugnant. They stood very low
in the scale of humanity ; polyg
amy was tolerated ; the women
performed all the menial duties;
and though traces of rude huts
have been found, their usual shel

of
was only a break-wind
In summer they went
boughs.
entirely naked, at other times
made from
wearing coverings
the skins of the kangaroo and
ter

opossum, which formed also their

chief food. Cannibals they were
not; indeed, they appear origi
nally to have been extremely
Their
peaceful in character.
only weapons were the spear, and
waddy — a wooden club nearly a
yard in length, used, it is true,
now and then among themselves ;
but their early relations with the
settlers were always friendly, un
til the latter began to encroach
much upon their huntinggrounds, and abuse them in va
too

Admiral D'Entrerious ways.
castcaux, who visited Tasmania in 1792, and
Baudin, in 1802, praise the natives as "these
but
good-mannered and peaceful savages;"
when England began to throw her convicts
into the land, and these "civilized Christians"
come in contact with the "black heathens," a
system of brutality on the part of the former
called up revenge and retaliation in the latter,
the end of which was a settled hostility be
tween the two people.
The Tasmanian rooting-out drama began in
the year 1804, when, on the 3d of May, about
three hundred blacks, men, women, and chil
dren, who had been engaged in a kangaroo
hunt, approached in an entirely peaceful and
confidential manner a number of English sol
diers, who, without the slightest cause, opened
fire upon the unoflensive natives, killing a
An offi
number of both sexes and children.
cial investigation proved that the natives had
One of the sworn
done nothing at all hostile.
witnesses said at the time, " I can not exactly
A
say how many were killed and wounded.

Tasmanian

Woman.

This was the beginning of the drama. The
subsequent events resolve themselves into a
series of hostilities similar to those with which
we are familiar enough in America and else
where. That the blacks should take revenge
for their slaughtered relatives was a matter
of course,

and then the English demand
retribution.
Soldiers and convicts were
allowed full license in exterminating the na
ed

tives, and, when full of rum, considered a
"
as an excellent pas
raid upon the " niggers
time, and native women and girls were syste
matically abused.
True, the governor of the
island issued at various times decrees urging a
kindlier treatment of the aborigines, but they
were not respected.
Voices were heard now
and then appealing in behalf of the persecuted
The Ilobart Town Gazette wrote in

people.

1824: "Taken as a whole, the black aborig
ines of this colony are the most peaceable crea
tures on the face of the globe." But such

voices were isolated.
the kidnapping

of

The

abuse

the children,

of the women,
was Btill kept
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up, until at last the natives would no longer
visit the cities and villages of the settlers. The
"
were repeatedly taken away
picanninies"
from black mothers and forced into a kind of
Bonwick, himself an Englishman, is
slavery.
very severe on the colonists on this point, and
charges them with causing all the butcheries
"
that occurred in 1819. He says : The natives
would not and could not become slaves; nei
ther would they adopt the manner of life and
customs of the Europeans who robbed them of
their land. The mantle of civilization did not
suit them ; it was impossible for them to live
in towns and be deprived of their free life in

We came upon them like an evil
spirit, and our breath was destruction to them.
We destroyed their entire life. Yea, it is a
story of lamentation, and every side of it is
written with blood. More than once
have
the bush.

I

I

heard people say, ' If shoot a black, it is of no
shoot a bird
more importance than when
down from a tree.'
At that time it was com
mon enough to hear people say that they had

I

out so and so many 'black crows.'
People went hunting to shoot kangaroos and
such black crows. The publisher of a Welling
ton paper wrote : " We have heard many men
say themselves that they were accustomed to
rooted

go out on the hunt for blacks in order to pro
We have also heard
cure food for their dogs.
men say that they have given these poor crea
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of the various tribes should be removed to Tasman's Peninsula, away from the settled por
tions, among swamps and a climate raw and
This measure may at last have
unhealthy.
been an actual necessity in order to preserve
the lives of the settlers. The " driving " of
the natives was, however, a shameful affair,
and failed ridiculously.
A cordon, consisting
of a hundred and nineteen hunting parties, in
cluding nearly three thousand men, was formed,
extending across the whole island, gradually

" Captain
closing in toward the southeast
Bedford held divine service before the work
commenced, imploring God's blessing upon his
band, of which seven hundred and thirty-eight
were hardened convicts."
The plan failed, and
in the following year a builder of Hobart Town,
named Robinson, undertook to conciliate the
surviving remnants of the various tribes, with a
view to their removal to Flinders' Island, and
this he successfully accomplished after four or
five years' of patient self-denying labor. On
the 24th of October, 1833, the Government
ordered hostilities against the natives to cease.

But this act of humanity came too late. In
spite of all the care then bestowed upon the
unfortunate blacks, their numbers continued to
and in 1847 only forty-seven were
decrease,
found to be left In 1865 there were six rcmaiuing, but no children having been born
among them for many years, it became appar

tures poisoned brandy. It proved a bad policy
that in 1806 the convicts were allowed to go
free on the hunt ; this happened because a fam
ine prevailed at that time. At first they were

ent that the race would die out As we said
of our article, the last mole
representative appeared with three wives at a
festival held not many years ago in Hobart

well treated by the blacks, but they repaid
this hospitality with horrible misdeeds.' Mr.
1
West, a missionary, wrote : The wounded had
were cast
out;
knocked
children
their brains

Town in honor of

into the fire, the bayonet was driven into the
vital flesh ; the fire around which the aborigi
nes had peacefully encamped became for them

A paper of the 11th of June,
confessed that thousands of na
In
tives had been shot flown like wild beasts.
'
1826 the settlere and cattle-breeders swore that

a funeral pile.'
1836, openly

every hostile

black

should

be

shot

down."

And Bonwick goes on for a hundred and fifty
in this style, recounting the bloody
pages
drama.
We need not repeat more horrors. It is not
denied that the aborigines took at times fear
ful reprisals; and, it may be asked, what peo
ple would not ? Subsequently the work of ex
tinguishing the natives became legalized by
On the 15th of April,
Government decrees.
1829, the decree was issued that the remnants

at the beginning

a new governor.

They

are

now all dead !

The Tasmanians stood on a low scale of de
velopment, but somewhat higher than many
other natural peoples. They were more imita
tive than original, and led a simple life, being
content to provide for the wants of the day.
Their language was by no means rude, but
grammatical beauties and methodi
The faculties for figures and
cal turnings.
In both the physical
numbers were lacking.
and moral sense the Tasmanian boys and girls
formerly in the schools at Hobart Town ap
The family relation was regarded
pear well.
showed

comparatively

sacred ; they held the memory

of the dead in great reverence, carrying a bone
of the deceased continually about with them
The chief Manalagana used to
afterward.
wear the jawbone of his deceased friend hung
Their mechanical abilities
about his neck.
were but poorly developed ; the men used to
make their own weapons, and the women made

GOODNESS AND
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nets and baskets. Rude drawings of animals,
birds, and human beings have been found on
rocks and trees, and in 1831 G. A. Robinson
noticed on the west coast of the island figures
of men aud women, together with "remarkable
hieroglyphics," similar to the tokens of the In
Their language has
dian tribes of America.
been discovered

to be related to the Papuan

languages, which again, according to Logan's
researches, are connected with the languages
of the dark aborigines of India. It is some
what remarkable that Bonwick comes to the

in regard to the origin of the
Tasmanians as does Professor Peschel, both
taking the geological view of a great depression

same conclusion

lfl

GREATNESS.

of the land being necessary to bring about the
isolation of New Guinea, New Zealand, Tas
mania (Madagascar, Ceylon), and the Indian
Bonwick shows that the supersti
peninsula.
tions of the blacks of Tasmania correspond
with those of the dark Indian Autochthones ;
also that agriculture and cattle-breeding failed
in both. Peschel has made most interesting
studies on these and related peoples and prob
lems (in bis Neue Problemen), to which we must

refer any of our readers who feel further at
tracted to the subject. Our task is accom
plished in giving a brief survey of the history
of the remarkable race and the horrible drama

of its extinguishment

Domesticbipptuesi,thouonly bllu
Of p*radii* tint bu survivedtb* CellI
Tboaart tli* nurseof virtu*.

GOODNESS AND GREATNESS.
desire to be something more and dif
from what we are seems to be

preciate little more than the mere external of
The lower instincts live first in little
things.

in the human mind. We are all,
little, aspirants for distinction in
some form or other. Watch children at their
The leading spirits are almost always
play.
personating kings, or war chiefs, or some
other grand characters of whom they have
read.
One little boy I know, is strutting up
and down my front hall as I write, dragging
his father's dressing-gown
after him and
flourishing his battered sword, and crying,
"Give me another horse, bind up my wounds I "
and is for the time being the valiant Sing
Richard himself.

and among them the longing for
that vain greatness which flaunts its showy
regalia before wondering eyes is not the least
We can hope the desire for
prominent.
better will follow in its turn.
something
" First the blade, then the ear, and after that
the full corn in the ear " is the natural order

THEferent
inherent

big and

Napoleon Bonaparte is the grand central
figure around which the aspirations of boys
ideal of beauty or
ordinary girls.
Any

usually

cluster.

Some

fashion

contents

the

shape of moral greatness or goodness the lit
tle imitators rarely take as a model.
There
are any numbers

of General

Grants

making

grand charges on broomsticks under my win
dows daily ; most of the heroes of the late

war have passed in review there, but among
I have never seen an Abraham Lincoln
or a John Brown.
But we should not expect too much from
Their undeveloped natures can ap
children.
them

breasts;

of growth. The desire for greatness now,
Let their
the desire for goodness by-and-by.
little hearts have then, to their full, to-day,
what they

so

dote on, the strut,

the show ; to-morrow

we

the tinsel,

will look for

some

thing higher.
But shall we find it ? that is the question.
The love of goodness, I fear, is not indigenous
to all hearts.
Many of these children will
remain children all their lives through. We,
their teachers and guardians, are something
of children ourselves in this respect. We
prate enough' about goodness, Heaven knows.

We tell our little ones it is much better to be
good than great, but how can they believe it
when our actions so often contradict our
words ? They see plainly which of the two
we are trying to emulate.
Children have a
keener insight than we give them credit for ;
they catch the spirit of their elders in ways

Phrenological Journal.

it

I

I

!

I

i.

I I

:

it

I

I

entered

(I

use the

in an up
may be, to hear

(listening,

"the nations praising

it

per chamber

it

sat grandly indifferent

it

mansion

;

I

I

neuter gender with propriety think) descend
to welcome me as
entered the portal of its

far off"), while the

an air of deep
gloom and heaviness that sent an awful fore
boding to my heart. Others besides myself
spacious rooms beneath wore

were the guests of Greatness, and day after
day, like creatures that had lost their iden

tity, we wandered

about the grand, desolate
sur
gazing at the magnificent
roundings and at each other in mute dismay,
till the stately mirrors even took pity, and
apartments,

images of us in their depths,
and smote at last the fountain of laughter.
But we dared not make merry in the halls of

made fantastic

Greatness.

Servants

might be blind to dust

and disorder there, but not to the deportment
of guests under their charge. It was the din
ner hour when we felt this Greatness to be

Then we circled round
of awe, and with downdropped heads and frozen tongues paid
Not an arm's length divided
silent homage.
me from
then, but twice the length of the
Atlantic might have intervened as to any
touch of nature between to make us kin. We
were to this Greatness but bo much muscle,
bone, and blood, endowed with breath, and

most insupportable.

in

species

it

a

pitiable spectacle was that when
the possessor of one of the grandest intellects
this country ever saw wrapped his greatness
about him like a mantle, and turned his face
from liberty, freedom, justice,
right, and
looked only to the future aggrandizement of
self
What a contrast to this figure was one
other who, forgetting himself in the welfare
of the many, by one heroic act of goodness
became the inspiration of coming time, and
could, with half the country hooting at his
back, walk cheerfully from his prison to the
But do not care to discuss here
scaffold
any particular aspect of either of these two
wish to say
opposite forms of greatness;
only a few words about that kind which can
with
be sought as an end, and contrast
that simple form of goodness which has never
yet become of much value in the eyes of the
world.

tion that crept over me the moment
It did not deign to

its domains.

woe to the presumptuous wretch who should
dare open her mouth to prove us anything
more

About this time exchanged jocose lctten
with one who had my whereabouts under her
"
especial direction, and in one she said,
from
Greatness
to
Good
want you to go now
Good
ness, the change will bo so refreshing.

I

from

?

For who ever received
can appease'.
greatness the full measure of his desire
What

only comfort being, strange as
may appear,
the adulation of the world
despised. Nev
er shall
forget the chilling sense of desola

I

a

is

;

is

it

it,

so persist

a

in seeming to
undervalue
goodness when we know that
goodness and not greatness is the strength of
the world ! Are our eyes so blinded with
gazing at the sun that we can not see the
beauty of the flowers at our feet ? What can
be the secret of this strange fascination which
greatness has for us 1 We can not explain it
We
to our own consciences.
satisfactorily
see what greatness gives sometimes to the
few who are so unfortunate as to attain to
to
and
does not seem to us cquivalant
what they have been forced to give in ex
It not happiness surely nothing
change.
of that sweet satisfaction of duty done, of
to ennoble the
good accomplished, that
world as well as themselves. It confers noth
ing more than a feverish sense of triumph,
which quickly enough gives place to wretch
ed discontent which no further emolument
why we

it

I wonder

vited to visit
certain Greatness, who had
achieved
distinction by sacrificing
what
seemed to me pretty much all that makes life
It lived in isolated grandeur, its
desirable.
it

the older listeners.

sleep under the same roof, and be subjected
to its caprices.
once learned something of
in this way
had the honor of being in
a

in our covert expressions
When we say of our neighbor,
for instance, " Oh, he is a good man, but he
is not a great one," and pay him unconscious
ly the highest compliment we could bestow,
our children catch the idea of inferiority,
which we only mean to convey to the ear of
as we should

before them.

!

this

[Jult,

In order to understand something of this
sort of greatness, one needs to be overshad
owed by
awhile,
«., sit at the samo table,

it

of voice

An inflection

has to them oftentimes a deeper meaning than
the words we utter.
We do not think of

it

we little dream of.

it
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spring

was a cold, damp,
arrived
evening when

I

there, but Goodness made me forget it when
Bhe met me at her gate like an old friend,
kissed me, and led me into her house. The
table was spread for tea in a small room that
boasted neither mirrors nor statuary ; but
what light, warmth, cheer, comfort it con
tained ! Her three children were playing at
some quiet game by themselves, just such
children I saw at a glance as only Goodness
could be mother to.
staid with Goodness till late in the au
That summer with her was the turn
tumn.
ing-point in my life, and what she was to me
then can never be fully estimated in this

I

there's

no management

about

itl

When annoyances press upon me too hard, I
just get into an atmosphere above them as
quickly as possible ; that is all."
" But I couldn't do
with all you have to
pull you down," said.
" You don't know what you can do till
It
easy enough when the habit
you try.
formed," said Goodness.

Each day when the sun went down and
was
her work was finished,
pleasant
Bight to see Goodness walking with her chil
dren, or playing at some game with them in
or dancing with them as she
the garden
often did in the twilight of her own pleasant
little room.
Sometimes when her sister's
grand equipage rolled slowly by (her sister,
by the way, was
purse-proud woman of
great wealth, mortally angry with Goodness
for not upholding some wrong tionnected
with herself), and the gleam of silks and
flutter of ribbons and laces could be seer
and the merry voices of the bedeckec"
*
bejeweled children heard from within, stiade
of something — was
envy, or defiance, or
disgust, or anger that would cross her face
for the moment?
Whatever
was,
was
gone quickly, her work would be thrown

; she was not

by nature even
She was something better
than all these— she was a good woman.
She
one.

had succeeded in making her life harmonize
with her high conception of what was true
and good and right ; and the charm of it was
she did not suspect herself how perfectly she

it

gifted woman

an amiable

"Oh,

pros

a

Goodness was not a great woman in the
acceptation of the term; she was
not skilled in any art or science ; she was not
common
a

I

a

world.

could to injure her own and children's
pects in life.

it

wretched

It

so uni

I

a

and beauty.

how you manage to be

cheerful,"

it

verdure

me

said to her one day as
met her smiling face after an interview with
some persons who she knew had done all they
formly

it,

My guardian was right, — I did like her.
The change from the mansion of Greatness to
the home of Goodness was like going from a
region of ice and snow to a land of perpetual

" Do tell

most

seemingly

it

I

her never depressed, when
weighed down by care.

I

dren might make even Greatness proud.
know you will like her."

depending on her solely for support, it was
marvelous to see the sum she could lay aside
for charity.
More marvelous still to see

is

if you like her, and I think
As you have never Been Goodness,
you will.
let me tell you she is not a bit lifted up (not
being a great author), though her three chil
can keep it longer

21

;

you ; I have engaged a room
for you in her house for a short time.
You

dcss is expecting

is
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had succeeded.
She only knew she had
gained a peace of mind not to be exchanged
for any form of greatness. The purity of her

from her hands, her children

life in the midst of much that was evil, her
patience and forbearance under trials the

of her ways of getting into
higher atmo
sphere, as she called it.
"
suppose you never cherished
wrong

to her like a pittance, and her three children

a

a

I

I

after some remarkable exhibition of magnan
imity on her part.
" That shows you know
very little about
me.

I

wonder in my eyes, the like of which I have
never seen, and never expect to see again.
With only a small income that was doled out

toward anybody longer than five
feeling
minutes in all your life,"
said to her once

am not the amiable being you seem so

willing to believe me," she replied, laughing.
" have
great deal to contend with some
a

expect in return, together with her rare inde
pendence of mind that dared speak for the
right, and maintain it too, made her a.perfcct

I

most exasperating, her continued generosity
toward those from whom she had nothing to

called about her

and made happy by some charming story or
the manufacture of some toy.
This was one

Phrenological

hadn't

the

had

I went

it,

me steadily and sternly all the while.

home and tried my best to forget all about
but my usual way of getting over such annoy

on

intimate

terms.

could not under

I I

Mrs.

B

ances failed me for once.
stand it.

and

had never been

Our totally different

a

a

I I

I

I

I

I

it

I

I

it

;

;

In fact,

was secretly glad to
was ashamed to confess

I

though

a

I

even to myself that
could be so mean.
This was in the early spring.
One evening
beautiful present came to me from an up-

country friend — splendid bouquet of the
brightest, largest, sweetest arbutus blossoms
ever saw.
was delighted.
But while
was admiring them, that hateful voice from

I

within came to my ear again clearer than
ever

said,

Mrs.

brance of these flowers

has

dear remem

they grow all about
her old home far away.
Carry her some of
them; they will awaken pleasant memories
that may cheer and comfort her in her lone
said
liness and pain.'
would not do

it,

after

pity for her.
hear

heard the woman was sick,
felt no compunction
no

Then that something with
could do
in rose up, and said
and, what
should do it.
dared disobey
was more,
no longer.
A kind of fear fell upon me
divided the flowers,
with trembling fingers
could not do it.

it

idea,

yet

;

I

told her about
Annie, that she could refuse me so trifling a
But she did refuse me, and very curtly,
gift.
At
too, and without giving any reason why.
then I felt hurt,
first I was dumbfounded,
I did not trust myself
then I grew angry.
with any questioning on the occasion. I
turned and walked awny, Mrs. B
eying

remotest

time

a

in her garden

" After

very sick

it,

I

a few.

obey it.

I

. at the time, to give me

became

more stern and peremptory
and still each
rose up stubbornly refusing to
morning

I

, who was

really

voice spoke to me again and again, oftenest
in the quiet of the night, growing more and

B

I

in asking Mrs. B

at last

for something

;

pleased I was ! Two or three of these with a
few colored leaves would quite satisfy Annie
felt no hesitation
for the time, I thought.

till

grew,

within told me
was poisoning
And this
my whole life.
must do to
something, too, told me what
and redeem myself.
But
conquer
could
not follow its direction,
seemed
to me
easier to cut off my right hand.
Still the
alarmed

I

I espied, to my great delight, in a
's garden, a
protected corner of Mrs. B
How
large cluster of brilliant-hued asters.

usual,

more

I

I will tell you all about it.
Last fall my Annie was very sick, and in the
beginning of her convalescence she was con
tinually begging for flowers. But it was late
in the season, the frosts had done their work
in the fields and gardens, and none were to
be found.
It was quite out of the question
my asking my sister for any of her rare exot
ics, so I wandered about morning after morn
ing hoping to find some sheltered wild blos
soms by the roadside, but in vain.
" Returning one forenoon empty-handed as
resentment in me,

my head from her and crossed over
to the other side, and would not see her.
The more tried to put this feeling down the

I I

other term for the feeling I had, and to show
you what slight cause can rouse a strong

never go out

turned

I

I

could

a

I

seemed to me

without meeting that woman — involuntarily

I

seems always to be trying to do
Mrs. B.
you some kindness or other,"
replied.
" Nevertheless I hated her.
can use no

and

I

I tell you that person was Mrs. B.
,
the woman who brought me such a quantity
of delicious strawberries this morning, you
will be surprised."
I was surprised. " Why,
when

bring myself to think kindly of her in any
met her in the street —
respect. Whenever

I

and

But worse than
puzzled me exceedingly.
that before the week was ended
found my
self hating her most cordially.
could not

'

find

It

;

and

it

that

I

It wasn't a year ago
tried my hardest not to hate a person,
did not succeed very soon."
"
" Is it
possible ? I said, delighted to
"
she was so human.
Quite possible ;
too certain of me.

I

enough, and she was considered in the neigh
borhood very far from being
stingy woman.

a

But don't be

should never try.

;

I

hate any

persisted.

I

hope

I

:

don't believe you could

it

I

I

you tried,"

it

"

if

[July,

religious views precluded the possibility of
an intimate friendship,
other things being
equal. Yet we were on
friendly footing

it,

body

with

it

" But

she added,

;

times in my own disposition,"
a sigh.

Journal.
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the smaller portion for myself, and
against the bufferings of feeling and inclina
tion bore down with the remainder to the

leaving

IN

THE SHADOWS.

I tell you I was made to
during the night.
feel then what a mean, ignoble, unforgiving
She was very
spirit I had been cherishing.
patient, very thoughtful for others, unwilling
to give the least trouble even in her parox
How willfully I had misjudged
ysms of pain.
her character !

" In the
morning,

I

was putting on my
as
things to go home, she beckoned me to her
bedside and whispered that she wanted to
ask my forgiveness for an unkind statement
she had made concerning

She said she

me.

felt she had done me great injustice.
not want her to ask my forgiveness,
was

J

that should

away by telling her

I

ask hert.

I

I

did

felt

it

tried to get

it was no matter. She
it was a great matter to

persisted in saying
her; and then she repeated to me what she
had said, giving me her reasons for so doing,
— she had been offended at my arrogance in

I had

quite forgotten, — adding
that when she grew strong enough she should
go to every person to whom she had made the
matter

some

statement, and tell them it was false, and she

It took her a long
time, and it was a pretty difficult task, she
was so weak, to tell me all this.
She did
was as good as her word.

not mention the incident of the flowers, — it

in her mind at
nor did
tell
had had with my

had not remained

I

I

her of the tough lights
self before
could visit her.

thought

it

did not remind her of

I

I

it,

all.

I

probably

I

is

;

I

I

;

is

standing,

I

a

am more than

ever convinced

that there need be no discouragement in the
way of well-doing to the least gifted of
that whoever has the will
God's children
to be good, can be.
So long, however, as the world remains as
so long greatness will continue to bo
infinitely preferable to goodness in the eyes
of the many.
Oh, if the struggling aspirants for mere
fame would but remember that whatever the
success they may achieve in this world, in
the world to come
can avail them nothing
that greatness and obscurity must lie down
together at last in one common resting-place
and that

;

I

with in her upward course, foes within as
well as without, and to what
sublime
height of goodness she attained notwith

;

Determined to be as scrupulous
whispers.
in my devotion to her as
could be to my
dearest friend, I scarcely left her bedside

I

She

anticipated.

noble character
pale outline of
have attempted to illustrate what seems to me
the highest type of goodness.
When think
of all this dear friend of mine had to contend
a

I

than

intended.

In this

" Only the action! of the juBt

Smell tweet and blossom In the dust."
MBS.

C. C.

FIELD.

IN THE SHADOWS.
BT BELLA FUMM.

Aloni

to-night, a«d everywhere
The shadows darkly lay;
Companions of my soul's despair,
Oh, send them not away
I

feebler

could scarcely help herself at all ; and could
only make her wants known by signs and

than

The sun may shine to-morrow mom,
And birds may sing In glee.
And to my soul there may be bom
A brighter light for me.
loth
But oh to-night my heart
The light of day to wear —
God gives the snn and darkness both,
That earth may bloom and bear.
Is

her much

The friend who uttered these words
dead.
not dead
her bodily presence has
No, she
Her invincible love of
only passed away.
right, her hatred of wrong, all the noble
influences of her rare personality are living
still, growing clearer, brighter, of more worth
to me every day of my life.
love to think
and talk of her and for this reason
have
been led to speak of her at greater length

it

Now indeed came the tug of war; but I
I found
buckled on my armor and set forth.

and in my right mind."

;

I

was called upon the very
great surprise
.
next night but one to watch with Mrs. B

best to keep these things to myself.
It was
was once more clothed
enough for me that

I

bell.

!

door.

the

I

answered

it

Her old maid sister
Two of the hardest
things I ever did in my life were to hand her
those flowers, and say I would sit with her
Bister any time during the day, or watch
with her at night, whenever they needed my
But I did both ; and was left
services most.
that night to sleep in peace. But I wasn't
altogether in my right mind yet. I caught
myself hoping those flowers might be coals
of lire on her head, and all that. To my
sick woman's

23

is,
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And did the Btonn-cloud never lower.
The son were not M bright.

Nor do I long for sunshine less
Because I am In gloom ;
Tho flower in the wilderness
That struggles up to bloom,

The richest music that we hear,
Is always sadly sweet ;
And sorrows bring us very near
The Father's mercy-seat.

Longs not the more for heaven's rays.
Than I for joy and love,
Tet fated is to spend Its days
With shadows all above ;

It takes the sunshine and the shower
To bring the rose to light,

I tune my spirit-lyre
I

And grows so frail amid the shade,
Should sunbeams warm It o'er,
'Twould sink from sight as if afraid,
And glad the earth no more.

to sing,
But oh 1 my song is sad.
could not trill a single string
If I were gay and glad.

God gave the shadow and the light ;
For me the shadows fall ;
And as I sit alone to-night,
love them, one and alL

And there are human flowers that bloom
In life's dark wilderness
Alone, to whom the very gloom
Is all that cornea to bless.

I

"WOMAN T8. WOMAN'S

RIGHTS," REVIEWED.

BY H. AUGUSTA WHITE.

WHEELER,

in her protest
rights, has said nothing
that has not been said, in substance, a hundred
times before, and answered as often ; but as

criterion, as a weight in the bal
they are found wauting, they should
be rejected ; if not, they should be received,
though by custom ostracised.

she has clothed the old ideas in new words
whose beauty makes the ideas seem plausible,
it seems fitting that reply should again be

is woman's

AUGUSTA
against woman's

ance.

If

To-day the great question before the world
rights. In this as in all innova
tions custom and prejudice arc the greatest en
to be conquered.
When these tyrants
dethroned, it will be easy to reach the
hearts and brains of the people. Custom has
dictated the proper sphere, proper ways, and
proper work for woman.
When woman steps
outside these, prejudice is aroused.
Custom has always legislated for women as
females, and not as human beings, sex being
the paramount consideration.
The great ne
emies

made.

We do not propose to treat the subject ex
haustively, but simply to offer some thoughts
for thought.
Great truths lie
The world reforms slowly.
waiting until some minds are sufficiently de
These act upon
veloped to apprehend them.
and awaken the dormant faculties of other
minds, and the truth is perceived by them also.
So new truths — new to humanity— spread.
That which was the questioned proposition of
one age is the axiom of the next.
Fact upon fact, axiom upon axiom, oft re
is what it seems the advocates of wo
man's rights must offer before the great princi
ples they teach will be understood and received.
Nascent reforms are always fought, for they
are iconoclastic, tearing down and sweeping
peated,

away many idols (ideas?) to which custom has
forced the world to bow.
With the masses, prejudice is mistaken for
When new ideas are presented,
principle.
they are viewed through the distorted lens of
prejudice and judged according to preconceiv
of what is right, or, rather, what is
proper. This is because the world is unwise.

ed notions

No matter how startling the

immutable

ideas

of profess

ed reform may be, they should not be regarded

with prejudice, but each principle should be
carefully weighed with justice, a perfect and

are

cessity is to rise above the sensuous distinction

of sex, and regard women simply as human be
ings having as a birthright " the inalienable
right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happi
"
ness ; — grand words ; ten thousand repetitions
can not make them trite.
granted perfect liberty, and
happiness in whatever path
low, the objects of woman's

When woman is
the right to seek
to fol

she chooses

rights will be ob

tained.
Woman's rights claims that woman's posi
tion has been an unnatural and unjust one, re
sulting from the low mentality of humanity.
But the old customs are dead at heart ;— let the

This living, progressive
can not be expected to crowd itself back
into the egg-shell from which it was developed.
We have reached a new and higher plane.
New customs, new laws, new thoughts must
henceforth be ours. What was will not be, un
dead past bury them.

age

less founded upon principles

of absolute right

;

;

indolent lives in city homes they are offset by
the brainless fops upon the streets
we mean
the thousands of women who have households

is

;

is,

is

a

a

to keep. If
woman who keeps house and
takes care of family does not earn her living,
then no man ever earned his.
ceaseless
and
domestic work
Woman's
her labor
not
but the trouble
wearying

!

is

recognized or deemed worthy of compensation.
She endures in her lifetime labors and trials
enough to use up the vitality of a strong man,
" supported " by man
Oh,
yet, forsooth, she

is

a

justice, custom doth owe thee much!
" Father and husband are
perpetual pro
To many women this
tector and supply."
is

absolute mockery.
" The
flooded with women," says
country
"
the author;
they are already greatly in excess

is

a
a

a

is

a

it

is

land are

demanding

the ballot.

Some have

working years for this object When the
franchise
granted them they will undoubt
edly vote. And Bridget and Dinah certainly
moral right to rush to the polls
have as good
and perhaps with
as Patrick and Sambo have
Bridget in holiday attire upon his arm, Patrick
beast of himself
would refrain from making

been

upon election day. Sad women, we think,
would come from every quarter and vote their
wrongs redressed. Men have voted, men have
legislated, but these wrongs have been left unmen are always will
this,
How
Is
not time
ing to do justice to women?
that woman had the power to demand justice
for herself? We opine that respectable women

righted.

it

?

Do not women earn
their own livelihood."
their own livelihood now
We do not mean
the brainless women, young and old, who pass

tion but that the most ignorant would take to
with great unanimity, although, so far, they
have not dreamed of wanting it"
The purest and most cultivated ladies in the

;

is

She claims that all employments should be
open to women, yet seems to claim that wo
man's normal condition
being supported in
indolence by man. " To equalize the wages of
men and women," she says, " would be to re
duce all women to the necessity of seeking

paramount duty to neutralize the votes

which unscrupulous demagogues would con
trol
The right once given, there
no ques

a

have been thought radi

cal.

come

if

the evil. She scoffs at the idea of woman hold
ing office, or voting on general issues, but con
cedes that she may properly vote on corporate
'questions in the place where she resides. In
the beginning of the woman's right's move

long and so much abused women be first to the
polls, or would Bridget and Dinah constitute
the rush
Would cultivated women go there
for the sake of voting, or because
would be

a

is

one breath she says that one of the great
the drunken
wrongs and burdens of women
ness of men, and in the next that there are
almost as many women drunkards as men, and
women's vote would do nothing to eradicate

possible, where her labor will be recognized
and appreciated.
We can not see how else the
Burplus women are going to live, unless the
men turn Mormons and each take
few dozen
wives to " support."
"Woman's rights, too, would have the bal
lot" " Well, granting the ballot, would these so

is

In

to make
What woman's rights do want
every woman dependent upon herself alone;
to work with hands and brain in some place,

?

her own mind what she wished to advocate.

women."

is

wrong and unjust laws and customs.
vt.
The author of " Woman
Woman's
Rights," was, we think, hardly persuaded in

support, or taken off by wars, drunkenness,
and other causes that as
rule do not overtake

a

?

it

it,

No sentimental theories about woman's sphere
and woman's divinity can make this less a fact.
And if justice gives
why fear to claim
The result can not be disastrous except to

birth, making the estimate according to the
number of males likely to be disqualified as

if

laws that govern them, she makes the same de
mand for women. Men tote their consent to
the laws; justice gives women the vote also.

no chance of doing what
rights want done short of the
funeral pyre of the Hindoo, or strangling
given percentage of female infants at their
these woman's

?

When justice says that it is tyrannous to
subject men to taxation without representa
tion, she includes women also. When she de
mands that men shall give their consent to the

of the men." " There

25

it

And justice weighs all human be
and justice.
ings in one balance. She has not one pair of
scales for man and another for woman.

ment this view would

RIGHTS," REVIEWED.

WOMAN'S

will vote, and not lose their respectability by
Two women in Michigan have
doing.
already voted. Nothing dreadful has happened

so

to them, we believe.

The women of Wyoming have had the suf
frage some time, yet they have not become de
moralized nor lost the respect of their friends.
Facts are worth more than theories.
But,

if

women vote, "what then?
same as before."

Parties

will balance the

A

"WOMAN- VS.
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surface objection that does not touch the

Phrenological Journal.
principle of the case at all. "Women do not
want the franchise to build up parties; they
would hare it that they may obtain justice for
themselves, and become their own representa
tives. Parties would balance, so, forsooth, it
would be useless for women to vote.
Suppose a law were passed that none but
black-eyed men should vote. What a snapping
of blue eyes there would be ! They would say,
" What an outrage this is 1 Haven't we as

"

good right to vote as the black eyes ?
"
Oh, well, it doesn't make much difference.
There are as many blue-eyed men of one party
as of the other; so they would balance, you

But never mind, we'll represent you —
we'll make the laws for you blue-eyed fellows."
" But it's an
outrage, an imposition, and
Just look at the
we won't put up with it.

see.

principle of the thing," is what the blue-eyes
would say j and that is what woman's rights
Look at the principle of the thing.
say.
"
God be praised that, so far, the majority of
women are not willing to descend from their
sacred garments
through the mire that leads to office."
But many women, anti- woman's rights
women especially, trail their sacred garments

high

estate

and trail

their

through the mire of the street at the dictate of
fashion ; would it be worse if the path led to
office ? In the era of universal franchise and
freedom women will have something different
and better to think of than merely Fashion —
the shrine at which too many now worship.
" But these agitators are
sowing seed that is
root and spreading.
taking
Young girls,
dreaming of power and queenly reign, are
And how should it
coming upon the stage.
be otherwise, with all this talk of woman for
Congress, the Senate, and the highest office in
the gift of the people ?
to be commodores."

Some, doubtless, expect

And why not ? We must
the pole-star of freedom and
has the right to life, liberty,
A woman has
happiness."

not lose sight of
" each
civilization,
and the pursuit of
as much right to

seek happiness in the legislative halls or upon
the briny waves as in domestic duties. That
some think woman can find happiness only in
domestic duties docs not alter the case.
" Woman w. Woman's Rights " claims that
woman's vote would not help to eradicate
" As many women would vote
drunkenness.
as men."
However this
against prohibition
might be in large cities, in the country, in vil
lages and towns it assuredly would not be so.
"
Liquor legislation ineffective." " Prohib
itory laws a failure."

[July,

In Ohio they are not a failure. The women
accept the privileges of the law, and combat
the rumscllers successfully.
Let other States
adopt the same laws.
" But women can
train up sons who will not
drink, and who will not sell rum."
Women have boeu training up sons and
have worked in a womanly sphere —so called —
ever since the world began, yet men have not

made good or the world pure.
Now
they propose to try other methods. We give
the substance of another paragraph ; it is too
lengthy to quote verbatim, viz. :
Women are intellectually equal to men, but
men will not acknowledge it because discipline
been

must be maintained.
Men feel the equality,
but ignore it because they are men. Women
must not mind this because they are women.
By what right do men claim the monopoly

of intellect?

Wisdom
is wisdom, whether
found in man or woman. Men have no patent
on intelligence.
This has, indeed, been tin

teaching of the barbaric past, but the women
of to-day will not accept it. If woman, our
author asks, "has raised sons who are ignoble
and unjust, is it because the}' are men or be
cause their teaching was defective ?

Oh, wom
an ! man is the chiseling of thine own hand ! "
So, in addition to all her other burdens,
woman must bear the blame of man's short
Terrible evils would result from
comings.
granting the ballot to women. "
and

Infidelity

immorality would of necessity come in with
such an epoch. Bribery would be for a price.
The impure and dissolute would sit in higher
places than they do now."
Oh, the croakings of conservatism ! But it
is so in all reforms.
Attempt to introduce
freedom and decency into haremized Turkey
and the prophecies of evil would be loud and
dire.
" Man toils and
builds and strives that wo
man may share.
Honors were not honors but
her as well.
But if he is no longer
her support, how long would he be content to
serve soberly and faithfully for self?
The
to crown

stimulant to labor would be gone," etc.
So man labors, not because labor of hand or
brain is noble, and necessary for his highest
good, but to support a wife? According to
this, the ultimatum of happiness and diligence
must bo found among the Mormons, for they
support not only one but many wives.
The fact is, man does not labor for woman
alone ; he does not gather up treasures to pom
them at her feet.
On the contrary, in the
majority of cases a grudging dole of the riches

PERMANENCE IN AFFECTION.
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she has helped to gain is all woman receives.
Men who have no family tics do not lie down
and rust in idleness. Nor do men who have
self-supporting wives become worthless vaga
bonds. Facts are worth more than sentimental
theories.

But suppose men could and would support
all women in idleness, would such a state of
Would it be for woman's
things be best?
Is not dependence degrading
highest good?
as surely as independence is ennobling ? The
assumption that man has supported woman
has been an injury to her in the past, and could
it be made a verity it would be her ruin.

Woman has hands and brains, and they
were made to be used.
Sloth is as much a
degradation to her as to man. Only in the
highest cultivation of all her powers does she
do her duty to herself and her Creator.
Cus
tom has heretofore decreed that woman should
be the satellite and, among some peoples, the
slave of man. This was the natural outgrowth
of the sensuous idea that woman was made
for man. The attainment of higher mentality
and spirituality is doing away with this idea.
Woman has discovered that she is an inde

21

never have been, and never will be, broken
without a struggle. It would take much argu
ment to convince a Turk that the women of
his harem could still be "womanly" if they
had the rights and privileges of American
women.
Yet American men are very well
satisfied with their countrywomen — until they
wish to step outside the circle that bounds all
tfiey consider womanly, and then many raise a
warning voice, and some women, like Turkish
slaves, join in the protest
And these terms, manly, womanly, how
many definitions they have had !— definitions
definitions prejudistic, definitions
Wo
everything but reasonable and natural.
man's rights' aphoristic definition is : when a
man cultivates all his faculties, and lives up to
his highest conceptions of right, he is manly.
sentimental,

When a woman cultivates all her faculties,
and lives up to her highest conceptions of
right, she is womanly.
Woman's rights proposes to elevate and
purify the relation of

the

sexes.

The

era

of

mere sensuousness is passing. The spiritual
and mental is ringing in. There will be more
pure love between the men and women of the

pendent human being, and demands to be re
leased from the false position in which custom
has placed her. Of course there is an outcry

next generation than of this. The highest love
can not exist between dependent inferiors and
There is
assumed supporters and superiors.

against her. She is told that she is leaving
her sphere ; that she is becoming " unwoman
ly," and so on ad infinitum.
As human nature

too much bribery on one side and sensuality
on the other.
It is only between acknowledged equals,
entirely independent of each other, that the

is human nature, this is natural ; woman can
not expect less.
The iron bands of prejudice

PERMANENCE
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MDE

TOCQUEVTLLE, in his work

on

in America," observes
that the habit of inattention must be consid
ered the greatest bane of the democratic
And as inattention and want of
character.
application in matters of thought generate a
superficial and unreliable condition of the in
tellect, so, in like manner, may the integrity
of our affections be endangered by improper
cultivation. No one can fail to notice, as
characteristic
of our social life, the extreme
facility with which persons pass from one
The ap
experience in affection to another.
parent want of injury to the individual in
these rapid passages from one affection to
another can only be accounted for on the
supposition that the affection was of the most
•

Democracy

highest, tenderest, and purest love can exist

IN AFFECTION.
The tendencies
of fashionable society are toward the foster
ing of the most transient and inefficient ties
of affection.
It has been said that great pas
sions no longer show themselves.
And cer
tain it is that shallowness and vacillation,
want of depth and of faithfulness, are the
properties which most completely character
ize our conduct of life with regard to the
Bhallow and delusive nature.

affections.

The influence of our intellectual habits on
in this matter.
We are so inconstant in our opinions and be
liefs, all our intellectual
conclusions lie so
much at the mercy of change, and we so
quickly pass from one object of thought to
another, that the habit of the intellect is
our affections may be traced

Phrenological Journal.
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transferred to the affections with results the
character of which admits of but little doubt.

The evils of this inconstancy, this facility of
change in the objects of the affections, are
Bad enough through the course of a lifetime.
He who has no deep and lasting affections
has never known the capacities of his own
nature nor sounded the depths of sympathy
in others. The depth and force of character
which in general belong to the man who has
strong affections, is in striking contrast with
the weakness of the opposite.
This tendency
toward weakness and inconstancy in affec
tion, it were folly to assert as possessing every
mind, yet such are the social forms in which
we struggle, and such are our methods of
training and culture, that its influence ex
tends to the best minds among us, vitiating
Intellec
the spirit and force of our feelings.
tual growth presupposes a succession of ob
jects, and the ability to pass quickly from
But at
one object of thought to another.
the same time nothing of strong import can
be accomplished without concentration.
The culture which we receive as men and
The
women of the world is truly wonderful.
multiplicity and variety of the objects which
claim our attention generate an adroit and
superficial state of mind, which is apparent
" Our system of education
on every hand.
fosters restlessness " — " the traveling of the
This traveling of the mind, this
mind."
constant presence of the desire for change,
we recognize as having its influence not only
on our intellectual

life, but also on our affec

tions.

The habit of patient

attention, of con
rarely to be noticed ; and,
therefore, instead of accuracy and depth in
our mental convictions, we have that super
centration,

is

ficiality of knowledge and inconstancy of be
lief which has its perfect analogy in the want
of permanence and faithfulness in affection,
that we are considering.
Among the dissat
isfactions arising from inconstancy, from a
succession in the objects of our affections, the
greatest is the inability at last to thoroughly
fix the affections at all.

Such an experience
the man's whole existence.
He has

corrupts
wasted his substance in insincere

and impro

vident living, and henceforth shall go through
the world without tasting of the diviner
depths

of human

affection.

There

is no

[July,

doubt that the highest affections are of grad
ual formation — are a growth of time.
If we
are impatient, and would have the fruit be
fore the flower has well gone, we shall never
possess

ourselves of the highest experience in

these things.

The final results on the character of
son, the objects of whose affections

a per
are con

It is simply
stantly changing, is apparent.
to fill him with polished insincerity.
And as
there is in himself the want of truth, of real

ity,

so that he may not

trust in his own feel

ings, he comes at last to disbelieve in the
reality of the affection of others. As a man
broken

down

bodily

senses,

of excess may not trust

his

so trusts he not his own heart,

or that of others.
As in the action of the
intellect there may be a reckless squandering
of mental force, so also there may be in our
affections ; and the injury to healthfulness of
action is as unavoidable in the latter case as
in the former.

In

such things as we have been consider

ing, our conduct is too often controlled by
mere "gross sense and custom," rather than
views of our nature and our
We should elevate our conceptions of
Our af
duty by elevating our sympathies.
fections should not descend to low and trivial
aims, but should quicken our thought and
refine our sentiments.
The tendency of our
social habits is to make us miserably superfi
cial in thought and in feeling.
There is no
dignity, no culture in our " modern society,"
that has its permanent influence. All is in
motion without definable aim. In our con
duct with regard to our affections, it appears
to me that we should resist this constant mo
tion and seek to cultivate permanence in our
affections.
No degree of talent or accom
plishment can do away with the necessity for
this quality. Let us cherish those affections
we have as " light-bringers," that shall not
fail to help us in the earnestness of life. The
cultivation of permanence in those affections
which are well founded within us has a most
by enlightened
duty.

beneficent

influence

on the

makes us more sincere and
tious — brings

a

character.

It

more conscien

dignity and thoughtfulness

to our conduct that we can

ill

spare.

No worthy character can a man form for
himself without anchoring his affections, and
that worthily I To be given up to the charm

TRAINING IN THE UNITED STATES.

of succession in these matters, is to have en
of mind and
tered upon that dissipation
heart which shall inevitably end in impotence

of character, out of the darkness of which
scarcely any light of moral principle will be

j.

seen to emerge.

HOME TRAINING IN T HE UNITED

every one who would desire
equal to the
mighty destiny that lies before her, can not but
hope that for so manifest an inversion of a
great social law a remedy may soon be

the United

States,

to see that great commonwealth

is,

rican — consists in the general thrift of the two
countries. Of the number of criminals, paupers,
will be found that
drunkards, and so forth,
in these respects the old country greatly out
to teach
numbers the new. Here, the theory
there, million or so
children self-government
of police spies, and other officers, are expected
Here,
to watch and govern the lower classes.
that all children must be educated
the rule
an accomplishment for the more
there,

;

children, parents helpless to control the wills,
and even caprices of lads of eleven or ten, or
Btill younger years. It is not a natural nor a
normal state of tilings ; every well-wisher to

is

I

ing them.
Such is the pernicious spirit of punishment
generated by the political institutions of the
" Rule a
— old — country.
Tliere the motto
She, too, may be
wife."
wife, and have
drunken
drunken lord, or by
whipped by
"
snob, and it's all right."
Another test of the comparative merits of the
two modes of government — English and Ame

it

more markedly this tendency exhibits itself. It
had oc
was piteous and saddening to see, as
casion to sec frequently, when mothers would
come to the office of a superintendent of schools
to excuse or complain of the truancy of their

the chil
to whipping
dren, but the teachers were censured for kill

No objection was made

;

quite competent to decide many questions for
themselves, and do decide them, on which
English boys and girls of eighteen or twenty
would still feel bound to consult and obey their
parents. And, as in England, so in America,
the lower you descend in the lower strata, the

a

the precocious spirit of independence generated
by the political institutions of the country, and
the general current of social life, that boys and
girls, of twelve or fourteen, think themselves

During a lecturing tour of between two nnd
three years in that country, we were witness
to two trials of school teachers for whipping
We read accounts of two
children to death.
other trials for the same offense, making four
cases of death from flogging in schools which
came to our knowledge within three years.

a

JL

government are quite as well adapted to train
ing children as the severer modes of his coun
try, where whipping is universally practiced.

is

TT

STATES.

by Christ ; and it is in keeping witli monarchi
" An
cal principles.
eye for an eye, nnd a tooth
for a tooth" was simply barbarous, and not
adapted to the present century.
Rev. Mr. Fraser may rest assured that
our democratic republican modes of home

it

Journal.]
"
is a matter of general regret among
Americans, though I did not observe that
any steps were taken to remedy the acknowl
edged evil, that parental authority over the
Such is
young is brief, weak, and lessening.

a. b.

is

is from the
[The following significant paragraph
pen of Rev. James Kraser, M.A., who made a very
Sys
School
thorough inspection of the Common
tem of the United States and the Canadas, in the
for that
year 1865, as a commissioner appointed
pnrpose by the Government of Great Britain. His
"
report, presented to both Houses of Parliament,"
is filled with valuable Information, from which in
teresting extracts will from time to time be Uken
for the pages of this journal. — Connecticut School
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favored, with ragged schools for the low and

[This is a very proper view to be taken by one
who believes in and supports a monarchy. In
England the rule is the same as that practiced
by the ancient Solomon, who advised parents
"
"
spare the rod and spoil the child ;
not to

the mean.
We thank Rev. Mr. Fraser for calling atten
tion to the faults of our government, and trust
he will confess the justice of our reply.]
Mr. Beecher, in allusion to the training of
" think
children, said in one of his sermons:

posed to the higher doctrine of mercy, forgive
ness, overcoming evil with good, etc., taught

type of family government
certainly better for
prevailing now
us than that more rigorous type which pre
The prevalent sense
vailed in New England.
of personal liberty which has increased in the

which

community

is

that the milder
Is

which licenses every unreasoning, brutal bull
head, who can not govern his own temper, to
That unfor
vent it on his helpless offspring.
tunate text has caused more bad blood — re
venge — in all these ages than a little. It is op

I

found."

at large has penetrated the family
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and ameliorated its government. Children are
freer. They earlier assume their own rights.
It will not do to select single instances in
making a judgment of what is wisest and best.

Wc must average the community.

«I

And if you

the darkness and silence of midnight,
In sweet baby accents so tender and true,
Breaking the stillness of night, comes the longing—
" want to kiss mamma— I want to kiss 'on."

I

Dear arms clasp my neck in a close thrilling pressure,
Fast on my lips fall soft kisses like dew,
While the bright baby lips take np the sweet measure—
" I want to kiss mamma— want to kiss 'ou."

I

As the parched earth, with its pale drooping dowers,
Springs into beauty with summer's soft rain,

IN THE MORMON

So the sad heart, scorched and withered by sorrow,
Wakes with new life from this loving refrain.
Nestle still closer, my dear little treasure.
Into fond arms ever ready for you.
While soothingly falls from your lips the sweet measure—
'• I want to kiss mamma— I want to kiss 'on."

Ah I the bright head in slumber now sinking,
Snowy lids struggle to vail the dark blue ;
[sleeping.
While breathes the soft whisper 'tween waking and
" I want to kiss mamma— I want to kiss 'ou." c. K. a.

REFORM MOVEMENT— WITH PORTRAITS.

sometimes change the tide of events.
TRIFLES
It may be so in this case, and It was the gene
ral appreciation in the States some eighteen months
ago that a few of Brigham Young's rebel Elders
by their schism saved our nation from another
Mormon war. All sensible men were gratified
with the excuse of " letting well enough alone,"
not because a Mormon war would have been Im
portantly great, but because it would have been
The schism, however, sug
Importantly small
the " more excellent
gested to our statesmen
way of letting the Mormon Elders solve their
Vent had been found at last,
own problems."
revolution was bursting from
and a conservative
the people.
Nothing better could be desired in
the case ; and though President Young might not
be kindly disposed toward the " heretics," he has
cause to be grateful that his people were preserved
from a collision with the nation.
We present to
our readers the following Interesting sketches of
those most prominent in the Reform movement.
AMASA

take high and low, I think there are a greater
number of families advanced higher in the
of their
care and development and training
children than at any former period, although
the methods are very different."

WANT TO KISS MAMMA."

Orr in

LEADERS
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LYMAN.

This famous apostle is esteemed by the Reform
ers as the Mormon Theodore Parker. He was one
of the favorites of Joseph Smith, whom he joined
when quite a youth.
He became known in his
Church as a great idealist and preacher, was gifted
with the tongue of eloquence, and possessed a lib
eral nature.
During the days of Joseph Smith,
the " ideal " Mormonism was that which was most
beloved, and its apostles, such as Parley P. Pratt
and Amasa Lyman, ranked higher then in the minds
of the people than the executive Brigham Young.
When the difficulty arose between Orson Pratt
and Joscpli * over polygamy,
Orson was finally
* It will be remembered that Orson Pratt defended it
in the late Newman discussion.

cut off and Amasa was ordained to his place in
the quorum of the Twelve Apostles. But Orson
Pratt repented of his "hardness of heart" and
"stubbornness" against the peculiar institution.
Joseph was a man of resources ; he mafle room for
the return of Orson to his quorum by appointing
Amasa his Second Counselor, in the stead of Sidney
Rigdon, whom he had "dropped" from the Presi
dency.

After the death of the Mormon Prophet, Sidney
Rigdon contended
for the successorsbip
with
Brigham Young, and the appointment ot Amass
Lyman to his place became quite a cirf umstancf
and a matter of convenience
to the Twelve who
claimed the right to rule the Church as a quorum,
and Amasa supported them instead of appearing
as a rival candidate.
Places being made vacant in the quorum of the
Twelve by the secession of William Smith, brother
of the Prophet, with John A. Page and Lyman
Wright, Amasa Lyman was received again among
the Twelve, and with them he led the Church in
its exodus from Nauvoo. They wintered on the
way In 1846 at Council Bluffs, and in the spring of
'47 the Pioneers, consisting of 133 picked men, with
several women, started for the Rocky Mountains
under Brigham Young and Hcbcr C. Kimball.
Amasa Lyman was of the number, and on the
journey he distinguished himself as the great
hunter of the camp.
Before reaching the Salt
Lake Valley he was sent In another direction to
meet a portion of the Mormon Battalion, with
which he joined the Pioneers a few days after
their arrival in the Valley, and subsequently
as
sisted in removing the body of the Church to
In the spring of '48, after trav
Salt Lake City.
eling through several States as a missionary, he
led a company of emigrants to the mountains ; in
'49 was sent to California to watch the gold finders

1871.]
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and send home their tithing of gold, for the first
gold miners of California were Mormons. In '51
he and Apostle Rich led a colony of five hundred
from Salt Lake, and purchased and established
San Bernardino, but in 1S57 he was ordered to
break up that prosperous
settlement
in conse
quence of the " Utah war," thus sacrificing the
property of himself and fellow-colonists.
In 1800 he and Rich were sent to England on a
There he had large halls and intel
great mission.
ligent audiences in all the principal cities, and
reporters were sent from the best papers to give
to the public some choice passages from the Mor
mon orator.
Mormonism rose many degrees in
the minds of the intellectual classes of England,
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God, not as organism or power, and therefore not
in the mood of Paley or Brigham Voung, the first
of whom wound Deity up in his watch argument,
while the latter organized him into a little king
dom in the Rocky Mountains.
Amasa rau not af
ter the ideal Justice, but esteemed him as a sort
of a celestial will-o'-the-wisp. The conscientious
ness of Truth — a universal conscientiousness
for
Tightness and goodness— is enough of Deity as Jus
tice.
Following this vein of philosophy, he de
nies the necessity of an Infinite Sacrifice to appease
an Infinite Wrath which has no existence in the
God-Mind. It was just on this point which his
apostolic brethren summed up as a disbelief in the
Atonement that Amasa Lyman was " cut off" from
his quorum and the Church. Yet his admirers say
that this apostle believes more in Christ, and has
preached and exemplified more of Christ, than all
the rest of the Mormon apostles who arc captiva
ted with the "kingdom."
But Amasa glories in
the life of Christ, and his work down through the
ages, in spirit rather than in his sufferings on the
cross.
Christ in the ideal represents to him a uni
versal benevolence and yearning for the well-being
of humanity. The highest manifestation of this
was the Son of God in the supreme sense, and he
recognizes this supreme Love in Jesus the Nazurcne.

Ahasa Lyman.
and yet for those very sermons which he delivered

in Great Britain his apostleship was taken from
him years afterward.
A synopsis of his views of
Gospel philosophy will come in fitly here.
Mormonism was Interpreted by him to mean
great and continuous good to humanity. In his
mind there was no other conception of the Gospel.
There was nothing to admire in ordinances and
erecds, and less to admire in damnation

and priest
Mormonism was all truth, and Truth
cursings.
was God.
But as he launched out on the ocean of

ly

infinite thought and universal philosophy he threw
off his special apostleship and called "all truth"
the Gospel, and Mormonism appeared in the view
as hut one of the methods of that GospcL By
that method up to a higher plane a few of God's
" Where ? " was bis
creatures
were traveling.
" Up to Truth ! " was his answer. All
question.
the universe was traveling up to Truth, and going
fast, and going well— infinitely fast, and infinitely
well !
The Gospel as a system, a theology, an educa
tional method for humanity, was but as the shell
of truth, — the kernel was within. God was not a
personality, but an ideal Infinite, or in his ever-re
current language, Universal Truth. He saw the

Amasa Lyman is now the President of the new
Church of Zion. He is of the old Lyman stock
which landed in America within eleven years after
the Pilgrim Fathers came.
He was born March
30, 1813, in the Township of Lyman, Grafton
County, New Hampshire. His father dying, ho
was brought up by his grandfather and uncle.
Grandfather Lyman favored Universalism, and the
grandsire's views much impressed the meditative
mind of this apostolic reformer, who thus carried
Universalism into the Mormon Church.

WILLIAM 8. GODBE,
— the popular Salt Lake merchant, — has been well
known for years in the commercial world, and
highly respected for his enterprise and integrity,
but within the last two years he has become
famous as the leader of the Utah Reformers.
When a boy he left his parents and wont to sea,
just as he has now broken off from the Mormon
Patriarchs and started out in a path of his own find
As a sailor boy he visited several foreign
ing.
countries, spending some time in France, Germany,
and Denmark.

After

being

shipwrecked twice, young Godbo

gave up his sailor life, and at the early age of
seventeen linked his fate with the Mormon people.
He was still but a stripling when he leaped upon
the deck of his ship in the river Mersey, an emi
grant bound for the new world. The same selfreliance marked his course as at the earlier period,
"
for he " worked his passage across the Atlantic.
The young emigrant landed in New York with
out means to take him across the continent by
rail; but he had started with the intention of
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going through, and instead of tarrying awhile to
earn money to go with a company of Mormons,
the adventurous
youth boldly set out on foot to

Excepting the journey
walk the entire distance.
from Buffalo to Chicago, which was performed on
the lakes, William Godbe measured every step of
the road to the frontiers, from which point he
worked his way across the Plains as a teamster.
After his arrival in Salt Lake City he engaged
a fineas a clerk with Mr. Thomas Williams,
spirited Mormon merchant, and in a few years the
stripling, whose energy and uncommon grit had
made on foot a journey of thousands of miles, had
himself grown to be one of the most substantial
men in the Mormon community.
Mr. Godbe's first business was that of a drug
gist, and he supplied the Territory by wholesale
and retail.
He not only accumulated means fast,
but became a great favorite with the entire peo
ple; public confidence enlarged his sphere from
the druggist to the regular merchant.

[July,

Godbe," he said, " my particular
him in my pocket, but he has
pet,
grown too big for me to carry any longer. I will
" I will throw him out! " wan
throw him out. "
a fiat which the merchant reformer knew he
should provoke against himself, but he met the
issue unflinchingly.
The spirited merchant said to his companions
that evening, in his own mansion, where they had
in the
met after their preparatory examination
School of the Prophets, " I could have made my
mark in any State, and have accomplished as in uch
in a commercial career as I have done in Utah,
And
and that,
too, without Brigham Young.
though I well know that he can break me up for a
time, I will show him that even in Utah, which he
has so long 'carried in his pocket,' I can leap
out and walk without his let or hindrance."
made

William

and carried

In the early days of Utah those who could
scrape together a few hundred dollars besides the
small store keepers, sent their means East every
spring to purchaso

"

States goods."

They thus

saved enormously,
for the regular merchants held
the community in their own hands.
An agent to
purchase for the people was therefore a necessity
In those days, and William S. Godbe was their
man.
Yearly he went East on their account as
well as for his own store. His day of starting was
advertised in season, and then men and women
from all parts of the Territory thronged his office
Thus Mr.
by the hour with their commissions.
Godbe purchased
hundreds of thousands of dol
lars worth of goods for the people of Utah, and
the arrival of his trains gave periodical sensations
to the city, so many being personally interested.
The popular merchant was also the first who
When there was any com
brought down prices.
mercial aims to specially benefit the people, Mr.
Godbe was the man who took the lead in working
In the case in question he went East
them out.
and purchased goods not only on commission, but
sent home an immense stock on his own account,
to be sold off immediately at about " cost and
freight," bringing down prices to a point never
before known in Utah. The results of this ven
ture benefited the community rather than the
public-spirited merchant; but benevolence was
the policy of his life, not only in his private but
in his commercial character.
He has helped hun
dreds

to

emigrate ;

donated

thousands

to

the

Church ; aud he has also spent twenty thousand
dollars to establish a free press and maintain the
cause of the Utah Protestants.

It

was a great cross to the man to be forced

by

his convictions to dissolve his religious relations
witli President Young, with whom he had been a
Indeed, the President at his trial
special favorite.
the merchant reformer with this in
reproached
have
words such as only Brigham could use.

"I

William S. Godbb.
The reader, understanding the circumstances,
be in sympathy with him, and indorse
the
opinion that the man who, when a youth, could
travel alone on foot from New York to the frontiers,
then drive a loaded ox-team across the Plains, and,
on reaching the prime of his manhood, undertake
to carry Utah into new directions and force Pres
ident Young into new policies, was capable of
It is a
making his mark in any part of America.
singular fact that Utah has gone into new direc
tions and policies since that day when Mr. Godbe
" Bro. Brigham's " pocket.
was thrown out of
Word was kept with the merchant; he was
commercially thrown out of the " pocket" "into
" The "faithful" ceased to deal with
the cold.
the bold heretic ; his drug-store languished ; a
rival store was started by the Church, and for the
first time Mr. Godbe had to close an ever-generous
But the pros
hand, and his family to economise.
perity of the mines of Utah, after some months of
hard struggles, opened a new field for his resistless
energies, and he is fast rising to prosperity again,
and may in the future rank higher than in the past
for commercial successes.

will
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permission " of President Young, sent out the pro
spectus of their Veep O'Day, and the Deserct News
the editors went boldly to Camp
refusing to print
Douglas, and there, under the flag of the United
States, which had been raised on the " tops of the
" by General
mountains
Connor, published the Peep
O'Day. The very title suggested everything;
the press was intended to rival priesthood, or ot
least to check it President Young and the priest
hood, in 1864, could afford to let the Jiep O'Day
fail without excommunicating its editors,
but
they might have seen more of the future had they
known how these men of the press reasoned.
" Six numbers out, Elias," said his intuitive com
panion, "and we win for the press, though we
fail in seeming. Our enterprise will receive new
a

his first jonrncy to Utah, Mr. Godbe has
been several times to California, three times to
Europe, and he crossed the Plains twenty-four
times before the completion of the Pacific Rail
road.
During times of Indian difficulties when
the stage could not run, he has mounted his horse
on the frontiers and crossed the Plains to his
homo in the mountains, accompanied
by a boy
only, and he has dared to cross alone during these
Indian hostilities.
The merchant reformer is about five feet five
inches in height, is rather fragile in appearance,
but Is made of wire and capable of any amount of
He has quite a classical face, with a
endurance.
well-developed head, measuring
nearly
large,
twenty-three and a half inches.
Since
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This is the title which Elias L. T. Ilarrison has Ton

Is

is
a

a

a

worn out with
labor, accompanied Mr. Godbe to the States to re
cuperate his health.
During the visit East their
mission, and
minds
became impressed
with
they returned to Salt Lake, resolved to enact tho
part of reformers, for which they were " cut off"
after
trial before the High Council of the
Church, President Young sitting as supreme
The Reformers then sent out to the pub
Judge.
platform for the
lic their " manifesto," with
This document boro
new " Church of Zion."
the Joint names of Elias L. T. Harrison aud
William
Godbe.
"For some years past," they said, "we have
felt that great encroachment of power was being
a

a

After they had " gathered home to Zion," the
friends sought to establish a free press. Mr. John
Chislct, one of the most prominent of the British
Elders and an old companion In the ministry of
Mr. Harrison, encouraged the design and brought
the Walker Brothers to help.
Mr. Chislet had
already outgrown a theocratic rule, and in his
character as a merchant had been " cut off" with
the " Walker Brothers " for affirming the right to
exercise their individuality in donating liberally
to the Church, but refusing to allow the tax of
tithing to be put upon commerce.
Backed by these rebol Mormon merchants,
Messrs. Harrison and Tullidge, without "asking

the Utah Magazine.
In the fall of 1868, the editor,

S.

Utah Magazine.

Elias L. T. Harrison.
birth in the future. The Peep O'Day
the pro
Sarah E. Curmichael,
phecy of that future."
tho
Utah poetess, held the same views. " Gentlemen,"
she said, " the Peep O'Day
great success."
This magazine, which was the first published cast
of San Francisco and west of the Missouri, was
" suspended," but after few years Mr. Harrison,
with the aid of Mr. Godbe, succeeded in starting

a

He was in the field as a mis
among his friends.
Serving first
sionary at about the age of twenty.
as a Traveling Elder ; preaching through the coun
try without purse or scrip, building up new branch
es, he had abundant opportunities for manifesting
fhat earnestness of character
and devotion
for
which Mr. Harrison is especially known.
During his career in England the Protestant
Elder rose to the rank of President of the great
London Conference and made his mark as a writer
In the Millennial Star, which was under the charge
of his friend Edward W. Tullidge.
There is a
point Just here of some radical differ
suggestive
ence between Mormonism in Great Britain and
Mormonisra in Utah ; for twelve years after its
publication in the Millennial Star, Mr. Harrison's
first article, which won for him much distinc
tion among the Elders of his native land, was
brought against him at his trial before the High
Council in Salt Lake City by the prosecuting
The article, which
apostle, George Q. Cannon.
was entitled "A True Representative
of the Most
Iligh," demolished priesthood, and left nothing
but the "true representative" — the man! The
nominal President of the mission, Asa Calkin, was
on the continent of Europe at the time.
Indeed,
it would scorn that the friends filled the apostolic
Millennial Star with their Protestant heresies, and
made it as heterodox
as they afterward did the
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of our Church
ruling priesthood
by the spirit and genius of
We also have perceived that a steady
the Gospel.
and constant decline was taking placo in the manifeslioii of the spiritual girts, as well as in the
spirituality of our system as a whole, and that as
a Church we were fast running into a state of the
We felt that the
materialism.
most complete
working out of our system wag small and insignif
with the grandeur of the pro
icant compared
The
by Joseph Smith.
gramme as announced
broad and liberal system which lu the earnestness
of our souls we had embraced so many years ago,
with ita grand and univcrsalian invitation to men
of every creed and nation to come to Zion for a
home in our midst, was being practically ignored,
and in the stead thereof was being built up a wall
of bitterness and hate between ourselves and the
The constant growth of such
rest of the world.
principles as these, and the certainty that under
such conditions Mormonism never could fulfill
that grand destiny of salvation to the world for
which we had prayed and labored, gave us great
made

by

the

that

beyond

allowed

* * *
" During all

pain.

these times we sought earnestly
for light from above, our first and last prayer
being that we might never be allowed to oppose
the truth, and earnestly and continually examined
ourselves to see whether pride, selfishness, selfwill, or impurity of thought or deed prevented
our seeing the wisdom of President Young's
measures or receiving a testimony of their divin
ity. At last light came ! "

Willi tills light
mission

came the annunciation of their
Here is a

as set forth in their manifesto.

passage :

" Of tills great movement — far greater than our
selves— we are but the forerunners.
We are but as
the voice of one crying in the wilderness, Prepare
ye the way of the Lord, make straight in the des
ert a high way for our God !
mission,

Ours is a preparatory

and it is our work to arouse

the people,

and enlightenment
teaching,
prepare theni for a new order of things. * * *
We make no claims to any distinction further than
and

by

reasoning,

that in the providence of God it has been our privi
lege to be made acquainted with some great truths

which it is our duty to make known. * * * And
here let us say the object of this movement will be
to preserve, and not to destroy, our system.
In
consequence of the undue exercise of priestly au
thority, the elements of resistance and division
arc now silently working in the overwrought but
It requires but
suppressed feelings of our people.
little more exertion of such arbitrary power to
rend asunder the ties which bind us, and scatter
us to the four winds.
Nothing can save us but
the raising of a platform
combining liberty of
thought and action with all the ancient beauties of
our faith — one upon which we can unite. * * * A
revolution is at our doors ; not one of bloodshed
or strife, but a peaceful revolution of ideas. An
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Intellectual battle has to he fonght, and Truth
will prevail, but Moderation and Kindness must be
our battle-cry.
And as sure as to-morrow's sun
will rise, the light will break, the truth will go
forth in its majesty, and thousands of voices will
soon echo our testimony."
After their excommunication. Elder Harrison
and his companions took the public platform, and
started the iconoclastic Salt Lake Tribune in the
place of the

Utah Magazine.
The mission of the
Mormon Luther was now fairly open, and his bold
speeches gave a new sensation to Mormondom.
Reports of those speeches, and also those of Godbe
and Kelscy, were from time to time given in the
New York press.
The Protestant Elders to-day have enlarged their
They appreciate that Utah in her
programme.
radical transformation from a theocratic
territory
to a republican
State will need more than a relig
ious movement.
The organization of a conserva
tive National Party is now proposed, consisting of
the " Gentiles " and the various classes from the
Mormon community who have outgrown the
temporal rule of their priesthood and come into
Eider Har
harmony with American institutions.
rison and his companions
deem it of vast import
ance that a National Party of conservative
men
should be formed from various classes to work to
preserve Utah from a conflict resulting from the old
priesthood struggling to perpetuate its hierarchal government,
and the new mining population
so fast increasing, which would like nothing better
than to beat down the Mormon " kingdom of
" upon the heads of its builders.
God

Elias Harrison is a powerful speaker as well as a
powerful writer. Power, in fact, is the distinguish
ing quality of the man. He can not speak or write
unless he does so strongly, and boldness of thought
and fancy leads him toward exaggeration,
though
not from the integrity of truth. He blends the
natures of the Scotch, the Welsh, and the English ;
has the Welsh impulses and sensibilities, but the
Not more than
organic head of the superior race.
five feet four in height, but with an oaken body
he carries on his 6honlders a giant head and face.
The forehead is massive witli Causality, and Com
Large Ideality and Sublimity
parison very large.
give him his boldness of fancy and wide concep
tions.
The moral brain is well developed, with
ac
dominant Conscientiousness; Combativeness
small ; he has a strong
tive, but Destructiveness
love for wife, children, and friends, but like mOBt
of the Elders from Great Britain and Scandinavia,
he has never been a polygamist. He idealizes much
on the relation of the sexes, and while lie accept
ed Joseph Smith's polygamy, he placed it so high
npon the "celestial plane," that the "New Move
" at last had to give it up. He would devote
ment
a life to a ministry ; without purse or scrip make
himself an apottle, not of a church, but of human
ity. Such is Elius Ilarrison the Protestant Mormon
Elder.
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B. KELSEY.

The iconoclast of Utah is before us in Ell B.
Kelsey. A marked young member of the " Apos
tles of the Seventies " in the days of Joseph Smith,
he illustrates what the character of the Mormon
Elders originally was.
Since the Btcrn old Pu
ritans of England, none hare denounced
and
battled so fiercely against "priestcraft" as the
Mormon Elders ; and even to-day President
Young, George Q. Cannon, and the rest of the
apostles keep up the affirmation that it is their
special mission to war against all priestcraft. With
Mr. Kelsey, however, the character and mission of
the Mormon Elder remain in him as at first, and
war against priestcraft is still a fierce instinct, and
not a hollow profession.
He and " Drothcr Brigham" must decide between them who is in the
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of London. The man set every soul to
work, which of course is the true missionarj
policy, and during his presidency more came into
the Mormon Church than at any other period.
Having fulfilled his mission to Great Britain to
the general satisfaction of the authorities, Kelsey
returned to Utah and settled In Tooele, whore he
cultivated a fine farm and planted an extensive
For years he tried the ex
vineyard and orchards.
periment of supplying Utah with home-made
people

wines.

EH B. Kelsey had long been an intimate associ
8. Godbe.
Indeed, Harrison, Kel
sey, and Godbe hod for the last few years passed
through a mental travail together over Mormonate of William

ism,

the "Heavens" gave the "two
" their mission to arise and " redeem the
of Zion," Eli B. Kelsey was included in

and when

witnesses
people

a

a

is,

their quorum as the chief of the new Twelve
Apostles.
He opened his calling in the Utah
with a series of very fine historical
Magazine
articles to illustrate " How the World has Grown."
" How the World
The orthodox Mormon idea
has gone down and degenerated since the days of
Moses and the Prophets."
In seeking to create
revolution in the minds of the thousands who
read the Utah Magazine with the sanction of the
Church, Mr. Kelsey gave these illustrative articles
of the growth of society in Egypt, Israel, and
the ancient empires, culminating in the Greek and
Roman.
The articles formed quite an encyclope
dia of relative subjects, and showed
profound
and an extensive acquaintance with the history of
governments,

priesthoods,

laws,

customs,

and

from the earliest ages.
These articles
amounted, both in design and effect, to so many
iconoclastic sermons against the Utah hierarchy
There was evident method in all
and priesthood.
this, for the editors of the magazine were doing
similar work in other directions, so the Utah
with its editors
Magazine was excommunicated
Harrison, and Kelsey
and proprietors.
Godbe,
were "cut off" together
by the nigh Council
which sat upon their famous trial, at which Presi
dent Young presided with his two Counselors,
and Apostles Pratt, Woodruff, and Cannon pros
ecuting, and twenty-four High Councilmcn as
jury.

Kklset.

right of the case ; but the simple explanation of
his attitude to-day against the old Church is that
he considers the Elders have apostatized from their
essential mission, and now represent a most potent
priestcraft, and not the great brotherhood of Joseph
Smith's intending. It is his view, and we merely
Hence Eli B. Kelsey is known as
give it as such.
the sternest and the strongest iconoclast of all the
Utah Reformers.
When the Mormons were in their exodus from
If auvoo, this prominent "Apostle of the Seventies "
took a mission to Great Britain. He was sent to
preside in Scotland, the country of his forefathers,
where he distinguished himself ; and during a trip
of Orson Pratt to America ho conducted
the
Millennial Star, and directed the European mis
sion.
On the return of Orson he was appointed
to preside over the great London Conference, and
it was he who brought it to the perfection of its
organism and missionary operations.
He organiz
ed tract societies in every branch, and two thou
sand Mormon brethren
and sisters were weekly
engaged in preaching or delivering tracts to the

Conjure up one of the fiercest patriots among
God-fearing old Ironsides of Cromwell, and
you will have a good example of Eli B. Kelsey,
modern dress.
On the
giving him, of course,
stand,
though the chief apostle of the new
"Church of Zion," he preached very little more
than the Gospel of republicanism, with terrible
denunciation against priesthoods,
theocracies,
kings, and popes.
Having given to the "New Movement" all the
force of his character and about
year's labor In
its cause without "purse or scrip," the Reformer
went personally into the mines to work out the
There
destiny of Utah through their agencies.
the

a

B.

a

Eu

a

peoples
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he is to day, a chief apostle to the miners of the
Territory. In their name he took a mission to the
and was very influential in drawing the
attention of capitalists to the subject of the mines
Eli B. Kelsey has won a lasting name
of Utah.
in the growing West.
States,

HKNRY TV. LAWRENCE.
Here is one of the merchant princes of Utah,
and the man who represents commercial Integrity.
It is for this quality that he stands out most in
He is as solid as a rock in his
the public mind.
situation in society ; and justice and commercial
honor are almost a religion with him. This tho
eye of the phrenologist finds out readily, for Cau
tiousness

and

Conscientiousness

are about

the

Mercantile Institution,"

of which he was one of
of tho " New
Movement" he took the public platform with his
f:xuds.
the trustees.

At

the commencement

Mr. Henry Lawrence was at that period the
weight which turned the scale. It was more of
a controversy with the old church for the exist
ence of an independent press, the mission of a free
commerce, the right of individualism in all mat
ters of enterprise, and the opening of the mines
than a mere religious controversy.
With his mer
chant brother, William S. Godbe, he held that the
scheme of President Young was
co-operative
wrong in its fundamental
policy, and altogether
un-American in its intendings.
They affirmed
institu
that it was not a legitimate " co-operative
tion," but a commercial combination of the Mor
mon priesthood
for the ambitious and exclusive
These purposes,
purposes of their Utah hierarchy.
they held, if carried into the effect designed, would
not only force the Gentiles away, and reduce all
the home merchants to the nothingness of ciphers,
but that it would beggar the Territory, destroy all
enterprise, canse an emigration of thousands of
the population to other parts of the United States
to seek employment and sustenance, and financially
ruin the old church itself. The correctness of
their views is 6hown to-day in the prosperity of
Utah and the growth of its Gentile mining popu
lation, caused so much by these rebel Elders of
commerce and the press forcing results in the op
posite direction to that in which the Apostles and
Bishops of the Territory were going.
Mr. Lawrence was also influenced

Henry W. Lawrence.
in his head, which is decidedly
the head of the practical and enterprising man,
and therefore Conscientiousness
goes directly to
commercial
to sure
integrity, and Cautiousness
and 6olid movements.
For years he has been a
chief man in Utah society ; was one of Brigham's
pillars ; was an Alderman and a Bishop's Coun
selor; has been Marshal of the Territory, and held
other offices of trust.
He gave much integrity to
the city government,
and it was not a light assu
rance in the public mind of a conscientious
admin
istration that Henry Lawrence and W. S. Godbe
were in the City Council.
They often preserved
a balance in the Council between the City and tho
Church, and accomplished
for a general adminis
tration what they could not have effected had they
not been so highly esteemed by President Young
and Mayor Wells.
At the opening of the new era in Utah affairs,
Mr. Lawrence deemed it in accordance with the
duties which he owed to commerce
and public
enterprise to withdraw from President Young, and
the cause of the Reformers. He re
strengthen
signed all his ollicc3 in the city and ecclesiastical
and forsook "Zion's
government,
Co-openitivo
largest

organs
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in his course

greatly by his desire to help to prevent a collision
between the Mormons, whom he still loved as his

of the past, and the people of the United
was the fixed opinion of himself and
his compeers that if left to themselves to lead the
people as of old in un-American tracks to build
up a theocracy, the apostles would bring about
that collision with the nation which would be
most disastrous to the Mormons. They saw that
it was fust being worked upon both sides; that
.Congress and the President of the United States
To pre
were not disposed for playful measures.
vent this collision was one of their chief aims,
and they concluded that a movement from Mor
mon Elders themselves, showing a disposition lu
the people of Utah to conform to the will and in
stitutions of the United States, would give the
They publicly declared this to be one
preventive.
of the chief intentions of their movement; and
though the orthodox could not comprehend the
matter, Mr. Henry Lawrence was accepted by the
public as a guarantee, and the authorities of the
church were soon forced to confess that the tem
per of the country was changed toward the Mor
mons through the schism made by tho leading
Of
merchants
and editors of Salt Lake City.
course they gave no credit to Mr. Lawrence and
his friends for this, but undoubtedly tho facts
brethren

States.

It
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their own anger against the " apostates."
of the elections by the op
position, composed of the Gentiles and Reform
ers united, Henry W. Lawrence was chosen as the
for the mayorship of the city.
candidate
It is
almost certain that Mr. Lawrence is the most ac
ceptable man from the opposition for that office.
Should President Young deem it policy to turn a
Reformer himself, he will vote for Henry W. Law
rence to be the mayor of Salt Lake City.
modified

In

the first contest

WILLIAM

n. SHEARMAN.

Mr. Shearman is one of the proprietors of the
Salt Lake Daily and Weekly Tribune, and a principal
He was born in Wake
man in the Reform party.
field, Yorkshire, England, December 17, 1831. In
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he heard claims of receiving modern revelations.
This made a strong impression
upon his mind,
knowing in his own experience the possibility of
such manifestations.
In 1853 Mr. Shearman united by letter with the
First Baptist Church of Sacramento, Rev. 0. C.
Wheeler pastor, with whom he subsequently
commenced
to study for the ministry.
While
with Mr. Wheeler the subject of Mormonism
forced itself upon his mind. Having been edu
cated to regard the Bible as infallible truth, he
was prepared

to accept

any system,

however

ab

which was based upon its teachings.
He
became afterward
convinced
that the doctrines
of the " Latter-day Saints " Were more in harmony
with the teachings of the Bible than those of any
other church, and so he joined the " peculiar peo
ple" after great mental suffering, caused by his
contemplation of the sacrifices this step would
surd,

involve.

It

is worthy of remark here, that not only Mr.

but all the seceding Riders maintain
their consistency in embracing and advocating the
Mormon religion as in accordance with a strict
and literal rendering of the Bible themes and in
stitutions. The great error of their people they
consider has been their application of the Bible to
this age in practice as well as faith ; and in eman
cipating themselves from Brigham Young and
Mormonism, they have also emancipated
them
selves from a blind reverence of Moses and the
Prophets.
After embracing the Mormon faith, Mr. Shear
man filled a two-years' mission in California, and
in 1857 removed to Utah, where he soon made his
mark as a talented writer on matters of educatiou
In 1862 he went to England,
and social reform.
whero he filled the spheres successively of Pres
ident of the Liverpool Conference, assistant edi
tor of the Millennial Star, and pastor of the Bir
After an absence of three
mingham District.
years he returned to Utah and settled in Cache
Co., where he was appointed President of all the
His advocacy of equal rights
Sunday-schools.
for all men —Gentile or Mormon — and his opposi
tion to the doctrine of "blind obedience" and
the absolute rule of the priesthood, brought him
of the presiding Bishop,
under the displeasure
and he would have been cut off but for the inter
The sepa
position of Apostle Ezra T. Benson.
ration, however, was simply deferred; for when
his friends came out with their reform movement,
he boldly threw himself among its leaders, and
took charge of the Salt Lake Tribune as its man
Shearman,

WlLUUM

II. SllEARMAN.

December, 1845, he removed to the United States
with his father, a physician, and In 1847 became a
member of Amity Street Baptist Church, New
York, umler the pastoral care of Rev. W. R. Wil
liams, D.D.
At this period it is said that he be
came the subject of some very peculiar spiritual
experiences which gave the bent of his whole sub
sequent religious life and course.
He was, what
would be termed in modern parlance, entranced,
while praying by his bedside one night, and filled
with an unutterable joy and peace. During this
experience, which lasted several days, he was also
enabled to sec the spiritual world and spiritual
To the subject of our sketch this was all
beings.
reality, which will be perfectly comprehended
by
those finely organized
minds which give to the
world its poets, musicians, and men of genius gen
erally, as well as that class called "clairvoyants"
and "mediums."
In 1849 Mr. Shearman went to California by the
overland route, stopping a few weeks at Salt Lake
on the way to recruit. This was his first knowledge
of the existence of snch a people as the " Latterlay Saints," and from their lips for the first time

aging editor.

William H. Shearman has a patriotic nature,
if he errs it will be on the side of what he
considers the struggling cause of right.
and

FRED. T. PERRIS.
Here is one of the merchants of Salt Lake City
who laid himself upon the altar for a cause.
Though not one of their public speakers or agita

3g
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Mr. Ferris ranks as a foremost man in the
party and is ft member of their executive
council. He has been one of the chief workers
in bringing about results, and has filled the offices
" and
of Bishop in the new " Church of Zlon
tors,

reform

Fred. T. Ferris.
manager of the Salt Lake Weekly Tri
The philosophy of Spiritualism has long
While he main
engaged this gentleman's mind.
tains the spiritual part of Monnonism, and ex
plains It as a wonderful psychological problem, he
is a thorough opposcr of theocracy
and priestly
rule.
Joseph Smith he looks upon as a spiritual
medium, but one who by traveling back to the
Hebrew periods, psychologically charmed by the
ancient prophets and their themes, had become
strangely en rapport with them, and in his grand
fanaticism
sought to embody the past and its In
stitutions in a modern age, including a theocratic
Mr. Ferris
kingdom and a patriarchal polygamy.
treats the ancient prophets as spiritual mediums
who revealed to their nation the God Just above
them — the Jehovah of the Hebrews — the Deity of
The Infinite has never spoken
primitive times.
to man. The Infinite can not speak through an
oracle — can only be syllabled in the entirety of
The Infinite can not be embodied
the universe.
in the finite ; a holy ghost may dwell In the pro
phet, but the Great Eternal Spirit which pervades
and sustains all things can not be manifested either
through a Moses or a Brigham Young; no man
can be truly the vicegerent of God; the God-man
is the monster error of the barbarous ages which
Such are the
modern philosophy has exploded.
views of Mr. Fred. Perrls.
business
bune.

religious reformer, and deals more with sociol
than theology.
Mr. Tullidge is known to
Journal as
the readers of the Phrenological
the author of a scries of articles on the great
of history — Queen Elizabeth, Crom
characters
well, Mohammed, Napoleon, Alfred, etc. He has
written for the Oalazy, Harper's Magazine, and the
Eastern papers, but the Phrenological Journal
Introduced him to the general public several years
ago in some marked reviews of the characters of
Julia Dean Hayne won her greatest
Shakspearc.
triumph in Salt Lake City in Tullidge' s play of
" Eleanor Do Vere," and the celebrated American
actress authorized the Journal In its sketch of
her to announce her design of making a debut in
London In the play of " Elizabeth of England,"
written for her by Mr. Tullidge. The gifted lady,
however, died a few months afterward and did not
fulfill her programme.
Mr. Tullidge is now engaged on a Mormon
romance He is a small but wiry man, with a
He is revolu
subtle brain and a very large head.
tionary by nature, and, with Mr. Harrison, struck
for an independent press and the national cause as
early as 1804, when they published their Peep
O'Day at Camp Douglas.
The following card, which was puhlished with
the manifestoes of Harrison, Godbe, and Kelsey,
and republished with them in the New York Htrald,
is much of a biography and an issue in a para
ogy

graph :

" Office Utah Magazine,

Salt Lake Citt,
" October
S7. 1889.

I

f
Dear Sir—
Holding my connection with the Utah Magazine you
can no longer give to me your fellowship, nor coi.

"President Brigham Young: My

Edward W. Tullidoe.

EDWARD W. TULLIDGE.
Like his bosom friend Harrison, Tullidge was In
the field as a missionary at twenty. While In
England he reached the presiding place over the
Millennial Star, which directed the European mis
He is an apostle of the press rather than a
sion.

[July,

I

conscientiously ask it. I believe that you would
manifest toward me, personally, much tenderness,
for which I am grateful. Were I In the States or
California, I do not think you would take any ex
ceptions to my writings, for I am simply an author,

1871.]

LEADERS IN MORMON REFORM MOVEMENT.
I

while you are the leader of a people.
As It Is,
see no virtue in multiplying words in justification,
knowing myself to be heterodox.

For

I

years

89

formers.
Mr. Salisbury also made his mark as a
writer, apd won some reputation among the Gen
tiles.
Judge Hawley was especially taken by this
thorough-going opposer of theocracy, and cham
pion of United States principles, and predicted
that Salisbury, in the political future of Utah,
would distinguish himself and become a political
leader.
He was chosen as one of the committee
of the Independents
in the first contest of the
elections, and in the " National Party," which both
the Gentiles and Reformers are equally active in
forming, fir. Salisbury will be a prominent man
and a principal worker.

JOHN TtTLLnXJE.
This gentleman

exhibits a finely organized head
ne is not, like his brother Ed
ward, a public agitator, but was one of the first in
the "Utah Reform Movement."
John Tullidge,
Joseph Silver, and Eli B. Kelsey were the three
men who dared to oppose President Young and
the High Council at the famous trial of Harrison
and Godbe.
"John's" manifesto in the Utah
Magazine will at once illustrate himBelf and what
Mormonism was to the Elders in England. He
and countenance,

Joseph Salisbury.
have tried to shun the issue of this day, for theo
have been a believer in republican in
retically

I

stitutions, and not in a temporal theocracy.
" I am, sir, very respectfully yours,
" EDWARD W. TULLIDGE."

In keeping with his card, which was evidently
from its sharp brevity a throwing down of the re
publican gauntlet against the theocracy, Mr. Tullidge maintained the cause of the nation through
He sought
the columns of the Salt Lake Tribune.
to expose to his Mormon brethren the fatal error
which they had all committed in attempting to
establish a kingdom in the heart of the American
republic, and urged upon the Reformers the policy
of setting the State above the Church iu their

says :

"Their programme was one of a grand and
universalian character, marked not with those
traits so generally observed in the various de
nominations of sectarianism.
The mission of the
Prophet came not to me as a narrow and dwarfish
mission seeking to divide mankind, creating in
their bosoms petty differences and sectarian jeal
I had no conception that in embracing the
ousy.
Gospel I was about to resign my manhood and
Indeed, I saw
become a slave to a priestly rule.

movement.

JOSEPH SALISBURY.

In all revolutionary or

reform

movements

a

leader of the working classes is an important man.

This is the rank of Mr. Salisbury in Utah society
He was the first man cut
in the opposition party.
off for the sedition against the " Kingdom " of the
"8aints" in the "New Movement.'' For nearly
wore made by the
a year cautious preparations
men of the press and of commerce to open the
During this period
way for organized operations.
Mr. Salisbury, to whom the secret of the coming
movement

had been committed,

agitated the sub

ject among the working classes. This brought
action against him, and made him the first of the
After the open
excommunicated of his party.
schism occurred he took the platform with the
Reform leaders, Harrison, Godbe, Kelsey, Shear
man, Tullidge, and Salisbury being the principal
The two latter gentlemen,
speakers and agitators.
however, agitated the cause of the nation more
than they assumed the character of religious re

John Tullidoe.
not man in the work, nor was the fear of man In
I would not, even at that early age,
my heart.
have consented to renounce all that constituted a
man, namely, reason, freedom of thought and ae

Phrenological Journal.
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'

We understood ' Mormonism to be charac
terized by a different spirit than that which seeks
to coerce the human mind and subvert our man
tion.

hood.

"I

with great ability in a pamphlet of thirty-two
We state some of his strong points :

pages.

"

* * *

believe in a spiritual work — a broad, just,
and generous Gospel.
Such I received in my boy
hood, and I must be true to that which I have
given the devotion of a life.
For seventeen years
I have stood by my faith, and dare not apostatize
from it now, to embrace a temporal and commer
cial Gospel.
The faith once delivered
to the
Upon its plutform let fee stand,
Saints is mine.
though the price for desiring to be a man should
be that which my brethren
have already paid for
daring in the Utah Magazine to maintain the rights
john tullidge, jr."
and conscience of men.

Monet — Tariff. — O.

Leavitt,

S.

Paper money is a loan from the people to
of it ; and as the loan is without in
terest, the people ought, through the Govern
the issuer

ment, to be the borrowers also ; thus giving to
the Government the exclusive control and bene
fit of paper money issues.
" The
resumption of specie payments, grad
ually, not by contraction, but by remodeling
the tariff so as to prevent export of gold.
To
do this he would tax articles of luxury and
All such imports lead to
fancy 1,000 per cent.
effeminacy and national weakness. There are
few tribes of barbarians that are more given to
finery than we are as a nation. We are the only
nation on the earth that buys everything sent
to us whether we need it or not.
Thus it is
that we are drained of our gold."'

of Love-

land, O., has petitioned Congress to take into
consideration his schemes, which are put forth

of

|cpartment

[July,
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Th* truth*of Physiologyshouldbeinculcatedandenforced
earlyandearnestly,andwith theempha*!*
of hljrhlvlifflno*duty.—Youmnn*.

THE BEARD.

an article on "clerical dress," the writer
of a " superabundance of hair on
the countenance which might well be dis

TNspeaks

pensed with."
" The beard

To which the editor adds
patriarchal,

d

la

;

7ni!it/tire, or

goatee is not directly offensive, but the mus
tache is an offense in all social and religions
relations."

This with other remarks would

lead one to suppose that the writer's acquaint
ance with full-bearded
men had not been

with the cleanest, not to say the refined and
of society; and as the beard, and es
pecially the portion growing on the upper lip,
has often of late been the subject of cutting
polite

remarks, and has been assailed by some of our
editors as a nuisance, we would like to make
a few inquiries concerning it.

1st. Is it Natural? — Referring to the
Bible, we find that God made man on the
sixth day, the finishing and crowning work
of the creation, and together with all his works
pronounced it "very good." Now man was
made with a beard, or without one.
If with
out one, we would like to know with what par
ticular family, or in what age, this "super
abundance of hair" began to develop itself on
the human face ? If with one, the probabili
ty is, that Adam continued to wear it during
the nine hundred and thirty years of his life.
And we may well suppose that so long as
Adam's posterity remember the Divine ori
gin of their great ancestor, they will not wil
lingly mar the beauty of the face by cutting
off with a razor one distinctive feature of the
sons of Adam.
We conclude, then, that Adam came from
the hands of God possessed of a full-grown,
well-developed beard, the whole beard ; not
(I la militaire or goatee, but the beard patri

archal,

— that

is,

[In "New Physiognomy" we have given a chap
Hair and its Uses, from a physiolog
ical and historical point of view, including the
origin of shaving the face and the head. It is only
of recent date that physicians have come to advise
clergymen and others who suffer from sore throat,
etc., to wear the beard, and now the
neuralgia,
custom promises to become general.
There are,
however, a few "Miss Nancys" in trowsers who
oppose it on grounds of taste or fashion.
Mr.
Richard Hlorns. of Western Now York, publishes
the following in the Northern ChrUtian Advocate,
which seems to us of sufficient interest for repub
lication in the Joi'rnal.]
ter on The

the beard complete, mustache

THE BEARD.

made the slave of fashion, and deprive him

self of it.
2d. Is it Useful? — Undoubtedly it is.
The only wise God has made nothing to be
useless.
He foresaw to what changes of cli
mate and temperature man would be subject
ed, and in giving him a covering for the face,
gave him one adapted to all climates and sea
sons. The hair on the sides of the face protects
the nerves of the face, as does the hair on the
throat the glands and bronchial tubes, and
the hair on the upper lip serves as a protec
tion to the mouth and lungs.
In cold climates,
the mustache serves as a respirator, and is
especially necessary to public speakers, who
often leave a warm room, with the muscles of

is

is

it

accompaniments of the beard, therefore form
no argument against it.

4th. What do we Learn from Scripture
on the Subject? — That
was the custom
of the Hebrews to wear the whole beard.
That the Egyptians, who were idolaters, cut
theirs into certain shapes, which the Hebrews
were forbidden to do.
That shaving was sign of mourning and

it

believe and assert that as the beard is natural
to man, he ought not to allow himself to be

not cleanly in his habits,
docs not prove that
wrong to wear the
beard, or that all are equally careless. Dust
and dirt and tobacco-juice are not the natural
whole beard and

a

Now by what law, human or divine,

sorrow, and also that under some circumstan
ces

it

and all.

arc men compelled to take off any part of
the beard in preference to another part ? We

41

was a disgrace.
When the king of the
maltreated David's ambassadors,

Ammonites

he cut off half their beards.

David kept them

away from court until their beards were grown.
If was the custom to shave, how easy it

it

1871.]

would have been to shave the other half, and
could have made their appearance

•then they

the throat relaxed, to go into a keen, cold at
mosphere, and sometimes with a long ride
before them ; and what better protection can

Eastern

they have than the one Nature, or rather God,
has given them ?
know, by experience, what

some of them, in expressing the value of any
worth more
precious thing, would say, "It

it

;

a

is,

is

I

I

?

it

is
a

a

is,

it

is,

is

I

:

!

is

as in the case of the Czar Paul of Russia,
who would allow no one to enter his presence
who wore any beard. Nor was this all. His

subjects were compelled to shave, and
any
were found who had not complied with the

if

the whole

:

of my beard to grow,
in the same way
in period of seventeen
since then, — that
It has been fully proven, on good
years.
medical authority, that the beard
protec
tion against dust, malaria, the scorching rays
of the summer sun, miasma of damp localities,
the sirocco and simoon of Africa and India,
as well as against the keen blasts of arctic and
antarctic regions.
Then
useful.
3d. Is it Ornamental — We believe
and would as much think of shaving off the
eyebrows and cutting off the eyelashes as of
But
depriving the face of this ornament.
as opinions differ, and custom and habit have
made us think differently from others, we only
ask that every man have perfect liberty of
conscience in this thing. If wear the whole
will not abuse my
me,
beard, as God gave
brother because he chooses to shave and all
ask
that he will accord to me the same
liberty, and not wish to compel me to shave
The fact that
Decause he chooses to do so.
-here
here and there
man who wears the
allowed

man's beard."

We have no reason to think that the cus
tom had changed in the time of our Savior.
We suppose that Jesus and all the Apostles
wore the full beard, even at the institution
of the Lord's Supper, when He said, " Drink
" neither do we find Him com
ye all of
one wait till the last, on
manding that such
account of his mustache being in the way,
as the writer in the article referred to recom
all the old
mends should be done. Again
painters represent the Jews, the Apostles, and
our Savior in full beard.
Lastly, How has the Custom of Shav
ing been Adopted and Continued by Mod
ern Nations? — In some by imperial order,

tyrant's order, they were taken by the authori
ties and subjected to such
severe scraping
as

would insure their not offending

same way again.
In others by fashion, which

is

I

and have not been troubled

than

a

with

a

used to be troubled

the beard among most
venerated
and

was much

it

I

affection very frequently, but by
advice of one of the best physicians in Paris,

nations

;

here assert.

bronchical

But more than this

a

I

I

at court immediately.

as

in the

controlling

an influence as any imperial edict ever issued.

Phrenological Journal.
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!

it

;

if

it,

the barber and the razor.

realize

it

is

a

to
thus expose the sensitive nerves to " wind and
Fashion is
weather," he will shave no more.
;

a

it

It shaves men's faces
shaves the
tyrant.
major part of the Chinaman's head and leaves
the hair on his crown to grow
yard long,
that
may be braided into queue and cher
ished with fanatical

fondness

it

is

?

?

it,

it has been a thought to be wrong for a man
to wear thcnatural protection which God gave
him for his face and throat ; and for a minis
in the eyes of
ter of the Gospel to wear
many almost committing the unpardonable sin.
Shall this continue
Shall we be slaves to
No, never
While
fashion, and to custom
we accord to all the right of private judg
ment, we intend to act in this matter as
Scripture and reason and common sense teach
us we are right in doing and while the beard
affords us the protection that
does, we will
defend
not from opprobrium and mis
taken zeal and cutting epithets, at least from

stumps of the close-cut beard, and
barberous custom
more fully what

it

until

a

shaves the

of the Roman priest, the very spot
which the " heathen Chinee " so carefully pro
tects;
piles mountains of hair and jute on
the head of beauty, and rules the world
We
through Imitation and Approbativcness.
believe in the beard, and fancy the Creator
understood what was best, and they are wise
who learn, so far as they may, the will of God
in all things, and obey it.]
crown

it

and continued

will look through

at the hollow and almost bloody

a

custom was established

those who shave

microscope

a

have shaved to please a beardless
and placemen to please courtiers,
and tradesmen to please all, and slaves be
cause they were compelled to do so, and thus
Countries

monarch,

[July,

;
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WHY DO THE TEETH DECAY?
[A Western dentist sends us the following valu

formed

the teeth of our first parents
in perfect manner, not only as to shape and
adaptation to the food fit for human beings,

in all natural food everything required by
the human body for its growth and perfec
But thousands of mothers of our day
tion.

but as to durability.

live on food which has been deprived by man
of its most valuable constituents.
And so

the

all-wise

a

\-J

They were intended to
of the body.
Doubtless for many generations they did not
deteriorate in quality, but as luxuries crept
into social life, and general diseases followed,
consequent on breaking physiological laws,
last as long as the remainder

it

TT"NDOUBTEDLY

a

Creator

to the teeth and bones, as well as strength and
vigor to the nervous and muscular system.
bountiful hand has placed
Nature with

able hints on the uses and abuses of the teeth.]

is

the teeth also suffered, and so these orgaus,
being subject to interstitial change just as
the remainder of the body, bones, and softer

tissues, have partaken of the general dyscrasy, and come down to the present age with
The brute
imperfection stamped upon them.
creation, which has not thus violated the laws

parents often find the milk of the mother de
ficient in those elements which give hardness

the same

with children who are weaned

Those whose food to the amount of 50 per
cent, consists of something made of superfine

Parents

should

insist on

it

flour, must suffer from imperfect nutrition of
the teeth.
that their chil

dren not only eat nourishing food, but also
that much of
shall be hard, requiring con

it

system, and perfect calcification to the teeth.
On the other hand, the young of human

Section or Prk-Molar,

is

of nature, probably have as perfect teeth at
this day as they had in the first creation.
Their young find the milk of the mother rich
in the nutritive elements which will not only
build up muscles and other soft tissues, but in
those which give strength to the osseous

siderable effort in mastication.

if it

suffer from innutrition

Its fibers must be put in
daily motion to be healthy.
So, too, of the
teeth, —they need work. The mastication of
hard substances gives the periosteum of the
nu

healthy

pands the palatal arch, and thus is avoided
the crowded condition of the teeth which is

in the mouths of so many
children of the present day.
Dental irregularities are much more fre
quent in the city than in the country, owing
to the more luxurious habits of citv children.

to be observed

I

I

it,

a

I

I

I

— who

was to blame for this waste

Memory quick

?

?

Where was the censure to rest

or what

laid the responsibility upon Appetite, and
could not but approve the justice of the in
then proceeded to pass sentence
dictment.

upon the culprit.
suffer for this

in the

use

Said

will

Appetite, you shall
never more indulge you

of this stimulating woed.'

And

I

I

a

I

a

I

shall never

for one of my strips of paper, and
The thought made me
up.
arose and examined my pocket, but
shudder.
alas
found that my suspicions were too well
founded.
My hard-earned five-dollar bill was
gone — had vanished in smoke
" then lay down and
began to meditate.
mistake

thus burned

never have smoked from that day to this, and
never will again.

"

It

bills

terrible to think how many five-dollar

are burnt, drank, or chewed up annually

;

I

I

I

I

in one of these, would thus form
rude cigar.
would then light my cigar and leave the
house, for my wife was very much opposed to

at the time put in my waistcoat pocket.
In
stantly the thought flashed through my mind
like lightning that
might, in the dark, have
used this for the wrapper of my cigar, in

'

a

I

a

was done eating
could not rest
had indulged in my accustomed smoke.
used to carry some strips of paper in my
pocket, and rolling up some good old tobacco

until

began to recall the transac
tions of the day previous, and recollected that
some one had paid me five-dollar bill, which

I,

'

it

a

is

is

a

smoking immediately after having eaten my
meals. So strong had this practice grown,
and such slave had become to the vice, that

then awoke.

it

is

is

a

teenth century.
Let me persuade the boys in
out of their dictiona
particular to scratch
ries, and in its place write the word try,'
which
much more befitting this age of pro
And here
good place to introduce
gress.
little story, which, whatever its deficiencies
in other respects, has the merit of being true
narration of fact.
" Once in my life had formed the habit of

pipe.

and enjoy my cigar.

strip of paper from my pocket, wrap
and smoked
ped some tobacco in
lighted
then returned to the house, went to
up.
bed, and slept soundly for several hours, and

I

I

is

I

it,

'

'

It
quently by both the young and the old.
relict of past ages, and
entirely out of place
in the Anglo-Saxon vocabulary of the nine

my smoking, especially

took

I

have

wish I could quit
but can not.' Now
think this word can't
used much too fre

as soon as

weather), to manufacture

;

I

contracted a bad habit of drinking, smoking,
or some other nasty or injurious practice, and

had

I

our young readers.
" How often
'
we hear people say,

had my last smoke.

it,

which tobacco had obtained over him. We
take the liberty to print it for the benefit of

forget the time

just eaten a hearty supper, and went into the
summer kitchen, in the dark (it being warm
a

to one of our

exchanges a lively and interesting ac
count of the incident which broke the charm

I

writes

CURED OF SMOKING.

WAS

I

SUBSCRIBER"

child, good food,
of the dental organs

and

cleanliness

would go far to render dental caries much
less common than it is now.
This disease is
so prevalent in the United States as to be
really alarming, and it is the duty of every
dentist to exert his influence in diffusing
such information among his patients and the
community in general, as will tend in some
measure to check this wholesale destruction
of the beautiful and useful organs of mastica
tion and speech.
b. c. kdsill.

is

I

HOW

and proper

I

and

stimulus,

for its work.
Health of mother

it

healthy

a

trition is the consequence.
Mastication of hard substances also ex

Crowded dentures more surely decay than
those which give each tooth sufficient room

I

roots

43

1
1

will

has not action.

OF SMOKING.

ly

muscle

WAS CURED

I

A

I

HOW
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I

a

it

;

To
ten

dency to build up the grosser passions of the
human mind, besides setting
bad example
before the rising generation.
know
very
but

is

it

sometimes to master our
can be done

propensities,
for as one of our ancient

truly said: Brave
philosophers
victor, brave the conqueror of

the lion
world, but
My friends,

is

hard

a

is

it,

Now, gentle reader, if you are prone to indulge
"!n any of these foolish, injurious habits, and
want to break away from it, don't say you
can't, but with a determined will put your
and there keep it.
foot down on
" There
another wicked practice which
many honest men frequently indulge in.
refer to the practice of swearing and using pro

fane language in common conversation.
be sure,
breaks no bones but
has
a

A

I

was.

;

mine

[July,

it

as

it

not all at once, however,

small piece every day will soon wear away a
bill of a much larger figure than five dollars.

braver he who controls himself."
let us all try and be braves.

and

|ts
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^oitniru

j^fscmrriw.

a

not withworldlylater- .
th*ydescend
Thatwhichmake*a goodConititutlonmut keoptl, via.,menof wtxlouiandvirtue; qoalitleithat,becac*ts
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prises an area of
forest of gigantic
waters of the San
the largest streams

3,000
trees

square miles.
lies near the

The

head
one of

a

is

it

a

of fifty or sixty guests.
The
situated contains
valley in which this grove
ninety-three of the sequoya trees, exclusive of
those of from one to ten years' growth.
There
accommodation

is

is
a

is

continent.
situated,
Calaveras, where this grove
county in the northern central part of Califor
nia, bordering on Utah, and bounded on the
southeast by the Stanislaus River, and com

which towers 2,500 feet in perpendicular height
above Murphy's, and 4,200 feet above the Bay
of San Francisco, he
meditating under the
shadows of the " Washingtonia Gigautea."
The Grove Hotel contains rooms for the
is

it

it,

who have been fortunate
one of
uniic in declaring
enough to sec
the most remarkable natural features on this

;

growing
entific explorers,

distance being but fifteen miles,
made in
comfortable stage coach, over
smooth and
well-graded road and by ten or eleven o'clock
A.M., after
gradual ascent up the mountain
a

Tree Grove of California
been for several years
subject of
interest. Travelers, tourists, and sci

Mammoth

a

THE
has

of sugar and pitch pines of
proportions, some rising to the
height of two hundred and seventy-five feet,
and having
diameter of from ten to eleven

by the grandest of scenery.
Stockton, at the head of steamboat
navigation on an arm of the San Joaquin, the
distance to the trees by the stage road, through

half feet. Anywhere else these pines
would be regarded as vegetable monsters,
while here, by the side of the sequoya, they
look like dwarfs.
The grove contains ten trees which are thirty
feet in diameter, and ovor seventy between fif
teen and thirty feet.
One of the trees, which
"
down — " The Father of the Forest — must

;

Leaving Stockton at six a.m., the visitor ar
rives at Copperopolis by eleven the same morn
then leaving Copperopolis at one p.m., he
ing
passes over the Bear Mountain range through
a

succession of picturesque little valleys to
Altaville, Angelo, Valecito, and arrives at
Murphy's by six p.m., where the fatigues of

journey

a

lovely village, and good hotel
accommodation invite rest for the night, refresh
the traveler, and encourage him to continue his

the journey,

at an early

hour.

From thence, the

a

a

have been, when standing, 450 feet high and
In 1853, one of the
forty feet in diameter.
largest trees, ninety-two feet in circumference
and over three hundred feet high, was cut

Five men worked twenty-five days in
felling
using large augers. The stump of
this tree has been smoothed off, and
used as
dancing floor, easily accommodating thirtydown.

is

round.

two persons.
Theatrical
performances have
held upon
and in 1858
newspaper,.

been

a

seventy-five miles. Two lines
traverse this road the year

It,

stages

and

it,

is

Copperopolis,

of daily

astonishing

is

and surrounded

From

are also hundreds

a

is

Antonia, which
in Central Calaveras, and
five miles east of the falls of San Antonia,
which are one hundred and fifty feet in height,

TREE
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" The Big Tree Bulletin," was printed thereon.
About eighty feet from this stump stand the
"Two Sentinels," which are represented in
the

large

engraving;

THE

each

is

over

three

"TWO 8ENTINEL8"

OP
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which has been named " Old
Dowel," in honor of the discoverer of the grove
feet in diameter,

who first visited the place in 1852.
Starting
from the hotel for the walk which visitors gen-

THE YOSEMITE

hundred feet high, and the larger twenty-three
feet in diameter.
The carriage road approach
ing the hotel passes directly between the
" Two Sentinels." To the
right of the road as

erally take, and entering
hand pathway, wo come
They
the " Sequoyas."
were named in 1865,

you approach them, stands a tree over fourteen

Grant,"

"W.

T.

VALLEY.

the grove by the leftto the first cluster of
stand on our left, and
"
respectively,
U. S.
Sherman,"
and
B.

"J.
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To the right and thirty yards
McPherson."
south from these is a group of three uhnamed
" and " Sher
"
trees.
Sixty yards east of Grant
"
is the "Pride of the Forest," originally
man
It is eighteen feet in
named the "Eagle."
and three hundred feet high, and
altogether one of the healthiest and noblest
Near by stands " Phil
trees in the forest.
Sheridan," a stout, graceful tree three hundred
feet high ; and not far from this lies the
" Miner's Cabin," which was blown down by a
diameter

terrific gale in November, 1860. It is 819 feet
long and twenty-one and a half feet in diame
ter.
Seventy yards east of the "Miner's
Cabin" brings us to the "Three Graces," a
group of three trees close together in a straight
line, regarded by many as the most beautiful
cluster in the grove.
"
Fifteen yards north of the " Three Graces
stands " Andrew Johnson," so named in the
summer of 1865. Making this tree a central
point of observation, twenty paces to the west
is " Florence Nightingale," originally " Night
" Florence " was
ingale," to which the word

'

added in 1865, by an admiring nephew of the
English lady whose name the
philanthropic
tree now bears.
Within thirty paces of " An
"
drew Johnson is the " Bay State," and forty
" W. C.
yards north,
Bryant," so named in
admirer of that distinguished
To the left of" Bryant," onlydistant, is ** Wm. H. Seward."
"
"
and the " Pioneer's
Seward

1865 by a lady

American
twenty

poet.

feet

After passing
Cabin

"

(so named from the cabin-like chamber

and chimney its hollow trunk exhibits), one of
the largest of the trees, we come to a tree in
the center of the grove two hundred and
feet high, seventeen feet in diameter,
singularly hollowed out on one side by fire,
and named " Pluto's Chimney."
The chimney
made by the fire is on the north side, and
extends from the ground ninety feet upward.
One hundred feet north from the " Pioneer's
"
"
Cabin
stands the " Quartette
cluster, the
tallest of which is two hundred and twenty
feet ; and fifty yards east of this is a healthy

eighty

youngster, thirteen feet in diameter, two hun
dred and eighty feet high, named in 1865, by a
San Francisco lady, " America."
On the right and left of the path, eighty
"
"
yards east of the Pioneer's Cabin," are Cal
"
"
ifornia
and
Broderick," so named in 1865.
They were originally called "Ada" and
" Mary." The next of the mammoths stands
and eighty feet high, is fourteen
in diameter, and designated as "Henry
Ward Beechcr." The relic of an old tree lies
two hundred
feet

[July,

" H. W. B.," and
a few steps from
although it
must have fallen centuries ago, still shows the
possession of some three hundred feet of length
and twenty -five feet in diameter, and the wood

still appears sound. Five paces farther east
stands the " Hermit," the name of which has
been lately changed to "Abraham Lincoln;"
it is eighteen feet in diameter, three hundred
and twenty feet high, and sound from root to
Then come several noted trees succes
top.
" EHhu
sively as you still continue east :
"
"
"
Burritt," Uncle Sam," Alta," and Union."
Then comes " General Wadsworth," named in
honor of the noble soldier who was slain in
Grant's campaign against Richmond.
These
trees are of the second class ; there are twelve
altogether in the cluster, and average fifteen
feet

in diameter and two hundred and sixty

feet in height.

The " Mother of the Forest " ends the north
ward course of our walk, and here the path
" The Twins," to
turns toward the hotel.
gether with a nameless tree, stand outside the
inclosure.
Fifty yards farther on the trail,
after turning southward, is "Genl. Sutter,"
which is looked upon as a most remarkable
curiosity on account of dividing and forming
two distinct trees, each being two hundred
Then after viewing the
and eighty feet high.
" Salem Witch," "
Longfellow," " Prof. Gray,"
and "Dr. Torrey," aud advancing fifty feet
still farther south, your attention will be at
tracted by what has been entitled the " Trin
ity," which fully exemplifies the characteristic
of three in one ; the circumference is sixty feet
below the point of divergence.
One hundred
"
feet from
Longfellow " brings us into the
"
family group."
Standing near the uprooted
" Father of the Forest," the scene
base of the
is grand and beautiful beyond description.

The "Father" long since bowed his head in
the dust, yet how stupendous even in his ruin !
He measures one hundred and twelve feet in
circumference at the base, and can be traced
three hundred feet where the trunk was broken
by falling against another tree ; it here meas
ures sixteen feet in diameter, and according to
the average of the taper of the other trees, this
venerable giant must have been four hundred
and fifty

feet

in height

when

A
standing.
extends

hollow chamber or burnt cavity
through the trunk for two hundred

feet, and
is large enough for a person to ride through.
Near its base a never-failing spring of water is
found.
Near by tower his giant sons and

daughters, forming the most impressive
in the forest.

scene

TREE WONDERS OF CALIFORNIA.
Ninety yards east of this, and the same
distance from the road, is a cluster of three
" Starr King," " Richard Cobtrees, named
"
" Starr King " is
John Bright"
den," and
the highest standing tree in the grove, and
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" Danl. O'Connell" and
measures 366 feet.
" Edward Everett " stand next south of this

trio ; they are all young trees — say about
eight hundred years old, and quite vigorous.
"
" Sir
Close at hand are also Keystone State,"
The two
Jno. Franklin," and "Dr. Kane."

Twins," "Daniel Webster," and
"
Granite State
are in a cluster directly on
the trail, all of which are considered first-class
trees of their size, being twenty feet in diame
ter and three hundred and five feet high. The
" Old
"
Republican,"
Henry Clay," " Andrew
"
"
Jackson," and
Vermont
next greet us ;
"
then come Empire State " and " Old Domin
ion," the former being eighty-four feet in cir
cumference. We next meet " George Wash
"
and " The Leaning Tower ; " the first
ington

last were named in 1862 by Lady Franklin

of

"

these is a first-class

tree ; the

second is re-

Bio Trees of California— " Old Dominion;" "Uncle Tom's Cabin."
"
"
when she visited the grove. Near Dr. Kane
"
is the
Century," named in 1865 in honor of
the notable Century Club of New York.
Ten
"
feet from the
Keystone," close together, stand
" La Fayette " and " F. F. Low."
" Hercules " stretches his huge
body across

next This was the largest tree stand
ing in the grove until 1862, when during a
heavy storm it fell. It is 325 feet long and
When stand
ninety-seven in circumference.
"
"
leaned about sixty feet from
ing, Hercules
A few paces north of the roots
perpendicular.
"
of " Hercules " are the " Sequoya Queen and
her " Maids of Honor," one each side of the
" Sir Joseph Hooker," " John Lind"
Queen."
ley" (English botanists), and "Humboldt"
stand together on the hill near the shattered
Near these are two young
top of " Hercules."
" Sequoyas," about sixty years old. The " Mo
ther and Son " are directly on our path to the
the path

right when
yards

approaching the hotel.
of them is " General
The " Old
325 feet high.

north

standing

Thirty
Scott,"

Maid,"

twenty feet in diameter, which fell toward her
The
friend the " Old Bachelor," still lives.

markable for its leaning at least one hundred
" Uncle Tom's
feet from the perpendicular.
"
Cabin
is rated a second-class tree, and stands
"
between " Geo. Washington
and the " Empire
State."
This tree and " Old Dominion " are
shown in the smaller engraving.

By carefully counting the concentric rings,
denoting the annual growth of these trees,
their age is found to vary from one thousand
two hundred to two thousand five hundred

In some places the trees arc separated
by spaces of several rods, while in others they
stand quite close together, some being united
at the roots, and having grown almost into one,

years.

although when they first sprouted they were
twenty or thirty feet asunder.
The botanical name of these remarkable
"
It, the Sequoia,
trees is
Sequoia Gigantca."
has two sets of leaves— the one small and
shaped something like those of the spruce or
hemlock, and the other shorter and of triangu
lar form, the cones being scarcely larger than
The bark is very much like that
a hen's egg.
of the cedar family, and is generally from six
to eighteen inches thick, according

to the age
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of

the tree.

The wood in nearly every partic

ular, except color, resembles red cedar.
The Calaveras Grove, though really one of
the most remarkable, and from its accessibility
by far tlic most frequented, is not the only one

in California, there being three other groups
of big trees in Mariposa, besides one in Tuo
lumne, and another in Tulare County, and per
haps others not yet discovered in the adjacent
but less explored portion of the Sierra Nevada.

" The gospel shall be preached to every creature."

of Free Terms tTnfree
question
churches is agitating many inquiring
minds.
It is a fact that many persons are una

THE

ble to pay the usual charges for pew rents in
our large churches. Is it not, then, the duty of
the rich to provide accommodations for those
who would like to attend, but who can not

it not the privilege of
pay ? Or, rather,
the rich to provide for the poor in this re
In the Old Country more attention
spect.
is

accom
"We re

member, in company with a lady, hearing a
a bishop preach in a church in Birmingham
on a special occasion.
Bcinsr. well instructed
and much profited, we asked our companion,
on going out, how she enjoyed the discourse ?
" Not at all," she
replied ; adding, as the rea
son, " there was no third class present."
In
other words, no arrangements had been made

for the poor folks who usually attended serv
ices there.

She felt that this needy class had
been neglected, and this took away all per
sonal enjoyment.
We had been less thought

ful or considerate.

Intent on hearing, we did

not stop to consider the desires or necessities
of others. Is not this the case with too many

of us ? So long as w e secure good places, are
we equally mindful of others ? Do we aid in
providing spiritual food for other starving
and perishing souls ? Here is a rebuke for
those of us who deserve it.

Do yon know the worth of money,—
How it everything pervades f
am seated where the sunny
Warmth dispels the wintry shades.
You— with poverty your teacherShivering near the half-f hut door,
Scarce can hear the listless preacher
On the duties of the poor.

I

" Are not rich and poor together
"
Equal in the house of prayer ?
Look around and tell me whether
Any hold that doctrine here?
Sec our seats,— we are deserving.
And have bought our rights to pews ;

FREE CHURCHES.

is paid to the providing of church
modations for the poor than here.

[July,

You should thtink us for reserving
You the sittings we refuse.
Be content with what we leave yon.
Or at once from chnrch depart ;
If our privileges grieve you,
And yon take your wrongs to heart,
None will miss you, none will wonder;
Crowds have done the same before :
No one will snspect a blunder
In our treatment of the poor.
Live in your own wretched station,
Careless of all means of grace ;
Let a godless education
Rear a still more worthless race.
Die with or without repentance,
And when this world has its close,
Do not blame us— should yonr sentence
Doom you to unending woes.
— Church Herald.

Flatteby and Women.
"
1

— " Women all love

Nay, my dear sir, that is a broad
" all ! " There are women to
assertion, — not
whom flattery is an abomination ! If you

flattery

would win the regard of such, use it sparing
ly — dealing it out in homeopathic doses, or
To be sure, there may be excep
not at all.
tions; but a sensibh woman knows just how
far she is deserving; is willing to abide by
her own merits, and beyond everything ad
in the man she would love.

mires sincerity

Speak to her kindly of the faults which your
Let her know
clear judgment may detect.

that you think well of her — admire qualities
of mind or character which she may possess.

Above all, let her see that she is appreciated.
But, if you would win her love, do not flatter
her! — Mr». Wilkinson.

LAY OF THE PEWHOLDEB.
What I is this, then, your petition ?
Keep off from my fast-closed door ;
Don't yon know yonr real condition ?
I am rich, and you are poor.
I um rich, and a pewholder,
Nor intend that such an you
Should repose— with la/.y shoulder—
In my comfortable pew.

" Totj
Venetian

charge me fifty sequins," said a
" for a bust
nobleman to a sculptor,

" You
that only cost you ten days' labor."
"
that I have been
forget," replied the artist,
thirty years learning to make that bust in
ten days."

THE TREATY.
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peaks, with the tenacity of life. Nothing
but the fear of starvation, and the hope
of some time returning, induces him to

Proline Euro
emigrate to other lands.
pean human hives must constantly send
out new swarms, and colonies are always

3ST

Is

it

EW

America is made up of all na
forming.
tions. "We blend the blood of every
We are a new nation, differing
race.
When small
greatly from any other.

YORK,

JULY,

and weak we took deep root, and have
attained a growth beyond all precedent.

1871.

Satisfactory ?—We now enter on our fifty-third

volume of the Phrenological

Journal.

The editors

naturally inquire of their readers. 11Is it satisfactory f 11
They can not hope to please all.

If

They aim to do right.

they rebnko others, it is done—not in malice, but— In

kindness.

They would have every individual come Into

right and closer relations with the laws of their being
and the will of God— to know the right, and do It.

We

hope to proflt by onr own experiences, and by the kind
suggestions of readers. It shall be our endeavor to make
the

Journal

satisfactory to all who seek " the greatest

is no real friendship

governments.
feels kindly toward
each looks

any love
publics

between

No one monarchy
another monarchy ;
Nor is there

out for itself.
between

; each

monarchies

is jealous

soon cover all.
Europeans have looked on us as of no
great consequence, as having good hunt
ing-ground for sportsmen and adven
turers, and affording a good resort for
imbecile

lords, fast young princes, and
for ill-mated husbands, in short, affording
a place to exile improvident
sons and
These find their
daughters.
way here in thousands, and often into
our prisons, hospitals, and
asylums.
Only the sound, sensible, and virtuous

THE TREATY.
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Its fruits
Neigh
boring islands and provinces will come
under its branches, and one flag will
a continent.

feed her own and other nations.

imprudent

good of the greatest number."

rpHERE

The tree covers

and re

of its own.

Our

are absorbed into the body politic.

In

years long gone by, when stealing
and selling men was profitable, many
English merchantmen brought cargoes

of Africans to our shores, and sold them
to such as would

Cotton planting
buy.
was pushed, and England purchased and
worked up the product.
She grew rich

may be moderate or strong,
depending on our intelligence or igno
rance ; and this feeling is manifested
more or less by all men.
The Icelander

and waxed fat on the ill-gotten gains.
We were howled at from the English

believes his country to be the best the
sun shines on.
The same is true of the

press and from English pulpits for keep
ing slaves, — bought from her, — and our

Hottentot, Carib, and Digger Indian.
This grows out of a love for home — InTo an Englishman, no
habitiveness.
other country equals " those tight little
islands " where he was born.
How the
Teuton loves Fatherland no language
can express. The Scot clings to his hills
and glens, and the Swiss to his Alpine

ruin or regeneration was loudly prayed
for.
Having neither love nor fear for
us, John Bull, in an unlucky moment,
when we had our hands full of intestine
troubles, let slip the dogs of war on our

prejudices

commerce, and burned or
sank our ships, and property to the value
pf millions was thus quickly disposed of.
defenseless
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Our own war over, — Brother Jonathan
sent in his bill to John tor damages. After
much pooh-poohing, "surprising," and
protesting, he flatly denied all responsi
bility. "Ah," said Brother Jonathan,
" and is that the way you look at it ?
Very well ! We will let the matter
After thinking the matter over,
stand."
and seeing her danger from America
should any unpleasantness arise between
England and another nation, she sought

Uncle Sam told John it

a settlement.

was for him to move in the matter, and
that Washington would be the place for
the

" High Joints"

to meet,

talk over,

and propose measures. They met, dined,
John was goodwined, and discussed.
natured ; Jonathan was amiable.
They
things ; submitted their plans to
the U. S. Senate and the British Parlia
fixed

ment for acceptance ; and at this writing
the prospects for a final settlement are
hopeful.

A war

between

United States
dreadful,

Joint

England

and

at this time would be most

and had it not been

High

the

Commission

—

a

for the
measure

which reflects credit upon the enlighten
ment and moral sentiment of England
the United States, and contrasts
most favorably with the terrible affair
between France and Germany — such a
dire exigency would have occurred.

[Juit,

civilization

at large which our age has
witnessed, the jnost solid victory which
the great cause of Peace has ever won,"
is the declaration of a leading weekly

If

a party of ten or a dozen
statesmen can be so readily convoked,
and in cordial discussion can so satisfac
review.

torily arrange a perplexed question be
tween two powerful nations, it seems
reasonable to believe that any difficulty
which may arise among nations calling
themselves civilized can be likewise
amicably adjusted, and war, that foul
blotch upon human progress, be entirely
set aside.
Let there be peace on earth
and good-will among men ! Then will
all that is humanizing, all that tends to
develop and improve mankind, work to
gether harmoniously and effectively, and
the dawn of a millennial era become a

Let it be the part
practical probability.
of our great and free Republic to teach
the nations to love and not to hate each
other; to bury the sword and to culti
vate the arts of peace ; and by accepting

of humanity to

the common brotherhood
come closer and

closer

together in a
cemented by a common
liberty and a common sympathy.

bond of union

and

may be very pleasant to some, — it w
certainly a very lazy life, this

proud that our nation, a republic, has so
warmly espoused the cause of a peace

cedented in character, but its conclusion
the opening of a new era in international
is the greatest gain for
relations.

"It

we float too much, and we rmo
It
this floating, instead of
is

too little.

rowing, which draws us on and on to
habits of indolence, unthrift, helpless
couldn't help it,"
can't,"
ness.

"I

simply mean floating.

will"

rowing.

"

A

"I

can

"

and "

I

tested questions.
The eminent publicist Caleb Cushing
pronounces the Treaty not only unpre

The fact

young man
starts out in life resolved on having an
He keeps this as he keeps no
easy time.
mean

other resolution.
and seeks

He shuns real work,

position

as bar-tender

in

a

adjustment of con

On de O-hi-o."

I

tions for the pacific

"Floating down de ribcr,
is,

able settlement of international contro
versy, and thus contributed her power
ful interest toward popularizing
the
na
of
mutual
concession
among
policy

ROWING.

OR

TT

a

this matter of avoiding the " last
resort of kings," we may feel not a little

In

FLOATING

FLOATING
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drinking saloon, or

as a stage or carriage

driver, so that he can ride rather than
walk ; or he seeks a situation as keeper
of a toll-gate ; — it is not hard work to
Or,
take and make change, you know.
failing this, he will offer his services to
exhibit a horse, a machine, or take a sit
in the custom house, where the
duties are light, hours short, and pay
enough to keep him in liquor, tobacco,
He is not
and second-hand clothing.

uation

always expected to pay his board, for is
"
not his " society an ample equivalent for
what he eats, and a place to sleep ? He
sings Rongs, plays on a fiddle, tells sto
Another young
ries, and is entertaining.
man of like aspirations once joined a cir
cus company and traveled for a time ;
" pulling
but it was too hard work this

and changing
places so
up stakes"
anecdotes
The
old
often.
repeated by
the clown were learned by heart, and as
he was accustomed to do, were "fired

off"

for the amusement of stable-boys,
bar-room loungers, and other

loafers,
idlers.
he

At

would

one time he concluded
go on

that

whaling voyage.

a

he thought, was an opportunity
for a long and lazy voyage, with plenty
He re
to eat, and but little work.

Here,

after a three years' trip, shar
ing the luck of all lazy fellows, hav
ing got more experience than oil. He
returned once more to his friends, and
turned

OR

BOWING.
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ly support myself, to say nothing of sup
It costs me nearly all
porting a family.
the change
can pick up for tobacco
and something to drink." Poor fellow !

I

what will he do for a home when the old
folks depart ? He has learned no trade ;
knows little or nothing of business, and
is floating on toward the poorhouse.
The young man who starts out in life
intent on " working his way up," expects
to climb hills, overcome difficulties, en
dure defeats, suffer reverses, and row
against tide, currents, and breakers. But
he will never float. -He hears the roar
of the cataract in the distance, and ex
erts himself to keep clear of it.
It is
the lazy floating boatman who is carried
over 1
Parents owe it to their children to
wake up, call out, and develop the latent
powers with which they are endowed.
We grant that the first duty, or business,

or privilege of childhood is to grow, — to
grow bodily rather than to overtask their
brains or nerves. Still, they may — must

—be

trained to use their faculties

in or

der to make headway in life. Over-in
dulgence is as fatal as over-work. Every
boy and every girl should be thoroughly
impressed with the fact that self-helpful
ness is a duty, that idleness is a sin.
It
is true that
" Satan finds some mischief stiU
For idle bands to do."

now relates his hardships, and begs for
Poor fellow !
sympathy and support.
the fates are against him, and he resigns
himself to a season of repose.
When

Give young children short hours for
study ; long hours for play, real earnest
and hearty play, and all the time they
need for perfect sleep, nature's sweet re

rallied as to what he intends to do in the

Lay out their work or studies,
and see that they do it ; so also their
hard tasks be
play and their sleep.

" have nothing in
future, he replies,
"
"
view ;
Business is dull ; there is
or,

I

no work to be done

;

but

if

there were

ever so much, the pay is very poor ; and
while the ' old man ' has anything left,
prefer to stay with him ;
may as

I

I

well have it as any one."
"But do
you not intend to marry and have a
home of your own ? " " No ; can scarce

I

storer.

If

given to children, stand by them, encour
Never
age, and help them through.
overload a colt, or you spoil the horse.
Teach children that there is real merit
in achievements.
One success will be
followed by another ; and when the boy
becomes a man, he will go through, not
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around, a hard task. He will tunnel the
mountain, when in his way ; or force his

" up the rapids," instead of lying
way
on his oars and floating down the stream.
It requires energy — Combat i veness, Firm
ness, Executiveness, and ambition to ex
cel — to insure success

sence

of

in life.

The ab

these manly qualities leaves the

miserable creature among pitiable imbe
ciles and helpless paupers.

Young man, whither are you tending?
Are you standing still, drifting on the
tide or lazily floating down the current?
Are you already a miserable slave to
nasty habits ? Do you chew tobacco ?
smoke

tobacco

?

snuff

tobacco

?

and

Or, are you still clean-mouthed,
pure-minded, and unperverted ? In the
drink

?

one case you are on the road which leads
to dissipation, disease, crime, and prem
ature death ; in the other, — if you live

— you will

rise in life, become a
useful,- successful, honored, and worthy
citizen, growing in health, in grace, god

right,

liness, and will leave the world some
what the better for your having lived in
it.
Choose ye, whether you will float

row

your way through life, and suffer
sorrows
of a misspent life, or enjoy
the
the happiness which comes of obedience

or

to the laws of God.

HOW TO TREAT PRISONERS.
r I

iHE National Standard

copies the

following from the New York Tri
bune, which says:

Mary II. Rogers,

a minister of the Society of
the Iowa Penitentiary,
and

Friends, visited
preached to the prisoners with fervor and
The effect upon her auditors was very
power.
marked.
Two of them, John Walker and
Richard Allen, were so powerfully impressed
that the warden and keepers regarded them as
converted men. Subsequently other Quakers
visited the prison, and these two men asked to
Ik' taken into the Society of Friends as mem
bers.
No other instance of such a request was
ever heard of: but the Society, after careful in
John Walker's sentence
quiry, received them.
for iive years had nearly expired ; Richard
Allen had seven years to serve.
Richard was
He re
recently ordered to make billiard cues.

[Jult,

monstrated with the officer, saying, " I can not
do it; gambling caused me to be here; I am
willing to work, and do not willfully disobey
the rules ; but I am conscientious in this thing-.
He was reported to the next higher officer, and
threatened with punishment, but finally the
warden withdrew the order.
Walker's" term
expired soon after his admission to the Quaker
body, and the monthly meeting appointed a
committee to extend to him a kind welcome,
and secure to him a home and such advice and
aid as his case might require.
He is doing
well.
Those who arc toiling for the improve
ment of public prisons, seeking to make them
agencies of reform as well as of punishment,
will find encouragement in facts like these.

[Why not follow up this good work ?
Why should not Mary H. Rogers keep
on preaching fervently and with power,
touching the hearts of men, and moving
them to become not simply Quakers, but
self - regulating Christian
men?
We
would have any number of Marys, good
angels of mercy, to visit all our prisons,
and preach, teach, and talk to the poor,
undeveloped culprits, who are
famishing for just such spiritual influ
It has long been a most anxious
ences.
weak,

study with us what should be done to
improve the minds and morals of this

We sin
large class of unfortunates.
cerely believe that right treatment, right
and judicious management
teaching,
many of the
our prisons.
The thing which ought to be done is this :
place our prisoners in the care of phre
Let all the ordinary occupa
nologists.
would

serve to reclaim

thousands

who

now

fill

tions and

pursuits go on as now with
exception : give the prisoners at
least one hour each day for intellectual
this

and moral

They should
improvement.
and instructed in

be formed into classes,

useful branches, especially va. Phrenology,
know and realize their

so that they may

own defects with a view to their correc

Let this method be pursued vigor
ously, and with the important accessories
of earnest praying and preaching, and

tion.

not only two, but hundreds in every pris
on would yield to the goodly influence ;
and ere their terms of imprisonment were
over, would be converted and rendered

MEN CORRUPTED
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self-controlling, law-abiding citizens. Oh,
that we could but speak words of truth,
kindness, and encouragement to all those
fallen, ignorant, and unregenerate crea
tures! and in the light of science and
revelation bring them to a true sense of
their oondition, and show them how to
become what God intended them to be—
honest, obedient, kind, and godly men
and women.
Who wilF aid us in bring

ing a knowledge of Phrenology to our
Have the churches nothing
prisons ?
to do in this matter ? What are they
doing for the conversion and improve
ment

'

of criminals

?

It

was not the

BY BAD BUSINESS.
owning property estimated at five mil
of dollars, and conducting a business
whose returns are enormous, and it would be
a man

lions

thought that he was completely above tempta
tion in the way of withholding from the Gov
ernment its lawful dues. But the nature of tho
business itself, when carefully considered, seems
to us to be a reason for his action.
When it is
understood that tobacco poisons the human sys
tem, that its use is inseparably associated with
indelicacy, and moreover awakens tendencies
or leanings in sympathy with the lower feel
ings and sensuous propensities, it is not re
markable that one who has devoted himself
for years to preparing it in the various forms

known to consumers should fall from rectitude.
No man can take fire into his bosom without

being burned, or handle pitch without soiling
his fingers ; so no one can maintain close rela
tions with that which perverts and degrades

needy class than this ? Right action on
the part of all our clergy would tend to
better the condition of prisoners and

the great mass of those who indulge in
without sharing its impurity in some form.
If we scrutinize the character and actions of
those around us who are engaged in the man

authorities to furnish the means whereby
may be lifted up, im

the unfortunate

ufacture or sale of tobacco, or of alcoholic
liquors, we can not fail to be impressed that
their business has
contaminating influence
which recoils in some measure upon them
a

improve their religious
opportunities.
May God put it into the hearts of our

it,

" sinners" Christ came to
righteous, but
save.
Can his disciples find a more

selves.

D.
♦

■»»»

Sun of May 11, this man had been selling to
the trade for a long time an article of tobacco at
a price far below that which other manufac
turers could afford to sell a similar article, they
paying the full revenue tax of forty cents per
pound imposed upon it. An investigation
tered upon by the revenue officers developed
the irregularity of the manufacturer's business
dealings in this respect, and resulted finally in
He is
the trial and judgment first mentioned.
en

is

remarkable one, and deserving of
certainly
more extended consideration
than can be
given in
single page, the only space which
could be appropriated for him in the present
number. We have been informed by Bingham
careful analysis of
ton correspondents that
Rulloff's brain had been made shortly after the
full
execution, and trust that we shall receive
a

in time for our
report of the examination
sketch. We must express our gratification on
account of the interest shown by the scientists
of Binghamton in the matter of Rulloff's cer
ebral organization.

Paralysis. — A most interesting case of com
pound paralysis has been presented for our con
sideration, and our readers next month will
remarkable,
have the benefit of it. The case
inasmuch as only the head of the subject
parently alive.

is

reputed respectable. In this case, we have a
man of large wealth and high standing inti
mately related to what appears to be a system
atic practice of defrauding the revenue. Ac
cording to the statements of the New York

of this
sketch of E. H.
Rulloff, the murderer, who suffered the penalty
of his horrible crimes at Binghamton, N. Y.,
on the 18th of May last
Rulloff's case
number

is

THE

Rulloff. — In an early
Journal we purpose to give

a

of one of the largest tobacco man
ufacturers in the country, which was tried
not long since in the United States District
Court, and which resulted in a verdict in favor
of the United States Government against him
in. the sum of one hundred and four thousand
dollars, affords an illustration of the corrupting
influence of some kinds of business generally
case
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I

ble ; and so I set myself to thinking.
Nothing
could be recalled from the past that seemed of
any value ; and it is not at all likely that at

that time any arguments were made worth re
So my thinking must begin de

membering.
now.

Afterpondering over the matter a little while
without avail, suspended the process of think

I

it

is,

;

I

is

a

men have fondly dwelt upon
better future.
The dark ages are in the past the living pres
ent
flat, stale, and unprofitable,' but the fu
ture
golden age. All nations have their
;

wrestled.
" If
"
you please," said she,
give me just an
If I can only get
idea or two on this subject
can make something
started once, I believe
out of it" To resist such a plea was impossi

The hopes of your childhood and the bright
anticipations of your more mature life have
never been and never will be half realized.
And this
so the world over.
In all ages

millennium, but
to come.

is

in form, feature, or voice, presenting herself as
the leading disputant of a question with which
all the great lords of creation had doubtless

it

so strange

to see a fragile girl, one in no sense masculine

and therefore came slowly.
"
think, my little dear, would in the first
place appeal to the consciousness of my hear
ers.
Say to them, Now you know that in your
own experience the ideal
most pleasing.

never past nor present, but
to the same point,

This, and more

constitutes your first argument
In the second place, you may assert that, in
realized has been previous
general, whatever
is

And now it looked

consideration.

was full twenty min

is

looked. Then we were all boys who grappled
with such questions. Girls did not even come
into our debating societies, much less attempt
to discuss the subjects then and there under

It

of them took shape so that I
could postulate it And when I state it you
will think it a very simple thing to labor so
hard over. And so it
standing alone by
itself. But in my mental process
was part
of
and so came not by itself,
larger whole
utes before one

but our first contact with pleas
anticipated
urable things
most pleasing. The first taste
of wine, the first scent of flowers, the first
notes

is ;

I

one of them.

stated

a

the same idea is draped in more graceful rhet
And
note
oric, but for all that the same.
another point of difference not to be over

going on in my mind illustrates a curious fact
in psychology.
I could distinctly see the four
arguments I would make, but if it were to save
my neck from the guillotine 1 could not have

a

far as ever from a final decision.
There is
Thirty years ago we
only this difference.
stated it in I his wise : " Resolved, that partici
And now
pation is better than anticipation."

I

I

I

really thought the question long
years ago
But history, repeating itself,
since settled.
brings me to the same vexed question, just as

Then presently
saw with my mind's
shadow forms of certain arguments
bearing upon the question. " Yes, now I think
I can help you a little." " IIow much ? " she
eagerly asked. " Well, there are just four points
that would make." " And what are they ? "
And she stood with pencil in hand to note
them down. The process which was just then
the

eye

'

discussions.
The walls of a certain old red school-house
have often rung with eloquent words, pro and
" Participa
con, upon the respective merits of
tion" and "Anticipation," and this so many

I

night

is

features of an old friend about which I had
been wont in former years to hold many hot

my face. Of course nothing came of that but
"
confusion to me.
Can't you possibly think
of something?" said she, beseechingly. "No,
not a thing."
The matter looked blank as

is

society to which she belonged had chosen her
to make the opening speech on the following
question :
Do the conceptions of the Imagination afTord
more pleasure than the perception of the Real ?
It seemed to me that I could recognize in
this gaudily dressed sentence the form and

ing, and rummaged my library in hopes some
thing might be found suggestive on this point
This, too, was futile; and this while my little
intellectual beggar stood looking wistfully into

ly

a dear young friend presented her

self in my study with a very modest request
TO-DAY
that I would just help her a little. The literary

of music

are

generally

most gratifying.

through our senses ; but the senses at the best
are imperfect, and so they give us at all times

?

I

;

is

I

I

I

a

?

I

senses.
People think
they see, and hear, and feel must ne
cessarily be as they see, and hear, and feel
to be; but nothing
further from the truth
than such an idea. Hardly two persons think
alike about any one thing; what pleases one

is

it

what

displeases another. In taste and feeling we
have
variety almost as numberless as the hu
man race. Yet,
our senses were an infallible

with the

test, we should all be impressed alike

objects that surround

The man

us.

with delirium tremens thinks he

affected

sees serpents

and devils they are so real to him that he dries
out in the agony of terror. And, by the way,
this illustration
good one to urge in behalf
of the power of the imagination. If the man,
being well, were to see these horrid objects in
reality, they would not impress him in half so
fearful

manner.

And do you know how deceptive are the
senses to the insane mind
They turn light
into darkness, beauty into deformity, and the
conceptions of the imagination are more vivid
than the perception of the real. The lunatic
king
who supposes himself
vastly more
is

can not arrange our fourth argument out

of what we do know of mental processes.
Our cognizance of the real is obtained solely

implicit confidence in the

?

if we

taste,

a

The fourth point, my little one, leads us still
You
further into the science of psychology.
have never studied that So you think ; but I
dare say you have more knowledge of mental
science than you are aware of. What you know
of it has been gleaned in the school of experi
Let us see
ence, and so not reduced to system.

"

a

the ideal, as a source of pleasure, must ever ex
ceed the real.

do

if

has no boundary lines.
Its
bear you to regions wider than the
to realms higher than the stars; to
places deeper than death. Now, this free play
of the mental faculties constitutes one of the
greatest delights of the mind of man, so that
wings
earth;

and see, and smell
" Ah,
little one, you have
not made the human mind
study, or you
would not ask that
Almost everybody has

think

is

of imagination

feel, and hear, and

what

;

You can weigh, meas
never be more nor less.
ure, and circumscribe it ; and so, whether it be
good or bad, you know it has metes and bounds
within the circle of possibilities. On the other
hand, the play of the human mind in the realm

in its present garb,
strange to me but the
idea will be there."
" Well," said
my fair interlocutor, " can see
all but this last point How do you prove that
our senses give us imperfect knowledge
Do
you mean to say
don't feel what
think

I

ideal, has lost no small share of its savor. Il
lustrations of this fact come crowding upon my
mind, but you must supply them for yourself.
In the third place, suppose you maintain that
the real is fixed and limited in its nature, it can

55

a

Beauty and sweetness afford us great delight in
their freshness, but in time the one flattens to
taste, and the other grows tiresome to the eye.
Therefore we assert that the real when reached,
having been already familiar to us through the

REALITY.

VS.

a

IMAGINATION
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happy than any real king ever was or will be.
His unkempt locks are to him golden crown,
and his rags and tatters are purple and fine

them ; its music comes through no ears. With
whatever it feeds the mind, it gives without
mediation of any sort, and so the results of its
operations must be more intense, certain, and

must not
speech you are to
yours. But stop
arguments, much

show

a

a

philological Darmarked development into
something as strange to you as your question,

winianism,

is

a

I
a

;

:

not matter much.
better one, but not
may excite dispute, but

it

we fail on this point,
Your fourth point

does

It
above controversy.
be easily overthrown.
We had better
put that down as second on the list, viz. All
we realize comes through the senses.
These,
will not

:

it,

of the resolution may, by

puted so we will put that first, viz. What
realized has generally been anticipated
ever
and by just so much made less pleasurable. If
a

by his literary club ; and my word for
the essence of that resolution will be just
what we have been considering. The language
cussed

tell you any more, else the
make will be mine, and not
moment
If you have good
depends upon the order of
their arrangement
Your ideas should culmi
nate in the best point being put last That will
make
better effect Your second point
evi
It may be properly dis
dently the weakest

is

question, why then, when you get through your
school days, and are immersed in the cares of
life, you must expect some little lad or lass will
come to you with a resolution about to be dis

linen.
But

is ;

pleasing.
These points you can take in this skeleton
form and clothe them in suitable garb. If they
do not prove the affirmation of this old-time

a

uncertain and-unsatisfactory information.
But
the play of the imagination brings to the mind
impressions without the intervention of agencies
of any sort Its pictures need no eye to reveal

we know,

are very apt to deceive us.

How,
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then, can they give us the greater pleasure,
when compared with the play of the imagina
tion, whose impressions come through no me
dium, but are direct and vivid?
As for our third point, we must let that
Like Ajax, it defies the
stand where it is.
blasts of controversy.
You might rest upon
that declaration as a warrior behind an im
do not think any sober man
pregnable wall.
would dispute the statement, though he might

I

[July,

ers.
They know it is true as well as you.
This will appeal to their vanity somewhat,
and so win over their judgment
But there, there, I have said too much al
ready. It you were a boy, it might do ; but

you are a little girl, and you can knit, and sew,
and flirt, without a knowledge of the art of ar
gumentation."

" Thank
you, Uncle Ned, for all but the last.

I am

deny that it proved your point.
Now for our fourth argument, that shall cap
the climax.
We have arranged our material
in the best logical and rhetorical manner, and

a little girl, 'tis true, but as the world goes
may yet be a lawyer, or a clergyman, or a
statesman ; and, oh, won't that be jolly 1 when
become the Hon., or the Rev., or Judge Miss
Brown 1 "

we can have nothing so fitting for a grand
finale as this, that in proof of all you have said
you appeal to the consciousness of your heal

Ah, simple girl, the conceptions of your ima
gination are now vastly more pleasing than the
perceptions of the real.

I

I

HOIT. WARD HUNT.
rnHIS

portrait indicates that order of temwhich

perament

without

strength,

produces

smoothness, and refinement.

He has strength

smoothness without ef

coarseness,

for God.

greatness and

The head at the

crown, in the region of Self-Esteem and Approbativeness,

appears

oped, showing

a quick-

to

be amply

sense

devel

of reputation

feminacy, excitability without rashness, force

and honor, and also of dignity, self-reliance,

without cruelty, dignity without arrogance,

and manliness.

and such a harmony of intellectual

above and about

develop

The head is broad enough
the ears to show economy,

ment that the results of his mental action are

prudence, positiveness, and force.

generally justified by facts.

indications of

The fullness of the lower part of the fore
head

shows

clear,

ready,

practical

talent.

The fullneass running from the root of the
nose upward to the hair shows quick obscr-

a

There are

full degree of social feeling

;

he has strong affection, but with it there is
introduced

refinement

sphere of his social life.

nity indicate

a

and elevation

in the

His force and dig

resemblance

to the

father,

memory, clearness of criti

while his temperament, his cast of intellect,

cism, and ability to read the minds and mo

and his moral and social nature show a strong

vation, excellent
tives of others.
upper

The lateral portions

of the

part of the forehead are not remark

resemblance to his mother.
a man

He is evidently

of talent, moral worth, dignity, energy,

and enterprise.

for common

The present Chief Judge of the Court of
Appeals of the State of New York, Ward
Hunt, was born in Utica, Oneida County, on
the fourteenth day of June, a.d. 1810, and
thus in his sixty-first year, on the verge of
the old prescribed term of judicial capacity
once established by the laws of our State,
though now happily abolished, which cut off
some of the best professional wisdom and
talent in their prime and vigor, relegating
Kent to his library to prepare his Com

and

sense

than for theoretical

speculation

or fine-spun

His arguments would always hold

theories.
proper

judgment

practical

relation to history and facts, and are

easily understood

by the common people.

The height of his head, running up through
the middle over to the crown, shows Benevo
lence,

Veneration,

Faith,

Hope,

Conscien

tiousness,

and Firmness; hence he has up

rightness,

reverence, sympathy,

respect

for

ifc

ably large ; hence he is more distinguished

mentaries,

and

transferring

Nelson

to the

1871.]

RON.

WARD HUNT.

bench of the Supreme Court of the United
States to adorn it yet for a score of years be

57

tended the law school of Judge James Gould,
Conn., and the course being

at Litchfield,

time of mental decrepi
tude as formerly admeasured.
The Hunt family is of English origin ; but
for a century and a half the records show a

completed, he returned to Utica and entered
the office of Hiram Denio, since eminent as a

New York branch of the original stock, of
which Judge Hunt is one. His father, Mont
gomery Hunt, was a gentleman of education,
and for many years cashier of the old Bank
of Utica, which was indebted to his financial

lawful age.
In those days the professional

yond the empirical

PORTRAIT

OP

judge of the Court of Appeals, and was ad
mitted to the bar in 1831, having just reached
business af

by banks was important to a young
lawyer, and the connection of his father and
friends with the Bank of Utica at once seforded

H ON.

WARD

HUNT.

ability for the marked reputation it acquired
as a leading and principal country bank, with
a high standing in New York city as the
commercial center. When a boy of about
fourteen years, Hunt lost the care and affec
tion of a most excellent mother, who is re
membered as a woman of genial manners, a

cured to the son a favorable

generous heart, and a fine intellect.
Mr. Hunt's education was liberal.

for men of legal eminence, was of a character
to demand ability of all who sought distinc

He

en

tered Union College in his seventeenth year,
He then at
and was graduated with credit.

register, and his

partnership with Judge Denio shortly after,
to his professional pros
added materially
pects. He soon commanded a lucrative prac
which, together with his patrimony,
The
placed him in an independent position.
bar of Oneida County, so long distinguished

tice,

Mr. Hunt had to emulate or compete
with such antagonists as Beardsley, Kirkland,

tion.
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Foster, and Spencer. He was always a delib
erate and orderly speaker, and without any
pretense to mere rhetorical display he pos
sesses an aptness

in illustrative anecdote and

pleasantly enlivens his more
formal speech, as also his ordinary conversa
His practice was of the miscellaneous
tion.
allusion

that

character common
law, then equity,

to country districts —now
now that of an attorney,

then of a solicitor, and commonly as counselor
in all. He was connected with some of the
most important trials, and won distinction at
the bar for clearness of mind and fairness in

his conduct of cases.
His
Judge Hunt has been twice married.
earliest political associations were with the
old Democratic party, of which General Jack
son was then the Presidential candidate, and
for whom his first electoral ballot was cast.
A few years after, in 1838, Mr. Hunt was
elected by that party to the Assembly of New
York, and served as a member in 1839.
of the Republican party
Fremont became its
candidate for the Presidency, Mr. Hunt sev
ered his political connection with the Demo
cratic party, and acted zealously with the
new organization, to which he adhered until
elevated to the bench.
In 1865 he was nom
inated by that party as its candidate at large
for Judge of the Court of Appeals, and the
result of the contest showed his election by a
majority exceeding 32,000 votes. This placed
him in the judicial seat, long most ably oc
cupied by his early partner, Judge Denio,
whom he succeeded in January, 1866.
In 1868 the resignation of John K. Porter
as Judge of the Court of Appeals, and the
death of the Chief Judge, "William B. Wright,
concurred to give Judge Hunt the position
of Chief Judge of that court.
Mr. Hunt's preference always was a seat
In his case it was signalized
on the bench.
On the formation

in

1856,

when

General

by a sudden leap to the highest judicial em
inence in the State, without any of the te
dious climbing from step to step, which is
the usual precursor to such elevations.
Of Judge Hunt's judicial ability, let his

"
opinions as published in the New York Re
"
speak to the sense of the profession
ports
which can best judge of them. Of his de

meanor in his high office, we may say that he
is urbane and courteous, of even and well-

controlled

[July,

temper, and that he sustains the

dignity of his high place with entire satisfac
He has a fine personal presence, and is
tion.
in the full enjoyment of all his natural and
acquired gifts, physical and mental.
He is a member of the Protestant

Episco

pal Church, in which he was educated, and
has held therein honorable official trusts ; and

in all his relations, both public and private,
he is everywhere esteemed for the correctness
and purity of his life.

STRENGTH FOR THE FAILING.
A. L. X.
Courage, oh, faltering soul 1 be brave 1
Swlftlj the moments flow with yonr vain tears,
Swiftly your life is rolling, wave on wave,
Into the cold, dark silence of the grave.
Swiftly aud surely nears
The end of all your earthly hopes and fears.
Duty implores yon, coward, to sit
Bewailing chances lost, when lo I the hour.
With fair, clean page, whereon no hand hath writ,
Opens to you. Oh, set your name on it I
Stand forth and prove your power.
Let not the rust of sloth your life devour.
Work, ere the dew of youth be gone ;
Work, ere the frost of Death your pulses chill ;
Let the brave sword of Truth be boldly drawn,
And In the name of Kight walk firmly on.
So shall life's very ill
Bow to the triumph of your conquorlng will.
Over the cross shineth the crown ;
Better than you for Truth have fought and died ;
Bravely bear up though earthly hope go down ;
Stand to your faith, thongh the world scoff and frown.
Angels arc on your side,
And heaven about you, lei what will betide.

WESTERN

SCHOOL-HOUSES.

HEREWITH
a view of
school-house.

fortable,

It

we present our readers with
a model Western country
is at once beautiful, com

It is surrounded
and healthful.
with trees, vines, shrubs, grassy lawn, pleasant
walks, a play -ground, all things necessary to
make the place every way attractive.
Compare
this almost stately edifice with the common,
barn-like, dismal square boxes at the cross

roads, or on a corner, without a flower, a
shrub, a vine, or a tree to rest the hungry
mind upon I How much taste and refinement
is such a kennel supposed to develop in the
character of a child ! Be it known that even
the external* of a school-house, its location and
surrounding scenery, have something to do in
awaking

emotions, pleasing or painful, and in
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developing character. We give the West credit
for setting the world a most worthy example

In this respect. All honor to the liberal-minded
men who, appreciating the influence of these

50

good things, come forward with the means to
supply them.

a journal printed in the inter
of an insurance company by that name,

T'm Republic,
est
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published this engraving, together with a view
of a French palace, and offered the following
very appropriate comments :
" On another
page we give an illustration of
Here
a palace, that of the Tuileries in Paris.

growth not only in numbers, but in all that
makes strength and progress in a nation.
No,
we would not exchange this beautiful school-

we present a common country school-house in
Does the reader ask 'how common
'
are such beautiful buildings on your prairies ?

earnest-eyed, zealous prairie school-master for
Louis Napoleon, or any Orleans or Bourbon of
Uicin all. These first shall live and flourish

Well, the architect, G. P. Randall, Esq., of
Chicago, shows his own list of about sixty of
them, and claims no monopoly in school build
ings. Look at this picture, then at that, and
In all France
thank God you are an American.

when the shame and disgrace of the downfall
the other will only be known in the moral
the sage and the sad examples of the
historian."

Illinois.

there is no such example. Palaces for school
children, a better house for Jane and Mary and
John than the community affords to any one
Among quiet farm-houses and modest
homesteads, the best fruits of architecture and
invention given to the mental culture of the
little folks. The choicest talent expended in

else.

Why, then, school edu
temples of education.
cation after all is our empire, and we can leave
to old nations, whose decay is now coming
" as an armed man," the
upon them, literally
magnificent piles and lavish adornings that are
Better

merely set up to pamper imperialism.

the prairie school-house palace than the palace

of the Tuileries, in all that constitutes a prom
But what a contrast to the
school-house of our earlier days.
Whittier
describes one of them :
ise for a people.

' Still stands the school-honse by the road,
A ragged btggar running,
Abont it still the sumachs grow,
And blackberry vines are running;.1

" Nevertheless,

a glory surrounds the old
school-houses of New England, for from those
came these, and the whole vast domain of our
American empire, from Maine to Oregon, from
San Diego to Key West, is becoming dotted

with costly school buildings, well founded
seminaries, and deeply based universities,
whose lineage runs straight back to the worn
and whittled benches and battered portals of
some old red school-house, stark and cheerless,
by the New England highway, whose road
side fences were rock-built, to clear the hard
fields for tillage. From that stock came these.
While Americans make Common School, Ed

ucation the basis of our institutions, history
will only open her pages to record our advance
ment
We can still hold our country as the
refuge of the oppressed of all the earth, with a
molding and blending power in our system
that shall make of all new-comers, of whatever
nationality, first, citizens, and then men, and
from

their

children

and

children's

children

house of Sycamore, De Kalb County, Illinois,
for the Tuileries, nor would we exchange an

of
of

Let other portions of our great country
profit by this example, and furnish such schoolhouses as shall inspire a sense of respect and
call out a love for the beautiful in art, and foi
the picturesque and sublime in nature. Our
thanks are due to The Republic and to the arch
itect above named for kindly permitting us to
use the engraved illustration.
♦*♦

HYMN.
DEDICATED TO THE SUFTOItTERS OF ST. TIMOTHY'S
P. E. FREE CUURCH.

And who shall stand "twist God and me,
When times for praising Him occur?
Before my God I e'er would be
My own o'erjoyed Interpreter.

With David let the nations cry,
Let all the people praise the Lord!
The feeblest notes can pierce the sky,
While broken accents there accord.
What privilege so great as this.
That all can praise the King of kinga I
This is on earth abiding bliss,
And strange foretaste of heavenly things.
Oh, who can doubt when from the skica
The Christ appears the second time ;
The poor, the rich, the meek, the wise,
Will be as one in every clime.
Accept the things that will endnre ;
Let complex barriers timely fall ;
God neither knows the rich nor poor,
But he alike respects them all.
Foreshadow now that judgment day ;
Before the Lord let difTrencc cease ;
Oh, leave as God has made the way
Untranimcled tow'rds the Prince of Peace.

WHY DO THE EUROPEAN NATIONS
EXCEL ALL OTHERS ?
reply lo this question by Monk, in the
number, studiously avoids the true
answer, as do many of the philosophers of the
modern school. It has become so much a fash
ion to disparage or ignore the Bible, that even

THE
June

this candid writer comes up to the cause, in
tracing the causes of human progress, but does
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not Dame it He says rightly that the children
of Israel were early brought in contact with
the very highest types of the African races of
Egypt, but forgets to state that the culture and
wealth of Egypt were the product of Hebrew
ideas, and as soon as these were supplanted by
the idolatries and philosophies of human rea
son, Egypt relapsed into a barbarous condition.
Both Assyria and Babylon, which are adduced
as the high product of crossing the best breeds,
owe their improved civilization recorded in
their magnificent ruins, not to Hebrew blood,
for then, as now, the Jew refused intermarriage
with Gentiles, but to the religion taught by the

noble Daniel and his brethren.
It is more than amusing to mark the foxy in
genuity of Buckle, Mill, and other skeptics, in
manipulating history, to resist the claim of re
vealed religion to be the author of civil and

Now, let those who claim
social improvement.
all this as the result of climate and blood show
us one single nation that has attained a high
civilization without contact with Jewish or
thought, and they will prove some
Where is that nation f Do not rush
thing.
back into the twilight of fable, where you can
fabricate history, but take any nation whose
Christian

history is denned and verified. Is it by chance
that the Bible-reading are the commercial na
tions of the globe ?
Where the Scriptures are most read and be
lieved there is constitutional government; there
and means for educating the
masses ; there are progressive science, improved

are free schools

mechanism, steam power, telegraphs, farming
machinery, railroads ; there are systematic reliels for the mendicant, the blind, insane, deaf
and dumb, and idiotic, and all the characteris
And
tics of humane and charitable religion.
t/iese can be found nowhere eUe!
The religion
of nature, of reason, as taught by naturalists
here, covers two-thirds of the race ; yet it has
never opened free schools, nor built a constitu

tional government, or a railroad, or steamboat,
or telegraph, or mowing machine, or sewingmachine, or an almshouse for the poor, or an
asylum for the unfortunate.
Why not, if these
result from climatic influences and mixture of

It has money enough to build a tem
ple in Pekin on whose altars the annual sacri
fices exceed the cost of supporting all the Prot
estant churches of America.
Why can't it do
There is
something to improve its people?
bloods ?

but one answer : It is heathenism.
Why, as
soon as Christianity touches a nation, as it did
the Sandwich Islands, South Africa, Liberia,
Germany, England, Scandinavia, or America,

t
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do the elements stir with new life, and go on
to develop in higher and grander acquisitions
of principle, institution, and resource ? Is this
all by accident ? Is it honest to ignore the true
cause, as do Buckle, Mill, Draper, Alger, Froth-

ingbam & Co. ? If they think all this can be
accomplished by judicious crossing of breeds,
thousands of us stand ready to pay their bills
if they will cease their warfare with Christian
ity and go to Dahomey or France and try it.
The Mexican republic is but a miserable bur
lesque, because built on low religious ideas.
Ours was built on Christian truth by Christian
men, and is a sublime success, and will be till
its enemies put down the Bible and the Sab

Then they will dig its grave. French
attempts at self-government are painful and
horrible abortions.
She is ruled by Bible ha
bath.

Germany has a wise, strong government,
the Bible has exerted a more potent
influence there for three hundred and fifty
years than all other books. The prince who
asked Queen Victoria, " What is it makes Eng
land great?" received an honest and philo
sophical answer when the noble Christian
woman took a Bible from the sideboard and
" This Book makes
gave him, saying,
England
ters.

because

great." Alongside these let me repeat the senti
ments of the Father of his Country in his Fare
well Address:
"Of all the dispositions and
habits which lead to political prosperity, relig
ion and morality are indispensable supports."
Whatever

may be conceded to the influence

of refined education, reason and experience
both forbid us to expect that national morality
can prevail in exclusion of religious principles.
Daniel Webster on Bunker Hill said, "The
American colonists brought with them from
the Old Word a full portion of all the riches
of the past in science and art, in morals, relig
ion, and literature.

The Bible came with them."
a.

Love op Humanity. —There

j.

c.

are men whose

affection, at first beginning at home, and lov
ing only the mother who gave her baby nature's
bread, have now transcended family and kin,
gone beyond all private friendships with likeminded men, overleaped the far barriers of
our native land, and now, loving family, friends
and country, loves likewise all human kind.
This is the largest expanse of affection ; the
man's heart, once filled with love for one, for
a few, for men in need beneath his eye, for
his countrymen, has now grown bountiful to
To love the lovely, to sympathize with
alL
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the like-minded,

all,

save

— everybody

can do that, —

an ill-born few whom we may pity,

but must not blame, for their congenital de
formity and dwarfishness ; — but to love the
unlovely, to sympathize with the contraryminded, to give to the uncharitable, to for
give such as never pity, to be just to men
■who make iniquity a law, to pay their sleep
less hate with never-ceasing love, — that is the

triumph of the affections, the heroic degree
of love ; you must be but little lower than
the angels to do that.
It is one of the noblest
attainments of man, and in this he becomes
* * *
most like God.
AJKEB1CU8, Ga.

BEAUTY OF CHARACTER.
TO GRACE MARIA PRE8COTT.

Christopher Hartmahn writes the following beautiful
and truthful lines in the Banner of Light :
Lady, there is one truth, and one alone,
Which, to the lover of the beautiful,
In person or in manners, stands supreme.
It is that good alone, in its fair form,
Is Beauty. Ail else perishes. The eye
Of li^ht, with its bewitching fire ; the brow,
Tho cheek, the lip, the graceful form ; all the
Fair symmetry that's held so dear in man
Or woman, must, by the eternal law
Of the Creator's power, which molds and shapes
All outward forms from inward essences,
At
be made to correspond to the
Indwelling spirit. Then one only thing—
When outward forms have crumbled into dust.
And Nature's indistinguishable earth
Holds all that hath so charmed us—one thing i&roi.
Of all we had admired, shall have the power
To assume this mystic grace. Remember, lady,
It is Character.
When virtue's plastic spirit hath inwrought.
And love, sweet sympathy, and tenderness,
And mcltiug charity for others' woes.
And patience, gentleness, and humble trust
Have all conspired to fix the angelic form —

To
To
To
Of

shape the countenance, to light the eye,
give the curve and all the lineament
this immortal and this living sculpture
Heaven's divinest work— oh. that shall last I
When Bun and moon and stars decay, and time
Itself expires, and sin alone takes on,
In the dark regions of eternity.
The shape and hue of dread deformity,
This shall forever freshen and delight.
'Tis virtue's own and high prerogative —
The very essence of divinest beauty.
Such as pure angels love, and God himself
In holiness admires.

Self-Esteem. — A man may be addicted to
many vices, and yet there may be a hope of re
claiming him. But the moment he loses all

[July,

sense of character, and all consciousness of a
superior nature, — that is, the moment he be
gins to look upon himself and his vices as wor
thy of one another, — that moment all hope of
reclaiming him perishes; for the last ground
is surrendered on which it is possible for his

remaining good principles to rally and make a
stand.
We have often known men who have
retained their self-respect long after they had
lost their regard for principle ; but never one
who retained his regard for principle after he
u;id lost his self-respect. Destroy this, and you
destroy everything ; for a man who docs not
respect himself, respects nothing.

Starch. — Large quantities of starch are an
nually made from damaged wheat, to be after
ward converted into grape sugar, artificial
honey, syrups, for the use of brewers and man
ufacturers of spirits. Some of the starch is
converted into gum for labels, postage stamps,
Nearly all of our liquid honey is starch
etc.
syrup, and sometimes old honeycomb is nicely
filled with the syrup, and sold
There are so many uses for
glucose made from starch, that
ent time manufactured in large

at high prices.
grape sugar or
it is at the pres
quantities ; and
on one occasion within our knowledge, dam
aged starch ultimately proved to be of more

value for gum and sugar than it was when first
purchased in its pure state.

To Remove Stains from Linen. — To re
move wine, fruit, or iron stains, wet the spot
with a solution of hyposulphite of soda, and
sprinkle some pulverized tartaric acid upon it ;
then wash out as usual. Strong vinegar can
be used instead of the tartaric acid.

Moth Powder. — Lupulin (flour of hops), 1
dram ; Scotch snuff, 2 oz. ; gum camphor, 1 oz. ;
black pepper, 1 oz. ; cedar sawdust, 4 oz. Mix
thoroughly, and strew (or^mt in papers) among
the furs or woolen to be protected.
Liquid for Cleaning Silver. — Add

gradu

of prepared chalk to a mixture of 2
oz. of spirits of turpentine, 1 oz. of alcohol,
J oz. of spirits of camphor,' and 2 drams of
aqua ammonia. Apply with a soft sponge, and
allow it to dry before polishing.
ally

8 oz.

Specific against Mice. — As a specific
One
against mice calomel is recommended.
part of calomel, five parts of wheat flour, one
part of sugar, and one-tenth part of ultramarine
are mixed, and the whole exposed as powder.
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[continued

BUS every good his native wilds impart,
Imprints the patriot passion on his heart

ff

And

those ills, that round

e'en

Enhance

:

his mansion

the bliss his scanty fund supplies.

Dear is that shed to which his soul conforms,

And dear that hill which lifts him to the storms;
And

as a

child, when scaring sounds molest,

Clings close and closer to the mother's breast,
and the whirlwind's roar,

So the loud torrent,

But bind him to bis native mountains
Such are the charms to barren

more.

states assign'd ;

Their wants but few, their wishes all confin'd.
Yet let them only share the praises due,

If

few their wants, their pleasures are but few ;

For

every want that stimulates

the breast,

Becomes a source of pleasure when redrest,
Whence

from such lands each pleasing

science flies,

That first excites desire, and then supplies;
Unknown to them, when sensual pleasures cloy,
To fill the languid pause with finer joy

;

Unknown those powers that raise the soul to flame,
Catch

rise,

every nerve, and vibrate

through the frame.

Their level life is but

a mouldering

Unquench'd

unfann'd

by want,

Unfit for raptures, or,

if

On some high festival

In wild excess
Till, buried in

by strong desire;

raptures

of once

fire,

cheer

a year,

the vulgar breast takes fire,
debauch, the bliss expire.

But not their joys alone thus coarsely flow

:

Their morals, like their pleasures, are but low;
For, as refinement stops, from sire to son
Unalter'd, unimprov'd the manners run
And love's and friendship's

;

finely pointed dart

Falls blunted from each indurated heart.
Some sterner virtues

o'er the mountain's

breast

Hay sit, like falcons cowering on the nest
But all the gentler morals, such as play

;

Thro' life's more cultur'd walks, and charm the way,
These, far dispers'd

on timorous

To sport and flutter in

a

pinions

kinder sky.

fly,
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To kinder skies, where gentler manners reign,

I

turn; and France displays

her bright domain.

Gay, sprightly land of mirth and social
Pleas'd

I

How often have

With

ease,

with thyself, whom all the world can please,
led thy sportive

choir,

tuneless pipe, beside the murmuring Loire !

Where

shading

elms along the margin

grew,

And freshen'd from the wave the zephyr flew;
falt'ring still,

And haply,

though

But mock'd

all tune, and marr'd the dancer's skill

my harsh touch

Yet would the village praise my wondrous
And dance, forgetful

Alike all
Have

ages.

of the noontide

Dames of ancient

led their children through

hour.

days
the mirthful maze ;

And the gay grandsire, skill'd in gestic lore,
Has frisk'd beneath the burden of threescore.
So blest a life these thoughtless

realms display,

Thus idly busy rolls their world away

;

Theirs are those arts that mind to mind endear,

For

honor

forms the social

temper here.

Honor, that praise which real merit gains,
Or

e'en

imaginary

Here passes

It

worth obtains,

current ; paid from hand to hand,

shifts in splendid

traffic round

;

power,

the land ;

From courts to camps, to cottages it strays,
And all are taught an avarice of praise

;
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They please, are pleas'd, they give to get

Till,

esteem,

seeming blest, they grow to what they seem.

But while this softer art their bliss supplies,

It

gives their follies also room to rise ;

For

praise too dearly

Enfeebles

all internal

lov'd, or warmly

sought,

of thought,

strength

And the weak soul, within itself unblest,
Leans

for all pleasure on another's breast.

Hence ostentation

here, with tawdry art,

Pants for the vulgar praise which fools impart

;

Here vanity assumes her pert grimace,

And trims her robes of frieze with copper lace
Here beggar pride defrauds

To boast one splendid

;

her daily cheer,

banquet

once a year;

The mind still turns where shifting fashion draws,
Nor weighs the solid worth of self-applause.
To men of other minds my fancy flies,
Embosom'd

in the deep where Holland lies.

Methinks her patient sons before me stand,
Where the broad ocean leans against the land,

And sedulous to stop the coming tide,

Lift

the tall rampire's

Onward methinks,

artificial pride.

and diligently slow,

The firm connected bulwark
Spreads its long arms amidst

seems

to grow;

the watery

roar,

Scoops out an empire, and usurps the shore :
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While the pent ocean rising o'er the pile,
world beneath him smile

an amphibious

Sees

The slow canal, the yellow-blossom'd

;

vale,

The willow-tufted bank, the gliding sail,
The crowded mart, the cultivated plain,

A

new creation

rescued from his reign.

soil

Thus while around the wave-subjected
Impels the native to repeated toil,
Industrious habits in each bosom reign,
And industry

all the good from opulence that springs,

Hence

With

begets a love of gain.

all those ills superfluous

Are here display'd.
Convenience,

treasure brings,

Their much-lov'd

wealth

imparts

plenty, elegance, and arts :

But view them closer, craft and fraud appear,
E'en liberty itself is bartered here.

At

gold's

superior

charms all freedom

flies,

The needy sell it, and the rich man buys;

A

land of tyrants,

and a den of slaves,

Here wretches seek dishonorable

And calmly bent, to servitude
Dull

graves,
conform,

their lakes that slumber in the storm.
Heavens I how unlike their Belgic sires of old
as

Rough, poor, content, ungovernably

bold

!

;

War in each breast, and freedom on each brow;
How much unlike the sons of Britain now 1

Fir'd

at the sound, my genius spreads her wing,

And flies where Britain courts the western spring;
Where lawns extend that scorn Arcadian pride,
glide;

And brighter streams than fam'd Hydaspes
There

all around the gentlest breezes stray,

There

gentlest music melts on every spray ;

Creation's
Extremes

mildest
are

charms are there combin'd.

only in the master's mind I

Stern o'er each bosom Reason holds

With

Pride in their port, defiance in their

I

her state,

daring aims irregularly great;

see the

eye,

lords of human kind pass by ;

Intent on high designs, a thoughtful band,
By forms unfashion'd,

fresh from Nature's

hand,

Fierce in their native hardiness of soul,
True to imagin'd right, above control,
While e'en the peasant boasts these rights to scan,
And learns to venerate himself as man.
[TO Bl CONTINUED.]
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"

I know

not anything more pleasant or more
than to compare experience with
expectation, or to register from time to time

instructive

the difference

between

idea and

reality. —

Samuel Johnson.
flourish about always
to be right, but always
manage to believe that is right which is for their
own interest.
Some men make

a great

doing what they believe

Benefit your friends, that they may love you
still more dearly ; benefit your enemies, that they
may become your friends.
Not

a day passes in obscurity but men and wo
men do great deeds, epeak great words, and suffer

Of these obscure heroes, philos
great sorrows.
ophers, and martyrs, the greater part will not be
known till that day when many that are great
shall be small, and the small great.

Notwithstanding
ciety with reference

the impressions

to the so-called

held

in so

" enterprise "

of the day whereby men suddenly grow rich and
Influential, it is nevertheless true that no man can
make or retain a good and useful position in life
without possessing habits of punctuality and tem
perance. — D.

It

is not a knowledge of abstruse

and difficult
that we need, so much as a familiarity
with the every-day affairs of life.

questions

MIRTH.
To Young Housekeepers. — Horn

to bone turkey.

Get up at two o'clock a.m. The darker the
ter.
Climb over your neighbor's fence
" bone " the first gobbler you can. You had
ter bone two or three when you are at it,
saves trouble.
You will find this plan very

bet
and
bet
as

it

eco

nomical.

The following address was on a package receiv
express office in Georgia recently :
This package contains a " duck of a bonnet ;"
Expressman, I pray you place nothing upon It ;
'Tie made of a ribbon, a straw, and a feather —
The whole with a postage stamp fastened together.
Its owner, a damsel, is youthful and fair,
But, like Flora McFlimsey, " has nothing to wear."
Beware, then, expressman, I warn you take heed,
And forward this bonnet with care and with speed.
ed at the Adams

" Gentle-ken
" here you have
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and ladies," said the showman,
a magnificent painting of Daniel

in the lions' den. Daniel can be easily distinguish
ed from the lions by the green umbrella under his
left arm."
A son of Erin just arrived in this land of plenty,
being in want, was told, by a person to whom he
applied for aid, to go to
, generally considered
" Civility indade," said Pat,
a very warm region.
" to Invite me to your father's house."

That funny fellow Billings says Good whistlers
are getting putty skarse;
seventy-five
years ago
they were plenty, but the desire tew git rich or
tew bold offls has tuke all the pucker out of this
honest and chereful amuzemcnt."

Rev. Dr. Baines, of Scituatc, was an eccentric
but earnest man. Being called to officiate at the
funeral of a woman whose sole mourner was an
adopted son, he began his extemporaneous
prayer
with : " Strange kind of funeral this, Lord ; very
strange ! No father, no mother, no brother, no
sister 1 There's a young man [suiting the action
to the word] that calls her mother."

A ladt from the city stopping with a farmer in
this vicinity, very earnestly inquired of her host
one morning concerning his bees, remarking that
he had many hives.
The farmer being minus that
article, informed Miss
to that effect. But she
insisted that he was in error, and volunteered
to
show them to him, and on going out pointed the
wondering ruralite to his numerous haystacks —
the shape, but a little larger
that the olden-time beehive, which we have all
seen represented in our spelling-books.

they being somewhat

Puzzle. — The following

is an enigma,

to have been written by Mr. Canning,
which for a time baffled the skill of all England
supposed

to solve :

" There

Is a word of plural number,

A

foe to peace and human slumber;
Now any word you chance to take
By adding ' s ' yon plural make ;
But if yon add an ' s ' to this,

How strange the metamorphosis I
Plural is plural then no more,
And sweet what bitter was before."

The following anecdote of John Randolph,
which was published many years ago, may be new
to most of your readers.
That eccentric Virginian
once while traveling by private conveyance,
ac
cording to the customs of the times, had occasion
to spend the night at a country inn. The landlord,
with a persistence worthy of a Down-Easter, made
more than one effort that evening to ascertain the
destination of his distinguished guest, without
success.

The next morning, when about to resume his
journey, our friend was again appealed to by mine
host in his blandest manner for the coveted infor
mation.
Mr. Randolph turned upon him, and in a
" Landlord, do I owe you
very decided tone said,
"Nothing, sir," was the reply.
anything?"
" Well, then, I am going where I please." The
road forked not far from the tavern, and it so hap
pened that Mr. Randolph was at a loss which road
to take, and sent a servant back to inquire which
. The land
of these roads led to the village of
lord, standing in front of the tavern, cried at the
" Mr. Randolph, you don't owe me
top of his voice,
one cent/ lake just which road you please."
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[In this Department will be noticed such matters as are of interest to correspondents and to the general reader.
"
"
Contributions for What The; Say should be brief, pointed, and creamy, to secure publication.]
is

peculiarity of the homeopathic practice
that the
are almost infinitely divided or diluted,
as high as the thirtieth trituration, viz.,
grain of
opium pulverized wfth 100 grains of sugar, and
grain of this mixture with 100 grains of sugar, and
so on for thirty times.
A dose of this Inst mix
ture might be the tenth of
grain.
The homcopathists are accused by the regulars
with not living up to the rule of Hahnemann, or
of their standard books, in respect to the smallness of doses* On the other hand, homcopath
ists accuse the regulars with imitating them in giv
ing much smaller doses than formerly. We be
lieve both accusations
arc correct.
Physicians of
the regular school, we feel sure, are giving much
less medicine than formerly, not alone because the
public rebel against the old big doses, but because
they find small doses answer as well, or even bet
ter, than the old heroic practice.
The Eclectic school claims to use everything
that
good, without regard to what school rec
ommends it, but they are just as clannish and ex
clusive, practically, as the others.
The Thompsonian or anti-drug-poison class of
practitioners, originating half
century ago in
New Hampshire in Samuel Thompson, has at least
laid on the shelf the practice of bleeding patients
Within
by all schools.
year
professor in
New York regular medical school confessed to the
students of his class that he had never yet bled
patient.
was unnatural,
Dr. Thompson said
and raised such nn opposition against the practice
that the doctors have for many years endeavored
to do without its use, and find it unnecessary.
Tiie Movement-Cure
system of treating
disease by rubbing, by movements
according to
specific rules, thus promoting general circulation
and correcting the condition of the skin and other
tissues, and securing
healthy action of the vital
organs and other viscera.
The Electricians
treat the nervous
system
chiefly by means of the electrical,
galvanic, and
magnetic battery, and by mingling these agencies
with human or personal magnetism.
The Hydropathic School repudiates medi
cines so called, and by the use of water, hot, tepid,
or cold (according to the case and the nature and
condition of the patient), by air, rest, sleep, sun
shine, exercise, diet, and dress, claims to aid in
the removal of all curable diseases.
Generally,
however, few patients have hitherto resorted to
this method of treatment who had not tried one
or more of the other systems of practice with un
The hydropathists or Hygie
satisfactory results.

ence.

The Allopathic,

or regular system of practice,
drugs as medicines, most of them in their
nature poisonous, and gives large doses.
It claims
to be eclectic, and that all remedies belong to its
employs

domain.

is

a

a

a

;

The Homeopathic has for its motto, Similia simililms curantur, or like cures like in other words,
that
medicine which will produce
particular
disease in
healthy person will cure the same dis
ease in one who
afflicted with it. The most of
their remedies arc poisonous, and some of the
most deadly kind, as the virus of asps.
The next

a

a

a

a

a

is

is

;

a

a

a

is

is

is
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an art based on science.
Materia Mcdica,
Therapeutics, and the practice of Medicine arc not
sciences.
Men of experience in the same schools
do not agree on all questions of practice; and
though ail schools agree in Anatomy, Physiology,
and Chemistry where science
the basis, there
endless clashing between schools and individuals
as to the art or practice
of Medicine.
When
living flesh
wounded and exposed to the air, sci
ence teaches that an application to take the place
of the skin
needed.
Art or practice differs as
to what that covering shall be. One applies
plas
ter of salve, and Nature heals the wound. Anoth
er applies
poultice, and Nature heals the wound.
Another applies
dressing of wet cloths, and Na
ture heals the wound. These diverse practices are
not science
but the principle of warmth, moist
ure, and exclusion of air from the wound,
sci
gery

it

a

ced to settled and reliable rules.
A medical edu
cation, embraces
Anato
great deal of science.
Sur
my^ Physiology, and Chemistry are sciences.

a

;

is

Is

is

a

is

Ant. Science
understood to be " collection
of general principles or leading truths relating to
Medi
any subject arranged in systematic order."
cine, speaking in the sense in which that term
not a science.
The practice of
generally used,
not redu
the healing art is not scientific
for it

is
a

?

Medicine a Science. — Is medicine
science

a

if

if

a corre
and that clearly stated, must be propounded,
spondent shall expectus to give him the benefitof its early
consideration.
Questions of personal interest will be
promptly aiuncered by letter,
a stamp be inclosed for
the return postage.

a

Qtjkbtions op "General Interest" only
will be answered in this department. We have no tpaot
to gratify idle curiosity.
One question only at a time,
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American Bank Note Co., 143 Broadway,
New York, May 13, 1871.
Dear Sir: In reply to your note of 4th Inst.,
wc beg to say that for many years past the ques
tion of so preparing checks and other documents
of value as to prevent their alteration hag been a
subject of much attention and labor.
Patents,
treatises, and suggestions
without number have
been worked up, tested, and discarded.
Peculiar
Inks, prepared papers, and ingenious mechanical
contrivances
have all failed to produce
perfect
protection. Colored papers, prepared so as to re
veal the application of acids, do not prevent or
disclose alterations by scraping, and when sub

is

a

Answer.

Laws of Health. — "Will you be so
kind as to publish, the Laws of Health, in next
month's, Phrenological Journal, by giving"
certain, number of proper & regular, rules, to be
adopted, & attended to regularly, for the preser
vation of Health, in regard to, Air, Bathing,Clothing, Diet, Digestion, Eating, Evacuations,
Exercise, Meals, Sleep <teWater, What
the best,
hour or part of Day, for Bathing, which water is
the best, hot or cold, how many minutes for
Bath, how much water, & what kind of Soap is
the best, & should any Exercise, be taken after
the Bath, what kind is, best, to what distance or
extent; What
best kind, of Clothing to wear
should be kept, <&
in Summer & Winter, how
worn, <fcchanged how often, What kind of Diet
the best hour,
best in Summer & Winter, What
for eating, the most food, it also fruit, & what
meant by Diges
the best kind of fruit, What
the best, what
tion, What kind of Exercise
hour, should it be taken, how often during the
be
day, to what distance, and extent, should
of Health, at what
carried, for the preservation
hour, should Meals be eaten, how many, & how
should Meals be eaten, & give the number of
Ounces & Pounds of food that should, be eaten
at each meal throughout life for the preservation
Health & Bodily Strength, What hour of the
the best time to go Bed for most
evening,
people" the best hour, to rise from Bed in the
morning, what position in Bed on the right or left
the best of the two how should
side which
Sleep be taken with the mouth open or shut &
how many hours of sleep should be taken out of
the Best kind of Water,
every 24 Hours <fcwhat
be drank,
for drinking purposes, when should
before or after eating, meals how much water,,
should be drank at once, how many pts, or quarts
should be drank, during every 24 Hours
Ant. It will not be convenient to embody in
"next month's Journal" full and complete
answers to all your questions, because they would
cover two thousand more pages than one number
Wc are glad to observe that you have an
affords.
inquiring mind, and regret the inconvenience of
If you continue
fully satisfying in one number.
is

is

Altering Checks — Forgery. —The

following important query having been submitted
to us, we communicated with the American Bank
Note Company in reference to it, and as the
courteous
reply of tho manager contains all that
technical connection with the subject, we
has
make
the substance of our answer:
Question. Will you have the kindness to give
me through the columns of the A. P. J. as many
of the protective means as you may be possessed
of against altering the amount of checks over
This mode of swindling 6eems
genuine signature
by the papers to be quite prevalent, and
any ink
or other preventive can be used the people would
like to know
a. w. c.
it

*

a

it,

tient.

it

or poultice, and can be applied by the pa
A cup of water by the bedside, within
reach of the patient, with a sponge, or even the
will keep down the fever and
band, to apply
ttie patient quiet until nature enn effect
cure,
even though by carelessness forgotten, or of necessity neglected by doctor or nurse.
The term science
frequently claimed for sub
jects which belong to art, to skill, or experience.
Exact science begins and ends with mathematics.
So far as chemistry, astronomy,
or engineering
arc exact sciences, mathematics constitutes the ba
sis of that exactness.
salve

a

od would have been lost, chiefly, perhaps, because
the water-dressing,
to say the least, is as good as

portions of the check containing the amount
not effectual, for, by dampening and pressing,
smooth surface can be obtained sufficient at any
rate to make the alteration, after which the check
can be re-perforated.
Cutting the amount out of
the check
certainly an excellent protection, but
the constant adjusting of the press and the conse
plan al
quent liability to mistakes make such
most impracticable when
large number of checks
are used daily. A tint printed over the check with
fugitive ink, which will be removed in any at
tempt to alter the amount, is the simplest and best
The tinted ink must be so pre
security yet offered.
pared as to yield readily to acids and alkalies, and yet
not be affected by ordinary liquids otherwise the
customary handling, with wet fingers, etc., would
The tint must also represent
spoil the check.
character that
can
pattern (not stain) of such
not be successfully imitated by hand in an attempt
to restore the removed portions. Checks prepared
in this way may be considered practically secure.
Yours truly,
c. L. van zandt, Manager.

is

way to water-dressings
(an easy and available ap
pliance), and we doubt not many a valuable life
and limb was saved which under the former meth

jected to chemical attempts the paper can be recolored after the alterations arc made. Perforating

is

nic practitioners hare generally had for patients
old chronic cases, and so far as twenty years' close
observation will enable ns to judge, they have, all
things considered, done great service to the world.
These various schools have enlarged the field of
Inquiry and knowledge, and wc doubt not have
contributed to the efficiency of the healing art.
Thompson made the public suspicious of calomel
and blood letting, and the latter has gone by the
board without damage to the public. The disci
ples of Priessnitz have made bathing, the free use
of cold water by fever patients, hot compresses on
the chest for congestion of the lungs, or on the
abdomen for colic, and wet dressings for wounds,
both common and respectable.
During our late
war, for the first time salves and poultices gave
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Journal, you will find from month to
month subjects which arc Involved in your in
quiries treated at some length. In the mean time
we beg to refer you to a few works, the reading
of which may aid you in gaining light on those
important topics, to wit: Food and Diet; Hy
dropathic Encyclopedia; Fruits and Farinacca;
Dalton's Physiology ; Physiology of Digestion ;
Flint's Physiology ; Philosophy of Eating ; Avoid
able Causes of Disease ; Hall on Sleep ; Lewis on
Exercise ; Family Gymnasium ; Swedish Move
ment-Cure ; Hints Towards Physical Perfection ;
Hydropathic Cook-Book ; Health by Good Living,

to read the

etc.

Private Lessons in Phrenology. —

I obtain private lessons from you on Phreno
logy and Physiology which will qualify me to
enter the field as a successful lecturer and phreno
If so, at what time shall I
logical examiner?
come?
Am. Our professional duties require so much of
our time that we can not afford to instruct a single
We set apart one season of the year,
student.
beginning with the first of November, to instruct
a class in Phrenology and bring our large collec
tion of skulls, busts, drawings, and paintings un
der contribution to explain and illustrate the
In this course of instruction we
whole subject.
begin at the foundation and explain everything on

Can

may have
the subject which our long experience
Send stamp, asking for
qualified us to set forth.

circular entitled " Professional Instructions in
" This will give you all the
Practical Phrenology.
particulars.

Course

of Reading. —To

answer a

question of this kind would involve so much that
a volume instead of the brief space allotted in this
If one wishes to
department would be required.
obtain a stock of general information, the careful
would be found a
perusal of a good encyclopedia
"royal road" to that end. If the inquirer will
stato specifically how he would begin to read, in
what department, wo will endeavor to give him
Should he
as may be valuable.
such suggestions
desire to read first in history, and to some length,
we can suggest leading works enough to occupy
his leisure a year or more, and so with other de
The thoughtful pcrnsal of the History
partments.
ef England by Froude, and of the History of
the United States by Bancroft, would take up a
The study of
good part of the time mentioned.
the history of a country should be accompanied by
or prefaced with a careful examination of the
geography of the country.

Positions in Sleep. —Will

the prac

tice of allowing an infant to lie on its back, if per
the
sisted in until years of maturity, depress
of
tend to influence
the character
backhead,
the person so far as relates to Amativcness, Inhabitiveness,

etc. ?

Am. No, unleat the head be laid on a hard sub
stance.
If the child lie habitually on one tide, it
will cause a lop-sided head and face.

[July,

Biting their Nails. — Having, during

the past twenty years, seen several cases, or vic
resolved
tims rather to this disgusting practice,
to make inquiries through your most valuable
Journal as to the cause and its remedy.
once knew a whole family of six adnlts. all of
whom were addicted to this habit, they having ac
tually eaten their finger-nails down below the
How they contracted this filthy practice
quick.
no one ever took the trouble to inquire, and, as
far as I know, it remains a mystery to this day.
of very high standing in
also know a gentleman
society, a partner of one of the foremost merchants
in the city of New York, who bites his finger-nails
all day long, even while talking to customers.
Yet another instance : a beautiful young woman
of seventeen summers, lovely beyond expression,
without a blemish or seeming fault but this one,
of biting her nails. And, oh, for a remedy !

I

I

I

It is simply a " habit," which may be
corrected by any one having wit, moral
sense, regard for propriety, self-denial, and de
Persons with such "habits" should read
cency.
" How to Behave."
the little manners book,
Am.

easily

ft^t

faS-

The Rule of True Life. —TJie title

of this article is used to denote the road to true
All
felicity, or the way to find perfect happiness.
the world is striving to be happy; thousands
spend their whole lifetime seeking the road to
happiness, bnt how very, very few succeed ! Some
of our wisest philosophers have pronounced hap
piness a chimera that exists only in the imagina
tion. It is a common fallacy of the human mind
in surroundings to
to place implicit confidence
produce perfect happiness ; therefore nearly every
individual human being is striving for wealth, cer
tain that when that great object is accomplished
perfect felicity will naturally ensue. We arc all
prone to look upon what we do not possess as
The weak, the sickly,
necessary to our happiness.
and the puny feel that happiness depends entirely
upon a healthy body and a sound digestion. Those
who inherit wealth and a sound constitution think
that all they have to do is to follow ont implicitly
the moral code, and say conscientiously to them
selves, I do not lie, steal, swear, bear false witness,
But suc'i
nor do I violate any of the moral laws.
are not really happy, and they try to console them
selves by saying that there is no such thing as per
fect happiness in this world; that this Is only a
probationary state in which they arc placed to do
the best they know how, and that their future
is to follow, as a just reward or com
happiness
Oh,
pensation for their sufferings on this earth.
deluded men ! you make a sad mistake, for just so
sure as you arc unhappy in this world, if there be
You have
another, you will be unhappy there.
"
no time to lose ; " be up and doing ; strive for
knowledge; there Is no end of improvement in
the human mind. Instead of speculating in theo
ries as to your future state, strive to make your
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self worthy of this life, and conscience will cease
to reprove, and happiness will surely be found.
There Is such a thing as being perfectly happy,
but few give themselves time to think how it is
accomplished.

A great French philosopher said that the root of
all happiness was to be just ; but in all his writ
ings lie never essayed to teach us how to be just.
Herein lies the great secret : No man is ever mas
ter of his profession until he studies it. Being
just is as much a profession as being a doctor, a
lawyer, or an author. How silly It would sound
to say, Be a lawyer, and yet the expression is in
the same.
It is very satisfactory, in
sabstancc
deed, to say, Be just; but, ah! how few under
stand, and how very few will take the trouble to
learn ! Every one has observed that those persons
arc happiest whose wants are fewest; they are
only following out intuitively one of the elements
of the rule of life by being just to themselves ;
and if they arc not happy, it is because their phil
osophy is modified by other contingencies which
their weaker intellect can not comprehend.

The Phrenological Journal. — The

numbers are as full of good things as any reason
We arc happy to learn that
able reader can desire.
the circulation is largely on the increase. — Sunday
School Workman.

Rev. Alfred Taylor, editor of the Sunday School
is one of the live and progressive cler
gymen of America. He is no "fossil," no "fogy,"
but abreast of the age in which he lives.
Hence
Workman,

he

reads

Journal.

and

commends

A Call for

have received
many

stated

a

the

Phrenological

New Colony. — We

a lengthy letter from one who, for
and good reasons, Is desirous of

organizing a company for the purpose of founding
a new colony.
We will allow him to " tell his
own story " in the following terms :
" One of the most important subjects that demand
the attention of any individual, family, or com
munity is that which bears upon the necessity for
a home.
The great social question of the day,
which should demand the attention and which
seems to be treated with the least statesmanship,
is the overcrowding of cities, in which thousands
know nothing of the blessed influences of com
fortable homes.
Witness the indescribable hor
Think of a block
rors of an overcrowded city.
of fifty-nine old buildings occupied by three hun
dred and eighty-two families of nearly fifteen
hundred persons, young and old, compacted
together In a small space bounded by four
There, without the cheering and
city streets.
healthful sunlight, the tenants breathing poison
ous gases, with bad drainage, and the nnclcanness and dampness of the surroundings, how can
healthfulness be possible? Personal cleanliness
is nearly an impossibility with them.
Their food
is coarse and unwholesome, their appetites in
flamed by drugged liquors which arc vended by
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the grog-shops which surround them on every
side, numbering in the first three wards of the
city one to every forty-two of the population.
What tales of crime and misery these figures tell !
What, then, shall we do to rectify all this V It is
in our power at least to check this growing evil.
That is by forming colonics and co-operative
societies, and settling upon some lands in a healthy
locality; by forming habits of industry and
and living virtuously.
By isolation a
economy
deal of labor is misapplied which if
great
brought together would be a great saving of time.
The time should be divided in such a manner that
there be hours for recreation and education as well
as labor.

Every man has a fancied paradise In this world
which constantly flits before his mind, and he
looks forward to the time, through toils and pri
Now, I
vation, when his hopes shall be realized.
sincerely believe that if a number of these indivi
duals be induced to migrate to localities where
there is at least "elbow-room," they will bo re
lieved of the constant fear of lack of employment,
because their labor and skill arc in eager demand.
Land can be bought at very low rates and on easy
terms.
A few years of well-proportioned labor
Will have its effect in making them comfortable
and consequently
It is not an experiment,
happy.
for it has been tried with the best results.
It is not necessary that all should engage in
On the contrary, we want men of varied
farming.
industries — each one fitted for specific functions.
We want farmers, carpenters, masons, gardeners,
blacksmiths, tailors, shoemakers, wagon and har
ness makers — in fact, men in all the trades.
Great and permanent things have always re
We ask the readers
sulted from small beginnings.
of this Journal a careful consideration of the
views

presented

if

and the objects sought to be at

should indorse the principles
I would
be happy to have them send their names and ad
dresses giving their views upon the subject

tained,

and

enunciated

It

any

and sanction the movement,

is not only to

moderate

the interest of those

with

means that organization should be prof

itable, but the rich would also be greatly benefited
The world is capable of producing an
thereby.
for all. It to the fault of the indi
abundance
vidual that they do not have it. In a work of this
Those that think
kind, drones are not wanted.
labor a curse had better remain at home, as it is
they who have, to a great extent, done much to
fill our prisons, and it is not our intention to erect
Let us be
a prison or an alms-house in a hurry.
wise to-day ! A thinking person after a few mo
ments' reflection will certainly be impressed most
deeply that his prospects would be decidedly im
proved by migration. Let us unite before winter
in its sternest phase is upon us again.
Much more could be written, but I fear that I
have already trespassed too much on your valuable
But if there be any persons willing to form
time.
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themselves

into a colony on strictly moral prin

ciples let them write, specifying the locality pre

Respectfully yours,
VALENTINE HAMMANN,
No. 8 Charles Street, New York. "

ferred by them.

|iiterarn ^ottcts.
There is a kind of physiognomy in the title* of book*
no lets than in the facet of men, by which a skillful ob
server will know as well what to expect from the one as
the other.— Butleb.

Memoirs

of Alexander

Campbell.

Embracing a View of the Origin. Progress, and Princi
ples of the Religious Reformation which he advocated.
By Robert Richardson.
Complete — Two Volumes in
One. ]2mo ; pp. 1,225. Price, $4. Cincinnati : It. W.
Carroll & Co. New York : S. K. Wells.
The position Mr. Campbell occupied in the religious
movement of which he was the leading spirit, makes this
work something more than a biography. It Is a synop
tical history of a religions enterprise which in little
more than half a century has drawn to itself more than
half a million communicants.
Our anther has given us a
statement of the religious principles of his hero, their
effect on the public mind, and especially on the religions
organizations of the age, and the various instrumentali
ties by which these effects were produced.
To do full justice to a subject like this, and at the same
time to satisfy the public mind with regard to the claims
of the various coadjutors in the work, was no easy task.
Mr. Campbell commenced his work of reformation with
a principle for his guidance, which was suggested in the
famous "Declaration and Address " previously published
by his father. Vol. I., p. 258, prop. 3, viz.: "That in
order to do this (to promote unity among Christians),
nothing ought to be inculcated upon Christians as arti
cles of faith, nor required of them as terms of commu
nion, but what is expressly taught and enjoined upon
them in the Word of God. Nor ought anything to be
admitted as of Divine obligation in their church consti
tution and managements, but what Is expressly enjoined
by the authority of our Lord Jesus Christ and his Apos
tles upon the New Testament Church, cither In express
terms or by approved precedent."
With this Inscribed on his banner, he necessarily came
in conflict with what he regarded as the numerous er
rors of the various religious parties.
Having been
reared in the Presbyterian Church, he did not at first re
alize the full effect that theso principles would produce
on the customs and practices of that organization in re
lation to his own future course. The birth of his first
child led him to make the Inquiry as to the authority for
infant baptism, and his investigation resulted in a rejec
tion of the practice.
His next step was the adoption of the weekly observ
ance of the Lord's Supper, in accordance with the prac
He also discarded the
tice of the Primitive Church.
terminology of the schools in regard to the mode of the
Divine existence, and the attributes and work of Father,
Son, and Holy Spirit, and simply urged the use of the
words of the sacred writers. This soon led those who
misunderstood him to charge him with detracting from
the dignity of Christ and the work of the Holy Spirit ;
but eur author has shown that no man has declared
more distinctly his (kith in the Divinity of Christ, nor
any one more explicitly his confidence In the heart work
of the Holy Spirit.
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He understood the New Testament to teach that the
entire influence of the Holy Spirit in conversion and
sanctification is through the " Word," and he was ever
Inclined to adhere rigidly to his premises.
The work will do more to eradicate any false impres
sions which may have existed with reference to the
views of Mr. Campbell and his coadjutors on this sub
ject than any other yet published.
Dr. Richardson's own views, which he shows to have
ever been in harmony with those of Mr. Campbell and
the Reformers in general, given to the world at this time,
arc well calculated to exert a favorable influence on the
union efforts now in progress.
Those desiring a general understanding of the teaching
of the "Disciples," and a history of its practical workIns, may find them here. The work is beautifully pub
lished, and is a credit to the printer's art.

The Life and Times of Henry Lord

Brougham, Written by Himself. Three vols., 12mo,
large ; pp. 380 each ; cloth.
Price, $2 each. New
York : Harper & Brothers.
Lord Brougham was a remarkable man ; remarkable
for his toughness and powers of endurance, also for his
powers of observation, memory, and knowledge of men
and the world. He was exceedingly industrious, a hard
worker, very persevering, with great application.
He
worked himself up to the top of his profession, — that of
the law — and became a leading spirit In the British king
dom. But he was not by any means a model of moral
excellence.
His conscientiousness was moderate, and
he was simply a sharp, sagacious, intellectual scholar,
critic, and lawyer.
He lacked large, broad, humane
statesmanship, or that nice sense of justice which is es
sential to greatness ond goodness. The key-note to this
historical character may be seen in what he says of the
duties of an advocate : " An advocate, by the sacred
doty which he owes bis client, knows, in the discharge
of that office, but one person in the world, that client,
and none other. To save that client by all expedient
means, to protect that client at all hazards and cost to all
others, and, among others, to himself, is the highest and
most unquestioned of his duties ; and he mnst not regard
the alarm, the Buffering, the torment, the destruction he
may bring upon any other. Nay, separating even the
duties of a patriot from those of an advocate, and casting
them, if need be, to the wind, he must go on, reckless of
the consequences. If his fate it should unhappily be to
involve his country in confusion for his client's protec
tion." We do not wish to underrate or belittle this
great character, nor can wc permit his palpable faults to
pass unnoticed. He has often been held up as a worthy
example for young men to pattern after. Wc think him
not a good model.

The Opera of Martha;

ov,

The Fair

By F. Von Flotow. With Italian, Ger
at Richmond.
man, and English words. One vol., quarto; pp. 330;
paper. Price, in paper, $1 ; In muslin. #2; handsome
ly bound, 1 2. Boston : Oliver Ditson & Co.
These publishers have the lead in America, and will
probably retain it. Their works cover the,entire ground
of music, and are by the best composers.
When Operas wire Invented. — The first little be
ginning in what afterward became opera-writing, took
place about the time of the discovery of America. It was
proposed to revive the Greek drama, and as that was ac
companied by music, also either to revive Greek music
or to substitute something more advanced. What wa»
done then, of course, was but a faint shadow of things to
come. It was not until about the year 1AO0that the
opera form became at all like the present ; and perhaps

Our
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mentorial bureau.

It was a century later before any very special likeness to
the present compositions can be perceived. In this for
mative period worked the true " discoverers " of opera,
and honorable mention should be made of Galilei (father
of the astronomer), Bardie Caccinl, Perl, Viadana, Emilio
del Cavalicre, Monteverde, CavalH. Carisslmi, Cesti,
Scarlatti, Lnlly, and, in England, PurceU. These peo
ple, with their works, are nearly forgotten.

The Wonders of the Heavens.

By

Camillc Flammarlon.
From the French, by Mrs. Nor
man Loekyer. With Forty-eight Illustrations.
One
vol., 12mo : pp. 889 ; cloth. Price, $1 60. New York :
Charles Scribner & Co.
Aye, wonders indeed 1 How vast and how Incomprehen
sible to a finite mind 1 Yet we can measure the planets I
we can predict with scientific accuracy the return of each
eclipse for hundreds of years to come ! Is this not mar
velous ? No: it is science—it is knowledge! Let all
Bmall and narrow-minded bigots read " The Wonders of
the Heavens," and grow.

The American Cardinal.

12mo; pp.

315. Price, $1 60. New York: Dodd & Mead.
A novel of no particular merit in character, plot, or
composition.
Why indifferent writers, like the author
of the above, should attempt to deal with subjects far
beyond their grasp, like the question of Roman Catholi
cism, is a problem the solution of which can only be
found in the fact that their ambition far exceeds their
The book Is handsomely published, as are all
ability.
those Issued by Messrs. Dodd & Mead.

Public and Parlor Readings — Prose

and Poetry— for the Use of Reading Clubs, and for
Public and Social Entertainment — Humorous.
By
Lewis B. Monroe. One vol., 12mo ; pp. 318; cloth.
Price, $1 60. Boston: Lee & Shepard.
The author says : " One of the great needs in our busy
American community Is Innocent recreation ; " and like
a good physician, he prescribes allopathic doses of— not
physic, but— fun. There arc a hundred or more of the
most racy and popular "pieces" extant. — from Widow
Bedott to Mark Twain.
All our American humorous
writers contribute to make the best book of the sort we
have seen.

Tried for her Ltfe. A

Sequel to" Cruel

as the Grave."
By Mrs. Emma D. E. N. Southworth,
author of '* Fair Play," " How He Won Her," " Chan
ged Brides," " Love's Labor Won," etc. One vol.,
12mo; pp. 356; cloth. Price, $175. Philadelphia:
T. B. Peterson &>Brothers.
This is, we believe, the thirty-fourth novel or romance
written by this lady and published by these publishers.
A large business In book-making has been done on a
vivid imagination and a few facts. Does everybody
read love stories ?

Our Eyes, and How to Take Care of

Them. By Henry W. Williams. A.M., M.D., President
of the American Ophthnlmologicai Society, etc. One
vol.. lSmo; pp.103; rloth. Price, $1. Boston, Mass. :
Jnm«*Ji R. Osgood &, Co.

Valuable hints on a very important subject. We re
gret the author did not point out the great injury done
to the eyes by the use of tobacco. The book will do
good.

Laura

C.

IIolloway's

new

book,

" Homes of Famous Americans," will be out In the
early
fall. It is to be handsomely illustrated with engravings
"
"
of the homes of the most celebrated American artists,
authors, statesmen, etc., and promises to be an exceed
ingly interesting volume. It Is in the bands of her for
mer publishers.

The Knightly Soldier,

A Biography

of Major Henry Ward Camp, of the Tenth Connecti
cut Volunteers. By Chaplain H. Clay Trumbull.
One
vol.. lSmo; pp. 349; cloth.
Price, $2.
Boston,
Mass. : Noyes, Holmes & Co.
A handsome, manly man, with a face beaming with in
tellectual and spiritual beauty, was Henry W. Camp, the
subject of this volume. If there be any truth in physi
ognomy, if feature and character accord, we need not go
beyond the frontispiece for a confirmation of our first
statement. But deep regrets come over us when we re
flect how much good such a man could have done in the
world had he not been cut off in his youth.
Mr. Trumbull has performed the task of biographer
in a most creditable manner ; nothing but love could in
spire such faithfulness. The book is most beautifully
■
published.

A Smaller Scripture History.

In

Three Parts: Old Testament History; Connection of
Old and New Testaments ; New Testament History to
a.d. 1870. By Wffl, Smith, D.C.L., LL.D.
Illustra
ted by Engravings on wood. One vol., 12ino ; pp. 375;
cloth. Price, $L New York : Harper &, Brothers.
Theological students, clergymen, and Sunday-school
teachers will find this the most condensed Scriptural
history yet published.

Christianity — its Origin,
Tendency

Nature,

and

considered in the light of Astro- Theology.
By Rev. D. Wr. Hall. 18mo pamphlet; pp. 75. Price,
25 cents. Baltimore: The Cosmopolitan Publishing
Company.
The object is to prove the pagan origin of Christian
ity ; to do away with the Atonement, and Bhow that
heaven is a condition, not a place. The author supports
the views of modern Spiritualists.

The

handsomest educational or school

magazine in America is the Connecticut School Journal,
published at $1 50 a year, in New Haven, Ct. H. C. Da
vis is the editor.

The Ogilvies.

A Novel.

By the Au

thor of "John Halifax, Gentleman," "The Head of
the Family,** "Olive," " A Life for a L'fe," "A Brave
Lady," " The Woman's Kingdom *' "Hannah," etc.
One vol., 12mo; pp. 431; cloth. Price, $1 50. New
York : Harper & Brothers.
The publishers are bringing out the works of this pop
ular author In handsome form. There will be upward
of twenty 12mo volumes, and this is the first.

Heat.

By Jacob

"The Franconla

Abbott, author

of

Stories," etc. With numerous En
gravings. One vol., 12mo; pp. y07 ; cloth. Price, $1 50.
New York: Harper & Brothers.
Mr. Jacob Abbott is doing a most useful work for the
scientific education of young Americans. And the pub
lishers, too. deserve hearty thanks for the generous man
ner in which they illustrate and publish this science for
the young. Let this scries have a place In every library.

Ginx's Baby: His Birth and Other Mis

fortunes. A Satire. One vol., 12mo; pp. 125; paper.
Price, 50 cents. Boston : James H. Osgood & Co.
We shall nurse this baby, and keep watch of its mater
nal parent. She is capable of great things, and we pre
dict for her and her progeny a most brilliant career.

Proceedings

of the Homeopathic Med

ical Society of Ohio. Sixth Annual Session Convened
at Dayton, Ohio, May 10th and 11th, 1870. Octavo;
pp. 84. Price, 50 cents. Published in Cleveland.
The constitution and by-laws, name and address «f
each member of the society, topics discussed, etc., are
given In this report. Progress and improvement seems
to be the motto of the Ohio homeopathic physicians.

Phrenological Journal.

Horticultural An

nual, 1871. A Year Book of Horticultural

Progress
for the Professional and Amateur Gardener, FruitOne vol., 12mo;
Illustrated.
Grower, and Florist.
p. 152; paper. Price, 50 cents. New York : Orange
5 ndd & Co.
The modest editor withholds his name from a very
We should like to prevent
meritorious prodnctlon.
every reader of this Journal with a copy, if we could

afford It.

Work and Play,

a

Journal of Instruc

A Life's Assize.

A

;

»

:

;

§p.

tion and Amusement for the Young.
16 paper. Price. $1 J«" ten
pringfleld, Mass. Meltonj Bradley
A well-conducted magazine for boys

Monthly, qnarto ;
cents per number,
& Co.
and girls.

Novel.

By

Mrs.

;

;

:

H. Riddle, author of " Maxwell Drewitt," " Pheml*
Keller," ••The Race for Wealth," etc., etc. One vol.,
octavo pp. 157 paper. Price, 60 cents. New York

J.

;

;

A

;

a

a

:

&

Third

;

The Countess

of Monte-Crirto.

A

Novel.
Companion to " The Count of Monto-Cristo."
By Alexander Dumas.
One vol., octavo
pp. 270
paper. Price, $1. Same publishers.
These stories have had run in other and more expen
sive forms, and arc now offered In
democratic attire,
and at democratic price.

;

;

a

a

Tom

"Of

Burke,

A Novel.

Ours."
&

a

By Charles Lever, author of "A Rent In Cloud," etc.
One vol.. octavo; pp. 870; paper. Price, 75 cents.
T. B. Peterson
Philadelphia
Brothers.

Valentine

Vox,

Ventriloquist,

the

With his Life and Adventures.

The

Marquis

The

Good

;

;

By Henry Cockton,
author of "Sylvester Sound," "The Somnambulist,"
etc. One vol., octavo
pp. 817 paper.
Prico, 75
cents. Same publishers.
Republished In cheap and popular form.
They will
be read by the masses.

De

By

Vilt.emer.

George Sand. Translated from the French by Ralph
Keeler. One vol., octavo pp. 130 paper. Price, 75
cents. Boston James R. Osgood « Co.
The author has many admirers in America, and the
present story will be perused with interest by all who
have read " Consuelo."

Samaritan.

A

Sermon.

By Rev. J. B. Dnnn, of the Beach Street Presbyterian
Church. Boston, Mass. One vol. 12mo. pp. 29 paper.
Price, 15 cents. New York National Tempcranco So
ciety and Publication House, 58 Readc Street.
A good thing to read— better thing
to practice its
teachings.
;

The American

the Son of Athos.

Series of "The Three Gnardsmcn."
By Alexander
Dumas, author of "The Black Tulip," etc. One vol.,
octavo
288
Price,
75 cents. Philadel
pp.
paper.
phia same publishers.
More than thirty volumes of this prolific writer have
been published by the Messrs. Peterson, evidence enough
of their commercial value, say what we may of their In
fluence on the reader.

;

of

Bragelonne,

is

the Author

One vol., 12mo ;
Onward and Upward Series."
pp. 834; cloth. Price, $1 25. Same publishers.
Oliver Optic was born a boy. He remains a boy in
spirit and in appreciation. He "goes for boys," and
fetches tbem. Boys read his books and say that which
is equivalent to— Amen. Well, boys like Oliver Optic,
and he likes them. In striking Oliver Optic, Messrs.
Lee and Shepard struck "Us."

A Novel.

;

By

Desk and Debit.

of Gwynne.

By Charles Lever, author of "Charles O'Malley, the
Irish Dragoon," "Tom Burke, of Ours," etc., etc.
One vol., octavo; pp. 226; paper. Price, 75 cents.
T. B. Peterson
Philadelphia
Co.

;

an Historical Tabular View of the Gospel : Tables of
the Parables, Discourses, and Miracles of Christ, etc. ;
Biographical Sketches ; Descriptions of Places ; an Im
portant Chronological Table, with Maps, showing the
Journeys of Jesus and St. Paul, etc., etc. Compiled
from Die works of the most Eminent Biblical Writers.
By Stephen Hawes. author of " Synchronology of Sa
cred and Profane History." One vol., 12mo; pp. 175;
cloth. Price, 75 cents. New York and Boston : Leo &
Shepard.
The gist of the New Testament Is given in a nntshell.
The two maps show the course traveled by ChriBt and
by St Paul.

The Knight

a

New Testament Manual: Embracing

Price, 50 cents. Same publishers.
Nos. 860and 361of the Library of Select Novels.

of Mincing-Lane.

The Monarch

A

By William Black, anthor of " Kllmeny." " In
Silk Attire," " Love or Marriage." etc. With Illustra
tions. One vol., octavo; pp. 153; paper. Price, 50
cents. New York: Harper & Brothers.
No. 359of the Library or Select Novels.
Novel.

New Music

:

A Novel.

By the Author of "John Halifax, Gentleman,'1 "Ol
ive," "The Ogilvles,"
"A Lifo for a Life," "The
Woman's Kingdom," "A Brave Lady," "Hannah."
etc. One vol., ISmo; pp. 528; cloth. Price, (1 60.
New York : Harper & Brothers.
Story though it be, there are lessons in it which it
would be well for all to heed.

By the author of

"Gny Livingstone." "Breaking Butterfly," "Sword
" Maurice Deling,"
" Breakspeare,"
and Gown,
" Sane Merci," etc. One vol.. octavo; pp. 165; paper.

:

The Head of the Family.

A Novel.

Anteros.

:

phy. Bv Edward Schiller. One vol. , 12mo; pp. 316;
cloth. Price, $1 50. New York : J. S. Redflcfd.
Whether the views— Unitarian— of the author be accept
ed or not, one thing Is certain, he will Bet people to
thinking ; and if " the agitation of thought be the begin
ning of wisdom/1 he will do good service. Bnt has
Has be taken a skylight view
be touched bottom?
of the above ? Haa he comprehended God ? or, is his
secular philosophy all-comprehensive ? Lot the investi
gation go on.

One vol.,

octavo
pp. 150 paper. Price, 60 cents. Boston
James R. Osgood
Co.
A novel with capital title, by an Inexperienced pen,
dealing somewhat ambitiously, and wholly incompetent
ly, with several Important qnestlons of the day.

;

of Progressive Philoso

Haxd-Book

A Novel.

Something to Do.

;

Dame Europa's School :
Showing how the German Boy Thrashed the French
Boy, and how the English Boy Looked on. With thir
12mo; pp.
ty-three Illustrations, by Thomas Nast.
34. Price, paper. 25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents. New York :
Francis B. Felt & Co.
The American Dore has " spread himself" in this fight.
He pictures the story of the war In the most comical and
convincing manner. Read it, and then have another Bet
of new bnttons sewed on.

A

The Fight at

[JULY,

a
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Love's

Golden

Chain.

Prico,
Solo and quartette. By W. J. Wetmore, M.D.
A Bong. By the same com
35 cents. Under the Elms.
Price, 30 cents.
The Christian's Prayer for
poser.
M. Jarvis.
America. Duett and quartette. Music by
Price, 35 cents. Sing the Dear Old Song.
Solo and
quartette. Composed by W. J. Wetmore, Itf.D. Price,
85 cents. These sweet leaflets of vocal music have been
just issued by W. C. Millet & Son, 395 Broadway, N. Y.

J.
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JOHN TYNDALL, THE EMINENT CHEMIST.
face indicates strength of character in the lino of thought ; he is
earnest, even to intensity, in whatever

rpHTS

may

employ

his faculties.

"thorough -going"
ered applicable

The term

generally consid
to work of a mechanical
is

or commercial sort, or those kinds of
employment which call into requisition
chiefly muscle ; but it has no less relation

To Pro
to pursuits specially mental.
fessor Tyndall we can apply the term in
He is thoroughits fullest significance.

qoing ; whatever he may be induced to
consider in the way of scientific investi
gation finds in him the very opposite of
a superficial worker.
the core ; scrutinizes

He penetrates to
step of the

each

way, and is not satisfied until he has
completely sifted a matter.
He is by no means an ostentatious
man

Journal.
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affects nothing ; but has no small
to accomplish what
ever he attempts ; few men, in fact, are
;

share of ambition

[August,

grace in the set of the features

;

there is

a quiet and even gentle expression in the
eyes, while the very nose

harmony of organization
of culture.

itself indicates
and a high tone

Tyndall, the successor of
in the chair of Natural Philosophy
in the Royal Institution of Great Britain,
was torn in the year 1820, in the little town of
His father was a
Leighlin Bridge, Ireland.
man in very moderate circumstances, but of
superior mental capacity.
Having a strong
Professor

Faraday

for religious controversy, he became in
in the discussions of the period re
and the
lating to the Church of England
Church of Rome, and being particularly de
taste

terested

sirous that his son should be acquainted with
the principles of the two churches, and should

more ambitious in this respect.
The breadth of the head in the upper
part, on a line with the ears, indicates

have as clear an understanding of their differ
ences as might be, he prescribed
for him
lessons and exercises on their primary tenets.
The discipline thus received had no little effect

large Cautiousness, which his intense
temperament renders a marked quality
in his character.
In working out the

upon young Tyndall's mind, and developed in
him a love of independence in thought and
opinion. His chief study while at school seems
to have been mathematics, for which he had a

successive stages of an investigation,
few men would exhibit so much care in
perfecting them ; he rarely finds it nec
essary to review or re-examine work
which

In

those depart
ments of scientific inquiry which demand
the closest scrutiny, as for instance chem
he

has

done.

ical analysis, Prof. Tyndall is the man
who should distinguish himself His per
ceptive intellect is strongly indicated,
while the reasoning organs present a fair

The fullness in the region of
the temples indicates no small degree of
mechanical ability, besides marked ideal
ity. Although a man of science, he gives
heed to the promptings of a strong im
balance.

agination, and doubtless owes much to
the stimulus of that faculty for his brill
iant successes.

The face of Professor

Tyndall, to

a

superficial observer, may appear some
what sharp and irregular in outline ; but
the more closely it is examined by a
thoughtful mind, the more of symmetry
and homogeneousness appears. There is

preference.

In 1839 he joined the Ordnance Survey, a
branch of which was stationed at his nativo
place. In this new sphere he quickly acquired
practical knowledge of the business, be
coming iu turn draughtsman, calculator, sur
veyor, and trigonometrical observer.
An incident which occurred in 1841 was
probably a turning-point in his career. While
stationed at Cork he was engaged in map
a

drawing, and a gentleman by name of Ivors,
who had a position in the same room, showed
considerable interest in his work. One day

Mr. Ivers asked Tyndall how he employed his
leisure, and the

answer not being quite satis
" You
have five hours
factory, Ivers remarked,
a day at your disposal, and this time ought to
be devoted to systematic study ; had I, when
at your age, had a friend to advise me, as I now
advise you, instead of being in my present
subordinate position,
should be the equal of
Colby" (then director of the survey).
This re
mark had such au effect on Tyndall that the

I

very next morning lie was at his books before
five o'clock, and the practice then begun he
maintained for twelve years.
In about the year 1844 he had concluded to
come to America, on account of poor prospects
in his professional line.

An

engagement by a

JOHN TTNDALL.
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Manchester firm, however, diverted his atten
tion, and gave him employment in railway
Three years were spent at this
engineering.

The firs-t three years of Mr. Tyndall's resi
dence in London were devoted to an exhaust
ive investigation of diamagnetic polarity, and

kind of work, in the prosecution of which he
exhibited remarkable perseverance under diffi
culties, and extreme caution.
So anxious was
he in the matter of accuracy, that he " pushed

the general phenomena of the diamagnetic
force — magne-crystallic action included.
In
the Philosophical Transaction* and PhilosopJtieal
Magazine he

beyond the limits of all ordinary
prudence ; and on returning from a hard day's
work he has been known to retrace his steps for
miles, in order to assure himself of the security

published various memoirs on
of which were received with
favor by the scientific world.
In 1849 Professor Tyndall made his first ex
cursion to Switzerland, for the purpose of

of some

healthful

verification

'

'

upon whose permanence
the accuracy of his levels depended."
In 1847 he accepted an appointment as
teacher in Queenstown College, in Hampshire,
a new institution, devoted partly to junior in
bench-mark

struction and partly to the preliminary techni
cal education of agriculturists and engineers.
It was surrounded by eight hundred acres of
land, upon which, besides farming, surveying,
leveling, and other engineering operations
were to be practically taught.
Professor Tyndall here developed remark
able tact and resources in the management of
insubordinate students, declining all harsh ex
pedients and depending for influence upon
pure force of character.
In the laboratory of this institution he found

Mr. Frankland, now
sor in the Royal
don.
Desirous

the distinguished profes
School of Chemistry in Lon
of pursuing their scientific

studies under more favorable circumstances,
the two friends left England in company in
1848, and repaired to the University of Mar
burg, to study under the celebrated chemist and
physician Bunscn.
Professor Tyndall attended also the lectures
of Professor Gerling and Knoblauch, and the

His first
mathematical lectures of Stegmann.
scientific paper was prepared here, and was a
mathematical essay on " Screw Surfaces." But
the investigation which first made him known
to the scientific world was ono " On the Mag
neto-optic Properties of Crystals, and the Rela
tion

of

Magnetism

and

Diamagnetism

to

Molecular

Arrangement."
In 1851 he went to Berlin, and continued his
researches on the newly discovered force of

these subjects, all

relaxation and exercise.
In 1856 he
went to the Alps in company with Professor
Huxley, to test the application of certain views
regarding the cleavage of slate-rocks to the
structure of glacial ice.
In 1857 he spent
nearly six weeks at the Montanvert, and, assis
ted by Professor Hirst, made a complete inves
tigation of the Merde Glace and its tributaries.

This investigation

necessitated many perilous
expeditions, which are described in the narra
tive portion of his book " On the Glaciers of
the Alps," published in 1860.
He devoted tho
year 1857 to the investigation of a single gla
cier; but wishing to render his knowledge
more varied and general, Professor Tyndall
visited almost all the great glaciers of the Alps
in 1858, and for several succeeding years re
turned regularly to Switzerland, reviving his
health and gratifying his love of adventure by
scaling the most
obelisks.

of the Alpine

formidable

The scientific researches for which Professor
Tyndall is chiefly distinguished relate to the
molecular constitution of matter.
Beginning
with his magneto-optical and diamagnetic in
vestigations, he has pursued this train of in
His
quiry with the most interesting results.
researches on the relations of radiant heat to
the constitution of vapors are embodied in his
able work entitled " Heat as a Mode of Mo
tion," published in 1863, and he has subse
still further and successfully pursued

quently
them.

As

Tyndall's position is
He is not only
in the methods of sci

a thinker, Professor

a unique and commanding one.

thoroughly disciplined
ence, a consummate and indefatigable experi
menter, full of new devices, both for the explo

of crystals,

diamagnetism, and on the magnetic properties
in the laboratory
of Professor
Magnus.
The same year he returned to London, and
shortly afterward became acquainted with the

ration and the illustration of phenomena, but
he is also a man of enlarged and independent
views, to which his high scientific position
This
gives weight and force with the public

celebrated Faraday.
In 1852 he was elected a
member of the Royal Institute, and in 1853 was
appointed Professor of Natural Philosophy to

is shown in the general interest that is taken
in whatever Professor Tyndall has to say to the
public, and whatever the subject upon which

tbut establishment.

he speaks.

Of his character

as a

writer it is

Phrenological Journal.
perhaps superfluous to speak ; but it may be
remarked that the same extraordinary power
of vivid imagination which ho carries into his
experimental researches, and which is tasked to
its highest in grasping the conception of com
plex molecular phenomena, is equally manifes
ted in those bold and striking images with
which
tions.
" His

he enriches his descriptions and narra
Mr. Ripley says of him :

[August,

The mind, as well as the body, needs its gym
nasium.
Each faculty should be developed to
its appropriate power, and the whole molded
into symmetry. — Exchange.

FOLLOW
IF

NONE,

YOUK BEKT.
WHAT TO DO.

expositions of the theory of heat and
light and sound, and of some of the more
interesting Alpine phenomena, are acknowl
edged to be masterpieces of popular statement,

the columns of the Courier Journal, if we
not, we remember to have read
something about to this effect : It is a pity that
every man when he is born does not have a

to which few parallels can be found in the
records of modern science.
But in addition to
this he possesses a rare power of eloquence and
manifold attainments in different departments

label hung on his neck telling what he is good
for, for many men spend the greater part of
their lives in endeavoring to ascertain for what

Henry Heine, and other superior lights of the
literary world, showing an appreciation of their
writings which could only have been the fruit
of familiar personal studies."
And a writer in Appletons' Journal, to whom
we are indebted for the substance of this sketch,
says:

"Although

neither fluent nor eloquent in
current rhetorical sense, he carries his
audience completely with him by the clearness
and freshness of his expositions and the bril
the

liancy and boldness of his illustrations.
Of a
highly-vitalized and restless temperament, and
a wiry, elastic physique, which is superbly
adapted

Alpine climbing,

his movements
upon the plaftorm are rapid and decisive, and
hardly conform to those ideal curves of grace
which are so prized in declamatory art
But
of his characteristics in this respect we need
to

not speak, as he has pledged himself to come
to this country and lecture, when the public
will be able to judge for themselves."

***
As sledging gives muscle to the blacksmith's
arm, so thinking increases the power to think.
He who masters one subject, gains in mental
capacity, and is, therefore, the more able to
grapple with another and more difficult one.

if,

Ridiculous
far more

is

than at first blush appears. For
truth in
every chieftain really competent to lead an
army, there arc many thousands fit only to
obey orders, though men in abundance among
them are found well qualified to fill all inter
mediate positions; for every statesman capable

of properly directing

the policy of
nation,
there are multitudes of civil officers fit only to
follow directions, and for every man able to
originate and conduct any great enterprise in
private life, there are many thousands who will
make most excellent sub-officers and workmen,
without whom the work can not go on, and
who are therefore as indispensable to its suc
cess as the master-mind who plans and di
rects.
Ferdinand de Lesseps was the leading
spirit of the Suez Canal, yet when English

diplomacy

had disbanded in one day his army

of fellow-workmen, and left him in command
of a deserted camp, he must have succumbed
but for the inventive genius of hi9 chief-engin
eer, who planned and erected the

which

so successfully performed

steam-giants
labor of

the

thousands of men.
The world has never witnessed

grander
triumph of intellects combining harmoniously,
and using the forces of nation, than the late
Franco-Prussian
war has afforded. Bismarck
was necessary as the guiding spirit to mature
the stupendous plan, and by his statesmanship
to prepare the way for the advent of the sol
dier who was to cement with blood the union

effected by the measures of the Chancellor.
Moltke was no less necessary to bring the army
to the state of perfection absolutely demanded
for the aggressive movement in preparation for
albeit
came sooner than was expected he
;

I

thus gained.

a

brilliant achievements of physical research.
noticed with pleasure, in his conversation,
his allusions to Fichte, Goethe, B. W. Emerson,
the

knowledge

the

a

spite of the disrepute and comparative obscu
rity into which that science nas been thrown by

fully

as the idea may seem to be, there

a

dained to make himself familiar with the lead
ing metaphysical theories of the past age, in

perchance, they suc
they are best fitted, and
do so too late in life to apply success

ceed,

it

do not know that he has ever
written poetry, but he is certainly a poet in the
fire of his imagination and in his love for all
the forms of natural beauty.
Nor has he dis

it

I

it,

of learning.

INmistake

FOLLOW YOUR BENT.
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present, well satisfied that the future would
Such men hardly need to be
bring its reward.
shrined in their in
pointed to their goal
most hearts. "What they most need are words

Willian was no

less needed for the success of
the whole movement as an arbiter of difficul
ties, and a central point around which to rally
both statesman and soldier. It is not pretend

of encouragement and cheer coupled with sug
gestive advice, lest they faint by the wayside in
the dark days which so often occupy the prom
inent places in their early calendar.

ed that he possessed the comprehensive and
sagacious wisdom of his prime minister, or the

There
as we have already said,
large
class of men who have no decided inclina
tion for any particular pursuit, and are at
loss
to know in what to engage.
They are not des

;

mere money-getters.
The cases in which men have met with very
decided success in any occupation or profes
sion have almost always been those for which
and they
they have shown a great predilection

if

it

it

it

have engaged in
frequently under the most
discouraging circumstances, and pursued
persistently when ordinary men would have
abandoned
in despair. They found their re
ward in their labor, and
they were progress

a

a

it

ing toward their goal,
mattered little to them
whether they were accumulating
golden
store or not
They worked for the future,
taking good care to make diligent use of the

;

a

a

is,

a

is,

And

it
is

it

of mind.

that their confidence in its ability to do what

it

is

continually gaining
converts to its principles, and the many who
have availed themselves of its advantages testify

claims was not misplaced, but greatly strength
ened by the trial, and themselves greatly im
proved by acting upon the advice received.
Every man of very decided cast of mind
must, from his very organization, decide for
himself upon those subjects which may now
and then be brought to the bar of his judg
ment
But because he
unwilling to be gov
erned by the dictum of any man, there
no
reason why he should not avail himself of all
the information
possible to be obtained, and
summon all the witnesses whose testimony he
can command, ere he form his opinion and en
ter his verdict; and
he be wise, this
just
what he will do.
To this test Phrenology
is

for the sake

of its pecuniary reward; hence they become

be the science (knowing)
but justice to say that

is

and prosecute

it

reputation in

it,

surrounding circumstances, to follow the call
ing of their choice, and enter upon that which
offers to them the greatest pecuniary induce
ments. They have no special desire to achieve

long array of facts to substantiate its claims.
man, and
claims that the mind
claims to
is

for success in whatever they may undertake,
and besides, success
hence
brings wealth;
there is no lack of stimulus to exertion.
Many men, too, are unable, from the force of

himself, and serve only to perplex him
counsel.
Here Phre
nology steps in to his aid and brings with her
date

with their multifarious

it

Many men, however, are so cos
distinction.
mopolitan in their tastes and versatile in their
capacities, that it matters little to them in What
Their pride leads them to strive
they engage.

do this successfully, but not unfrequently they
are as unable to direct him as the young candi

is

ble, for in that line he is most certain to gain

guiding head to nscertain for what they are
best qualified, and start them fairly in the
track in which they are most likely to succeed.
Judicious friends and relatives are often able to

if

nor his friends will have any difficulty in per
ceiving it Let him follow that, if it be possi

engage, and to bo very desirous of
What they need
achieving success in it
when they arrive at the period of life in which
they must choose some occupation, some

makes not the slightest objection.
She only
asks
fair hearing before an unbiased judge,
and
she be unable to convince of the truth
a

Almost every man of very decided charac
ter has an inclination for some particular pur
suit in which he is anxious to achieve success,
and so marked is this generally, that neither he

which they

if

Then
are but combinations of small ones.
comes the query, how is one to know for what
he is fitted ?

These men will accomplish
upward way.
much, very much, provided only that they be
properly directed, and they will soon come
from very force of habit to love the pursuit in

a

place, seems, then, to be the condition of suc
and conse
cess in every great undertaking,
quently in every small one also, for great ones

titute of talent by any means, but they have
not the polar star of
fixed purpose like the
first, to draw them onward and to light their

It

magnificent, scheming, combining genius of
his commander-in-chief, yet it is equally as cer
tain that without him the one could not have
managed the resources, nor the other the ar
mies, of Germany.
A place for every man, and every man in his

it
is

was needed to project the mighty and compre
hensive plan of invasion, and to direct the
half million of armed warriors with whom he
operated like a skilled chess-player ; and King

Phrenological Journal.
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the earnest wish of us all,

To make others happy, pour
into some despairing heart — va
ried are the means —
among the surest
'
Money
ways to bring happiness to our own.
leads to

is

consolation

;

arc

It

is

can not make us happy
loving friends
powerless to create happiness for us.

IS WRITING EVERYWHERE!

this we understand that the workings
are seen through nature, and his
writing indelibly traced on tablets of stone,
on the deep water's wave, and in the very air
we breathe, which at times is so clear, so
balmy, and then again dense with gathering
storm or vivid with flashing fire. In these
His writ
elements God displays his power.

within ourselves the "jewel lies, and fools

ings on the human heart display his mercy ;
and were it not for the latter, how futile
would the former be to accomplish his great

is

GOD

Happiness

then why not start on the right road which
?

of her argument, she has no word of condem
Her advice
nation for those thus unconvinced.
is, Use all means within your reach to ascertain
your bent, and then by all means follow it.
T. J. P., TO.

[August,
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quishes the weaker.
Then why should we fear to meet error ?

If

strong in the conviction of a truth, we may
rest assured that "truth will prevail," and
theories,

creeds, and doctrines

stand or fall

their own merits may predict.
Then should we feel the greater charity for
those in error, knowing that when they tee
and are no
the truth they will accept
than the
more to be blamed for not seeing
blind man, who, seeing no light, persists in
the belief there
none —to him there
not.
When man or woman feels sympathy for
his or her kind, charity for ignorance, mercy
for sin, on that heart
plainly traced the
writing of the Divine hand, and blessed
that life, —its " peace flows like
river."
is

a

is

is

a

a

is

it

it,

as

is

is

is

;

is

it

;

and curdles

all

streams

of enjoyment, for their own sakes they would
shut the door and say to this green-eyed
" Here you can not enter." When
monster,

it

is

it

not in the power of any
being to give us happiness, or take
from us, we will never blame others for mis

we realize that
human

ery we may endure, but looking within ask
ourselves if we will permit our peace to be
Enemies may annoy and cause
disturbed.
suffering, but they are powerless to make us
miserable if within our own hearts peace
And al
rectitude.
reigns and conscious
though friends may add greatly to our enjoy
ment and minister to our happiness, yet the

of that happiness must be sown and
take root in our own souls, or the genial rays
of friendship can not cause them to expand
seeds

and bring forth fruit.
one great cause of difference
Theology

The reflect
of dissension among Christians.
this? The
led to ask, Why
ing mind
free to all, but then we inter
Word of God
pret that word so differently, and what to
one may seem a command, to another seems
left to us? How
Then what
reprimand.
"
can we decide when
lawyers and ministers
"
By looking upward and within
disagree
for our light. God's greatest gift to man

is

van

banishes happiness,

reason, and when he prostrates that at the
feet of another, and chooses for his guide

a

The stronger

knowledge.

for to her her own sex
dearest.
Jealousy may be a great source of unhappibut when an enemy
ness to women especially
half conquered and when women
seen
realize they take an enemy into their breast
which cats away their own peace of mind,
woman,

is

before

sex.

is

ish

toward their own

human being, he may expect
guide prono
to err, —one fallible, as all mortals are.
a

As darkness
by which it can be educated.
flees before the light, so does ignorance van

unkind

not true of the generous, high-souled

is

the human heart, — charity and mercy are aids

most

is

Philosophers may search, theologians
but without the light of God in
their souls, their efforts would prove useless
toward this great end. One true man with
divinity indwelling will do far more toward
elevating his kind than a legion of mere sci
entists, who practically study the laws of
nature, and coldly promulgate truths devoid
of the light, the life, the spirit of the great
Creator of those laws.
Sympathy is the key with which to unlock

propound,

This

is

ily.

and

?

work, the elevation — redemption from sin
and degradation — of the whole human fam

are they who roam."
It said by some that women are severest

a

BYof God

We may lose confidence in mortals, be up

■
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set in our theology, but while the mount
ains stand and the oceans roll we must ever
believe in a Supreme Power, a grand Creator,
whose voice through nature speaks plainly to
our reason; whose providing care and love

call forth our deepest admiration,

humblest

All we see,
love.
profoundest
hear, and feel, only tells us in unmistakable

veneration,

words that God is writing everywhere.
C.

J.

GODBE.

Phrenology in College. — While glancing
over the elaborate circular of Eminence College,
Kentucky, we were pleased to find that Phre

81

nology constitutes one of the studies in its
appointed curriculum.
The item in the depart
ment of study headed " Science and Literature "
stands simply thus, " Phrenology
(Combe)."
We have little doubt that this College, estab
lished as it has been under auspices of the
most favorable character, will ere long take
a most eminent position in the field of Ameri
can education, and in every respect fully justify
the name by which it is known.
The catalogue
for 1871 contains all the information in detail
which may be required by those contemplating
a course of study for themselves or others.
The
regulations in the way of discipline are really
admirable, without being severe.

Know,
Withoutor atar,or angel.Tortheir(aide,
NightThoughts.
Whoworehlpa
Ood■hallIlu.l him.—Toung't
Theaoul,themotherof deepfrara,of highhopceInfinite;
myaterlona
Of gtorloua
innertight.
dreama,
teara,of elaepleae

degree

of this kind of pleasure.

a

structed by pointed rocks, large enough to ad
mit
man and opening directly upward. Into
this and on we went, as
climbing the sides
of narrow, inverted well, darkness above and
Soon we reached what
now darkness below.
the top, or at least an expansion of the
moment
perpendicular tunnel, and rested for
on
ledge of rock. But oh, the wonder and
We
the awe when we again lifted our eyes
had firm footing, and behind us rose smooth
a

seemed

!

I

joyed a high

the whole breadth and rising to the very top.
Up this, however, we climbed, with no small
degree of difficulty, using hands as well as feet
When bur heads nearly touched the ceiling,
we perceived a ragged hole, dark, and ob

a

Who does not
any utility they may possess.
delight in gazing on some beautiful prospect
that is concealed from general inspection f
I recall a memorable day on which en

I

had wandered all day
under ground, in a Httle known but glorious
cave in Indiana ; had crawled on hands and
knees through long passages, slid down dark
holes, and clambered up overhanging preci
At length we came to a tract of beauti
pices.
fully sanded floor, as smooth as if prepared for
a gladiatorial combat in one of the arenas of
old Rome. The arched ceiling was twenty
feet overhead, and rose higher as we advanced.
The passage also widened, but we soon reached
pile of rocks filling
apparently the end of
it,

globe is only peopled outside, and, so far as
we know, all the interior is absolutely lifeless.
Even in the softer element of water the deni
zens are mostly superficial creatures, avoiding
long abodes far below the surface. Electricity
also, whether accumulating on jars, or globes,
or clouds, follows the same rule. But most
things have roots that strike downward, away
from the glare of light and the self-assertion
of stem, and leaf, and flower. Though these
are unseen, they could not easily be spared,
and even in themselves constitute a valuable
The delicious
part of the vegetable world.
potato, the savory beet, and the fragrant onion
are cases in point. The geologist pretends to
care for the very stones under the earth's sur
face, and other men of similar tastes are not
wanting who cast lines and dredges clown to
the bottom of the sea. There is a fascination
about hidden things altogether independent of

With two companions

if

with all its variety and interest, is
a product of the surface.
Our

LIFE,
usually

PITTENGEB,
" Oratory, Sacred and Secular," etc.

a

BY WILLIAM
Author of " Daring and Suffering,"

OR, UNIVERSAL LAW.

a
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a
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supreme, but not long ; for, as we gazed,
sounds came out of the darkness — faint, miles

away — drawing near and again receding, seem
ing the beating of surf on a distant shore, the
trampling of innumerable feet, and, again, cries

of solitary, unutterable woe !
The reality of our situation was a fitting
We had come out on
basis for such fancies.
the side of a mammoth subterranean hall, a
thousand feet in circumference, whose floor
lay far beneath our position, and whose dome
We
mounted two hundred feet still above.
were more than a mile, by the nearest path,
from daylight.
When a bright illumination
had been provided, we saw a real mountain in
the center, crowned with half a dozen gigan
tic figures shrouded in white, and we sur
veyed the vaulted dome itself, a beautiful oval,
belted round with mighty strata, variegated in
color, and studded with innumerable pendent
stalactites, many of them a score of feet in
length. From the tips of these, silvery drops
of water fell on the heads of the figures below,
and the echoes
caused
by their fall were
caught up, multiplied a thousand-fold, and
rolled with startling distinctness around the
cave.

This was one of nature's lately discovered
wonders.
No man can tell how many sim
ilar, or even far more sublime scenes lie be
neath our feet, concealed in the bowels of the
earth. But what is the significance of them
all combined ? One glance at the star-gemmed
canopy of night, one moment of the free sun

light playing over the hills and valleys of the
surface, far excels them in all the elements of
Yet, because of their
real beauty and glory.
commonness, these latter are almost unheeded,

while men traverse thousands of miles to look
upon the strange and unknown.
The same passion for strangeness and nov
What real boy
elty is strong in childhood.
does not find far more pleasure in smashing an
ingenious toy, in search for the mystery inside,
than in exercising all its legitimate capabil
ities f
But in the world of thought there is a sur
face as well

as in physical things, and conse
quently a subsoil. The appearance of objects,
whether seen or thought about, belongs of

course to the outside only. But with each
discovery men go deeper than appearances,
until there comes to be a complete contrast
and opposition between what is known to ex
ist and what the senses reveal.

Could we re

move our lines back in time beyond the birth
of science, the world, with the very same out
side, would look totally different, because of
the great diminution of our underlying knowl
To test the extent of this change, let us
try to draw around us the mental horizon of
a citizen of the ancient world — suppose a coedge.

femporary of Julius Caisar.
The earth is flat, of course, and we live on
an in
the top, while it extends downward
definite, perhaps an infinite distance. It may,
however, float in a bottomless sea. We rather
think there are vast caverns in it — two at
least
The abode of Pluto is there, and, also,

kind of fissure or channel by which the
We don't be
setting sun passes to the east.
lieve that it stands on the back of an elephant,
and the elephant on a turtle, or even that
Atlas carries it on his shoulders. These stories
did well enough for the times of our supersti
tious ancestors, but we have outgrown them.
some

plane we are bounded by mys
tery and terror. Southward is the zone of fire,
inhabited, where inhabited at all, by hideous
monsters. Eastward are deserts and wander
ing tribes, extending — no man can tell how
On our own

Northward lie gloomy, howling regions
of ice and snow, the abode of demons. West
ward is the encircling sea ; and perhaps if a
paradise exists at all, it is embosomed some
where amid the waves that flame so brightly
far.

beneath the setting sun. The clouds are the
chariots of spirits, and when storms darken,
and Jupiter flings his blazing bolts through
the hissing air, we can almost see him at his
The stars are set in a wonderful and
work.
complicated dome of glass, moved by ponder
ous, world-embracing machinery that requires
the superintendence of many powerful deities.
There are living beings shrouded in mys
tery everywhere ; but although we can not
ascertain much about them, one thing is cer
tain, the lioman Empire is, to all practical in
tents and purposes, the world, and we need
not greatly trouble ourselves about anything
either above or beneath. It has
outside of
the best laws, the finest roads, the grandest
it,

wall of rock, faintly illuminated by the glim
mer of our candles, but towering far beyond
their tiny ray : but before us gloom, darkness,
utter vacancy ! To the excited imagination
creation seemed all passed, and we from its
utmost verge contemplating space and noth
ingness beyond. Silence, also, at first seemed

[August,

cities, and the

highest

civilization

Thank Jupiter that we have
mans
These

been

possible.
born Ro

!
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crude conceptions of old were not
abandoned in mass, but were exchanged, one

TEE SURFACE.

a few of the perplexing locks that close the
richly-furnished
apartments of God's great
world-mansion against careless intruders.
In order to be sure of starting far enough
back in our search for this key, let us return
to our Roman friend.
He had great faith in

a

it

a

functions, especially in broad daylight.
When observation began to build
durable
structure of scientific knowledge, the tendency
to disbelieve spiritual and seek natural causes
increased. The incoming of Christianity had
an effect, though rather in changing names than
in producing broader views in this direction.
The patron saints, the Virgin, and the arbitrary

of God supplied to the middle
the place that had been occupied more
anciently by the clumsier machinery of mythol
ogy. But science was not satisfied with altered
names.
She would allow of no compromise.
intervention
ages

Her voice was ever heard

as she stepped into
new fields, proclaiming in tones silvery clear,
rather cold, " Here
law.
find nothing
but law. Every fact
explained by law."
Faith asks appealingly, " But where
God "
?

we attempt to answer all these questions, the
morning sun will rise before we are fairly
under way, not to raise the very serious ques
tion of ability.
But there is one master key
we would like to find, and make trial of upon

the Naiads and Dryads, and Satyrs and Fauns,
and Nymphs and Titans,- and even the greater
gods, had to be careful bow they exercised their

Science grown bold through repeated conquests,
" see him not.
have dredged the
responds,
ocean, have belted the earth, have swept the
but
heavens with all-penetrating
telescope,
Faith persists, "
have not discovered God."

I

but always a profound problem.
Whence its
origin ? What the source of its activity f
How are its numberless forces controlled ? If

from one to the other.
could not be seen, and

is

of a most earnest and burning desire to get at
the causes of things?
The universe moves
around us — terrible sometimes, beautiful often,

oscillations

perpetual

Law was felt where

I

It is to a banquet of roots we now invite
you, hoping that if not too delicate in flavor
or strong in nourishment they will at least be
wholesome.
Who is not frequently conscious

witnesses enough, but the unworded logic of
daily life went deeper.
Many
poor man had
sore strife between belief and unbelief, with

I

knowledge, no longer resting on the shifting
sands of the surface, has touched the living
rock.

Yet this belief, so full of poetic fancy, was
never entirely real.
Experience was against it.
The legends were complete and attested by

is is

servation and study displaces them, one after
another, and slowly, but with exceeding ma
jesty and grace, the truth rises into form, en
throned forever. Then the foundation of our
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I

thing at a time, for the clearer ideas of the
present day, through a process something like
the following : When the eye first beholds an
object in a new field, the intellect instinctively
guesses its nature and relations. These guesses
Further ob
are almost certain to be wrong.

if

UNDER

heard in the top of the pines, the god of the
grove was complaining.
If loosened rock
rolled down the mountain side, the god who

comes forth.

controlling

a

it

a

is

I

is

is

I I

a

is

the ocean surface, followed by the rise of other
bubbles which shall likewise dance and glitter
"
moment, but itself perished forever
for
Who shall decide this controversy, not by
1

breeze, dwelling
in, and
every object on the whole earth
!

every

the evolution of life controlled by climate and
other natural agencies. Religious development
governed by law as inexorable as the flowing
but the bursting of bubble on
tides. Death
is

forest and field, each hill and plain, each brook
and river, seated at every fireside, rocked on
every wave, sailing on every cloud, fanned in

see His footstep on the highway of his
have marked His fostering care for the
tory.
His hand only holds the gates of death
church.
and immortality."
Sternly now the answer
" Babbler,
but
History
peace.
hurled back,
me.

a

it

a

if

myriads of beings, governed by the same
whims, caprices, and mingled motives that
impel mankind.
How strangely we would
feel
we thought there was
spirit in each

bloom, and life in ordered succession
all, and in
There
law for
the unchanging cycles of that law all existence
moves.
find no need for the hypothesis of
God." With saddened mien, Faith speaks once
Believe with
more, " Sister, forsake me not

vernal

•

a

a

if

dwelt on the peak had flung
in anger at
some of his compeers on the plain.
An in
telligent spirit was at the bottom of the most
common occurrence.
The idea of law was
very faint, and all the forces of the universe
were supposed to result from the activity of

I

Science re
know he lives. He must reign."
joins, " can not tell. The stars move in selfregulated circles, the fire mist evolves new
worlds, the cooling globes break forth into

is,

the dominion of spirit over matter. The world
was full of powerful, superhuman beings, rul
ing each in his own narrow realm and keep
disorder did not hap
ing order there, that
pen to suit him better.
If murmur was

Phrenological Journal.
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finding the so-called golden medium which is
almost sure to be an utterly false and untenable
position, but a higher point of view, revealing
the truth in all its varied and apparently con

" The
fourth reached out his eager hand

And felt above tho knee :
* What
most this wondrous beast is like
Is mighty plain,' quoth he ;
' Tis
clear enough the elephant
Ib very like a tree.'

To illustrate the ill conse
flicting relations.
quences of missing this, we modernize an old
story. Two Irishmen (probably Fenians) met
at the door of their accustomed tavern, right
under its renovated sign. As they conversed

" The fifth,

who chanced to touch the ear,
Said, 'E'en the blindest man
Can tell what this resembles most:
Deny the fact who can.
This marvel of an elephant
Is very like a fan.'

wise, one of them, looking up at
exclaimed, " Arrah, Jem, an'
did ye say the beautifulest horse our landlord's
ben afther paintin'?"
"Och, an' it's meself
that does that same, Patrick ; but sure, an' that
brotherly

the improvement,

" The

sixth no sooner had begnn
About the beast to grope.
Than, seizing on the swinging tail,
That fell within his scope.
11 see,' quoth he, '
the elephant
Is very like a rope.'

"

No more is it
" Hould
a mule, Jem, than meself 1
aisy there,
Pat. Don't be afther cull in' names. Don't I
see its tail, and its swate airs plainer than the
big red nose on yer face, bad luck to yez ! "
Contradiction succeeded contradiction until the
dispute warmed into blows.
Eyes were black
ened, heads broken, and noses bloodied before
same horse is an illegant mule."

"

it occurred

to them to take another look, and a
long and puzzled look it was. In the battle
they had occupied considerable ground, and
described more than one circle, and now, won
derful to relate, the horse had changed to a

mule, and the mule to a horse.
Another battle
was imminent, for both were as positive as be
fore, had not an amused bystander interfered,
and by a little dextrous maneuvering convinced
them that the board had a mule drawn on one
side and a horse on the other.
John G. Saxe shows the many-sidedness of
truth

still more strikingly

verses r

in some graceful

" It was six men of Hlndostan
To learning much Inclined,
Who went to see the elephant.
Though all of them were blind.
That each by observation
Might satisfy Ms mind.
*l The

first approached the elephant,
And happening to fall
Against his broad and sturdy side.
At once began to bawl —
' O bless me
I—but the elephant
Is very like a wall.'

" The

second, feeling of the tusk.
Cried ' Ho 1what have we here
So very round and smooth and sharp ?
To me 'tis mighty clear
This wonder of an elephant
Is very like a spear.'

" The third approached the
animal.

And happening to take
The squirming trunk within his hands,
Thus boldly up and spake,
11 ace,' quoth he, 1
the elephant
Is very like a snake.'

[August,

"

And so these men of Hindustan
Disputed loud and long.
Each in his own opinion.
Exceeding stiff and strong
Though each was partly In the right.
And partly in the wrong."

When the instinct of belief is uncontrolled
it easily degenerates into superstition. Intel

lectual investigations, pushed without rever
ence, may reach the limit of pure atheism.
The mind can not rest firmly in either conclu
sion. Superstition, which in a Christian coun

try takes the form of attributing events to the
will of God, regardless of physical causes, never
retains dominion over any man who keeps his
eyes open, and is not afraid

to reason on what
before them.
When atheism, on the
other band, has discovered laws, and parades
them before us with triumphant exultation,
there is no need to be greatly disturbed, for a
passes

mightier question comes behind,
origin and adjustment of law f

What is the

This question, though far from easy, is very
important, and in answering it we at once lock
bayonets with every materialist in the world,
expecting neither to give nor take quarter.
What is law ? Law is tlie uniform mode in
which Divine power operates — its origin, God's

will;

Us adjustment,
His wisdom.
On this
answer, we throw down the gage of battle
to all opposing parties. We will very cheer
fully help the materialist to chastise all super
stitious persons who think a law can ever be
evaded, suspended, or repealed.
But before
proceeding to that business we must settle a
point with him, and make ourselves clearly
understood.

When we discover a law, according to this
view, we have simply found the manner in
which God, under similar circumstances, al
ways acts.
His will rests on every particle of

UNDER
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matter, giving it just such properties and powers
as he desires, but does not govern it one way
What He has
to-day and another to-morrow.
once done we may be sure he will do again
under identical

conditions, and thus continue

For example, all
particles of matter draw toward each other
with a certain regulated force upon each atom,
which, for the sake of a name, is called grav
itation, but is simply God's power meted out
in boundaries over which he might but will
as long as the

world stands.

not pass.
This is a supplement, not a contra
diction to science. It finds the cause of law
in the prevision of an all-wise Creator, who
had certain purposes before him in the act of
creation, and adapted all his means to them.

After the manner of good old John Bunyan,
we now summon Mr. Atheist to the bar as a
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No other substance, so far as
known, except one unimportant metal, acts in
this way. It is no suspension of law, but the
ordering of a new law for water and bismuth
just at the right point to prevent disastrous
mon rule.

consequences. There arc ten thousand in
stances of similar
beneficent adjustments.
Does it look like the work of necessity or of

God?"
But we can trace power directly to its origin
in one case only.
Shall we find that to be
necessity or spirit ? In all the voluntary move
ments of our bodies mind controls matter.
When my arm moves, it is not because of ne
cessary qualities of motion inhering In its
particles, but because of the determination of
my will. A thought of the mind may, through
the agency of the muscles, counteract a law of

his
witness, and examine him concerning
"
My dear
knowledge of the origin of law.
sir, do you know of any other hypothesis than

We only contend that God, who gave
this power to man, has a similar, but more
pervasive and unlimited mastery of His uni
verse. He puts forth His own native force as
a living, changeless power, in the ten thou

myself hold, and is' the only philosophical one."
" It is the scheme
"
Of course. Describe it."
of eternal necessity. Everything is as it is,
" That's
because it could be no other way."
But you see no ordering of laws,
satisfactory.
no Indications of purpose?" "None at all.

sand various ways we call laws, for the accom
If God's
plishment of intelligent purposes.
will thus embraces the universe, we need no

lowed this rule in freezing, the world would
be uninhabitable, for ice would then be heavier
than water, and by sinking in all river beds,
lakes, and seas, where it would remain unthawed, would soon fill up all depressions and
deluge the whole surface of the land. But, as

if

on purpose to present such a calamity,
water follows the law only until it comes
within seven degrees of the freezing-point, and
then, turning right around, begins to expand
until ice is formed lighter than the fluid, when,
the danger being passed, it returns to the com

it,

But an explanation may be hinted. Suppose
you were in partnership in the execution of
some delicate and complicated work, with
great and powerful — we'll not say giant or de
mon, for these have gone out of fashion — steam
engine. As long as your partner confined
himself to his own share of the business, and

a

this result is attained by
Heat, a rapid
particles.
counteracts their attrac
tion in a greater or less degree, and separates
them more widely— causes them to expand.
Cold reverses the process. But if water fol

which, on this supposition, would be as easy
There
we
as to continue it?"
danger,
are not very careful, that the answer to this
will get us into the foggy land of mett physics.

if

a quality

moved his ponderous beams and swift wheels
with unvarying regularity, your skill, intelli
gence, and delicacy of to-ich could produce
their proper effect, and together you would
lie began to show
But
get on famously.
signs of irregularity, or of wishing to get out
of his grooves for any purpose whatever, you
strong desire to
would become sensible of
quit the business very abruptly, feeling some
ho'
certain prudent soldier in
thing like
a

of bodies
and contract with cold.

it is

is

For instance,
to expand with heat
Tyndall shows how
the motion of their
vibration of atoms,
have.

if

But it will not do ; for all we can
quality.'
learn of nature indicates intelligence, which
neither laws nor qualities in themselves can

ply forms of God's will, that they are so stiff
and inflexible ? Why are His relations to the
world cast into such stereotyped molds ?
When He sees that a certain law gives pain,
or is the occasion of evil, why not suspend

a

Inherent qualities work out inevitable results.
Where the qualities came from nobody knows,
except lhat they have always been as they
"
now are."
Why, this is only changing
'
names. Instead of law, you now say inherent

explanation of the constant, restless
power underlying the whole of its wonderful
structure.
But here comes an objection from another
" What is the reason, if laws arc sim
quarter.
other

a

I

"Yes, sir;
that just sketched?"
do."
""Well, what is it?" "Why, it is what I

nature.
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by positive and unvarying rules. The pon
derous system of nature, moved by His hand,
the life-basis of innumerable creatures, some
of whom would be swallowed up at every turn
operations of God, if
by the overwhelming

their sake, so far as appears, He has made the
universe an unvarying machine, controlled by
laws as unchangeable as himself, because the
expression of his will in the best possible form.
Settled by foreknowledge and infinite wisdom
They deal
they are absolutely immutable.
alike with just and unjust, send pain and woe
as inflexibly as joy and delight.
A missionary
malarious coast takes the fever
sleeping on
as quickly as
the
slave-trader, and even
whole Christian world prays for his recovery,
the disease runs its regular course.

if

is,

sun on its own axis, or for the rise and fall of
the tide ; but another kind of motion, irregular
and unexpected, is utterly confounding.
that finite
The principle here involved
beings can only work with an infinite one, or
indeed exist at all, when He limits his strength

operations were not perfectly regular
and capable of being understood and provided
for. God works so calmly and steadily that
the activity of the feeblest being can be sup
plemented to his without jar or conflict For
these

a

engagement, that presence of mind might be a
good thing, but absence of body was decidedly
better ! Some time ago mother earth gave a
slight shake — a mere quiver ; but the whole
country was in an uproar ! Men fear nothing
from the revolution of the earth around the

[August,

a
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[TO

THE CITY OF PEACE.
BY HRS. BSLEH A. KANVH.LK.

In the evergreen pastures of Life we shall rest,

WnEN the tears of this life are alt over, dear friend.
And ita turmoils forever shall cease,
When up the bright stairway onr feet shall ascend
To the city whose name evermore shall be Peace,

While the shuttle of Tlmo

[years.
throws the thread of the

?

?

I

Who will miss ns, wonder, from out the glad throng
Of the minstrels who come, and the minstrels who go
Who will miss us, and, missing, will long for the song
We sang of an even long summers ago
;

We know not we know only this at the best,
We shall leave all our griefs In this valley of tears,

SPIRITUAL

!

;

thereby producing sounds that may
with our natural ears, when we
should know that the spiritual forces are above
stances,

be

heard

is

the reach of the natural or bodily senses.
It
spiritual law that the spirit flows down into
the bodily organs and acts through them upon

natural things but the natural never yet has
been able to flow buck or upward to spirit.
We can not reach out natural hand and feel
is

it

and grasp
of
spiritual substance, and so
all the other bodily or natural senses
the nat
;

not bear the divine rays that would penetrate
the darkness and seeing no light in this posi
none. When friends
tion, we have said there

of the natural atmosphere upon natural sub

a

gain and elevation, and have stifled our aspira
We have turned the head
tions heavenward.
downward and the feet up, till our eyes can

more interior in their lives than ourselves have
come to us with the records of their experience,
we have turned away, with, " Pshaw
you are
growing visionary and superstitious."
Another error into which we have fallen
with reference to spiritual communications is,
that we have looked for spiritual evidence in a
natural way we have listened for concussions

;

it,

Divine Word or in the experience of Christians
of all ages, but on account o£ the hardness of
our hearts, which have looked only to worldly

is

PRESENCE.

a

It

question of intercourse with the world
has come to be debatable ground
in this last part of the nineteenth century; not
both in the
lack of proof of
because of

THE
of spirits

a

That leads to the city— the city of Peace.

COGNIZABLE BY THE MATERIAL?

were, if without! feeble fright,
Or dying of the dreadful, beauteous sight,
An angel came to us, and we could bear
To see him issue from the silent air
At evening in our room,. and bend on ours
His divine eyes, and bring us from his bowers
News of dear friends, and children who have never
Been dead indeed— as we shall know forever."

;

never In thinking of those gone before.

In my heart can bewail such mute Bymbols ns these,
For they give to the sleeper the key to the door

a

IS THE BrmiTUAL

" How sweet

I,

;

The grave, the dark grave, has no terrors for me,
For Hope has embroidered the funeral pall
The hands calmly folded, the sleep that we see.
The eyea closed to beanty, the ears deaf to call, —

SPIRITUAL PRESENCE.

ence to what

is

termed ghost-seeing.

The quotation at the commencement of this

is

;

it

is

a

article, though pleasing in its construction, and
beautiful truth,
ending with the shadow of
that our dead " have never yet been dead in
"
deed,"
yet based upon this error. In Ben
Ad hem's Dream,"
said "exceeding peace
"
had made Ben Adhem bold enough to speak
to thfl angel he saw
when if he had his spir
itual sight opened, through which alone he
could have seen him, he would have required
no more courage to speak to him than he would
to speak to any man quietly writing in his
room. Do we not speak to friends deceased or

" " Because
man was standing by
you ask
the bed." Knowing that no one had been in,
and thinking perhaps her spiritual sight was

opened, he asked, "Did he speak to you?"
" Yes, he
repeated these words,
Blessed are
the pure in heart, for they shall see God.'"
'

it,

a spiritual

a

sound, neither
form or
eye
shape. A forgetfulness of this law, or a want
of knowledge of has been the source of many
terrors to timid, nervous persons with refer
seen

?

ural ear never heard a spiritual

has the natural
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Conscious that her life had been eminently pure
and good, and that she stated the fact precisely
as she would had one of her friends been in the
room and spoken to her, Mr. W. firmly believed
that her interior senses were opening to the
world of spirits; and this faith was confirmed
few hours after when in the moment of death
she reached out her hands with an expression
of pleasure and said, " Oh, my beloved, my
sweet little babies!"
The expression must
have referred to her children in the world of
spirits, as those she was leaving were nearly

a

1871.]

grown.

being the weaker party

The mother died first

a

if

I

a

I

is,

the time."
Aside from such tales, whether
real or fabrications, there are very few persons
without some spiritual heirloom, some treas

a

ured final words of departing friends, which
confirm this law. Let me cite
few that have
come within the circle of my own friends, noth
ing doubting that readers from the store-rooms
of their own memories may bring forth some
fragmentary treasures sufficient to trim the

,

is

band was away oh business, as the farm was
far from town and joined
large swamp, and
the father seemed to have less and less hold on
life after his wife's death, and would sit talking
a

a

?

a

is

Who ever
called
person telling what
ghost
story who showed symptoms of fear and
listener asked, " Were you not frightened?
should have been," the reply in such
case in
" Oh, no,
never thought of fear at
variably
heard

he were still addressing his wife.
Mrs. D., the lady, would have been glad not
to hear his talk, and would say, " Why, sir, who
are you talking to?"
Why, to your mother,
Sala," " But mother
dead." " No, Sala, she
isn't; don't you see her sitting here by the side
of me?" And she could not persuade him to
as

is

natural coudition by sleep, by sickness/by grief,
meet on the

or by extreme fasting, and we
same plane and know no fear.

A house
always
death, until we grow accustomed
lonely after
to the silence and vacancy.
It was oppress
ively so to the daughter-in-law when her hus
a

of our

the activities

the contrary.

Does
not appear evident that his natural
powers and senses were in part suspended by
extreme age, and hence his spiritual ones were
partly opened, and that the beloved wife who
had been so long beside him in her natural

it

but sink the difference

of state, suspend or depress

if

;

a

is

in our .normal or natural condition we speak to
friends about us? The sense of terror and

I

fright we have, with reference to spirits and
from an idea of their state of life and
angels,
our own clashing, and
semi-consciousness of

In
the same county and State, an aged
couple were living upon their own homestead,
with an only son and his wife, who had no
children.
They were accustomed to sit and
croon to each other upon one side of the large
old-fashioned fireplace, while the daughter-inlaw did the cooking and work upon the other.

not in our dreams? and are we frightened by
their appearance any more than we are when

ministered to him in life. In fact, docs
seem
possible that there could be any difference of
state between two loving hearts who had jour

going in from his business at noon, proceeded
at once to her bedside, and found her alone.
Becoming conscious of his presence, she said,
" Thomas, have
"
you been in the room long

neyed together through
long life as would
forbid spiritual presence?
In the same town maiden aunt of the writer
was passing away in
state of serenity and

my dear,

I

"No,

have just come in.

Why do

state was

still

so as to her spirit, soothing him,

a

a

it

as age requires to be soothed, even as she had

a

?

a

if

a

is

,

garment we are endeavoring to make up.
In M
Mass., Mrs. W., an intelligent
Christian woman, who had buried two infant
children, was drawing near her death, in what
" decline."
provincially called
She lay as
fluttering between the two worlds for num
ber of days; on one of them, her husband

peace,

so

much so, that the neighbors

were
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almost ready to congratulate rather than to
condole with the family.
A day or two before
her departure, while trying to give a friend a
"
description of a heavenly view, she said, Oh,
"
Some of her listeners
the lambs ! the lambs !
thought it strange that she spoke of seeing
lambs ; but arc not the domestic animals sym
bols or emblems of Christian virtues and graces?
and what is more abundantly used as a figure
throughout the Divine Word than the flock and
shepherd ? To the mind of the writer, when
her dying words have been repeated, it has
that lambs in some measure must have
represented the innocence and consequent se
renity of state in which she was ; and hence
seemed

those who approached to receive and welcome
her into the world of spirits were accompanied
by lambs. Do we not derive the sentiment
which leads us to use the lamb as the emblem

of innocence, from heavenly intuitions?
Again, a widow, an acquaintance of the
writer's family, came over from England with
several daughters and one son, the more easily
It was through
to make a home for them.
much toil and hardship she succeeded, until
the son, the youngest, had reached his major
ity, when he was stricken with fever and died.
She became inconsolable, and for a long time,
though restraining herself before her family
and strangers, her grief would burst out afresh
as soon as she was alone.
One day, after all
had left the dining-room, she leaned upon the
table and burst into a paroxysm of tears, when
" Mother," in the voice of
she heard the word,

her son.

Lifting her hand from hor

eyes, she

turned to where the sound seemed to be, and
He added, "Mother, I can not rest
saw hiin.
while you grieve so," and vanished. Now, we
know that it was utterly impossible for .his
bodily presence to have been there, or that
words by a natural voice could be uttered with
out a bodily presence; but it was possible that
her spiritual senses of seeing and hearing were
opened, and that the vanishing of which she
spoke was merely the sudden closing of the
interior sight that seemed at the time to see
through the natural organs.
In W
, Eastern Ohio, recently, a lady of
considerable talent in literature was dying;
her sisters, residents of Long Island, N. Y., ar
rived one after another to take a final leave of
one most tenderly beloved. She was saying to
them, " How pleasant it is to have you all with
me!" when she quickly added, as if the scene
"
Oh, I see pa and
had instantly come in view,
ma 1" and a moment afterward, " but they can
not speak, as have not yet been withdrawn."

I

[August,

This last remark seems in consonance with the
text so often met in the records of the death of
" They were
the patriarchs,
gathered to their
fathers," and that Mrs. W. was about to go
into the company of her deceased parents; but
that they could not speak until she was with
drawn from the body favors the idea that only
a part of the spiritual organs were opened, aud
" The silence, awful sweet and calm,
They hare no power to break.

For mortal words are not for them
To ntter or partake,"
as Mrs. Stowe has said, is

in consonance with

this idea.

The following little waif has been told the
writer while penning this article ; it is given as
it floats.
Recently, in South Brooklyn, N. Y.,
an infant, too young to form words or even
syllables, was dying; suddenly it looked up
ward and stretched its hands forward, and
with delight uttered its only expression, " Goo,"
and expired.
May we not suppose that there
was an opening of its spiritual sight to some
beautiful scene, causing a gush of pleasure into
its infantile mind?
Those who are familiar
with Sunday-school literature know that such
intromission into the minds of dying children
is not very uncommon.
In the following case it appears evident that
discernment of spiritual states is at times con
sequent upon a certain weakness of the mate
An aged mother,
rial or corporeal senses.
well on to the nineties, whose mind had so
failed by a paralyzed body that her children
had ceased to make efforts to explain family
occurrences, would persist that a daughter-inlaw, with her infant son, was standing at the
outside door waiting for admittance to see her
husband, who was for the time being with the
mother, lifting and otherwise assisting her.
Repeatedly would her attendants make a feint
of opening the door to pacify her, and to assure
her that there was no one there, but to no pur
pose; she would call out to the little grandson
to come in to grandma, in the endearing tones

The writer is
of motherly tenderness.
sured that at the time of the evening when
persuasion appeared to fasten itself upon
grand mother's mind, the daughter-in-law

as

the
the
was

frequently talking to her little son about papa,
and trying to impress upon his mind the place
where he was, with his grandmother ; and that
the particular side-door which the grandmother
designated was the one by which they had
approached, either naturally or men
tally. Does it not appear evident that there
was a convergence of their minds to the place?

always
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and that the grandmother had some perception
of the mental or spiritual state of the mother
and child ?
Those who do not favor the idea that the
world of spirits encompasses the natural world,
pronounce these things vagaries of the imagin
ation, imbecilities of age, and wanderings of
mind in the dying. We ask such, where, upon
what plane these wanderings are made? and
who guides the steps so accurately taken that
they agree with all dying testimony in all ages

It is told of a dying Grecnlander
that said, " The angels are coming to bear ray

||ttr

and nations ?

|«jjarfment of
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soul away. Gently, oh, gently ! that I, a pooi
heathen, may be able to follow yon."
But
allowing the negative, what do these vagaries,
imbecilities, and wanderings show, if they do
not teach us that there is a system of organs
interior to our natural ones, subservient to our
use in that land of the souls to which it with
draws on the dissolution of the body ? and as
laws are sometimes uncovered to our view
through disorder in those laws, may we not
discover something of the laws of spiritual
science by these glimmerings ?
E. O. D. POWELL.
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liipptnen,thouonly bllu
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THE BEGGAR AND THE BANKER.
WHAT 18 THE DIFFERENCE?

M.D. to determine which of
their rotundities was best stored habitually
with good victuals and drink.
close observation, however, of the
Upon
a

mo6t profound

a

discovered

most as soon as my eye fell upon

it,

of the banker,

I

countenance

al
line

;

?

'

'

a

;

a

;

would

a

common

live equally

a

brother.

I

Master,

are

and you have

equally free
and are both traveling the
bound to the same place, and

easy

;

the same

then no difference between
"

pretend there
beggar and

banker

a

journey,
both have to die and be buried in the end."
" But," interrupted the banker, " do you
same

" Not in the least," rejoined the other, with
" not in the least as to
the utmost readiness
You swagger and drink wine, in
euentiah.
company of your own choosing, — swagger

I

it

;

a

and from
comparison of
ant personage
would have puzzled the
their countenances,

ence as he

and drink beer, which
wine, in company that

I I

;

a

tecting a carcass of nearly the circumference
ragged and
of a hogshead and the other
dirty, but equally impudent and self-import

free country, and here too
Then, again,
we are on an equality — for you must know,
that here, even
beggar's dog may look
gentleman in the face with as much indiffer

?

a

a

pugilist would prob
ably denominate squared, their countenances
somewhat menacing, and their persons pre
senting a contrast at once ludicrous and in
The one was purse-proud, lordlystructive.
mannered man — appareled in silk, and pro

in the position which

;

leaned

couple of citizens

of thinking, eating, drinking, and taking my
pleasures, as He has you— and then you may
remember Dives and Lazarus just as we pass.
is

a

over the case, ami beheld

still

a

retorted

a

was

"

why, listen
teach you in the first place,
do you take notice that God has given me
soul and body just as good for all the purposes

I'll

;

banker,"

I

a

"And I'm

more gruffly and angrily.
Amused at this strange dialogue,

" said the beggar

is

road as yourself."

" How

moment, and

it

I

— " your honor will please to recollect that
am a beggar, and have as much right to the

his tone and asked, " How
will you make that right appear "
when he lowered

?

a

me, at my lodgings in Chestnut Street.
" Your honor will please to recollect," re
plied sharp and somewhat indignant voice

bespeaking humor and awakened curiosity,
as he stood fixed and eying his antagonist
and this became more clear and conspicuous

a

I

!

a

" said
out of my way
rough,
QTAND
one day,
window
under
my
surly voice,
sat musing over the bustling scenes below
as
"

like better than your
like better than your

light

a

;

;

I

you.
Besides, my word for
enemies
meet with fewer losses

carry

as

heart, and sing as many songs as the

a

is

best of you."
" And then," said the
banker, who had all
word in edgeways, "
along tried to slip
is

?

the contempt of the world nothing "
" The envy of the world
as bad as its

a

I

contempt; you have, perhaps, the one, and
share of the other.
We are matched there,

And besides, the world deals in this
You
equally unjust with us both.
and
4ive by our wits, instead of living by
our industry and the only difference between
us in this particular worth naming
that
too.

is,

;

I

matter

I

a

it

it

costs society more to maintain you than
docs me — am content with
little, you want

stock

we are only consumers

;

the common

;

;

a

great deal. Neither of us raise grain or po
tatoes, or weave cloth, or manufacture any
we therefore add nothing to
thing useful

I

it

I

;

;

But several years have since passed away
these individuals have paid
the last debt of nature.
They died as they
and now both

had lived, the one

banker

and the other

a

am as great as
have fewer

examined both their graves, when
beggar.
next visited the city.
They were of similar
the grass grew equally
length and breadth
green above each and the sun looked down
No
as pleasantly on the one as on the other.

honors, pleasures, or delights clustered round
No finger of
the grave of the rich man.
scorn was pointed to that of the poor man.

They were both equally deserted, lonely, and
thought, too, of the destinies
forgotten
to which they have passed and of that state
in which temporal distinctions existed not
temporal honors are regarded not; where
pride and all the circumstances which sur
Then
round this life never find admittance.
the distinctions of time appeared indeed as
an atom in the sunbeam compared with those
which are made in that changeless state to
which they both had passed. — Exchange,

;

I

it,

shadow on the pavement ;

a

friendship to lose ; and if I do not make as
great a figure in the world, I make as great a

there then no difference
ander in the play —
between
banker?
beggar and

;

less

The disputants separated, appar
and
drew in my head,
ently good friends
ejaculating somewhat in the manner of Alex
is

have

Some passers-by here interrupted the con
versation.

a

have less property
care about ; if fewer

would be

;

I

them from soiling ; if I
than you, I have less to

to me

;

friends,

no

have

a

and

seems

the cleverest fellow."

I

in keeping

ones,

pronounced

I

trouble

in old

the world judged with strict imparti

ality, therefore,

!

comfortable

as

and

[August,

I

You make thousands a day per
company.
haps ; I make a shilling perhaps ; if you are
contented, I am ; we are equally happy at
You dress in new clothes ; I am just
night.

if
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MISS KATE STANTON.

a

is

With her, the
ance of mental vivacity.
well supplied, and may be
lamp of life
kept almost constantly burning, without
Her recuperative
apparent diminution.
powers are, indeed, very remarkable.
But what of her head, her face, and her

is

is

a

not top-heavy.

The features are prominent, not fiat, in
dicating unusual activity and develop
Nose, cheek, mouth, and chin are
all cleanly cut, nicely chiseled, and hand

ment.

Her head
somely modeled.
long ra
ther than broad, and
more fully devel
oped in the perceptives, crown, and ex
is

of

stock at once healthy, endur
She possesses al
ing, and long lived.
most exhaustless vitality, and an exuber

comes

brain enough, but she

is

a

a

is

In complexion she
organization.
blonde, with clear, fine, peachy skin and
blue gray eye, very expressive and
The indications are, that she
magnetic.

character?
There
an excellent pro
portion, both as to quality and quantity,
like
She
throughout.
yacht, well
There
built, well rigged, and trim.
is

is
a

lady of medium height, and
solid, compact, and symmetrical in

is

is

s

HE

ecutive organs than in those which in
cline one to meekness, humility, and sub
mission.

Her inclinations

and capabili-

MISS KATE STANTON.
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ties qualify her for literature, teaching,
speaking, or for public life rather than
for the quiet retirement of domestic life.
In medicine, surgery, law, or legislation
she

would

be

"quite at home."

There

is no lack of affection, — indeed, the en
tire back-head is large, and this may be
seen in the lips and chin ; but her spirit

of self-helpfulness, love of liberty, and
sense of independence disincline her to
submit to the restraints and duties of a

strictly domestic life.

She can, however,

adapt herself to circumstances, and, if
need be, live on the wing ; become a pi
oneer ; practice a profession, or grace
the nursery, the kitchen, or the drawingroom. She has great versatility, and is
racy, bright, and smart.
The Labor Convention at the Cooper In
which was held last spring in the
midst of those many anniversaries which
have become, so to speak, " perennial," and

stitute,

closely associated with our American

civili

zation, brought forward a new and enthusi-
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astic spirit in the person of Miss Kate Stan
She showed herself a brilliant, daring

ton.

young speaker, — daring in this, that she in
vades new realms of thoughts, sees some

thing beyond
appreciates

woman

suffrage merely, and
of the sbcial ques
to the necessary recon

the relation

now agitated
of society on a broader basis, and
the securing for it of a truer, more harmoni

tions

struction

ous, and perfect foundation.
Miss Stanton was born

R. L, within sight of the

in Charlestown,
ocean.

Doubtless

her early and intimate associations with th«
mighty flood had no little influence in mold
Her mother dying when
ing her character.
took
she was very young, a grandmother
charge of her and her one sister and three
brothers.
This grandmother regarded girls
as equal in privilege with boys, — thought
what was good for one was good for the
They played and worked together in
other.
the open air, and thus built up fine physiques.

At

school they pursued the same studies, and
knew no intellectual
differences.

When she had arrived at the age of six
teen, Kate commenced

to teach school,

and
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much of her time to the study
of the classics and the higher branches of
She showed no little ability
mathematics.
as a teacher, and won her way into notice as
sbch.
Opportunity offering, she took a good
position in Dr. Van Norman's school, New
York, where she soon became a favorite.
Subsequently she went abroad with her eld
devoted

est brother, and traveled
where her busy eyes

on the Continent,

and ears

collected

small amount of valuable information.

no

After

a little more than a year's absence, her bro
professional duties called him home,

ther's

She traveled
but Miss Stanton remained.
through Holland and Germany alone, visiting
familiar with
galleries of art, making-hereelf
the people, perfecting her knowledge of Ger
man and French, and enriching her memory
and life with clear and copious draughts
After
from the fountain of human nature.
spending three years in this manner she re
turned

home

and

entered

again

upon

the

work of teaching.
She found she had out
grown that sphere of action ; she needed a
broader, fuller life, and returned to her na
tive State to find it in the study of the law.
Here unexpected obstacles met her; but,
nothing daunted, she took the position of
Bar librarian, where she has law copying in
to

abundance

do,

and

the

most

valuable

works on jurisprudence at hand, in the read
ing of which her yearning mind finds much
Her active tempera
profitable employment.
ment, however, has not permitted her to find
within the domain of law alone,

contentment

— she must

make some efforts for humanity, so
she has entered heartily into the temperance
associate editor with Mrs.
Paulina Wright Davis, of the New World,
This paper is de
published in Providence.
voted to the advocacy of temperance, equal
rights, and the elevation of the race, and
bids fair to rival some its elder sisters. As
associate editor Miss Stanton has proved ear
On the platform
nest, faithful, and efficient.
she exhibits a sprightliness
and a dash which
cause, becoming

favorably

impress

the

hearer;

and

same time she presents her thoughts

at

the

in a con

densed and generalized form, suggesting ra
ther than elaborating ideas.
Her voice is
rich,clear, and well trained; her pronunciation
is admirable ; and the shade of natural diffi
dence diffused

through her oratory contrib
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utes to render her quite fascinating.
After
an hour's talk with her one feels really re
freshed.
There is not one particle of mawk
ish prudery about her, yet, refined in every
respect, she is natural, free, and thoroughly
democratic.

We understand that she contemplates en
tering the lecture field, and has enrolled her
name on the record of the American Literary

It has been also suggested to us
Bureau.
that she may lecture on the subject of " Whom
to Marry," a certainly taking topic ; and if
with skill and delicacy, yet in the
bold and free manner which one who has
once seen and heard her talk would expect,
treated

it will

procure

the favorable

of the lecture-hearing

consideratipn

public.
4»»

A PICTURE IN TWO LIGHTS.
BT BERTHA H. ELLSWORTH.

Three cherub children on their way
To school

I

met one Bummer day ;

With sweet Infantine grace
Did they their rustic garments wear ;
In careless beauty waved the hair
'Round each seraphic face.

With sportive talk, pretended pout.
With childish race and happy shout,
They wended on their way.
Upon the flower-strewn path I turned.
For lovingly my full heart yearned
To watch them in their play.
They loitered in the snnny beam,
And watched the fishes In the stream.
And chased the butterflies ;
And thus as Time's wings onward flew,
Their goal, the school-house, came in view, —
To it turned my eyes.

I

Grace peeped from out its rustic lines,
Nestled 'mid trees and flowers and vines,
A very Eden bower ;
But here no serpent could Invade
Where this most happy teacher swayed
Her loving, peaceful power.

With children sweet around her knee.
How purely bright her hours must be
With these surroundings fair I
A blessed lot without alloy
To witness these fair children's joy,
Their little griefs to share.
But here my poet license stops ;
To other guise my subject drops i
Descending from my flight.
Where fancy leads plain facts astray,
I'll tell the events of that day
In unpoetic light.
As I, with romance-seeking mind,
Walked ont one snnny morn to find A subject for my rhyme,

DIRTY CHILDREN.
I

met three dirty, ragged boys,

With dog's-eared books and schoolboy toys,
(Poor show for the sublime).
Three battered dinner-palls they bore j

Hud shoes the only ones they wore ;
But tweet their faces were ;
For, undisturbed from ear to ear,
Molatte* spread a luscious smear ;
Guiltless of comb, their hair.
So bright an suborn, that 'twas red.
Bristled the locks upon one's head.
Imagine with what grace
Did his most brilliant tresses twineLike quills upon the porcupine—
Around his dirty face.
They bounded np, the noisy brood I
With deafening yells and stares as rude ;
Then stopped to see mc pass.
Then as a backward look I chanced.
The one whose charms his hair enhanced,
Picked something from the grass ;
Then quickly ran beyond my call,
Keeping my penknife, whose chance fall
Caused me to thus pursue
Those Innocent!, though truth most stern
Declares they swore and fought in turn.
As if accustomed to.
And thus we to the school-house came ;
Of rustic It deserved the name,
Though rutty Is but truth.
This temple of the A B C's,
Log built between two ragged trees.
Received each hopeful yontb.
Near by two sickly bean vines grew ;
Admiring them for daring to,
I rapped upon the door :
The teacher soon, with clouded brow,
And in her hand a stout Leech bough,
My lost knife did restore.
»»♦

DIBTT CHILDREN.
E

have often heard

it

said that dirt

must be healthy, because the smutty

that live in hovels, paddle in
the gutter, and roll in the dirt are healthy ;
while the carefully trained child, sheltered
from the sun and kept with immaculate

little urchins

The
cleanliness, is pale, thin, and puny.
children of the rich and poor are thus con

it is supposed that cleanliness
the one and dirt invigorates the other.
We fancy that there are two prime reasons
trasted, and

kills

for this difference. The paleness and pov
sometimes exhibited by
erty of constitution
the children of the rich do not come from
the cleanliness of their food and clothing,
the excellence of their bed and home ; these
are all favorable to the highest order of

health.

But there

are

other causes for their

The
appearance.
parents may have indulged in the use -of
highly seasoned food — may have kept bad
paleness

and

the

puny

hours and lived in an atmosphere of nerveshattering excitement.
Perhaps the mother

laced tightly ; perhaps she was too " stylish" to
nurse her own children; and perhaps it were
better for the poor things that they could
have honest cow's milk than to draw nour
ishment

from

a nervous,

excitable

mother,

living in abnormal relations to life in nearly
every respect. Hired nurses may be employed
who are not interested in making the chil
dren's lives happy — only to keep them quiet
— and probably use Somebody's Soothing1
Syrup, the greatest curse ever inflicted upon
juvenile humanity by arrant quackery, as it
is made up of laudanum and other stupefy
ing drugs which no human being should
When a child is old enough to eat,
take.

of taking a brown crust that is
in itself and requires mastication,
it has put into its hand sponge rake, which
is enough to demoralize
the health of a
stone-breaker.
Then the puny little pet, if

instead

healthful

on very pleasant days he is taken out at all,
is be-wagoned and be-pnrasoled on the shady
side of the street, and does not get a good

The poor man's
child, on the other hand, eats plain food, and
Its parents are hard workers,
is not overfed.
stone or carrying the
the father breaking
chance at the sun and air.

hod, and the mother helping to eke out sup
port for the six or eight children by taking

in washing.
Both are sturdy and hardy,
and though they sometimes may be foolish
enough to drink whisky, they are not able
to indulge continuously in dissipation of any
sort. Their children have round faces and
round limbs, with a dimple at the joints,
with thick round feet, and thick red lips,
and curly hair, and laughing eyes.
To be
sure, they tumble in the dirt, but the dirt
They are not haunted
does them no good.
every hour by sharp rebukes for getting into
Their
the dirt or tearing their clothes.
clothes are none too clean to begin with,
and they wallow, and flounder, and squabble,
and rejoice ; they live in the sun and air,
and in spite of the dirt, their plain food
and their roystering life, their exercise, the
atmosphere

and

sunshine — kindly

nature's
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best nurses —keep them hearty and healthy.
While the rich have a hard time in raising
two half-built human beings, tho laborer,
who may do the drudgery for the garden and
stable of the rich man will raise eight or ten
and rosy children.
square-shouldered
The
children of the poor should be kept more
Good soft water and
cleanly, doubtless.
soap are no foes to health.
In a country like this, where property is
not entailed, the children of the rich are

likely to become extravagant, and spend
what their fathers or grandfathers earned,
and soon go back to the soil.
They then
touch bottom, are compelled to be indus
trious, and for a generation or two we have
If Agur's
healthy, thriving, earnest people.
" Give me neither
nor
prayer,

poverty

riches,"

could be answered in respect to all, it would
be a great benefit to the rich, and we are
satisfied the poor would not complain of it.

MARRIAGE.

IN

these days

of progress and reform it

instituting a practice of putting to death all
infants born in unfavorable
circumstances.
We might truthfully reason that children born

of low, ignorant parents, and reared in poverty

and crime, would not only be wretched them
in this world, but, as no man can sin
without injuring others, would cause others

selves

do wrong, who, but for their influence,
have made better men and women;
consequently, why not end their misery and
prevent their future evil course by freeing the
soul from its prison while pure and unstained?
to

would

What intelligent man would not hold up his
hands in holy horror at the bare mention of
such a practice t Still, he would be obliged to
admit that there are many, yes, very many,
for whom it would have been better had they
died in infancy.
Good sometimes springs from

sources where we least expect it Minds have
expanded ; souls have grown out of their own
narrow limits and become grand and noble,
and strong and mighty intellects have been
formed that would never have become thus
had it not been for adverse circumstances.

Things are sometimes working together for
be

hooves us to consider well that we do not
advance too rapidly.
Much is said at present
about the strictness of our marriage laws ; and
some of those who wish them to be made less
binding than they are, have spoken and written
so sensibly and feelingly on this subject, that
our first impression is they must be right In
many instances, where the happiness of the
two married individuals alone is considered,
they are right ; but marriage is the root of our
social relations, on which our State govern
ment depends in a great degree, and the sub
ject at once assumes so great a magnitude that
we begin to realize that we must not form our
opinions too readily from individual instances,
but must look at the subject from every stand
point — take in all results which have ever
grown out of or can grow out of divorce, be
fore

[August,

we dare to take a decided stand for or

against it.

We are always glad to hear or read advice
to people in regard to forming marriage rela
tions. Too much that is judicious can not he said
or written on the subject, and when we once
begin to talk of the marriage tie being broken,
we ought to realize the sacred ground on which
we are treading. Although we are aware that
many are married who apparently ought not
to have been, yet it seems to us that the at
tempt to put the power of separating them into
the hands of man would be similar to that of

our highest good when to ua everything
directly the reverse.

seems

We are personally acquainted with a man
and his wife who, intellectually, are as oppo
site as day and night
He was easily influ
enced ; loved his own ease and comfort more
than anything else; loved fun, never looking
farther ahead than to-day, and caring for little
besides the gratification of his propensities, — in
fact, seemed
only a step beyond the brute.
With her the intellectual qualities were pre
dominant. What she would have been had she
been placed in different circumstances is not for
us to say, but as it was, she found that if she and
her little ones were kept from abject poverty,
it must be mainly through her own exertions.
She had but very little of the education to be
obtained from books, and with her increasing
family on one hand, and poverty on the other,
it would seem that she was perfectly helpless ;
but she possessed a strong constitution, and a
stronger will, to which the weaker one of her
husband was brought into partial subjection.
By her he was kept from the low company
which he would have chosen. By her he was
stimulated to more industrious habits than his
own ease-loving disposition inclined him to
adopt. By her the money that he earned was
laid out to much better advantage than it would
have been without her advice. If the reader
imagine this was easily accomplished, he very
much mistakes. Napoleon never planned his

LULU'S COMPLAINT.
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battles with a keener foresight and greater care,
and never displayed greater persistence, ener
gy, or courage during their progress, than this

pline which conflict with difficulties alone can
give. Her noble gifts and acquirements have
descended to her children, children of whom ■

woman displayed while directing and execut
Many
ing her conflicts with her husband.
were the sleepless nights passed by her in try
ing to invent ways to bring about her desired
ends.
Many and bitter were her disappoint-

any parent, however ambitious for them he
may be, might well be proud.
Possessing
many qualities in common, yet each is gifted

with a marked individuality.
As we think of the pride and happiness with
which this mother regards her chil
dren, we sometimes try to realize what
sort of beings they would have been
had their father been united to a wom
an like himself. And may not what in
this case we have always believed to
be such a great wrong to the woman
, prove at last to be all for the best ?
GREEN LEAVES.

LULU'S COMPLAINT.
BY HESTEIt A. BENEDICT.

I'se a poor 'ittle sorrowful baby,
For B'idget U 'way down etatrs ;
My titten has statched my finder,
And Dolly won't say her p'ayera.

I hain't

seen my bootlful mamma
Since ever bo Ion' ado ;
An' I ain't her tunnln'est baby
No londer, for B'idget said so.
My ma's dot anoder new baby ;
Dod dived It— He did— yes'erday.
An' it kies. it kies, oh, so defful !
I wis' He would tate it away.

I don't

Little Lulu.
ments.

Oftentimes it seemed

to her that she

I

must be overwhelmed by despair ; but thoughts
of her children would nerve her on again to
renewed exertions. It would seem to many
that under the circumstances physical com
forts would be the aim and boundary of her

I

dess my bid papa will b'in' me
A 'ittle dood titten some day,—
Here's nurse wid my mamma's new baby :
wis' s'e would tate It away.

I

thoughts ; but 9he proved it otherwise, for she
willingly practiced many self-denials that her
refined tastes might in a measure be gratified.
A bed of flowers might always be seen at her

Oh, oh. what tunnln* yed finders 1
It sees me yite out o' its eyes I
dess we will teep it, and dive it
Sonic tanny whenever it kies.

I

I dees I

will dive It my Dolly
To play wld mos' every day ;

door in summer, and in winter a few houseplants with their beauty and fragrance added
much to the cheerfulness of her humble abode.
Come what would, a little time every day was
employed in useful reading.

"
want no " sweet 'Ittle sister I
my dood mamma, I do :
want her to tlss me, an' tlss me,
An' tall me her p'eclons Lola 1

I want

And I dess, I dess— Say, B'idget,
As' Dod not to tate It away.
—The Children's Hour.

Such importance

did she attach to each moment of her time, that
that she could not afford
to read and then let what she had read be for
gotten, consequently she formed the habit of
reading very carefully, and retaining what she
read. She has been tried as in a furnace, and
she wisely concluded

She has become what
she came out purified.
no one can become unless through that disci-

HOW TO

FIND WORK THAT PATS.

E know

not how many thousands have
to desperation by the
thought that, among the busy throng of this
world, they could gain no foothold, and have

"W

been

driven

taken upon themselves the final ordering of the
It is sad to

life which a kind Father gave them.
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and then

"loaf"

a day, all

the

time vainly

waiting for " something to turn up." Such a
person is well described by Dickens in his
" David Copperfield."
Those who have read
it will remember that "Mr. Micawber" was
not smiled upon by Fortune, though he danced
attendance upon her all his life.
The three classes I have described lack the
first great element necessary in the solving of

The
question — steadiness of purpose.
" Is to
" work that
way to find and keep
pays
give your whole mind to it

Ifpaqtmmt

of

this

Do not be afraid
to make application.
State your abilities to
one whom you wish to serve, in a clear and
so much the better for you.

courteous manner, not humbly and cringingly,
but in a frank, decisive way, which will show
that you set a value on your own services, and
do not ask a situation as a beggar asks a crust
of bread, without any thought of recompense.
If one refuses, try another, and never say
" fail."
A footing once gained, hold on to
though
may not be very lucrative at first

it,

know how or where to get any sitnation at
all, but do a day's work here and one there,

qualified for brain-work, or must your labor
be manual ? Think of all these things, and if
you are competent for more than one position,

dealings, steadiness of
habit, and respect toward your employer, you
become " work
may, in course of time, make

By honesty in your

it

the first opportunity that presents itself, feel
ing confident that they are on the high road
to fortune. Others know how to get a good
situation, but do not know how to keep it ; and
" A rolling stone gathers
here the old adage,
Then there
no moss," is vividly illustrated.
are some, poor unfortunates ! who do not

Sit down and sum up your abilities.
What position can you occupy?
Can you
be useful in a nursery ? Can you teach school
or music?
Can you keep books?
Are you

that pays." Above all, do not forget that
there are two prices for all your works — one
Zob.
to be given here, and one above.

|h^ioIojgg—

||ur

think that so few, comparatively, know " how
to find work that pays." Some do not know
how to get a good situation, but will accept of
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WHAT SHOULD BE DONE FOR TFIEM

?

THE NERVOUS AND THE PARALYZED.
In view of

frequency of nervous dis
among our countrymen, especially
of those forms which lead to restriction, and

nation

even suppression of nervous power,
sub
ject of common remark.
Many examples
might be cited of well-known persons, some

The inquiry, what
the cause, and what the
means of obviating this tendency
thus be
comes one of deep importance.
And, what

of whom have been prominent

can be done to restore the afflicted

by some form of neu
calling for palliation, but

ous class are disabled

and nar

tendency to disease of this kind seems

to pervade

all classes of society

;

A

ralgia, constantly
never being removed by stimulating
cotic medicines,

no age or

condition appears to be fully exempt.

a

is

?

?

is

from the medical profession,
has proposed
These have come
many replies to the latter.
in the shape of novel medical prescriptions.

In our view, however, these fall far short of
their intended purpose.
They generally turn
out to be inefficient in practice, and so prove
that the theories upon which they are based
are imperfect
or incorrect.
What in our
estimation
more correct and certainly
very practical view of nervous and paralytic
disease, we

a

their duties, but crippled and
discharging
embarrassed by the frightful helplessness
which paralysis brings.
A still more numer

an

inquiry of intenser personal interest to mem
bers of every community.
"While the former
inquiry has met with almost universal neglect

it

suddenly removed by some form of paralytic
disease. Many of these same classes are still

these facts the serious appre
arises that we are fast becoming
of nervous and paralyzed invalids.

a

a

is

as statesmen,

generals, clergymen, and professors, who have
either shrunk slowly from sight, or been

hension

is

increasing

THE
eases

will

here briefly explain.

THE NERVOUS AND THE PARALYZED.
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There can be shown to be two classes of
causes for every grave affection, like those
pertaining to the nervous system. These, for
convenience, may be called the remote and

phorus, bromides, belladonna, ergot, alcohol,
These are
and others having similar effects.

the immediate, or the indirect and the direct,
or the primary and the secondary, according

to flatter the hopes of the invalid and secure
All who
perseverance in the prescriptions.

to circumstances.

The first consists in that

employed in alternation and without stint,
and cause just enough temporary stimulation

these nervous cases

closely watch

can easily be predicted in a
Vital power is not substan
given instance.
tially replenished, and no ultimate and per

derangement of the powers of
life which constitutes the tendency or suscep
tibility to disease. The second is merely the

result,

incident which affords the active impulse,
which so arouses morbid action as to render
it apparent to the consciousness. The inci
dental but immediate cause would be quite
inoperative did it not find suitable ground
and material for its work. What is regarded
as the immediate cause would be powerless
The
were it not for the precedent condition.

manent gain is secured.

principle here stated is generally recognized
in its application to acute disease. For ex
ample, exposure is not inevitably followed by
cold ; it is so followed only in cases where
the condition of the system is such as to act
reciprocally to the impression thus made.
Similar reasoning may be applicable to acute
diseases generally.
analogous conditions
disease

It

is readily seen that
exist in chronic nervous

palpable only because of
time which they cover. •

less

prolonged

the

of ordinary medical
of
ulterior and indispensable causes. Its paucity
of resources is due to its restricted facts.
The insidious, slowly operating, and remote
but essential causes are regarded either as of
no present moment, or, what is more proba
The real importance
ble, not regarded at all.
of these ulterior causes is far greater than is
The grand

practice

the

mistake

consists

direct

in the non-recognition

and immediate

circumstance

to

It is
which disease is usually attributed.
which usually fixes the attention
of the physician.
The consequences of this restricted obser
vation and reasoning are immediately repre
the latter

sented in practice.

In

fact, medical

practice

is too often founded exclusively on these
limited views. The restorative means which
correspond with this conception are confined
to such powerful stimulants,
tonics, and

know the

it

fundamental

and

These stimulating

procedures are exhaustive, and work lasting
mischief.
To eliminate power from the body,
or to make a forced exhibition of power,
does not necessarily imply its corresponding
Through these stimulating

replenishment.
operations the

disorganizing and wasting
liable to preponderate

effects are extremely
over the reorganizing
and effects.
rather

and restorative

actions

power is frittered away
replenished
by these artificial

Nervous

than

The poor sufferer, when too late,
finds himself wheedled out of his time, means,
demands.

and, more than

all, his capacity

to recover.

That is a superficial view of medical science
which regards excitation, producing vital
expenditure, as necessarily tending to resto
The contrary is the general effect of
ration.
and is almost necessarily
such medication,
the consequence of all mere nerve-excitation,
whether
through causes which originally
induced disease, or remedies through which
cure is invoked.

The origin of this condition is in the ex
cessive demands on nervous

power imposed
by business, fashion, literature, taste, and the
public and private ambitions in our modem
to easy and
life, which are disproportionate
The increased facilities
natural
supply.

for pursuing sensorial
gratification contributes to
All this power
increase nervous tension.
involves corresponding nutrition of the gen
erating centers of power, and calls an excess
ive supply of blood to the acting parts.
When these causes are in continual operation,
by
and especially when not counterpoised
corresponding muscular action and nutrition,
which the
and

age affords

emotional

there results an inevitable

tendency to con

sedatives as oppose the immediate symptoms,
with little or no reference to their primary

The
gestion of the brain and spinal cord.
ultimate results of continued congestion are

Hence, prominent among the drugs
employed are strychnine, iron, quinine, phos

those alterations

causes.

and deteriorations

of nerve-

tissue described in medical works, and which
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complete the ordinary medical idea of nervedisease. The more rational view is that these
and effects rather than the

to results, or at most to
Nerve-diseases

can not be

successfully removed while being continuously
The most lamentable feature of
reproduced.

this account of causes is that they do not end
with the individual, but a proclivity to un
due cerebro-spinal activity and congestion is
The nervous system
entailed on posterity.
of the parent may even appear to escape the
consequences of abuse, at least for a good
while, if the constitution be excellent, but
the penalty is finally manifested somewhere.
This hereditary entailment, while it may ren
der obscure the explanation of special cases,
yet affords a clue by which to understand
much that we see of the phenomena of ner
vous disease.

In the formation and expression of the
views relating to nervous diseases,
Te have been aided by the recent work *
of Dr. Geo. H. Taylor, who has investigated
this subject from the standpoint of causes
as 'well as effects.
Dr. Taylor's work, be
ing designed for the benefit of sufferers from
foregoing

nervous

disease, more than for the

perusal

of physicians, avoids as far as possible the
use of professional technicalities,
as well as
all useless distinctions in the forms of dis
ease, and may be read with profit by all
on the subject
inquirers for knowledge
Its main feature is the development
treated.
of what appears to us a new remedial prin
This consists in the" employment of
ciple.
Force, in the form of vibratory and other
motions, imparted directly to the invalid.
The reader will probably recognize in this
idea of force as motion, curatively employed,
an analogy to the now general use of force in
the form of electricity, and also in the use of
temperature for curative purposes, as prac• Paralysis and other Nervoui Affections, their Care by
Vibratory and Special Movements. By Geo. H. Taylor.
Price, $1. S. E. Wells, 389 Broadway, New York.

1. Force,

as motion,

include)

temperature

electricity; both are produced in the
body by this method.
2. Direct force as motion is vastly more
It is also innocuous, which can not
potent.
be said of the other forms of
so certainly
and

force, or indeed other curative means.
8. It is under more perfect control by the
invalid than any other remedial application.

4. It is productive of far greater practical
results, as is fully shown in the book referred

to.

The great value of the system developed
in this work consists in its eminently prac

It leaves the invalid in no
tical character.
It not only fur
doubt as to what to do.
nishes the plan and means for obviating
and removing the primary causes of ner
vous disease, but also those effects which are
in the obvious disease, — the
manifested
Nothing can
paralysis and the neuralgia.
exceed the simplicity of the remedial means.
To nerve action and excitement is opposed
muscular

action, and the resultant

demand

The nutrition which
nerve-centers with power to

for muscular nutrition.

before supplied
act, is now applied to muscular uses, and the

If the condi
nerve action subsides.
tion of the nerve-centers be of the congestive
order, the morbid fullness of vessels is remov
nervous inability
ed, and the consequent
ceases.
If the congestive condition has
ultimated in morbid deposits or change, it
only demands that the absorptive process
initiated by the same means be more thor

morbid

oughly aroused and longer

Ef

continued.

fects are removed on the same principle that
causes are obviated.

At this point,

the

reader

will naturally

inquire, how is this principle of cure avail
able in cases already helpless ? What if the
capacity for voluntary motion does not exist ?

that
The principle enunciated in this book
source outside of the in
valid, can be relied on to secure all the advan
But
tages which exercise gives to the well.
the influence of force, thus applied, does not
cease here.
It
capable of working pro
is,

efforts are directed

ish baths, etc.

stated :

We can now understand more fully why
diseases of the nerves, producing neuralgia
and perhaps ultimating in paralysis, resist
Such treatment does not
ordinary treatment.
sufficiently regard producing causes; these
Medical
are allowed to continue unabated.
secondary causes.

in the water-cure applications, Turk
Some of the points advanced
in this method of direct force may be briefly
ticed

force, originating in

a

are the products
essential disease.

[August,

is
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found

therapeutic

changes

unattainable

by

physician as determined by the condition of
the patient, all of which are briefly but clearly
In these curative
explained in the work.
operations, force appears to be both directly
and indirectly auxiliary to ordinary physio
logical action, — that action whereby life
Special function, where deficient,
becomes complete, and local morbid products,
whether invading the spinal axis or other
subsists.

it,

is

if

ever cold water could be used at any
of all others, when the system

time, that,

was overheated, was not the time to use

it

seda
heat-production,
to the wishes of the

and

never feci the slightest injury from
The weather was extremely hot,

so copiously.
The next day he was not in
the office, and the following day he did not

The third day about noon he made
his appearance, and looked as if he had had
chills and fever for three months.
He drank
no more iced water that summer, and prob
lesson which will last him his life
ably got
wonder
It
did not kill him.
time.
A word to the wise sufficient.
come.

it

oxidation, revulsion,
tion, etc., according

for me
its use."

is

ous parts of the body of the invalid through
of very simple mechanism.
the intervention
The effects directly produced are those of

a

indispensable.

Being one day re
two or three

glasses of water as cold as ice could make
he replied tartly, " Water
never too cold

I

source of power is
The power is applied to vari

and constant

which is written.

that

is

abundant
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monstrated with for drinking

;

other means. The power of another person
can be used for this purpose, but is insuffi
cient for continued service ; steam or some

WATER.

a

ICED

«»»

important vital centers, disappear.
The principles and methods advocated in
this work do appear not in the least inconsist
ent with ordinary resources of medicine. They
are rather additional to such practice, and
reach a point more radical than it contem
In this respect these views are in
plates.
advance of any that have heretofore obtained
currency.
They are in close accordance with
modern views both of physiological and of

tion of Massachusetts,
was asserted that there
were in the State about 150,000 cows, yielding
on an average four quarts of milk day, or in
the aggregate 600,000 quarts.
Of this quantity

general science.

two-thirds

Mons Milk. — The statistics of agriculture
show that the number of cows in the United

ICED WATER.
season

a

is

it

n

is

a

it

used in making butter and
200,000 quarts
day are
available for domestic consumption.

are

so that

only

a

cheese,

the hot

Is

not sufficient to furnish
sufficient
supply of milk, and hence
argued that
adulteration by water
very common. At
recent meeting of the Milk Producers' Associa
States

Feeble-Minded Children. — The

the excessive

DURING
use of iced water is one of the most
prolific sources of disease and sudden death.
In very hot weather, when water is rendered
extremely cold by the use of ice in the
cooler, no person should drink it in that con
dition, but should pour in, or draw from the
hydrant, as much water of the ordinary tem
perature as will modify the iced water to
Then he
about an October temperature.
Nothing is
may drink without damage.
worse for the teeth than extremely cold

eight
report of the Pennsylvania
Training School for Feeble-Mindcd Children,
at Media, Delaware County, contains much
eenth

annual

valuable and suggestive

information

respect

Not a few have suffered from congestions
which were dangerous or deathly.
We re

relieved sufficiently to be no longer a burden
to themselves and their friends, and all might

member a boy, smart, black-eyed, and hand
some, who was connected with our office.

be more or less benefited by systematic train

He was just old enough to

Legislature

be

wise

above

ing and care.

An appeal

is

;

J.

water ; and many a man has acquired dys
pepsia by its bad effect upon the stomach.

ing this important benevolent institution.
There are 185 such children now in this
school.
Dr. S. Morris Wain, president of the
board of directors, died during the year.
Dr.
N. Kerlin, the superintendent, estimates
that there are 3,500 feeble-minded and idiotic
children in Pennsylvania, most of whom do
not receive proper care and curative atten
tion.
Some of these might be restored to
self-support and usefulness others might be

made to the

to increase its facilities for the

Phrenological journal.

ioo
care of this unfortunate

class. — Lutheran Ob

server.

x

•

in its suggestions,
appeals are made to
us by persons in every part of the country
for advice in regard to a suitable place in
[We join the

Observer

and add that frequent

which such unfortunates may be educated;
and we are led to infer that greatly increased
facilities are needed. We will not stop
here to discuss the questions as to what are
the causes of imbecility; but to urge upon
the authorities their duties in the care and
education of imbeciles and idiots.]
■

CAN

ELECTRICITY BE PRODUCED

FROM THE

HUMAN

BODY?

London Spiritualist
not long since
contained a statement made by Mr. C. F.
electrician, on the
Varley, the well-known
supposed production of electricity by the liv

THE

ing human body. He says the sparks produced
by combing the hair, by drawing off silk stock
ings, or by rubbing the feet on the carpet, are
illustrations of frictional electricity, which in
no way depend on vitality, but are due solely
to the proper conditions in the substances rub
He then
bed together and In the atmosphere.
comments on another form of supposed bodily
electrification, which has led many people to
suppose that the brain was an electrical battery
sending electricity through the nerves to con
tract the muscles, and which is produced as

follows: The terminals of a very sensitive
galvanometer are connected each with a sepa
rate basin of water.
If the hands be then
placed one in each basin, on squeezing one
hand violently a positive current is almost
always found to flow from that hand, through
the galvanometer, to the other hand which is
not compressed.

While experimenting night after night on this
subject in 1854, Mr. Varley found that after
squeezing the hand, opening the clenched fist
produced a momentary increase of power in
stead of a decrease ; and when the wind was
from the southwest, the power was less than
one-fourth
northeast.

as when it was from the
The former wind was found to be

as strong

slightly negative to the earth

; the latter was

On try
invariably powerfully electro-positive.
ing to exhibit these currents on one occasion
and finding them to be very weak, Mr. Varley
washed his hands thoroughly in water contain
ing a little liquid ammonia, in order to decom
pose the grease

in the pores of the skin.

The

[Axtgijot,

result was diminution instead of an increase of
the power.
On washing his hands, however,
with a very weak nitric acid, and afterward
with water, he obtained more power on squeez
ing his hands than he had ever done during the
most persistent east wind.
This led to an ex
planation of the phenomena as one due to
chemical action alone, the act of squeezing the
hand violently forcing some perspiration out of
the pores.
By dipping one hand in a solution
of ammonia and the other in one of nitric acid,
and then washing both in water, squeezing

either hand

produced a current in the same
direction; and when both hands were placed
in the water and a little acid dropped on one
of them, a current was instantly generated
without any muscular exertion.
Mr. Varley
finds no evidence that electricity exists in or
about the human body, cither as a source of
motive power or otherwise ; and would explain
all the feeble electricity which has been obtained
from the muscles as due to different chemical
conditions of the part of the muscle itself.

CALVIN SISCOE POWERS,
PHRENOLOGICAL

LECTURER,

ETC.

rriHE portrait evinces an excellent physical
-L condition, and a temperament conducive
to both

physical

Powers weighs

and mental vigor. As Mr.
hundred and fourteen

two

pounds, and is solidly and compactly built,
may be inferred that his alimentary func

it

The great bulk of the
man appears to reside in the region of the
chest, the expansion of which corresponds
tions are admirable.

with his large head, which is a trifle less than
inches in circumference.
Such
cerebral capacity requires a superior vital or
ganism for its adequate sustenance, otherwise
there would be a failure of mental power.
twenty-four

Those large perceptive

faculties

associated

with that broad head and ministered to by an
active and even excitable temperament
the man alive, energetic, and pushing.

make

He is

eager to acquire information, and eager to use
or disseminate it. He is somewhat restless in

this respect, eagerly availing himself of oppor
tunities to apply his views of life mental and
life physical.
The portrait, however, is not well adapted
exegesis,
to the purposes of phrenological
although it conveys some apt notion of what
Mr. Powers is like. There is an element of

THE GRAVE AND THE ROBE.
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the patriarchal in that flowing beard and

mild countenance.
Mb. Powers was born in Johnstown, Can
ada West, in the month of September, 1826.
His father, Samuel W. Powers, is of Revolu
tionary stock, and formerly resided in Ver
When the subject of our sketch was
mont.

At
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Newcastle he became intimately acquainted

with Rev. William Ormiston, who is now set
tled in New York, and whose reputation as a
The
pulpit orator is somewhat extended.
loss of his property through the duplicity of
an agent compelled him to make a new be
ginning, and in the furtherance of his inter
ests he spent two years in traveling through
New England as business agent, shorthand
reporter,

newspaper

correspondent,

and lec

He delivered lectures on various sub
jects, politics included.
During the canvass
which resulted in the first election of Mr.
Lincoln to the Presidency, he occasionally
interested himself in behalf of the " martyr,"
speaking when occasion offered, and writing
and reporting for the press. His first intro
duction to the career of a phrenological lec
turer occurred in 1861, when he delivered a
lecture before a Western literary society on
the subject of " Phrenology t>«.Bumpology."
The success that attended the delivery ot
this lecture induced him to become a practi
In that capacity he has
cal phrenologist.
traveled tens of thousands of miles, and lec
tured in nearly all the large towns of Minne
sota, Wisconsin, Michigan, northern Illinois,
and northern and central Iowa. The press
generally in these States speaks most favora
bly of Mr. Powers' abilities as a speaker and
examiner, and his success has been fairly
demonstrated, both by the popular esteem
expressed for him in those districts which he

turer.

Calvin Siscoe Powers.
about four years of age, his parents removed
After re
to Klizabethtown, Canada West.
maining there about eight years, they removed
again

to Newcastle,

in the

same

province,

part of Mr. Powers' life
His early education was obtained
was spent.
schools, and his opportuni
at
district
chiefly
where

the greater

ties for attending them were limited. In the
spring of 1847 he entered the dry-goods store
of a brother-in-law, and acted in the capacity
of book-keeper and general assistant. Here
he remained five years. An unexpected inci
dent led him to become connected with a
and statu
person engaged in marble-cutting
ary.
Having some taste for art, he not only
attended to the management of the business,
but also acquired a practical knowledge of
He exhibited
the details of marble-cutting.
a piece of statuary, fashioned by his own hand,

has visited,

and ■by

from his labors.
hundred

the

pecuniary

returns

The country has need of

THE GRAVE

AND

THE ROSE.

FROM THE FRENCH OF VICTOR HUGO, BY MART H.
GILBERT.

To the rose the dark grave said :
" With the tears upon thy brow.
By the pale, meek morning shed,
"
Flower of love, w hat makest thon ?

at a fair in Cobourg, Canada West, and was
In
awarded the first prize for works of art.
in
the
interested
became
the fall of 1855 he

To the grave the red rose said :

publication of

" Oh, darksome grave t
The rose said :
Of these tears I amber make ;
Lo I perfumes the sunshine lave,
Tears to sweetness I awake."

politico-literary newspaper,
While pros
entitled the Newcastle Garland-.
ecuting his journal enterprise, he also contin
ued his studies in sculpture, and acquired
For several
local notoriety.
considerable
a

years he found his employment lucrative, so
that he accumulated considerable property.

a

such teachers.

" Scpnlcher,

what makest thon

With thy gaping gnlfs so dread,

"
Laying low each noble brow f

To the rose the dark grave said :
" Plaintive flower, sonls come to mo
Immortality to wed.
Angels of the skies to be."

Phrenological Journal.
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STREET SIGHTS IN CHINA.

o

correspondent, Rev. Mr.
Doolittle, sends us some additional
views of Chinese life, which we take occasion

UR Foochow

[AtrauBT,

generally without a hat or cap, unless the
weather be very wet.
The peddler always
carries his own weighing scales.

Not unfrequently
a fisherwoman
carries
about the streets a string of fish, large or
small.
Usually her trowsers
are much longer and fuller
than those of men, and she
always wears an upper gar
ment, being ever modestly
dressed.
Generally she ap
pears with naked feet, and
often wears flowers, one or
more, natural or artificial, in
her hair.

Besides fish-peddlers who go from house to
house, or pass along the street
seeking buyers for their fish,
there are numerous stands by
the side of the street where,
in the morning, fish are ex
posed for sale.

to illustrate from the original designs
" celestial " artists.

In

the

early

morning,

the

city, located near the
river fruitful in fish, are
thronged with the sellers and
the buyers of fish, some go
ing to the fish market and
others
returning from it.
Those who supply the sub
crowded

urbs

and

the

outskirts,

streets

of

by
a

sea, or by a

During the day, from morn
ing till night, fowls are car
ried to and fro in the streets,
in two large, open-work bask
They have no
ets, made of bamboo splints.
handles, but are carried by ropes, which are
passed, crossing each other, on the bottom of
the basket.

Generally

the fowl-peddler car

or

the population two or three
miles from the fish market,
after buying their load start

off for their field of operation
swinging pace,
with the baskets or bamboo
trays of fish suspended on the
two ends of a bamboo pole,
at a brisk,

poised

on

one shoulder,

so

that one basket comes in
front and one behind.
In
warm weather the fishmonger
usually goes with bare feet
and short pants, and without
any upper garment. In colder
weather an upper garment is worn,

ries along

without

basket,

a sash

with or
tied round the waist, and

a

vessel placed on the top of a
food for the fowls

which contains

TEE MOUND- BUILDERS

1871.]

during the day. On this vessel will be often
found the instrument by which he weighs
the fowls, whether chickens, ducks, or geese,
a bargain.
The
when he has concluded
Chinese sell by the pound, and this circum
stance explains the fact that the bird has
a very full crop, which often
generally
times contains

something

heavier than com

mon food.

is
institution, and common
A glance at the cut
over most of China.
suffices to give, with a brief explanation, a
The peripatetic

a very

or traveling restaurant

convenient

For half

AGAIN.
a cent,

or

less,
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one can have, at a

notice, vermicelli, or rice-balls, or
or lily-root, etc.
arrow-root,
For two or
three cents one can purchase enough of a
lunch to satisfy temporarily the cravings of
minute's

hunger.

Again. — A corre
The Mound-Builders
spondent in a number of your Journal ad
vances the idea that the mounds of our coun
try are natural formations, and not artificial, as
generally supposed. There is a class of mounds
called by geologists moraines — frequently seen
along Western rivers — that
are unquestionably natural
Some of these
formations.
have no doubt been used by
the Indians for places of
sepulture, as stated by your
and he is
correspondent,
probably correct in his con
clusions so far as his obser
vation extends ; but that all
mounds are of this kind is a

At Elm
great mistake.
Grove, West Virginia, near
write, there is a
where
mound, and there is an ex
cavation on the hill some
half mile distant, inclosed in

I

the graveyard attached to
there.
the stone church
When the country was first
settled, there was a plain
track from the excavation to

good

idea

of the

convenience.

The

pot

placed over or rather on the furnace — which
is heated with wood or coal —suspended on

one end of the shoulder

stick, contains some

soup or other edibles, hot, for the hungry
coolie or weary traveler; or, in place of the
pot, there will be a tea-kettle with hot or

boiling water. Under the furnace is a place
for the extra fuel, and a bucket or jar of
fresh water to fill up the kettle or the pot
when it needs to be replenished.
Prom the
other end is a small kitchen cupboard ; on the
top, and visible to the spectator, are bowls
and spoons or chopsticks.
Underneath are
drawers for arrow-root,
lily-root, vermicelli,
Under the drawers is
etc., with sugar.
oftentimes a place for extra fuel, or supplies
of the articles to be cooked for customers.

the mound, evidently worn
by dragging the dirt along
The places where
it to build the mound.
the dirt has been taken from to build other
mounds in this vicinity have also been identi
fied.
There is abundance of evidence to show that
mound-builders were more advanced in
the arts and civilization than the Indian tribes
There are occa
found occupying the country.
sionally seen traces of forts through this region,
these

which were doubtless the work of this pre-historic people, and they give us a clue as to their
probable fate.
There is one of these,

an

earthwork,

near

Newark, O., in quite a good state of preserva
tion, and it very much resembles those built
It
by scientific engineers of the present (lay.
by a ditch, and tho gate-ways
protected by bastions, just as we find them pre
pared for modem warfare.
is surrounded

Phrenological Journal.
Is it not possible that the inhabitants of the
seven cities discovered by Major Powell last
summer in Arizona may be a remnant of this
people?

w. c. 8TEWABT.

TKEADEI.rillA,

W. Va.
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or of the industries and duties of civilization ?
They are children, mere infant) in these mat
and are to be educated, aye, that's the
thing, educated. Are they "slow to learn?"
So it is with other races who live wild and
ters,

lives.
But they can be improved,
Christianity is sufficient, when properly prac
"
ticed, to reach and subdue the savage breast."
Let it be tried.
Instead of swords, spears,
tomahawks, and rifles, give them plowshares
savage

If. A. lJfDIANS-CAN

CIVILIZED J

THEY BE

THE OJIBWAYS.
~VT~OT by the guns ; not by firewater and
tobacco; not by wicked, swindling
agents ; not by party politicians.
No ! such

_Ll

TWO

and pruning-hooks, — agricultural implements —
and teach them to use them. Instead of the
precarious chase for wild game, give them

OJIBWAY INDIANS.

aeencies only make a bad matter worse ; cun
ning cruelty on the part of more knowing
whites begets only a spirit of revenge on the
part of these children of the prairie and the
forest.
They will resent to the death unfair

Look at those specimens of human
beings — creatures of circumstances — they are
hero by the same Divine right that we are

treatment.

cattle, sheep, poultry, gardens, etc. And when
instructed in husbandry they will gradually
adopt the customs of civilization, and como
into right relations with our government
This
the red man ; without this he must
soon pass away. Let us treat them properly,
humanly, as becomes Christians, that their

will save

blame for being born
Indians, with all their love for wild life ? Is it
•trange that they should be just what they are?

blood be not on us.
Here are specimens of the Ojibways from
the Red River of the North; they have one
gun and one tobacco pipe between them. One

What do they know of art, mechanism, science

smokes a few whiffs, then passes the pipe to his

here.

Are they

to

THE GERMAN SCHOOL SYSTEM.
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in June, on Rainy River, to the number
of six hundred ; they are very independent and

neighbor, who does the same, and so it passes
Is not this economy ?
from one to another.
The hunting-grounds of these Indians ex

semble,

the headquarters of the most
and warlike band is on Rainy River,
the only available route at present for commu
nication between Lake Superior and the settle
and

powerful

The number of Ojibment of Manitoba!).
ways engaged in trade exceeds one thousand.
At their grand medicine ceremonies they as

THE GERMAN
GERMANY
system in

has the most perfect school
For more than
the world.
years the foundations of this

German child, living in his native country, is
unable to obtain the means of a good mental
culture.
There is such a relation established between
the school authorities of a parish and the na
tional minister of public instruction, extending
through all the grades of authority, that the
lowest primary schools are under the complete
By
control of the highest school authority.
such a complete organization the government
can apply most thoroughly all its school laws.

In this country we are entirely wanting in
that organization by which either State or
national laws can be applied so as to affect
the character of our public secondary schools ;
and our private schools are under no supervision
whatever.
They may be taught by those who
have neither talent nor acquisition necessary
for successful teaching, and they may be man
aged so as to send into society the most super
ficial men and women, and we have no help for
the mischief.

All Prussian children are treated by the gov
ernment as though *hey belonged to Prussia,
and would in the future become Prussian citi
zens.
The Prussian government takes it for
granted that it has the right, yea, more, that it
is a public duty, to establish schools in which
every child may receive such a culture as will
to be a good

Prussian

citizen.

forbid foreigners from plucking even a flower
or picking up a stone without their express
In a few days they could gather a
permission.
thousand fighting men on the banks of Rainy
River by sending tobacco (equivalent to a treaty
to unite in warfare) to their allies and relatives
on Red Lake River and the country about the
head waters of the Mississippi.

SCHOOL SYSTEM.

three hundred
system have been established, and the beautiful
structure has been rising, until now not a

fit him

constantly sending out war parties
against their inveterate enemies the Sioux of
the Prairies.
They have always regarded the
intrusion of "whites" with great jealousy, and
warlike,

from the dividing ridge between Lake
Superior and Lake Winnipeg to the Red River
They are essentially wood
of the North.

tend

Indians,
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The

government also claims the right to exercise
the same control over the private as over the
public schools.
Before one can open a private school he must
pass a public examination, and be found com
petent to teach, not a particular grade of schools,

In addition to this exam
ination, he must present his course of study,
and his daily order of study, to the proper

but to teach school.

authority for approval before he can commence
his work.
After this has been done, he must
take a solemn oath, by which he pledges him
self to teach so as to secure the best results
within his power to attain. Then, during his
term's wdrk, his school is subjected to the same
as is applied to the public
schools. At the close of each term, the inspect

kind of supervision

or and the parents of the children are expected
to be present to judge of the fidelity of the
teacher.

The law in regard to attendance is enforced
by the school committee of the parish, who are
required to keep an accurate account of attend
ance, and to make report of all failures, and to
apply penalties.
Prussia is well provided with normal schools
in which teachers may receive a thorough prep
aration for their work ; and in no other country
is there so much professional enthusiasm.
Teachers during the time of preparation are
exempted from military service, and after grad
uation, preference is given to them over teach
ers who have had no special training.
All
incompetent teachers are to be promptly re
moved from their schools, and all old teachers

Phrenological Journal.
who have spent the best of their strength in the
service of their country, are to be supported in
their old age at their country's expense.
All school authorities, including the teachers
themselves, being a branch of the general gov
ernment, arc much respected, and are able to
The German
exert a commanding influence.
teachers study most carefully the philosophy

of their work.

Having received an impulse
from the great Pestalozzi, they have adapted
their courses of study and their methods of
teaching to the wants of the human mind.
They make human culture the end of study
and teaching. Two ideas guide them in mak
ing out their course of study. One has refer
ence to the selection of topics, the other to the
arrangement of these topics. Such a selection
of topics is made as will lead the mind of the
Btudent to all kinds of activity in studying
them. These topics are arranged in the course
so as to meet the wants of the mind as its pow
ers are developed.
The method of teaching
employed

requires the actual presence to the
the intellect of all

of all objects, and to
subjects of study.
While in Dresden, I saw a
given in one of the private
of little girls. The teacher
senses

lesson in language
schools, to a class

was a strong man,
graduate of a German uni
He presented to his young pupils a
versity.
bird's nest, and a branch upon which the nest
was built.
He led the pupils to know of the
and a distinguished

Then he taught
nest through theirown senses.
"
the " nest ;
then he taught the form of the
nest, of what it was composed, giving names
as he taught.
Then, in like manner, he pre
sented the branch, the twigs, the bark, and the
wood of the branches, the leaves, and the parts
of a leaf. Then putting these objects aside, he
drew upon the blackboard a beautiful picture
of all that he had presented, requiring his
pupils to give the names of things as he repre
sented
them in his picture. After ideas had
been thus excited, and their oral names had
learned, the written form of the names
were taught. During this exercise, the pupils
were so much excited that they could with
difficulty contain themselves.

been

I

In another school, observed the teaching in
botany. The class was composed of boys of
twelve years of age. The teacher had gather
ed, in his morning's walk, the plants he desired
his pupils to study, giving to each boy a plant
belonging to the class of plants he desired that
day to teach.
Taking one of the plants in his
own hand, he led the boys, each one for him
self, to observe until he found the marks to be
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The teacher then sim
used in classification.
ply gave a name to the class which the boys
had themselves discovered.
Under such teaching, the boys studied with
their whole strength, for more than an hour,
with unabated interest
The best German teachers do not use text
books in the school-room.
They have the ob
jects of study before them, and in the presence
of their classes.
The intuitive ideas to be used
as the basis of mental activity and knowledge
are in the minds of the pupils, the language
and the science are in their own well-trained
intellects, and it only remains for the teachers
to direct the mind in the study of the tilings,
and give to the acquired knowledge a lan
guage, and the young pupils will be led to
know facts, and general principles, and sci
ence by their own individual activity.
Books
are to be used, after a time, for reference.

There are no mixed schools in Germany.
The boys and girls are not permitted, as in
this country, to work out together, in the same
classes, the problems of science, so that they
may be trained to work out together in afteryears, successfully, the great problem of life.
The primary schools are generally taught by
the most learned and skilled

male teachers,

who give the elementary instruction with all
the enthusiasm that this important instruction
is adapted to excite. Such instruction in Ger
many is never intrusted to unskilled hands ; nor
do the authorities allow a frequent change of
teachers in the primary schools. In Bavaria,
the teachers continue to teach the same class
from the time it enters the school until the
The organization of
day of its graduation.
the schools, and the modes of teaching, make
the German schools a happy place both for
teachers and pupils.
The teachers are most
thorough in their work, and the pupils are
trained to think until the truth connected with
the subjects of study is discovered.
In this
way the German student is trained to thorough
and to patience, two things not always
among the acquisitions of American
scholars.
The Prussian system of education has made
every man able to think for himself, for he has
ness

found

received at least all the culture a Prussian com
mon school can give to him. He is a patriot,
for he has been taught from early years to sing
patriotic songs, and to love his native country.
He is a successful soldier, for he has received
in the schools a thorough and general disci
pline. The Prussian army is an army of welleducated men. Scarcely one in a hundred

A

thousand can be found unable to read and
They gained an easy victory over the
write.
Austrians, because they opposed general in
telligence to physical force. Prussia is now

NEW GUESSING
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the stronghold
of Protestantism in Europe,
and the day
not far off when she will be
made the most powerful and prosperous country
on the Continent — The Congregationalist.
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LABOH QUESTION.

BY FRANCIS GERRY FAIRFIELD.
that the fancied imminence of Coolie
labor has stirred the working classes to
attempt political combination on a scale of na
tional importance, it becomes a part of the

into the United States, the employer would be
able to make his own terms, all the forces of
unionism to the contrary notwithstanding, and
the results of years of struggle would be lost.

duty of every thinker to canvass both the jus
tice and expediency of their action. Political
combination is in itself a partial confession that

Again, the introduction of Coolies to this ex
tent
by no means impossible or even im
has been done in California
probable.
ex
periments with Coolie labor are taking place in
all the Southern States already New England
;

;

It

;

is

a

a

;

is

certain fashion, have been,
men, too, after
known to fight about beer.
In fact,, the King
of Bavaria was for years in the habit of sup
pressing riots and insurrections witl» firee lager,
apd never for once did he fail to eflect his pur
It useless to argue a priori that fact
pose.
a

can not be (therefore

proved
not) when
useless, to demonstrate
not because
that
fact
ought not to be in
the opinion of him who argues, when the fact
whether
ought to be or not and the work
ingmcn have manifested
comprehension ami

Were 50,000 to be introduced into New Eng
land, the labor market would be similarly af

recognition of facta as they are in their discus
sions of the question, which are creditablo to
their sagacity. Bring in bread and butter as
motive, and you can effect almost any combi
nation you like; and, bound together as ths

the

be attended with

State of New
dis

equivalent

aster to the laboring classes; and, generally
speaking, were Coolies in number equal to ten
per cent, of the employed class to be introduced

is

;

a

a

As many more in

it

;

is

fected.

York would

is.

it

now they receive only $25 per month, and the
scale of descent
true of other trades as well.

it

de oculu that

enabled

a

the capitalists to control the labor
market.' Previous to the introduction of Coolie
labor, cigar-makers commanded $30 per week

is

It

is

a

is
a

than 100,000 Coolies have been imported into
California, and yet that 100,000 Coolies have

Men — and very
remarkably tenacious.
—
will
too
good men,
fight, beg, steal, rob;e«*o,
for bread and butter; and Germans, wh» are

been

it

support from
very respectable minor
Experience has proved, the validity of
ity.
On the other hand,
this conclusion thus far.
bread and butter
powerful motive. Less
partial

week to $25
wages, on the average, from $25
month
and
similar introduction would
have the same effect in any part of the United
States.
limited, therefore, to.
The question
the plain matter of bread and butter and of!
bread and butter the human race has always

is is

;

a

it

easy to break loose
publicans will not find
new part}and
from them and act with
when leaders of the labor movement thrust this
necessity in their faces they will be apt to be
met with doubt, indecision, and at best only

It
The importation
plain proposition.
of Coolies equal to rather less than ten per
cent of the whole laboring class has reduced

a

it

may be difficult to sever even
unionists from habitual association with stand
Men who have
ing political organizations.
acted for years with the Democrats or the Re
ment that

thwarted?"

is

it

;

is

undoubtedly
enforce their demands. This
but
has not
true as an abstract proposition
apparently occurred to the leaders of the move

threaten its introduction into
cotton and woolen manufactories
an.l, gener
ally, the attention of capitalists has been direct
ed to the Mongol as equal to the solution of the
" How shall
problem,
the aims of unionism be
a

a

is,

workingmcn have failed in their efforts to con
that the
The theory
trol State legislation.
trade-unions hold the balance of power in the
unit to
United States, and have only to act as

manufacturers

;

are
inadequate
unionism and co-operation
weapons in the battle between the employer
and employed; and the resolution to appeal
to Congress by the formation of a National
Labor Party involves the admission that the

a

_LN

is

"VTOW

workingmcn are by that strongest of human
motives, the success of the movement is. less,
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problematical than that of a great many which
have succeeded.
It is generally conceded that the Crispins at

North Adams were in the wrong.

Mr. Samp

son tells lii9 story, and they tell theirs; but
that they refused to work on tolerably favor
able terms — terms which the Crispins of Brookfield accepted after duo examination — is a
fact That the organization at North Adams
interfered, and would not permit their brethren
of Brookfiekl to work on Mr. Sampson's terms,
is also a fact ; and, again, it is more than doubt
the terms of the contract with the
Coolies could have been pronounced illegal un
der Mr. Wilson's bill, had that bill been passed.
The contract was made with every individual

ful whether

Coolie separately considered, and not with a
factor for a gang. The terms were stated per
sonally to every member, and every member
accepted or rejected according to inclination.
They receive $25 a month, and are no more
bound by the terms of the contract than a Yan
kee Crispin would be under similar conditions.
The Crispins and operatives of New England
and elsewhere may as well disabuse their minds
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circumstances when under similar
it has come to pass.

circumstan

ces

New York has ships, and Boston has ships;
and, if it can be made remunerative to use them
in furtherance of Coolie emigration, they will be
used for that purpose. Four years of Coolie in
flux at the ordinary rate of foreign influx at the
ports of New York and Boston would put
unionism lion du combat, and enable the manu
facturer to make his own terms with operatives.

All

the trade-unions in the United States would
find it quite impossible to hold ground against
employers for a single month.
Supply and
demand are inexorable; and, whatever oppres
by an increase of supply
work at quarter-prices, the great
commercial law will have its way. Political

sion may be worked

willing

to

economy has no mercy on the individual, or on
the mass, for that matter. Its abstractions may
kill— often have killed— but they will be quoted

while they kill ; and it unfortunately happens
that right-and-wrong is one thing and political
economy another thing. The great principle

of the idea that Coolies will never make effi
cient operatives in the departments of skilled

of statesmanship, the greatest good of the
greatest number, has never been illustrated in
On the other hand, for
governmental science.
four centuries trade has been a sort of Jugger-

labor.

California experience proves that they
manifest remarkable aptitude for all the imita
tive arts; and they are as likely to excel the

nant over-riding all rights except those of the
manufacturer and tradesman. England began
legislation in the name of trade as early as

native artisan on his own ground as they are
This is the testimony
to be excelled by him.
of Mr. Sampson so far as his experience lias ex

1350;

Cummings, of the Boston
Crispins, agrees to its substantial correctness.
the Labor Reform Party succeeds in compel
ling submission to its demands for prohibition,
then, of course, there is an end of discussion.
tended ; and Mr.

If

If not, unionism in this country meets its
Waterloo or its Sedan defeat; and Mr. Samp
son is the "Von Moltke of all these Napoleons
put together. The cardinal difficulty that the
leaders will find in the way, will be to convince

English

legislation and English
more or less shaped American.
labor is an English idea, having been

and
ideas have

Coolie
introduced

into the British colonics after the
abolition of slaver}'.
Statutes of laborers, anticombination acts, and conspiracy laws are all
English ideas— concoctions to keep down wages

in the name of commerce — to suppress combi
nations of workingmen on the ground of re
straint of trade. To undersell in the market

of the world England has paupered one-fifth
of its able-bodied population, and pampered
one-twentieth with every species of legislation

the great body of workingmen at large that
Coolie importation on a large scale is immi
nent, and that, whenever the importation of
Coolies equals ten per cent, of the working

in their favor.

population, the operative must consent to a
Convince the mass
three-fourths deduction.
of the working people of the correctness of this
view of the question, and you may make a unit

has, therefore, the right to employ Coolies
quite unrestricted, if it suits him. It
again,
undoubtedly true that the workingman, who
the largest consumer, has right, inherent and

of them against any political party, no mattor
what or how inveterate their previous associa
tions; and that this state of facts has been
quietly brought about in California is attested.
It is nonsensical to pooh-pooh
Pacts are facts.
that a thing can not come to pass under given

inalienable, to buy goods for consumption in
of the world, unrestricted by
the manufacturer
tariffs; and
permitted to
resort to the open market of the world for labor

It

is undoubtedly true as an abstraction that
has a right, inherent and inalien
able, to buy his labor in the lowest market —

a

is

is,

the capitalist

is

if

the lowest market

with which to produce his goods, the workingman, who represents the general consumer, has
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an equal right to the open market as a buyer.
Free trade in labor involves free trade in the
of homeProtection
productions of labor.
manufactures is inconsistent with non-protec
tion of home-labor;
and the workingman is
right when he objects to work at the capital

problem of the relations of capital and labor—
the world now treads.
Every mood of civili
zation — every century of progress has its own

ist's own price and to pay the capitalist's own
price for goods — for tariff legislation under the
circumstances is nothing more nor less than
class-legislation very skillfully masked. Pro
tection of home manufacturers did at one time

myth-land of the middle ages, like
butterfly
from its caterpillar, the present civilization has
thus far been one of gradually unfolding indi
vidualism, in winch every separate atom of
humanity has represented in itself, to greater
or less degree, the toiling of the human after

filtering of Mongolian
emigration to America is one thing, and the
foundation of a semi-slavery system in manu
factories and workshops another thing.
To
prohibit the former would be to contravene

nies.

the

The ordinarily

policy of the Government,
the right to prohibit it can not be

traditional

though
questioned.

;

a

is

it,
is

To prohibit the latter, and strin
demanded by the great
gently to prohibit
of statesmanship, the greatest
first-principle
good of the greatest number.
After all, there
dream-land in the hard
science of political economy
and upon the
verge of the dream-land— the great

dream-

;

a

a

is

is

it

a

it
is

be made to supersede the larger, more logically

is

grounded, and more unerring deductions of the
scientific method. There
needed — and im
a

peratively needed — new social and political
philosophy in sympathy with the freer intellect
ual movement of the nineteenth century.
The

a

a

workingmen, through unionism, are doing what
they can to maintain the spirit of civilization
grounded in individualism — to evolve coming,
though perhaps Utopian republic, all the units
of which shall be of equal social, moral, and
value. Co-operation, unionism, and
political combination represunt the means by
which they expect to bring about the evolution
of this dream — this elysium of an historical
humanity interpreted by personal egotism in
all its separate atoms; and the United States

political

have long represented the land designated by
destiny for the foundation and realization of it.
The workingman, could he express himself
a

adequately, would regard invention simply as
vehicle by which labor
to be lifted into the
intellectual sphere — as
vehicle for the doing
of the hard hand-work which has hitherto
rendered- labor unintcllectual.
In his view,

the loom represents
certain percentage of
muscle to be replaced by
certain exercise
of brain as an intelligent operative and, in
;

protection shall not be perverted from its orig
inal significance, by the introduction of a Coolie
labor system similar to that of the British colo

applied to the problems of the
can

age, any more than Spinoza's metaphysics

a

abolition
must continue an open question.
Free trade could not but prove disastrous to
manufacturers, and, through them, to the work
Justice demands, however, that
ing classes.

even modifiedly

is

its origin in the principle of the greatest good
of the greatest number; and while England
presents the state of facts in consideration of
which it originated, the judiciousness of its

problem that the next century
lasts its own logical sys
tem of economy, social and political, must and
will prevail for
grounded in the human
The old text-books
ity incident to the century.
of economy arc, therefore, puases, and can not be

a

home market, producing at normal wages ; and
preference was, with wisdom, given to the latter.
The American idea of protection, therefore, had

While

a

working classes England was able to produce
a ton of iron, a yard of carpeting, a cut of
cotton cloth, or a pattern of dress goods at less
than one-half its cost of production in this
The very existence of a manufactur
country.
ing interest here depended upon one of two
things. Either wages must sink to the English
level, or a tariff must be instituted which would
enable home manufacturers to compete in the

must solve.

his theory of economy, he demands remunera
tion for the production of the loom by his skill
directed

considering

it

had its inception in a state of facts, which still
exists.
By systematic pauperization of the

be permanent

;

oppression of native labor.
It U not intended here to discuss the question
of protection. The American theory of tariff

the ideal of egotistic supremacy.
Whether
this contracted social system — and spirit — to

;

mean protection of native labor, except in so
far as emigration, normally conducted, might
affect wages ; but, with Coolie importation in
full blast, it means nothing more nor less than

political economy. Precedents are often worse
than useless — worse than embarrassing often
work positive harm. Crawling forth from the

as the vehicle or mus

skill with
greater advantage to himself and his employer.
Unfortunately, the vast questions involved in
the philosophy of consumption and production.
cle through which he expresses that
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arguments from which are to be let loose to
mystify him, but not to refute his plain, practi
If, before invention super
cal propositions.
seded muscle, he worked fifteen hours a day to
produce a given quantity, then, invention hav

ing superseded muscle, if what was formerly
produced in fifteen hours can be produced in
six or eight hours, it is his right to receive for
the six or eight hours what was formerly
received for the fifteen. This is the logic of
the eight-hour movement and of the ever-re
peating demand for increase of wages ! and it
is all grounded in the fact that labor is waxing
more and more intellectual.
What is it all about ? It all comes back to

The workingmen of the
the world-old dream.
nineteenth century had a dream. A dream of
Utopia it may have been ; but they undertook
The capitalist had his
to put it in practice.

ported to work at $25 dollars a month ; and
there arc ships enough with which to import
them.' The world-old dream recurs again in
the nineteentli century; and this time it recurs

practically — presses forsolution. This vast joke
— this pun on God Almighty termed humanity
— is the riddle ol it worth the trouble of un
raveling ? Has it any destiny at all, except to
be and to cease from being ?

The old dream — the dream of Man comes
back again. Plato had his solution of it in
tBe RepuMica ; Sir Thomas More, in the £TtoFourier had his dream
pia ; Cabct, in Icaria.
of Man ; and Comte his, in the Politique. He
gel had his dream ; and there is a dream older
than them all — the dream of Eden — and most
There
epic and grand of them all as well.
was One, centuries since, who died for his
dream ; and somehow or other in Him who
died for
humanity had faith. It may be bet
ter to live for
dream than to die for it; but
a

of supply and demand, elude his analysis. To
him they constitute an arcanum of sophistry,
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dream, and, not finding the circumstances fa
vorable to its evolution, undertook to import
more favorable circumstances.
The duty of

all dreams to become dynamic in history must
have the seal of blood. There have been some
deaths for this dream of human freedom and

the Government in the matter is to be not only
legal but just ; and, in demanding the prohi

equality

CONVERSATION

;

;

is

it

importation under contract,
workingman has justice on his side, and
can afford to be inexorable in his importunity.
Ten millions of Coolies stand ready to be im
the

is

bition of Coolie

and there may yet be many more.
proves
that but, possibly, the most emphatic seal of
It one of the faults of
blood
yet to come.
will have dreams, and will
humanity that

The struggle of the Paris Commune

fight for them.

AND

ITS USES.

BY JOEL BENTON.

;

a

al

a

;

is

a

is

are apparently the strongest diet

would bo
we could smuggle a few
would not avail.
good talkers in such a mob,
The conditions themselves are fatal to whole
safe

to afford.

Or

it

or social coterie, brought together
the news of the day each rendering the other,
in
measure, that service the morning pajjer
does us.
The Athenians, too, who were
ways eager to hear or to tell
good thing,
could season their speech with the true Attic
salt — with humor and wit.
They kept their
minds clastic by epigram and repartee. But

coffee-house,

it

age

or choice social resorts.
Wo
we go, in a jam of elegant
crush together,
silks and ribbons, and often merely exchange
glances. Such talk as occurs
merely
"
said
hodge-podge of trifles;" and nothing
which another day docs not obliterate.
Music,
most distressingly artificial, and the German
intellectual

if

a

not far to find.

— and in times
quite recent by comparison — the wits of the

Xotably in Shakspeare's

pamphlets, journals, and books fill the leisure
that remains.
well understood that our evening parties
are purely formal.
They are not meant for

if

ers are few — and the reason

is

if

it

is

If

it

a

is

referred either to
special endowment or to
In the best instances may be partly
its rareness or deficiency
product of both.
indicated by general lament,
would seem
the inanities of modern life had no need of
as
stringent and stimulating words.
We know, at any rate, that the good talk

art

is

I

to walk,

But good conversation

The telegraph
we have no faculty for these.
and railroad have put our tongues out of joint
The daily paper makes the breakfast-table
mute and, when we leave this repast, endless

It

be as easy to talk as

to fly, or to swim.

is

~T~T should

it

a

Xcw York paper,
[The following was pnbllnhcd In
but is of sufficient interest to bear republication.]

some speech.

It

was not always so.

There were clubs in
alone was the

the old time where conversation
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thing, and where gracious words,
to topics that stimu
late and amuse, became the center and source
of delight. If our Sorosis, while asking for its

charm us by their written discourse, must
We suppose there
necessarily converse well.
are those who can talk, but we do not com
monly find them the most inspiring out of their

sex equal rights in the 6tate, will see that there
is a reform also in the parlor — which is not

save their best things for their books, and per

all-sufficing

fitly spoken, and applied

but only a parlor
not less im
portant than the one at which it now aims.
For, say what you will, there are two things
in which women are our easy superiors. They
now a genuine talking-room,

in name— it may win

a triumph

can write letters with infinite grace, and they
can talk, if only they would.
Mr. Higginson
says that a woman's letter is the most perfect
There is a kinship be
thing in literature.
tween this and good speech ; and
have no
ticed that those girls who deluge you with

I

Bprightly, vivacious "wit, are full of incessant
brightness in their letters. A friend of mine
notes with constant surprise the amount of lux
uriant and tropical writing and gossipy para
certain correspondents of this sex in
Washington and elsewhere are able to furnish,
and prepare well, for perhaps a half dozen

graphing

papers each week. And they do it between
other tasks, and in the midst of exacting so
cial demands.

The difference between a good letter and an
agreeable interview is largely one of intensity.
Mr. Alger calls letter-writing " an indirect ex
"
"a
change of thought ; conversation,
personal
of
life."
exchange
think we could find by burrowing among

I

packages of old letters, cobwebbed and yellow,
that were written when the stage-horn had not
been silenced by the screech of the locomotive,
gems which make the durable excellence of
good books — and grace and life that our stilted
press-reporters might well give half their earn
ings to attain.
They were then the warm
talk of passionate friends — not the dr}- records

of to-day, from which something has taken the
pith and electrical force.
Doubtless our women, too, could make our
parties greatly better than they now are, to
which one only goes to be bored, or to be rid

of a disagreeable

task.

If Margaret

Fuller had

always had as gracious and deferent a maimer
as she had abounding wit and terte, her thrall
would have been as touching as it was su
preme. Madame Rambouillct, Madame Recamier, and other French women, who centered
about them the galaxies of authorship, politics,
and art, show in what way women, even yet,
can more than match in power the expected

ballot

It

is a mistake to suppose that authors, who

especial field.

It

has been suggested

that they

haps do not wish to scatter their pearls on the
traveled highway.
Coleridge hadia certain
famous power of talk ; but he was abstracted
and metaphysical.
Charles Lamb, being in
cut himself loose oue day by dissevering
the coat-button to which he held, and on re

haste,

turning a long time after, found Coleridge still
talking, with the button in hand. These ser
mons may be marvelous enough, in their kind,
but are far removed from the fluent, antithetic,
pauseful speech.
Macaulay was brilliant chief
as a monologuist;
and Goldsmith, who
wrote as if he were inspired, " talked like poor

ly

Poll."
Hazlitt, whose great critical acumen will
"
allowed, is of the opinion that authors ought

be

be read, and not heard," and the biography

of

to

most men of letters attests the justness of his
remark.
Descartes, the mathematician
and
philosopher, Buffon, the naturalist, and La
Fontaine, of fable memory, were all singularly

poor talkers. A friend of Marmontcl, the nov
elist, found him so dull after an interview, that
the only recompense, he said, for the weariness,
was to resort to his books.

Probably among American authors, there
have been no two more unequal in conversa
tion than Halleck and Hawthorne.
Halleck
said he never met Hawthorne
but once, and
then at a dinner, where they chanced to be
" We talked incessantly,"
together.
" but Hawthorne
uttered not a
Halleck,
says
word."
It is well, perhaps, that one form of expres
seated

sion should be left to those who would other
wise make no sign. Certainly authors ought
not to monopolize all the best gifts. And this
average of power it concerns the multitude to
We should say here, that our American
keep.
talent of haranguing and blatherskiting on the
platform is no fair offset to our deficiency in
pungent, spermatic talk. If of the latter we
have too little, of the former we have some to
spare.

We must not forget that conversation has a
mission beyond even the club and the social
Its sway is also sweet and enno
gathering.
bling when but two or three arc joined — not in
the full circle, but in the smallest arc of one

lis

crowning excellence and sanctity are usu
the inverse ratio of its members.
The

ally in
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feast is where no reporters are allowed.
a secret to two ? Whether
wo be lovers or friends, our most tender and
confidential thought can be spoken to but one.
best

Who can whisper

then in the positive or
negative pole. Add a third person — the elec
tricity weakens, and impediments appear. In
stantly appears a wall of reserve, and, one by
one, the inner doors of the heart shut.
There is no dispersion

The deliciousness of its pauses ; its Bparkle ;
its spontaneity ; its bracing power, and its in
each
tricate, interlacing
suggestions would
He who can not listen
make a separate theme.
Fear no
well in particular will not talk well.
tyrant so much as this one, for he kills all in
spiration at once, and usurps the heart. There

[August,

must be sympathy of persons, or your words
will be formal and cold. Gail Hamilton (I
think it is) says she can not sit at ease, even in
silence, with any one with whom she can not
also talk.
think the universal experience is
here expressed, so necessary is the proper mag

I

netism.

But the power of wholesome, winning talk
we can not magnify or exalt too much. I am
not sure it should not be taught, and mingle
with other scholarship— at least in schools for
the girls. I will agree, when
get sufficiently

I

able, to endow a professorship to make conver
sation a distinct department (if it shall be ac
cepted) in Yassar College. And where could
the experiment be better tried?

ARE WE TRUE TO OURSELVES?

IT

is conceded that the love of power is co
incident with human nature, but a willing
adaptation to being ruled, provided the govern

acted up to, either under the light of a master
mind, who in God's light has seen light, and
has succeeded in awakening us to the truth, or

ing power is impalpable (but none the less ty
rannical), seems equally apparent, with much
the larger proportion of humanity.
All dumb servitude, whether voluntary or
rob the
not, all abnegation of individuality,

by the march of events (under God's leader
ship), the wonderful opening up of the truth is
made so plain that even the dumb can under

world of so much mind-power and life-force ;
of so much perfect manhood, the inner man be

of that subtile, intangible power we call preju

Disinclination
ing warped and undeveloped.
to brain-labor, the dread of responsibility, the
love of repose, and the inertia which conse

insinuating,

quently follows from an unexercised brain,
render it pleasing and restful to have others
think for us, and establish fixed rules for our
action. Many of these rules, having borne the
soundings of the plummet line of ancient
usage and approval, have become venerated,
though not subjected to the light of reason or
Thus more opportunity is given for
principle.
for
personal aggrandizement, for providing
comfort and pleasure ; thus are unduly stimu
lated those faculties which tend to the material,
and we are bound as firmly by the invisible
chains of custom, fashion, and usage, as the

galley slave to his wheel, — our servitude being
After long subjection of the heart
voluntary.
to fixed forms, its natural yearnings suppressed,
its acquiescence uncalled for, its genuineness
unvalued, what wonder if it become a hardened
" whited sepincubus, and we become hollow,
ulclicrs 1"

How astounding and mortifying when, per
" received opin
haps once in nn era, some false
ion," which has become time-honored, which
we have not only believed, but nurtured and

stand his meaning, yes, how mortifying to find
that our eyes have been blinded by the chimera
more powerful, more
more unconquerable from its in

dice, that will-o'-the-wisp

tangibility

The

!

of country may be at stake, lifeblood, oppression may be involved, still, mind
and heart arc chained to & platform, which, be
ing put forth by our political party and sup
cause

ported by its press, must be right ; and so, like
"dumb-driven
cattle," we give unwavering
partisan adherence to it; and that birthright

of American sovereignty is cast away too often
for less than even Esau's birthright brought
him — nothing
naught but dry
life-giving,
bones.

And how willingly we run in the race of
fashion, and subject ourselves to all manner
of strange requirements and grotesque disfig
urements of person, repressing and wasting
of taste, and often sacrificing all
adaptability, and stifling germs of true artistic

individuality

of tilings are
merged in a chaos of show, glare, and tinsel !
What matter, so that we are guided by the
lines of the goddess of fashion ! We chafe not
sense until the fitness and beauty

What matter if her Juggernaut car
at the bit
rolls over the broken remains of beauty, refine
,
ment, and truth !
Even when the heart, stirred with the throb

UNDER THE
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bings of affection, has sought to symbolize its
feelings of gloom and shield itself by the out
ward garb, Fashion steps in, fixes the time this
is to last, — in fact, has reduced it so entirely to
a system, that it would seem too often that
what was meant as the symbol has become
alone the reality — the shadow without the sub
The well-spring of feeling is curbed
stance.
and hedged about until it has dried away !
So wo go on, like machines wound up (with

out caloric), to move in certain directions, in
certain fixed grooves. To be sure, we do not

UNDER
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go ticketed ; mind is let out (happily not sold}—
heart subject to a ground lease (which we hope

will

expire this side of eternity) ; nor have we
" No
disturbing sub
"
jects entertained here ; but all within quiet,
and guided by time-honored opinions and
a notice on our frontlets,

But we have fed so long upon husks
that the vital spark is so nearly choked with
the ashes of withered aspirations that coldness,
vacuity, and starvation are where ought to be
the warmth, fullness, and vigor of a genuine
usages.

C. P. ».

manhood.

THE WILLOWS.

BT C. BEICST LEONARD.

Under the willows the lilies are weeping,
And the violets droop from some deep-hidden pain ;
For flowers have grief for their comrades a-Blccplng,
Though they wake from that slumber to blossom
again.
Under the willows the zephyrs are sighing,
And they moan in their branches the woe of their
breast ;
ha ! e'en the night fairies, grief-laden, are crying
In their watch at the feet of our Nellie at rest.
Under the willows our darling reposes
So still and so cold in her little white shroud ;
Upon her breast lies a fair garland of roses
That had faded with her from the blight of a cloud.

BE
we have had any account of time,

SINCE
the uppermost

thought in the human
mind has been how to be happy.
This sub
ject was initiated in a previous paper, on
the Rule of True Life ; it is of so much import
ance, and admits of so many exigencies, that
its continuation under the present heading is
deemed pertinent ; as it is proposed in this
essay to demonstrate that all happiness in
this world is embraced in the proper appre

Under the willows our Nelllo now slumbers ;
The gold of her hair changed for a bright crown :
Her lips, that were cherries, the death-dew encumbers,
And it ladens her eyes that were so open and brown.
Under the willows our treasure lies buried.
And our hearts arc weighed down by the darkening
gloom ;
But nope (that was sleeping) has wakened, and carried
Our thoughts to that glory whose gate is the tomb.
Under the willows. —and over the River :
Twin thoughts, O the sorrow and comfort ye tell !
li Under the willows 1" why murmur? The Giver
Has but taken our beautiful, bright, and laughing-eyed
NelL

J UST.
failure precipitates him into the depth of miscry, when oh, how easy it would have been
to a well-schooled

mind to have lessened the

wants and adjusted them to his means, there
by changing the false illusion of misery into
soothing content.
In order to be just to our fellow-man, we
must first learn to be just to ourselves, as the
best way to teach virtue is to be virtuous.
Justice, like charity, begins at home ; but do

it

ciation and fulfillment of the import of these
two little words. " To be just," sounds so

not take

simple that the majority who hear the invo
cation pass it by without considering it worth,
a thought, or giving it a respectable place in
their memories.
Every man feels within
himself that his unhappiness in this world is

of being just to his neighbor who
is unjust to himself?
Man assumes a religion
for the sake of happiness, and a great many
arc so enraptured with the prospect of after

to his poverty, and each
one has a standard from which, according to

solely attributable

the reach of his mind and his sphere in life,
he guages his estimate of what constitutes
poverty.

He strives to acquire wealth, aad

that to be just to one's self means

selfishness, for how is

it

possible

to believe

one capable

life that they give no heed to present exist
in the
ence, and measure their happiness

world to come by their misery in this. Here
of fanaticism.
Fanat
ics can not be happy in the mildest form of
fanaticism, because to be just is to be happy,
is the commencement
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is positive injustice to one's
self and to all the world. No religion yet

happy ; but in most of these cases it will be
found, if traced out, that they are not devout

invented

by man is entirely clear of fanati
No man who conscientiously professes
a creed can be thoroughly happy, because his
sect must necessarily be at variance with an-

adherents

cism.

necessary or essential to the wel
fare of their church, and when examined they

a

to the adoration of
the Hebrew race, also called Mammon among
the Philistines, and Plutus In ancient Greece,
ofTercd

is

is

demanded this honor for himself.
" Ambition," he
said, "
very useful and
very dear to us, and eminently worthy of your
favor. She
mean, mischievous, and prat
ing; she adopts without scruole any means
necessary to the accomplishment of her own

is

ends, and becomes blind to every principle of
honor and right in the struggle for success.
She
hampered by no sentimental notions of
nobility and greatness of soul in her unfalter
is

ing devotion to her most gracious and royal mas
also worthy of the favors of
ter.
Intrigue

I

is

is

it

I

it

....

know my power.
Mortals, insa
in their desire for riches, will do very
many degrading things to amass gold; but
after all these sacrifices have been made in its
am successful in commanding the un
behalf,
ment.
tiable

limited sacrifice of gold upon thousands and
enforce its expenditure
thousands of altars.
to dazzle, to make an appearance,' to strive for
elegance, to outdo everybody else in magnifi
carried
cence, till, thanks to me, the age
away with ruinous excess and unchecked ex
is

calf Aaron had

can dispute with me the honor of naming
"
the
Age of Gold
"I," cried Vanity, "I, by whose tyranny
man
enslaved and his life filled with tor

Through my counsels families
travagance.
shawl,
are ruined, wives and daughters for
robe,
gem, arrayed against husbands and
fathers.
Through my suggestions arise the
a

Still, his horned majesty seemed to hesitate
between the two sisters, when the Demon of
Gold, the same which under the semblance of

least infected with my spirit, could swallow all
the thirst that
Pactolus without quenching
This age
then mine
Who
possesses them.
is

contest, and the royal judge warmly congratu
lated both upon the results of the evils they
had succeeded in entailing on the human race.

the mighty Satanic will must be subordinate
to me.
am the sole idol of the men of this
The most modest, they who have been
age.

I

set forth by each none could

should

'

The claims

But while these distinguished merits
be fully weighed by our illustrious
only just to present the fact that
judge,
henceforth both these obsequious servants of

control.

is

rear.

my puissant liege. She has lately greatly ad
not
vanced her empire over this age. There
perhaps an honor or an office of emolument
not able to
sought by mortals which she

I

tinguished honor of naming the present age as
the patron of its follies and crimes.
Among the rival candidates, Ambition, true
to her character, was the first to present her
self.
Intrigue, her sister, pressed closely in her

SATAN.

OF

a

to the assembled demons.
A roycil proclama
tion had been issued announcing that special
attention would now be directed to the claims
of those rival dignitaries who sought the dis

JATKOB.

OF M. \TENNET.

'

Sable Majesty held his court in the
audience-chamber of the infernal palace.
The occasion was one of unusual significance

HIS

felicity.
ALBERT

THE JUDGMENT
FROM TUB FRENCn

a

is,

much-wished-for

a

of men. Some few persons who
religion or creed are apparently

!

a

'

inventions
profess

?

Virtue comes from God, and
happiness.
never occasions any disputes ; all these heart
burnings are about opinions, which are the

is

dices prevent him, and
miserable by exercising the prime element
which he is taught to look to for the most

they ever

is

disputes arise,
because his preju
he is made totally

therefore

he can not be just

and

are

will invariably prove perfectly passive as to
their belief— in fact, not knowing really what
faith
their religion
but merely professing
for the sake of social preferment.
The subject of being just may be continued
in my next paper. In this have considered
in its bearing upon religion, that being the
feeling by which, erroneously,
uppermost
nourished for the fulfilment of the
hope

I

other denomination,

to their faith, nor

considered

it

and fanaticism

strifes and divisions among ministers, deputies,

AMERICAN WONDERS.
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■warriors and courtiers, poets and learned men,

in both state and church, and by them arc all
manner of factions, hopes, and hatreds excit
ed."
Vanity would have continued thus,
had not her eloquence been interrupted by

....

cheers without end from the Satanic throng. All
her rivals gave way, and Satan pronounced a
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grand edict by which this age should be named
on the infernal records the Age of Vanity.
The spirit of evil chooses the instruments of
his power with a wisdom at which we marvel,

while we tremble with apprehension

as they
among all
classes of men, and in every phase of life.

insinuate

their

subtilo

influences

AMERICAN WONDERS.

a

is,

upward like an inverted cataract.
that " Stone Mountain,"
Another wonder

is

;

man arc deepened, when deeds of darkness are
So, too, to the religious
more deeply dark.
adds
solemn awe to its faith. The
mind,
religious meeting has the greater effect, and
the sermon
doubly strong to lay hold on the
a

is

it

;

a

;

is

it

a

it

stand until the final consummation

of all

things here?

MM,AM

deep foundations of the conscience and the soul
no faith, no
of man at night. But there
sermon in Sodom; so the night to the Sodom
ites was like
curtain to cover their carnival
of sin.
how like
How beautiful, how appropriate
!

*M

exulting, the haughtiest wickedness comes just
before the greatest fall.
Night! night! when all the emotions,
sentiments, propensities, passions, and lusts of

is

will

THE CITIES OF THE PLAIN.

is

it

!

is

r1

have been that during the great primeval ocean,
which once overspread the earth, matter at
tracted matter, until the mighty pile arose, and

OP TIIE BIBLE.— Gm. xix.

It the last night
now night, night
It
before the unending fires of Sodom.
will be the wickedest night of this most wicked
the most abandoned, the most
city. So

it

dicular height, the classic Palisades seem tame,
and we can but wonder
be
boulder from
some distant sphere, suddenly, by some freak
of nature, ejected to our planet; or may not

is

BT

no kindred nigh!
Not even the faint outline
of mountain
discernible in the distance;
and as we turn our gaze upward to its perpen

a

OF

A DEATH-SCENE

hand."

wise men hungering and thirsting after know
would have been for the people of
ledge
Sodom to have assembled at tho doors of Lor,

it

THE DESTRUCTION

That the work of an Almighty

it

it,

prismatic colors of the rainbow are reflected.
every scale visible, and
Large fish swim in
If you go
every movement distinctly seen.
boat you will see the
over the spring in
fissures in the rocks, from which the river pours

—

mountain of solid granite, tower
Imagine
ing two thousand feet, with scarcely shrub on
its defiant bald face. In its solitude
alone

if

It seems even
of the water is truly wonderful.
more transparent than air ; you see the bottom
eighty feet below the bottom of your boat, the
exact form of the smallest pebble, the outline
and color of the leaf that has sunk, and all the

they now go to the Pyramids
" These the work of man,

is

In the spring it
miles to the Ocklawaha River.
self fifty boats may lie at anchor — quite a fleet.
The spring thus forms a natural inland port, to
which three steamers now run regularly from
the Bt. John's, making close connections with
The clearness
the ocean steamers at Pilatka.

the late war, has not been more written about,
talked about, and traveled about
unaccount
able, and indicates a.want of admiration for the
wonders of the Southland.
Were
across the
waters
would be in song, in sermon, and in
lecture, and travelers by scores would go as

it

hundred feet deep and about an acre in extent,
and sending from it a deep stream sixty to one
hundred feet wide, and extending six to eight

of Georgia, which was rendered famous during

a

is one of the
in the South.
It bursts
forth in the midst of the most fertile country
in the State. It bubbles up in a basin near one

a

SPRING, Florida,

SILVER
greatest curiosities

and to have escorted the two stramrers of noble
mien and wise aspect whom the patriarch with
all hospitality was entertaining at his house to
the public place, and to have said unto

them,
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" Men and brethren, tell us good news from the
far country from whence you may have come,
and from the lands where you have pilgrim
aged ! And if you have any word of exhorta
And perhaps no
tion, brethren, speak on!"

How blessed to be related to a friend of
God ! There is salvation in being but a relative
of such a one. Lot finds his kindred, and cries
in their ears, " Up ! and let us away j for the
Lord will destroy this city ! " But he seemed

people in all the ages would ever have heard
such a sermon as these strangers could have
uttered in their ears ; for they could have told
them in the eloquence of archangels of the

as one that mocked them.

heavens from whence they had but just now
come. They could have told them, in the elo
quence of seraphim, of the Almighty God, the
Lord of Hosts, in whose company they had

just

even then stood upon the
verge of the mountains around about their
beautiful valley, waiting, it may be, for an in
vitation to come and sup with them and they
been, and who

with Him, until even the Sodomites would
have cried out " Men and brethren, what shall
" And
we do ?
even Sodom and Qomorrah,
and Admah and Zeboim, would have re
mained unto this day the most favored of
cities, in the most delicious of valleys, and the
joy of the whole earth.
Ah, no ! Sin is utterly besotting. It knows
everything it wants to kuow already ; it hates
all true knowledge ; the most ignorant of all
things, it hugs its darkness.
SCENE

SECOND.

What do they? They raise a vast mob. In
the language of the inspired story, " The men
of the city, even the men of Sodom, compassed
the house of Lot roundabout, both old and
young, all the people, from every quarter."
They demanded that the strangers be delivered
to them, that they may commit sins so abomi
nable that the tongue refuses to speak them
for very shame and pollution.
And while
the seething, raging mob are storming the
house the angels smite them with blindness,
that Lot may be saved.

This, however, does not deter the Sodomites,
for they had gone on so long from abomination
to abomination, reveling in all manner of lusts,
and inventing new sins, such as had never before
been dreamed of, until their Bcnsual and horrid
desires had consumed them. So the Sodomites,
though blind, — more blind with lust, — urge the
siege

to get possession

of the bodies of the

visitors.
" Up!

it

SCENE
Get ye out

THIRD.

of thit
"

place,

for

the

Lord

cry out the arch
" Where are
your sons and your
angels.
daughters ; your sons-in-law and your daugh
Up! Bring tlum out of this
ters-in-law?
"
place !
come to destroy

this city !

Ah, it is in vain for
the besotted heart to have a kinsman akin to
the Most High.

Poor Lot, he is bewildered; he knows not
which way to turn. The angels lay hold of
him, and upon his wife, and upon his two un
married daughters, who are with him in his
house ; for while the hesitating, doubting Lot
lingers, the angels remember the cry of the
faithful Abraham
unto Jehovah,
and His
promise to His praying servant, and they
determine to save Lot for his uncle Abraham's
sake.

Still, there

is salvation for the kindred's

sake.

The angels force Lot and his wife and his
two daughters out of the city. " Escape for
Look not behind you!
your licet!
Neither
stay thou in all the plain !
Escape to the
"
mountain, lest ye be consumed !
"
"
Oh, not so, my Lord ! cries out the half"Here is a little city; — is it
doubting Lot.
not a little one? Let me stay in it
will
"
perish in the mountains 1
What a vivid picture of man unto this hour!
He is dreadfully afraid of being damned ; but
he does not like to be saved in God's own way,

I

with all his heart and soul and mind and
might He is all the time trying, or willing,
at least, to be saved by the " skin of his teeth."
The infinite Redeemer, who all this while still
stands upon the mountains roundabout, in
spires the angels — for the record says that " He
still remembers the prayer of his loving Abra
ham."
The request of Lot is granted. He
flies into Zoar, and the little city is spared for
his sake.
Ten righteous would have saved
Sodom ; one righteous saved the little Zoar.
LAST BCBNE.

It has thus taken all the night to save Lot
The sun is risen ; and this day in Sodom shall
be as all the days of the past ! The day shall
be as a rest, that the Sodomites may refresh
and strengthen themselves after the defeat of
the night ; that they may engage more passion
ately and besottedly in the pollutions of the
coming eve. No, no, no ! Their time it come !
The time of the inevitable retribution and day

of vengeance it

come

I

Jehovah, from his place upon the mountain's
brow, stretches forth his hand and utters the
word of doom I A night deeper than that of

Egypt and Erebus combined puts out the light

THE BEAUTIFUL SUNSHINE.
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The gloomy, black, deep
thunder-clouds
gather together, their fringes
and centers gleaming with the forked flashes
of the risen sun!

of lightning and torn ■with the bellowing
No, no 1 No thunder-storm ;
far worse I Even a judgment day for the peo
ple of Sodom.
By the word of doom of the Lord of Hosts,
it is as if the bottomless pit is brought up from
thunder-bolts.

the deepmost abysms, and its awful mouth
yawns over the doomed cities of the plain !
From its profound center come the sulphur,
brimstone, and fire in one storm of pallid
One wild, wailing shriek from all the
multitudes of the cities goes up through the
columns of blazing fire into the mouth of the
pouring pit — and all are burned to ashes.
flame !

Every living thing, every house, every monu
ment, every wall, all things dissolve to white

pallid sheets
The very ground is melted and sinks
below the level of the seas.
Bitter waters that taste of ashes and lye and
ashes in those intensely blue and

of fire.

brimstone

cover

the scene

and put out the

fires — waters in which no fish or living thing can
exist — accursed of God. . And thus it remains,
the " Dead Sea," unto this hour.

And all is over.

Remember Lot's wife ! " She " looked back,
*
*
and she became a pillar of salt."
Ah, let us draw near, and read the inscription,
written by the unerring finger, that is upon
that monument of salt.
Read!
"Almost
"

*

saved, and yet lost"

THE BEAUTIFUL SUNSHINE.
BY MART J. 8. UTSnCB STUTOES.

" Tins bcautifnl snow ! let It go ! yes, go !
*Tis the beautiful sunshine I want, you knowOne ray In my half-dead face—ah— so I
This cellar's so cold and damp."
A rickety stool and a broken chair,
A pile of tatters, and she lies thore ;—
Oh, for the warming sunshine where
There Is neither stove nor lamp !
The beautiful snow 1 Ah, poet, sing low

Your beautiful song as we go, as we go ;

Note by note it is lost In the wail of woe.
As we traverse the streets at will.
For, hear her : MO biting and bitter enowTorturing, chilling wherever you go—
I thought It was only man that conld so
Pierce and freeze and kill I
**I thought it was only
the scorner's sneer
That conld curdle the heart-blood as you do here,
And pinch to the marrow and bones, and wear
With the venom of wlntor-braath.
But It's winter without and winter within
And around and abovo tin* abodo of sin,

117

And the pitiless snow drifts in— and in—
As I stare at the great white Death.
M And the storm is over,
you say ? Ah me !
Well, glory to Heaven I Did you let me see
A glimpse of the sunshine? or could It bo
A dream of the years ago ?
Did you pull away from the window-pane
The ragged blanket that all in vain
From habit I stuff there in snow and rain *
Say, was It a dream, or no T
14Ah, that
was no vision 1 Thank God ! thank God E
Pretty soon on the pauper's burial sod
Must come (In pity defend the clod
From the pelting and pitiless snow !)—
Must come the winters as I lie deep—
Must come the summers as there I sleepBut, give mo a nook where the sunshine may creep
On the grave unknown and low 1
11Thanks 1thanks for
that warming glow and beam I
Is it real ? Let me kiss it 1 But do I not dream ?
Twenty j'ears came down In that thawing gieam—
Twenty years ago, you know.
Too saw it shine In the harlot's hair,
But yon paw not the chrism that descended there,
The sanctified memory of years so fair !—
Twasn't thus with the warring snow.
M That
messenger bright as It came from heavenCould it be ?— did it say, 1Thy sins forgiven ? 1
It sounded so, and I thought the leaven
Came out of the far-away,—
Came out of the good deeds they had done—
The dear 1old folks1 that arc dead,and gone—
That I stabbed with my sins and then left alone,—
Could it be ? could it be ?—I say.

I

11Twenty years
ago !—shall tell you now
Of a pure young girl with an innocent brow?
Of a love misplaced ?—of a broken vow ?
You will laugh at me, I trow I
'It Is no laughing matter? ' Ah, there you're right 1
Then I'll tell of the wooing that summer night,
When the apple-blooms fell in the fair moonlight,—
Ah I had / but been cold as the snow !
11The beautiful sunshine I More 1 give mo more
I
Oh, how It soothes me—my bones so sore I
Best of all, how It shows me the beautiful shore
Where I was beloved and young.
The shore of that sea I can never repass !
And yet am there— for a sunny-haired lass
Dances buttcrfly-llke in the flowers and grass.
And she sings the songs I sung.

I

" Let th4tn talk— let them sing of the beautiful
snow.
Blessed with warmth and plenty wherever they go —
It has different stories for high and low,
As my cellar down here will say.
Yes, deceitful snow ! your errand Is higher
Than burthen of want to the dame or sirs
Of the household circle around yon fire
In the groat house over the way.
M But the beautiful sunshine that brings my dreams

Is the only thing upon earth that seems
To speak to all alike, and that deems
The outcast's horrid den
As fitting a place—in its filth and sinTo mention the name of the Makor in,
And love, by the law of love to win.
As the grandest palace of men."
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dent will keep us — as a nation — from
going the way of other transgressors.
A True Basis.
it be said that na

If

tions, like men, grow old and decay, we
reply, that it is only the material part
that grows old or that decays. The soul
A
does not grow old, nor does it decay.
nation based on true Christian principles,
with godly men — men sanctified by the

NEW YORK,
AUGUST,
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Politicians

he be?

now speculating

are

on the question

Our country will be
of the succession.
greatly agitated, and partisans will try to
make it appear that the perpetuity or
failure of our institutions depends on the
and hungry officeseekers will talk loudly and long to gap
ing crowds about this or that candidate,
Demagogues

issue.

— this

and that measure

hoods will be told.

;

and some false

We shall not par

ticipate in this further than to express
our honest preferences for honest men.
No really important questions divide us.
We are at peace. The treaty of Wash
ington assures the settlement of the Al
abama claims, and Jonathan shakes
The tariff will be
hands with John.
quarreled over without fighting ; free
schools will be extended, and so will
free religion.
Temperance will marshal

all her forces and diminish

the quantity
demand equal

of grog. Women will
rights, and all who are equal will get
them. Our candidate for the Presidency
must be something more than a politi
cian, a 6oldier, a financier, or a jolly good
fellow : he must be a scholar, a gentle
man, a statesman, and a Christian, — noth
ing less.

the

laws,

When a good
everlasting.
man departs, and his mantle falls on an
would

NEXT PRESIDENT.

OUR

Ghost — to administer

Holy

He must also subscribe to

" The Ten Commandments,"
and keep them.
Nothing but intelli

gence, integrity, prudence, and true re
ligion on the part of people and Presi

be

" his works do follow him," and
other,
thus the truth and a godly government
A dishonest ser
would be perpetuated.
vant robs his employer, and the concern
So of government. An idle
goes down.
aristocracy eats out the vital principle in
a monarchy.

Ambition, vanity, luxury,

and indolence bring nations to poverty,
Is America traveling
anarchy, and ruin.
on this road ?
so, she will come to its

If

But with good men at the
helm, the ship of state may be navigated
successfully to the end of time. Let us
" put the right man in the right place,"
and rest in peace with the assurance that
God rules the hearts and minds of godly
Let us weed out all self-seekers
men.
and trust no bad men.
Let us worship
end ere long.

; have no idols ; permit no swear
ing ; keep the Sabbath ; honor parents ;
do no murder; commit no adultery; al
low no stealing, no slandering, and keep

God

down covetousness. Let us love the
Lord our God with all the heart, soul,
and mind, and our neighbor as ourselves.
Our neighbor is Man, with no distinc
tions as to race, color, sex, or condition.
up to this high standard ? Have

Are we

we not denied our God
worship

the golden calf?

?

Do we not
Are we not

profane ? How many of us keep the
Sabbath in a proper manner ? Fine feath
Are we
ers in fine churches won't do.
mindful or are we neglectful of the old
folks

?

enemies

Do we wish competitors or our
dead ? What is this but mur-

or should

rightfully constituted
"head of the family," — and all good
wives would have
We concede
so.
that lie
the head of the wife, as Christ
the head of the church, and every real

is

is

it

the

wife, be she president, queen, or empress,
would prefer that a manly man should be
is

at the head, and take the lead. It
in
accordance with the order of nature, and

according to the teachings of Scripture,
the revealed will of God.
Every man
ought to be capable of assuming and

?

is

It his to
maintaining such relations.
brave dangers, to protect and to defend.
But suppose the gray mare be the better
horse in other words, suppose the wife

Man supposed to have
reason, and practical common
he should have Constructiveness,
is

mind will lead.

a

is

?

in

every way the most capable of
taking the lead? Suppose she be the
better captain
It
general rule that
the best thought governs, and the best
to be

sense

;

intellect,

a

integrity, hope, application, perseverance,
dignity, resolution, and executiveness,
all manly qualities. Women should have
much of the same, with
predominance

of kindness, affection, taste, economy, or
der, sense of propriety, spirituality, and
devotion,

— all

;

is

wifely, womanly qualities.
A good wife
supposed to have finer
and higher sensibilities than her husband
while

his tendencies

are more or less

earthward, hers are supposed to be heav
enward.
At any rate, she will hold him

WIFE.
steadily to duty, and keep him up when,
without her, he would wander, indulge
in enervating luxuries, and go down to
the appetites and passions. It
not in
the presence of his good wife that he in

dulges in his intoxicating cups or in bac
chanalian riotings, but in her absence.
It
not when in the presence of wife and
other loved ones that those frightful games

of chance called "gambling," which so
often result in ruin, despair, and death,
are indulged in, but in their absence.
home, most men conduct themselves

At
with

more propriety and circumspection than
when abroad among strangers.
Why

?

concede that man

be,

He should

The influence of

—

good wife — next to
Is
man
all-potent.

religion
tempted to smoke, chew, or snuff tobacco
would offend his lov
The thought that
one's

?

\ 1TE

is,

A GOOD

comes the nearest to that.
be ouk next Pkesident.

ing

If

wife would

cause

him to refrain

!

men

this be riot the case with all,
certainly so in many instances. There

is

Are not all

it

?

are weak women who on becoming wives
of self-indulgent men, to show their selfdenial and desire to please, stultify their
natures, and may be heard to remark,
" like the smell of a good cigar," "
like the taste of wines, porter, beer," etc.,
when the truth
they only endure them.

I

exception among men

is

get the better of his neighbor in a trade,
when he can ? Who ? Is he not a rare

Aye, — but the grace of God is sufficient
for those who will, to keep all His com
mandments, and he is the best man who

a

the passions to the Holy Spirit ? Look
at the libertine, in half the men you
meet ! Who does not steal, or cheat, or

covetous ? And where is the man who
loves his neighbor as himself?
Is it
" easier to
"
than
to
preach
practice ?

a

from

is

is free

it

Who

'?

and who subdues or subordinates

is

?

Now, what are the consequences of such
The man inclines all the
weakness
?

lust

119
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der in our hearts

WIFE.

I

A GOOD
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more to such indulgenees having the
sanction of his wife. One kind, decided
word from her would have changed the
whole course of his life, and have made
him self-denying instead of self-indulgent.
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He becomes a sot, can not live without his
dirty pipe, his mug of beer, or glass of
whisky. But is not he altogether to blame
lather than his wife ? Granted, but she
could and should have helped him. He
needed just that moral and spiritual en
couragement which she, as a good wife,

[August,
"

could have given.

Havana,"

a fragrant

I

like the fumes of

has brought

down

I

"
many a man to a drunkard's grave.
wish you would not smoke," has saved
many men from the sin of self-indulgence,
dissipation,
death !

vice, crime, and

premature

ENJOYMENT— HAPPINESS.

TN

How may
What is the se

what do these consist ?

-*- they
cret?

be attained ?

With reference to this
" many men of many

are

diversity

subject there
The
minds."

of opinion among men is

as

their physiognomical
expres
There are no two exactly alike ;
nor do any two think precisely alike on
great

as

sions.

all points. Each seeks enjoyment ; all
desire happiness.
Many a man lives
in his propensities, and seeks enjoyment
in their gratification.
lie rises no higher
than

liis appetite and sensual nature.
His chief gods are wine and women ;
next to these come the love of lucre and

of place.
He seeks money and position,
not so much for their use as for the love
of them.
these

he

In

the pursuit of one or all of
his health, his morals,

forfeits

and even his hopes of heaven.

Still, he
His chief
■eiTor consists in the fact, that his philos
ophy is all wrong ; he has not yet learned
that one's highest happiness co?isiste in
He craves sym
making others happy.
for
instead
of seeking to
pathy
himself
bestow sympathy on others.
His purely
seeks enjoyment

— happiness.

He is yet to come up to the
you."
higher plane of Christ's teachings, which
"
were, Do unto others as ye would that
others should do unto you."
In this, and
in this alone, we have the secret of real
enjoyment — true happiness. It is fur
ther illustrated

in those words

so often

" It is more
spoken, so little practiced :
blessed to give than to receive."
When
mankind is educated up to this high
standard, there will be less self-indul
gence and more self-sacrifice, and the
highest happiness. What enjoyment can
be more exquisite, what happiness more
complete, than is realized by the teacher,
preacher, and benefactor, who put others
in

the way of self-improvement
and
in grace, and who relieve the

growth

sufferings of the unfortunate ? Is it not
a source of real enjoyment to Mr. Peter
Cooper when he meets a house full of
thankful hearts who express so much
gratitude for the privilege he has afford
ed them for acquiring knowledge through

his noble Institute

?

Will

not his last

hours on earth, yea, his very departing,
be made glorious and happy by the
grace vouchsafed to the good and the

selfish aims must inevitably end in failure.
Suppose he acquire the wealth of the As-

godly

tors, Stewarts, or Rothschilds ; suppose
he indulge in inordinate affection, — does
this bring real enjoyment or enduring
happiness ? No, no ; up to this point of
his existence he has not risen above the

He has earned little or nothing by per
He has become
sonal labor or exertion.
rich perhaps by selling whisky and to
bacco, or by speculating in stocks ; by
shaving notes ; or by distressing the poor

teachings of the heathen philosopher who
said, " Do unto others as others do unto

whom circumstances placed in his power.
All these things are lawful ; but are they

?

Reverse

the picture.

Here is

a close-fisted, mean, and selfish rich man.
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should do unto us/'

only

it,

adequate

interior rewards
consciousness of having

done valuable service to mankind.
man with gray hair and bald
us cordial greeting, informing us
what wonderful reformation our words, which
Sometimes

ness gives

were uttered more than thirty years ago, have
wrought in his life and character.
Not long
since
mechanic, carrying on a good busi
ness, had occasion to call at our residence,
and in the course of conversation, inquired,
" Is not your husband
"
phrenologist

" Please tell him that all am owe
was
wild, rash, reckless lad.
He told me my bad tendencies, and how to
obviate them and from that hour have led
different life, and am happy to say that my
" Yes."

to him

OF PHRENOLOGY.

not

those

for

a

THE STUDY

but
compensation,
which come from

?

Let us thank
give than to receive."
God for the blessed privilege of " doing
unto others as we would that others

intelligently follows

expect

I

the

and

I

that

ever faithfully
may reasonably

I

and we should find

highest happiness in each consists of
the ultimate desire to make others
happy.
Verily "it is more blessed to

Phrenology, like

farming on a good soil, will produce the just
Who
recompense of reward to the laborer.

;

pursuits,

this or any other calling.

a

ministering to others' enjoyment that he
is made happy.
In the same way we
might go through all the different human

Those

ripened their abilities, making them worthy
of such success, will not be likely to honor

a

produces, a picture, a piece of statuary,
or anything enjoyable, can never be paid
in money alone. It is the thought of

race.

who are mere quacks and adventurers, who
expect at the start to pocket a hundred dol
lars a day, before time and practice have

a

a useful structure for the use of others,
is compensated almost as much by thanks
The artist who
as by dimes and dollars.

who possess good common sense and an earn
est desire to benefit the human

a

supplies a real want, at a rate satisfactory
to all concerned, enjoys the act. The
mechanic who makes a machine or erects

turers and teachers in this important field.
To this' class, commencing about the first of
November in each year, we invite only those

I

difficulty, enjoys the fact as much or
The merchant who
more than the client.

121

a

expedient ? do they bring happiness ? The
physician who relieves physical suffering
enjoys exquisite sensations. The wise
counselor, who advises a way out of a

;
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himself of its advant
often write to us,

"Do

within
you know of any good phrenologist
fifty or a hundred miles of my residence ? "
Others write, " Send us some reliable lectur
er and examiner."
"We can not answer all
these calls ourselves; our duties in the pub
lishing line and in our own office-practice
consume our time, and our only way to preach
this gospel to all is to do it by means of our

publications and by sending out everywhere
well-instructed disciples in this good cause.
Accordingly, every year we give careful in
struction to a class who wish to become lec

a

a

waters" which comes back after so many
this feeling that one
not living in
days
vain, but
better life, to
molding men to
higher aspirations, and more earnest endeavor
for the true and the good,
reward which
too poor to purchase, and which will
money
outlive time itself.
is

people

our relations were

This " bread upon the

a

and to avail
Such

mere business transaction
closed satisfactorily.

exami

though
the usual fee, and as

a

ages.

to know more of the

and fitly-

remuneration,

is

subject,

makes a convert, awakens

a desire

seasonable
phrenological

The Question or tite Era. — The

tion of "Woman ts. Woman's
June number has awakened

publica

Rights" in our

strong feeling
We have been flood
throughout the country.
ed with articles, long and short, leaning on one
a

nological Annual
in somebody

in my career by the
spoken words of that
nation."
This we call
he paid us at the time

is

of the American Phrenological Journal
sent forth, every stray copy of the Phre

neighbors, and church-breth
ren have no idea what
change was wrought

wife, children,

;

is increasing.
Every vol
ume on Phrenology which is read, every issue

is

demand for lecturers and teachers of

THE
Phrenology

Phrenological Journal.

nothing more than

destruction of
phase of war, for war means
life and property — everything which peace
seeks to preserve.
reconstruction

already commenced.
true that the sword and
;

We hope that
the chassepot have been thrown aside for
the spade, the hammer, and the chisel.
"We hope, moreover, that the fearful expe
rience through which France has passed will
be
profitable lesson, and that
government
a

will

a

;

is

is

a

it

be instituted which shall court the ways
of peace, and seek to establish
by all the
aids of universal education and mental eman
Only liberal government, " govern
cipation.
ment of the people, for the people, and by
the people," will secure the ends of
true
civilization.
Whether France
prepared
at this juncture for such a government
but we hope after this last cru
questionable
cial experiment she will enter upon
new
and improved career, that the scales which
bigotry, and dogmatism have
ignorance,
molded

may have fallen

from her eyes, and

that her course henceforward

will

be more

consistent with wisdom.

is,

THE

told that the work

has

a

civil war in France is about ended.
The reign of fire and blood is over, and
France now finds respite from strife, and
turns to consider the terrible penalties which
she has paid for foreign and internecine
The most terrible chapter in the
struggle.
woes of France is that written by her own
people in the last days of the Commune.
Then Frenchmen were opposed to Frenchmen
in the fiercest conflict.
Tongue could not
picture the horrors which occurred in the
last throes of that mistaken, fanatical organi
In the height of their frenzy its
zation.
" We shall either rule in Paris
champion said,
or destroy it," and only the vigorous and
efforts on the part of the
overwhelming
army of Versailles, assisted in a passive yet
effective way by that remnant of the Prussian
army which lay encamped outside the walls
of the city, prevented the execution of the
some of the fair
vengeful menace. As it
est portions of the city are smoldering ruins.
Many buildings around which thronged most
interesting historical associations, and whose

"We are

of

it

IN FRANCE.

is

free a ventilation.

AFFAIRS

insurgents were shot.
But after all, this

a

to respect for their intelligence and mental cul
ture.
Agitate the subject, ladies, keep up the
excitement.
Much good will grow out of so

ed
terrible vengeance upon the conquered.
Massacre and execution followed the capture
of Paris. Hundreds, nay, thousands of the
a

many friends among the intelligent and well-ed
ucated of her sisters.
We fiud also that she
has many opponents who are equally entitled

is

our columns, but it would be utterly impossible
for us, consistently with the demands of other
matter, to publish more than a twentieth part
of them. Wc find that Augusta "Wheeler has

shell remains.
The Palace
of Justice, Customs Warehouse, Od6on, Conseil d'Etat, Ministry of Finance, the Lyons
Railway terminus, and the magnificent Hotel
de Ville have been destroyed.
The victors,
whose feelings of retaliation were doubtless
heightened by Communist vandalism, wreak

monarchs, but

a

Many
side or the other of the great question.
of these articles are eminently worthy of pres
entation to the public through the medium of

[August,

a
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The glorious and venerable cathedral of
Notre Dame itself barely escaped. It had
been bedaubed with inflammatory
matter,
but the Communists had not time for an
effectual attempt to fire it. Fortunately the
greater part of the splendid Louvre was saved
by the exertions of the victors, although its
Of the Tuilepriceless library has perished.
ries, the gorgeous palace of the old French

Mail for June

14th an ar

the caption
of " A True Philosophy," which makes two
or three allusions to Phrenology which are
was published,

under

The writer of the ar
spiritual side of Phre
nology, and says many things which will find
the ready agreement of enlightened Christians.
The following statement, however, we deem
evidently

inaccurate.

ticle discusses

the

necessary to notice

"Popular
organization

Phrenology, regarding physical
sub
only, assumes that mind
is

entirely destroyed.

the Evening

IN"ticle

:

beauty made them the admira

tion of the civilized world, were partly or

it

architectural

PHRENOLOGY.

MODERN

IN SHEEPSKINS.

though we had no evidence on the subject,
for, being human, men are fallible; and as
the twelve Apostles had one Judas, it may be
safe to presume that if there be not one min
ister in twelve at the present day who ought
to be better than he
or who ought not to
be in his present position, that there are at
least some whose character
not represented
is

by the exterior — that there are some " wolves
in sheepskins." We believe that the ministry
less inclined to palliate the faults of its
associates than the members of any other
Physicians, if they do not live
profession.
in the vicinity of their rivals, will generally
stand up for their guild. Lawyers will de
fend lawyers for the credit of the profession.
But ministers bear down heavily on their
brethren who are derelict in duty, more than
on common church members, because

it

largely to foster and confirm the material
istic tendencies of the age."
We are somewhat surprised that the au
thor, who has for many years been a close
student of Phrenology, should make a state
ment of this character.
He must overlook
the fact that many leading clergymen of the
of the Scriptures,
day, in their expositions
make use of phrenological
principles for the
better elucidation of them.
We do not
know any phrenologist, whose opinion is val
of Phre
uable, who ignores the relation
nology to the spiritual — who does not lay
particular stress upon the influence of the
spiritual nature upon the physical or ex
hibited activities of mind and body.
We
were of the impression that the question of
the materialistic tendencies of Phrenology

tion of tricky barristers.
It is not to be
supposed that all public men are perfect, even

is,

by material laws
ject to and governed
merely, and by this limited and circumscribed
definition of mental science has contributed

123
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seems

such an infamous disgrace to the profession.
The honest and true minister feels that if

gent source an objection of that character.
Phrenology has just as much to do with

man enters the sacred profession with unclean
hands, or follows
with an unclean heart, in

the spiritual side of man as with the mate

the way of dissipation, or licentiousness, or
dishonesty, he should be dealt with severely.

light.

immemorial

Satan

has in

clothe himself as an angel of
Hypocrisy and deception have al

The ass is
ways sought a reputable mask.
said to have been wise enough, when he would
to clothe himself in
But generally such falsely
clad brayers convict themselves out of their
own mouths.
Our purpose is not to say that
ministers of religion are accused of faults and
follies, of crimes and misdemeanors;
but
when this is true they are convicted and pun
Nor is it our purpose to spend much
ished.
strength on immoral physicians.
Lawyers of
morals can plead their own
exceptionable
cause, and the world has a pretty correct no
have exercised
the lion's

skin.

power,

it

;

and, we may add, that the phre

nologist in his professional intercourse with
the world, if he wishes to be bad,
not with
out opportunity.

All these professional men should therefore
be upright and pure.
A man who deals in
charcoal or ice, or who serves with bread,
milk, or beef every family in the neighbor
has such relations with families that
exists for the breach of so
no temptation
cial confidence. Not so with the minister,

hood,

If

physician, dentist, and phrenologist.
coal-heaver
base, the better sort of people,
at least, have no cognizance of the fact; he

a

time

FROM
clined to

the dentist;

is

WOLTES IN SHEEPSKINS.

is

mental culture.

In this they are right. Ministers have many
opportunities for intimate confidences they
associate with the members of their parishes
on terms of equality and cordiality, and those
who are not good at heart, those who are bad
and seek to follow bad practices, have many
opportunities for soiling their reputation and
The
committing offenses against society.
same
eminently true of the physician and
is

rial side.
It can not be otherwise, if the
whole man is to be considered ; and the
of the day, who are earnestly
phrenologists
and faithfully diffusing the elevating doc
trines of the science, insist upon an under
and reli
standing of man's psyehological
gious nature as a chief requisite to proper

a

had long ago been set aside and disposed of.
In fact, we very rarely hear from an intelli

has no opportunity to evince

his baseness

When persons, therefore, eome
under our hands for examination, seeking to.
toward them.
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know what profession they should follow, if
in morals, with
they be of low organization
strong tendencies to animal indulgence, we
recommend them not to follow any one of the
professions we have named, and generally
do not desire to do so.
Such men

they

should be employed in what are called the
laborious occupations.
As ministers are interested in religion, and

in the honor of their profession, we are inter
ested in Phrenology and phrenologists.
We
would haye the profession lifted above all
suspicion, and those who follow it men with
clean hands and upright purposes. Anything
like false pretenses, dissipation, or licentious
ness on their part should be frowned down.
Why should men falsely write and publish
their names with the prefix "Professor?"
Some phrenologists have been properly elect
ed professors in literary or scientific institu
tions; but to-day there is no professor of

Phrenology in this country,

and

it

is sheer

and egotism to assume the title.
we were lecturing, and ladies or gentlemen

impudence

If

thought proper to address us as professor, it
would be their business, and not ours. But
we would neither write nor print it in con
nection
with our name, unless absolutely
elected to be professor of Phrenology in some
association or college.
Phrenology has suf
fered no little from the bad conduct of sensu
alists, who disgraced themselves and it by
their avowed relation to the subject.
The phrenologist who is pure and true, and
aims to do good, to honor his profession and

himself in the performance of honest work,
has our cordial indorsement, and all the
moral support we can give him; but dissi
pated, licentious men, full of false pretenses
and foolish egotism, deserve our sharpest
maledictions.

The statue is seven and a half feet
in height, is of bronze, cast from the model
made by Mr. B. M. Pickett.
It represents
the distinguished inventor in the act of re
sented.

a telegraphic
dispatch, and taken
altogether is a creditable work of art. We
have already given our readers a biographi
cal sketch of Prof. Morse, but some reference
to him at this time will be appropriate.
ceiving

He is a New-Englander by birth, was born
in Charlestown, Mass., April 27th, 1791. In
early life he was an artist, and one of the
founders and promoters of the National Acad
emy of Design in New York.
During a voy
age to Europe, in 1882, he became impressed
with the idea which culminated in his inven
tion. The first apparatus which he arranged
for some practical experiments was made in
1885.
Two years later he had so far perfect
ed it as to venture public experiments at the
University building in the city of New York.
In 1838 he applied to Congress for an appro
priation to build an experimental wire be
tween Washington and Baltimore, but his
proposal

TO

WHOM

HONOR.

the 10th of June last the city of New

ONYork was
currence.

A

the scene

of an unusual oc

statue of Prof. S. F. B. Morse,

was regarded as chimerical

and ab

He then visited Europe, but did not
succeed any better there, as he failed even to
obtain patents for his apparatus.
He re
turned to this country, and after repeated
solicitation obtained, on the last night of the
session of 1843, an appropriation of $80,000
for the construction of the experimental line.
surd.

Of

course

it

proved

an entire

success,

and

beginning of the vast network of
wires which now brings the nations of the
earth within speaking distance of each other.
It is most fitting that a statue should be
erected to the man whose persistent industry
developed this priceless feature of modern
It is eminently proper, too,
civilization.
that the statue should be set up to living
was the

worth.

HONOR

[August,

It

has been too much the custom to

of departed worth.
Men of
and learning, or men who claim no
genius, but whose efforts in the great cause
of humanity have proved of inestimable value,
erect memorials

genius

deserve the honors

of

the world while they

the developer of the electric telegraph, was
unvailed in the Central Park with very inter

live.

esting ceremonies. Although the telegraphic
fraternity, under whose auspices the statue
was procured, was chiefly interested, the in

been benefited by the telegraph is shown in
the following statistics : Europe possesses

tellect

generally

of the country

was repre

The extent to which the human race

hae

450,000 miles of wire, and 13,000 stations ;
miles of wire, and 6,000
180,000

America,

HOTEL LIFE IN SAN FRANCISCO.
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stations ; India, 14,000 miles of wire, and 200
stations; Australia, 10,000 miles of wire, and
270 stations ; and the extension throughout
the world is at the rate of 100,000 miles of
wire per annum.
There are, in addition,
30,000 miles of submarine telegraph wire in

1-2.5

successful operation, extending
Atlantic and German Oceans;

beneath the

the Baltic,
North, Mediterranean,
Red, Arabian, and
China Seas ; the Persian Gulf, the Bay of Bis
cay, the Straits of Gibraltar, and- the Gulfs
of Mexico and St. Lawrence.

HOTEL LIFE IN SAN FRANCISCO.
is generally admitted
that America
leads the world in first-class hotels.
And

IT

although one of the youngest of our great
cities, San Francisco is abreast of New York,
Boston, Philadelphia, or Washington in her

hotel management and accommodations.
It
has been our fortune within the past fifteen

" at most of the best houses
" put
years to
up
in all the States of the Union, and also in Eu
We speak, therefore, from observation
rope.
and experience on the subject ; and in accord
ing to California this credit for the excellence
of her hotels, we do not exaggerate. We give
a view of the OcciDENTAL,with its four hun
dred well-furnished
rooms, in which we re
sided and luxuriated for a brief season.
Be
sides broad and pleasant stairways leading to
all the floors, there is a large $20,000 Otis el

evator, rising from basement to attic, in which

or the invalid guest may
be almost instantly lifted or lowered to any
floor in the house by the touch of a bell-cord !
the tired traveler

Would the reader like to know what we had
to eat in this great hotel ? Here is the ordi
nary bill of fare for dinner which was in use
when we were there :
Soups : Beef broth, with vegetables ; and sago.
Fisb : Salmon, a l'Allemande ; and baked cod, a la
d' Orleans.
Cold: Boned turkey anx truffes, i\ la gelee; roast
beef ; pressed corn beef ; mntton ; bam ; lamb ; tongue ;
and chicken salad.
Boiled : leg of mutton, caper sauce ; corned beef and
cabbage ; beef tongues ; bacon ; chicken, caper sauce.
Roasts: Ham, champagne sauce ; beef; chicken; loin
of veal; loin of pork; and spring lamb, mint sauce; with
pork and beans.
Entrees : Rls de veau, bralsj, anx champignons ;
sheep's tongue, poeles, a la Dnchesse; macaroni with
cheese, a la Catalane ; veal fricasce with turnips ; mince
of beef, a I'Espagnole ; roulade of lamb, anx tomato
sauce ; jambon saute, la Bayonnalse ; civet de Uevre,
au Bordeaux.
Season mo : Assorted pickles ; cranberry sauce ; cur
rant jelly ; horse radish ; olives ; lettuce ; apple sauce ;
cucumbers ; Cashmere Chutney sauce ; fresh tomatoes ;
and California bon-zest.
Vegetables: Mashed potatoes ; boiled new potatoes ;

I

baked sweet potatoes ; rice ; parsncps ; summer squash ;
egg plant ; artichokes ; stewed tomatoes ; green corn ;
turnips ; onions ; and green peas.
Gake s Antelope, with currant jelly ; venison.
Pastrt : Peach pudding, brandy sauce ; orange cake ;
Vienna cake ; jelly rolls ; almond sticks ; raspberry pie :
peach pie ; applo pie ; peppermint candy ; lemon ice
cream.
Dessert : Prunes ; almonds ; raisins ; pecan nuts ;
California walnuts ; peanuts ; apples ; grapes ; peaches ;
pears. Tea, coffee, and chocolate,—

with more than
those who drink !
Here is the

eighty

Will

bill of

kinds of wine for
this do for dinner ?

fare for breakfast :

Coffee ; green and black tea ; and chocolate ; with milk
from Hllbrae Dairy.
Bread : French ; Graham ; corn bread ; German rolls ;
Boston brown bread ; hot rolls ; English muffins ; and
Wheatcn grits; milk, butter, and dry
egg muffins.
toast ; fried mush ; waffles ; flannel cakes ; boiled hom
iny ; oatmeal ; and buckwheat cakes.
Broiled: Tripe; pig's feet; liver; beefsteaks, plain
and with totmatoes ; smoked salmon ; salt mackerel ;
fresh salmon ; pickled salmon ; ham ; mutton chops,
plain, breaded, or with tomatoes ; bacon ; and venison
steak.
Fried: FiBh bolls; ham and eggs; fresh fish with
pork ; tripe ; calves' liver ; stewed kidneyB ; corned-beef
hash ; apples and pork ; sausage ; and salt codfish with
cream.
Potatoes : Baked ; fried ; Lyonnaise ; stewed.
Oysters : Fried oysters ; stewed oysters ; and stewed
clams.
Eggs: Fried; scrambled; omelets, boiled, plain or
Spanish style ; snd jelly omelets.
Cold: Roost beef; corned beef; mutton; boiled bom;
beef tongue.
Breakfast, from 0 to IS. Lunch, from 12)tf to 2JtfDinner, from 6 to 7>f. Tea, from 7 to 8. Supper, from
9 to 12.

Nor is this all.

The cooking is of the
polite, sensible,
We may go through kitchen, stores,
dining rooms, parlors,
sleeping

best description
prompt.
laundry,

; the waiters

rooms, and offices, and all
clean, and

tidy.

will

be found neat,

The beds may justly be

called sumptuous.
On the tables may al
ways be found a full supply of excellent ripe
fruits,

melons, berries, grapes, etc., such m

grow nowhere else in the world so plentifully
and so good as in San Francisco.

Phrenological Journal.

is

is

:

it

And then, again,
so pleasant to have all
one's bills aggregated into one one's watertax, gas bill, rent, washing, butcher's and
grocer's bills, and all the other bills that flesh
heir to.
" One would hardly suppose that there
invested, in the five principal hotels of San

capital to the amount of $4,800,000,
and that their annual income
nearly three
is

Francisco,

a

a

a

is

is

is

is

millions of dollars.
Yet this
perfectly
true of the five hotels which are known as
the Grand, Occidental, Cosmopolitan,
Lick,
and Russ; and they about as dissimilar in
their respective characteristics as they are in
their titles.
The capital invested in the
Grand
over $1,000,000, but
paying in
vestment, and
regarded with some little
hotel.
pride as
tolerably
representative
The Occidental has
large and excellent
class of customers, and previous to the build
ing of the Cosmopolitan secured the great
bulk of the best foreign arrivals, including the
then Eastern

visitor, such

as he then was —

is

is

a

yields an income of $600,000 per annum,
and its rental
$96,000. It represents over

Its hall
one of the fea
$1,000,000 capital.
tures of Montgomery Street.
" All four of these are fine hotels
and

it

a

is

is is,

the system of co-operative housekeeping, such
there
life really
great saving.

as hotel

It

;

By adopting

they that go through the
world in hotels get more value for their mo
ney in San Francisco than anywhere else in
the world — -even in cosmopolitan Paris.
may be said that

" The Russ House

is essentially and dis
tinctively transient in the character of its
patronage, with just one or two families
thrown in as sort of moorings or nucleus for
the more ephemeral portion.
Here you meet
his
your friend from the country, and
is

bill of fare.

it

an. unsurpassed

is

of

The Occidental

steady family seasoning in addition to
its large Eastern business, and
capable of
thousand persons.
accommodating
nearly
is

each, enjoy handsome apartments, the use of
number of servants, and the choice

a large

fast fading into oblivion.

has

a

who,

occupied by two thousand people,
for about a thousand dollars a year

into many places,
almost forgotten, and

broadcast

and the old rivalry
a

hotels,

been scattered

[AuGUSr,

headquarters while he negotiates with capi
tal for an advance on his fall crop, or pur
stock of groceries for his store in
some inland village.
It has just enough of
the city flavor to give him all the spice of
chases

a

We take the following extracts from an
article in the Overland Monthly :
" In San Francisco there are five leading

is
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novelty he wants, while the appointments,
table, and general arrangements of the house
are plain and subdued enough to make him

The Russ fronts

feel at his ease.

275 feet on

Street, and 180 on Pine and
Montgomery
It contains 280 rooms, and has ac
Bush.
commodated

at times as many as 500 people.

politan opened with wonderful advantages
in the shape of good set of permanent peo
ple, with
large and diffused acquaintance,
that rapidly brought the hotel all
could
attend to but then travel increased to such
an extent that they all had plenty to do, and
ere long the necessity for
new and large

per annum or thereabouts.

hotel became so apparent that the Grand step
The Lick, which
ped in to fill the place.
has always had less of the transient custom
than any other, has been par excellence the

ted directly opposite the Cosmopolitan,
on
in every respect
second
Bush Street, and

is

a

is

a

situa

a

is

is

This hotel

existence the Brooklyn.

Russ House.
" There

is

probably no hotel in the United
States so unique in its individuality, or so
with the town in
historically identified
situated,

as

and

in the United States

culiar principles

is

House of San Francisco.
and

the What Cheer
Certainly no hotel

is

which

ran

they have

500

people, which implies that its country pa
trons have outrun its capacity and called into

conducted on such pe
may be reasonably

it

;

But the Occidental

House sets have disappeared

The Russ has oc
accommodated

as mentioned,

;

set

'

Occidental

casionally,

is

a

'

is

it

lively opposition.

Lick

the

'

and to

it

;

a
a

imagine

It
$825,000.
good investment, and pays
the owners one per cent, month.
The income
of the hotel may be estimated at $400,000

it

it

a

;

'

family hotel of San Francisco, even as the
Everett House was the family hotel of Bos
The Lick House set was as distinct
ton.
branch of society as
well possible to

it

The land upon which stands
worth about
$400,000, and the building and its furniture

a

scarce, and, as compared with the present
The Cosmo
article, somewhat embryotic.
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doubted if there be any that so completely
and satisfactorily meets the requirements and
tastes of one peculiar class of customers.

What the Cosmopolitan
used to be to the
'
speculators in Washoe,' the What Cheer is
to the ' honest miner ; ' but inasmuch as the
'
honest miner ' is hot the creature of stocks
or the ephemeral millionaire of the season
■whose existence depends on the uncertainties

of 'Change, but a prominent and reliable in
dividual, bis caravansary has not had to seek
new avenues of patronage and sources of rev
enue, but lives and thrives by him still. True,

each boat from
the establishment

Sacramento does not crowd
to its utmost

as

capacity
formerly ; nor does any one longer hear in its
hall or in the surrounding bar-rooms the

chink of prodigally squandered twenties, but
nevertheless it is a paying property, and year
by year turns many ducats into the coffers of
The individual so endeared
the proprietors.
'
to us all under the title of the honest mi
ner' is an anomalous character, and well wor
thy of study and contemplation while under
'
going the ' What Cheer phase of his exist
This ' What Cheer ' phase is an oasis
ence.

SAN FRANCISCO.
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in the lifetime of the modern ' honest miner.With some of them it occurs as often as twice
a year ; with others only once ; and with
many but once every two years ; and the ra
who understands wherein its

tional being

pleasures lie, will readily concede that the
measure of the real enjoyment that these men

They toil and
experience is small indeed.
labor for six months or a year with pick and
shovel, away up in some one of the inland
mining districts of the Sierras ; amass a few
hundred dollars or so, and then spend it in a
Miners come in numbers to the city
week.

every week, and at once betake themselves to
the What Cheer House. They never think, as
a general rule, of going anywhere else, and
indeed would have but little cause to, since

the establishment is the only one really suited

All

they have to pay
per week for their
This insures them a good, clean bed,
room.
in a room which is so clean for a hotel, that
to them.
amount

to two

its shortcomings

the fees
dollars

are wholly unobservable by

its average occupant,
and a piece of soap.
'
honest miner ' want ?

clean water,

a towel,

What more can an

Phrenological Journal.
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All the patrons of the hotel, however,
There are
are not of this particular kind.

[August,

does most of its business

be

yond

de

suits its guests thoroughly, and consequently,
as an hotel,
success.
Its revenue

of its cheapness.
There are also
of miners, who are steady in their
habits and close with their money, who go to
that hotel ; some of them prospectors, who
have made a strike in the shape of a rich
ledge, and who are in town looking for a cap
italist ; and others, the owners of claims that
they would like to sell. Miners from every
district on the Pacific coast are there ; and
morning, and noon, and night they may be
Been in groups on the sidewalk in front of
the hotel or in the office, talking over old
times, the last rich strike on such and such a
Flat, and . comparing notes and prospects.
Many a miner has come down to the What
Cheer House with just money enough to pay
his expenses for a few weeks, and has gone
back at the expiration of that time estimat
ing his wealth by thousands— having raised
a Company on his claim, or sold out for hard
cash. The distance from the What Cheer
House to California Street — the Wall Street
of San Francisco— is short, and many have
availed themselves of it well.
" The What Cheer takes no boarders, gives
little or no credit —unless well secured by
baggage — and loses very little by defaulting
In the basement there is a large res
guests.

attained
large, and its owners have through
great wealth, and may safely lay claim to

an

excellent

It

and

in the main,

supplies

the

The house
large claBs of people.
has its library — rather good one, by the
a

a

wants of

occur.

restaurant,

way, and tolerably

well

patronized

— its

bar

The latter, as
ber-shop, and its laundry.
might be suspected by the shrewd reader,

is

it

a

and pretensions that con
tains the announcement, " Guests will please
;

not go to sleep on the stairs " as well as the
only one in which the female sex are entirely
thus, in the various ways above in
homeless life of San Fran
'

It

dicated, that the

'

"

is

dispensed with.

finds its requirements.
Whether this
as consistent with
peculiar social condition
permanent prosperity as
product of
is not our purpose to in
high civilization,
These conditions exist in San Fran
quire.
cisco probably to
greater extent than in
any other city and they are also met with
greater promptness and ingenuity than else
the great charm of
where.
Independence
hotel life.
Boarders have their apartments,
into which no one is supposed to intrude
and they have all the advantages of
splen
did menage
but with all this they are no
better off than any one of the other two or
three hundred who dwell in the same cara
vansary, unless, perhaps, that their purses
enable them to live on the first floor, while
some of the others live on the fourth.
But
lost through
then, even this latter advantage
the agency of that institution peculiar to our
large American hotels — the elevator — of
which there are two in San Francisco one
a

is

;

a

is

;

a

it

it

is

cisco

:

at the Occidental,

and another at the Cosmo

This makes all men equal
the
in the attic, and the luxurious indi
vidual of one flight of stairs.
Bachelors
no life like hotel life but
boast that there
then they do so inconsistently quit
on the
that one of the other
slightest provocation
:

politan.
dweller

;

it

sex may offer them, that they can not be ac
But the
cepted as authority on the subject.
social peculiarities of this kind of life require
consistent
deeper criticism than, perhaps,
with this article."
From the foregoing, the reader may infer
that hotel keeping in San Francisco
re
is

ilar interlineations,

is,

appended, so that he may not outrun his ex
chequer and then simulate ignorance of the
" Butter
free, with two ten-cent dishes,"
price.
" No bread with one
fish-ball," and such sim

may be said to be the only hotel

is

notices to guests are suggestive and quaint,
and on the bill of fare sundry cautions are

It

is

on the cheapest plan, and

States.

of its magnitude

is

taurant, conducted

giving daily about four thousand meals, at
an average price of twenty cents per head.
The food is good, but plain, with no partic
ular grace or art displayed in the cooking,
and is noticeable mainly for quantity.
The

the
and

owning the most peculiar hotel in the United

a

account

numbers

is

business brings them occasionally to the city,
and who patronize the What Cheer House on

it

numbers of farmers, and well-to-do rancheros,
stock-drivers, farm-hands, and others, whose

outside, and,
the washing of the house proper,
On
pends on the former for support.
whole, the What Cheer house pleases

450 fr. ; chiseling, 207,219 fr. ; the statue

of Na

j

;

4

■»«»

MISTH.

a

is

a

meant to have told you of that hole," said
to his friend, who was walking with him
in his garden, and stumbled into pit full of water.
" No matter," said the friend, " I've found it"

are often amused with the
To them Li Po Tai and Chy
only in
Lung look very funny. But perhaps
the way we print it. Suppose some of our own
were given thus Ho Race Gree Ley, Schuy Ler
Col Fax, Hi Ram Conk Ling.

American

readers

names of Chinese.

the stars, if, like the brutal kind,
We follow where our passions lead the way?
Survey

The very best and the very worst of men are
not as good or as bad as they seem to be. Calcu
late accordingly in estimating your fellow-man.

a

to

hotel in Hart

bath, and as he did not emerge from his
for an hour, the proprietor entered
retirement
with fears of suicide in his heart, to see what was

The stranger had only been washing
to dry.
his shirt, and was waiting for
the matter.

it

on the field.

stranger recently went

ford for

a

;

;

have ripened

dow."

A

Men's lives should be like the day, more beauti
or like the summer, aglow
the evening
with promise or like the autumn, rich with the
golden sheaves, where the good works and deeds

ful in

is

;

— Claudian.

" Ton have considerable floating population in
stranger of
this village, haven't you?" asked
village on the Mississippi.
one of the citizens of
"Well, yes, rather," was the reply " about half
win
up to the second-story
the year the water
a

derive

a

What profits us, that we from Heaven
A soul immortal, and with looks erect

"

gentleman

:

earnings.

lazy to turn over on the pillow to warm it.

is

it

is

the key to the wealth of the
will give to the la
Justly, wisely used,
borer what should be his, the profits of his own

resident the lazi

it

a

a

a

a

an impulse In obedience

said to have for

a

do they talk of happiness who never
to a principle.
present to future good,
He who never sacrificed
or personal to general one, can speak of happi
ness only as the blind do of colors. — Horace Mann.
vain

Catskill

He got up one morning
est man yet discovered.
last winter with one ear frozen because he was too

I

a

a

;

a

a

disap
He that will do no good offices after
pointment must stand still and do just nothing at
and
barren year
The plow goes on after
all.
while the ashes are yet warm, we raise new house
former. — Seneca.
npon the ruins of

Co-operation

A tounq lady who passed the Fifth Avenue Ho
all the
tel Sunday afternoon wanted to know
men who stood upon the stoop were waiters.
Yes, street waiters.
if

WISDOM.

earth.

a

As softly, from moor and woodland,
Fades the lingering blush of light,
So silently, peacefully, and stilly
Is born the pure, silent night.

—about $470,000 in gold.

In

to open

of his own. —

It grateful to see the clear shining of the sun
after rain. It not change from truth to false
hood which men need, but from one form of truth
to another. — Edaardi A. Park.
Hold On. — Hold on to your tongue when you
are Just ready to swear, or speak harshly, or nse
any improper word.
Hold on to your hand when you are about to
strike, or do any wrong.
Hold on to your feet when you arc on the point
of kicking, or running away from study, or pursu
ing the path of error, shame, or crime.
Hold on to your temper when you are angry, ex
cited, or imposed upon, or others are angry about
you.
Hold on to your good name at all times, for
is much more valuable to yon than gold, high
places, or fashionable attire.
will serve you well,
Hold on to the truth, for
and do you good throughout eternity.

architects, 50,000 fr.; 251,367 kilog. of bronze,
fr., 1,005,468 fr.; total, 2,352,468 francs,
at

subdued

keys,

Rutherford.

;

;

;

it,

I.,

was made by
which surmounted
poleon
for the
33
sculptors
fr.
and
cost
13,000
Chaudet,
bas-reliefs, 199,000 fr. sculptured cornices, 89,115 fr. general designs, 11,400 fr. masons, lock
smiths, carpenters, and plumbers, 601,979 fr.

thousand

It

gun on the 25th of August, 1806, and entirely
finished in 1810. The total weight of the bronze
is 251,367 kilogrammes— about 600,000 lbs. The
expenses for the construction were as follows :
Melting the bronze, 154,387 fr. ; weighing same

has

doors, for the deliveranco

it

The Vendome Counts.— The celebrated
column in the Place Vendome, which was de
stroyed by Communist authority shortly before
the entry of the Versailles army, was made from
the bronze of 1,200 cannon captured from the
It was be
Russians, Prussians, and Austrians.

Providence
thousand

a

land, by rail.
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is

duccd to a perfect system ; and that he may
judge at which house to stop on his arrival
by steamer through the Golden Gate, or over

MIR TH.
a

0M.—

a is

WISD
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At
cently,

one of the stations

Am overgrown, muscular Missourian, somewhat
had a rather
to pngilisUc encounters,

railway, re

on a certain

an anxious inquirer came up to the door

predisposed

severe attack of rheumatism,

which occasionally
confined him to bed. A mischievous young man,
bent on having some sport, reported his case to sev
eral physicians, stating that a man was sick in the
village with some mysterious disease ; that pirns
might be stuck in any part of his body and he
would not show the least sign of pain. The doc
tors met, had a consultation, and assembled in the
sick man's room.
Finding him asleep, they began
sticking pins, needles, and bodkins in various
The man rolled over, opened
parts of his body.
his eyes ; thought they were going to dissect him,
and bounding enraged from his bed, got hold of a
chair and belabored his visitors unmercifully.
There ore now several professors of the healing
art going about with their heads bandaged, inquir
ing about that fellow who reported a sick man
who had nofeding.

of the baggage-car and said, "Is. there anything
for me?" After some search among boxes and
trunks, the baggage-man rolled out a keg of whis
" Anything more ? " asked the wet-grocer.
ky.
" Yes," said the baggage-man ; " here's a grave
stone that goes with that liquor."
from England which may
It is illustrative of cock
ney tendencies in etymology. It is a livery-sta
bler' s bill, said to have been once actually made
out as we see, and duly handed in. One may
" fancy the feelings " of " mistcrenereix " on be
ing presented with it It might be called a sample
of cockney phonetics,
Hbbb is something

serve as a sort of puzzle.

misterenerelx

tobilvlgunoslur
$
7

toanos

d
0
6

toatakynonymom

A fivb-yeab-old city boy told his mother how

7 6
toatolhofhol
We invite guesses from the curious as to what

it means.
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" You

to make butter:

just take a long stick with

at the end of it ; then you get a big tub ;
and then you borrow a cow."

a cross

.

THE TRAVELLER— ILLUSTRATED.
OR, A PROSPECT

OF

SOCIETY.

BY OLIVER GOLDSMITH.
[CONCLDDKIl rBOK JULY

SOBER.]
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Freedom, thine the blessings pictur'd here,
Thine are those charms that dazzle and endear;

Too blest, indeed, were such without alloy,
But foster'd e'en by Freedom ills annoy;
That independence
Keeps

man from man, and breaks the social tie ;

The self-dependent

All

claims

Britons prize too high,
lordlings stand alone,

that bind and sweeten life unknown

Here by the bonds of nature feebly held,

Minds combat minds, repelling and repell'd.
Ferments
Represt

Till,

arise, imprison'd factions

roar,

ambition struggles round her shore,

over-wrought,

the general

system feels,

Its motions stop, or phrenzy fire the wheels.
Nor this the worst.
As duty,

love, and honor

As nature's ties decay,
fail to sway,

Fictitious bonds, the bonds of wealth and law,
Still gather strength,

and force unwilling

awe.

Hence all obedience bows to thee alone,

And talent sinks, and merit weeps unknown

:

;

THE TRAVELLER.
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time may come, when, stript of all her charms,

The land of scholars, and the nurse of arms,
Where noble stems transmit

the patriot flame,

Where kings have toil'd, and poets wrote for fame,
One sink of level avarice shall lie,
And scholars, soldiers, kings, unhonor'd

Yet think

I

powers

ills

not thus, when Freedom's

mean to flatter

Ye

die.

kings,

or court

I

state,

the great ;

of truth, that bid my bouI aspire,

Far from my bosom drive the low desire;
And thou, fair Freedom,

taught

alike to feel

The rabble's rage, and tyrant's angry steel
Thou transitory

flower,

By proud contempt, or favor's fostering
Still may thy blooms

I

;

alike undone

the changeful

sun,

clime endure ;

only would repress them to secure;

For just

experience

tells, in every soil,

That those that think must govern those that toil

And all that

freedom's

highest

aims can reach,

Is but to lay proportion'd loads on each.
Hence, should

one order

disproportion'd grow,

Its double weight must ruin all below.
O then how blind to all that truth requires,

Who think it freedom when
Calm

a part

aspires 1

is my soul, nor apt to rise in arms,

Except when fast approaching

danger warms;

:
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But when contending

chiefs blockade
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the throne,

Contracting regal power to stretch their own,
When

I

a factious

behold

band agree

To call it freedom when themselves are free

;

Each wanton judge new penal statutes draw,
Laws grind the poor, and rich men rule the law

:

The wealth of climes, where savage nations roam,
Pillag'd from slaves to purchase slaves at home
Fear,

Tear off reserve, and bare my swelling heart

Till

I

;

pity, justice, indignation start,
half

a

patriot, half

fly from petty tyrants
Yes, brother,

a coward

;

grown,

to the throne.

curse with me that baleful

When first ambition struck

hour

at regal power;

And thus polluting honor in its source,
Gave wealth
Have

to sway the mind with double

we not seen,

round Britain's peopled

Her useful sons exchang'd

for useless ore?

Seen all her triumphs but destruction

Like flaring

force.
shore,

haste,

tapers bright'ning as they waste ;

Seen opulence,

her grandeur

to maintain,

Lead stern depopulation in her train,

And over fields where scatter'd hamlets rose,
In barren solitary

pomp repose ?

Have we not

at pleasure's lordly call,

The smiling,

seen

long-frequented

village fall

?
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son, the sire decay'd,

The modest matron, and the blushing maid,
Forc'd from their homes,

a melancholy

train,

To traverse climes beyond the western main

;

Where wild Oswego spreads her Bwamp around,
And Niagara stuns with thnnd'ring sound ?
E'en now, perhaps,
Through tangled

as there

some pilgrim strays,

forests and through dangerous

ways;

Where beasts with man divided empire claim,
And the brown Indian marks with murd'rous aim
while above the giddy tempest flies,
And all around distressful yells arise,
There,

The pensive exile, bending

with his woe,

To stop too fearful, and too faint to go,
Casts a long look where England's glories
And bids his bosom sympathize

shine,

with mine.

Vain, very vain, my weary search to find
That bliss which only centres in the mind
Why have

I

stray'd

from pleasure

To seek a good each government

In

ev»ry government,

:

and repose,
bestows?

though terrors reign,

Though tyrant kings, or tyrant laws restrain,
How small of all that human hearts endure.
That part which laws or kings can cause or cure.

Still

to ourselves in every place consign'd,

Our own felicity we make or find

With

:

secret course, which no loud storms annoy,

Glides the smooth current of domestic joy.
The lifted axe, the agonizing

wheel,

Luke's iron crown, and Damien's bed of steel,
To men remote from power but rarely known,
Leave reason, faith, and conscience

all our own.

;
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[In this Department will be noticed •nch matters as are of interest to correspondents and to the general reader.
" What They Say " shonld be brief, pointed, and creamy, to aecure publication.]
Contributions for

Q,a

(Our

the sun and moon to stand still was
to them proof positive that they traveled just as
they seemed to do, while the earth was flat and
commanded

O'orrcspoitucnts.

"
only
Questions ov General Interest"
will be answered in this department. We have no space

One question only at a time,
to gratify idle curiosity.
and that clearly stated, mutt tie propounded. If a corre
spondent shall expectus to give him the benefitqf its early
consideration.
Questions qf personal interest will be
promptly answered by letter, if a stamp be inclosed for
the return postage.

Moke " Light." — In your answer to

" Let

there be Light," you totally ignore the teach
ing of the Holy Writ in regard to the creation of

heaven and curth, man and animals, in six days, and
May 1 ask
say that geology proves so and so.
what if geology does prove these things, have we
not the Bible that tells us (and we can not but be
lieve it) that the earth, man, etc., were made in
six days t The Bible was given to us for our in
struction, and we should believe its teachings.
say, let geology alone so far as it comes in direct
contact with the Bible. The Bible is a truth, all
will admit, and geology is founded upon mere cir
n. p. f.
cumstantial evidence.

I

Ans. Wc are not aware that we ignore the real
teaching of the Bible in regard to the creation.
We expressly quoted the statement, " In the be
ginning God created the heaven and the earth."
We have no theory to establish, no skepticism to
foster, and do not desire to ignore anything of
trnth in any department of inquiry. Man can not
know whether one earth only, or, to enlarge the
thought, one solar system, came into being at the
time indicated, or whether all planets and systems
Forty years ago a
were created at the same time.
religious man, especially a minister, would have
startled Christendom had he boldly proclaimed his
belief that days in the first chapter of Genesis
meant long periods, and that it might have re
quired many years to bring the earth into habitable
condition. Now, most intelligent ministers of the
Gospel accept the facts of geological science, and
hold to the central meaning of the teachings of the
In the days of Copernicus and
book of Genesis.
of Galileo the great religious teachers repudiated
the theory of astronomy which everybody now ac
cepts, viz., that the earth is a globe revolving on
its axis every twenty-four hours, and presenting
one side successively to the sun, making alternate
The contrary was
day and night on the earth.
The earth was considered
taught and believed.
flat, and the sun, moon, and stars were thought to
This is
have been made solely to light the world.
The statement that Joshua
the way it appeared.

Where the sun, moon, and stars went
to when they seemed to m .n to set, and how they
got back to their rising, was not known nor very
•
well explained.
stationary.

Wc take the Bible to mean that "In the begin
ning God created the heaven and the earth."
Thero is no doubt of it. But when that begin
We believe that " the
ning was it Is not stated.
earth was without form, and void," — that it was a
chaotic mass of molten matter, and as it cooled it
became surrounded with gases and steam, making
it quite impossible for cither vegetable or animal
to live on its surface, and that at the end of a
" day " or jxriod this state of affairs was changed
In the passage
by Almighty power and wisdom.
from the 11th to the 16th verses we have an ac
count of grass and trees and fruits : " And it was
so." Yet if we are pinched to a literal rendering
of times and days, wc have the earth covered with
grass and fruit-bearing trees before the sun itself
was created.

We suppose the best biblical scholars are agreed
to-day all over the world that the Mosaic account
of the creation or revelation of the earth is sub
stantially true as a fact, but that forages the human
race has honestly but ignorantly understood

the

term day to mean one of our days of twenty-four
hours, instead of a cycle or term of duration in

which certain great specific changes were wrought
out on the earth's surface.
Some still believe the
earth

to

be a flat

surface.

It

60 appears

to the

but the contrary is demonstrated
every day, though a man in England last year was
willing to lose $2,500 on an experiment which re
sulted in an absolute mechanical demonstration
that the earth is a globe as round as an apple.
Poor Galileo, however, was compelled to kneel
and confess publicly that "his teachings
on the
earth's rotundity and motion were untrue, on the
his
pain of losing the globe which adorned
own shoulders ; but as he rose from his compul
sory kneeling, he whispered to one of his friends,
" The world does move, though." A hundred
years hence It would require an affidavit or the
records of history to convince any intelligent man
that geology and the Scriptures had ever been sup
God's book of nature and His
posed to be at war.
book of revelation are every day becoming better
and His word and works are seen to
understood,
naked

eyes ;

harmonize.

Our Mentorial bureau.

it,

;

is

is

a

is

About Headr. —

Has another organ
?

of Language been discovered that takes cognizance
of proper names, species, etc.
Am. Several suggestions have been made, and
the position between Time and Locality has been
We have
regarded by one at least as its location.
as
as yet no reason to accept
discovery.
What should be the distance from the open
ing of one ear to that of the other around Individ
uality and around Human Nature, with an entire
circumference of twenty-two inches measured
around Eventuality and Philoprogenltlvcncss, in
full-sized and well-balanced head
a

a

head
Am. The proper measurements of such
should be; circumference, 22 inches; ear to ear
car to car around
around Individuality, 121 inches
car to ear over Firm
Human Nature, 13 inches
All these measurements are with
ness, 14 inches.
a

and necessity

?

convenience

;

6oon

1.

and very

would require that each should recognize the
rights of property, — the just claim of each to a
property In the fruits of his own productive in
dustry. Any trespass upon the productions of
others would be recognized
by the Intellect as a
wrong, and thus would be laid the foundation of
" Thou shalt not steal,"
the right of property.
would grow Into a law, and Conscientiousness
would then for the first time be called Into use.
Reason would show the propriety of the rule ;
conscientiousness
would enforce it. In the country
forests, where nuts are so abundant that one can
enter and cat to his heart's content, he would not
think, nor would the owner, that he had been
stealing.
In th • city, where nuts are bought by
the peck and retailed by the half pint. If one were
to step np to a stand and eat freely, or were to
take a handful and walk off, as he would in the
country forest, without a twinge of conscience,
he wonld soon be made to know that the act
was stealing, and ever after his conscientiousness
would recognize the rights of the vendor and the
We take a drink of water at
wrong of stealing.
any man's well or hydrant, and give thanks to the
proprietor, not for the water as a thing of value,
but for the use of his fixtures, or as a mere cour
But on the Sandwich Islands, where, being
tesy.

it

labor,

;

If a man were alone on a continent or island he
could appropriate everything to his own use or
comfort which might come within his reach. He
would be able to say truly, " I am monarch of all
I survey," simply because his " right there is none
to dispute."
But let others come to the Island,
and in the plenitude of the natural wealth begin
to make improvements
and gather In the fruits of

a

Man should follow his conscientiousness,
or he
be a sinner in every instance of its violation.
But one should seek to have an enlightened con
scientiousness.
Animals arc not endowed with
the faculty of conscientiousness.
The posses
sion of these two qualities, with a few others, con
stitute the human being as distinguished from the
loweranimals. Instinct governs animals; reason and
conscientiousness,
with the other moral sentiments,
should govern man. Conscientiousness does not
tell us, in all cases, what is right : its office is to
give the love of right, a sense of duty and justice.
Its essential monition Is, " Do right."
Reason
and experience
must be employed as a guide to
what is right, and then Conscientiousness
impels
us to do the right.

will

the tape.
So far as we know, no two heads have ever been
found exactly alike even the Siamese twins arc
as different as other brothers not so closely united.
most marked difference in heads
Culture makes
and faces.
Compare the head of an ignorant boor
;

means by Conscientiousness.

a

entiousness makes us yearn after truth and right
which is quite a different thing. Our
friend means by Conscience what the phrenologist
eousness,

is

An*. The word conncience really means a knowl
edge of what is passing in one's own mind or dis
position ; but the faculty or sentiment of Consci

of late volcanic formation, there are no springs,
the cisterns and pools are dry on tho
coast, a man has to walk over mountains fourteen
miles and back to bring a few gallons of water, a
glass of water would then have a high property val
ue, and to take it without leave or paymeat would
be stealing.
What gives water no value and its un
paid use no criminality but its plentif ulness f And
what but the weary labor it cost the Islander to
procure a few gallons constituted its property and
its unbidden use theft ? Reason sees no value in
one case, and no wrong in using
and conscien
not called into action; in the other
tiousness
case, reason, considering the immense labor inci
dent to the obtaining of the water, recognizes the
right of property in it, and conscientiousness
says
"touch not, taste not" without consent and com
Some men have so much conscien
pensation.
tiousness that they fear to act at all lest they
should act wrongly. Many are very honest, but
These should not violate their con
very ignorant.
scientiousness,
even though they have vague ideas
of what right. Some are clear-headed, and know
that things are earned or constructed by others,
but they have so little conscientiousness
that the
weak
the first
feeling of inenmbency and duty
live in constant fear of imaginary and possible
wrong the last get what they crave, and are lit
tle influenced by considerations
of moral responsi
bility. Conscientiousness
says Do right, and we
should obey
but through the exercise of rea
son we should seek to learn what
right, that hon
esty of purpose
may not lead us into positive
This
simply the
wrong through ignorance.
moral aspect of the subject.
Veneration and Spir
ituality, however, enable us to recognize
relig
" Thou, God, scest
ious obligation, and to feel
me," and this gives
higher sanction to the exer
cisc of Conscientiousness.
and when

it

If

;

?

is

a person

;

Conscientiousness. — Should

always follow the dictates of his conscience
not, what shall he follow ?
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Eternal
with that of a scholar or philosopher!
change is the order of nature, and we are constant
ly changing.

A Stage-struck Youth. — Would

you

me to study for the stage f I think I am
well constituted for it.
in.'. Something like twenty years ago a young
man with eager longings like yourself for the
life of an actor, applied to Mr. Bur
spangled
ton, the late distinguished comedian, for a posi
tion. Mr. Burton's answer contains so much of
practical admonition on the Bubject of the stage,
that we give it in full as detailed by that young
man in after-years.
" Young man, you had better go drown your
self.
If you have pluck, energy, and ambition
you can find a far better future for yourself in
other pursuits — with the auditors rather than the
actors.
One-half the work required to make a
good actor will make a rich man in any other pro
fession.
You have spoken to me plainly and with
earnest hopefulness.
Allow one who is, compara
tively speaking, an old man, to advise you never
to look to the stage as a means of support. Every
city is full of poor, miserable devils, hanging
abont the doors of theaters, living in idleness,
waiting for a chance to be put on in somebody's
The tinsel of the stage and the reality of
filace.
ife are very different things.
The smiles, the
the fun, and the well-fitting costumes
laughs,
worn by the actors are only for the occasion.
But
few smiles come from the heart, — they are only
face-deep ; while the clothes are left in the ward
robe after the actors have donned their rags and
advise

gone home.
"
you are willing to work, you had better do
it outside of a theater, — it will be better for you.
Should you not happen to possess those qualities
which constitute good actors, to enter upon the
life would effectually spoil you for anything else ;
for once let the shiftlessness of unqualified stage
life be tasted, and the victim is forever spoiled.
" Should you be possessed of mettle and good
material for an actor, Just so fast as you go up oth
ers will pull you down, or attempt to.
You will
encounter bickerings and jealousies, and all sorts
of combinations against you, for actors, like mu
sical celebrities, are most jealous of each other.
The road to success is a hard one; while, as a
general thing, an actor's life is darker even than
the stage when the audience has retired and the gas
has been turned off.
" If, however, you wish to try it, will give you
a chance.
But it is a dog's life you would enter
A situation one week — and idleness for a
upon.
A little cheap applause from the boys in
month.
the gallery, and a hungry stomach after you have
gone home. Better stick to type-setting, — then you
will have the making of yourself, ana the making
or unmaking of actors besides."

If

I

Light. — Why

is it that sunshine en

tering a room through a small crack takes a circu
lar form on the wall ?
Ant. All that can be sold on this point is that
such is the fact.
Light thrown off by a luminous
body assumes a conical or cylindrical form, ac
cording to the conditions under which it appears
to the observer.
All pencils of light are primarily
diverging, —every point of a luminous body throw
ing off light in a conical stream ; converging rays
and parallel rays are generally regarded as having
a cylindrical shape.

Fluency of

[August,

Speech.

I

—I

presume my

am a very poor conversa
tionalist — experiencing great difficulty In getting
the word
want to convey my idea — though the
ideas themselves
not unfrequently fail to recur
when bid, to my no small annoyance, and, some
am sure the trouble doesn't
times, confusion.
result from diffidence, us It is none the less when
conversing with those of the least intelligence
than when with those whom
most admire for
their talents and attainments.
Moreover, it is
equally present when
practice
extemporizing
alone.
Will you inform me of a method, if there
be one, by which
can acquire the art of talking
coherently and fluently ?
Having observed that good talkers can generally
commit to memory a poem or the like very readily,
have thought there might bo a correlation be
tween the faculties upon which talking and com
mitting to memory are respectively dependent, and
that perhaps If were to practice committing to
memory until
acquired an aptitude therefor, the
mental training might enable me to talk better.
Has the theory any scientific basis ?
Language

is small,

as

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Arts. One of the best means of cultivating Lan
The training
guage is by reading aloud to friends.

of the vocal apparatus, the muscles of the throat
and tongue, is quite as important as the training
of the mental faculties which generate the thought
to be uttered, or the conception of the words in
which to clothe the thought
One may be a firstclass critic of dancing without having danced a
step, and one in like manner may be a critic of
composition or of speech without the facility to
utter his own thoughts even when they are clearly
defined In his mind. Some clear-headed men live
silently, and read until their minds are richly stored
with facts and ideas, but they can not talk half so
easily as one who has not half their talent or infor
Commit
mation, but who has practiced talking.
ting to memory is one excellent method of culti
vating freedom of utterance, yet one of the princes
of lingual power and command of words, Henry
Ward Beecher, can not commit to memory the
language of others, and finds it very difficult to
quote correctly more than half a dozen passages
of Scripture. When he writes portions of a ser
mon, he changes their language very much in the
delivery.

Who is He ?— A Pro£
" Triumph

,

of N. Y.,

of Science ! The Light
ning Method of Shorthand Writing, the Marvel
of the Nineteenth Century ! New, Brilliant, and
Effective! The Mystic Art Within the Beach of
advertises

the

All!"

Ana. We do not know him, nor is there any
Prof. Gray in the city directory. We guess he is a
myth.

Smoking.

— Will

frequent

smoking

or the
cause a person to become narrow-chested,
abdomen to get flattened ?
so, why ?
An*. Persons not naturally inclined to corpulency

If

generally get thin in the checks, narrow in the
chest, flat in the abdomen, and pale and leathery

in complexion, in consequence of using tobacco ;
because tobacco is such a poison that a man not
accustomed to its use would die in six hours If he
were to take a single cigar into his stomach, and

mentorial bureau.

Can not Speak

fob Choking. —

am so embarrassed my
rise to speak,
heart seems to rise in my throat and choke me.
It not for want of knowledge of my subject
the trouble and
or from loss of words. What
what the remedy
Ant. If you use coffee and tobacco, their effect
rush of blood to the head under ex
to Induce
is

a

?

a

is

a

is

I

I

When

citement.

Embarrassment can be overcome

by

?

Is

it

f

f

good muscular system will show cultivation
readily than one who starts with small
still, the culture will show on the small
muscles
true in respect to all the
The same
muscles.
mental organs.
more

Is

Army

Officers. — Have

you

ever

known any celebrated officers of the army with
small perceptive organs
Ant. Distinguished men, both in and out of the
fair development of the per
army, must have
The most distinguished soldiers
ceptive organs.
of all ages have had large perceptlves as well as
large reflective organs. Cuesor, Wellington, Napo
leon, Washington and Scott had large perceptlves,
and large, or rather large, reflective organs.

A subscriber

at

Staflbrd

Springs

thinks our illustration of Sublimity to be inappro
These
priate, but he does not suggest any other.
symbols are simply intended to indicate either the
natural language or the perverted action of the
The reader may illustrate each faculty
organs.
as he pleases.

Exercise

for Clerks. —What

kind

of exercise or recreation should you recommend to
dry-goods' clerks confined within doors from seven
in the morning until eight or nine o'clock at night
pair of
Ant. Clerks thus confined should have

?

is

;

a

mystery

the

t

is

a

;

by the observer, the snake's progress
but where one' has an opportu
nity to observe the snake when he moves very
slowly, the whole process becomes plain.
recognized

seems

having

a

is

?

which they can slightly raise. These serve to
surface
take hold upon the ground or whatever
made
they crawl over. Moreover, their progress
by means of lateral motion or by wriggling, thus
bending the body rapidly and instantly straight
ening it, holding on to the ground meantime by
If snake
the scales they make rapid progress.
be watched, he will be seen to hold on by the
scales near the head and draw up the body into
lateral curves then holding to the ground by the
scales near the tail and straightening the curves
the head is pushed forward. As this process
generally too rapidly performed to be distinctly

person

;

Snakes — How they Run. — Will you

please inform me, through your excellent Journ
al, upon what principle or by what means the
a mystery to me.
This
snake runs
An*. Snakes have scales on their under surface

Music. — Could

organ of Tune small ever learn to sing and would
cultivation enlarge the organ
Ant. Tea. Small organs are not so easily culti
The man who has naturally
vated as larger once.
a

and report early.

first

marry.

It,

Study mathe
Ann. Yes; so will hard work.
matics moderately, saw wood, shovel gravel, split
Do
rails, or engage in any real missionary work.
If you go much to church, you must also
good.
do much of something else to keep, up a balance.
Phrenological
Get up a club of subscribers for the
Journal, for example ; that will call out other fac
Try
ulties than those allotted to the emotions.

Again. — Two of my

Cousins

Would
daughter.
cousins married and have
there be any objection to my marrying that
daughter on the score of consanguinity
If "Anxious In
An*. Yes, most decidedly.
quirer" had read any full year of this Journal he
would have read his answer two or three times.
We may add In advance of the asking, that
not thought proper for brothers and sisters to
?

way?

quacks.

a

you

my
please inform me whether it is possible to curb
very emotional nature ? My occupation is that of
Will exercise or diet affect it in any
book-keeper.

do

a

A Nervous Book-keeper. — Will

" University Medicines." — What

you know of them, and of the Professor, J. Walter
Scott, at the head of them
Ant. It
private " one-horse concern,"
only
not recognized
by any regular school of physi
We class
with the Philadelphia shop
cians.
falsely called " Howard Association," and other
contrivances bearing names Intended to mislead
" indiscreet
and deceive the public, and to catch
young men " and others, who do not know any
and advertising
better than to .trust strangers

a

ject, and then we shall be able to make a more spe
cific answer.

You should read In public, and after
practice.
awhile you can speak your own thoughts. Some
ministers arc, for many years, afflicted in the same
way, but by writing and reading their discourses,
in whole or in part, they finally overcome the em
barrassment.
A lengthy and exhaustive article on
" Bashfulness " may be found in our "Combined
Annuals. " Price, by mail, tl 60.

a

Recovery op Muscle. — After a muscnlar fiber of the human body has weakened its
tension by use, can its former contractility be fully
restored f and if so, how f
Ann. Unless the muscle has become diseased, it
can be restored by exercise adapted to Its condition
and hygienic living. Men may become thoroughly
exhausted by excessive exertion, and so unable to
move about, but rest recuperates their energies.
This is analogous to the exhaustion of a single
Even rupture of cer
. muscle or a set of muscles.
tain ligaments or cords Is susceptible of cure. Be
kind enough to write us more definitely on this sub

137

it

If it
It could not be thrown from the system.
could lie there quietly like arsenic, it would he
death to the strongest man.

is

Our
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dumb-bells, weighing two pounds each, and use
them vigorously three minutes at a time three or
four times a day during business hours ; and have
another pair at home with which to take half an
Let
hour's exercise every morning and night
tobacco, coffee, and spices alone, and sleep eight
hours, and even dry-goods clerking will not hurt
you.

?$W ft«8 |aSCerebral

Luminosity/.

— We

talk

minds ;
about enlightened
nations,
enlightened
and I would express a few thoughts about enlight
I believe the mind
ened and illuminated brains.
and lighted throngh the
becomes both heated
medium of the brain, —or, in other words, cerebral
excitement in the superior-anterior region, at least,
both light and heat. The expression
produces
" enlightened mind " means vastly more than the
world at large knows. We have been accustomed
to speak of all the different conditions of mind
without associating it with simultaneous and simi
lar conditions — indispensable
conditions — of its
instrument the brain.
We may compare the human brain with the earth
We have reason to beliove that
in many respects.
the brain, like the earth, has a light and a dark
side.
Whether its proportions of light and shade
are half and half like those of the earth may be
uncertain ; but I think the upper anterior portion
of the brain only is moro or less illuminated in
proportion to its development and activity, while
The structure,
its inferior portion is in darkness.
relations, and movements of the earth are such as
to produce all its variety of life and organism.
There is a material life and power, and also a men
tal and spiritual life and power inherent in the
earth which has been progressively developed;
and its possibilities of higher productions in the
future are vastly beyond the ken of science.
The brain may be compared to a tree, its lower
part or roots being closely allied to and dependent
upon the earth, while Its upper part is like the
tree-top, whereon we expect to find the fruits and
As the roots of the tree
flowers of human life.
arc under the earth, and in darkness fulfilling thenfunctions, so the lower brain fulfills its office in
darkness ; and these dark regions, like the cellar
to an elegant house, are the basis upon which the
upper mansions, the spiritual apartments, " the
dome of thought," are built and depend.
Oh, how significant to the student of the brain
" A good tree can not
are the words of Christ :
evil
fruit
neither
;
can a corrupt tree
bring forth
bring forth good fruit."
He also said to his
disciples in his great sermon on the mount: "Ye
are the light of the world : a city that is set on a
hill can not be hid," etc. We have abundant
evidence that when Christ chose his disciples they
had upper brain enough, and it was illuminated

[August,

to understand
partly, at least, and ap
enough
ply his sentiments and doctrines.
It requires a
luminous brain to appreciate the impressions of
A fully developed, active
enlightened minds.
upper brain is the most brilliant and beautiful
establishment on earth.
We have good evidence
that every organ and every region of the brain has
its subtile emanations, its aura or atmosphere of
different colors and shades. If clairvoyants are reli
able, the aura of the intellectual or frontal brain is
blue, which color is the symbol of truth.
The aura
of the moral and spiritual brain is yellow, orange,
and golden, colors symbolic of the highest attri
butes of the human mind.
The colors of the upper
posterior brain are the different shades of red, the
symbol of war and ambition. As we go down the
back-head we descend into the regions of darkness.
The contrast between the darkness and light of the
lower and upper brain is perhaps as great as that
between the darkness under a palace and its bril
liant upper rooms.
The upper machinery of the
brain might be likened to a large cotton factory a,t
night, highly illuminated, and in full operation.
You enter and see wheels, bands, shafts, spindles,
shuttles, etc., all in motion, attended and controlled
by skillful and intelligent heads and hands.
But
a cotton factory, as complex and wonderful as it
is, is a simple affair in comparison with a human
brain.
The brain represents and illustrates the
spectrums — solar, chromatic, thermal, and chemi
cal— in the most effective, grand, and glorious ope
rations ; but language can not depict it.
This "light on the brain " is, doubtless, the re
sult of combustion, or a chemical union of phos
phorus and oxygen.
Oh, what a laboratory is the
human brain ! It is a well-demonstrated fact that
highly intellectual persons manufacture, so to
speak, large quantities of phosphoric and other
acids, and that such persons are more liable to
and weaknesses
of the kidneys,
derangements
bladder, etc., than those whose activities are chief
ly physical. These acids and other substances that
puss off through corporeal organs and channels are
the chips and cinders ; the residuum of mental
action and — thought-making t An intensely active
and luminous brain can not sleep well in solar or
artificial light, but needs total darkness as well as
stillness. On the contrary, persons whose intel
lectual machinery is stupid, can sleep easily either in
sun-light or gas-light, and are disturbed neither by
f. H. cook.
light nor noise.
Columbus, Kan.

Experience. — What

a strange fatality-

is that which seems to Impel mankind blindly on

ward regardless of the experience of others who
have gone before 1 Travelers tell us that in Styria
the superstitious natives have a custom of marking
the Bite of every accident by flood or mountain
path with a picture depicting the nature of the

At one point where the road over
casuality.
of a lady precipi
hangs the river a representation
tated into the flood will be seen ; at the next sharp
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turn a carriage will be portrayed as upset, with
gashed and bleeding travelers writhing beneath ;
or an astounding avalanche will be shown swallow
ing up the " cilwagen " and all its passengers.
Now, one of these illustrated mountain pathways
is a fitting emblem of the journey of human life.
On every side we may see ghastly pictures of
"ruined manhood and wasted youth."
Yet re
gardless of these pictures, and of the solemn
warnings of all past experience, or of the deep
groans that come up to our ears from the dark
chasm yawning at our very feet, we totter onward
to certain destruction, and our names arc soon used
also " to point a moral " if not to " adorn a tale."
Let those who are about to turn aside into the
path of idleness, or plunge into the turbid flood
of sensual pleasure, or who are standing on the
brink of the awful gulf of intemperance,
pause
for a moment, and look at the melancholy pictures
all around them ; and let them remember that
these pictures are as convertible as the algebraic
characters

x and y, and can be made to represent

all who turn from the pathway of duty and meet
warben tkuitt.
with destruction.

It

My First

Effort in Phrenology. —

hundred miles northwest from St.
Louis, — St. Joseph, Council Bluffs, and Omaha
were then scarcely known, — and not far from the
river which Clark and Lewis ascended to the
Rocky Mountains. I was a mere youth attending
I obtained from a store in
school in the district.
the neighborhood a copy of a work on Phrenology
published by yonr house in 1849. This book I
studied attentively, and it became noised aronnd
among the boys that I was a phrenologist. One
Sunday morning quite a number of neighbors had
assembled at our house, and the subject of Phre
nology coming up, I was pointed out as a disciple
I did not feel particularly bad on
of the science.
that account, but I felt that I was not master of
It so happened that there waB a man in
my trade.
the company who had lately emigrated from the
State where Daniel Boone used to have dog-fights.
This man insisted that I should examine and tell
After some
him what I thought of his head.
hesitancy I told him that I would tell him what
the book said.
Only imagine a little boy feeling
the head of a pretty old man to tell him something
about his character which he did not know himself.
But I only agreed to tell him what the book said, and
so went to work.
The first " bumps" on which I
was three

and Deplaced my fingers were Combativcncss
" very large."
structivencss.
said these were

I

I experienced all the
Upon this announcement
anathemas of the crowd for giving the old man,
who had joined the church, and was thought to be
I told them that
quite a saint, such a character.
was what the book said ; I tried to get out of it
But
myself by laying the mistake on the book.
6till thinking that it might be right, I subsequently
watched the man's actions closely, and found that
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he was very cruel in his treatment of his negroes,
and within one year from that time he actually
sewed up his hogs' eyes to keep them out of his

cultivated fields ! " There," said
" Phrenology is right after all."

"Woman

vs.

I to the

Woman's

objectors,
E. M.

Rights." —

Woman's rights seems to have become an absorb
ing subject with many, almost a monomania withsome ; and scarcely a paper or periodical of any
kind can be taken up but it is found laden with
some message of this character; and what poor,
abject, oppressed subjects we have become! so it
seems to be said; and what cruel tyrants, what
terrible ogres the men are ! almost second editions
of Blue Beard ! I am almost astonished, some
times, after perusing these sensational articles, to
find myself capable of stauding upright, or even
daring to speak in the presence of cruel man.
Something more than a year ago this little green
State of ours (old Vermont) was shaken to its
foundations by an army of Woman's Rights inva
ders, threatening us with opening a sure and speedy
path to the polls, and rushing us into franchise
whether we woulld or not; and such a sense of
our ignorance and unfitness to enjoy such a privi
lege came over us, it nearly suspended our breath
until the conflict was over, and this army became
defeated in their project. I am glad, for one, that
I do not want the privilege.
they did not succeed.
Perhaps our learned sisters, advocating the cause,
arc prepared to accept the success of their mission
understandingly; but I am not, and so am like
We know nothing about
thousands of others.
politics, and to rush us into them in all our igno
rance would be doing our country a great and
Thousands of ignorant men
irreparable wrong.
are ranked already as voters in our republic who
are a living, destroying curse upon us.
Their
votes are bought and sold at the will of debased,,
ambitious, selfish, unprincipled politicians ; and
why multiply their number many times by tha
addition of others who would part with a vote for
a print dress or a ribbon? We had much better
I wonder what
cut down the number of votes.
has caused all this disquiet and unrest among my
sisters ! Why need they be so anxious to extend
the orbit of their sphere ? In the various stations
of life, as wife, mother, daughter, sister, or friend
and teacher, woman exerts an unbounded influence
either for good or ill, and holds the weal or woe of
our nation in her hands ; what more need she ask
of the National
for? On the late anniversary
Woman's Suffrage Association, Mrs. Stanton dep
recated the present state of our country as found
control ; and thus implied
under the masculine
that it would be much bettered if woman could
only have a finger in the pic. But I sincerely hope
the Presidential chair will never be reduced to the
Just hear
extremity of being filled by a woman.
Mrs. Victoria C. Woodhull: "We will have our
rights; we say no longer, By your leave," etc.
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Now, my dear "lords of creation," what Is going
to be done for you ? Know when woman says she
will, she will. Please read the remainder of this
reported speech, and 6CC what will be your destiny
If yon refuse free, untrammcled franchise to these
They arc going to secede from
aspiring women.
you, and erect a new constitution and government
sec no
of their own. Then, what will you do ?

I

left for you but to take up the late
popular refrain, " Put Me in My Little Bed," and
retire from the arena of public strife ; there will
lewbn.
be nothing left for you to do but rest,
alternative

From the Prison-Bound. — A corre

writes from the prison at Joliet, 111., in
most grateful terms, on account of some little at
tentions received from us. He says :
" According to the rules and regulations of this
place, I am allowed to write once only every ten
weeks, and to-day being my first opportunity to an
swer your kind letter, and acknowledge the re
ceipt of your valuable books, which were duly re
* * * I can not ex
ceived on the 21st of April,
* * * I
press my deeply-felt gratitude on paper.
hope to reciprocate your past favors in a way that
will be beneficial to you at no distant day. Your
books have given me much needed information.
I am situated in a place (as you arc aware) where
there arc a great many different shades of char
acter, and am thus enabled to proceed with a
study which will help me in my future life. * * *
spondent

You will hear from me again once more, and that
will be signed with the sweet word liberty.
" Yours respectfully,
R. B."
The following verses are sent with the above
letter, which, K. B. says, express his grateful sen
timents.
MY FRIEND.
BT W.

W.

MALOTT.

Give mc the friend with open heart,
With frank and manly brow.
Who scorns deception's scheming art,
And falsehood's traitor vow.
Aye ! one that when the world's chill frown
Falls darkly nn the soul.
Will lift the spirit up, and crown
With joy life's mantling bowl.
Give rac the friend with courage high,
Who knows no coward fear,
And manhood from his speaking eyes,
Shines out serene and clear.
Not one that, when detraction's voice
Stings as an adder's fang,
Will, secret. In each wound rejoice,
And in each bitter pang ;
One that, when all the world forsakes,
Will but the closer cling ;
Who counts all sacrifice he makes
As naught, If peace it bring.

This is the heart for which mine yearns,
The friend for whom I pine ;
The sonl for whom mine ardent barns,
Dear friend, I've found In thine.

Phrenology

[August,
in

the Pulpit. — A

Western clergyman writes : " I apply phrenolog
ical principles in ail I think or say. Does it matter
under what name the truths are put so the world
is benefited?
I think not It seems tome that,
in theology especially, men are cowardly " in tiying all things and proving all things," bnt they
have a death-grip
in holding fast to things not
* * * It has been a marvel
very good at best.
to old ministers and to young ones who start from
the dogmatic schools to see how I could pitch into
things in a practical sort of a way, even before I
had pretended to go through the form of studying
for the ministry, but it is not strange to you who
know the text-book I follow — human nature. * » *

If I get more credit
I do not forget the

than my single talent deserves,
key which unlocks so much of

* * * Occasionally I meet the Journal.
To read it is much like renewing an old love or
* * * Let us reach
kissing nn old sweetheart.
hands across and say to each other, "Our works
are one in aim if not in name."
High above is the
realm of God's truth, and below is humanity,
walking in darkness yet seeking the truth. This
is the end for which all true men work, — to teach
mankind that whosoever will give np the lower
realm of animal appetite shall find the realm of
spiritual life."
good.

iutcrarn polices.
There is a kind of physiognomy in (he titles of books
no less than in the facts of men, by which a skillful ob
server will know a* well what to expect from the one as
the other.— Butler.

The Descent of Man, and Selection in

Relation to Sex.
By Charles Darwin, R.A.,
F.R.S. With illustrations. Two vols., 12mo ;
New York: D.
Price, Si.
pp. M5; cloth.
Appleton it Co.
The world is, or should be, very much obliged
He
to Mr. Darwin for his studious investigations.
has set many men to thinking, and this is one way
superstition, and bigotry.
to supplant ignorance,
But hits Mr. Darwin established the fact as to the
descent or ascent of man ? Has he proved any
thing ? What of the origin of man ? Was he a
direct creation of almighty power, or did he grow
out of plant, Insect, reptile, or animal ? Are there
still higher orders of being as much above man as
man is above plant or animal? He gives his ver
" Instinct and Reason," with many inter
sion of
esting facts ; but fails to define them in accordance
This, however, is a
with phrenological science.
matter of no moment with the author who is driv
We commend
ing on to establish a new theory.
We, in
his zeal, his learning, and his sincerity.
common with others, question his judgment, and
arid conclusions.
do not accept
his inferences
wc concede tho propriety of this
Nevertheless,
Obtain a fact, and then
line of investigation.
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AH facts and all true theo

ries begin and end In God.
We would trace out
the course of nature in all things. Read Darwin,

that which he proves.
Learn all we
is not wicked to learn all we can — we
shall never know all. The Messrs. Appleton have
published " The Descent of Man " in excellent
and accept
may, — and

it

style.

—

Principles of Psychology.
bert Spencer.
Second edition.
Price, $3 50.
pp. 635 ; cloth.
Appleton & Co.

By Her

Vol. I. ; 12mo ;
New York : D.

The work is divided into flvo parts : the first,
the Data of Psychology;
Inductions;
second,
third, General Synthesis; fourth, 8pecial; fifth,
Physical, with an Appendix on the Action of
Anesthetics and Narcotics.
This is a work for advanced thinkers by a master.
Few will undertake to sit in judgmtnt or to criti
cise seriously Herbert Spencer.
He is human, it is
true, and therefore fallible.
But let those with a
longer reach of intellect, with a broader scope of
mental vision, question
him if they will.
Let
smaller minds sit at his feet and learn.
The pub
lishers arc entitled to our best thanks for repro
ducing so acceptably the works of this distinguished
author.

Married fob Both Worlds.

By

Mrs.

A. E. Porter. One vol., 13mo ; pp. 381 ; cloth.
Price, ?1 50. Boston : Lee & Shcpard.

Here is the neat introduction which explains the
object of this ethereal, if not spiritualistic work:
" ' Do write the life of your friend Esther S
,'
said one who had just finished Miss Phelps' 'Gates
Ajar ; ' ' it is a beautiful record of cousecratcd
love.'
" I have attempted this work, but the sketch falls
far short of the reulity.
It is difficult to give all
the lights and shadows of such a quiet, unselfish
life, or to portray love as deep and pure as it is
rare in this world."
Say what we may of this lady's theology, she
writes in such a way as to attract many readers.

Castles in the

Air,

and

other Phan

tasies.
By Barry Gray.
"An old man prat
tling in the sunshine." One vol., crown; 8vo.
SI 50. New York: Hurd <fcHoughton.
A volume of sketches in .Barry Gray's playful
manner.
They arc not stories crowded with ex
citing incident, but rambling, good-natured char
acterizations of people and customs.
"Castles
In the Air" arc the half-revcry reminiscences of
a middle-aged
man looking to what might have
been.
The " Other Phantasies " arc Bimilar light
and gossipy papers enlivened
by anecdote and
song and humorous incident. Some of the head
ings of the chapters will indicate the scope of the
book : " The Garret in my Grandfather's House ; "
" Ghosts at the Parsonage ; " " All Hands around
the Mahogany ; " "A Light Dessert with Tarts ; "
"The Professor's Strange Story;" "The Pro
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fessor's Insane Friends ; " " Alcibiadcs Falls in
Love ; " " Peaches and Cream for Two."
A capi
tal summer book when recreation rather than hard
thinking is the object.

Institutes

op Medicine.

By Martin

Paine, A.M., M.D..LL.D.
Ninth edition. Ded
icated to the Medical Profession of the United
States.
One vol., octavo; pp. 1151 ; sheep, mar
ble edges, Library Style,
Price, 85.
New
York : Harper & Bros.

An exhaustive treatise on Physiology, Pathology,
and Therapeutics. A standard work on medicine
which has been before the public since 1847, and
passed through nine editions, which speaks for
itself, and requires no further commendation.
It
is regular allopathic orthodox.
No new-fangled,
ill-sustained notions incumber its pages.
Those
who practice according to th -se teachings will kill
or cure — according to rule — if not according to
Divine Providenca.

The

People's

PRAfTiCAi.

Poultry

Book : A Work on the Breeds, Breeding, Rear
ing, and General Management of Poultry. By
Wm. M. Lewis. Illustrated with over one hun
dred engravings.
Price, $1 50. New York : D.
D. T. Moore, Publisher, Mural Nea Yorker

Office.

The work is gotten up in excellent style, on fine
and well illustrated — the cuts embracing
fowls, turkeys, ducks, and geese. Different breeds
are described ; also the diseases to which they arc
liable — houses and other fixtures — incubators, etc.
— full directions for caponizing ; and in an appen
dix is given the points of excellence in the differ
ent breeds according to the English standard.
This chicken business has a magnitude
little
known, except to the initiated.
It is worth
while to look into it
paper,

Christianity and Positivism.

A Series

of Lectures to the Times on Natural Theology
and Apologetics.
By James McCo6h, D.D.,
LL.D. 12mo; pp.369. Price, $175. NewY»rk:
Robert Carter & Brothers.

This course of lectures on Christianity and Pos
itivism was delivered, by appointment, as the sec
in the
ond course on the foundation established
Union Theological Seminary by Mr. Zcbulon Stiles
Ely, of New York. Among the subjects discussed
were, The Nature and Need of a Revelation ; The
Character and Influence of Christ and his Apos
tles; The Authenticity and Credibility of the
Scriptures, Miracles, and Prophecy; The Diffu
sion and Benefits of Christianity ; and The Philos
ophy of Religion in its Relation to the Christian
The topics of the first series are, " Chris
System.
tianity and Physical Science ; " of the second sc
" of the
ries, " Christianity and Mental Science ;
third series, " Christianity and Historical Investi
gation, with an Appendix on, first, Gaps in th'
Theory of Development; second, Darwin's De
scent of Man ; third. Principles of Herbert Spec
cer's Philosophy.
The work is admirably puv
lished, on the best type and paper.
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The Eye

in*

Health

and Disease,

Being a Scries of Articles on the Anatomy and
Physiology o{ the Human Eye, and its Surgical
and Medical Treatment.
By B. Joy Jeffries,
A.M., M.D. 8vo; pp.112. Price, $ 1 50. Bos
ton: Alexander Moore.
The author treats his subject under the follow
ing headings :
Anatomy of the Eye; Physiology of the Eye;
Old Sight and Spectacles ; 'Near-sightedness, or
Myopia ; Long-Sightediiess, or Over-Sigh tedness —
Hypermetropia ; Astigmatism; Cataract in Chil
dren simulating Near-Sightedness
; Cataract; Arti
ficial Eyes — How and Why they arc Worn : Squint
—
ing Eyes Why and How they must be Operated
on ; An Artificial Pupil— What it is, How and Why
the Operation is Performed ; The Ophthalmoscope
— What it is, and How it is used; Injuries and
Diseases of the Lids and Eye— their General Care
and Treatment ; Type for Testing Vision.

The Wipe of

a

Vain Man.

By Marie

Translated from the Swedish
Sophie Schwartz.
8yo ; pp.
by Selina Borg and Marie A. Brown.
Price, $1. Boston and New York :
156; paper.
Lee <&Shepard.
Why not the vain wife of a yain man ? but we
will not mislead by irrelevant questions. The lady
author has received the indorsement of good
judges in popular literature, and we doubt not she
stands in the front rank of her class.
The enter
prising publishers will have the thanks of readers
for the good style in which these works are fur
nished.

Wonders

op European

Art. By Louis

Viardot.
One vol.,12mo ; pp. 335;
cloth.
Price, $1 50. New York : Charles Scribner oi
Co.

" A translation of

Mcrveille*

the

de la Peintim

second

series

by M. Viardot,

of the
first

the

part of which was published last year under the
title of ' Wonders of Italian Art,' and received
with much approval.
It embraces notices of the
Flemish, Dutch, and French
Spanish,
German,
schools, in which M. Viardot has critically exam
ined into the merits of many thousands
of the
most celebrated paintings."
All artists and lovers
of art should read it.

Her Lord and Master.

A Tale.

By

Florence Marryat (Mrs. Ross Church), author of
"Love's Conflict," " Vcronique," etc. 8vo;
paper; pp. 117. Price, 50 cents.
Harper &
Brothers.
This is No. 302 of the (unabridged and unaltered)
Library of Select Novels.

for Home Reading. By Rev.
John Hall, D.D. One vol., 12ino ; pp. 305 ;
Price, *1 75. New York: Dodd &
cloth.

Papers
Mead.

These able papers have already appeared in the
It ie a valuable compilation.
leading journals.
Here are the topics : Temper at Home ; The Vir
tuous Woman; How She Kept the Fifth Com
mandment; Be Strong; The Bars of a Castle;
A Life Story ; Shining Lights ; The Question Ev
The author writes as he
ery One Should Ask.
Let him continue
speaks, with effect and power.
to write.

Hit.
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By Mary E. Walker, M.D.

One

vol., 12mo; pp. 177; cloth. Price, $1 50. New
York : Published by the Author.
Dr. Mary Walker, of whom the world lias heard,
dedicates this book to her parents, to dress reform
ers, to her professional (medical) sisters, and to
the great sisterhood.
It is a handsome volume,
with an indifferent likeness of the author, which
will doubtless be read with pleasure and profit.
Sho talks in a familiar, chatty manner about
Love and Marriage ; Dress Reform ; Tobacco ;
Temperance; Woman's Franchise; Divorce; La
bor ; Religion.
" Strike if you will, but hear."
If other ladies do not think with Miss Walker,
it only proves that Miss Walker docs not think
with other ladies.
There are evidently " many
men of many minds," and women, too.

Light.

By Jacob Abbott.

With illus

cloth.
trations.
One vol., 12mo;
pp. 313:
Price, $1 50. New York : Harper & Bros.
The second of a series of " Science for the
Young," explaining in a pleasant narrative form,
with the aid of numerous illustrations, the princi
of light.
ples underlying the varied phenomena
A very instructive work.

Notes,

Explanatory and Practical, on

the Epistle to the Romans.
Designed for BibleBy Albert Barnes,
Classes and Sunday- Schools.
author of "Noteson the Psalms," etc. Tenth
edition, revised and corrected.
One vol., 12mo ;
pp. 367 ; cloth. Price, $1 50. New York : Harper
& Bros.

It is enough to announce the work without
further comment, to secure for it a large circle of
" Though dead, he yet speak intelligent readers.
" for the instruction of the many.
cth

The Old World,
Eyes.
SI 50.

Seen

with

Young

One vol., 12mo ; pp. 262; cloth.
New York : T. Whittaker.

Price,

All books of

travel must prove more or less in
though one writer repeats another.
This author describes in a colloquial style what
he saw in Europe during a six months' tour, with
out in the least lessening his patriotic love for his
It is very handsomely illustrated and
native land.
teresting,

neatly published.

The Best

Fellow in the World.

His

Hopes and Mishaps narrated for Public Benetit.
By Mrs. J. McNair Wright. 12mo; pp.
350. Price, $1 25. Introduction by Rev. T. L.
New York : J. N. Stearns, Publishing
Cuyler.
Agent.
This is the title of a new book just issued by
the National Temperance. Society, by this popular
books
author, and is one bf the best Temperance
It shows the seductive nature of
ever published.
•alcoholic drinks ; the physical retribution which
follows the career of what tho world calls the
" Best Fellow," giving facts and statements con
cerning inebriation, etc., and showing theneeessity
and benefit of the grace of God in the heart What
better reading than this for the rising generation ?

Tub
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Pleasant

Cove

Series.

The

Young Deliverers of Pleasant Cove.
By Rev.
Elijah Kellogg, author of "Lion Ben of Elm
Island," "Arthur Brown, the Young Captain,"
Price, 51 25. Lee &
18mo;
etc.
pp. 304.
Shepard, Boston and New York.
The author aims to teach an important lesson in
courage to dare, fortitude to endure, enterprise to
Possessed of
accumulate, and prudence to retain.
these admirable

qualities,

a boy is encouraged

fight the battles of life in an honorable
It is a good book for boys.
way.

Bench and Bar.

A

Complete

to

and manly

Digest

of the Wit, Humor, Asperities, and Amenities
of the Law. By L. J. Bigelow. New edition,
Witli'portraits and illustrations. One
enlarged.
New
vol., 12mo; pp. 532; cloth. Price, $2.
York : Harper it Bros.
Here are anecdotes of the Lord Chancellors of
England, British barristers, chief justices and advo
cates, U. S. ; also, stories of the Western bar,
with miscellaneous
epigrams,
puns, and poems,
with thirty illustrations. A book for attorneys,
judges, politicians, and legislators.

The Historical

Reader,

embracing

from Standard
Writers of Ancient
Selections
and Modern History, interspersed with illustra
tive passages from British and American Poets,
notes, ete., to
with explanatory observations,
which are added a Vocabulary of difficult words,
and
By
and biographical
geographical indexes.
John J. Anderson, A.M., author of a "Grammar
School History of the United States," etc. 12mo :
SO. New York: Clark &
pp. 544. Price,

II

MayuarJ.
The success attained by this author with other
similar works is an evidence of his capabilities to
This
make useful books for educational purposes.
work combines instructive history with entertain
ing reading, including poems and appropriate pieces
for declamation in schools and academics.

Young America Auroad.
Up the

Sweden,

Baltic

Second Series.

; or, Young America in Norway,
A Story of Travel and
and Denmark.

Adventure. By William T. Adams (Oliver Optie), author of "Outward Bound," "Shamrock
lCmo ; illustrated ; pp. 308.
and Thistle," etc.
Price, (1 50 per vol. Lee & Shepard, Boston
and New York.
Revised and compiled from " Our Boys and
Girls," and published with illustrations in the
handsome style exhibited in of all Messrs. Lee &
Just the tiling for boys who
Shepard's books.
■would like to see the world, or at least read about
it.

The Churchman

is said to be the

largest journal with the largest circulation in the
Protestant Episcopal Church. It has eight pages,
Size, thirty-five by forty-eight
forty columns.
Terms, $3 a year. To clergymen and
Inches.
divinity student* $2 50. Sample numbers sent
free.
It is published weekly by Messrs. M. H.
Mallory & Co., Hartford, Conn.
A large number of distinguished writers have
already been secured, among whom may be men
tioned the Bishop of Western New York', who will
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publish in the Churchman "A'poWoa; or, aRcview of
theNeglccted 8criptures; " the Bishop of Eastern,
who will publish a series of articles on a subject
of engrossing interest to churchmen ; the Bishop
of Connecticut, the Bishop of Central New York,
and others, as well as several eminent clergymen
and laymen.
The Churchman contains full Church
news from every diocese, and is careful to furnish
its readers with accurate reports of important
meetings, particularly Conventions — General and
Diocesan.
The interest of the Foreign News is
lucreased by letters from regular correspondents
in England and on the continent of Europe. In
its editorial columns it discusses vigorously and
thoughtfully all subjects which affect the Church 3
prosperity, and attends particularly to those mat
ters which belong to the Church's practical work.
We advise our readers to ask for a specimen
copy, and judge for themselves of Its merits.

Sense in the Household, a
Manual of Practical Housewifery. By Marion
Harlund.
One vol., 12mo;
pp. 556; cloth.
Price, »1 75. New York : Charles Scribner & Co.
A complete guide to the mysteries of the cuinncx
together with some valuable hints on various house
hold matters.
The authoress is evidently an ac
complished housekeeper, as well as " has bleue."
Common

A Novel. By the Author of
"John Halifax, Gentleman," "Fair Franco,"
"The Ogilvies," ete. 12mo; pp. 428. Price,

Olive.

Jl

50. Harper & Brothers.
Among all our story writers none stand higher
than Miss Muloch.
We take it that " Olive" will
be found no exception to the rule as to quality.

The
8tory.

McAllisters.
By Mrs. E. J.

Price, 50 cents.
211.
Temperance Society

A

Temperance

Richmond. 18mo ; pp.
New York: National

A capital thing. It pictures The Home of the
Drunkard; Brighter Prospects ; The White House
on the Hill; Dark Days Again; Sutler and Grow
Strong; Power of Faith; Dare to do Right;
Making Home Happy ; Shadow and Sunshine ;
The Gordon Family ; A Mother's Influence ; Fare
well Glances.

The Children's Week.

Seven Stories
Illus

By R. W. Raymond.
Days.
trated.
One vol., 12mo; pp.142; cloth.
B. Ford & Co.
$1. New York :
for Seven

J.

Price,

To induce reading, and at the same time Interest
and instruct, this little work must prove a success.
The illustrations are: Seven Stories; Stovepipe
Hole ; Karl's Return ; Secret Discovered ; Twen
ty-ninth of February; Fiddler before the King;
Torn and Pet in the Moonlight ; Drowned Dogs;
It is very nicely published.
Felix and the Idea.

Fifth Series
"

of

the " Breitmanx

Hans Brcitmann in Europe," with
By Charles G. Leland, au
Other New Ballads.
thor of "Hans Breitmann's Party," etc. Pp.
Philadelphia: T. B. Petor291. Price, 75 cents.

Ballads."

& Brothers.
This American author puszles our English cous
ins, and his works are blamed and praised by the
critics. He evidently enjoys the notoriety, and
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will

keep

band,

on showing up Hans as a lover, a hus
a politician, and possibly as a

a father,

statesman.

Sophocles — Ex Novissima

Recensione,

Guilielme Dindorfli. 18mo ; pp. 340. Price, 75
Harper & Brothers.
cents.
Messrs. Harper arc publishing a series of Greek
and Latin works, of which this is the thirteenth ;
the preceding being, Ciesar ; Virgilius ; Horatius;
Cicero de Sencetute et dc Amlcltia; Sophocles;
Euripides; Thucydides; .iEsehylus; Herodotus;
It is believed
Xenophon; Sallust; Lucretius.
that this series will prove far more acceptable to
American students than any other edition hitherto
published.

The Bhagvat-geeta

of
; or, Dialogues
KreSshnS and Arjofln, in Eighteen Lectures, with
Notes Translated from the Original, in the Sanskreet, or ancient language of the Brahmins, by
12mo ; pp. 109. Price, $1 25.
Charles Wilkins.

good

temperance

[August,

men for his judgment, zeal, and

good

management.
feather in his cap.

This new

Drawing Book, for

report is a new

Schools and Begin

Designed and drawn by M. H. Holmes.
In four parts. Long quarto.
Neatly bound in
New York : Harper & Bros.
paper.

ners.

The first four of a scries of twelve lessons in
drawing, beginning with straight lines, and carry
An
ing the pupil through simple shaded forms.
excellent work for beginners in the art.

Ralph the Heir.

A Novel.

With

illustrations. One vol., octavo : pp. 282. Price,
(1 25. New York : Harper & Bros.
Mr. Trollopc writes clever stories of tbe English
middle class, and this is no exception.

Modern Spiritualism,

its Scientific and

The best description we can give of this strange
old book is to quote from the editor: "We offer
to the public a very curious specimen of the liter
ature, the mythology, and morality of the ancient
It is an episodical extract from the
Hindoos.
' Mnliabharat,'
a most voluminous poem, affirmed
to have been written upward of four thousand
years ago by a learned Brahmin."

Moral Aspects.
By J. S. Douglas, A.M., M.D.,
12mo pamphlet: pp. 30.
Ph. D.
Price, 25
cents.
Milwaukee: I. L. Hauscr.
Among other statements indicating the object
of the work, the author says: "It is proposed to
show that the spiritual hypothesis, in view of all
the facts, is absurd ; that all their intelligent phe
nomena unmistakably indicate a mnndanc origin,
and are Incompatible with any other hypothesis."
The subject is still open for discussion.

Bancroft's Tourists' Guide.

Route for

Religio-Philosophical

Publishing

House, Chi

cago.

The Gey

San Francisco and Around the Bay (North).
lSuio; pp. 280. Price, $1 50. San Francisco:
sers.

A. L. Bancroft & Co.
Contents : De Profundis ;•A Trip into the Coun
try; The Tour Northerly; Napa Valley; The Gey
sers; Clear Lake Region; The Tour via Santa
Rosa ; Marin County ; Petaluma Valley ; Santa
Rosa Valley ; Russian River Valley ; Sonoma Val
ley ; San Francisco.
This is just such a work as every visitor to the
It
Pacific coast will find to be indispensable.
would be well to procure a copy in advance, and
so read up the subject.

The History of

Rome.

By Titus Li-

Literally translated, with Notes and Illus
trations by D. Spillan, A.M., M.D. 2 Vols.;
lUnio; Vol. 1, pp. 747, Vol. 2, pp. T25. Price,
Harper & Brothers.
$1 50 per volume.
We have here in two handsome and compact
volumes the best histories of ancient Rome pub
lished by an ancient Roman. ,It is unnecessary
for us to commend so well known a work.
vius.

The Blockade of Piialsburg.

An

Episode of the End of the Empire. By Mmes.
With illustrations. One
Erckmann-Chatrian.
vol., 12m<>; pp. 308; cloth. Price, 90 cts. New
York : Charles Scribner & Co.
A thrilling story by these able twin-authors.

Sixth Annual Report of the Na

tional Temperance Societt and Publication
House, New York, May. 1871. With Appendix,
Containing a List of Officers, etc. 8vo; pp. 48.
Price, 25 cents.
Mr. J. N. Stearns, the able publishing agent, 18
Readc Street, deserves the warmest thanks of all

a Month's Tour Through
the Alps of Switzerland.
By Prof. James

12mo pamphlet ; 25
D. Dana, of . Yale College.
cents.
New Haven, Ct. : Charles C. Chattield
& Co.
In eleven 12mo pages Prof. Dana gives much
useful information on the point The publishers
insert a list of their valuable publications.

Basil

;

or, The Crossed Path.

A Story

of Modern Life. By Wilkie Collins, author of
"The Woman in White," "The Dead Secret,"
8vo pamphlet: pp. 178. Price, 75 cents.
etc.
Philadelphia: T. B. Peterson <fcBrothers.

Arthur O'Leary.

A

Novel.

8vo pamphlet; pp. 221.
Charles Lever.
75 cents.
Same Publishers.

Sijion.

A Love

Story.

By

Price,

By George

Sand, author of "Consucio,"" etc.
8vo pamph
let; pp. 89. Price, 50 cents. Same Publishers.
Of these works it need only be said that they be

long to the cheap and popular class of light, ro
mantic literature. Is it healthful ?

The Nursery is a charming little
pictorial magazine for the youngest readers. It is
published by John L. Shorey, of Boston, at $1 50
a year.
Send 15 cents for a specimen number, and
" keep house without it"
then see if you cau

A Terrible Temptation.

By Charlea

One vol., octavo; pp. 39: paper.
Reade. Illustrated.
Price, 25 cent*. Boston : James R. Osgood & Co.
for such a house to publish ?
"just
thing"
the
Is this
We arc not too careful as to tho mental pabulum set be
fore young people, but this teoms to ns altogether too
strong and rank for a healthml diet. Hava the publish
ers considered their moral responsibilities ?
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HON. JOHN A. BINGHAM,
A. BINGHAM, now member of Con-

JOHN"
gress from the XVI th District

of Ohio,

waa

born in the town of Cadiz, in that State, on Jan
uary 21st, 1815.

His father was

a man

of more

than average acquirements, good business ca-

pacity,

(

Whole No.

392.

M.C.

and sterling

integrity.

After passing

through the common school of his village, the
son entered Franklin College, located at New
Athens,

Ohio, where he soon

became distin

guished as a diligent student, and especially as
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These treasures of coined thought which

tive.

were mostly accumulated without

the

use

of

the pen, were thus preserved for years, and

were always ready for use in the heat of de

of unpremeditated

bate or the now

speech.

Mr. Bingham was prevented from graduating
by a severe

illness, which occurred in 1837 —

the last year

of his college course.

The next

year he entered upon the study of law, and in
the spring of 1840 was admitted

His brilliant

talents

ily won for him

to the bar.

and studious habits speed

an enviable reputation, both as

counselor,

an effective advocate and a judicious

lie did not for

a time give much attention

to

politics, but his great abilities were soon recog
nized, and his services invited.
led him into the

His convictions

Whig party, but

he remained

among the rank and file of that organization,
winning considerable reputation as an eloquent
speaker,

but receiving no more tangible reward

until 1846.
attorney

He was then appointed prosecuting
for Tuscarawas

ing

it,

was twice elected

County,

Ohio,

to the same position.

however, at once less lucrative

and

Find
and less

agreeable than the. private practice of his pro

and national

a

fession, he at length
ceasing to take

politics,

to re-enter public

resigned,

and without

lively interest in both State
life.

resisted all solicitations

By strict attention

to

business, weight of character, and depth and
of conviction on all the great top
earnestness
ics which at this time began to agitate the
a

country, he increased his reputation, and pre
prominent part in
pared the way for taking
other than local concerns.
These were the days of fierce strife between
a

the partisans of slavery and of freedom. The
groat -struggle of 1850 was followed only by
very short lull, when the still more momentous
agitation of 1834 began.
The introduction of

to throw off all disguise, and were now openly

working to make human bondage the supreme
law of the land. As
consequence, all who
felt slavery to be wrong, determined on stern
and uncompromising
resistance
convinced
that in no other way could they prevent its
From this conviction and
further extension.
determination sprang the Republican
party,
whose creed marked out
simple and perfectly
practicable line of policy.
"No more slave
States or Territories" was the battle-cry that

For the
rang throughout the Northern States.
sake of constitutional guaranties the new party
was willing to let the institution alone where
was already established, but determined that

no foot of soil then free should ever be trod by
slave.
As this policy would lead necessarily
to bitter and prolonged strife
Northern people looked about
whose principles were firmly
at the same time possessed the

ity

in Congress, the
them for leaders
fixed, and who
intellectual abil

to make themselves respected.

Among the
of the

men called to the front by the exigencies

hour, many of whom have since become famous,
prominent juace.
Bingham took
Naturally

of

confident, determined spirit, perfectly fear
when convinced of duty, he was
born
leader, while his exhaustive, knowledge of the
less

a

memory not only quick, but exceedingly reten

;

and resplendent

then store it away in a

course of American government from
earliest times, rendered him
formidable
opponent to those seeking to substitute the
doctrine of devotion to slavery for the princi
ples of universal liberty.
Mr. Bingham first became
candidate for
whole
the

a

He would

a

ed itself in the most forcible

language.

ern leaders, who had met with nothing but fee
ble remonstrances to their encroachments for
so long
period, had at last grown bold enough

a

which he

would dwell upon until it had array

a

thought,

delighted in selecting some striking

measures of earlier dale, first aroused the storm.
wave of fearful excitement swept over the
whole country.
It was believed that the South

A

a

Webster, he

a

Like Daniel

neous eloquence.

it

schoolmates in brilliant and apparently sponta

a

also was Very extensive, and he excelled all his

the famous Kansas and Nebraska bill,with provi
sions drawn in the interests of the slave power,
but in direct conflict with the compromise

a

His knowledge of history

an expert debater.

[Sept.,

Congress, from the XXIst District, Ohio, in
1854.
Although his name was announced but
short time previous to the election, yet his
success was overwhelming — his majority being

a
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the largest ever cast iu that district.
once secured an extensive influence

He at
in the

House of Representatives, which by diligent
attention to business, complete mastery of ali
subjects brought before him, and fearless advo
cacy of his own principles, he continually in
During the whole of the Kansas
creased.
struggle, and the turmoil of the FremontBuchanan Presidential campaign, he was ever
at his post.

Civil war was imminent.

Threats

1S71.J

HON. JOHN A. BINGHAM, M. C.

of violence were heard in Congress every day.
Secession and disunion were held up by South
ern partisans as the natural and inevitable con
Under all
sequence of a Republican success.
this, the friends of freedom calmly persisted,
and when Fremont was defeated, they accepted
the result like good citizens, but did not abate
a particle of their efforts to oppose the further
spread of slavery. The Democratic party, more

firmly bound than ever

to its interests, ruled
but were not at harmony
among themselves, and the Republicans, by
persevering firmness, and aided at critical
moments by the less unscrupulous of their
the

administration,

opponents, were able to prevent the consum
mation of all plans which had been matured
for forcing slavery into the Territories.
In all
"
" field
"
the memorable
days and parliamentary
''
battles Bingham took a conspicuous part. His
speeches are remarkable for their freedom from
those vulgar appeals to prejudice which have
so much disgraced American political oratory.
Then, as always, he spoke calmly, but with an

In
almost irresistible weight of conviction.
his most happy efforts, in the House of Repre
sentatives or " on the slump," but little cheering
was heard. His audiences listened in silence,
with grave countenances, as if thinking " This
is truth, and we ought to act upon it."
Even
opponents were not un frequently driven to
;onfess their conviction of his sincerity.
No
small part of the permanent influence which
he wielded arose from the depth and weight

of his devotion to the principles he entertained.
The Declaration of Independence, with its clear
and sharp axioms, was to him not a mere col
lection of high-sounding phrases, fit to adorn
a passionate appeal for votes, but the expression

of truths that ought

to be wrought

into law and
this result he

government ; and to accomplish
devoted all his talents and eloquence.

There is a custom in some parts of the Uni
ted States that no public man shall be continued

When he
in office for more than two terms.
has enjoyed political honors and profits to this
extent, it is supposed to be his duty to retire,
"
and allow the " claims" of some other servant
"
of the party to bo honored. After two Con
gressional terms, the politicians who held this
"
around
doctrine of fairly " sharing the spoils
the camp, asked Mr. Bingham to decline a renomination.
Not wishing to strengthen an
absurd and childish custom — one which inflicts
no small degree of injury on the country at
large by depriving it of experienced officers as
soon as they begin to be fitted for their position,
he replied to all overtures of this kind by say
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ing that he was the servant of the people, and
would continue to work for them and for the
interest of his country in a public or private
capacity, as they might elect.
A very heated
canvass followed, at the end of which he was
renominated by a two-thirds majority, and
triumphantly re-elected. When Mr. Bingham
took his seat in 1859 the mutterings of the
coming storm were heard on every' side.
A
violent outbreak could not much longer be
delayed. The Kansas difficulties still contin
ued, and in October the country was thrown
into frenzy of excitement by the " Harper's

Ferry Raid," and the subsequent trial and exe
cution of the famous John Brown.
During all
these trying scenes Mr. Bingham's courso re
mained unchanged. He spoke frequently in
behalf of the freemen of Kansas, and declared

that slavery was a sin — the cause of all the
national troubles.
At that time Washington
was filled with slaveholders ; the whole current

of society was colored by their influence ; and
it required no small degree of even physical
courage to speak plainly against the armed and
triumphant evil.
The split of the Democratic party in the
Presidential election of 1800 destroyed what
ever hope of success they might have possessed,
and gave the administration into the hands of
Abraham Lincoln.
Upon this the Southern
States, one after another, began to secede, with
out even waiting for his inauguration.
Al
a desire to separate
they professed
peaceably, and many statesmen of the North
were convinced that the old course of compro
mise and concession would still avail to pre
serve the Union, yet Bingham, in opposition to

though

both sides, saw with perfect clearness the inevi
table result of the steps that were taking.
Believing that war would soon come, if seces
sion was persisted in, he introduced a " force
bill " for strengthening the army and navy in
readiness for the contest.
But his counsels
were unheeded, and the bill rejected. When
war came, it found the nation utterly unprepar
ed — almost without the shadow of a military
force.
Abraham Lincoln took his scat, and
shortly after Sumter was fired upon, and both
sides sprang to arms. The first advantages
were on thffside of the South, and great quan
tities of valuable stores and munitions fell into

their hands. Several victories also were won
by them, and a formidable party arose in the
North opposed to the further prosecution of
the struggle, which they maintained to be a
hopeless one.
Against these Bingham set his,
face as a flint.
Not naturally of a sanguine
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of preparation, advocating the separation of
the United
States into four great divisions,
which should act as a check on each other;
to prove that without some such
arrangement the Western States would follow
the fortunes of the victorious South. At the
conclusion of his address the Republican mem

and striving

bers crowded around Bingham's chair, and
asked him, as their most available man, to
reply. This he did in a speech of such pungency
power as to completely undo the effect,
produced by the arguments of the other.
A little incident will set in clear light the
impression produced by the determined char
and

acter and patriotic eloquence of Binghum upon
While the writer
the enemies of the country.
was a prisoner of war at Atlanta, Ga., in the
fall of 18IS0, the news of the election of that
(Lite in the North, which were greatly in favor
of the Democrats, arrived. Looking from our
windows we saw the streets filled with excited
"
We've
men, tossing their hats and shouting,

it,

carried the election," with every manifestation
of joy. One man called out, as if telling the
"
best news of all,
Bingham is defeated," which
was greeted with uproarious applause. We
as knowing the large
could scarcely believe
majority by which he had been formerly always
elected, and believing the district to be impreg
nable. But the explanation was simple. The
State had been re-districted, and Harrison
County, in which Bingham resided, transferred
from the

XXIst

latter as strongly
was Republican.

to the

XVIth District —

Democratic

as

the

the former

This interruption of his Congressional career
wjiieh only lasted for one term, did not dimin
ish his activity in the service of the country.

a

the same district in which he had been defeated
before — change due in great measure to his
•

personal popularity.
In addition to the Congressional duties upon
which he entered with renewed zeal and en
larged influence, Bingham took part, as Assist
ant Judge Advocate, in the trial of the assassins

of President Lincoln, and in the impeachment
of Judge Van Humphries before the Senate on
charge of treason. He was also one of the
five managers in the famous impeachment of
Andrew Johnson for high crimes and misde
meanors — the greatest State trial of our history.
His speech on thai occasion ranks among the
most brilliant ever spoken on the American
Johnson,
continent.
will be remembered,
conviction by

escaped

In

the whole series

single vote

of legislation and consti

tutional amendments known as the reconstruc
tion acts, Bingham took
most important and
honorable part.
He was no blind partisan,
however, but had the independence to maintain
his own views when they ditfered from those of
his party and of the country at large. He voted
against the Civil Rights Bill, although he most
was designed to
ardently favored the end
went bc3-ond
accomplish, because he believed
the legitimate powers of Congress. He after■ward had the satisfaction of incorporating
the
same tiling in the XlVth Amendment of the
Constitution, thus placing the rights of all
citizens on the most enduring foundation.
He also labored for the XIHth and the XV th
Amendments with all the powers of his earnest
eloquence. But although thus determined to
secure the just fruits of the war, he did not
cherish

vindictive spirit against the conquered.

When the South was threatened with famine,
he supported in
characteristic speech
prop
osition to give them aid from the national
He also advocates amnesty for all
treasury.
a

While
Proclamation.
such measures were under discussion, his read
iness in debate often found a most appropriate
field.
On one occasion C. L. Vallandigham,
of Ohio, made an elaborate speech, after months

it

the way was paved for the issue

of the Emancipation

States in the Court of Claims, which he held
until his re-election by very close vote from

it

steps by which

Advocate in the United States army. Resign
he was made solicitor for the United

ing this,

it

produce
convincing everybody of the necessity of really
He ardently supported the
warlike measures.
bills preventing the return of "contraband"
slaves, the confiscation acts, and all the other

a

sad but

a

He was

that the reverse
good results by

a

declaring

a

of Bull Run.

not discouraged,
would- ultimately

a

the first battle

He spoke almost continuously, and in almost
every State of the Union, in favor of the vigor
ous prosecution of the war, and contributed not
little to the reaction of popular feeling which
followed the Democratic success of 1862. He
was appointed — in 1864 — Judge of the United
States Court for the Southern District of
Florida, but soon resigned. In the same year
he also received an appointment as Judge

a

temperament, he did not anticipate a very
speedy triumph, but lie felt sure it must come
in time, and urged the equipment of large
armaments, and the resort to strong measures.
The writer — then a soldier in the ranks —
breakfasted with him the second morning after

[Sept.,

a
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but insists upon maintaining law and
order, and security for persons and property, at
all hazards.
offenses,

UNDER

1871.]

THE SURFACE.

Mr. Bingham is fifty-six years of age. The
trying ordeal of the last ten years has left very
legible marks upon his brow, but he is still in
the calm maturity of his great powers, and bids
fair for many years of future usefulness.
The following extract from Pittenger's " Ora
tory, Sacred and Secular" conveys a just idea
of his manner of address.
"
Many have listened to his eloquent words,
and in the stormy events of the last few years
his name has become a household word. . .
The character of eloquence for which Bingham
is noted is that which most persons suppose
most incompatible with a spontaneous selection

|)epartment

of

149

of words — beauteous, elegant, melodious, and
highly adorned. Mr. Bingham in speaking is
calm, clear, and pointed. His manner indicates
Im
confidence, and his words flow freely.
agination is allowed full play, and the spirit of
He abounds in
poetry breathes everywhere.
lofty and beautiful imagery that places the
While the subject
truth in the clearest light.
is never lost sight of, a thousand graces and
beauties cluster around it from every hand.
From the elevation and certainty of his lan
guage, many casual hearers have been led to
imagine that his speeches were written and
committed.
But the reverse is the case."

tdtgion

and

|sgcholo0g.

Know,
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SightThought*.
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[concluded from august number.]
laws, vital laws, men

moral laws, and spiritual laws.

Each of these classes is made up of
number of individual laws.

a great

"Vital laws cover

the field of organic chemistry, of botany, of
Others are not less
zoology, and physiology.
extensive, and while the boundaries
are well defined, different

the

same

of each

laws often unite in

for the production of com
rock, while undisturbed, is
by physical law alone; but in a
field

A

but merely say, " It was the rain." Super
stition can not mislead us concerning these
and kindred phenomena.
But the aerial world was much longer
thought to be the abode of mere chance, or
governed by the putting forth of God's pow
er for moral as well as physical
purposes.
The winds shift and change, rise and fall.
The clouds form and dissolve again. Their
shape, motion, and duration are as indefinite
child.
as the play of thought in the mind of
The lightnings cleave their own path and

As might have been anticipated, invariable
order was first observed on the surface of the

Here
happens.
parches, or rain falls where
field for direct Providential control far

earth where objects are so near and tangible
as to render deception
peculiarly difficult.

more tempting than the solid footing of earth.
Men pray for rain who would never think of

When we

river to change its channel.
praying for
the voice of God, and
The thunderbolt
bold indeed must he be who would jest about
though he may speak sportively of bloom
Very strange are some
ing flower unblamed.
of the ideas entertained about such things.
Years ago, on hot summer noon, worked
hard, in company with my father and his as

the

second

Drouth

time.

it

it

follow

is

a

a

I

river gliding steadily to the
river god to roll its
" Water will run down hill."
waves along
Gravitation explains its currents, eddies, and
all.
If a portion of a steep hillside is loos
ened by rain and forms a landslide, we do
not think of the sins of the farmer whose
property is ruined, or even of those of the
see a

sea, we do not need a

never

a

perfectly developed
the physical to the spiritual are harmoniously
blended.

a

man, all

it,

governed

a

the laws from

is

pound effects.

luckless traveler who may be buried beneath

it,

are physical

THERE
tal laws,
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it,

out we saw the haystack wrapped in flames.
even aided by the
All efforts to extinguish
One
rain, proved unavailing.
wiseacre thought if we only had plenty of
milk to throw on, we might succeed, hut

fast-falling

if

no more under

in the

but

nevertheless true, that

of the theorizers neither God nor
sin had anything to do with it.
The cholera
in the pestilential delta of the
originated
direct consequence of the neglect
Ganges,
of the simplest health laws by the miserable
Then, in obedience to another
population.
sense

mysterious

law, called by the French

solidar

the control

of

is,

God than anything else — that
he has fixed
laws by which all their phenomena

natural

it

terrible contagion, and the poison
favoring circumstances in the filthy
quarters of cities, and wherever the condi

found

of health were reversed.
So far
from being lawless, no less than three sets of
vital laws presided over its destructive
tions

course.

But faultless

are determined.

as the

logic of science

is

a

a

it

a

I

it

;

are

most irreverent,

forth as

nice house,' and now
he go to work and toonder
down, let him
no hinder him." Wind and cloud
do
and rain

had

men

the

ity — by which the inhabitants of the globe
arc linked together in bonds of common
interest, and the welfare of each made neces
sary to the welfare and safety of all — burst

certain worthy

meet
Dutchman.
He had helped to build
further
ing-house, and when called upon for
subscription to aid in putting up lightningrod, exclaimed, indignantly, '' No no!
We

have built de Lord

search out

a

by

Then

particular sins —
usually those of their neighbors — that had
incurred the awful infliction. It sounds al
to

!

to the ideas entertained

a

hy

water. Many
lightning could not he put out
conjectures were hazarded as to the reason
for this destruction of property by the Divine
Hand, most of them being akin in principle

did the spent plague retire.

leisure

is

every window in the house where we had
taken refuge to vibrate again, and looking

preached, masses celebrated, penances under
gone; but not till the dreadful season ended

a

sistants, in stacking a rick of hay. A sudden
storm arose, and the thunder-peals came fear
fully near. Soon an awful explosion caused
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in

of vitality. Laws arc multiplied and
intertwined in puzzling mazes, but are as un
bending as ever. Our hearts are often touched
at the sight of calamity and suffering, but we
can not arrest the laws through which they

desolate agony rests
may be tearless, but
upon their hearts. Friends as they enter sit

in every house. The living walked by open
Friends greeted with aversion and
distrust, for they knew not in whom the pes
tilence might lurk. The pall of woe and

graves.

death

enshrouded

the whole

declared to be the visitation
avert his wrath

land.

It

was

of God, and to

vows were offered, sermons

a

is

is

it

ents or guardians
law committed

or the sins against natural

by immediate or more remote

ancestors, causing the transmission of an or
ganization too frail and imperfect to endure
the stress of life.

God has established

laws by obedience to which life

is

afflicted.

When the cholera first appeared in Europe,
The dead were
dismay and terror reigned.

it

is

it

is

else that

;

exerted in punishment
or correction — which of these usually depend
ourselves or somebody
ing on whether

then speaks.
What shall he
That the little one was taken away by
Him who loves children in order that
might never feel the grief and burden and
weariness of life
The words are soothing,
but in their obvious meaning they are untrue.
The normal, Heavan-ordained course of hu
man life terminates in old age.
The child
has fallen short of
through one of three
causes: by violence
by willful or ignorant
neglect of vital laws on the part of its par
and the life

?

is

often thought to come by chance, or re

ferred to God's hand

sorrow

say

;

and decay, growth
and disease succeed each
other in no chance medley. Sickness, indeed,
Vegetation

and death, health

down in silent sympathy, or embitter

The
by the commonplaces of consolation.
minister reads of Him who
the resurrec tion
;

arc inflicted.

sweet little child lies coffined in the parlor.
The house
hushed under the shadow of a
The father and mother
crushing sorrow.

?

a

vant

A

all such cases, its application sometimes seems
very hard. Yet the truth should be told.

is

But when we pass from the inorganic
world to that which
instinct with life, we
And new conditions.
Purely physical laws
still operate, but
higher element — the lifeMatter becomes the ser
power — takes rule.

the

maintained,
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but in no proper sense has he taken the life
of the child, and it is wicked to accuse him
of it.
The -wide-spread disbelief in the certainty
of vital law gives rise to the intolerable nui
sance and concentrated humbug of patent
medicines.
Every pill and decoction, from
those that cure the worst cases of consump
tion in three weeks to those that cover the
baldest pates with waving locks in just half

them together, and promotes all those works
that broaden and deepen the foundations of

a dozen applications,

national

ably sublime.
declaration,

as the

The truth and the reason of that
exalteth

Righteousness

a na

tion," shine out like the rising sun. A nation
is not exalted miraculously by the introduc
tion of God's reserved power, but simply hecause
righteousness is a natural source of
Sinful
harmony, organization, and progress.
passions drive men asunder ; goodness knits

This is the reason that
power.
Christian nations have outgrown and over
topped pagan ones, and Protestantism, in a

find not only purchasers,

but eminent men, and even — I blush to say it
— ministers, to publicly attest their virtues.
We really ought not to laugh at the heathen,
for they are not so far behind us in these
A traveler in Africa declares that he
things.
was surprised and delighted to find in the
possession of the chief medicine man of one
of the interior tribes a carefully preserved
On inquiry,
copy of the New York Tribune.
he learned that it was exceedingly valuable,
as a minute fragment of it either rubbed on
the outside or taken inwardly was a sovereign
remedy for as long a list of diseases as Perry
Davis' Pain Killer or Hostetter's
Bitters.
When will the world get sense enough to
learn that the way to health lies through an
observance of the laws of life, and not through
either dosing or conjuring?
Perhaps some persons will have accepted
our conclusions thus far who will hesitate on
entering the next department; — that of organ
ized society.
They may think that stones,
planets, elements, and living individuals are
left to the government of law, but that states,
nations, churches, and associations of every
kind are controlled directly by God's hand —
just

"

similar degree, advanced beyond Catholicism.
Why was it that Prussia so far outstripped
Austria in the centuries long competition be
tween them ? Or, to make the comparison
more striking, without changing its nature,
how did Prussia become so much stronger
than France ? She had an open Bible, stud
ied for the past fifty years — I care not what
is said of rationalism — as in no other country,
and from it she learned these things : consci
entiousness,

which

gave

a

healthy

tone

to

every part of public affairs; charity, which
has kept the peace between her citizens ; pa
tience,

for

bloody revolutions ; zeal
which has made manhood

preventing

humanity,

noble by putting education
basis;

on the broadest

rendering her
matchless military system possible.
France
had the Bible open, but closed it on St. Bar
obedience

to authority,

tholomew's;
opened again for ninety years,
her mightiest monarch once more shut it up
and banished half a million of its readers
from her borders.

From that hour France

began to die — less rapidly than Spain on the
commission of a similar folly, but not less

skillful pilot allows the waves to

sparkle past at their pleasure, and cares noth
ing for drift-wood, but ever guides his noble

surely, — decaying first in the nobler and more
spiritual elements of national character, and

with nicest precision. The supposition
is hardly plausible, for societies and nations
are but the sum of their individual members,

ruder

by inevitable consequence, in the
For two
realm of physical power.
centuries she has been slowly but certainly
afterward,

vessel

and

if

the latter

are under law, the former . declining, until in our own day wo have seen
But we need not
the sword drop from her nerveless hand and
Fixed laws can be traced
heard the air resound with her mingled wail

can not be free frbni it.
rest in inference.

in the rise and fall of nations as surely as in
the revolutions of planets, only they must be
of another kind, for we are now in the realm
of mind.
Principles, motives, affections, and
impulses take the place of attractions and
The whole course of history, when
affinities.
read in the light of its laws, becomes unutter-

ing and lying.

Gravelotte

and

Sedan

are

but, the echo across centuries of St. Bartholo

.

mew and the revoked edict of Nantes.
Her
fall has come by the working out of a law as
impartial and passionless as that which causes
alcohol in a man's stomach to make him
drunk, or a body unsupported to fall to the
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When we contemplate the wonder
ground.
ful arrangement and nice adaptation of laws,
especially in these higher realms, can we do
better than exclaim with St. Paul : " Oh, the
depth of the riches both of the wisdom and
How unsearchable are
the knowledge of Ood !
his judgments,

and

his

ways

past

finding

speak in articulate thunder out of the clouds,
above all law on every side

produce wonders

of us?

No, no! He has not built up the
of nature regular in every part, sur
passing in changeless nicety of precision the
subtilest power of thought, only to destroy
the whole in the effort to meet man on his
own level
He has done better, and to all
other laws has superadded one of spiritual
intercourse.
This law bears two different
names, according to the side of
at which
we look.
On the divine, downward-reaching
termed the gift of the Holy Spiri';
side,
fabric

;

on the human,

ascending

side,

it

if we stopped here. Many a
and orderly system appears perfect
ly chaotic when only approaching comple
tion.
It is conceivable that a skillful artist
sovereignty

beautiful

is

be something very cold
in this account of God's

it

But there would
and unsympathetic

it

!

out!"
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.

bears the

may paint a picture so that it presents noth
ing but confused and purposeless masses of

We can not gunge
generic title of prayer.
the exact effect of either, or describe the

until by one stroke of the brush he
adds the missing link and throws the whole
into the softest outlines of beauty. The very
highest department of God's laws, without

mode in which the human and Divine Spirit
touch upon each other, any more than we can

Spirits are
poselessly reserved to the last.
higher than matter, and God's relations to
them are very intimate
It is from the
lar.

though always regu
observation
of such

it,

uniformity, and the Biblical expressions con
cerning
doctrines

a

that have arisen the much debated

creases

of predestination,

The third, that one person may do some
for another,
thing toward strengthening
even without his consent.
The fourth, that

election,

and

by man's desire for and effort toward

it.

it

fatalism.
the departments of creation already re
we find no channel of communica

viewed,

tion open between the creature and the Crea
This need not be wondered at. All the
tor.

numbers," aspiring and praying together, ob
— probably through sympathy — more
tain

it

In

is,

which all the others would have the hardness
ring of atheism — has been pur

and metallic

estimate the dynamic force with which the
cloud above and the ocean beneath approach
and kiss each other in the formation of
But some of the conditions of
waterspout.
contact we can understand, and will mention
four.
The first condition
that in no case
shall the personal influence of God overtop
the possibility of resistance by the human
will. The second
that this influence in
is,

color,

easily and powerfully than isolated

Shall he come to

individ
Within this circuit, so far as we, look
ing in all lowly reverence, can ascertain, God
has bounded his power and his will to give
In such spiritual
present help to humanity.
assistance there
no interference with nat
ural law, but
supplementing of
by beau
tiful spiritual law, which operates " according
to the purpose
Ilim who worketh all things
counsel
the
after
of his own will."
The conditions of this law explain the
feeble hold of goodness upon the world in its
There was but little then in
earlier ages.
humanity which could respond to the efforts
of God, or upon which he could work in any

man in any way that may happen, and at any
time, as familiar friends visit each other?

Progress was very slow, as the
hopeful way.
was absent. But the effect
very desire for

Shall he flash down in glory through the sky,
the earth, walk with an

ive power of God increased with the multi
tude of those who sought to know him, and

But with men the

case

is

altered.

Judgment,

reason, thought, and moral power are kindred
to God.
Their operation introduces changes
that need to be provided for, and they give

ance with him be secured

?

a

power of sympathy and appreciation which
render an approach to God desirable.
Now,
how shall intercourse and personal acquaint

buret up through
gelic

splendor

into our shops and homes,

a

it

is

a

animal

of

with God. Vegetable and
similar condition.
organisms arc in
Their laws were perfect in the days of Adam.
sense sympathize

uals.

it

it

is

it

inanimate

a

nature was designed to
have were impressed upon
at the first. No
Neither can
in any
change
required.
qualities

those who attained this knowledge

influenced
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others in the same direction, so that advance

within certain limits, has not been
merely in arithmetical, but geometrical ratio.
This statement of beneficent spiritual in
fluence would, however, be very incomplete
without the bringing forward of another re
lated agent of great potency.
It may be
fitly introduced in answer to an objection
ment,

already to many

that has probably occurred

In this utter inflexibility of law,
what place is left for the Christian miracles ?
There is no place by which any miracle can
minds.

enter a completed

Each department

system from first to last.
of existence has its code of
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of natural forces, and our analogies have been
drawn, we may expect it to come
in miraculously — the miracles being those
correctly

that are necessary to give it form and secure
it a safe lodgment for future growth. In ac
cordance with the same analogy we may ex
pect it to produce results in the world of
mind by supernatural means that afterward
laws, when
take place under well-defined
miracles have accomplished
their purposes
and hivve ceased to be performed.

It is thus, we believe, that Christianity en
ters the world attended with the pomp of
signs and wonders that drop from it as soon
it has been securely planted.
What is to
be the source of its continued
power ? Per

rules, adapted

by the highest wisdom to the
of every needed purpose
accomplishment
within itself. God will suspend or change

as

any law just when he finds that he is mistaken

of.

But the laws
about its working, not before.
of one department do not govern a higher

personal human influence not less powerful.
Each man has his own influence, emanating
from the " abysmal deeps of personality," and

one ; much less can they bring the higher into
Creation is the ushering in by incom

sonal divine influence has already been spoken
To this there is added a concentrated

being.

surrounding him

prehensible might, of something new, and is
above all law — unless God has also instituted

ergy.

law of creation itself, determining the times
when worlds and systems shall begin to be —
a subject about which we will have no op
portunity to learn anything until we have
shouted with the " sons of God " over new
born worlds.
To our view, therefore, all creation is neces
Even in pre-existing
miraculous.
sarily
realms, the appearance of new beings may
a

bring disturbances

not according to former
Suppose the inorganic world complete,
and the first vegetable about to be created.

laws.

It

must originate cither with the germ or the
In either case, God produces by di
plant.
rect power an arrangement of material parti
cles such as the vital forces of the plant will
afterward copy in obedience to due forms
and vital laws.
This is as truly an exertion

of superhuman and supernatural power as
Joshua's staying the sun. Each new creation
is a similar miracle — a miracle necessary to
any beginning, but useless and harmful ever
after.

How can this be applied to the Bible mir
Easily enough. The whole of the
revelation centering in Christ is a complete

acles?

system, subject
nious

to its own

laws, and harmo

with all the world.

separate existence, and not a

If

it is really a
mere outgrowth

gather

as a

kind of attractive

en

Some great men have been able to
hearts to themselves as millionaires

gather gold.

It

has been noticed,

too, that

of the great man are
and that his
impressed on his followers,
power over them often outlasts his own life.
Christianity is built upon an influence pre-'
cisely similar, save in its surpassing strength.
A wonderful man gathered the love and af
fection of thousands around him, and then
departed from the world in such manner as
to strengthen the bonds that bound them to
him.
Being perfectly pure and righteous,
his influence is altogether for good
It is
made still more intense by .the belief that his
life revealed God, as well as true manhood.
He directed iis followers to seek personal
acquaintance with God, and promised that
they should not seek in vain. Of the world's
moral government he is the chief agent, or,
as he himself said, the "corner-stone."
Is
this simple device for elevating mankind
worthy of infinite wisdom ? Before despis
ing it, look at a physical analogy of wonder
ful exactness.
The contrivance by which the material
universe is sustained might have been very
In the solar system, balancings and
different.
many characteristics

groovings, chains and granite walls, might
have been relied on for maintaining regular
revolutions of the planets.
Fancy the orbit
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of the earth constructed like a railway track
with wrought iron, and calculated inclines
and powerful bracings to secure permanence
and safety.
But instead of this clumsy ma

[Sept.,

to the grand center of motion.
The planet
touches nothing.
It is bound nowhere. Its

laws stronger

and

by a

is perfect, and it sings on its way,
and unperplcxed
forever ! It is

freedom

man, surrounded,

by

the whole,

is

shining to enlighten

is

chinery, God simply commanded the sun to
stand fast in the center, and by his glorious

it,

mysterious sending forth of mighty but pre
cise and unfailing energy, to bind them,
while moving in perfect freedom, all firmly

builds them into form under its own laws.
The scale is complete, — matter, life, intellect,
spirit. The whole order of existence rises in
mountain-like grandeur, series above scries,
gradation above gradation, until the summit
is lost in the clouds.
the Infinite
Upon
One
seated, invisible and alone. Lowest
of all
physical nature, moving smoothly
and harmoniously under his irresistible man
date laid upon each particle.
Higher comes
sustained, and impelled
steel, but not de

than ribbed

prived of moderate room for bis own volun
actions — room that enlarges as his

unchecked

tary

at liberty to move in response to the attrac
tion of all its sister planets, swerving just in
proportion to their weight and nearness, but
never for a moment relaxed in the grasp of

of laws, and compliance with
knowledge
their conditions, enables him to pass at pleas
ure from the sphere of the dominion of one

the central force.

the central attraction

So God might have kept man in the path
of righteousness by laws on every side of him,
armed with immediate
vengeful penalties,
smiting him as with slave-driver's whip if
he swerved to the right hand or the left. He
might, by slight changes in our physical or

yet, by transmuting all the iron of law into
the gold of love. Above are still more gifted

which scientific men discovered long
to be the
ago, with boundless admiration,
master key of the natural world ?
We regard religion, then, as the compound
result of three forces: the first, impulse by
miracle ; the attractiveness of Christ ; and
the living touch of God, communicating not
that

so much

pulses,

thoughts and words as feelings, im
and aspirations.
Under these the

world, within the circuit of Christianity, has
been growing upward with steady momen
It gives promise of a still brightening
tum.
future.
Compounded of these three, religion
is the supreme force in the domain of mind.
Mind, in its turn, as manifested within bur
knowledge,
gathering

rests upon organic life, and that,
materials from dead atoms,

its

MISS BORDETT COUTTS.
charitable munificence of this lady has
her name very extensively known.
Possessing immense wealth, she has not been
to the support
at all backward in contributing

THE
made

of

those established eleemosynary enterprises
in her native country which commended them
selves to her notice, but has sought out objects
and made occasions for the application of her

She was born on the 14th of April,
Her father, Sir Francis Burdett, was
rep
fine specimen of the English gentleman,
resentative of an ancient Derbyshire family
means.
1814.

a

there not appear a manifest intention to pro
duce a perfect copy in the spiritual world of

♦♦♦

a

him with divine at
for the purpose of drawing men to
This is his scheme for
the paths of virtue.
the moral renovation of the universe.
Docs
and endowed

tractions,

know

baronetcy in the year
some notoriety
as
politician, and especially for his zeal in the
He was educated at West
cause of reform.
which

had received

1818.

In his time

a

this, he raised up a man excelling ordinary
men as far as the sun excels the worlds
around,

is

made

declares we shall

he acquired

minster School, and for thirty years represented
In this we may
Westminster in Parliament.
find some reason for the choice made by his
liberal-minded daughter of Westminster as the
field of some of the earliest of her public char
ities. In the midst of poor and squalid local
ity she purchased ground, and erected the
beautiful gothic church of St. Stephen the
memorial of her fatlver who died
Martyr, as
in 1844. Her grandfather, Mr. Thomas Coutts,
a

have

not now, but Faith
hereafter.

a

many sins
which are now temptingly easy to us diffi
cult, if not impossible.
But instead of all
constitution,

seen on
beings, the play of whose wings
the surface of the clouds.
Beyond — we know

a

mental

to that of another, and especially as he feels
which makes him freer

accumulated the fortune which forms the greater

1871.

J

MISS BUIWJCTT COUTTS.

part of the wealth of Miss Coutts.
He was a
loading London banker. He was twice married.

His second wife surviving him,

she

inherited

liy special bequest the bulk of his vast fortune.
She afterward married the Duke of St Albans;
but judging it right that the money she possess-

ed should return to the family of her first hus
band, she constituted the youngest and unmar

ried daughter of Sir Francis Bimlett her heir,
on condition that she should assume the name
and arms of Coutts.
Hence we understand
how it is that the lady under consideration is
named Miss Burdctt Coutts. From her step-
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raother, the Duchess, she inherited an immense
property, so that in 1&50 she was regarded
as one of the wealthiest persons in England
She was about twenty-three years of age when
she came into possession
of her inheritance.
Had what is miscalled a life of pleasure pos-

sessed any attractions

for the young lady, she
had at her command the amplest means for
However, she was
gratifying her inclinations.
not inclined to indulge in social or fashionable
excesses ; in fact, excluded herself in great part
from such enjoyments as were customary among
From time to time she
those in her station.
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appeared in society, as was incumbent upon
her; and Moore, the poet, relates in his diary,
that having seen Miss Coutts in splendid attire
at a Queen's ball, he called upon her the follow
ing day and found her preparing to send her

"Would you like,"
dress hack to the bank.
" to see it
by daylight?"
she asked of the poet,
On his assenting she took him to a room up
stairs where the treasure was deposited. With
it was the famous tiara of Marie Antoinette ;
and on his asking what might be the value of
" I
the dress, she answered, in a quiet way,
think, altogether, about one hundred thousand

pounds."
In connection with the memorial church
erected in Westminster she established a school
where now upward of five hundred children

Her attention shortly af
receive instruction.
terward being directed to the situation of relig
ious interests in the African colonies, Miss
toward the en
Coutts liberally contributed
dowment of a diocesan, or bishop, at Cape
Town, and in

1847 the Rev. Robert Gray was
consecrated in Westminster Abbey for that
field of labor. His efforts were very successful
in advancing the state of religion there, so that
several new churches were erected within a

few years. Miss Coutts also endowed the bish
The
opric of Adelaide, in South Australia.
whole course of her subsequent life we find
starred with the most liberal benefactions, at
one time giving her attention to the establish
ment upon a permanent basis of some school
or hospital or other charitable institution ; at
another time contributing most freely toward
the extension of the advantages of some insti
tution so that it might be the more generally
made available by those needing its offices. She
erected in Columbia Square, London, a block
of model lodging-houses for the poor. More
than a thousand persons are accommodated
there, and are supplied with every convenience
in the form of baths and washing-houses.
On
the same plan the model lodging-houses pro
vided by the munificence of the late Mr. Peabody have been built.

In times of scarcity and distress Miss Coutts
has employed hundreds of poor sewing-women,
paying prices that would have ruined any or
dinary contractor for work of the kind given
"
out The " Brown's Lane charity is one of her
many forms of benevolence. There poor nee
dle-women get their meals as well as their
From it nurses are daily sent out
work.
among the sick with those delicacies and com
forts which are so acceptable to them.
The magnificent Columbia Market, which
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was opened in the presence of the royal family
in April, 1869, is one of the latest of Miss
Coutts' gifts for the advantage and conveni

of the Bethnal Green poor. It cost ahout
million of dollars, and for beauty of design
and style of ornamentation it is said that no
other market in the world equals it. An ad
mirable series of by-laws were prepared by
Miss Coutts herself for the regulation of the
ence

a

traffic.

A handsome church was erected in Carlisle
by this lady in 1864. For the topographical
survey of Jerusalem, conducted by Sir Henry
James, she supplied the funds.
One of the many worthy enterprises which
is the recipient of her favors and personal at
tention is the Royal Society for the Prevention

of Cruelty
1869, when

to Animals.

On the 4th of May,
stone of the Socie

the foundation

ty's new building In Jermyn Street was laid,
she was a leading participant in the ceremony.
And in this connection it may be added, that
while on a recent visit to Scotland, this hu
mane lady inspected an improved cattle truck

which is fitted with appliances for supplying
the animals with hay, oatmeal, and water du
ring their journey.
By her direction a trial
was made of the truck in conveying cattle
from Edinburg to London.
What had been
before denied was fully proved.
The cattle
ate and drank heartily on the way, and arrived
at their destination
in excellent condition.
Miss Coutts obtained the consent of the direc
tors of several of the railway companies to
have some of their ordinary trucks fitted up on
this new principle at her own expense.

In concluding this brief account of a lady
whose name is destined to rank so high in the
annals of benevolence, we can not refrain from
remarking that what most calls for our admi
ration is her personal, tender, and active interest
in the condition of the poor around her, and
the business-like sagacity which has secured
for her efforts such excellent and practical re
In each undertaking she has sought not
only to relieve distress of a physical character,
but with the relief to contribute permanent
good in the way of the social, moral, and spir
itual elevation of the beneficiaries.
sults.

of this lady indicates an
susceptible, and even pathetic nature.
Naturally retiring in disposition, the earnest
ness which is impressed upon the performance
The organization

earnest,

of what she esteems her duty nevertheless
gives her a character for boldness and energy.
She has a practical intellect ; is by no means
of real
Appreciative
dreamy and visionary.

UNINTENDED INFLUENCE.
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life, she is ready in judging those conditions
and deciding those questions which may be
submitted to her consideration.

The large

development of Benevolence,
towers up at the median line of her
head, speaks for itself; and Veneration is also
which

A
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strongly marked, closely related to and im
parting to her Benevolence the deep religious
sentiment which pervades her charitable work.
She possesses much genuine elevation of char
acter; her aristocracy has the true ring of hightoned sentiment, of real dignity and delicacy.

PRATER.

BY MISS FRANCES L. KEENER.

" And now, while all without

Ab night's dark curtain falls.
And storm-clouds hide each star,
We cry, with bitter tears—
" O God, how lost we are 1

Is hidden — earth and sea—
We look within, and find
now great our need of Thee.

" How many, many times

" So, Father, grant, we pray,

Throughout the bygone day,
Because the flesh was weak,
Our spirit went astray.

The pardoning grace we seek :
And give us strength each day,
Remembering wc are weak.

" Though conscience pleaded loud.

"And when life's toil is o'er,

We still kept doing wrong;
We drifted with the tide.
Because we were not strong.

May we, with sins forgiven,
Through Him who died for all,
Find rest and peace in heaven.1

is

a

is

is

it

?

a

disposition

of children

these silent influences

are formed more by
than by words and pre
multitude of cases these

Indeed, in
cepts.
latter are wholly overborne by the former the
direct and announced teachings are in one
direction, the secret but mighty outflowings are
in another. Arctic navigators drifting north
ward sometimes see
huge iceberg crashing
its way southward through ice-fields— the un
seen under-current

has

mightier

hold on its

catching

what you will, or you may
at all, yet there are few
who are not cognizant of the influence the sim

by hour

the

disposition

and

to name

it

a

hour

You may call

be unable

it

mass than the surface drift.

is

is

it

a

it

has
who feel it;
bearing upon character
and shapes life. No one can tell how early
felt and how lasting are its results. The in
per
fant in its mother's or its nurse's arms
recipient of it. That infant may be
petually

could he catch sunshine out of cloud
How
could he gather material for smiles out of the
perturbed place where he has been nestling?
It
most probable that the character and

•

is,

even in the sick cham
grow full of talk ; it
breeze of spring; you can not tell
ber, like
brighter
why, you only know that the place
for their being there.
This effect of mere air and manner goes much
farther than the emotions and spirits of those

seen to reproduce itself in the child.
mother who has been impatient and
perhaps angry at her infant because
was
"cross" perhaps, were she willing, might find
the cause of
all in her own disposition.
How

;

saying, it is sunny. They carry with them an
air of health and joyousness. Their step in the
house makes the children smile and the circle

mother

Many

a

are persons whom you speak of as
having a chilling manner, which at once repels
you. The coining of such a one into a circle
where a moment ago all was cordial sympathy
and pleasure, is like the floating of an iceberg
into the tropics; the air becomes hyperborean
where summer was reigning.
So there are those whose personal presence
you can well describe in no other way than by

a

or sign.
There

word and manner, nay, in the subtile unnamed
outgoings of thought and feeling from that
bosom, and the little one makes them part of
his life. The fretfulness or petulance of the

a

cither touch

it

feel them without

is

You

ence you.

character of her upon whose bosom he
held.
not material food only that he draws from
the mother's breast, — power
emanating in

It

is

you ever stop to explain the effect
the mere presence of some per
sons has upon you 1 They may not speak a
word, scarcely give you a look, yet they influ

DIDwhich

INFLUENCE.
AIRMAN, D.D.

a
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it

Responsibility goes farther than most men
does not end with words and acts.
imagine.
He
responsible for what
within, since that
will inevitably go forth for good or ill.
That unintended power
often the truest
influence of the man, as
the mightiest.
It

It

it

is

is

ap

show, on the moment of introduction, the most
opposite emotions toward those who approach

it

si

lent life

mightier than his spoken words.
What we want
to be right within.

it

ed her.
On taking the hand of one person she
from her and turn away
woidd at once dash
with every expression of annoyance or, possi
bly, disgust while touchiug the hand of an

a

learned to
she would

is

a

Before she

to be.
may be the reverse of what he wishes
His words, his acts may be in one direction,
while the influence of his inner self stretches
out in another.
parent lire* down all
Many
his most carefully inculcated lessons.
His

is

Laura Bridgeman, the deaf, blind, and dumb
of this re

girl, was
very striking illustration
cognition of unintended influence.
was taught self-restraint, and had
guard her demonstration of feeling,

out the most

is is

a

is

!

it

it

the faintest

magnet.

and throws

is

!

it

a

it,

the truest revelation
subtile influence.

on the water's surface feels
a

of

it.
Indeed, the thoughtless hour may be
the hour of most lasting power, since
gives*

and to recognize
simply by this unseen out
because the
Perhaps
flowing of the soul
nature of
true woman
more keenly sensi
tive than man's.
A needle floating delicately
proach of

[Sept.,

is

pic presence of certain persons have upon
them. Women know
though they may not
be able to explain it.
The quick instinct of
woman how keen
to discern character,

Jo UR XA L

CA L

;

THE INTEGRITY OF THE BIBLE.

will no perfume go forth?

The

words of the old Book are true, " Ointment in
The aroma of your
moral life will go out You may guard your
the hand betrayeth itself."

lips, you may shape with minutest care your
will go out and some
one will be touched and shaped by it
acts, but your inner life

is

is

it

is

is
a

Here
new and intense meaning given to
not in most cases so
every man's life. It
much what he does or what he says that make
his influence —
what he is. That which

if

It

it

within he can not by all his power keep from
he would.
going forth. He can not help
streams out from him like the unseen mag

is

is

it

is.
netism that
Every man
perpetually at work, not only
in hours when he purposely puts forth his
powers, but when most of all he
thoughtless

a

But thfe
tattered shreds of its Mayua Charta.
result has blasted all their hopes, and the Ora
cles of God are found to have been preserved
The storm which
in immaculate integrity.

is

it

shakes the oak only loosens the earth around
its roots, and its violence enables the tree to
strike its roots deeper into the soil. So
that Scripture has gloriously surmounted every
" cloud
dense
trial. There gathers around
of witnesses," — from the ruius of Nineveh and

the valley of the Nile from the slabs and bagrelief* of Sennacherib and the tomb* and mon
from the rolls of Chaldee
uments of Pharaoh
from the
paraph rasts and Syrian versionists
cells and libraries of monastic scribes and the
dry and dusty labors of scholars and antiqua
;

as you may,

peril of extinction, and that the Church would
be dispersed and ashamed at the sight of the

a

it

a

is

perpetually streaming out from
ourselves.
power which
Every man carries with him
he can not but exert. He can not so shut his
soul within his body that
may not go forth.
Take attar of roses and fold your hands tightly

the discovery

it

other men

premature paian over
and publication of so many vari
ous readings.
They imagined that the popular
mind would be rudely and thoroughly shaken,
that Christianity would be placed in imminent
the last century raised

;

not be cited.
persons arc more or less atfected by this oc
cult power.
One man makes you easy, another
disturbs you merely by his presence, and you
may not be able in eitlter case to explain the
reason; and what we feel as flowing out from

All

matter of congratulation that the Bi
ble has passed triumphantly through the
ordeal of verbal criticism.
English infidels of

;

stranger's life and character.
But extreme instances need

IT

is
a

it

other, she would hold
and endeavor to pass
her own hand caressingly over the arm and
cheek of its possessor.
Deprived of the ordi
nary means of knowledge, her abnormal sensi
tiveness actually felt the emanations of the

rians.
Our present Bibles are undiluted by the
These Oracles, written amid
lapse of ages.
such strange diversity of time, place, and con
dition — among the sands and cliffs of Arabia,
the fields and hills of Palestine, in the palace

dungeons of Rome —
have come down to us in such unimpaired full
ness and accuracy, that we are placed as advan

of Babylon

and in the

tageously toward them as the generation which

EDWARD II. RULLOFF.
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Rev. T. J. Carney, of Whitehall, 111., the
beloved husband of one of our esteemed con
tributors, died recently from injuries sustained

gazed upon the book of law, or those crowds
which hung on the lips of Jesus as ho recited
a parable on the shores of the Galilean lake,
or those Churches which received from Paul or
Peter one of their epistles of warning or expo

by being thrown from a frightened horse.
As
a minister Mr. Carney was an indefatigable
worker, especially out of the pulpit among his

Yes 1 the river of life, which issues out
sition.
from beneath the throne of God and of the
Lamb, may, as it flows througli so many coun
tries, sometimes bear with it the earthly evi

He had just made a change in
locality of his ministrations, and it was
thought that his efforts in the new field had
an excellent prospect of success.
At all limes a Christian gentleman, lie never
failed to do good in word and work whenever
parishioners.
the

dences of its checkered progress ; but the great
volume of its water has neither been dimmed
in its transparency, nor bereft of its healing vir
tue. — JS'orth British Review.
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opportunity

offered.

H. RULLOFF.
o

the past few months the public
been greatly agitated by the

DURING
mind has

In him,
criminal

as

well

as

in the Yorkshire usher,

trial
His

tendencies were offset by an abstract
and earnest devotion to study.
A student
from instinct, he became a felon by choice.

is so full of interest
it necessary to present it for
the consideration of our readers.
The char
acter of his intellectual attainments, and the
strange and atrocious nature of his crimes,

His whole essence centered itself in the un
wanted, uncongenial arrogance of intellect."
We, however, discern but little similarity
between Aram and Rulloff, for the former
suffered the penalty of but one crime, and

make up a case which is almost unparalleled
in the record of trials for murder.
No little

that crime his own sensitive conscientiousness

the
singular circumstances
attending
and conviction of this man for murder.
career, so far as known,
that we deem

sympathy was enlisted on account of his
extensive and varied scholastic acquirements,

moved him to disclose ; and besides, his char
acter, although that of a " grave; and solitary
man," had been hitherto without marked

but at the same time that sympathy found no
little antagonistic horror and righteous indig

Rulloff, on the contrary, seemed to
reproach.
lack moral sensibility ; down to the moment

nation because of his atrocious villainy.
character of the man seems

The

to have been a

Here was one of
mystery to his fellows.
unusual acquirements, undeniably
endowed
with extraordinary abilities, and who had,

with the activity of a morbid nature, assisted
by a memory of extraordinary power, collect
ed an immense mass of information in various
branches of learning, yet apparently heart
which
less, without those higher feelings
minister

to

qualities

of human nature

the

delicate

and
;

sympathetic
and who went

through a long and checkered career of hard
The case presents
and unredeemed villainy.
a psychological
problem which is quite with
in our province to consider.
By some jour
nalists Rulloff has been compared with Eugene

One says : " Like the hero of Bulwer's
strange story, Rulloff was, or claimed to be, a
philologist; was learned in the law, and con

Aram.

ducted his own defense when on trial for life.

of his execution
and indifferent,

was doggedly
impenitent
and even in that last hour

His
gave utterance to shocking profanity.
career was tarnished with numerous offenses
against law human and divine, and he moved
about under a cloak of suspicion which in

itself would have overwhelmed

most of those

who are deemed hardened in vice and crime.

In the following sketch are presented the main
points in his history so far as the}' have been
elicited, although of his early life but little
is known besides what he himself has i elated.
He was born in 1819, at Hammond River,
New Brunswick, B. N. A. According to his
own story, his father died when he was about
five years old, and left him to the care of an
uncle.

He went to school until he was four- »

teen, mastering in that time the English
branches as far as they were taught in the

high schools. He was a constant reader, and
the books which he devoured and digested

Phrenological Journal.
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every branch of human learning, so
that he early acquired a general knowledge
Not choosing to
of science and literature.
included

enter upon a profession, he was not permitted
to study the classics, although he desired to

[Sept.,

he seemed much her superior.
lie had a smat
tering of all the sciences. He was a botanical
physician, a druggist, an excellent penman, a
classical scholar, a mechanist of rare original
power, a lawyer, and a forcible,

fluent speak

do so, in order that, as he expressed it him
self, he might " be a gentleman." At that early
age he became impressed with the idea that

address and polished manners, he seemed a
marvel.
Tet the Schutt family instinctively

he had a high destiny to fulfill in the devel

shuddered

of

which would

lingual
opment
greatly simplify the study of language ; and
he sought in the Greek to find a basis for
this theory. lie also gave much attention to
works of

theory

a

a

materialistic character.

he left home

When

and commenced

his

eighteen
career as clerk in a dry-goods store in St. John.
He afterward studied pharmacy, but finding

it uncongenial, changed it for the law, the
principles of which he mastered, qualifying
himself for the highest practice at the Cana
dian bar.
Up to the time of leaving home
there is no evidence that his moral character
He had no strong
was specially deficient.
religious convictions, but he had the impres
sions given him by years of careful training
But in St. John
by a most exemplary mother.
he became associated with profligate and un

er ; and being, moreover, possessed

a

"

good

"

saw this
in
paragon
into their domestic circle,
remonstrated with, but to

as they

sidiously creeping
and Harriet was
no purpose.
He
brother Ephraim

of

had magnetized

her.

Her

demanded of Rulloff refer

ences as to character

from his former home,
but his demand was contemptuously refused.
At last, seeing that Harriet was determined

in her choice, opposition to the marriage was
withdrawn, and it was accordingly solemnized
on the 31st of December, 1843, when the bride
was seventeen and the bridegroom twentyVery soon, however, it was apparent
to the family that their distrust of Rulloff had

five.

been well founded, for all but his wife saw
that he was a man of excessive selfishness and
inexorable

malignity.

Soon

after

the mar

riage, without the slightest cause, Rulloff chose
to become incensed by what he charged to be
relations of his wife with a

principled men, through whose influence his

the too intimate

mind became indifferent to all moral restraint,

Dr. Bull, a cousin of the Schutts, who had
for years been on intimate terms w ith them,
and his spleen soon culminated
in actual

notwithstanding

his auspicious
pros
from his studies and profes
sion and committed a theft, for which he was
and,

pects, he turned
sent to the

St.

John

Penitentiary for two

When his time had expired, he disap
peared from St. John, and became utterly lost
to his relatives and to all who had known
years.

He
next appeared in Tompkins County, New
York, in 1842, where he was employed for a
short time as a canal-driver ; after which he
became a clerk in a drug store in Ithaca,
of
where he rapidly acquired a knowledge
But his restlessness soon Induced
drugs.
him

up to the time of his conviction.

him to make another change, and he went to
Dryden, in the same county, and engaged in
school-teaching.
Among his pupils was a girl of sixteen,
named Harriet Schutt.

Almost from the be
ginning of the school his attentions to Miss
Schutt were those of a lover, and were ac

In age the parties
cepted by her as such.
matched,
were unequally
and in mental
acquirements

as

well

as

worldly prospects

On one occasion he felled her to the
outrage.
floor with an iron mortar-pestle.
The remon
strances which this treatment evoked from
his wife's relatives made him more rancorous

toward them,

in a large degree
although
dependent upon them for support; for with
all his accomplishments
he seemed incapable

of making

a practical

use

of them by earning

a subsistence.

At last all parties became tired of this
bickering life, and there was general rejoicing
when he removed with his wife to Lansing,
five miles from Ithaca, and a mile and a half
from Cayuga Lake.
For a time after this
removal he did better, was more considerate
toward his wife.
He entered upon the prac-.
tice of medicine, and gained the confidence
of a large portion of the community as a

skilled botanical physician and
and industrious habits.

a man

of

Among
those who thus regarded him was Mr. W. H.
Schutt, of Ithaca, whose child being taken
temperate

EDWARD H. RULLOFF.

At

last, Rulloff desisted, saying

that he had only been joking. At nine o'clock
that evening Miss Robertson left the house,
and from that time Mrs. Rulloff and the child
have never been seen

on earth.

The next

a

a

horse and wagon
morning Rulloff borrowed
from
neighbor, saying, in an off-hand way,
that an uncle having called during the night,

a

Mrs. Rulloff and the child had gone with
him to Mott's Corner, and to make room for
them in his small wagon the uncle had been
obliged to leave behind a large chest which
Rulloff desired to take to him. Mr. Robert
son unsuspectingly assisted Rulloff in placing
the chest in the wagon, and Rulloff getting
in drove off. Attendant and subsequent cir
cumstances have testified with increasing di
rectness for twenty-six years that that chest
contained the bodies of his wife and child.
Yet Rulloff exhibited
somewhat unusual
cheerfulness on the morning in question, and
drove along at an easy pace as though his
errand by no means demanded haste. No
positive evidence was ever obtained to show

it

is

how he disposed of the ghastly contents of
the chest, but as the wagon was traced to
Cayuga Lake,
supposed that they were
sunk beneath its waters.
Some, however, be
lieve that the bodies were sold to the Geneva

a

wonderful aptitude in acquiring

the outlines of those mechanical arts at which
a

he was put.
portion of the time
During
he was employed in designing patterns for
carpets, in which he showed great powers of

He generally submitted readily
to the rules of the prison discipline, but occa
sionally the malevolence of his nature would

invention.

flame up almost to the point of insubordina
tion.
An indictment for murder was subse
quently

obtained

him, and he was

against

found guilty on circumstantial evidence and
but
sentenced to death
stay of proceed
and whilo in the Tomp
ings was obtained
kins County jail in 1857 he corrupted the
jailer's son, Albert T. Jarvis, and with his
He was again arrested,
assistance escaped.
ad
but escaped through legal technicalities
vanced by himself.
His next appearance was at Red Creek,
German linguist
Wayne County, N. Y., as
and portrait painter, where he made many
friends by his accomplishments.
In 1861 he
was lodged in Sing Sing Prison for burglary.
After his release he became associated, with
William T. Dexter and the Jarvjs before men
which was active
tioned, in
partnership
with villainies of all kinds. In 1868 he be
"
gan his work on Method in the Formation
of Language."
In 1869 he came to New
York and took up his residence at No. 170
Third Avenue, the house of Mr. Conrad
Jakob. Here he led quiet life, and w,as re
great scholar and
garded by the Jakobs as
man of amiable disposition.
a

should not.

as the babe.

but the child

exhibited

a

much

and sentenced to ten years' impris
While in prison he

onment at hard labor.

a

as

abduction,

;

the medicine

She said she would take

it,

'needed

murder,
was impossible to prove
and he was therefore tried and convicted of

found,

a

York, who found in them
No sus
distinct traces of copper poison.
picions, however, were aroused of the learned
doctor, and their deaths were attributed to
" the inscrutable ways of Divine Providence."
One evening, not long after these occur
rences, while a Miss Robertson was visiting
Mrs. Rulloff, the latter's husband mixed some
medicine in a mortar and proposed to give it
The mother objected with ter
to his child.
rified eagerness, saying that the babe was in
Rulloff declared that she
perfect health.
Doremus, of New

;

1858, more than twelve years subsequently,
her body was exhumed, and what remained
of the tissues of the stomach was sent to Dr.

a

well when
had seemingly been perfectly
Rulloff was first called, suddenly sickened, and
In
died in the same way two days afterward.

it

babe grew rapidly worse, and the next day
The mother, also, who
died in convulsions.
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Medical College, and there dissected. The
next day Rulloff returned to Lansing with
the horse, wagon, and chest, and filling the
latter with books and the clothing of his
wife and child, went to Geneva. He soon
after visited his brother-in-law, W. H. Schutt,
at Ithaca.
When questioned as to the where
abouts of his wife and child, he gave contra
dictory accounts; and several weeks having
elapsed since their disappearance, suspicions
of foul play were aroused. Rulloff finding
himself suspected, suddenly left Ithaca.
He
was pursued, captured, and lodged in jail.
As the bodies of his victims had not been

a

a simple ailment of infancy, Rulloff
was called to treat it. Under his treatment the

sick with

a

1871.]
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When next we hear of him it is in connec
tion with the late Binghamton burglary and
murder.
affair

The particulars of this horrible
been so thoroughly circulated

have

[Sept.,

of the 17th of August,

morning

1870.

The

clerks, Mirrick and Burroughs, awakened by
their entrance, made an attack upon them and
had secured Jarvis and Dexter, when Rulloff
returned

and

shot Mirrick,

stantly.

All

three

then

killing him in

fled.

Jarvis

and

Dexter, in attempting to swim the Chenango
River, were drowned, and their bodies shortly
after recovered.
Rulloff was captured in a
barn near the town.
When shown the dead
bodies of his two companions, he denied ever
having seen them before, and was about to be
released from custody when he was recognized
he had been

by Judge Balcom, before whom

tried for the murder of his child. He was
rearrested, tried, found guilty of murder in
the first degree, and sentenced to be hanged
on the 3d of March, 1871.
A stay of pro
ceedings, however, was granted, and the ex
ecution did not take place until May 19th.
While Rulloff was in prison awaiting the

's,

execution of his sentence, he busied himself
in his " philological " researches, exhibiting
a stolidity of character with reference to his
horrible situation which indicated certainly
a wonderful lack of moral
susceptibility.
Various conflicting rumors being prevalent
with reference to his mental capabilities,
scholarship, etc., several gentlemen of learn
ing visited him in his cell for the purpose of
We
obtaining some definite information.
take the liberty of introducing here a state
ment made by Prof. Mather, of Amherst Col
with Rulloff.
lege, who had an interview
As the substance of this interview is gener
ally interesting, and the Professor's deduc
tions entirely in accord with the views of
science, we copy it almost at length.
"My visit was not one of idle curiosity,
for one of my colleagues in the College had
shown me, some months since, a criticism of
written years ago, when he was in
Rulloff
the State Prison at Auburn, N. Y., upon parts
of Professor Taylor Lewis' edition of one of
Plato's dialogues, which had warmly interest
The next morning,
ed me in his scholarship.

through the newspapers that we need scarcely
give more than a recapitulation here.
In company with his partners, Jarvis and
Dexter, he entered the store of the Halbert
Brothers, Binghamton, at two o'clock on the

about nine o'clock,

the advocate

and

I

IiffLLOFP.

went

prison, and the gentlemanly
High Sheriff at once consented to grant the
Rulloff was willing. The doom
interview,
down

to the

ed man at first refused, as he had done of
was
late to all visitors, but when told that

I

.

if

II

a

EDWARD

student

and teacher of Greek, ho at onCt

EDWARD
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He approached the heavy lattic
ed iron-door and asked very politely if could

consented.

I

remain long enough to learn something of the
Without
beauties of his theory of language.
replying, I turned to the officer and asked if

I

might be permitted to go into the cell. He
said yes, and proceeded to unlock the mas
It was a long, narrow, gran
sive padlocks.
ite-built room, but high, and furnished with
As we entered,
with two dilapidated
approached
chairs, and with the most winning courtesy
plenty of light and pure air.

Itulloff

asked us to be seated, and offered to relieve

He sat down on his rude pal
had
let opposite me, and I told him that
seen the criticism referred to above, and that
me of my hat.

I

I

had desired to learn how he had acquired
He re
his knowledge of the old languages.
plied, with a smile, that he had obtained it
all by honest work ; that he had never been
in a college or university, but that from boy
hood he had a most intense interest in the
beauty and the strength of the Greek tongue.
He complained that he had been laughed at
by the public as a superficial scholar, and
wanted me to satisfy myself on that, and then
hear what he had to say about the formation

I

replied that as we had no
text-books I could not examine him, to which
he rejoined that many of the classical authors
he knew by heart, and would try and repeat
portions if I would suggest where he should
Thinking that something from the
begin.
to his
Memorabilia might be appropriate
present needs, I suggested the third chapter,
first book, where the sentiments of Socrates
with reference to God and duty in their puri
of language.

ty and exaltation approach so nearly to Bibli
cal revelation, and he at once gave me the
Other parts of the same work, as
Greek.

well

as the

Iliad of Homer

BULL OFF.

JET.

and some of the

plays of Sophocles, he showed great familiar
ity with.
Then, in order to show his
thoroughness, he criticised the common ren
dering of certain passages, and ho did it with
such subtilty and discrimination and ele
gance as to show that his critical study of
these nicer points was more remarkable than

his powers of memory ; in fact, I should say
that subtilty of analysis and of reasoning
was the marked characteristic of his mind.
On one or t wo passages of Homer, in partic
ular, he showed great aeuteness of criticism,
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of the
and a most thorough appreciation
grandeur of the sentiment.
One or two renderings of President Felton he opposed most vigorously,

and when

I

the common version, he quot
supported
ed from a vast range of classics to confirm

I

can
his view.
His theory of language
not enter upon here, for it is too subtile for
It is very original, is
the general reader.
quite contrary

to the established views upon

philology, and probably will
comparative
Most persons
never be of any practical use.
think him a monomaniac upon this, and cer
tainly his enthusiasm is most remarkable.
He sat there in his chains, just sentenced by
the highest court to die on the gallows, and
without a word, or apparently a thought
about his doom, he argued and plead for his
favorite theory as though he were wrestling
for his life and was determined

to win.

He

to have philologists examine the
manuscript of his work. He urged me to
come with several such men, and take time
is anxious

to see whether his theory is true.

He asked

my pardon for the apparent dogmatism of
the statement, but said he felt convinced that

this theory of language was a special revela
tion to him, and that perhaps a hundred years
might elapse er» it would be known again,
and

then

added,

significantly,

'And

you

know that whatever is done must be done
quickly.'
" In
person, this man is about middle height,
and of robust build, and is apparently verg
ing on fifty years — not at all the broken old
He has a sin
man he has been represented.
gular face, not villainous or grossly sensual,
The features are strongly
nor is it scholarly.
It is a
marked and full of sinister meaning.
face that you could not forget, and yet would
His eye, which is
not care to think about.
dark hazel, I had heard was the striking fea
ture, but it did not impress me so, perhaps
because it showed struggle and suffering.
The bad lines in his face to me were aoout
his chin and forehead, and his neck is very

In manners he
short and stout and heavy.
is very urbane and natural, and he converses
with great facility and elegance. His voice
is

mellow

showed
that,

I

and

tones

pleasant,

and

of tenderness.

do not believe

occasionally

But, for all

the man has any ten

derness save for language.

In looking

at him
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you would never imagine him as loving any
being, and you would be sure that

All who had any intercourse with hiin agree
in regard to his having a singular influence

He is cer
his hatred would be implacable.
tainly an enigma, and offers in himself a
powerful argument against the theory that

over them.

human

education
manhood.

is alone sufficient
Those

who

to lead to true

would

throw out

moral and Biblical teaching from our systems
of culture have a difficult task to harmonize

their theory with such a character as this.
Here is a profound and appreciative student
of all that is beautiful and glorious in classical
learning, working for years as a philologist,
and with a zeal raroly equaled, and yet all
the time living a life of crime as dark and
He
terrible as any criminal in our land.
shows that true culture and true manhood
can only be by a development of the moral
sense, and that we must educate the heart as
fast as we educate the head, or our knowl
edge may only increase our sin."
In the basilar portion, in the region of
the ear, Rulloff's brain was chiefly devel
oped, and this development

was most strong

ly marked; yet so largely endowed was
ho with intellect, especially of the perceptive
order, that he could by its imperious exercise
In early life
tnact the part of a gentleman.
the whole man in Rulloff had not been sub
jected to training and discipline, a most un
fortunate omission for one who then so much
His
needed the best moral advantages.

Very soon after the execution of this singu
lar man, his head was taken by certain au
thorized physicians of Binghamton and dis
sected. The brain was found to weigh fiftynine ounces, being nine and a half or ten
ounces

heavier

then

the

average

weight.

The heaviest brain on record is that of Cuvier, the celebrated French naturalist, which
is given by some authorities
at sixty-five
ounces. The brain of Daniel Webster, partly
estimated on account of a portion being
by disease, weighed sixty-four
destroyed
ounces. The report of the investigation pro
ceeds to state that the lower or animal por
tion of Rulloff's brain, including that devoted
to the physical

and mechanical powers, was
large, while the upper portion of
the brain was very deficient.
According to
unusually

the Binghamton Republican, "

In

the forma

tion of his brain Rulloff was a ferocious ani
mal, and so far as disposition could relieve
him from responsibility, he was not strictly
There is no doubt
responsible for his acts.
that he thought himself not a very bad man
on the morning he was led out of his prison,
cursing from the cell to the gallows."
The circumference of the head, the tape
measure being carried around over the eye
and a half inches, —
brows, was twenty-four

strong intellect, however, yearned for exer
cise, and applied itself closely to study, but

the average size is about twenty-two inches.
The skull was found to be exceedingly thick,

the lack of moral

in no part of the line traveled

evident

balance is conspicuously
He was capri

in his whole career.

cious, spasmodic, erratic, unable with all his
apparent accomplishments to earn a comfort
able subsistence.

Hence we sec him shifting

nowhere,
finding
now and then falling into crime.
According

about,

and

a permanency

seemed
to him to require
as circumstances
their exercise, he manifested, with that rare
skill bora of a naturally strong and cultivated

intellect,

contrivance,

cunning,

energy,

the

by the suw
being found less than three-eighths of an inch
in thickness, an extraordinary fact when wo
remember that the usual thickness of a man's
skull is less than

a quarter of an inch.
The
head was opened in the usual way, by part
ing the scalp over the top of the head from
one ear to the other, and sawing off the top.
His physical organization was one of extra

ordinary strength and endurance, and excited
the wonder of the surgeons Mho performed

smooth urbanity of the polished gentleman,
the protesting, open-mouthed amazement of
injured innocence. He was, in fact, a con

the operation above mentioned.
In height
he was five feet eight inches, very compactly
built, with a large chest, a thick, short neck,

summate quack and impostor.
His large,
strong body and large, coarse brain made him

and a large head, as above stated.
The en
graving represents him as he stood at the
gallows doggedly awaiting the execution of
From the
the terrible sentence of the law.
Binghamton artist, Mr. Hamlin, who painted

lie possessed such a
in his way " a power."
will that he could mesmerize and overwhelm
weaker natures, and subject them to himself.

THAT LINE FENCE.

eris, presenting

governed
was well

The back-head
developed, but even that was en
everything

else.

Witness the treatment
tirely subordinated.
of his wife, child, and friends!
His powers

is

a

a

;

a

And ever anon, gay little song
With the buzz of her wheel kept time
And his wrathful brow Is clearing now
Under her cheerful rhyme.

" C»me. come, little Turk
I

I

put away your work.
And listen to what say
What can do, but quarrel brew
With the man across the way
?

I

"

have built my fence, but he won't commence

To lay single rail
His cattle get In. and the feed gets thin—
"
tempted to make a sale
am

M Why, John, dear John, how you do go on
will be as they say."
I'm afraid
" No, no, little wife, have heard that strife
In lawyer's hajid don't pay.

I

?

to give an elevated tendency to the physical
nature of the man
His selfish qualities

miff
From his field the other day,
While hid sweet little wife, the pride of hia life.
At her wheel was spinning away.

!

is

a

it,

Acquisitiveness which clamor for indulgence,
or to give them a direction which may prove
of utility. Conscientiousness small, and weak
from long disuse, Veneration
apparently
wanting, and Benevolence, what there is of
mere tool of the intellect, what
there

Old Farmer Smith came home In

a

sufficient to repress the large and active or
gans of Destructiveness, Combatlvcness, and

THAT LINE FENCE.

I

activity.

stimulates his robust

features never

nals of judicial investigation.

I

Ambition for
in
tellect to exertion, but that single aim is not
reputation

psychological

brought to public notice before, and his trial
and conviction must take
place among the
" celebrated causes " which illustrate the an

and
Self-Estccm,
Approbativcness,
the intellectual
faculties come in for their

scholarly

a

is

Rulloff, however, was unique in his type
sui gen
case which
of villainy. His

tervals

share of predominant

a

a

a

victims.

:

Constructive-

holic "bitters," or the other thousand-andone medical nostrums.
All these are liars;
all are robbers
all are would-be murderers,
to filch
seeking by their base inventions
money from the pockets of helpless, innocent

a

Destructiveness,

are found working together in close
harmony, while in his quiet or studious in

many swindling quacks who manufacture, ad
vertise, and deal in patent medicines, alco

;

Secrctiveness,
ness

may

I

His
making an effort to appear composed.
chin was tolerably well formed, rotund and
full, with something of the double about it.
The eyebrow was neither finely carved nor
full, and the ear small and decidedly peculiar
in shape."
We can trace in his career, few as the de
tails are, the workings of his lower nature.

almost venture to pronounce
He certainly was but litle short of
moral idiot, although he had enough intel
between
lect to enable him to discriminate
He
what was right and what was wrong.
knew thousand times better than he per
His were not so much the sins of
formed.
ignojjance as of design.
In this respect he was not much unlike the
we

age

Rulloff.

;

were alternately compressed and relaxed very
often, and it seemed at times that he was

among theo
"
"
logians as to
personal devil — being so
low and so bad as to be beyond the hope of
Such
person
regeneration or redemption.
have been and are grave doubts

it

showing slightly through.
(This cranial
angularity indicated a strong predominance
of the motive temperament, with a rela
tively coarse organization, although he had
derived, from his mother probably, an ele
ment of nervous susceptibility which made
itself apparent in his intellectual precocity.)
His brow was intellectual, his nose nearly
straight, except the rather sharp turn up at
the end.
His eye was small, of a dark gray,
but sometimes appearing of a hazel tint, and
at a distance even dark in its peculiar effect.
His lips were not properly thin lips, but were
drawn and compressed inwardly. Especially
was this the case during the trial, when they

on those who judged only by appearances,
There
or from
examination.
superficial
a

before his trial, and stuck out at the angular
of the cranium, the scalp
developments

a

"

lie says further: His
personal appearance.
a
had
been clipped just
brown,
hair,
light

of fascination were exercised only to procure
certain selfish exacting ends. With his large
Human Nature, he knew well how to impose

a

the only correct portrait of Rulloff which ex
ists, we have received these particulars of his
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"He is picking a flaw, to drive me to law,

I am told that

[S

wonld cost you more to peep in the door

Of a court, and much more labor.

he said he would ;
And you know, long ago, law wronged me so,
I rowed that never should.

" Just use your good sense—let's build him a
fence.

I

And shame bad acts out of the fellow."
They built np his part, and sent to his heart
Love's dart, whero the good thoughts mellow.

I

14So what can I do, that will not rue,
To the man across the way ? 11
" If that's what you want, I can't help you haunt
That man with a specter gray I

That very same night, by the candle light,
They opened, with Interest, a letter;
Not a word was there, but three greenbacks fair
Said the man was growing better,

•*Thirty dollars will do to carry you through,
And then you have gained a neighbor ;

Notk.— A good many contentious farmers. and many not farmers, might profit by the above.

^ur

jpepat^mfttt

—

of

p.ipolojgn

^anitarhim.

is

is

it

a

a

me,

may say,

by

a

to

I

ters were written

in accordance with
above.
This head which

head, virtually situated
supposition
writes
not indeed
the body

severed from

actually

which once bore

about among
has no control

it

the

But below the neck
of that body whatever, with the slight excep
tion to be mentioned.
This head could move
the limbs of
tree just as much as those of
its own body. Sensation as well as voluutary
motion
gone. Pins have been thrust to the
very head into this body without interrupt
ing the flow «f conversation iu which the
it

men.

a

is

a

;

it

exhausted, and no more reaching it.
Suppose such head, still living and think
ing, could be grafted upon
vegetable trunk.

REMARKABLE CASE.

is

I

think, and
begin to agree with
that when
man falls under the
ax of the guillotine, and that great public
razor shaves him bo neatly, he
not instantly
deprived of consciousness or the power of
thought that his head still has to enjoy or
endure some moments of conscious life; that
at last
dies, not because its life
taken
away with the body, but because
starved
out, its supply of appropriate
food being

SOME
them,

—

is

HEAD ONLY

A

LIFE IN

A

eailjand earnestly,
endenforced
andwith theetti|t1ia«ls
of highieliic1«uii
dnty.—Yoxvuma.
ThetnitlisotPhysiologynhouldbeInculcated

head

fact,

is ?

a

a

?

themselves

during the last half

a

is

vegetable, — sending
carrying on its own functions

tolerably, but
disdaining altogether to obey its orders.
The exception
barely perceptible turning
of the right hand, which also has sensation
enough to feel the crawling of
fly on its
surface.
But how does the head manage to
write
As John Carter painted, holding the
Try it, and you will
pencil in his mouth.
a

find out that hands are

great convenience.

his own story.
"
My name

much indebted to educational advantages.
These long, and to me very interesting, let

born in 1845, at the little village of Dahlonwas
My father died when
ega, in Iowa.

T. Anderson.

I

James

I

I

a

is

have carried on

it

that time

A

For in

I

year.

I

They exhibit
over closely and very legibly.
good degree of native talent, without being

to me very frequently

a

dozen fools
very singular correspondence.
They are written
cap sheets lie before me.

conclude
Having myself made the attempt,
that
would require
whole term at writing
school to enable me to do half as well as my
unfortunate friend.
But must let him tell

a

it

part of the man
Such questions have presented
only

In

nearly as possible
food to the brain, and

as

a

?

a

?

a

human-hcad be mentally and morally
man
Does the human head contain the man, or

body

a

of life would that head
Would the will
Would love and hate be
In short, would
possible to such
being
the entire man, physiologically speaking, be
Would
tree-with-apresent in the head
manifest?

the

is

What manner

experience and
remain intact?

of the head.

body calls the attention

?

it

bore.

it,

head happened to bo engaged.
Unless vis
no rude handling of the
ually aware of

it

And suppose that trunk capable of supplying
the needed nutriment, but that otherwise
should remain wholly uncontrolled
by the

was

LIFE IN

J8?l.]

A

two years old, and not very long after my

mother married again.
It seems to me that
I have had a strange life. I have had so
hair's-brcadth

many
three

I

a cross

I am

from

escapes

death,

I

still alive. At the age of
was tossed in the air several times by

wonder that

A

man saw me, and rescued
Not long after, my mother gave me a

me.

cow.

HEAD

ONLY.
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among his legs an£ feet.

quite promiscuous

But finally he stopped, and I managed to
climb up his foreleg and unbuckle the girth.
My jug had also miraculously escaped, and
we were soon on our way again.
Afterward
was climbing a tall tree for a

I

I

must have been near sixty feet
squirrel.
from the ground, when the limb
was on

I

I

But I was not to be killed
A friendly crotch in the

dish of bread and milk, and left me on the
cabin floor to enjoy it. When she returned,

that time either.

A monstrous rattlesnake
enjoying it.
had crawled up through the floor, and we

was not much hurt.

I was

two were having a fine time.
I took a bite,
and he a bite.
We both liked bread and

broke, and
tree

fell.

about ten feet below caught

me, and

I

I grew up very active and strong. I was
fond of all sorts of sports, and none of my
friends could beat me at running, jumping,

I

could turn a sum
wrestling, or climbing.
mersault forward or backward.
I knew a
great many gymnastic feats, which

I

loved to

repeat for the fun of exercising my active
muscles. Every fiber of my frame was alive
and ready for duty.
In the spring of '03

I

found employment
I engaged to Mr.
McCameron to accompany him to Fort Kear
ney. I was mounted on a gallant little pony
with an Indian saddle, and drove the cattle
Nothing could
belonging to my employer.
have pleased me better.
How I enjoyed the
wild freedom and adventure of that trip !
which suited

I shall

me

exactly.

never see the beautiful

Jakes T. Andkbsos and his Sister.

I

milk, and
liked my pet. He disappeared
when my mother came (doubtless knowing
the prejudice entertained against his race),

ous employment,

and

Fourth Iowa Battery.

I

I

am afraid

he came to an untimely end.
was live years old when
had another

I

My stepfather sent me with three
horses to the creek. They went well enough
to the water, but when they turned home
ward they began to run.
I could stick on,
but I could not hold them, and away they
went with me.
My mother saw them coming,

escape.

and ran out to try to save me.
She reached
the bars just in time to lay hold of me.
The
horse went from under me, and catching the
harness on a spike as he entered the stable,
tore it off him as
Some time

if it

had been paper.
after, I was sent to town

horseback for a

jug of

molasses.

plains

again.

But my imagination sees them whenever I
choose. Everything is not lost while mem

on

Horse took

fright, saddle turned, my foot went through
the stirrup to the knee. Horse made se-eral
desperate jumps to get rid of me, and I felt

ory remains.
returned to Iowa, and after finding vari

I

I

at last

enlisted

in the

We rendezvoused at
Davenport, and remained there till the follow
Then we were ordered to New
ing spring.
From thence we marchod in a driz
Orleans.
zling rain a hundred and sixty miles to Thibodcaux ; and there we staid

till

the war closed

We did not see
much of real war except the labor and the

and we were mustered out.

monotony.
The next spring I took to the plains again,
this time as a teamster. We made two trips
from the Missouri River to Fort Kearney, and
then crossed and recrossed the plains from

Fort Kearney to Cottonwood
Springs and
I liked that sort of life.
back all the season.

All this may seem dull to other people, but I
hope they will remember that I have not
much to tell about my present life, and I like

Phrenological Journal.
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I could go
caged bird likes to re
when it could fly over

to taXft about what happened when

A

about like others.
member

the

mountains.
and see bo

I

time

I

did travel so much,
many things, for now I can think
am glad

about them.

Now I must come to the end of all this
How can I
active life, so full of enjoyment.
of
the
moment
when
from
a strong,
speak
active young man I was changed in an in
stant into — a dead body, with a living head !
It was the latter part of June. The leaves
and flowers were in their glory, and I felt just
like them. I did not know how to express
the life and vigor that glowed in my frame.
They say I was a handsome young man. I
know that I weighed two hundred, and there
was not an ounce of useless flesh either.
In the back yard of my uncle at Qlenwood,
Iowa (where I was visiting), there were two

movement

made

[Sept.,

me

When

shriek.

Dr.

placed his hand on the injured
for the first time felt his touch, and

Bosbyshcll

spot, I
cried out in pain.
knew then that my neck
was broken (as they call it), and felt that my

I

hours

on earth would be few.

Every care

was given me, and all that skill could do to
Inflamma
alleviate my sufferings was done.

by a low pole, with a little swing attached.
By jumping could lay hold of the pole with
used the place for my gymna
my hand.

tion came on at the injured spot, and every
one thought death would soon relieve my
But after a few days, to the
sufferings.
Friends
wonder of all, I began to mend.
came to see me die, but found me able to be
carried back with them to my old home.
We traveled slowly, and I suffered much,
but at last we reached the old cabin, where I
have now lain helpless for nearly three years.
Iu time my naturally good spirits returned,
and I could talk and laugh as well as ever.
They have made me a little wagon, in which
my old comrades often carry me off to their
homes, or draw me about through the groves.
They are all very kind to me, and have even
arranged festivals to raise a little money for

sium.

me.

small oak trees.

I

These trees were connected

I

One afternoon

I was

practicing as usual, my
cousin looking on.
I did not take iuto ac
count the fact that I wore a new pair of
gaiters, tipped with smooth patent-leather.
As I swung down from the pole by my feet,
the treacherous leather slipped on the pole,
and I fell.
My head was not more than two
feet from the ground, and I tried to save my
self. But I could not. My cousin also sprang
to catch me, but was too late. I received a
blow of two hundred pounds (my weight),
and the force of it came upon my neck, just
where it joins the shoulders.
The sensations of that moment can never

I am my own man "vjto", and can not
expect my stepfather (wha-4|s a large fain
ily) to do much for me besides' furnishing my
board.

I would

by myself

if I

be glad to live a little more
as the old cabin is

could,

Some
pretty full, and the noise tires me.
friends are trying to help me get a little room
by myself, where my good sister Maggie (who

is a cripple too) will take care of me.
not do without her.

After

a

while,

I

I

could

to write with the

learned

pencil in my mouth, as you see in the photo
It helps me pass many hours pleas
graph.
I don't claim to write a good hand
antly.

I

fectly conscious.

write a tolerably
any more, but I do think
A good friend
good mouth, considering.
Cimc to see me last fall, and told me about

my whole

John Carter, who was hurt like

if

a

ine?

The surgeon lived opposite, and came in a
I told him I was hurt very
few minutes.
badly ; that he was to bleed me, but not touch
my limbs, or move me, for my body was all
crushed to pieces.

They carried

me

to a bed, though

every

I

hope I may learn to
draw some little pictures that people will buy
If I can, I shall like for
as curiosities.

have a better chance,

it

as

hard not to do anything toward sup
think
could enjoy life
porting myself.
well
if
could
little.
myself
help
very

seems

begin to suffer
take cold there is

If
good deal lately.
dreadful cough that

I I

me, or

ants were biting

it,

swarm of venomous

how

to be a famous

a

sand needles were pricking
whole

me, and

I got
painter.
some little copies, and am trying to learn.
If I can get by myself a little, where I will
he learned

I

What had happened ? Was
crushed to a jelly ? Why
could not I move ? Where was that horrible
tingling, that seemed far off, as if ten thou
body

I

per

a

though

a

was bewildered,

I

I

I

be described.

mo to pieces.
was carried
Once

I

it

seems

to court.

like to tear

A

doctor

said he would cure mc, and I did not know
but he could.
He said he would not charge

HEAD
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I

trouble with it. By-and-by
shall carry it
up to the Highest Court of all, and
think
the Judge will be on my side.

I believe I have

Now
about

You

myself.

I

I know

told you all

can

do as you

please
you think you can do
So no more at present.
any good.
Give my
love to all my friends, and [take]
good share
a

about publishing

if

have- no control over, and

A

it,

LIFE IN
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for yourself.

Yours truly,
JAMES

It will

T.

ANDERSON."

be seen by the fac-simile

that the

a

became acquainted

case

ing

a

I

!

a

cheerful and hopeful fellow really does write
"
"
tolerably good mouth

with Mr. Anderson's

year ago, through the accident of see
few lines which he had written to

who attended him when he
As soon as
could make
visited the sufferer at his home,
convenient,
about
found
day's ride by cars from here.
him cheerful and brave, though at the time
suffering from the racking internal cough he
mentions.
His great enemies were the swarms
of flies which incessantly buzzed about his
face. To defend himself he had
leafy twig
between his teeth, which he twirled about
with no little skill. As he was unable to be
did not see him write, but
placed in chair,

I

a

a

I

a

I

I

it

Dr. Bosbyshell,

was injured.

many letters from him,
have condensed, without mate

have since received

I

from which

rially altering,
above.

of himself given
facts are his, and the language

the account

All the

as far as practicable.

is

I

a

can learn, the case
without
in the world, except that of John
Should Mr. Anderson's
Carter, of England.
life be spared,
hope his eager desire to
" draw little pictures to sell " will be grati
send his photograph, which includes,
fied.
very much to my satisfaction, that of his
kind sister Maggie, who devotes her life to
The photographer was at
the care of him.
the trouble to go four miles in order to take
the picture, which he did without charge.
am indebted also to Rev. H. Bross, of Ottumwa,
for assistance in securing it.
Think of
person in Mr. Anderson's posi
"
tion talking about " enjoying life if he can
how
And
see
room
bravely
only get quiet
ho calls himself " his own man," while he has
The moral, to those
head to claim
only
who have the ordinary use of life and limb,
does not need to be pointed out.
So far as

However, he carried it up
to a higher court, and means to give me more
he lost his case.

!

I

had only to appear in
court to show that he had not cured me, and
was no better, and

1

I

a

a

anything unless he cured me. After
while he sued me for a large doctor's bill.
me

a

a

I

I

I

parallel
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I am satisfied that the mind is not necessa
rily dwarfed in any faculty by being driven
from the outworks into the citadel.
The
mind still loves, still chooses, still enjoys,
though its ordinary servants all rebel and it
has not a member to do its bidding.

HUMAN

LOCOMOTION-HOW

What

if

the
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brain

also

rebels, or

loses

power to exhibit the working of the mind ?
Will the mind cease to work, or will it only
cease to be manifest', and become one of the

" things which

eternal ? "

WE STAND,

are unseen," but which

j.

WALK,

k.

"

are

nuttino.

AND BUN.

(From the Transactions of the American Institute, 1870-1871.)

BY BUBT O. WTLDEB, 6.B., M.D.,
Professor of Comparative Anatomy and Zoology In Cornell University.

nnHE

second of the course of scientific loc
tures before the American Institute was
delivered Tuesday evening, December 27th,

JL

1870, in the Academy of Music, by Prof. Burt
It was very
Q. Wilder, of Cornell University.
profusely illustrated, and interesting, practical
experiments attested the truth of the lecturer's

This lecture we have been per
The Professor said :
publish.

statements.
mitted to

I

During the past year have spoken four times
upon the subject of this eveniug's lecture ; twice
in Boston before the Lowell Institute* and
twice before my classes in the Cornell Univer

sity. The first time, I thought I understood the
subject very well ; but at each repetition I per
ceived more clearly the existence of matters
which I could not explain, and to-night I freely
admit that the points which are perfectly clear
to me are vastly fewer than those which remain

to be investigated.
You are incredulous as to there being any
thing abstruse or difficult to understand in the
"
Anybody can
subject of human locomotion.
stand; a very Hottentot can walk about; and
the beasts themselves get over the earth after
their fashion, occasionally even upon two legs
like ourselves."
Very true, but no one has
heard a gorilla, or a bear, or an ostrich lecture
upon the subject of bipedal progression ; yet
they employ it constantly or upon occasion ;
we all sec and hear perfectly well ; so docs the
most degraded savage, even better than our
selves; and yet, at the present time, the most
learned physiologists arc in doubt respecting
the exact nature and functions of certain struc
tures in the eye and the ear; every child knows
a mosquito, and no very profound erudition is
required in order to be bitten by one; but how
few of us have any idea of the complicated
apparatus by which our skin is pierced, the
* In a course of lectures upon Hands and Feet of the
Mammalia, Jan. aud Feb., 1870.

blood withdrawn, and poison instilled into our
veins: nnd finally, wise as we think ourselves,
big as we are now, and firm as we are upon our
legs, there was a time when, as our parents will
testify, we could not even stand upright; and
we have gained the power to stand, to walk,
and to run, only by long practice, at the ex
pense of much time and many hard knocks.
Dr. Holmes says: "Walking is a perpetual
falling with a perpetual self-recovery.
It is a
most complex, violent, and perilous operation,
which we divest of its extreme danger only
by continual practice from a very early period
of life. We find how complex it is when wc
attempt to analyze it. We learn how violent
it is when we walk against a post or a door in
the dark.
We discover how dangerous it is
when we slip or trip and come down, perhaps
breaking or dislocating our limbs, or overlook
the last step of a flight of stairs, and discover
with what headlong violence wc have been
hurling ourselves forward."
Of the complex
ity of walking there can be no doubt, and
am convinced

that

I

if

any ten now before me
should undertake to come forward now into
my place, and tell all the rest how they stand
and how they walk, they would in the first
place offer you as many contradictory expla

nations of the phenomenon, and if any one un
dertook to give the lecture over again he would
contradict himself as flatly as I did when I de

livered it for the second lime. Now, granting
all this, it is certain that I am not here to say
everything that is or can be known respecting
human locomotion.
LTRIQHT.
mental and soiiilual dis
tinctions between man and beast, there is no
doubt that the human body differs less from
the body of a gorilla than this docs from some
HOW

Whatever

of

be

WE STAND
the

the lowest monkeys ; the gorilla

upon

its

feet

and

"

apes

"

even stands

mankind.

But
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neither it nor any other ope or beast whatever
stands erect like man ; for in none of them are
the head, trunk, and legs so arranged as to be
balanced one above the other in the same plane.
This is the case in man alone. The human
body is a perpendicular col
umn composed of several seg
ments which are accurately
balanced upon each other.
The head rests upon the spine
in such a way that it tends to
fall forward when we are
asleep, rather than backward ;
but with all animals the jaws
are so large and the point of
attachment of the head to the
spine is so far back that there
is no balance whatever, and
the weight of head requires
large muscles in the neck;
that we have no such mus
cles is evident when we get
upon " all-fours," for then the
effort to keep the head raised,
or in the position of a quadru
In the
ped, is very fatiguing.
gorilla, again, the spinal col
umn itself forms but a single
curve from the skull to the
pelvis ; but with man, it forms
several curves, which com
pensate each other, and so be
comes an elastic rod to lessen
the jar in walking, while yet
Fio. l.-Dlagram the place of attachment to the

y

.
of man in the erect
lcr ^
just
v b
position,
showing
.
head,
the position of the P«mt supporting the
joints; the darker
The hips themselves are so
lines represent the inclined
forward
that the
muscles which prewhole trunk is balanced upon
,
serve the balance.
... • .

J

...

the heads of the thigh benes,
and the legs, instead of being bent, as with
most animals, are fully extended, so that hip,
knee, and ankle joints all lie nearly in the
game plane, and the weight of the whole body
comes upon the key-stone of an arch formed
by the heel behind and the ball of the foot in
front.

But a flexible column, such as has been de
scribed, with its heaviest parts above the middle
of its length, would at once collapse and fall
to the ground unless supported in some way ;
and so we find that on all sides the segments
of the legs and of the head and spine arc
braced by muscles, which arc in a state of con
stant though unconscious contraction, so as to
maintain us in the erect position, while their
power is so great, especially of those forming
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the buttocks, as to enable us to stand upon one
foot and bend the body and leg, while support
ing a heavy weight.
Now all this has

been often and well de
have spoken of it here partly to
scribed, and
introduce the less perfectly understood subjects
which follow, but chiefly to call attention to
the fact that while many animals stand upon

I

two legs, and may even approximate the erect
position, yet man alone assumes it naturally
and perfectly, his whole frame being adapted
for it in a way not elsewhere seen.
There is
great significance in the erect position of man,
for though it may differ but little from a slight
ly inclined position, yet the difference is like
that which separates the "just right" from
the " nearly so," and causes the human body to
point straight upward, while
the fishes are horizontal and
the other vertebrates seem to
be striving in vain to raise
their heads away from the
earth heavenward.
This
being man's prerogative, and
emblematic of his high ori
gin and destiny, how strange
that human beings should,
even in sport, much less as
a serious pursuit, train them
selves to assume an attitude
which is precisely that of
the apes, in the so-called
"
Grecian bend," which, I
am happy to see, is gradu
ally disappearing from re,
,
spectable society. The head
a
is disfigured by
ponderous chignon, which is comparable to the filthv masses
of hair long cultivated by
..
some low Alrican tribes ; to

Fio. S. — Diagram
of a man bearing a
bcavy we|„i,t) un(i
yet keeping his center of gravity over
the point of support
*• btt" of tUe
J"
foo'-

weight, the head and
body are tilted forward ; one bad bend de
mands another, so the knees are bout and the
heels raised, and the latter are propped up
by those instruments of torture and disfig

balance this unnatural

urement, high-heeled boots. The total result
is an attitude which is as completely that of
the orang-outang as the human body is able to
assume ; but no ape has ever been known to
"
in order to call still further
adopt a " bustle
attention to those parts of the body which his
If the
organization has caused to project.

theory of derivation be true, then the arti
ficial Grecian bend of the fashionable nine
"
teenth century is a " reversion
to the natural
monkey bends of our ancient ape-like progen
itors.
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HOW WE WALK.
walking, the trunk and head are the weight
to be carried ; the legs have the power, and this
power is exerted upon the feet, which form ful
cra and levert, in connection with the floor or
the earth ; but we shall find that' the body is
not a dead weight, but elastic and alive, mov

some distance in advance ; this process being
repeated for every step, the "leg-pendulum"
of a short man swings of course more rapidly

ing slightly in the direction needed to maintain
the balance of the whole ; so, too, the legs are
not merely muackt, they are also a considerable
weight, and adapt themselves to the surface
over which we are moviug; and finally, al

right timepiece."
The same author makes the following state
ment: That a man is shorter while walking

In

though the feet are chiefly mechanical instru
ments, acted upon by muscles which arise high
er up upon the legs, yet they have muscles of
their own which strengthen the arch under the
instep already described and give to all their
movements a peculiar grace which is seen in
no other creature ; the apes have n much short
er heel, and the dactyls (toes) are so much
longer and curved, that they can not plant the
whole sole flat upon the earth, but only the
outer border ; moreover, their primus (or great
toe) is much shorter than ours and stands out
from the side of the foot like a thumb, so that
it can not, like ours, receive the weight of the
body and aid. in the spring for the next step;
the bear's pes, it is true is " plantigrade," like
that of man, but the heel is short, the primus
is shorter than the other dactyls, and the whole
bony structure is so unlike that of the human
foot, that instead of rising at the heel and
springing from the toes, it is raised altogether,
and put down again with a " flop," which is
very much like the ungainly step of the negro
minstrels.
Much more might be said on the peculiar
structure and action of the human foot, which
is a most interesting and useful part of the
body, although much less is thought of it than
of the hand; it is generally concealed from
view, and the toes are the only parts of the
body which have been thrown into disuse and
seriously injured by civilization ; we ridicule
the Chinese for the distortion of their feet, yet
our fashionable bootmakers are quite as guilty,
since they abhor the natural form of the foot,
and decide upon the proper shape of their
wares with veiy little reference to the parts to
be covered by them ; the narrow sole, the inbent great toe, and the elevated heel are not a
whit less ridiculous and injurious than the com
pressed foreheads of the Flathead Indians.
A good, general definition of walking has
been already quoted.
The body is allowed to
fall forward upon one leg, the other leg swing
ing forward like a pendulum, and planted at

than that of a tall one ; in the words of Dr.
Holmes, " Commodore Nutt is to M. Bihin, in
this respect, as a little, fast-ticking mantle clock
is to an old-fashioned, solemn - ticking, up

than while standing;

and as the explanation

of this fact involves most of the things I have
to say, I will endeavor to show why it is so.
But first, is it a fact T There is a time when
we rise upon the foot, and when one would
expect the height to be increased. In proof
that Dr. Holmes is right, we have, first, the
evidence of ladies, who say that a skirt which
docs not reach the ground while standing, may
sweep the ground while walking ; and second,
the experiment which
now try, of walking
rapidly, with the eyes shut, under a rod which

I

just touches the top of the head while stand
ing under it; in order that this experiment
shall be satisfactory, however, the following
conditions must be observed: The rod must
be steady and horizontal ; the person walking
under it should have no idea of its exact loca
tion, and should walk in a natural manner,
neither "ducking" nor throwing
the head
back, as one is inclined to do when passing un
der anything; a little brush, filled with paiut
and set into a cork pinned to the crown of a
hat so as just to touch the rod while standing,
will never touch it while walking under, if the
above conditions are observed.
Granting the fact, how shall we account for

it?
First, we must distinguish between

the length

of the body and its height.
The. length of the body is the distance be
tween two parallel but not necessarily horizon
tal planes, coinciding respectively with the
two extremes of the body, the vertex and the

This length will be greater or lesser,
according to the state of the respiratory organs,
as I show by experiment; if the short arm of
a lever be placed upon the head while the
lungs are empty, the other arm will fall as soon
as a breath is taken in ; in part, this explains
why a wrathful man looks taller, since he is
soles.

generally holding a full breath.
This length will also vary according to the
attitude of the body ; for the different segments
of the spine (vertebra;) are separated by elastic
cushions of fibro-cartilage, which are compress
ed by the body's weight while in the erect po
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sition,
down.

but

extend

themselves

when

we

He

This also is easily shown by experi

A rule is fastened to a board, and the
difference in the height of a man while standing
up and while lying down upon it is at once in
dicated by a sliding piece, like that of a shoe
maker's rule. This experiment Is more strik
ing if some weights are held in the hands

ment :

The compression of the in
tervertebral cartilages accounts for the familiar
fact, that we are shorter at night than in the
morning ; and also for the stunting of young
persons who are overworked, or obliged to

while standing.

Finally, the length of
carry great weights.
the body as a whole, varies with the position of
the head, trunk, and legs, or that of the seg
ments of the legs, as is easily shown by experi
ment : If we stand under the short arm of the
of
any inclination
will allow the long
ann to rise ; so will any bending of the trunk
itself, or of the trunk at the hips, or of the
thighs at the knees; the same result follows
when standing upon one leg, for then the op
lever already mentioned,
the head in any direction

posite side of the body is unsupported and
sinks a little, while the middle of the body
swings toward the supported side, so that trunk
and leg are not in a straight line, but form an
open angle at the hip.
That the whole body must be shorter when
any of its parte are bent upon each other can
also be proved by geometry. A straight line
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reach the following conclusion : A man is at
his average height in the middle of the day
with the lungs moderately distended, when
standing erect with both feet flat upon the
earth and the trunk and limbs in the same ver
tical plane ; his height is greater in the morn
ing, and after a full inspiration, and when the
feet are extended upon the leg ; his height is
less at night, after a complete expiration, when
out of the perpendicular, or when any two
of the trunk, head, or legs are flexed
upon each other.
segments

Now, the time of day and the state of the
lungs have no direct connection with locomo
tion, so that in the endeavor to account for the
decrease of height while walking, we have to
consider only the deflections from the perpen
dicular straight line which may occur during
locomotion.
The most constant of these is the forward

of the trunk from the hips, in order
of the body to aid in over
coming the resistance offered by the air, just as

inclination

to allow the weight

a rod carried upon the finger must be inclined

in order to prevent the air from carrying
backward.

it

This inclination of the trunk may be hardly
noticeable, as in slow walking ; but when the
speed is increased, the resistance of the air is
much greater, and it has been found that in
rapid walking the trunk inclines forward at an
Of
angle of fifteen to eighteen degrees.*

measures the shortest distance between any
two points; when the body is erect and the
legs straight, it coincides with a straight line,
but when it or any of its parts are deflected,
then it departs from the straight line and be

course it is possible to walk and even run with
the trunk nearly erect, but in that case the re
sistance of the air must be overcome by mus

comes part of a curved and therefore longer
line, and as a part is less than a whole, the body
is then shorter than before.
So much for the length of the bodf ; it9 height
is the distance between two parallel and hori
zontal planes, coinciding as before, with the
vertex and the soles ; in other words, the

ward in a vertical position.
As has been already shown, the forward in
clination of the trunk, since it is a deflection

height of the body is measured upon a vertical
line, while the length may be measured by any
line ; and, moreover, the height may be varied
without a change in length, as when the body
is inclined

as a whole in any direction, yet pre

so far as regards its
different segments; this of course could only
occur while the body is supported by a board
or other unyielding surface, but it proves the
between length and
theoretical distinction
serves

its erect position

height.
Practically,

the height of the body is affect
varies the length, so that we

ed by whatever

cular effort, just as a rod must be held very
firmly in the hand in order to be carried for

of the whole body from a perpendicular straight
line, tends to lessen the height while walking,
other things being equal.
The second deflection from the perpendicu
lar is the lateral inclination of the trunk from
the hips during all parts of a step in which the
The cen
body is supported by a single leg.
ter of gravity of the trunk lies between the
hips, and a line dropped from it must always
come inside the points of support ; while stand
ing upon both feet, this line will come between
them, but when supported wholly or in pari
upon one foot, the center of gravity must be so
shifted as to be over that foot, the whole body
swings over toward the side of the supporting
* Article " Motion,"
iology.

Cyclopedia of Amtoayand Phy»-
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leg; but in order to preserve the balance, the
trunk is not kept in the same line with that leg
but remains nearly erect, and so forms an open
angle with the leg. According to the proposi
tion already given, this must lessen the height
at all parts of the step excepting when the body
is equally supported upon both feet, that is, in
every position excepting the "rest," and the
" heel," which will presently be described.

The movements of the legs themselves dur
ing walking are much less simple and easy of
description, as any one may learn for himself
by trying to follow his own movements and to
describe them. At any rate, I have found no
satisfactory account of them in books, and am
shall now
far from convinced that the one

I

give is correct in all respects ; for in order to
explain the decrease of the height during walk
ing, we must not only know how each leg
moves by itself, but also observe the coinci
dence in the movements of the two legs ; and
every one knows how difficult it is to watch
two people carefully at the same lime.
There are two methods of studying the vari
ous positions assumed by the legs during loco
"
motion ; the first is by means of the instanta
neous photographs."
In the article already
referred to, Dr. Holmes reproduces four such
figures, showing several points very clearly,
namely : the length of the stride in rapid walk
ing, the planting of the heel of the advancing
of the other heel
just before that foot leaves the ground. But

foot, and the great elevation

excellent and well-chosen as are these figures,
they are insufficient for our purpose; chiefly
because the name foot can not be traced in its
progress from the beginning to the end of the
and because the several figures do not
I selected fifteen
agree in height and attitude.
figures or groups from several hundred such
stereographs, and had them enlarged by pho
step,

tography upon a single card ; they illustrate the
points above mentioned, and also the rapidity
with which one foot swiugs by the other, since
in some cases the lower part of the swinging

Still, I found it impos
leg is nearly invisible.
sible to so arrange these figures as to show all
the subdivisions of a single step with the same
foot.

The- other plan adopted is as follows : Hav
ing lit jt carefully practiced and studied the
various movements which occur while walking,
and ascertained which are the most eatily
recognized positions, I mounted a table, and,
by aid of a supporting rod, assumed these po

sitions, and remained in each of them long
enough to allow the artist to make these dia
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grams.* To these positions I have given names
for convenience of description and reference;
but it should here be staled that it is quite pos
sible that they have been christened already
by some German authors of papers on human
locomotion in Mailer's Archiv fur Anatomic,

which

I

have not yet been

able to read in

detail.

of " rest " (fig, 3), is that in
both feet rest flat upon the earth, the
one perhaps a little in advance of the other;
we are then at our greatest normal height ; and
The position

which

in my own case, this is thirteen-cighths of an
inch greater than the least height reached in
the course of the step.
The next position is
"
called " ready
(fig. 4), because the body is
swinging off to the left so as to be supported
chiefly by the left leg, and the knee is bent
slightly in readiness for the succeeding move
ment; the deflection from the perpendicular in
this position diminished my heigh t three-eighths
of an inch, so that it was only ten-eighths of an
inch greater than the least height. The next po
sition is taken when the body is swung still far
ther to the left, the right knee more bent and
the foot

just raised from

the ground so as to
in the next movement; in this
"raise" position (fig. 5) the height is still fur
ther decreased by two-eighths of an inch, so
that it is just an inch above the least height.

swing

clear

In the next position (fig.

G) the body is allowed
to fall forward, and a spring is at the same time

given by the foot, the heel of which rises from
the ground;
but although this, other things
being equal, would tend to increase the height,
"
"
yet so decided is the fall that, in my own
was diminished three-eighths
" fall " or "
spring" po
sition is not a real " position," but a continuous
case, the height

of an inch

; but as this

movement of the whole

body,
in height will vary from
to its close in the next position.
the heel of the advancing foot
crease

the exact de
its beginning
In this (fig. 7),

comes to the
ground, while the heel is still further raised, so
that the body rests upon the heel qf one foot
and the toes of the other; and although the

trunk is now nearly erect, and the elevation of
the heel and toe tends to increase the height,
yet the separation of the legs lowers the body
another five-eighths of an inch, and the height
is least (0) in this the " heel" position.
In the next, or "sole" position (fig. 8), the
heel rises still further, and the body is carried
forward by the continued spring from the foot,
* Mr. George Le Baron llartt, of Ithaca, who has nleo
drawn these diagrams upon wood for the present publi
cation.
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the solo comes flat to the ground, and the
height is increased by five-eighths of an inch ;
it would be even more increased but for the

by the side of the right in the "ready" po
" rest," in which the
sition, and then comes the
greatest height is attained. But ir another step

commencing deflection of the trunk toward the
right; in the next or " toe" position (fig. 9) the
leg comes more nearly into a vertical plane
above the foot, but inclined to the right, while

is to be taken, then the swing is succeeded by
" or "
the " fall
spring" from the right foot (fig.
" heel "
12), and then comes the
position, as be

the heel rises

until

the whole

sole falls back-

Fio. 4.
•'Ready "—10-8.

Fio. 10.
"Swing"— 8-8.

Fio. 11.
"Swinir"— 8-8.

"Fall

fore) fig. 13), the body being suppoited
left heel and rvjht toe.

Fio. 5.
"
Raise " or " Swing — S-8.

11

Spring"— 5-8.

by the

Fio. B.
" Spring"— 5-8,

•Fall " an

J

Fio. 13.
"Heel"— 0.

ward, and only the toe touches the ground ; the
height is here increased by one or two eighths of
an inch, and in the next or "swing" position
(figs. 10 and 11) it rises to eight-eighths, or just

THE GItADlGHArH.
a piece of chalk and holding it
steadily against the blackboard, I take a single
step forward and stop at the "heel" position;

an inch above the lowest point, this being, in
fac t, (he same position as Hint already described
"
"
as the " raise or " swing
If we mean
(fig. 5).
to close the step here, the left foot is planted

the chalk has made a downward curve; con
" rest"
tinuing the step and coining to the
po

Taking now

sition, the chalk

makes a corresponding up
ward curve reaching the, level from which it
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started ; in Ibis way, the length of the step is
indicated both by the length of the curve and
by the difference between the highest and lowAt the same time, as may be seen
eat points.
by observing a person walking, from behind,

iron wire as to point forward at an angle of
forty-five degrees, the upper one in a vertical,
the lower one in a horizontal plane, and to the
right The lower and inner ends of the cylin
ders are closed ; in each runs a hard wood pis

and as has been already proved by our experi
ments, the head oscillates from side to side in
each step ; but each lateral curve is equal to
two vertical curves, because, during a single
step with the right foot, for instance, the head

ton upon a spiral spring.
Each piston projects
about four inches from its cylinder, and carries
in its outer end a crayon of charcoal.
For use,
the frame is strapped firmly upon the back, so

has swung off to the right side and remain*
there, while it has not only sunk to its lowest
point but risen again to the highest ; so that
half of a lateral curve is equal to a whole ver
tical curve, and in a series of these, one lateral
curve is equal to two vertical curves, as already
said.

that the upper piston projects a few inches
above the head, and the lateral piston a few
inches beyond the right shoulder; the wearer
then lakes position beneath one board and at the
side of another, so arranged that the crayons
are io the center of the boards, and the upper
piston is forced about two inches downward
to enable the crayon to remain in contact with
the upper board during the lowest position of
the step ; the wearer now steps forward in as
natural a manner as possible, merely taking
care to keep the lateral crayon in contact with
the board.
A series of vertical and lateral
curves will be described, which, if faint, may

with the charcoal. If the upper
board is now let down so as to rest obliquely
just above the lower board, these curves ap
pear as seen in fig. 15.
The above curves do not indicate the exact

be traced over

amount of either lateral or vertical oscillation ;
for, beyond the figures already given, I have
not been able to make what may be called the
quantitative
analysis of human locomotion.
The curves arc somewhat exaggerated to facil
itate comparison.
In comparing the curves produced by the
gradigrapb, it must be borne in mind that the
upper series are Intend while the lower are ver

Although we can not show them other
wise than upon the same surface, it will be
noted, 1st. That each upper curve is equal to
two lower curves. 2d. That the upper series
tical.

Fiu. 14.—The " Qradigraph," or "Step Recorder," eecn
from the Bide.

While making

these experiments,

it occurred

to me that a simple instrument

might be devis
ed which should register the lateral and verti
cal curves at the same time in such a way as to
enable us to compare and study them. After

I

will not here enume
various trials, which
"
rate, the " gradigrapb," or step recorder," be
came the instrument which will now be used.
It consists of two tin cylinders, one inch and
a

half in diameter,

so attached to a frame

of

are represented as lateral oscillation* with re
spect to the dotted line A A, while the lower
curves simply rise and fall with respect to the
dotted line B B.
3d. That the extremes of
departure of the upper curved line from the
line A A coincide with the extreme elevations

of the vertical line toward the line B B. 4th.
That the points of intersection of the upper
line with the line A A, coincide with the ex
treme depressions of the lower line from the
line B B. 5th. That while each entire upper
curve oquals two lower curves, each lower
curve coincides in length with so much ot an
upper curve as lies upon the same side of the
line A A. so that X X is equal to Y Y. Clh.

That ai

each

end of each curved

line

is a

HUMAN LOCOMOTION.
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short, straight line at a right angle to the Hues
A A and B B.
Now, to state the same facts in connection

finally, having again reached the point 0, if the
" is to be
"
rest
taken, the head
position of
comes back suddenly and without advancing

with the movements of the body.

to the point A.
Of course, the length of both lateral and ver
tical curves will depend upon the length of the
step, and so will the deptli of the vertical curves ;

The lower

series represents the rise and fall of any part
of the trunk, say the shoulder, from which the
lateral barrel of the gradigraph projects. In
the position of "rest" this point will have its

but the degree of lateral oscillation of the head,
as indicated by the upper series, depends not
upon the length of the step directly, but upon

greater elevation ; but in preparing to take a
step forward, the lateral swing of the body in
"
and " raise," causes
to the positions " ready
this point to fill five-pisliths of an inch (more or

of the individual, and also upon his
width ; for, in order to preserve the center of
the height

Y

*

Fib. 15.
gravity over the point of support, of two men
equal in width, the taller will oscillate the
and of two men equal in height, tV.e
more
wider will oscillate the more. But there are

with the other foot, the body sinking and rising
Then the third step is taken with
the same foot as the first, and an indefinite

trial with the gradigraph.
This instrument
evidently capable of much
improvement in detail, which hope some time
to make, but
am convinced that even now

is

it

I

is

a

it

may even be
the gaits of different persons
such accuracy as to enable
possible to give
us to discriminate between the gaits of differ
ent nationalities as readily as we can now be
tween those of the short and the tall man, be
;

is,

that
the space traversed by the trunk and
head in passing from the " swing" position up
on one foot to the same position upon the
also the distance between
other; and this step

shows more clearly than has been heretofore,
the relation of the lateral and vertical oscilla
tions to each other, and the extent of each in

it

series of similar curves would be formed, until
we come to the " rest" position, when the body
rises to the height which it had when starting.
Each of these vertical curves measures a step,

also individual peculiarities of gait which may
not depend upon cither of the above condi
tions, and which would be merely indicated by

I

as before.

;

"When the advancing foot has been
less).
planted and the position of "heel" is taken,
the height is least ; but then the body begins to
"
rhe upon the advanced foot until the swing"
position is reached, in which the height is the
same as in the "raise" position, in which the
real step began. Then another step is taken

connecting with its positions when at rest. In
preparing to take
step, the body swings off
toward the side of the supporting leg. as shown
in figs.
and 11, and the head begins to ad

straight line.
The difference between the step and the pace
made evident by the curves produced by the
each short curve
step, for
gradigraph

O

;

a

it

a

is

;

is

a

;

is

;

is

a

the distance between the points where the same
foot
raised and planted again likewise the
distance traversed by the head and trunk from

it

;

it

measures the distance between the two feet in
the heel position, and also the distance which
the head and trunk traverse from the "rest"
of one foot to the " rest " of the other but each
long curve measures pace, or two steps, being

again and reaches P, while the body
advancing to the swing position in readiness
for another step then
again crosses the line
A A at X, and describee second curve, X— X

leaves

;

a

4,

3,

vance, therefore, not from A, but from
by
the time the " heel" position
taken, with the
point under P, the
advancing foot planted at
head has moved back to the line A— A, but

is

tween the natural, unaffected walk and the ab
surd " stage strut," which gives the most exten
sive lateral and vertical oscillations from the

a

the heel of one foot and the toe of the other in
"
the "heel
position.
The upper series of curves represents the lat
line
eral oscillations of the head in respect to

Phrenological Journal.

lack some of the features which
would yet more distinctly indicate the source
of all these fashionable abominations among
and even

the dsmi-moiide.

I have already mentioned
tlie swing of the arm with
the same side, or, in other
dent forward swing of the

alternation of
that of the leg of
words, the coinci
left arm and the
right leg, and of the right arm and the left leg;
it is worth noting that this diagonal movement
of the arms and legs is precisely what occurs
the

in the trotting of a quadruped, where the right
hind leg and the left front leg are moved to
gether forward and backward.

This brings

a very curious matter,
up by Dr. Holmes as fol
lows : One side of the body tends to outwalk the
other side ; that is, a person never goes in a

which

us

to

is summed

perfectly straight line for any distance, but al
ways turns to one side or tike other, and at last
describes a circle and returns to a point not
far from where he started. Many such cases
arc on record, but I have not been able to learn
to which

side the

turn was made; the Hon.
me that he has

John Stanton Gould informs

frequently been lost in the woods, and thinks
he turned without exception from right to left ;
that is if he started to go due north ho would

Now, this is very interesting, but not quite
conclusive, and I would be very glad to have
the experience of any persons who have been
lost and have traveled in a circle; the experi
ment might even be tried by letting a man, un
prejudiced, walk blindfold over a great plain
covered with a light snow.
have tried an

I

experiment upon a very small scale
forty feet long, trying to walk along
the carpel with my eyes shut; in
out of ten I found my deflection to

in a room
a seam

of

nine cases

be to the
right ; and although I by no means regard such
a trial as satisfactory, the result certainly ac
cords with some facts already ascertained; for
the greater propelling power of the right foot
would cause the whole body to revolve more
toward the right, and so turn the person toward
the right, instead of the left side.

In this connection
facts which
other:

seem

the first

may be, mentioned two
at first to contradict each
rule, the left leg
that, as

is is

is aptly
described by the German
word
"schwanzen,"
applicable, properly, only to the
waggle of the tails of monkeys and other beasts.
If our comparisons seem odious, they are just,

that lost persons traveled in a circle, turning to
the left."

the body, while the kick
delivered with the right, indicating the greater
that in march
power of that foot; the other
marked by" left," " left," " left,"
ing, the time
swung for
spoken at the moment the left foot
used for supporting

is

tion of this same movement, generally accom
"
panies the Grecian bend" already mentioned,
and the "bustle" then receives a motion which

had left. I have been told by G. W. Beekwith,
Esq., a lawyer of Pittsburg, that it was a re
ceived opinion among hunters and woodsmen

ward to be planted in advance; and this would
the more important foot
indicate that the left
in walking, but not really for although the left
foot takes the step, the spring which deter
mines the length and force of that step or move
said that
ment
given by the right, and
careful measurement of the
in some cases
is

ward with the right leg, and so generating a
force in the opposite direction ; with large per
sons it becomes more apparent; an exaggera

is,

ing ; although it is in part contracted by the
alternate swing of the arms, the left going for

know in which direction they had turned, but
it must have been quite abruptly, to bring them
back upon nearly the exact spot which they

it

apparent when a pole is strapped across the
shoulders; this partial revolution of the body
probably occurs with all, during natural walk

yard, about fifty rods farther south than their
starting point, while they had thought they
were continually going north.
They did not

a

the opposite side, as becomes still more

" The two convicts
from the prison
escaped
about the middle of the day ; they started north
upon a run, intending to go to Canada ; they said
they ran almost continually, until almost dark,
when they found themselves near the prison

is

of

ten me as follows respecting that case :

;

those

who escaped
from Clinton
Prison in this
State, and referred me for further information
to Mr. Ransom Cook, who was for a long time
connected with the prison, and who has writ

is,

trunk upon its own axis during the "swing"
position, when the trunk is supported by one
leg; the whole trunk is faced a little to the
opposite side; the shoulder and hip of the sup
porting side are thrown a little in advance of

the west; he also mentioned
in a circle by convicts

of wandering

a case

is

Besides the forward movement of the body
in walking, and the lateral and vertical oscilla
tions already described, there is a fourth move
ment, consisting of a partial revolution of the

deflect toward

[Sept.,

a

the rest of one foot to the rest of the same
foot, after two steps have been taken. If a
man's step, then, is twenty-eight inches, his
pace is fifty-six inches.

is

US

steps shows that the impulse given by the right

WHAT WE INHERIT.

foot carries the left foot an inch or two farther
than the right foot is in turn propelled by the

is

left

In

for

ward.
3. There is a greater spring in running.
But although these distinctions generally ex
ist, they are not essential; for (1.) You may

waik much faster than you may run, although
you can run the faster.
(2.) You may walk
with the body bent forward, and you may run
with the body nearly erect.
(3.) You may
spring more, and so rise higher, in walking than
in running.
There is, however, one difference between

walking and running, which is

is

is,

less apparent,
but is really the only essential difference. It
that at every period of the step in walking
upon the
some part of one or both feet
ground; the body
always supported but in

figures of the appearance of the feet in walk
have given in "Bird, Beast,
ing and running
and Fish," Harper*
Magazine for November
and December, 1809, and January and Febru
ary, 1870. But the careful reader will observe
that the descriptions arc not the same as here
given, and will be convinced that am right in
supposing still better ones will be given here

I

is faster than walking.
running, the body is more inclined

1. Running

and this constitutes the main and essential dif
ference between walking and running.
Some

I

RUN.

»

now WE

Between the walk and the run three differ
ences will suggest themselves:
2.

and makes the spring, while the right swings
forward in its turn. The result
that at one
instant the body
supported by the ball of one
foot, at the other instant by nothing at all;
is,

1871.]

after.

There are several other modes of human lo
We may hop upon one foot, or

comotion.

jump upon two: we may also leap upon two,
but in leaping, the two feet arc not together as
in jumping; and, finally, we may vault from
one or both feet, aided by one or both hanc'u.
Springing, bounding, and skipping are varieties
of leaping, according to the relative height and

human locomotion; and although
hope to
have made some points clearer than they were
before, am so little satisfied with my own ex

ever, touch the ground,
ing, the heels rarely,
and the ball of the foot both receives the weight
and makes the spring.
After starting, too,

planation, that am willing you should remain
convinced of but one thing, that the most com
mon actions of the body require careful atten

I

is

I

I

and lose our hold of it;
end
we may tire of
more than we,
our successors may find in
but God alone knows all the fruit
may boar.

it

it

al

;

and that no branch of natural history,'
minute, can ever be followed to the

however

it,

is

is is

tion

;

is

;

if

there seems to be only two real stages instead
of five: one when the right foot
springing
and the left
swinging forward; the other
when the left
still in the air and the right
so has left the earth
then the left comes down

;

;

a

a

is

moment when the body
wholly unsupported, when both feet are off the

I

Now let us note the movements in running.
We may start from
standing position upon
the flat of one or both feet but after once start

is

ground.

length of the'movemcnt.
do not pretend
But our lime has expired.
to tell you all that
known, much less all that
may some day be learned upon the subject of

running, there

she

ed,

intelligent, but morbid in her sentimental

She has inherited her intelli
impressions.
she has
gence, and should be thankful for

inherited her morbid state of mind, and
and will not be held so.
What there
that she rejoices in, she has in
herited from ancestry, and the best gifts per
taining to any of the human race have beer
as much the legitimate
inheritance of con

is

that on account

When we sow wheat we do not

barley, nor do we expect to gather
figs of thistles, or thistles of fig-trees.
Our correspondent
evidently clear-head

;

lady, doubtless, complains

of the bad habits of her forefathers

is

a

a

fourth generation, as alluded to in
statisti
cal paragraph published in the June number
of the Journal, page 397. This subscriber,

or security
expect

it

despairingly rel

is

writes

ative to the 6ins of the parents being
yisited on their children of the third and

not to blame for

rendered miserable.
is

The law of hereditary transmission
one
of the most fixed and uniform.
Effects fol
low causes; otherwise, who could live an
hour on the earth with any degree of safety

it
;

SUBSCRIBER

is

A

?

WHAT WE INHERIT.
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ditions which produced such gifts, as are tho
misfortunes which people inherit. Moreover,
this law, well understood, ought to lead peo

ply to blame for its perversion and abuse.
If he has but one talent in any respect, he is
bound to use that one talent, and he shall

Some
ple to correctness of life and habit.
must suffer from the wrongs and evils of pa

have the proper reward.

come to them

through self-denial

and

the

earnest effort of a virtuous and intelligent

Nay, more;

parentage.

themselves by proper care.

men can improve
They can guard

against the evils of parental taint, and main
one
tain tolerable health to a good age.
finds he has a fiery temper, inherited, he is

If

Iqjarfawnt

those whom she now envies, may have occa
sion to look up to her.

ijjur

of

not to blame for its possession ; he is sim

is,

ignorantly, perhaps, in the
best of qualities and faculties which have

ed and rejoice,

he have five tal

is

rental habit ; and tens of thousands are bless

If

his responsibility is equal to his posses
Let
sion, and he must use it accordingly.
our friend be thankful for what she
and
when she remembers the mercies by which
she
surrounded, rejoice in them, not for
getting that when the life that gleams and
glows in the realm of the great Beyond, —
when the curtain of time shall be lifted, and
the soul permitted, without clog or hindrance,
to go forward to perfection, she may then
have qualities that shall give bet wings, and
ents,

jjjclntions.

Jforial

a

!

liappltteSK,
tlicriionly tilln
Domestic
Of p*r»dU«Ui.ii liiti ■urvlredtli« full
Tint art tlieouimcof virtue.

HATE CHILDREN

TIIE nUMANE SOCIETY THAT IS

I

I

it,

a

I

,

a

C

a

,
a

a

"
Returning soon after, he said,
to return this to the livery
only hope
will try to take
ble and get another.
concern back, and do you go to that house
vehicle.

wait till

Our
sta

the
and

come for you and permit me to ex
that nothing may occur to mar
the felicity which will offer itself in the con
templation of the surroundings of that beauti

press the wish

ful prairie home."
man
This last expression was uttered in
had known him
ner bitterly sarcastic, and as
a

t

means women and children as well as men.
declare that can have no pursuit of
Sow,

My companion left me
for further journeying.
in possession of the reins and proceeded to
little way ahead in search of another
house

I

I

I

?

He would be the man
through his platform
would take territory to canvass.
for whom
The Declaration of Independence informs us
that "all men" are entitled to "life, liberty,
infer that
and the pursuit of happiness," and

We had proceeded
one of our carriage
wheels gave evidence of approaching dissolu
tion, and upon examination was found unfit

I

a

included in any of the programmes of these
movements of progress.
can
Why don't somebody declare himself
didate for the Presidency, with the plank of
"Children's Rights" running all the way

was slow and difficult.
about two miles when

;

a

a

a

There has
to control mostly the premises.
much writing and speaking and some
legislation upon man's rights, women's rights,
and cattle's rights, but children seem not to be

been

out for
small town ten miles distant.
Our route lay through
sparsely settled prairie,
and the roads being very muddy in conse
quence of the recent heavy rains, our progress

is

I

protective
petition Government to establish
humanity association, in which the interests of
humun cfiUdren shall be included, so that their
peaceable possession of at least
claim to
moiety of the world's great common, without
being tortued by the vicious class that seems

manitarians, and get ready to sign my petition.
Leaving the cars at
my traveling com
carriage and set
panion and myself procured

I

a

SINCE

tion of Cruelty to Animals," the call for the
further extension of human sympathy seems
In consideration
practically to have ceased.
hereby announce my intention to
thereof

TO BE.

happiness so long as my nerves are unstrung
and my soul horror-stricken by view of scenes
hu
like those am about to describe. Read

B

the abolition of slavery and the es
"
society for the Preven
tablishment of

a

TO

BIGHTSl

JiO
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HAVE CHILDREN NO RIGHTS

to form correct conclusions from momentary
walked leisurely
glimpses of men and things,
toward the house with no very pleasing antici
pations of the hours to be passed there in wait
"
ing. It was indeed a beautiful prairie home."

I

Small groves dotted the premises in various
directions;
the residence was large and well
designed ; the yard tastefully laid out and

I

adorned with shrubs and flowers. As stepped
upon the first flag-stone of the front walk
" Beautiful !
could not refrain from exclaiming,

I

beautiful I"
A tall, spare lady, about thirty-five years of
age, met me at the hall door and led the way
to a parlor. She had a fair complexion, golden,
almost red, hair, nose inclining to sharpness,
lips as thin as a wafer, and large, cold, pene

After a few moments'
trating bluish eyes.
conversation, which evinced culture and re
finement on the part of the lady, she politely
excused herself on account of domestic duties ;
" amuse
hoped I would
myself with books and
papers, and pass the time as agreeably as pos
I sat by an open win
sible," and withdrew.
dow inhaling the fragrance of roses and mign
onette, and listening to the bird-music in the
saw the bees loading themselves with
firs.
pollen from a shrub near the window ; a rab

I

bit stood up and fixed his keen eye upon a bed
of pansies, as if debating the propriety of din
ing on them in preference to clover. Two
butterflies alighted upon a large white rose —
foreground upon which to contrast
their violet and orange plumage ; a gopher ran
from ambush in a clump of iris and entered his
subterranean home under the edge of the front
walk ; a humming-bird thrust its beak far clown
the calyx of a spangled lily, and then flirted
a beautiful

coquettislily among its charming neighbors,
too nectarine in its tastes to remain long a guest
of cither. Just here a new feature presented

itself in this panorama of beauty — a sweet child
of perhaps eighteen months came trotting clown
the walk and stopped before the spangled lily ;
out went one tiny hand and carefully touched
the delicate petals ; an expression of perfect
loveliness rested upon its face, while its lips
were ultering an infant tribute to beauty quite
unintelligible to myself. Then the hand was
withdrawn, and clasping all save one finger was
again extended to stroke the velvet finish of
those petals, oh, so carefully I What a scene
for the inspiration of an artist ! But it changed
The eyes were looking in the direc
quickly.
tion of the walk leading to the rear part of the
dwelling, and the beautiful expression became
displaced by one of fear and suffering. Did

t
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you ever see a vulture swoop clown upon a
dove ? an eagle upon a young lamb ? If so,
then you have some idea of what
saw. A

I

hand clutched that little arm, and the next in
stant the child had passed fuom my view.
I
heard a shriek resounding from the back porch,

I heard that unmistakable sound
by a blow of the flat hand upon naked
flesh ; down, clown, down, at least ten times in
succession, driven by an angry spirit, a cruel
spirit, a detilish spirit, came a mother's hand

and then
caused

upon the naked, quivering flesh of her guileless
infant — till its shrieks were stifled, till its sobs
were hushed, till it became mute through fear
and torture. Oh, Heaven 1 how the scalding
blood hurried to my brain 1 How the electric
darts sped through every nerve and filter of my
frame ! How the devil of Combativeness rose

lion-like within me!

I

could have crushed
that hand under my heel at that instant with
as little remorse as I would have trod on the
head of a venomous reptile.
A few moments

before and

I

had been peacefully contemplat
ing a scene of surpassing beauty and happiness
— what had taken the heaven out of my soul
and supplied its antitype instead ?
I had made the circuit of the hall rapidly

I

several times within a few minutes.
seated
myself again at the window and began a re
view. There were still the birds and the bees
and the butterflies.
A fine Newfoundland lay
in the clover where
had seen the rabbit, and
the gopher came out of his house and went

I

Birds, beasts, and insects reveling
foraging.
among beauty, — but oh, Father in heaven, a
little child put to torture for touching a lily !
smothered upon my lips the angry words
which my soul dictated, and looking out upon
the lawn saw a child of about five years dart

I

from behind a screen of evergreens and run
He stopped when a few
toward the house.
yards distant and turned his face toward a man

I

now saw hastily approaching.
The
child clasped its hands nervously, and screamed
in piteous tones, " Oh, I am 'fraid my pa will
— oh, so hard "
man, or demon,
whom

whip

me

had a small

!
The
riding-whip, a rawhide,

in his

The boy was dressed in thin cotton.
The demon drew the whip at arm's length, and
hand.

I

heard the first stroke, followed by a shriek
"Oh, papal please don't — please don't,
papa!" I sprang away from the window and
rushed out of the hall, clown the walk, looked

of,

up the street and invoked the return of ray
Was I in pandemonium?
The
companion.
sky was dun with clouds; the air was blue with
smoke ; I wondered if it was brimstone.
The

Phrenological Jo urnal.

it

is,

I

it,

I

stances

I

sat by me. The father read the tenth Psalm.
Oh, how I wanted to read to them about Christ

have seen hundreds of similar in
of varied shades and types.
would
take years to tell of all that
have suffered in
consequence of the abominable practice of
noon.

It

my own. An hour later and the family were
assembled for prayers. The infant sat straight
and silent in its chair near its mother ; the boy

I

men, and a servant girl, but not a child was in
sight. When the servant brought lights into
the parlor the little boy came with her. I en
gaged him in conversation, seated him by my
side, put my arm around him, and saw his
beautiful melancholy eyes look trustingly into

you would not stay in that house an hour be
fore something would occur to wound your ex
treme sensitiveness."
"How did you know she was such a wo
"
man ? I hastily inquired.
" I read it in her
face and bearing," he re
plied.
He did read
but by what power he
read such truth
can not tell.
would givo
years of labor for that power, whatever
for
would warn me and save me from the
experience of many an unpleasant incident.
have related only the occurrences of one nflor-

I

I

waited half an
sun was nearly clown, and
I re
hour, but saw no carriage approaching.
turned to the house, and we sat down to sup
per. We — the master, bland and social — the
mistress, all smiles and agreeable — two hired

[Sept.,
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the strength to strike a child.

are at least equal to those

HUNTING

A

ought to have worn a blessed, happy face, but
instead, it was sad and pitiable in the extreme.
When I reached the house I saw its mother, a
passionate, deceitful, cruel woman, and 1 knew

a

ago

a

Before we have any further extension
before Cuba or
annexed, or more missionaries
San Domingo
arc sent to China, let this American nation
term.

of territory or Christianity

take measures to extend civilization among our
Christian fathers and mothers who put to the
torture their own children.
x. Y. z.

SERVANT.

to answer me back, and

MY

most respects."
" That
what you say of them all.

advocated

For

that reason

I

much care.

have always

the dismissal of servants who were

not absolutely perfect. One morning last week
Jane omitted to put the large spoons on the

I

to the

girl.

should, and

She

I

sharply

undertook

sent her straight

the way to do it,"

I

" That

is

out of the house.
said.

"

If

a

one girl doesn't suit, try another."
" But, my dear, Jane was good servant in

tell

it
is

you. and have told you repeatedly, that
just as easy to get those who are right alto

mistress, and
You are too gentle
gether.
If had
your servants impose upon you.
charge of the bouse they would have to toe

I

I

must be
preserve the roses in her cheeks,
very tender of her and shield her from too

spoke

a

I

a

I

inarrici1 her.

She

great beauty when
Her mother told mo if would

considerate, thoughtful husband

the mark.

I

delicate little woman.

was esteemed

table, and the cruets were entirely empty.
took tho matter in hand, as a good, kind,

is

a

wife

is

;

it

it

a

is

an interesting one.
[Tho following sketch
We have had some personal experiences in back
lanes and up creaking stairways of almost precisely
and doubtless
many of our
the same character,
their own
readers will recognize
housekeeping
" huuts for help " as their eyes glance down the
columns.
Perhaps some friend of the "help" side,
lecture from the
however, would like to read
practical experience of that side. If so, let us
have
but
must be interesting.]

I

we journeyed onward, my companion asked,
"How have you been entertained?"
" First tell mo what caused
you to make the
remark you did while leaving me yesterday," I
" When I was
going up
replied. He answered,
to that house yesterday, I saw a little boy that

of pigs

and lambs.
father whipped
child to death, and was sentenced to serve two
If ho had stolen
years in
penitentiary.
horse he would have been sent (br a lunger

Not many years

a

As

came, and so did my carriage.

;

Morning

is

I

a

Then he prayed for God
"
blessings, spiritual and tempo
—
ral;"
wanted to pray Him to send down
fever and ague, rheumatism, and paralysis, till
to send down

I

there should not be one right arm left with

beating and torturing babes.
And now, oh, ye rulers and legislators, re
formers and agitators, against the extension of
all further" Bills of Rights"
protest, till there
shall be some guarantee that children's rights

and little children!

am tired

of seeing yon

shadowed with household

affairs.

so over

Even now

HUNTING
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in your forehead,
of twenty-

there are wrinkles settling
as

if

A

instead

you were forty-five

seven."

"Ah

wrinkles date far back of Jane's
I am not sure but they have
been produced by the frequency of my visits
to intelligence offices. I thought the last time
I went to one that my hair would turn white
! the

forgetfulncss.

before

I got

away."

"Why don't

you follow up some of those
in the Union t My moth
advertise
who
girls
con
er used to, and was very successful,"

I

tinued.
" I have, a score of times.

— the

I got

Delia from

one who sat down on
he was the rag-bag — and
Alice, who stole all my best towels ; and Julia,

an advertisement

the baby, thinking

who

would take her beaus into the parlor

every time we were out in the evening ; and I
have come to
don't know how many more.

I

the conclusion,

that when

a servant

is neat

and honest, it is best to overlook

trifling short
If my husband was just a little
comings.
more patient, I think I could manage very
I am worn out with servant-hunting."
well.
"
Servant-hunting ! I should think it would
be a pleasure.
I can't imagine
dreadful about it."

"Suppose you try it.

I

anything

really do not feel

well enough to make the effort ;
do my own work for a month."

I

had rather

My wife did not usually speak with
earnestness, and
she looked

it

so

so much

Besides,
surprised
am a
pale, and, as I said before,

model of husbands.

me.

I

I

SERVANT.
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building into which I entered wa3 far from
I knocked at the first door on
A fat, red-faced woman left

prepossessing.
the first floor.
the wash-tub

and opened it.

" Did a girl advertise from here for a place
this morning ? "
" Not as I knows on. May -be it is in the
back room."

I

It was opened
knocked at the next door.
by a little girl of nine or ten, barefooted and
ragged, and her mouth full of baked potato.
Four other children of various sizes came

running to look at me.
" Is your mother in ? " I inquired.
" No."
" Is there a girl here who wants a place? "
" No."
" Do you know whether there is one in the
building ? "
" No."
"
"
May-be it is up stairs ! screamed an old
crone from a bed in the corner of the room,
as I took out the paper
mistaken the number.

to see

if I

had not

I ascended a narrow staircase, and passed
along a dark, gloomy corridor. I knocked at
a door, and repeated my inquiries to a yellow,
sickly-looking woman with a babe in her arms.
She knew nothing of any such advertisement,

it might be in the next room. At the
next room they thought that perhaps it wag
So I was handed along from one
up stairs.

but

to another

I

until

I

reached

the

fifth floor.

informa
gained the extraordinary
tion that it was probably in the back yard.
There

It was a pleasant morning.
had enough
to do, but, then, I might as well be hindered

Reaching the ground floor in safety, I pro
ceeded to the rear, where there was a three-

half an hour to oblige my wife, as to waste so
much time smoking after lunch.
" I will,
darling. Lie down and rest your
self, or read the papers.
Take no more
thought about the matter; and now, goodmorning."

story house on the same lot, with a space of
An old man
only about ten feet between.

I

I

kissed her, and went on my way.
bought a daily paper at a stand on the corner.
Glancing at the list of " Situations Wanted,"

I smiled

at the alwurd idea of putting up with
servants when such an army was

incompetent
in the liehl.

I selected two numbers which I
thought would suit. They each contained
three figures, and, of course, were some dis
tance away across the avenues.
It was not
an inviting looking neighborhood,
and the

sat on the pavement smoking.
" How
many families are there in the build

ing ? " I asked.
He cogitated a moment before he replied :
" Twelve, sir."
It was true ! The hall ran through the
center of the building, making four rooms on
each floor, and eoch room contained

a family.
One man, a shoemaker, had a wife and seven

children.

I visited

every room before

the one the girl had advertised

from.

I found

It was

the most re3pectable-looking
one of the lot,
and the occupant was a young, tidy, well-dress
ed woman.

My spirits rose like foam, and
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went

down

as

quickly.

I

pail of water, trying to cure corns,

The girl herself

wheeled very abruptly
Ugly words
and. hurried to the sidewalk.

hod not come yet.

I
rose to ray lips, but I did not speak them.
wondered if Effio had ever visited such an
Taking out the paper again I read :
Street — a young girl
"No. 138 West
who understands her business, and is neat

abode.

and obliging."

I

It was only two blocks off. This time
was fortunate enough to hit the right room
at the first knock. The girl herself opened
Her manner was

the door.
ding.

I

a

little forbid

fancy she belonged to the snapping-

turtlc order.

Nothing daunted, however,

I

my business.
" How many be's there in your family, sir ? "
she asked, as she surveyed me from head to

explained

I dressed well, as a general rule ; but it
was a windy day, and I was in the part of the
city where the streets were not watered,

foot

consequently the damsel before mo could
not make up her mind on the instant whether

would answer for a master or not. I gave
her the number she would be expected to serve.
" Do there be a carpet on the girl's room ?"
" Yes. Now please inform me if you know
how to take care of the whole upper part of

I

the house and

dining-room,

and

will

well ? "
" Do there be any fires to make ? "
" One or two, I think."
" I guess the place wouldn't suit
never makes fires.
.where

I lives."

Boys

always

do

me.

it

I

does them

I didn't fold and put
in my pocket any more. I
read as I walked.
According to my printed
information, the most desirable person for me
to visit was a "smart, capable, willing girl,"
in the neighborhood of Myrtle Avenue.
Quite
a stretch from the west part of the city, but
I

was again afloat.

my newspaper

I went. It was a five-story tenement house
again.
gave a dirty boy a quarter to run
up stairs and make inquiries for me, and he

I

never came back to report.
Near the third
She was stay
landing I found the maiden.
'•

friend," in a little room twelve
The " friend " was a dealer in
and
was just sorting over a cargo.
old clothes,
The smart, capable, willing girl had seen
sixty-five summers, and her hair was as white
as snow.
She was sitting with her feet in a

ing with a

by fourteen.

[Sept.,

I left.

I was

so she said.

I

getting slightly out of temper when
A dog harnessed into

reached the sidewalk.

small cart obstructed the way.
[ raised
my foot and removed the whole establishment
a

into the street. After that I felt better.
Turning again for comfort to the paper, I
found "situation wanted" by several in the
immediate vicinity, and I rendered unto all
the light of my countenance.
One girl had
Another did not like to
just " engaged."
go where they did not keep a "full set of
A third seemed qualified for our
help."
purpose, but her cousin was dead, and Bhe
could not come for a week. The fourth didn't
like our location.
The fifth made very point
ed inquiries about the number of girls we had
during the last year, and then declined en
gaging

where

they changed

help

so

often.

The sixth didn't ever " ncgoshumate " with a
" the madame must come herself."
;

gentleman
The seventh wanted too many privPegos,
had lost her front teeth.

and

The eighth asked my name and place of
business, but never having heard of me be

"
fore, very drily remarked that she only lived
The ninth was a
with the first families."
blue-eyed German, who was not
only willing, but exceedingly anxious to un
dertake anything.
She promised to go to my
fair-haired,

wife in the course of an hour, and I, thor
oughly disgusted with this world, and partic
ularly the portion of it which I had just ex
plored, looked at my watch and found it was
two o'clock P.M.

When

I

reached home, at the usual dinner

hour, Etfie met me, smiling.
" Did the new girl come ? "

"No,

I

I inquired.

haven't seen any."

I did not give vent to my pent-up emo
tions; I only played thd sympathizing hus
band, and, somewhat crestfallen, started on
tour of the same nature the next

another

morning.

Without confessing it to Effic, T determin
ed to save time and try the intelligence office.
A polite clerk at the entrance stopped me and

registered my name, then I passed into the
A clerk sitting by a table num
main room.
I was to take
bered me and gave me a card.
a seat correspondingly

numbered.

The room

was filled with ladies talking to servants, and

VICTORY.

all sorts of persons hurrying hither and thither.
A clerk spoke through a tube and called for
chambermaid and waitress for number twelve.
In the course of ten minutes a tall, greasylooking Irish girl came toward mo.

I

"If

said,
you are sent to speak to me,"
Let
go back and tell them you won't suit.
another come as quickly as possible."

"

of obeying, she dropped into the

Instead

ehair near by.

" Won't

"
suit, rh ? What ails mc ?
" You are not neatly clad."
" Oh, that stuff on my dress is nothing, it
will come out with a little sponging."

I stalked

across the room, and advised the

man in attendance

to send a decent

girl to me in short order.

conferred with

young

I

six before

I gave

my wife.
an hour

and

crowded

me the rest of the day.

my address, and sent one to

This little performance

down town.

a

half,

and

my

occupied
office work

Having lost my key,

I

the

bell of my own door about half-past nine.
The discarded Jane admitted me.
" Effie, how is this ? "
asked, before tak

I

sent came.

running down the street. Toward evening
Jane came for her money, and not having
her until you
enough by mc, I detained
should come in.
She went to work of her
own accord, has put the house in order, and
assisted me in every way possible."
"
Keep her, if she will stay. I will promise
never to complain of anything hereafter short
of hair-pins in the gravy. A dish-cloth or
two in the soup will be a trifling grievance
compared with what I have been through in
the last thirty-eight hours.
And, Effie, say
to your lady friends, that if their husbands
are too exacting in little things, and meddle
in domestic matters where it would be more
sensible for them to mind their own business,
you know of a remedy."

I

have always been a model ;

The girl you
satisfied

the

Ef

fear of my making discoveries to their disad

A

vantage.
mendation

She seemed perfectly

I am now

And it pays.

fie looks five years younger, and the servants
no longer creep around the house in constant

I

and since

I

ing a chair.
" Oh, nothing extraordinary.

with the place, but in the course of an hour
we heard the lower door slam, and saw her

most docile of husbands.

dined

I rung
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few words

of well-timed com

have cured Jane of her chief fault,
have seriously

believe her to be

thought about

it,

LOVE'S

.

a
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most excellent servant.

♦

LOYE'S TICTOR Y.

;

a

Is

a

And then with
Arm step and stately the lady passed in
at her door,
And there in her elegant mirror confronted the look that
she woro.
A sharp blow at first benumbs one when qxickly and
skillfully dealt;
Till the wound
examined little, the danger and pain
are unfelt
The Lady Adelfi was skillful, had gracefully wielded the
knife
Her own words, which she fonnd (it was cruel) had
struck to the roots of her life.
Forgot
"Come back!" ah. the tone of beseeching
were her wealth and her pride,—
Forgot all tho train of rich suitors that often had been at
her side.
All things were forgot, -save tho yearning, tho hunger,
the thirst, and the pals.
For the trnc love her Hps had rejected, her heart must
now call for In vain,
" Come back " like brooklet's sad murmur, or leaves
by tho moaning wind stirred.
Like the low, restless chirp of the cricket, or flutter of
some wounded bird
Still fainter the words were repeated, still fainter again
they were said.
Till the fiicc of the beautiful lady had grown like the face
of the dead.
;

a

:
•.
.
.

1

;

start,
That caused her e.velids to tremble, and drew her white
band to her heart I
Sho saw in her elegant mirror a beautiful form, and a
face
The truest, most lovely expression of womanly beauty
and grace ;
The brown hair so daintily braided, jnst (hading the
forehead so fair,
And features that never an art let bad language to tell
one how rare.
But this ? Sho had seen it go often, she knew all her
beauty by heart,—
'Twas not just the lovely reflection that caused the fair
lady to start.
Not this,— it was something far deeper : the brown eyes
that looked in iter own
Wore filled with a pitiful yearning that fell on her heart
like a moan.
Twaa a cry from the wronged love within her, the pure
love her lips had denied,
That she with her own hands all trembling had laid on
the altar of pride.
A moment before, just a moment, her white lips had
spoken the lie,—
"Go, now ! for I never can love you, not more than a
friend loves. Good-bye."

I

Wuat saw the Lady Adele that made her bo suddenly
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The Lady Adi-16 had fainted, was ill, bat the cause no
one knew.
Was eke hurt ?—had she fallen?— how 111?and bo the
conjecturing grew.
No word from the *till form gave answer as slowly the
Ion£ hours passed hy,
Till the thought in the pad watchers* faces was spoken
at last, " Will she die?"
Will the die ? Adele, the lovely, the gifted, the beautiful
one ?
Whose will was a law to the many, whose wish, only ut
tered, was done ?
The bell tolled the hour of the daybreak, the dreary
night-watch was near spent,
When across tne pale checks of the sleeper a crimson
flush came and then went ;
And the lip* with no scorn now were parted, pronounc
ing no cheerless good-bye,
But breathing the tender petition, "Oh, Roland, come
back, or I die 1"
And who was thi» Roland ? a noble, who dared thus bo
proudly to stand
In the presence of Lady Adele\ and claim as his due her
fair hand ?
A noble, most truly, If manhood made nobles, not title
and dower;
A prince, the most royal of princes, if worth were a
crown and not power.
But only a jxmr unknown artiestwhen measured by name
and by gold,
Tct consclnns of being possessor of riches too great to
bo told ;
Of wealth not unworthy her notice, he honored all wom
en above.
He brought to the Lady Adcle the gift of a true man's
best love.
And she V ah ! a woman's pcrversencw, she answered
him calmly the while;
In her soul raged a tumult of passion, and death eves
lurked in her smire.
And Roland ?—had he lingered near her to see if per
chance in her pride
She had only been cold, had relented, would summon
hfm hack to her side ;
Not so: with her last word he left her, rode straight
from the city away,
And many a league lay between them, Adele" and him,
the next day.

" Ah, fool ! " in his anguish he murmured, " ah, fool ! to
believe the wild dream
That truth can be found In a woman, though noble and
pure she may seem.
Farewell to the beautiful vision I farewell to the lovely
disguise !
Farewell to the sweet, sweet enchantment that wakens
so brightly, then dies !
To H>7rknow. I'll paint me a goddess, an image of
love's fair ideal.
To worship.— bnt on her pure beauty shall linger no
breath of the real.
And not like Pygmalion's statue, the vision to life
would I w:ik<\
For thru 'twould he cold, hard, and heartless,— a wom
an ; 'twere sinful to make.'*
In his mad zeal he toiled on untiring; a lovelier form
never (jrow
'Neath the hand of an artist than this one that Roland
had brought int« view ;

[Sept.,

But feature and form were unnoticed ; a spirit within
had wrought ;
Inspired was the power of each hand-stroke, nor con
trolled by his will nor his thoughts,
Till the vision of beauty was finished, the goddess he
worshiped was there,
With the gold in her hair like the sunlight, a look in her
eyes like a prayer.
One glance at the wondrous creation, one look at the
eyes' mute appeal,
And Roland was kneeling before them, and sobbing the
one word " Adele I "
The last light of day was descending in silence on tur
ret and roof.
When there came from the street to the castle tbo sound
of a horse's sharp hoof;
And later, a moment, the rider descended with haste to
the ground,
Then pansed at the broad, open doorway, looked quickly
and eagerly 'round ;
Till led by a mastering impulse, crossed swiftly the rich
eovered floor,
And lingered In reverent silence at Lady AdekVs own
door.
His name? was he dreaming? the accents, sweet, tender,
and clear.
Like manna from heaven descending, now greeted bis
listening ear,—
" Ob, Roland 1 if you were a beggar, the poorest of all
in the street.
And I wore the crown of a kingdom, I still would kneel
down at your feet I "
Crowns of gold and of power may vanish, the proudest
of kingdoms may fall.
But Love will bo monurch forever, forever the strongest
Of OIL
HOPE AKLIKUTOH.

THE TRUE COMPANIONSHIP
MARRIAGE.
BY REV. GEORGE

OF

B. WEAVER.

~1TT7"HEN man came up from the solitudes
VV of matter, and was animated with a
spiritual existence, his Maker saw and declared
it was " not good for him to be alone."
In his
bosom's depths were crystal tides of great aflcotious, which were the fountains of a vast race
of immortal beings and powers, and the open
ing sources of innumerable joys and virtues.
Upon these reposing affections a quickening
influence was breathed by the Maker divine;
but breathed through the medium or instru
mentality of woman, a being kindred with man
in every spiritual power and grace; a being
diviner than he in tenderness, but needing the
shelter of his guardian arm ; holier than he in
worship, but delighted with his power over
surrounding existences to make them subserv
ient to their mutual good ; in tenser than he in
love and in every refined sentiment, hut com
paratively powerless without the stimulus of

TRUE COMPANIONSHIP OF MARRIAGE.
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his strong confidence and the light of his com
With her to quicken him he
manding brow.
is reverent and tender, strong in virtue, and
sublime iu sentiment. With him to inspire
her, she is mighty in reserved power and allunconquerable in the majesty and might of her
affections.

Regarded separately, they are but
halves of the sentient creation;
viewed together, they are the completed glory
unfinished

of moral intelligence.

Moving separately, they

are weak, fearful, uninspired,

liable.

Acting together, they

inspired with a reliability,

before were hemispheres circling in separate
and jarring scenes, now are a golden globe
with a new and congenial circuit around the
sun of mutual love. The grand idea of com
is
panionship is unit!/. And companionship
perfect just in the degree that unity is secured.
This unity may extend to every faculty of the «
soul, to every sentiment of the mind, every
desire of the heart, and every experience of life.
When it does, it is a full and complete unity,

A

fickle, and unre

and constitutes a perfect companionship.

are strong, brave,

companionship wisely entered into, and appreciatingly lived, is productive of a profound and
peaceful joy, sweeter, holier, and more blessed
than words can tell. It charms the whole soul
with the meed of full satisfaction, and pours

readiness, and force

of activity,

apparently superhuman in their
results. Separate, they waste their powers in
the cheerless solitudes
of retired thought
Together, they animate the earth with their
stirring presence, and people it with the human
world of glad life and glorious power. No, it
was not good for man to be alone, and so his

A companion
Maker gave him a companion.
is a kindred being, a congenial spirit, who can
respond to every spiritual call, and supply
Man's companion is a
every inherent need.
being who inwardly knows his wants before
they are expressed, anticipates his joys and
sorrows, and with reciprocal sympathy goes to
dwell in and satisfy his interior being, as sun
shine flows into the opening flower to gild it
wilh beauty and enrich it with fragrance.
There is something divinely beautiful in true

To see two beings of kindred
companionship.
mold walking hand in hand and heart in heart;
kindling in each other's bosoms the glowing
of affection, sentiments, worship, and
thought; studying together the beautiful earth
and glowing heavens, and rising and rejoicing
in mutual admiration tft what they see and
learn ; experiencing together the joys and sor
rows, trials and discipline, of life, with a mutual

fires

trust and gladdening and sustaining confidence ;
reposing together in the Eden of reciprocal
love, with hearts melted in one, and feelings
quick answering to feelings in holy and joyous
response, and kneeling together in confiding
and childlike devotion in worship of the Father
Almighty, swelling with warm and mutual love
and adoration of the Great Spirit-Fountain of
all they see, feci, and enjoy, is indeed a sight
joy and gratitude.
It is a blending
Such is true companionship.
of two kindred souls, like the mingling of two
mountain streams, to part no more forevqr, but
to behold with eyes tearful in

to flow on through all scense and seasons with
one movement, one purpose, and one experi
ence.
What before was two, now becomes one.

What before was

18Y

divided, is now united.

What

through all the interior avenues the aroma of re
And while it charms and
freshing sweetness.
satisfies, it inspires to action, and awakens a
chaste and pure ambition for every good. Such a
companionship is not a fiction of heated fancy,
or an unreal vision existing only in the Elysian
chambers of the imagination.
It is a solid and
beautiful reality which accords with the best
Who
experience of nearly all companions.
has not enjoyed seasons of an all-pervading
congeniality, of a fullness of union, supremely
elevating and blessed, which gave a realization
of more than fancy had ever pictured or hopo
had ever dared to crave?
These occasional
sunny-leaves of full unity arc but real and joy
ful pictures of what every-day companionship
should be, and would lie were the era of Chris
tian love established in all, or in companions'
Such is the natural adaptedness of
hearts.
men and women to each other, that, with ordi
nary attention to the congeniality and fitness
in the choice of companions, their lives must
furnish many pictures of deep conjugal felicity
and blessedness, pictures which are radiant of
virtue and joy, and which are the copies in

Mar
conjugal life to be every day imitated.
God presided at
riage is a divine institution.
the first marriage altar, and performed the
He more
solemn rite of indissoluble union.
He ordained it. He
than gave it his sanction.
instituted its relations. He opened the silver
fountain of affection, and wove from its spray
the mysterious but tenacious cord of love that
binds two willing hearts in one.
Marriage,
then, is a religions institution, has its origin
and sanction in the source of religion, and
should be so regarded. God, we are told, is
love; and it is but reasonable to suppose that
he would establish between his children a rela
tion designed to inspire universal and eternal
love.

\
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tions longer with any desirable success.
Such as i.iesu are foremost in organized

of robbery and plunder. That
the influence of these degraded foreign
ers is baneful to our unsettled society,
especially in the larger cities where they
schemes

NEW YORK,
SEPTEMBER,

1871.

SOCIAL REFORM.
WHERE

rjlHE

IT

society

is such that it is essential there should
a method vigorously applied by the
constituted authorities for the assimilation
and harmonizing of its multifarious ele
te

ments. This country has not been "the
haven for the oppressed of all nations "
in words merely, but it has been and is
practically
the lower

so.

Hither for many years
of European peoples

strata

have flocked and found a warm welcome,
and opportunities for usefulness have
been afforded those who were willing to

Our nation has profited greatly
work.
from the steady tide of immigration that
has poured into- her ports, for a large
proportion of the immigrants who have
made the United States their home is
made up of the industrious and frugal,
and they with their strong arms and
willing hearts have contributed to our
substantial growth.

But
who

a large proportion also of those
have left the Old World for the

New is made up of the ignorant,

im

provident, shiftless, idle, and dishonest,
who seek in America a wider sphere for
airing their worthless characteristics,

if

possible make capital of them.
Very many of this class are expatriated
villains who had liecome too well known
to the police authorities in their own
and

country to pursue their criminal

teracting it.
In this case, that system which shall
neutralize the infectious influences of
criminal or corrupt associations will tend
to improve the moral tone of society in

SnOUXD BEGIN.

composition of American

chiefly find an abode, does not admit of
question, and moves all those who have
the welfare of their fellow-countrymen
at heart to seek some method for coun

avoca-

general, and therefore will operate as a
department of education.
In men who
live vicious and degraded lives we dis•ern a loss of cerebral balance, the ani
mal organs — the propensities — having
obtained the ascendency over the moral
intellectual
nature.
The question
of their redemption then resolves itself
into some method of training and disci
and

pline which
balance.

A

writer

prevents

shall

restore

the cerebral

said, "Education which
crime is vastly cheaper than
has

penal law which meets and punishes it ;
and even when that education has been
in the first instance neglected, its benefi
cial effects may bewcalized by elevating
the debased and restoring the harmony
of a distorted character."
The diffusion
of the means of mental instruction

through our common schools is one grand
for redeeming society,
instrumentality
and coercive measures should be pru
dently applied so that all youth
receive their meed of benefit.

The nature of American
demands that all American

shall

institutions
citizens shall

the great prin
in
these
institutions
ciples crystallized
can jiot find a true fruition.
We all
be intelligent,

otherwise

should understand the spirit, constitu
tion, and object of our government to
give that government its fullest exercise.

GOVERNMENT.

GOOD

In

Only education in full sympathy with
the principles of our government can im
and in
part the requisite intelligence;
educating the youth we strike at the

the education of criminals a system
of the moral organs

is,

atic cultivation

a

in fact, the primary requisite; because
when they have attained
vigorous ac

root of social and political corruption.
Intelligence
naturally tends to an im
proved moral condition, for in accord

a

tivity, ttleir influence upon the propensi
true re
controlling one, and

ties

form has been brought about, which ac
quires more and more permanent mental
state with the improvement of the in

of the facul
and of the higher

a

ance with the development

ties of the intellect
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US

is

GIVE

tellectual faculties.

sentiments, the mind becomes more able
to discern what is wisest and best in

which men have in common, happiness.

higher mental tone in her cit
promotes
izens, but this atmosphere, as in the case
not
of the naturalization of foreigners,

is

life

We believe that there
something in
the very atmosphere of America which

is

a

; it can thus the more clearly appre
ciate the unhappy results of vice, and so
shape its course as to secure the aim

sufficient to modify the moral and intel
lectual condition of the ignorant and de
based we must give them the means for

the intellect and furnishing food for the
higher sentiments, as, for instance, in the

would give to our free institutions the
highest character and
positive perpe
tuity, we must compel the ignorant and
vile to be educated.

;

Education, therefore, furnishes the best
preventive of crime, and its thorough
application in the management of pris
ons, houses of correction, penitentiaries,
Wher
etc., can not be too much urged.
ever the experiment has been tried, of
developing and training the faculties of

a

if

if

we would
educating themselves. Nay,
have all who partake with us of the
privileges of our great and glorious na
wc
tionality worthy of them, and

House of Refuge, the results
have been most encouraging.

Indiana

o

the August number of the Piikknoi.ogical Journal allusion was

if

made to the necessity of securing com
petent men for offices of public trust,
we would maintain an honorable position

if

among the nations of the world, and es
we would have our laws ad
pecially
ministered with discretion and fidelity.
We alluded to the corruption which was

if

in

upon matters political, and
creeping
the inevitable and deplorable consequen
the civil admin
ces which must ensue
istration became perverted from its orig
inal and normal aim.
a

of July
riot occurred
in New York, of a very serious nature,
the details of which have furnished
material for the use and comment of

daily and weekly newspapers for more

than
month.
It
fact, that notwith
standing the avowed purpose of the mu
nicipal authorities to suppress any un
seemly or riotous act by the employment
is
a

TN

On the 12th

GOVERNMENT.

GOOD

a

GIVE US

of armed soldiers in conjunction with the
usual guardians of the city, the police,
that soldiers in
and notwithstanding
considerable force were drawn up in the
open streets in accordance with official
yet riotous acts, deeds of
sanguinary violence, were committed by
the mob in the very face of these precau
instructions,

The terrible punish
tionary measures.
ment which followed those acts, and the
speedy dispersion of the mob, leaving the
guardians of law and order masters of
the situation, are matters of record.

In
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this sanguinary affair we discern one of
the outgrowths of political demoraliza
It was not so much an exhibition
tion.

of ignorance, bigotry, class or racial
antipathy in themselves, a3 it was a bold
manifestation of partisanship and munic
That mob represented
ipal degradation.
the sort of human material which have
obtained in a great measure the control
of the government of our metropolitan
city ; and the outbreak was a powerful
admonition of what worse things might
be expected should the intelligent and
better class of its citizens suffer such a
state of things to continue.

Under proper direction, with men of
energy, honest purposes, and kind hearts
in office, the men who showed so much
malevolence and brutality on the 12th
of July would be found working in har
with

mony

the better interests of the

but under the influence of
whisky-drinking politicians
and officials, who through a pretense of

tration of public affairs. "Uings" and
cliques would cease to pervert the ends
of law and justice ; and if they continued
to exist at all, it would be in the dark
alleys, and among the men whose stained
characters render them objects of re
proach and contempt to the honest.
If parties are necessary to our nation's
political life, why can not a party be
formed whose leaders as well as the rank
anil file shall be men of stanch integrity,
who shall aim to make this country what
its founders intended

ful endeavors arc not made to put the
right men in the right places, and a
higher and purer tone given to our po
litical affairs, a sad condition will ere
long overtake American society, a con
dition ripe for violent faction, revolution,

community;

anarchy.
fend !

incompetent and dishonest men, explo
sions like that which has just occurred

will now and then arouse the attention
of good citizens, and unless some effort
is made to stem the current of corruption,
matters will have proceeded so far that
the community will be entirely at the
mercy of the ignorant, bigoted, and
brutal.

It

clear enough that after so
emphatic a warning, those who have any
claim to the honorable title of good
seems

citizens, not only the residents of New
York, but of the country at large, should
bestir themselves, and seriously set about
the performance of their political duties.
every man of intelligence and consci

If

entious regard for the right should put
his shoulder to the wheel, there would be
a change soon apparent in the adminis

it should be, the

land of freedom, truth, and justice.
It is certain that if earnest and power

base, selfish,

law appropriate for their own use the
possessions and rights of the public, they
become the dread of the peaceful citizen.
So lor.g as the city is controlled by such

[Sept.,

From which kind Heaven de
-***

SLIPSHOD, OR RUNNING DOWN AT
THE HEEL.
without counters or stiffening, when
worn, are apt to jut over and
soon run down, and thus present a most un
Did it ever
tidy and unsightly appearance.
occur to the reader that there is a striking re
carelessly
SHOES

semblance between old slipshod shoes and cer
Such likeness may be seen in
tain characters?
They are no
many careless persons we meet.
slipshod and careless in morals and in
their habits than in the way they wear their
Easily tempted to go astray, they can
shoes.
not — or do not — say No when they ought
less

They yield first to one little temptation, telling
a wrong story, then to another to cover that up,
and so go ou from bad to worse till their moral
sensibilities are blunted, and like a poor old
There is no
shoe, are run down at the heel.
They do not stand up to
stiffening in them.
right and duty, but go shuffling along, going
lower and lower, and at length fetching up in a
poor-house, asylum, or prison.
Young men begin or take their first slops in
a slipshod life by neglecting daily devotions; by
by violating parental authority;
by selfishly appropriating to themselves that
which belongs equally to others. Greediness,

disobedience;

DARWIN'S DEVELOPMENT
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dishonesty, cyc-scrvice, deception,
or drinking " on the sly,"
— all these things lead directly to "running
down at the heel."
How to Keep Up. — Dress the feet, body,
gluttony,
smoking,

chewing,

and mind with proper care ; keep the shoes
properly tied ; step squarely ; have a phtn for
every day, and work, study, or play according
Be prompt in rising, washing, and in
to it.
dressing; it is much easier than to drug along;
be on hand at breakfast ; if not first, do not be
always last at the table or at prayers. Then,

THEORY.
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God's blessing on your work or your play, and
you will not "run down at the heel." Being
on the right track in the line of duty and use
fulness, you will "rise and shine," and become
what your Maker intended you to be, a godly,
manly man. Oh, the human wrecks we meet
on every hand I How sad! how pitiful! yet
nine in ten, if not all, could have clone better;
could have escaped the rocks by resisting temp
tations, self-indulgence, indolence, and dissipa
tion.

Our faculties grow by

use.

They degen

erate or remain latent by disuse, and they per

being ready for the duties or pleasures of the
day, go about the same with alacrity, and be
sure to "finish what you begin." Application

" run down at the heel " by
mit us to fall and
Oh, that each could
wrong use or perversion.
see and realize the certain doom that awaits

is an indispensable element of success.
Guard
against ill temper, impatience, and cultivate
Be not diverted by others. Ask
self-control.

of

transgressors ! May God put it into the hearts
us all to so live that we may in all respects
be useful to our fellows and acceptable to Him.

DARWIN'S DEVELOPMENT THEORY.

TT is interesting

to follow a writer who is an
honest inquirer after truth, and especially
is this so when he is pursuing an untrodden
way. We have been accustomed to think of

_L

man as the crowning work of an intelligent
Creator, and that all the lower forms of ani
mated life constituted strata of being without
links connecting each other, as birds with
quadrupeds, as fish with warm-blooded land
animals;
and that man was superimposed
upon all below him, as much as the marble or
bronze statue is quite a different thing from the
granite base and shaft on which it is placed.
The statue docs not grow out of the pedestal —

it is no part of it.

Each is complete without
there is no connecting link.
The
animal creation are perfect without man, and
man is quite independent of animals, and in

God-given

instincts, " turns away in disgust."
goes on to trace resemblance be

Mr. Darwin

tween monkey and man in their equal liabil
ity to sutfer from parasites, the process of ges
tation, birth, and infantile support. " Man," he
says,

"is

developed from

an ovule,"

or egg,

"which differs in no respect from the ovules
of other animals." The egg of a snake and of
a turtle could not be distinguished ; the egg of
a shad and of a "bull-head" are alike in ap
but are they alike in fact? By no
pearance,
means — the farthest from it possible.
It has

if the vital organs of a man and
those of a swine were laid ou a table together,
a skillful anatomist could not tell which be

been said that

the other;

longed to the man and which' to the pig. Why
not ? They both subserved a similar end ; they
digested food for the nourishment of an animal

the natural state both seek to be separated.
Mr. Darwin in the very opening of his work
manfully launches into the subject of the re
semblance of tlte monkey to man. He gives

economy ; air was breathed by both to oxygen
ate the blood.
Are wo to infer similarity in

an instance of some baboons becoming drunk
by tlte use of strong beer.
This seems to be a
good point made in the resemblance between
the monkey and man ; but he goes on to say
that " on the following morning they were

cross and dismal [just like man again], they
held their aching heads with both hands and
wore

a pitiable

expression [like man again].

When beer or wine was offered them, they
turned away with disgust."
Here is a sudden
break in the chain.
Man is fool enough to
Urink again, but the baboon, obeying his

man and animals because

both or all eat, di
breathe, circulate blood, grow, procreate,
and die '! This is all done by oxen and horses,
by deer and swine, by eagles, ducks, and doves,
and are they therefore alike? There is analogy

gest,

between all dogs, and also between all the cat
tribes from the lion downward, but though all
live on flesh, dogs and cats have no relation
The elephant and rabbit eat similar
ship.
food, the bull and the goat thrive on the same
food, both chew the cud, divide the hoof, and
have horns, but who sees iu them a brother
hood?

The brain and nervous system, not the stem

1!)2

Phrenological Journal.

acli, or heart, lungs, kidneys, and intestines,
constitute likeness and difference. That part
of the brain of the dog and monkey which re
lates solely to physical existence and instinct,
is in most respects common to man, and in
respects they bear a strong similarity in
development and character ; but when we rise
into the second story of man's brain, and take
hold of the faculties of reason, invention, and
these

sentiment ; or into the third story, and come to
the moral and spiritual part of man's nature,
we leave behind the highest members or fam
ilies of the brute creation.

Here appears to be
impassable gulf which forever divides
them.
In the order of creation, one species of ani
mals after another seems to have been pro
duced. At first, when the earth was unfit for
the

the existence of animals of a high order, there
existed animals scarcely lifted above the veg
etable. After the earth became more perfect
ed, other animals were added to its inhabitants,

[Sept.,

"Any animal whatever, endowed with
well-marked social instincts, would inevitably
acquire a moral sense or conscience as soon as
its intellectual powers had become as well de

says,

veloped, or nearly
man."

as

well

developed

as

in

In support of this slip-shod theory of ono
"
faculty creating another, he says : Sir B. Broanimal,
after
that
man
is
a
social
tlie,
observing
asks the pregnant question, ' Ought not this to
settle the question of a moral sense?'"
We regard this as a very loose way of rea
What would be thought of
soning on mind.
the ear producing the eye, or being the procur
ing cause of it. It would be just as reasonable
" social in
as to say that by reason of having
stincts one would acquire a moral sense."
Phrenology solves the question by regarding
all the faculties belonging to man as innate.

Having animal propensities, he has animal or
bodily desires and instincts ; having an original
endowment of social power, he is social and
domestic ; having a moral and religious consti

like layers or strata. In the erection of a brick
wall, course after course is laid, but each is sep
arate from and laid upon the other, but does
not spring from or grow out of it. Connect

tution as a part of his original manhood, he
has a moral sense ; the same is true of the in
tellectual nature and its functions.
We can

discarded.

improve every organ and faculty, but one set
of faculties does not create another. One man
can have, and frequently does have, a strong
moral sense and very little of social instinct,
One has a splendid intellect, but a weak moral

this the lowest animal being, and from this
the next grade, and so on up toman. Is it not
as easy for Omniscience and Omnipotence to
create a man as a musquito? nay, hundrcdsi
myriads of beings as to create one with a law
in its nature to develop millions of varieties ?
Is it not as easy for Him to create insect, ani
mal, man in every variety as tD create anyone
thing ?
In Mr. Darwin's article on the " Moral
Sense" we recognize a marked difference be
tween the confused and illogical statements of
eminent writers on the mental faculties as held
by the old school, and the clearness of statement
and sound philosophy of Phrenology.
He
" of all the differences
states his full belief that
'
etwecn man and the lower animals, the moral
sense or conscience is by far the most import

ant." Iu this we quite agree with
let us see how he illogically fritters
force of a correct conclusion by the
that the moral sense proceeds from

him.

But

away the
statement
the intel

lectual development and social instincts.

He

It were as wise to say that three of the
five senses are instinctive or innate, and the

sense.

other two are developed or created by them,
as to say that social instinct creates the moral

If

sense.
Mr. Darwin were only some obscure
penny a liner, and made such a statement, we

would call it fog and trash. The human mind
verily is God-made and immortal, or it would
not survive such barbarous

In

treatment.

Mr. Darwin's efforts to show the relation

of animals to man, he cites the possession of
various instincts and emotions, such as mater
nal affection, terror, jealousy, suspicion, sense
of praise, and pride. Phrenologists recognize
propensities which are common to man and
the lower animals.
In bodily wants and con
ditions man is an animal, even as a piano is a
box, a platform, or bench with legs, but with
these alone it is not a piano ; it must have the
addition of nicely adjusted strings. The animal
propensities minister to the bodily frame and
bodily wants; superadded to these are the
reason and moral nature. As the animal na
necessary in the complete man, these
qualities <lo not constitute man, any more than
the frame constitutes an engine or than clock

ture

a

Some people seem to think the Creator must
have organized a law which produced the min
eral, that out of this came the vegetable, out of

i"<

ing links in creation there are none — linking
means interlocking
or interblending.
The
term connecting link and the idea from which
the term springs should be at once and forever

Our hope ARLINGTON.
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_t
the operation of natural laws preordained to
'that end. The theory
that organic life be
gan in the simplest forms, and contains in itself
inherent powers of continued improvement.

and the animal kingdom, Mr. Darwin must
find in the lower animals at least the rudiments
of all the higher powers, especially reason,
conscience, and spirituality.
And here is the

We are told that independently of all creative
interference the sponge and the polyp have ex
panded to the shrimp, crab, and lobster, these
Crustacea into the fish, the fish into the reptile,
the reptile into bird, the bird into the mamma

the strength of the social instinct.
The lower
octaves of a piano may exist without the up
per, as the animal faculties exist in the lower

a

it

millions of years.

"TTTHERE
YV

ARLINGTON.

HOPE

OUR
"

sne

»

no more for the

" Why does

Jotjbnal

she

write

"It

"

a

out a moral sense ; and in man the strength of
the moral sense bears no uniform relation to

the same divine creative wisdom and
presided over his beginning and pro
gress, whether
required six days or six
at once

power

is

other hen), but as soon as that helplessness was
past, she would rob them without shame or
remorse.
'
No, Mr. Darwin ; social instincts exist with

the ultimatum
can make little differ
man, like the planet he inhabits,
has been developed by established laws of the
Creator, or brought forth with all his powers

?

instinct of parental love provided for their
wants while they were little (though she would
have unjustly robbed the needy chicks of an

In

ence whether

?

In October she
she refrains from partaking.
robs her full-grown,
weaned chicks of the
choice morsels which they have hunted for
and found, with an injustice indicating the
utter absence of a moral sense.
The social

through the lower animals, or has created
him at once
moral and intelligent image of
God,

it

as

a

They have

strong social in
stincts as man, yet they have no moral sense.
The hen loves and protects her chicks in May ;
provides them food and calls them to it while
moral sense ?

the Almighty by such an adjustment of pro
continued exercise
gressive development or
of creative power has brought forth man

i8

"
means make the " moral sense
an outgrowth
of the " social instinct."
If this were so, why
do we not find in the gregarious animals a

lia (or warm-blooded animals that suckle their
young), the mammalia, through the monkey,
into man. The question seems to be whether

;

great chasm of separation across which no fac
ulty of any animal ever passes.
The fact that the exercise of the moral sense
is chiefly employed to regulate the relations of
man with his fellow-man, does not by any

is,

The animal stops
case constitutes the clock.
before he reaches manhood, lacking the higher
faculties which distinguish the human being.
To make the relation complete between man

long time since we have had anything from
her graceful pen."
These, and similar expres
sions have been heard of late in this office,
but no satisfactory answer could be given.
She slipped away in
quiet, noiseless man
ner, without even saying good-bye.
Imagine
our surprise when informed of her marriage

have, together with the higher "octaves" not
There is no necessary
found in the animal.
family relationship between the snake and the

in Wisconsin, and her departure for

appears to be this, that the human race has
been developed from lower orders of beings by

a

new

beautiful
:

letter from her

" Marietta,

Ga.

:

in

'

but at last are cosily settled
my pen and
dear little home, in the sunniest of

I,

Theory

the

" Dear Journal My pen, so little used
friendly correspondence,
save in occasional
almost instinctively to write these
seems
wanderer to the
words.
Returning, like
home circle, what wonder that its golden sur
face should fairly glow with delight and ten
derness at the prospect of greeting the old
friends once more
We have been wanderers,

lands.

" On

a

of the Development

in
a

Here

is

State of Georgia.

South,

a

man?

The doctrine

down

'

if the life of each is quite independent of
the other, where is the logical necessity of a
relationship between the brute creation and
ed,

away

a

Light exists, and they all have eyes. We look
in vain for wings in the serpent, as we look in
vain for reason and moral sense among ani
If the snake and eagle are not relat
mals..

home

!

canary bird or eagle, though living on the
earth they must needs have something in com
Each needs air, warmth, and food.
mon.

a

orders of creation without the higher, and in
man, who possesses all the faculties and pro
pensities which any or all the animal kingdom

certain

wedding-day not

many
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not mean ' my pen and

for the new home that was wait
And have we been sick for the
Not a bit. This country, although
old one?
still bearing traces of the war, is exceedingly
No work of art can equal the
beautiful.
landscape pictures which are ours just for
the looking. The small streams of water
called ' branches,' the great variety and luxu
riance of the foliage, the many choice wild
flowers, help to make a delicious feast for the
lover of nature.
During a ramble through
an old field a few days since, great were our
surprise and delight at seeing a perfect gar
'
den of blossoms, known as the passion-flow
er.' It had once been our privilege to look
upon one of these flowers, carefully nurtured
in a greenhouse, the only place where we had
We are given to mor
expected to meet one.
alizing, and our thought was something like
this: The divine passion is not so solitary af
ter all ; it is lovely and beautiful ; it may be

ries of danger and suffering related to us by
This part of the South
our neighbors.

is

justly popular for its abundance
Strawberries,
had

promise to ripen ere
grapes, muscadines, late apples, etc., follow.
be
peace
It is pleasant land, and may
As an easy
ful one for long time to come

July

May,
last, has been an

A New York
by the newspapers.
" There are
probably
cotemporary well says
thousands of persons in this country who,
when they heard that Samuel J. May was
:

nounced

dead, felt that

the best man they knew was

He was
gentleman of superior men
tal capacity and high culture, while
deli
cate sense of the good and true rounded out
a

a

gone."

It

is

and made his character harmonious

tiful.

1

a

it

;

Peaches

way of making our letter longer, we will add
and if
few thoughts that come in rhyme
;

agreeable to the readers of the Journal, we
will write more particularly next time of the
sunny South.

a

11 never knew so sad day
But through my heart's gloom came some ray
Of silent, tender sympathy
From Nature's heart of harmony.
Some voiceless nearness that can reach
Oft deeper than our human speech,—
More subtly than the word of friend
Can with our inmost yearnings blend.
Dear mother earth when feet are pressed
With careless tread upon thy breast,
How must thy warm heart fondly turn.
And o'er thy thoughtless children yearn

not many years since

and beau

it

a

lengthy
sketch of him was published in the Journal,
due to his numerous friends,
but we feel
many of whom are among our readers, to re
produce in great part that sketch.
He was born in Boston, Mass., September
12th, 1797, of well-known New England stock,
and educated at private schools in Boston

" HOPK ARLINGTON."
another
tells us all about,
she
place
[In
under the caption of Love's Victory.]

J.

it,

I

1

death of Rev. Dr. Samuel

J.

REV. SAMUEL
on the 8th of

arc now

quantities.
long then

MAY, D.D.

until the age of sixteen, when he was admit
ted into Harvard College, where he graduated
in August, 1817.
On the 18th day of Decem
by the Boston
and received their

he was examined

ber, 1820,
Association

of Ministers,

as
candidate for the Christian
And the next Sunday, December
24th, he preached for the Rev. W. B. O. Pea-

approbation

a

down almost scornfully upon our
little cottage.
(The plural pronoun does
and looks

-L

and blackberries

ministry.

and prompted by an im
pressive speech of Daniel Webster on slavery,
few days before at Plymouth, he
delivered

body in Springfield,
a

plant, too, shrinks at our
every walk. Old Kennesaw
Mountain adds beauty to our southern view,
in almost

rpiIE

their season,

ripe — June 24th — in astonishing

common.
" The sensitive
feet

of fruit.

dewberries, and mulberries have

a

us.

1

ing for

in every instance.)
Here, Girard's cavalry were camped for some
time during the war, and many are the sto

a

ed hopefully

I,'

'
months ago, we said good-bye to Northern
cold and snows, and far more reluctantly to
Northern warmth and friendship, then start

read in the morning service the fifty-eighth
chapter of Isaiah, an incident which gave a

coloring to his whole subsequent ministry.
In 1820 the controversy between the sup
porters and opposers of the Calvinistic the
Most of the churches
ology was at its height.
in Boston and its vicinity renounced the doc
trines of the Genevan reformer and adopted

1871.]
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Unitarianism. The parents of Dr. May were
members of the first avowed Unitarian Church
in America, which had been the first Episcopal
Church in New England.
In 1821 he declined an invitation to settle
in Brooklyn, Conn., and influenced by con
scientious scruples he the same year discour
aged an invitation to settle in New York, as
minister of the first Unitarian Church there.

J.

MAT, D.J).
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and on the following Sunday commenced his
ministry in Brooklyn, Conn., the position he
had previously declined, but then accepted
only on the earnest appeal of those of Uni
tarian belief who were striving to maintain
their theological opinions.
In May, 182G, he attended in Boston the
"
meeting of the Massachusetts Society for the
Suppression of Intemperance," and from that

During the summer of that year he visited
Baltimore, Washington, Alexandria, and Rich
mond, and for the first time saw some of the
dark features of slavery, and at once deter

time embraced the cause of total

mined to do all in his power to bring about a

was brought

change in the condition of the negro in Amer
ica.
His education, associations, and natural

tober, 1830, he heard

leanings made him sympathize

carried home and advocated

with the op

pressed everywhere.
On the 13th of March, 1822, he was ordained,

abstinence.

The next year he became deeply interested in
free education, and his efforts had much to do

with the reformation

in school matters which

In Oc
Lloyd Garri

about in New England.

William

son's first lectures on American

slavery, and

in
The result was that Garrison's
views were embraced by all the members of
his

pulpit.

his doctrines
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his church.

Extremely

liberal in his views,

and regardful of the rights of others in relig
ious as well as ordinary matters, Dr. May al

lowed his members to choose their mode of
baptism, and also invited the communicants
of other churches to partake of the Lord's
Supper at his table.
In 1834 he left his church at Brooklyn for
on the subject of
and in the spring of 1835

several weeks to lecture

American slavery;
he withdrew again for a year or more to act
as the general agent and corresponding
sec
of the Massachusetts Anti-Slavery
retary
Society.

In October, 1836, Dr. May became pastor
of the church of South Scituate, Mass., where,
although it was well known that he was an
abolitionist in sentiment and purpose, but two
persons

voted

against

his

settlement

over

During his stay at this latter place he
co-operated with Horace Mann in devising
plans for the improvement of the system of
After passing acceptably
public instruction.
them.

six years in South Scituate, he was appointed
principal of the State Normal School at Lex
ington, and while occupying that position be
came fully assured of the efficiency of female
instructors.

When ho resigned the school ho

preached by invitation for a short time in the
church of Old Lexington, where he became
acquainted

with Theodore Parker, whom Dr.

May greatly admired for his fearless frankness,
evident piety, and extensive information, al
though he could not believe in or accept his

instituted

a course of popular lectures, which
revived the Franklin Institute.

Before the close of 1845 the annexation

of

Texas was confirmed, and the next year war
was waged with Mexico.
Dr. May sometimes
preached on subjects connected with the war,
and on that account was accused of introduc

ing politics into the pulpit. In defense he
said: "If inculcating the two great com
mandments and the golden rule be preaching
politics ; if reiterating the glorious declara

tion of our national fathers, that

'

all men are

created equal,' and denouncing every violation
of the inalienable rights of ' the least of our
brethren,' be preaching politics, then woe is
me, and woe to every other man who stands
before the people as a minister of the Gospel
and docs not preach politics; and woe to the

that
will not give good heed to such preaching.''
In the business of the so-called " underground
railroad " Dr. May had been concerned since
1830, and his name was mentioned with detes
tation by many Southern slaveholders ; for it
was well known that he acted as an adviser,
and often conductor, of those who escaped
church, the statesman, and the nation

from

bondage, and spared neither time nor
money to insure their safety. It may be men
tioned, as an illustration of his persistent zeal

in this work, that when, in 1850, Congress en
acted the " Fugitive Slave Law," Dr. May sum
moned all within hearing of his voice "to
withstand that law at any cost, at every haz
ard, if need be, to the death."
Soon after the commencement of the Anti-

doctrines.

During
vacation,
way to and from a visit at Niagara
stopped at Syracuse and preached.

while on his

a summer

Falls, he
The re

sult was his settlement in Syracuse as minis
ter, in April, 1845.
Here, again, a field for his

He
never-tiring philanthropy offered itself.
interested himself in behalf of the Indians in
that

[Sept.,

neighborhood,

and through

his efforts

their social and moral condition was much
For nearly twenty years he main
improved.
tained a good instructor for their children.
The canal boys of the Erie Canal next excited
his sympathy, and he determined to ameliorate

their condition and improve their morals.
The main result of his efforts was the institu
tion of the Reform School at Rochester.
In 1847 Dr. May, together with the Rev.
R. R. Raymond

and Geo.

J.

Gardner,

Esq.,

Slavery Reform, Dr. May espoused the cause
of " Woman's Rights," and has since that
time been one of her most influential
cates and protectors.

In the fall of

advo
1846

he

preached and published a sermon devoted
wholly to this subject, in which he states:

"I

fully persuaded that never will our gov
ernments be well and truly, wisely and happi
ly administered, until we have mothers as
well as fathers of the State."
He was untiring in his efforts for the pro
motion of the welfare of the human race.
Slightly above the medium height, with a full
form, he at seventy was to all appearance not
His eye was
more than sixty years of age.
of
kindness
and
and
full
charity, and
bright
his brown hair but slightly silvered by the
hand of time.
am
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the trustees and members of his church

He was eloquent and impressive as an exAs a husband, father, pastor, and
friend he was always greatly respected and

Syracuse, a resignation, which was not ac
cepted, those in his charge insisting on the

beloved.

continuance

horter.

On his seventieth birthday he tendered

to

at

of his faithful and conscientious
ministry even at his advanced age.

THE POWDEE AND THE HULLET.
BY REV. A. MCELROY
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discussion is an old one, and pcrpetuas to the relative importance

ally renewed,

of matter

maintaining with
subject-matter — the
logic is of first and foremost
while others, with equal decision,

and manner;

earnestness,

that

some

the

thought — the
consequence ;
urge that the manner does more to render an
impression abiding than the thought.

Each of these opposing advocates seeks to
his position by the citation of noted
speakers and writers who afford eminent illus
trations of his own assertion. " Here is Talkout," says one, " who is a man of the people,
has made his impressions ; in fact, he is a
national man. And yet he is a Niagara of
words.
He is a sort of a world in a state of

fortify

incandescent, gaseous matter. It is all bright,
and very warming, but it might all be com
pressed into a space no larger than your hand.

His whole style is

a well-dilated
soap-bubble
floating in a perfumed atmosphere and shined
upon by the mid-day sun ; but when, by afterreflection, you come to grasp it and make it
your own, it explodes into tliin air, and scarcely

leaves a trace behind."

Still, it

is confessed

that the impressions made by Mr. Talkout are
manifold, and, as far as can be seen, are abiding
as well.
On the other hand, it is maintained that the
example of Simon Pure is the only one worthy
of imitation.
Simon is a dealer in clean truth
and weighty logic. If he starts out with the

WVI.IE.

months after hearing his speech or discourse,
can recall its points and analyze his arguments,
so clear was his plan and so cogent his logic.
But they all agree that he commands no graces
of oratory and possesses no melody of elocu
tion. In fact, his manner is defective, or even
very bad.
Now, we claim that the admirers of one style
have no right, to underrate or depreciate the
style which is admired and defended by the
other party.
Both Talkout and Simon Pure are men of
A heavy
power, but not in the same direction.
stroke can be given by a light hammer, provided
a giant's arm is behind it ; and a telling blow
can come of a feeble muscle, provided
raise a weighty sledge.

it can

It is said of Whitfield that he could carry an
audience beyond self-control by his pronuncia
tion of " Mesopotamia ; " and we know of a
gentleman who can affect a class to tears by
" Constantinople "
the repetition of the word
by a gradual increase of the emotional

utter

ance and expression as he proceeds.

The tendency in thoughtful and logical minds
—minds that live much away from the senses
and emotions — is to weigh and test all compo
sition and utterance solely by the amount of
solid truth and closely woven logic it contains ;
and to hold in contempt and intolerance the
style which tends to make impressions by the
manner and emotions to the comparative neg

proposition that the sun rises in the east, he
will notice all the exceptions ; all the variations;
all the modifications ; and fortify his seemingly

lect of abstract truths, philosophical principles,
and cvery-day facts.
There may be, for aught we know, mental

romraonplace position by such variety and
beauty of reason as to challenge the admiration

of all the rational

constitutions of such exact and complete pow
that they can enjoy and
ers of assimilation
keep well on the pure cream, cheese, and blanc

You will see, therefore, that Simon
of power. He makes his impressions.

mange of potted truth, and need no diet which
carries with it a great proportion of waste ma
terial. These may constitute a high and privi
leged class ; but certain it is that they are not

faculties, and compel the
hearer to regard that as new which he was ac
customed to look upon as old and settled.
is a man

People,
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the majority of those who are seekers after
instruction, and long to be recipients of new
emotions and sentiments.
As related to the great mass of men, we can

of reading would tend in this direction, and it
would not be corrected by the universal use of
the press in the processes of education.

not afford, when we labor toward the highest
development, namely, the development of the
soul by revealed Truth, to act upon the attract

of

The lower nature, the agents of
the world and the devil, can do this. They
can open their halls, their saloons, their BlackCrook performances, and need no agents to go
forth and compel them to come in. Men who
plane which
are launched upon the inclined

that all the speaker said can be taken in through
the eye from the next morning's admirable re

ive principle.

leads downward, are all too readily responsive
to the attractive principle upon which the flesh
and sin can afford to act.
But if the servants of God and our higher
nature were 1o act only upon this principle, the
kingdom of light and holiness would soon come
"
to grief. The " all things to all men means
great variety in expedient, and means, espe

Text-books

and journals are taking the place
and we feel less inclined to forego
the comforts of a glowing fireside, and go out
teachers,

to hear a lecture or discourse, when we

know

port in our daily paper.
This growing habit of reading rather than
hearing, creates a public sentiment which has
its bearing upon the profession of the speaker ;
and as men preparing for the platform and the
see and feel this drift of
public Bentiment, they relax the attention and
the steady endeavor, without which excellence
in delivery can not be attained.

pulpit instinctively

Go into our average seminary — no, we wit
not except the best, and you will smile at the
pulpit-performances of the " professor of pulpit

cially, a most determined and well-sustained
system of aggresxire effort — it is the powder and
the bullet, and not the magnet. The magnet is
not a magnet to brass. Before there can be

In one institution, the professor of
oratorj-."
oratory never varies his tones throughout his
entire discourse. In another, he indulges in the
nasal quality to such a degree as would have

any drawing, the nature of the substance to be
drawn must be settled. The kingdom of holi

challenged the enthusiastic approval of the
In
straightest Puritan of the Protector's time.
another, he shoots out bis words like wads from

ness may be a magnet to angels, but

it is not

so to men.

a pop-gun, and his gesticulation

Wherever, therefore, the element of aggress
iveness resides, there power resides.
If aggress
iveness is in the manner, power is there ; if in
But it is far better
the matter, power is there.

as

that it reside in both.
The true relation is that illustrated by the
The powder alone
powder and the projectile.
may make a Fourth-of-July day, but not a
battle-day ; and the projectiles, alone, may
stand up a symbolic pyramid in a navy yard,
but are useless there so far as relates to the real
purposes of war. Absurd enough is it to ram
in twenty pounds of powder, and put a buck
shot over such a charge, and it is no less absurd
to put a half dozen ounces of powder behind a

Whitworth projectile.
In
six-hundred-pound
the one case there is great noise and no effect,
and in the other case little noise and no effect.
Mere rhetoric is but a painted fire, and mere
logic a cold oven.
Undoubtedly we seldom find these two ex
The rhetorical is
purely developed.
seldom without some trace of true logic ; and
logic is seldom found apart from some traces
tremes

And yet it is equally
power.
indisputable that the present hour inclines
mainly to the consideration of the matter rather
than the manner. Naturally the national habit

of rhetorical

the

is as angular

of the old-fashioned, upright
In another, he is in the habit of

motion

gang-saw.
reading his manuscript as if it were tied to the
end of his nose, and he begins every paragraph
by letting down his body toward his heels, and
marks the end of the same by a sudden upward

jerk, which brings his person again into the
line of the true perpendicular.
Now, we can not help respecting and loving
men, for they are so redolent of piety,
learning, and intellect; but it is all the worse
for the students in consequence of this admira
these

tion, for those whom we admire we are very
inclined, consciously or otherwise, to
imitate. And then the drill in modern semina
ries, which contemplates the " action " on which
Demosthenes repeatedly insists, is a mere bur
much

lesque upon the whole field of oratorj'.
In one institution, certainly above par in its
claims for thoroughness, the sum total under
the head of oratory required by the faculty is
the. composition
of six sermons during the
senior year, and the delivery, in the chapel, of
one discourse or two at the utmost.
" Indeed," said one of the brilliant
young
men of that institution, " they teach us every
thing here which is not essential to our influ
ence as public speakers, and give that the go-by
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GRECIAN GREATNESS.

which is the real nine qud non of our power.
We study Hebrew, Greek, Evidences, History,
Logic, Metaphysics— all well enough if our
entire time were not absorbed by these and
kindred studies, and we were not compelled to
omit the weightier matters of the law to us."
He accordingly made up his mind at the
beginning of his course, that, come what might,
he should subject himself to a daily, determined
drill in oratory. Logic, rhetoric, and elocution
were his first and foremost studies. The con
sequence was that he, upon leaving the insti
tution, leaped to the front rank of the foremost
speakers of our day, and no house in which he
preached was large enough to hold the auditors
who pressed to give him a hearing ; and had
he been spared to fulfill a lengthened ministry,
he would doubtless have proved a power in
the nation.

Probably the tendency to-day is toward a
contemptuous slighting of a bold, independent,
natural manner in the pulpit or on the platform.
It is branded as " sensational " — as if all true
oratory were not necessarily more or less stvi-«itUmal.

Our taste here is becoming vitiated, as it is
in respect to the human form. The compressed ,
the restricted, the panting affectations of fash
ionable propriety are preferred to the full, free,
vigorous, deep-breathing naturalness whose
flooding power overflows the artificial fencing
of the schools. We fancy, sometimes, that if
we had a few superfluous millions or hundreds

of thousands, we would endow every seminary
in the land with a chair, to be occupied by the
most competent and thorough master of the
rhetorical

BY P.' LAWRENCE

farther than before.

It

supposition that the mod
not only surpasses, by his vast

is a common

ern European
accumulations
former
powers

of knowledge,

generations,
and physical

inherited from
but also in intellectual
beauty, every other va

riety of human family at present existing, or
This im
history alludes.
pression, in part at least, is false. More than
2,000 years ago the human race attained its

even any to whom

nearest approach to physical and mental per
fection that man has ever known, while the
present race is but recovering
retrocession, though

from the suc

rapidly, and
with great promise of excelling, in these re
ceeding

spects, all its predecessors.
At no period in the world's history have

art whose services could

be

com

manded by money.

CAUSES OF GRECIAN
r~MHERE is everywhere present in nature
-L- an eternal principle of progress, which
by inconceivable gradations, and operating
through countless ages, has developed from
nebulous elements a world, a universe, with
beauties and myste
all its incomprehensible
ries — a principle which controls the affairs
of men as well as the order of creation.
Un
like co-existent Time, however, it does not
move onward, ever steadily, " with slow and
measured tread," but as the ocean waves,
alternately advancing and receding, yet with
each succeeding alternation advancing still
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we an account of the existence of a people
possessing such a high order of genius, com
bined with so perfect a configuration of body,
the Athenians,
as that which characterized
that most favored

portion of the Greeks, in

the acme of their glory, when

Athens was
" eye of Greece " and mis
recognized as the
tress of the scholastic world.

Through the instrumentality of what means,
is inquired, were such grand results accom
plished ? What unusual causes were brought
to bear upon this particular tribe as to effect
its elevation to such an intellectual height,
and merit the rank assigned them by Galton
and others? i. e., a superiority to modern

it

Europeans equal to that possessed by them
over the African.

Though ancient
the extreme, fertile

Greece was

beautiful

in

and temperate, neverthe

less such an anomaly as its inhabitants

pre
to superior
and climatic influences.
Cicero

sented is not alone attributable

geographical
informs us that the primitive

"wandered

inhabitants

through the fields,
after the manner of beasts, and supported life
by eating the food of beasts," and yet the de
scendants of such savages became the noblest
" on
whom,''
specimens of the human race ;
" nature
bestowed the
says Dr. Prichard,
of body, with the
most perfect organization
everywhere

Phrenological Journal.
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fullest development of all the mental powers,
enabling them in a few centuries not only to

grated at a very remote day and erected thf
first Grecian
kingdom; the mythological

outstrip all former acquirements of the human
mind, but to display in every effort of the
imagination and of the intellect an admirable

Titans were his reputed descendants.
But
the first influx of foreigners of whom we have
perhaps authentic record, was that of the
Hellenes, who at an early period quitted Asia
and located in this country, expelling in pari
but principally commingling
with the Pe
And thus began a most remarkable
lasgi.
intermixture of races, giving the primordial
inhabitants their first upward impetus, and
which eventually culminated in their elevation
from that intellectual gloom which enveloped

and unrivaled

Let

perfection."

us attempt a solution

of this problem.

Modern research has demonstrated

the exist

of two universal and all-potent laws,
partially recognized by the ancients, which
pervade the organic world and exercise a
remarkable influence in the generation of off
The first,
spring, man forming no exception.
and perhaps the most important, is the Law
of Inheritance, through the instrumentality
of which parents bestow on progeny their
various qualities, good or ill. The second is
denominated that of Temperamental Adapta
tion or Physical Affinity, which in the propaga
tion of superior offspring commands the union,
within certain limits, of dissimilar blood".
In the scientific improvement of domesti
cated animals and plants, the former law, it
would seem, has been fully recognized and
applied ; but the latter only partially, i. e.,
so far as it relates to the crossing of different
The peculiar virtue of
breeds or varieties.
Mr. Darwin has col
crossing is well known.
lected a large body of facts showing it to be
" in accordance with the almost universal
belief of breeders, that with animals and
ence

plants

a cross between

individuals of the

same

varieties

or between

variety, but of an

other strain, gives vigor and fertility to off
The applicability of these laws or

spring.''

principles to the natural or scientific propa
gation of man, as well as to plants and ani
And
mals, has of late been fully established.

it is not improbable that they might be ap
plied to the human race with a still greater
degree of efficacy. Bearing that important
fact in mind, let us take a retrospective
glance, though brief and consequently im
perfect, at Grecian history.
The Pelasgi were the aborigines

north, according to Strabo, many Thracians,
Carians, and Illyrians descended at different
times into Greece.

Then came Inachus, at
of adventurous Phoeni
cians, and laid the foundation of Argos; suc
the head of a band

ceeding him came people under Cecrops from
Lower Egypt, and settled in Attica, erecting

Un
many towns, one of which was Athens.
der Cadmus came yet other Phoenicians, and
located

at Thebes;

wThose

has been handed down to us by tradi
tion and history.
They are presumed to
have excelled in no particular respect the
Such
surrounding tribes of Europe or Asia.
the substratum upon which was based the
Grecians as we know them. Fable informs
us that Uranus, an Egyptian or Asiatic, mi

from Upper Egypt mi

grated Danaus, accompanied by a colony of
Egyptians, and settled at Argos.
Phrygia,
Asia Minor, was represented by a colony un
der a royal
peninsula

son, Pelops, and

settled in the

which bears his name.

Many ad

ditional colonists from these and other coun
tries settled from time to time in various por
tions of Greece and built cities and founded
states ; and. remarkable as it may appear, but
two of the numerous states into which Greece
became finally subdivided seem to have been
established by native Grecians.
War with
its numerous enslaved prisoners, and slavery
itself, aided in producing a still greater con

of heterogeneous races.
In estimating the inherited qualities of the
later Grecians, it should be remembered that
most of the early colonists not only came
glomeration

from countries

of Greece,

or at least the remotest inhabitants
name

neighboring nations to the loftiest intellectual
attained by human races.
From the

height

then comparatively

in the arts of early civilization, but

advanced
as a nat

ural consequence they must have been among
the most hardy and enterprising of the peo
ple. The Phoenicians are said to have orig
the arts of navigation and writing ;
marriage and architec
Cecrops introduced
ture ; Cadmus, letters ; while numerous priests
imported the mysteries and religions of other
inated

countries,

which, when finally systematized,
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formed one of the most beautiful and elevat
ing of ancient religions — a worship of the
personifications of the exalted principles of
beauty, wisdom, valor, etc.
Thus there occurred within the space of a
few hundred years, in one of the smallest of
states, an

European

unparalleled

intermin

gling of nations, Pclasgi, Hellenes, Thracians,
Carians,
Elyrians, Phoenicians, Egyptians,
Phrygians, etc., representing Europe, Asia,
and Africa.
Surely if there is any virtue in
"crossing," the Grecians
enced

it

must have experi

201

similar body of people in an
times, such as Solon, Ariatides, Pericles, Socrates, Alcibiades, Phidias,
Plato, Thucydides, Xenophon, Demosthenes,
etc. The intellectual recreations of this peo
ple were of such an elevated nature as to

I equaled by any

cient

or modern

be far above the appreciation, perhaps even
the comprehension, of the majority of inhab
itants of any modern city.
By what other
hypothesis can we explain the existence of
such a people than upon the preceding one.
And, if true, can not similar results be ac
to-day as well as two thousand
years ago ? In truth, do not the nations of
modern Europe and America owe to these
complished

!

Again, at a somewhat later period, in con
sequence of allurements held out by the Athe
in literary and artistic
advantages,
scholars, and masters of art
philosophers,
from every nation congregated at Athens
during the space of many years; and thus
"
was created, by a continued process of cross
ing" and "breeding from the fittest," pre
nians

eminently the finest race which figures in the
annals of the world ;— a race which, in a com
paratively

OF MAN.

few generations,

presents from the

limited number of inhabitants of a single
city, Athens, an array of master-minds un-

TJ. I/.

glory and spirit will never pass away ; nor
will its wondrous works of art, its unsur
passed poetical and oratorical productions, its
philosophy and exalted patriotism be for
gotten until the final day, when oblivion
shall cast its somber mantle of forgetfulness
over the tide of human thought and action.

HISTORY OF MAN.

THE GEOLOGICAL
BY

principles their superiority to the old estab
lished nations of Asia and Africa?
Although the life of that ancient and hon
ored race has long since become extinct, its

HUYETTE,

CHAPTER
tidings brought by geology from dis
tant ages are quite as corroborative of
the theory of man's antiquity as are the evi
dences
Sir
presented in our former article.
Charles Lyell long resisted the attempts of

THE

other geologists to establish this doctrine, but as
of extensive research he has become
one of its strongest champions, a fact which

a result

renders him more than common authority,
aside from his great learning and philosophic
From him we learn of a race of cavemind.
dwellers whose remains are found associated

with those of

reindeer, the elephant, and
other animals, which must have existed long
anterior to the earliest historic times.
At this
the

period man used tools and weapons, and ex
hibited a good degree of proficiency in drawing
and the art of construction.
Among the relics

of this age are found poinards made of bone,
with the handles handsomely engraved with
various devices, as with a pointed instrument.
Among the engravings are representations of

M.D.

n.

animals, whose remains are associated with
these relics of art ; as, for example, one particu
larly good specimen was the likeness of the
hairy elephant.
These denizens of caves were ignorant of the
art of polishing stone and pottery ; nor have
we any evidence of their having had a lan
Xo doubt they existed at a time when
guage.
the temperature of the earth was much lower
than the present, for we find the hairy covering
Here we behold loom
to be a characteristic.

ing up out of the darkness of past ages a beacon
light which leads us far off in the distance,
over paths never trodden by historian however
ancient, to the home of a race just budding
into civilization, living in a period which chro
nology fails to establish, back in geologic time
beyond the computation of man.
Had the
proud science of geology but recently made
this declaration, she would

have been laughed

of intelligent
research and scientific inquiry, improbabilities
to scorn ; but now, in these times
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havr ceased to be the subject of unbelief and di
vision, and a science once synonymous with in
fidelity boldly and defiantly makes known her
deductions, and despite the fancy of a romanc
ing bishop, she establishes the origin of our
race at a period far beyond the calculation of
The cause of our long mis
the most liberal.
conception of man's age has been the blind re
liance we have placed in our recognized chro
nology, and this reliance has been strengthened
by the garb of Biblical authority which has
been thrown about it. But at last the vail is
removed and the light has been allowed to
enter, and reveals to us that what we deemed
to be God-given, to be Biblical, is a mere hu

invention — not less so than the steam
engine. To prove the fallacy, and show how
uncertain are the chronological data afforded
by the Bible, we need but note the discrepan
cies existing among the statements of the vari
man

ous chronologists.
According to the Jewish
Tbe
Rabbms, man was created b.c. 3761.
Greek and Armenian churches hold that it was
B.C.

5509 ; Eusebius,

B.C. 5200 ;

Pandoras,

an

Egyptian monk, b.c 5493; and we, together
with all Western Europe, have been the follow
ers of Usher, Bishop *of Armagh, who estab
lishes it at 4004 b.c.
Upon a critical examination of these theo
ries,

they all are found to lack scientific
method, and arc but groundless assertions,
dependent alone upon credulity for their ac
ceptance ; for in none of them can we find a

chain, — throughout them all are
continuous
gaps, and links are wanting which render them
As we intimated before, they make
worthless.
use of the Bible for a purpose for which it was
never intended. As well may we hope to gain
specific knowledge in astronomy, chemistry, or
any natural science in the Bible, as to find
The Bible is
data for chronological inquiry.
not a work on science, but strictly a code of
religion and morals.
From w hat we learn from every source, we
arc led to believe there existed a race of men

[Sept.,

of the darkness and obscurity which yet sur
rounds this subject.
The language of these
writings is supposed to have been that spoken
of the Queen of Sheba.
We next are led to study man's primitive

at the court

If we reasoned from analogy alone we
should conclude that the first condition of man
was low, for throughout all nature, in every
department, we behold the tendency to pro

state.

gression, a gradual ascent, a continual rising
from lower to higher conditions — we can not
conceive of retrogression in nature ; she is con
tinually improving and perfecting her works.
Hence, when all else has its small beginnings,
when all nature is acting in obedience to
the law of ascent, why exclude man?
We
often behold what may be termed temporary
departures from this law, but, in the aggregate,
nature, botli animal and vegetable, is moving
From the most modest beginning,
upward.
from an estate of the lowest barbarism, man

under the various influences of natural
risen to the condition in which we find
him at the close of the pre-historic age. At
first, a family roaming about singly and alone,
has,

causes,

leading an almost aimless existence, with
scarcely a law or religion, with the weakest of
family ties, and a language well-nigh inarticu
late, living in a constant struggle with the
forces around — an animal in every sense save
that he was endowed with a principle which
made him progressive, an clement of his nature
which gave him a pre-eminence, and made
him God-like.
He was not long destined to
exist in this condition, for with increase the
wants of the race multiplied, and man became
more and more dependent upon his fellows;
hence the foundation of society was laid. That
he might hold communication with others, he
was compelled to improve and enlarge his lan
guage; and that association might be safe and
profitable, a primitive government was formed
The first grouping can only be
by grouping.
compared with a mere herd, the lowest con
ceivable group ; from this condition an ad
vance was made and kinship through tbe

ancient.

were deemed ancient even by the most
To this pre-ancient race we must look
for the civilizations
which emblazoned the
dawn of the historic age — to this wc must at

mother was recognized. Then, too, the father's
claims were established ; and so from a state
of promiscuity man advanced by degrees until

tribute

the wisdom of Egypt, the learning of
Chaldea, the knowledge of the Phoenicians and
Arabians.
To the wanderings and strugglings
of this race is due that grand culmination of
progression which is seen in Homeric poetry

families were formed in which the marriage
vow was observed. We might state here that
the origin of religion and language should sys
tematically be discussed upon entering this
part of our subject, as we doubt not that man's

and the Vedic literature.
When the Himyaric
writings in Arabia are more fully understood,

earliest thoughts wTere led up to an unknown
Supreme, and that he early began to invent
language ; but as it is a comprehensive subject,

who

we hope to gain light w hich will dispel much

With grouping,

and a commissariat was established; and so
man began to grow provident, not, as before,
roaming about without motive in life, with no
concern save present need, but witli an eye to
future wants ; he began to lay up provisions and
build store houses, from which he could draw in
times of failure of the ordinary sources of supply.
As we might suppose, wealth became an ob

ject of interest, this being the natural result of
the interchanges which must follow grouping.
The wealth of early times consisted principally
of cattle. "With grouping and the establish
ment of trade it was important to strengthen
the bonds of society, that property and life
might be safe, which led to the formation of
governments, which

were very simple at first,
The pa
consisting of a petty tribe or family.
triarchal form existed for a long time before
any change took place. It was not unusual

for a patriarch

to rule over a large number

of

persons, including children, grandchildren, and
slaves. We know little of the origin of the
first government, for the glimpses we receive
through the uncertain lights of those times
afford meager information, and are quite un
satisfactory; but at the dawn of the historic
day, we find many powerful and well-organ
ized monarchies.
As man rose from his low estate, and as his
wants grew more varied, he improved the ap
pliances of art, his weapons of offense and
defense, and his tools and implements of agri
culture which he early devised. Among geol
ogists the ages of man are determined by the
material from which these were made ; as, first,
the stone ; second, the bronze ; and third, the
iron age.

We can form a very good idea of the pro
gress of civilization by observing the changes
taking place among the various cotemporary
races.
We find man existing in every stage
of progress, from the lowest barbarian to the

on we find them living in rudely
huts, and using the simplest of weapons,
Next, they begin to fell trees, and
the bone.
erect cabins on the stumps, which serve as a
further
erected

foundation, and may be considered the birth
of architecture. So, ages by ages, man rises
higher and higher, improving old methods and
devising new ones for meeting the necessities

of life, and protecting himself against
ral causes

with

a never-ending

the natu

him.

Thus,
progression, he, living in
until we find him in pos

in operation

around

nature, rose upward
session of architecture, which in its splendor
and magnificence can only be associated with
a high degree of culture.
He also is improved
in every form of art.
From the plainest and
simplest apparel he advanced until at the dawn
of history we find him in possession of the art

of weaving, which he carried to

a perfection
not excelled in our own day. A step further
led him into the art of dyeing, and picturewriting, which we doubt not was the founda
tion of painting.
Metallurgy must have been

early understood, for we can not conceive of
man's emerging from the stone to the bronze
for to make this metal they
age without
must have been familiar with the art of com
bining tin with copper. The use of bronze in
Western Europe must have been learned in the
East, for had
originated there, we should

for an age of copper and tin before it
the high order of art displayed by the
inhabitants of this region in working bronze,
we arc directed to an older civilization for its

look

From

origin, which may have been that of the mari
The dis
time and enterprising Phoenicians.
probably due to the
covery of this metal
ancient Arabians, in whose country extensive
is

her true position.
man became co-operative,
and the weak and decrepit were no longer the
victims of superior forces, but became the
charge and received the protection of the
stronger. Means of subsistence were improved

woman assumes

and under rocks and boughs. Some are too
to make any effort to obtain food by hunt
ing, but take that which requires the least ex
ertion, living on roots and herbs. Then a step

low

tin mines were found.
The style of ornamentation upon the utensils
and weapons of bronze consists almost entirely
of geometrical figures. The bronze age must
have been long prior to the Homeric, for in
we find frequent notices of the
of iron for making weapons used by the
Another proof in favor of the asser
warriors.
tion that Western Europe owes her civilization
those writings
use

to an Oriental people
that upon the obelisks
found there are to be seen symbols of the re
but comparatively re
ligion of Baal, and
is,

polyandry, which was an advance on that of
Nair, in which strangers were co-husbands;
and so by gradual steps we arrive at a state
approximating that of our own day, in which
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highest summit of refinement; and, as in early
times, some have not attained the art of build
ing habitations, but are content to live in caves

is

we have decided to study these together, with
the natural causes operating in favor of and
against the progress of man, in separate articles.
Early in the age of society, brothers were cohusbands, a relation similar to the Thibetan
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cent that the feast of Baal was celebrated in
the British isles, and from this source is due
the word Baltic.

Thus we have imperfectly shown the work
ings of a law which pervades all nature, from
the fungus to the elephant, from the lichen to
the oak, a continual rising to a more perfect
man of this
Does he, too, not rise from a low estate
higher and higher until he passes into the dark
future — there to obey the same law, to take
still loftier flights, fairly approximating
the
state, and why should we deprive

law ?

Divine image, and throughout endless time to
soar aloft, ever reaching after, over nearing the
God-like perfection f

[Sept.,

IIow pleasant the reflection to an intelligent
mind that we are the subjects of a law like this,
not created to remain in »tatn quo, but by an

edict of God immutable as Himself.
Man is
destined to follow a never-ending progression ;
from a state low indeed, he is capable of flights
to which the angels can not attain ; and the

same law which develops his faculties and
raises him to the highest summit of earthly
perfection will in the future take him into the

presence of Deity, and give him glimpses of
now hidden mysteries, place him on a pinnacle
from which he can have bold views of God's
economy, and take draughts of intellectual enlyment heretofore untasted.

THE SPIRIT OF PROGRESS.
BY SAMUEL M. PORTER.

'

is progressive. In
record we find
the condition of human affairs to be either one
of progression or retrogression. In Italy there
was fabled to be a beautiful river which sub
merged itself in the earth and was thought to

spirit — a life-giving

but pouring down under the
ocean's waves, away in Sicily it rose again and
flowed on with even more than Italian beauty.

spirit

THE
every

age

of

the

age

of historical

principle, which is ever
prompting it to stretch up its arms to grasp
higher, more exalted destinies. The historians
tell us that it was the boast of Augustus Cces-that he found the city of Rome composed of
brick and left it marble. This was advance

human progress.

ment only in the outward structures, while no
special attempts were made to humanize and
enlighten the people who owned and occupied
them. No asylums were opened for the blind

In former times it existed in the Eastern world
with all its loveliness. During the dark ages its
course seemed to be lost in a wilderness of human

or the insane; no hospitals were built, no
homes for the friendless, no charitable institu
tions of any kind, and the whole temple of

degradation ; but moving on with a power no
less potent than that which moves the world it
self, it has since risen in other lands, and visited

Caisar's progress was one which the flames
might easily devour, the winds overturn, or the
waves undermine.

more genial, perhaps worthier inhabitants.
Go out under a clear evening sky and in the
light of astronomy look away through the im

gress

to be forever lost;

It

has been ever thus with

fields of space, to the region of the stars.
We see systems moving around clusters, clus
ters around groups, and worlds, suns, systems,
clusters, and groups all moving around one
common center — the throne of God. These
mense

planets still move on in the courses which Kep
ler pointed out, as they ever have done since
creation's morn. One revolution finished, an
other begins, which is to be no shorter than
those that have preceded it; and thus, moving
on, they ever keep the even, unchanging tenor
of their ways. This is speed without progress
— motion without advancement.
Unlike the steady movements of the spheres
is that of the progressive element which so

beneficently affects the condition of human
society. Human progress possesses a moving

To

credit of successful, well-earned pro
Phrenology may justly lay great claims.
Although in its course there are many huge
mountains of superstition to be removed, and
many Dead Seas of unbelief to be filled up, yet
the

the work

is fast being performed.
Prejudice
long been weaving objections with which
to divest Phrenology of its claims to intelligent
consideration, but time and experience have
worn these objections threadbare. All objec
tions, prejudices, and superstitions are fast be
ing shrouded and coffined for the sepulcher of

has

forgelfuluess, while there are few mourners to
sing a requiem over their graves. Facts and
evidence have crowded out doubts and fears,
and the golden crown which science has been
preparing has been awarded to Phrenology for
struggling long and ardently in the strife
No more
against heresy and selfish clamor.
merited crown was ever worn. If to overcome

THE SPIRIT OF PROGRESS.
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vast obstacles, to climb hills of difficulty, to
continually gain ground and finally come off
victorious be considered as meritorious achieve
ments, then Phrenology may rightfully demand
a large share of public favor.
Its progressive
course from a small beginning to its present
powerful and flourishing condition shows how
correctly it is keeping time to the sublime
music of human advancement.
The work
which it has performed, the vast obstacles
which it has leveled, give evidence to the truth
of that universal, time-honored maxim, " There
is no excellence without great labor."
In one of the islands of the Southern seas is
said to have been a beautiful cavern, whose
light was all reflected from pearls which lay at

From its covering hung shining
stalactites ; its floors were beset with beautiful
stalagmites, and on its walls and overhead
were always to be seen the images of guardian
spirits and angelic forms. It was fancied to be
the most enchanting and heavenlike spot in all
the earth ; but its entrance was only from the
the bottom.

bottom of the ocean, and he who would enjoy
its transporting pleasures must first encounter
the perils and uncertainties of diving deep into
the sea. The moral of the tale is obvious.
In

it we perceive the embodiment of a great truth ;
some reflection of a universal fact, — that no
position of superiority can be attained save at
the expense of ardent toil and persevering
The ancient myth says that Hercules
effort.
first fought with

superhuman desperation to
slay the dragon that guarded the entrance to
the garden before he could gather the golden
apples of the Hesperides.
The great satisfaction derived from all meas
ures of progress consists in the success which
finally crowns the efforts put forth. In Louis
Kossuth's oration on the Bunker Hill monu
ment, when alluding to the American Revolu
tion, he says, " It was success and its unparal
leled results that cast such a luster of glory
around it."
So it is with all progressive ele
ments which have for their object the amelior
ation of mankind, — success and its unparalleled
results Ciist an everlasting halo of glory around
them.
The world unconsciously looking at
their steady movements at last wakes up, only
to be astonished by the magnitude of the bene
fits which they have administered.
Society
has been advanced to a high and commanding
eminence of social as well as moral responsi
And here comes in the great work and
bility.

object of human life, — to discharge this respon
sibility in a way that shall reflect credit on the
present age and leave

an

untarnished

record
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for the perusal of posterity.
No arbitrary
rules can be laid down for the accomplishment
of such objects; That sense of duty which all
intelligent persons possess is the only safe
criterion.

It

no argument to prove that in the
of personal as well as public
depends as largely on healthy
and well-trained mental capacities as on physi
needs

administration
affairs success

cal powers in the same condition.
Indeed, if
cither of these two parts of our being is to suf

fer, it had far better be the physical than the
A vessel may go to sea strongly
intellctual.
rigged and well manned, with the best of en
gines and with every necessary auxiliary to
propel it from port to port, but if there be no

pilot to stand at the wheel to properly hus
band the powers that are being used, those
powers had much better be lying dormant. So
the man that goes out into the world with
muscles and sinews welt trained

of performing
gether likely

a great amount

and capable
is alto

of labor

to utterly waste his energies if he
not possess a mental organization that
shall serve as a pilot to guide his efforts to
some distinct purpose.
It is like the talent
does

that was buried in the earth, bringing no gain
to the owner and being of no use to the one
unto whom it was committed.

To institute measures for a thorough cultiva
tion of the intellectual faculties, which in re
ality are of much greater importance than the
physical, is one of the great progressive schemes
This volume which the
the present age.
reader now holds in his hands has no other
object in view than to raise and strengthen the

of

temple of human mind, and to fortify it against
the invasions of ignorance and superstition.
A knowledge of Phrenology enables men to
read what

invisible, and understand
unknown.
Those who possess

seems

■what seems

such knowledge are enabled to judge from fea
tures and other external characteristics the
character of powers pent up within.
Mind
studies mind, and mind has become the great
element of God's earthly
the eternal worshiper

moving

it will

be

kingdom, as
around His

The old

Latin maxim,
rules everything),
still stands, as it ever has stood, an everlasting
monument of truth in the great desert of com
heavenly

throne.

mens omnia regit (the mind

mon sayings, — a monument whose base is no
less broad than civilization itself, and no less
enduring than eternity.

Hair
rather

Snakes. — A correspondent, who comes
late to discuss this subject, writes to

Phrenological Journal.

Should

a cricket accident

:

I

is

I

I

Dokter of Diwlnity
am Bot
A.M.
newer opes to be
But Aokum pickln
my lot
signs my name H. P.

Several solutions, most of

them approximately
of the English livery-stable keeper's bill
have been sent to us the following
the most
intelligible rendering, however:
Mr. 'Encry 'Icks
To BUI Viggins, hostler.
i. d.
To horse (an 'os)
" taking on Aim Aome
correct,

;

Total of all

signs and tokens.
The Gridiron
To take down the gridiron from
the nail where it
hanging, with the left hand,
Is sign that there will be broil in the kitchen.
The Mirror: If
mirror
broken
sign
that
good-looking-lass will bo missed in that
is

:

haps float down stream until lie is stopped by
a twig or a spear of grass, and iu ten or twelve
hours there will be twined around the twig a
hair snake, perfectly formed. If the writer of
1
'
Facts in Natural History wishes to know fur
ther with regard to this matter, I subscribe my
self
wm. s. isbell, Hotchkissvillc, Ct."

London " workus "

7
6 0

drowned.

ally jump into water and drown, he will per

on the wall of

7
6

cricket

Inscription

(anglice workhouse)

a a

to substantiate my theory, did he ever see a hair
snake before the 1st of June, or before crick
ets were fully developed?
I have tried the ex
periment many times, and always with the
same result: he will find a snake for every

MIRTH.

is

I read iu the January num
ber the origin of hair snakes, written by a con
tributor, I presume, and beg to inform him that
if he wishes to find the origin of hair snakes, he
will do it by puttiDg a cricket into water. And

us as follows : "

[Sept.,

a
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is
a

it

is

a

a

a

is

a

:

funeral procession

:

a

Pocket-Book
To lose pocket-book containing
unlucky.
Nails If woman cuts her nails every Monday
lucky — for her husband.
Roosters If you hear rooster erow when yon
are in bed, and the clock strikes few times at the
same instant,
sign of mo(u)rnlng.
An Itching Ear
If you have an itching car,
tickle your nose and you will have an itching
there, and ill luck will be averted.
a is

:

is

:

is
a

it

a

:

it

When God would show himself
In largest measure unto human sight
He makes a man, of mind
Capacious, judgment comprehensive,
Courage never failing, faith sublime.
The warp and woof that make
His texture are of threads
Finer than ever followed shuttle
In a Tyrian loom.

a

from Chicago.

In

a

!

it

The last rat story

house

the rats had been very troublesome, traps
had long been set, but to no purpose.
Finally
where

some of the family determined

to watch the trap.
young rut appeared
and was about stepping on the fatal spring, when
an old rat rushed to the rescue, seized the indis
creet juvenile by the tail and dragged him off to

It

was cunningly set.

Soon

a

Tue circumstances of the world are so variable,
that an irrevocable resolution is almost a synony
mous term for a foolish one. — Seward.

Bible supposed
owned
when she greeted her son, who
came home to spend Thanksgiving, in the follow
ing words " Here comes the fatted calf "
never

is

Some one, feeling that aetions are better than
words, has said : " We read of the acts of the
Apostles, but never of their resolutions."

A woman who

she was quoting

:

He will find himself in a great mistake, that
either seeks for a friend in a palace, or tries him
at a feast. — Seneca.

the hole.

A Lady sends the following metrical solution
of the word-puzzle published in July Mirth:
'Tis

true that as our cares increase,
They will disturb our inward pence,
And drive sweet slumber from our eyes,
And cause all anxious fears to rise.
«,

But when to cares we add an
We change the meaning to caress;
" Plural
plural then no more,
And sweet what bitter was before."
is

it,

We have but one life to live, and we should ho
careful to make the very best possible use of
seizing hold of every opportunity to find out the
true objects and ends of our earthly existence,
that we may secure those objects and ends, and
the supreme good.

To meet

death.

greenbacks

Kind hearts are the gardens,
Kind thoughts arc the roots,
Kind words are the blossoms,
Kind deeds are the fruits;
Love is the sweet sunshine
That warms into life,
For only in darkness
Grow hatred and strife.

so secure to ourselves

A Funeral
sign of

a

Thomas Moore.

house.
a

The minds of some people are like the pupil of
the 1iu ma 11eye, and contract themselves the more
the stronger light there is 6hed upon them. —

a

a

WISDOM.
Do but the half of what you can, and you will
be surprised nt the result of your diligeuce.

OUR
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[In this" Department will be noticed frach matters as are of interest to correspondents and to the general reader.
" What They Say " should be brief, pointed, and creamy, to secure publication.]
Contributions for

o

(')nr

concussions

^orrcsponbcnts.

only
Qcestions ok "General Interest"
will be answered in this department. Wt 'have no space
One question only at a time,
to gratify idle curiosity.
and that clearly stated, mutt be propounded, if a correspondent shall expectvs to air* him the benefitof its early
consideration.
Questions of personal interest will be
a stamp be inclosed for
promptly answered by Utter,
the return postage.

if

I

Etiquette. — A

lady to whom

am engaged is seriously sick. Does etiquette or
propriety require that I should call on her? or
should f remain away, as some insist that I should ?
by the
Arts. If your engagement Is understood
parents of the lady, or by those in whose house
she is living, you should call, if near by, every day
at least, to learn her condition ; and if she desires
it, and it is thought by physician and friends that
you should sec her and converse with her, there is
no etiquette worthy the name that would deny you
" How to Behave, a Manual of Re
the privilege.
publican Etiquette," will tell you how to carry
yourself in nearly every position in life. Price by
mail, 75 cents.

Will thunder

or cannon produce sound

car?
An*. Sound is analogous to light, existing inde
pendently of human perceptions ; as, there is light
without the eye. The production of sound is al
together dependent on atmospheric vibratious or

where there is no animal

disturbances.

For instance, a bell is struck by ite clapper; the
vibrates, as we may
body of the bell consequently
sensibly assure ourselves by applying our nail light
ly to the edge ; in its agitation it beats or makes
impulses cm the air, which, yielding under the im
pact or pressure, is compressed or condensed to a
certain

distance

ed appreciable

around.

The compressed air instantly expands, and in do
ing so repeats the pressure on the air next in con
tact with it ; and thus each one of the original
strokes of the vibrating metal sends out a series
of shells of compressed air, somewhat like the
waves dispersed over a lake from the dropping of
a stone into its placid bosom, and, like them, al
ways lessening in bulk and force.
The air, thus agitated, finally reaches the ear,
where it gives a similar impulse to a very flno ner
and the mind then receives the
vous membrane;
idea or impression which we call a sound.
In other
words, the successive strokes of the bell produce

through the deli

to the mind.

Moths. — Will you

please give inform

ation as to the best means of guarding against
moths, and at the same time avoiding unpleasant
odors y I have heard camphor and tobacco recom
mended, but the remedy is almost as objectionable
as the moths themselves.
is probably the best remedy for
of any kind, but when from any cause they
are troublesome, we can confidently recommend
insect powder as efficacious in exterminating moths
as well as bugs, fleas, cockroaches,
etc.
Aits.

young

; which concussions,

cate apparatus which we term the car, arc made
sensible to the mind ; analogously,
waves of light,
striking the eye, or through that organ, are render

Cleanliness

vermin

Catarbh. — I have the catarrh in the

I

head ; it impairs the strength of my brain, and
think it is beginning to affect my lungs ; how is it
prevented and cured ? By nearly every newspaper
which I read I see quack advertisements promising
certain cures, but the difficulty is,
cun not be
lieve them.

I

Am. You should obtain the advice of the best
physician you know, who can learn from you your
history and study your constitution. He may ad
vise a change of climate, of diet, dress, occupa
tion. We can not wisely give you advice, not
knowing all the facts of the case. This we may
In a single ad
safely advise — avoid the quacks.
vertisement of theirs every disease known to suf
fering humanity has promise of a cure, by using
their nostrums.
If they could do a tenth of what
It
they profess they would not need to advertise.
is not the wise, but the otherwise, who patronize
them.

Compressing Organs

of the Brain.

— If a child with the back-head developed like that
of Aaron Burr were to be subjected to pressure
upon that part of the head in infancy, while the
skull is soft and yielding, would the organs in the
occiput suffer from the depression, and others de
velop themselves more fully ?
Ans. External pressure is not applied to heads In
the way proposed, except in the case of Flathead
Indians.
The effect of this treatment is consid
ered detrimental to intellect, but the effect in part,
doubtless, is to distort the form of the brain rather
than to cause certain organs to cease growing ; to
throw organs into abnormal positions rather than
to fully suspend their functions.
Pressure could
not be applied to particular organs and thus pre
vent their growing — they would widen out and
have development
some way if possible.
If the
whole head were put into a box and no disease

Phrenological Journal.

were to follow, the development

of nil the organs
would be

Inclined to Authorship. — When

a

;

;

;

or to
judge aud act iu an off-hand way, viz., Large per
Self -Esteem,
ceptive organs, to appreciate quickly
to give respect to one's judgment and Combativcness, to aet promptly, without enough of Cautious
ness and Secrctiveness to make one afraid to act.

is

a

a

young man aims to become writer, either of books
or for the press, he should have clear understand
ing of the requisites for excellence.
Not only
natural talent indispensable, but that natural tal

is

it

a

a

is

is

it

if

physiological an

A

How to Make the Hair Gray. —

lady sends us this singular question.

What can be

her object?

it

is

?

if

"Is there any composition which
applied to
If
tho scalp will turn the hair prematurely gray
it, and what will be the effect io hair
so, what
and scalp, and how long will
require to take

it

effect?"
Am. Trouble will sometimes do it, but we can
not specify the kind that each person would re
would take to
quire, nor the length of time
effect it.
We knew
man who was wrecked at sea and
night hanging on to an upset boat,
day and
spent
whose hair turned gray over the organs of Cautious
ness on each side of the head, and remained so
while the other portions of the head were of the
He was twenty-three years of age
normal color.

;

?

one to per

ceive quickly, and to decide and act at once

any naturalist reader give

when

occurred.

We knew another who was for years placed in
suffering patient,
condition to sympathize with
and the hair over the organ of Benevolence, just
above the forehead, became almost white, and re

a

to understand

Will

swer to these questions

a

I

am

Some

sheep shed their coat every year, and some do not
at all.
oftener than once iu four or five years,

a

?

Off-Hand. — What

by the oft-hand faculties
Ann. Those faculties which enable

except

order of their constitution.

the

a

—

Am.
that

shed his horns every year?
We have no explanation to give,

a

Col. orCal.

?

it

is

Do you think Cal. —

superior to all other climates for invalids affected
with pulmonary disease
Please answer through
your Journal.
e. r.
Ana. We think the whole range of the Rocky
Mountains — including the Sierra Ncvadas — among
the most healthful portions of this country.

Horns. — Why does the buck

Buck
reindeer

it

a

is

8

it

is

a

a

erable common
salt, some phosphate of lime,
little phosphate of magnesia, and little phospho
rus
quite nutritions, and makes good food
Whey
for pigs, and with the addition of meal, calves
as nutritious as
would thrive on it. To make
lbs. of nutriment must be added to every
milk,
100 lbs. of whey.
In Germany there are several whey-curcs, to
which invalids resort, and live on whey for the
equivalent to
cure of their ailments.
This
If men would eat
water-cure with
spare diet.
less, and take more Quid as mild and innocent as
whey, they would rarely become sick.

Religion, and in

consist?
what does
Ann. Love of God, belief in and obedience to
his commands; and love of man, with the accord
ance of all offices of justice aud kindness to him.

a

is

it

r

The nutriment in whey
pe cent, water.
con
made up mostly of sugar and butter, but
and consid
tains a little casein, some albumen,

Religion. — What

is

with much of the butter and some of the
inorganic salts.
Thus
Whey contains 94,-4(T per cent, of water.
we see that one hundred pounds of milk contain
13_9_ per cent, solid matter, one hundred pounds
of whey contain 5^ per cent, solid nutriment,

removed

?

12r°y per cent, of organic matter, such as
butter, sugar, casein, albumen, etc., and 1 per cent,
of iuorgnuic matter, or phosphate of lime, common
About 4 per cent, is oil and butter, 5 per
salt, etc.
cent, casein, al
cent, sugar of milk, and
4T^ per
bumen, and inorganic salts.
When curdled by rennet, most of the casein is
water,

r4l7

and de veloped, all
which can be brought
to bear upon
No learning
being made use of.
The more information he has acquired,
useless.
the better command the writer will have of his
subject, whatever
may be. In connection with
close study and extensive reading there should be
practice, slow, and even laborious practice.
The
best models in literature should be taken and
carefully examined for the improvement and re
finement of style.
When we are asked to state
the books necessary to one who would attaiu pro
ficiency in this line of life, we answer that
few works, but
exceedingly difficult to prescribe
in general one should read the best authors on
English syntax and the art of composition as
An excellent work which you
commencement.
"
might take up at once
Quackenbos's Course
of Composition and Rhetoric," which can be sup
plied from this office, at ?1 75.

of education

the advantages

it

Mn k, its Composition. — In the com

position of milk we have water, sugar of milk,
butter, casein, and u small amount of phosphate
Now, when the milk is heated until the
of lime.
curd Is separated from the whey, which of the
above constituents is fouud in the" curd, aud which
in the whey ? and in what quantities?
Ann. Cow's milk contains 87T4ff per cent, of

and 94

ent should ,be carefully trained

it

and the character

it

would be suspended
that of a child.
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mained

so.

Mental excitement, hard study, care, and anxiety
are supposed to turn the hair gray, and that excite
ment produces heat in the head which causes the
hair to fall off. We know of no nostrum which
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the hair a respectable-looking gray — the
color may be extracted, but gray would not be the
We know of no certain and efficacious
result.
method of procuring gray hair but by age, and
We recommend
sooner or later that will effect it.
people generally to wear their hair with its natural

will turn

color.

How to Grow Tai.l. — How

can

I in

crease my height from five feet six inches to five
feet nine inches!1 Also, can phosphorus be eaten
without injury to the system t What I mean, can
1 cat the raw material Tt

Am. Some people are constituted to grow
tall. If you are twenty-five years old you will
not be likely to grow tall, cat what you may.
In a limestone country, where every plant has
opportunity to incorporate phosphate of lime
in its structure to the greatest possible extent, the
animals and men who subsist on such food, attain
a better bony structure and greater height than do
those who live in regions where the land has little
of that clement, and where to raise a crop of wheat
lime must be applied to the soil.
It is a disputed point whether mineral phospho
rus can be taken into the system and incorporated
by it The greater number maintain that all min
erals must be digested by plants before men and
animals can appropriate them.

my way, alas ! to verify the tenth of the —
what ? vision ? I think no person had been in the
building since I had, and I left the lambs the
The mother
evening previous in perfect health.
and one lamb had succeeded in climbing over a
sill Into the wing, and the other had died in the
Some may feel disposed to ridicule this
attempt.
because It is a childish experience, but is it any the
less mysterious ? At a later period I was sent by
an unseen power or voice to an old well. For a
time I at first distrusted the message, and attempted
to reason about it, but could find no peace until I
repaired to the spot, and when I reached It a voice
seemed to say, " Not a sparrow falls to the ground
without the Father's notice.' I found that one of
my pets had fallen in, but aided by the projecting
stones I saved its life.
When I was sixteen years
old my father bought a farm in a neighboring
State, and on nearing the depot to take the train
which would convey us thither, my heart was bur
dened with thoughts of leaving my childhood's
home and early and cherished
friends.
As I
stepped upon the platform a sudden change, a
feeling of ecstasy, a full tide of glory swept over
I can only liken it to the sun when it
my bouI.
breaks out between showers.
Again the mysterious
That moment's
voice whispered, "All is well."
sued

experience

At other

op

thk Marvelous. — An

I

ever shall consider

times

I have

a taste of heaven.

been informed of what would

I

have failed to discover
occur the following day.
any good resulting from these, save to establish
my faith in a Power above us. and in which I can

8ft»* §ta? lasMore
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old

subscriber writes : " My reading of the article on
' How
my Future was Revealed,' in the June num
ber, brings vividly to mind some unaccountablo
experiences of my own.
Though not as import
ant, perhaps, they, I think, are quite as mysterious.
In several instances they occurred in full daylight,
while the mind and hands were engaged in accus
tomed duties.
Spiritualism had scarcely been
heard of in our section when I was a child. My
but
parents were farmers in easy circumstances,
very practical, industrious people, rigidly skepti
cal as to forewnrnings, signs, etc.
I inherited the
same disposition, always being desirous of know
ing the why and wherefore of everything.
Being
the youngest of a thrifty family, I was very fond
of pets, and generally had one or more unfortu
nates intrusted to my care. Wfien about twelve
years of age, one cold spring morning father gave
me the delightful intelligence that a pair of twin
lambs needed my succor at the barn, which was
situated some distance from the house.
For seve
ral days with a basin of warm milk I nourished
these charges, and rejoiced to see them hearty and
playful. One morning I wended my way as usual
toward the barn, was ascending a hill which hid
it from view, when I seemed already within the
building, and was appalled at seeing one innocent
lying lifeless at the entrance in a wing of the barn.
This appearance gave mc a shock, but still I pur

put my trust. I have related this only to a few
who know me well, who can rely on my veracity,
and I have been enabled to strengthen the faith of
young friends who once looked out on the wick
edness of the world and almost doubted the exist
subscribes.
ence of a just and loving God."

"What "We Want as a Nation. — Ed
itor Phrenological Journal — Dear Sir : In one
of the late numbers of the Journal you have

some remarks on "What Wc Want;" will you
permit me to make a few additions to the list?
First, we want a less number of those men, in New
Tork city and elsewhere, who monopolize all the
coal, flour, sugar, and dry-goods, as through their
" almighty
selfishness and inordinate love of the
dollar" thousands of their fellow-beings are ren
Second, we want laws passed
dered miserable.
by an honest Legislature (if one can be found),
preventing rich men from becoming richer off of
Third, we want a
the unrequited labor of the poor.
political party that will give Impartial justice to
all, irrespective of nationality, age, sex, color, and
condition. Fourth, wo want the President and
Vice-President not eligible to a second term of of
fice.
Then the best interest of the people will
not be sacrificed for a renomination, and the Pres
ident can, throughout his administration, pursue
a just and manly course toward all.
Then there
would be no necessity of levying a tax of five per
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cent, on the $40,000,000 which the President yearly
officials.
Poor fellows !
Rives to his numerous
they earn their money hard enough ; let them have
Fifth, we want all of the U. 8. Sen
the whole of
ators elected by the people; the President and

it

Vice-President, and all of the U. S. revenue offi
Then dishonest political tricksters will not
cers.
For the
sell for money the votes of the people.
same reason we want the removal of the Electoral
Sixth, we want no more public land
College.
given away to hundreds of rich rascals to build
The people
railways and make themselves richer.
mnst build and own all the railroads, canals, and
Seventh, wo
telegraph lines in the United States.
want a higher duty on all articles of useless lux
If a merchant prince's or stock-and-gold
ury.
wants a Turkish satin dress
daughter
gambler's
and jewelry, or a Parisian shell for her little brain,
let her father pay the United States 50 per cent,
for the privilege of setting a bad example for other
Eighth, we want less
foolish maids to follow.
rye corn and barley distilled into whisky ; more
grapes, apples, peaches, plums, pears, and cherries
planted and cultivated so that every poor family
in our land can make a meal of fruit every day in
" fourthe year ; thereby banishing tobacco and the
"
footed plow
(the swine) from the human stomKnowing, Mr. Editor, the kindness
. ach forever.
of your nature, will not yon, and yonr numerous
readers, help me in giving these wants a tangible
form and existence in our land 1
HORACE

LINWOOD.

[Some of the above remarks show much thought,
and deserve consideration.]

Red Hands and Red Faces. —Mt.

Healthy, Onio.
In a recent number of
Phrenological Journal I notice a query

tho

(and
and feet,

your reply to it) concerning red hands
I wondered at your saying (the question being
one of importance to young ladies) that it "was a
poser." While I agree with you that rosy hands
are pretty, yet I have seen those that were almost
purple, and from what ? Tight dresses, and more
Tight shoes and gar
especially tight arm-holes.
I
ters cause the feet to be in the same condition.
knew a young lady, whose face would swell and
She
get very red whenever she went from home.
consulted an M.D., and was treated for erysipelas
But when in her wrapper, her face would become
and

fair,

and rather pale.
dresses so tight about

She luccd, and wore her
the throat, that it was im

to insert a very small article beneath her
Can anything be done to bring peo
ple to their senses ? It seems to me where one
girl is raised sensibly, fifty are brought up fools.
possible

throat-band.

Your Journal is the best one I have taken, and I
think I shall never be without it again. Flense state
in its next issue how you would treat a young child
having an usually large brain — or rather head ; she
is nine months old, and has a full forehead, and
rather dreamy eye ; the back of the head quite
There seems to be a tendency to conges
large.
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tion.

Would like to know, also, how to cultivate
What are thick lips indicative of »
Yours trnly,
Amelia.
We
[Amelia has our thanks for her suggestions.
reply to her inquiries as follows : Dress the child
loosely about tho waist and ankles so that the cir
culation shall not be impeded.
She should cat
Cautiousness.

Graham

breadstuff, cracked wheat, oatmeal mush,
lean beef, and fruit as a part of each meal, and
never retire at night on a full stomach.
Her room

should be well ventilated at night, with blanket*
enough to keep her warm, and the extremities
should be warmly dressed. Coffee, tea, spices,
candies, cake, and pie should be utterly repudia
ted.
Her brain should not be kept hot by study
or by conversation.
Keep her head cool, and her
feet warm; let her live in the open air and sun
shine six hours a day, and study three hours a day,
and if she has any constitution, Bhe will be healthy
and happy.]

Praise and Blame. — We

have

no

hope of pleasing everybody.
Was there ever the
man who pleased everybody ? No, not one.
We
shall try to please God ; to do right ; to do good ;
and be thankful if we add even a trifle to the

healthful entertainment,
instruction, and happi
ness of our readers.
Here is what some of our
exchanges say of us.
The Phrenological Journal, of which the
fifty-second volume, neatly bound, is before us, is
a publication with the leading specialty of which
we have no sympathy.
Phrenology, in our belief,
is a pseudo-science.
But the Journal contains a
great deal of information and amusement, which
makes it an entertaining work independent of its
pet philosophy. — Examiner and Chronicle, New
York.
Arc not other " Examiner*," equally capable of
judging, to be credited ? Phrenology is a new
discovery ; not yet perfected, but enough is kntnm
to warrant the claim, that the brain is the organ
of the mind ; that different portions of the brain
perform different functions. The back part of the
brain is allotted to the affections ; the sides, to the
propelling powers ; the front, to the intellectual
or knowing faculties ; and the top, to the religious
or spiritual sentiments.
There is no more doubt
of this than there is of tho fact that we see
through the eye, or hear through the car. Fur
it is in evidence that all natural-born
thermore,
idiots have small or imperfectly formed brains ;
that a low, brutal bully does not closely resemble
a saintly minister of the Gospel, or the accom
plished editor of the Examiner and Chronicle.
Finally, Phrenology is a part of Physiology, and,
like Physiology, so far as understood, is reduced
to method ; method
ence.

If

is system, and system is sci
the editor of the Examiner will visit the

Phrenological Cibinct

at 889 Broadway,

we

will

which will, we think, con
vince him that Phrenology has some claims to
We so
being ranked among the real sciences.
licit his attention ; and if he be not willfully pre
judiced, may venture to promise him proofs of
show

him

evidences
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For
our claims, both convincing and conclusive.
the compliment he pays this Journal he has our
thanks. We may honestly reciprocute by repeat
ing what we have said before, that the Examiner
and Chronicle is one of our very best religious
newspapers of the Close Communion Baptist de
nomination. We wish its editors understood the
principles of Phrenology.
Here is what the Hudson Fast says.
This popular and ever-welcome journal, devoted
to the science of man, is upon our tabic.
The su
periority of this publication over all other maga
zines consists in its practical teachings of man as
a whole. The medical and health journals are al
most invaluable, yet they only treat of the physi
cal body, while the Phrenological Journal not
only teaches bodily health, hut it teaches soul
growth, and the Scriptural idea of how to "improve
The literary and seiuntitlc
the talents given."
magazines teach outward nature, entertaining the
reader, and improving the literary tastes.
The
Purbnological Journal takes a superior posi
tion, vastly more important, because it advises in
its columns every individual, however humble,
that all of this vast expanse — that worlds and sys
tems of worlds were lirst created by the Divine
Father for man and his uses ; that it requires all
of this to perfect man, that he might exist here
and bear the impress of all this grandeur upon and
within his own being.
It has taught that no hu
man being should think meanly of himself, but
should put forth a steady and intelligent ett'ort in
this life to know and improve himself, and thus
he will come to know others, and go forward with
a heart full of thankfulness — that they were deem
ed thus worthy to exist.
Let every family that
can afford it procure the Phrenological Journal.
The Belvidere Apollo remarks :
Though this journal has always been conducted
with much ability, we think it lias greatly improv
ed within the period of our recollection, and espe
On the list of its eoncially within a short time.
tents are many subjects of decided interest to the
reader.
The
lirst
in the July num
article
general
ber, entitled " Auduboniana," begins with an ex
cellent portrait of the old naturalist, and enters
into an interesting discussion pertaining to him.
The second is "Man's Place in Nature." The
next is a " A Rule for Editors— What They Should
Be." The portrait of J. J. Audubon is good.
There are also ten portraits of the leaders in the
Mormon reform movement, and of Ward Hunt,
with interesting sketches of their lives and char
acters.
The two or three subjects mentioned are
not more interesting thau the twenty from which
they are selected.

The Binghamton Republican says that—
The Phrenological Journal and Life Ii.lusn \ted is not all, nor mainly, nor even in any
very large part, devoted to Phrenology; but it has
the wide field of human progress fur its special
working.
Because it is a magazine appealing to

men as men, and to women as women ; becauso
relates to the physical and intellectual needs of
the race, and insists continually that humanity
shall occupy the highest place which God designed,
and our nature admits of it, and is about the only
serial devoted to this general object, it ought to
have, and we presume does have, a liberal support.
Certainly it occupies a conspicuous
place among
American monthlies of the lirst class.

it

The Mirror of Kilborn City takes note as fol
lows :
The Phrenological Journal comes to ns filled
with the very best of reading matter.
This is the
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only journal of the kind now published, and is de
voted to a large variety of subjects, such as Eth

nology, Physiology, Phrenology, Sociology, Psy
chology, Education, Mechanism, Agriculture, Nat
ural History, Biography, and all that tends to re
form, elevate, and improve mankind spiritually,
It is well illustrated,
intellectually, and socially.
giving portraits and sketches of prominent and
It docs not
leading men in all classes of society.
confine itself to Phrenology, and even skeptics on
that science are highly pleased with its general
tone.

The Lynn Transcript — a new exchange — speaks
more guardedly.
The editor may be young, — a re
cent graduate, and had not read this magazine.
He says :

Phrenological Journals for May and June
have been some time on our table, and yet we are
not quite rea:ly to give an unqualified opinion on
their merits.
We know that the publication has
often been severely criticised [so has the Bible],
but whether justly or not would be premature in
us to say with the present reading.
We like a
bold writer, if he is sincere, even if he differ a tri
fle from us ; and yet there is a daring of skepticism
which is worse than weakness, though it may be
well refined.
The Journal is unquestionably
able, and we trust we shall like it much upon ac
quaintance.
The Amherst Gazette 6ays :
" The Phrenological Journal has greatly in
creased in value as in size.
We could till the Journal with similar " noti
ces." All concur in the fact, that it is "ably ed
ited." Wo look hopefully for the time when aU
shall acknowledge
not only the excellence of the
Journal, but also the truth and utility of Phre
nology, and we will ever work and pray for that
consummation.

Notices.
There is a kind of physiognomy in the titles of books
no less than in the faces of men, by which a Muful ob
server will know as well what to expect from the one as
the other.— Butler.

Maidre the Alchemist;
All

to Gold.

or, Turning

Vimo \ fancy
Bv Susan Cannon.
cloth. Price, $1 50. New York : M. Doolady.
This is the first literary venture made by Mrs.
Cannon, a young writer of Mississippi.
The de
sign of the work is to show how the vexatious dis
trials, and aftiictions which fall to
appointments,
the lot of the most of us, may be used for our
good, if we make a right use of them.
Maidce,
(Mrs. Lcc), who is the central figure of the dra
matis jmtsoiig, yet not the heroine, since around
the heroine in fiction must concenter the gist of
the romance, is a noble woman who, at an age
which is called paxslc, marries a widower. Mr.
Lee had long loved her. It is even probable she
was the first and dearest love of his life, but by
the Providence which frequently warps our inten
tions, they were not married in early youth ; he
married another, and when his hand was offered to
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her, he was the father of an only child, a grown
daughter, who naturally resented the thought of
her own mother's place in her
seeing another 1111
father's heart, and determining to make the house
hold miserable, was as miserable herself as a will

ful, petted, and rebellious girl usually gets to be
Mrs. Lee having had
when her wishes are thwarted.
a step mother, and fully conscious of the antipathy
In which such a relation is often held by a daughter
who has arrived at the age of womanhood, is
deeply sympathetic ; offers tenderness and love to
the young, heart-broken girl, and is made happy

in finding that what she offers is not rejected.
Marion Lee develops into the affectionate, obedi
ent, and respectful daughter ; strives to cultivate
all the graces of womanhood, and becomes a use
ful and intelligent woman.
Tn the book, quite a large number of characters
arc introduced, which are, in the maiu, only ac
of the story.
Upon
cessory to the development
all, more or less, either directly or reflectively, the
influence of Muidee is felt. She chides when it is
when it is needful, drops the healing
necessary;
balm of kindly acts and tender words, und has no
fear of the over-use of cither body or mind or
heart when they may be brought into use for the
The story is simple, and simply
good of others.
told, if we except a disposition in the author to
the use of long words, and now and then classic
allusions, which seem a little far-fetched. But
the work is eminently healthy, and as a first effort
deserves the warmest

commendation.

The Domestic Life of
ferson.

Thomas

Jef

Compiled from Family Letters and
Sa
Reminiscences,
by his great-granddaughter,
12mo ; cloth ; pp. 43-i. Price,
rah N. Randolph.
$2 50. New York: Harper & Bros., Publishers.

The man who " wrote the Declaration of Inde
" will be cherished in the memory of all
patriot hearts while the fabric of government
stands which he was so conspicuous an instrument
in uprcaring.
And everything which comes to us
from an authentic source, and bears the impress
of his noble individuality, will awaken a warm in
In this uew volume a sketch of the great
terest.
statesman's private life is given, and many letters
bearing upon it which were never before publish
The character of Jefferson has suffered much
ed.
from the assaults of slander, or fonl allegations
which, originating perhaps from political animos
ity, have had so free and protracted a circulation
that they have, grown to enormous size and cast a
dark shade in the estimation of the credulous and
superficial upon the name of this noble man.
Doubtless as a man Jefferson had his faults; but
of his
no one can read the simple heart-breathings

pendence

soul

in these

letters

to

his nearest

and

dearest

friends without feeling that the gifted forerunner
of the American Constitution was a good man.
A portrait of Jefferson, from a painting by Gil
bert Stuart, and a portrait of his (laughter, Mar
tha Jefferson Randolph, from a painting by Sully,
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and also a view of Mouticcllo,

his favorite home,

are published with the work.

Diseases op

Women

;

their

Causes,

Prevention, and Radical Cure.
By Geo. H.
Taylor, M.D. 12mo ; pp. S18; cloth. Price.
SI 50. Philadelphia : Geo. Maclean, Publisher,
719 Sansom

Street.

The small proportion of American women who
enjoy really good health is a subject for common
remark.
A majority, probably, of these invalids
are afflicted with symptoms referable to the pelvis.
In evidence of the Importance of this particular
class of diseases, reference need only to be made
to the fact that many eminent physicians devote
themselves specially to its treatment.
It is claimed in this work that nearly all so-called
female diseases arc in their last analysis referable
to muscular inaction and consequent
laxity ; that
this prevents due 6ustentotion
of the suffering
parts ; and is the direct cause of the deficient
circulation or congestion from which the most
formidable forms of alteration in structure pro
ceed.

The remedy pointed out is of the most radical
The book places the case in the invalid's
own hand, and Indicates the line of treatment
nature.

to strengthen
the weak parts.
It is,
therefore, eminently practical and useful, both to
those who desire to avoid the distressing maladies

adapted

of which it treats, and to those who have

long

suffered them.

The Fedeiial Government;

Its Offi

Their Duties. By Ransom II. Gillet,
formerly a Member of Congress from St. Law
rence County, N. Y. ; more recently Register and
Solicitor of the Uuited States Treasury Depart
ment, Solicitor for the United States in the Court
Counselor-at-Law, etc. lJino; pp.
of Claims,
Price,
4-14; cloth.
New York and Chicago :
Woolwjrth, Ain8worth & Co., Publishers.
cers and

Several volumes have recently been issued relat
ing to public affairs, so that all citizens of the United
States arc themselves to blame if they do not make
themselves more or less familiar with the genius
and practical operations of American institutions.
The present work exhibits the result of extend
ed investigation and careful analysis, and furnishes,
in a brief and perspicuous style, the nature of the
different departments of our general government
and their respective duties.
The early history of
the formation of an independent
nationality which
is
developed the present powerful confederation,
a most valuable part of the book, and takes its
proper place at the opening.
The knowledge furnished by this volume " will
be highly useful to all, and especially to the Ameri
can citizen when giving direction to our public
Without knowing what the constitution
affairs.
and laws authorize and require, lie can not give in
structions to those intrusted with power, or deter
mine whether they have been faithful to the trusts
committed to them or worthy of future confi
dence."

OUR
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Manual of Reading.
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In Four Parts

:

Orthophony, Class Methods, Gestures, and Elocu
tion. Designed for Teachers and Students.
By
H. L. D. Potter. 12mo ; cloth ; pp. 418. Price,
50.
New
York
: Harper <teBrothers.
$1
This new work on the very important subject of
reading contains many features in the way of il
lustrating inflection, cadence, etc., which certain
ly have the merit of newness, besides being well
adapted to the wants of the ordinary school teacher
who would teach reading as well as arithmetic,
geography, and history. The author has aimed to
include those gymnastic accessories which serve
to develop and strengthen the Tocal apparatus, so
he furnishes in the early part of the book a wellillustrated and clearly detailed chapter on calis

thenics. A brief synopsis of the "Manual" will
include, Part First — Orthophony or Voice-train
ing ; Part Second-Class Methods, both primary
and advanced ; Part Third — Gestures ;
Part
Fourth— Elocution, including a chapter on Rhet
oric ; a copious solectlon of pieces in prose and
In this lost de
poetry for reading and recitation.
partment, as in the textual or didactic depart
ments, the author has shown a laudable discretion
in that he has appreciated the capacity and needs
of the young people in elocution.

Cincinnati

Industrial

Exposition,

Report of the General Committee. One
With Plans of Buildings,
vol., octavo; pp.400.
etc.
Published by the General Committee.
Perhaps this was one of the most worthy and
successful expositions ever held in America, espe
cially when we consider the number of inhabitants,
wealth of the people, etc. On this occasion Cin
We thought New York
cinnati surpassed herself.
did well; but, all things considered,
Cincinnati
did better.
The Report, now published in full,
tells the whole story of the exhibition, receipts
and expenses, speeches, etc., in one handsome vol
ume.
Here arc the evidences of America's real
greatness — her productions, agricultural, mechan
ical, mineral, etc. ; and it is indeed most encour
aging to note the vast strides making from year to
of these foundation in
year in the development
We congratulate Cincinnati and these re
terests.
united States.
1870.

The Island Neighbor.

A Novel of

American Life. By Antoinette Brown Blackwcll. Octavo ; pp. 140. Illustrated. Price, 73
cents.
Harper & Brothers.
While unmarried, the author studied theology,
and graduated
from Obcrlin.
She was regularly
ordained, entered the ministry of the Presbyterian
Church, and preached for a time in South Butler,
Wayne County, N. Y. Acquitting herself most
satisfactorily, she was then called to New York,
■whereshe continued for some time In the ministry ;
married, and removed to New Jersey, where she
now resides, devoting herself to domestic con
cerns—she
has a family of several children — and
to literature. If we mistake not, this is her sec
ond novel.
She writes as she speaks, with fluen
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Thoroughly educated ; a mind clear
she describes life as it is, and
holds the attention of the hearer or the reader to
the end. " Island Neighbors" will prove a success.
It is handsomely illustrated and nicely published.
cy and force.

and comprehensive,

Reindeer, Dogs, and

Snow-Shoes.

A

Journal of Siberian Travel and Explorations.
By Richard J. Bush, late of the Russo-Ameriean
Telegraph Expedition. With Illustrations. 12mo;
pp. 530. Price, $3. Harper & Brothers.
A singular title for a very interesting book. Be
sides a map showing the route surveyed, there are
the
upward of forty illustrations, representing
most striking objects met with in Siberia, includ
ing animals, men, mountains, etc., all described in
vivid language, calculated to instruct and enter
tain all readers.
Our growing interests in the
great Northwest renders such information most
valuable.
Wc are reaching the arctic seas through
Russian territory, and must some time become
Read what Mr. Bush says,
neighbors of the Czar.
of his travels by land, ice, and sea, and learn
something new.

Little

Sunshine's Holiday

:

A Picture

from Life. By the Author of "John Halifax,
Gentleman." 18mo ; pp. 210. Price, 90 cents.
Harper & Brothers.
We welcome the joyous "Little Sunshine," and
look upon it as the promise of much good which
must result from its extensive circulatiou.
There
are caiue» for happy children as well as for unhap
Let us learn the why and wherefore,
py children.
and secure only happiness.
If parents will but
learn this one little lesson, they will take the first
step toward a higher civilization.

The Young Mechanic.

Containing Di

rections for the Use of all Kinds of Tools, and
for the Construction of 8team-cngines and Me
chanical Models, including the Art of Turning
in Wood and Metal. By the Author of " The
Lathe and its Uses," "Mechanics' Workshop,"
etc.
From the English Edition, with Correc
Large 12mo ; pp. 340. Price, §1 75.
tions, etc.
New York : G. P. Putnam & 8ons.
and most valuable of
One of the handsomest
It is illustrated with many en
books for boys.
gravings, showing how to build and work steamengines and other machinery, described in such
" may see into it." If
simple language that all
the book were placed within reach of all boys, it
would increase vastly our powers of invention,
and set the world ahead, through improvements
The book is one of the most wor
in mechanism.
thy and useful of its kind issued in years. Let it
take the place of more costly gift books, and the
boys will thauk the givers.

Twelfth

Annual

Report

of

the

Cooper Union for the Advancement of Science
and Art, with the Address of the Graduates and
Pupils to Peter Cooper, Esq., and his Reply at
the Annual Commencement.
New York: G. A.
Whitchornc, H Ann Street.
An interesting "aunual" of a noble institution.
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Theriaki and Their Last Dose. .Dr.
Samuel

B. Collins.

Chicago:. Evening

Journal

Print.
little pamphlet containing letters of FitzHugh Ludlow and others, to Dr. Collins, relating
to what is claimed to be the "most wonderful
medical discovery of the ago," viz., a remedy for
If such poor slaves can
the use of opium-eaters.
find relief from the dominion of their tyrant in an
antidote which shall not prove a mere substitute
for the opium, they should know it. What the
wonderful antidote is we do not find in the pam
phlet. Why did not the Doctor give us an idea so
that we can speak of it understanding^- ?

A

The Christian Quarterly,

No.

July.

XI.

Cincinnati: R. W. Carroll & Co., Pub
lishers, Nos. 115 and 117 West Fourth Street
This creditable publication contains the cream
of the current literature relating to the Christian
Church, besides much interesting matter of a gen
The articles on " The Gen
eral religious nature.
uineness and Authenticity of the Gospels" and
"
"Classic Baptism are worth a careful reading by
Christians universally. The Quarterly is publish
Address the above publishers.
ed at $3 a year.

A Latin Grammar for Beginners.

By William Henry Waddell, Professor of An
cient Languages In the University of Georgia,
author of "A Greek Grammar for Beginners."
Price, $1. New York : Harper & Brothers.
Within the compass of eighty-six pages the au
thor has condensed the elementary principles of

the Latin language, and at the same time presented
tlicm in such a form as serves to attract rather than
to repel the young student.

The Iron Mask.

Being the Fourth

Se
By Alexan
ries of "The Three Guardsmen."
" The Count of Mouleder Dumas, author of
Cristo," "The Three Guardsmen," etc. One
vol., octavo.
Price, $1. Philadelphia, Pa. : T.
B. Peterson & Brothers.
This powerfully written romance has already
created a reputation, and needs no further com
mentary.

Davenport

Dunn.

A Novel.

A Love

Story.

arc weak or undeveloped
up by reading

Won — Not Wooed.

A Novel. By

will

read.

For Lack of Gold.

A Novel.

By

" Robin Gray," etc.
Charles Gibbon, author of
New York : Harper <£ Brothers.
Paper, 50 cts.
This is No. 304 of the " Library of Select Novels,"
arranged ond published by these enterprising and
veteran publishers of Franklin Square.
Dodd and Mead's Sunday-School An

1871, containing much valuable inform
Library Committees,
ation for Superintendents,
Teachers, and Sunday-School workers generally.
New York: Dodd & Mead, Publishers, No. 702
Broadway.

nual for

The Methodist,

has re

newspaper,

cently entered upon its twelfth volume under the
It has an able corps of
most favorable auspices.
editors, including some of the most learned divines
and professors in our educational institutions, and is
conducted on business principles. While it* name
implies interest in a particular denomination, its
general aim and character are broad enough to in
Those of our read
clude Christians of all creeds.
ers who have not yet seen this paper, should in
close a stamp to its publisher, Mr. George C. Halsted, and ask for a specimen number.
stamp will bring you a copy.

The People's Magazine

A two-cent

began a new

It is pub
monthly by the Society for Promoting Chris
tian Knowledge In London ; and Messrs. Pott A
Amery, 13 Cooper Union, New York, arc the
Price, $3 a year. This is with
American agents.
out donbt one of the best of all our English re
ligious monthlies. Send 25 cents for a specimen
number, and judge its quality.
volume — VIII. — with the

July

number.

lished

By

this story.
But those whose affections are morbid or inordi
nate should not read this, nor any other exciting
love story.
waked

yet people

Ware, Editor, 411 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
Whatever is new or novel in carriage-making
It is
may be found In this excellent publication.
a handsome quarto of some forty pages, with fine
all interests
engraved illustrations, representing
connected with carriage manufacturing. Twenty-

author of " Consuclo," etc.
Sand,
T. B. Peterson <fcBros.
Pamphlet. 50 cents.
Those whose affections

Part I. Price, 25 cents.
By Charles Kcade.
New York:
With manv original Illustrations.
Harper & Brothers.
We can scarcely understand how respectable
weeklies which find their way Into homes of re
finement and culture can publish sneli stories as
this.
For our part, we can not commend them ;

The

George

may have them

A Novel.

A Terrible Temptation.

By

Octavo; paper; pp. 25S. Price,
Charles Lever.
75 cents.
T. B. Peterson & Brothers.
Mr. Lever has been many years in the novelmaking business, and his American publishers are
"
enterprising men. But, what's the U6C f" "will
"
—
the
?
reader
it pay

The Last Aldini.

[Sept.,

the

" A Beggar on
Author of "Bred in the Bone,"
Horseback," etc. Price, 50 cents.
No. 863 of Harper's Library of Select Novels.

International
Coachmaker's
Journal. Vol. VI. Terms, S3 a year. J. D.

five cents

to the publisher

will

secure

a sample

copy.

Four Years at Yale. —This

is the

title of a new book now in the hands of Messrs
Chatfield & Co., New Haven, soon to be issued.
It will doubtless prove of interest to college stu
dents, as well as furnish much desired information
to those who have not had the advantages of col
Printed on line paper ; TZS pp.
legiate training.
Price, $2 50.

THE

PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL
AND

Life Illustrated.
Vol. Lin.— No.

4.]
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/87/.

WILLIAM CLAFLIN, GOVERNOR
iHE

organization of this gentleman
indicates a few prominent characteristics which have enabled him to take
f I

[Whole No.

393.

OF MASSACHUSETTS.

an influential

place in whatever direction
his life has led him. He has a combination

of organs

which

leads

him to
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form veiy specific individual opinions,
and he early in life learned to decide
questions from his own point of view.

haughtiness, but from that self-centered
individualism of which we have spoken.

He

not look through other people's
Facts which he acquires
spectacles.
himself are to him more positive and

so.

than a thousand metaphysical
opinions, and his mind is centered, focal
ized, pointed, and positiv^, rather than
broad, comprehensive, and philosophical.
People who have to do with him in

has reverence for things sacred,
polite
and respectful to persons of eminence

will sometimes
think him narrow and illiberal because
business and otherwise

he is so self-controlled,

and because

he

must judge of affairs from his awn knowl

is

is

is

is

;

is

a

erous neighbor.
Poor people would be
likely to think highly of him, not because

of his lavish gifts to them, so much as be
cause of his practical common sense.
His Conscientiousness, Hope, Spiritu
ality, and Imitation do not seem to be so
strong as the middle line of organs, Be
and
Veneration,
Firmness,
His head seems to slope
Self-Esteem.
rather rapidly from the center, hence he
nevolence,

details sharply, and if he were a scholar
in science he would be likely to take

is

edge and modes of thinking.
As a business man, his judgment
would be very practical and very inde
pendent. He is capable of looking after

would be
sympathetic and kind-hearted
man
an enterprising business
and
gen
;

decided

He
firm, some think unreasonably
He
dignified and has self-respect.
He has fair degree of prudence, but
He
not very much governed by policy.
a

does

hold of some

specific line of investiga
tion and become master of it. He would
have made an excellent physician, would

imitating

have read disease like a book, and seen,
it were, through and through a patient.
As a business man, he looks after prac

and practical skill rather than to luck and
He aims to do that which
fortune.

mind that acts directly,
philosophic sweeps, but

with microscopic analysis and discrimi
nation.
Then he has aD excellent mem
Every fact which he acquires him
ory.
self becomes a part of himself. He talks

is

it,

to the point ; tells a story as he under
and always succeeds in making
stands
himself understood.
He
a real critic,
especially of character, and he moves

a

a

if

he understood them. He
among men as
has
great deal of self-reliance which does
not come from
spirit of bombast and

is

is

ward people who think differently from
him. He does not set up his conscience as
a rule for all, therefore does not make his
The indications of
tyrant.
social affection are strongly marked in the
face; he
good friend,
great worker,

conscience

prompt, practical, energetic, clear-headed,
able to adapt himself to daily duties and
practical affairs of life. He has dignity,
self-reliance, determination, ready intelli
gence, clearness of perception, and decid
business talent, with enough
desire for
Acquisitiveness to give him
wealth, and enough Benevolence and

ed practical

a

—a

slave to morbid Conscientiousness,
ing
and exercises considerable liberality to

Friendship to make him

use

it

mon sense

not with wide

without be

a

As a manufacturer, he would be very
discriminating, would learn how to make
an article with less expense than most
men.
He has what may be called com

man and man

a

like to be in the midst of his business.

right between

liberally.

In

the political world of New England wc
find that manufacturing
and commercial in
terests take

leading place through repre
sentatives who are to be found occupying the
a

affairs, and though he may have
book-keepers, he wants to see the books ;
though he may have salesmen, he would

is
a

tical

practical than speculative in his religious
feelings and belief. He trusts to energy

a

as

not very conformatory in the way of
more
public customs. He

WILLIAM CLAFLIN.
offices in the gift of the people.
Island rejoices in a Governor'whose
integrity and energy in discharging the duties
of his important office were only equaled by
his well-known adherence to principle and
his unwearied enterprise in the conduct of an
highest

Rhode

extensive

business.
So, too,
manufacturing
boasts a Governor drawn from

Massachusetts

Uie absorbing cares of a manufacturing
pur
suit to take the helm of state. These men,
and many others who grace positions in the
halls of legislation, have completely exploded
an old impression, that only men educated in
statesmanship through the easy avenue of the
legal profession were fit for eminent office.
Business men are practical men, they have
everything at stake in the prosperity and

tranquillity of the country ; and while they
may not have a higher perception of states
manship than lawyers, may not be none the
less fitted to deal with the ordinary affairs of
states and municipalities.
Intelligent
men among our commercial

enterprising

and
and

industrial classes generally take some inter
est in the political affairs of their community,
State, or nation ; the stronger their patriotism
the deeper their sense of obligation in this
respect ; and men of this stamp often prove
the wisest and safest guardians of the public
weal.
We do not hear complaints or criti
cisms from any source that the Governor of
Rhode Island or the Governor of Massachu
setts is not capable and efficient as a public
a wise and pro
gressive administration of the affairs of their
respective States is generally conceded to
and friends
them by political opponents

officer, but, on the contrary,

alike.

Men who have been in political life

from youth, who have been more or less inti
mately connected with office, are liable to
lose sight of matters which are of importance
in the ordinary enterprises of trade and in

who have been closely con
enterprises for years,
when called to assume the functions of office,
carry with them their experience, which ex
perience is most important in shaping the
details of public measures.
In the Senate
and House of Representatives of the United
States, in the different legislative bodies, and
in fact in all public bodies of men, are to be
found those who have made fortunes in com
merce and manufactures, and whose intel
dustry.

Men

nected with

business

21?

lectual

capacity and sound judgment mak
them most valuable counselors.

But to our subject : Governor Claflin was
born at Milford, Mass., March 6th, 1818. His
father was a tanner, and he has drily remark
ed of himself that he " was born in a tanin a lime-vat."
At an
in life he exhibited an unusual
aptitude for business ; and in keeping with
the majority of the young men of New Eng
land, when they have attained their majority,
he announced his determination to go West
to seek his fortune.
It was in 1839 that he
yard and baptized
early period

traveled

to what was then very far west, the

city of St. Louis. There he commenced op
erations for himself in the boot, shoe, and
leather trade.
From a small beginning hill
tact and enterprise soon built up a respect
able business.
In 1845 he returned to Boston,
with the purpose of establishing himself in
the manufacture of boots and shoes.
His
venture proved highly successful, and a series
of expansions took place in his business to
keep pace with the increasing demands of
trade until he has become the proprietor of a
number of boot and shoe factories and tan
neries in different parts of Massachusetts,
employing upward of five hundred hands.
Mr. Claflin has also been active in the pol
itics of his State for more than twenty years.
From 1849 to 1852 ho was a member of the
House of Representatives of Massachusetts,
He served
being elected from Hopkinton.
in the State Senate in 1860 and 1861, presid
ing over the proceedings of that body in the
lat,ter year. The chairmanship of the Siata
Central

Committee

was

long intrusted

to

him as one of the most far-seeing and effic ient
•
members of his party — the Republican.

In

1868

he was elected Chairman

ot

the

National Committee, of which he had been
a member for many years.
At the Stat«
election in November, 1865, he was elected
of Massachusetts, and
Lieutenant-Governor
in the fall of 1868 he was elevated from that
honorable position, which he had filled with
becoming dignity and efficiency, to this gov
In the elections for State <officers
ernorship.
in the falls of 1869 and 1870, the confidence
of the people of Massachusetts was evinced
in their repeated confirmation of Mr. Claflin
in the gubernatorial office.
Notwithstanding his political associations,
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his
Governor Claflin is above partisanship;
views arc among the most advanced, believ
ing in his heart the doctrine of true democ
racy- the equality and fraternity of all men.
His social and domestic habits are worthy of
praise : he is strictly temperate, never touch
ing or offering alcoholic beverages; at the
same time he believes in the right and duty
of prohibition, although he does not affiliate
with extremists upon this much vexed ques
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He is liberal in charity, but unostenta
tion.
tious, dispensing his wealth with a free hand
wherever his discreet judgment determines
it will prove an agent of good. Inflexible in
his principle, soaring in his patriotism, de
voted to the welfare of the people, it is not
unreasonable to suppose that the public ca
reer of Governor Claflin, already brilliant,
will prove an exceptionally happy one for his
State, and perhaps for the country at large.

ATURE

AND

OFFICE.

BY HENRY C. PEDDER.

Philosophy derives its ori
two Greek words signifying love
and wisdom, is a fact with which we are all
more or less familiar, but that in its widest
sense it possesses a deeper significance, it is the
the term

gin from
THAT

purpose of this essay

to convey.

The world

moves, and we move with it ; but in our course

there are many landmarks which to an observ
ant mind afford the most valuable assistance in
contemplating that most complex of subjects,
human nature.

Foremost among these is phi
losophy ;— philosophy not as it is commonly un
derstood in the spirit of a recluse shutting out
the world and ending in asceticism, but philos
ophy emanating from the human mind as the
expression of an inborn sentiment whose func
tion is the discovery of truth, and its applicaon to the laws of life.
In our imagination, if we carry ourselves
b;ick to primitive and pie-historic times, it is
tr.ic that we realize great difficulty in thinking
of the curliest man as a philosopher ; but even
in this instance there

is not an entire absence

cruel ; and as such he cowers before her in
fear.
In short, he lived, he felt, he dreamed ;
True,
and from this point philosophy began.
there is (as I have already said) a wonderful
difference between philosophy as it appears in
its first effort toward articulation, and philoso
phy as it existed at a maturer age of the world,
but still there is a resemblance which no
Be
thoughtful mind will think of ignoring.
tween the first man gazing in bewilderment on
the virgin earth and Bacon elaborating and ex
pounding his inductive philosophy, there cer
tainly are many degrees of difference ; but in
this, the fact is to be accounted for rather in
the process of development than in any nat

ural difference between the

men.
In a gene
ral sense, human nature is the same all over
the world ; and in this respect the tendency
to philosophize, though amounting in one age

to nothing more than a vulgar superstition,
and in another to a comprehensive range of
inductive reasoning, still evinces a certain gen
eral resemblance which we are warranted in

of that feeling or tendency which at a later
peiiod developed into the Ionic and Eleatic
schools, the Pythagoreans and Sophists, andin

attributing to some inherent characteristic of
Indeed, it is well to observe
the human race.
that notwithstanding the rapid advance which

mo.e modern times into the Cartesian philoso
phy, the theodoxy of Spinoza, and the skepti
cism of Hume.
As a supposition, we will

the world has made, the superstitious and phi
losophical elements, although in many respects
antithetical, have never been wholly separable

jrrai t that primitive man possessed no conscioi sness save of his own existence; in fact,
that at first he was an Autolheist — his own
God. But soon there comes a change. Grad

From the beginning of time
have opened their eyes upon a world
which is full of echoes of a mysterious charac
ter; and in this connection the philosophic and
religious tendencies have always acted and re

ually he awakens into a more perfect consciou mess, and becomes impressed with the
idea <f a force superior to his own. The heav
ens a'love impress him with a feeling of awe.
The thunder startles, the lightning frightens
him ; ind everywhere he is surrounded by ef
fects v hich suggest a power superior to, and
At
acting independently of, his own being.
appears to him tender,
and as such he wor
affectionate, beautiful;
ships her.
At another, she is angry, violent,

one

m intent nature

from each other.
men

acted on each other.
In the impulse of their
affections our ancestors worshiped the sun, be
cause it cheered them by day, and the moon,
because it cheered them by night ; and thus

outgrowth of the religious senti
In the impulse of their reason they

the gradual
ment.

speculated on the influences which they so vis
ibly fell but which they could not account for ;
and thus philosophy originated.
As ages roll on, and the world grows wiser
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of the universe which no mortal can suspend ;
he reads everywhere the evidences of adapta

it

a

a

it

;

it

it

it

it

;

a

of all
were into a
knowledge, philosophy fell as
sleep beneath the soothing influences of Chris
as the object, and man as the subject

tianity, but destined to awake invigorated, re
more glorious
freshed, enlightened, and with
new
future before it. In the fullness of time
era had arrived, — an advent which although
annihilated paganism did not exterminate

and in the act he recognizes the presence of a
mysterious will ; he looks upon society, and
he sees that vice and unhappiness, virtue and

The Olympian dynasty was end
philosophy.
but the spirit which actuated Socrates,
ed
Plato, Aristotle, Epicurus, and Zeno, and which
marvelous influ
enabled them to wield such

a time when
be dispensa

a

;

is

a

a

With

is

it

exist.

be as surely

very large share of
ligion will always claim
our attention; but even this does not invali
date the claims of Philosophy.
As man
dual character.
constituted, he
essentially
He has faculties which relate to the reason,
and faculties which relate to the affections.
With the former of these
the province of

it

a

it

the tendency to phtfonopJiize, did not
can also
regard to the secoud,
accepted that there never will be
its existence and importance will

As the wheels of time roll on, and w.e accu
mulate the experiences of the past, enlarging
our minds and rising to
higher appreciation
of our destiny, there can be no doubt that Re
a

it

is

?

first question,
can safely be asserted that
there never has been
time in the history of
the human race when philosophy, or at least

In

world, or realm of man's real life,
glorious transformation was taking place.
The bonds of sympathy between the heavens
but philoso
and the earth were strengthened
phy was not neutralized.
the spiritual

is

it,

under Grecian civilization? and is
too commonly supposed), that its
again (as
function has ceased because the teachings of
Christianity have superseded philosophy as
then existed
Clearly not. Respecting the

inent

ence over their countrymen, was not dead.

a

happiness, are inseparable ; all this he sees,
and he likewise asks himself the reason why.
From these considerations, therefore, what
is the inference?
Is it that philosophy had
no existence until we arrive at that phase of
the world's history when it becomes most prom

;

discovery unfolds ; he stretches out his hand,

it

tion and design ; he touches accidentally some
secret spring in nature's machinery, and he is
amazed at the boundless wisdom which his

could not of course be
but the germ did not die.
It un
derwent
new series of climatic influences,
and reappeared more beautiful because more
true. After having traversed the different pha
ses of naturalism, idealism, sensualism, dual
ism, and pantheism and alter having wearied
itself with alternately discussing the universe

resuscitated

a

that there are systems upon systems of worlds
far greater than our own ; he sees that there
are certain laws implanted for the government

did not cease.
then existed,
As

it

lower animals, and he asks himself the reason
why. Again, the cultivated man looks out
upon the world ; he marks the revolution of
the planets ; he traces through the telescope

tremendous stride in
tianity the world made
advance of the polytheism of the Greeks and
the harsh monotheism of the Jews
but in
this act of transition the function of philosophy

a

the reason why.

ment in the past, and indispensable to our pro
With the advent of Chris

gress in the future.

it

and he asks himself

our life, and as such can not be thought of oth
erwise than as inseparable from our develop

;

ness,

The semi-civilized man looks out upon the
world; he marks the revolutions of the day
and night, the changing of the seasons, the
fluctuation of the tides, the productive capacity
ol the earth, the supremacy of man over the

tus which
has given, and will always give,
to the man's whole nature.
As human beings,
its functions become coexistent with that of

;

I

class philosophy, or, more properly,
The uncultivated
the philosophical tendency.
man looks out upon the world ; he feels his de
pendence ; he peoples the universe with strange,
fantastic shapes ; he realizes his own conscious

species

in man's progressive na
Simple as
was, imperfect as
has
been, its value has not consisted so much in
inculcated, but in the impe
any truth which
ture.

a

ward manifestation, can only be regarded as
indestructible bases upon which the fabric of
With this class or
society must always rest.

portant constituent

it

in the midst of all this there are certain ele
ments of our nature which remain the same,
and which, whatever their peculiarities of out

from our present standpoint,
Measuring
may appear during its earliest stages as
very insignificant factor in the problem of pro
has always beeu
gress but really
very im
ble.

it

iu experience, it mutters not that we find such
men as Zoroaster, Confucius, and Kapila out
growing the impressions of their cotemporaries
and launching out into deeper water. In the
progress of the world, ages change, minds os
cillate, the past is looked on as a dream j but
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means necessarily stoical), seeks always for the
realization of abstract truths, the discovery of
laws and their relationship to life ; and thus it
In
seeks to elevate man through his reason.

an en
ful minds will indorse my theory),
corre
largement of our consciousness, and
sponding desire for a wider range of truth.
And as the basis of this sentiment we find

Philosophy it is not that there is no affection ;
nor is it that in Religion there is no reason.
that in the one the intel
The true difference

Philosophy.

and in the other, the
lectual predominates
sentimental — circumstance which wish es
relates very inti
pecially to emphasize, as
would assign to
mately to the position which
also enables
Philosophy in the future; while

but without this to furnish impulse and inter
pretation, their zeal
unspeakably lowered,
and their results are but
barren sand-heap of

reflective minds have been gradually
more comprehensive range of
emerging into
Larger space, longer time, slower
thought.
a

suggest,

movements, more subtile and finer gradations
than our ancestors dreamed of have every
where to be admitted.
On the whole, we are
passing over to the idea of evolution rather

a

is

is,

a

it
is

I

?

a

is

is

it

;

it

it

:

a

a

;

is

a

like two brilliant stars revolving round the
have be
central sun of truth. Religion (as
fore said)
that which takes the world up in
in
its arms, alleviates its sorrows, consoles
affliction, vindicates virtue, denounces vice

;

it

and by the cultivation of our spiritual faculties
intensifies and purifies the sentiment of reci
procity between the creature and the Creator.
Philosophy, on the other hand, emanating as
does from the relationship between man and
the world, impels the mind forward in an end

it

a

among thoughtful men, which has
found its expression in Philosoph)'.
Follow
ing out the course which the natural sciences
isfaction

conceptions that come within the
not
Religion
range of human existence.
Philosophy Religion; but
Philosophy, nor
in anything approaching to
proper adjust
ment of their functions, their orbits would be

grandest

of the great Unknown. With
out the religious element operating in the man
static
have described and acting as
ner
force on society,
must be admitted that Phi
losophy would never regenerate the world but
less exploration

;

induced the explorations of geology,
there has been for some time growing dissat
which

more perfect appreciation of his destiny. With
very
out Religion, man would certainly be
but without Philosophy
disconsolate animal
to invigorate
and sublimate his reason, he
would fall miserably short in some of the

I

enlarged view of his characteristics.
Similar also will be the process and the re
In obedience
sult with respect to Philosophy.
to the same principle and desire after truth

and theology severally occupy
themselves with their respective provinces
but Philosophy embraces them all, and by its
deductions, comparisons, and groupings seeks
nobler and
perpetually to elevate man into

humani&rcs,

a

a

ogy has carried its point, but the religious sen
timent still exists. We worship the same God,
wider and more
but we worship him under

the inference*
draws,
naturally varies with the
general culture but in all instances its purpose
the same.
The physical sciences, the litera

which

is

a

is
a

it

;

it

ever has been.
active as
At first theology
but at length
opposed this inroad vehemently
has been obliged to give way, and man
gainer instead of loser by the change. Geol

In its methods of expression and

it

a

a

is

a

the world was made in six days.
Instead of being the flash of an instant, or
week, this science
the hurried production of
has asked for, and at length obtained, millions
of ages for
to this day as
process which

particulars."
the natural language of the hu
Indeed,
man soul, seeking everywhere and in every
thing to discover the manifestations of truth.

is

it

unsuited to the en

larging views of an advancing age. As an ex
moment at the
ample of this, let us look for
contest which geology has so successfully
waged against the lonj established belief that

In the language of an eminent
writer," Otherpursuits may do more to increase
our stock of positive and definite knowledge,

is

I

it

I

as to render

reason

it

is

with

preceding the higher, and the better coming out
of the worse.
Now, the question
the meaning of
what
this change
For my own part (and think most thought

I

;

a

fact, that there
nothing in Philosophy antagonistic to Re
ligion, except in those respects wherein the
teachings of the latter are so far at variance
us to realize the very important

a

than of creation, of gradual creeping upward
rather than
sudden and instantaneous lead
out of darkness into light, cf the lower types

is,

Philosophy to dwell. With the latter it is the
Religion comes to man
province of Religion.
In all the affection of motherhood, binds up his
wounds, caresses him, consoles him in his sor
rows, and tells him of a world beyond the
grave; and in this its constant purpose is to
draw man to heaven through his affections.
Philosophy, on the other hand (though by no
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with Religion operating on the hearts of men,
and Philosophy beautifying the intellectual fir
of thought,
mament with its scintillations
there is no reason why the world's motto
" Excelsior," and its future an
should not be
endless growth and perpetual development in
That " we can know
the mysteries of wisdom.
nothing but phenomena," may, to a great ex
tent, be true ; but so long as there is a soul in
man, a God in nature, and beauty in the uni
verse, the voice of Philosophy will always be
heard.

It

is the outgrowth

of that

which

oCitia

constitutes our real selves.
" Serene Philosophy ,
Effusive source of evidence and truth !
Without thee what were unenlightened man ?
A savage roaring through the woods and wilds.
Rough clad, devoid of every finer art
And elegance of life."
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sume, hold their place in the invisible sanctuary,
the bodily organs of sight
A man
never gets his eyes open until he brings these
two pairs of organs into the same line, and of

just behind

the two, as we have said, the inner and invisible
are immeasurably of the most consequence.
A Prescott, a Milburn, or a Parvin (of Phil
adelphia) can see more, although utterly blind
to their bodily Bight, than the millions
around them who by nature enjoy the clearest

as

We think that this point will
possible vision.
be conceded without gainsaying or dispute.
When we speak, therefore, of men having or
not having their eyes opened, wc must mean
that they either have or have not the inner
in a state of correspondence with the
bodily organs of sight.
Some men never seem to cut their mental

vision

They go blundering along through

eye-teeth.

EYE-OPENERS.

A

BY THE REV. A. MCELROY

WTLIE.

pup starts with its eyes shut,
and a baby with its eyes open. This is
Nature saying to us in the one case, " I have
given the pup instinct, which can not err so far as

it goes ; therefore there is no need of its having
its eyes open at the outset ; but to the babe I
have given not only instinct, but reason, which
begins very small, and yet is capable of indefi
nite development ; therefore undeveloped man
hood is launched upon life with its eyes open."
There is another great difference between
The brute looks
the man and the animal.
eyes,

while man

sees, or

ought to see, with two pairs. The instant an
animal's perceptive powers act through the
instinct tele
eyes, that instant the infallible
graphs its conclusions, and action is correspond

At best, however, this
affords the brute but a very limited range.
The lot, as it were, upon which it exists is very
short and very narrow, and it is filled from end
to end with its little habitation ; while, on the
ent and instantaneous.

other hand, the lot on which a man lives is both
wide and long, and the tenement in which he
starts is very limited ; but he commands un
bounded room on which he can push out and
add and build just according to his enterprise
and growth ; and it is for him to say whether
his house shall be a dog-kennel, a hovel, a cot
tage, a mansion, or a palace.

A man looks, or
two pairs of eyes ;
which we see in the
compared with the

as

observation.

YOUNG

with but one pair of

world

is supposed to look, with
and those visual organs
head are of small account
other pair which, we pre

if

they had no' memory and no
had memory, they would
learn from their own experience of the past ;
if they had observation, they would discern
and distinguish advantages and disadvantages
in the present ; and if they had humility, they
the

If they

would allow themselves to be at least suggest
ively guided by the larger and fuller life and

of older friends.
along our journey we meet with stations
where the process of couching and adjusting
these eyes is carried on.
Success in life is not by any means a ques
the experience

All

tion of putting a man in the midst of abund
ance of material and countless advantages.
Thousands of persons trod over the hills and
valleys of California before the time of Sutter,
but none of them saw a particle of the gold
which was left for his eyes to discover. And
so life is full of golden advantages all around
The
us, had we only the eyes to see them.
trouble is, the eyes of most of us are not open.
We do not speak at all of those great intui
tions, those flashing hints of genius, which
seem like inspirations from Heaven, but wc
speak of this titter want of adjustment between
the inner and the outward eyes.
Men are filling avocations all about us who
are blocks in the road, instead of moving and
carrying vehicles. They are a misery to them

selves, a hindrance to others, and are waved
" Oh, he hasn't
aside with the exclamation,
"
got his eyes opened yet !
We can have a great deal of patience with
or a boy who is beginning to see,
" trees
he may behold men only as
walking," if he will only show us that he is
not putting the specters of his prejudices and
an adult
though
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"
impressions, — his sccms-to-me," — in the front

of plain facts and principles, and swear that
his wretched hobgoblins are the real sensible
verities themselves. Anything but that !
And yet one meets every day with men who
never seem to see out of their eyes ; they are
forever discoursing upon some ideals of their
In this case the bodily organs do not
own.
correct the sights of the mental eyes, and so
the man's vision is useless ; and one does not
know but it would be a gain for him to lose
his organs of vision altogether.
There are two principal classes of men that
never seem to get their eyes open.
There is
one class that never seem to see what has been
going on or is transpiring during the present
The great men all lived thirty,
generation.
forty, a hundred years ago.

There is nothing

of consequence happening to-day.
The battle fought fifty years since between
twenty regiments of men was far greater than
the battle of to-day between six hundred thou
sand men armed with the best weapons pro
duced by modern art.
And so on all the way
through !

He sees

nothing

closer than five

To such an observer a halfdecayed finger-bone of a remote era is of more
decades

of years.

importance than a whole thoroughfare throng
ed with the living dramas of to-day.
In this
class the memory is more powerful than the
perceptive powers; and when this organization
is combined with great reverence and ideality,
the present world is next to a non-existence,
and the man may be literally said to see noth
ing, though ho may appear to walk with his
eyes wide open.
Another

class, as before intimated, haven't
their eyes open because their mental images
are more powerful than those images which
are formed upon the retina by the material and
solid

objects standing

are eminently

around

them.

These

the visionary ; not because

they
do not see with the eye, but because visions of
the mind set aside or supplant the impressions
made by the sense.
This article, however, has reference more
especially to the " eye-openers ; " but we could
not speak of these without first dwelling some
what upon the patients who need to have this
malady of a false or distorted vision corrected.

We observe a great difference in children,
and the first " eye-openers" ought to be the pa
rents themselves. Some children have strange,
unreasonable, or even monstrous conceits. We
knew well just such a case.
But too often
these conceits are indulged and even encour
aged by the parents.

In

the case

referred to,

[Oct.,

the boy was allowed to revel in fiction until he
lost the power to discern the difference between
the impressions conveyed by the real and the
ideal. He became a consummate liar, and ut
The whole basis of a true
terly unreliable.
manhood seemed to have dropped out, and be
developed into nothing either useful or honor
Now, had the parents pursued a different

able.

course ; had they forbidden, absolutely, the in
ordinate use of fiction; had they compelled
him to submit to a drill in mathematics ; had
they sent him to a large college where he would
have experienced a little more of the rough

of life, and where

he would have learned how
lo place himself among men in the actual world
around him, he might have had his eyes opened.
As it was, they pursued the opposite course,
and the man is likely to go out of the world an

enigma to himself, an enigma to others, and
generally a useless and cumbersome thing in
his generation.
This and similar instances point the moral
to education
as the counteractive.
Children
should be watched, and should be so trained
that their mental eyes will be adjusted <'«a lint
with their bodily eyes.
Precisely here comes

in the importance of morality and true mental
science. Check every disposition and every
attempt to draw inferences which are not war
Direct the men
ranted by tiic facts of the case.

tal eye in the course of the actual eyesight
It is perhaps just here that Americans arc
peculiarly liable to go astray, all the popular
impressions to the contrary notwithstanding.
This running after visions makes us a simula

tive people, and therefore often a sadly-smitten
people. We take it that a speculative charac
ter is one wlu. .lever has his eyes opened.
The combined sciences of Physiology and
or Mental Science, constitute a
Phrenology,
mighty eye-opener. We have known it to op
To-day our
erate thus in many an instance.
pulpits, our professions, our business walks are
marred by the most terrible failures, all in con
sequence of ignorance respecting these sciences
which are among the best friends to the hu

man race. A man would consider himself a
fool to undertake to drive the mighty enginery
of an ocean steamer having never studied the
nature and uses of applied steam-power ; and
yet the same man will undertake to run in
himself a duplex piece of machinery so com
plicated and delicate that in comparison the
most ponderous mechanism is simplicity itself.
Now we hold it as well-nigh self-evident,
that these two parts of our being — the physical
and the spiritual— must be adjusted, or we shall
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never walk in the way of a clear and perfected
vision. We must adjust the soul-lenses and the
body-lenses, or we shall see double or distorted
iu some dangerous and miserable fashion. This
result is inevitable. Now wc know of no great
er eye-opener for this world than the study of
these sciences as applied to life.
And if we go a little (or, as to that, a little
into Phrenology, distinctively so called,
it will be all the better.
We shall thus begin
t« understand ourselves more accurately and
know more truly how to use ourselves to the

more)

OF THE

WOULD.
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of both worlds (in the high and truer
in each hand, how is it that multitudes

sense)
do not

find it profitable for the present world even in
the very teeth of the declaration of inspira
tion ?
Is it not all simply solved here ? that
whereas their eyes have been opened to dis
cern the spiritual, they have not opened their
eyes to discern aright the present and material ?

In short, while seeking to observe the laws
of revealed religion, they violate the laws of
natural

religion.

ures ; hence the

;

Hence the misery, the fail
of a few common-sense

need

greatest possible advantage. A man may even
have his eyes opened to the interests of the

of

next world, and yet, if he fail here, he may
never have his eyes opened to his true interest
and comfort in this. On what other supposi

We need not shrink from the deductions of
true science, for science which is not falsely socalled is a twin teacher to true religion, and is

tion can we account for the numerous facts we
If godliness carries a promise

which develop

aee around us?

OF THE WORLD;

THE YOUTHFULNESS

eye-openers

and hence the beneficent errand

a true science and a true training.

not to be despised among the mighty agencies
a man toward the highest good.

OB, PROGRESSIVE

DEVELOPMENT.

WHEN WILL TIIB END BE?

BY

w

E

REV.

WILLIAM riTTENGER.
" And out again I curve and flow
To join the brimming river;
For men may come, and men may go,

find ourselves, with all our interests,

placed on this big, round globe called
the Earth, which turns on its axis and flies
around the sun.

To

a casual observer

it pre

sents an appearance of durability and perma
nence.
Many of its features seem absolutely
fixed, and others exhibit a regularity and
recurrence in their changes not less impress
ive. Tennyson gives beautiful and forcible
expression to the feelings aroused by the
durable character of natural scenery. In his

" The Brook,"

a man loiters
poem entitled
beside a little streamlet, amid scenes hallowed
Some of his early
by youthful memories.

in the grave ; others wander in
under foreign stare.
Every

friends

are

distant

lands,

thing is changed except
which soon begins to talk

the

little brook,

:

'• I chatter, chatter, as I flow
To join the brimming river,
For men may come, and men may go,
Hut I go on forever.
t

" I steal by lawns and grassy plots,

I

I slide by hazel covers,—
move the sweet forgel-rao-nota,
That grow for happy lovers.

" I murmnr under moon and stare

I

In brarubly wildernesses;
linger by my shingly bars,
I loiter round my cresses.

j

But

I

go on forever.'1

If the tiny rivulet speaks such a language,
how much more impressive is the calm, ma
jestic flow of a mighty river as it sparkles
on

unchanged from month to month and
from age to age I The mountains that lift their
giant forms far above the lowly valleys, root
ed deep in the earth and built of living rock,
seem to have eternity written upon them in

But ocean, old
characters.
equivocal
ocean, the mightiest, of earthly objects, and
best image of its Maker, shows no sign of
no

perpetually, it is never
Its surf-beat, by which the rocks
" low thun
are pulverized, rolls out the same
der" as when the first mortal stood on the
beach trembling before the image of infinity.
Even the winds and clouds, the most incon
stant seemingly of nature's phenomena, return
in new, unceasing combinations.
The seasons
run their round, but ever come back to the
same initial point, the circle of their revolu
decay.

Changing

changed.

tions always retaining
circumference.

It

the one position and

requires

an

effort, when

we look upon the solid reality of the earth,
and the system of which it is the physical

Phrenological
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basis, to believe that it will ever pass away
Our feelings do
or be essentially modified.
not readily respond to the solemn and poetic
prophecy of the great bard :
The clond-cappcd towers, the gorgeous palaces,
The solemn temples, the great globe itself,
Yea, all which it inherit, shall dissolve,
And like an insubstantial pageant faded,
Leave not a wrack behind. We are such stuff
As dreams are made of, and our little life
Is rounded with a sleep."

Such a prospect, so far as it relates to the
We are
world, is instinctively rejected.
but
the
great
permanent
transitory enough,
outlines of natural scenery appear in sharp
contrast with our own fleeting existence.
The generations of men are like the waves
that roll one after another to the shore and
perish, but others constantly arise, and the
ocean out of whose depths they are called is
one drop !
earth, we now make

not diminished
the

the

direct

" How old art thou ? "
Such a
question addressed to an individual would
be invidious, for, unlike the world, he knows
that his life is confined within certain narrow
limits that can not be overpassed, and the
acquainting of others with his nearness to
to
these might possibly be of disadvantage
But for the globe, no such bounds
him.
We have not wit
have been discovered.
nessed the birth and death of worlds, or we

demand,

might form an opinion from analogy as to
But the inquiry
the duration of our own.
" Is our earth
remains of deep interest,
in
the early morning, the hot noon, or the cold
and gray evening of her age ? " To know
how many years it has stood will not avail,
unless wo can learn what proportion these
to the whole amount.
This is the

bear

question now before us, and we will gladly
welcome information from any source.

The ancients thought the world was eter
nal.

Some believed

it

to be in the process

of limitless development — a process that could
no more be traced to its origin than to its
close;

but the majority

held

to the really

view of the •eternity

o

urn at*

[Oct.,

but farther on becoming
more
explicit, of an approaching end. The whole
world-system, it was stated, would be wound
up with the imposing solemnity of a final
obscure,

judgment.

" Like the baseless fabric of a vision.

Of

J

A

complete revolution

was thus

wrought in the mind of Christendom, and
every deduction from nature's stability over
thrown.

We do not propose to question the truth
of revelation, but only to ask what it requires
us to believe.
If its testimony in regard not
merely to a future termination of terrestrial
existence, but also to the exact time of that
termination, is positive and definite, we will
look no farther.
But if not, we will appeal
without hesitation to whatever light is given
by science or history.

In maintaining the youthftilness of the
world, we wish to do more than controvert
the views of that small class known as Adventists or Millerites. Poor fellows ! They
deserve only pity. Hard would that heart
be which could take advantage of their mis
fortunes.

Disappointment after disappoint

upon them, and there is
something sublime in the faith with which
they go to work to calculate a new day for
ment

has fallen

our Lord's advent, each time he fails to fall
in with their previous arrangements !
But there is a very different class, embrac
ing probably a majority of Christians, hav
ing either a vague impression or a decided
conviction that we now live in the last period
of history, and that very soon all things will
be changed.
We look upon this belief as not
By it, the
simply mistaken, but harmful.
sinews of all far-reaching enterprises are re
laxed, for who will begin a work if he really
thinks the crack of doom will come before he
can reap the fruit of it ? Especially does the
great work of missions suffer. The conver
sion of heathen nations is a slow process, and
if Christ is soon to come with clouds and
trumpets to do by wholesale what we can
only do by dribblets, the temptation is almost
irresistible to wait for him.
At the outset of this discussion we desire to

of matter

caution you against letting imagination have

in its present form.
When the authority of
the Bible was accepted, a great change in such

too much weight.
The prospect of the speedy
ending of the world presents a dazzling and
glorious image which in its very terror has a

more rational

The first sentence
speculations followed.
announced the wonderful
fact of creation.
Prophecies

appeared

on

its pages, at first

strong charm

for many minds.

away of the clouds,

The folding
of the

the appearance

hour knowcth no man, no, not the angels
which are in heaven, neither the Son, but the
Father."
Is it likely that we can so interpret the Bi
ble as to get from it knowledge that none of
the angels, nor Christ himself, possessed ?
We may safely take it for granted that the
field is open for our investigations.
But respect for those who hold opposite
opinions demands that we look at the Scrip
ture proofs they adduce.
Not having time
to take them up one by one, we throw them

is

is

a

i.

is

it,

into classes, and present a specimen or two
of the most plausible from each.
The first class is that of warnings.
Of this,
the parable of the ten virgins, and the admo
nitions to watch based upon
fair ex
Paul says (Romans xiii. 12), " The
ample.
at hand." John says (Revelation
day
3),
" The time
at hand." Perhaps the most

7
:

is

is

?

is

;

?

!

a

is

;

and unless the Roman

it

a

is

telligible.
Our second class of millenarian proofs
made up of texts that associate or group the
Some
end of the world with other events.
of these predicted events are accomplished
others in the natural course of thiugs are like

;

the end of the world typified by that event,
concludes : " But of that day and that

he

for every man

Catholic doctrine of purgatory be true,
will fix our account unalterably for the judg
ment.
If million years intervened between
the day of our death and the last great day,
will be practically the same to each one
as if the world terminated just when he left
The judgment
it.
moving steadily toward
our world, though probably yet at
great
but we are liable to be snatched
distance
up at any moment, and instantly brought
face to face with it. On this interpretation
all the Biblical warnings become perfectly in

to be.

It

then assumed that the whole

of these prophecies contained in one passage
or paragraph must be fulfilled about the
But this does not necessarily fol
same time.
Future events may be spoken of in the
low.
same breath because of some resemblance or
relation between them, without regard to the
Physical analogies
time of their occurrence.
Two mountains miles apart
make this clear.
in
may seem very close together if one
Two stars may ap
line beyond the other.

a

Listen now to the response of Jesus.
Af
ter speaking in vivid language of the destruc
tion of Jerusalem, with many references to

hand

is

what shall be the sign of thy coming, and of
the end of the world ? "

must show such warnings to be appropriate
to any day, even the earliest.
at
Death

pear one when actually farther apart than the
from the nearest.
earth
good Scripture

A

form, the very question we have in hand :
" Tell us, when shall these things be, and

predictions forward to our day over such an
enormous interval of time, can just as easily
hundred times
provide for an interval
The true explanation, we think,
greater.

found in the
example of such collocation
predictions of the first Advent. The coming
of the Messiah and the universal diffusion of
is

quote one passage only, not in support
of our position, but against that of our op
Near the close of Christ's ministry
ponents.
his disciples put to him, in the most direct

Any
graves for eighteen hundred years
mode of interpretation which can carry these

is

will

was imminent
in the
present dispensation
times of the Apostles
for all the
Scarcely
men of that generation have been in their

is

events now occurring.
As we have little taste for text twisting we

unto prayer."
the literal meaning of such decla
rations and cautions
That the close of the

What

a

We now turn to the Scriptural declarations
They
concerning the world's future duration.
are supposed to be of two kinds : first, pro
phecies of the date of the consummation of
all things; second, prophetic descriptions of
the state of the world at that period, which
may or may not agree with
descriptions

" But the end

Be ye therefore so

;

it ? "

than all that have

Peter iv.

at hand.

226

ber, and watch

is

preceded

grander

WORLD.

it

ready is so much

explicit of all
of all things

ly

Judge robed in intolerable splendor, the blaze
of conflagrated seas and mountains, the ter
rible voice of the trumpet rending the graves
and reaching the ear of death, our own as
cension into the air to mingle with the fast
gathering armies of the blessed, — these won
ders would transcend anything of earthly ex
" Shall they not," imagination
perience.
" be witnessed in this age, which al
asks,

OF THE

1
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his kingdom are usually spoken of without
any separation in time of the two events.
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The one resulted from the other, and they are
therefore properly joined together ; yet eight
een

hundred

and

seventy years already

lie

The destruction

of Jerusa
lem, already referred to as a type of the end
of the world, was so closely joined to that
in his predictions,
event by the Saviour
that it requires a very acute commentator
to separate them.
Of the same character,
in this respect, is the much-quoted
proph
ecy of the man of sin, whom the Lord is
to destroy with the brightness of his coming.
How far before him that brightness is to be
between them.

It

cast we arc not informed.

may be ten

In Daniel's vision of the
four beasts, tho placing of the thrones and
the sitting of the Ancient of Days follows
the rise of the ten-horned beast. But this
proves no closer connection in time than in
the case of the prophecies already fulfilled.
The last class of supposed millenarian
It em
prophecies is still more interesting.
braces mysterious numbers believed to tell —
thousand

if

years.

we could only find the proper key — the
of the woild and some of the

exact duration

principal events of its history.

Keys enough

but the difficulty

have been manufactured;

consists in getting them to fit. The manner
in which the expression " a time, times, and

half a time" has been treated will serve to
" A time "
exhibit the zeal of interpreters.
was a year. Certainly ! How plain ! Then
"times "was two years. Why not five hun
dred ? But grant that it was no more than
" Half a time " of course was half a
two.
year. Then each day of the three and a half
years thus found stands for a year. Why not
for a century ? But waving that objection,
we have l,277i years, or, as these calculators
say that prophecy deals only in round num
bers, we will count 360 days to the year,
making the famous period of 1,260 years.
Next, some point has to be found for starting
on a new calculation.
We will still be lib
eral, and allow the calculator to begin just
where he pleases.
What now is the result
Precisely

what

a sane

finally attained

man would

?

expect.

Every prediction made on such premises —
and they have not been few — has been proved
Small encouragement for commenta
tors to pry farther into the mysteries of God !
The number 666 has been treated, or rather

false.

in the same way.
No wonder
that poor Daniel, less gifted than some of
modern times, is driven to confess, " And I

maltreated,

heard, but

I

understood

not."

The greater part of these blunders arises
from a total misconception
of the purposes
of prophecy.
It was not intended as an
almanac for the world. Still less was it to
be a fortune-teller's manual, in which adepts
could read coming destiny.
We think it
had two great purposes, both nobler than the
satisfying of mere curiosity — to reveal in
dim but grand outlines the coming conflict
throughout the ages between good and evil,
with the certain triumph of the former, so
that men's hearts should not fail them in the
struggle ; and to furnish evidence for the di
vinity of the Scriptures, made fresh for every
age, as the prophecies on their pages were
gradually explained by the only true inter
These purposes require the
preter — time.
vail of mystic symbols in which prophecy
has been draped — a vail that can not be lifted
by human hand until the future has glided
into the past through the gateway of the
present.

As a striking, and indeed pivotal, instance
of this obscurity of prophecy while unfulfill
ed, glance at the Old Testament predictions
of Christ.
How plain they now seem since
the life of the divine Galilean stands as a
Yet the Jews, who
commentary on them!
studied them with passionate devotion, did
not comprehend them.
Even his disciples
were equally ignorant until their sorrow at
the cross, and joy beside that empty giave,
taught them, as even the words of him who
spoke with more than earthly wisdom could
not do.

We have thus reviewed all the direct argu
ments adduced from the Bible in favor of the
of the world. They do not
But the inferences based
upon the supposed state of the world in the
last day have probably more force in the pub
Do not all events show that the
lic mind.
world is now drawing near its close, and
It is de
preparing to wind up its accounts?
clared that Catholicism and Mohammedanism
arc evidently about to fall, and that Christ
Both
is to come as soon as this happens.
The
branches of the assumption need proof.
has greatly
political power of Catholicism
speedy ending

seem very positive.
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declined, but its spiritual vigor is still unim

Bccm

The Pope has ceased to be a politi
paired.
cal monarch ; but what of that ?
His real

When

power is greater in Ireland, where the secular
arm has been wielded against him for centu
ries, than in any other country.
Only by in
ternal enlightenment and reform, or the vast
but not hopeless process of individual con
can the present spiritual system of

version,

The position of Mo
destroyed.
hammedanism
is similar.
Turkey may be
papacy be

and

dismembered,

Persia

stricken

from

the

map, without diminishing the power of the
false prophet in the smallest degree.
It is
more aggressive in Africa, where unsheltered
by any government, than in any other part
of the world. Very many years will doubt
less be required before civilization, the spirit

of

the age, and missionary labor
But who has informed

mine it.
both

these perversions
banished, God would

will

under

us that

if

unobstructed

?

let

us throw

into

form the result of our examination

because, to him, the end is at hand ; speaks

to those who

that

share such belief,

to

all

generations have
preceding
agreed with them —each believing its own
ago to be the last. Perhaps it is natural for
men to magnify the events of their own times,

and give them more significance as portents
than they deserve. An object only an inch
square held close to the eye will conceal a

city

a mile

in our

own

is wrapped in clouds and gloom, while as a
matter of fact, not twenty miles away the sun
is shining, and the birds singing on every
As we read the cotcmporaneous writ
ing of former centuries we arc often amused,
and ought to be instructed, by the unanimity
with which they represent their own times as
"
unparalleled.
Surely, surely," is the cry,
" the last day must be
when

tree.

approaching

such

astounding

"
every day !

events

are

taking

place

It may be worth while to notice with more
closeness a few instances of former delusion.
In the first century, it was the general and
not unnatural

belief that Christ would come
After his disciples saw him go

up into the sky, they found themselves face
to face with a heathen world, and the work

the

destroy

of a number of other events in connection
with the close of the world's history ; and
gives some mysterious numbers that will
probably be plain when they are fulfilled,
but are certainly dark enough now.
So far as we know, this covers all the evi
dence underlying the widely diffused belief
of impending doom. It may be some con
solation

rift of blue remains in the sky, it is nat
ural for the observer to think the whole world
one

at once

of Bible teachings on this subject. It de
clares most explicitly that the time of the end
is unknown.
Then it warns men to prepare,

learn

and a cloud arises, and darkens on until not

back soon.

going farther,

Before
compact

the prelude to a cosmical convulsion.
the thunder mutters in the horizon,

of Christianity were

world, rather than allow time for religion to
display the full energy of its benign influ
ences
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distant, and a trivial occurrence
neighborhood

may seem

more

important than one of the revolutions of
history.
Something
involving ourselves,
with all our interests and plans in Ufa, and
all the world directly known to us, may well

of conversion was very slow and toilsome.
They thought, as many a weary men since,
that their Master was sorely needed.
The
latest inspired utterance contained his prom
ise, " Surely, I come quickly," and the church
echoed the devout aspiration of the beloved
" Even so, come, Lord Jesus." But
disciple,
he came not, and they wrought on, little
thinking that without his presence in the
flesh they could overthrow the mighty power
of Rome. But in three centuries that wa«
done ; .the cross was woven on Roman ban
ners, and triumphantly planted in the Eternal
City. Now, he would certainly appear to sit
on the throne of the world, and bring in the
Alas! the world's
reign of endless peace.
way was yet dark for many weary centuries.

The golden fruit of universal

dominion pre
sented by Constantine to the church turned
to ashes on her lips.
Not Roman persecution,

but Romish corruption caused her saddest
hours
This time of expectation passed. In
the sixth and seventh centuries came the
breaking up of the Roman empire amid such
convulsions as the world has seldom witness
ed. The fabric of ancient civilization was
ground

to atoms by foes who knew no mercy.

Towns blazed in every land, and blood ran in
rivers.
that

So irretrievably
the

persecuted

bad seemed all things,

Christians hoped

for

Phrenological Journal.
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nothing but the appearance of the avenging
Judge, and consequently a wild millenarian
excitement

overspread

the

whole

country.

This folly died out, only to be succeeded by
But the tenth
another and Btill another.
all
the
rest.
Tho term of
crowned
century
a thousand years is spoken of in the Bible —

[Oct.,

in the Mississippi valley, and from its fields
of gore would arise the flashing glories of
the millennial morning.
But lo ! our war is
ended, and instead of the archangel 'a trum
pet succeeding the crash of cannon, we have
had only reconstruction and Andrew John
son's administration.

How harmoni
was enough for superstition.
ous, too, it would be if the Saviour returned to

One more instance of this kind of signreading which tends to discredit all prophecy.
During the Crimean war a newspaper para

the world just a thousand years after leaving
it ! The effect was great and most disastrous.

graph floated around, stating that the Sultan
of Turkey was about to borrow five hundred

The plow stood still in the furrow, for why

millions of dollars from the Rothschilds, and

no matter in what

connection,

the mention

should men sow who expected to eat manna
in the courts of the Lord ? Work of every
kind stopped, and wolves ran wild over the
plains of Italy. Men betook themselves to
convents, and waited for the end in fasting
and penance.
Many gave their property to
religious purposes; indeed, some of which still
survive, and are curious reading after eight
hundred

years, usually beginning,

"The

end

of all things approaching, therefore I do give,
This delusion contributed
bequeath," etc.
not a little to the fast-increasing darkness of
the middle ages.
The best of men have not been entirely
free from these wild errors.
Even Luther
partly fell into them. In his youth, while
dealing terrible

blows at popery, he was too
busy to think about the end ; but when he
of his
grew old, and saw the superficiality

work, he lost heart, and often talked of the
close of the world as now not far distant.

The whole glorious era of Protestantisjn

was

hidden from him.

When Bonaparte arose in the plenitude

of
his apparently irresistible power, a swarm of
books, in number like the locusts of Egypt,
issued from the press, proving from Scrip
ture that he was Anti-Christ, one of Daniel's
Ixiasts, the great dragon, or anything else that
the fancy of the writer, but at any
rate the immediate herald of the world's
suited

death.
onstrated

A

later work in the same vein dem
that Napoleon

III.

was a dragon,

would attain universal empire, and sit on his
throne until Christ came!
It is needless to
say that book was written before Sedan !
When the Southern rebellion east its pall
over our corner of the world, there were not
wanting shrewd expositors to prove that the
battle of Armageddon was now to be fought

give

as

security

a

mortgage

on

Palestine.

This was enough 1 The story had an excel
lent foundation, for the Sultan needed money,
and the Rothschilds had it.
They were
Jews, and as the Sultan was known to be
bad pay, there was no doubt that the Mort
gage would be foreclosed, and the Holy Land
be once more in the possession of the Israel
ites. Then they would flock back to their
ancient homes ; and every person understands
if the Jews were only there, the millen

that

nium could not help coming ! Already the
rising light of that happy era began to glow
upon the Eastern hills and our nerves to fill
with expectancy, when, unfortunately,
the
Sultan failed to borrow the money, and the
whole fabric tumbled to pieces.
But it is high time we should

cease

from

pulling down other people's positions, and
We maintain that
begin to build our own.
the earth is young, and
" Hath earnest Id it of far springs to be."

This opinion is held, not oj the strength of
some equivocal text of Scripture, but because
all things seem 'only in their beginning, re
quiring for the harmony of their proportions
a long period of continuance.
There appears
to be a law of development in everything
that lives and grows.
In the humblest forms
of life by which we are surrounded, as well
as the highest,

there is a regular

progression

great imperfection to comparative or
The different stages of this
typic perfection.
progression are reached in regular order, and

from

to each other in point
When the highest stage is at
tained, decay does not at once begin, but that
stage continues for a period of time commen
surate with growth.
Such maturity is the
end toward which all the processes of imma-.
are nicely proportioned

of duration.

THE YOUTHFULNESS OF THE WOULD.

to save !

God may

have some purpose for which he would wither
this world like an untimely flower, but we
have no right to assume that he has until he

Taking it, then, for granted that
the world will not fail to run its due course,
in harmony with His usual modes of working,
we now proceed to inquire what probable
It
»tage of world-progress has been reached.
is also taken for granted that the purposes of
the world cluster around man and his destiny.
We will endeavor to trace four great lines of
all centering
in one point.
development,
These are : the Earth ; man's mastery of ma
terial things; governments, religion.
The vast globe itself, the foundation
of
every physical work, the platform of human
life — whence is it? From the hand of God !
Most true, but through what stages and in
termediate processes ? He only tells us that
he made
and until recently we knew no
it,

reveals it.

more.

It

things

are assumed, that

it

was assumed as so many unproved
started up from

is

nothing in a moment, completely furnished
with its present royal provision for man. But
now we know better, for in the earth itself
written much of its marvelous history.
From those buried records we learn that by
tire and water, earthquake

and sunshine, con

into

a

vulsion and calm, frost and torrid heat, death
and life, continued througli millions of years,
the mass, without form and void, was wrought
things

beautiful

home for man, stored with all

necessary for his physical

well-being.

it

!

a

a

?

are convinced in spite of pre
vious prejudices, and also that however much
geologists quarrel among themselves, — and
the evidences

a

they do quarrel like dogs and cats, — they are
all agreed on this point.
We will give
specimen of the kind of evidence which has

wrought such unanimity, not
vince the incredulous,

so much to con

as to make the thought

of the world's protracted growth familiar.
River currents are often muddy with the
soil gathered from surrounding hills. This
forms deposits at their mouths called deltas,
and the time required for these to attain their
present size can be measured on the assump
tion that the water always worked at the
twenty -five,
years
der

The result
fifty, one hundred

rate as now.

same

the

This

deltas,

Btratas of rock,

startling

:

foiled in the attempt

tory occupancy
But there are persons indisposed to admit
this immense antiquity of the globe.
Let
these skeptics consider that all who study

is

tem, including the agencies of redemption, is
failure — blighted in creation and

a double

place of months and years. Would God erect
this grandest of all palaces for such
transi

thousand

merely the beginning.
as

well

evidently

as

elsewhere,

sifted

down

Un
are

from

with the remains of
Other rock are still be
low, mixed with the remains of other an
imals and plants, some of them belonging
to species different from any now living on
Thus we may continue downward
the earth.
until the azoic or lifeless rock
reached.
The stratas when added together are miles
in thickness and cover the whole surface of
Their material has once been sus
the earth.
The immense chalk and
pended in water.
marl formations are largely composed of sholls
of animals that have lived their life, and
formed
died in untold millions. The coal
in like manner of plants that have passed
What
through all the processes of growth.
length of time all these changes must have
No bones or works of man are
consumed
found until we arrive almost at the surface,
the water and
marine

mixed

animals.

is

intended application of the law of develop
ment to the world, unless the objector is pre
pared to maintain that our whole world-sys

resources of art and skill for the dwelling-

is

have stated, and these apparent exceptions
are an intrusion.
They will not affect our

now be snatched away?
No one of
earth's most foolish kings ever built
stately
palace for
night's lodging but reserved the

is

It may be summed up
law of development.
in the baleful words "blight," "failure,"
" destruction."
These are awful realities, and
have a large place in God's world. But the
normal course of every living being is as we

will

a

culated from that of one part.
One exception only can be taken to this

has lived only an hour in the day compared
with the geologic ages
Is
likely that he

!

passive, this rule of proportion is so decided
that the whole duration may be closely cal
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Then, at the last moment, when all was pre
pared, man was brought into existence, and

!

It gathers up their valuable
turity tend.
results, and gives a meaning and purpose to
In life which is active rather than
them.

a
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He did not exist, and indeed could not have
existed, during those earlier ages.
Do you ask from whence is derived
material for these strata that underlie

well

as land ?

the

sea as

The mystery is easily solved.

It

is generally believed that the globe is a
molten mass, covered with a solid crust, thin

[Oct.,

all the apartments of his planetary house !
Printing, steam power, telegraphs, are only
of yesterday 1 What is civilization without
these things ? Even gunpowder — which al
though so much maligned has rendered ines
timable service to humanity in making deso

lating irruptions of barbarous tribes like
Rome, impossible—is

ner compared with its diameter than the rind
of the most delicate peach. In cooling it
contracts, but the rigid crust can not follow

those which overthrow

it smoothly

with its almost heavenly beneficence, is still
an infant, having every one of its depart
ments filled with unsolved problems.
And

wrinkles,

;

it therefore rises in mountain

and sinks in vast ocean bed depres

The rains and rivers go to work and
carry much of the elevated portions down to
In time another wrinkle arises, per
the sea.
haps in the middle of the ocean, throwing
the waters with violence to each side, and the
old process of washing down goes on. The
stratas are all the while growing thicker.
When a mountain is upheaved, it breaks
them off on each side and throws the solid
primitive rock up for a peak. Thus it comes
that the rock which lies lowest of all is also
the highest, jutting through all the rest and
tipping out every mountain spur. By these
and a hundred other wonderful agencies God
slowly built the world. Is it not likely that
after so many ages of preparation for man
he will be allowed to occupy his home for a

sions.

proportionate

time ?

The present stage of man's material pro
gress is a striking confirmation of our train
of thought.
It is well understood that while
destruction

may be sudden, all gain is grad

This is illustrated by the whole course
of history.
We know little of man's condi
tion in paradise, but secular history first
shows him as an ignorant savage, almost
ual.

He gradually
helpless amid nature's forces.
learned to master one after another of these ;
and since the Christian clement of stability
was added, his advancing steps have been

But he has gone only a little way.
to possess what was ob
Small indeed
viously stored up for his use.
is the proportion of time during which he
has enjoyed some of the most necessary

sure.

He is just beginning

a very modern invention,

and may be consid

of all the others.

ered the guardian

even what inventive

Science,

genius and science have

for mankind is far from being
Their triumphs are confined
fully applied.
to a Bmall part of the world, but are being
steadily diffused, and bid fair, in time, to be
accomplished

come universal.

Some persons pretend to see,

in the advance of material civilization and
knowledge, a token of the speedy termina
tion of the world.
A strange token ! As if
a man's becoming strong and healthful were
a sign of approaching death !
Another form of civilization of more subtile
character,

and tending
toward
a definite
though distant goal, lies in the realm of
social organization
and government.
The
In every
present is an age of association.
field of action

men

of combination.

are

Church

learning the power
societies, financial

railroad
corporations, are a few
specimens only of the manner in which uni
ted strength is brought to bear on all enter

companies,

prises, from preaching the Gospel to planting
These societies, which never

a cranberry bed.

could have prevailed extensively but for the
moral influence of Christianity, are the beams

civilization.

that underprop

Even yet they

in an embryotic state, but
supported by them, government is advancing
rapidly toward its true end.
are comparatively

This end we believe to be harmonious and
completed democracy.

of personal
natural

rulers

an inherent

Man's free-will,

responsibility,

and

sense

absence of

show that self-government

is

A

government in which
shall be the governors is the

right.

Less than four hundred years have
things.
elapsed since Columbus discovered America,
and one half the world learned that there

the

The work of discovery is
was another half!
not yet finished, but the poor child, man, is
groping slowly and surely along to find out

on the part of the majority, it is the goal
toward which the world, through blood and

governed
highest ideal ; and although it requires rare
self-control and respect for the rights of others

agony and revolution,

is struggling.

Since
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the age of Christ its advance has been in that
direction, and it now moves onward with
accelerated pace.

But different nations have

made unequal progress toward true freedom.
Our national position is probably the loftiest

of all, but we are yet far below the serene
England ranks next
height of equal liberty.
to us ; then Prussia ; then France, Austria,
These, with a number
Italy, Spain, Russia.
of smaller states in their midst, are the lands
of civilization; and the other parts of the
earth, although containing many populous
nations, are so far in the rear that they can

How long will it
scarcely be counted at all.
be until liberty, far serencr and purer than
ours, is breathed as native air by all the fam
ilies of mankind ? And when that happy
era is reached, will not the long-suffering
nations who have toiled so long on the weary
ascent, often

beaten

quishing their hopes,

back,

but never relin

be allowed

a

period of

in proportion to the
enjoyment
length of the way they have traversed ?
We will refer to only a single department
matured

more of the world's life, but that immeasura
bly the most important of all. God's purpo
ses regarding mankind find a center in Chris
tianity. If there are any elements in it which
require long periods of time still future for
development, we may rest assured that they
will not be withheld.
• Why did God, through such wonderful
agencies, plant the Christian religion ? Be
cause of its need, not by part, but by all of
His promises of its future triumph
mankind.
correspond with the purpose of bringing it
to the hearts and consciences of all n'en.
Mention is made of a thousand happy years
of reigning with Christ — concerning which,

if

we were disposed to emulate our friends
the Millenarians, we might enter into a minute

taking a day for a year, and mak
ing out three hundred and sixty-five thousand
years. But we prefer to consider this as a
vailed but dazzling glory somewhere amid

calculation,

the coming years !

But suppose the world ended to-day, what
would be the summing up of Christian achieve
ments ? God gave his Son to save all who

believe on him, and not one person in tencounting from the beginning — has yet heard

! If this is to be the record —let us
ask reverently — will it not read like a failure 7

of him

OF
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Mighty agencies at work —the Son of God,
the Spirit, the ministry of angels, the inspi
ration of prophets, providential control, the
organization of the church — all for the pro
fessed purpose of the world's salvation, and
not a tithe of mankind ever to, hear a rumor
of the matter I It would be an awful mys
tery ! But reverse the picture.
Suppose the
earth only in the twilight dawn of a long and
glorious day. What then do we see in the
made for Christ, and
leisurely preparation
the steady, slow diffusion of his kingdom,
but a counterpart to the passage of the geo
logic ages — a fresh illustration of the sublime
patience with which all the works of God
are wrought !
hundred years
Twenty-one
elapsed before any organized system of reve
lation began. The world needed Christ, but
was not ready for him.
Then the work of
his audience began.
A single
gathering
family was chosen from which to raise a na
Oh, how slow I Two generations pass
tion.
away, and still there is but a single family.
Next come four hundred years of dreary
All this while the world was
captivity.
lying in sin and helplessness. Then follow
nine hundred years of bloodshed and misrule,
alternating with triumph and repose, after
which the whole population is either de
stroyed or carried away into captivity. It is
like the convulsions of the earth before
Adam.

Even

yet there

is no circle

ready

Five hundred years more,
and he comes. Now surely the long toil and
waiting is over, and the glad news will be
to listen to Jesus.

clouds, whispered
by the
by the ocean, until all men
unite in bringing "forth the royal diadem,"

graven

on

winds,

chanted

the

No doubt it
and crowning their King !
would have been so if devised by human
brains and executed by Divine power.
But
Christ did not work in that way, and if our
survey of his operations in physical and sec
ular affairs has not deceived us, we ought to
expect a long and gradual progress with
many vicissitudes as the mark of the Divine
Look at the perfect parallel between
hand.
lit:
religious and geological development,
Their
taught a little circle and left them.
number
increased
gradually through the
In
agencies of persuasion and conviction.
three centuries, one nation — the Roman —
with

a

population

less than th,at

of the Brit

Phrenological Journal.
The concurrence of

for future conquests.

probable

and influence, including the
centers of the world's

great future

Toward these Christian lands
— America and Australia — unexampled tides
The world's
of immigration are flowing.
physical force has passed entirely into the
hands of Christian nations.
The outlines of
the whole moral landscape, from any point
of view, are radiant.
Yet we are gravely
a^ked to believe that at last God has grown
weary of his long-tried gradual modes of
population.

them, he
procedure, and that abandoning
will now proceed to convert the world in
something like the way man would have de

vised at the first — by the sudden

appearing
in the

of Christ with appalling splendors
midst of the firmament.

it

?

?

it

is

it

it

is

?

;

But arc there no indications in the earth
itself of an approaching pause in the ma
None whatever
chinery of nature
Land
and water, air and cloud may change, but
science has failed

!

to point out anything in
of death. As

them which bears the brand

long

as the

mysterious

heat continue
restrial

to roll

may move its wonted

nature

unchecked.

waves of light and
from the sun, all ter

But

how

about

the

round
heavens

Science propounds daring problems,
and does not confine her weighing and meas
above

uring and analyzing
her feet.

Half

to the globe pressed by
ago this question

century

was proposed, and in answer La Place dem
onstrated the stability of the solar system.

But since his day new elements have been
discovered, and not
few philosophers think
that these write the death-sentence of the
a

is

a

is

;

tian government

them.

?

the general church.

First comes a period of slow but accelerating
growth then usually follows another period
of declension and struggle; and lastly, one
In all
of application and moral power.
advancement
more
of
the
compass
quarters
rapid and constant than at any time during
Threethe past eighteen and half centuries.
under Chris
fourths of the earth's surface

a

is

The
The prospect now appears bright.
dotted with missions,
whole heathen world
each reproducing in miniature the same pro
cesses that have marked

God has borne with the earth through the
long and weary night, only now beginning
to be stricken through with the rising beams
of morning — a night of wickedness, during
which the few who practiced virtue shone as
widely separated stars —
likely that, when
begins to answer in some degree to his
ideal, he will smite
with sudden destruc
tion
It seems contrary to every conception
we can form of him.
We have not argued that the world
eter
nal.
When God creatod
he doubtless
determined its duration, and marked on the
dial-plate of heaven the hour of its ending.
To this we think he proportioned all parts
of its history, making
harmony, not
monstrosity
proportioned the time of geo
logic building to the period of man's occu
made the enjoyment of the crowns
pancy
of civilization and liberty in proportion to
the length of progress toward them
nicely
adjusted the ages during which the amaran
thine flowers of religion should bloom, to
the years spent in planting and nurturing
;

in preparation

If

a

is

still more
In fact, the whole system seems to
have only just taken firm hold of its weapons

greater height of civilization than the
most enlightened now enjoy.
But will the
end then come
Why need we think so
tain

;

order, and the reform of abuses

modern.

favoring causes

not

a

partially accomplished, and
self-purification
since that time progress has been more pro
and rapid.
The application, of
nounced
Christianity, however, to governments, social

so many

that inside of
improbable
another thousand years all nations will bow
before the Cross, and the most degraded at

renders

it

a

A

a

a

it

a

is,

ish Empire, was

a

nominally converted —that
the cities and ruling classes were convinced
It became simply
of Christ's divine power.
the ascendant religion in that country, but
with
strong and most influential leaven of
heathenism remaining.
The work of expan
sion went on with steadiness for another three
was rudely interrupted by
centuries, when
violent convulsion in the East. The truth
mixed with superstition in Arabia, and pro
duced
terrible ferment, which overspread
little later,
half the Christian world.
still more formidable, because more insidi
ous, perversion arose in the West, overshad
Not
owing nearly the whole of Europe.
until the fifteenth century was the work of

[Oct.,
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universe.
tained

Light

and heat have been ascer

to be simply

vibrations

or forms

of

THE YO UTHFULNE88
They

be conveyed through
some kind of
substance, for motion can not exist in a
must

vacuum.

Encke's comet confirms

the belief

in the diffusion of matter through space, by
delaying its periodic returns as if it had met
with resistance on the way. If any such thin,

WORLD.
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"The heavens shall pass away with great
noise, and the elements shall melt with fer
a

motion running from world to world.

OF THE

the earth, also, and the works that

vent heat

;

1871.]

are therein,

shall be burned up."

own

destruction from this cauie must be many mil
lions of years distant.

is

the planets to the chill and death of an eter
nal winter.
Some agent of great energy
required

to furnish the floods of light and

heat that are continually pouring forth and
never returning.
Two prominent theories
have been put forth to account for this won
derful phenomenon, and perhaps both may
be true.
The first considers the sun as slowly
a

diminishing in size, and thus, according to
well-known law, evolving heat through con
This might last for ages, but
densation.
when once
point was reached beyond
which no further condensation could take
could
place, the earth, as we now know
exist no longer.
The other theory supposes
perpetual full of meteorites and other bod

is

it

Whatever degree of probability belongs to
these theories, — and they are by no means

— they certainly call up grand
thoughts, and are in harmony with many fa
miliar facts. It. has been
that, iu
long^nmvu
unimal life, destruction
the price of con
tinued existence.
Science bids fair to trans
fer this idea to the heavens, by proving that
destitute of

stars and universes

run their

rounds, grow,

Think of the sun taking
his meal of meteorites, washed down with
few comets, and on extra occasions having
decline,

and die.

a

it,

manner,

that

his fare diversified

and
by
planet or two
at last, in his old age, perishing with starva
But we can do no more than glance
tion
at such speculations

and show that whatever

lies altogether in the
We regard
general line of our argument.
as at least exceedingly probable that the end

weight they

possess,

it

If not replenished in
too, will die out, and leave

not be an exception.
some

be demonstrated

;

burning out when fresh

The sun,
supplies of fuel are withheld.
which produces the effects of a vast fire, can

can

is

seen is exempt from

as

a

But the great subject of interest in this
is the sun itself.
By it all things
on earth — wind, rain, vegetation, animal life
—arc kept in activity, but how is its own life
maintained ? No tire or candle we have ever

connection

day,

it,

substance exists, all the planets
have the velocity of their revolution

!

will

is

becomes exhausted, will fall into the central
mass.

attenuated

it

around the sun slowly retarded, and when it

The temperature of the earth's surface may
not be greatly modified until
far on its way
toward this consummation, be<ause of atmos
pheric changes, and the gradual reduction of
its own central heat. There
no reason to
fear the occurrence of the grand crash in our

a

trumpet-tones,

destruction,

and

a

judgment, but crowned with more of famil
iar, home-like beauty —
picture fully war
ranted, we think, by Scripture, and by all the
knowledge man has yet attained of his sur
roundings.
The earth

is

to stand for thousands of
Every noble action and high achieve
ment not only affect the present, but go down
in streams of widening influence to the fu
ture.
Charities, even now springing up so
thickly, abound yet more, until all the poor
and unfortunate are relieved.
Education, in
no limited sense,,
the birthright of every,
years.

is

:

it

a

it

if

a

it,

a

a

world-flames,

These would not
for fuel, but by striking
with almost inconceivable
force, would
develop not less than four thousand times
the heat produced by the burning of their own
weight of coal. But the establishment of
this hypothesis, not less than the establish
ment of the former, rings the death-knell of
the world, for
there be any resisting me
dium in the planetary spaces,
will cause
the earth to drop into the sun as surely as the
nearest meteorite.
Should such catastrophe
ever occur, how perfectly
will realize St.
Peter's prediction
medium.

only be available

is

of the resisting

a

ies into the sun brought about by the action

of the present form and relations of our earth
approaches, but with step so slow, that num
bers fail when we attempt to calculate the
hour of its arrival.
There
room for
hap
py future on this side of that event, and we
few of its outlines
now endeavor to sketch
— picture less striking indeed than that of
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child. Science reveals secrets in nature the
Literature
world has not yet dreamed of.
becomes more pure, healthful, and inspiring.
Manufactories
The earth is one vast garden.
fashion their most luxuriant fabrics for every
class. Commerce is multiplied a hundred
fold and brings every part of the globe in
with every other part.
close communication
Co-operation gives capital and comfort to the
Church bells ring out across
working-man.
The family of nations, vastly
every valley.
increased

in numbers,

and

all

ternational

their disputes, and
The ages roll by filled

law, arbitrate

learn war no more.

with

stirring enterprises and accumulated
The principles Christ taught
are instilled into the minds of children at
their mothers' knee, and being wrought out
in their lives, make each generation better
improvements.

the preceding.
All things brighten
perpetually, until at last the angelic song,
changed in but a single word, rolls up frcm
island and continent :
than

free, having

common interests and sympathies,

[Oct.,

" Glory to God in the highest ;

bow to in

On enrth peace, good-will from men."

FOSTER BLODGETT,
UNITED STATES

SENATOR-ELECT FROM GEORGIA.

iITE

gentleman whose portrait is now
before us is of medium height,
slenderly yet compactly built, with a
r I

temperament in which the mental ele
ment is most marked, while the vital and
motive are sufficient to contribute phys
ical energy and vigor to his mental life.
He is hopeful, sanguine, and ardent, qual
ities which minister in no small degree to
The
physical and mental endurance.
head is above average in size, with a
large development upward ; those or
gans which give individuality, emphasis,
decision, ambition, and dominance to hu
At the
man character are well marked.
same time he can

scarcely be otherwise

prudent and appreciative of the
His
claims of dut y and moral obligation.
than

physical organs.
Language does not ap
pear in the likeness to be large, and we.
would infer that, as a speaker, he is
known

more

for substance

than

be characterized

by

order and method

;

a marked regard for
he is a natural or
',
"

ganizer, and has a peculiar

for
faculty
regulating matters which have become
confused or " mixed up."
In this con
nection his large Human Nature plays
a most prominent part, in that it gives

him

unusual

ability in selecting

ance for the errors and shortcomings

duplicity. The strong perceptive develop
ment shows the man of practical acumen,
the man of analytical research and sys
tematic action.
Responsibility does not

others.

work well.

He is not noisy or impetuous

;

his en

ergetic nature works through his intel
lectual processes rather than through his

and

managing men.
Few read character as well as he, and
at the same time few make so much allow

head is not broad enough for cunning or

sit lightly on his shoulders ; i. e., he ac
cepts positions of trust with a due regard
to t heir importance, and seeks much more
than the average public officer to do his

for

sound, using words of apt meaning to
convey his ideas and speaking to the
Whatever he does or says should
point.

He

of

is more severe in self-judg

ment than in judging or censuring others,
to a

so that while he would hold himself

strict accountability for the performance
of duties which he had assumed, he
would be found extenuating the conduct

of others who had been derelict in duty.
His strong Benevolence warms and in
spires his whole moral life, and perhaps
contributes most toward what there is
of weakness in his character.
In fine,

with what of ardent feeling, sensitive

FOSTER Ji LODG ETT.

1871.]

devotion

ness,
ness

to principle,

of sympathy

it should

strange to those even who know
him, that lie has gained so eminent a po
sition in the world of politics.

seem

Mr.

Blodoett

was

born

in

Augusta,

PORTRAIT

OF

schools of his State, however, gave
him that substantial basis of education which

common

and tender

he possesses,

subsequent years of varied experience develop
ed into a comprehensive fund of information.
He very early became interested in political
matters, and had scarcely attained his majority
when he was elected a member of the Com-

FOSTER

Georgia, on the 15th of January, 1826, and
is now in the full maturity of manhood.
His
though good, lias been obtained
more outside of the walls of the school-house
than inside — has depended upon his own earn

individ

of thought which wins its own way
without the promptings of the tutor.
The
uality

BLODOETT.

mon Council of Augusta,
capacity for several years.

At

education,

est aims and purposes, and upon that
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of

and served in that

the age of thirty he was elected Judge

the Probate Court and School Commissioner

for Richmond County, and discharged the duties
of his two-fold office with such satisfactory
In
efficiency, that in 1800 he was re-elected.
the summer

of

1859 the

citizens of his native
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place added to his public trusts also the mayor
ship, and in 1860 declared their approval of his
administration by a re election. The construc
tion of the Augusta Water Works, while he

in the annals of partisan warfare.
It was, in
very truth, 'a time to try men's souls.' * * *
It was under such circumstances as these that
Foster Blodgett — a Southern man — took a bold

was at the head of the municipality, was in a
great measure 'due to his enterprise.
In May, 1860, Mr. Blodgett attended, as a
delegate for the State at large, the National

and determined stand for the right, as against
the clamor of a turbulent mob, and thereby be

Convention which met in Baltimore, and which
nominated John Bell of Tennessee and Ed
ward Everett of Massachusetts as candidates
for the Presidency and Vice-Presidency, respec
It was during
tively, of the United States.
this year, so memorable in the record of Ameri
can political agitation, that he presided over
the last Union mass meeting held in Georgia
previous to the opening of the conflict between
His course during that ter
rible conflict is well known ; and it is altogether

North and South.

came the central
drama."

figure

of this momentous

Such was his prominence, that his election
to the Chairmanship of the State Central Ex
ecutive Committee seemed less a matter of form
than necessity; and under his able administra
tion confidence was restored in the Republican
ranks, and the Convention was called by a re
spectable majority of the registered voters. As
a member of the State Constitutional
Conven
tion he was active and vigilant, originating
many of the most important resolutions and
ordinances

that were adopted by that body.
of the campaign, and after the new
State government had been inaugurated, Mr.

probable that few men of prominence have at
any time been the object of more unmerited

At

from political opponents for persisting
in a line of conduct consistent with their moral
and intellectual convictions than he. His in

Blodgett received the nomination of his party
for the position of United States Senator, but
lost the election through the manifest trickery
of " carpet-bagger" Republicans, or of schem
ing politicians as selfish and unscrupulous.
Aa

abuse

dependent character and uncompromising de
votion to principle shone out brightly amid
At one time he was
the storm of persecution.
forced into the Confederate army, but succeeded
soon afterward in extricating himself from mil
itary control, and returned to his family with
an honorable discharge, and that, too, before
he had participated in an engagement.
After the surrender of General Lee he was,

the close

and one of the vice-presidents
National Republican
Convention
at
Chicago that nominated Grant and Colfax to
the Presidency and Vice-Presidency,
he was
active and conspicuous.
a delegate to,
the

of,

In January,

1870, Mr. Blodgett

ed Superintendent

was appoint

of the Western and Atlantic

in 1865, appointed Postmaster at Augusta, and
held that position until January, 1867, when
he was suspended from its functions on ac
count of refusing to become a party to Presi

(State) Railroad— the great railroad thorough
fare of Georgia — of which he had been pre
viously the Treasurer; and in the same month
was elected United States Senator for the term

Two years subse
dent Johnson's defection.
quently the Postmaster-General restored him
to the poFtmastership, but in the meanwhile

which began March 1st last.
He enters the halls of our National

he was appointed Mayor of Augusta by Gen
eral Pope, then commandant of the Third
Military District, and held the position from
May 1st to December, 186&

After

the war Mr. Blodgett

became more or

closely related in his polilical life to the
Republican party, and has contributed a large
part of his time and energy, to say nothing of
many personal sacrifices, toward the promotion
of its interests in his State. The first Republi

legisla

ture as a conspicuous representative of Ameri
can "self-made" men, and perhaps no public
man of the day has a brighter prospect ; cer
tainly few of anything like his political expe
rience am point to more encouraging

anteced

ents.

less

can Convention ever held in Georgia occurred
on the 4lh July, 1867, and over its deliberations
This Convention, a
Mr. Blodgett presided.
writer says, " will lie long remembered as the
opening of that memorable political campaign
which for bitterness of invective and malignity
of personal hatreds stands almost unparalleled

Man is designed for an active being, and hii«
spirit, ever restless, if not employed upon wor
thy and dignified objects, will, in response to
the promptings of his lower nature, which
springs into activity when the higher slumbers,
engage in mean and low pursuits rather than
suffer the tedious and listless feelings connected
is no lean
with indolence ; and knowledge
necessary in strengthening the judgment than
in preserving the purity of the affections

MEN AS HUSBANDS.
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the gaze and criticism of even very
The reverse of this is the rule.
friends.
there are scores of confidences which are
"
rather than positive confessions,
capes

dear

But

" es

that
arc forever revealing to us a great deal more
of dissatisfaction than we want to know about
" weakness " to endeavor to con
It is a

wifely

ceal the husband's faults ; to manufacture excuses

for his shortcomings ; and try and cheat herself
into believing she is all in all to him, when
every indication points to the reverse ; in short,
she fancies, somehow, that she was born to be
The rec
his moral and spiritual waterproof.

it.

It

seems

man of decent pride and selfloathe the idea of marrying an
inferior.'
Even the human fondness for using
or abusing power would be no temptation to
was
person whom
give oneself utterly to
suppose that
possible to look down upon.
men do look up, or think they do, in courtship,

to me that
respect would

it

I

but have so little knowledge either of their
sweethearts or themselves, that after marriage
they make disappointment an excuse for self
ishness."

a

In that final word " selfishness " he struck
That women were born entirely for
key-note.
the use of men
that the success or value of
proportioned entirely to their
their existence
help and value to men, seems to be an ineradi
cable idea among husbands.
But that men
owe just as much to women
that the hus
band's relation to the wife
compensatory
and mutual one, and in no respect
one-sided
truth that seems to be ever falling by
affair,
so seldom
ever finds
the wayside, as
lodgment in the hearts of men.
Not long since prominent New York jour
nal made record of a wife's servitude in
for
eign land enlarged upon her care for her bus
a

— to

of complaisance

fiction of the first water.

a

their hearts out like a pocket and unfolding
their wedded relations — the most sacred of all

which

;

unprejudiced observation and the unsought
and voluntary confidences of many a wife are
to be relied upon.
One is not to infer from
this that married women are given to turning

tnubs, or worse yet, in that kind

a

I

wives

I can

if

That husbands, as a rule, do their wives in
tentional injustice,
do not for a moment be
lieve, but that wives suffer immeasurably from
of thoughtless
injustice born of heedlessness,
ness, and a lack of heartfulness, I know to be
only too true, if the knowledge that comes from

and hold them in ' subjection.'
not be in a family circle half an hour
without, in most cases, seeing evidence of
in
their

Yet

is

ligion by Christ, does not rule in the marriage
state, is without doubt due to the unequal esti
mation held by the parties in regard to each
other.

may find pardon in the end to be subserved :
" I find it hard to believe that
intelligent, hon
orable men do so invariably look down upon

a

enactments as heaven is above earth. That
this beautiful and perfect law of relation as
clothed in words by Confucius, and afterward
revised and incorporated into the Christian re

in proof this extract from a gentleman's letter
to me, hoping the violation of the confidence

is ;

There is a common-sense justice that ought
to govern the relations of human beings, that
has both substance and essence in the " Golden
Rule," and is as high above all civil and legal

it

thought and honest attention the subject de
mands.

to making her miserable.
These things simply
illustrate the fool a woman will make of her
self when governed by idiotic but customary
notions of duty.
That women are not alone in seeing and
" of husbands, I bring
feeling the " fatal lack

a

great importance that nothing can be greater,
and yet do not receive from men a tithe of the

sary day of the death of a husband who was a
brute, and whose life seemed specially devoted

a

obedience from the husband to the wife, instead
of the reverse, the present every-day relations
of men to women in the marital state arc of so

ords are full of women clinging to husbands
who are worse than beasts, while many a
widow wears the mournfullest of black, and
observes with dreadful solemnity the anniver

a

who

is

Paul,

a

St.

wives to obey their hus
bands, or to the ancient marriage ceremony of
the Egyptians which demanded a promise of

is

reference to

commanded

LIFE.

OF OUR DOMESTIC

;

VV

HUSBANDS-A GLIMPSE

'

MEN AS
"TTTITHOUT
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by saying, " Oh, well
to these things, and
Oh, but, sir, they do
born right to, and

ness under brutal treatment, and above all her
"
"
—

need and love

day

if

need

be — so he may know how

a

it

is is

a

is

it

it

it

;

a

it

either thrown back upon herself for companion
from outside sources, which
ship, or accepts
are not always safe or best
A great deal of nonsense has been talked and
about the happiness of the home de
pending upon the wife. Just as much depends
upon the man, and indeed more, when he
written

or demands the super balance of pow
where women thrive or perish
be
garden of love and sunshine,
and that
desert of ill winds, and barren of love and
or
assumes

;

Home

er.

a

Iif

I

I

single, solitary day perhaps, and after diligent
"
have been to
introspection truthfully say,
would have her
my wife this day just what
be to me,
were she instead !" You may try
to soothe your conscience and justify matters

is

How few husbands can look back over this

it

to act.

a

times

a

a

a

mind, and in body without it. If man wants
the best wife in the world, he must he to her
the bent husband.
And in order to be to her the
best husband, he must place himself in her place
— imagine the exchange of personality
dozen

even with her
starts ahead of the woman, or
he soon gets ahead and keeps ahead. Burdens
come upon her which he can not or will not
share, often upon the " I-am-holier-than-lhou"
Business swallows him up, or keeps
principle.
him socially so far removed from his wife that
She
she almost forgets she has a husband.

is

is

is

;

spect from her husband just as much as he
needs the same from her and more even, for
her range of employment
more limited.
more, no wife can thrive in heart, in
What

regard the gratification of their especial stom
achs of more moment than the thriving graces
of wife's mind and heart. As domestic part
now mostly conducted, the man
nership

if

is

a

a

man hurts
woman all the same, only
more.
The deprivation of enjoyments, no
matter of what kind or degree,
as keenly
felt by women as by men. A wife needs loving
demonstration, honest regard, and thorough re
hurts

style of housekeeping which
right to demand
necessary for the wife to do noth
ing but attend to purely domestic affairs, which
" affliction " to men who
would be
great

will make

it

a

is

if

they once
stop to think at all — that what to them would
undoubtedly be distasteful and unjust will not
be regarded by their wives as such, Aa-au.se they
are women.
This
fatal mistake.
What

a

!

a

things from the right of superiority
Many husbands seem to think —

sation would more than cancel the task,
could be classed among tasks.
" family man " has
Surne one has said that
no right to be off evenings neither has he a

if

a

;

a

a

is,

to do all this and receive for compensation
neither smile of appreciation, nor
word of
approval
cold, careless exterior, and
only
manner demanding and expecting all these

not
world than have their husbands and
the duty of the latter to aid their wives in
As
mere matter
making up the deficiency?
of selfishness, men should do it. The compen
is

We all know how sweet and good it is to
deny ourselves for the sake of those we love ;
to suffer in their stead ; to minister to their
Then we
happiness; to shield their faults.
also know how bitter, how hard, how cruel it

;

How strange and

is

happiness and importance !
awful !

simply walking rough-shod over the naturalborn rights of his high-bred old father-in-law,
manifested in
temple more refined and deli
cate and sensitive.
What then
But aside from the " odious" help of sharing
toil, the cares of the household and children,
there
the help of development.
Many wo
men have less education from books and the

a

past, and that the women of
no longer practiced those selfthat so adorned the sex, but
striving to augment their own

a

memory of the
the present day
denying virtues
were constantly

for six or sixty thousand years. If girls
didn't have men for their fathers,
possible
they might be born with natural propensities
for " subjection."
But now man in expecting
submission and obedience from his wife
oftentimes made aware of the fact that he
had

?

the account with the added regrets that these
faithful, unselfish wives were now only a

because

a

possible for her husband to receive it in her
stead.
This sanctimonious journal published

and right as did Eve.
She
preparation for injustice
her foremothers may happen to have

not inherit

does

is

modesty her true, noble, womanly modesty
which would never admit of her being the
recipient of anything pleasant, when it was

it

justice by suffering in his stead ; detailed at
incidents illustrating her self-denying
qualities, her mpekness under insult, her sweet
length

women haven't been used

they don't expect them."
expect them. They have
need of, them equal with
yourself. Every girl born into this world comes
into
with
soul and heart as full of fresh

a

band ; doted upon lier attention to him when
Lie would come home drunk ; commended her
infinite care in screening him from well-merited

[Oct.,
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gympathy, depends upon the husband more
He stamps
than he may at first imagine.
domestic life with its vital, characteristic prin
ciple. To suppose that the reflection or utili

zation of this principle will be more beautiful
and worthy than the prototype is to expect figs
to grow on thistles.
If all marriage bonds were inscribed with
" for an inflexible
law,
the " Golden Rule
there not be harmony where now is
Would not at least civil courtesy
abound among married people as well as
among mere friends ?
Do husbands ever consider how supremely,
disgustingly hateful it is to a wife to be treated,
would

discord ?

held, and considered like a child; to be en
trusted with no dignified trust ; to have money
doled out in certain amounts ; to be held ac
countable for every expenditure made ; to be
always obliged to defer to the husband's sense
of propriety and of expediency ; to regard her
" husband's kind and
just rights as a
loving
to be consulted simply for the
sake of appearance ; to be the recipient of
smiles and courtesies before strangers, and just
the reverse when alone ; to feel that she is
indulgence

by her husband, like a fine carriage
horse ; to carry the baby while he trots on
ahead ; to mend his stockings while he smokes

tupported
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in her face and reads to himself; to stay at
home while he goes abroad ; to be " my dear"
ed
and " my loved " only when he wants
something he never deserves ; to never know
the state of their mutual finances ; if a work
ing woman, to carry wood and water, while he
leans by the hour over a gate post talking poli
tics ; to be up night after night with sick chil
dren, while he sleeps as sound as a brick ; to
be ignored when the homestead is sold ; to be
hungry for sympathetic compauionship ; for
tender, loving caresses as of the courtship
days ; for hearty expressed appreciation, but

never getting these ; to hear a hundred times a
"
"
year, My wife, my darling, God bless you 1
and never hearing it ? Ah, well! the catalogue
is too long. The remainder stands in long
columns in your own soul, if you will only
open it and look in. Think what life would
be to you without the woman you love best—

without her who gave you a foretaste of heaven
— without her whose all-sacrificing love ia the
highest exponent of Divine Love — withoutyour
wife — the mother of your children, whose pre
cious life has been once and again and again
placed in the very jaws of death all for love of
you, and then ask yourself if you love this
loving,

self-sacrificing

yourself.

soul even as you love
mart a. e. wager.

AH! MUST I FORGET THEE?
BT LOUISE 34ALCOMSTEN'TON.

I

forget thee ?
And from my heart tear
Thy dearly loved Image,
So deeply shrined there ?

Ah t must I forget thee ?
Twin half of my soul !
And nevermore see thee.
As years onward roll ?

Ah I must I forget thee ?
And those happy hours.
When the light of thy eyes
Made Time tread on flowers ?

Ah I must I forget thee?
And bury my love
'Neath cold Winter's deep snow,
While my tears freeze above f

Ah ! must

WITCH

HAZEL.

BY PERIWINKLE.

FARMER
of New

ASHLEY
Hampshire

lives among the hills
in a large, old- fash

ioned country house ; none of your neat, rural
residences with so many rooms, and

an L,

painted and blinded, etc., as advertisements
set forth.
I take no pleasure in finical coun
try houses, where everything is newly painted
and
snug

graveled and recently sodded.
have noticed that many of these

freshiy

Resides,

I

places

are

on a diminutive

scale for

country

houses, a cabinet

size,

if I

may use

like the five caps which the
tailor in Don Quixote made, and held up in
court on the ends of his fingers and thumb ;
very neat, no doubt, but a trifle too small for
the expression,

Sometimes city-bred men are seized
of madness which impels them to
rush wildly into the country, and inhabit
comfort.

with

a sort

little box of a place, and transform
some
themselves into beasts of burden for the daily
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transportation

of

provisions

for a large

had been washing, and where there was a
good oak fire burning ; with a fiddle in his
hand he sang and played near the fire, the
weather being exceedingly cold.
He looked
at this time into the flames, and saw a little

family.
There's Pindle, a friend of mine ; he bought
little place a few miles out, and comes to
his business in the city every day, but I never
see him now witnout a large basket ; and if
I ask him about living in the country, he
a

looks as grim as
eggs.

But

if he

a place

[Oct.,

animal resembling a lizard, which could live
in the hottest part of that element ; instantly
perceiving what it was, he called for my sis
ter, and after he had shown us the creature,

had been eating spiders'
is a

like Farmer Ashley's

he gave me a box on the ear.
I fell a-crying,
while he, soothing me with his caresses, spoke
these words, ' My dear child, I don't give you

spot where country life is enjoyable, and oc
a brief vacation finds me a visitor

casionally
there.

On this winter night I am sitting by a roar
ing fire of maple in the farmer's kitchen.
The room is large, and the walls are dusky
with smoke ; great beams run across the ceil

that box for any fault you have committed,
but that you may recollect that the little
creature which you see in the fire is a sala
mander ; such a one as never was beheld be

ing, from which are suspended yellow clusters
of corn and scarlet bunches of seed-peppers,

fore to my knowledge.'
So saying he em
braced me and gave me some money."

bundles of herbs, and strings of dried fruit.
The fireplace is ample, and contains two
mighty andirons; and the brick hearth is

hardly

I

of the salamander, particularly
when we reflect that our author is in the

existence

broad, smooth, and carefully kept, and bears
in the ihiddle a rug of gay pattern, the

A
handiwork of the farmer's good dame.
quaint old chest of drawers, ornamented with
brass, stands in one corner; high-backed,
rush-seated chairs and a huge round table of
wood, grown dark with age, with folding
leaves, and legs terminating in brazen claws,
make up the furniture of the apartment.
And here I sit on this winter night listening
The
to the storm lashing the window-panes.

suppose the evidence just cited would
be sufficient in itself to establish the

habit of relating marvelous

circumstances

concerning himself, somewhat
ment of his credibility.

to the detri

Farmer Ashley, a man of fifty, but ruddy
and robust, and his tidy dame are sitting by
'

the fire ; the lady is knitting, and the farmer,
after knocking the ashes out of the clay-pipe
lie has been smoking, stands it up carefully
in the chimney corner, and rises to put more
wood on the fire.

" What kind of wood is that

"

I

from the maple logs shines out, now
ruddy, now silvery, and mingles its light and
warmth with the odor of sweet herbs, and

he takes up some rough, gnarled sticks.
" Witch hazel," says the farmer.

are lapped in that placid, sweet
.ve can only experience by a
winter fireside on a stormy night.

parent of the divining
witch hazel, farmer ! "

blaze

my senses
security

which

Truly, I wonder not that the ancients con

" Witch

hazel — the

?

ask, as

tree — the
magician's
rod !
Put on the

Some half a mile or so from here the road

sidered

fire a sacred symbol, that benignant
element which dispels two of our mortal foes

which

passes this house runs through a thick
wood, and to night a solitary traveler is mak

— cold, which benumbs the body, and dark
ness, which benumbs the mind; and small
marvel it is that the worshipers of the sun
failed to distinguish between the being of the
Creator and the glory of His creation.
As I muse on the legends I have of beings
that inhabit fire, of spirits and salamanders,
I am reminded of a curious passage in the
of Benvenuto Cellini, which I
autobiography
remember for its qunintness. He says, " When
I was about five years of age, my father hap
pened to be in a little room in which they

ing his way along the road at this point.

He

stops a moment and looks around, evidently
in bewilderment, and he murmurs to himself,

" Would that some friendly dryad might
take pity on a benighted traveler ! "
Out from behind a witch hazel was whirl
ed a little cloud of snow, which went eddy
ing along the road, assuming various fantas
tic shapes, and then becoming a shadowy
tree, and at last a female figure pointing
along the road.

" Imagination plays strange freaks some

WIT OB HAZEL.

chair, seated him near

a

a

a

The stranger was man of about forty-five,
little above the medium height, but wasted
and gaunt, and his hair, which was streaked
with gray, fell in long tangled locks on his
His attire had something of
shoulders.
foreign air.
As he took

if

:

it

I

off his slouched hat and laid
noticed that his
his stick on the hearth,
bore many lines of
countenance, though
grief and care, showed evidence of refine
ment but his eyes had an indescribable look
of weariness, not that which proceeds from
bodily fatigue, but an appearance as
they
had looked through long years for some ob
ject which had ever eluded them.
The farmer threw on more sticks of witch
hazel, and the fire crackled

and roared, and

A

the white smoke went winding up the chim
slight movement of the traveler
ney.
drew my attention.

He was leaning forward

looking earnestly into the fire
a

I

his gaze,

graceful

female figure,

clad in

a

;

and following
saw the smoke take the shape of

flowing

a

;

a

is
;

it

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

boy, not adapted to rough sports, and conse
quently derided by his more robust compan

but boy who could distinguish every
bird's note, who could tell where the rarest

ions

flowers grew, where to gather the brightest
and where in the old woods clear
mosses,

And this boy,
springs lay like lost jewels.
growing apart from his fellows, in his soli
tary rambles communing with nature and
seeking out her hidden treasures, understands
not the first undefined yearnings of his soul
for the beautiful.
Later he will know.
Hans

Andersen

needs warmth

" The egg of genius
requires the fostering in
says,

fluence of good fortune, that
may not be
wind egg." And how will fortune

come

deal with this boy as yet unconscious of his
Will she fondle him in caprice, or

genius

will

she

put

hammer in his hand and bid him

We shall see.
go and clout the cauldron
He comes along the road, where the sum
mer air is made sweet with the breath

of

flowers, and the sunshine kisses him on cheek

look out
the old
mossy stone wall by the roadside along to his
moment to pat
father's gate. He stops
sleek-looking cow which
grazing leisurely,
and lip, and the striped

squirrels

with their bright black

eyes

from

ami she

raises her head and looks

with her mild
ing.

a

guide, and placing
me at the fire.

in
straw hat, barefooted, and
without jacket, carrying satchel of books
in his hand, — rather slender, dreamy-eyed
schoolboy

it

traveler

Soon he returned, conducting
who had followed the snowa

wide chimney.
the

a

it

a

it

rafters, and then was drawn into the

stained

barn leaning with age, and
few
steps from the door an old well with
long,
wooden sweep. Up the road, winding through
field and meadow and woodland,
comes

?

The farmer went to the door,

cloud of light snow
and as he opened
was borne into the room, filling
with
glinting shower that whirled over the smoke-

hind it,

is a

;

to force an entrance

there came the sound of some

summer landscape.
There was an old, wea
ther-beaten farmhouse with an orchard be

at him

eyes, and then resumes her graz

little space between
Passing through
two upright posts, he goes up the short path
which leads to the house, and when he
rc:i -lies

a

one knocking.

if

a

it,

the door, as

it

against

and through

The cloud of smoke parted in the
middle like
curtain, and beyond lay

it

door.

The witch hazel burned with a dull red
flame, and threw out clouds of thick white
As I sat watching
smoke.
there came
louder blast of the storm, hurling the snow

vanished, one shadowy arm seemed

;

mer Ashley's

and as

to wave.

a

ing his strange guide he came at last to Far

on her brow

a

settle down upon the ground, and then reap
pear as before, in advance ; and thus follow

bright spark rested for an instant
and shone like
jewel then
the graceful lines of the figure melted away
into smoke-wreaths circling upward.
" It
the hazel dryad," murmured
the
" she will show me
traveler
my life."
Again the form appeared for an instant,
robe, and

a

;

;

for aught I
to a place of shelter as soon as any other."
Again a gust of wind lifted the snow into
the air ; and this time the same figure ap
peared, beckoning to him ; and the traveler,
drawing his cloak around him and grasping
From
his staff firmly, prepared to follow.
time to time, as he walked on, the snowfigure would appear a short distance in ad
vance; but when he approached, it would
this road

a

" but I will follow
know it will lead me

times," said the traveler,

241
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the

well he stops to drink.

He
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draws a bucketful

of the sparkling water, and

draught from the battered tin
dipper that hangs on a nail inside the wellcurb ; then taking up his satchel he goes into

takes a long

the house.

[Oct,

hand beckoning.
Then a murky vapor roll
ed up and blurred the sunset and tarnished

its gold, and he murmured sadly, " Not yet."
And once in Vienna, at the performance of
the " Zauberfliite," he heard
with the
mingled

Waving clouds of smoke arise from

the

hearth and shut out the scene.

Again the vapory curtain is withdrawn,
and an exhibition hall in a great city appears.
There is a noble work of art to be seen, and
crowds come and go, speaking praises of it ;
artists bestow glad encomiums, and fawning
critics lavish commendations.
And there
stands the man who wrought the work, the
dreamy-eyed boy who drank from the old
well in the sultry noontide.
He has found
his vocation ; more, he has succeeded.
The
doting old world, so blear-eyed to merit, has
deigned to recognize him ;— a man with a
gentle face and a look of unrest in his eyes,
as one ever reaching
after the ideal.
By his
side stands his girlish-looking wife, sharing
in his triumph, radiant with happiness.
Fair
is she to look upon.
Oh, the sweet, loving
face, the wealth of golden hair, the rounded
arms, the ^swelling bust, the lithe grace of
movement 1

But suddenly a dark rloud envelops her in
its folds and bears her away, the white hands
reaching out imploringly.
The traveler moans wearily, like a sick
man in his sleep ; the scene fades, and naught
is visible but the dull red glow of the hazel
and white smoke slowly rising.

The hazy vail trembles

as

if invisible

hands

tones of sweet instruments

a loved voice call

ing his name.
But he would arouse and cease to brood
on his great sorrow, — henceforth he would be
wedded to his art ; and he nerved himself
for his labor and wrought with hand and
But ever the image of his dead love
brain.
was blended with his ideal in art; and often,
when the last touches were laid upon the
canvas, and he stood before his finished work,
a shadow of disappointment
would settle on
his brow, and he would say to himself, " Be
Fame he won, and gold
yond the gate."
waited

for him, but he cared for neither.

Commissions

came to him, but were neglect
him from

ed, for the spirit of unrest drove

place to place.
People called him the mad
artist.
At last there came a wasting sickness

in a strange land, and yearnings for the home
of his boyhood.
Then the weary voyage
across the sea, the night of storm, the lonely
road through the woods, and the snow-figure
guiding him to Farmer Ashley's dwelling.
And now, where varying scenes had been
depicted, appeared a wondrous arched portal
that seemed formed of gorgeous sunset clouds.
A cloud of intense blackness filled the portal,
and nppeared to hung in folds like a sable
curtain, and ever and anon it would sway
heavily, and beams of light would shoot forth

were grasping its folds, then opens wide, and
beyond is seen the blue sky and sunny land
of Italy. And now many scenes appear in

as from some inner glory.

succession : Rome, the Mecca of artist aspi
with her art treasures ;

and grasped him ; there was the gleam of an
angel-face, and he disappeared : he had passed
the gate.

rations ; Florence,

Venice, with her light and color ; then the
Rhine-land,

with vine-clad banks, and feudal

castles, and clustering cities.
Amid these scenes the artist wandered ;—
a man with gray in his hair and a brooding

He remembered,
when his heart's treasure was torn from him,

sorrow on his countenance.
how wildly, madly

he would have followed

his darling through the gate of death ; but
an unseen hand held him back.
Once,

on the Pineian

sunset, he seemed

Hill, looking

at a

to see through a long vista
of golden clouds an open portal, and a white

Unshrinkingly the wanderer moved up to
the sable cloud ; a white hand reached forth

The fire in the chimney fell down in a heap
of glowing embers, and right in the middle
was a print of a human footstep.
" John," said Mrs. Ashley, addressing her
" I wish you wouldn't bring any
husband,
more of that witch hazel in to burn ; it fills
the room with smoke, and there is something
about it that makes my head ache."
I was looking around me, conscious of ap
pearing a little bewildered.
" Mr. Ashley," I inquired, " didn't you ad
"
mit a stranger here half an hour ago 'i

GRUMBLERS.

" No, indeed," said the farmer.
" Truly ? " said I, looking at the farmer's

243

it makes

with more
me very happy;" and
than
usually affectionate embrace, you say,
"
throb of sup
Good-night, my dear child,"
pressed feeling fills his breast, and he resolves
a

a

if,

1811.]

wife.

" Truly," said the good dame.
And they persist in saying so to this day.

on always earning this approval.
If your son
or daughter have accomplished some difficult
piece of work, rendering you essential assist

♦•♦

ance

;

heart is in

or have climbed some step in the daily

drill of study; or have acquired some new ac

particularly sensitive in this respect. Nothing
can discourage a child more than a spirit of
fault-finding; and perhaps nothing can exert a
more baneful influence upon both parent and

joy and comfort gives
Thus you will create great incentive to
a

it

ed tenderness, the deep

you.

right conduct, and lay
character which

broad foundation for
shall be redolent with succu

a

child.
If your little one, throughout the day,
has been pleasant and obedient, and you say to
him, " My son, you have been good to-day, and

it,

it,

complishment, or added grace, or better than
all, have gained the victory over some bad
see
habit or besetting sin, acknowledge
praise them for it. Let them see, by your add

a

A Little Judicious Praise. — No

sensible to words of praise, or the kindly smile
of approbation ; and none are utterly above be
ing affected by censure or blame. Children are

lent fruit and fragrant blossoms.

GRUMBLERS.
nation of grumblers.

That
But our for

across

one hand and penalty on the other.
Well, it's no use to grieve about
now, for
poor Eve has done about all the mischief she

growing

rapidly,

But the weeds

especially

are

still

where the soil

is

of their ancestors.

if

first

!

it

Adam had taken

grumblers
they fill the land like
the frogs of Egypt, and the very air
tainted
with the mildew of their breath. They com
plain among the fairest flowers of spring, and
is

1

these

grumble amid the blushing fruits and golden
sheaves of autumn.
If blight or mildew has
partially robbed the harvest, they almost re
proach the Great Giver, and fancy that the
shadow of famine
already over the land. If
the fields are burdened with waving grain, and
the ripened sheaves cluster thickly on the sun

lit plain, while the store houses are laden with
plenty, they will complain of the labor that
abundance brings.
Of all the sources of discomfort we fret over,
Yes,
the most prolific.
perhaps the weather
the weather, that never-failing theme of com
ment and reproach.
It always cither wet or
sure to
dry, or cold or warm, and somebody
is

1

a

!

!

thistles were found in the place of figs, — not
very pleasant, certainly; and mankind have
been groaning over the situation ever since,
instead of trying to improve on the morals

Ah,

is

a

it
is

a

is

a

a

sinners, both of them and what
scrape they
got us all into by that operation
Sin and death took up their abode with us,
and thorns came up instead of fir-trees, and

have been

is

a

it

is

a

if

consolation to know that somebody else did the
first sinning, even
we get our share of the
penalty.
Wo all think that Eve was little fast about
eating that apple, and Adam, poor soul was
bit behind when he saw
not
chance to eat
the fruit and lay the blame to Eve.
Awful

she hadn't eaten
and besides,
that apple Adam surely would have .done so
before night.
wonder what the result would

is

a

a

is

a

is

either running the wrong way, or else indulg
ing in
general collision.
In the first plate, the earth itself
under
curse, and that isn't very agreeable; but

ever will do

But if you want to understand
all the variations of growl, you must manage
to witness an interview between some rich old
customer and the assessor.
The " victim's "
digestion will be stayed for an hour, and all
be displeased.

a

so we

little broader and
will make the statement
world of grumblers.
That sen
say we are
looks
just as true as the other, and
tence
Things
great deal better to American eyes.
don't suit us at all; something
always going
wrong; the machinery, botli civil and political,

;

for we
we are

it

not well cultivated, and the necessity for labor
still looks ns in the face, with reward on the

I

;

a

eign cousins need not look complacently
the water to indorse the proposition,
moment that
don't intend to admit for
any worse than the rest of mankind

REED.

if

as true as preaching.

H. V.
is

are

just

a

w

E

BY MRS.
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"bile" miulc available for the subject under
You will be horrified with the ac
discussion.
count of his losses during the year, and learn
with astonishment that his property is worth

joy poor health, yes, they
don't always enjoy it so
gether pleasant when you
quaintance to be obliged

Conscience is a modest
scarcely anything.
youth, and steps out of the room when the taxgatherer comes in.
A gentlemanly assessor once said to a man
of this stnmp, " I need a good buggy. How
" " Mine is of
much will you take for yours ?
" and would
the best make," replied the victim,
" Hap
be very cheap at two hundred dollars."
"
py to hear it," responded the other, for I ani

logue of ailments as long as the moral law.
Their nerves are terribly shattered, their lungs
very much affected, their spines entirely use
hearts completely broken by
less, or their

his

making out my tax list on carriages and didn't
know how much to put you down for." One
face in that group presented a study worthy of
and the
the author of " New Physiognomy,"
bystanders did not fail to appreciate it. These
gentlemen don't consider that poor men are
not troubled with such callers, or that Uncle
Sam will cheerfully take charge of what little
property they have, and excuse them from far
ther trouble in that direction.

Our chronic grumblers are tired of life; they
don't want to live another minute; they are
just aching to die. If they ever sing at all, you
will hear,
" I long to leave this house of clay," etc. ;

do, but their friends

well.

It

isn't alto

step in to see an ac
to listen to a cata

It isn't anything they
somebody's tantrums.
have done themselves, you may rest assured of
that; you never hear one of them confess they
have the gout, or even liver complaint.
They
haven't got dyspepsia, not a bit of it ; they never
overloaded their stomachs in their lives. We
never see a chronic case of " nervous irritabil

ity"

without feeling a strong desire to shake
the subject up, and infuse fresh air into his
lungs and energy into his spiritless life, with
out being tempted to tell him that he is a trial
to bis best friends and a nuisance to the rest

of mankind.
What right has any man

to allow his stomach

to weigh down his brains and stir up his nerves

until he becomes as vicious as
Don't roll up your straw-colored

a catamount?

eyes and tell
us that you are broken clown because you have
"overworked your brain." You never knew
anything else to ail a professional man, did

of clay

They keep as still as death about their
brandy and cigars, their midnight
suppers
and noonday naps ; and when apoplexy walks
up and taps one of them on the head, the news
papers set up a general cry of" paralysis" and
"overworked brains."
Perhaps the editors

of the

have a lurking consciousness that it will be
necessary for somebody to make the same plea
for them when they step off the stage of ex

there were no more
Just fancy the world's

conquests to be made.
monarch relieving his feelings in that style —
he not only cried for the moon, but wanted the
stars as well.

A

large proportion of mankind spend their
time in whining over their bodies. They en

is

It

ills of humanity.
while

keeps digestion

perfect,

saves the brain from softening and the

To be sure, there are
heart from hardening.
some brains that can't be made much softer

;

to have a good cry because

If the physical frame well developed and
reasonably taken care of, the brain will be
strong as steel, and will bear an immense
amount of hammering without breaking.
Cheerfulness
panacea for one-half the

but, after all, Pindar was not far from right
when he said,
" Care to our coffin adds nail, no doubt,
And every grin so merry draws one out.-'

How much like
breath of fresh air

flash of sunshine and
the presence of that friend

a

edly a choice bit for historians and third-rate
orators ; but he probably didn't look a bit dig
nified when he sat down like a spoiled coquette

The world has had overworked brains, that
few of them, butnve are not troubled much
that way now; where work kills one, idleness
kills ten, and riotous living twenty.

a

Many an ill-fated monarch has lost his crown
by virtue of his own discontent, and some of
them have lost their heads as well; but these
were generally of little use, and not worth half
as much as the jeweled crowns they bore. Alex
ander was rather a brilliant youth, and decid

istence.

a

the

is

day.

a

if

is

They are very patient at the the
play continues till after midnight,
and they can spend three hours on the ballground, or all day at a horse-race — but then,
" that's different."
ater

it

a while longer.
If they go to church
on Sunday, and the sermon happens to exceed
thirty minutes, they will fret over it all the rest

you?

is,
a

if

they are taken sick in the course of an
hour, they will send for the best doctor in town,
to see if pills and blisters, and other agreeable
concomitants, can't keep them in their house

but

EXTRAORDINARY

1971.]

who comes toward us with a firm, quick tread
The cordial grasp of his
and smiling face!
hand sends a thrill of joy through the sur
rounding gloom, and his glad, hopeful words
strengthen a weary heart. But do not fancy
he comes thus he has no heartaches
Oh, no ! but he has learned in
of his own.
many a sad trial that light is beyond the clouds
and the roses beyond the thorns ; he has learn
because

and right will yet pre
vail ; that though the storm may be cold and
dark, the glad earth will soon be flooded with

ed that truth

is strong

sunshine.

If

This world is not

so bad a place after all.

her oceans are angry and tempest-tossed,
they are purified by the billows of the storm ;
if her mountains are rugged and steep, they
are crowned with foliage and carpeted with
green ; if the New Year is snow-clad and
rough, spring time will bring the zephyrs and
flowers; if her nights are cold with winter
rain, the trees will stand with burnished coats

of mail before the rising sun and cast their
crowns at his feet.
'Tis after the fury of the
storm that the peace angel flashes her wing
After the moon has gone to

across the cloud.

her rest, the Btars still hold their nightly festi
val around the midnight throne.
After the
heat and dust of summer, the beautiful days of
autumn are placed like rubies and garnets in
the golden setting of the year, and the bright
earth gathers her glories
tribute of praise.

EXTRAORDINARY

in to offer up the
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has lately died at Kansas City a
age, as nearly as could be as
certained, was one hundred and thirUj-four years.
His name was Fournais, a Canadian-French

THERE
man whose

man by birth.
For more than a half century
he was a hunter and trapper in the employment
of the fur company.
From the New York

LONGEVITY.
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memory held to isolated occurrences, not of
history, as obtained from reading books. This,
while it made his information fragmentary and
unsatisfactory as to the history of that early
period of his life, yet afforded the best evidence
as to his great age.
" He said he was
working in the woods on a
piece of land he had bought for himself, near
Quebec, when Wolfe was killed on the Heights
This was September 14th, 1759,

of Abraham.

and from what he told of his life previous to
that, he must have been over twenty-one years
of age then. Thinking he might have con
founded Wolfe with Montgomery — 1775 — he
was questioned fully, but his recollection of

names and incidents was too distinct to leave
any doubt, and the same account had been
given to others long before.
" Another event which he remembered well,
and which he seemed always to look upon as a
good joke, was that during the occupation of
New Orleans by Gen. Jackson — 1814—'15 — he

had been refused enlistment ' because he was
too old.'
The old man often told this with

He must then have been about
great glee.
eighty years of age.
" He
accompanied the expedition of Lewis
and Clark in their explorations of the Missouri,
and the discovery of the Columbia River in
His experience during (ho trip mak
ing him a valuable man to the fur company,
he was afterward employed, as we stated, un
1803-'7.

til thirty years ago.
" The last
years of his life were passed in
He preferred living by him
quiet and comfort.
self, and always had his own house, where he
kept such things as were of comfort to him,
mostly such as he had from his residence with
the Indians, not forgetting his rosary and a few
religious pictures which hung above his bed.
He was very neat in his person, clolhts, and
housekeeping, and up to the day of his death
attended in summer to his tobacco plants and
cabbages.

Eeanqdut we take the following items in re
gard to him :

" One of his
great desires was to see a rail
road, and when the first locomotive
came
screaming into the bottom near Kansas City,

He said to the family in the morning that lie
would ' never see the sun go down again,' and
just before sunset the machine stopped and the
old man was dead.
" His
age was entered on the census-roll last
year as 134 years, which is as near as from the
best evidence it could be fixed.
" His
recollection of important events was
very good, and as he was an illiterate man, his

nervous as a child until he visited it.

"He was never sick, and only a few minules
before he died was walking about the room.

which

was in full view of his house, he was

He then

'
expressed himself satisfied, saying he could
tell God he had seen a railroad,' and never
after expressed any curiosity on the subject."
♦-»•»

" Pa, dear
pa, what can I do up here in the
country, unless you get me a riding habit?"
"
Get into the habit of walking, my dear."

of

or

:jhpognomg,

j|tp$
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STUDIES IN PHYSIOGNOMY.

NEW

TOE MODEL OF RESPECTABILITY.

He

profile; he

with punctilious scrupulosity.
would spend the day in selecting
the cloth for trowsers for
special
occasion.
To him the color, or,
we might say, the complexion, of
matter
an article of clothing
of prime importance.
He will

his rotund form

sees

mainly

in front,

and his

distance, and imagine
his precious self robed in the clot
in question.
He will take
per
spective view of it, and calculate
a

h

a

stand at

a

is

a

adapted

which attend

serve to make up for any lack of grace.
Be
sides, he docs not take into view his form in

it

a

massivcncss

is

Ev
man made up to order.
his dress, every attitude
and every motion are studied with care and

HERE
ery article of

all its effects in light and shade.
Then the fitting of his garments

a

is

must be according to nicely chosen
an art
rules.
His boot-maker
ist, not
He talks of
tradesman.
him with as much criticism as an

invalid duke would address his
physician.

of being

Whoever has the honor
his boot-maker

has in

that

it

single fact an indorsement
for the use of all respectable men;
must be borne in mind, how
ever, that he, the patron of the
pedal artist, stands first in con
sideration,

and must have his or

ders executed
appointments
of others.

without regard to
with or the wants

Though rich viands and costly
wines have given him a little too
much embonpoint for a graceful
form, yet in that very heartiness

is

a

is

is

he

little too fat; but the strength

and

rotundity

so foreshortened

that he hardly

appreciates his magnitude and the real build
of the lower half of the body.

The cut of the coat, and the way

it

"

than
deportment
lost in exquisitencss of the lines which em
brace and define his manly figure.
In short,
gained

is

a

of digestion
and constitutional
vigor derived therefrom he has
certain robust earnestness which
can almost defy delicacy of outline,
since more
in "

hangs,

NEW STUDIES IN PUTSIOGNOMT.
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reminds one of the gallant fighting-cock which
has just given a finishing touch to a rival.

We can hardly rid ourselves of the thought
that the very respectable man has many of
the characteristics of his feathered counter
part.

There is the same strut, the same re

gard to appearance, the same exquisite gal
lantry, the same dignity and grace of motion,
and the same assurance.
Observe that crest of hair which crowns
the top of his head ! How much like the
comb of the cock 1 In that face behold com
placent

egotism

joined

to

self-possession, self-confidence,
majestic good-heartedness

condescension,

247

on behalf of his borough to some
Behold his fingers, how
personage.
daintily they arc adjusted ! His shiny hat
he carries under his left arm. He poises his
majestic body upon his dexter foot, and holds
is reading

great

the other in reserve to aid in modifying his
at will.
His brain is chiefly developed in the base,
which makes him " of the earth, earthy."
His Approbativeness and hope are the chief
developments in the upper part of the head.
His reason is weak. His moral sentiments
rise just to the level of respectability,
and

deportment

and a kind of

for self.

His large perceptive organs render him
quick to gather knowledge of details and
common occurrences.
Nothing occurs in so
ciety which he dees not hear of and talk
about.
But for the hard studies and earnest
labors of life he has neither taste nor talent.
Sec how his retreating forehead shows shal
lowness of judgment and lack of comprehen
siveness!
His large perceptives and large
Approbativenesa
give him a desire to dress,
to make a display, to attract attention, and
cuable him to attend to all the minor partic
ulars which go to make up the tout entembU
of a well-dressed dandy and a courtly man
of fashion.
His ample necktie and his shirtfrill correspond to the gills of the cock, and
it is not difficult to perceive in his prominent
nose and upper lip the beak of his feathered
friend.

His large back-head

indicates very strong
dispositions ; he is one who lives for
society, for contact with his fellow-men ; one

social

who regards woman and is so much an ad
of all, and has such an exalted sense
of his own value and grandeur that he never

mirer

consents to devote himself to one.
is considered

an available

bachelor.

Hence he

He has

words of praise for every mamma's ears rela
tive to her elegant daughters.

He is a great talker ; is very select in his
style ; talks about everybody, but is careful
to say nothing against anybody ; speaks of
his elegant acquaintances with familiarity.
Yet with all his pride and vanity he carries
a certain air of humility and respectfulness,
which is manifested chiefly to conciliate the
great and to astonish the weak.
He holds in his hand an address which he

his large perceptive organs, joined with his
and his strong social nature,
Approbativeness
make him the devotee of exquisite respecta

bility,
"

as

Mr. Turveydrop was the devotee of

deportment."
We have said that the model of respecta
bility bears a striking resemblance, in out
line and in many of his characteristics,
feathered

friend

will not be at
blance
nance.

the

a loss

rooster.
to discover

the resem

expression of counte
We do not wish to slander the bird

in

form

and

act
man; we suppose both
to their natures and inclinations.
or

to his

The reader

according

We hold

that man possesses in his nature and mental
constitution all the qualities which belong to
the entire realm of animate nature below

that he has something of the fierce
of the tiger, the cunning of the fox, the
vanity of the cock, the constructivencss of
the beaver, the acquisitiveness of the squir
rel ; but above and beyond all these, he has
him;
ness
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the intellectual

moral qualities which
These last are given
regulate the lower faeulties ;
and

him man.

constitute

to guide and
while animals

acting in harmony with their
without responsibility, always act

instincts,

THE
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rightly when acting in harmony

with their

Man may act the part of an
animal, or he may sustain his normal eleva

own

natures.

tion,

and act like

a moral

and responsible

human being.

FACES WE MEET.
ST DORA BAKMOORE.

On, the faces we meet
In the crowded street,
With their smiling lips, or their weary eye *
And the clonds of care.
Which they often wear,
Ab they hurry swiftly by.

There are brows as free
As a land-locked --a
No storms have driven, no tempests tossed ;
And brows as black
Ah the desolate track,
Which the fire-fiend has crossed.

There are faces a* gay
Ab the waves that play
On the sunny sands of an islet green;
There are eyes as bright
As the jewels' light
That falls on the brow of a queen.

There an- lips whose smile.
Without malice or guile,
Lighta the face as the sun lights tbe sea ;
And lips where a sneer
Chills Ihe blood as with fear.
At its dark malignity.

There are tresses of hair
Like a golden enare,
And they catch many hearts in their meshes strong ;
There are locks like the night
On a mountain height,
Ere the day-star heralds the dawn.

Oh, the faces we meet
In the crowded street.
With careworn brows or with gladsome eye.
Arc pictures of life, made
Of light and shade,
As they pass us swiftly by.

HANDWRITING.

a

;

I

a

al

it,

had a mean, shuffling character in
which
ways inspired me with
feeling of suspicion.
While he remained at Oxford
saw nothing to
justify this suspicion but transaction in which

a

a

a

a

a

made some observation which par
as seeming to betoken
ticularly struck Mr.
He ex
very noble and truthful character.
pressed his admiration of her sentiments very

'

knew of a much more curious case, in
celebrated graptomancer was able to
'

which

down lengthwise so as not to show any sen
to his room at night, and to bring
down witli his judgment in writing the next

tences,

On this occasion, when the party
morning.
were seated at the breakfast-table, the lady
whose writing he had unconsciously been ex

a

I

truly.
Bnt

whose character she wished him to decipher.
His usual habit, when he undertook to exercise
this power, was to take
slip of
letter, cut

I

I

he was afterward engaged, and in which
saw
more of his character than
had done before,
convinced me that the writing had spoken

ed
slip of this lady's writing (having ascertain
him onr
ed he had never seen
and gave
friend of hers
evening as the handwriting of

it

one thing about him which seriously dissatis
fied me, and that, as I often told him, was his
handwriting; it was not bad as writing, but it

it

I

judge of character more correctly by handwrit
ing than he had been able to do by personal ob

amining,

a

liked

I

a

is sometimes, at least, an index to
had a pupil at Oxford whom
in most respects greatly; there was but

handwriting
character.

The lady of the house, who
knew her real character to be the very reverse
of what she seemed, was curious to know
whether Mr.
would be able to discover this
by her handwriting.
Accordingly, she procur

hearted woman.

a

I

it)

speak of a vulgar hand, a gentlemanly hand, a
"
had once," said Arch
clerkly hand, etc.
bishop Whatel y, " a remarkable proof that

a

by handwriting; and yet all ac
knowledge that handwriting doe* indicate sometiling.
Every one allows a difference between
a man's and a woman's hand; we hear people
characters

servation.
He wason visit at friend's house,
where, among other guests, he met
lady
whose conversation and manners greatly struck
him, and for whom he conceived strong friend
ship, based on the esteem he felt for her as
singularly truthful, pure-minded, and single-

a

people laugh at what is called
or the art of judging

"
MANY
graptomancy,"

EFFECTS OF THE MIND ON THE BOD

of the friend

he so greatly admired."
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EFFECTS OF THE MIND

this statement, which

is

is

the converse of one
a

already made in regard to the cause of dis
" That these impressions in cura
ease, viz.,
tive way may be made through the mind in
some of its departments, or by external mat

philosophical process, whether

pression

is

same

is

a

;

ter in the form of medicinal agents
and that
cure
the same, and brought about by the
made through

the mind

the im
or

by

shall

obliged,

I

agent."

be

a

This opens to us vast
and inviting field for thought and research.

some physical

however, at this time,

to content myself by merely bringing to your
minds some of the most familiar examples

I

it

is

?

a

always try to encourage their patients, to in
cheerful heart
spire confidence, hope, and
Because, they tell us,
assists in the case.

this state of mind
so powerful to
assist in the larger number of cases,
un
reasonable to suppose that in the smaller
is

it

is

Well,

may perform the work alone
The following example of " cure by imag
ination was published
few years since in
one of the medical journals in Europe
"An
old woman of the work-house of Yeovil, who
had long been
cripple and made use of
crutches, was strongly inclined to drink of
the waters of Baden, which she was assured
would cure her lameness. The master of the
work-house procured her several bottles of
water, which had such an effect that she soon
laid aside one crutch, and not long after, the
other.
This was extolled as most miracu
number

?

sense,

But however good and reliable the testi
mony of these in matters of this kind,
do
not propose to rest the case entirely upon
their authority.
that physicians
Why

:

cu

simply impressing and calling
into action the vital force, which
always
the curative agent.
We are now brought to
rative

get well, they invariably say,
" Well, it's
only their imagination that did
the medicine amounts to nothing."

meopathic]

a

acts in

a

sonic power already there, so

it

is

is

is,

as there
no disease-produc
That
ing power of medicine in itself, so neither
there any curative principle in it. That as
in the illustration already given, the drug
did not possess in itself the power to vomit
the subject, but simply called into action

only.

Our brethren of the old school of physic
credulity on this point.
When forced to admit that our patients [ho
exercise wonderful

a

that diseases

by impressions from physical
intend to prove that they will
part in curing, and the same

as we

it

act the same

all medicine

evidence that dis

a

I

are

seen

as much

by mental impressions
have that they are cured by medicine.

if

produced
agents, and

to discard

We have

means.

We have just
eases are cured

it

you intend

By no

THE BODY.

"

say, do

1

I

to show by parity of reason
ing that all diseases are cured by the
game agent, viz., the vital force.
But, you

Tauwum.

it

PROPOSE

ON

lilch irltjjtnui ilty

;

[Under the title of "Diseases Cured by Psycho
logical Causes," J. B. Hunt, M.D., of Colnmbus,
Ohio, communicates
to the Medical and Surgical
We interpolate some re
Reporter the following.
marks in brackets. — Ed.]
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words ' Fascinating, false, and hollow-hearted.'
the house kept the secret, and Mr.
never knew that the writing on which he
had pronounced so severe a judgment was that

—

of

|cpai|tm£nt

7.

The lady of

..'

warmly, adding at the same time to the lady of
the house, ' Not so, by-the-way, your friend ; '
and he put into her hand the slip of writing of
her guest which she had given him the even
ing before, over which he had written the

||ur

1871.]

lous cure, but the man protested to his friends
that he had imposed upon her, and that he
had got the water from an ordinary spring."

Of

course, the old lady was very angry when

theory, with only
gard to its philosophy.

mention this case, not as
was permanent.
rare or wonderful, but simply as
anything

out, but, nevertheless, her cure

I

of this
suggestion or two in re

it

she found

a

and illustrations of the truthfulness
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instructive,

where,

by

the

arousing

among the ignorant

and those inclined to su
to us, there

rious

;

is,

another spasm, and went about her work the

still another class of cases to
will refer, from which we might
which
draw innumerable examples illustrative of
mean the removal of tumors,
this doctrine.

I

I

is

There

;

it

it

a

a

not be so easily understood
as these arc not
diseases in the sense in which we have been
;

next day.

a

when I decided to try the mind cure, and to
As soon
my great delight it proved a success.
as the patient was thoroughly excited, that
thoroughly angry, she was well had not

briefly presented,
may read
ily be understood perhaps, how, by
power
ful impression of the mind,
cure may be
effected when from some disturbing cause
the vital force
concentrated upon
single
as the case may
orgun, or withdrawn from
be, causing disease.
But cure by the same
means in the case of tumors, warts, etc., may
ease as already

it,

or shorter

phenomenon
simply because the apparent
means which produced
seem absurd.
In accordance with the philosophy of dis

a

they continued at longer
intervals for more than a week,

able to administer,

to these myste

is

lady,

called

but the honest inquirer after
truth will not reject or turn away from any
cures

.

in consequence of some
uterine irritation, was taken with convulsions,
and in spite of the best medication I was
married

is

is

when the attention

it

A

connected

with them all an underlying principle of
truth which we would do well to investigate.
know
easy and quite natural to cry
" humbug,"
" old woman's whims," etc.,

mind to action in some way, the disease (for
is a disease) has been arrested, and the
A case of this kind
poor sufferer relieved.
occurred in my own practice quite recently.

Absurd and ridiculous

is

and

[Oct.,

perstitious notions.
as such cases seem

it

of this class which
Every physician who
has had a few years' practice is familiar with
Numerous cases might be rela
such cures.
ted also, from that troublesome class known
as hysterical, which would be both amusing
thousands

one among

might be mentioned.

I
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In our ignorance with regard
considering it.
to the modus operandi of these strange cures,
the science of Psychology comes to us, and
by the light which
brings, we are
to look into and comprehend more

holding up her hand, said, "See there, doc

fully than ever before the mysterious work
ings of the tis medicatrix natural.
Looking
more closely into this subject,
think you
will perceive that all these cures are brought
about in accordance with natural law, the

occurring

but such cases, such cures

I

;

to us

;

at all uncommon
they are
every day all around us, especially

say, are not

nor

There
any

is

I

cause.

them,

no ho

miraculous

is

It
power brought to bear.
simply by
an impression upon the vital force through
or imagination,

that

For

lady with

example

n

the cure is

the mind,
wrought.

goi

ter [big neck]
told by some one that to
rub
with the hand of
dead person will
drive
She may not really believe
away.

it

;

that is, her enlightened judgment may not
readily assent to the absurd notion, but the
conviction fastens upon the mind, an oppor

tunity offers, and she tries it. The tumor
She thinks
dwindles, and finally disappears.
[most erroneously], as do all the subjects of
such notions, that the dead hand was the po
tent agency in the cure.
But science can not
so regard it.
Science sees no connection be
tween the simple means used and the removal
of the goiter, only so far as
was the occa

it

it,

a

a

will

a

a

it

appear

about

A

And what physician has
not been mortified after having tried in vain
for weeks to remove
goiter, for instance, by
medication, by being told by his patient that
" Mrs. So-and-so had the big neck
great deal
worse than mine, and she went to an old
Dutch woman, who just said over some words,"
lock of her hair and hid
and
or " took
Or that Mr. Seventh
hers all went away."
Son cured my mother's, just by holding his
moment."
We laugh at these
hand on
things, call them absurd, etc., and so they

any other

a

I

the same

of curing warts.

as

:

presume you have all seen
or some other equally foolish way

times before, and

same

cus-pocus

is

I

a

!

;

I

sold them to cousin George for
and
"
three pins, and see, they are nearly gone
similar story told me many
have had

it

if
I

would sell them to somebody, they would go
away

enabled

it

!

I

1

;

I

1

I

sold 'em."
my warts are all gone
" Sold them " said
" how did you sell
sold 'em.
Ma said
them " " Why,

tor,

it

aided

A

warts, etc., by mental impressions.
little girl came to me the other day, and

STATIS TICS OF SUICIDE.

in the liv

constant waste of its material

every movement, whether voluntary or invol
untary, involves the destruction or using up
is

as to consume the entire

fleshy por

is

is

a

[becomes blood,

tissue, muscle, bone, nerve,

etc.].
is

is

it

it

a

a

point should become impaired or obstructed
in any way, the part thus deprived must suf
If, for example, the channel supplying
fer.
any particular muscle becomes obstructed,
we would have atrophy, or wasting away of
should
its substance, as consequence. If
be
set of muscles, an arm, for instance, the
result would be the same, and would be called
wasting palsy.
If the source of supply for the hair be
comes impaired, the coloring matter, perhaps,
would not be furnished, and the hair would
turn white; or

if the

obstruction be complete,
deprived of its material for
growth would die, and baldness result. So,
also, of the nails, teeth, and bony structure.
the hair thus

I

That may be fully understood,
will re
mark further upon this point, that in order

I

a

or wart

is

tumor

de

[In the Library of Mesmerism and Psychology,
published at this office, this whole subject
fully
discussed and illustrated. — Er>. A.
J.]

if

the channel through
Now,
plain that
which this supply
carried to any given

to the body,

prived at once, if not of the material, at least
for its own growth,
of the power to use
and being governed by the same law which
controls other parts of the system,
contin
ues to throw off its substance, and, being
destitute of the power of supply,
dwin
It would
dles, and gradually disappears.
give me pleasure to pursue this interesting
subject still further, and notice not only the
influence of mind in its physical relations to
its own organized body, but, also, the psy
chological power of one mind over another,
as seen in its ability to control even the move
ments and organs of
body not its own.

CURIOUS STATISTICS
of

OF

SUICIDE.

cases of the one
suicides for the year 1870
(nearly two per week), recorded in the Bureau
of Vital Statistics, and hitherto unpublished,
are interesting
seventy-nine of these were
males and twenty-two females, and of that
the details in the

SOME
hundrcd-anil-one

number twenty-seven chose death by banging,
twenty-one by shooting, and eleven by drown
ing; nine cut or stabbed themselves, seven
jumped from dizzy heights, twenty-five
poison, and one placed himself before
motive.
It appears that the Germans during the
have been the most prone to take their

a

it,

tion of the body in about twelve months
to this waste,
and, also, that corresponding
or consuming process, and in exact propor
a system
in healthy body, there
tion to
That the food we eat, after being
of supply.
dissolved into its elementary principles,
taken up, carried, and deposited in its ap
propriate place in every part of the system

relation

;

so great

is

of some portion of the substance of which
That this waste
composed.

the body

The philosophy of cure, then, in the case
of tumors, etc., will now be apparent.
By a
strong impression of the mind in its physical

it

There

part may be deprived of its sup
ply, either from want of material or the power
to use it.
observe,

it

a

of

or power, to appropriate and
brought to it. So, you will

use the material

is

prived
been instantaneous.

*
*
*

of

action, and de
growth, may have

molecular

;

the

its meant

is

which changed

from the mind

sary stimula,

P,

But the impression

(the nerves), through which the vital force
acts in supplying every part with the neces

a

it

is

ical law.

it

tumor,

may be, takes time, be
under the control of physiolog

cause this

ing organism

of

also,

it

wart, or whatever

be remembered, are al

the removal

for building up
carried (the blood-vessels), but,
medium of circulation
corresponding

the system

a

That

a

is,

it will

These cures,
ways »lov>.

to the perfect working of this physiological
perfect channel

law there must be not only
through which the material
is

from the mind upon
originating the tumor. If
you will consider for a moment the intricate
arrangement of nature, by which the sys
tem is constantly being built up, and every
part supplied with new material, you will at
once see how it is possible for the mind, in
the exercise of its power, to effect the remo
val of a tumor, as in the case supposed.
the vital force

251

a

sion of an impression

a

CURIOUS
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took
loco
year
own

lives, having furnished forty-six, or nearly onehalf of the number. Hanging seems to have
been the favorite form of suicide, there being
eighteen, a plurality over all other methods
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" shuffle off this mortal
adopted by them to
Of the forty-six Germans who chose
coil."
other methods than hanging, eleven put an end
to existence by shooting, seven used violent
and active drugs to poison themselves, three
leaped from windows, three cut their throats,
one stabbed and one killed himself with a
hatchet, and three by drowning.
Native Americans and the Irish are the next
" rashly importunate,
npon the roll of those
of
breath."
There
are sixteen cases of
weary
Six of the Americans slum
each nationality.
bered into death by swallowing poison, five
shot themselves, two took Paris green, two
cut their throats, and one hanged himself. Of
the Irish, six took poison, four hanged and
two shot themselves, two leaped from win

FOOD—

the city of New York, for somo years
past, there has been a man who is called
Professor Blot, who has been giving instruc

But

so far as we can

from the advertisements

judge

and other announce

to him, he caters to the pub
lic taste in this respect according to the most
ments relative

fashionable
preparing
mansions

and unphysiological modes of
His style is adapted to the

food.

of the wealthy and to first-class
hotels, where dyspepsia and gout are dis
We have heard it
pensed gectindam artem.
rumored that the Professor himself has be
come a victim of dyspepsia.
We can readily
believe this to be true, provided he eats food
If there
cooked according to his own rules.
is any one subject of great importance in re
gard to which very little is known, and chief
is based on
part of that little knowledge
wrong principles, cooking is that subject.
As a favorable indication that something
is beginning

to dawn

upon the community,

indicating a better state of things, we no
tice with pleasure an advertisement
in a
leading morning paper as follows :
" I
give instruction in cooking in general.
For a whole course, including desserts and
diets for the sick, $20 ; the prices varying for
partial

instruction.

For

servants, half-price

in all branches.

No time limited; this is
Satis
governed by the aptness of the pupil.
factory references given on every point.
ii

himself, and one cut his

throat.

Of seven English suicides, four took poison,
one hanged himself, one leaped from a roof,
and one drowned himself. There were three
French suicides, of which number one hanged
himself, one cut his throat, and one leaped from
the roof.
The remaining thirteen of the total number,
scattered through various nationalities, ended
their lives by all the different plans above
specified, except one, who threw himself before
a locomotive.
It is interesting to note that the
Germans preferred the most violent deaths,
even in the choice of poisons, such as Paris
etc., the most active and

green, strychnine,
deadly.

ITS PREPARATION.

IN

tion in cookery.

dows, one drowned
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»

This looks well. We like the straightfor
We wish
plainness of the statement.

ward

the woman who advertises abundant

success.

There ought to be fifty persons of this sort,
well qualified to instruct in this trade — or

perhaps we ought to say science of cooking —
in every large city. One may purchase the best
of food material, and spoil it in the prepara
tion.

In

one family we know, the bread, meat,

and vegetables all seem to be of the best, and
though
simple, they are inviting to the
taste ; and what is more, the eater has no sub
sequent trouble or disturbance from the food.

In fact, a man who has a good organization,
which has not been abused by dissipation,
should never know that he has a stomach or
digestive apparatus, except when hunger de
mands its proper satisfaction.
Men should
use

their intellect to judge what to

eat, when,

rejoice in
the food without any special thought of any
thing but the pleasure of partaking and the
and how much, and then should

with which it ought
We dislike that
grim intensity with which people sometimes
discuss their food, as to what is best and not
best, at the table, and eat with long teeth
and with a chemical and physiological and
hygienic mania for criticism. The criticism
should be employed in the selection and pre
paration of the food, so that a man of ordi
social

surroundings

always to be accompanied.

nary health can eat the food set before him to

his full satisfaction without fear of damage.

food — its Preparation.

create a morbid appetite, producing
craving habits, which yearn for gratification
in the taking of morphine or the drinking
of alcoholic liquors.
We know some wealthy
rations

who have clear heads, and are well-

in reference to diet and regimen.
They eat the food which
best for them.
They live simply, but deliciously they have
health and longevity, and
life
worth
is

if

;

is

informed

they get its benefits.
may not be improper to refer to the peo
Their habits are plain,
ple called Quakers.

anything,

It

As a people, they are
there are no paupers among them.
If
oae will look into an assembly of these peo
but they live well.
;

a

be

if

common-sense school

lessons.

household

a

Music-lessons

of

who expects to

confer

taka

an excellent

accomplishment, but lessons on the saucepan
and gridiron make more pleasant faces in
the family where these qualifications
exist
than all the music

would do without these
a

She should learn
homely accomplishments.
to make her table attractive and
real bless
ing, and her husband will eat fewer suppers
at club-rooms
and fashionable
restaurants.

Let her leave her cooking to ignorant ser
not knowing herself how to correct
their errors and miserable cookery, and do
vants,

mestic l-iilinouiness

and the tendency to out

dissipation will continue to flourish
raukly and ruinously.
We do not mean to say that the lady of
side

the house

should

prepare

the

turkey,

the

joint of meat, or the steak but she should
know how to do
thoroughly well then she
can instruct her assistants greatly to their
permanent benefit and to the comfort of the
We pity the lady who
ashamed of
family.
knowing how to make her home comfortable
by directing properly the preparation of the
family's food.

Wiilow-leaf Tea. —More than half mil
lion pounds of willow-leaf were made up at
a

costly

Let there

Let every woman
cookery.
be
wife and mistress of

Shanghai

last season, and palmed off as green

The willow-leaf as prepared can not ba
distinguished from green tea by the eye but

tea.

;

to health

is

and happiness, simply
and considered stylish.
Besides, these seasonings and artificial prepa

it

detrimental

dietary habits

their other moral virtues.

is

is

is

who has everything that
best, should be so
unwise as to eat and drink that which
so

as to

;

A

is

is,

expensive for people of middling means to
follow. But the chief defect in the recipes
that no man can be healthy and eat the
food prepared according to their rules. There
too much of the " one cup of butter, two
of sugar, three of flour, and four eggs,"
seasoned with cloves, cinnamon, nutmeg, etc.
Moreover, cook-book makers seem to think
they must minister to the production of the
material for grand banquets, and cater to the
rich, and to fashionable life.
poor man
can better afford to buy the right kind of
cook-book than anybody else. Information
which will tell him how his dollar can be
made to minister to the comfort of the family
in the largest degree should find the widest
sale and the most implicit confidence.
We
have often wondered why the millionaire,

rich

They live temperately, and their very persons
are clean internally and externally.
They are
serene
and long-lived, owing, we judge,

it

we have seen,

excepting those issued by hygienic reformers,
are, in the first place, filled with recipes too

families

might with propriety speak of it, we have
never been in near proximity to one who
smelled of rancid lard and antiquated linen.

quite as much to their correct

Nearly all the cook-books

because

Quaker who looked gross
and coarse and greasy in the face and
ws

to cover the difference in taste,

has to be

It can be
mixed with tea before being sold.
at
cost of about four cents
produced

a

fled.

We never saw

;

The world of condiments used in food is the
When men learn
great curse of the cuisine.
to eat beef as beef, and enjoy its taste in its
simplicity ; when they eat fruit without hav
ing two sugars to one fruit, and thus learn
how fruit tastes, they will soon forget they
have a stomach after their appetite is satis-

;

on the outside, he may well consider
amount which should be taken.

the

a

to

as

ple, he will be delighted to see how clean and
wholesome the old men and women look, and
how clear are the complexions of the young.

it

a man eat mince-pie or lobster-salad made
enough with condiments to draw a

a

If

strong
blister
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a
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pound, and can be used in the proportion of
twenty to forty per cent, of the whole mix
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The young leaves arc collected in
and May, very much in the manner that
The leaves are then
the tea-leaf is gathered.
turc.

April

distributed in heaps on hard thrashing-floors,
and allowed to ferment slightly in the sun.

Jjqjarfmcnt
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Afterward the leaves are trented exactly like
of the ordinary
tea-plant ; that is

those

to say,

they are arranged

in classes accord

ing to size, and then roasted in common teaI ovens.

of Jtkolojgg.

TrueChriitltnltywill gainbytveryit*pwhichif modeIn theknowladftof mi

SIGHTS I If CHINA

The Chinese ped
counterpart in pagandom.
dler is found in all parts of the country, and
frequently is seen in large towns and cities.
He is supplied with a small rattle which tele
He often wears sandals,
graphs his approach.
made of straw or strings

No. 2.

There are
selling artificial or fresh flowers.
many shops where artificial flowers are made,
and these are very numerous in kind, skillfully
fabricated, and very cheap. Girls and women
of all ages and conditions are exceedingly fond

A Chinese
woman does not consider herself dressed unless
she has one or more flowers, of some kind or
no un
other, inserted in her neat braids.
of wearing flowers in their hair.

is

features of Chinese
life is the traveling peddler.
Americans are accustomed sufficiently to this
to appreciate its
characteristic of civilization
the common

AMONG
ont-of-door

—

It

STREET

woven or worked together,
they being easier to walk
with than the ordinary na
tive shoes.
In the trans
portation
uses

of his wares he

a pole.

On one end

of this he carries

a covered
several trays
one upon another

basket with

a

it,

placed
in
and on the other end
will sometimes be seen
is

basket of different shape,
used for the pur
which
pose of stowing away old
shoes
and other second
hand materials which he
can make profitable use of,
and which he takes in ex
change for his wares. In
this respect, some compari
son maybe drawn between
the Chinese peddler and the

the streets
with his flowers exposed in
bamboo tray or
platter, which he carries on his head (see illus
tration). The seller of artificial flowers almost
always carries
large number which are placed

in sets of six or eight trays, each fitted one upou

a

erant vender of our home acquaintance in the
matter of keeping his eyes open to
bargain.
Many boys or young men make
living by

a

a

of fresh flowers usually traverses

a

a

common sight to see old and decrepit women
as pleased with
gaudy flower as many young
ladies in the rural districts of our own country
are with elegant wristlets or earrings.
A seller
a

to
one, who takes the opportunity
exchange his wares for cast-off clothing, old
hats, boots, etc. In the covered basket
to be
found
large variety of small articles, which
are interesting chiefly to women and girls —
thread, combs, false hair, tape, etc. The Chi
nese peddler does not differ much from the itin
is

American

1871.]

STREET SCENES IN CHINA.

the other, one set being suspended from one end
of his carrying pole, and the other from the

Like the peddler, lie carries a rattle
dextrously manages to sound by
turning the wrist of the hand in which ho holds

other end.

which

he
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them suddenly disappeared about ten years ago,
and has never been heard from. His parents
believe him to have been kidnapped.
Mr.
Doolittle, in the course of his remarks on
Chinese affairs, says : " At the present time
there is a man in Poochow visiting his parents
when fourteen years old,
and taken nearly to Amoy, 150 miles south,
where he was sold. Several years ago he heard

who was kidnapped

a

is

it,

the Gospel preached by some of the mission
aries who lived at Amoy, received
and after
ward became
now visiting
preacher. He
his parents for the first time since he was stolen,

thirteen or fourteen years ago.
are very common.
Every
article in use among the Chinese when broken,
readily finds
traveling tinker who will repair
it A mender of broken china
often called
some

is

a

Itinerant artisans

if

he were
upon for his services. Doubtless
introduced into our Western country where

is

dear, he would be highly esteemed
crockery
for his work's sake. The skill and dexterity
of this class of mechanics are curious and
Glass ware of all kinds and de
scriptions, as tumblers, lamp-chimneys, bottles,
and delicate china,
cracked, or even
badly
broken, can be mended and made nearly as
strong as new. Indeed, many foreigners prize

if

if

remarkable.

Those
it from one side to the other rapidly.
who wish to buy his flowers hail him as he
passes.

One occasionally sees a person in the streets
who acts the part of a crier or advertiser, by
going buck and forth, and making known who
is lost or what is stolen, and what reward will

He is easily recognized
by bis holding with one hand a small gong
which he now and then beats; he also displays
a reed, at one end of which is pasted a piece
of paper on which a description is written of
the lost or stolen individual or property, and
the amount of reward to be given in case of

be given to the finder.

It is the duty of this bell-man not
recovery.
only to parade the streets, and call attention to
the loss and the reward as made known on the
paper, but he should now and then stop, and,
having attracted a crowd about him, proceed to
describe at considerable length the nature of
the loss, so that his audience shall have all
It
particulars necessary to its discovery.
is not an uncommon circumstance for slaves
the

many years, had among his pupils two brothers
who lived not far from his residence. One of

broken piece of glass or china ware, which
has been dextrously repaired by rivets after the
Chinese fashion, more highly than before was
broken or cracked, simply on account of the
skill displayed by the artisan. With the Chi

it

a

and other girls as well as boys to be kidnapped
and taken to other places, and there sold. Our
Chinese correspondent, Rev. Justus Doolittle,
who lias taught in the missionary schools for

Phrenological Journal.
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nese

drill, the tinker makes a small hole on
of the crack or break, and then drives

each side

with a small hammer a diminutive staple-like
piece of iron or brass into the holes, and fast
ens it securely.
He repeats the process every
quarter or half an inch, or at greater intervals,
according to the agreement and the circum
stances of the case. The final result is that
the article is rendered

[Oct.,

[The size of brain alone is not the measure
of capacity or power, nor is there any justifi
cation in comparing a people with the ape
because of long arms or long legs. Such
measurements arc interesting, and may fur
nish data on which to base certain inferences.
What more ? It is quality, as well as quantity,
that governs, and in order to arrive at exact
textures, — blood tis

sen-iceable again, at an
expense varying from two or three cents to a
larger sum, according to the size of the article
and the kind of material used in the repair.
Iron rivets or staples are put in at the rate of

sue,

about five for a cent, if quite a number are
needed, including the labor of putting them in.
Brass or other metal increases the price.

Certain prejudiced ethnologists Jiave tried
to make out a case against the negro by as
structure — the
serting that his anatomical

ness, one must compare

well

nerve, muscle, bone, hair,
as size

etc., as

and races.

bones, etc. — was different

number of cranial

ternational Medical Congress in Florence.
He
states that the Italian at twenty-one years of

that of the Caucasian.
Whereas the
God made man in his own image, and
of one blood and all of the variations may
be reasonably accounted for without suppos
ing there were separate origins for the differ

age weighs upon an average 157 pounds, which
exceeds by at least 25 pounds the average

than the other, as one

weight of the French and Belgians, and is
the same as that of the Russians of Kasan.

is is

Physical Stbucttjbe of the Italians. —

skin,

of brain, to classify individuals

from

fact

;

civilized.

One

is

is

a

lower type
One
savage, and another
undeveloped, the other

ent tribes and nations.
is

on this subject, by Professor Limbroso, was some time ago read before the In
essay

is,

An

One in
disciplined, developed.
habits tropical countries, another temperate,
cultured,

People of low stature weigh proportionally
more than those of high stature.
Generally,

and another an arctic climate.

the inhabitants of large cities are taller than
those in small cities, is an assertion made by

tions, with the food, modes of life, etc., of each,
may have brought about all the difference

Dr. Limbroso, which is at variance with the

which we

see among the races

of man.]

made, that with the increase of

skulls from the twentyfirst year and upward have been measured
by the Professor, and he finds that the cranial
capacity, or hollow bounded by the skull, is
greatest in Tuscany, next in Venctia and
Liguria, and least in Sicily or Sardinia.
than two thousand

a

a

a

The final monrnful ritual o'er, they counted the estate,
And humbly pray'd the good Che-hsicn he would ad
ministrate.
The good Che-hslen
had pondered much, the lawyers
had been heard
The widow should receive the half,— the elder son

a

the former, therefore, is supposed to approach
more nearly to the type of the ape.
More

proud Imperial walls (extol then), host*
above.
Spread through those blest Celestial halls the breath of
truth and love),
A general postman, sure and brief, after well-spent 111*
Died, leaving drowned in pions grief two children and
wire.

third;
"Che" is
Magistrate.
very common prefix to
names in China, as common, for example, as " John.'
" Hsien," however,
not
suffix like " son," but titu
lar,
o. o. 0.
a

brian is marked by the extraordinary
length
; the Venetian by that of his leg;

of his arm

In Nankin's

a

quently suffice to give blonde hair to a Sicil
ian.
In respect to length of limbs, the Cala-

sino of law that's rational, the bulwark of the right,—
Our great palladium national, to us shining light
Of balanced scale and verdict meet as nation ever Raw—
Where Wisdom on the judgment-seat propounds Um
ends of law.

*

fluence in this respect.
The northern climate
produces blonde hair, the southern black ; yet
race very often predominates over climate, and
a few drops of Greek or Norman blood fre

OF KOON-FU-TSZE.

BY CHOM-Clim-CKO.

;

monly among the Venetians and Lombards,
black hair among the Romans, Neapolitans,
and Calabrians.
Climate exercises a great in

THE JUDGMENT

is

a city, there is degeneration of
structure and muscular strength.
Blonde hair, he tells us, is found more com

I

population of

the physical

*

olwervations

These condi

MODERN

1871.]

A ninth, the younger*s portion was ; and then, should
ani;ht remain,
That, for his trouble, as a fee, should take the good Chchsicn.
All the effects were Tartar Bteeds, In number seventeen.
Aud these how to divide aright puzzled the good Chehsien.
Tho interested parlies, too, grumbled and made a row, —
No Btecd. they swore, should be sold off,— but, to divide
them, how I
That way came the Philosopher, the glorious Koon-futsze ;
The Chc-hsien said, " I drop the case,— Master I do thou
decree I "
The Sage spread out his learned robe, and shook his
reverend wig,—
Paused, — shifted the judicial chair, with looks of wis
dom big,
And said, " Soh, I administrate ; but tell mo not of fees :
I have my ministerial pay, and nought will take from
theBe ;
Moreover," — here the litigants raised an applausive
shout ;
Tho loon-choon * bellowed, '* Silence, there ! " and kick
ed a sailor out ;—
"Moreover, to facilitate of legal claims the course, —
To aid decision just and prompt, / give another horse,
And thus,"— but here the lawyers raised an astonished
shout !
(The constable, indignant, kicked another sailor ont.)
" Behold, now, eighteen steeds there be. Widow, thy
share is nine.
Elder, thy third— take six for thee. Youngster, two
steeds are thine."

All, going from the court, extolled the great and virtuous
man
Who had prevented further strife by such a generous
plan.
Koon-fu-tsze cocks his learned wig, winking with sol
emn fun,
"
And quietly mounts tho " generous gift he has confer
red on none.
Oh, peoples all, who read this tale, how happy ye would
be,
Were but the judges over you aa wise as Koon fu-tsze.t

—

MODERN GIANTS.
"VTOW
-i-^i

and then we meet with mammoth

men and

affirmation

women

that giants
ter of ancient history.

who illustrate the
arc not quite

a mat

The Scientific Ameri
can not long since published the following
interesting interview :
" On
Friday, January 27, the floor of our
office trembled under the tread of the largest
client that ever pressed its boards.
Seating
himself at our desk, on a chair (as much out
of proportion to his bulk as an ordinary baby's
chair would be to a common- sized man), this
* Constable.

t

Confucius.

GIANTS.
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huge individual

of

explained

to us the nature

for which he was desirous to
Having transacted his busi
patent.

an invention

secure a

ness, and created a very unusual sensation
among the numerous attaches of the office,
he rose to depart.
On his way out, our asso
him, and
ciate editor adroitly approached

succeeded in gaining from him the following
statement, the publication of which, in our
sober columns, will, we are sure, minister to
that love of the marvelous,

a trace

of which

always remains, even in the most philosophic
bosom.

" The name of the individual referred to is
Colonel Ruth Goshen, and he resides at pres
ent in Algonquin, III.
He is a native of Tur
key in Asia, and was born among the hills of
Palestine.
He is the fifteenth, and last child
— ten sons
(the baby) of a family of fifteen
and five daughters — sired by a patriarch now
ninety years old, living in the valley of Da
mascus, and by occupation a coffee planter.

This venerable
time, 520

sire weighs,

pounds

at the

present

avoirdupois, and his wife,

aged sixty-seven, weighs 5G0 pounds.
"The entire family are living, and not one

The
of them weighs less than 500 pounds.
oldest son weighs G30 pounds, and the young
est, our huge client, outstripping them all,
Not one of the family
in height, and the Colonel
a stripling of only 7 feet 8 inches in his
He is not an unduly fat man, ii
stockings.
merely what would be called moderately
portly, and is thirty-three years old.
" He was a colonel in the Austrian army in
1859, and a colonel commanding in the Mex
ican army at the battle of Puebla, May 5th,
1862, in which the Mexicans were victorious.
His father at one time resided in Leeds, Eng.,
but returned to Turkey in 1845.
" The Colonel states that there has never
been any sickness in the family to speak of,
and that all are —so far as he knows — well
It was at Leipsic, Germany, that
and hearty.
the Colonel met his fate in the person of a
fair madthen, weighing 190 pounds, and 5 feet
9 inches in height ; the union has been bless
ed with two sons, who give promise of rival
ing their father in stature. The Colonel is a
man ; walks with a firm
finely-proportioned
weighs

is
is

650 pounds.

less than 7 feet

and elastic step ; is as straight as an arrow,
and has coal-black eyes, hair, and mustache.
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to urge his suitability for the position.
This, exemplified almost daily, exhibits
the great excess of the clerical supply
over the needs of metropolitan trade,
and the resultant effect, a low rate of

wages to the average clerk, is reasonably
accounted for. Young men by the hun
dred lounge listlessly about the streets
month after month, and perhaps year af
ter year, a burden upon industrious and

NEW YORK,
OCTOBER,

frugal yet foolishly fond parents, waiting
for some " opening."
Time and talents

1871.

AGRICULTURE AND AMERICAN
INDIFFERENCE.

are thus wasted, which in some trade or
honest manual vocation would yield them

" A

those at home.

POPULATION

accustomed

to

a comfortable

support

besides relieving

labor is the important necessity
for the substantial development of our

On the other hand, the intelligent for
eigner, who comes to our shores with a

great country," said a leading Southern
statesman not long since in the course

proper sense of the uses of labor, scru
ples not to take up those laborious voca
tions which the American, in his foolish
disdain, rejects. A few square rods of

of

an address on the subject

tion.

There

has been

an

of immigra
unhealthful

growth of late years among the people
of our Atlantic States — at least, it is more
marked here than elsewhere in the Union
— a growth of sentiment adverse to phys
ical labor, particularly that labor which
renders the earth tributary to man's
nourishment.
Agriculture appears to
have fallen

into disrepute among edu
cated Americans, and preference is shown
for the varied enterprises of commerce,

or for the quieter walks of professional
life. There is an undue aggregation of
Young America in the larger cities.
Trivial and subordinate clerkships or

" places "

in

stores and counting-rooms

being eagerly seized by young men
whose education and physical vigor, if
applied to agriculture, horticulture, or
tome industrial occupation adapted to

land in the suburbs of the city becomes
his working capital, and soon his wagon,
loaded with tempting vegetables or lus
cious fruits, is seen slowly rolling toward
the market-place.
A beginning once
made, he is quite sure to advance toward
Who are the gardeners and
horticulturists
on whose industry
and
skill our markets chiefly depend for their

fortune.

steady supplies
ers?

?

Are they not foreign

Now the indifference 6hown toward
agricultural pursuits by the modern
American is due to a false opinion.
He
thinks that in becoming a farmer he loses
valuable intellectual, social, and esthetic
privileges, and so is sure to retrograde in
culture and refinement.

lie

practically

their capacity,

forgets the important place which agricul
ture holds and must ever maintain in the

a clerk for some

economy of the nation, and he fails to
realize that among the public men of the
past and of the present there have been

would, in a few years,
in
them
comparative
independence.
place
A New York merchant advertises for
inferior

department in
his warehouse, and at once an eager
throng of bearded men and beardless
youth invade its precincts, each prepared

farmers of robust ability and
brilliant talent.
Besides, he does not
appreciate the fact that the sphere of
and

are

AGRICULTURE
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AND AMERICAN INDIFFERENCE.

letters owes much to authors and poets
who have found the transition from the

plow to the study easy and productive
of a healthy mentality, not only for
themselves, but for a world that eagerly
feeds upon the creations of their pen.
The steady pursuit of agriculture at a
distance from a large city, we grant, will

259

may freshen and stimulate a healthy ap
petite for intellectual food, and impart
that steady reflective condition so essen
tial to the thorough assimilation of the
ideas and perceptions drawn in from the

world without.
Our notion of agricultural pursuits
scarcely that of the poet :

is

prevent that intimate and close personal
association with the better types of intel
ligence and culture which is only to be

" Retirement, rural quiet, friendship, books,

found in old centers of commerce and
general enterprise, but the press prevents
anything

for it savors more of the nervous energy
of our American atmosphere ; but there
is in that brief picture of Thomson the

teems

spirit

approaching isolation, for it
with all that is witty, sprightly,
wise, instructive, and refining in the
best classes of American society, and

brings to one's door, wherever he may
be in all the broad sweep of his glorious
land, those elevating influences which,
under the most favorable circumstances,
were he dependent upon his own efforts,
would fail to secure.
There is so

he

much that is vain and superficial in city
life, that it may be doubted by the earn
est

and serious student

of letters and

science whether its experience may profit
him.
Indeed, such a one pursues his
studies apart from the multitude in re
tirement, \i liere the current of his reflec
tions may not be embarrassed or inter
rupted.
The judicious pursuit of husbandry is
to-day ripe with advantages, and the
eyes

of our youth should

bo opened

to

Science and art have been

tribu
tary to the farmer, and provided for his
use wonderful instruments which at once

them.

ease

his labor

and hasten its perform
voca

He finds in his diversified

ance.

tion opportunities for the application of
the highest intellectual attainments, and
he can point to rich results which were

of the most extended sci
To him no learning
His employments in
amiss.

the fruit only

entific

will

research.

come

the field, in the mill, in the granary may
be made conservators of mental vigor,

Ease and alternate labor, useful life.
Progressive virtue, and approving Heaven,"

which is essential to their proper
Sentimentally and esmore can the human

understanding.
thetically, what
heart desire?

Politically considered, if our national
prosperity continues to be so much de
pendent upon agricultural and industrial
interests, the men who drive the plow and
wield the sledge must exert a most pow
erful influence upon American civil af
fairs ; in fact, if the past serve as a guide
by which we may affirm anything of the
future, these men of the plow and anvil
will control the balance of power and
sway our destinies.

There is that in the

pursuit of agriculture which imparts an
element of manliness.
The free, open
country contributes to freedom and in
dependence of thought, and this quality
of mind, strengthened and developed by
education, is peculiar to the true Ameri

A thousand, and this is a
moderate estimate, of such men in each
State of the Union would inspire it with
an irresistible energy for progress and

can farmer.

prosperity.
Let our young men be admonished
not to crowd aud strain for places in the
close and hungry city, and not to ac
cept niggardly wages for hard and pro
tracted toil, but let them go into the
meadows and hillsides of the East or on
the rich prairies of the West, and there
aspire to success through

the intelligent
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Let them not
abandon altogether this generous gift
of Providence to the frugal son of toil
cultivation

of the

soil.

who comes from a foreign clime.

frequently
because

stopping

more than

on the death

side,

half of the time dur

ing the day and night they are thus pent
up and half stifled for the want of pure
air.

BAD

AIR.

lit,

the breath of life, is the first
want of the human beitig, and it
is also the last.
At every pulsation du
A

ring life we need this life-sustaining ele
ment.
Yet one would suppose by the
bad ventilation

of

street cars,
churches, and lecture-rooms that man
was made to live without air, — at least
that

it was

a

houses,

of

matter

indifference

whether he had much or little, or whether

it was good or bad. We read often in
the papers of the death of persons from
suffocation in wells, mines, or in rooms
warmed by charcoal burned in an open
vessel, or of suffocation by escaping gas,
and we are startled, wondering why peo

If

one is shut up
they breathe.
in a small room without any admission
of fresh air, the air contained within the
becomes impure by having
breathed over and over, and very
great lassitude or depression of life and
spirits is the consequence.
People live
in tenement-houses in New York, six or

room soon
been

stories high, one room above an
other, some having seventy-five families
in a house, and each family containing
seven

from five to eight persons, with no appli
ance for ventilating the whole building

to aerate or revitalize the blood (which is
by the atmospheric air), and
change it from dark venous blood to
there met

bright scarlet arterial blood, thus
paring it to carry life to every part
tissue of the system. In the lungs
blood loses many of its impurities

;

pre
and
the
and

takes on the life-giving oxygen from the
air; and in proportion as the air is abun
dant and pure which we breathe, in that
proportion we have the glow of health
and the enthusiasm of living which comes
from well-vitalized

blood.

People

live in the cities, especially those

ple will be so careless ; yet thousands of
people die by inches, or only half live,
in consequence of the impurity of the air
which

The blood requires to be revitalized
constantly within the lungs by coming
In
in contact with atmospheric air.
deed, that is the whole office of the lungs,

who

of intel

ligence and culture, study the subject el'
ventilation and do more to promote i;
Houses that
than people in the country.
are built with low ceilings, ami are some
times located near to miasmatic swamps,

not as healthful residences, though
located in the country, as most of the
better kind of residences in the city
where the ceilings are high and the win
are

dows permitted to come down from the
top. In nine-tenths of the farm-houses,
and probably in more than half the houses
in villages, the windows are not arranged
so as to be pulled down from the top ; and
millions of people in this country sleep
in small rooms without any effort at ven
tilation.
During the day, their houses,

the inhabitants being ignorant of the ne
cessity for ventilating their own rooms re

in warm weather, are more or less open,
and the people circulate freely in the

spectively, is it a wonder that such places
show heavy bills of mortality ? One
looks pityingly at the poor, pale, languid

open air ; but their

ventilation.

little slips of girls and boys, and watches
the weary, half-dead infants who are bal
ancing between life and death, — more

bottom of the window

sleeping apartments
of having no

are execrable, on account

People bury themselves in
feather beds, and shut their bedroom
doors, and sometimes they will raise the
an inch, but not

Bad a in.
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of his life by inches
mental vigor.
Under

cut. should get in. They
of the draft, and keep it out,

much more, lest a
are afraid

201

destroys his
such circumstan
loss for something
and

ces we are never at

experiences in this matter of ventilation,
and
or the want of
may be of ser
We fre
vice to some to refer to them.

on air, and the windows are pulled down

of that excellent subject.
meetings are statedly lield during the
We have seen fif
summer and winter.
tion

hundred

with

a ceiling

hall
people packed into
not more than ten feet
a

teen

a

a

high,
place not originally constructed
for
public lecture-room, some second
or third story fitted up for the use of a

a

•

or raised.

We remember

this sort which

one room

of

had been

for three months

fitted up, and
the society had occu

and the windows could neither
pied
be raised nor lowered because they were

with the paint which had been
put on at the beginning, showing that the
society had been living there two hours of
set fast

an evening every week without any ven
tilation except that which might come

in

Their

to talk about at the start, and never pro
ceed until we have given
dissertation

it,

it

it,

quently deliver lectures on temperance
before associations devoted to the promo

a

they look and feel depressed and
unrefreshed in the morning.
We have had some unpleasant personal
and

through the doors or crevices. In some
such lecture-rooms we have persuaded
the people to make an opening from the
ceiling to the roof, to let off the heat of
the gas-burners and take away the foul

To make their room

air, while other rooms where we have
lectured several times, and given similar

it

temperance society, the partitions being
taken out so as to make
roomy, and
no original effort having been made for
its

ventilation.

teakettle

in

of which would boil

a

pleasant in the evening they must needs
have an abundant light, and we have
counted thirty or forty gas-burners, each
fifteen

advice, remain unventilated.
The ferry-boats plying between New

York

and the adjacent

cities are some

platform, and on that platform we could
almost touch the ceiling; and in such

obtained

;

a

room filled with people breathing the air
over and over again then put
speaker
on the platform, his head surrounded by

in

their cabins except that which may be
from the doors, and these
cool weather are kept shut with strong

springs, while the cabins are kept heated
Some of the old
at
high temperature.
ferry-boats had openings to let off the
a

a

a

a

room not
window was open, not
gimlet hole for ventilation.
Imagine the
amount of heat given out in such
low

a

of them splendid in their appointments,
particle of ventilation in
yet have not

a

minutes, all being lower than the eyes
of the speaker when he stood on the

foul air from the cabins, but the new
In the

ones have no such arrangement

the lungs of
thousand people and the
heated, burned air from the gas-lights,

"
sogentlemen's cabin — erroneously
—
men
of
out
the
called
forty or fifty
will
seventy or one hundred which

and you have the surroundings of tem
perance lecturer trying to instruct and

contain, will be seen smoking bad cigars
or the dirtiest of old pipes; and when

it

remembered that every few min
made with new passen
trip
is

is

utes

a

a

entertain men and women who are seek
ing freedom from rum, and are not wise
enough to know that there are other

"

it

of impurity directly from

a

an atmosphere

to pure air, and not accustomed to the
fumes of the detestable pipe or cigar,

it

is

man whip his
though
may not make
wife or squander his property, robs him
a

no
gers, and that in this cabin there
ventilation except by the doors,
may
be well imagined that one accustomed

it

forms of intemperance as well as drink
Poisonous
ing poisonous liquor.
air,
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are so constructed

that they can not be

They are hung nearly .on
kept open.
and
the center,
there is no friction ar

openings could be made without
any noise, or could be closed without
trouble, and it would save the sexton a
great deal of work, and the audience a
great deal of ill-health.

Air

is abundant

will rush in of itself; and
place for
when the air
made foul by being
breathed over and over again,
will
hurry out, because lighter, and the out
ward air will rush in and take its place,

ranged to keep them in place, so that as
soon as they are opened they swing back

because heavier.

again.

ful,

We are amazed and indignant that in
great commercial cities, with all their
collected wisdom, their medical colleges,

air

and when the house becomes crowded, it
is not convenient to open the windows,
and people do not wish to make a dis
we could build a
turbance to do it.

If

church, or have one constructed

in har

it
is

is

it

!

appeals,
us in

this

:

A

to recom

for curing

good and safe remedy
"
drunkenness
?

mend

A

simple, categorical answer will not ap
case.
Here and there
profess
ed reformer who recommends medical specif
is

ply in this

another, that some kind of alcoholic
liquor be put into every kind of food and
euten by the victim until he becomes so dis
that he will crave no
gusted and sick of
more still another, who advises that the pa
tient be sent to an asylum for inebriates and
confined therein, and treated until all hank
ering for "fire-water" shall have ceased;
and another would have the victim " taper
small horn, and after each
off" by taking
dram cutting away with
knife portion of
the horn, so that
will hold less and less,
until the entire horn shall be finally cut
the determination to drink.
away, and with
ics

it

a

pulled down or up, but
when the audience begins to come in, the
room is cool enough and the air is fresh ;

have a window

Journal

" Will you have the kindness

it

to let off the foul air, and permit the fresh
air to take its place. Most of them can

manner

the

in all sincerity, to

it

churches, in the large cities even, and
not one in fifty in the country, have any
special means adapted to ventilate them,

HEADER of
doubtless

a

ventilation.
No wonder the people \i ent
to sleep in sermon time. We venture
the opinion that not one -half of the

A

FOR INEBRIETY.

CUKE

a

years since any church within our knowl
edge had any preparation whatever for

the most need

;

such an atmosphere in public boats and
cars and assembly rooms. It is but a few

Air

the most abundant, and
the
Let us have
cheapest of all good things.

;

and ten thousand doctors, the people are
permitted thus to sweat and swelter in

and cheap.
It does
; if we make a

not need to be invited in

it

have swinging, ventilating windows ob
viously intended to admit pure air and
permit the foul air to escape, but they

that

a

The street cars of our cities are very
little better, in respect to proper means
of ventilation, than the ferry-boats. They

men from going to sleep.
Ventilators
might be worked with wires through the
ceiling, just as bell wires are worked, so

a

the frosts of
cabin, preferring
winter, or even the rain, to an atmo
sphere which such a place would afford.
either

ton without disturbing the congregation,
air enough might be let in to
keep women from fainting, and strong
so that

is

beings. It may readily be believed,
also, that we always take a stand on the
front end of the boat, rather than in

mony with physiological laws, we would
have it arranged so that the windows and
ventilators could be adjusted by the sex

is

But this is the " gentlemen's cabin,"
arranged and provided by the wealthy
company to be occupied by human

[Oar.,

it

must hold his breath in passing through
such a place, or be nearly suffocated.

it,
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RUNNING IN

between a manly

weak slave ? Is he will
with the latter ? Can he
trust himself no more ? What 1 a human
wreck ! and r.H through one small leak ?
Sound and
and that leak the appetite ?
strong in every other part, but weak — almost
A plank damaged by
to rottenness — here?
man and

ing to

a poor

be classed

the ship's striking on a rock, or from defects
which existed undiscovered in the start, must

It

be taken out, and a new one fitted in.

can

We
by a good workman.
lighten— enlighten — the ship ; heave

safely be done
must

her on her sides, or put her into a dry dock
It will be found that the most

for repairs.
satisfactory

course

in

such

cases,

after

re

pairing damages the best we can, is to keep
clear of the rocks and quicksands in future.
" Taste not, tOuch
Yield to no temptations.
"
that which is an enemy to
not, handle not
" biteth like an adder."
your peace and
Stop

!

No tampering

; no

to take up another.

dropping one stimulant
We now and then find

stops smoking or snuffing to take
Is not this " out of the fryingup chewing.
into
the
fire?"
No " substitute " is to
pan

one who

l>e sought, but the patient is to take into his
mouth or stomach only that which is natural

food

or natural

drink

converted into healthful
muscle, bone, etc.

; that

which may

be

blood, tissue, nerve,
the way to over

In short,

is, not to drink stimulants.
The drinker must drink no more. He must
stop, and in an earnest, prayerful spirit ask
God for strength and grace to resist the
Appe
temptation and overcome the desire.
tite must be subordinated to the intellect
Can you do it ? Are
and the moral sense.
you a man ? or are you a slave ? God pity
the poor weak imbeciles who can not help it !

come drunkenness

RUNNING IN

A

BUT.

and narrow minds always run in
Large and comprehensive minds
originate ideas and strike out original courses.
A monkey can imitate, but it requires a man

SMALL
ruts.

account.
Our long headed
John Calvin, our broad-headed Martin Luther,
and our high-headed John Wesley, lead their
Newton, Har
millions of followers to-day.
men,
vey, Fulton, Gall were large-minded
We, lesser
and made original discoveries.
lights, profit by their teachings, and follow
in their wake.
The only objection to this
" rut fraternity "
that they oppose meas
ures which, if carried out, would result in
The world changes. One season
their good.
succeeds another.
Daylight succeeds dark
same to profitable

One gcneratiou--yes,
generation — suc
ceeds another.
And the world moves. Let
ness.

us move with it.
Those who oppose will b«
run over, crushed, and left behind the ever
Instead of following
forward movement.
blind and fallible guides, let us look to the
Is our course
great Teacher, and follow Him.
Light from
through dark and dismal ways
heaven, through faith, will shine on our path
and make the way " all serene." Let us get
out of the ruts of ignorance, skepticism, su
perstition, fear, despondency, and spiritual
death, and come up into the open way whose
roads are straight and free from impediments,
and which are illuminated by the brightness
of truth.
?

to see the difference

is,

ness

Memoranda. — In this number we publish
of Goldsmith's most cel
ebrated poem, " The Deserted Village," with
notes and new illustrations. The encourage
"
ment accorded by readers in publishing The
make
another
Traveller" has induced us to
venture in what
beyond all question stand
It was our intention to
ard English poetry.
portrait of Miss Phoebe Cary with
present
the brief sketch of the sisters, which appears
on page 266, but we were unable to procure
suitable likeness in time.
the first installment

is

m
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a

But, seriously, does one realize that he
a drunkard? Has ho not enough manli

way.

RUT.

of mind — something more than instinct— to
A small-minded man may be sharp
originate.
and shrewd enough to follow and pick up the
mental crumbs of a larger mind, and turn the

Go to tiie Fair— In the United Slates and
the neighboring provinces there will he held
more than six hundred State and county fairs
The great utility of these exhibi
this year!
tions

of

is

They
These methods are compromises.
may suit some natures that may not be reach
ed or affected in a more direct and manly

A

a

1871.]

beyond question.

the best productions

The best specimens
of fruits, flowers, veg
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ctables, grains, grasses, poultry, cattle, domes
tic implements, etc., are brought to public
view. Valuable experiences and observations
are exchanged, and the sum of real knowledge
greatly increased. Look into those stalls and
note the beautiful forms of high-bred cattle,
That is what judicious
sheep, and poultry.
" Will it
breeding, feeding, and care will do.
pay?" It will pay ; and when it is known to
farmers that a Shorthorn, a Southdown, Shrop
shire, or Merino will bring twice or thrice
more than common stock, they will avail them

pe^m-tm^rtt

say nothing

Self-interest,

to

of patriotism, will impel them tc

this.
Hence we commend these fairs, and
would have one held each year, first in every
town or county, then in every State.
It would
bring about many other desirable results which
we have not time or space now to mention.
There are abuses. Granted, — and we will add,
there will be losses and disappointments ; but
these will lie trifling compared with the great
good which will come of all such exhibitions.
Go to the fair, and see the sights.

|)rienq,

jjducatton.

BY DASHES.

BY FRANCIS OEURY FAIRFIELD.

The plan of the
the " Panstenographicon."
work includes synopses of all systems of ste
nography, ancient and modern, from the abbre
viations of the Roman notaries and the old

Greek writers to the complicated systems of
modem phonography, as now practiced by
New York Court reporters, and the new sys

of stenography, lately developed by Eu
The
ropean inquiry in the same direction.
projectors of the work solicit contributions,
discussing the various methods of shorthand
tems

now prevalent, and propose, if possible, to
solve the question of the relative utility of the
different systems discussed, and intelligently
to recommend the universal adoption of some
one of them.

it,

the difficulty of avoiding
appears to pre
clude the adoption of the phonographic method
for purposes of written intercommunication.

In

this respect, stenography as practiced by
reporters, substantially according to
the system of Thomas Gurney, seems to have

London
the

advantage

of phonography

as

practiced

here.

The two Dresden professors have, in the
three or four numbers of their pamphlet printed
thus far, disseminated considerable curious in
the purpose of the writer
Timothy Bright, in 1588,
method of writing that justly en
originated
titles him to the appellation of the " father of
modern shorthand."
In the preface of his book

formation, which
to condense.
Dr.

dedicated to Queen Elizabeth, the Doctor tra
to Cicero, but with little founda

ces shorthand

difficult for one expert to translate the notes of
another — has thus far prevented the adoption
of the system as the vehicle of written commu
nication, and limited it rigidly to the business
of reporting.
In a word, phonographic writ
ers fall by practice into the habit of using log

shortened and unintelligible longhand
rather than a system of shorthand as the latter
now understood.
The ancient Greeks, also,

fore,

method of abbreviation that redu
practiced
ced the labor of writing about one-half
and
this
as far back as the two German profess
;

The individuality

gradually engrafted by every writer of phonogra
phy upon the general system as taught in the
text-books — an individuality that renders it

system of abbreviation — B. F. standing for
fatum, R. P. for res pubUca, P. R. for
Romania popuiut, and so on — and was, there

bonum

a

Dresden publication
deal of historical information.

The shorthand practiced by the
tion in fact.
ancient Romans was really nothing more than

a

professional

is

reporters,
and the
correspondents;
has already elicited a vast

to

a

The subject is one of more than passing im
portance, not only
but to commercial

ograms of their own invention, to the detri
ment of the intelligibility of their notes ; and
thejreneral prevalence of this habit, united to

it
is

patient Germans- Profess
or Krieg and Dr. Zeibig, of Dresden —
toavc recently commenced the collection of ma
terial for a history of shorthand, to be printed
in monthly numbers, under the terrible title of

a

COUPLE of

is

A

selves of the improvements.

of juxraiun},

WRITING

[Oct.,

ors have been able to get.
They have, not,
therefore, yet elicited tbe genesis of ancient
shorthand, which lies farther back in the now

Writing bt bashes.

mi.]

The hie
misty ages of Egyptian civilization.
roglyphics of Egypt constitute, in fact, the first
elaborate method of which history has preserv
ed any record.
It was, in some respects, pecu
liar, and consisted of six hundred and thirtysix signs, the reading of which was based upon
a very simple principle, which is thus formu
lated by that patient Egyptologist, Dr. Gustav
Seyflarth : " Every hieroglyphic
picture rep
resents primarily the several consonants in the

Thus, the
name of the picture contained."
picture of the firmament, in old Egyptian
Phtha, stands for the two consonants p and t ;
and throughout the whole six hundred and
thirty-six, as the learned Doctor has proved,
not a single exception to the principle is pre
In fact, the hieroglyphic system, in
sented.
stead

of being symbolical

or ideographic, is
alphabet of considerable

merely a shorthand
complication.
The next shorthand, far from being that of
the ancient Greeks, is preserved in that cum
brous system of ligatures which renders it so
difficult to master the Sanscrit alphabet, result
ing in four or five hundred primary alphabetic
signs, many of them so near alike as to be whol
ly undecipherable, except by the most micro
scopic nicety of eye on the part of the student.
The ampersand of the current English alpha
bet may be quoted as illustrative of this sys
tem, which, with considerable simplification,
was transmitted to the Greeks. The parent of
modem shorthand is not, therefore, the method
of abbreviation mentioned by Dr. Bright as
having engaged the attention of Cicero,
the ancient habit of writing by ligatures
pressing two or three letters in one.

After

the decay

but
ex

of Greek and Roman civili

zation, the subject slumbers until the latter
part of the sixteenth century, when Dr. Bright,
taking a hint from Mr. Ratcliff, of Plymouth,
resuscitates it in his treatise dedicated to the

265

It is likely that Bales took
of his invention from the old Rabbini
cal system of indicating vowels by points in
ancient Semitic.

the hint

Hebrew as then written ; but, be this as it may,
his departure from Bright is in the direction of
modern shorthand, and enfolds its primitive
germ.

John Willis, a clergyman, next attempted ta
solve the problem, but, in his writing by dashes,
fell into the error of using a couple of strokes
to the letter, thus vitiating
his invention.
Moreover, the angularity of his letters, and
the consequent difficulty of conjoining
them,
rendered his art impracticable. Edmund Willis,
Henry Dix, Mr. Maud, and William Folkingham, in 1613, 1630, 1633, and 1635, mnde at

tempts to improve upon the invention of John
Willis, but were unsuccessful in all-important
The right angle appears to have
particulars.
constituted their principal vehicle, and, placed
in different positions, represented half a dozen
different letters of the alphabet. Thus stood
shorthand at the advent of Thomas
Gurney in London, in 1731, whence dates mod
ern stenography.
English

In 1738, having reduced Mason's word-signs
from several thousands to one hundred, Gur
ney printed his system, which was soon intro

duced into court reporting. Verbatim notes of
trials of Warren Hastings, Lord George
Gordon, and of other causes cekbrcs were thus
preserved ; and, in 1860, the great efforts of
Burke, Sheridan, and Fox were, by the British
the

Government, pointed from the original notes
taken by Thomas Gurney in 1788 and 1789.
Meanwhile, Germany and Holland had not
Daniel Schwcnter, of Altdorff, Misscmberg, had, early in the seventeenth century,
arranged an art of shorthand adapted to the
German language ; but neither he nor his suc

been idle.

Queen. This was in 1588, two years before
Peter Bales printed his work on " Swift Writ
ing, True Writing, and Fair Writing," a quaint

George Philip Hardoerffer, had been
very successful. Johan Rcyner, of Rotterdam,
Holland, in 1673, was, however, the first to
elaborate a complete shorthand
alphabet,
whence dates the system of modern phonog

title covering a world of curious speculation.
"
Granger, in his Biographical History of Eng
land," mentions Bales as having been an adept

raphy as distinct from the stenography of Eng
lish invention — the former depending primarily
upon letter-signs, the latter upon word-signs.

in the method of writing by

Reyner adhered, however, to the angular
shapes of the letters, appearing in the art as
interpreted by Bales, and hence his method,
thougli clear and ingenious, was next to un-

dashes.

Bales

appears to have conceived the idea of heading
his words with Roman letters, and indicating
the rest by disposing commas, periods, dashes,
and other marks about the initial letter. This
was an advance upon the system of Dr. Bright,
which depended upon the retention of the con
sonants and the omission of the vowels, and
constituted nothing

more than a return to the

cessor,

mosterable.
Coming down to 1837, the system of Isaac
Pitman appears, bo far, to be the most manage
able.
Pitman was the first to discard the right
angle, but he bases his art, nevertheless, upon

Phrenological Jo uunal.
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geometry. A circle intersected by two diame
ters, one perpendicular, the other horizontal,
and again intersected diagonally by two diam

system was approved in 1884, and printed.
A
second edition appeared in 1839 ; in 1843 his
second work was completed ; and, in 1850, a

gives eight segments and four straight
lines, which may be made to represent twelve
letters by a mere difference of disposition.
Draw these same signs with a heavy stroke
instead of a light one, and an alphabet of

year after his death, his last and elaborated
grammar of the new system was made public.

eters,

twenty-four letters is provided for. This is sim
ple— simplicity itself, — and hence the Pitman
system has, even in London, gradually super

The method at this point was taken up and
practically perfected by the Royal Stenographic
Institute of Dresden, Saxony, and is now almost
exclusively employed by Continental reporters.
In 1800 it was, by Alfred Geiger, of Dresden,
adapted to the English language. Its method

seded the long prevalent system of Gurney.
Thus far the Saxon has led the German ; but
here, again, the plodding Teuton claims to

is simple ; its vocalization quite perfect, with
an average of one stroke to the syllable.
But
its chief advantage seems to be that, while one

take the lead, in the invention of Francis Xavier
Gabelsberger, of Bavaria, who began his study
of the problem in 1817, and cogitated seven

is learning to write longhand, he is at the same
time practicing the primary strokes of short
hand. It may be written six times as fast in

for
anything
years before submitting
publication.
Gabelsberger was born in 1789,
and was, consequently, forty-five years old
when he perfected his invention, which repre
sents a new point of departure.
Disliking,
probably, the angular and uncouth shapes in

the style of correspondence as ordinary long
hand, while, in the style of reporting, it is much
more rapid. This method is now the only one

teen

vogue, he begins with an analysis of the ordi
nary current writing, selecting thestrokes most
frequently occurring, from which he forms his

taught in Germany, Russia, Sweden, Norway,
Italy, and Greece — in all of which it forms a
part of the academic curriculum.
May we not
entertain the hope that after three centuries of
struggle, the world in this new system lias been
provided with a shorthand which may ulti

Submit
alphabet and his double consonants.
to the Bavarian Academy of Sciences, his

mately supersede the current absurd and tedi
ous longhand ?

ted

ALICE AND P H(EBE CART.

a

tender harmony teaches a lesson of love and
womanly virtue which it would be well for
many who are left to learn.
Alice was five years her sister's senior, but

obituary notices of Alice in every paper all
over the land.
"We have an opportunity,"
said he, " of knowing this, because on looking
through our exchanges we found the most ob
scure papers contained
notice of her death,
and all spoke of her not alone as
poetess, but
a

er, and scarcely less gifted, sister breathed her
last. The two, united so entirely in life, have
Their story
not in death been long divided.
should be written and read together, for its

over the whole Union. At the time of Alice
Cary's death, an editor of one of our leading
illustrated weeklies said to the writer, that the
universal love, and more than this, warm friend
ship felt for both sisters was evinced by the

friend.

a

is not many months since the death of
Cary was recorded, and a few weeks
ago tidings came from Newport that on the
morning of the 31st of July, Phoebe, the young

ITAlice

It was

ity which made them famous, more than any
wonderful genius. In the poems of the elder

As Phoebe herself expressed
" feeble echoes " of the
these poorae were but
well-known poets of the day.
Very soon after the appearance of this volume
Their career in this
they came to New York.
With compara
remarkable one.
city was

of their religious faith was evinced in that un
conscious manner which teaches the best lesson

a

tively few friends at the outset, they rapidly
gr.'ned
social and literary popularity which
was defined to make them known and beloved

their warm sympathy with all human

a

is

sister especially, the heart
appealed to,
chord touched, to which the most impassive
must respond and often the simple sweetness
;

more.

a

little

it,

their literary labors began, as almost they end
In 1850 appeared their first vol
ed, together.
ume, a collection of poems, by both sisters, and
which just opened the path for them, and but

to the world.

Their home in Twentieth
Street became
some time since one of the few centers of so
cial and literary gathering which New York
possessed.

The Sunday-evening

reunions be

1871.]

WHAT BECOMES

gan in a most informal manner. Mr. Greeley
was in the habit of going there lo tea, and from
this arose a fashion of inviting one or two oth
ers ; and over all, even in her later days

of suf

fering and decline, Alice was recognized as the
presiding spirit, while the brightness of the
younger sister's presence shed a radiance that
will linger long in the recollection of the home
that has passed away.
Opposite as both sisters were in talent, yet
a perfect congeniality existed between them.
Where the nature of Alice was serious and
calm, though full of earnest energy, Phoebe
was bright aDd sparkling.
Her conversation
was full of brilliant repartee and flashes of hu

OF THE
[A

few additional particulars with reference
will not be wanting in interest to the

She was born on her father's farm,
Soma
eight miles from Cincinnati, in 1825.
contributions published in the National Era of
Washington first called attention to her liter
reader.

Her well-known volume, " Poems
ary ability.
of Faith, Hope, and Love," contains the ripest
fruits of her poetic thought
One of the most touching and beautiful of

Phoebe Cary's poems is the one known as
"The Christian's Evening Tide," which was
composed one Sunday morning in 1852, shortly
after the author had returned from church.
It
is by no means out of place here.
One sweetly solemn thought
Conies to me o'er and o'er ;
I'm nearer my home to-day
Than I ever have been before ;

Yet when the subject was one to
writings.
call out expressions of her faith and religion,
she did best
Nature in its spring and summer
loveliness appealed quickest to Alice's heart,

Nearer my Father's house,
Where the many mansions be ;
Nearer the great white throne ;
Nearer the crystal sea ;

and some snatches of her songs seem fraught
with the very dclieacy and perfume of flowers.
During the Inst months of Alice's life, Phoebe

Nearer the bound of life.
Where we lay our burdens down ;
Nearer leaving the cross ;
Nearer gaining the crown.

her with untiring devotion.
On the
of February the end came. We can well
imagine how as the last thread of the elder
life was severed, the heart of the younger sister
broke with grief; not that grief which finds

nursed
12th

But the waves of that silent sea
Roll dark before my sight,
That brightly the other side
Break on a shore of light

vent in passionate demonstration, but which
endures on in fatal silence to the end.
Through a dreary round of days and weeks
the younger sister lived on, looking always, we

Oh, if my mortal feet
Have almost gained the brine —
If It be am nearer home
Even to-day than I think,

I

Fa"ier, perfect my crust

doubt not, lo the release and reunion which
were so near at hand. For awiiile she remained

) et my spirit feel in death
Tl.nt her feet are firmly set
On the rock of a living faith.

in the home they had so long shared together.

knows what pent-up sorrow was poured forth
there ?— what supplication not to be kept long
from one another ?

At last weariness of heart and body, which
was never actual illness, overcame her. The
last chord of the tired heart broke, and the
story of both lives, so simple yet so effective,
ended. In the belief which her Swedenborgian faith tenches, that in a preparatory world
she would meet and know and love her sister

with

a perfected love and recognition, her spirit

passed

away.

The sunny home in Twentieth Street; its
brilliant circle and kindly influence ; the pres
ence of Alice and Phoebe Cary, — all are gone !
— all but the memory, and I think both sisters
would be better pleased with a fame that lives
in the hearts rather than on the lips of men.
L. C. WHITE.
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to Phoebe

mor, and lias been likened to Sidney Smith's,
and this strain showed itself frequently in her

We have heard that each morning she knelt at
her sister's vacant bedside and prayed.
Who

COIN.

In person she was short and plump, appar
ently in the possession of even exuberant
health, and scarcely knew what pain and in
disposition meant until her last illness. The
deatli of Alice proved too heavy a stroke. Sha
grew old in a few weeks, and resigned all claim
upon life when, worn by grief and weariness,
she betook herself to the sick bed.]
«»»

WHAT

BECOMES

OF

THE COIN.

the reign of Darius, gold was thirteen
more valuable, weight for weight,
than silver. In the time of Plato, it was twelve
times more valuable.
In that of Julius Cajsnr,

INtimes

gold was only niue times more valuable, owing,
perhaps, to the enormous quantities of gold
seizev by him in his wars.
It is a natural
question to ask what became of the gold and
A paper read before the Polytechnic

silver?
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Association, by Dr. Stephens, recently, is cal
He says of our
culated to meet this inquiry.
annual gold product, fully fifteen per cent,
melted down

for manufacture;

thirty-five
per cent, goes to Europe ; twenty-five per cent,
to Cuba ; fifteen per cent, to Brazil ; five per cent,
direct to Japan, China, and the Indies ; leaving
but five per cent for circulation in this country.
is

Of that which goes to Cuba, the West Indies,
Brazil, fully fifty per cent, finds its way to
Europe, where, after deducting a large percen
tage used in manufacturing, four-fifths of the
Here the
remainder is exported to India.
transit of the precious metal is at an end.
Here the supply, however vast, is absorbed, and
never returns to the civilized world.
The Orientals consume but little, while their
productions have ever been in demand among
the Western nations. As mere recipients, there
fore, these nations have acquired the desire of
accumulation and hoarding, a fashion common
alike to all classes among the Egyptians, In
A French econ
dians, Chinese, and Persians.
omist states that in his opinion the former nation

alone hide away $30,000,000 of gold and silver
annually, and the present Emperor of Morocco
is reported as so addicted to this avaricious
mania, that he has filled seventeen large cham
bers with the precious metals. The passion of
princes, it is not surprising that the same spirit
is shared by their subjects, and it is in this pre
dilection that we discover the solution of the
problem as to the ultimate disposition of the
precious metals. This absorption by the East
ern nations has been uninterruptedly going on
siuce the most remote historical period.
Ac
cording to Pliny, as much $100,000,000 in gold
was, in his day, annually exported to the East.
The balance of trade in favor of those nation*
is now given as $80,000,000.
[Would it not be as well for wasteful and
spendthrift Americans to learn to save as well as
to earn ? Should we not produce more and im
port less ? Why give ninety-five per cent, of all
our precious metals to the heathen and to
Can we not be as wise, as inge
foreigners?
nious, and as economical as Europeans and
Asiatics ?

SOME WEATHER
Signal Service Bureau, not long since
has rendered valuable service

established,
THE

country at large, and demonstrated by
the wonderful accuracy of its prognostications
with regard to the weather the utility of meteor
ological observation when conducted under the
direction of men of scientific culture and ex
to the

[Oct.,

Suppose we try.]

SIGNS.

wood-work, which renders it difficult to close
doors made of soft timber, and the contraction
and tension of cordage made of vegetable libers,
are counted among the signs of atmospheric
Rude hygrometers have even been
humidity.
constructed of these fibers.

perience. The following general weathersigns,
taken from the columns of a cotemporary, will

Certain flowers do not open at all in rainy
weather; others, the Siberian thistle particu
larly, remain open or shut according as the

when there is going to be rain ; we also then see
remote objects more distinctly, and bad odors

weather is going to be rainy or dry.
Pallor of the sun announces rain ; it is seen,
at such times only, through an atmosphere
laden with vapors. If the heat be stifling, that,
too, is a sign of rain ; for one is then surround
ed by an atmosphere saturated with vapor, and
more readily heated, owing to its lack of trans

not be ungratefully received by the Journal
reader :
" Animated bodies receive
peculiar impres
sions that precede and announce change of
weather.
Thus we hear distant sounds better

are more offensive than usual.

Swallows skim the ground in their flight ; is
it that they may feed on the worms that then
come out to the surface?
Lizards hide, cats
make their toilet, birds oil their feathers, flies
bite more sharply, chickens scratch themselves
and roll in the dust, fish leap out of the water,
and aquatic birds flap their wings and dabble in
the ponds and brooks.

Nearly all the signs indicated announce
dampness in the air, rather than the app.oach
of rain, for they are not seen when a storm ocours in dry weather. Thus the swelling of

parency. If the vapors be collected in clouds,
the sun's rays that pass through the latter
heighten the temperature more than they would
have done in perfectly clear weather. If the
sun be clear and brilliant, it foretells a fine day ;
but when the sun is at its rising preceded by
redness, and this redness passes off the moment

it docs appear, the sign is of rain.
Two winds of opposite qualities succeeding
each other often bring rain. Thus a cold wind
entering an atmosphere impregnated with mois
ture by the warm wind that preceded it will
bring about a precipitation of water ; and tba

LET THERE

1871.]

tame will be the case where a damp, warm
wind enters air that had been chilled by the
wind that had preceded it
Generally, an approaching rain can be better

BE LIGHT.

tints, with clouds of
indicate or accompany fine
weather. Extraordinary tints and dense clouds,
with hard outlines, indicate rain, and probably
Soft, light,

decided

foreseen when the sky presents several banks
or layers of clouds resting one above the other.
The winds that carry with them detached
masses of clouds yield but light rains.

a gale

Motionless clouds, lying in the quarter whence
the wind blows, bring only a continuance of
that wind; but if they appear in the opposite
quarter, they announce its termination.

cate

Clouds coming up simultaneously, yet im
pelled by different winds, announce an early
storm.
Cloud j accumulating on the sides of mount
ains foretell rain.

The following are the signs most familiar to
navigators and farmers :
A rosy sky at sunset, fine weather. A red sky
In the morning, bad weather, or a great deal of
wind.
gray sky in the morning, fine weather. If
of dawn appears over a bed of
clouds, wind may be looked for. If on the
horizon, fine weather.
Light clouds with imperfectly defined edges

A
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delicate

Bhade,

of wind.

the clouds that form on hills and
other elevated places, and cling there.
If they
continue there, augment, or descend, they indi
Remark

rain.

If

they, however, ascend and dis

When seathey portend good weather.
birds fly out away from land in the morning,
there will be fine weather and moderate winds.
If they remain near the shore, or fly inland,
gales and storms may be expected. Many other
perse,

animals arc susceptible to atmospheric changes,
and these indications should not be neglected.
Thus, when birds that usually fly in flocks —

swallows, for instance — keep near to their nests,
flying from one side to the other, and skimming
When
the ground, the sign is of rain or wind.

domestic animals seek sheltered places, when
chimneys smoke, or when in calm weather the
smoke docs not ascend overhead, bad weather

the first light

may be expected,
When the sky is remarkably clear at the
horizon, and objects usually invisible are dis
tinguishable from each other, or appear higher

announce fine weather and moderate breezes.

up by refraction, there will be rain, and perhaps
wind.
Extraordinary brilliancy of the stars, lack of

Thick clouds with well-marked edges, wind.
A deep, dark blue sky of somber tinge in
dicates wind. A clear and brilliant blue sky
indicates fine weather. The lighter the clouds
look, the less reason is there to anticipate wind.
The more dense, the more rolled together,
twisted, and tattered they are, the stronger the

wind will be. A brilliant yellow sky at sunset
announces wind; a pale yellow one, rain. Ac
cording to the predominance of red, yellow, or
grayish tints we can foretell the condition
the weather with a very close approximation

masses,

the wind will increase, and that there will b»
rain."

"LET THERE

of

ALPII

to

accuracy.
Small clouds of an inky color portend rain.
Light clouds moving rapidly in the direction
opposite to dense
rain.

distinctness, and apparent multiplication of the
horns of the moon, halos and fragments of
rainbows upon detached clouds, indicate that

announce wind and

High clouds passing before the sun, the moon,
or the stars, in a direction opposite to that pur
sued by the lower beds of clouds, or of the

BE

LIGHT."

A BET.

your August issue B. P. F. lias a card on
of the world and its illumina
tion, in which he assumes that Geology — sci
ence — and the Bible are at variance.
Now, with all deference for the astuteness,

INthe creation

research, and opinions of B. P. F., we must
yet beg to believe that science and revelation
" in direct contact " — nor, indeed, in
never come
contact — antagonistically — at all, when both

wind felt at the surface of the soil, indicate a
change of wind.
After fine weather, the first signs of a change
are ordinarily high white clouds in bells, or in
light dappled tufts or locks, which grow larger

arc understood.
Geology tells us that thousands of years were
consumed in the creation of the earth. Nor
docs revelation dispute this, though it does teach

soon form dense and somber masses.
Generally, the more remote and higher up these
olouds appear, the less abrupt the change of
weather will be, but it will be considerable.

Har
that creation was perfected in six day».
mony or dissonance is produced as we interpret
"
If it
day."
correctly or incorrectly the word
"
day," as there used, means.
is contended that

and
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literally, either twelve or twenty-four hours, we
must then interpret the whole account as there
given, literally, which would involve us in sonic
difficulties.
The first chapter of Genesis states that the
consecutive order of creation was : The for
mation of the heavens and the earth " in the
beginning;" then, day and night; the division

[Oct.,

The declaration, too, that there had been no
rain, and that the earth was watered by a mist,
is conclusive of a lapse of time greater than
twenty-four hours, else there would have been
no necessity for rain, nor time for a mist to
benefit vegetation.
There could not have ex
isted any necessity for rain, since the land was

under the waters until the morning of the very
vegetation appeared, and cer
tainly the land could not have become too dry
to produce vegetation within a few hours — and
that without the evaporating powers of the sun

•f the waters ; production of vegetation ; ordi
nation of lights to rule the day and the night;
creation of animals ; creation of man.
In the second chapter it reverses, in part,

same day that

this order, and has man created prior to ani
mals, declaring that God saw that it was not
good for man to be alone, created beasts, etc.,

which had not yet been created.
B. P. F. can not tell precisely, even from bis
"
"
standpoint, what a day is, so far as its dura
tion is concerned.
We presume that he will
be willing to allow that from sunset until sun
"
" in
set is the sense of
Genesis, as ha
day

and then formed woman.
It is also stated that
" God
planted a garden eastward in Eden ; and
there he put tlt« man whom he iiad formed."

Then follows an account of the subsequent pro
duction of trees.
That " day " means period is evident from
" In the day that
verses 4, 5 of chapter 2.
the Lord God made the earth and the heavens,
and every plant of the field before it was in the
earth, and every herb of the field before it
Here we have the explicit statement
grew."
that the earth, the heavens, and vegetation
were produced in one " day," while the same
work is said, in chapter 1, to have occupied a
number of " days."

PHRENOLOGY

AS

this age of telegraphs, palace cars, and
for nenrly every kind
of work, the public taste is becoming inslmcted
in respect to the gratification of its various
wants. Ministers have to be educated, talented,

INperfected machinery

decorous. The grade of instruction in
medical colleges is being raised, and on the
whole the public seems determined to have
the best of everything.
When civilization
and

takes one step upward it tends to lift every
thing in the same direction, except that which
is too weak or wicked to be improved, and
then, by contrast, at least, it seems more odious.
The public requirement relative to phrenologists
is every year being elevated.
Formerly, if a
man advertised a course of lectures on Phre
nology, and knew a
did on the subject,
comparatively little
manded of him that

little more than the public
he was listened to with
Now, it is de
criticism.

he know something of the
subject considerably above the common level
•f the public information.
Consequently, every

contends for it.

Very good ! On the average, here, from
sunset until sunset, is twenty-four (24) hours.
At the poles from sunset until sunset is eight
thousand seven hundred and sixty-six (8,708
Now, which of these was the "day
of creation ? One is 365 times as great as ths
hours.

other.
If B. P. F. will " search the Scriptures," he
will find that they use " day " elsewhere as a
designation for a time more protracted than
twenty-four

A

hours.

PROFESSION.

year increases the necessity for the better cul
ture of those who propose to enter the phreno
logical field.
To meet this public requirement wc offer to
students a course of instruction every year, and
open to them our large collection of busts,
skulls, and portraits, which for nearly forty
years has been accumulating, together with
such explanations of Phrenology, theoretical
and practical, in detail, as more than a third of

of daily practical experience may
have qualified us to give.
In these instructions we begin at the basis,
the physiology — the temperament, health, bal
ance of organization, brain, and nervous sys
a century

We show the relation of brain to body,
tem.
and body to brain, in their inter-action and
We show how to locate the organs,
reaction.
and to estimate their real and relative size.
We take into account their combinations and
the modifications which temperament produces
in

the

shading

and

molding

of character.

SOME HINTS ON PR UNING
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These instiuctions will impart to the student,
during the course of lessons, minute and needed
information which he might be fifteen years in
acquiring, groping his way, meditating, and
dreaming and studying by himself.
Some of
our students in a single course of lectures have
cleared the entire expense of their tuition and
other expenses incident to their course of in
struction, carrying
with them, thenceforth,
without tax or abatement, the power to con
duct business successfully the remainder of
their lives. Every year is broadening the pub

lic

need fcr phrenological

nations.

We

are written
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The phrenologist, therefore, should

be truth
just, manly, intelligent, sincere, highly
moral, and possess as much knowledge of
practical life as may be. The field is broad,
the harvest is ripe, and the laborers few ;
while other professions are more or less crowd
ed, and the more desirable occupations have a
jostling throng seeking for the prosperity and
honor belonging to their successful prosecution,
Phrenology, as a profession, is relatively unoc
There should be twenty in it where
cupied.
" Come over and help us." —
there is now one.
Annual of Phrenology and Phyaiognomy, 1872.

ful,

lectures and exami
to every month, from

different parts of the country, asking for courses
of lectures, and begging that we will send a
competent phrenologist to meet the wants of
tlie public.
Many persons affect unbelief In the truth of
Phrenology, as they say, in detail, though they
accept what they are pleased to call the gene
ral principles, viz., that the whole brain is the
seat of mind, that the forehead has to do with
intellect, the base of brain with propensity, and
the Inck-head

TREES.

with the social feelings.

Their

intuitive sense shows them that a contracted
forehead accompanies weakness of the mind,
that a broad head belongs to force and passion,
and that a full back-head goes with sociality.
If they were possessed of knowledge relative
to the details, they would recognize as much
truth in regard to the location and function of
organs in the particular parts of the forehead
as they now do in reference to the whole fore

head as being the seat of intellect.
In other
pages of this work the topics embodied in our
Annual Class for instruction in Practical Phre
nology are explained in detail, to which the
reader is referred.
If there were to-day two thousand clear
headed, well-instructed phrenologists in this
country, they would find the practice of the
science a pleasant and profitable occupation ;
each aiding to create a public seutiment in its
favor and making a demand for its practical
Our daily experience shows us
application.
that Phrenology is taking a deep root in the
minds of the people. They bring their sons
and daughters to us, anxiously inquiring what
pursuit or course of education is best adapted
to them.
One mother said to us, " I have
placed my three older sons in business accord

SOME HINTS

A

ON

PRUNING

TREES.

GREAT

deal has been said in the pa
pers about the best time for pruning
trees, and we are prepared to concede that the
summer months are the best, that the wounds
will then heal over the quickest, and that the
least injury is then done to the tree.
If the
tree-raiser will make experiments, as all ought
to do, he will find in which months wounds are
healed over quickest.
There is a great deal of truth in the rule,
however — to prune in winter for wood growth,
and in summer for fruit — but the wounds in win
ter do not heal over so quickly, and water
shoots are very apt to be thrown out when am
putation has taken place.
The true theory of all pruning, however, is
to so guide the growth
severe

of limbs

as to have no

pruning at any time.

Start the head of the tree right, in its infancy,
and if any branches are going astray cut them
off with your pocket-knife at any time. No
larger pruning instrument should go i;; to an or
chard at anytime than a priming-knife ; and no
larger one is needed,

if used

at the proper time.
is to regulate the
growth of the tree, and throw the sap into the
proper channels, to form a well-balanced head
with all parts open to the sun, so that the fruit
may have size and color.

The

effect

of pruning

Many go into their orchards sawing off large
limbs, cutting off more brush than they leave
on the tree, mangling and butchering it horridly.
There are laws for preventing cruelty to ani
mals, and there should be for oreventing cruel
The laws of vegetable physiology
ty to trees.
should be as well understood by him who en

ing to your suggestions, and they are all pros
pering; now I bring the fourth son for advice
as to what he shall do for a livelihood ; and

deavors to regulate and promote the growth and
fruitfulness of trees as the laws of animal phys
iology should be understood by him whose pro
fession it is to regulate and bring to a normal

when the youngest
ooine also."

condition the animal system when out of order.
Orchards should be visited often at this sea-

is old

enough, he .shall
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in hand,
son of the year with priming-knife
and kind attention given to every tree.
Trees should he considered adopted children
and their every want attended to. They should
have a good, rich soil, which should he well
worked, that a thrifty growth may be made.

The Scott Centenary. — The

fifteenth of

August, being the hundredth anniversary of
the birth of the " Wizard of the North," Sir
Walter Scott, was celebrated with ceremonies
more or less grand and imposing in Great

Britain

and

[Oct.,

America.

Known

and

loved

wherever the English language is spoken, the
writer, whose lofty genius never stooped to
an ignoble act, and whose works wrought a
pure, refining influence on the language and
literature of England, Scotland, and America,
and command the admiration of the civilized
world, might well be remembered with so
much dignity and splendor.
The author of
" The Lay of the Last Minstrel " and of th»
Waverly novels will perish in human memory
only with the decadence of the English tongue.

THE DESERTED VILLAGE— ILLUSTRATED.
BT OLIVES GOLDSMITH.

INTRODUCTION.
Poem, which is universally

acknowledged to be one of the sweetest in the English
was produced in 1770, although written for the most part in the intervals of
leisure from the monotonous drudgery of engagements to furnish certain volumes of history,
polite literature, etc., to publishers, engagements, however, upon which the poet was de
Between the
Its reception by the public was most cordial.
pendent for personal support.

THIS
language,

months of May and August five editions were published, and it was " spoken on all sides
as being one of the most beautiful poems ever written."
Goethe, the eminent German
poet, hailed it with delight, and at once set to work to translate it into German.

With the passage of time, its hold upon the literary world has increased instead of di
No critic has disallowed the high merits of " The Deserted Village" as a poet
minishing.
ical composition, and all who have feeling hearts and emotional natures own its power.

is,

As one says, " It teems with tender and pathetic sentiment and touches of the finest humor ;
with high moral feeling; with noble and effective imagery ; with portraitures of character
that exhibit the conception of a genius and the hand of a master.
Goldsmith dedicated this Poem to one of his associates in the celebrated " Literary
Club," Sir Joshua Reynolds, who proved himself a friend to the poet in more than one of
the lattcr's embarrassments.
This dedication discloses so much of the author's purpose in
writing the Poem, and that, too, with so much elegance, that it would be a mistake on our
the introduction to the Poem.
part not to make it what it properly
TO SIR JOSHUA
Deah Sir —

REYNOLDS.

in an address of this kind, cither to add to your reputation,
or to establish my own.
You can gain nothing from my admiration, us am Ignorant of that art in
which you arc said to excel; and may lose much by the severity of your judgment, as few have
juster taste in poetry than you. Setting interest therefore aside, to which never paid much atten
tion, must be indulged at present in following my affections.
The only dedication
ever made was
to my brother, because
loved him better than most other men.
Ho
since dead.
Permit me to in
scribe tlits Poem to you.
How far you may be pleased with the versification and mere mechanical parts of this attempt,
do not protend to inquire; but
know you will object (and indeed several of our best and wisest
friends concur In the opinion) that the depopulation
nowhere to be seen, and the disor
deplores
ders
laments are only to be found in the poet's own imagination.
To this can scarcely make any
other answer than that sincerely believe what have written that have taken all possible pains,
in my country excursions, for these four or live years past, to be certain of what allege, and that all
my views and inquiries have led me to believe those miseries real which here attempt to display.
not the place to enter into an inquiry, whether the country be depopulating or not th«
But this
;

is

I

I

I

;

I

I

I

it

it

is

I

I

I

Is

I

I

I

I

a

I

I

can have no expectations
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discussion would take up much room, and I should prove myself, at best, an indifferent politician, to
tiro the reader with a long preface, when I want his unfutlgued attention to a long poem.
In regretting the depopulation of the country, I inveigh against the increase of our luxuries ; and
here also I expect the shout of modern politicians against me. For twenty or thirty years past it has
been the fashion to consider luxury as one of the greaiest national advantages ; and all the wisdom of
Still, however, I must remain a professed ancient on that
antiquity in that particular, as erroneous.
head, and continue to think those luxuries prejudicial to states by which so many vices are introduced,
and so many kingdoms have been undone.
Indeed, so much has been poured out of late on the other
side of the question, that, merely for the sake of novelty and variety, one would sometimes wish to
I am, dear »ir, your sincere friend and ardent admirer,
be in the right.
Oliver Goldsmith.

WEET Auburn ! loveliest
of the plain,

w

Where

and plenty cheer'd

health

the laboring
Where

village

swain,

smiling spring its earliest

visit paid,
And parting summer's ling'ring
blooms
Dear lovely

delay'd.
bowers of innocence

and ease,
when every sport could

Seats of my youth,*

How often have
Where

humble

I

endcar'd

brook,

The decent church
The hawthorn

How often have

scene I

farm,

the busy mill.

that topp'd the neighb'ring hill,

bush, with seats

age

each

paus'd on every charm,

cot, the cultivated

The never-failing

For talking

loiter'd o'er thy green,

happiness

How often have
The shcltcr'd

I

please,

beneath the shade,

and whisp'ring lovers made !

I

bless'd the coming

day.t

When toil remitting lent its turn to play
And all the village

train, from labor

free,

Led up their sports beneath the spreading
While many a pastime circled
The young contending
And many

a gambol

And sleights of
And still

nr!

as the old

The dancing

survey'd ;

frolick'd o'er the ground,
went round;

nnd fent>< of strength

as each repeated

Succeeding

tree,

in the shade,

pleasure tir'd,

sports the mirthful band inspir'd ;

pair that simply sought renown,

By holding out. to tire each other down

;

* " Seats of my youth."— This epithet seem* most likely to point at Llssoy or Ballyonghter as the region of
cauntry designated as Auburn. The general characteristics or the scenery in the piace first mentioned are very
similar to those portrayed so vividly in the poem, while some contend that the description is as appropriate to th»
other.
t There Is no good reason for the Inference some have drawn hero, that Goldsmith alluded to saints' days. At
too date of this poem, and later, recreations of the kind alluded to were customary in Ireland on Sunday.
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The swain mistrustless
While secret laughter
The bashful

[Oct.,

of his smutted face,
titter'd round the place

virgin's sidelong

;

of love,

looks

The matron's glance that would those looks reprove.

These were thy charms, sweet village ! sports like these,

With

sweet succession, taught

These round

thy bowers

e'en

toil to please;

their cheerful influence shed,

These were thy charms, — but all these charms are fled !
Sweet smiling village,

Thy sports

are

loveliest

of the lawn,

fled, and all thy charms withdrawn ;

Amidst thy bowers the tyrant's hand is
And desolation saddens all thy green :
One only master grasps the whole

And half

a

Been,

domain,*

tillage stints thy smiling plain

;

No more thy glassy brook reflects the day,
But, chok'd with sedges, works its weedy way
Along thy glades, a solitary

;

guest,

The hollow-sounding bittern guards its nest
Amidst thy desert walks the lapwing flies,
And tires their echoes with unvaried

;

cries.

Sunk are thy bowers in shapeless ruin all,
And the long grass o'ertops the mould'ring wall,
And, trembling,

shrinking from the spoiler's hand,

Far, far away thy children leave the land.
* ThiB keen reproach Beems to refer to General Robert Napier, who purchased a large IriBh estate, including
I.lssoy, in 1730. Desiring to Inclose a considerable park, he ejected all the tenants (the Goldsmith! exempted),
anrabftrlng npward of a hundred persons, many of whom emigrated to America.
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111 fares the land,

VILLAGE.

to hast'ning

ills

a prey,

Where wealth accumulates, and men decay
Princes and lords mny flourish,

A

breath

But a bold peasantry, their country's

A

:

or may fade ;

can make them, as a breath

When once destroy'd,
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has made ;

pride,

can never be supplied.

time there was, ere England's griefs began,*

When every rood of ground maintain'd

its man

For him light labor spread her wholesome
Just gave what life requir'd, but gave no
His beet companions, innocence and health
And his best riches, ignorance
But times

are

more ;
;

of wealth.

alter'd ; trade's unfeeling

train

Usurp the land and dispossess the swain

;

Along the lawn, where scatter'd hamlets

rose,

Unwieldy wealth and cumbrous

;

store,

pomp

repose ;

And every want to luxury allied,
And every pang that folly pays to pride.
Those gentle hours that plenty
Those

calm desires that ask'd

Those

healthful

I iv'd in each
1 hese,

bade to bloom,
but little room,

sports that grae'd the peaceful
look,

far departing,

scene,

and brighten'd all the green ;
seek a kinder shore,

And rural mirth and manners

are

no more.

• From thin assertion, and what follows, It Is apparent that the principle intended to be illnstrated in the poem
by a partlcnlar place, wherever it may be, is applied to England as well as to Ireland.
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MIRTH.
A Western

advertises for a " selfgentleman
The rascal doubtless is himself

supporting wife."
a charge

upon

Girls, beware of

the community.

him.
So necessary is fun to the mind, that a late phi
losopher says if you should build schools without
playgrounds, nobody would get beyond short divi
sion in a lifetime.

" Is molasses good for cough ?" inquired Jones,
who had taken a slight cold and was barking with
considerable energy. "It ought to be," said Brown,
"it is sold for consumption."
Nowadays

kitchen girls are termed "young la
dles of the lower parlor."
People wno go about
grinding knives, scissors, and razors are termed
Folks who dig
"gentlemen of the revolution."
clams are termed " profound investigators."

A poor

Irishman having called in a
physician in a forlorn hope, the latter spread a
large mustard plaster, and put it on the poor fel
Pat, when he with tearful eyes
low's lean chest.
looked down on it, said, " Docther, it strikes me
It's a dale of mustard for so little mate."
emaciated

man who owned the estate.
Paddy, seeing the
game was up, coolly advanced toward the gentle
man and said, " The top of the morning to your

honor ! and what brought your h»nor out so early
this morning?"
The gentleman replied by say
" Indeed, Paddy, I just strolled out to sec if I
ing,
could find an appetite for my breakfast;" »nd
then eying Paddy rather suspiciously, said, " and
now, Paddy, what brought you out so early this
morning ? " Poddy replied, " Indade, your honor,
I just strolled out to sec if I could find a break
fast for my appetite."

WISDOM.
Nothing

but because it's
Ignorance is " natur," he says. "We
are born ignorant, and ought to be kept so."

Whately

A Lawyer

her
but
en
en

was once pleading a case that brought

tears into the Jurors' eyes, and every one gave
But the op
up the ease as gone for the plaintiff.

'

" May it please the
posing counsel rose and said,
court, I do net propose, in this case, to bore for
water, but — " Here the tears were suddenly dried,
laughter ensued, and the defendants got clear.
This

is to make known that

I

certain perpetual-motion machine

have Invented
;

it

a

is perpetual

I advertise this because there
for improvement which, however, is
Any one imagining out the same will
very slight.
be my partner in the whole business.
The im
provement needed consists simply in this : a con
wheel of indomitable
stant movable persevering
To young aspi
courage and never-tiring energy.
You can find me at
rants this is a great chance.
Warn Fisher, Dealer in Strange In
my office.
as long as

I

run it.

Is a chance

ventions.

An Irishman one morning went out very early
of some game on an estate where the
Turning a
game laws were strictly enforced.
sharp corner, whom did he meet but the gentlein search

alludes

to the folly of men who un

mask their battery hastily, and then think of load

ing their guns.

Exalted imagination may work miracles ; but
it is only when we Immolate eclf to principle that
we are truly virtuous. — De Stael.
Better it is to be careful
sirous to live long.

cause of its unconstitutionality,

When the steamboat R. E. Lcc exploded
boiler, a small boy was blown high in the air,
fortunately was " caught on the fly " by the
Query — Is that
gineer, and escaped unhurt.
" base" ballist?
gineer a

is more contrary to the spirit of charity

than rash and hasty censures.

Mr. Bi'STER is an opponent to free schools from
"principle." lie goes "agin education," not be
unnatural.

[Oor.,

If

to live well than

de

The present, the present is all thou hast
For thy Bure possessing;
Like the patriarch's angel, hold It fiist
Till It gives its blessing.
a man does not make

he advances

left alone.
constant

new acquaintances

as

through life, he will soon find himself
A man should keep his Friendship in

repair.

Youthful

minds, like the pliant wax, are sus
ceptible of the most lasting impressions ; and the
good or evil bias they then receive is seldom K
ever eradicated.

He that speaks, sows ; he that hears, reaps ;
hence we should be guarded as to how we speak,

" He that hath
"
let him hear; but take heed how ye
11For so much gold wc license
thee.
as to what we hear.

cars to hear,
hear!

So ssy our laws, a draught to sell
Which bows the strong, enslaves the free.
And opens wide the gates of hell.
For public good requires that some,
Since many die, should live by rum."

" The

horse that frets, is the horse that sweats,"

is an old saying of horsemen,

and it is just as true
The man that allows him
of men as of horses.
self to get irritated at every little thing that goes
amiss in his business, or In the ordinary affairs of
life, Is a man that, as a rule, will accomplish little
and wear out early.
He is a man for whom bile
and dyspepsia have a particular fondness, ond for
He is
whom children have a particular aversion.
a man with a perpetual thorn in his flesh, which
pricks and wounds at the slightest movement; a
man for whom life has litUe pleasure, and the fu
ture small hope.
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[In this Department will be noticed snch matters as are of interest to correspondents and to the general reader.
Contributions for " What They Say " should be brief, pointed, and creamy, to Bccure publication.]

it Material?

Does Phre
?

is

?

is

is

is

:

a

is

is

;

is

is

is

they co-operate.

Cousins Again. — If two first cousins

and are blest with
child who
perfect,
physically and mentally, would there be any dan
ger of transmitting deformity to her children on
account of her parents being cousins?
Ans. If she
perfect, physically and mentally,
as you say, she
shade better than most indi
marry,

is

?

is

Soul, Is

nology teach that the soul of man
material
or
there any evidence In nature or science to prove
that the soul of man
material

listen to his words of wisdom.
But that there
such connection and co-operation we believe.
We
ask, what
vital force we ask, what magnetism
and electricity?
People use these words with
reference to the subjects referred to, but they are
not explained because not understood, for precise
the same reason that we can not tell how mind
and matter are connected, but simply know that

a

is

is

is

it

is

is

A

is

Is

?

mind of an insane person
An*. The mind itself
not diseased.
It sim
ply the brain and nervous system, through which
the mind acts, that
diseased.
piece of music
as written
not discordant because the instru
out of tune. When that
ment which evolves
carefully tuned and properly played
Instrument
shown with all its original
upon, the harmony
Wo might ask, what be
sweetness and power.
comes of the mind when the brain
asleep

seizes upon brain and nerve and muscle to achieve
its results, we will be glad to sit at his feet and

?

the

;

;

;

of

is

is

is

;

;

;

a

becomes

is
a

a

a

a

;

is

Insanity. — What

is

There

is Is

constitutional biliousness, go-call
induced biliousness, from habits
of eating climate, etc. A person who has strong
Motive temperament, with dark complexion, in
clining to be sallow, and also inclining to torpidness of the liver, needs to be careful of his diet,
and of the situation of his residence, in order to
obviate these tendencies.
Such persons should
live far from swamps and low grounds, on
high,
not
dry hill, in
healthy, dry climate, which
lie should eat lean beef, avoiding greasy
very hot.
food should eat an abundance of tart fruit and
This kind of residence and diet
coarse bread.
will prevent people from becoming bilious. Many
the cellar
damp
people live in low grounds
they sleep on the ground floor they live in the
shadow, not in the sunshine; they eat pork, and
sugar, and superfine bread
they take in their food
three times as much carbonaceous matter as they
require, and so they become bilious
or, perhaps,
district, which engenders
malarious
they live in
intermittent fever and other forms of bilious diffi
culty. In some of the most malarious districts of
the United States the people live on pork as their
meat, and make free use of sugar and molasses,
and it
not surprising that they should look
sallow, and " shake their buttons off" with ague.
Ans.

ed, and there

it

bilious

is

causes

?

and what will euro

it

?

Biliousness. — What
ness

is

if

if

corre
and that clearly slated, must be propounded,
spondent shall expect us to give him the benefit of its early
consideration.
Questions of personal interest will be
a stamp be inclosed for
promp'ly unmoered by letter,
the teturn postage.

I

a a

"
only
Questions of General Interest"
will be answered in this department. We have no space
time,
One question only at
to gratify idle curiosity.

Ans. Phrenology does not undertake to solve
this question.
Wc arc conscious only of feelings
and emotions, friendships and attachments,
high
conceptions and glorious thoughts, but wc can
not tell from our own knowledge — we mean, the
human being can not tell — what
the ethereal
We can not tell whether the Creator
essence.
invested
material
organs with the property of
thought, or infused into man
portion of imma
terial fire.
On all these points consciousness gives
us no information.
Of this, however, wc are cer
tain, that the brain and nervous system are the
best possible material
adapted to serve as the
agent of mental manifestation, just as the eye is
the best possible medium through which the mind
can obtain knowledge of external things.
Every
body supposes the human being to be possessed of
mentality, — of thinking power. Those who quarrel
with Phrenology on the subject of materialism,
will quote to us the text of Scripture which says,
" With the heart man belicveth into righteous
ness." They seem to have no objection to the
muscular organ in the breast exercising belief
but if we were to say " With the brain man thinks
and believes," they would call us materialists.
It
not necessary to believe that cither the brain or
the heart thinks, loves, and hates.
It sufficient
to say that the brain
as the best
omployed
instrument through which mind can be brought
into contact with matter.
Something in man says
" will do this or that," and we find him
doing
the thing he promised.
lie hammers on the anvil,
but
not the hammer in which resides the will
and motive force it
not in the hand or arm
we trace
to the brain, and can go no further. If
any one can tell us how mind becomes connected
with matter, by what special processes the will

it

feWrcspoubcnts.

ly

mt
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riduals that we know ; consequently there might,
But such children are
in her case, be no danger.
not apt to be perfect.
Cousins who are not nearly
related by blood — that is to say, the children who
and constitution of the
take on the character
unrelated parents, would not be so likely to trans
mit an unhappy organization to their children as
cousins generally.
Bnt cousins should not marry,
for though their children may seem perfect, that
or idiotic, the
is to say, may not be deformed
chances are that they will have some weakness
which is not desirable, though it may not appear
till the next generation.

Alexander H. Stephens' Head. —

Will you inform

me as to the size of the head of
the Hon. Alex. H. Stephens? I believe 1iim to be
able
I am informed that
an
man.
intellectually
his head is even less than medium in size.
so,
whence his intellectual power ?

If

Ans. We thank our correspondent for asking
this question.
Some claim that Byron's head was
small, or that he wore a small hat ; and as there is
no cast of his head, only models which are either
larger or smaller than life, according to the taste or
caprice of the artist, there is no positive means of
verifying the actual size of his head. His Cautious
ness and Conscientiousness
were small, giving an
upward tapcriug of the head, and requiring a small
hat when compared with the great base of brain
and the strong passions which accompanied
that
We do not believe the brain mass
development.
of Byron to have been small.
His brain, with his
was very dense, compact, and vig
temperament,
orous.
We suppose antiphreuologists with small
heads, and anti because of that smallncss,
will
continue to harp on the size of Byron's head. We
have no doubt that the same claim of t-mallncss
would have been made respecting the head of Mr.
Stephens, and we can not too strongly thank our
friend for prompting us to learn the facts that we
may forever spike the guns of those who oppose
Phrenology because they arc smart, with heads of
moderate

size and fine-grained

temperament.

On receiving this question we wrote to Mr. Ste
phens, and received a prompt and courteous reply
containing the following facts (and we have filed
his letter ns a voucher) :
Height, 5 feet 10 inches ; circumference of head,
22t inches ; waist, 2-H inches ; usual weight pre
vious to recent illness, $9 pounds ; present weight,
75 pounds.

Of course a man so thin and light must have
light bones, a thin skull, and a very thin scalp;
hence the size of the brain in his case is really
larger than the 22i-inch measurement would seem
to indicate.
Wc call 22 inches a full size for a
man weighing 150 pounds, and for every quarter
of an inch in size of bruin wc add 5 or 6 pounds.
Mr. Stephens, therefore, should weigh 156 pounds
instead of less than half that amount.
Probably
in his best condition of health his head measured
231 inches, which is from full to large size.

[Oct.,

Personal Matters. — Several

letters

to which no names were at
tached, so that we arc unable to reply by mail, the
of the letters being of a personal
Bubjcct-matter
character chiefly.
Some of the letters relate to
the treatment of maladies which can best be dis
cussed by a personal correspondence.
It should
be understood,
in
however, by our correspondents
general, that we hold to the requisites stated at
the head of this department.
We receive a great
many letters containing inquiries ; in fact, we have
not one-quarter the space in the Journal which
would be required to answer them all ; and there
fore if any correspondent is desirous of obtaining
a prompt answer, he or she should inclose a post
age stamp, so that the return letter shall not be
sent entirely at our expense.
It frequently hap
pens that a good hour is expended in preparing
an answer to some interrogatory propounded by
a reader of the Journal, the only pay for which
trouble is the satisfaction which we suppose
will be experienced by the inquirer on reading
that answer.
Of course we arc desirous of mak
ing this department of the Journal interesting to
our readers generally, and the time expended in its
preparation is by no means begrudged.
Many
assure us that they find more instruction and gen
have

been received

uine entertainment

in reading these few pages than

in conning any other part of the Journal. This
being the case, the department of Answers to Cor
respondents becomes a most valuable medium of
communication with readers, and the necessity or
to
expediency arises on the part of correspondents
ask such questions as shall prove of general inter
est and not consume their own time and that of
the editors with frivolous or unnecessary inquiries.

Sunken Cheeks. — Is there any way

to cause cheeks which have become sunken and
angular to recover their natural fullness?
Ann. There are many causes which tend to pro
duce hollow, wasted, and sunken checks, the chief
of which is dyspepsia, or any form of disturbance
The use of tobacco is
of the digestive system.
The
among the most fertile causes of dyspepsia.
use of pepper and other spices, vinegar, fine flour
bread, greasy food, and sugar in excess damage
digestion and make the skin dry and leathery and
"be virtuous and
the face angular and sunken,
you will be happy,'' is a no greater truism than
this, " Live temperately and properly, and you will
be healthy and handsome," if so, to start with.

Magnetism. — W. H.

O.

— What

is per

sonal magnetism ? Is it a mental quality, or doca
it depend on physical health ?
Am. We have answered questions similar to this

from time to time in this department, and also in
of the Journal. Personal
magnetism is a quality of the mind rather than of
the body, and dependent, in a great measure, for
Those who possess a
its exhibition on the health.
with
good degree of the Mental temperament,

the other departments
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»ome of the Motive, and also sufficient of the Vital

tem, which tend to disturb the action of the heart.

to give force and energy to the Mental, have more
of this power or influence than others differently

loss of money or reputation,
Fear, disappointment,
sight of blood, or lo6s of blood, or from peculiar

constituted.

The subject of animal magnetism

ia

In fact, it is so
by no means simple in its nature.
intricate that but comparatively little progress has
been made in its satisfactory elucidation. A work
which treats of it at considerable length is entitled
"The Library of Mesmerism and Psychology,"
at this office, as you will see by refer
published
ence to our catalogue.

The Teeth

How to

Preserve

:
them. — 1 would wish to ask, through the columns
Joornal,
of the
your opinion in regard to prepa
rations for the teeth — " Sozodont," for instance —
whether it will preserve the t«eth, — or if it is likely
"
to stop decay after once commenced
Arts. No — it will

do nothing of the sort The
the teeth is a good dentist

best thing to preserve

^o clean out and plug up the cavities with gold;
next, a tooth-brush, — not too hard nor too soft, —

with fine toilet soap, used carefully night and
There is no excuse, in
morning, with soft water.
these days, for dirty mouths full of decaying teeth
and foul breath, when the means of purity and
cleanliness are within reach.
Some chew tobacco
to preserve their teeth ; but this is as foolish as it
is filthy : and we know at least one toothless old
codger who began tobacco-chewing more than
forty years ago, to kill the toothache, who now,
having worn out and lost all his teeth, "gums"
the " weed " as vigorously as when he first began.
He is now a " tobacco sot," without manliness, a
slave to be pitied.

Beard. — Why do not I, now thirty-

years of age, have a fnll flowing beard ? and why
do the hairs split at the ends f

Am. Some men have a light head of hair and
if any hair on other parts of the
Others have heavy beards, a thick
body or limbs.
head of hair, and their breast and limbs arc heav
ily covered.
Some develop bone, and some fat.
The fat Inquire, Why am I so fat ? and others,
Why am I so lean ? There are causes operating to
produce these differences.
Some sheep incline to
horns, others to wool, others to flesh.
Diet and
regimen do much to produce these conditions, un
til they become fixed ; then they are transmitted
Hair that
by inheritance, and not easily modified.
splits is generally of a dry nature, and It seems to
beard, and little

die at the end.

Decision. — What organs aid in giving

decision ?
Am. Individuality, Comparison, Firmness, SelfEsteem, and Combativcncss
are the principal fac
ulties involved, though others aid or hinder in the
matter.

Fainting. — What

causes a person to
or other cause?
Ant. The immediate cause of fainting is an in
termission of the heart's action, and a consequent
pressure of blood upon the brain.
This may arise
from various causes acting upon the nervous sys
faint, from mental

excitement

odors.

Exercise. — When is the

Student's

best time, according to your judgment, for stu
dents to take exercise ?

too little ; that is to
Persons called or classed
as students sometimes do anything but study, and
Ths
they take all sorts of roystering exercises.
studying man should take exercise when he can,
and take three times as much as such men gener
ally do. Study should mainly be done before two
o'clock p.m., and the exercise may be taken from
four to eight Exercise just before retiring is ex
cellent, as it equalizes the circulation and pro
Am. They generally
say, the real students.

take

motes sound sleep.

Nepotism.

— Is

organ in the human

there

any

particular

brain that causes nepotism

1

or "Adhe
" produces the characteristic called fra
siveness
ternal love, or friendship ; and nepotism, or love
Love
of nephews, must grow out of that feeling.
of family is one of its manifestations, and this
may assume the form of nepotism.
Am. The organ

To

a

of "Friendship"

Contributor. — A

month or so

ago we received, from a lady friend of the Jour
nal, a well-written article on the Woman ques

tion.

In her

note recommending it to our peru
no county or State, and so left

sal, she appended

us entirely in the dark as to what
compass

point of the

we should direct our U tter of acknowl

The initials of the writer are O. F. C.
edgment
We would 6ay to her that the article is retained
for publication, and will appear at the earliest
practicable moment.

Inaccurately
less thought that
the September

Put. — Amelia

doubt

some portions of our advice in

number

were

ill

adapted to the case.

Inadvertently, a child of nine years was in mind
when the suggestions were written. However, we
would say that the items of dress will apply if
the child be but an infant just weaned, while the
diet may in large part consist of the articles men
tioned, good fresh milk being the liquid used to
We would except, however, the
moisten them.
beef and all fibrous and hard things which require
As the child grows
teeth for their mastication.
older, such articles may be introduced into the
diet We do not think it well to send a child to
school until it has become well developed physi
The first five or b'ix years of life should be
cally.
A great many
to the animal growth.
devoted
things of an intellectual character will be picked
up in the mean while, and go to form the founda
When at six or
tion of Its mental development.
seven the child is put to books, it should be con
fined a very few hours each day to study. A
young brain is easily injured by a hot -house
method of training and discipline.
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Affairs

Ga.,

My,

indeed

in

Georgia. — Marietta,
Journal : The " South " is

1871— Dear

"sunny"

at this time, although the heat

is less oppressive than it often is in the Northern
The
States during a part of the summer months.

nights are more comfortable, compared

with the

heat of the day.

The season of blackberries is past, and with it
that of the red bugs, the terror of all blackberry
pickers. The early peaches are already ripe, but
not so good or abundant as usual, having been
Injured somewhat by the long, heavy rains of the
The corn and cotton fields are
present season.
looking nicely, and a cotton field in blossom Is a
beautiful sight.
Marietta, a pretty little town numbering a few
thousand inhabitants, was nearly destroyed during
the war, but has rallied wonderfully, and is now
The Union Soldiers' Cem
quite a thriving place.
etery is an attraction here to strangers, being beau
The
tifully situated and kept in perfect order.
burying-ground near by is far less
Confederate
inviting, although on decoration day it was fairly
But the boys
alive with the most lovely flowers.
in blue and the boys in gray, lying so near to
gether, know and care nothing now of victory or
defeat.

Atlanta, twenty-five miles away, is a miracle of
growth and enterprise, and promises more aston
ishing things in the future. It has now a popula
tion of between twenty-five and thirty thousand.
Negroes abound nere ; but I am sure the servant
question would become a more complicated one
to the sage writers upon that subject were they to
deal with the colored " ladies and gentlemen " of
this vicinity. The negroes are a religious people,
and have their meetings regularly.
The following
incident Is said to have occurred at one of these
near here.
The minister admonished
meetings
his people to be "good niggers," for if they were
not, they would surely go to hell, and hell was an
" awful cold place, with snow and ice, where they
would have to shiver and shake and freeze." After
the service a white person present called the atten
tion of the minister to his mistake, telling him
" Oh, I know that,
that hell was a very hot place.
massa, but you tell the niggers so, and they'll all
want to go there ! " Some quite ancient ceremo
nies still exist in a Baptist church (white) here,
But more next
among them that of feet-washing.
hops Arlington.
time.

Giri.s. — We attended the dedication

of the College of Mechanic Arts, one of the now
buildings of Cornell University, and listened to
the eloquent and edifying remarks of several
prominent men, among whom were Gov. Hoffman
of N. Y., Prof. Oilman of Yale College, President

[Oct.,

Atkinson of the Boston Technological School,
etc.
Education was the general theme, and all
the speakers seemed to be agreed in thinking tha<
men should be educated, no matter what part they
were to act in life.
They expressed thankfulness
that the erroneous idea that education should be
confined
to so-called
professional men was fast
losing ground in America, and one of them re
marked that the desire for practical scientific edu
cation seemed to be in the very air.
We could not
help wondering whether it occurred to any of
those distinguished men,, as they sat on that plat
form looking over the crowd before them, and
meeting the glances of many bright, intelligent
girls and women, that these were ever affected
by any of the desires and aspirations which seemed
to float in the air.
If every man, no matter what
his occupation, needs an education, and so much
is being said to encourage young men in its ac
quirements,
why is not more said and done in
of women? Whatever
regard to the education
may be said about their inferior intellects and
physical inability to fill certain vocations in life,
one thing all must admit, women must be the
mothers, and in this enlightened
age when Phre
nology is fast gaining general recognition, all must
soon believe that the mother's characteristics are
transmitted to her children. Then is not this
alone sufficient reason why girls should have
for educa
equal advantages and encouragement
tion with the young men ? We think the same
are planted
longing ambition and restlessness
equally in the mind of male and female, but the
difference in their education causes these qualities
to take different directions.
If girls are taught
that it is strong-minded and unwomanly to desire
a thorough scientific education, is it strange their
ambition takes another course ? If they art
taught by example and experience that to excel
to drees ex
in a few superficial accomplishments,
pensively — mind, we do not say becomingly, — and
pay due deference to the dictates of fashion, places
them higher in society than intelligence, is it
Btrange we have so many vain, silly dolls of fash
ion, and so many inefficient wives and mothers t
Is it strange that women, who might have become
good and noble had they received different training
while girls, are held bound as strongly as with iron
chains in the whirlpool of habits and customs into
which they have been drawn? It is true that a
girl or woman requires force of character in more
than an ordinary degree, and she may even be
called strong-minded, to dare to step out of the
groove in which she is commonly placed, and act
as her own conscience dictates.
If the time ever comes when girls are univer
sally trained to qualify themselves for active, ear
nest work In life, when it is considered as honor
able and necessary for every girl, rich or poor, to
perfect herself In some branch of industry as it Is
for boys, then shall we see a revolution among
green leaves.
women.

1871.]

MENTORIAL

OUR

Is the Journal an Instrument

of

Good? — A Grundy County, 111., correspondent
writes the following : " The Journal comes reg
ularly, and unless it did so, there would be a blank
It must afford you the sweetest
in my existence.
pleasure and consolation to know that its teach
ings have a salutary influence on all who earnestly
From
read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest them.
individual experience, I can with truth aver that
its influence over my mind has been reformatory.
Previous to having a knowledge of Phrenology I
had no fixed principles or rules of action with
regard to the human mind — I oscillated between
this and that man's teachings — I had no true idea
With
of the laws which regulate human action.
such knowledge I saw that the Creator hod estab
lished a record more pure and lasting- than any
thing mundane can afford by obeying those laws,
" awaited
and that only " tribulation and anguish
If man knew this
those who transgressed them.
truth, would not the low motive of even their self
ishness prompt them to choose the right and avoid
Phrenology teaches us that our
the wrong?
highest interests consist in obeying the moral
and
laws,
and with unerring precision marks
points the way. In this it is in perfect harmony
with the "law of righteousness" in Scripture.
How blind is man to his real interests ! His life is
a mere scramble after mammon and vanities with
some, and the gratification of his perverted and
diseased
derstand

by others.
propensities
a thing we must fully

the bulk of mankind realized the

In

order

it,

has

meaning

and

realize

full

to un

force of the teachings of Christ? I trow
When He enunciates the truth that a " man's
not.
life consists not in the abundance of the things he
how few comprehend this most com
possesseth,"
prehensive idea ! yet it is a glorious truth which
Phrenology indorses, but which the multitude
If we ought to be grateful
scarcely thinks upon.
f»r anything, it should be for the advent of Phre
It alone is capable of
nology and its discovery.
throwing a vast flood of light on Scripture teach inpi, and by their combined inflnencc to banish
sin and suffering.
Sin is suffering — it is moral
In phrenological
death, in Scripture language.
language, it is the perversion of our propensities,
" ills that flesh
and this perversion produces all the
When this is thoroughly understood
is heir to."
by man, may we not hope that he will choose the
right and avoid the wrong, and reap the rich har
vest of moral excellence? Phrenology has taught
inc this— yes, it teaches that moral rectitude and
purity are the highest interest as well as duty of
man; this gives him peace of mind, and without
this peace of mind, what avail riches or the world's
They weigh nothing, count nothing on
applause.
valueless,
the bed of death — they are powerless,
weak, insipid, — but
moral

" The actions of the just
Smell sweet, and blossom in the dnst."
p. T.
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Industry and Economy Exemplified.

— [One of our correspondents,
a young and ambi
tious man, writes us a fragment from his life's expe
rience in the following.
It may encourage others, j
It is so common nowadays, Mr. Editor, to hear
young men say that they have no time to devote to
the improvement of their minds, etc., and knowing
that you are ever willing to aid young men in every
way possible, I thought I would write you a short
account of what I have done during the last three
years. Perhaps it will encourage some other young
man to work on.
I am a mechanic, drawing tole
rably good wages ; have worked steadily ten hours
per day for three years, except holidays and a few
other short vacations, and have in that time saved
two hundred dollars.
I have besides devoted two
hours each day to music ; am secretary of two so
a library worth two
cieties, and have accumulated
hundred dollars, which contains "How to Talk,"
" The Right Word in the Right Place," and " Ora
I write one article
tory," works published by you.
I neither chew
a week for a journal in this 8tate.
nor smoke tobacco, nor do I drink anything
I am proud of what I have
stronger than water.
done because I think I have a right to be, and there
arc thousands of young men who can do as much,
and even more.

A School-Girl's Poetry — in

she informs us how teachers

little boys " long, long ago."

managed

which
naughty

From six to teens, I went to school.
Where teachers taught by rod and rule ;
The rales were read with looks severe.
While some would grin and others fear.
For buckskin trowsers could not feel.
And some woald swiftly show the heel.

I recollect a teacher once
That made a block to seat a dunce,
And on the block coal-dust was spread.
A paper cap placed on the head.
In large, plain letters dunce via* wrote.
"Bclshazzar's knees together smote."
Like owls we all looked very wise,
With veneration and surprise ;
A chap was soon found seated there.
With down-cast eyes and tangled hair.
The teacher sat with wisdom's look.
The boy found something in his book ;
But A from V he did nut know,
Yet tried his best to make a show.
Ape was the word ; so with a peep,
"
He screeched aloud, V p e vepe."
Another boy some mischief done,
The teacher thought to have some fun.
A trial soon was brought about
A jury of three boys sent out ;
The jury all for justice went.
Which caused the erring to repent.
The master's speech their judgment cooled.
So mercy mixed with justice ruled ;
Our teacher then great pomp displayed.
Three stripes around the buckskin made.

TnE American Lutheran, a weekly
" We have been a con
religious newspaper, says :
stant reader of that excellent monthly the Phre
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nqlogical Journal for

many years, and arc free

to write the older it gets the better it becomes.
Every reader of our paper will be benefited by
reading its rich contents."

The Franklin Journal
PHRENOLOGICAL

:

says of the

" There is never anything dull in this monthly,
but on the contrary, everything is full of'intcrest.
The noble science of Phrenology, which it eluci
dates each month, is fast becoming more and more
popular despite the exertions of its opponents,
and the able management of the Phrenological
by Prof. Wells has had not a little to do with this."
We thank our cotemporary for the compliment,
but must decline the title of " Prof."
When we
accept a professorship in some college or univer
There arc none, at
sity, we may be dubbed thus.
present, in the field of Phrenology using this title
who arc not self-styled professors, quacks, and im
postors,

—none.

otices.
There is a kind of physiognomy in the titles of books
no lens than in the face* of men, by which a skillful ob
server will know as well what to expect from the one as
the other.— Butler.

School Houses.

By James Johonnot.

Architectural Designs by 8. E. Hewes.
New
York : J. W. Schermerhorn & Co.
In no department of the civilizing arts of life
has more enterprise been exhibited by Americans
than in school methods and school architecture.
Improvement in design tending to provide the
best facilities for the distribution of classes and
thorough ventilation Is especially marked during
the past decade.
Our author published a book
upon " Country School Houses " in 1858, which
received the favorable attention of educators and
architects,

and the present volume

is an embodi

of the best features, of the former, besides
the recent improvements
in the con
embracing
struction of school houses and school furniture.
It contains a great variety of plans with detailed
descriptions, so that any carpenter or builder can
erect a building which may lie selected from the
list. It also contains a full description of the
most approved school furniture, with suggestions
of great value to new and inexperienced teachers
on the subject of school apparatus.
The work In
general is a most useful one, and can not fail to
tir.d general appreciation
among those who are
interested in American education.

ment

History of Frederick

the Second,
the Great. By John 8.
"
Abbott, author of The History of Napoleon

called Frederick

C.

8vo;
With Illustrations.
Bonaparte," etc.
cloth. Price, to. New York : Harper 4 Bros.
Among popular American historians, Mr. Abbott
stands conspicuously.
His " History of Napoleon
Bonaparte," which we read with boyish pleasure
as it appeared In the monthly issues of Harper's

years ago, while we were at school, cer
tainly confirmed his right to the distinction of
"popular" among modern writers. In this fresh
volume from Franklin Square we have an interest
ing and comprehensive
biography of the great
Prussian monarch, printed in large, clear type, on
heavy paper, and illuminated with numerous wellexecuted and lively engravings.
It is well adapted
to the use of those who have not that " elegant
leisure" which enables one to read volumes elab
orate with detail, but only an occasional unoccu
pied hour; it furnishes a clear and correct idea of
Its hero, his public and private character, his career
and its general influence upon his age.
Magazine

The Student's Elements of Geology.

By Sir Charles LyeU, Bart., F.R.S., author of
"The Principles of Geology," "The Antiquity
of Man," etc. With more than BOO Illustrations
on wood.
12mo; cloth; pp. 640. Price, $2.
New York : Harper & Brothers.
The subject of Geology is a large one, and re
quires peculiar treatment to introduce it in an at
tractive form to the young student.
In the words
of the author, "Beginners wish for a short and
cheap book in which they may find a full explana
tion of the leading facts and principles of Geology.
Their wants, I fear, somewhat resemble those of
the old woman in New England, who asked a book
seller to supply her with ' the cheapest Bible in
the largest possible print.' " However, the emi
nent scientist and author has produced in this new
volume an abridgment of what is known of geol
ogy, presenting especially in a clear style and with
copious illustrations those principles that arc in
The work is divided
dispensable to the beginner.
into thirty-six chapters, with a copious index at
the end.

Les Mysteres

de

la Main.

Rev61es

et cxpliqu^H. Art de connaitre la vie. le caractdre, les
aptitude* et la destined do chacun d'apres la seul in
Dixi£m«
spection dee mains. Par Ad. Desbarrolles.
Edition. Ucvue, corrigee et angiueiitee d'explicatioas
Paris : Gamier Friires.
physiologiques.

of six hundred
much curious
information. M. Desbarrollcs, a*
and remarkable
it is well for us to remark in passing, has for many
years been closely occupied in researches relating
to the human hand, and has published from time
to time the conclusions which he has drawn from
He claims, as is stated in the
those researches.
"the art of
above title, that he has discovered
learning the life, the character, the aptitudes, and
the destiny of any one from a simple inspection
of the hands."
M. Desbarrollcs is an enthusiast, and owns him
self one ; but in his voluminous work candidly
the subject of chiromancy, from all
discusses
points of view, theoretically as well as practically,
furnishing illustrations from life and challenging
criticism. In the opening of the work he claims
that his discoveries are of the highest importance
to medical science; that in the hand are to bo de
tected " the traces of future maladies or of dispo
In this closely-printed volume

and twenty-four pages is contained

OUR
altions

to organic

disease,"

and that

MENTORIAL BUREAU.
"the physi

will
take at once an eminent
place in his science."
He finds in his art an entire harmony with physi
cal science, including Phrenology and Physiog
cian who shall first utilise these discoveries

nomy.

This being the tenth edition of his work, it is
that something more than caprice, or
apparent
even enthusiasm, has led him into such protracted
and it is also evident that encour
investigations,
agement has not been wanting from the literary
and scientific world.

The Life and

Times

of Henry Lord

Bbodoham, Written by Himself. In Three Vol
umes.
Vol. II., 12mo; pp. 391. New York:
Harper & Brothers.
A summary of this volume may be presented by
the titles of the nine chapters it contains, viz. :
The Orders in Council ; Home and Foreign Poli
tics; The Prince and Princess of Wales; The
Princess of Wales and the Princess Charlotte;
The Income Tax; State of France after the War;
Famous Trial of Queen Caroline ; Political Influ
The
ence of the Proceedings against the Queen.
time embraced by the memoirs contained in this
second volume extends from 1808 to 1829; thus
Including many, if not the most, interesting polit
ical events in English history which occurred in
The correspond
Lord Brougham's long career.
ence relating to the unhappy relations of the royal
family, and the important part taken by Brougham
In behalf of the Princess of Wales and of Princess
Charlotte, in 1813 and 1814, occupies a large por
tion of the volume, and furnishes many glimpses
of the interior life of those ladies and of Queen
Charlotte. We have also some " confessions" of
Brougham with reference to the conduct of par
liamentary elections, — money being spent in Eng
land as freely for votes in 1812, as is scattered by
Tammany ringleaders in these latter times in great
New York.

The Tourist's Guide

Through the

Empire State. Embracing all Cities, Towns,
and Watering Places, by Hudson River and New
York Central Route. Describing all Routes of
Travel and Places of Popular Interest and Resort
along the Hudson River, Lake George, Lake
Champlain, the Adirondacks, Saratoga, Niagara
Octavo; cloth.
Edited and
Falls, etc., etc.
Published by Mrs. S. S. Colt, Albany, N. Y.
The title furnishes a pretty full account of the
general contents of this new guide book, and scarce
ly more need be said. New York contains a great
Mountain and plain, lake and
variety of scenery.
river, rocky heights, profound forests, gloomy
romantic glens and caverns, water
wildernesses,
falls great and small, combine to furnish objects
of interest for the explorer and the tourist In
fact, no State in the Union can claim a greater
variety of nature's grand and picturesque beauty,
while the numerous facilities for travel, distributed
throughout the State, render nearly all of easy ap
proach.

The book Is well illustrated, and besides the de

tailed
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Information with reference

to the man;
sundry useful
and amusing instructions for the benefit of travelera. Price, $2 in fine cloth.
places of interest

mentioned,

The Duration

and

gives

Nature of Future

Pdnishment.
By Henry Constable, A.M., Pre
bendary of Cork. Reprinted from the Second
Prico, in paper, 25 cents.
London Edition.
New Haven : Charles C. Chatfleld & Co.
"A candid, not dogmatic and bitter, review of
the grounds of our belief regarding future punish
ment is greatly needed at the present dny." TMb
is the author's apology for his pamphlet, and in it
he endeavors to discuss this all-important subject
in a candid, impartial spirit. The republication
of the pamphlet in this country by the " Univer
" is in itself a testimonial with regard to
sity press
its value.

Edmond

Dante8.

A

Sequel to Alexan

der Dumas' " Count of Monte-Cristo."
Paper.
Price, 75 cents. Philadelphia: T. B. Peterson

& Brothers.

In this strong

romance,

bare the concealed

it

is claimed,

are laid

causes of the French Revolu

tion of February, 1848, which began acting shortly
after the Revolution of 1830. Prominent names
in France at that time here find a place, and prom
inent men and women are actors and talkers.
We do not like romance history, although it is
quite certain some people will not read history in
any other form than in the highly-colored pages
of the novelist.

Bugle Notes
Army.

A

for the

Temperance

new collection of Songs, Quartettes,
and Glees, adapted to the use of all Temperance
gatherings, Glee Clubs, etc., together with the
Odes of the Sons of Temperance and Good Tem
Edited by W. F. Sherwin and J. N.
plars.
Price, paper covers, 30 cents ; boards,
Stearns.
New York: National Temperance So
35 cents.
ciety and Publication House.

The words and music are nearly all new, written
It con
expressly for this work.
tains music for all tastes and occasions where Tem
" Bugle Notes"
perance is the theme; and these
will be made to sound the battle-cry in earnest.
and composed

Is Alcohol

a

Necessary

of Life

?

By Henry Monroe, M.D., F.L.S., Lecturer on
Medical Jurisprudence, etc., at the Hull and
East Riding School of Medicine, etc. Price, in
New York : National Temper
paper, 15 cents.
ance Society.

Dr. Monroe, in this able pamphlet, gives a synop
tical expression of his views on the use of alco
holic liquors, and embodies therein the researches
of many years, and the opinions of very many em
inent physicians.

Plastics and Orthopedics

; a Report
republished from the Transactions of the Illinois
State Medical Society for 1871. By David Prince,
M.D.
This interesting pamphlet describes with much
perspicuity the principles, and many of the pro
cesses, as occurring in actual cases, of plastic sur
This new branch of the chirurgic art has
gery.
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been singularly successful

thus far, and commands

the gratitude of many a person who for years had
suffered the shame and inconvenience of distorted

but who now rejoices in a fairly propor
The deft operators who practice this
art will patch out a defective nose or chin or lip
with flaps of skin borrowed from other parts of
the patient's body, or reduce extraordinary growths
to symmetry.
The cases reported in the pamphlet
are worth general attention.
features,
tioned

face.

Diseases

of Women

;

their

Causes,

Prevention, and Radical Cure.
By Goo. H.
Phila
12mo; pjK 318; cloth.
Taylor, M.D.
delphia : Geo. Maclean, Publisher, 719 Sansom
Street.

We noticed this new work in our September
issue, but designated a wrong price, it being $2,
and not $1 50, as stated.
This volume is published
uniform in style with the " Physical Life of Wom
an" by Dr. Napheys, of which nearly 100,000
copies have been sold.

The Cousin from India.

A Book

for
Girls. By Georgiana M. Craik, author of " Mil
dred," etc.
With Illustrations.
New York:
Harper <fcBrothers.

A little story written in the English style — some
how our " cousins " over the water write better

juvenile books than we — and sketching the rela
tions of a little girl whose earliest childhood had
been spent in India with her little English cousins.
Her pranks and incorrigible mischief-making are
amusing enough, but after a while the wholesome
discipline of an English home has its effect in con
verting her into a quiet, amiable little body.

Under the Snow.
Opus 4.

A sweet

Written

by II.

Composed
by A. J. Goodrich.
Syracuse, N. Y. : Rcdinjrton & Howe.

Perry Smith.

song, hopeful in sentiment

and breathing
The movement is sprightly and the
Perhaps the music, we allude
harmony excellent.
to the accompaniment
particularly, would be more
acceptable to the public at large were it less com
Mr. Goodrich's elevation and skill as a
plicated.
composer should not prevent him from appreci
ating the wants of humble, homely musicians.
true poetry.

Self-Denial,

for the Promotion of Tem

A Sermon by
perance — a Duty and a Pleasure.
Rev. J. P. Newman, D.D., Chaplain of the U. 8.
Senate, and Pastor of the Metropolitan M. E.
Church, Washington, D. C. Paper.
Price, 15
New York: National Temperance Soci
cents.
ety and Publication House.

No. 5 of the "Temperance Sermons." When
of the order of Dr. Newman take so
strong a stand, the cause of Temperance should
not languish.
clergymen

A Terrible Temptation.

By

Charles

Reade, author of "Put Yourself in His Place,"
New
etc.
With many original Illustrations.
York : Harper <fcBrothers.

We have already given our opinion of this novel,
having received copies of it in other styles of bind
Mr. Reade seems, in his later compositions,
ing.

to be making a trial of his pen — or of his readers

—

how far he can advance upon the
bounds of indelicacy without offending
popular
sentiment.
Perhaps his persistency in this line of
authorship is due to popular encouragement! I
to ascertain

Horace

Temfleton.

A Novel.

By

Price, 75 cents. Phila
Charles Lever.
Paper.
delphia: T. B. Peterson & Brothers.
This is the eighth volume of the new, cheap,
and popular edition of the works of Charles Lever,
now in course of publication by T. B. Peterson &
Brothers of Philadelphia.

The Action of Natural Selection

on Man. By Alfred Russel Wallace. New Ha
ven, Conn. : Charles C. Chatfield & Co.
This pamphlet is No. 6 of the University Series,
and discusses (1) The Development of Human
Races under the Law of Selection ; (2) The Limits
of Natural Selection as applied to Man.

The Sower's Reward.

A

Story

of

Domestic Life. By the Author of " Mary Pow
ell." One vol., octavo ; paper cover.
Price, 25
cents.
Philadelphia : T. B. Peterson & Brothers.

Announcement of Interesting Pub

Rev. II. W. Bcecher's " Life of Jesus
Christ," so long looked for by the reading
public, is at la6t about ready to come out, and
will be issued in very elaborately illustrated style
during the month of September.
(Messrs. J. B.
Ford & Co., N. Y., Publishers.) The work has
been pronounced by an eminent authority (th«
Rev. R. S. Storrs, D.D., of Brooklyn) to be "tft«
book which the masses of the Christian world
have been waiting for."
The delay has been
caused, not by dilatoriness, but by thorough work;
and the book is Beecherish and fresh.
Prospectus hooks, containing specimen pages,
plates, and bindings, are now reudy for canvassing,
as the book is to be 6old only through Agents, by
subscription ; but the work itself will be published
about the middle of September.

lications.

the

Mr. Wm. Smeaton, formerly an in
structor of Yale College, but for many years known
as one of the most successful teachers in the New
York Public 8chools, has prepared for the use of
" Htymologieal Man
the scholars and classes an
ual," which, being based on a principle new to
American scholars, though familiar to the schools
and colleges of Scotland, where Mr. Smeaton was
trained, has been fortunate enough to meet th«
strong approbation of such men as Dr. Isaac Fer
ris, late Chancellor of the University of New York,
and others.
It will be issued some time ttiis fall,
and will introduce some fresh ideas into an im
portant field of English education.
The

Illustrated Christian Weekly

furnishing healthful
pictorial reading matter at a moderate price.
Think of it, a beautiful pictorial weekly at $2 a
Address 150
year! We wish it the best success.
Nassau Street, New York.
keeps

on its useful course,

JOURNAL

PHRENOLOGICAL
AND

Life Illustrated.
Vol. LIT!.— No.

November,

5.]

787/.

JAMES MeCOSH,
PRESIDENT

rplIIS

J-

OF PRINCETON

portrait of Dr. McCosh forms

a

very interesting subject for study
and criticism.
The face indicates a predominance of the Mental temperament,

[Whole No.

394.

LL.D.,
COLLEGE,

N.

J.

which gives a tendency

to mental life,

criticism,
thought-study,
investigation,
There is strength, sincerity, perseverance, patience, and dignity stamped upon
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He is

those features.

natural

a

fault

finder and critic, but not particularly in
clined to quarrel.
He will discuss a
question with his best friend, and urge
his criticisms with merciless determina
in the pursuit of truth, while he

tion

feels all the cordial kindness toward

his

opponent which is consistent with fra
In following truth
ternal brotherhood.
and carrying opinions, he feels that the

truth has a right to " cut its bigness "
and to follow its proper course, and that
it is the duty of friends and foes to clear
the track and give it free course. His

[Nov.,

as it were, cotemporaneous
of past ages, so lifelike can he
make the history of the past.
He is a natural reader of mind, and met
aphysics, theoretical and practical, would
be his forte. He has great sympathy.
The height of the head from the brow
upward to where the hair joins the fore

dents

with

feel,

men

head shows great

generosity, and the
from that point,

head is high backward

and conse
large Veneration,
much
devoutness
of
His
quently
spirit.
Firmness is also largely developed, in
showing

remarkable

dicating

stability and stead

friendship, therefore, does not stand in
the way of his earnest pursuit of truth.
His large perceptive organs make him

fastness

hungry for knowledge, and he will be
fresh and earnest as a student as long as
he lives.
The time will not arrive with

a man who reveres brute force ; he gener

him when he will narrow

off"

the stock

ing, finish up the work, and feel that
there is no more to be learned. Though
he has many conservative qualities of
has very little of
what he has learned of

character, his intellect
conservatism

;

the changes and advancement of scien
tific truth convinces him that the path
way is still open for broader modifica
tions and higher achievements ; hence he
is better calculated than most men of his
age to teach the young.

will

he never
because

Intellectually,

be considered

he never

an old fogy,
will seem to himself to

have learned everything.

He

a good memory, not only of
objects, but of historic events.
He has wonderful power of classification,
In giv
organization, and combination.
has

tangible

ing

instruction

he

would

bring forth

new and old, and illustrate dry
subjects with the living light of to-day,
things

with the current events of daily life. As
teacher of history, for instance, he
would compare the usages of to-day
with those of a thousand years ago ; he
would give an account of the progress
of any study or subject, and make stu
a

but the head not being very
broad, we conclude that there is not a
great deal of animal obstinacy. He is not
;

ally appeals to the better feelings of those
He will
who are under his influence.
lay down the law pretty squarely, but
of its infraction so likely

he is not in cases

to insist upon the penalty as most men.
he had more Destructiveness and Com-

If

bativeness he would be a stronger man,
he would meet the world more

because

plane than he now does.
Rude, robust men are influenced through
faculties
their moral and intellectual
more eflfectually if they perceive in the
on its own

one who exerts an influence

upon them
the power to back up his theories and
compel obedience. Strong men rever
ence strength in others; men of physical
might appreciate muscular power and
the force of courage in others, on the
principle that a nation strong in

same

cannon is treated more politely in ordi
nary business affairs and negotiations by
another strong nation than a nation is
which is strong only in its arguments
So a preach
and the justice of its cause.
er, a teacher, or a magistrate,

in his constitution

a great

if

he have

deal of cour

and power along with the higher
qualities, is more influential, more effect
ive in his higher teachings.
There seems to be only a medium de
age

iveness and Destructiveness

would give
more effectiveness to his whole charac

ter, and enable him to wield his higher
nature with more vigor and force.

He appears to be cautious in conduct
rather than prudent in speech. We judge
that his powers of perception and anal
ysis are stronger than those of mere dry
; hence he collates facts and illus
trates their meaning and teachings more

logic

than he discusses them through the for
mulas of hard logic.

With that large head, amply sustained ;
with that clear, sharp intellect, that dig
nity, that moral force, that power to

in

it,

comprehend mind and guide and mold
he could make his mark in any intel
lectual pursuit, in any vocation
which
a

talent and worth could be successfully
He has
scholarly intellect
employed.

if

;

If he

a

a

religious and moral de
had
stronger base of
velopment.
brain
his life were more nearly re
strongly

lated to the earth and its interests, he
be even more effective in the

would

higher pursuits, because he would have
more of that momentum which propen
sity imparts.

Dr. McCosh

was born in Ayrshire, Scot

about the year 1810.
His education
fit
embraced those studies contemplating
a

land,

ness for the Christian ministry.
After obtain
ing his licentiate, he was settled at Brechin,

a

Divine Government, Physical and Moral,"
which attracted much attention in the liter
ary world, and especially among those who
In 1851 he
give attention to metaphysics.
published an essay, in the North British Re
" Typical Forms," which he subse
view, on
quently elaborated in connection with Dr.
Dickie of Queen's College, and published in
1856 under the title of "Typical Forms and
Special Ends in Creation."
The position which Dr. McCosh early as
sumed in his views on mental science was
sound and practical as compared with the
Instead of
great mass of modem thinkere.
instead of seeking to erect
being speculative
fabric of philosophy upon ingenious as
sumption, he in the outset maintained the
existence and essential importance of 2>ri#ri
" His philosophy,"
conceptions and beliefs.
"
writer, compared with Sir William
says
Hamilton's, was what physiology
compared
with anatomy. While he did not lack the
acuteness of the dialectician, he clothed his
skeletons with flesh and blood, and they
readily took their places as living organisms
in the world of progress."
His theology
was much the same as that of Dr. Chalmers.
It because of the positive and direct rea
soning which characterize his writings that
He wrote not
they have become popular.
for the profoundly versed, but he wrote for
all classes, aiming to instruct all with refer
ence to the nature of those topics which lie
at the foundation of knowledge
and faith.
So he treats of the relations of time, space,
power, identity, causation, sub
quantity,
stance, being, the infinite, personality, free
This aim
dom, and moral obligation.
particularly manifest in his last and most im

is

vance of those of others. He has pride
and dignity enough to sustain him in his
varied duties.
A little more Combat-

to Queen's College he had published
an important work entitled " The Method of

d

clined to speak the truth and utter his
thoughts, though they may be in ad

called

is

and selfishly.
His Secretiveness appears
to be moderate, hence he is frank, in

;

tion of the means, by a foreseeing sagac
ity, more than by following gain eagerly

;

If

a

as to inspire his intellect in the di
rection of money-making.
he were a
business man he would reach results in
the form of profit by a wise administra

parish in Forfarshire, where he remained
until 1853, at which time ho was offered the
Chair of Mental and Moral Science in Queen's
College, Belfast, Ireland. This position he
His
accepted, and soon after assumed it.
talent in this department of learning early
made him known but before he had been

is

ing
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a

in this head,
gree of Acquisitiveness
hence he has not so much financial feel

and

ZZ.D.

JAMES MCCOSH,

1871.]

work, " The Intuitions of the Mind
Dr. Shedd, in his
Inductively Investigated."
introductory note to the American edition of
this work, thus speaks of the mental charac
teristics of the author as exhibited in his

portant
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works:

"The

first

feature

that

strikes

the

reader is the fidelity of the author to his na

tionality in rejecting all idealism in philoso
phy, realism in perception; that objects have
of the mind, that
an existence independent
there is a substance in which properties in
here, that our perceptions of God, the soul,
and even of infinity and eternity, are positive
and not merely negative.

These, and

such

like, are the positions taken by this writer
with decision and maintained with power.
In this particular we regard him as doing an
the influ
excellent service in counteracting
ence of some recent speculations which tend
to unsettle all scientific thinking and to con
of human
the highest
vert
department
thought into a sphere of airy and unreal
fictions.
Though holding a high estimate
of philosophy as a branch of human inquiry,
he does not fall into the error of those who
suppose that it is capable of solving all prob
lems and becoming a system of infinite knowl
He recognizes the limits of the hu
edge.
man mind, and refuses to push his inquiries
beyond the region of clearly ascertained fact.
* * * In respect to the great themes of
morals and religion, Dr. McCosh agrees with
that lofty and influential class of thinkers
from Pliny to Kant, who believe that genuine
philosophy is in harmony with man's religious
needs and instincts, and that true views of
man are impossible without true views of
He has no sympathy with those shal
God.
low methods and those slight draughts at
the fountain of science which Lord Bacon as
sures us lead to skepticism."
In tine, it may be said that Dr. McCosh

has

no philosophy which conflicts with faith, and
believes that no philosophy is worth any con
sideration or credence which can not be re
In the north of Ireland,
duced to practice.

for sixteen years previous
to the incident which called him to this
country, he was held in high esteem by his
co-residents and was known as a philanthro
His efforts
pist and public -spirited citizen.
for the social improvement of the workingclasses and for the extension of intermediate
schools endeared him to the people.
He was
offered the presidency of Princeton College,
New Jersey, which he accepted in 1808, and
crossed the ocean, and was duly inducted in
to its functions.
He had visited this country
where he resided

[Nor.,

twro years before, and then

made himself ac

quainted with the institution of which he is
now the president.
In the acquisition of this
gentleman and of Prof. Goldwin Smith of

of America feel a pro
In administering
the
affairs of Princeton College, Dr. McCosh has
shown much energy and a liberal spirit. The
College has already taken a much higher po
sition in the educational affairs of this coun
try than it had held for many years previous
Dr. McCosh has delivered several ad
ly.
dresses at different points on topics relating
to education, and his influence has in no
Cornell,

found

the learned

gratification.

small

to an improved
degree contributed
tone in educational affairs generally.
♦♦♦

The Teacher Taught. — A

dealer in pork
had a precocious son who was expert in cards,
and in playing with his young companions
was seldom on the losing side.
He began at
first to bet on the game, and ere long would
play regularly for money with any of his age
He came home
disposed to accept the risk.
one day, bringing several dollars which be
had acquired in his small way of gaming, and
exhibited his gains to his father with quite an
air of triumph.

The thoughtful parent shook his head and
told his son that the money was not honestly
acquired.
" Rut I did not cheat," said the
boy.
"I
hope not," replied the father, " but did you
give the loser any equivalent at all for it?"
The boy hung his head, and the parent
added :
"
Money is honest iy acquired where there is
an exchange of products or of services, and
the receiver gives an equivalent for it. To Iukc
another's money or property and give no equiv
alent for it is to rob or client him."

The writer of the above adds that a few
months after, the father came home from the
Produce Exchange with an elated aspect, and
announced that he had settled his speculative
contracts in pork by the receipt of $50,000.
His son eyed him thoughtfully for a moment,
and then asked, " What did you give the other
man, father, as an equivalent for the money ? "

A TnoronT. — It

is reasonable to expect that
the improvements in mechanical appli
reduction of
ances
and the proportionate
manual labor, to say nothing of the superior
with

A MAN AMONG MEN.
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results secured by machinery, there would be , friendly automaton lent its help, should find
less mental friction or excitement, and a con
that cerebral calm which is not generally inci
sequent tendency to that nervous harmony
dent to fatiguing toil and opportunity for pros
which is essential to successful thought.
A
ecuting studies which give breadth to the
man being able, by the assistance of the uner
ring and tireless fingers of steel, to accomplish
in one quarter of the time that which his un

mind and perspicuity to the judgment.
Thus
should those who enjoy the highest benefits of
civilization enjoy the best physical health and

steady hand was capable of doing

the happiest moral condition.
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A

MAN AMONG

MEN.

BY KEY. A. M'ELUOY WYLIE.

ignorant of men are judges in this particular,
just as the common people, aye, even the
beggars, in Italy are critics and judges of the

is,

it

;

a

easier to compass than positive
easier to put the finger upon the knots than to
tell how they can be planed off to drop the
out of the plumb
line and show how the work
cism

is

thority, from which a true manhood speaks
and acts with power, because it appeals to
of the
every man's instinctive
appreciation
Even the roughest, the most
ideal natural.

that embodiment of the higher life, we
must be free to say will be no easy task and
be done upon the ground of
how can
spir
itual naturalness?
Here we frankly confess that negative criti
fess

it

grades of learning, wisdom, and spirituality,
we can instinctively tell whether he carries up
with him the tone of a frank and artless hon
This alone is the true pedestal of au
esty.

obviously inclined to obstruct their influence
by being perhaps just little unnatural.
To move in the world as man among men,
and yet to live so as all men will see and con

;

interpretation of this ideal is a matter rather of
instinct than of reason or demonstration.
No
matter how high a man goes into the upward

;

actly, but almost all men recognize approxima
tions to that ideal whenever they see it The

cially to those who are looked up to as teach
ers and leaders in the great interests of Chris
tianity, and ask leave to point out some par
ticulars wherein some clerg3rmen
are quite

a

to define ex

ap

proachable, and far less self-assuming?
We want, on this occasion, to apply these
considerations in
fair and kindly way, espe

is

This ideal we may not he able

the

a

the true ideal of naturalness.

be
es

a

highest degree of refinement and development
may be perfectly consistent with entire sim
plicity of character. Indeed, the best kind of
education draws a man, not into affectations
and assumptions, but higher and higher toward

his new nature that he should, any the less,
man among men?
Should he not, by
pousing the cause of Him after whom
crowds flocked, become more simple, more

it

Perfect naturalness is the perfect absence of
all forms of self-assertion.
There is an unedu
cated naturalness which is boorish;
but the

thing in the adhesion to Christianity which, in
itself, would necessarily draw a man away
from the natural — that
the ideal natural,
which wc may call, for convenience, the spirit
inconsistent with
ually natural — or render

is

is always attractive, and
always influential ; and the farther men
get away from naturalness the more they lose
ground for good.

a

"^r ATURALNESS

J_N

than to suggest how the work can be straight
ened and perfected on all its sides.
Wc would
we were able, to stand off outside the
like,
profession, taking the attitude of one who
anxiously desirous to see every member of the

up still higher, we ask whether

clerical calling exert the widest possible legiti

there is any

is

if

highest executions of art, in music, in painting,
and in statuary, though they may not be able
to achieve a single work of art themselves.
Carrying this conception of the ideal natural
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mate influence and achieve the greatest amount
of good ; to point out some of the smaller
things, perhaps — the unnatural things — which
tend to limit their influence and obstruct their

[Nov,

order of dress for the priesthood in the Old
That was a dispen
Testament dispensation.
sation of legality, of types, symbols, and au
thority, while this is a dispensation of sub

for a large part of the clergy have passed away.
We see no more of the big wigs and the gowns
in the street ; but there is still something of the

stance, of demonstration, persuasion, and grace.
Nor will it do to point to the analogies of a
distinctive uniform, as adopted by the military
or judicial orders. These orders stand forth as
representatives of authority by force mdy—oi
It is,
law, in its exposition and execution.
then, hardly necessary to remark here that the
Gospel ministry is not an exponent of these ;

The
affectations of the old tailoring left
frightfully long tails, straight, stiff collars, mil
itary cut of coat, high chokers, and cassock-

and just so far as it puts itself forth as expo
nents of law and authority, speaking oracularly,
and pretending to enforce its sentences, just so

efforts at doing good.
We begin at that which is the most obvious
— the matter of dress. The time was when all
the clergy appeared more or less unnatural by
their habits of dress.
The days of caricature

vests have not altogether disappeared.
Now, what does this sort of dressing do for
the profession, so far as it is adopted f Men
can never get away from the instinct that the
dress, in a large degree, is an expression of the
And is not
man, a fruitage of the character.
this true ? This sort of clerical costume inev
itably tends to put a barrier of separation be
tween the ministers and the people. Men see
these uniformed servants of that Master who
distinctly disavowed all assumption of mere
official authority come among them, and they
instinctively feel that that sort of thing puts
clergymen unnaturally at a distance. It teaches
the young and the weak to look upon them
through

the associations of carnal or worldly
and power; to expect to hear the
rather than to listen to the word of
; and thus they are impelled to con

authority
command
persuasion
ceal their

doubts and inquiries, and take the
word of mere authority, rather than seek the
instruction and sympathizing counsel which,
to meet the case, must be based upon a knowl
edge of the opened heart ; and thus far religion
is injured.
This is the effect upon the igno
rant, the weak, and the young ; while the ef
fect upon a large proportion of the mature, the
strong, and the manly is to repel and perhaps
rebel against all
disgust. Men instinctively
official assumption where power and influence
are

rightly

based only upon

the claims of pure

truth.

Now, we do not hesitate

to say that this
by those clergymen who,
by assuming an official garb, do not move as
men among men.
Peculiarity of dress pro
claims, whether they mean it or not, that they
expect those concessions and deferences to
them on the ground of official station which

principle

is violated

should be rendered only to character and to
the truth. And it is not a sufficient answer to
this objection to point to the divinely prescribed

far does it surrender its claims to be the Gos
pel ministry, which is a ministry of persuasion,
reconciliation, grace, peace. And, agreeably to
this principle, men observe that, precisely in
proportion as
representatives
seek to enforce
do they gather

clergymen

seek to be official

of authority, and so far as they
the claims of power, just so far
around them the paraphernalia

of office, and cover themselves with the gar
ments of a reserved and exalted dignity.
Clergymen, likewise, too often fail from the
want of naturalness of manner.
With many,
there is too manifest a want of simple genuine

They lack an easy, cordial,
ness of bearing.
self-forgetfulness of carriage. They seem too
often to men of the world to be listless, ab
There is
stract, inattentive, or even cold.
often the deportment of the elderly school
master, whose long habits of instruction have
given him a set in the direction of giving out
his own thoughts with the cold air of author
ity, rather than recognizing his partnership in
the world's current thought and conversation.
Too many ministers never seem to know how
to move among men upon the friendly, so
cial, and cordial level of mutual exchange.
They seem to forget that the best volumes for
them to study, next to the one great Book, are

the daily turning leaves in the active lives of
real living men. They therefore too commonly
come among men as we might fancy an old,
dusty, musty volume of lore, belonging to a
by-gone age, might do if it were set up upon
articulate speech.
legs and endowed with
The didactic lines roll out in a semi-mechanical
way, whether men seem to be interested or
not; and the domine proceeds, supported, no
doubt, by the hope that the dry seed, sown
with such a liberal hand, will some day sprout
into life, and develop into fruit-bearing quali
ties — forgetting all the while that higher influ
ences do not act in violation

of lower law

; that

1871.]

A MAN AMONG MEN.

that minister will be most useful who, being
faithful to the truth, is best able to excite the
sympathies and the interests of men, whether
in the pulpit or out of it.
How much depends upon manner may be
learned by ministers if they will study a leaf or
two in the chapter of a successful politician's
experience, or they may easily see it if they
will contrast the work of two clergymen as
they operate in fields lying near by.
One, be
longing to the angular school, moves only upon
the squares and the cubes, and withal a man

of power

; and for years he has been wondering
why, in a growing community, his congrega
tion is still composed of the select and the
painfully few ; while his less experienced broth
er, with less learning and an inferior head
piece, who greets every one in a natural, cor
dial, easy way, having every man whom he
meets go away with the feeling that the clergy
man is his particular friend, preaches to over

flowing crowds, and is perpetually enlarging
his church edifice. The latter, while compro
mising no functions of his high office, makes
friends and keeps them, because he moves as a
man among men; but the former makes few
and holds fewer still, because he has never
learned that simple lesson how to move as a
man among his fellows. It would well pay all
such clergymen to suspend the functions of
their calling for a season and go into business.
Daily trituration with men might effect a radi
cal cure.
Closely allied to the last is unnaturalness of
voice, adopted, or unconsciously assumed, by
many clergymen.
How well we remember, as
a small boy, the way in which we beat a re
treat and sought concealment when the " aw
"
ful
minister was seen making his approach.
That low, hollow, sepulchral voice we can
never forget
The association is instinctive
and unavoidable that men, not to speak of
children, should associate such tones with what
is damp, dank, dark, and mjldewed of spirit
It is the voice which ghosts, ghouls, specters,
and all mysterious things which bode no good
to man, are supposed to conjure with.
Whence comes it that so many ministers are
marred by such unnatural and unfortunate
vocalization ? It arises partly from thoughtless
ignorance, partly from association, partly from
a foolish prejudice, and partly from education.
Some are so thoughtlessly ignorant that they
think that this deep, monotonous, minor, sepul
chral growl constitutes a becoming religious

That the message which proclaims life,
joy, liberty, love, holiness should be dressed

tone.
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the habiliments of the grave.
Others,
through the traditional prejudice which has
been handed down by predecessors, fancy that
the awful minor increases the weight and em
phasis of ministerial utterance. If this were
true we might expect that with the call to the
ministry God would give a man the awful
tones which were uttered from the summit of
Sinai.
Others catch these direful tones from
association.
They have been accustomed to
speak fuller and louder within the spacious
walls of the church edifice, and they forget
when they return to the every-day associations
of ordinary life to bring back their voice to its
In
easy and natural cadence and utterance.
certain passages rendered from reading-desk or
pulpit such tones undoubtedly are eminently
appropriate and natural, but to assume them
on all occasions is nothing short of a travesty
upon spiritual naturalness. With others it re
sults from wrong education, at the bottom of
which lies ignorance again. Unnatural teach
ers have made unnatural scholars, and it is not
every scholar who grows wise enough to ques
tion the methods of his instructors.
Many and
many a time, probably in the majority of cases,
we have heard that sentence of triumph, of
glory, of immortality — that overture bursting
am the resurrection and
from the skies —
the life," etc., read as if it were a voice of de
spair spoken from the valley of the shadow
of death. Who does not see at once that,
under the sounds of that voice, captivity is led
captive, and the victory of death is turned into
"
defeat j and we ask,
Is it not too bad that a
sepulchral and false voice should cast over
"
those tones of triumph the shadow of despair?
Why should a man become less natural in the
display of the ordinary attributes of manhood
simply because he has become a leader and in
structor in the eminent concerns of religion ?
The reasons may be given, but is there any
sound reason for the reasons themselves? We
wish here to subtract nothing from the force
of the obvious fact that men are naturally un
in

"I

natural ; that they are not in the state which
their Creator designed they should be in, and
that he is working to bring them into. But
with all this natural unnaturalness, men, as a
rule, can know when the true type of the real
spiritural naturalness is put before them — that
is, when the true manly ideal moves out before
men to take rank in teaching and guiding
toward the ideal life.
In conclusion, let us venture the assertion
that much of this unnaturalness among clergy
men arises from a chronic violation on their
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part of the laws and conditions of the physical
basis of life. Perhaps, as a rule, the ministers

[Nov.,

meet are making war upon the
very house in which they live. They live with
too little exercise. Many habitually overtax
their brains when their nervous energy should

within the ranges of his own strength, cast off
his burdens and rise into the exhilarating at
mosphere of true spiritual liberty?
Why
should they, who have it as a business to teach
the observance of the higher law, why, we ask,
should they habitually violate the primal laws

of digestion. They
burdened with too

of their own nature? Why should they, while
living in defiance of God-ordained law as re

In this they do not sufficiently
many cares.
illustrate the faith which they preach. They
carry too much of the burdens and cares of

fearfully and wonder
those penalties
which are meted out in strict measure, on the
lower level, as punishment for violation of law
on the lower level?
In all this we plead as a clergyman for cler
gymen, that they should aim to. become more
truly and thoroughly men, according to the

with whom we

be employed in the processes

permit

themselves

to

be

their people, adding these to their own family
How, then, can a man be
and personal cares.
a healthful, hearty, natural counselor, teacher,
companion, and sympathizer whose spirit is
by the devils of indigestion, whose
life-currents run slowly and sluggishly, or even
stagnate in their channels for want of healthful
excitements in the open light and clear oxy
gen? How can a man be the exponent of the
haunted

happiness and the joys of religion who can not,
after a conscientious discharge of his duties

THE RET. WILLI
Rev. William Arthur, whose name is
known far beyond the limits

THE
honorably

of his own country and home, was born in
in the county of Lon
1819, in Latterkenny,
He was fairly educated, although
donderry.
not kept long at school, being forward in his
learning even to the appearance of precocity.
When about twelve years of age he removed
with the family to W estport, a town in the
county of Galway, on the Atlantic shore, and
being designed for business, was placed in a
trading firm connected with that town. Al
though of Presbyterian parentage, he was
in connection with the Wcsleyan Methodists; and before he had com
there brought
pleted

his

sixteenth

year

he had

not only

himself in membership with that
body, but had made his first attempt to
joined

preach.
It was predicted at the time that he would
attain to eminence; and his destiny being
clearly the Christian ministry, he was accept
ed by the Irish Conference, and sent by that

in 1837, to Hoxton College, London,
Here
when he was not more than eighteen.
he rapidly distinguished himself by an extra

body,

ordinary aptitude
two

for learning; and after a
having offered

years' course of study,

spects that constitution

fully made, expect

to

escape

ideals of this lower and basilar life, and then
they will have a better foundation anil a better
possibility upon which
life.

to build

for the higher

In all this, putting it in a word, we plead for
of spiritual naturalness.

a higher type

M

AKTHUB, M.A.

himself for foreign service, he was sent to the
Mysore territory in the Madras presidency.
He embarked
companions,

in

for India, with two young
A first-class
April, 1839.

East-Indiaman, well officered and manned,
with a large company of passengers, civilian,
naval, and military, affords a fine field for
self-discipline and observation ; and certainly
Mr. Arthur's first exercises in the service to
which his life was already consecrated were
most successfully discharged.
It was a new mission which he was ap
pointed to establish in the Mysore territory ;

into it heart and soul.
could put a few short sentences

and he threw himself

As soon

as he

together in Canaresc, he entered into conver
sation with the* natives, among whom he
passed most of his time, and whose confidence
he rapidly conciliated.
Expecting to spend his life in the country,
he acquainted himself with its past history
He held himself aloof
and present condition.
from national or local prejudices, and in his
independent position as a Christian mission
ary could study things as they were, record
ing his impressions as they came, and prompt
ly setting down the conclusions as he arrived
at them.
Unslumbering activity of mind and

REV.
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his
body in a tropical climate
impaired
health, and before he had completed the
second year of residence in the new mission,
the first threatening symptom of exhaustion
was a sudden failure of sight.
A succession

of deaths, too, unexpected and rapid, at the
same time wrought on his nerves, producing

PORTRAIT
distressing

languor,

OF

and his medical

were the symptoms, that ho was
compelled to embark in the first ship that
could be found.
The ship was leaky, slow,
ill-provisioned, badly manned, and miserably
so alarming

commanded.

friends

The number on board reduced

by deaths, the remnant famishing, the pumps
insufficient to overcome the leakage, and the

REV. WILLIAM

unitedly and earnestly assured him that the
preservation of his eyesight, not to say his
life, would be hopeless if he remained in the
climate of India, and warned him that his
constitution would not endure a return to any
country within the tropics.
So sudden and
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little crew ready to break out into mutiny,
Mr. Arthur, a surviving fellow-passenger, one
or two seamen, and the captain himself, took
to a boat in mid-ocean, in the forlorn hope
of catching a ship that was just in sight, but
not lying in the same course.
A negro sailor-boy aloft providentially dis
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cerncd the floating

speck ; the humane cap

tain shortened sail, took the two passengers
on board, supplied his unhappy brother cap
with food and a stock of provisions,
wherewith
to pull back to his crazy ship
tain

again, while the missionary and his compan
ion sped on their voyage with him, and in
due time set foot on English ground again.
Mr. Arthur subsequently published a narra
tive of this " Mission

which embodies

to the Mysore,"

a wide

a

work

review of Indian af

fairs, and is distinguished by his picturesqueness of style and accurate descriptions
of
natural scenery. After a time thus spent in

England, Mr. Arthur was sent to Boulogne,
and then for two years to Paris. He soon
was able to preach in French as easily as he
had in Canarese, and crowded and influential
congregations attended his ministry in the
French capital.

In

1849

he

returned

to England, and in

one of the general secre
taries of the Wesleyan Missionary Societies.
1851 was appointed

Prom this position he but lately retired, after
having for sixteen years served the cause of
missions with an efficiency that was highly
appreciated by his brethren throughout the
Being effective in his own church,
country.
he was the more valued by the members of
other churches, to whom, it is needless to say,
he is extensively known as a fellow-laborer
in the common cause of Christianity. Shortly
to the Wesleyan Mis
afver his appointment
sion-House, Mr. Arthur gave to the world
" The Successful Merchant," a memoir of Mr.
This work achieved a pop
Samuel Budgett.
ularity unprecedented in works of its class ;
edition after edition was rapidly disposed of;
and the name of the author became as rapidly
familiar to the general public as it had pre
viously been to his own denomination.
A few years later, the author, who had

[Nov.,

Fire," which is an earnest plea for the devout
of the power of the Holy Spirit
in all forms of religious work.
recognition
Besides

his experience

on the continents

of Europe and Asia, Mr. Arthur has traveled
extensively in America, and is probably as
widely known to the Christian public of the
United States as any clergyman in Europe.
Everywhere and always he proved himself
a missionary, and has ever taken the deepest
interest in all that concerns the United States.

By a very large majority of suffrages Mr.
Arthur was raised to the presidency of the
Wesleyan Conference of 1866, then being in
the forty-seventh year of his ago.
So young
a man had never but once before occupied
the presidential chair, and that was long ago,
when the position was very different from
what it is now.
Satisfied with his authority,
he assumed no air of dignity beyond what
naturally came to him, and retired at the
expiration of the term with no diminution
of the esteem previously accorded to him,
but rather with an increase of fraternal re
gard won to himself by the faithful but con
siderate and graceful performance of his du
ties. Mr. Arthur has since been placed at
the head of the Methodist College recently
established in Belfast, where another import
ant field of usefulness was opened up to him.
Before entering on his duties he visited Ox
ford and Cambridge, and made himself ac
quainted with the best methods of collegiate
instruction, and he has carried into his work
the same comprehensive views which have
The
characterized
him in other spheres.
Christian Times has said of him : "Possessed
of a considerable fortune, Mr. Arthur exem
plifies to the utmost the doctrine of system
atic beneficence ; and the singular simplicity
of his life and character, the variety of his
attainments, the extent of his travels, and

traveled much in the " sunny land," publish
" Italy in Transition," a volume
ed
dealing
with the political and religious crisis through

acquaintance with celebrated personages of
various countries, both in church and state,
to raise him to a position
have contributed

which Italy was then passing, when its small
er kingdoms were being broken up, religious
toleration was striving with dogmatism, and
the present kingdom was in process of form

As a preacher, he ranks
He never writes his ser
mons, and his style is remarkably free and
His doctrine is of the purest and clear
clear.
He belongs not so
est evangelical
type.
much to the Wesleyan as to the Church of
Christ at large ; and we trust he will be
spared many years to exert his powers for

ation under Victor Emmanuel.

Among Mr. Arthur's other publications,
of the
and perhaps the most characteristic
" The Tongue of
man, must be mentioned

such as few enjoy.

among

the first.
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the benefit of men and the honor of his great

He

Master."

control ; a

The face of Mr. Arthur,

as we have

it rep

resented in our indifferent

portrait, indicates
in a very marked degree the element of earn

He may be said to be strong in
that particular sentiment.
The great height
of the forehead, together with its breadth

estness.

a man of very strong
sympathies, having a practical and thought
ful type of intellect, and much capacity for

and fullness, indicates

working out to a successful result the diffi
cult phases of his undertakings.
He doubt
less has a very susceptible and emotional na
ture, and combined in a marked degree those

which

motive

characteristics

strength

and force to the mental activities.

contribute
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power in the way of selfinfluential not only in direct

has unusual

will

ing others, but also influential in forming
habits and guiding his own feelings and tend
He has much ambition, but the re
encies.
ligious profession which he follows, and the
self-deuyinglife that he has led, serve to hold
in check that ambition and give it course in
spiritual lives. We think that mental disci
pline which he exercises is exhibited in the
lineaments of the face. There is a peculiar
characteristic pervading them which we may
designate perhaps suitably by the term "

sup
Mr. Arthur is a natural leader,
pression."
but early subordinated
his yearnings and
tendencies to what he conceived to be his
highest duty and his best estate.

SPIRITUAL PRESENCE.
fbox august number.]

and four cubits, according to the
of the angel."
a man, that
In most cases there
change in the be
holder or entertainer, spoken of or suggested,

of

a

measure

is is,

and forty

"

;

;"

I

is

is

is

angels were brought into similar condition
or degree was in men, and not in the angels,
evident from the fact that some present saw
and heard, and others did not.
When the

Syrians encamped at Dothan against Elisha, he
saw the angelic host for his defense, but his
servant did not, therefore when the servant
" Elisha
asked, " What shall we do
prayed,
"
" Lord, open his
and in
eyes that he may see
answer to the prayer the servant beheld the
" horses and chariots of fire." —
Kings vi. 17.
Daniel, in his vision, said, " Daniel alone saw
for the men that were with me saw
the vision
;

entertained angels unawares."
In many angel
ic interviews they were called angels and men
in the same texts. Saint John in his detail of
"
the measuring of the city says, An hundred

we may do thee honor?"
But returning to
his natural state, fear came upon him, and he
said, " We shall surely die, because we have
seen God."
That this change of state whereby men and

2

ditions, from the leader of the armies of Israel
to the servant cast out with her child into the
wilderness.
They appeared as men, and were
entertained as such ; and Saint Paul in his let
ter to the Hebrews suggests that it may be so
done again, in his injunction, " Be not forgetful
to entertain strangers ; for thereby some have

ions, and caused no terror. Manoah, the fa
ther of Samson, had so little idea that he was
talking with an angel that he asked, " What
thy name, that when thy sayings come to pass

?

evidence, their pages grow luminous with the
forms of angels.
Descriptions arc therein given
of the appearance of angels with patriarchs,
prophets, apostles, and others of nearly all con

describes this change in these words,
the angel that talked with me came
again, and waked me, as a man
wakened out
of his sleep." Thus the organs of interior
sight and hearing being opened, angelic visit
ants were seen and heard as men and compan

I

evidences of spiritual presence among men
that may be drawn from them have been over
looked and set at naught ; but looking for such

ariah

"And

not the vision but
great quaking fell upon
them, so that they fled to hide themselves." —
a

tures with the mind bent upon some particular
subject, we light only upon the truths in agree
ment with the mind's purpose at the time, leav
ing all others ; just as a chemical agent attracts
its affinities and leaves its negatives ; hence the

he

;

in the chambers of departing Christians,
and in states of suspended natural functions,
receives its royal evidence from the pages of
the Divine Word. When we read the Scrip
scenes

"

lifted up his eyes " his eyes were
" was carried
opened
away in the spirit;"
" was in the
spirit on the Lord's day." Zechas,

:

contiguity of the seen and unseen
shadowed forth by the varied

THE
worlds,

I

[continued
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of the character of business
thus, " If God will be with me,
and keep me in this way that
go, and will
give me bread to eat and raiment to put on, so
that come again to my father's house in peace,
then shall the Lord be my God and this stone
;

I

I

;

transaction

a

he asks partake

I

a

have set for
pillar shall be God's
and of all that thou shalt give me,

I

;

which
house

will surely give the tenth unto thee." Jacob
being thus on the lowest plane of the three, the
presence of angels with him goes to show that
they are with all who are upon that plane.

:

;

is

:

shall utter his voice before his army; for his
"
will en
camp u very great." — Joel ii. 11.
mine
of
the army,
house because
camp about

of him that passeth by, and because
and no oppressor shall
of him that returneth
pass through them any more." — Zech. ix.
because

The question of the proximity of the world
of spirits to ours, and consequently their pres
with us, may also be presumed from the
so-called possession of men by devils in the
days of our Lord, and his work of restraining
ence

and casting them out. When he spake to the
devils, ns Legion, who wished to be sent into
the herd »f swine, we have no record thai any
one saw them, yet no one doubted that they left
the man and entered into the swine, for the
swine perished and the man was restored. We
do not realize the blessings that have resulted
to us of this day by that work of the Redeemer
in restraining evil spirits from infesting men,
and restoring the bound between us and them
yet few can read the case of the possessed child,
and the father's sad details of its rending him " so
that he pineth away," casting him into the fire

;

?

a

is

I

I

a

a

if

it
is

is

with whom he
usually named. Abraham
first in place,
easy to see was first or high
est in spiritual
state, for he was called the
" friend of God."
The Lord said with refer
ence to the destruction of Sodom, as
there
were
conjunction or communion of heavenly
purpose with Abraham as
friend, " Shall
"
hide from Abraham that thing which
do
Isaac evidently
of medium class; but when
we come to Jacob, we find him so purely nat
ural in his religious instincts that the blessings

encampcth round about them that fear him." —
"The Lord of Hosts mustereth
Ps. xxxiv.
" The Lord
the host of the battle."— Is. xiii.

8.

toward the first silvery stair, and help him to
set his foot upon its firm base and thence grad
Jacob's spiritual con
ually to heavenly states.
dition appears to have been the lowest of those

host." This point may also be
deduced from the promises made by the Lord
" The
to those who fear him
angel of the Lord

and waters, and his pathetic appeal to the Lord,
" If thou canst do
anything, have compassion
on us and help us," without moistened eyes.
Occasionally we are reminded of our deliv
erance by such
case as that which occurred
on board
years ago

coaster in New York Bay
few
was
diabolical murder of those
a

;

if

is

angels shrink not from the states of crime, so
that they may lead man to see that " evil
from
"
hell, and good from heaven
and
he but
aims to leave the bad they may draw him

of the Lord's

I

?

flight of stairs for going up or down to differ
ent levels
Invincible in heavenly innocence,

sionally from before to behind it; and when
Joshua commenced his wars of extermination
" captain
at Jericho, one announced himself as

4.

a

a

Jacob's dream of angels ascending and de
ladder seems to teach spirit
scending upon
ual presence with men upon all the planes of
What
more lucid illustration
earthly life.
could be given that there are heavenly helpers
appointed to every condition of humanity than
the arrangement of the steps of
ladder or

evident from the fact that the
fending hosts
camp of Israel was accompanied by an angel
to keep them in the way, who removed occa

:

it

a

opened in
greater degree, while in the Evan
was fully so.
gelist who recorded the words

of the Lord coming frbm "Sinai, Seir, and
Mount Paran with ten thousand saints " and
David said, " The chariots of God are twenty
tbousand, even thousands of angels." That
they perform the services of combating and de

a

it

it

it

;

dered others said, An angel spake to him."
Evidently their interior hearing was only par
thundered, but in
tially opened who thought
those who said, " An angel spake to him,"
was

signifying, as we are
told in the margin, two hosts.
Bible-readers
are familiar with the frequency of words repre
senting hosts, camps, armies, and battles in con
nection with the Divine Name.
Moses spoke

a

I

it

it,

28),

of that place Mahanaim,"

it

was day, when their
prisoner could not be found.
When Jesus prayed, " Father, glorify thy
name," and the voice came, saying, "
have
both glorified
and will glorify
again" (John
xii.
some that heard said " that
thun
it

no stir was made until

when Jacob was upon his return to
Esau, the "angels of God met him" in
such numbers, that when he saw them he said.
"This
God's host: and he called the name

Again

meet

is

it.

not read that they were disturbed or moved by
Peter was sleeping between two soldiers
when the angel released him from prison; but

[Nov.,

7.

Ezekiel's vision came to him when
sat before him, but we do

of Judah

the elders

a

Daniel x. 7.

;
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on board, and when the perpetrator was brought
to justice, he constantly used the pronoun we in
his confession.
It was at first thought he had
further development, however,
accomplices;
went to show that he thought himself accom
panied and instigated to the deed by an evil
spirit.

This doctrine of the proximity of the seen and
unseen worlds with its laws, as distinct and
abiding as those of Kepler, so amply set forth
in the Divine Word and deduced by plain rea
son, is calculated

to explain

not

many phenomena
and which leave

otherwise understood,
many minds, who are looking to material ef
forts to enlighten their mysteries, " half in sun
shine, half in shadow."
Let such but know
that men and angels are distinct in state or de
though not absolutely so in place; that
eternal law hath set this boundary and distinc

BROOK.
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Let intuition be ex
plained to be internal presence and perception ;
and that the guiding leash is that evil or diso
bedience to the Divine commands springs from
hell ; and that good or obedience to them flows
from heaven ; that when we do evil, we are as
the shadows begin to lift.

to our spirits in company with evil spirits,
"
walking through dry places seeking rest and
But when we are in the ef
findipg none."
fort to do good, angels lead us in green pastures
and beside still waters; and that the suspen
sion of our natural senses and the opening of
our interior ones would reveal such to be the
fact

It

would

then be perceived that friends
affection or faith are not really sep
arated though space intervene; that death it
self does not change the place of the soul, but
in similar

gree,

merely the state or degree, closing the exterior
senses and resurrecting those interior ones, of

tion ; that natural things must be suspended or
dissolved before one state can be merged in
the other and the two meet in apposition, and

which even on earlh we

are at times cognizant.
"
Surely these would be good words, and com
fortable words." — Zech. i. 13.
e. g. d. p.

BY CHERITH'S

BROOK.

FKOM THE GERMAN.

For ho went and dwelt by the brook Cherith, that is before Jordan.— 1 Kinds xvil. 6.

Elijah,

He finds himself, in solitudes untrod,
Alone with God.
He feels Jehovah's breath among the trees

hermit-like, the world forsook;
By Cherith's brook
Conceals himself, the prophet and the sage.
From Ahab's rage,
And laughs to scorn, in his secluded dell,
The fury of the haughty Jezebel.

In

every breeze.

The rock-bound vale, the forest and the hills
Become a sunctuary his presence fills.

The springs are dry, plants wilt, and flowers fade;
By Cherith's purling brook alone there's shade.

The ancient trees, like massive columns rise,
Before his eyes.
The heavens, a gorgeous canopy, outspread
Above his head,
While in the firmament, in splendor bright,
Shines God's great sun, eternal source of light.

For, pure and clear, from rocky cavern deep
The brook doth leap ;
Tall trees with leafy boughs their coolness shed
Above his head ;
The brook for drink, the rock serves for a seat,
And on his mossy couch he slumbers sweet.

The early breezes softly whisper psalms
Through tops of palms.
As a grand holocaust, illumes the sun
The mountains dun.
While as torch-bearers in the heaven's blue deep
The stars of God their holy vigils keep.

Now famine's cry of pain affrights the land

bliss! with God the Lord alone,
unknown
By men to list that " still small voice," so mild
In forest wild,
To hear His spirit whispering in my car
Words that the bustling crowd may never hear.

The glowing sun has parched, like desert sand,
The stricken land ;
No falling dew, no drops of cooling rain,
Refresh

the plain ;

Oh, heavenly

Unseen,

On every hand ;

But him the ravens day by day afresh
Bring bread and flesh.
Angels of light, and birds of dusky hue,
Both serve the Lord, alike his bidding do.

.

By Cherith's peaceful brook no sound is heard
Save wing of bird ;
The raven's croak, the lion's distant roar,
And nothing more !
Oh, holy silence! solitude thrice blest.
In which the troubled spirit sinks to rest!

The din of day, with cares and troubles fraught,
Here sinks to naught.
Oblivious of the world and worldly cares,
Its lures and snares,
Into the depths of being to descend,
And in the fount of faith the spirit mend.

Phrenological Journal.
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Thou pray'st to Him ;
And when thy soul divine communion craves,
'Twill be refreshed by Cherith peaceful waves.

And sbonld'st thou e'er seek peace in solitude
Where none intrude,
Where love's decayed and friendship's changed,

All

[Nov.,

seem estranged,

And when, at length, the rippling brook is dry-.
When from on high
The mandate comes that calls thee to the field,
Then do thou yield
Obedience to His will, and, following duty's path,
i. c. B.
Arise and haste thee on to Zurcphath.

Then, like a hermit, in sequestered nook
Thy tabernacle build by Cherith's brook.
There is a Cherlth in the forest shade,
In mossy glade ;

|)ur

There is a Cherith, when In closet dim
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IN AMERICAN SOCIETY.

is

a

as an

tween himself, his conscience, and his C4od.
Others may exhort him from benevolence but
no man may lay upon him
command or in
flict upon him
punishment.
only w'hen
he begins to tread within the province of
another's existence, that that other acquires

is

;

is

others, nor on the other hand that he loses his
social nature when withdrawn from such con
individual and
tact but that in so far as he
without the pale of society, and
isolated he
in so far, on the other hand, as he deals in any

a

is

is

When wc turn our
VV thoughts to the study of man, wc find
his whole life made up of two parts, the indi
vidual part and the social part. Not that lie
ceases to be an individual when in contact with
society?

a

"TT7"HAT

It

a

quence.]

But so long as he violates them only
individual, the law and its penalty
be

depart.

is

[The following is from the valedictory address
of Orville J. Bliss before the class of 1871 of Yale
College, and may be taken as fair expression of
Western ideas on American mental development.
real " grit" in it, and the ring of true elo
There

;

MAN

I

THE EDUCATED

voice in his government, and may lay upon
him certain restrictions.
Thus wc see that the
whole structure of human law, with its splen
array of servants and interpreters, rests
upon the simple fact of human society.
The amenities of intercourse, the smile or
the tear of sympathy, the longings of affection,
did

and the power of public opinion — all these are
hut variations of the simple law of association,
as much as all the phenomena of nature, great

do not mean merely what
speak of society,
the world of fashion means, but the whole
sphere of activities and results which arc
created by the incessant play and interplay of

the whole existence of
dissatisfied beings have been strug
gling, and philanthropists have been sighing.
For what did they struggle and sigh
Little
by little, too, that existence has taken to itself
?

it

is

it

is

I

is
a

?

?

is

a

What
seems

is

simple, unpoetic injustice.
Such
the goal of society.
prime, comprehensive fault

It

those conditions some mysterious and active
power which we call sin impels him ever to

world where justice has paled
millennium as
It in
away in the soft sunlight of charity.
justice, and that only, which has made benev
venture to think that
olence necessary and
the reigning virtue of that happy estate will be

f

it

it is

'.ions to move under the sway of law.
He
not permitted to follow his nature wherever
ac
may lead; he must guide and control
cording to certain fixed conditions, and from

brighter aspect, and we say that society has
elevated. Toward what has
been ele
What, in short,
the key-note to the
vated
march of social progress
answer that
That
false ideal which paints the
justice.

been

I

is

a

is

that ever lighted a human eye,
partaker of his
equally proclaim that man
fellow-man's existence.
the destiny of man in all his relaNow.it

the race,

;

of recognition

of particles.
Now, back through

is

!

!

How mul
these composite atoms of society.
how mysterious are
tiform are those activities
The most stupendous war the
those results
world has ever seen, and the subtlest glance

and small, are but the attraction and repulsion

a

I

I

is

manner with his fellow-men, he ceases to he a
separate, self-contained personality; and that
somewhat indefinite substance which we call
simply the aggregate of these social
society
parts of individual lives. When, therefore,

to

its
me

1871.]
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that it is and ever haa been this : it fails to dis
tribute fairly its labors and rewards. For exam
ple, it still does obeisance to enervating, useless
wealth, while upon honest productive toil it
bestows at best little more than pity. Disguise
it as we may, society at large has not yet been
taught a genuine respect for labor. The com
munist, with all his faults, is groping after a
truth. For who, when he sees an intelligent,
hard-working, honest man kept in obscurity all
his life because he has been honest, while a
coarse, corrupt, unscrupulous nabob is giving
manners to society like a law-maker, and walk
ing arm-in-arm with fashion, intellect, and even
learning, because he has been unscrupulous,

who, I say, does not sometimes feel as if society
itself was wrong side up ? It is this grievous
partiality which causes in a great degree the
tremendous waste of human forces iu society.

That nation will

and great whose
energies are kept in ac
tion. What now is best adapted to call forth
those energies? Is it not a free market, where
industry — not only physical, but intellectual
be vigorous

best and most fruitful

and moral industry — is sure to find its reward ?
What wonder that the rich man's child idles
away the hours of existence or wastes his vi

tality in vice ? Society does not call him to
account for it. It inquires not what he is or
He has
what he does, but what he possesses.
wealth ; he may have also strength, ingenuity,
talent, genius, or beauty, and if he does possess
them, society will treat him, not as its legiti
mate subject, owing allegiance and service, but
and pet; and so these precious
forces, come forth from a benevolent God, go
vagabonding through the world because they
as its leader

are not arraigned at the bar of an exacting
public sentiment.
Turn now to the poor yqpng man. Too
often, as we know, he drops a noble enthusiasm
at the very threshold of active life, and forever

after lets half his capacities sleep within him.
Why is he not husbanding every scrap of
power within him, to lay it before the insatiate
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they might as well stake their literary honors
upon the thro w of the dice, and trust Providence
to turn up nothing but geniuses ; for when an
idiot happens into the circle, he holds the same
in society as if he were Lord Chatham
O how this sickly child of feudalism
has been petted by kings and bolstered by par
Whert it has threatened to expire
liaments!
by its own inherent rottenness, it has been
rank

himself.

galvanized into life again by fresh accessions
of members. It is carefully hedged about with
the laws of entail, succession, and primogeni
ture. The English lord can not, if he wishes,
sell his own estates, not even to save himself
from bankruptcy and meet the just demands
of a creditor, because the laws are determined
that he shall be superior to the untitled noble
man, nature to the contrary notwithstanding;
and it is a marvelous tribute to the great mid
dle class that it has been able to thrust itself
through and over these obstacles to the influ
It is amazing to
it now wields.
witness the self-complacency of the English
lord ; intelligent, discriminating, able to phi
losophize as he is, he nevertheless lives and
ence which

legislates generation after generation seemingly
without ever a question but that his destiny is
to eat, drink, and be merry in the sweat of
But it is more amazing
other men's brows.
that men endowed with human nature, and

Anglo-Saxon human nature too, have come
and gone for half a score of centuries, consent
ing to wage their battle of life under these
man-created distinctions with a complacency
almost equal to that of their masters.
If any one attracted by his love of culture
would repeat this experiment of aristocracy in
America, let me remind him that that soil, so
fertile of art and refinement, is also rank with
pauperism and crime. England is a nation of
beggars, some in the street and some in palaces ;
and the worst beggars of all are those same
elegant and graceful aristocrats, for they either
directly or through inheritance receive their
whole

living from

the

state,

while

common

Because it is of no
goddess of human want?
use ; because at every door of society's inner
sanctuary stands the Cerberus of fashion, of

Stroll any day
paupers receive only a part.
through one of the streets of Manchester or
Rochdale and enter a tenement house.
You

title, or of monopoly, which he must grapple
with single-handed, or bribe at the price of his

will find the hens in the garret, the pigs in the

manhood, before he may enter there.
Within her borders
Look at old England.
social distinction is hardly better than acci
there a place in the
and the peerage with rare exceptions
bestows its prizes according to the simple
For all purposes of fairness
chances of birth.

dent

peerage,

For it means

cellar, and the family inhabiting the ground
floor along with the vermin, from which they
may be distinguished by a difference in size.
You will not stay long to breathe the foul odors
which play about the apartment.
Probably
"
They might at least
you will go off saying,
be neat"
You do not consider that that entire
family, from the gray-haired

father to the lisp
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a
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;
a

who take every means to escape its provisions.
little
Thus the child grows up in ignorance
more age reveals to b.im the wretchedness of
and
needs but
spark of the fire
his estate
which in others we call self-respect to make him
a

rebel against society and traitor to his race.
Tender-hearted women read the description of
brutal murder, and wonder how human feel
They do not know
ings can become so dead.

Look at them, two men equal, perhaps, in

a

long and worked as faithfully as the great pro
They meet every day
prietor at the mansion.
as workman and employer, but soon they will
meet no more, for both will retire from busi
ness, one to luxury, the other to wail for death.

year, the strongest obstacle to the execution of
that law
the falsehood1 and evasion of parents

;

ing child, work all day long in a factory, and
even then are obliged to live on wages which
That father,
are hardly worth taking home.
whose hair is silvering with age, has lived as

[Nor.,
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their deserts, but infinitely separated in their
From one
rewards, and say if all is well.
year's end to another, save only at Christmas,
the family do not taste of meat.
They were

that we ourselves are schooling these outlaws
In the name of civilization we
by neglect.
have driven the Indian from the land, and in

feeds on such

a

it

is

it,

branches of industry, and native talent has fled
as
would flee from the march of
before
It needless to describe to you the
pestilence.

a

is

He brings not only
make-up of the emigrant
He
apt to
himself, but certain social ideas.
be
compound of ignorance, hate, aud despair.

And

is

is

that ambition
dead.
more vivid picture of complete
parent who has no
moral prostration than
Yet in
aspirations in behalf of his child
Massachusetts, where a law compels every fac
tory child to attend school three mouths in

a

?

a

a

the worst feature

Can there be

a

is

;

a

I

* * * When
can.
getting out of them all
my machines get old and useless,
reject them
aud get new, aud these people arc part of my
Is not that sufficiently rigorous
machinery."

'I

application of the law of demand and supply
describes the whole factory system in
England up to the time when the agitators

Aud

in hand. What
has done for England
to say that polit
need not repeat. Suffice
solution of this question,
ical economy, as
disastrous failure.
Well, having failed in this, society looks
about for some other remedy, and finally adopts
took

is

coining fresh from the family altar, the problem
The
was simple.
But now all is changed.
squalor of Europe has laid siege to these

I

anxiety that this labor problem is bodily trans
Twenty years ago,
ferring itself to America.
when our factories and workshops were filled
with the sons and daughters of the Puritans,

A mill-agent recently said,
trial in England.
regard my
regard my workpeople just as
So long as they can do my work
machinery.
for what
keep them,
chooap to pay them,

"I

I

with

the charity system. At the risk of
glittering
pronounce this the age of poorgenerality,
houses.
Hospitals for the sailor, asylums for
the inebriate, and retreats for the spinster
a

observed

it

have

I

men

a

Now thinking

forth in its bosom a product

it

yet has brought
like this.

mob of London bread riot
his hand before
ers, and begin to read the chapter on wages
would they all go off rejoicing in the beauties
of the science, and convinced that they were
Political economy has had ample
happy

a

would more beseem us to blush for ourselves
than to cry unclean, when we reflect that Paris
is the elected lender of the modern world, and

I

caste.

It

I

up against

of priesthood and

a

but a lurid flame thrown

V

nothing

A cry for relief has
ten in American society.
gone forth, and refuses to be hushed. We can
Neither can we
not always ignore these men.
forever satisfy them by quoting Adam Smith.
Suppose some wise individual should stand
"
"
in
with
copy of The Wealth of Nations

it

is easy to call them brutes. But who made
them so r "Oh," you say, "they are the chil
dren of Voltaire, and Voltaire was an infidel."
What, then, made Voltaire possible V He was

it

raise our hands in holy horror
of the French communists; it

the dark back-ground

it

a

to decay.

I

of culture which
is fast hastening

strong, but institutions are nothing except as
alive
The time
they inspire living men
Labor parties may not
with ominous portents
prove that eight hours ought to be legal day's
rot
work, but they do prove that something

a

that that style
misery as this
It is easy to
at the excesses

more splendid era.
Now
will never do to leave this problem
They are glorious and
to our free institutions.
is

painting of the dead canvas, or the clothing
of the skeleton with flesh, and you will not
half exhaust its meaning; but I thank God

our cities and towns which we call the last
barbarism
fruit of civilization, we are rearing
stands in a
worse than theirs, by as much as
it

born, each and every one, without a destiny,
and will die without an achievement.
I won
der, not that these people steal, but that they
steal so little.
Culture is a most desirable
Call it the chiseling of the marble, the
thing.
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spring up in a night and open their doors to
the unfortunate.
Never was society so thor
Now, no one
oughly nursed as it is to-day.
these
enterprises.
They
disparage
honor the head as much as they do the heart

would

of their authors. But they do not meet this
great social problem of poverty, and they never
will. For they are not philosophical.
The
best gift you could bestow on a cripple would
be to set him on his feet; and

if

some disease
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fairly surfeited and gorged with luxury, and
when they can neither eat, drink, nor waste
any more, some will overflow and find its way
into the hovels of the poor.
But that is a
chimera. Once more we are compelled to ask,

What shall

be done with the labor problem ?
the study of this subject with no pre
conceived notions, and utterly uncertain as \,i
the conclusion which would be reached. But
truth compels me to sum up the answer in a

I began

society, crutches will never make
it walk straight
Will it develop into life and
vigor the self-reliance of an able-bodied man
to feed him like a child with his daily bread 1

word, old indeed, and monotonous in sound,
but gathering a fresh meaning from this new
connection.
It is the word Education.
We
must 1educate two classes, the poor and the

The truth is, there must appear in society

not-poor, which you will admit to be a pretty
exhaustive subdivision of American society.
We must educate the laborer, first, for his
own work.
If knowledge is power, much

can produce the one hundred bushels with our
labor-saving appliances where we could pro
duce fifty without them ? If, then, it has been
demonstrated that destitution is not a necessity
among a savage and untutored race, is it inev
itable here, where art has doubled and trebled
nature ? Does not the contemplation of these
facts force us back to the truth

with which we

started, viz. : that

society fails to distribute
fairly its labors and its rewards.
Mr. Phillips would reduce the amount of

production, and thus bring capital to terms.
The
There could not be a greater fallacy.
bane of society is not that the rich live in pal
Rather,
aces, but that the poor live in huts.

if it were possible, increase production
twenty, yea a hundred fold, until the rich

ten,
are

working-class will raise itself to power. But
hitherto it has been almost useless to them be
cause they have no competent managers.
Our
duty
by industrial schools, by institutes of
technology, by free commercial colleges, or by
some other means, to put them in possession
of those acquirements which will meet this de
mand.
Educate the workman thoroughly in
his own sphere alone, and half the charity
in the land will be compelled to pull
houses
down their signs.
But, secondly, we must bestow upon them
that broader intelligence which will fit them
for
Yankee boy
position in society. Give
district school, and he
five years in
ready
to do anything — trade, shovel, or lecture. His
is

and they ought to enjoy greater material pros
perity than the same number of persons with
fifty bushels ; and does any one doubt that we

It makes the employe
his own employer, and thus capital and labor
cease to quarrel.
It is destined to throttle
monopoly, and to be the lever upon which the
best for this reason :

may be absurd, but
contabis
great secret nevertheless. The misfortune of
the foreigners who fill our workshops and per
that they are able to do
form our drudgery
The Irish boy's father
but one kind of work.

self-confidence

it

it is to carry only physical and moral pov
erty in its path ? Given a community of ten
persons, with one hundred bushels of corn,

but also how to manage.
Of all the blessings
which the genius of man has bestowed upon
labor, I believe that co-operation is greatest and

a

if

before which
Hence a certaiu independence ; and
independence breeds se.f-rcspect. The work
man should be taught not only how to work,

is

that man with his
muscle alone is able to produce more than he
can consume. And if he can do this unaided,
where is the boasted beneficence of invention
much is claimed, teaches

he is able to sketch the machine

he stands.

a

her way to justice in the face of tradition and
law, shall we ignobly surrender this very for
tress of human lights ?
I do not believe it.
That same political economy for which so

plishment, and in most instances a very imag
inary accomplishment at that; in France, on
the contrary, it is an art, and when the French
peasant-boy leaves the school for the workshop,

is,

multiplied in its form, can work no permanent
cure, to what shall we turn f Must we aban
don the question in despair ? Must we accept
as a fact the existence in America of an isolated
class?
While England is manfully fighting

more so is skill.
In this respect a lesson may
be learned from France.
For example, drawing
is taught in our schools merely as an accom

a

some

personal or impersonal, which
crippled, halting, and helpless
thousands to rise up and walk.
If, then, our institutions can not be trusted,
if political economy has proved itself futile,
and if charity, however broad in its reach or

miracle-worker,
shall bid these

a

is crippling
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dug ditches, his grandfather did the same, and
there is no reason, unless society takes him
in hand, why lie should ever know how to do
Conse
anything but dig ditches himself.

that even with the almighty dollar for a text,
the
form of humanity might be
outward
preached to them with efficacy ; for experi
ments have proved that the comfort and in

quently, when the ditch-digging business be
comes overcrowded, the boy's one talent goes
begging for employment, and he takes lower
wages or starves. This is how capital is able
certain large
to
manipulate
so completely

telligence of workmen are large fractions iu
their productive efficiency.
A distinguished
professor in England asserts that his country is
losing her manufacturing supremacy because

of artisans.

But give that boy enough
arithmetic to keep his accounts with and
enough geography to know where the prairies
classes

are, and the very day that competition

presses

upon him he is off to the West in search of
new fields for his new-born capacities. Thus
the balance of industry, which is more impor
tant to the world than the balance of power,

Division
preserves itself by its own fluidity.
of labor, when its course is free, is a blessing.
But it becomes a national curse if it takes the
form of Hindoo caste and regulates industry
by arbitrary rules. From the horrors of that
system America must be rescued by a wide
spread intelligence.
Now society must make this its special work.
The poor can not help themselves. They are
tied hand and foot with an enslaving destitution

"
[penury — Ed.]. We say, It is a free country ;
let every man make of himself as much as he
can." We challenge one and all to unbounded
But to these people the seeming
competition.
It rivals the brave boy
fairness is mockery.

first takes a good long start, and then
turns around and offers to race with you to the
The child of the laborer may
next corner.
lift himself from his degradation and become
who

for good. But there must be some
measure of intelligence to serve as a basis upon
which to build. They must be made to feel
a power

society is their friend, not an enemy
What, then,
whose prosperity is their defeat.
is the laying of a cable or the spanning of a
What beauty do they find in lit
continent?
erature, what exaltation in science, — I had
that

almost said, what solace in religion ? Not in
the name of an endangered society, imminent
as its peril is ; not in the interests of great
interests
plainly as those
money-wueldcrs,
point to educated labor, do I plead the cause
of these people ; but because they are part of
our common, humanity, and have a right to
nartake of our common intellectual, esthetic,
and social delights.
But it is equally important, and far more
difficult, to educate the other part of society.
The nearest duty is to impress upon employers
some sense of responsibility.

It

would

seem

the Continent is outstripping her in the intelli
gence of its artisans. But, not to dwell on dry
statistics, let me lead you to an oasis in this
desert of facts.
Not far from the city of Liver-

poo] a company commenced business a few
years since with eight hundred operatives
from the very scum of the Irish population.
In many of their hovels a cupful of bugs
could easily be scooped from the walls.
The
manager of the company resolved to experi
ment. At his own expense a school-house was
erected, free instruction provided, festivals ar
ranged twice a year and other social privileges
conferred.
It is superfluous to say that they
"
grew to be better workmen, for brains sat at
the loom and intelligence stood at the spin
It is equally needless to state
ning-wheel."
that the vermin could no longer endure the

light and happiness which went

to dwell

iu

their cottages. But mark now what followed.
There came to the company in the course of
years a time of depression and danger. The
manager called together his operatives, and ex
plained to them the changed state of affairs.
He told them that short-time work could not
He came to ask if they would ac
save him.
cept a temporary reduction of ten per ceut. in
their wages;

and those

eight hundred

work

men voted with three cheers to return an afrrnn-

itivc answer.
But selfishness is always narrow, even when
educated. Therefore employers can not be im
plicitly trusted. Back of them is to be created
a public sentiment which will not he baffled.
It is in the ideas which prevail that these evils
You
take root. Social taste is to be educated.

will read in the newspapers that James Fisk
has made himself infamous; but it must be a
mistake. Men do not take so much pains to
Does he not know
gain nothing but infamy.
that every journal in the country is busy re
cording his exploits, and every other school
Let
boy half wishing himself in his shoes ?
New York shut its front doors to him, and how
long will he contiuue to be a power for evil?

Society has itself to blame for such a man. It
must be taught to exalt intellect above fortune,
Factitious helps
and virtue tar above intellect
Vo advancement, organizations iv'-iicii ter.d to

WOMAN'S
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become permanent and exclusive, the red tape
sect, and all favoritism which
bestows honor unearned, and leaves merit to
rust in obscurity — these are the sources of En

of party and of

glish pauperism, and threaten to do like service
for us. Let these be swept away; let social
sentiment be first pure, then strictly impartial,
and we shall see how quickly pretension will
hide its face, and worth go up to our high

I

places of trust.
deny to political economy a
universal mission.
But there is a social law,
simple and comprehensive as that of gravity,
which, could it be but grasped and presented
in its completeness, is adequate to the regener
ation of society.
Though choosing for my subject American
society in general. I have spoken thus at length
of the labor question for three reasons :
First: it is unmistakably the coming ques
tion in American politics.
it is the parent evil of society.
what is
intelligent woman-suffragist
their most grievous complaint, and the answer
will be, " Low wages and the unjust laws of
property;" ask the outcast who walks our
streets, a sarcasm on civilization, what drove
her there, and three times out of four she will
"
Likewise, also, the crimes
reply, Starvation."
which people our prison-houses — theft, rob

Secondly:

Ask

an

bery, fraud, house-breaking, perjury, and fre
quently murder itself— are but witnesses to the
profound sagacity which pronounced the love
of money the root of all evil.

Thirdly:

while other great and lasting evils
apt to be but the just retribution of in
iquity, pauperism, especially that which comes
to us from England, is not a crime, but the

SPHERE.
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live such lives as they do in order that we may
sit in these halls of learning, then let the col
leges go down, for what prescriptive
right
have we to their unpaid services?
But it is
not necessary.
To say that it is, is to blas
pheme against the eternal harmony of God's
benevolence, and to insult the creating power
of that lavish hand whose very profuseness
commands all its creatures to freely partake.
It is our privilege, my classmates, to look
out upon society from the high standpoint of
thoughtful young men, endowed with a deep
sense of the possibilities and the necessities of
our country.
The materials lie about us ; we
must stretch out our hands and begin to build.
Two courses meet us here, each offering its
rewards.
We may go through the world liv

ing by its rules, but never questioning them,
measuring our success by its ideas, and satis
fied to take it and leave it as it is ; or we may
gather about us our garments of self-respect,
and refuse to bow our heads before any corrupt
power, be it office, genius, or wealth, to take
any snob at his own estimate, or to join any
multitude to do evil. There will be plenty to
tell us that iconoclasts are fanatics and re
formers fools ; that an average, plastic morality
is the only road to success in this crooked
world ; but it is the language of weakness and
the argument of a coward.
Let us not begin

witli these faithless sentiments, worthy only
of a blighted, miserable, and insipid old age.
Let us carry some generous impulses into life,
and
as we are told they must wither, let
be in the frosts of experience, not in the mil
dews of theoretic cynicism.

outgrowth of a social system which it could
not escape.
It is not the perpetrator, but the
victim of a wrong.
Therefore society owes to
it a more speedy redress.

[From

it

WOMAN'S

SPHERE.

the Baccalaureate Sermon by Pres. Ratmond,
of Vassar College.]

AM

not of those who believe in any ar
bitrary limitation of " woman's sphere."
God created, her to be the companion of
was not good for man to be
man, because
"
alone. Ho gave her to him as
helpmeet
com
for him,"
complemental to him,

to solve problems
which Europe lias given up in despair, and I
am glad that the slavery question is no sooner
out of the way than this new moral conflict is
thrust upon us. The moment we hesitate, the
moment we begin to assume an evil as neces

sary, the whole battle is lost. And I will add,
if it is inherently necessary that some should

a

a

i.

congenial to his nature, an assistant
exactly suitable because just supplying his de
panion

ficiencies.

Herein the Creator determined her

general relation to man to be that of an aux
iliary. But he said nothing of limits with

in which this assistance was to be confined,
and beyond which
inns good for man to be
alone. Wherever
right for man to go,
always ex>ie
right — do not say that

it

the dark
a wrong.

is

justify

it

to

it

ransacking

is

see Americans

it

It

I

of European history
is the glory of America

I

ed when
pages

is

sun ? I can only reply, Here is the evil ; shall we
or shall we not attempt a remedy ? I am asham

it

I

Do you say that I am but picturing a crea
tion of fancy, that human nature ever repeats
itself, and that this ideal justice will appear
among men only when darkness outshines the

if,

are
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dient, but it is right if expodient, and the
question of expediency is therefore always in
In
order —for woman to accompany him.
whatever form of labor he may honorably en
gage, she may honorably be his associate ; she
may with propriety proffer and he with pro
priety accept whatever of aid she is either

naturally able or can qualify herself to render.
In the care of their home and the training of
their children (where not only is her right

[Nov,

Nor do I
and woman can help him in both.
think, with many, that his sphere is all outNor do I agree
of-doors, and hers all within.
with Dr. Bushnell, that it is man's sole prov
ince to govern, and woman's to obey
Selfgovernment, implying alike the spirit of obe
dience and capacity to rule, is unquestionably
the high prerogative and the bounden duty
of the race, and of every individual of the
Man must do both, and woman should

race.

him do both.

Her influence is certainly

but his equal responsibility too
undisputed,
often ignored), in the management of his bus
iness as well, in the discharge of all his duties

help

of society, in the cultivation of
and the direction of his life
toward God — in a word, through the whole
circle of his relations to this world and the
world to come, in the entire conduct of his

some day that she can render him valuable

as a member

his

affections

public and private, at home and
abroad, it is the privilege of woman to be his
affairs both

companion,

his

counselor,

and

his

helper,

with absolutely no limitation save that which
It
bounds her ability, natural and acquired.
is his safety to recognize her in this relation,
and to give her the amplest opportunity to
develop and augment her power.
This is confessedly true in that sacred rela

tion between individuals of opposite sex
which makes of the twain one. It is true
also, in a qualified sense, of the relation be
tween the sexes in general.
I do not believe
in Mr. Kingsley's lyrical distribution of their
" work " to
functions, which assigns all the
"
"
to women.
Man,
weeping
men, and all the
too, has some weeping to do on his own
account, and in connection with all true work ;

often needed, and always potent, to insure his
obedience to law ; and I think it will be found
assistance in making laws worthy to be obey
I am by no means a convert to
"
" woman's
But I do resent
either.
suffrage
ed — though

the meanness of men who, on the pretense of
" sphere," would
confining women to their
exclude

them from any honest and modest
endeavor to develop their natures, to increase
their knowledge and educate their powers, or
to serve the common weal in any field or form

of innocent labor, literary, scientific, or indus
trial — in any pursuit or profession in which
they are conscious of capacity for usefulness
or for honorable self-support.
.In all these
fields of human activity there is "woman's
work " as well as man's to be done ; and it
will be wise for society to lay aside whatever
of prejudice there may remain on this sub
ject, and to throw them wide open for the ad
mission of your sex — especially for that large
number who, remaining single from choice or
necessity, are free to employ their powers and
acquirements for the common good.

ALEXANDER H. STEPHENS.
STEPHENS,
H.
ALEXANDER
TV /TR.
_1\_L physically considered, Is one of the
most remarkable men of his day and genera
tion. Nature seems to have made but "one

"
"
such man," and broke the die after the ac
complishment of her handicraft.
To a superficial observer he presents the ap
He
pearance of a prematurely care-worn boy.
is perhaps five feet six or seven inches in
height, slight, and very thin, yet supple and
agile. In temperament, the Mental and Motive
elements are strongly blended, while his com
plexion indicates some admixture of the san

His present weight is only about sev
enty-five pounds, nis skin is dark ; his eyes,
dark, quick, bright, but benignant and tender
in their usual expression ; his hair is almost
black, moderately thick, long, smooth, and soft,

guine.

He has a straight,
and he is perfectly beardless.
finely chiseled nose — the compound of the
Grecian and Roman ; his mouth inclines to be
wide, with thin,

compressed lips, indicating
firmness and self control, and a broad lower
jaw and chin, showing much energy and decis
His forehead is broad and
ion of character.
full, and moderately high, with strong

intel

ALEXANDER
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lectual developments and keen and active per
ception. His head is very large for the weight
of his body. His ears are large, thin, and deli

the frail corporeal structure before him. An
emotion of sympathy and regret involuntarily
takes possession of the soul. But this impres

cate, and give extraordinary

sion in the abstract is lost as soon as Mr. Ste
phens opens his lips; and as William Wirt
" the
said of the " blind preacher,"
lips of Plato
were not more prognostic of a swarm of bees."

and eccentric ex

pression to his countenance.

The Motive temperament is very strongly
exhibited, and accounts, in a great measure,
for his endurance in matters which call for an
unusual exercise of the intellectual faculties.
The prominence of the crown of the head indi
cates

an extraordinary

development

PORTRAIT

OF

of Firm-

Upon the roslrum or on the forum Mr. Ste
His
phens s^ems the child of inspiration.
form dilates, his figure becomes straight and
graceful, his dark eyes blaze, his complexion

ALEXANDER

ness and those accessory qualities which emi
nently characterize him as a leader among
men. Prudence is also well exhibited ; hence
he is a skillful and sagacious manager, seldom
committing a blunder on his own account;

what he has the exclusive control or direction
of rarely becomes embarrassed ; while he is a
man among men to unravel and regulate what
has become involved through the imprudence

of others.
In an observer compassion is awakened for

H.

STEPHENS

glows with the hue of health, his gesticulatica
becomes smooth and easy, his voice loses it*
shrill quaver and rings in clear sonorous ac
cents; and he generally bears along with him
in the sweep of his eloquence — supported as it
usually is by cogent argument — his sometimes
Mr. Stephens is well
unwilling auditory.
known as an accomplished orator.

Without many of the angularities and eccen
tricities of John Randolph, of Roanoke, in the
force of his genius and in intellectual endow
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ments, there is no living man, perhaps, that so
nearly resembles that illustrious Virginian as
Alexander II. Stephens, while in jxrmnnel they

The
fered the loss of his father in boyhood.
solicitude and nourishment which would have
made a strong boy of him were debarred in

are not dissimilar.
The grandfather of Alexander II. Stephens,
and the founder of the American branch of the
family, was a native of England, and attached
to the fortunes of the Chevalier Edward (the

childhood,

Pretender), and consequently opposed to the
house of Hanover, of which his majesty George
III. was the representative at the time of the
During the Indian troubles, pre
Revolution.
vious to. the Revolution, he served under Gen

loom up from the dreary hearthstone of that
desolated homestead into the councils of the
nation and the brotherhood of the famous."
When his parental home was sold, the por
tion for distribution to each child was only

eral Braddock, and was with him when he
marched upon Fort Du Quesne, and at his mem
orable defeat In another expedition he served
under Colonel, afterward General, Washington.
During the Revolutionary War he took an
active part on the side of the colonies, and
His home was
rose to the rank of captain.
In the year 1795 he
then in Pennsylvania.
settled in the State of Georgia — first in Elbert
County, then in Wilkes, on Kettle Creek, where
he lived until 1805, when he removed again
and made a home in that part of Wilkes Coun
ty which was cut ofT, afterward forming a part

of Taliaferro.
Andrew B. Stephens,

the father, and Alex
ander Stephens, the grandfather, died at this
homestead ; and there the subject of this sketch
was born on the 11th day of February, 1812.
He was named for his grandfather, Alexander,

and his middle name, Hamilton, subsequently
adopted by him from love and respect for his
greatest benefactor, Rev. Alexander Hamilton
Webster, of Wilkes County, afterward his pre
ceptor, and a favorite minister of the Gospel in
Georgia.
His father, Andrew B. Stephens, was a far
mer of restricted means — industrious, upright,
and honest. He died on the 7th of May, 1828,
and left his son at fourteen years of age bereft

of

the care, influence, and example

of an excel

lent parent.
His mother died when he was an infant.
He had one brother and one sister, both of
His father married the sec
whom are dead.
ond time, by which marriage there were also

two sons and a daughter; and of these half
brothers and sister, the Hon. Linton Stephens,
of Sparta, Georgia, late Judge of the State
Supreme Court, is the only one that is now

living.

John Savage, Esq., in speaking of this period
in the life of Alexander H. Stephens, says :
" Having been deprived of the fond care of

his mother, Margaret

Grier, in infanry

he suf

and the directing care which molds

the youth into a man was lost in boyhood.

* *

Dependent almost entirely on himself, his fu
ture looked dim enough ; and who would have
dreamed that the sickly, emaciated boy would

Before
and forty-four dollars.
the death of his father, young Stephens had
"
neigh
been a regular attendant at the village
for
an
his
desire
educa
borhood school," and
tion was keenly manifest; but as the principal
of this slender patrimony could not by the
laws of his State be appropriated to this use
four hundred

during his minority, the small annuity of eight
per cent, (the then existing legal rate of inter
est in Georgia) would barely pay the expenses
However, a kind un
of tuition and clothing.
cle, Aaron D. Grier, offered him a home in his
house without board, and in the course of a
few months his industry, morality, and intelli
gence attracting the attention of other friends,

kindly and gen
erous hands outstretched to his assistance.
These oilers of help were accepted by him,
upon condition that at some future time he
should refund all the moueys advanced for his
the emaciated, sickly boy had

benefit.

By the advice of his benefactor, Mr. Webster,
young Stephens' studies were pursued with
the view to his entering the Christian ministry.
The death of Mr. Webster changed this pros
pect He was at that time domiciliated with
Mr. Webster, but prepared at once to return to
his uncle's house.
Other appreciative friends, however, at this
time arose, and offering him homes in their
houses he was enabled to pursue his educa
tion. He entered an academy in August, 1827,
and left it early in June, 1828, but in the short
space of nine months, beginning with the rudi
ments of English, he had prepared himself to
enter college.
Young Stephens entered college in August,
1828, and took his place in the Freshman class.
By the close of the second year great doubts had
arisen in his mind as to his special fitness fbr
the sacred office. While under such doubt, the
beneficiary circumstances under which he was
placed were a little embarrassing, and lie made
his trouble known to his uncle, who was his
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The guardian was by this time sat
guardian.
isfied of the trustworthiness of his ward and
minor, and surrendered to him his patrimony.
With this he for the future paid his way, and
upon graduating in 1832 he borrowed money
enough from his elder brother, Aaron G. Ste
phens, to pay all the arrears advanced, with
interest.

His Alma Mater was the State Uni

versity at Athens, Georgia, generally known as
Franklin College.
He then engaged in teachmg, by which,
while he gave abundant satisfaction to parents
and pupils, he managed to pay off all arrears
of debt, and at the same lime exhausted his

S TEPHENS.
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proscription and unjust intoleration — was mak
ing rapid strides to power, that from the City
Hall in Augusta Mr. Stephens announced him
There
self again a candidate for Congress.
were strange and exciting issues at stake; it
was the first time he had taken the position of
an independent candidate.

He was triumphantly returned to Congress,
of which he continued a member until the end
of the session, in March, 1859, when he volun
tarily retired to private life.
In political opinions Mr. Stephens was thor
oughly imbued with the Southern view of State
sovereignty, and thoroughly opposed to the

little remaining

vitality and health left from
an arduous but successful course of study.
After a short respite he commenced the
study of law. On the 22d of July, 1834, when

centralization of power in the General Govern
ment, and yet he was considered a warm and
patriotic lover of the Union ; and no one in the

twenty-two years of age, he was admitted to
the bar. The difficulties and disadvantages co

movement

with his advent as a lawyer were
almost incalculable, and would have deterred
any who was not infused with a spirit that
asserted the mastery over adventitious circum

Georgia renounced her allegiance to the Union,
true to his principles, though in deep sorrow
of heart, Mr. Stephens went with her, and
threw all the weight of his influence in favor
of her peculiar political balance.

existent

stances.

With his professional advent began the fame
of Mr. Stephens. From the bar, at which his
reputation soon equaled the most renowned of
his cotemporaries, he was elected a member of
the lower house of the Georgia Legislature in
the year 1836. Then, strictly speaking, com
menced his life as a public man. So creditably
did he sustain himself in this position, that,
in the recesses he was com
notwithstanding
pelled to travel here and there for the re-estab
lishment of his health, he was re-elected in
In 1841 he declined a
1838, 1839, and 1840.
In 1842 he
re-election to the Legislature.
again consented to the will of his old constitu
ency, and was elected to the State Senate.
In the year 1843 he received his first nomina
tion for a seat in the Congress of the United
States, to fill a vacancy occasioned by the res
ignation of Hon. Mark A. Cooper, who had
by his party for Governor of
The canvass was one of intense ex
mainly carried on between Judge
Colquitt and Mr. Stephens, and resulted in
the triumph of the Whig party, and the elec
tion of the latter.
Of this body he was continuously a member
until 1855, taking active part in every question

South

more prayerfully deprecated the first
toward secession ; his speeches in
Congress exhibit this. When the State of

Upon the formation of the provisional Con
federate Government at Montgomery, Alaba
ma, in February, 1801, he was appointed acting
and upon the inauguration of
Government in Richmond, Vir
ginia, on the 22d of February, 1862, he was
regularly inaugurated Vice-President, with Jefersou Davis as President of the Southern Con
Vice-President,

the permanent

federacy.
There were many acts in the administration
of the Confederate Government that were con
sidered inexpedient and unwise by Mr. b.o
pheus. He was particularly exercised in ref
erence to the fiscal relations, and suggested
certain plans for sustaining the Confederate
treasury ; but finding that he was powerless to
control the unfortunate condition of the finan
ces, with the calm dignity of a statesman he
could only remonstrate against the course pur

been nominated

sued.

Georgia.
citement,

with impartiality

which bore upon the leading issues, resulting
in such momentous consequences to our coun
try. It was in 1855, when "Young Sam" —
personified
inaugurating

in the Know Nothing Party, and
a

system of probable

religious

the Confederate Senate he presided
and dignified serenity; and
that he saw the end long before it arrived his
later speeches and letters fully indicate; but
Over

with the faith of the mariner in his ship that
stood the shock of many a tempest, he
stood at his post until the waves swept over
has

and she was buried beneath them.
He was appointed as one of the Commission
with President Lincoln

ers to meet and confer

in reference to terminating the war. The con
was a fruitless one, as is well known,

ference
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although pence was soon after effected by the
surrender of Lee.

In

to his present

reference

feeling in regard

of the results of the late war,
" We should
the people of the South,
of
issues
the war, and abide by them

to the acceptance
he says to

accept the
in good faith."

THOUGHTS

ON
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1870 Mr. Stephens

published a work en
Constitutional
View of the Late
War Between the States," in two volumes, in
which he discusses at length his views on the

"A

titled

antecedent and immediate causes of the war,
and the position held by the Confederate Gov
ernment with reference thereto.

PHRENOLOGY.

BY AN ENGLISH WORKMAN.

I

an insult to Heaven to sny differ
is

I

ently; but regret that the reform of individ
bnt
uals with decidedly bad organizations
That once captain of the greatest
too rare.
blackguards of Bedford (Bunyan), the man
who flattered himself he had no equal in curs
ing and swearing, can not be classed among
the criminal type. Look at the conformation
of his head and its general configuration, and

it

;

a

a

is

Here

a

grocer behind his coun
He could smile on his
victim and win her affection, then deliberately

murderer.

full of affectation.

ter,

murder her for the sake of

is

;

I

is

a

very few paltry
one of the worst
pounds. His cast of head
ever saw but how different
that of Tur
;

a

a

Here was
man who
ner, executed at Derby.
lived
somewhat moral life but in an evil
hour, through severe and fearfully trying cir
cumstances, which acted most powerfully upon
him, he unfortunately committed an act for

Poor man
It
great pity to hang him. Look at the
cast of Dr. Dodd, who rashly committed an
act of forgery. Want of Caution and Consci
a

was

!

which he forfeited his life.

a

entiousness are the most marked features about
his head.
Did you ever know
person in
whose head the organs of Conscientiousness
were low possess
strong sense of justice
know one who declared to me that his father

I

?

a

;

a

is

I

taught him deliberately to rob his mother, in
have had my hands
order to obtain drink
on the father's head, and there
deficiency
of Conscientiousness palpable to mere child
and
care not where such persons are, the
same

organization,

more or less, marks them

Drink, however, sometimes perverts good
men and turns them to demons.
Who are
those respectable persons who think fine gar
ments bedecked with jewelry will hide this
Does not Phrenology speak out in
villainy
spite of their respectable shows? There
many
all.

is

should feel

it

a

I

a

when higher and better minds bring
strhng
moral influence to bear on them,
admit that
class, and
the grace of God can reach such

this

Compare

poor creature who scarcely knows how to ob
belter moral devel
tain bread, who can toast
opment than some of our leading and powerful
we looked
men. It would to well, therefore,
more to the science of Phrenology and acted

if

nominious death are before them, or when sick
ness or old age weakens their propensities, or

imperishable.

a

a

a

ig

?

a

is

is

a

It

self to
high position in morality?
true
some undergo
mighty change, but when
this effected
Sometimes when condemned to
death, when the scaffold and certain and

found

with that of the monster Grcenacre, the

!

I

a

a

mankind, the criminal, moral, and intellectual
classes.
Whoever saw an individual having
head of the first, or criminal class, raise him

be

a

period of twenty-eight years have
single exception to the truth of
Let us take the three types of
Phrenology.
During
not seen

head

I

I

and confine myself entirely to real facts which
for the most part have come under my own
can vouch.
eye, and for the accuracy of which

will

?

shall endeavor to
on the subject,

all mere opinions

you see not one of the criminal type of heads,
far different class
but of
and when that
brain was brought under spiritual influences,
and directed to its legitimate sphere,
pro
duced
book which, next to the Word of God,

a

writing this paper

INbanish

I

I

I

it

I

if,

[We have received the following, which explains It
self:]
lOS Upper Madelbt Street, Rosb IIill, 1
Derby, England.
\
Editor Purenolooical Journal — Dear Sir : Some
time ago an essay wan contributed to the Derby Phre
nological Society by Mr. Wilson, oneoflts members, and
was read at an ordinary weekly meeting. I was request
ed by that meeting to send you a copy for publication in
yolir Journal. Mr. Wilson was formerly a resident of
Derby, but is niw living at Bangor, in North Wales.
He is an intelligent working-man, and
as the produc
tion of such, you can find space for his paper, we shall
be obliged,
have rewritten and condensed it, fearing
might prove too lengthy for your columns.
may
add. the Derby Phrenological Society has taken yonr
Journal for about seven years.
send the essay here
Joseph Bacon.
with. Yours, faithfully.
Hon. Secretary Phrenological Society.
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upon it in our daily lives. But we are so often
thrown off our guard by the fascinating way
some persons have, and too often by the pro
fessions of others. My opinion is, that Phre
nology will ere long be looked up to with deep

received from Scotland.

interest.
Already the good lady Florence
Nightingale, who is so deeply interested in
sending the lower class of destitute children
abroad, feels it ber duty to declare that it is

head was one for whose

I

I

accordingly called
with him

I

sat talking

was struck with the organization of one of the
company, a young man some twenty-four years
old, well-dressed, and fluent in speech ; but his

I

a

it

it,

bad organization
have not seen the equal in all Wales.
My
said nothing.
attention was riveted on
but
After time
became evident to me that he
suitor for one of the daughters. They
was
a

not safe to send the criminal class that would
sure to produce fearful manifestations
abroad. This lady is a real believer in Phre

at his house, and as

I
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power, and that boy is favorably circumstanced,
he is sure to get on and prove a real blessing.
Phrenology proffers to the world much aid
in relation to social life. There is not a more

fearful head, and the few curls which he had
were not sufficient to hide its deformity. When
left the house after thirty minutes' conversa
"
tion, the question suggested itself to me, Who
"
his object
this young man, and what
felt bound
The answer came time after time.

in silence to allow the acquaintance

to go on
when such fearful results appear inevitable or
when the object of the acquaintance is for a

a

a

1

?

is

I

a

I

a

!

for miles as

I

a

and libertine.
to visit

scoundrel

a

The daughter was immediately sent

sister many miles away, and when the scoun
drel came again he was told that she had left
the country, and he need not call again as his
He said little,
character was known too well.
but immediately walked away, and have not

I

heard any more of him. So much for Phre
Vice was thwarted of
nology in such cases.
truth
victim and Phrenology vindicated by

a

person understanding Phrenology sees a couple
on the road to matrimony, which may end in
nothing but disappointment, misery, and an
accumulation of misfortunes, is it right for him

known

a

As regards marriage, a
neglect to apply it.
very serious and important question has often
arisen in my mind, which is this: when a

is

estimate will be warped by the partiality of
affection and prove a delusion.
Need we won
der if some laugh at us for our folly while we
have the remedy, and in spite of all we know

that the father should go
distance of twenty
miles, for the purpose of making inquiries into
the young man's character.
After his return
he sent for me, his daughter being present.
The first expression of the girl was, " thank
" The father seemed at
thank you
you
first too much affected to speak, but presently
"
he said, " My poor girl
saved from villain
He then went on to tell me that the fellow was
a

foolish as to fall deeply in love first, and then
pretend to examine the head to see if it is suit
able ; for love is blind.
Your phrenological

and afterward to the girl herself,
fine young
lass of some twenty summers.
It was arranged

I

No person who pos
sesses even a slight knowledge of Phrenology
should make such a mistake.
Do not be so

a most fearful calamity.

to state my suspicions to the father personally,

I

serious step for a person to take thau that of
marriage ; but too often • fair and pretty ap
pearance is enough, and the poor victim only
knows his or her fearful mistake when it is
If married life is not a blessing, it is
too late.

is

and judges accordingly of her little
family before sending any of its members
abroad. She knows too well that if a boy has
a fair development of intellectual and moral

a

nology,

respectable family in this city
beloug to
The young man's development
(Bangor).
showed excessive Amativeness, large Secretivedecided
ncss, moderate Benevolence, and
want of Firmness and Conscientiousness —

be

judicious course of action. Is it our duty as
phrenologists to speak out in such cases ? What
use is a science from which we permit our

happy home
benefit of others. How many
there would be to-day had the science enlight
ened it!
Many an excellent mind passes

selves and others to derive no practical advan
tages? As an illustration showing how Phre
nology may he turned to useful account
relate
the following case : It happened a few weeks

through life without its powers having been
believe nearly two-thirds of our
unfolded.
lads are put to wrong trades and professions.
The nation suffers as well as individuals in

ago that the father of a family wished to show
me a beautifully-bound
Bible which he had

consequence. Whoever saw
distinguished,
practical mechanic narrow across the temples

I

a

is

a

a

it

a

I

I

it

I

is,

need not mention ? To allow such a
purpose
course is to connive at misfortune and ruin
when it might probably be prevented by a

if you think
ful disclosure. All need add
pur
was right to put the science to such
"
of little use
It
go and do likewise."
pose,
science except he
for any person to know
not only for his own benefit but for the
uses
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and flat and narrow over the eyebrows ? or a
minister fond of controversy without large
Combativeness added to his religious senti
ments? or a wavering person who had not
or a kind man with small
small Firmness?
Benevolence?
And I maintain that in spite
of what we may hear and see of persons, noth
ing but a correct estimate of their organiza

tion can determine their true characters, what
they are capable of doing, and what they are
There are few things the
likely to become.
science bears so strongly upon as our passions.
If we deal with a person whose justice is of a
low order, will his business habits not corre

Let
spond. At least he will need watching.
any one who disbelieves in Phrenology just put
this to the test. On the other hand, show me
the man who possesses a large moral develop
ment, Conscientiousness of course included, and
however situated that man may be, you may
trust him to any amount.
You may leave the
He
country, but he keeps your trust inviolate.

has a principle that the world can not pur
chase.
Such a man wherever he may be is an
ornament to society and to the church.

In making

use

of Phrenology

let us be both

[Nov.,

discreet and honest.
It is true many have
brought upon themselves unpleasantness and
broken friendships and even enmity, as I have
done at times, but we must not tamper with
science for the sake of flattery.
Our object is
not to consult the feelings of those we are
called

upon to examine, but to show them
wherein they may improve and guard against
and obtain the mastery over besetting sins.

Let

us take courage and learn all we can ; our
knowledge will be ever useful to us and to all
who may follow and be influenced by us.
Whether the most depraved example of hu
man nature, after a life of crime, may be

brought to a sense of repentance and become
meet for heaven, we must leave
to a just God who can not err ; but we may
rest assured that the tendency to crime will be
a true Christian

manifested in this world by such people as are
badly organized, though the conduct may be
modified and restrained, while that of good
purity, and truth will be as truly shown
in the configuration of each head.
There is a
truthfulness
in Phrenology which is daily
ness,

gaining ground, and my earuest wish is that
it may go on and prosper.

STRENGTH.
He may be strong who bravely meets
Death when his life is fair and sweet,
"When only joy his full heart greet*,
And earth with hope is all replete ;

Strong he may be who sternly wields
Hie power to meet a selfish end.
Who calmly to his purpose yields
Alike an enemy and friend ; •

Bnt Ptronger he who nobly treads
Life's path, when all is rough and drear;
When grief with night his sky overspreads.
And earth Is robbed of light and cheer.

—
But stronger he who for the right
Strikes low ambition and desire ;
Who, servile to the out ward sight.
Is master of the hidden fire, hope Arlington.

teaits

OF

rpiHERE

are many great talkers and loud
talkers and fast talkers, but very few good
talkers. There are persons who seem to think
the chief end of existence is to keep the tongue

JL

in motion, and that it is an instrument designed
They never weary
mainly for their own glory.
of talking, and are blind enough to suppose
their talk is as edifying to others as they deem
it agreeable to themselves. They are never
What
happier than when self is the theme.
ever track you start them on, they are sure to
around to something either directly or
indirectly connected with self.
They are ill at
ease until the conversation turns into their own
channel, when they at once seem to be in their

switch

native element ; they spread their sails to chal-

TALKERS.
lenge our admiration, and say by their tone and
" Look here ! sec what a fine
bearing,
speci
men of noble doing and daring I am ! Look

at my achievements, and see how grandly I
propel myself where feebler craft would have
been stranded or shattered to atoms."
You
will not be in their society five minutes before
you discover their profession or occupation ;
and they will tell you how shrewdly and dextrously they navigate their way through the
world, until one would think they had monop
olized all the brain-power in the universe and
left less fortunate mortals to flounder about in

of imbecility.
There are persons who talk not so much for
the purpose of impressing others with a sense

a hopeless state
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TRAITS OF TALKERS.

of their superior wisdom

as because
they love
talk as an agreeable pastime. It is an inex
pensive luxury that they relish as much as a
good meal, — and most hearty enjoyment do
they take in doling out their thoughts, feelings,
and experiences into other people's ears, which
they seem to regard simply as convenient re
ceptacles for their overflowing speech.
They
do not wait for any responsive thought, being
better pleased with receptive qualities on the
part of others ; and their chief aim is to use their
tongues as a sort of safety-valve arrangement
to let off the effervescence of their own shallow
natures. They do not mean to be egotistical,
but they have a limited range of thought, and
it centers mainly about themselves, their sur
roundings, their families, their friends, their
trials, their ailments, or, may be, their religious
experiences. They will talk to you by the
hour about some chronic complaint which they
appear to cherish with a positive affection ; in
deed, a radical cure of the ailment would de
prive them of a principal theme of conversa
tion. If it is not a physical weakness, it is
some grievance : somebody has wronged them,
taken advantage of them, or gossiped about
them. They magnify trifles until they grow
into mountains of great magnitude ; and these
barren mountains form the boundary line of

their mental horizon.
Again, there are others who keep up a per
petual clatter without much emotional feeling ;
these might be called "chatter-box" talkers.
They skip from one thing to another without
perceiving any special fitness or connection be
tween subjects. They are in the main harm
less, not ever intentionally wounding the feel
ings of others, although they frequently do so
they have a parrot-like habit of repeat
ing things without the mental acuteness to per
ceive the application.
These persons, however, are much less to be
dreaded than the satirical talkers, those who are
never more delighted than when they can give
They use
somebody a stab with the tongue.
the gift of speech as a spear to pierce the faults
and foibles of others. Sensitive people feel ill
at ease in the presence of one addicted to sar
casm ; and being in constant fear of getting a
thrust in some tender part, they shrink back
and encase themselves in chilling reticence as
a means of self-defense.
Nearly related to this
class of talkers are those who turn everything
into ridicule ; they see in almost every phase
of life and action something ridiculous or com
ical, and can contrive to get a fund of amuse
ment even out of a funeral. They are perpet
because
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ually on the lookout for such trifles as they can
turn into burlesque for the amusement of them
selves and friends ; and they do not hesitate to
gratify this propensity even at the expense of
those who have the strongest claim upon their
friendship.

Very nearly related to these, again, are the
extravagant talkers, those who have very elas
tic consciences and exuberant fancies, who in
all their conversation evince a powerful pro
clivity to exaggeration. If they chance to see
a big nose, they declare it to be as long as
their arm ; they never laugh without " splitting
"
their sides ; and never weep without " going
into convulsions."
A slight nausea is a
" deadly sickness," a sudden
twinge of pain
"
"
perfectly excruciating," a cold foot a lump
"
of ice," and a loose shoe is a mile too big."
Their vocabulary consists mainly of adjectives

A good supper they
in the superlative degree.
declare "most superb;" a well-clad lady is
"
" most
" pos
perfectly elegant,"
bewitching,"
A stylish gentleman is
itively splendid."
"
"
utterly fascinating,"
absolutely exquisite,"
" the most
delightful person in existence."
In direct contrast to this class of talkers wc
find those whose whole conversation is gov
erned by the strictest adherence to truth. They
never say what they do not mean ; they do not
put words together simply for effect, for the
sake of astonishing, amusing, or bewildering
their hearers. Language is to them the chan
nel through which to convey their honest
They are not much
thoughts and opinions.
given to compliment ; but whoever is so fortu
nate as to elicit their praise may be sure it is
honestly given, and means perhaps more than
the words express.

Again, there are persons whose conversation
runs in grooves ; they are not endowed with
large and comprehensive vision, but having
once fixed the eye upon a certain object, they
become oblivious
have-some

scheme

to

everything

of benevolence,

else.

They

some grand

reformation, moral or physical, or some plan
the success of which they consider
paramount to every other object in the uni
verse.
They have no idea that there is or can
be any possible progress except in the track
where they trot their hobbies; and they thrust
then- pet theories and conceited opinions upon
others until they weary them with eternal
repetition, or disgust them with their overweaning self-conceit.
There is another class of persons who never
havo any definite or assured ideas about any
thing; mental effort is irksome, and they are

of labor,
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so constitutionally
seems

indolent,

that even speech
their ener

to be too great a draft upon

They talk in a lackadaisical manner —
their words dribbling into mere insipid com
monplaces without point, pungency, or any
They contrast strongly
well-defined meaning.
with the emphatic talkers, those who have

gies.

clear and sharp ideas and express them in un
mistakable form, and do not make their con
versation simply a medium of reflecting other
people's ideas.
Then there are hesitating talkers, whose
speech does not flow easily, either from pecu
liar constitutional temperament, or from want
of verbal discipline in early life. They are, for

[Nov.,

precise talkers, who talk in a stilted, bookish
style ; slang talkers, who use by-words and all
sorts of outlandish phrases ; frivolous talkers,
who delight in tittle-tattle and prate about
trifling things, interesting themselves mainly
in the fashions and the minutiae of social
affairs ; gossiping talkers, who pry into neigh
bors' houses and pick up secrets to retail as
scandal in the community — these are specimens

of talkers who

use their tongues with very lit
tle profit either to themselves or others.
I opine that these styles of talkers differ from
each other according to the varieties of indi

vidual

life, at least my observations in this,
one of the most interesting departments of

the most part, reticent, diffident people, who
talk so little, that when they attempt conver
sation, they are embarrassed, and their little

Physiognomy, tend to confirm such an opin
ion ; the tongue is the interpreter of character,
the unfailing index of intelligence, refinement,

ability to command language shows itself in a
disconnected, jerky manner, little adapted to
impress others or reassure themselves. They

and good breeding, or of ignorance, vapidity,
pearl peveril.
and vulgarity.

communicate more freely with genial, sympa
thetic natures ; but with the mass of people they
feel ill at ease, and can give little expression to
Besides this
their feelings and sentiments.
class of persons, there are those of morose or
sullen disposition who seem to have a positive
repugnance to conversation, and any attempt
to draw them out is very much like trying to
draw water through a pump with a broken
valve ; you can get a little dribble of reluctant

HIS RECOMMENDATIONS.

A

GENTLEMAN

advertised for a boy to as
sist him in his office, and nearly fifty appli
cants presented themselves to him. Out of the
whole number he in a short time selected one,
and dismissed the rest.
" I should like to
know," said a friend, " on

words now and then, but the results are ex
ceedingly unsatisfactory, and one is apt to
abandon such persons to the solitude of their

what ground you selected that boy, who had
not a single recommendation."
" You arc
mistaken," said the gentleman,
" he had a great many. He wiped his feel when

They contrast strongly with
own meditations.
the genial talkers, — those who carry sunshine
in their souls and make everybody feel brighter
and ljctter for coming in contact with them.

came in, and closed the door after him,
that he was careful, lie gave up his
seat instantly to that lame, old man, showing
he was kind and thoughtful.
He took off his

The latter may not be witty or wise, but there
is a diffusive good-nature about them and a
kindliness of feeling which warms and cheers.
We feel glad to meet them, and part with re
They put us into better humor with
gret

cap when he came in, and answered my ques
tions promptly and respectfully, showing he

ourselves and all the world ; they clothe the
commonplace things of life with beauty and
freshness, and are to the care-worn toiler like a
refreshing oasis in the desert.

Then there arc

rare individuals, the
inspiring talkers, who lift us out of the common
rut of existence and give us glimpses of a
those

higher, nobler life ; who enlarge our field of vi
sion, and suggest thoughts that feed the mind.
They may not be particularly facile of tongue,
but they possess the subtile power to penetrate
the spirit and bring out the best things.

Then, again, we find insipid, vapid talkers,
who disgust with their wearisome platitudes ;

he

showing

was polite and gentlemanly.
He picked up
the book which I had purposely laid upon the
floor, and replaced it on the table, while all the
rest stepped over it or shoved it aside ; and he
waited quietly for his turn, instead of pushing
and crowding, showing that he was honest and

orderly. "When I talked with him, I noticed that
his clothes were carefully brushed, his hair in
nice order, and his teeth as white as milk ; and

I

when he wrote his name, noticed that his fin
ger-nails were clean, instead of being tipped
with jet like that handsome little fellow's in the
blue jacket.
Don't you call those things letters

I do, and I would give
tell about a boy by using
my eyes ten minutes, than all the fine letters he
can bring me.'' — Little Corpo-raL
of recommendation
more for what

?

I can
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THE TAGALS AND VISAYAN8.
BY CAPTAIN
has

already

REFERENCE
in the first paper of this

been

series,

N. W. BECKWITH.

made,

to what

little is known of the origin of these inter
esting divisions of the great Malay family.
There remain some considerations

respecting

their manners, habits, present condition,

etc.

Spanish authorities estimate the total popu
lation of the twelve hundred islands, com
prised in the Philippine Archipelago, at five
Of this total, one million is as
millions.
signed as the strength of the Negritos, Igorrotas, and other independent tribes — a mere

is hardly necessary to observe; —
three millions seven hundred thousand, or
thereabouts, as the number of Tagals and
guess,

as

it

Visayans — a somewhat safer assumption, since
it is based upon the officially ascertained numljers who pay the capitation tax * which
Spain levies upon all adult males within her
jurisdiction, but which necessarily loses ac
count of the many in the mountainous

dis

tricts who notably evade the tax-gatherer; and
the remaining three hundred thousand com

(NAUTEB.)

tion too fine to be worth

a share

ready pre-occupied attention.
The unhappy mother country

of their al
herself, the

victim of chronic disorganization, torn with
hostile factions, struggling with a new cabi
net every month, and a new insurrection every
year, has ever been too much engrossed with
her own troubles to be able to devote more
time to the affairs of her bantling in the East
than what is requisite to insure receipt of the
revenues which the latter so dutifully trans
and has refrained from any real at
tempt to push her sway — although that im
plies the gain of fresh sources for the supply
mits,

of her omnivorous, all-monopolizing excheq
uer — beyond the bounds whence she already
exacts a constant

and assured sum.

Such

was the condition of things when Urdancta,
the " sailor-monk," discovered how to make
the "backward

passage" from west to east
across the Pacific,* carrying to Acapulco the
news of successful acquisition and coloniza

prises the native white population, the im
this lat
migrant Europeans, and Chinese;

tion here; just such is their condition to-day;
not one foot has been added to Legaspi's con
quests; few and trivial the improvements

ter estimate only, may be considered

made within their boundaries

as defi

nitely ascertained.
The Tagals, or

Tegalos, and their brethren
the Visayans, are most unwillingly the " hew
ers of wood and drawers of water " in the

literal

as well as the general acceptation of
the phrase. Most unwillingly, I repeat; but
whether their proverbial indifference — it has

a stronger name

in Luzon — arises from sheer

indolence, both physical and mental, as their
conquerors are wont to assert, or is that sin
ister apathy which is the first outgrowth of
profound discontent, is a question which the

of Spanish colonial policy will
do well to decide betimes; it is to be feared,

administrators

however, that they

will

consider

the distinc-

• Nearly 1.500,000contributed In 1864.

since the build
ing of the walled and fortified city, the
"
Queen City of the East," say its boastful
Manila, famous for cordage,
proprietors,
chocolate, and cock-fighting— except, indeed,
the upspringing of its suburb, Binondo, a re
sult entirely due to the revolution of the
Spanish continental possessions in America;
and so slight the impression upon the subju
gated tribes, that, as a Spanish writer t has
well said, "should we abandon the islands
to-morrow, with the exception of the Chris
tian religion, not a vestige of our dominion
would remain in a few months' time."
No recent visitors consider the government
estimate of the population as of much value ;
* In 1565.

t " El Porvmir Filipino," vol. of '68.
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that the islands are more densely peopled is
everywhere obvious; and no man can pene
trate the interior of the larger islands, so far
may safely be done, without feeling
that it must be far below the mark.

as that

convinced

That there are probably eight millions of
Tagals and Visayans, leaving the wild, inde

pendent tribes, concerning whose numbers it
en
is impossible to base any computation,
tirely out of the question, no traveler who

feet much

of that

[Nov.,
amusing

assumption

of

not unfrequently
perceptible
superiority,
among our English cousins when sojourning
the dependencies of Great Britain.
Truly, all the world over, there exists a preju
among

dice, palpable always however much refined,

which holds the colonist born an inferior to
the luckier individual whose auspicious birth

has seen much of this wonderful

will

archipelago
deny ; and there are good observers who

go beyond this.*

The white population, marvclously small,
whether considered in proportion to the myr
iads they control, or with reference to the
iong period for which they have exercised
their domination, are mostly concentrated in
Manila ; their great majority being occupied
in the civil, naval, and military service; in
which, it may be remarked, the most arduous
The bulk of
duty is the receipt of salary.
the trade is in the hands of foreign mer
chants; although of late years, and since the
abolition of the Company of the Philippines,
a few Spanish

houses have begun

to make

figure; while, notwithstanding the
swarms of Tagals in the capital, its labor is
some

largely

performed

by the Chinese,

who

are

Within a ra
but a handful comparatively.
dius of ten miles east of the meridian of the
capital are many native towns, including at
least one city, that of Pasig, with populations
thousand,
varying from five to twenty-five
where not a solitary white resides, except,
perhaps, in the larger, in which one now and
then finds a Spanish cure. The civil author
ity, however, will invariably be found in the
hands of the natives or half-breeds— the gobernadorcilb) himself being always of one or
Throughout the Visayas the same
the other.
proportions hold well, the only exceptions
being certain communities, capitals of their
respective

islands or districts,

such as Iloilo

; Calapan in Mindoro; and Zebu in
of the same name, where mostly
island
the
congregate the descendants of the early col

in Panay

onists, hijns del pais, as they arc termed by
the metropolitan officials, who, being them

Fio. 1.—FisntNo-GtRL

or Pasio.

took place within the nobler boundaries of
the motherland ; an inclination, using a hu
morous illustration, to answer in the affirma
tive the Hibernian's celebrated query ancnt
the stable and the horse.

The Tagals display a special aptitude and
preference for the military calling, an incli
nation which the colonial government has
carefully

fostered since its establishment

native auxiliaries.

It

maintains

of

some twenty

troops of all classes, of which the
are
and subaltern,
commissioned
white exclusively.
Sepoys of the Spanish
East they may not inappropriately be termed,
thousand

officers,

selves CaxtUwnos yniros from Old Spain, af-

who, both in discipline and valor, are equal,
if not superior, to their brethren in the Brit

* I have always perceived that the longest residents,
and those whose business requires them to visit the
greatest number of places, almost invariably favor the
largest estimates of the population.

ish possessions. This force is recruited from
the very flower of the Tagal population, for
the tendency of the colonial institutions at
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once compels and attracts every young native
to aspire to enrollment in its comparatively
But, though many are
privileged ranks.
called, few are chosen ; and the disappointed
bulk, save another few, who by another sift

ing process are selected for the police,
rather gendarmerie, must seek obsearity

"

the domestic service — not to say

or

in

They are successful

}>ankas— long, narrow

fishermen.
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In their

canoes dug out in one

piece from large tree trunks, with a shelter
from the sun by day and the moon * by night,
made of nipa palm thatch, erected over the
center — they paddle the bays, river mouths,
or coasts in search of the rare varieties of

domes

tic institution," from which it differs
little —of the towns and cities; and in
the rural districts, in pursuits which, but
for the sake of classification, I should
hesitate to dignify by the term agricul
tural ; or the fisheries.
In the capitals
a very

few

become tradesmen

— tailors,

shoemakers, curriers, and barbers ; but the
superior skill and address of the rapidly
increasing Chinese element is fast displac
and less energetic Malay

ing the ruder

from these offices.
Nevertheless my reader must not as
sume that the latter possesses no artistic

Both Tagal and Visayan
ingenuity.
rival the proverbial refinement of Hindoo
art in textile productions,
possessing in
an equal degree that wonderful

hereditary

skill and delicacy of manipulation
are at once the

of our

which

admiration

and despair
machinery-aided
manufac

own

The exquisite piafla, that nonpa
reil among muslins, wrought from the
semi-transparent fiber of the pineapple, the
sheeny gleam of which suggests a tissue

turer.

spun

from

glass ; its

scarcely

less

delicate

imitation, thtimnis, wovon from the split
filament of the ahnca, the same plant whose
coarser fiber forms the familiar Manila rope ;
the wonderful mats, hats, cigar and cigarillo
cases, plaited with various fine grasses, or the
fiber of the cabonegro palm, are all the work

of their

dextrous

fingers.

These

manufac

tures are old.

the muslins, wc
Concerning
find that the historian of the great circum
navigator's voyage. Pigafetta, records how,
on the occasion of the ill-omened visit to
Zebu, the native queen and her ladies came
to the celebration of high mass wearing fine
vails interwoven with threads of gold. The
art of making these costly fabrics is to-day
confined

to a scattered few ; recently, how
ever, private European
enterprise has at

tempted to focalize this wandering skill, and
a factory is established near the capital.

Fig. S.— A Taoal Naturalist.
beautiful fish with which these waters swarm.

A

grotesque feature of this pursuit is pro
duced by their universal .practice of drum

ming and thumping with sticks upon the
sides and gunnels of their queer craft, from a
belief that the sound attracts their prey.
Whoever has spent a night in Manila roads
will here recall to mind how often and how
heartily he lias anathematized the out-mov
ing night fleets of bankas, as slowly and at
intervals

they

passed astern, sending

their

hollow, horrible, multitudinous din into the
open cabin windows,

to the utter demolition

* Moon-stroke in no idle superstition.
The man who
Bleeps exposed to the rays of the tropic full moon risks
paralysis, or something akin thereto, and periodical
I have seen many cases, results of
spells* of idiocy.
" caulking," i. e., stealing a nap during the watch-ondeck.— N. W. B.
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of his hopes of

a

" cool sleep out in the

bay."

Along the bay shores and river banks the
observer's attention is frequently attracted by
a rude machine, apt to recall, under the

parching
cences of

Philippine

sun,

blessed

reminis

[Nov.,

acknowledges himself to be as nothing, she,
should occasion happen, can, empty-handed,
secure a "string" that he well might envy.

As, for example, when in washing — an oper
ation always performed
and
gregariously,
upon the margin of a running stream — some

unexpected school of fish comes heading up
the limpid current.
Then Izaak could but

11The moss-covered backet that hang in the well."

He need not wait long to learn to what uses
this familiar " old-fashioned well-sweep " is
Some half dozen
put in this far away land.
natives suddenly pull roundly upon ropes
which dangle from the weighted in-shore
end. Up rises the long, down-curving outer
arm, drawing up from the cool depths, not
" the old oaken bucket, the iron-bound
bucket," but a broad net, stretched to a
horizontally suspended square or oblong
frame, and pendulous with its many-hued,
gleaming loads of vivacious captives, among
which often appears, Ion gre, mal gre, our
The con
ubiquitous arch enemy the shark.
trivance seems
China,

where

to have been borrowed

it

from

may be seen, enormous

of

proportion, multiple of design, and complex
of enginery, but in principle identical ; as is
"
also, curiously
spring
enough, the little
for
the
of
the
net," planted
capture
migra
tory schools of "alewives" * — Clupea serrata
— along the banks of the Gaspereaux, after
the Acadian spring commences, by the farm
ers of that valley, and which seems to be a
legacy of the departing Micmac.
Old Izaak would have loved

the

"
Believing that
gentle art."
experts in the
an ounce of illustration is worth a pound of
description,

I

curb my antic pen, and submit

of a fishing-girl of Pasig,
photograph
taken by that indefatigable collector, W. W.
a

Wood, of Manila, a fellow-countryman, long
resident in the Philippines, to whose self-ac
quired skill I am indebted for many rare and
She is mistress of a " pro
interesting types.
fessional resource " that would

undoubtedly
have excited huge amazement in the bosom
of the genial old angler. On one point he
must needs confess a decided
superiority,
though

For

he might demur

whereas he, divorced

Fia. 8.—A Yotrso Woman of Manila.

dusky

damsels of Luconia, for they are wondrous

sigh for the absent implements of his art.
Not so the Tagal fishing-girl. On the instant

"kilts"

her gaudy mya, bringing its rear
up to the front, keeping it securely
upheld in one hand, and dashes into the shal

she

portion

low current on shapely limbs that might be
long to a bronze naiad ; followed by gleeful
companions, dispersing into two bauds, one
taking position above, the other below their
intended spoil.
These dart in all directions,
few seeming to comprehend the avenues of
escape offered by the gaps in the rapidly
closing ranks of their assailants, until they

at its orthodoxy.

become almost literally heaped together in
the narrowing space, the surface of which be

from rod and fly,

comes scintillant with

• Webster derives
aleioife from an Indian word —
" 5-loof."
(See dictionary.) In Nova Scotia the popular
name is that of the river, Qaspereaux.

their flashing scales
and frantic leaps. Then each damsel's dis
engaged hand rivals in the rapidity of its
motion

the glancing quickness

of the prey
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itself, as with unerring aim it darts upon vic
tim after victim — either in the water or on
the mid-air leap — and tosses him into the
receptacle formed by the upheld skirt. The

''sport"

is unquestionable,
the unbounded
of the participants prove

mirth and ardor
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about making a complete entomological col
lection for the island of Luzon. This, in 1866,
far from perfected according to its
possessor's design, was yet the largest and
most exhaustive ever made in the country.
though

indeed,

The dress he wears can not be considered
strictly typical, for with true scientific cos
mopolitanism he avails himself of whatsoever
articles of attire are best adapted to his pur
poses, without reference to nationality, an
application of the principal of artificial se

able"

that, and though necessarily short, is worth
the game, as each one usually wades ashore

with her oddly improvised substitute for a
" creel " swollen to overflowing.
Sometimes,
waist fastening
the overburdened
gives way, when of course the dusky lady
loses her fish, and converts to " inextinguish

mirth and

lection, which, we may venture to assume,
has resulted in a model garb for a working
naturalist in the Philippines.
Thus, while

laughter of her more fortunate sisters.
In the two tiny bags suspended from her

the hat is Tagal, the tunic is Chinese, and
the trowscrs European.
There is one rare

neck

point in his costume, however, the weapon,
indistinctly engraved, at his side, which is
now seldom seen, since the jealousy of the
government permits do native outside of the
military and police forces to liear arms. It
is the ancient Tagal sword, peculiar to the
tribe before the days of Spanish domination.

the

already

unbounded

— one containing some holy relic, the
other an agnu* dei — and the rosary, the read
er will perceive a common indication of the

living grasp of Roman Catholic Christianity
upon the hearts and consciences of this peo
ple. The Philippino-Malay is emphatically a
bveno Catolico, and it is his unquestioning
faith which forms the basis of his political
Nevertheless, the free spirit
subserviency.
of the age has affected even these distant
isles, and the signs that he is learning how to
reconcile an unimpeachable religious ortho
doxy with dangerous political heresy — oner
And notwith
ous task — are multiplying.
standing the immense disadvantages of the
natives, both legislative and social, there are
many individuals who have achieved wealth
and a certain concomitant influence, at least

their fellows, although the eternal
bar — sinister of color — forbids the attainment
of any degree in position among whites, no
matter what the acquirements here, as in any
among

European

As
tellect

possession in the East.
of the Tagal physique and in
The pho
present the second figure.

a type

I

tograph from which it is taken is that of a
Some years ago a C4erman
native naturalist.

The native
the Philippines.
lie soon dis
entered his service as " boy."
covered special aptitude and enthusiasm for
faunist visited

his new pursuits, which, his master observ
ing, nobly and faithfully encouraged, teach
ing him withal to read and write. For the
After
rest he has been his own preceptor.
he continued
his
his master's departure
labors as honest Jock o' the Wynd fought,
" e'en for his ain hand ; and eventually set

Special

license has been accorded in his case,

in consideration

of the frequent perils of his
occupation, but the overstrained liberality of
the powers that be was unequal to the further

concession of the use of any firearm.
be hoped

that

the

enthusiastic

It

is to

naturalist's

knowledge of the habits of the formidable
jungle and forest denizens will stand him in
good stead thereof.
I close the illustrations of this article with
the photograph of a young me»tiza, or halfcaste woman of Manila.
Envious and ad

miring belles will

the length of her
They may rest assured
that " she wears her own hair; " and further,
that it is not beyond the average of that of
her brunette sisters, either in growth or pro
fusion.
The Tagal women are famous for
their hair, and deservedly so; cases are not
wanting where it might vail the form even
to the feet like the traditional locks of GoThe spectacle along the Escolta of
diva.
Manila in early morning, when its long
abundant

note

tresses.

stretch is crowded

by the female bathers re

turning in thousands

from

the banks of tho

Pasig, each dressed in the brilliant manycolored mya or sarong, and the flowing wealth
of her raven hair lifted on the morning wind,

It may not
in making up their

is one long to be remembered.
be amiss to add that
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coiffure

these simple

dames know only one
cocoanut oil,

pomade, viz., pure, unperfumed

which they apply freely;

but whether

the

of :j]hpolorjB

jpcjjaijtmcnf
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secret of their long locks lies in this, or in
the early thorough washing and airing of
each day, I leave for others to decide.

—
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THE LATE DR. JOHN CONOL LT, OF HANWELL,

;

was because he believed that

it

it

;

works

was never

While most other physicians who
have charge of lunatic hospitals are very free
to acknowledge
that mechanical restraints

necessary.

it

is

a

;

a

internal arrangements calculated to solace and
divert the mind diseased, and occupy it in
some useful direction, as well as to provide
;

for all the decencies and comforts of life a
number of well-qualified,
well-paid
attendants, animated by spirit of self-denial,
and above all a
self-devotion, and kindness
were, by a
superintendent
penetrated, as
sincere love for the insane
hu
possessing
sufficient

a

He did not dogmatize on the
he preferred to show his faith by his
and if he never resorted to restraint

of any kind.
subject

to be commended, as he
Dr. Conolly
for his perseverance and success
out the great reform of non-re
to be understood that by this is
straint,
meant not one feature only, but
multitude
of details. It implies, as fully stated by him
self in his different writings, an appropriate
suitable
building, or rather buildings, on
site; ample surrounding space, not only for
gardens, shade, and ornamental grounds, but
also for agricultural employments, shops for
labor in all the necessary mechanic arts, and
places under cover for shelter and recreation

it

a

it

it

;

ly, containing from eight to twelve hund red pa
tients, without the use of mechanical restraints

If

assuredly
in carrying

;

has doubtless modified the treatment

been witnessed and are generally ac
knowledged, and considerations both of hu
manity and science recommend its adoption.

a

it

though

of the insane throughout Europe, and to con
siderable extent also in this country, has not
done the amount of good that might have been
and more than this,
has met with
expected
actual opposition in quarters where we should
would have been hailed
have supposed
with enthusiasm and delight. Although Dr.
Conolly never laid down the principle of nonrestraint in the management of the insane as an
absolute and inflexible law, yet he demonstrat
ed, in an experience of nearly thirty years, the
possibility of conducting an asylum successful

have

;

;

ing effect on the entire inmates of an asylum, as
well as its beneficial influence on the attend
ants and yet his system of management, al

the system seems to make very slow progress
even in those countries where its great benefits

mane disposition,
calm, vigorous, and de
termined mind
thoroughly imbued with the
a

a

show its soothing influence upon the insane
mind, its marked power in diminishing the vio
lence of the paroxysms of mania, its tranquiliz-

Griesinger,

of Germany, not only accepted non-restraint,
but were its earnest and eloquent advocates,

;

although

into Great Britain, yet he was the first to de
monstrate its advantages on
large scale, to

as the late Professor

physicians,

is,

he was not the first to introduce

it

;

To him more than to any other individual
England owes the establishment of non-re
and
straint in the treatment of the insane

clear necessity,
so happens that they find
this necessity in great numbers of cases. It
so throughout Germany, France, and the
greater part of Europe, as well as, this country.
Although some of the most eminent foreign

is

late Dr. Conolly may well be regard
as one of the benefactors of his race.

THE
ed

ENGLAND.

never be resorted to unless there be a

it

pages.]

should

is

a

a

[Dr. Lec published In the American Practitioner
for August deeply interesting sketch of this em
inent pioneer of reform in the methods of treat
From that sketch we take the
ing the insane.
few paragraphs to our
liberty of transferring

conviction that insane patients
ed by kindness

and humanity,

are l)cst treat
without coer

cion or any display of means thereto.

Liver complaint.
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his eminent success in the management of the
insane and his control over them were not

try the experiment of agricultural -and farm
labor on
large scale, as he desired, and as

chanical

has been done successfully at Clermont and
the newly-established
asylums in France and

attaching all, whether insane or not, who
came within the reach of his magic voice, his
sympathizing look, and gentle manners.
His

face — if

intelligence,

mechanical restraint has been employed in
the Lincoln Asylum since 1852, with an aver
age of nearly six hundred patients, and se
clusion for short periods only in ordinary bed
is

resorted to. In the
Asylum mechanical restraint
has only been resorted to in
single instance
in the treatment of two thousand seven hun
dred and ninety-six lunatics.
In the North
Wales Counties' Lunatic Asylum, with an
average of nearly four hundred patients, me
rooms

occasionally

a

Derby County

and

restraint has never been resorted to,

seclusion

only in

a

chanical

few extreme

cases,

a

a

a

active exercise in the open air being found
In the Lancaster Asylum,
perfect substitute.
with number of patients ranging from seven
to ten hundred, not
single patient has been

for twenty
Dr. Broadhurst, remarks that "during the whole of
case in which
that period
have not seen
would have been bene
thought the use of
ficial."
It
due, however, to truth to say — and
put under

mechanical

restraint

is

it

I

a

and the superintendent,

I

;

years

my long and intimate

personal acquaintance
so — that

with Dr. Conolly enables me to do

a

a

it

a

restraint has not been employed,
except in two or three surgical cases to retain
rarely used. No
bandages, and seclusion
is

mechanical

with
"bilious turns."
When inquired of as to
how they live, we generally find that they eat
candy pretty liberally, pound or two
week.
They drink strong coffee and make
very
sweet they eat griddle cakes for breakfast,
with syrup and butter, and thus they over
load the system with sugar and fatty matter.
They use vinegar pretty largely, because the
system seems to crave something in opposition
to the sugar and fatty matter, and the torpid
liver yearns for something to give
start.
are always troubled

it

In the Royal
patients have been treated.
Asylum, Glasgow, with an average of over six
hundred inmates, mechanical restraint has
not been used for the last twenty years. In
the Wilts County Asylum, since 1851, with
an average of over five hundred patients,

people, and

dark-complexioned

MANY
some others,

All

through the spring these persons are eat
ing green stuff, radishes, and, by-and-by, cu
cumbers, because of the vinegar they eat with
them.
They worry along through the sum
mer until the miasma of the autumn begins to
prevail, and then down they go with bilious

A six weeks' release from labor, and
the struggle with disease and the doctore
brings them to their feet on the approach of
cold weather.
By the time fresh pork, buck
fever.

wheat cakes, and fat poultry are ready to be
consumed,

like wolves,

they have appetites

and for three months

they gorge themselves
again with the bilious-producing articles of
food.
By the next August they have made
themselves ready for another
These people wonder why

bilious attack.
that Provi
They buy pills by the
dence so afflicts them.
series
box, and their whole life seems to be
of errors in eating and drinking.
In the bilious regions of the West, where
the fatness of the soil engenders fever and
ague and other forms of bilious disease, the
people live on pork, and articles with which
a

a

adopted in only
single instance, although
two thousand five hundred and sixty-eight

LITER COMPLAINT.

it

has been

cheerfulness, and love.

a

restraint

patients,

benignity,

;

and ninety-nine

me

may use the expression — was
con
stant " psalm of thanksgiving," beaming with

it

be stated that in the Essex County Asylum,
established in 1853, containing five hundred

of all

is

a

To show the extent to which non-restraint
has been carried in Great Britain, and chiefly
through the influence of Dr. Conolly,
may

banishment

restraints, but partly to his supreme
magnetic personal influence, conciliating and

I

but he believed fully in the princi
substitute
for

ple of out-door labor as
mechanical restraint.

solely owing to his

molasses and sugar are largely used. A per
well informed in regard to physi
son who
is

Germany

;

a

it,

Owing to the peculiar organization of his
asylum, and the very limited amount of land
attached to
Dr. Conolly was never able to
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ology and diet will sit at the same tabic with
those who live unwisely and eat such art

fer a pang from illness for five years. Provi
dence is on the side of knowledge, self-denial,

same

icles only as are wholesome ; will work in the
shop or store, and will neither have a

and hygiene ; and punishes gluttony, drunk
enness, laziness, and bad habits of every kind.

sick headache nor a bilious attack of any
kind ; will not lose a night's sleep or an hour's
work ; require a particle of medicine or suf

But some will not learn wisdom though
Providence " bray them in a mortar.'- —Prov.
xxvii. 22.

HEALTHY

OR

DISEASED

CHILDREN?

BY D. NEWCOMB, M.D.

NATHAN ALLEN, of Lowell,

DR.for

Mass.,

many years a very close observer,
gives it as his opinion that the human race,
particularly in New England, is degenerating
physically.
He is a man ripe in years of close associ
ation with the health and disease of the east

of the Bay State, which fact gives
But
great weight to his expressed opinion.
whether such is the fact as to the condi

ern part

tion of the physique of the people of these
United States, or of Massachusetts even, we
do not propose here to discuss.
That there is much debility and

disease

among the people, and very much that might
be arrested, none will attempt to deny ; and
the further proposition, that the greater share

of this debility and disease is found on the
feminine side of humanity, we think most
persons will admit when they recall to mind
the instances of weakness which have within
n few years come under their observation.
We do not say that men and boys are never
below a good standard of health, for such is
far from the fact. They are too often found
without the muscular stamina and thorough
Still, we claim that
digestion of health.
they are not so frequently, or so far, below in
strength as women and girls.
But leaving this, we would look to the
means of elevating the standard of health
and keeping the coming generation and their
successors up to that standard.
If the Amer
icans as a people are physically deteriorating,
we should strive to find the cause, and then
use all the powers dictated by the best intel
lects to arrest it.

It

does not balance

the loss of physical
to give credit for an

power in the account
intellectual gain, for no brain can continue to
develop and strengthen in mental action long

after a failure

of the body, and thus

a de

cline of the forces that supply the nutriment
to repair the waste as well as for growth,
Very much may be done by hygiene to
keep our present generation healthy, espe

cially the younger part of it ; but very much
more can be done for the next.
They may
receive all the care from parents and friends,
and from their own resources, that it is pos
sible for the children that now are to receive;
and in addition to this — which is much — -

"
they may receive all the benefits of Method
ical Selection ;" by which we mean a careful
selection, by parties wishing to be married, of
healthy copartners, or a refusal on the part
of those who are not healthy, or who are
mated with unhealthy partners, to have chil
dren.

This is taking strong hold upon what
many will declare to be forbidden ground,
The frequency of
but we can not help it.
sick, sorrowing children met in the daily
practice of the profession of medicine is a
call upon the medical profession that must be
heard and answered ; and we would feel that
we were not doing our duty to humanity

did

we not raise a cry, or add ours to that already
sounded, against raising children from un
healthy parents.
The remark that " nature

should

have its

course," is here very much misapplied, which
all would sec if they would think what they
are saying.
Though she should not be inter
fered with when once put into action in any

certain direction,
an act that

will

yet it is not our duty to do
start her into activity in a

direction where all our reason and past ex
perience teach us she can only result in a
failure to develop a good specimen of the
attempted creation ; not from a failure upon
her part, for she never fails, but from hav

DISEASED CHILDREN

pure water will flow from an impure spring.
Nature has acted by " natural selection "
through all the untold years, until man is

of intelligence
to thwart this
same nature in many instances.
Natural se
lection has been the process that has elevated
brought up to
where

standard

a

he raises his intellect

the best specimens above the poorer.
In the process of time man and woman
commenced an unnatural

form of " selection,"

which, being based upon depraved
the

allowed

them

ideas of

to select

and

interest rests than is commonly
how are we to keep the phys
thought of,
ical strength of the people of our country up
to, or as nearly as possible up to, the perfect
is,

standard of true health?

When

child

introduced

into this life

existence —
separate and independent
though at first, from its extreme feebleness,
very much dependent upon others for all its

as

external conditions,

and from the nature of

its life finding itself
through
affected by influences that are largely beyond
its control — has already received all the
society

all

hereditary influence
of its constitution.

that

will

be the making

The entailments then cease to be increased
in number or force, but those received ever
exert
controlling power upon the inher
itor; and so long as the child shall exist, will
suffer for " the sins of the parents," or
enjoy as the result of the wealth of their

from

this frail being must be preserved
that would follow
that destruction
under " natural selcftion," and has been very

perfections.
The external conditions

much more frequently preserved to procreate
his species than he would have been but for

time to time, as the individual, or its parents
child, may from observation see
when

of his and of other men's moral
This preservation is well — ought to
be; but it does not follow that our ideas of
sexual selection ought to be so low as to se
lect such inferior men or women to be " the
other parent" of our children, when we
know that they will leave the stamp of their
inferiority upon them ; and more especially

will be for the individual good and thus
we may in
measure obviate the hereditary
influence or the evil results from prior exter

our

selves, find those who are our equals to ac
cept the position.
There are two classes of influences that
principally affect man's individual health.
The first is brought to bear upon the child
prior to its birth, — is received from the pa
" like be
rentage through the principle that
gets like," and is therefore called the hered
The other class is the external condi
itary.
tions among which the man, and more effect
ually the child, is placed. These two classes
of effects are the directly controlling forces
that make what may be the complete man —
"made a little lower than the angels" — or
make him any grade below perfection ; and
observation shows us that many are far from

complete — are many degrees below a perfect
Now the great question,
standard of health.
and the one upon which much more of a

;

a

a

effects,

and of that which

is

prior external

This division of
entailed, we call hygiene.
the science of medicine — the most important

of all its divisions — should be more read and

better understood.

Every person should know not only that
the most healthy, but how, when,
pure air
not only
and where to detect impure air
that food

necessary and should be taken at

best
regular hours, but what kind of food
to
inherent
or
wants,
his
peculiar
adapted
is

strong

the bad results of other exter

to counteract

and that the opposite, when
not depraved, will usually call for that which
will supply the necessary wants of the body.
Every one should know that cleanliness of
nal conditions

not only pleasant to an indi
the person
vidual and his associates, but that
keeps
the pores open, and thus enables them to ex

it

sound and

;

if

;

when we can,

This varying of conditions, and adapting
them to the state of the individual, or the
general health, so as to counteract the ills of

is

so

nal conditions.

is

natures.

can be varied from

is

the good

it
is

science

a

mate with very imperfect specimens of hu
manity, from whom issued a weaker being.
Through the benevolence of a better con

it

beautiful,
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national

is

A healthy issue can not be
through them.
raised from a sickly parentage no more than

t

it

that will
ing only inferior instrumentalities
surely leave the stamp of their degradation
upon everything that is brought into being

a

OR

a

HEALTHY
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pel the impurities of the system, thereby con
serving to health.
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The great mass of the people do not un
derstand these facts ; and some of those who
do are too careless to observe and daily prac
There is much more sickness in
tice them.

of those who are uneducated
of those who read and
The
then think, other things being equal.
health of the village doctor's family is far
above that of his neighbor who never reads
the

families

than in the families

anything upon health preservation, and yet
whose inherent health is the best. How of
ten the physician hears the remark, "Your
"
"
or, I
family is not sick as much as ours ;

wish you would give us the medicine that
will keep our children as well as yours," — in
their reasonings always attributing every
health benefit to some medicine to be taken.
Many people seem to think that medicine
is the only agent that can have any influence

[Nov.,

Natural selection acts in thinning our pop
by removing just those debilitated
ones that have become so from not living in
accordance with good hygiene, and those
who have inherited their ailments, in pref
to the removal of those who are
erence
originally strong, and made still stronger
through having regard to an influence that
will affect their physical powers ; and it is
thus that we as a people have been kept as
near the standard of health as we are.
If we
would save our children from the unfailing
law of natural selection, we must see that
they are " born well," and then keep them
healthy by causing them to live in uniformity
with hygiene ; and not to depend upon the
doctor for medicine to cure, but lessons that
will prevent sickness. "We must teach them
ulation,

upon disease, either as preventive or as cure.
Most of the dis
Now, this is all wrong.

to keep their persons clean, to breathe only
pure air, and eat only good food as an undepraved appetite calls for it ; and to take an

eases to which man is liable may be prevented

abundance of exercise.

by good

All parents love their children and do not
wish to part with them, but wish them to be
strong, robust, and vigorous, having bodies
that can and will withstand those influences
that tend to produce disease ; bodies that are
capable of supporting a vigorous brain, and
supplying nutriment for its growth, and its
sustenance when it is in action.
If we who are grown up to man's estate
have, by breaking the laws of health, or by

inherent,

hygienic care, when they are not
and much may be done that will

help an individual to outgrow these.
the child this remark may be made

Of
with

double emphasis, for if his ancestry were
healthy, he may be almost sure to avoid dis
ease if lie has the kind, guiding hand of one

who knows how to obviate, or keep him out
of the way of those external conditions that
are injurious in their effects.
In fact, most
of the sickness of childhood, when not in
herent, is brought on by carelessness ; either
in exercise, the child taking too much or too
little, or taking it at the wrong time ; or per
haps by a want of cleanliness, or the wrong
time at which the cleaning process is used ;
or perhaps the want of pure air ; or by errors
of diet, which are many. A vast amount of
non-inherited

disease can be traced to one or

more of these causes.

This being

an entailment

from

our

ancestry,

that into our constitutions
show itself in our
that shall

darken

descendants
all their

received

which is liable to
as a disease

years and make

them full of sorrow and suffering, ought we
not to avoid being the cause of its transmis
sion to others, especially when the inheritor
has no voice in the matter of being ?

Is it not one of the greatest of sins to hand
down to children a sickly, puny constitution
that will render them anything but a blessing

can not every one
these heads lessons may be
taught which every one can learn that will, in
a great degree, assist parents in saving their

know that these bad

children from sickness
of as vast importance

affect the physical part alone, but the men
tal and, still worse, very often the moral life.

see

admitted,

that under

to themselves, their parents, and friends or
world ? and particularly so when we

the

Are not these lessons
as n saving of dollars
and cents, not to speak of the suffering of
the sick child, or of the physical labor and
Doctors'
sorrowing sympathy of the parent?
bills are hard things to pay; but pain is still

all

harder to bear.

long standing.

?

entailments

do

not

Let us look upon this matter in a com
mon-sense light, just as \rc would upon the
less important acts of our lives, and forget
the

pseudo-philanthropic

preaching,

of

,

STATISTICS
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The command to " Be fruitful, and multi
ply, and replenish the earth " was not given
to a people who were full of disease that
would be handed down to all the " quotients "
of this multiplication ; -but it was given to
those who were full of the vigor of health,
chosen by God to people a world. If there
had been diseases among them, He would
have conditioned
their procreation in the
command, as we see it is now done in fact,
in extreme cases of disease ; for there the
power of procreation is removed.
When we view the fact that two-fifths of
all the children born of woman fail to reach
mature age, and in some districts a much
larger percentage, do we not feel that it is

POPULATION.

their passions, and live even, upright, con
sistent lives.
Their children of the present
generation have been born of such parents and
reared in such habits, and they live to be re
Occasionally persons not of
markably old.
that order of people, either in religious belief
or in daily life, — men who live wrongly and
rashly, will hold on to be old ; but where one
has constitution enough to endure all manner
of abuses and live to old age, nino hundred

ninty-nine will fall before the age of
If there is an argument in favor of so
briety, regularity, order, and quietness of life
stronger than that exemplified by the daily
life of the Quakers, we would like to hear it.
and

fifty.

i

time to call attention to this serious fact, and
strive to learn something

that

will

more ef

prevent it ? And in view of the
fact that those children who are born of dis

fectually

parents are very liable, if not almost
sure, to inherit such disease though entirely
innocent of the misfortunes that produced
eased

this state of constitution, and brought into
this life with no "free-will" expression of
consent on their part, which life has had
enough of sorrow in it to cause them to feel
and wish they " had never been born," is it
not time to teach the same use of the reason

for human beings that we use for the lower
animals ? is

it

not time to use the same care

in raising our children — or rather not raising
them — that we ever use with our domestic
animals ?
«»»

LONGEVITY

OF

QUAKERS.

many years we have noticed the com
paratively great number of old men and

FOR

women in their meetings.
When the news
papers announce the death of a man or woman
aged 85, 88, or 90, there will generally be
found appended, "Funeral, 4th day" [Wed
nesday], — showing that the person was a

We believe that the average age
Quaker born will range ten, if not
fifteen, years higher than that of other people.
There are probably a hundred reasons why
this is the case, partly hereditary and partly
They are born of parents who
practical.
have for ages been temperate, calm, religious,
moral, prudent, frugal, and regular in their
habits.
They have been taught to control
Quaker.

of persons
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STATISTICS OF POPULATION.
NINTH CENSUS OF THE UNITED STATES.

E

have received advance sheets of this
great document, and find it full of fat
ness and of promise.
The total population of
each State is given, from 1790 to 1870, divided
into White, Free Colored, Slave, Chinese, and
At present each State and Territory
Indian.
foots up as follows :
Alabama
Arkansas
California
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia

Illinois

996,992 Missouri
1,721,295
481,471 Nebraska
122,993
560,247 Nevada
42,491
537,454 New Hampshire . . 318,300
125,015 New Jersey
906,096
187,748 New York
4,382,759
1,184,109 North Carolina . . . 1,071,361
2,539,891 Ohio
2,665,260
1,680,637 Oregon....90,923
1,191,792 Pennsylvania
8,521,791
364,399 Rhode Island
217,353
1,321,011 Sonth Carolina . . . 705,606
726,915 Tennessee
1,258,520

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
626,915
Maine
Maryland
780.894
Massachusetts.. . . . 1,457,351
1,184,059
Michigan
439,706
Minnesota
827,922
Mississippi

Texas,
Vermont

818,679
330,551
1,225,163
Virginia
West Virginia ... . 442,014
1,054,670
Wisconsin

Total population of States
Arizona
Colorado
Dakota
District of Columbia
Idaho
Montana
New Mexico
Utah
Washington
Wyoming

38,113,253
9,658
39,864
14,181
131.700
14,999
20,595
91,874
86,788
13,955
9,118

Total population of Territories . .
Total population of United States

442,730
88,555,983
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seeking consolation she addressed her
husband in these words: "Well, John,
we have lived many a year happily to
gether, and you will acknowledge now
that I have beeu a good and loving wife
to you."
lie replied, briefly : " Tolera

— only tolerable, Jenny."
That husband did not intend to spoil his
ble, — tolerable,

land to Alaska, and from Canada to Mexico.

We are

by kicking, cuffing, whip
Is not this a reflection on the lim
ping.
ited resources of teacher or parent
punishment

?

Year's," all are near at hand. Are you ready? "Aye,
aye, sir," resounds all along the line, from Newfound

than the poor little
unfortunate to be governed, think there
is only one way to do
and that way

How

Our Good Friends everywhere promise to "roll
up the clubs" for the Journal In good round numbers.

year-old
seniors

The work has already been commenced and good results
attained.

Renewals, with new subscribers, are coming

that
little five, eight, or tenboy or girl can outgeneral its

is
it

getting ready for the holidays and for the new year.

Is
because
the youth
wiser or worse than teacher or parent
?

is

ume and a new year entered upon ! Are readers getting
ready for 1872? M Thanksgiving," " Christmas," "New

ing more wisdom

?

fob 187L The December number will

soon go to press, be sent to subscribers, and a new vol

it,

One Number more Completes

the Volume

a

dSp33

1871.

it
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wife by too much praise.
Some, adhering rigidly to the doctrine
of the total depravity of the race of
man, and to that other of " sparing the
rod and spoiling the child," and not hav

is

NEW YORK,

to the human race.

causes

is

just, with little or

no joyousness or playfulness in their na
tures, that they seldom or never praise
another, no matter how meritorious the
or character.
To show how
sparing of praise were the good old
Scottish Covenanters, the following an
ecdote is told : An aged wife was on her
conduct

deathbed, passing slowly away.

When

'

story of the early days of William L.
the Liberal Christian, which
Marcy,
illustrates the subject.
"
of

spent
ton, Mass.

day

my vacation

Bill

neighborhood,

at Charl

Marcy was
native of this
and grew up to be a wild and
He was thought by his par
a

praise and indisblame are not only very
foolish, but very trying, especially to a
child or a youth that can not always
know what is meant by what is said.
There are good, pious people who are
criminate

heady youth.
ents and by all the neighbors to be the worst
boy they knew.
One winter he succeeded,

in conjunction with kindred spirits, in oust
ing the teacher from the district school. Sa
lem Towne, then

young man, was summon
ed as the fittest person to take charge of
these unruly youth and complete the term.
Everybody thought the new teacher would
certainly

a

TNDISCRIMINATE

so severely exact and

is

FLAT

balky

is

NOT

a

and spoils
Kind treat

the disposition of the horse.
ment
always potent for good. Harsh
and unkind treatment
always influen
tial in the other direction.
Here
the

a

TERY.

It

does the mischief

in

ENCOURAGEMENT—

horse to balk

driver who

is

Thanks, thanks, thanks for all who

help, whether by word or deed.

?

shall make Itself felt on the right side

I

ing, the.JounNAL

of all questions and gladden the hearts of those who fight

a

Life, health, and the will of a kind Providence favor

is

In its ranks and defend its principles, and who wish well

We verily believe that much of the evil
in our dispositions
the result of wrong
treatment on the part of others. Who
but the low, ignorant,
brutal driver

in.

have trouble with

Bill

Marcy.

But

their consent, and he was placed under the
instruction of a clergyman in the vicinity of
his home. At length he entered college, and
passed through the course witli great success,
justifying at every step the confidence and
In subsequent life
hope of his best friend.
he rose from one degree of eminence and use
fulness to another, until at last the whole
world was familiar with the name and fame
of William L. Marcy.
" Long years after he had left his schoolday haunts, and when he had

come to de

served eminence, he visited Boston, and was
the guest of the then Governor of the old

Bay State. Among the distinguished men
who were invited to meet him was General
Salem Towne.
When the Governor saw
Marcy and Towne greet each other as old
friends, he very naturally expressed a pleas
urable surprise that they knew each other so
'
Why ! ' said Marcy, ' that is the man
that made me. When I was a boy everybody
well.

was against me.
None — no, even my own
father or mother — saw any good in me.
He

was the first who believed in mo, told me
what I might become, and helped me on in
life at that critical juncture. Whatever of
merit or distinction I have since attained to,
I owe it to him more than to any other living
"

it,

be touched by appeals to their affections,
their sympathies, or their manliness.

Calling him

totally depraved

sinner,

a blessing, don't encourage him

unworthy
much. Tell

child he

stupid dunce
or blockhead, and
he believes you he
will assume that character.
But tell
him he
capable of improvement, and
he will most assuredly try.
believing
word for phrenologists.
And now
"We are often charged with

flattery, not
alone by the enemies of the one whose
brain w-e may have described, but by
" You have
the person himself.
greatly
that man.
Why, we have
him all his life, and he does not
row of pins and yet you
amount to
have given him quite a character."
His
overrated
known

faculties may now be dormant, like iron
in the ore or marble in the quarry, and
little training, discipline, and opportu

nity may call thorn out, and

he may be
all or more than the phrenologist
Do you see
intimated.
come

We grant there are professed phrenol
ogists, old and gray, who disgrace them
selves and the subject by their bombastic
egotism and their cheap flattery of silly
fools. Their charts are not worth the
worse
paper on which they are written
;

solicitation of Mr. Towne they gave

Go among the vilest of the
another.
vile, even into the dungeon of condemn
ed culprits, and their sensibilities may

a

urgent

one's happiness nor his efforts to deserve

is

to go on and prepare himself for college.
It
was a great surprise to his parents, but at the

ap

lessen

;

the turning-point in his life.
" Such was his couduct and such his
pro
gress in study that his teacher advised him

not

?

was

A word of

deserved will

when

if

It

proval

and husbands.

a

the endeavor.

wives

a

to make

and there are none who are not the bet
ter for judicious encouragement and wise
direction.
Children need
and so do

a

determined
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is

The first day had
not passed before Mr. Towne had discovered
in his pupil an element of real good, and told
him so. This, to the boy, was a most unusual
and it touched his heart.
acknowledgment,
Some one had seen good in him.
He was,
then, capable of better things, and he was

NOT FLATTERY.

it

the trouble did not come.

*

,—

a

UBA GEMENT

a

EN CO
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to have seen anything good
in a totally bad boy, or to have said so,

than this, they mislead and puff up pop
injays with the idea that they may be
come Presidents of the United States, or
do something wonderful.
They become

especially to the boy.
Flattery is simply falsehood, and who
ever practices it on another is guilty of

restless in their irresponsible and subor
dinate places, and being without wings,
attempting to fly they fall, cursing the

a wickedness

one who puft'ed up and flattered them.

person.'

A

severe

Puritan would have felt it to

be wicked

cuse.

for which

there is no ex

But encouragement is not flattery,

Let phrenologists tell the truth always
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; and if in his professional
capacity, let hirn do it as privately as the
He is not re
circumstances demand.

in kindness

" This man
quired to blurt out in public,
"
is a thief ! or to make improper expo
His office is to describe the person
sures.
truthfully and for his good.

The most

THE COMIN
QiOOX
^
Then

Thanksgiving will be here.
will resound throughout all

this land,

" Praise God from whom all blessings flow ; "

unswerving

truthfulness

[Nov.,
must be observ

" hon
Indeed, here, as elsewhere,
esty is the best policy," and he who
makes it the rule of his life will rise in
ed.

the esteem of all good men, and be ap
proved in heaven.

Encouragement, — not flattery.

HOLIDAY.
ions on millions

of untouched acres of

the richest

most

and

productive soil.
These lands await the emigrant from the
overcrowded

Old World where the in

father, mother, brother, sister,
uncle, aunt, and cousin will vie with the
other to bring home something which

telligent artisan and the common laborer
can not hope to better their condition.
We have room enough and work enough

will gladden the heart and make joyful

without crowding for one hundred mill
ion of men and women.
We have no
expensive monarchy, no useless royal

and each

the household.

All

this is the lan£*ua<ie
of Benevolence, the moral sentiments,
and the social affections. It is indeed " a

good thing to give thanks." Let this sen
timent of charity and brotherly kindness
become all-pervading.
It is humanizing,

Let
civilizing, elevating, spiritualizing.
us thank God and the founders of our lib
erties for our blessed Thanksgiving.
This
national holiday has a deeper signifi
cance than is indicated by roast turkey,
fricaseed chicken, sweet Indian pudding,
and pumpkin pie.
icans — both native

It

means

that Amer

and foreign-born —
above all other nations and races, have

a country, a mode

of government, educa

tional institutions, and a free religion for
which they are thankful.
Ours is a
country with broad acres, extending
from ocean to ocean and from gulf to
gulf, including many latitudes and many
It has mountain and valley,
climates.
prairie, with the greatest
the
lakes,
longest rivers, and all the min

forest

and

erals—iron, coal, lead, copper, silver, and
gold — in inexhaustible quantities ; while
for the growth of corn and cattle, roots
and fruits, no country in the world can
equal ours. We are in possession of mill-

family or lazy lords to tax or eat out our
substance. Here, one is as good as an
other while he behaves himself as well ;
and all, rich and poor, are equal before
the law.
Is not this something to be
thankful for? Consider the blessings of
our common schools, in which all our
children must be educated ! In monarch
ical, priestridden, and heathen countries
only the privileged few are educated,
and the great masses of their population
are kept in ignorance and in pauperism.
Here, we can have no such low, brutal
class ; no native pauperism, except the
few who directly or remotely, through
intemperance, vice, or crime, bring it
upon themselves.
Here, every opportu
nity is afforded for self-support, and for
Here, we have no
enterprise and thrift.
great incubus in the shape of a dead-andalive state church, with an indolent or
voluptuous priesthood to be supported
This is the only country in
by taxation.
the world where every man may worship
God according to his own untrammeled
conscience. Let us thank God for this.
Is not this enough ? Are we not estab

WINTER EVENINGS.

1871.]
solid

righteous founda
Are not our institutions in ac

lishecl on
tions

?

and

cord with Christianity and with the laws
of God ? Is it objected that there are
in
wrongs, violations, and corruptions
the administration of our government ?

We do not claim perfection
for our lawyers and legislators, though
the aim of every law is to be just. By
the neglect of well-disposed citizens who
Granted.

" mind
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your own business," is

so effectually
One selects a poem, another an ora
tion, still another the debates in Congress or

taught.

in the Legislature.
Students will be occu
pied with their regular studies, except the
All, ex
time needed for rest and recreation.
cept the most rigid orthodox Quakers, will
enjoy music, which should be available in
every house, for
" Music hath clianns to soothe the savage breast,"
and to bring discordant

minds and souls into

take no part in our elections, bad men
get into places of trust, and being them

The useful magazines
harmony and unison.
will also be read aloud for the information of

selves perverted, they pervert their of
fices and bring reproach on all. The
correction of this evil is in the hands of

olous

No hereditary tyrant holds
"
right
any place in this
country, and it is the privilege of Amer
icans to choose their servants, — not
riders.
And this is something to be
thankful for. In fact, our system of gov

the people.
" by divine

It
is the best in the world.
may be everlasting if ever just and right
eous.
Reader, let us see to it that we
ernment

transmit to our posterity a free country,
based on Democratic Republican princi
ples, in which man may attain the highest
growth and development of which he is
Let us not forget that " eter
capable.

If

nal vigilance is the price of liberty."
we do this, God will bless us, and we
shall live in an atmosphere of perpetual
thanksgiving.

those who listen, while the foolish

and friv

will

spend useful time in reading use
less trash, which is the worst sort of mental
dissipation ; the memory is weakened, the

imagination
perverted, the passions unduly
excited, and the whole nervous system un
" sensational litera
strung by what is called
Boys and girls, whose careless parents
have no oversight in the selection of their
reading matter, are wont to steal away alone
ture.

and indulge in this — which should be — "for
Wise
bidden fruit," greatly to their harm.
parents select and provide in advance for the
Good
healthful
wants of their children.

books

adapted

within

to their capacity are placed
and a proper taste thus

easy reach,

We must not ignore the right
implanted.
use and exercise of all the faculties,
and
rational amusements are just as much a part
of our real wants as penitence and pardon for

Phrenology indicates how
wrong-doing.
we should spend our winter evenings, and all
our time, so that we may grow into
est stature

the full

of godly men and women.

WINTER EVENINGS.
do we spend our long winter even
Do we give ourselves up to

HOW
ings?

games, fun, and hilarity ? Yes, occasionally,
and we feel all the better for it. What is
there more trying to the mental powers, es
pecially to memory and concentration, than
chess?

What more enjoyable than a wellhonest, and friendly game of cro
Skill, not chance, governs here. Then,

Indirect Approval. — The great majority
of American newspapers are " open and above" when
alluding to the Phrenologi
board
cal Journal, and so act a dignified and in
part ; but there are a few, chiefly
which seem chary of
publications,
commendatory remarks, though they some
dependent
weekly

transfer

contested,

times

quet ?
for the young folks, there are, besides Croquet,
Blindman's Buff, Question and Answer, Stage-

columns

Coach,
comic

Others want a
Consequences, etc.
the
after
style of Paul
performance,

Pry, in which an excellent

lesson, that

of

matter

to their

own.

from

the

Journal's

Not long since the

Baptist and Freeman copied about
two-thirds of our article on "Edward H.
Rulloff," filling about three columns of its

American

first page, and making no acknowledgment
or allusion to the source from which so much

Phrenolo
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interesting

matter was obtained.

g

This is one

form certainly of indirect approval.
We have
no objection whatever to having our articles
copied by newspapers and periodicals, but
when we rind a paper, generally considered
respectable and high-toned,

ing upon

deliberately

seiz

portion of our contents,
ignoring our right to some

a valuable

and apparently
recognition in the premises, we must regard
the performance as at least discourteous.

GOING WEST

— BY

RAIL.

of the Erie Railway
"management"
much criticised, and some of its
officers denounced as among the word of the
bad.
Of these things — not being stockholders
— we know but little and have nothing now to

THE
has been

Of the accommodations for travelers on
say.
the New York and Erie we may state from
our own personal knowledge and experience ;
and having passed over many of the principal
lines in both this and other countries, we ven
ture to state

that there are no other roads
which are safer, swifter, or more comfortable
than this.
Accidents happen here as else
where ; but are they as frequent or as serious ?

Early in the management of this road a rule
was established that no liquor-drinking saloons
should be permitted on the line. Consequently
its operatives do not get drunk and jeopardize
the lives of passengers by this means.
Among the special attractions for travel by
this road are the broad, roomy, and comforta
ble cars, whether for sitting or sleeping; the
sightly and beautiful country through which
the road runs ; the sure connections — East and
West — with all other roads; and the moderate
rates of fare ruling.
Up to the time of the
great trans-continental line, there was no other
road in this country surpassing the New York
and Erie.
It has powerful competitors now,
If so, we do not know
but is it excelled?
wherein.
Here is one most commendable
feature, which we hope other roads will imi

It

relates to excursion tickets.
Col
going West can avail themselves of
reduced rates of fare and freight l'or themselves
and their household goods.
The colonist
tickets issued by this company are sold at
greatly reduced rates, and entitle the holder to
tate.

onists

first-class passage on express trains, with 150
pounds of baggage free, at any time within
twelve days from date of purchase!
Parties
purchasing these tickets are also entitled to
have their household goods and other freights

l

tca

Jo uiinal.

[Nov.,

at reduced rates.
We shall have
more to say of our American rail
ways ere long, in which not only Americans,
but Europeans have an interest.
forwarded

something

Oub Excursion Party. — We are preparing
of our last summer's trip into the
It will embrace brief de
Rocky Mountains.
scriptions of persons and places, and our new
"
experiences in
camping out," climbing hills,
mountains, peaks, and the modes of life in
an account

those elevated regions;
a

what the people do for
of climate; with

living; the healthfulness

remarks on the game, fish, fruit, lands, mines,
crops, and cattle. Readers will find it pleasant
to

look

glasses.

at

these

The West
A

things, even
is a

LAST

through

our

"great country."

WORD.

T>EFORE another Issue of this Journal oar Anxtal
Class in Practical Phrenology will have been
commenced. The session will open on the first day of
November, at seven p.m. It is highly desirable that all
who purpose becoming members should be present at
the opening, that no portion of the instruction be lost,
Never before was there a greater demand for laborers
in this field of usefulness ; never a time when a more
cordial welcome would be extended to worthy coworkers.
Some have engaged in the practice of Phrenology who
had not much experience; and, having had no instruc
tion, either in its theory or practice, they failed to
awaken a profound interest in the subject or to secure
adequute patronage. Our intention and expectation is
to qualify and send out men so trained and instructed in
this great subject that they can command respect and
win the reward of success and doing good. There ought
to be at least half as many good phrenologists as there
arc clergymen ; in fact, clergymen themselves should be
phrenologists. If this were the case, we should expect
to see their success in training men for virtue and use
fulness at least doubled. Indeed, clergymen, physicians,
lawyers, and teachers avail themselves of the benefits
of our course of instruction and thereby largely aug
ment their power in their varied pursuits.
Man is not
ouly "the proper study of mankind,11 he is the great
est and most useful theme of contemplation.
He who
knows the workings of mind and disposition and can
read men correctly at the first interview, can wisely se
lect his associates and call into action In them such fac
ulties as shall tend to promote happiness and success in
social and business intercourse. Those who intend to
follow any pursuit which will bring them into contact
with mankind, and" which will require a careful and
appropriate management of individuals, can not afford
to ignore and do without the information which onr
course of instruction furnishes. When our conn try men
come to understand our noble science, peculation and
unfaithfulness on the part of public officers will be less
" the right man 11will be wise
frequent than at present ;
ly selected for "the right place," and then a post of re
sponsibility shall be a post of honor. Persons contem
plating a thorough study of the subject, at this or any
future time, may send to this office for a circular entitled
Professional Instruction in Practical Phrenology."

IDEA AND SENSUOUS PERCEPTION.
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IDEA AND SENSUOUS PERCEPTION— THEIR RELATION.
BY LUCERN ELLIOTT.
beautiful network of time ; the everweb of life ; the fates, the desti
nies of mankind ; the million little streams of
Providence which meet and mingle ; the parts
and counterparts of all things animate and in

TITE
changing

animate ; the delicacy of detail and the mag
nitude and harmony of the whole, prove the
existence of a moving power, an Eternal Idea,
from whom emanates the spark which is cloth
ed in the material body, and is ministered unto
by the senses through their perceptions.
It has been said that the babe of a day old holds
hidden beneath its wrinkled brow all the wis
dom of a sage, and that he who can draw out
the ideas thus stowed away by the Divine
Provider, owns the secret of the true teacher.
But we claim to have a great reverence for
common sense, and we are told that Christ
taught his disciples by appealing to their sen
suous perceptions, and so down the long line
of ages, through those avenues to the mind
have traveled all great truths.
A tree without the aid of air, rain, and sun
light would bear neither blossom nor fruit.

All

things in nature derive continuation
life, strength, and excellence from outside
fluences ; so the mind, which is the seat or
of all faculties, is wrought upon by visible

of
in
soil
ob

jects.
Sense is often classed as an attribute of mind,
but it is only a servant, without which the in
tellect would be like a king imprisoned in his
castle, without communication or intercourse
with the world. "We are born with capacity
and faculties, but they must be cultivated, both

by a pouring-in and a drawing-out process.
Like the digestive organs, which, if properly
ministered unto, sustain and convey new life
to the physical forces, so will the faculties, if
correctly trained, create for the mind many

of reasoning, the result of one sen
processes
suous perception.
The gradual and progressive cultivation of
mind is commenced by the first motive power,
instinct, impelling sense and awakening fancy,
which is employed in bringing objects to the
mind without regard to their nature singly or
Perceptions
relatively.
may in some cases
come before thought, but they are rarely, if

ever, reliable.

In

a well-balanced mind thought

immediately follows the sense employed, the
fancy awakened, and traces a resemblance be
tween them and the thing to be desired or
dreaded, separates the true from the false in
impression, and a correct and available percep
tion is gained.
All truth is like its source, eternal ; and yet
of what value is it to us unless there be some
avenue open through which it may approach
us, thus connecting the mind with its invisible
abode and creating within us a conception of
its quality and power.

Without the sense of sight we should have
no conception of color, combination, or har
mony in form and outline, and yet the land
scape before us may appear very ditrercnt upon
close observation ; the building opposite may
appear only a facade until submitted to inspec
tion from all sides ; in the distance, many
shades of one color may be taken for one solid
complexion, or two harmonious colors for an
intermediate color. So we perceive relative
aids must be added to sight before an accurate
conception of form and color is gained.
Hearing gives us the perception of sound, and
yet it depends not entirely on that sense what

of impression is made, what kind of emo
tion is awakened, as sound speaks in as many
different languages as it is arranged in classes.
class

It

may have volume, power, tone ; it may be
heavy, low, sweet, enchanting, loud,

deep,

repulsive, and it is only on the thresh
old of this sphere that we can depend alone
on hearing; beyond that, she must be aided by
the understanding to discriminate between the
languages convoyed.
Touch gives us the impression of substance, but
coarse,

must be aided by sight, direction, and position
to give the perception of combination and har
Thus we see sense
mony in form and outline.
carries to the mind the representation of things ;
the understanding classifies and arranges ; the
reason sits in judgment, criticises, accepts, or
rejects ; makes its deductions, and the result is
an Idea, the growth of which is not unlike
that of a tree or plant

We might call

the seed, perception the germ, comparison

plant, reason the bloom, Idea the fruit.

sense

the
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The truth through the perceptions becomes
to us a living presence, like a soul direct from
God, born of earth and destined not to die ;
and whenever we have gained an idea we im
mediately ascend to a higher plane where all
But their power
the minor forces are at work.
is intensified ; thought takes a broader, more
comprehensive form in accordance with en
" New emotions and new
larged capabilities.
trains of ideas are occasioned by association."
The deaf can not comprehend sound ; their
knowledge of the value and import of words is
through comparison of actions, and
As each of the nine digits
and effect.
represents a number, so do actions represent to
them words, the relations of which and the

gained
cause

ideas arising therefrom are carried to the intel
lect, or awakened in it through the agency of
If a child after having been partially
Bight
educated becomes deaf and blind, his new emo
tions or later ideas will be the result of com
parison by reflection.
We have the images of objects photographed
on the mind through the agency of the senses ;
these pictures awaken thoughts in regard to the
relation of objects one to another; new ideas
arise, the effect of those causes ; they are also
stamped upon memory, are awakened by cir
cumstances, recollection, or reflection, and up
on eacli rekindling of this already impressed
thought, new heights in intellectual progress
The connecting links between
are attained.
the old and new are strengthened by reawak
ening processes, and these may be divided into
distinct classes, each productive of associative
First: we perceive a
and progressive ideas.
resemblance in tone, form, or face, a picture or
landscape, to something we had previously no
Immediately the object is
ted, perhaps loved.
invested'with an interest not really belonging
to itself, the primal cause is taking effect, new
ideas grow from old ones, the subsequent state
of mind is enlarged, not created, and this re
sult may often be obtained not only by resem
blance in object, but by similarity in effect
Thus : the solitude of a dark wood, the majesty
of the ocean, the silent presence of death, ei
ther will awaken in us solemn and reverent
emotions. In the former case, memory is first
touched ; in the latter, our faculty of reverence
is exercised.
Second : W e are often reminded by an ob
ject, event, or situation which possesses any
quality in the superlative degree of its opposite
extreme. The first idea of comparison being
impressed on the mind through the agency of
sense gives rise to a new growth, an instanta

neous

[Nov.,

resurrection, and the two are connected
Rela

by the distinct principle of contrariety.
tive to this some one has said :
" Could I forget

What I have been, I might the better hear
What I am destined to."

Third

:

Proximity of time recalls events,

and their consequences, with their relation to
other, later, present, or even anticipated events.
If recently we had a severe storm, the shatter
the broken column, or even a dark
cloud in the horizon, will recall all its fury ; its
intangible mantle of darkness, the battling ele

ed tree,

ments, all return to us, bringing a feeling of
dread which the lapse of time would greatly
modify.
strong emotions of sorrow are awak
of a dear child, who,

"What

ened upon seeing the toys

having just left his play, will never resume it !
a value we attach to the little tin soldier,
the drum, and the ball ! We lay them by with
reverence and in tears, but long after we can
touch them, smile over them with a feeling of
grief subdued into sadness, of mingled love

What

and regret.
Place, in the same class with Time, produces
Take, for instance, France.
associative ideas.
Speak of her in the most casual manner, and
before us moves, like a panorama, a long line
of crafty and licentious rulers, intriguing no
blemen, bloody wars, the riots and martyrdom
of her people ; and connected with these, her
"
beautiful
might have been," standing afar off,
regretful, unsought, and uncrowned, her heart
rending present, her possible future, the hope
that she will yet arise and stand baptized of
peace and blest among the nations of the
earth.
Fourth. Cause and effect combined form a

If we
strong link in the association of ideas.
see an enemy, or even hear his name mention
ed in the most casual manner, all the wrong
he has ever inflicted rushes over us like a great
wave. For years the unruly schoolboy fancies
his flesh tingling under the stripes of rod or
ferule; and it is a question of disposition only
whether the associated idea brought so lite
rally through the agency of sense be one of re
—
venge or forgiveness. Shakspeare says
" The brlnger of unwelcome news
Hath but a losing office. His tongue
Sounds ever after like a sullen bell
Remembered knolling a departed friend.'*
see the original source of knowledge
Knowledge, being the outgrowth of
perception and understanding, forms combi
nations with the relative aids we have describ

Thus we

is sense.

"FILL
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" world did move,"
was the
result of inspiration,
certainly untrue.
These men, like many others, had no doubt

produce new
of which deter

declared that the

ed, and many others ; and these

is

trains of ideas, the quality
mine our intellectual status as compared with

ascended to
higher plane in the mental sus
ceptibilities, where the connection with sense
only more remote, not less potent. The true
idea of God
He
dependent on the senses.
God of beauty, strengtn, mercy, and love.
He has given us life in
world of beauty, and

is

a

ancient and modern, contend that ideas come
through a subtile connection between spirit
and mind; that they are a part of the higher
or divine essence, and are inherent in man, not

is

both

a

Plato and many other philosophers,

is

a

others.

or people who did not believe in a God or
Great Spirit

ever manifest
We may worship Him in
ignorance as one being afar off, yet if we enter
the door of science, how near he seems
What
beautiful language we hear in the

a

a

a

?

Galileo made himself famous not merely by
his study and research in endeavoring to per
fect the telescope and bring nearer his view of
the starry heavens, nor yet alone by the acci
dental discovery that the higher Power had
not only formed the wonderful structure of the
all in motion.
Colum
universe, but had set

!

music of the winds, and what sweet poems
flow out in the song of the laughing water
These are leaves from His unwritten Bible;

I

a

and muse, and that which seemed
common becomes grand.
Dorman Stule says,
" take
my retort and acid, form little oxygen
gas, and thus feebly imitate the great chemist

it

we read

bus did not conceive the notion of the exist
ence of our continent without the aids of

who made the ocean of oxygen."

sensuous perception and scientific observation.
Possessing some mathematical knowledge, and

Through the
laboratory we read how He dissolves material
and remolds beauty from dead ashes.
There
we catch with joy His footprints gleaming on
the sands of time. We feel that the great Am
present in our humblest investigation, and
that when through the sensuous agencies He
has properly taught us here, he will lead us to
wider field, " to study and learn, to wonder
and worship."

is

I

a

being well versed in the geography of his day,
he reasoned from his own theory and those of
measure be
others, by which he must in
" that
guided, and concluded, says Goodrich,

a

China and India lay where America was after
ward found."
The assertion that his discov
ery, or that of the persecuted philosopher

is

He proves His
capabilities for enjoying it.
strength by his works, and his wisdom in the
harmony thereof. Though we transgress, yet
His mercy continueth, and his loving-kindness

it,

to be cultivated or gathered from outward in
But give reason fair play and she
fluences.
will dissipate this theory. Locke is quoted as
because he could find no nation
sustaining

who

♦♦♦
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THE-KE NTAL— MEASUR

E."— AN ALLEGORT.

BY ALTON CHESWICKE.

is

And as we have
give into your bosoms."
received so should we return — be the portion
of corn or wine, the fruit of the field or the
vineyard, the treasures of head or heart, the
jewels of thought or the wealth of affection.
is

ever associated with
The idea of fullness
of character or condition.
can hold
When receptacle
full, so that
that of perfection

no more, then

it

?

"A full measure pressed down,
generosity
shaken together and running over shall men

may be said to be complete

in its kind. And in every stage of progress
evinced, as well as
perfection in that stage
is

a

a

that of fullness has been ever more especially
distinguished,
by all who have sung its
praises, as the most essential to its perfection.
And not fullness only, but superabundance —
flowing over on all sides with the essence of
riotous mirth.
Thus, in accordance with
this prevailing sentiment, who ever heard of
pledging his friend in half-empty beaker
or what bacchanalian poet ever found inspi
ration in aught but
brimming glass?
No,
fill up the measure, my friends, till the ruddy
drops brim over and glisten upon our beards,

not imitate, as far as we may, her boundless

is

;

cussion in, as well as out of, both poetry and
prose and many and various are the attri
butes which have been ascribed to it; but

mute token of the lavish abundance with
which we are surrounded.
Nature
bounti
ful in every department, and why should we

it

J-

?

ryiHE flowing bowl " has been from time
immemorial the theme of much dis

a

"
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represented, by the condition of fullness.
pint measure full contains a complete and
perfect pint, and is as complete in its way as
or a hogshead, either of which can
So the state of one
be no more than full.
a quart

who wants

but

little and

possesses

all he

wants has been favorably compared with that
of one whose desires and possessions are
Therefore it is essential to the com
of
every joy or comfort, whether
pletion
great or small, that it shall be full ; and to
the realization of this condition of fullness in
their pleasures or possessions, in their several
degrees, do the hopes and desires of all men
But how many have their desires
turn.
A full stomach is the ideal of
granted ?
solid comfort to a hungry man, but, alas !
how many empty stomachs there are in the
world ! A full purse is the ever-cheering,
ever-delusive hope of the poor man, who,
pitying the collapsed and forlorn aspect of
the cheap receptacle of his meager finances,
attempts to console himself at times by stuff
ing it out with bits of paper and worthless
odds and ends, so that it may have at least
the appearance of being full, aud in reality
be full of — something.
greater.

Which brings us to the second point in our
homily, viz. : the nature and quality of that
which fills. Every one in the ordinary walks
of life understands so well that the value of
a condition of fullness depends entirely upon
the unfilling substance, that it is never deemed
necessary to specify that by a full stomach is
meant a stomach filled with wholesome food;
by a brimming glass is meant one brimming
with pure water or pure wine, and not with
poison or any deleterious mixture; that by a
full purse is meant one filled with the current
But as we rise above
money of the realm.
what arc usually considered the every-day
wants and necessaries of life, this distinction
is often lost sight of, as witness

the number

of empty heads we so continually meet — full
enough of vain conceits, of stupid prejudices
and

perverse whims,

but deplorably

empty

of aught that is really useful. But enough
of moralizing for the present, while we at
tempt to illustrate the subject further by a
litfle bit of personal reminiscence.
One evening in early spring we were enjoy
ing to the full what seemed to us a brimming
Seated in an easy-chair
measure of comfort.

[Nor.,

before an open grate, in which blazed a cheer
ful fire, rendered very acceptable by a long

walk of an hour previous in a cold March
wind, the curtains drawn, and a general air
of snugness pervading the apartment, we had
been engaged in reading a poetical descrip
tion of a bacchanalian feast of ye olden time,
wherein groaning boards, together with the
flowing bowl before alluded to, played a con
So rich and graphic was the
spicuous part.
description, that, for the time, we imagined
ourself one of the jovial company, and a fel
low-partaker of the good cheer; and such
was the beauty of the diction, that when we
had finished the last line we felt as though
mind and body had both been feasted. The
last few verses had been read by the joint
aid of the firelight and the last departing
beams of day, and as the shades of evening
began to gather thickly round, we drew the
curtains yet closer, stirred the glowing coals
to make them burn more brightly, and re
signed

ourself to the rare, and consequently

luxury of a firelight revery.
For awhile we mused in a dreamy ram
bling sort of way, thinking of nothing in par
ticular, but luxuriating in a sense of perfect
contentment for the time being, such as it is
not often our lot to enjoy; and then, as onr
physical powers yielded to the magnetic and
soothing influence of sleep, and took to them
well-praised,

selves the rest they so much needed, our men
tal faculties seemed on the contrary to rouse
themselves from the drowsy lethargy in which
they had been steeped ; our thoughts gath
ered strength

it

and clearness, and issuing, as
were, from the glowing coals on which our

gaze was dreamily bent, seemed to take form
before our eyes.
And this is the shape they

gradually assumed.
At first diminutive, and then increasing in
Bize until it attained truly heroic proportions,
there stood before us the form of a venerable
man holding in his hand a classic urn, while
beside him was a fountain, within whose
mystic recesses was the far-famed, long-sought
Water of Life, now found at last, and brought
within the reach of all the world ! As we
gazed in awe and wonder upon this majestic
figure, he raised his voice and, proclaiming
the discovery of this precious liquid, invited
all

nations

to come

and

partake

" without money and without price."

thereof,

MENTAL — MEASURE."

bust,
still held its accus

;

which proved to be deadly poison and only
those few, and they were very few indeed,
who had consented to have their vessels filled
;

they became.

And now the old man's voice, which never

from the fountain

a

1

a

;

and awoke just in time to save ourself from
fall from our arm-chair, and to hear the

!

clock upon the mantel chime the mystic hour
of twelve
It was a long time ere the scene we had
just witnessed ceased to haunt our mental
vision, or the warning cry to ring in our
ears
but later, when Reason came to usurp
the place of Fancy, and to pass judgment up
on her creations, we gave the matter long
and serious thought, and found
fruitful
For how true
subject for contemplation.
that every one of our varied faculties
door through which the tide of life must
be debarred in
enter and if from any one
proportionate blight will fall upon
gress,

it

all the rest.

In this allegorical

representation, for such
most truly is, we may recognize three im
portant facts First, that through the proper
:

ever and anon replenished

for that purpose.
And now
strange scene ensued. For, in
stead of being willing, aye, even anxious, that
their vessels should be filled to their utmost
capacity, the majority, though eager to re
ceive
portion of the precious fluid, yet
with unaccountable perversity refused to per
mit more than three or four — some but two,
and yet others only one— of the numerous
compartments of their vessels to be filled, in
sisting upon retaining the others empty.
" Fill up the measure " cried the old man
ever and anon " ye can not truly possess the
Water of Life unless your measures be full."

impressed us that, in our anxiety to obey the
warning, we involuntarily sprang forward,

a

a

;

multitude now advanced rap
idly toward the Fountain of Life and each
one as he in turn approached the old man,
who seemed to be alike the guardian and
dispenser of the precious fluid, held up his
vessel to be filled from the urn which was

ceasing had increased in power and intensity,
became truly awful in its earnestness and so

!

it,

it

were gazing.
The whole

;

in every compartment, retained them thus
for the more they drank of them the fuller

phrenological

which, strange to say,
tomed place in the corner, unmoved by the
transformation
that had taken
marvelous
and gleamed white and
place all around
ghost-like in the light of the fire, which,
now burned dimly, still retained
though
its position, and shone as in
misty haze
throughout the entire scene on which we

;

aught to the others, and either remained emp
thick dark fluid
ty, or became filled with

is it

on the

that had been filled soon emp
without seeming to add

themselves,

a

marked

tied

;

those

compartments

a

a

!

from

a

was fashioned

is

it

Yes, the drinking-cup formed
from a skull was no longer a mere fable of
antiquity, but an actual fact before our eyes,
for we beheld it here in the hand of each and
On looking
every one of our fellow-travelers.
further we perceived also, that, though dif
fering in many points from each other, each
skull that was thus carried as a drinking-cup
was of the exact shape and size of the head
of the bearer. Each was divided throughout
the interior into a number of little compart
ments, resembling in number and location

The old man's voice became deeper and
more impressive as he continued the warning
" Ye can not
cry,
possess the "Water of Life
unless ye fill up the measure " And many
now began to discover their mistake for the

a

at last that

as when they came.

it

ered

human skull I

But the people heeded not the admonition,,
but persistently followed the bent of their
own inclinations, and chose, some one, some
another compartment which they wished fill
ed but all carrying away, some one or two,
others nearly all the compartments as empty

it

And then straightway the room widened
sides, the walls receded until they
were lost to view, and we found oureelf in
the midst of a vast plain, and one of a great
company that was pressing forward toward
the Fountain of Life. In his hand each car
ried a curious-looking drinking-vessel,
the
shape and material of which we were at a
loss, for a time, to determine ; but we discov
on all
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use and culture of the various faculties of the
brain, which are so many avenues of commu

nication to the indwelling spirit, we nourish,
build up, and sustain the spiritual and only
true life within us. Secondly, that from the
mutual dependence and correlation of each
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and every part of our complex organization,
in the spiritual as well as the physical realm,
all must alike be cared for, as the neglect of
any one

of

them entails

suffering

and

desti

tution upon all the rest. In short, that truly
to possess within ourselves the principle of
life we must fill up the measure of our capac
ity whatever it may be. And thirdly, we see
that the mission of the phrenologist is to im
press upon the minds of men the importance
of these two leading facts.
And by the
"phrenologist" we do not mean, reader, the
so-called individual of our young days — the
object at once of the wonder of the ignorant
and credulous, and the sneers and contempt
of the prejudiced and skeptical, him who
used to go traveling about the country, the

butt of countless satires, ticketing
low-beings

oft' his fel

of the crowning glory of creation's lord, the
Human Mind.
Such is the man who now, like the vener
able being of my vision, calls upon each and
every one of us, and addressing himself to
every faculty of our being, cries unceasingly,
" Fill
While cultivating
up the measure !
the intellect, neglect not the moral faculties;
while ministering to the higher wants of your
being, have a care for the propensities ; for un
less they are guided aright, they will surely go
Nor must they be suffered to die out
wrong.
by starvation or neglect ; they are useful, else
they would not have been bestowed. They are
the mainsprings of action — the moving and
Guard them,
propelling forces of our being.
then, carefully, and let there be unity and
harmonious

by the size and number of their

"bumps," and depending mainly upon his
knowledge of human nature for the shrewd
guesses of character which he not unfrcquently made. But we mean the thoughtful, earn
est, educated, scientific man of to-day, who
devotes his life and energies to the improve
ment of his race through the medium of that
which might not unjustly be termed the no
blest science of modem times, since it treats

What

E

can not understand

relation between all the parts."

glorious thing is a symmetrical,
well-formed human head ! The likeness ot
the Deity can plainly be discerned therein.
And this, in early life, is within the reach of
every one, jnst as the perfection of character,
of which the perfect head and face are the
sign and symbol, is within the reach of all.
Appropriate, therefore, to every department
of your being, the life which the great Crea
tor so liberally bestows, that your joy, like
" may be full."
your possessions,

PREHISTORIC
BY DR.

[Nov.,

a

MAN.

I. E. NAGI.E.

the argument

which declares that the differences
of race can be traced to the separation of the
children of the original family of Adam and
Certainly there would not be anatomi
Eve.
cal and mental differences in the offspring of
such parents which would be inherited and
transmitted in the manner we see in the anat
Nay, we believe
omies of various races.
of dis
that God created each organization
tinct species after the peculiar formation,
which we discover by dissection, and thus
he exposes to us his original intention in de
finitive lines and marks which tell how
mighty he is to adapt his creations to his own
Nor are we disposed to accept a
purposes.
theory which suggests a departure from His
well-known laws of regularity merely to grat
ify opponents, who demand blind and im
plicit faith in the falsities and enormities of

their irreconcilable
creeds concerning
the
equality and unity in the origin of mankind.
Nor do we fail to comprehend that our belief
conflicts with the ordinarily accepted doc
trine, which evokes the multitudes of our pres
ent population from the man and woman who
were banished from one little circumscribed
We accept from the Jews
garden of Eden.
their version of their own Genesis and great
that the primal par
ness, and acknowledge
ents canonized in their history and legends
were Adam and Eve, but their genealogical
tables force us to conclude that we are nei
ther Jew nor descendant of any other of the
lost nations of which the Hebraic records
render somewhat confused accounts.

Chronological history is the exclusive pat
Their records
are accepted with heroic stolidity and fidelity
by the nations of the earth, which in all
ent of the Hebraic authors.

PREniSTORIG MAN.
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other particulars fail to recognize that people
The uncom
as worthy of credit or regard.

plaining followers and believers in Usher's
chronological tables accept the situation, and
are uncompromising
in their demands of
faith on the part of the inhabitants of this
mundane sphere.
We avow our belief in the
chronicles of the Jews, but we are unwilling
to receive them and their elaborate mystifica
tions as exhaustive
history of their own

skill, elegance, luxury, and advancement of
the age.
It is only in eternal change that
the keenness of ideas is awakened and ad
vancement is made in human
Hence

that ancient

went vast transitions
revolutions

improvements.
land of Ethiopia under
since ten thousand solar

have been marked on the calendar

the assertion that there were no other peoples
preceding the Jews. Their own Biblical ac

of earth's existence, and experienced
the
various changes which are incidental to all
countries, and especially to the people that
inhabit them.
During these convulsions,
whether they were induced by war or excess
of population, the natural result of the unfixedness which such causes produce, served

count precludes such an assertion of igno
rance on our part.
That there was a prehistoric age of man is

into other portions of the fertile and beauti
ful earth, which invited them to revel in its

times, and certainly protest against the de
mand which requires our implicit belief in

which
this
intuitive principle of knowledge was insuf
ficient to convince us, we require but to refer
to the Hebraic accounts for conclusive argu
ments in favor of this our most reasonable
by every sense
easily recognizable
makes us intelligent human beings.

doctrine.

Whenever

the writers

If

are not too

much occupied in descanting on the great
ness and glory of Judea, and find occasion to
refer to other

matters, we learn from them
that there were vast ruins in Ethiopia, those
wonders of the land of Cush and Nod, where

their own expatriated Cain secured his wife
and established a family of brigands.
Their
records also refer to cities and countries which
were populous and possessed of appliances
and arts and sciences that were old when
the infant Hebrew nation comprised only the
family of Adam and Eve.
Referring also to those prehistoric as well
as cotemporary nations of the Jews, we find
that northern Africa was the seat of a civili
zation which the Jews never equaled.
The
favored land of Ethiopia was the first of
which we have any intimation that a tide of
civilization and refinement swept thence
western world,
toward the ever-receding
which Phoenician enterprise sought to en
lighten and rob of its varied treasures. Truly,
before the oldest Hebrew records, Ethiopia
had its vast pyramids, temples, colossal mon
uments, and grand mural memorials which

but debrii of an ancient Oriental
civilization. These were superior in grandeur
of design and architectural
splendor, and
of the
and expositions
huge repositories
are now

to displace the surplus and force the nomads

resources.
Doubtless during some of these great social
upheavals which disturbed those vast popu
lous centers which are even now so rich in
untranslatable ruins, the first Hebrews escaped
from their masters, or as opulent or energetic
adventurers sought in the Arabian paradise to

originate a home. Yet they could not ignore
the memories of the past, and hence, when
the sense of desolation and sadness of home
sickness came over them, notwithstanding
their new greatness and enviable prosperity,
their writers could not and did not refrain
from making those references which tell us
of the grandeur of the land of Cush and the
glorious wonders of Ethiopia.
It seemed, too, in that period, which is so
far away from us that their incidents are al
in the dimness of their
most imperceptible
own antiquity, the populous hordes of north
ern Africa, as well as the people of Asia,
were impelled by the same mysterious prin
ciple of impulse and unrest to move ever on
ward toward the setting sun. Hence we find
that the tendency has forever been " West
ward the course of empire takes its way."
This aphorism seems to be definitive of that
tendency which mankind has to drift forever,
seekfng to establish kingdoms and power,
wealth and intelligence,
lodgment.

Hence, too,

wherever

it

it

can find

occurs that in the

cycles which mark the history of the world,
these drifting columns sweep over distant
continents and across broad seas, displacing
barbarism and horrible habits, and replacing
them with better culture and refined practices.
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ened the excellence and strength of their con
querors, and the offspring of this deteriorated
blood are not only enervated and immobile,

Thus, too, the changes go on forever, and the
systems of pioneers and the successive stages
of civilization and subsequent decay ever con
tinue to travel in the circles which girdle the

but

globe and make habitable or desert the beau

wretched

tiful places of earth.
This singular record of the weird past has
its prototypes even now in this materialistic
age of strange surprises and wonderful dis
coveries.
There is the same restlessness of
races and the spirit of unrest agitating us
now that actuated the Phoenicians to discov
ery and conquest in the unrecorded history
of those past ages. This same mobility is
the peculiarity of the present-day pioneers,
whose few wants, primitive habits, and her

mit disposition to seek solitary places carry
them to the borders of unexplored countries
toward which the ax and plow and printingpress are impelling hordes of the hungry,
eager, and adventurous spirits of this age.
There they indulge in the rude and semi-bar
barous pleasures incident to a nomadic life,
and exhibit a singular tendency to relapse
into fossils and savages. There is little to
The phys
urge this class to great endeavor.
ical force necessary to overcome the obstruc
tions which nature opposes to indolent exist
ence is the only cultivation that these simpleminded

people

comprehend.

Hence, when

they are broken up in their usual course of
monotonous habits, they never recover from
the shock, and having no elasticity to adapt
to the new order of things, they
disappear before the steady footfalls of labor,
the hum of industry's wheels, and the strides
themselves

of strong, iron-«rmed, and aggressive civiliza
tion which destroys the cherished and famil
iar landmarks of the pioneer.
The people of 8outh America remain tor
pid and non-progressive.
They were not
displaced by the conquest ; but having no
where to go, they became absorbed and mixed

with the conquerors until their identity was
not only lost, but also, in the unnatural amal
gamation of races, there has been produced
a mongrel

ply exist

and contemptible people who sim
in that wretched country.
Thus

they exhibit the singular anomaly of the de
basement of their conquerors from a condi

tion of cherished blood, haughty disposition,
and their reduction
from a boasted high
grade of civilization.
The admixture less

[Nov.,

ences

are

also rapidly relapsing into the most
barbarism.
Even the good influ

of the Church do not

save them in

this

Thus the Aztecs, who peopled the
respect.
fertile plains, incomparably
lovely valleys,
and beautiful plateaus of the Mexican side
of the Andes.
Dwarfed in their conforma
tion, luxurious in habits, delicate in their or
ganizations, and unresisting in their effemi
nacy and gentleness of disposition,
they
disappeared before the heavy tread
and iron strokes of the brutal, red-handed
giants who disposssesed, displaced, and de

■quickly

stroyed them, the gentlest and most fragile
race that ever existed on earth.
We have
only

a reproach

left

in

miserable
miscegenating,
and anarchy in the place
the monuments and sacred ruins which

Mexico,

of

for the brutality that has

mongrel,
barbarism

evidence the height, grandeur, and excellence
of an Aztec civilization, that culminated ere
our present received chronological
history
began to be recorded.
As it was in the early days, when men and
women were created for the purpose of pop

ulating the isolated portions of the earth, so
at present the characteristics of the inhabit
ants are determined

largely

by the country

which they inhabit, and the surrounding cir
cumstances which attend their struggles for
As these are overcome, and the
existence.
people become rich and the country popu
lous, a resistless tide of greedy, hungry hordes
swarm from the cold gray mountains and
barren fields which meagerly supply the ne
cessaries of life to their over-populous places.
Hence when they find the rich stores and
luxuriant fruits of fertile valleys, they be
come wolfish in their greed of gain and de
sire of possession of the granaries where
thrift, industry, opulence, and wealth have
garnered their rich treasures. Having long
been stinted, and experienced the pains of
hunger, the barbarous invaders become waste
ful, not so much perhaps out of a sense of
greed as from that strange pervcrseness and
caprice which make human beasts wantonly
practice extremes in every attribute of their
nature.
These, in turn, having driven their
predecessors from

their possessions, become

PAPER
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effeminate, and eventually
coarse and harsh-dealing

the prey of other
invaders.
So, for

ever, barbarian warfare has glutted its appe
tite and wreaked vengeance on the old set
tlements of the primitive East, while peace
ful pioneers and the surplus of crowded na
tions find homes and rest in the West.
As lands become populous, it is not strange
that the wave of emigration drifts away from
them a steady supply of people who move
The Celes
ever and unceasingly westward.
tials arc moving toward this famous Occident,
allured by the inherent desire of seeking
change of condition and fortune, and the
people who lived there are trending west
ward to islands and continents which dimple
the bosom of the Pacific and Indian oceans.
Thus the tide of human emigration flows
westward and finds lodgment in those old
sources of departure in the ancient Orient,
and thus it unceasing moves, like the myste
rious flow of the tidal waves.
So the peo
ples of earth drift along in the old circles
which girdle this sphere, and have been the
brood through devious highways for nomadic
nations during all these tens of thousands of
years, since men and women were created
and made the beautiful places of earth pop

Thus they fulfill the
typical story of Ishmael, and the ceaselessly
moving mass of earth's inhabitants have in
herited the unrest which made their ancestor
wander forever, with his hand uplifted and
ulous

and

ready

to strike

glorious.

and

encounter

buffets

and

blows from his enemy — man.

Long

ages

hence, the nations

will follow

grooves and channels of emigra
tion, cultivate the oft-abandoned valleys, and
these same
do battle

to sustain

sions and attributes

life, for the Bame pas
have actuated mankind

will

not change in the future.
always,
As the races, however, die out, after having
the purposes of their creation,
subserved
and

this earth will become the paradise which we
our Creator intended it to be when
first the great idea of mundane perfection
Our souls will then revisit
was conceived.
in
these same material bodies,
perhaps
again,
and live in their renewed forms to enjoy the
glorious perfections of the mysterious future.
Drifting into the same tides of travel and
among familiar scenes, our mortal bodies
believe

may experience the same

pleasures that they

CLOTHING.
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enjoyed in their original but less exalted ex
istence, and our souls revel in the same haunts
they were wont to abide when they
lived amid the present scenes.
There is much
of beauty and exquisite pleasure in the en
joyments of our corporeal existence, and as
we are so tenacious of this animal life, we
do not think we err or mistake our hearts
when we utter a longing desire that our souls
may revisit this earth in long ages hence ;
nor do we object to encase it in the same
frame of atoms that are now subject to pains
where

and aches and sorrows,
the delights,

Yet we

istence.

if

we may again enjoy
ex

which come with tangible
unspeakably

exult,

though —
" The stare shall fade away, the sun himself

that

Grow dim with age, and nature sink In years,
My soul shall flourish In Immortal youth,
Unhurt amid the war of elements,
The wreck of matter, and the crush of worlds.11

PAPER CLOTHING.
the manufacturing of
into various articles of clothing has
only been the business of a very brief period,
but among barbarous people it is an industry
that lias been cultivated for years. With us,
civilized countries

INpaper

the employment still remains in its infancy, and

it has taken

us many years to master the diffi
culties attending its introduction.
At first, our
manufacturers confined their productions almost
entirely to collars, cuffs, frills, and similar minor

articles.
Prejudice
having been in a great
measure overcome, our inventors extended their
area of production to many fabrics of universal
use, but requiring greater strength and pliabil

ity than those worn about the neck or arms.
The garments made by this process failed to
answer the requirements of our day, and were
not received with general favor.
At this juncture of affairs, it remains for an
English inventor to solve the difficulty, and

give us a really serviceable paper fabric. It is
a mixture of various animal and vegetable sub
stances, the former being wool, silk, and skins ;
the latter, flax, jute, hemp, and cotton.
These
articles are all reduced to a fine pulp, bleached,
and then felted by means of machinery.
The
mixture of these several substances produces a
fabric of wonderful flexibility and strength.
It
can be sewed together with a machine as readily
as woven fabrics, and makes as strong a seam.
This paper is of a very serviceable nature,
and is made into table-cloths, napkins,

hand
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kercjiiefs, pants, curtains, shirts, and other arti
The petticoats made from this
cles of dress.
felted paper are of very elaborate design and
wonderful beauty. They are either printed or

for several years. Their cost is but a trifle, and
they pay for themselves before they are requir

stamped, and bear so close a resemblance to
linen or cotton goods of like description as to
almost defy the scrutiny of the ablest experts.
The stamped open-work skirts display a delica

lace, fringe, and trimming

ed to be cast aside.

Felted paper is capable of being made into
; and for these several

purposes it is unequaled in point of cheapness
and durability.
Imitation leather is also made
from the same material, which is perfectly im

cy of pattern that it would be almost impossible
to imitate by any ordinary skill with the needle.
Imitation blankets, and chintz for beds, furni

pervious to water. It is soft and pliable, and is
a useful fabric for covering furniture, making
into shoes, for belts, and many other purposes.

ture, or curtains, are also made very cheaply.
Embossed table-cloths and figured napkins
made of felted paper so closely resemble the
genuine damask linen as to be palmed off upon

In China and Japan paper clothing has long
It is very
been worn by the inhabitants.
cheaply produced there, a good paper coat
costing only ten cents, while the expense of an

the unsuspecting as the genuine article.
In Germany paper napkins have been

— United

entire

used

suit

is limited

to twenty-five

centa.

States Economist.

"poor Mcdonald clarke."

and better hab
More kindly surroundings
its might have given him a place enviable
and happy.
That peculiarly sensitive, ner
vous temperament of his, that great brain but

partially nourished by a body too slender and
wanting in vitality, a system by nature weak
and not properly regulated, caused even his
pleasures to be painful, and led his best
friends to inscribe on his tomb-stone the
title of this article, " Poor McDonald Clarke."
We find in Appletons1 Journal an interest
ing sketch of our subject Our engraving of
him was made from a likeness of the poet
painted years ago by an excellent artist.
THE DISCARDED.
AN UNFUBU8HKD POEM BT TITZ-OREENE HALLKCK.

" No

doubt she was right in discarding my snlt;
Bnt why did she kick me down stairs f "
Old Ballad.

down in the Byronic style, and in
winter he usually appeared in a blue cloak
of large dimensions, thrown carelessly around
his shoulders.
When he walked on Broad
way, striding along with an air of conscious
pride, rnalgre his miserable garment and faded
cloak, he never failed to attract the attention
of strangers. His career was one prolonged
with poverty, his income being
struggle
barely sufficient to keep body and soul in
For three long summer
companionship.
"
months he slept in a hearse, for lack of
better lodgings. Among the very few per
sons to whom Clarke's pride would occasion
ally permit him to apply for temporary relief,
with a certainty of obtaining
was his
always kind and considerate friend FitzGreene Halleck. Awakening, one morning,
with keen sensation of hunger, but with no
cash, Clarke called at the lodgings of his
brother-poet, in Warren Street, and received
from Mr. Halleck
two-and-a-half-dollar gold
piece to relieve his necessities; but before
reaching a restaurant, he met
wandering
minstrel, and gave him the gold for playing
turned

it,

" Now twilight let her curtain down,
And pinned it with a star."

prominent nose, a fine blue eye, a noble fore
His collar was
head, and a winning smile.

a

This portrait shows
prolonged agony.
Pleasure,
plainly his keen susceptibility.
even, was pain to him.
He was a poet. He was passionately enam
He was truthful ; many
ored with beauty.
thought him insane. If he had no other
claim to the title of poet than the one which
these lines gives him, it would be enough :

a

they speak a volume of tenderness and pity
for a man who, largely gifted by nature, was
organized so sensitively that his life was one

[Many years ago there lived in New York
city a simple, unsophisticated child of Na
ture named McDonald Clarke.
He had a
handsome face and person, as the engraving
prefixed to a volume of his poems, from a
portrait by Henry Inman, shows. He had a

a

melancholy words are inscribed on
in " Greenwood ; " and

THESE
a tomb-stone

POOR MCDONALD
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air for him.

some favorite

A

few moments

after, the mad poet rushed into a bookstore
on Broadway, where he was well known, and
asked to be allowed

to conceal himself from
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directions, if he ever appeared, to thrust him
from the door, which, it is said, was done

The sub
rudely, and with cruel contumely.
joined poem is supposed to have been written

Mr. Halleck, whom he had seen coming, and
who had witnessed the whole transaction.

by the unfortunate

At

days after the event occurred

ran off
time, the organ-grinder
at double-quick time, supposing he had re
the same

ceived

the

that he

and

gold by mistake,

might be requested to refund it.
Clarke was of a

his fond dream.

poet when awakened from

Halleck composed it

a few

to his brother-

poet, poor McDonald Clarke, who now sleeps
in a sweet and romantic spot, close by " Syl
van Water,"

in the beautiful cemetery of
Greenwood

;

and

simple and credu
lous nature, and,

his fine face, carv

beginning life

on his monument,
makes love to the

ed in bos

as

and

a litterateur

Indian

lover of the hu
man race, fell into
of
the delusion

other side of

fall

scribed these
lines, written by
himself:

disposed to
in love with

His

series

of

" For what are earthly

life,
was

therefore,

honors now ?
He never deemed them
worth his care,
And death hath set npon his brow
The wreath he was too
proud to wear. "]

a

adven

tures, in none of
which did the
course of true love

run smooth.

The
I

most beautiful and
fashionable

ladies

of New York

so

ciety were the heroines that his genius sought
to immortalize, and the shrines to which he
swore eternal fidelity.
His extreme vanity was
and

the

his

tomb are fitly in-

that race was al

him.

Princess

reposes by
his side.
On an
who

believing that the
fairer portion of
ways

relief

small

wits

easily

of the

flattered,

town,

taking

advantage of his weakness, often led him to
believe that wealthy young ladies were madly

in love with him.
A notable instance oc
curred in the autumn of 1821, when poor
Clarke was persuaded that the proud and
cherished a passion
high-born Miss Mary
for him. The cross-gartering of Malvolio was
nothing to the pranks they made him perform
to win the notice of his lovely inamorata.
The plot culminated in a forged invitation
to visit the lady at her aristocratic mansion.
Borrowing a suit for the occasion, and neatly
gloved and booted, he proceeded to the resi
The
dence of the lady, and rang the bell.
damsel, annoyed, and forewarned,

had given

live, as Uvea a with
ered bough,
Blossomless, leafless,
and alone ;
There are none left to love me now.
Nor shed one tear when I am gone.
When I am gone— no matter where :
I dread no other world than this ;
To leave it is my only prayer.
That hope my only happiness.

I am weary of it — black
Are sun and stars and sky to me ;
And my own thoughts are made the rack
That wring* my nerves in agony.

For

Literature as Recreation. — The great
historian of Greece, whose death was announced
a few weeks ago, was a banker.
But leisure
hours from business and a taste for study ena
bled Mr. Grote to prepare the fullest, most cor
rect, and learned history of the Greeks in our
language, and to follow it by two large volumes
upon Plato, besides a miscellaneous literary ac
Sir John Lubbock
tivity of no mean account
has turned his hours of recreation, snatched from
mercantile pursuits, to so good account as to
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himself the highest English authority
Every classical
upon prehistoric archaeology.
scholar will recall like instances from antiquity,
but especially will remember Cicero's eloquent

cation of animal appetites. But though it
gives to the world no such works as these, in
telligent recreation may bring to one's mind

tribute to the value of literary studies as'a means
of recreation for those who are wearied with

and heart refinement, expansion, and elevation,
and make him in every way more a man. Not

make

the

The

labors of the court and the forum.

great orator's familiarity with Greek as well as
Roman literature, and his numerous phil
osophical and literary works, bear testimony to
the profitable use he made of the hours of rec
reation which others gave to festal celebrations,

to idle pleasures and sports, and to the gratifi

exclusively from books, but from social
course, from the study of nature and
deeds of l>enevolence
and charity, its
may be derived, if the purpose thus to

inter
from
fruits

make
recreation a means of improvement has been
formed and the habit acquired. — The Standard.

THE BOA CONSTRICTOR.

posed.

The name boa was not originally applied to

a

a

it

is

it,

a

a

it

a

a

is

It

is

readers have doubtless heard strange stories.
One of the peculiar features of boas
that
they swallow their prey whole, and the process
sometimes rather
tedious one, especially
the prey be large and seems to require no
small muscular effort, although the muscles of
the throat and neck are adapted to that end.
not simply articulated to the
The lower jaw
a

skull, but by the intervention of other bones,
without which the prodigious dilatation of the
After
throat would be impossible.
repast
considerable time in
these serpents spend
state of comparative torpor, weeks generally
new
elapsing before they wake up to require

a

a

somewhat elongated; the eyes small, with an
arrangement of muscles for their protrusion
The colors are various, in many
and dilation.
of the species rather bright and elegantly dis

an infant. Serpents of this family
inhabiting tropical America are usually known
by the name auaconda, of which some of our
swallowed

a

a

is

is

it,

follow, coils itself about it ; the powerful mus
cles of the body are then brought into action
so that usually within
few
to compress
The head
thick and
extinct.
minutes life

gives this story his indorsement, and also states
that the serpents called boa in Italy attained an
that one was killed on the
immense length
Vatican hill in the reign of Claudius which had

a

There are no poison fangs, and
terrible
considering the character of these
teeth they may not be deemed necessary. After
striking its prey, one of these serpents, with a
rapidity of motion which the eye can scarcely
inextricably.

Roman temple
war. Pliny

;

within the body of
The mouth is furnished with
the serpent.
teeth, which are numerous, long, and inclined
backward ; each tooth in either jaw fitting be
tween the intervals of the teeth in the other, so
that whatever the mouth closes upon is held
er, but entirely concealed

and the skin was preserved in

until the time of the Numantine

is

be coiled, is aided by two claws, which
are in fact the rudimentary exhibits of the
hinder limbs of the superior vertebrate ani
mals. These claws on dissection are found to
be connected with bones, one joined to anoth

it may

ing many of his soldiers, until
was destroyed
stone cast from
catapult used in the
stated that this serpent
siege of cities.
was one hundred and twenty feet in length,
by

while in the lethargic state
supply, and
There
that they are easily captured or killed.
is

scaly, and often six-sided ; there is
neither spur nor rattle at the tip of the tail.
The body is compressed, being large toward the
middle region. The tail has great prehensile
power, and its grasp of a tree, around which
narrow,

Valerius Maximus relates
story of
gigantic
serpent which had its lair by the waters of the
river Mejerda, not far from Utica, and which
kept the whole army of Regulus at bay, kill

it

a single piece,

a

with transverse bands, each of

the milk of cows, thus referring
very im
probably, however, to the Latin bos, an ox.
Some specimens of these serpents have been
found of great length, thirty feet or more.

is

Technically, the boa or bouidm family, which
includes the python* of the old world, is known
by the following characteristics: The under
part of the body and tail is usually covered

American serpents, as seems to be credited by
used by Pliny, who accounts
some, for
for its origin by
fable of
serpent sucking

if

boa constrictor is the largest of all the
It is a native of the warm
climates of Asia, Africa, and America, having,
however, different names in different localities.

THE
serpent- tribe.
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THE BOA

CONSTRICTOR.

are several accurate and minute accounts of
the manner in which these monstrous reptiles

kill

and cat.

Mr. McLeod narrates

his own

observations of the habits of a boa sixteen feet
long, which was brought from the island of
Borneo to England.
On the voyage six goats

341

were taken to serve as food for the snake. One
of these animals was devoured every three
weeks. This snake was between two and three

hours employed in gorging the goat, and dur
ing this time, particularly while the animal
was in its jaws and throat, its skin was dis-

Phrenological
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tended almost to bursting, while the points of
the horns of the victim could be seen threaten
ing every moment, as it were, to pierce the
After having
throat of its scaly destroyer.
made his meal, the snake coiled himself and re

Journal.

[Nov.,

heat, while in the other they are in what we
are accustomed to consider as their natural
condition.
On the earth we have an ocean of

mained torpid until his meal was digested.

If

a serpent sixteen feet in length was capable

of

water, and numerous strata of aqueous rock,
generally miles in depth, all over the whole cir
cumference of the globe ; while about the surface
of the sun we have precisely similar elements,

swallowing a goat, it does not seem at all im
probable that some of the largest growth aro
able to swallow cattle, as it is currently stated

subject to the action of the most intense heat.
That which exists on earth as an ocean of
water, exists at the sun as hydrogen and oxy

In a letter printed in the German
they do.
Ephemerides we have an account by a person
who states that he witnessed a combat between

gen gas, and causes it to blaze brightly as an
enormous oxy-hydrogen light
The question naturally arises, Can the sun
thus go on blazing forever, and so furnish our

was

the first

animal

that

Having darted upon the affrighted

it instantly began to wrap him around in
its voluminous folds, and at every twist the
bones of the buffalo cracked like the report of

beast,

firearms.

in vain.

The animal struggled and bellowed
Its enormous body was entwined so

closely that at length all its bones were crushed
to pieces, and the whole body was reduced to
The serpent then untwined
a shapeless mass.
its folds and prepared to swallow its prey at
These serpents, it may be said here, do
not, as is commonly alleged, lick over their
prey and cover it with saliva by the tongue,
but the process of swallowing is accompanied
extraordinary flow of saliva, which
seems to serve not only for lubrication, but to
have the property of hastening the decomposi
tion of animal substances, and so to assist in

with

be derived when the sun ceases to furnish the
requisite supply for the solar system? We can
not reasonably conclude that light, heat, and
life are to cease forever among all the worlds

composing our solar system simply because the
vast incandescence of its central orb
merely
few thousand years.
temporary, enduring but
very satisfactory solution of this great prob
lem
attained by supposing that the sun and
the revolving planets are alternately sources of
a

leisure.

conclusion, and the great problem then to be
From what source will light and heat
solved

is

buffalo

an

making the prey the more easy to be swallow
In our engraving we represent a combat
ed.
between a tiger and a boa. It can hardly be
said to be a combat, for the reason that it is
only an exhibition of the manner in which this
dreaded reptile seizes its prey, its close coils

A

is

a

appeared.

light and

heat, and alternately habitable worlds.

be susceptible of proof that there are
forces existing within the limits of our solar
system capable of insuring such successive
alternation, such forces would provide most
satisfactorily for the continuance of the requi
site supply of light and heat ad infinitum; and
Should

it

when

earth and the other planets with a sufficiency
of light and heat to all eternity ? or is its pres
The knowl
ent condition only temporary?
edge and experience of all familiar with natu
ral laws will doubtless lead them to the latter
is,

an enormous serpent and a buffalo. The ser
pent had for some time been waiting near the
brink of a pool in expectation of its prey,

the great law thus securing this most essential
requirement continually,
might very appro
priately be called the law of successive alterna
tion.

boa in the narrow part of the neck and bites
it through so as to nearly sever the head of
the writhing cable.

law to exist, there would still remain
such
another problem to be solved, namely, How
are the various forms of animal and vegetable

***
Two Great Universal Laws. — The re
of the spectroscope has already

cent invention

revealed plainly enough that the materials
upon the surface of the sun are precisely
similar to those upon the surface of our earth,
only in a different condition ; being in the
one case subjected to the action of intense

a

;

It remains for chemists, geologists, and as
tronomers to demonstrate the existence or non
existence of such law in nature but supposing
a

very speedily rendering the powerful beasts of
the forest helpless, unless, as is very rarely the
case, the intended victim chances to seize the

life continually reproduced after each succes
sive alternation has completely obliterated all
trace of such life within the limits of the solar
system. The fact that in our own day we see
Conscious

Mind and Progressive

Intelligence
from the highest form of animal or
ganization, namely, that of man, may give us
the clue to the solution of this problem, espe
cially as during the geological periods we have
originating

THE DESERTED
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VILLAGE.

life is accounted for — if this law of Perpetual
Re-creation can be satisfactorily proved to exist
HONK.

evidence of precisely the reverse occurring ;
that then animal organization gradually orig
inated by means of Conscious Mind and Pro
gressive Intelligence, the simplest forms ap
pearing first, afterward the more complex, until
at last the perfect organization of man is cre

««»

" Ye gracious clouds, ye deep cold wells ,
Ye gems from mossy banks that drip ;

Thus we have only to suppose that Con
scious Mind and Progressive Intelligence orig
ated.

Springs that from earth's mysterious cells
Gush o'er yon granite basin's lip,
To you I look, your largess give,
And will drink of you and live."

inate from animal organization, and in turn re
ad infinitum, and
create animal organization
the continual renewal of animal and vegetable

I

THE DESERTED VILLAGE— ILLUSTRATED.
BY OLIVES GOLDSMITH.
[CONTINCZD FROM OCTOBBB NUMBER.]

Auburn

of the blissful hour,

I parent

Thy glades forlorn confess the tyrant's power.
Here,
fWEET
Amidst

I

as

take my solitary

rounds,

thy tangling walks, and ruin'd grounds,

V_9

And, many

^fa

Where once the cottage stood, the hawthorn grew,
Remembrance

Swells

return

a year elaps'd,

to view

wakes with all her busy train,

at my breast, and turns the past to pain.

In all my wand'rings round this world of care,

In all

I

my griefs,

— and God

has giv'n my share, —

still had hopes my latest hours to crown,

Amidst these humble bowers to lay me down;
out life's taper at the close,

To husband

And keep the flame from wasting by repose

I

;

still had hopes, for pride attends us still,
skill,

Amidst the swains to show my book-learn'd
Around my fire an evening group to draw,
And tell of all

I

felt, and all

I

saw ;

And, as a hare whom hounds and horns pursue,
Pants to the place from whence at first he flew,

I

still had hopes, my long vexations

Here to return,

— and die

O blest retirement,
Retreats

past,

at home at last.

friend to life's decline,

from care, that never must be mine,

How blest is he who crowns in shades like these,

A

youth of labor with an age of

Who quits

a

And, since 'tis hard to combat,

For him

ease ;

world where strong temptations

try,

learns to fly !

no wretches, born to work and weep,

Explore the mine, or tempt the dang'rous

deep ;
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No surly porter stands in guilty state,
To spurn imploring famine from the gate

;

But on he moves to meet his latter end,
Angels

around

Virtue's friend

befriending

;

Sinks to the grave with unperceiv'd
While resignation

gently

decay,
the
slopes
way ; *

And, all his prospects bright'ning to the last,
His heaven commences

ere

the world be past.

Sweet was the sound, when oft, at ev'ning's

Up yonder hill the village murmur
There, as

I

close,

rose ;

pass'd with careless steps and slow,

The mingling notes came soften'd from below;
The swain responsive

as the

milk-maid sung,

The sober herd that low'd to meet their young
The noisy

geese

that gabbled

The playful children just let loose from school
The watch-dog's

;

o'er the pool,

voice that bay'd

;

the whisp'ring wind ;

And the loud laugh that spoke the vacant mind
These all in sweet confusion

sought

;

the shade,

And fill'd each pause the nightingale had made.

But now the sounds of population fail,
No cheerful murmurs fluctuate in the gale,
No busy steps the grass-grown

foot-way

tread,

But all the bloomy flush of life is fled.
• The famous painting " Resignation,"
thi? passage.

which Sir Joshna Reynolds dedicated to Goldsmith,

wu

•oggested

bj
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but yon widow'd, solitary thing,

That feebly bends beside the pi ashy spring
She, wretched

matron,

fore'd

;

in age, for bread,

To strip the brook with mantling

cresses

spread,

To pick her wintry fagot from the thorn,
To seek her nightly shed, and weep till morn;
She only left of all the harmless train,

The sad historian of the pensive plain.*
Near yonder copse, where once the garden smil'd,
grows wild ;

And still where many a garden-flower

where a few torn shrubs the place disclose.

There,

The village preacher's modest mansion rose.t

A

man he was to all the country

dear,

And passing rich with forty pounds a year;
Remote

from towns

he ran his godly race,

Nor e'er had chang'd, nor wish'd to change his place

;

Unskilful he to fawn, or seek for power,
By doctrines

Far

fashion'd to the varying hour;

other aims his heart had learn'd
bent to raise the wretched

More

to prize,

than to rise.

His house was known to all the vagrant
He chid their wand'rings,

but reliev'd

train,

their pain

;

The long remembered beggar was his guest,
beard

Whose

swept his aged breast.

descending

The ruin'd spendthrift, now no longer proud,
Claim'd kindred there, and had his claims allow'd;
The broken soldier, kindly bade to stay,
Sate by his fire, and talk'd the night away ;

or tales of sorrow done,

Wept o'er his wounds,
Shoulder'd his crutch,
Pleas'd

and show'd

how fields were won.

with his guests, the good man learn'd to glow;

And quite forgot their vices in their woe

;

Careless their merits, or their faults to scan,

His pity

gave ere charity began.

Thus to relieve the wretched
And

e'en

was his pride,

his failings lean'd to "Virtue's side

But in his duty prompt

:

at every call,

He watch'd and wept, he pray'd and felt for all
And,

as a

;

bird each fond endearment tries,

To tempt its new-fledg'd

offspring

to the skies,

• Thle powerful picture of contrasted conditions brings vividly to the reader's mind the village once teeming
"
" is
with good cheer and happiness, and the painful after-desolation. The allusion to the widow'd, solitary thing
believed to be made of a poor widow by the name of Catherine Geraghty, who remained at Lissoy.
t The poet's father, Charles Goldsmith, who was a country curate, doubtless was the original from which was
drawn this delightful portrait.
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He tried each art, reprov'd

each dull delay,

AUur'd to brighter worlds,

and led the way.

[Nov.,

Beside the bed where parting life was laid,

And sorrow, guilt, and pain, by turns dismay'd,
The rev'rend champion stood. At his control
Despair

and anguish

Comfort

came down

fled the struggling soul ;
the trembling wretch

to raise,

And his last falt'ring accents whisper'd praise.

At

church,

with meek and unaffected grace,

His looks adorn'd

the venerable

Truth from his lips prevail'd

place ;

with double sway,

And fools, who came to scoff, reinain'd to pray.
The service past, around the pious man,
With steady zeal, each honest rustic ran

;

E'en children follow'd with endearing wile,
And pluck'd his gown, to share the good man's smile.
His ready smile a parent's warmth

express'd,

Their welfare pleas'd him, and their cares distress'd
To them his heart, his love, his griefs were given,
But all his serious thoughts

;

had rest in heaven.

As some tall cliff that lifts its awful form,
Swells

from the vale, and midway leaves the storm,

Though round its breast the rolling clouds

are spread.

Eternal sunshine settles on its head*
* There is scarcely anything to be met with In all the range of English poetry which equals the simple grandenr and beauty of the simile introduced in these four lines. It has been remarked that a similar comparison occurs
in the verso of the Latin poet Claudian, and might have suggested the thought of Goldsmith.

I

a

' :

t
y
e

it
:

a

a

a

tall,

green-looking youth stepped into vil
lage grocery where they keep something to drink
as well as to eat, and after peering about
little
Said he to the grocer:
spied some ginger-cakes.
"Them's mighty tine cakes.
What's the least

you'll take for one of 'cm?"
" Ten cents," replied the grocer.
" Well, believe I'll take one, if you'll wrap
up right good."
The grocer wrapped up the cake and handed
to him. He looked thoughtfully at
awhile and

it

;

it

it

wasted time.

During the late, war, Dr.
entering the
hospital surgery, met Faddy Doyle, the orderly,
and asked him which he considered the most dan
gerous of the many cases then in hospital. " That,
sir," said Poddy, as, with an indicative jerk of the
thumb, he pointed to where, on the table, lay
case
of surgical Instruments.
a

a

;

;

f

his slighted years, stamped them with wisdom, or
effaced from heaven's record the fearful blot of

penter.

a

;

is

;

Lost wealth may be restored by Industry; the
wreck of health regained by temperance
forgot
ten knowledge restored by study alienated friend
even forfeited
ship smoothed into orgetf ulness
reputation recovered by penitence; but who ever
again looked upon his vanished hours — recalled

The lawyer who filed
bill, shaved
note, cut
split
hair, made an entry, got
up
chase, framed an indictment, impaneled
jury, put them into a box, nailed
w itness, ham
mered
whole court, all In one
judge, and bored
day, has since laid down the law and turned car
an acquaintance,

a

it

it

is

Have the courage to give, occasionally, that
which you can ill afford to spare giving what you
do not want nor value neither brings nor deserves
thanks in return who
drink of
grateful for
water from another's overflowing well, however
delicious the draught? Have the courage to wear
your old garments till you can pay for new ones.

sent, and your
in answer to the
above advertisement,
receives
looking-glass, and
Is informed that he can tell his own fortune by
connting his money.

fortune told." — Young Green,

,

it

a

if

Enjoyment. — Those who arc not easy at home
will not find enjoyment anywhere else. The man
who yawns at his own fireside will only lacerate
his jugular
he goes to
crowded city. Happi
an internal arrangement,
ness
and if
don't
bloom at home,
won't flower anywhere.

" Cobrect Likeness of yourself
a

selfish

will appear
almost disgusting.
You will wonder that they
ever could have had Buch hold upon you.

you, why for no makee jumpec?"

a

the small,

ends which used to be so dear to

A John Chinaman had heard the quotation
" We have piped unto you, bu
have not danced,'
" We have toot tooted to
and thus reproduced

a

the things that are worthy of

burst out crying."

I

find that when you set your heart upon

it,

Too will

I've got the ten-

a

Man was never intended to be Idle; inactivity
frustrates the very design of his creation ; where
as an active life is the best guardian of virtue,
and the greatest preservation
of health.

believe

can't tell one
boys in the world.
of them to fetch me
bucket of water but he'll

a

temperament.

"

dcrest-hearted

A

Ant one may do a casual act of good-nature ;
but a continuation of them shows it a part of the

says

I

Mrs. Jones
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WISDOM.

— MIRTH.

:

WISDOM.

1871.]

MIRTH.

:

said

"I

don't believe
Won't you swap me

" A little nonsense now and then "

if

;

it

I

it

it

Two little girls, an eight and ten-year old, were
gravely discussing the question of wearing carwicked.
The other was
One thought
rings.
sure
could not be, for so many good people wear
don't care
them.
The other replied, " Well,
wasn't wicked God, would have made holes in
our ears."
Rev. T. De Witt Talmaqe advocates beefsteak

a

is

a

He says tea-parties with
diet for clergymen.
hot waffles at ten o'clock at night make nambyHe down on buckwheat cakes
pamby ministers.
tough as the cook's apron, and on sausages swim
ming in salt sea of gravy.
as

I

off.

"Hold on! "

cried

the grocer,

you haven't paid

me for my drink."

" swapped you the enke for the drink."
" But you haven't paid me for the cake."
" You've got your cake."

This last retort so nonplused the grocer that he
and scratched
his puzzled head, while the
young man made good his retreat.
Another Puzzle. —
stood

A young

man asked his sweetheart's

age;
both grave and sage,
Six times seven and seven times three

She thus replied,

"

Add to my age, the sum will be
As much above six nines and four,
score."
As twice my age exceeds
What was her age?
a

relished by the wisest men,"

We
and call on our readers for original contributions.
want only ench jokes as have no sting in them, such as
may be used to enliven and amuse, without malice or
irreverence. Give us your best.]

I

"Is

a

;

which

want this cake after all.
drink for it?"
"Yes," said the grocer, as he took back the
coke and handed him
glass of something.
The yonng man swallowed the liquor and started
a

[Under this heading we propose to publish
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[In thiB Department will be noticed each matters as are of Interest to correspondents and to the general
" What They Say " should be brief, pointed, and creamy, to secure publication.]
Contributions for

is

is
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it
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a

;

it

it

;

it

is

is

a

;

is

f

a
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is

is

is

is

It

a

the cough

age.

Cousins.

— In

the August number the

correspondent did not intend to say " Two of my
first cousins," but "two first cousins." In that
the lady
case,
healthy, the risk in marrying
differed strongly
the husband
her, especially
from her in temperamant, would not be very great.
Still, we would prefer not to marry the offspring
of cousins, as we believe
not wise or proper for
cousins to Intermarry on account of the liability
of their children to weaknesses, diseases, or de
formities.
Cousins may not be in blood very nearly related,

it

this

If

In

a

Catarrhal.

;

called

frequent and violent, with copious expectoration.
Another form
the Apostematous.
In this, large
ubscesses form in the lungs, and there is copious
The fourth
discharge of matter.
Laryngeal, in
which ulceration commences in the larynx before
have occurred in the lungs. The
any alterations
fifth is Hemorrhagic, which is distinguished for
bleeding at the lungs and the throwing off of
large quantities of blood. The sixth
Dyspeptic
consumption. This form of pulmonary consump
tion
preceded by protracted diseases of the di
The cough in this form, though
gestive organs.
sometimes not at all troublesome.
occasional,
There
and
attend
very little expectoration,
ed by hectic flush, especially toward evening.
As
would require many pages of the Joubnal to do
anything like justice to the subject of consump
tion, and since
brief and incomplete statement
of the disease in its various forms might mislead
to spme
patients, we must refer our correspondent
works on the subject Dr. Work " On the Pre
vention and Cure of Consumption by the Swedish
Movement-Cure;" price, by mall, 30 cents. Dr.
Trail's little work on " Diseases of the Throat and
Lungs," 30 cents and his " Encyclopedia," $4 50.
Dr. Jackson on Consumption, $3 60. Dr. Hall on
Consumption price, $1 50. As to the change of
climate in the case referred to, we may say that
would depend altogether upon what climate the
is proposed to
patient was in, and what climate
located where raw winds blow
go to. If one
would
severely, as on the coast of New England,

Am. The study of arithmetic would employ only
two or three faculties and tend to give them de
velopment, while others remaining dormant would
receive neither culture nor development.
When
one has studied arithmetic, say an hour, he gets
the mind in that respect weary
he can then
turn to grammar, geography, to history, to chem
physiol
istry, to philosophy, political economy,
while the new
ogy, or botany, and pursue for
study with new set of organs, thus acquiring as
much In each of two or three or more branches
as one set of faculties would be able to acquire in
therefore several studies, but not
any one branch
too many, may be pursued at one time to advant

if

is

second

The first
Tubercular, and this in
whole substance of the lungs.
The
is

the

is

at least sis.
volves

a

a

?

Is

of

a

f

f

?

One-Study System. — In acquiring, an

education,
better to study only one branch at
before taking another
or
time, and complete
to take three or four branches at
time
Would
the former method produce an irregular develop
ment of the organs of the brain, or would the lat
ter tend to weaken Continuity
?

many kinds of

as they may resemble

the unrelated

parents,

hence

the soundness of the children of cousins will de
pend on how much the parents inherit from the
related side of the family.
Here is
recent number
paragraph taken from
of the Scientific American which will not bo out
of place in this connection
"Prof. Richard Owen, LL.D., AM., of the In
a

— How

:

Consumption.

consumption are there — and what are they call
ed
What is the best work on the subject
If
person had been confined to the bed for
year, and
had hectic fever every day, would change
cli
mate be advisable?
there ever consumption
without cough
ANXIOUS.
Arts. There arc several kinds of consumption, —

it

if

a

if

corre
and that clearly stated, must be propounded,
spondent shall expectus to give him the benefit of its early
consideration.
Questions of personal interest will be
promptly answered by letter,
a stamp be inclosed for
the return postage.

is

will be answered in this department. We have no tpace
to gratify idle curiosity.
One question only at a time,

is

of "General Interest" only

Questions

probably be an improvement to go inland, where
more equable.
In autumn the South
ern climate
often
Some
great improvement
can go to Minnesota to advantage
but we do not
advise patients who are limited in their means to
Some go to suffer pri
go either West or South.
vation and die among strangers, and are buried by
them.
Patients should consult the best physi
cians within their reach, who can make a careful
personal diagnosis of the case; and we respect
fully refer our correspondent to the best physician
In his neighborhood.
the climate

it

ffiortesponbents.

a

rax
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dlana State University, stated an important fact
which can not be too widely disseminated, namely :
That the intermarriage of blood relations is a phys
iological error, and he might almost say, with our
knowledge of such matters, a crime.
Speaking
from a close observation of this subject for many
years of all the families of his acquaintance where
close intermarriage had been permitted, the chil
dren were cither deaf mutes or were afflicted by
some deficiency.
He knew a young man whose
father was a physician, and who should have known
better than to marry a double cousin, but the con
sequence was, ob the last portion of the osseous
system developed, the young man, from the inter
marriage of those in whom the same material was
was prevented
from having a single
deficient,
His sister had but two or
tooth at any period.
three small stubs of teeth, and their brother was
altogether deficient in his mental faculty. He in
sisted that it was a great crime for parents to allow
their children to grow up with the idea that they
It
might ever intermarry with blood relations.
should be a thing never to be thought of, the in
with those connected by ties of con
termarriage
sanguinity.
" Mr. Ferguson knew of a case in Ohio where
some thirty families had married and intermarried
until they could no longer tell their relationship.
Most of the progeny were deaf mutes, and the re
mainder but a little above idiotic."

Engineering. — F. C. S. — The boy
who wishes to learn engineering should not go up
on a locomotive to start with, but should study
mathematics
and drawing, and decide as to what
branch of engineering he wishes to devote him
whether surveying, constructing docks,
self,
bridges, canals, railroads,
parks, or other public
works; or whether he wishes to be a mechanical
engineer and construct steam enginery and other
machinery. He should study some good work on
In this country we speak of an
engineering.
in two senses.
One is a planner of
engineer
structures, whether buildings, bridges, or machin
The name is applied also to one who runs ah
ery.
We speuk of the engineer of a locomo
engine.
In England they call him an eugine-driver,
tive.
and often speak of cuginccr in the same sense in
which we speak of machinist.

Inflammatory

Rheumatism.

— What

are the causes of this disease ? and what its cure ?

Am. On both these points there have been sun
Rheumatic affections, like gout,
dry opinions.
are generally connected witli some derangement
of the digestive organs and a torpid state of the
liver. The presence in the blood of lactic acid,
made from starch and sugar, and which should be
but is not oxygenated and burnt up in the lungs,
but is diffused

through the tissues, produces

It

the

locat
ed in the tendonous
fibers around the joints;
sometimes it is of a muscular character, and is

disease called rheumatism.

is sometimes

BUREAU.
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character, and accom
of an inflammatory
Those who use much greasy
by fever.
food and sugar, and but little fruit, are most likely
to have a torpid liver, and to be afflicted by rheu
matism, especially if exposed to cold and damp
The treatment of this complaint is various.
ness.
We should use the Turkish bath, or hot fomenta
tions and rubbing, to be followed by tepid, cool,
But there are so many varieties
and cold packs.
of rheumatism, and so many peculiar constitutions
to treat, that it would require many pages to de
often

panied

scribe the various
ment for each.

cases and the appropriate treat
the best directions for its

Perhaps

treatment may be found in the "Hydro
pathic Encyclopedia," published at this office.
successful

Artificial

Magnets. —Tempered

steel is used for the most part in making artificial
magnets, and the harder the temper of the steel
the greater is the strength or "eoereitive force"
of the magnet.
The horse-shoe form is very com
mon on account of its convenience in experiments.
The steel bar to be magnetized is laid on a table,
and the pole of a powerful magnet is rubbed a few
times upon the bar in the direction of its length,

in the same direction.
To magnetize steel in the form of a horse-shoe,
a magnet of the same shape and nenrlythc same
size should be used.
This should be placed verti
cally on the magnet to be formed, and moved
from the ends toward the bend, or in the opposite
way, and brought round again in an arch to the
starting-point. A piece of soft iron as the arma- '
turc should be provided and placed at the poles of
of its;
the new magnet to act as the conservator
and always

magnetism.

Neuralgia. — What

cure of this painful disease f

is the cause and

Ann. This is a comparatively new disease among
our people.
Tic doloreux, until a recent date, was
the only name and form of this painful nervous
disease known to or recognized
by medical men.
The disease doubtless originates in the enervat
ing and debilitating influences of modem modes
of living, Biich as the use of tea, coffee, alcohol,
tobacco, excessive brain labor, exhaustion of the
vital forces, grief, disappointment, fear, anxiety,
etc. The ablest of the hydropathic teachers main
tain that the best way to treat it is to .rectify the •
mode of living and use baths of tepid or warm
water, followed by moderate friction or hand rub
bing, advancing as rapidly as may be, yet guard
edly, to cooler and even cold baths, if the patient
is not too sensitive and too much reduced.
Local
baths, compresses, and the wet pack may be used.
Electricity and the Turkish bath.would be useful.

Strength of Gunpowder. — Would

one grain of gun or blasting powder, in the middle ■
of a cubic yard of copper, craok this mass of metal:
from its center if it could be fired so as to get all
its force?

An*. Gunpowder, in burning, changes form, be
many times the space it.

comes gas, and requires

Phrenological Journal.
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occupied while Id the solid state. If it were pos
sible to inclose a small quantity of powder in a
large mass of solid metal and so ignite it that there
would be no escape of gas, its explosive energy
would either split open the metal or make room for
the generated gas by enlarging the powder cham
ber.
The experiment, however, in our opinion, is
an impracticable one.

Shirt

Bosoms.

— How

do shirt-finish

ers starch and dress up the shirt bosoms that wc
buy ? and why could not the housewife or washer
woman learn the art ♦ My wife wishes to acquire it.

This appears to be a secret among shirtIf any one who knows will
send us the recipe, we wjll make twenty thousand
families happy by publishing it.
Ann.

makers and laundresses.

2. "Adam's

apple," as it is called, is an enlarged
It is larger in
men than in women, and it is possible that the
gruffness of the voice may bear some relation to
that development.
The name is said to have been
given because Eve ate the apple and Adam swal
lowed the core, which stuck in his throat.
But as
food docs not go down that pipe at all, we may
presume that is not the cause of it.
Bection of the trachea or windpipe.

Agency. — We have

l%«S

the South and West — not from the

East — asking for girls and women.
Girls for adop
tion, and women for teaching, sewing, housekeep
ing, etc. In answer to all such applications, save
where our professional services are required, we
must in future refer all inquirers to " The Work
ing Woman,'! Protective Union" at Bond Street,
New York, whose secretary will reply, providing
There are in New York to-day
stamps be sent.
from twenty to thirty thousand women seeking
It would be a
situations, homes, employment.
real charity for those who can, to give places to
these willing workers who can find nothing to do
The charitable, who can contribute money
here.
but who have no work to give out, may relieve the
worthy poor by helping the Working Woman's
Protective Union.

Beards. — (1.) Why are

some

men's

beards red when they have dark hair, and why arc
some men's beards straight and others curly 1 (2.)
What is the cause of " Adam's apple," and what
trait, if any, does it Indicate ?

Am. There is a tendency in men to have beards
lighter in color than the hair of the head. Wc
know a few exceptions where the hair Is flaxen,
and the beard dark brown or black. In such coses,
one parent has black hair, — the father generally, —
and the mother light hair; and the beard seems to
be inherited from the father, and the hair from the

The beard is generally darker Just for
ward of the ear than it is farther down toward the
chin. The color of the mustache is almost al
ways lighter than the other portions of the beard.
Wc can not tell why a bay horse has a black mane
and tail and ankles, nor why men have mahogany
beards with dark or block hair. There is doubt
The hair of the bead is sometimes
less a cause.
very straight, and will not curl under any circum
stances, without the aid of the barber and his fee,
while the beard is crooked and curly. If you will
examine curly hair under a microscope you will be
likely to find it flattened and irregular in form,
while the straight hair is more uniform in its cylin
drical shape. Merino wool is always .©urlyi^onthe
sheep, while some other kinds of wool are very
straight. Probably the some reason prevails which
makes straight and eurly hair.
mother.

no local agent in

the place you name, but you can send for books
direct to this office and get them by mail, postage
paid, at the usual retail prices.

Women Wanted. — We are in receipt

of letters from

[Nor.,

Encourage

§"8-

the Struggling. — Peo

in life seem to forgtt,
the responsibility of their position, —
forget how much they are depended upon, and
how great is their influence for weal or woe. We
do not refer to those who occupy places of politi
cal honor, and who have reached them through in
trigue or dishonesty, for we do not feel that our
pen is adequate to the task of arousing the spark
of feeling which we try to believe they and all
other human beings, no matter how low they have
fallen, possess ; but we refer to those earnest and
conscientious workers and leaders who have con
tinually in their minds and motives the highest
Some of these, we
good of their fellow-men.
think, are often so much engaged in working for
the multitude that they forget the individual.
A teacher lies awake half the ni<;ht revolving in
his mind the ways and means he can be6t employ
to benefit his scholars, and the next day neglects
many an opportunity for doing good to one by
reason of his very eagerness to benefit the whole.
An encouraging word to a deserviug child is worth
infinitely more than one of reproof. It requires
breadth of thought and depth of insight into char
acter to comprehend
the differences in training,
natural ability, surroundings, etc., which are all to
be considered in deciding the true merits of each
pupil.
How many can look back and sec that they owe
the starting-point of their success in life to the
timely encouragement of some teacher !
A pastor may be very desirous of the highest
good of his flock. He may be willing to relin
quish all his worldly interests for their benefit
He preaches eloquent sermons, to which he has
devoted
an hour of earnest,
prayerful
many
thought; but he lacks that Charity which has
breadth and depth enough to comprehend
all the
evil influences, and natural inclina
temptations,
tions to which men are subject ; consequently, he
sees only occasion for reproof for those who come
below his standard of goodness.
Another has ac
complished untold good by possessing and culti
ple occupying high places
sometimes,
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vating this charity; he is constantly searching out
some good quality in everybody, and realizes the
worth of encouraging words to the individuals of
sin-bound humanity.
A woman has made up her mind to make litera
ture her life-work. Opposition meets her on every
hand.
Pecuniary difficulties present themselves.
She knows that some time must elapse before she
can even hope for any remuneration for her labors ;
meantime she must stifle her longing for the grati
fication of her esthetic tastes ; for not one penny
must she let slip. She knows that her advance
ment would be facilitated if she could purchase
necessary books and could mingle more with the
world, with those people and in those Bcenes which
She is even obliged to
she feels her soul needs.
look with longing eyes on papers aid periodicals
that contain articles of her own writing, and stifle
She goes to the
her desire for their possession.
post-office with bitter thoughts in her mind, in
spite of all her efforts to keep them in check.
She looks with covetous eyes on all the wealth she
is passing.
Why must she be denied so much and
still given such keen appreciation of all their beau
ty ? But once she is in the possession of a letter,
which some editor may have sent her, containing
for an article
a word of thanks and encouragement
received from her, then everything is changed in a
moment Hope resumes her throne and her bright
ness

is reflected

everywhere

and on everything.

Then as she walks back to her home she wonders
how she could have entertained bitter and rebel
lious thoughts; those same gifts which a few mo
ments ago seemed only a source of unhappiness to
her, are priceless now. She is thankful she can
the beautiful things of this world.
appreciate
Surely Bhe is permitted to enjoy enough of them
Although she will
to keep her from discontent.
not relax her efforts for something better, it shall
be done cheerfully, and her motives shall be closely
She resolves that
and conscientiously examined.
her success in life shall be the right kind of suc
cess ; she will die rich in the good she has done
her fellow-men, although she leave behind her not
a dollar, and is scarcely known outside of her own
home.

Let those who have it in their power to cheer and
mamy, and those who seem to have op
portunity of doing but little, remember that it is
no slight thing to change the whole life-current
of an immortal soul. Besides, who can calculate
where the Influence of one human being shall end ?
Let us never become so much engaged in working
for the good of the world that we forget that
B. R.
each individual is a part of the world.
encourage

Being

a Servant.

a short sketch

— [A lady

sends

us

under the above caption, a part of

which we print. She takes the gentleman some
what to task who figured so conspicuously in
"Hunting a Servant" in the September Jodknal. ]
That dear "model of husbands," with his delicate
wife and dainty ideas of absolute perfection is, of
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a very superior man.
Judging from his
style he has never been a servant, therefore lie is
not so well prepared to give the public a correct
course,

account of the misbehavior of servants.
His home was a pleasant one, and to help in such
a place with so kind a lady to control the work
has a tendency to improve the person hired.
But
there are homes unworthy of the name ; where
government was never known, where cross, unbal
anced minds contend, and naughty, neglected chil
dren carouse about like little animals.
Nobody
knows how to begin the reform. It amounts to
an appalling disorder, making all concerned dis
tracted since they see no hope.
If one's courage
fails him he has little else to lean upon.
Domestic
difficulty undermines the character and strikes at
the root of happiness; then no wonder that the
household goes down.
Picture for yourself the
horrors of a wicked, disordered, ungoverned home,
and then imagine how hard it is for the servant
with no especial interest there to keep patiently
doing her duty.
Bare feet and rags in her home, gaiter boots and
double skirts in yours.
Fashion is a curse to the
The sooner they resist its cruel
poorer classes.
Help them
customs the belter for their peace.
to find out tlmt glitter shall not rule the world for
ever.
Teach them that worth is yet to be the or
nament worn into the social circle, and that those
who possess the charm of a gentle, cultivated mind
can move with case among the brightest and best.
Have them understand how to improve every mo
ment, and if you would have them ever ready to
There
wait upon you, treat them with kindness.
never was a vicious horse or surly cur that could
unmoved.
bear the tender tones of forbearance
The man who hunted a servant was disgusted; but
somcof those whom he saw in his search were sit
He might lose
ting under the shade of despair.
his disgust when he went back to business, but
the others might never be out of the shade.
It was easy to tell the tall girl to go back, not so
easy to get out the 6ting of the words from her
mind.
It was easy to notice a yellow-looking face,
but not so easy to wear it. He speaks of the rose*
in Effle's cheeks, and calls his neighbor's wife a
The capa
fat, red-faced woman at the wash-tub.
ble girl who was cutting her corns deserves com
mendation for making the effort to relieve them,
and for not using 6ome one's remarkable hair dye.
It is pleasant to know that Efflc looks younger,
that her husband is cured, and we hope he will also
" old crone in bed in the
conclude that to be an
"
to
tee one.
crude.
than
corner is worse

An Organ

for

Heat. — A phreno

logical observer offers the following reflections:
Has not man the faculty to know heat? Is not
warmth a necessary property of his own system ?
Does he not mentally desire and appreciate it ? If
so, then why not an organ of Heat as well as
Color, of warmth as well as aliment ? What par
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ticular portion of the brain, then, is the organ of
Heat ? As the mind obtains a knowledge of heat
through the medium of the senses, why should
we not look for the organ in the perceptive group V
And would it not be very natural to find the two
organs which give man a sense of warmth and a
sense of aliment located side by side; and, also,
us the functions of this faculty seem to pertain
both to the sensuous and the intellectual, that it
should join both groups?
Now, what particular portion of the brain oc
cupies this position but that designated
in the
symbolical head with a star? We have observed
persons bending over a fire trying to get warm
holding their heads and sometimes giving an occiu-ional motion in the direction of this portion of
the brain.
And who has not 6een some persons
with their hands spread out toward the fire, enjoy
ing the warmth with their heads extended in the
direc tion of this organ ? We have seen persons
give a sideways motion of the head forward when
extending a hand toward an object to ascertain if
it were hot, and frequently have we 6een women
do this when striking a hot iron with a wet finger.
And we observe in oursclf this inclination of the
head when examining an object as to heat.
Now,
do not these inquiries and observations
when
viewed in the light of phrenological science serve
to point to that portion of the brain designated in
the symbolical head with a star as the organ of
Heat?
I. a.

Advice made Useful. — TTniontown,
Boirbon Co., Kansas, Aug. 37th, 1S71— Editor
Phrenological Journal— Dear Sir: I carry with
me a written

from you, obtained on
was laughed at for that
by some of my friends as extravagant
with my
hard-earned money.
Now five years have passed,
the 4th of

I

delineation

July,

1S66.

I

have been as careful an observer

of human
nature and the laws of life as circumstances
would
permit. Thut chart has been my first great aid,
for it taught me to 6ce myself.
Pecuniarily it has
saved me ten times what it cost, besides, as I be
lieve, saved me from much sickness and suffering,
therefore lengthening my natural life, I trust for
usefulness.
Yours, truly,
o. o. w.
and

Hygienic

Social. — Believing

that

a

sound mind in a sound body is the true" foundation
for efficient Christian work, a number of ladles

of Philadelphia have formed an as
under the above title in order to promote
the Btudy of the science of health.
Their motto
and gentlemen
sociation

"Total Abstinence

all Hurtful Things."
This covers a wide range of topics relating to food
and drink, dress, recreation,
and the habits and
customs of social life.
A similar organization ex
ists in New Haven, and we hope to sec them form
ed among Christian people all over the land, as
much good will result from the study and discus
sion of topics bearing on our moral, mental, and
physical well-being. The Philadelphia association
meets every Wednesday evening at 1516 Chestnut
la,

from

[Nov.,

We trust kindred so
[A worthy object.
will be formed in every school district
throughout the country.]
Street.

cieties

ottces.
There is a kind of physiognomy in the titles of books
no lets than in the facts of men, by which a skillful ob
server will know as well what to expectfrom the one as
the other.— Butler.

of the Day

: Economic
and
By Dr. William Elder. One volume,
Social.
octavo ; pp. 367. Price, $3. For sale at this of
fice.

Questions

In denominating this "

the book of the year,"

It is the work
we do mot magnify or overrate it.
of a ripe scholar and a profound thinker. Its ob
jects arc best described

in the titles of its chap

ters, as follows :

Introductory : Political Economy — Formation
of Society—Civilization, Migration and Occupation
of the Eartli ; Wealth — The Laws and Conditions
of its Growth ; Sources of Advancement in Wealth ;
Population — Law of Increase • Distribution of
Wealth — Wages ;. Money, as an Exchanger of Val
ues ; Money, as a Producer while acting as an Ex
changer ; Paper Money, and Incidentally, of Bonks ;
Commerce ; Trade between Nations in diverse Geo
graphic and Economic Conditions ; Free Trade
and Protection ; Doctrine and Policy of Protection ;
The most Prominent aud Plausible Objections to
Protection ; Protection in the Historic Nations ;
Guarantyism; Secret Societies ; Co-operation: —
Survey of the Field — Stores, Manufactories, Banks
—In the United States.
The work contains a copious index, is hand
somely printed, and every way worthy a place in
every public and private library.

The Hour of Singing is

the title of

a new singing book by L. O. Emerson and W. S.
Tilden. Price, $1. Boston : Oliver Dilson A
Co.

" High school teachers, and teachers generally,
will be interested in the appearance of this new
work, which in Its special field is one of the first.
It contains a good elementary course, which will
be quite useful in schools where they like to do
things ' by rule.' There is also a fine collection of
three-part and fonr-part song?, of which many are
of easy progression, and well suited for note-study,
and many others have a character of brilliancy. Wa
are glad, also, to notice an abundant provision of
tunes for opening and closing."

The Last Knight.

A

Romance

Gar

from the German of Anastasius Gran.
Translated, with Notes, by John O. Sargent.
Small quarto; pp. 300; muslin. Price, $2 50.
New York : Hurd «& Houghton.
" Anastasius Gran is the literary name of the
Austrian Count Von Auersberg, who has been in
public life as a leader of the liberal party in Aus
tria since 1848. Of late years, indeed, his literary
fame has eclipsed his political, which was also
partially obscured by his apparent desertion of his
land

mentorial bureau.

all practicable purposes.
:

At Last A

Christmas

in the West In

12mo; pp. 405.
By Charles Kiugsley.
With Illustrations. Price, tl 50. New York
Harper Brothers.
This popular author needs only to be named in
connection with any new production of his to se
Here are the con
cure at once careful perusal.
tents in brief of this handsomely illustrated volume
Trinidad
Down the Islands
Outward Bound
Port of Spain A Letter from West Indian Cot
Monos The High Woods La Brea
tage Ornec
The North
Ban Josef; Naparimaand Montserrat
ern Mountain The Savannah of Aripo; The Co"
cal The " Education Question in Trinidad The
Home
Letter; A Provision-Ground;
Races—
ward Bound, etc.
;

A

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

a

;

;

;

;

:

a

:

dies.

A

a

:

;

Collection

of Copy

I

?

I

a

These ques
gret, my voice was never cultivated.
tions and these answers, or those very similar in
dozen adults
tenor, may be heard wherever half

Now, we
entertainment.
meet for an evening's
maintain that there should be no more excuse for
the rising generation not learning music than for
not learning to read common print, especially with
such instruction books as this to be had at so cheap
All who are not idiotic, imbecile, or lack
a rate.
ing in faculty may learn music, and almost every
Get " The Song Echo."
body can learn to sing.

French, German, Spanish, Latin,
Italian

and

a

Languages Without
Master, where
can be
by any one or all of these Languages
with the
Teacher,
one
Without
learned by any
By A. H. Montcith, Esq.
aid of this book.
T.
Philadelphia
Price, $2.
12mo
pp. 374.
:

B. Peterson.

" Monsieur Tonson come again."
Here we have
works have been running separately for
years in pamphlet form, and we now have them al
together in one bulky volume.
These

Messrs.

De

Witt

C.

Lent &

Co.,

trans
451 Broome Street, New York, announce
lation in blank verse, very handsomely gotten up,
of Lucretius' " De Rcrum Nature," the title to be
a

it

is

is

a

;

a

is

Is,

as the Plainest
Writing, and Requiring no Teacher kut the
•
Book. With a Simplified System of Verbatim
Reporting. By the Rev. W. E. Scovil, M.A.
Price, $1 25.
New York.
This little book of less than a hundred pages
exploits a new system of shorthand, for which the
author makes the lofty claim asserted in the above
title. Founded on the Pitman characters, it
ignor
however, as the disconnected vowel scale
character given for each letter of the al
ed and
Many of these characters 6eem to us
phabet.
lengthy and difficult of execution, especially in
the writing of words while in the abbreviated
word must be
or reporting style so much of
omitted to secure a verbatim speed that the ad
obtained over other systems al
vantage, if any,
difficult to be seen. We do not re
ready in use
as likely to supersede the later and im
gard
proved form of Pitman's Phonography, which
if adhered to with fidelity by shorthand writers
would be found legible enough and sufficient for

A

right Songs, Duets, Trios, and Sacred Pieces,
for Public Schools, Juvenile Classes,
suitable
and the Home Circle, inc luding an
Seminaries,
Course of EleEasy, Concise, and Systematic
with Attractive Exercises.
Instruction,
mentarv
Perkins, author of the "College Hymn
By H.
Price, in
268 pp.
12mo;
and Tune Book."
boards, 75 cents; clegantlv bound in cloth, gilt
edges, tl 25. Published "by J. L. Peters, 599
Broadway, New York, and St. Louis.
No? Why not! Oh,
Reader, can you sing
Yes,
Do you not enjoy music
never learned.
have the most acute
yes, beyond description.
ear for harmonious sounds, but, greatly to my re

a

A Shorthand, Legible

The Song Echo

?

future, and discussing what has taken place, what
it taking place, and what will take place. This
poet gives a true democratic republican ring to his
■words, and every true patriot should read him and
take courage.

By Edward

Poem.

Bulwcr — Lord Lytton. 12mo;pp. 417. Revised
edition. N. Tork Harper Brothers. Price, 1175.
Since we heard this author express the predic
tion and the hope that our great American Repub
lic would soon go to pieces — this was in 1802— we
have regarded him as "no better than he should
be," and quite as fallible as other prejudiced mor
But the " American bubble " did not burst,
tals.
very
and Mr. Bnlwer— Lord Lytton— has written
fine poem, and the Messrs. Harper have published
in excellent style.

§.

events."
dress, is very pat to cotemporaneous
Here is a political prophet " seeing " into the

King Arthur.

;

party. He had appeared as a poet, with occasional
short productions, which marked him as a writer
likely to achieve a wide reputation, when he pro
duced this book, which from its story and from
the power which he displayed gave him at once a
high position, which he has ever since maintained,
as among the best and most distinguished of the
' The Last Knight ' is
living poets of Germany.
a series of ballads founded on incidents in the life
of Maximilian I. , 1459-1518. The stirring incident*
of that heroic time, the magnificent nuptials of
Maximilian and Mary, the contest between France
and Germany, and all the circumstance of roman
tic adventure, render the subject a most brilliant
The national character of the theme has
one.
made the book a very popular one in Germany,
and its issue, now for the first time in English
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From
in English— "On the Nature of Things."
the fact of the interest taken nowadays in the
Darwinian theory, the publishers think that the
of this author, one of the finest of
reasonings

all the Latin poets— aside from the exalted posi
tion his works hold in classical literature— will
attention from the read
considerable
command
The same publishers have issued
ing public.
" Salad for the Solitary and the Social," by an
Epicure, beautifully illustrated, which will be sold
only by subscription.
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Palaces and Prisons.

By Mrs. Ann

author of " Mabel's

[Nov.,

Mr. Theodore Tilton,

editor of the

Mistake,"
12mo ; pp. 492.
etc.
Price, $2.
Philadelphia : T. B. Peterson & Brothers.
Mrs. Stephens writes with vigor, and in a spirit
almost masculine.
She probably takes after her
father ; and those who read her writings will not
<>to sleep while reading.
But why continue to
fecd us on fiction, Mrs. Stephens, when fact nnd
history are at your command ? Pray give us your
riper knowledge of the true and the useful rather
than these stories of the imagination.

Price, 5 cents.
No. 3.
A Biographical 8ketch.
Price, 10 cents.
No. 4. " The Sin of Sins." A
" fallen women."
tractate
on what are called
Price, 5 ets. Address, 9 Spruce Street, New York.

The Gas-Consumer's Guide

First Help in Accidents and in Sick

8.

Stephens,

" Heiress,"

:

A Hand-

Book of Instruction on the Proper Management
and Economical Use of Gos ; with a Full De
scription of Gas-Meters, and Directions for As
certaining the Consumption by Meter ; On Ven
tilation, etc. 12ino ; pp. 148. Price, $1. Boston :
Alexander Moore.
A convenient and instructive manual for the use
" posted " on the subject.
of all who wish to be

Save gas, and gain more sleep.

Parturition — Without

Pain; or a
of Directions for Avoiding Most of the
Pains and Dangers of Childbeanng. By M. I..
18mo;
Holbrook, M.D.
pp. 113. Price, $1.
New York : Wood & Holbrook.
The object is to give such general directions for
Ig
right living as best to prepare for maternity.
norance on this subject brings grief and premature
Let every prospective mother
death to thousands.
read this book
Code

Water-Cure for the Million.

The

of Water-Cure Explained; Popular
Errors Exposed ; Rules for Bathing, Dieting,
Exercise, etc.; Keclpcs for Cooking; Directions
for Home-Treatment; Remarkable Cases to Il
lustrate, etc.
By R. T. Trail, M.D., author of
" Hydropathic Encyclopedia," " Family Gymna
sium," etc. 12mo; pp. 70. Price, SO cents.
New York: S. R. Wells, 389 Broadway.
A new edition is now ready. It has been out
of print for a short time, and many orders could
not then be filled. Of all the brief treatises yet
published on the subject this is the best.
Processes

Shakspeare's

Comedy

of The Ten-

Edited, with Notes, by Wm. J. Rolfe,
test.
A.M. With Engravings. 12mo ; cloth ; pp. 148.
Price, 90 cents. Harper Brothers.
A capital thing, and must become popular with
readers of Shakspcarc.
Beautifully illustrated and
handsomely printed.

The

Rum

Fiend,

and

Other

Poems.

By Win. H. Burleigh. Three Illustrations, de
signed by E. Carswell. 12mo ; 48 pages.
20cts.
New York : National Temperance Society.
They may be committed to memory and spoken
with great etleet, or may be read as dramas are
in public. There is power in these poems.

The Clyffauds

of Clyffe.

By

the

Author of " Lost Sir Mussingberd," " Found
Dead," "A Beggar on Horseback," etc. 12mo;
pp. 3C8. Philadelphia: T. B. Peterson A Bros.
A singular title for a common novel. Like oth
ers of its class, it will be read ; it will excite. ; and
it will be forgotten.

Golden Age, has reprinted and issued in a series of
four tracts, under the following titles : No. L

"The Rights of Women."

A Letter to Horacs

Price, 5 cents. No. 2. " The Constitu
Greeley.
tion a Title-Deed to Woman's Franchise." A Let
ter to Charles

" Victoria

Snmncr.

C. Woodhull."

ness.
A Guide in the Absence, or before the
Arrival, of Medical Assistance.
12mo ; pp. 264.
Price, f 1. Boston : Alexander Moore.
Got up on the same plan as that of our little
book entitled " Accidents and Emergencies."
Very useful for travelers who go by railways and
steamboats.
It is adapted to the use of all, wheth
er educated in physiology, anatomy, and medicine,
or not.

Dr. Nathan Allen, — now of Lowell,

Mass., — who has given much attention to the pop
ulation question, is -jrnihg his thoughts to agri

culture. We shall expect to hear one of thesa
" Whnt he Knows about Forming." He de
livered an address at the County Fair before the
Farmers' Club of Princeton, Mass., not long ago,
which is a model of condensed knowledge,
lie
of
gives a most interesting historical account
Princeton, his native place.
days

Con Cregan, the Irish Gil Bias.

His

and Experiences. By Charles I<evConfessions
er, author of " Charles O'Mallcy, "the Irish Dra
goon," etc. 8vo; pp. 227. Price, 75 cents.
Philadelphia: T. B. Peterson
Brothers.

*

Those fond of live Irish experience and romance
combined may find it here.

A Daughter of IIeth. A Novel. By
William Black, author of " The Monarch of
Mincing Lan«i," "Love or Marriage," "In Silk
Attire," "Kilmeny," etc. 8vo; pp. 136. Price,
60 cents.
New York : Harper & Brothers.
No 366 of the Library of Select Novels.

Mysteries of the Court of London.

By Geo. W. M. Reynolds, author of " Venctia
8vo;
Trelawncy," ett.
Price, $1.
pp. 411.
Philadelphia: T. B. Peterson & Brothers.
This is the kind of literature which sells by the
cord, and which, it is claimed, begets a taste for
So mote it be !
something better.

The Canadian Magazine,

edited by

Robert Ridgway, and published monthly at $2 a
year by Irving, Flint <fcCo., is the latest literary
of our neighbors across the border.
enterprise
Sample numbers will be supplied at 20 cents by the
publishers.

Anne

Furxess.

A Novel.

By

the

Author of "Mabel's Progress," "Veronica,"
8mo; pp. 175. Published by Harper <fc
etc.
Brothers. Price, 75 cents.
One of the better class of cheap novels by an
author too modest to give his or her name
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CHARLES P. DALY,
rpiTIS

whose head we
gentleman,
examined twenty years ago without
knowing his name or vocation, is remark

[Whole Xo.

395.

LL.D.

who are familiar

with his crisp and earn
who know how much work
he can do, how much he can condense in

est intellect,

able for the compactness, endurance, and
Such
wiry toughness of his constitution.
an organization can work, can bear hard

a senteuce,
and
what earnestness and
force he is able to throw into a state

ship, is persistent, positive, plucky, and
knows no such word as "fail." Those

estness

ment, will find an exponent of that earn
and force in the peculiarity of his

temperament.

If ever a

man' were made
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of whale-bone, steel springs, or fiddlestrings, or their equivalents, Judge Daly
is that man. His features express positiveness and precision, as well as the
courage which backs up positiveness
and asserts ideas with point and empha
sis. His intellect indicates practical judg
ment. His perceptive organs are large,
and give him a quick and clear sense of
facts and surrounding

conditions,

while

his Comparison being sharp, qualifies him
We opine
readily to draw inferences.
that Judge Daly rarely suspends judg
ment, but gives his opinion with deci
He carries his knowl
sion on the spot.
edge in his head, and knows also where
to turn when he -would refer to his books.
He has not a speculative intellect. Every
chain of argument with him has a prac
tical hook at each end, which takes hold
of life and duty in a practical way.

His base of brain is rather broad,
giving courage, thoroughness, and exHe has a full degree of
ecutiveness.
Cautiousness, giving him a tendency to
forelook and plan in advance of action ;

[Dec,

by the father of the late James T.
Brady, the latter and Archbishop McCloskey
When about
being among his classmates.
thirteen years of age he went to sea as a
ducted

boy, and afterward before the mast,
was
at the siege and taking of Algiers
and
He soon after re
by the French in 1830.

cabin

turned to New York, and was apprenticed to
his leisure .
a mechanical business, employing

He com
hours in the pursuit of knowledge.
of
office
in
the
law
of
the
menced the study
William Seule, Esq., in New York city, and
was admitted

to the bar in 1839, and com
of his profession soon

menced the practice
afterward.

In

1843 he was elected a member

He was
of the New York State Legislature.
Common
of
of
the
Court
Judge
appointed
Pleas for the City and County of New York
in 1845, which position he has ever since
held — being three times re-elected — and since
1857 being

First Judge,

or Chief Justice,

of

that Court.
The Court over which he presides was es
tablished nearly two centuries and a half ago,
and is a very important tribunal— being of
equal jurisdiction with the Supreme Court
in nearly all judicial matters except criminal
cases, and is the Court of la$t resort in ap
peals taken from

the local inferior tribunals

his action, and
mark its directness and readiness, would
doubt whether he took so ranch fore
thought and prudent care in reaching his

in the city of New York.
The position of judge of

results.

by law with the privilege of exercising almost
in certain instances,
unbounded discretion
he is at liberty to
case
and in almost every

and those who watch

is

He is known for firmness. It
almost a fault with him. He is self-

reliant, dignified, warm in his friendship,
strong in his opposition ; is technical,
but not captious, in his ideas, ready to
compromise unimportant differences, but
to urge unflinchingly that which he be
He has literary and
lieves to be right.
scientific ability, and that order of intel
lect which prefers the solid departments
of mental culture, and is thus inclined to
secure a practical and thoroughly useful
knowledge of whatever branch of human
learning he may find it convenient to
study.
He was born of Irish parents in the city of
He attended
New York, October 31, 1816.

in New York city the private

school

con

a court

of justice

is the most responsible and autocratic of any
power that exists under a republican govern
A judge must necessarily be vested
ment.

decide as he chooses, subject only to review
by some higher tribunal.

and modification

With such power it is not strange, though
greatly to be deprecated, that a judge may
sometimes be tyrannical, selfish, and unjust,
and perhaps dishonest, and may honestly
and
of the rest of mankind ; but
whether he is a wicked and corrupt man or

err, for he is subject to the temptations
weaknesses

not, he frequently seems to be such to persons
against whom he has given a decision which
is adverse to their interest, or is not in ac
cordance with their prejudices or their pas
Hence it is that the unsuc
sionate feelings.
cessful party (and there must be at least one
in every lawsuit) frequently charges Ms

CHARLES
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P. DALY,

or the court

(in order to shield
may be) with being unfair, dis
honest, and corrupt ; but in the city of New
adversary

himself,

York

it

the court has generally to bear all the

blame and censure.

For more

than a quarter

of a century Judge Daly has occupied a high
judicial position, and never during that time
has any suspicion or party feeling ever charged
him with unfairness or corruption, or as be
ing the party tool or representative of any
class of politicians. But while he has the
confidence of all, he has in his position al
ways represented the highest moral and in
tellectual tone of the community at large.
His judicial decisions are regarded of high
authority in every court in the State. In
1863, by virtue of his office as First Judge,
he acted as Surrogate of the county of New
York for a few months, to fill the vacancy
temporarily caused by the death of Surro
gate West.

In

1807 he was elected a member

York

of the New

State Constitutional Convention,

and on

the meeting of that body was voted for as its
President; but was deemed more effective as
a

memlier,

and was

one of the

appointed
and also one of the

LL.D.
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He is the author of an " Historical Sketch
of the Judicial Tribunals of New York from
1623 to 1846," which was written and first
published as an introduction to the first vol
ume of E. Delafield's Reports of the deci
sions of the Court over which Judge Daly
presides, first published

in 1855 ; also author

of Daly's Reports (two volumes) of cases de
cided in the same Court; also, in 1860, of
" The Past History and Present State of the
Laws of Naturalization in the different Coun
tries of the World."
In 1863 he delivered a
discourse before the American Institute of
New York city on the " Origin and History
of Institutions for the Promotion of the
Useful Arts."
He has delivered many addresses before
various

learned bodies

various

public occasions.

and societies, and on

address at the celebration

He delivered the
of the centenary

of Schiller in New York city, and an ad
dress at the laying of the corner-stone of the
Shakspcare monument in Central Park, and
has written many articles published in Appletons' new Cyclopedia,
and is now writing

in other publications,
a life of Chancellor

York city;

Kent.
He has traveled extensively through the
United States and Canadas, and in 1851 made
the tour of Europe, taking letters from
Chevalier Bunsen, then Prussian Minister at
the Court of London, to Baron Von Hum
boldt.

also debated

upon nearly every important
question before the Convention.
In 1860 Columbia College conferred upon

a favorite

him the degree of LL.D. Judge Daly is a
member of many literary, learned, and scien
tific, as well as benevolent, societies, and in

members of the bar a few years since.

Judiciary
Committee

Committee,

on the Submission

of the Consti

tution.

Among the most completely dis
cussed subjects before the Convention were
those relating to an elective judiciary for
life, and the municipal government of New
and Judge Daly's addresses on
both are valuable as historical reviews. He

many of them he has held

prominent

posi

tions.

He is Vice-President of the American In
stitute, and has been Vice-President of the
New York Historical Society, of the Ameri
can Ethnological Society, and also of the
Atheneum Club ; was President of the St. Pat
rick's Society, and also of the Working- Wom
en's Protective Union, and is a member of the
Geographical Circle of Turin, and for many
successive terms has been, and is now, Presi
dent of the American Geographical and Sta
tistical Society.

Kind and

courteous to all, he has long been
at the bar ; and as a token of their
esteem, a life-size portrait of him, by Hunt
ington, was presented to the city by the

Judge Daly is a remarkably industrious
man, temperate and regular in his habits, a
great lover of books and fond of research,
and has a very large library, which has grown
by degrees until it has almost crowded the
Judge and his family out of his large fourstory house.

One room

after another, com

mencing in the second story, became full, and
then the garret, and at last the basement was
resorted to, and that will soon be full, and
other quarters out of his
house either for himself or for his new book

then he must find
accessions.

In the letters of Humboldt to Chevalier
published in Berlin, in men

Bunsen, lately
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of the American visitors with
had made him acquainted,
and particularly mentioning
Judge Daly,
Humboldt remarked that — " Few men have
left upon me such an impression of higli in
telligence on subjects of universal interest, and
in the judgment of apparently opposite di
rections of character among the nations that
inhabit the ever-narrowing Atlantic basin.
Add to this, what is very uncommon in an
American, and still more uncommon in the
practical life of a greatly occupied magis
trate, that this man of high character and in
tellect is not wanting in a lively interest for
tioning
whom

some

Bunsen

the fine arts, and even for poetry.
I have led
him from conversations on slavery, Mormonism, and Canadian feudalism
to me — whether

to the question

anything can
be expected from the elegant literature of a
nation of which the noblest productions
have their root in a foreign country 1 "
so

important

[Dec,

a principle of faith which enables us to profit
by the experience of our fellow-beings.
And
here is where the work of scholastic training

This work is not properly
begins.
of the operation alluded to when we
"
speak of
opening one's eyes," and apply
ing it mentally.
It is natural to open one's
properly

a part

when

eyes

there is something remarkable,
So, mentally,
to be seen.

novel, or wonderful

a truth is demonstrated
in a plain,
striking way, it is fully perceived as with
one's eyes open.
We know nothing more
positively and certainly than that which we

when

clearly see and experience. Hence the phrase
" You will
open your eyes" is applied to per
sons inclined to doubt truth or persist in er
ror, after having been admonished.
But
whit will open their eyes ? Nothing short of
And, according to the prin
demonstration.
ciple of seeing and believing, actual experi
ence is what will open their eyes, by the
clearest demonstration.

EXPERIENCE

AS AN

"EYE-OPENER."

eagle possesses the keenest vision,
yet in some respects is comparative
ly a dumb bird notwithstanding the acute-

THE
and

ness

it.

of sight with which nature has endowed
So man may have nicety of natural in

clination with genius added, and yet without
experience be physically and mentally weak.
The child,
Experience opens men's eyes.
eager for knowledge, and ignorant of nature's
laws, grasps the bright, shining coal from the
fireplace

only

to

drop

it in the inceptive
No cause
which is
the child

knowledge of pain and suffering.
is ascertained ; simply an effect,
matter of experience.
Thereafter

will shun glowing coals.
A country bumpkin visits a gambling den
and makes " a put," and wins.
Encouraged
and flattered by his success he invests his all,
and is fleeced. He must be a veritable idiot
if he is ever caught a second time. His eyes
have been opened by experience, and not by
in Sunday-school
the warnings contained
books and the newspapers.
The most common things of every-day oc

Science
sense, but

and education,

in the scholastic

direct

and strengthen mental vis
It is their part to carry on and perfect
ion.
Herein, then,
the work begun by experience.
is the field for new discoveries, and the ap
Di
plication of the truths of Psychology.
rect the seeing eye aright, and that is all it
needs.
The desire to know is spontaneous.
All it wants is the proper attention, and" the
progression will be natural and good, at least
so far as matters of fact are concerned.
When
it comes to matters of opinion, — as to wheth
er Washington was a better general than
Jackson, or whether the men of the fourteenth
Congress were greater than those of the for
In such
tieth, it may be vastly different.
things men generally think as they please ;
not because their eyes ore shut, but because
they form their opinions from different char
acteristics for which they admire their herocs.

It

is said that " children

should

be watch

ed and so trained that their mental eyes will
be adjusted in a line with their bodily eyes."

Psychologically speaking, the perceptions of

currence are all taught by experience, and
our education is but a succession of experi

are always " in a line ; " that
they
correspond with the impressions received by
And
sensation.
extremely hard to con

ences, corroborated and strengthened by the
To be sure, our own
experiences of others.
experience is limited ; but there is within us

ceive of any one seeing mentally different, or
" in
any other line."
(to quote irregularly)
The fact that false doctrines and creeds are

is

it

is,

children

AX OLD BONE OF CONTENTION.
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every day, is no evidence of false
in its relative office. It is only

inculcated
perception

ptoof of belief induced by false testimony
Such belief is entire
aside from experience.
ly removed beyond the evidence of the senses,
and the latter are not responsible for the de
lusion ; neither have the perceptions anything
to do with such false beliefs.

Phrenology teaches the relation
to matter, of mental

of mind

action to physical

pepriment

of

func
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Perhaps no science has done more
toward establishing this relation as a fact in
Anthropology. But Phrenology does not ap

tions.

prove of fantastic and zigzag
whether physical or intellectual.

operations,
It has to

Ilenee its
do with facts and experience.
utility in enabling teachers and parents the
better to direct the training of children.
Hence its utility in the practical workings of
vv. r. bierby.
society.

arid

|{eIiflion

Know,
atar,or angel,for theirKtifrle,
WKIiniit<>r
S'iyhtThought*.
Whowur^Mpa
U'hIthill IlndMm.— Young'*
The
th<*
motherof deepfear*,of highhopesInfinite;
teara,of aleei'lresinnerityht,—Sin. Hcmam.
Or glmiounillcam*,myaterloua

Hope, and is the best basis for the demon
stration of natural religion, or that man is a
religious being. All nations are known to
religious ideas, and Phrenology
why man yearns for God, justice,
The true phre
mercy, and immortality.
nologist can not be an infidel.
The following question is one which, under
the foregoing considerations, we might prop
If, however, we may
erly decline to notice.
aid a thinker to drop dogmatic controversy,
have

shows

some

This is an old bone of contention,

We remember a year or two of hard study,
If
some forty years ago, on this same topic.
there
any one doctrine which has been
by zealous theological
perverted
teachers, the doctrine of predestination
and

honestly
election

that doctrine; and no doctrine has

caused more trouble with the laity.

It

is

worketh righteousness is accepted of him."
Phrenology recognizes a faculty for love of
God, Veneration; for the recognition of jus
for doing good, Be
tice, Conscientiousness;
for being spiritual - minded, or
nevolence;
exercising faith in a life to come, and the
relations pertaining to spirit-life, Spiritual
ity ; and " a longing after immortality,"

Answer.

and every generation has to gnaw it and di
or have
broken over their heads.
gest

not

forty
St. Paul's argument to the Jews,
years ago.
in the book of Romans,
evidently intended
to show to the Jew, who supposed all the
Gentiles were out of the pale of salvation,
that the Gentiles were really included in
God's beneficent plan, and that if he chose

now taught, however, as

was taught

to save the Gentile,

was not for the

Hence the
complain.
have mercy on whom
that

to say,

statement,

will

Jew to
will

"I

have mercy

"

;

" He that feareth God and
tence, it would be,

it

a few or many by

is

God has chosen

grace to life eternal ; or has opened
an eternity of bliss for every human being.
If-.it must sum up a formula in a single sen
special

I

whether

" According to divine teaching, acknowl
edging God to be just, can any part of man
kind be punished eternally by a God who is
just and knows all things from the begin
ning ? How do you harmonize this with ex
pressions of free moral agency spoken of in
the Bible ? "

it

by science, does not stop to discuss whether
by immersion is the true mode ;
baptism

vain.

it

Phrenology is our theme ;
tarian questions.
The
the science of the mind our subject.
moral and religious nature of man, as revealed

and to seek, by doing the will of God, to
" know of the doctrine " all that is
required
to fulfill duty, we shall not have spoken in

"

upon to discuss
or contested sec

it,

theology

is

do not feel called
dogmatic

OP CONTENTION.

is

WE

BONE

is

OLD

AN

The Gentiles, and all that are
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afar off, belong to the great family of God."
is of the same spirit of the words of Christ

It

when he said to the Pharisees, " The publicans
and harlots go into the kingdom of heaven
before

The

you."

terms

"

punishment,"
" damnation,"
the

" eternal punishment,"
" wrath of God," " eternal

wrath," have

been discussed

for

ages

learnedly, sometimes angrily,
by great theologians, and their ex

do not agree.
Undoubtedly
planations
those who misuse their talents, time, and op
portunities will be the losers. Even the Uni-

would agree with this idea. We
a Baptist minister, a very evan
gelical man, say that those who profess to
be Christians and live a low and unholy life,
will suffer an eternal loss because they have
not improved their talents, and have lived
below their privileges.
When asked to make
an explanation by some of the brethren, who
were afraid he was preaching the Arminian
doctrine of " falling from grace," he replied

versalists

once heard

that those who barely got into

didn't live

a

merely secured

heaven, who

rich and growing life, and
an

entrance

to the heavenly
to such high con

would never attain
ditions as if they had improved their time
on earth, and this would be a sort of eternal

rest,

punishment

or eternal loss to them.

We ought to remember that heaven is not
a place, but a condition.
It is not like a concert-room in which the good and the bad
may be huddled, if they can raise the price
of a ticket.
If that same audience could be
assorted according to talent and attainment,
they would not all be seated on one level
floor, but they would rise one above another,
like a pyramid, very broad at the base, very
narrow at the top.
Imagine the life to come,
then, to be a condition in which purity of
life and purpose, and all shadings down
ward to the basest and vilest of the denizens of

probably as much difference in the state of
the spirits of the departed as there is in the
state and condition of the spirits of men be
fore they depart.
Those unfortunate people
who are half starved, or very badly fed and
housed, would consider a good barn, with the

in abundance, a palace of
plenty; some would even think they were
It would be to them
luxuriously situated.
an earthly heaven.
Then what would a real
palace be, with all its refinement and com
fort? Supposing they were capable of ap
preciating these higher conditions, would not
they consider this a very heaven ? The worst
men do not need to be " damned " to be in
coarsest of food

hell. Whatever of unhappiness there may be
in the life to come will doubtless be the nat
ural result of intentional misdoing
here.
Men make their own condition; and if the
vile and the low could be introduced into
what we call heaven, they hardly would be
happy, because unable to appreciate and en
joy such a condition. There is a difference
among men in the present life ; there may be
as much difference, certainly to begin
with, in the life- to come. A certain English
quite

bishop was once conversing with other clergy
men on the character of John Wesley, some
time after the death of that great preacher,
and one good-natured
man ventured
the
thought,

of

a

the cabins of the low
of men, and compelled to eat of the gar
bage on which these people eagerly feed,
would deem themselves in a very hell, so far
as earth could realize the idea.
And there is

"

he will be so transcendently

of

me that

I shall

far in advance

never expect to reach his

high elevation."
One need not find Wesley's

hell.

they were put into

although
something
be admitted
into

to the bishop,
You
in heaven, I sup
to
see
Mr.
Wesley
expect
"
The bishop responded instantly,
pose ?
" Never."
" Why not ? " said his questioner,
" don't you think he was at heart a
good
man ? " '"I shall never see him in heaven, for

feelings

est

should

heaven, and remarked

another star in glory," let these differ in con

if

that Wesley,

schismatic,

earth are participants, each class being in his
own grade, and "as one star differs from

dition find in enjoyment.
There arc men and
women of fine culture, and possessed of all
appliances of harmony and refinement, who,

[Dec,

order

to be in heaven.

high. place in

One needs not the

of the basest of the base to be in
Milton makes Satan say, "Myself am
hell." And we have seen some human beings
who might, with some show of truth, adopt
In other words, wrong
the same statement.
are hell enough, and whoever
dispositions
has to spend his eternity indulging malign
passions needs no outer inflictions to make
his condition undesirable.

This life, in its moral aspects, is graded

MR. BEECHER'

1871.]
from the very
Suppose

the

8

highest to the very lowest.
life to come in like manner

graded, each man enjoying or suffering ac
Then would not
cording to his character.
the great Creator be just, and yet the justifier of them that love him ?

In regard to man's responsibility and free
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agency, we are accustomed to refer people to
the parable of the ten talents, found in Mat
thew xxv. 14-27, in which responsibility is
shown to be in exact harmony with the ca
pacity of the subject ; thus making the fulfill
ment of duty just as easy for one as for an
other.

LIFE

OF

CHRIST.

BY REV. A. M<T3LROY WYLIE.
''

"pjERHAPS

JL

no preacher of modern times,"
"
Quarterly Reriew, has

says the British

said so many wise and good things as Henry
Ward Beecher, or said them so well. His ser
mons abound with passages of racy descrip
tion, of penetrating exposition, of rhetorical

is better qualified,

by reason
fancy, powers of penetration
tion, and his comprehensive
than any other man living.
It is no task to read this

of his Oriental
and interpreta
human nature,

brilliancy,

volume.
The
along over a gently gliding
stream, while all his senses are regaled and his

book

perceptions thrilled by a ceaseless unfolding
of new vistas of beauty and new panoramas of

....

and of fervent, practical urgency.
precious and suggestive table'
[speaking of his Gems,' republished in

A more

a book to take up in the morning,
for a fresh, dewy, germinant thought to lay
upon the heart and to expand into the religious
wisdom of the day — it would be difficult to

England],

name."

What is here

so crisply

said of his " Gems,"

compiled by Mr. Evans, may be as truthfully
" Life of
Christ," the
said of his work on the
first volume of which has come forth in such
splendid dress from the press of his publisher.
" And why still another Life of Christ? " is a
question which involuntarily springs to the
lips of every one who is conversant with the
fact that there have issued from the press al
" Lives " as there are titles of
most as many
in the Bible. The question is
occurring
Christ
" The Lives
best answered in his own words :

of Christ which have appeared of late years
have naturally partaken largely of the dialectic
They have either attacked
and critical spirit.
or defended. The Gospel, like a city of four
gates, has been taken and retaken by alternate
parties, or held in part by opposing hosts,
while on every side the marks of siege and
This may be un
defense cover the ground.
But such
fortunate, but it. is necessary
controversial Lives of Christ are not the best
I have endeavored
for general reading
to present scenes that occurred two thousand
years ago as they would appear to modern eyes
if the events had taken place in our day."
And this is precisely what the eloquent ora
tor of Plymouth Pulpit has done, so far as the
task has been accomplished, and for which he

reader is carried

truth. Truths are no longer mere dry abstrac
tions, but move before him in all the rich,
ruddy glow of healthful life, or bend over their
well-weighted boughs with the richest, ripest,
and rarest of wholesome Christian fruit. Every
page perused by one who brings no cold criti
cising spirit, or takes out no pre-formcd, cutmeasures of so-called systematic
divinity, leaves a sweet taste in the mouth,
inspires the conscience with a holier standard,
and makes the heart palpitate with new emo
tions of love and devotion to Him who was
best pleased to call himself the Son of Man.
The points we have noted are so numerous
that we can only select a few, and such as will

and-driod

be most suitable to frame an article for the

Phrenological Journal.

The reader is struck with the calmness of the
style of one who has been so long known as
the flaming Boanerges of the American pulpit.
The waters are clear, because they have come
from the lofty mountain heights, but we do not
see them leaping

from crag to crag, flashing
back the sunbeams as from a myriad of bay
onets, nor rolling up clouds of gilded spray ;
nor do we hear the roar of the descending
cataract, nor feel the shiver of the earth be
neath our feet; but the eye rests upon the
waters reposing in the crystal lake, embosomed
in a plain which is one unbroken garden of de
The whole region affords no place for
the study of logic, but every spot invites to the
singing of the songs of Zion, and the sweeping of
the strings attuned to the harmonies of heaven.

light
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As the author carries the reader back through
the eighteen centuries of Christianity, he gathers
up all the accumulated meanings of Christian

it is plain [?] that there was a wide difference
in the nature of the relative experiences.
To
Zacharias was promised an event external to

truth, and finds them speaking in the Life of
Christ. Oriental scenes and symbols speak with
all the beauty of Eastern poetry, and yet utter,
at the same time, all the deep, practical truths
which we read in the developments of the

himself,

nineteenth century.
The pastor, and teacher, and working Chris
tian will cull many a serviceable suggestion.
The author's large sympathy and discrimin
ating wisdom sees even in the worst errors the
points where they touch the truth, and the
moiety of truth which has given them their
He does not believe in that unthink
vitality.
ing fanaticism which attempts to correct an
error by bending it as far as possible in the
direction of the opposite tendency. Take an
example :
"In attempting [the author is speaking of
Mariolutryl to present the Divine Being in His
relations to universal government, men have
well-nigh lost His personality in a sublime
abstraction.
Those traits of personal tender
ness and generous love which alone will ever
draw the human heart to God, it has too often
And, how
been compelled to seek elsewhere.
ever mistaken the endeavor to find in the

Virgin Mary the sympathy and fond familiar
ity of a divine fostering love, it is an error into

'

which men have been drawn by the profoundIt is an error of
eat need of the human soul.
the heart. The cure will be found by reveal
ing, in the Divine nature, the longed-for traits
in greater beauty and force than are given
them in the legends of the mother of Jesus."
The author has so long drunk in the spirit

of

the wondrous Life which he portrays, that
his delineations detract nothing from the con
vincing air of veracity which is always worn

by the simple but sublime original narratives.
One rises from the perusal of each chapter
with something of the same conviction as he
entertains after listening to the calm, direct,
unhesitating, simple testimony of the truthful
witness whom he has seen endure the keenest
cross-questioning
land.

of the ablest advocate in the

The author directs

the

attention

of

to those

Truth

not involving
his own sensibility.
But to a woman's heart there can be no other
announcement possible, that shall not stir
every feeling and sensibility of the soul, as
the promise and prospect of her first child.
Motherhood is the very center of womanhood.

The first awaking in her soul of the reality
that she bears a double life — herself within
herself— brings a sweet bewilderment of won
der and joy. The more sure her faith of the
fact, the more tremulous must her soul become.
Such an announcement can never mean to a
father's what it docs to a mother's heart. And
it is one of the exquisite shades of subtile
truth, and of beauty as well, that the angel
who rebuked Zacharias for doubt saw nolhing
in the trembling
hesitancy and wonder of
Mary inconsistent with a child-like faith."
The author accepts without hesitation, and
even with affectionate enthusiasm, the miracu
lous meaning of great events in the Gospel
narratives, and his large and warm belief ut
terly disdains to creep into the coves, and
creeks, and holes of carping, petty criticism,
the great ocean of truth, defying the
boldest navigators, lies with its inexhaustible
riches beyond. Shall the seafarer or explorer
reject his chart and cast his compass over

while

perhaps, he has detected some
inaccuracy ? One can almost detect a
gleam of holy indignation in the following:
" How could a planetary conjunction stand
over a particular house ? It is evident that the
board because,
slight

sidereal guide was a globe of light, divinely or
It was a
dered and appointed for this work.
That nature is but an organized out
miracle.
working of the Divine will, that God is not
limited to ordinary law in the production of
results, that He can and that He does produce
events by the direct force of His will, without
the ordinary instruments of nature, is the very
The gospels
spirit of the whole Bible

The
should be taken or rejected unmutilatcd.
disciples plucked the wheat-heads, and, rub
But
bing them in their hands, ate the grain.
our skeptical believers take from the New Tes
tament its supernatural element — rub out the

....

which would defy the genius of an archangel
to counterfeit.
What could surpass the follow

Miracles are
wheat, and eat the chaff.
to be accepted boldly, or not at all. They are
jewels, and sparkle with divine light, or they

ing?
" It may seem
strange that Zacharias should
be struck dumb for doubting the heavenly
messenger, while Mary went unrebuked.
But

arc nothing."
How delicate and yet how piercing to the
pretenses of unbelief is the following: "Can
such creatures," speaking of the supernatural

subtile,

deep,

internal

evidences

MR. BEECHER'
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S

beings who came as messengers, from the
"
heavenly world,
transcending earthly expe
rience, and far outrunning anything in the life
of man, be creations of the rude ages of the
human understanding?
We could not imagine
the Advent stripped of its angelic lore. The
dawn without a twilight, the sun without
clouds of silver and gold, the morning on the
fields without

dew-diamonds,

viour without Ilis angels

but not the Sa
Could a sen

suous ago invent an order of beings which,
touching the earth from a heavenly height on
its most momentous occasions, could still, after
ages

of culture had refined

the

human taste

and moral

appreciation, remain ineffably su
perior in delicacy, in pure spirituality, to the
demands of criticism ? Their very coming and
going is not with earthly movement"
Speaking of the mysterious events of the
Temptation, he makes the following bold con
"
fession : We find ourselves beyond our depth
at the very first step, and deep follows deep to
the end.

which

The mystery

&t that

Divine Spirit

Saviour, the mystery of
forty days of conflict in such a soul, the mys
tery of the nature and power of Satan, the
mystery of the three final forms into which
possessed

tire
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does valiant service after the following

"Men suffering from hallucination

fashion •

have claim

ed for themselves dignities and titles transcend-

ently above their merit. One must himself be
suffering from an hallucination who can im
agine Jesus at this period of His development
[during the first year of His public" ministry] to
His won
be overheated in brain, or fanatical.
derful discourse, which drew and fascinated
alike the rudest and the most learned, His
calmness, His self-forgctfulness, and His tender
sympathy for others, are inconsistent with any
supposition of tainted reason, and still less with
an over-swollen pride and self-conceit. And
yet when His attention was called to the fact
that forgiveness of sin was a Divine preroga
tive, He did not explain that it was a delegated
authority, but reaffirmed His right to forgive

of His own proper self, and wrought a miracle
in attestation of that right.
Mr. Beccher is never a mere dogmatist. If
at times his style leaps up to the level of in
dignant assertion, it is because he has climbed
to that height by the irresistible process of a
calm and well-planted series of undeniable ver
ities, and by his very nature he is so organized
that his convictions of truth must be ripened

the Temptation
resolved itself— these are be
yond our reach. They compass and shroud
the scene with a kind of supernatural gloom.
The best solution we can give to the difficulties
will cast but a twilight upon the scene
We believe the Temptation of Christ to have
been an actual experience, not a dream or a

He
in the noon-day heat of high emotion.
ever strikes that highest of all truth — that is,
truth only when it is aglow with life ; and what
is life without emotion? and so his whole book

parable, in which His soul, illumined and ex
alted by the Spirit of God, was brought into
personal conflict with Satan, and the conflict
was none the less real and historic because the

ever read.

of wonders, he uses the following decided
"
language : It is in vain to explain away the
miraculous element in the few cases which are
given in detail, unless some natural solution
ness

can be found for the healing of hundreds and
thousands, repeatedly effected at different times
and in different neighborhoods."
And the author, like another Black Knight,
fairly dashes into the ring of Rationalists,

and

it,

it

is

to the labors of those from
acknowledgment
whom he fundamentally differs. Take an ex

ample

"The Lives

of

Christ

which have been

written from the purely humanitarian view
have not been without their benefits.
They
have brought the historical elements of His life
into clearer light, have called back the mind
from speculation and imaginative efforts in
dim
spiritual directions, and have given to
and distant idea the clearness and reality ol
fact Like some old picture of the masters, the

a

in Mr. Beecher's fascinating
reproductions of the scenes enacted eighteen
centuries ago.
Plunging into this very wilder

but cold comfort

ficulty in the lesson, simply because he was too
superficial or too lazy to see or to solve any
He perceives all the questions at
difficulty.
cheerful
issue, and his candid charity awards

a

It is more probable
not for human eyes
that the experience was incommunicable."
Those who have great faith in the rational
izing process to spirit away all the signs and
wonders from the Gospel narratives will find

is

ecstasy of
The forty days were

that extraordinary

The convincing impression received from
total ty of the work
greatly deepened,
too, by the unaffected candor of the author.
He not like the easy scholar who saw no dif
the

a

the prophct-miud

We look upon
instruct and lead.
or, rather,
to be the best book of evidences we have
feel

:

method involved

seems to be alive as a master that stands by -to

Gospels exposed to the dust and smoke of su
perstition, to revarnishing glosses, and retouch
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An advocate wields peculiar power to con
vince our judgment when he is seen to carry
that nice sense of justice which forbids his tak
ing any advantage of an opponent, but con

that there shall have been such an influence
exerted upon the formation of the record that
shall be the truth respecting God, and no falsi
shall so expound the duty of man
ty; that

strains him freely to acknowledge the good ef
fected even by the extremists of the opposite

under God's moral government, as to secure,
in all who will,
true holiness that
shall
contain no errors which can affect the essential

a

it

(2

it

;

a

it

is

it

;

a

is

a

it

and sufficient guide to spiritual morality and
to rational piety. T§ erect for
claim to ab
solute literary infallibility, or to infallibility in
to weak
things not directly pertaining to faith,
aside from
authority and to turn
its avowed purpose. The theory of verbal in
strain upon the Word of
spiration brings
en its real

it

his position.
He holds that the Christ was
simply God manifest in the flesh, that this won
derful Being had the body of a man, but His
soul was the Spirit of God, and he claims that

that
makes provision for the
that
shall raise
very words and sentences
the inspired penmen above the possibility of
literary inaccuracy or minor or immaterial
mistakes.
the Bible be
sure
enough

if

side of the truth, and put him down among the
Patripassian heresiarchs, who distinctly deny
In the chapter on
a human bouI to Christ.
" The Doctrinal Basis " he
very clearly defines

of Inspiration,

it

respects our Lord's Divinity, or, rather, His
Some may even claim that Mr. BeechDeity.
er's zeal has shut his eyes to the humanitarian

truths taught, or which shall cloud the reason
or sully the moral sense.
not right or
But
prudent to infer, from the Biblical statement

is

party.
Some, perhaps, will be disappointed, but mul
titudes more will be eminently gratified at the
firm and clear stand which the author takes as

it

picture as it was laid upon the

detected

It

eye the original

if

canvas."

integrity of the fortress, and that
spot is
on the bosom of the sun, we shall not
show our wisdom by refusing to walk in his
light and be warmed by his beams. " Under
this declaration
Tim. iii. 16, 17), no more can
l>e claimed for the doctrine of Inspiration than

ing philosophies, in the sight of many, had lost
their original brightness and beauty. The ra
tionalistic school has done much to remove
these false surfaces, and to bring back to the

his expositions, and will aver that his zeal for the
maintenance of the pure Divinity of Jesus will
react in favor of that humanitarian rationalism

ing happy illustrations
" There are
multitude of minute and, on
the whole, as respects the substance of truth,

which he so much opposes.
It would not be,
perhaps, a difficult task, did our design admit
to show by numerous quotations from
of
this admirable work, that the author effectually
neutralizes, by his noble admissions, all dan--

not important, questions and topics which, like
fastened door, refuse to be opened by any
It
key which learning has brought to tliein.

a

of the tendencies or the influence of any por
work which throbs with the fullest
tion of
heart-beats of any religious production of our

a

time.
He handles the general subject of Inspira
tion in both
comprehensive and satisfactory
way. He moves here, as elsewhere, so as to
show that pin-holes do not sensibly impair the

it

it

:

a

is

a

better to let them stand closed than, like impa
tient mastiffs, after long barking in vain, to lie
whining at the door, uuable to enter and un

willing

to go away."

the temperance question his judgment
anticipates the settled conclusion to which the
candor and good sense of the whole moral and
Christian community are tending. Multitudes
will be glad to see that Mr. Beecher has none

Upon

a

of that false zeal in
good cause which does
not hesitate to stultify itself in Biblical criti
can make the Sacred
cism
perchance,
Text speak
language to suit some modern
exigency. Here, as elsewhere, he adheres to
the guidance of principles and the divine intui
it

that his intuitions and renovated sympathies
fly higher than his logic, and fairly cast his ra
For this reason,
tional processes in the shade.
as well as for others, we would not be afraid

which

a

a

is

too large, too full, too free, too divinely
mere logical bed,
taught to be stretched upon

God

pressed,

if,

il

a

It

gcrous tendencies which some might affect to
see in his doctrinal basis.
affords
fine
lustration of the fact, that Mr. Beecher's nature

a

can not bear.
If vigorously
tends powerfully to bigotry on the
one hand, and to infidelity on the other."
He
ably clinches the whole subject by the follow

it,

the Divine nature, clothed in flesh, did consti
tute the most absolute manhood, and filled up
the whole ideal.
It is a brilliant and fascinat
ing chapter, but many will fail to see the co
gency of his reasoning and the truthfulness of

tions of love, and repudiates all mere tricks
and forms of the letter.
" That the wine created by our Lord an
swered to the fermented wine of the country

1371.]
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would never have been doubted if the exigen
cies of a modern and most beneficent reforma
tion had not created a strong but unwise dispo

ed up into that symphony of the skies wherein
the powers of perfected nature rush out upon
the strains of the most exquisite emotions, into

sition to do away with the undoubted example
of our Lord. But though the motive was good,
and the effort most ingeniously and plausibly

the region where principles and affections be
come celestial intuitions.
In the other chap
ters, the reader walks among the golden can

carried out, the result has failed to satisfy the
best scholars; and it is the almost universal
conviction of those competent to form a judg
ment, that our Lord did make and use wine
which answered to the fermented wines of the

dlesticks

present day in Palestine."
The whole country knows that Mr. Beecher

holds uncompromising

views in regard to
Temperance, and none can fail to admire that
candor and firmness which refuses to support
a great and good cause by plausible but unfair

He puts the cause where it prop
arguments.
erly belongs, and lays it upon the high ground
of Christian expediency, as demanded by the
law of love.
" A certain advantage would be gained in

of many branches standing within

temple, and is taught those divine
principles which, being planted and becoming
germinant in the believing heart, draw the re
newed nature upward, and prepare him to join
"
song in the overture of the angels." He will
rise from perusing these magnificent chapters,
in which ethical exposition becomes alive with
divine love and luminous with spiritual intui
tions, and he will exclaim, " Surely this relig
ion is of God, and carries its own introduction
the lower

to every age, every clime, and to every race of
man ! "

We can not quit this agreeable review with
out some words of tribute to the general style
of the gifted author. Answering to his magic

the advocacy of total abstinence if it could be
shown that any use of wine is a sin against
one's own nature. But the moral power of
example is immeasurably greater if those who

call, events which we were accustomed to see
in the dim haze of the remote past, rise and ad
vance to the distinctness of the present hour,
and marshal themselves in the drama of living

hold that wine and its colleagues are not un
wholesome when used sparingly, shall yet, as a
free-will offering to the weak, cheerfully re

actors.
of originality dart
LightDing-flashes
forth from the bosom of the darkest subjects,
and reveal meanings of beauty and life where
Under the witchery
we thought all was dead.

frain from their

use.
To relinquish a wrong is
praiseworthy, but to yield up a personal right
for benevolent purposes is far more admirable.
" Had Jesus, living in our time, beheld the
wide waste and wretchedness arising from in

ordinate appetites, can any one doubt on which
"
side he would be found ?
Many would demur, doubtless, at this ques
tion, if by it we are to assume that Jesus living

now would have pursued any different course,
for they would claim that our Lord, being God
and knowing all things from the beginning,
suited his teaching and his acts — his miracles
— for all time.
" The example of Christ beyond all question
settles the doctrine, that if abstinence from

wine

is practiced, it must be a voluntary act, a
cheerful surrender of a thing not necessarily
in itself harmful, for the sake of a true benevo

lence to others."

The chapters which, on the one hand, give
greatest scope to the author's imagination and
sentiment, and, on the other, to his penetration
aud philosophical
grasp of fundamental and
" The
universal ethical truth, are the one titled
Overture of Angels," and the two expounding
set forth in " The Sermon on the
Mount."
In the first, the devout reader is lift
the principles

of his handling of the Gospel narrative every
minister may learn a new lesson in the possible
power of descriptive explanation.
His knowledge of the past always comes to
us in dramatic forms, and his exuberant imag
every fact upon a warm and
We nc longer read of the
Orient, we walk among its scenes, and it is
difficult to believe that the author never trod
the banks of the Jordan, and never in another
" Rob
"-boat paddled along the shores of
ination

throws

life-like

canvas.

Roy

the beloved Gennesareth.

Even the casual and rapid reader will be de
lighted with the numerous passages where the
poet's fancy and the painter's touch cast a warm,
See
tender gleam over the panoramic views.
how, in the following, the beloved Master comes
before us in his lowly life and daily work :
"During the fiery noons of Oriental cities
men shut themselves up in their houses ; but
at evening they pour forth, and the gate

of the

city is the grand resort. Thither, too, upon
the same day repaired Jesus, who was always
He was evi
drawn toward the multitudes.
And
dently expected and eagerly awaited.
now appeared a scene which only the imagina
All the diseases which the
tion can depict
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their memories had there been

help. The lame came limping, and those too
sick to help themselves were borne thither by
their friends, until the ample space was like a
camp-hospital. Jesus commenced among them
his merciful work. It was a solemn and joyful
scene.
Human misery was exhibited here in

The reader rises from this work with one
new impulse
great impression received, and
of conviction, as to how many germinal prin
ciples lie half hidden and half revealed in the
Gospels, and what an inexhaustible nursery
for study and life they are^

many forms ; but as one by one the touch or
came the re
word of the Master healed
Those who were coming,
bound of exultation.
bearing the sick on crutches, met returning
happy groups of those who had been healed.
Many tears of rejoicing fell as children were

Among the things which we predict that
every family can not do without will be this
master-work of Mr. Beecher; and the large and
elegant way in which the enterprising publish
ers have performed their task, in paper, type,

Strange
given back to despairing mothers.
calmness in some natures, and wild exhilara
tion in others attested the rapture of deliver
ance from loathsome disease.
Never in all

printing
both

CO

regularly

constituted

a

been

Doctor of Divinity, but always preferred to
be addressed as Mr., and in deference to that
creditable preference the writer so designates
He was born in Orange County, New
him.
His early
York, on the 29th April, 1785.
youth was without remarkable incidents, so
far as the writer
After the
informed.
usual preliminary
training, he was matricu
lated at Princeton and took
thorough lita

is

a

is

'

It

a

more

and copious index, and in the
of the "Consolidated Gospel," makes
luxury to read and most useful work
a

a

for frequent reference in respect to all subjects
to the Gospel narratives.

pertaining

FORT, D.D.
course at that ancient
The best evidence of his
scholarship, as well as the high esteem in
which he was held at his Alma Mater,
that

is

of learning.

a

he was, soon after his graduation, appointed
Assistant Professor of Ancient Languages,

position which he held for several years. Mr.
native

never allowed

modesty was such that he
any sketch of his life to be

It
impossible,
dates, and many incidents
and early manhood are lost.

published

while he lived.

therefore,

to fix

of his youth

is

Comfort's

In

May, 1812, he. married Miss Martha Ann
Cruser, with whom he lived in happy domes

tic association until her death, May 21, 1834.
The fruit of this marriage was eight chil
dren, four sons and four daughters, all of
whom survive their father but one, Mrs. Dr.
Alexander, of Clinton. His two youngest
sons, William and George, died during the
late war, of disease contracted in the army.
The remainder of his children are all mar
ried and scattered.
From Princeton Mr.
Comfort removed to Kentucky, where he re
sided about fourteen years. His sojourn in
Kentucky was divided between Henderson
and Russellville from the latter place he
emigrated to Clinton, Mississippi, in the fall
;

;

a

is

a

a

a

had

"

illustration,

seat

no evil, and, therefore, left nothing of the
kind to live after him. That his good deeds
may not be buried with him, and that the
moral influence of his pure and spotless life
our object.
may not be lost to the world,
The reader who expects
panegyric will
be disappointed.
The writer means nothing
of the kind. Dr. Comfort was ripe scholar,
an humble Christian, and
modest, unas
It was the chief glory
suming gentlemen.
of his life to go about doing good, dispens
ing charity in secret, and making constant
efforts to alleviate the sufferings of all who
were afflicted, either in mind or body.
Mr.
Comfort

joy of him who said,

to give than to receive.'

erary and theological

man
subject of this sketch, as
men, may be said to have done

THE
among

to feel the deep
blessed

S.

DANIEL
" The evil that men do, lives after them
The good, is oft burled with their bones."

such an even

But of all who
ing twilight of Sabbath-day.
went home that night in ecstasy of gladness
there was not one whose nature enabled him

it

it,

violent heals in that climate bred upon the un
cleanly habits and the squalid poverty of the
masses were represented at the gate by appro
Fevers, dropsies, paralysis
priate subjects.
The blind, the deaf, and — hover
were there.
ing on the edge afar off — the lepers implored

1671.]

DANIEL COMFORT,

of 1827. Here he led a life of usefulness,
setting an example of Christian piety until
his death on the 13th November, 18~>~>,
at the
ripe age of seventy years. That the death
of this good old man should have left an
aching void in that community, and wrung
sighs and tears from all ages and classes of
people, will not surprise the reader who fol
lows this sketch to its close.
It may be a matter of surprise to know-

PORTKAIT

OK

that so much time has boen allowed to pass
offering this brief outline of a good
man's life to the world. If he had been a
great orator, a great statesman, or a great
warrior, this office would long since, and on
a larger scale, have been performed by a hun
dred pens. But as he was " only great as he
was good," no one seems to have thought it
worth his or her while to try to rescue his
memory from oblivion, or to withhold from
the grave the priceless jewel of his good ex
ample.
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As a scholar, Mr. Comfort was almost with
out a peer.
His familiarity with the ancient
classics was almost marvelous.
In hearing
his classes he rarely ever took a book in his
hand, and yet he would detect the slightest
in the translation.
He could
write and speak the Latin language with al
most as much facility as he could his mother
His knowledge of the Greek was
tongue.
also remarkable.
He could repeat the Tcstainaccuracy

DANIEL

before

D.

Z> .

COMFOI!'

D .D .

ment almost from end to end in Greek, and
then give the English version.

Mr. Comfort

was, in religion, a Presbyterian,

and a teacher

by profession.
But, as the writer well re
members, he was scrupulously careful in his
translations of the Bible never to give or at
tempt to give
carefully

any sectarian

explain

a disputed

bias ; he would
passage accord

ing to the translation of each sect, and then
leave the pupil to decide for himself which
In
was right. He was a fine Hebrew scholar.
mathematics he was at home ; and his knowl
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fore his death he was universally
be

one of the most learned

It

country.

was

several occasions

in private,

admitted

to

in the
privilege on

divines

the writer's

to hear Mr. Comfort

read,

some of his

In
early sermons.
style, they were chaste as snow ; in language,
full, clear, and pointed ; and in spirit, the
very essence

of piety and earnest Christian

Read by such men as Bcccher, Chapin,

zeal.

or Palmer, they would have been accepted as
Read
splendid specimens of pulpit oratory.
by Mr. Comfort,

they would only be admired
for their beauty, learning, and fervent piety.
If it be thought that Mr. Comfort's light was
concealed under a bushel because he did not
teach from the pulpit, we beg to correct the

ig

it

it,

Comfort.

is

a

As teacher, Mr. Comfort attached his pu
pils to him with hooks of steel. They not
only delighted in affording him pleasure, but
they would cheerfully forego any pastime of
their own rather than offend him. To this
hour, the respect with which he was treated
class of grown young men, his pupils,
by
among the most pleasant of the writer's
It was his habit to
school-day recollections.
enter the schoolroom

at stated

hours

each

day, and in this as in everything else he was
exact.
It was rule, voluntarily imposed by
the students on themselves
never heard
that he required it), to take their seats as
they saw him coming, and rise to their feet
the hall and remain standing
until he was seated at his desk. This we
give as a type of the manner in which he was
treated by his pupils, and though
may be
only an evidence of ordinary good breeding,
was far from being everywhere found in
Mississippi thirty years ago.
But
was as
philanthropist that the
as he entered

it

sacred desk ; but he prosecuted his theological
studies with great earnestness, and long be

thinking
that their parents or guardians had paid Mr.

(I

his voice lacked compass; his manner was
Perhaps for these
quiet and unimpassioned.
reasons he did not long continue to fill the

the beneficiaries themselves were and are
norant of the facts, they doubtless

a

At an early period of his life he took
orders, and for a time preached in the Pres
His lungs were weak and
byterian Church.

ever

of
himself, and
we have good reason to think that many of

a

teach at all.

and yet very few people

as he never spoke

it

lore of letters, imposed upon himself the
duty of mastering every subject, and of being
prepared to go into the school-room ready to
teach thoroughly whatever he proposed to

ers combined,

knew

a

edge of other branches of scientific learning
was quite extensive.
Being a teacher, and
scrupulously exact in all his dealings with
of his
his patrons, he had, independently

it
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good points in Mr. Comfort's character were
His charity was
the most conspicuous.
boundless.

It

consisted not alone in giving

alms, — this, indeed, was one of his smallest
virtues, though he gave more according to
his means than any other man
have known.

left the pul
(fifty years ago), in Kentucky,

His charity consisted mainly in
universal
good-will toward men. He never wearied in
doing good. If people were sick or in dis
did not matter whether they were
tress,
rich or poor, high or low, he was the first to
offer assistance and the last to cease his ef
He threw the mantle as far as Chris
forts.
tian duty would allow him over every man's
faults.
With the zeal of an earnest friend he
would plead every extenuating circumstance,
and when he could no longer speak well of

would

piety ; when

faster

Stentor, we

rivaled Demosthenes.
field of usefulness was
teacher of youth.
In this occupation he

fancy,

Mr. Comfort's
as a

and
have

widest

was assiduous, devoted, and unwearying for
of men and
fifty years. Thousands

nearly

women have blessed his memory for the use
ful lessons, Christian and scholastic, he has
He was always poor in this
taught them.
world's goods, but he never urged his patrons,
and never denied

admission

cause he or she did not pay.
no doubt that he educated

to a pupil be
There

can be

more children

gratuitously than any other half-dozen teach

a

people, he ceased to speak
buked vice or immorality,

at all.

If

he re

in
purely Christian spirit and in the perform
ance of
Christian duty, and with
prayer
ful hope that the rebuke might do good to
others,

if

was done

not to the rebuked

person.

a

than learning

a

when voice and gesture made converts

it

Besides, Mr. Comfort

a time

it

pit at

a

less zeal.

I

He taught by example and conversa
tion, and far more effectively than thousands
of others gifted with greater eloquence and
error.

PREMONITIONS— DREAMS.
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"Blessed are the peacemakers," says the
Bible. Then is Daniel Comfort blessed in
If there were a family jar, a domestic
deed.
broil, a street quarrel, an embryo duel, or
quarrel of any kind, no odds who the parties
were, Mr. Comfort's good offices were inter
posed

at once ; and so long

as there was a

"
give no
hope of restoring peace, he would
rest to the sole of his foot, or slumber to his
eyelids," and this he would do so quietly and

that ofttimes the disputants
unobtrusively,
themselves did not know whose spirit it was
that smoothed their angry passions. We are
exceeding our prescribed limits, and must
close this imperfect sketch.
Mr. Comfort
lived a life of spotless purity, and died full

of hope, faith, and charity.

PREMONITIONS

—

DREAMS.

faculty of Spirituality is the basis of
faith, and gives a perception of
spiritual truth, faith in the unseen, a prophetic
insight, and a consciousness of spiritual im
Coupled with a peculiar tempera
mortality.
ment or with special conditions of body and

THE
religious

brain, the power of clairvoyance or prevision
The following letter and state
is manifested.
ment from a valued friend, a most estimable
and truthful gentleman, will be read with in
terest.

Marietta, Pa.
your investi
gations of mental phenomena have you discov
ered a solution for that condition of mind that
anticipates in panoramic vividness scenes that
are about to transpire ? I subjoin a case in
point, with the hope that you may find time to
give me the result of your researches on the
Yours respectfully,
b. &
subject.

Editor Piiren. Journal — In

A gentleman whose veracity an entire com
munity can vouch for, some years since had
several boats freighting on the Pennsylvania
At one time one of the boats loaded
Canal.
with coal for Baltimore was reported to have
gone down in a gale on the Chesapeake Bay,
A few nights
and the crew were drowned.
after hearing of this disaster he dreamed that
information reached him of the safety of the
boat and crew, and that the boat was lying
near North Point lighthouse, but slightly in
jured, — and the injury was on the right side
of the bow, under the whaling.
On hearing
this news he started at once for Baltimore ; ar

riving there, he walked down several squares
to a livery stable, hired a bright bay horse, and
started

out

to

see

the boat.

Some twelve
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miles from the city he passed the Ross Monu
ment ; some distance farther on, in the woods
he was passing through, he saw a black snake
stretched out on a log ; and some distance be
yond, on passing over the brow of a hill, he
saw the boat; while a short distance to the
right he saw a man on horseback sowing wheat
broadcast ; and in another direction several
colored men were cutting down timber, and
were watched by a white overseer.
In the
morning, when he awoke, he was so impressed
by the dream, that he at once resolved to in
vestigate the matter and be guided by the
dream.
He went to Baltimore, and went down seve
ral streets without any knowledge of the local
ity, and made no inquiry, but soon recognized
the place he had seen in his dream ; hired a
horse that he knew to be the same in color and
gait ; rode out of the city, and being intent up
on following the way as he had seen it in the
night, he came to the Monument, and was
startled to find it just as he had seen it in his
dream, and then remembered that he had read

of it when a boy ; but all knowledge of its ex
istence had been forgotten for many years.
Passing along through the woods he began to
be in doubt as to the

route, until he suddenly
upon the black snake stretched upon the
log ; and farther on he came to the hill, which
he recognized, and in passing to the summit of
it saw the boat lying in the position he had
came

seen it in his dream.
Turning to the right, he
saw the man on horseback sowing grain, a
style of husbandry he had never seen or heard
of before ; then looking around he saw the

timber with the blacks at work and the over
On examining the boat the

seer standing by.

injury was found to be precisely as it was re
vealed in the dream.
Sunshine and tiie Heart. — But a few
months ago I paused at the door of a vacant,
unfurnished room, once draped in softest col
ors, with its echoes hushed in folds of velvet
and damask, but now stripped of all that made
it beautiful.
This room, I thought, is like the heart In
days of prosperity it was stately and beautiful,
and joy and happiness lingered there, hand in
hand. The rich curtains hung over the win
dows and no ray of sun or moon or starry
Now the decora
planet ever entered there.
tions have all been swept away, and there
stands the room, bare and tcnantless; but
through the windows comes stealing the soft
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light of

strong spirit becomes shorn of its might, and
sorrow becomes dominant
over the spirit
When troubles flow upon you dark and heavy,

falls not within the heart, though through His
infinite mercy it ever lingers round; but when
friends, riches, power, and all earthly baubles
are gone, then the curtains are flung aside, and
lo! the light falls within, even as the moonlight,
zoe.
into that desolate chamber.

toil not with the waves, and wrestle not with
the torrent ; rather seek by occupation to divert
the dark waters, which threaten to overwhelm
you, into the thousand channels which the du
ties of life always present
Before you dream

thing occu
Those who
work hard seldom yield to fancied or real sor
row.
When grief sits down, folds its hands,

a

a

a

it

constitutes

barrier far more absolute than

range of mountains.
Beyond
may lie fair woods, and soft grass, and tempt
ing game, which could easily be made his
only the glassy wave would afford him

if

own,

it

the loftiest

ning of
savage

single step prevents even the'beginIn such perplexity, the
passage.
not alone.
Great armies, in more

is a

sustain

a

a

is

The distance
pathway.
insignificant, but
the interposition of an element that will not

a

civilized times, and nil the processes of ex
tending empire and growing commerce, have
often been brought to
stand in the same
manner.
Rivers have been sad obstacles in
man's pathway, notwithstanding their beauty

across the widest

streams, making

way above the waters,

a

and beneficence, tasking his energy and in
ventive genius to the utmost.
But they have
been overcome, and bridges are now thrown
secure

not only for human

feet, but also for the loaded ear.

Such struc

tures rank among the most beautiful
and
really useful productions of human art. How
often have thoughtful persons stood upon
them, equidistant from the shores and high

a

in the air, thinking cxultingly of the victory
achieved over another of nature's barriers.
Even before the era of bridges rude boats
made
kind of connection between the oppo-

RESEARCHES.

of rivers, but

site banks

was very partial
Each boat seemed a waif cast

and uncertain.
out

on the

it

dismay of
savage as he
in the course of his journeying,
for the first time, on the bank of large river,
and gazes across its flowing current.
To him,
the

RECENT SCIENTIFIC

PITTENOER.

which might

rushing current,

reach its destination

safely

and

return,

or

might sink on the way, according to the
But
pleasure of the genius of the stream.
the bridge possesses more of the character of
solid earth, and
way-mark of material
conquest over which the philanthropist may
well rejoice.
But rivers

a

BY WM.

FANCY
arrives

is

SOS IE

is

OR,

and earthly

chasms are by no
that need bridging.
As the reader has already conjectured, the
means the only intervals

title of this essay
The bridge
metaphor.
to which our attention will now be turned
a

OK MOTION

is

heart!

is

THE BRIDGE

a glorious

human

;

is for the

it,

those waters will fertilize the present and
give birth to fresh flowers, that will brighten
Grief, after all,
the path of duty.
but a self
the man who
ish feeling, and most selfish
yields to any indulgence which brings no joy
to his fellow-men.

of

can not be built of iron or stone.
now to do with

We have

separating chasm more pro
found than any ever cleft by torrent through
mountain range.
It lies between two prov
inces of

a

Occupation.— What

pation

[Dec,

and mournfully feeds upon its own fears, weav
ing the dim shadows which but a little exer
tion might sweep away into a funeral pall, the

the moon ; it glides along the wall,
stripped of all pictures save that, irradiates
every nook and comer of the apartment, falls
even upon the stranger standing in the doorway.
So with the heart. While wealth and friends
arc clustered around, the beautiful light of God

existence so widely sundered

that

they seem at first view to have no connection
whatever,

which

and to be incapable

are, in some mysterious

of any,

yet

way, intimately

Our task
and mutually dependent.
these two great divisions (into
which the whole world divides itself before

united
is

310

to take

our sight), and if unable to definitely point
the bond between them — the bridge by which

their mutual influences pass and repass — at
least to indicate the direction from which an
on this subject may
increase of knowledge
come.

We may expect the undertaking to prove

THE BRIDGE OF MOTION.
In the physical world there are
not yet surmounted.
The
rivers and oceans of this comparatively little
planet present serious difficulties to man only
because of his own weakness.
But the space
formidable.

many obstructions

between

the planets, and beyond these the
abyss between suns and systems, are scarcely
to be expressed in numbers, much less repre
sented in thought.
But even these arc as

nothing to the gaps between things different
in kind, which afford no common basis even
for computation.
MIND AND MATTER.

What shall we say of them ? Metaphysi
cal conflicts regarding their " entities " and
" and "
" relations have
"

The other is the ultra
metaphysical view.
scientific view, in which our senses are taken
for a starting-point instead of our knowledge
of self, and with a result equally conclusive.
The man of science asserts that matter can be
weighed and measured, and that these pro
cesses constitute
the solo possible test of
truth. As mind, therefore, can not be brought
into the scales or measured by the foot, the
conclusion

is inevitable

it

does not exist

Organized matter, he admits, presents
certain phenomena differing from unorganized,
among which are vegetable and animal life ;
sensation and volition are still more compli
cated, but can only be regarded
arising from combinations

mysterious,

a single point.
We are surrounded by
objects that we recognize through our senses,

the victorious advance

and we say these are composed of " matter,"
without attaching any very definite significa
tion to the term. We become conscious of

that

at all.

objective
subjective
raged around them for centuries without set

tling

871

effects

will

as passing

of matter,

at present, but which
in due time be made perfectly plain by
no doubt,

of science.

There is

no need, he says, to suppose a new element
called " mind " or " spirit " to account for

personality, thought, and will in ourselves,
and notice in other persons certain manifesta

we are unable to completely explain
only because of the immaturity of our know
God and immortality are both swept
ledge.

tions that are, in ourselves, always the effect
of these qualities.
Even the lower animals

away by such theories, as golden edging of
the cloud of life —mere mists cast up by the

show some traces of them.

To all such ex
of the senses we
Now, do these
apply the term "mind."
terms, matter and mind, mark a real distinc
tion in the world, or are they — either one or
both— illusive ? We cannot here recapitulate
discussion on this subject,
the voluminous
The
nor is it necessary that we should.
istence

beyond

the realm

simple common sense and common experience
of mankind afford the only tenable ground.

Yet it is very amusing for one who has a firm
faith in the abstruse doctrine that white is
white and black is black, to look on while
one set of philosophers
proves that there is
nothing in the universe but matter, organized
or unorganized; and another, with equal
there is no such thing
at all — nothing but mental states,

clearness, shows that
as matter

or impressions ! These latter philosophers
abolish the whole outward world by saying
that we can not recognize it except through
our senses, and these may all the while be
playing us false. According to their views,
we know nothing but ourselves and the im
pressions made upon us ; it being just as prob
able that the latter have no correspondence
This is the ultra
with any outward reality.

what

on-rushing

of vital phenomena into the brain
no more of reality than the

—but containing
splendid

cities and landscapes that often float

in complete beauty around the setting sun !
When two theories apparently contradict
each other, it does not necessarily follow that
one is true and the other false. They may
both be false ; or they may be merely different
sides of the same truth. These two theories
exemplify still another possibility.
each partly true and partly false.

They are
They are

true in their assertions, false in their negations.
The latter mutually destroy each other, and'
thus bring us back to the very point reached
long ago by the common consent of mankind.
Matter does exist, and forms the basis of mind
Our senses give us a true report of the out
ward world. They may be mistaken in par
ticulars, but all their mistakes are susceptible
of correction, and their testimony may be
verified until further error is impossible.
In
telligence is built upon life in man and
animal, but is neither a necessary attribute of
of it. It belongs
matter, nor a modification
to another order — constitutes the other hemi

Each of
sphere in the great world of being.
these primary elements seems to be dependent

Phrenological Journal.
a

period

in assertions with

very slender ac
proof, we bespeak our
In due time we will go

of
companiment
reader's patience.

over the ground more carefully,
taking
nothing for granted that has not been fairly
Our object just now
established.
to place
is

it

a

a

is

is

a

without mind, even

if

could
world
exist. Both taken together make up
of wonderful perplexity and grandeur.
This
conclusion
forced irresistibly upon us;
every thought
proof that mind exists;
every action reveals the presence of matter.
But these two great elements present per
fect contrast in character.
They possess no
and unknown

tences, into metaphysics, but will promise
return.
If we deal for the same

speedy

a

it,

upon the other. Mind, at least as we perceive
would be impossible without matter;
while matter would be useless, purposeless,

before the mind, in

a
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outline that

will

thus direct

attention

few strokes, the rough
be filled up, and

afterward

from

the first to the

The finest forms of organized
of intel
ligence and volition show no sign of approach
in their kind or essence.
Yet
necessary
to our conception of
world that there should
be established the most free and perfect inter

only very interesting in themselves, but also
of prime importance for our purpose.
These
are space and time.
These words have an
easy, familiar sound, and we will not run the
risk of making them appear more difficult by
Matter must
any attempt at explanation.
have room or space as
condition of its ex
The mind must have successive
istence.
thoughts, and this succession implies time.
Neither mind nor matter requires the quality
we have spoken of as necessary for the other.

scarcely,

;

if

at all, before

it

of

it,

it

strong, rising high over the rolling waves,
far on its course losing sight
and follow
rests in

We will be obliged

to dip, for

a

equally firm union with the opposite shore.
A MBTAPIIVSICAL
VIEW.
few sen

magnitude.

it

it

?

question, for

if such

common factor

can be

will probably establish
conceivable
relation between matter and mind themselves.
There
one thing alone that can fulfill all
The passage
necessary conditions — inotwn.
of matter from point to point involves the
idea of time, which thus ceases to be
purely
mental quality. Through material motions
mind gets
conception of the space occupied
by matter, and, indeed, of all its known phe
nomena
and by the power of producing (or
a

found,

a

directing)

motion

is

rather

it

as a newspaper story.
But while we look
through the mists that still cloud our
eyes in this early morning of the world's life,
we may see one end of the arch, solid and

has no conceivable

Mind does not need space in which to exist.
And on the other hand, if the material
universe existed alone,
could neither give
nor receive
note of time, and were
at rest,
there would be no time.
Now, can we con
ceive anything which harmonizes into one
idea both space and time — an important
a

it

if

is

it,

a

;

a

scarcely expect that both, viewed from the
vital point of their union, should be plain

A thought

a

a

a

Like the bridge Mirza saw in his vision,
has
cloud resting upon one end but if we
can form
clear conception of the nature of
the structure itself, our eyes may follow
The
pier after pier, far into the obscurity.
outline of the hills on the farther shore will
become visible, and we may notice how beau
tifully the country on either hand slopes down
to the majestic arch, and how smooth and
made.
We will have
easy the passage
occasion to admire the forethought and rich
ness of resources displayed
by the all-accom
plished engineer of this matchless work.
The obscurity could not all bo cleared away
even
every light of science were burned in
full view, for as each of the connected shores
contains many mysteries in itself, we could

it

There must, then, be

bridge thrown across this bottomless chasm,
more solid than the eartli, and as broad as
the whole of life. Is there such
one? Yes!

is

course between them.

a

is

a

it

matter and the lowest manifestations

;

line.

dary

a

proper point.
There are two properties or attributes of
mind and matter respectively which are not

is

common properties.
no insensible
There
shading of one into the other, but each
remains clear and sharp up to the very boun

able to make

its impress upon matter. Motion, then, we
affirm to be the bridge over which necessarily
between the two
passes all communication
great factors of the world, and address our
selves to the proof of that affirmation.
To begin on the side of mind will avail
nothing.
Metaphysicians have not yet taken
the first step toward explaining the connec

THE BRIDGE OF MOTION.
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tion between the mental and material worlds.

How the mind
swifter

is affected by the finer and
forms of motion that bear the evi

dences of space and matter up to the gates of
consciousness, or how it sends back such mo

tion carrying change of place and all the
modifications
of space and time to the out
ward world, is yet unknown.
The cloud still
rests upon that end of the bridge.
We can
measure and name the various nerve structures
through

the medium of which this is accom

We are convinced that we have
plished.
driven the mystery to its last refuge in the
pulpy mass of the brain, at least in all higher
animals.
But the mode of contact between
that organ and the mind is as little known
to us as to the most ignorant savage.
We must, then, as our only alternative,

gin with matter

and

trace

be

it through its

successive refinements as nearly as possible up
to mind. We sum up the process, so far as it
on the surface, very simply by saying,
that by means of light, heat, sound, odors,
flavors, and bodily contact, acting through
eye, ear, mouth, nose, and the sense of touch,
we become acquainted with the objects that
surround us. The statement is very simple,
and embraces few elements ; but to ascertain
the true nature of these has cost the greatest
mcii on our planet, in the aggregate, centuries
upon centuries of persistent and toilsome

lies

labor.

THE "IMPONDERABLE
AGENTS" — MOTION.
Light, heat, electricity, magnetism, etc.,
etc., were formerly called imponderable bodies
for two reasons : they weighed nothing, and

yet were supposed to be some kind of sub
stance.
They were clearly not spirit, and
therefore no alternative was apparent but to
set them down as very peculiar kinds of mat
ter.
Even yet we talk about the " electric
fluid" as if it were something that could be
poured from one cup to another. Light was
thought to be a kind of invisible dust, shot
out from every burning body with incon
ceivable velocity, bouncing off each object it
came in contact with, and hurrying onward
with undiminished speed until entirely dis
Heat was considered to be a fluid
sipated.
lodged around the particles of all bodies, and
having a strong tendency to run off when not
All these — substances
carefully guarded.
—
shall we call them ? presented very curious
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on
phenomena, and aroused a determination
the part of investigators
to know the whole
truth about them. The result is wonderful.

The splendid volume of science has few more
romantic pages than those which record how
heat, light, and electricity were hunted down,
one by one, and after being driven from hid

'

and undergoing
ing-place to hiding-place,
more metamorphoses in the chase than the
princess and magician of Arabian story, were
at last proved to be just our old friend — mo

A brief survey will show how this
tion.
most important conclusion was reached.
Looking over

a field

of ripening wheat

when the wind blows, waves will be seen to
arise and course rapidly along its surface.
The first impression made upon the eye is that
the masses of golden grain of which the
waves consist are being borne along with the
speed of the wind. This impression can not
be correct, or the whole contents of the field
would soon be piled up at one side. A little
observation

made close at hand

shows that

each stalk in its own place simply rises and
falls alternately, while the progressive waves
arc an optical illusion. In deep water a simi
The surface
lar phenomenon is displayed.
rises and falls in undulations, but there is no
Did the water in a wave
onward motion.
run forward with the velocity it appears to
have, no ship could long resist the shock
even

of

a very gentle Bea. Near the shore,
of the bottom with the un

the interference

dulations does give some onward motion,
and makes the stroke of the surf far more
severe.

The rudest savages soon learned such facts ;
The
but the next step was more difficult.
waves in water and in standing grain were
simply motion in the form of undulations.
But how about sound ? It was surely not a
body, although it traveled in the same man
ner as light, which was classed with sub
stances. It did not always exhibit the same
but passed much more swiftly
velocity,
It could not
through iron or water than air.
A bell rung
be produced in a vacuum at all'.
under the exhausted receiver of an air pump
The quivering of a plate of
gave no sound.
metal struck by a hammer could be plainly
seen, and the vibrations grew less and less as
the sound died
turned

away.

in the direction

If

a drum-head

of

a

was

loud noise if

.
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AND ITS PHENOMENA.

From sound to light was a great advance.
Notwithstanding the many points of resem
blance between the two, there are also wide
differences.

Sound is confined

to the imme

diate neighborhood of the earth, and can not
be transmitted through vacancy at all.
By
various contrivances it can be rendered sens

ible to the eye or touch. But light goes
throughout the universe, passing over the
voids between the planets as easily as through
the clearest air.
other sense.

It

It

can be recognized by no
opens up a whole world of

its own so glorious and beautiful that with
out it life would be scarcely endurable.
Is
this wonderful light only a kind of quivering
motion, and no real substance at all? This
seems very improbable.
Men would not accept
such an explanation as long as any other re
mained.
But proof began to accumulate
rapidly. The various analogies to sound were

it,

and

opposition,

securely

established,

al

though our text-books, which are always half
century behind the times, still persist in ex
plaining two theories of light
1

LIGHT

HEAT

AND ITS RELATIONS.

But when the question of the nature of
light was thus disposed of, the way was open
for another and yet more important generali
Heat and light arc twin agencies
of nature. They frequently, if not always,

zation.

originate in the same manner.

will produce

A

fire or a lamp

one as well as the other.

The

the great source of both.
When light
was shown to be merely
kind of motion,
was difficult to avoid
suspicion that heat
might be similar — differing in the direction
sun

a

living drum, and through its motion commu
nicated a sensation to the mind.
When
this idea was once reached, a thousand facts
confirmed it.

it

a

a

that sound was simply

of the air, which struclf upon this

;

shivering

is

became irresistible

is,

When the human ear was

examined by the anatomist, it was found to
contain a miniature drum, and the inference

exert a pressure in every direction beyond the
weight of mountains.
Strange as the theory
fact after fact came into view, each one of
which accorded with
until all the phe
nomena of light were as perfectly explained
as the motions of the planet by the theory
of gravitation.
The unduiatory hypothesis
was at first received with ridicule, and for
many years made very slow progress in tha
has now overcome all
scientific world but

is

ing body to it.

[Dec,

a

would begin to vibrate visibly, showing that
some motion had been carried from the sound

.

it
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or extent of movement.

likeness.

The course of proof
still more direct.
Common
mechanical motion — the motion of masses —
could be converted into heat to any extent,
thus indicating that motion of bodies in the
aggregate might transform itself into another
kind of movement — that among the particles
or ultimate atoms of bodies.
As
hammer

explicable on any other theory than that of
undulations.
Yet light can not be waves in

and bell can produce an indefinite amount of
noise, thus showing by its inexhaustibleness
that sound
not
substance lodged in the

as any star has ever gleamed, and penetrating
to the centers of all solid bodies — a substance

marvelously light, clastic and, strong. To ful
fill all necessary conditions, this substance —

if

it be not an abuse of words to call it
such — must bo millions of times less dense
than the lightest drifts of vapor that float
through the air on a summer day, and yet

a

a

pores of the bell, so the fact that the rubbing
of two pieces of metal together could be a
source of heat for many days, proved that
the motion of turning was merely converted

into molecular motion.

When the process is
powerful
source of mechanical motion that man can
make available.
The steam-engine, with all
its triumphs,
only a means for turning so
many degrees of heat into sensible motion
and the exact equivalent of each has been
calculated with great exactness.
Investiga
tors have, indeed, gone far beyond this, and
entering within the domain of these invisible
but most potent undulations have, by means
of delicate contrivances, measured the exact
reversed,

heat

becomes the most

;

any ordinary kind of matter, for its wonder
ful velocity of nearly 200,000 miles per second
is maintained at a uniform rate in the densest
and rarest medium, while material vibrations
must vary according to the density of the
substances through
which they pass. To
meet the requirements of the theory, an ether
was supposed filling all space, at least so far

is

to be evidences of real
The singular appearances of polari
zation, which were now discovered, were in

case was

is

traced out and found

in this

The bridge of motion.

We may go still further,
closely simulated.
and assert that in each operation of the

mind — in loving, hoping, fearing, reasoning —
some expenditure of motion is made which
must be supplied in force, or the materials of
force, from the outer world. We will not
now follow these researches further.
But in the facts already stated what won

it

it

it

to the eye,

that

once-,

John

attacked

when

B. Gough relates
by the delirium

it

tremens, he took an iron file in his hand, when
instantly turned
to his inexpressible horror
to

Our iron bar does

writhing serpent!

not quite

do that

but when we put on the

surely exhibits more
spectacles of science,
motions than were ever seen in the most ac

In this
not singular, for all
are
which we are surrounded
We may grow be
affected in like manner.
wildered and fail to realize it, or even grow
remains true that there
skeptical, but
This atomic motion pervades
rest nowhere.

tive serpent.
objects

by

is

caused to relax and contract again, even after
death, by an electrical discharge along the
nerves, and thus the effect of a volition be

of the solar system

the universe.
so widely ex
And well for us that
otherwise the world would be an
for only through such motions
utter blank

tended,

is

impressions of the outside world, is itself a
mode of vibrations.
The muscles may be

seems

it

muscles,

as

parts arc separated from each
other, and move in their own way, with no
more possibility of stopping than the planets

it

and gives rise to sensible
motions in them, and in return carries back
to our

Solid

its ultimate

is

OTHER BODIES.

But within the human body, and in close
approximation to the citadel of mind itself,
The nervewe find the same reign of motion.
force which carries the behests of our wills

less vibration.

!

AND

it

BODV

;

MODES OP

MOTION IN TIIE HUMAN

that the bar possesses heat all the while, and
that each atom must, therefore, be in cease

it

possess a wider range of sensibility, making
both these chemical rays and the rays of
heat visible, thus giving us as many as twenty
We can
primary colors, instead of seven.
not now pause to speak of the brilliant and
■wond erful changes that would thusbe wrought
in appearance of the outward world by an
almost imperceptible modification of our own
Even now it is probable
organs of vision.
that some of the lower animals perceive
colors of which we know nothing.
Electricity forms no exception to the rule
by which all the "imponderables" have been
resolved into motion.
The mere fact of its
being excited by friction raises a strong pre
sumption that it is merely another form taken
by the motion of the rubbing body — a pre
Galvanism
sumption abundantly verified.
and magnetism, which are only modifications
of electricity, of course went the same road.

And much more is involved than at first ap
Nowhere is there rest
pears on the surface.
among the particles even of the most solid
bodies.
Everything is revolving, whirling,
twisting, turning and shivering on every side
of us. Take up a solid iron bar and scratch
it with a pin, every particle moves back and
forth as if shaken by an earthquake ! The
sound you hear is the motion of the particles
of the iron communicated to the air, and
It is a
from that to the drum of the ear.
motion of the atoms in and among each other.
If I blow my breath on the end of the same
is started,
bar, another set of vibrations
which may be caught up and measured at the
farther end.
Pass a current of electricity
and the particles are stirred by
through
another kind of agitation.
Our seeing the
bar at all, proves that the motion of its par
ticles throws back toward us the waves of
to whiteness,
light that strike it. Heat
and this motion becomes so intense that
can originate ethereal vibrations of dazzling
No one of the atoms in that bar
brightness.
in contact with another, or there would not
We know
be room for all these free motions.
it,

be so constructed that the optic nerve would

derful conclusions are forced upon us ! There
is nothing half so romantic in any fairy legion
ever recited around the Christmas hearth.

;

are found, too short to be perceived by hu
man eye, but capable of producing chemical
effects. It is conceivable that our eyes might
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is

length of the masses of light and heat. The
longest are those of heat, which grow shorter
as they are accompanied with greater de
Of the different colored
grees of light.
•waves of light itself, the red are longest, and
the others diminish in the order of the
spectrum, until the extreme violet is reached.
But even beyond this point other vibrations

a
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more serviceable than much general explana
tion.
OP

SENSATION AND

PERCEPTION.

is

it it,

The waves of sound roll through the air
upon the drum of the ear just as the waves of
the ocean roll upon the shore. The resulting
vibrations of this drum are communicated to
the auditory nerve, which has a great suscep
tibility to motion.
By this nerve it is con
ducted to the place of the nerve's origin in
the brain.
Beyond this we can not follow
but we know that the mind
affected by
and instinctively refers the vibrations to their
source.

If

the waves be short and

is

;

a

is

shrill sound
con
quick, the sensation of
veyed if long and separated by wide inter
vals, the sound
deep and bass. From these
differences, along with several others, the
makes many inferences

regarding

the

of the body in which the souJd

This

no

be totally

insensible to all others.

Through

is

is

put into proper shape
for traversing the optic nerve, and producing
appropriate effects upon the brain. Then the
If the light-wave
candle or star
visible.

the retina, motion

before reaching the eye, to strike
upon some other object,
modified, dimin
ished in amount, and the length of the waves
probably changed. Then arriving at the retina,
as before,

it

produces
this difference reveals

a

is

it

happens,

different

effect,

the properties

and

of the

a

;

which motion

had stopped.
The mind can
in union with matter, save

not be maintained
when

this motion we call heat moves at
Truly we live in a. strange
pace.

a

the retina.

arranged as to vibrate in unison
with certain lengths of undulations, and to
so

temper, no deadliest poison, could
penetrate quicker to the fountains of life
than simple contact with
mass of metal in

regulated

world. Increase the motion that
swaying
and varying in every object around us beyond
certain very narrow limits, and we are in the
midst of
Decrease
devouring furnace
and the chill of death takes hold upon us
Between these two extremes, this strange
double existence of ours
maintained.
By

it,

called

is,

nerve-matter

keenest

!

it
is

concen
the lens of the eye, by which
trated with full force upon that curtain of

is

sends an

agitation through the all-pervading ether
with inconceivable rapidity and shoots into

doubt,

it

is

unknown

a

or perhaps from some
distant fixed star —

it

in

of particles caused by the burning
the chemical union of elements — in
a

candle

cause

;

a

is,

agitation

— that

!

wave of light goes substantially through
process. Starting from the rapid

the same

is

A

originates.

a

nature

a

mind

which we term cold, and the pain arising
from freezing or burning, comprise all the
sensations we directly obtain from heat-waves.
Not our nerves alone are affected by them,
but they run through our whole organism and
cause the particles of our bodies to move in
certain rate of such
accord with them.
motion
essential to the performance of vital
maintained we
functions, and when this
have the genial sensation of warmth.
When
becomes too slow, we are cold when too
fast, we are fevered or burned. Could these
motions stop for
single instant in the cease
less whirl they maintain through every nerve
and tissue of our bodies, death sudden as the
No sword of
lightning flash would result.

whose hand,
dom

are

plished

?

outward

to us certain

sensations as we receive from the all-revealing
light. The feeling of warmth on its absence,

it

PROCESSES

has transmitted

a

matter reports itself, through its motions, to
A few plain instances will be
senses.

our

and our eyes

vibrations that we instinctively accept as
true report of the object itself — clearly not
of its essence, however, but only of its rela
tion to us.
If these light-waves fall upon any part of
the body except the eye, they are too refinqd
and ethereal to produce any impression.
In
this they differ from the larger and ruder
waves of heat which are transmitted through,
and agitate ordinary matter as well as the
luminiferous ether. The latter are not con
fined to one port of entrance to our conscious
ness, but to compensate for this, they are not
variety of
capable of producing in us such

A

and how they are all merely modifications of
one underlying principle, we will endeavor
to form a conception of the method by which

When we
impinged.
upon which
say we see any object, we simply mean that
the luminiferouB ether between that object

object

is

Before
do we get any knowledge of matter.
to show
how each of these
attempting
motions may be transformed into any other,

[Dec,

and according to whose wis
nice adjustments
accom

these

THE BRIDGE OF MOTION.
FORCE.

medium between mind and matter by proving
both the universality of motion and its abso
lute necessity for the continuance of physical
existence.
But the whole story is not yet
told. On top of universal motion in atoms
is piled universal motion in masses.
Every
thing with which we are acquainted moves,
and these movements are not simple, but are
compounded and multiplied in a most puz
zling manner. There is something strangely
in the wild
bewildering and confounding
trooping forward of all things in heaven and
earth toward some unattained

and unattain

able goal, unless our fundamental conception
be firmly grasped — that motion is the only
law of life — the necessary condition by which

The earth — once
mind is linked to matter.
thought to be enjoying the quiescence of
eternal rest — literally whirls upon its axis !
The winds move over its bosom ; the tides
the whole mass sweeps around the
sun at the rate of a thousand miles a minute ;

heave;

the other planets join in the

same

giddy

animal.

something has been termed force, and from
it alone can motion originate. When motion
disappears, it turns into force again, which
can never be lost or destroyed, although it
may pass into any of the forms of motion.

The establishment within a few years of what
is generally known as the " Conservation and
the Correlation of Forces " is the richest
chapter in the annals of science since the dis
covery of the law of gravitation.
Indeed, it
may well be doubted whether even that
introduces
mighty generalization
us to
grander conceptions or opened a wider field
for future discoveries.
The fundamental
truth underlying this cluster of laws
that
no agency in the universe, so far as observed,
has the power of creating or destroying mo

there so accurately balanced

But no ! the stars appear to stand
repose."
at their post only because so far distant that

there be in the universe one point of rest, one
body that is not ceaselessly moving, or one
part icle of matter that is not in restless vibra
tion, the investigation of man has not yet

If

it !

the reader has sufficiently

mastered the
the phenom
for another

advance.

he is prepared

Hitherto we have tacitly assumed

that motion

continues

essentially

the same

thing, wbether exhibited in the revolution of
flowing of a river, the phenom-

a planet, the

that no motion

mani
But the power which
each movement of matter still

exists.
TRANSFORMATIONS

In this

OF MOTION.

essay we have fixed our view upon

motion rather than force, although the latter
the more pervasive and fundamental prin

is

is,

that the former
The reason for this
ciple.
much more evident to the senses, and deals
with phenomena rather than with causation.

We may with approximate correctness regard
spring surrounding each particle of

force as

matter, and opposing either its approach
attractive
It
others or its recession.

to

in

certain fixed proportions between all particles
of matter when they are separated beyond

limits, and repulsive within
sufficient
No human power
matter
into
of
atoms
the
ultimate
to press
contact, and no amount of separation prevents
The
them from drawing toward each other.
full weight of the inferences to be deduced

certain

definite

those limits.

above conclusions, and realized
ena described,

in

fested

from these remarkable
a

discovered

result.

is

sluggard — are imperceptible.

veriest

When we examine more closely, we find their
course to be onward — onward — forever 1 If

almost

or be locked up in one of the two
forms of force (to be explained shortly), and

will

is the

may, indeed, be transformed

infinitely,

all these in his train hurries forward with yet
undiscovered
velocity,
along the arc of a
mightier circle. When we lift our eyes to
the calm of the star-lit sky, and feel its tran
quil influence distill into our souls, we say,
" Here, at last, is rest. Here our thoughts can

motions — compared with which the cannonball as it leaves the mouth of the cannon

It

tion.

is

chase ; comets rush through the sky ; meteors
dart down upon the earth ; and the sun with

of light and heat, or the leaping of at
This was not an oversight, but the
explanation is still to be given. Each motion
can be turned into any other, or stored up,
and brought forth upon occasion. To under
stand this we must look at something back
of motion, and still more mysterious.
This
ena

is,

A WHEEL !

may be thought that we have already
executed our design of showing what is the

is

WITHIN

It

is

THE WHEEL
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facts must be reserved

little longer.
To make clear the wide range over which
*

Phrenological Journal.

a

mill and, by appro

Or

it

industrial arts.

may, with equal facility,
machine, and

a

is

is

is

these motions

re

is

is
is

probably

that

parts of the earth are moved into
new situations.
the solid

the sunbeams falling on

a

These are far from being the most compli
cated examples of the transformation of mo
tions that might have been selected. Suppose

plot of soil which

a

the germ of
tree. Infused with
the power thus imparted, that germ begins
to expand, draws upon the soil for new ma

is

is

is

is

original stock in noise, which, however,
not lost, but puts on other forms — perhaps
those of heat and electricity.
Channels are
formed on the mountain and plain, and thus

it

gives us as sound the musical clash we so much
love to hear in time of drought.
The torrent
also roars, and thus expends more of the

is

it

its starting-point,— but not in full force.
As
sets the air on tremor, and
the rain falls,

!

has made the circuit of sea, and cloud, and
mountain, and lightning only to go back to

the dream of enthu
friction into heat —
to convert the
siasts. The real problem
stores of attraction and repulsion which ex
ist everywhere in nature, or the atomic mo
tions which arc the result of such forces, into
the motion of masses in the easiest and most
economical manner.
Water expansion, or,
more plainly, steam power,
the nearest ap
proach to the solution of this problem which
has yet been attained; but
may not always
maintain this supremacy, for nature
full of
similar forces. The sun every day sends an
almost boundless supply of energy to the
earth, which
only prevented from becom
millionaire in this kind of wealth by
ing
an equally prodigal expenditure.
A thou
sand times more power
radiated off to the
stars each night than would move all the
And there are
steam-engines in the world
many other sources of power besides the rays
of the sun. The on-rnshing of the earth in
an incalculable manifestation of
its orbit
is

thus returning to
had in the sunbeam.
It

be produced,

it

dazzling light

the original form

device which will continue to generate
power for mechanical purposes out of noth
from turning through
ing, and prevent

it

has produced electricity
great scale while in the state of
From electricity, chemical changes

is

of motion.

a

that powerful form

may result, or the fiercest heat and the most

contains

forms

The sun which showers motion with such
princely profusion on the worlds around,
himself fed from some external source; and
although that which arrives on the earth
scattered in million ways, yet in no instance
lost.
Whether as atomic motion or as
motion of masses,
No
goes on forever
motion can be created by any known contriv

is

vapor.

whatever

appear they become the origins of new pro
neither beginning nor end.
There
cesses.

a

Indeed,

already on

In

yet.

ance, and no progressive movement prevented
from gradually turning to atomic vibrations.
Consequently perpetual motion — meaning by

evolve

it

thus

to be converted

a

be made to turn an electrical

tinues

!

it

is

water, which may turn

priate mechanical contrivances, furnish man
the various kinds of motion required in the

The sun-motion still con
into the ascending
motion of the juices of the soil, until fruit
This fruit stores up in its attractive
formed.
and repulsive forces the element of further
motion in that form which
best adapted to
Through
promote vital action in man's body.
digestion these arc set free, and with other
similar stores give us all the powers we can
use — whether in bodily movement, the flash
ing of intellect, the fires of indignation, or
not
But the end
the fervor of affection.
lifted into the air.

it

This

is

a

heat and cause rapid condensation.

torrents are formed which
rain, and from
course down the steep descent. The sun's heat
transformed into the motion of running

terial, and continues the process until, at last,
tree weighing hundreds of pounds has been

a

a

is,

mountain
them over the land, perhaps to
range, whose cool summits rob them of their

[Dec.,

it

convertibility of forces and mo
tions extends, let us take the simpler parts of
an example which in almost boundless com
The sun on
plexity is perpetually 'occurring.
a clear day shines full upon the ocean. The
waves of light and heat which originate on
its far-off surface are absorbed by the water ;
the motion which had come through
that
the interstellar ether enters among the parti
cles of fluid and sets them in rapid vibration.
When the heat-motion reaches certain ex
tent, the fluid state can no longer be pre
The atoms are forced apart, and, as
served.
Then winds, which
vapor, rise in the air.
are likewise the product of heat-action, bear
the mutual

is
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force, which, however, we can not get into
our machines for want of an external point

argument for the immortality of mind is now
the weak point of the whole structure.
The

of

immateriality and consequent incorruptibility
of the spirit was contrasted strongly with
the inconstancy and perishability of matter.

It

has altogether disap
Yet not an atom of material is lost.

or borne to the sea.

peared.
In the ashes, or in gases (often invisible but
still real substances), every element survives,
and by proper agencies might be again col

Not the slightest change of essence has
passed Upon any of the elements of the tree.
When the significance of this wonderful fact

lected.

has been considered, another still more won

derful demands

attention.

Far

out on the

confines of mind we see motion acting under
the influence of one central force, and itself
the servant of purposes recognized by us as
intelligent, yet not one quiver or vibration
The force manifested in lifting an
perishes.
arm seems to have accomplished its purpose,
and to be gone. But it has not perished,
Mind rests upon the
and is imperishable.
If
two foundations of matter and motion.
both these are

proved

to exist forever,

it

is

not probable that mind, the crown and glory
of the whole, will be more frail and evanes
cent.

If

all the servants live, shall not the

live also? Yet it is a singular in
stance of the change brought by advancing
of human
over the current
knowledge

master

thoughts,

that

what was formerly

the great

is,

is

is

more sublime

way,

and

missed

it

tree is

alto

gether:

"Thou, from the first
Wast present, and with mighty wings outspread.
Dove-like saWst brooding o'er the vast abyss."

This expresses rest rather than the word
or "moving" —
motion in
"hovering"
which all lower life began.
ATTRACTION

AND REPULSION.

We spoke above of that strange double
force of repulsion and attraction out of which
all motion conies, and into which
may
return again — that force which
never absent
from any particle of matter, which
not
matter, or in any comprehensible sense an
outgrowth of matter, yet without which, so
far as we can understand, matter could not
exist at all.
The conclusions of modern
this highest element in
science regarding
it

A

is

loss.

a

be no

is

can

physical phenomena are so strange and start
ling, that the most daring investigators, al
reverent
though not always working in
spirit, are here fain to bate their breath and
Some
go softly, as if treading holy ground.
a

burned,

there

and the ashes scattered to the wind,

times

said that science

is

domains

now reversed, and while the con
of matter in all its integrity is as
sure as any event in the future, belief in the
continued endurance of mind, though some
what strengthened
by analogy, still rests
rather upon faith than demonstration.
In view of the importance science has
given to motion, how grand and true is the
Biblical account of the creation of the world!
" In the
" The earth
beginning was God."
was without form, and void." " Darkness was
upon the face of the deep ; and the Spirit of
God moved upon the face of the waters."
Here we have the presence of mind — that
of God — and of matter in its most formless
Motion
added, and the process of
Bhape.
evolution of all organized existence begins.
The exact wedding-point of spirit and the
material world
accurately distinguished.
John Milton tried to say the same thing in
case is

tinuance

is

SCIENCE AND HUMAN DESTINY.

Do these strange revelations of modern
so many things
science, which overthrow
that once seemed firmly established, have any
bearing upon the great problems of man's
nature, relations, and destiny ? We are espe
cially apt to think upon our continued exist
Do these
ence with a good deal of solicitude.
facts strengthen our instinctive belief in the
immortality of the soul, or do they mourn
fully write over all our aspirations, "The
glory is departed 1 " On every side of us de
struction seems to prevail ; but science inter
poses her authoritative teaching, and declares
that this is only seeming, — that in all her

The

it

The movement of the tides from east to west
is a lagging behind of the waters, and we
may so arrange a mill that this will act as a
motive power, and thus grind our grists at
the expense of the earth's rotation.

a

resistance ; but we can use the smaller yet
still inconceivable momentum of its rotation.

atheistic.

It

would be the marvel of marvels if such an ac
cusation were true, for the bold philosopher,
on reaching

the point now indicated,

seems

to almost touch upon God himself, and to see

Phrenological Journal.

but feeble illustration of it is the repulsion
of two light balls when in similar electric
But it is universal.
The particles of
states.
all bodies arc separated by empty intervals
without which they would be inelastic and
What is it that makes
incompressible.
them so unsocial that they stand off from
each other, and resist the utmost effort of
human power to put them in contact ? They
are always in motion, with a greater or less
degree of rapidity, and are never able
under any circumstances to do what would
seem easiest of all, — that
sink to rest in
mass.
Each one
always as independent of
another as
planet of its sister planets.
When heated, which simply means when put
in more rapid motion, they draw farther
and yet farther apart.
To such an extent
does this affect their constitution, that most,
and probably all, bodies may exist in three
totally different forms, distinguished simply
by the amount of heat possessed. These are
the solid, liquid, and gaseous forms.
As
solids, bodies are hard, and can not be easily

;

it

of matter,

and consequently all the phe

of nature.
The very terms of the
doctrine of the conservation of forces pre

supposes

some elastic

medium by means

of

which all power
to be transmitted,
for
without such medium the clash of hard sub
stances moving in opposite directions would
ultimately destroy all motion, and reduce the
universe to stillness and death.
Truly there
are wonders in the ultimate constitution of
matter no less than in the grand aggregate of
existence.
Before venturing our conjecture as to the
will turn to its partner,

nature of this force we

may be con
opponent, or supplement (for
sidered in all these relations), from which

it

sider repulsion fir9t. It is usually manifested
under the form of atomic resistance. An easy

ticles

nomena

seems never to be separated.

Attraction

is

to borrow the language of one who
did not reach his conclusions in scientific
" Even so, Father, for so
methods, and say,
it seemed good in Thy sight." Tyndall,
Huxley, and the greatest philosopher of them
all, Herbert Spencer, will not return this
answer, preferring to say, " It is the worldorganizing,
sustaining force that we know
nothing about."
Let us look a little more closely at each of
the factors of this double force in order to
realize what it is that has risen in the way of
scientists like a wall of iron.
We will con
choose

far

more familiar than repulsion
but there are
several phenomena in connection with
also,

it,

are questions to
unless we

it

it ? "

which no answer can be given,

;

force ? " and " why is

which prevents the particles of bodies from
were, that sub
coming in contact, for if
stance would necessarily be made up of par
In the
ticles in contact or not in contact.
former case there could still be no elasticity
in the latter, there would have to be inter
posed between the particles something which
not matter.
Here
surely an immaterial
existence powerful enough to control all par
is

problem, when pushed to its ultimate ele
ments, leads us into the presence of an inde
" What is this
structible, underlying force.

[Dbc,

is

the sweep of that flaming sword which once
waved over Eden's gate. Every scientific

is
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from

pressure.

It

can be no material

substance

it

is

is

is

it
is

is

it

is

it

is

a

;

affected

is

human agency.
These two prime forces underlie every ac
tivity in nature. Omitting for the present all

a

giously and exert tremendous force, flying
each other as if in mutual disgust, and
only kept in any kind of bounds by external

is,

by outside foroe; as liquids, they
usually occupy more space, and are yielding
as gases, they expand prodi
and unstable

which seem to preclude the idea of merely
The movement of all
physical causation.
material bodies, and of all vibrations that
The velocity
traverse matter, requires time.
of light, which
the swiftest element known,
still easily measured by astronomical appli
ances.
But gravitation acts instantaneously
across vast areas, or so nearly instantaneously,
that the interval
still insensible, when ac
cumulated for centuries.
There
no sub
stance known which can offer the smallest
obstruction to it. If
were an undulation,
extremely probable that in some cases it
would find atoms moving so nearly in unison
with
as to sensibly modify its intensity or
ever changed.
direction, neither of which
It also passes over vacuums unchecked, for if
these are not found in the spaces between the
planets, they surely are between the particles
of matter itself. In its manifestations
not susceptible of increase or diminution by

reference to the relation

between

them and

bridge of

?

is

is

a

is

is

is,

a

of motion that
through our nervous organ
ization.
Can
be possible that the will of
man or of animals has the power for
mo
mere volition, the currents
are ever sweeping

a

ment, and to

very minute degree, actually to
change the attractions and repulsions of mat
On no other supposition,
ter in the brain
a

a

seems to the writer, can such
thing as
volition, followed by movements in matter,

be possible.
It docs not render the problem
easier when we ascertain that food contains

the stores of force that are given out as nerv
ous vibrations and muscular contractions, for
the question
only of the power to control
and direct these currents of motion so that
they shall take
given form and direction,
and not, as in dead matter, always follow tho

of least resistance.
But however
this may be,
seems inevitable
that if wc
admit the universe to be anything more than
channel

self-regulating

machine, we must find the
a

and
junction between
controlling mind
just in these incomprehensible attractive and

It does not seem possible
repulsive forces.
to go further back than this.
Each particle
of matter, after wc have reached the minutest
subdivision
possible, has
tendency, while
a

a

one step back of matter, and
with
one class of possible exceptions, the origin of
all other power.
The mind of man controls
matter to
limited extent, changing, by

it

a

is

a

It

it

a

it

;

if

is

a

a

is

as

are disposed

?

is

it,

a

is

it

.

We
immutable.
obsolutely
to regard this compound force
of attraction and repulsion as the precise
point where Hit will touches upon matter.

represented

a

has sometimes been regarded as a

mind
considered
as necessarily
irreg
ular and capricious, and will not hold
the God of the Bible, who
against

a

It

ore

a

them.

weak point in the doctrine of the correlation
of forces, that gravitation finds no place.
But if all motion, in its various transforma
tions, be viewed as the result of attraction
and repulsion, all difficulty at once vanishes.
These forces, cither of which, unopposed by
the other, must produce instant motion, and
which
well illus
continue to accelerate
trated in the fall of stone from
height to
the earth, may be perfectly balanced.
The
most violent agitations
may expend them
selves in the production of such balance, and
seems as if they were destroyed.
But
then
they are only stored away, waiting for the
time when the equilibrium shall be deranged
Pre
and their full energy again manifested.
cisely the same force
expended in lifting
body from the earth that will be restored to
it again in falling. But at the highest point
a supporting column may be placed beneath
it, in which case the earth's attraction
balanced by the molecular forces which give
still exists, how
the column its strength
manifested in motion.
ever, as truly as
By
far the greater part of the forces in the world
are in this balanced state, and may be con
A very little
sidered as potential motion.
active motion may produce not only its legit
imate effect, but also release
vast store of
that which
chained up.
A spark of fire
— which
quivering or vibration of narrow
compass but great intensity — falling upon
the powder in
loaded cannon, produces
vast amount of motion anion" the particles of

It may be objected that they
absolutely
regular —capable of being
measured to the last degree of exactness.
But this objection
valid only when

he has made?

is

We refer, of course, to the ordinary
attractions and repulsions of matter, and not
to the special manifestations of electricity or
These latter stand in quite
magnetism.
another class, and can be originated by other
forms of molecular motion or converted into
them.

FOBCE

Now, we propose
question which may
seem startling to most readers, but
worthy
of close consideration:
Can
these two
forces, which are completely divorced from
matter even while they control it. be anything
else than God's will, resting with nothing in
termediate upon each particle of the world

it

process carried on which is not based upon
these forces.
Yet no motion can produce

powder, which
expressed in the rushing
ball and the terrific roar.
THE ULTIMATE
CONCLUSION — WHAT IS THE

is

rise to all the energy of the steam-engine.
No action can be performed, and no material

38L

is

the broad

that they alone have the power of
originating any motion, or changing it in
kind or direction.
a piece of
Hammering
iron can make it hot only because of the
The expan
repulsion between its particles.
sive power of heat which comes from this
repulsion, applied in the case of water, gives

MOTION.

it

the human will, we may venture
assertion

a

Tj2e
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their dwelling in each atom of the world,

and inside of them to draw away.

yet all harmoniously allied in producing the
Let those who wish
phenomena of nature

said that attraction

If

or atheistic?

and repulsion

are essen

of matter, nothing
gained
It can only signify that they
by that phrase.
always accompany matter, which is an evi
dent fact but fails to prove that they origi
rather than in mind.
After all
nate in
a

a

;

is

the

So the

and mass,

possibility
skeptic,

who

of

a

to distance

and

single
to

scruples

is

a

admit the existence of
single God with
real power,
driven by inexorable logic to
admit countless millions of them, having

it,

a

?

a

a

a

is

«<»

MAN'S PLACE

IN NATURE.

minds of many men are confused on
One reason for this
question.

is,

THE
this

the fact that they start out on wrong princi
ples. They go on the supposition that man

is simply

developed animal, whereas, in
" In the
created human being.
image of God created he him." These secu
lar philosophers,
such as Owen, Darwin,
fact, he

Huxley, and others, fail to comprehend this
grand fact nor do they seem to understand
where to draw the line between man and an
imals — between

instinct and reason.

Phre

Man has
nology explains this whole matter.
three-fold nature, and, for the sake of illus

a

alone remains.

it

!

this without
mistake

reverence and worship.

a

alternative

it

according

the acknowledg
center, which
of one universal Power above and
around us — Power that can be known only
as self-revealed
to our thought through'
works or words, and before which
the
highest human wisdom to bow the head in
common

ment

a

one simple

We must admit the Christian idea of con
trolling mind, great enough to comprehend,
and mighty enough to impel in its proper
course every particle of the universe, and har
monizing the whole by that prevision which
arranged for all things from the beginning,
or we must put will and an intelligence into
Even then this atomic will can
each atom.
not be considered less than omnipotent, for
exerts power toward every other particle
of matter in the universe and the intelli
certainly superhuman,
gence of the atom
must be conscious at the same instant
for
of all other particles, and their precise posi
tion, in order that its own force may be regu
lated

we begin, our argument inevitably tends —
like gravitation on the earth's surface — to

is

is

;

it

said,

mental Bide, as we hope to show in
succeed
essay, we see mind resting only on the
organization of matter. From whatever point

ing

is

tial properties

vitality of matter."
Matter and mind — the two great factors
of existence; may they not at last be merely
two sides of the same thing
And motion,
which has seemed to us
bridge, be simply
striking phenomena of this complex, un
known something we call existence. On the
material side, when we have gone far enough,
we find matter imbedded in mind.
On the

;

is

sense either materialistic

it

;

a

so

for

universal

it

in these purely material
researches we meet — at the point where all
science fails — living will that operates at
the vastest as well as the most minute dis
tances; that requires no matter as the me
dium of its exercise that needs no interval
of time for the transmission of its mandates.
Can the science of the present day which
leads to such conclusions be called in any just
controlling will,

term

tration, we may say the brain

is

former essay), we

of one central, all-

and

theory,

sake, as some do, "the

is

a

ject from another side (in
came to the manifestation

such

accept

euphony's

a

a

it,

it,

We give the names attraction and repulsion
to these two tendencies, which arc probably
We are not
manifestations of a single force.
now concerned with matter, for we have
Each ultimate
reached its utmost limits.
the mental
or in
particle has around
It
has will
of
and
will.
knowledge
qualities
to press in certain directions rather than oth
ers, and intelligence
to conform that will to
law under all changing and often most com
As in approaching this sub
plex conditions.

a

particles,

I

outside of certain limits, to draw near to other

like a three-

story house. The lower story, including the
cellar and kitchen, where the eatables and
are supposed
to be btored, an
drinkables
swers to the animal propensities and the in
Here are located the organs of ap
stincts.
petite, the sight, hearing, taste, smell, — indeed

all the

senses,

including the domestic

affec

tions, the procreative principle, common
reptile, animal, and man.

to
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The second story of this house, or brain, is
occupied with a class of faculties not possess-

383

superior or creative Power, and render hom
age to hjs Maker, and be submissive to do his

will.
nize

Man prays 1
no

The lower animals recog

except after a trial of
These traits make man a different

superior

strength.
being from any of the animal kingdom — the
crowning work of creation.
And this is " man's place in nature."
tween

man

and

animal

Be

there is a marked

separation, with no connecting links.
amine the heads, even the naked skulls

Ex
of

reptile, beast, bird, and man, and the whole
thing is as simple as it is absolute. Then
why puzzle
Fio. I.
ed by the animal, and here is where the line
may be drawn between instinct and reason —

of man's de

over the question

or, rather, ascent, from
and from beast to human ?
scent,

plant to beast,
Why not take

these basic principles of Anatomy, Phrenol
ogy, and Psychology, and settle the question

man having both, while the animal has
but one. Here in this second story is
reason,

causality,

comparison,

inven

tion, with other powers not possessed
by animals, but constituting necessary
and ever-present powers of man.
Now, let us move up one story higher.
What do we find here ? Furniture and
appurtenances totally above the reach
or comprehension of any animal. 'Wo
have Benevolence, which no animal
ever possessed ; we have Conscientious
ness, a sense of justice on which integ
rity is based, never manifested by any
animal ; we have the faculty of Hope,

Fro. 8.

•n these ?
three-fold

It will
nature

come to this at last.

The
of man we have often dis
it,

which gives man a sense of immortal
ity ; we have faith, which gives him a
spiritual sense or a prophetic forecast
of the higher life, of that which is beyond
the reach even of reason ; we have Venera-

cussed, and now propose to illustrate
viz.,
the animal or instinctive, the intellectual or
1

reasoning, and the moral or spiritual natures.
In fig. these three ranges of powers are in
1,

dicated.
In region No.
below the first line,
the organs in the base of the brain are shown.
These are common to man and the lower an

This region takes in the perceptive
intellect, the passions, propensities, and such
of the social organs as belong to animal life.

imals.

ing one step to region No.
tion, which gives devotion, and inclines man
to acknowledge his obligation to obey the

2,

That region may be called the animal brain,
located in the lower story of the head. Ris
we have the

great reasoning or intellectual field, which the
animal does not share with man. In region

Phrenological Journal.
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No. 3 we have the moral and spiritual, which
is entirely wanting in all the animal kingdom.
These occupy nearly equal proportions in this
well-balanced head.
In fig. 2 we exhibit the
skull of a human being, with the three regions
indicated by dotted lines and marked by
The moral and spiritual region is
numbers.
not quite so well developed in the skull, fig.
2, as in the head, fig. 1, but it answers all the
purposes of illustration.
Fig. 3 is the gorilla's skull. Its shaded
outline Bhows the immense jaws and face, and
the small bulb constituting the cranium.
The
brain is not larger than that of an infant a
week old.
We draw the same three lines,
showing the regions as we show them in the
human head.
Region No. 1, it will be seen,
takes in almost the entire brain, showing that
the gorilla has only the animal passions and in
stincts.
We have drawn a dotted outline of
a

human

head

over the

gorilla's,

showing

what the gorilla lacks in development upward.
Although he is larger than man, bodily, he has
a small brain, and nearly all the brain he has

is located in the animal or instinctive depart
ments.
Region No. 2 is practically wanting.
Region No. 3, as will be seen, is wholly want
If the head were developed according to
ing.
the dotted outline, and the face were shortened
off like that of a human being, and the prodig
ious jaws were more light and

delicate,

it

would look like a human head, and with such
a development would have the human faculties
to guide, regulate, and control his immense
But the gorilla is a beast, and
physical force.
only a beast, with a beast's brain and face ;
and though the outline of the body has some
analogy to that of the human, the mental

qualities which constitute human nature strict
ly speaking are, in him, entirely wanting.
Those

teeth are quite as savage and beastly
of the bear, and the brain is shaped

as those

like that of a dog, with decidedly less of in
telligence in the development of the brain,
The advocates
and far less of it in character.
of the development theory make altogether too
wide a leap from monkey to.man. They pass
many animals in that leap which in point of
intelligence are quite in advance of the whole
ape tribe. — From the Annual for 1871.
Knowledge, truth, love, beauty, alone can
give vitality to the mechanism of existence ;

[Dkc.,

the laugh of mirth which vibrates through the
heart, the tears that freshen the dry waste

within, themu-ic that brings childhood back,
the prayer that calls the future, the doubt
which makes us meditate, the hardships that
force us to struggle, J.he anxiety that ends in
trust, are the nourishment of rational beings.

ATTRACTION

vs.

REPULSION.

beings are natural magnets. One
; another is negative.
One
attracts you ; another repels you. One feed*
or replenishes you ; another starves or robs
you. One throws a dark, damp, mental cloud
over you, chills you, freezes you ; another

HUMAN
is positive

brings sunshine, warms you, cheers you, makes
you glad and joyous.
Why ? Ask the Tem
peraments, ask the Phrenological Faculties, and

Animal Magnetism, ask Psychology, what Tem
peraments can, and what can not, harmonize
and affiliate. Is there nothing in that word
incompatibility?" Is it not natural, in a spir
itual sense, for " birds of a feather to flock to
"
"
See to it that
gether ?
ye be not unequally
When two congenial natures unite
yoked."
in true matrimony, that is approved in heaven.
Matches of seventeen with seventy are a Utile
incongruous. 8o of refinement with coarseness,

of intelligence with ignorance, and of charity
with selfishness, or faith with skepticism, or
of piety with infidelity.
Better remain single
than be tied to brutality or a vampire.
Partners iu business should " look out," and
not put a balky horse in the team.
One bad,
tricky person will bring reproach on all con
nected with him. Dishonest employers make
dishonest employees. Heads of departments,
officers in governments, who are rogues and
knaves, debauch and demoralize a people. A
bad captain will make a mutinous crew ; a
timid, fidgety teacher excites the fears and bad
temper of the whole school ; so a cross and
petulant policeman excites a rebellious spirit
even among peaceable citizens; an amiable
usher or sexton brings quiet, content, and hap
piness into even a crowded house. He is at
tractive, and aids the clergyman in bringing all
into unison.
We can change and improve our Temper
aments ; we can throw off evil and take on
goodly influences ; we can come into rapport,
as it were, with Divinity, and live godly lives,
or we can go the other way to the bad, repel
ling, chilling, crushing, killing by inches those
we meet

department

jjjur
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TRUE STORY OF THE HEART.

BY D. HASTINGS,

of her dainty gloved

?

is

temperaments
fluences mind

"

That mind

acts upon and in

it

"Yes,
believe
without knowing why,
and
puzzles me inexpressibly."
" Thank
think
you for acknowledging it.

I

hand.

other?"

wave of thought which touched us both,
perhaps."
He looked pleased. " Do you then believe
that there
sympathy — although often un
recognized — existing between people of certain
?

it

wave

"

I

I

a

a

1

a

is

with

direction

seen each

A

a

tall and well-dressed young
18C-.
So thought
side street, lifted
man who, coming up from
"
his hat gracefully, saying as he did so,
beg
your pardon, but was looking for the postoffice, and expected to find
here."
" It
opposite, just across the common," she
replied in the sweetest of voices, indicating the

A continuation of my train of ideas. How .
shall we account for it? Upon the principle
that our minds met even before our eyes had

it

a

petite young lady in
my heroine,
walking-suit, looked wonderfully
charming and attractive as she tripped along
the sidewalk of Main Street, in Greenfield, one
sunny May morning in the year of our Lord

LAURA,
stylish

JR.

"

a

A

LAURA'S EXPERIENCE—

a

I

I

'

'

I

i9
a

" That
little singular, for
was thinking
of that Higher Pantheism when
met you,
and repeating to myself—

"Is

?

not the vision Be? too' He be not that which lie
seems?
Dreams are true whllo they last, and do wc not live In
dreams "

?

a

I

I
a

"

fully believe that some
future' our life-paths,
which have crossed each other this morning,
will meet and flow on in the same channel."
"
promise," said Laura, and added, in tone
of real regret, " am sorry, but here
the postoffice, and
you do not hasten you will lose
is

?

!

O

the vision of Him who reigns

future meetings. And
where in the 'golden

I

"The ran, the moon, the stars, the seas, the hills, and
the plains —
Sonl
Arc not these,

I

is

haunted my mind continually —

Wc will each pray for the other at our daily
morning and evening devotions, and trust to
our own minds to actuate us — by that higher
not instinct — as to our
knowledge which

I

a

it

carmine, which, noticing, he hastened to say,
have enjoyed
"Is not lovely morning?
my early ride with its glimpses of varied scen
ery exceedingly, and Tennyson's lines have

his poems without
thought of you and be
lieve your mind will in the same way revert to
me, although you must not invest me in your
imagination with all the virtues of Sir Galahad.
;

"I

I

common."
can not regret it," he replied, with so
look of respectful admiration that
pointed
the blush rose hue of her checks deepened to

regard to you. We are opposites in looks and
in temperament,
believe.
We have some
points of interest in common, our admiration
for Tennyson, for instance.
shall never read

if

it

is,

by.
" And so
but you kept to the left instead
of the right, and so made the circuit of the

nor you mine will you promise me not to try
in any way to ascertain my residence or iden
will preserve the same silence in
tity, and

a

post-office, which he had been told was close

you make a compact with me which we shall
neither of us mention to third person
We
are entire strangers;
do not know your name,
;

a

it

a

He thanked her, and explained that wishing
letter on board the car, he had found
to mail
was not
mail train, so had availed himself
of the short delay at the station to run to the

I

request," she

I

a

I

he asked.
" could not refuse so simple
answered, modestly.

many people believe as much, but for fear of
being thought foolish or transcendental they
am an enthusiast upon the
will not admit it.
Now, will
subject, and fond of experimenting.

I

" As we are going in the same direction, will
you allow me the pleasure of your company?"

the train."

"Many thanks," he said, earnestly, raising
his hat and bowing low in adieu; and each
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way, but with a new inter
which they would carry to the end.

went their separate
est at heart,

A curious

beginning to a curious acquaint
Parkhurst was a young minister, hand
some, talented, and just starting in life under
auspicious circumstances.
Hope and faith
were predominant traits in his character, and
ance.

he went on his way as confident that the beau
tiful girl with whom he had just met and part
ed would some day be his wife as though

they
had been formally betrothed. He had never
been particularly
fond of the ladies, or " he
loved all maids, but none in special," and this
face, with a pure spiritual light
and grace shining through, which far trans
cended any mere physical beauty, was the one
" Where ?
to whom his spirit cried like Peleas,

fair, radiant

O where 1

I

love thee, tho'

I know

thee

not"

[Dec,

Sabbath afternoon, while seated in the crowd
of the old church listening to the
grand opening hymn which preceded Presi
dent Stearns' eloquent Baccalaureate sermon,
she became conscious of a fixed magnetic gaze
which drew her blue eyes by some irresistible

ed gallery

power toward the array of alumni in the body
of the house, where they encountered those
black, soulful orbs whose passionate language
once met could never be forgotten.
A deep
blush gave tho owner of the black eyes this
gratifying assurance as she turned quickly
away, only to look again and again, whether
she would or not, for an answering glance of
sympathy as her soul was stirred by the gifted
thoughts and noble ideas of the speaker. So
it was at " Prize Speaking," and at the evening
lectures. At the concert of Wednesday evening,

Laura was a lovely, imaginative young per
son, possessing a strong intellect and a taste
for studying into and pondering upon all kinds

and again on Commencement day, they were
seated where countless lightning glances passed
between them, which each being quick at in

of things,

seen and unseen.
Of course this
meeting and compact with an entire stranger
took strong hold of her imagination, particu
larly as the stranger chanced to be one of the

terpreting, they were thus made acquainted
by intuition with the thoughts of the other.
They met frequently in the grounds, the grove,
the gymnasium, the chapel, on the tower, in

handsomest and most impressive men she had
seen.
Although a minister's daughter, she was
no more religious than the generality of girls.
She had never been given to reading the Bible

cabinets, and one day, strangely enough,
surging, seething crowd left them quite
alone for a moment in the quaint silence of the
Nineveh Gallery.
" I am glad to see that
you remember our
compact," he said, in his peculiar rich voice;

very attentively, or to spending much time at
her private devotions, thinking if she was rea
sonably regular at family prayers, that was all
that was required of her. But to-night " On
the Heights " was laid aside while she read of
Christ's

undying love, and kneeling prayed
with passionate tears, not only for her unknown
friend, but for forgiveness that she had neglect
ed her childhood's prayers until led in this
way to seek the Throne of Grace. This new
religious impulse was continued with a deeper
devotional feeling and increasing interest, as if
inspired, as she fully believed she was, by a
Her reading took an entirely
stronger mind.
different turn.
One by one the fashionable
publications

of which

of the day were dropped, — some
of surrepti

she had been in the habit

tiously borrowing and reading — gave way to
magazines of a higher grade. As the summer
days lengthened, a desire grew into her heart,
Bhe hardly knew when or how, to attend the
commencement exercises at Amherst, Mass.
She had friends there who had often invited
her to visit them, but she had never done so ;
now she was " possessed " to go, her mind was
wholly engrossed with the idea, and she went
on Saturday for the whole of the following an
niversary week.

the

the

to continue it?"
look, and the words spoken tremblingly,
" More than willing" was all, for Laura's
gay
companions returned for her just then, and

"are you willing

A

Cousin Nell exclaimed, as she hurried her down
the drive to the flower-garden —
"Oh, my, Laura! how that splendid man
looks at you ! I notice it every time we meet
You've made a conquest. I shall write to your
father that he'll soon have you off his hands.

he looked at me in that way I should go
wild, but you are so cool and indifferent that I
doubt your realizing that there is a man in
town;" for Laura, much to her cousin's dis
taste, had turned a deaf ear to all the ravings

If

about students, to which they were given in
common with most girls in a town where there
is a college.
And those chance meetings were all which
the fates that time bestowed upon them, with
the exception that at the close of the week,
while standing on the piazza of the Amherst
House, she saw him mount the crowded coach
They were better acquaint
for Northampton.
who had been formally intro
duced and exchanged a few meaningless con
ed than scores

LAURA'S EXPERIENCE.
As he lifted his hat when the
was conscious of a

ventionalisms.

coach rattleil away, each

vague pain at parting, a pain wnich was over
come by the faith which each had in the integ
rity of the other, and the confidence that they
should eventually meet again.
Every one remarked the change in Laura.
Although not less cheerful, she showed a much
higher degree of culture, and her manner ac
quired such a new and charming dignity. ITer
tastes took such a different turn that she dis
carded her light, frivolous music and practiced
She wrote an essay
Beethoven and Handel.

upon culture for the village Literary Society,
not knowing her friend was preparing a lecture
upon the same subject at the same time. Their
diaries during most of this season, as compared
afterward, were curious from their similarity,
and from the way the stronger led the weaker
and less cultivated mind.

How she studied after she went home from
"
said her
Amherst ! • " How you do study !
father, well pleased ; for there had been a time,
when full of her pretty girlish conceits and
vanities, books had been somewhat neglected.
she took a fancy to conchology;
she
looked for specimens of coral and sea-anemones

Now

in every little collection

in the village, and
read every treatise upon the subject she could
find. She asked questions of her father, of the
" It was
doctor, and of Squire Brown.
seeing
the shells at Amherst, she supposed," she said,
a splendid collection, — she had been delighted

with

them.

It

was a shame

she

had never

before, living so near them all her
the^n
life. She wished everybody could go through
those cabinets; parents and teachers particu
seen

larly didn't think half enough about

it.

If she

had the power, every child in the Common
wealth should go to Amherst and go through
the cabinets. How it would rouse their ideas
and their ambition, and give them such a new
interest in the world they live in ! She could

387

He shall not be ashamed to call me friend."
She kept herself dainty and fresh and pure for
him. She dressed herself thinking, perchance,
I shall see him, and wondered as she put on

this or that becoming article of apparel if it
would suit his taste. She swept and garnished

the rooms and made the house pleasant; and
as she assisted her mother with a new interest
about the domestic duties, she said to herself,
with a blush, " I will learn to do it well, for
perhaps some day I shall have to do it for him."

During the golden autumn days there was a
Teachers' Institute at Holyoke.
Laura wished
to go.

" You are not
a teacher," said her mother ;
" it is foolish to
go."
" But I am a friend of
education, and I re
ally and truly take a deep interest."
So she did, that was true ; but after her Am
herst experience, when that nervous unrest
took possession of her, she knew very well
wrho was thinking of going and hoping to meet
her there.
"Let her go," said her father, always where
his only child was concerned being more indul
gent than his wife. "Let her go; she will en
joy it; she will learn something, I've no doubt,
and will come home as full of enthusia. m and
grand ideas as she did from Amherst."
So she went, but not on Wednesday after
noon as she wished — visitors prevented her —
but on Thursday morning.
As she stepped off
Fleming's train at Holyoke station she met,

just getting on board, her friend. There was
an eloquent look into each other's eyes, and a
silent clasp of hands as they were jostled
against each other for a moment by the crowd
— and he was gone. •
" Such a
pity you were not here last even
ing," said a gay young friend. " There was a
lecture upon corals, shells, and all those things
you are so much interested in, by a splendid,

imagine how excited and enthusiastic they
would be ; how, after they went home, they
would commence collecting curiosities of their

You met him just as
tall, black-eyed man.
His name is Partridge or
you got off the car.
Shuttrick, or something, I've forgotten what,
— but the lecture was fine."

own ; how, for a time, the bugs, butterflies,
and birds' eggs would suffer! what quantities
of odd looking stones would accumulate in im

By inquiry she might ascertain his name and
residence, but she would not; she would not
even read a report of proceedings for fear of

itation of Professor Hitchcock ! And even if
after a time the first pleasure of specimengathering wore off, they would never settle
back into the same groove where they moved
before. For herself, she said,
will improve

"I

I

will be
every way in my power.
worthy of hiin if the time ever comes that our
life-paths run side by side, or are the same.
myself

her compact.
So she enjoyed the
day, — as it was her aim to enjoy each day as it
came to her, — and at night returned to her
studies.
Busy as a bee, ever making home
breaking

bright and cheerful, reading books which a
year ago she deemed dry and uninteresting;
looking deeper and deeper into all of lift's
mysteries, feeling in everything

she

did thai

a

show the peace-giving influences of the Gospel,
and of firm reliance on the love of God and
the Saviour.
He touched upon the influence
of mind upon mind, and painted in glowing

it

;

a

a

silent prayer
language the influence which
for God's blessing upon
friend may have upon
that person's thoughts believing
to be the
love of God and his Holy Spirit working in the

is

a
a

Mr. Parkhurst," as she bustled away to look
after her biscuits.
only needed the earnest,
almost tearful, " Thank God, we have met at
last!" and the firm clasp in which he took
both her hands, to assure her that he had shared
the long months of waiting, watching, and
hoping, and that the joy at meeting was mu
tual.
Is there need of more
This
true story,
as
and my hero
may seem
and heroine were married, and are living hap
model parish and
pily together to-day in
parsonage among the New Hampshire hills.
When this number of the Phrenological
as improbable

minds

Journal

pervading

trust

and hearts of all his creatures, and so
all nature as to cause this strange
sympathy between congenial souls.

a

it

I

Laura's heart gave
great leap she knew whom she was to meet
even before the tall form came forward in re
"
sponse to her mother's
My daughter, Laura,

finds its way to their study-table,
they will pardon the friend who has
woven the romance of their lives with as little

I

appropriated every word to herself. His sub
ject was silent influences, and the sermon
abounded in noble thoughts as he aimed to

detained, but had sent

a

eyes of the speaker almost immediately met
her own, but instead of confusing, they calmed
her with the power of their strong magnetic
will. She felt that he was talking to her, and

Mr. B. was unavoidably
some one in his stead.

is

heard but twice before, had
read the text before she could control herself
When she did so, the
enough to lift her head.
bo well, although

;

;

the powerful emotions which she feels must be
visible in her face and the prayer was made,
the hymn sung, and the deep voice she knew

was fairer than ever to-night in white pique,
with purple pansies in her golden hair and at
her throat. From the back-parlor, where she
was standing by the bay-window watching the
sunset clouds, and thinking, " am going to see
am;
him,
know
have never been de
ceived," she heard the little bustle of an arrival,
and presently her mother came in to say that

a

is,

for he
But he can not he a minister? He
enters the pulpit, takes his seat, and takes down
Laura bows her head to conceal
the Bible.

as she arranged and rearranged the
flowers in the vases, and altered the disposi
tion of the furniture in the rooms, which never
looked more cheerful and home-like.
Laura, always peculiarly tasteful in her dress,

lessness

I

pulpit with one young prig or another; we
will hope he will preach himself to-day."
Seated in church, the Rev. Dr. came in, and
with him — no, it is not — yes, it is — her friend.

exchange next day. The master of the house
had been gone some hours, for
was
long
drive over the hills and the elder lady several
times remarked her daughter's unusual rest

?

The next morning uncle said, " You have so
much going to meeting at home you won't
care to go here."
"
Oli, yes, I shall. I want to show my new
winter hat, and see what everybody else has
on, and I want to hear Dr. Kingsley."
"
The Doctor is not well, but he supplies the

day in Springfield as their carriages met in the
Summer was just fading into
busy street.
autumn when, one glorious Saturday night,
our heroine and her mother were waiting tea
for old Mr. B., with whom her father was to

;

in her mind.

in spirit as she to him.
The winter melted into spring, and the spring
in turn bloomed into summer, and at the mu
sical convention at Keene they again for
moment met face to face; and a few weeks
later their life-paths crossed again one pleasant

It

up Shop Row with her uncle, at every tall man
on the sidewalk and in the passing teams.
All
in vain; but she did not give up. " I know I
shall see him," she kept saying over and over

"I

it

"I

#

as soon

don't knflw," answered her uncle; "a
queer name, but he
powerful smart."
Laura said nothing, but the sermon did her
world of good, and the doubt never once en
tered her heart but that he was as true to her

I

train took her to her
the Saturday-afternoon
shall see him I" she was saydestination.
ing to herself all the way j and she looked in
the car and at the stations, and, as she drove

he?" asked Laura's aunt,

;

her, but in vain. She declared herself needing
a change ; said her father's sermons were dry
and musty, she should get something fresh at
She wrote her intentions, and
Northampton.

Who

as they were en route for home.

I

all at once conceived an idea of spending the
following Sabbath at an uncle's in Northamp
ton. Father and mother both tried to dissuade

"

[Dec,

a

now, strange, sweet influence, — knowing al
ways that she was led by a will stronger than
her own.
So on until mid-winter, when she

is
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sentiment as possible into an article for its
columns, thinking the incidents too interesting
and remarkable to be confined to a limited
circle of friends.

PEOPLE.

389

put out of your mind, and you sally forth in
that most mummy-al — if I may coin a word
— of all wrappings, a water-proof, and every

thing bright is hidden away. Now let such
creature as Human Thundercloud come
along, and all your smooth, bright, pleasing

a

You'll

is,

cation

to her goodness, and so

if

she's good

And don't you think
that swallows up the little " tinty-winty " bit
of goodness
The world seems to have gone all wrong
with the poor creature. Her face
drawn
up in one discontented frown from year's end
to year's end again.
Her nearest approach
she

really very cross.

is

a

to an urbane manner
short, curt way,
that in ordinary people — you and
for in
stance, when we were little, and were made
to smother our ugliness (yes, that's the word)
" sad
in
premature withdrawal into our
"
little chambers —would be called rudeness
or crossness.
contend that Human Thundercloud

mind she

a

Now

has no right to such
constantly

disposition.

defrauding

To my
people of

!

it

I

a

over their

were something
blunt one, — am "

Did they but present their sharp, frozen edges
to this warm, rolling world in the right way,
I'll safely affirm that instead of being blunt,
as they term
the edges would soon be
may be gradual! v,
but full surely, into shapely curves.
won
der if such persons were set on
deserted isl

I

rounded off and melted,

a

and in mid ocean they would snap and snarl
at the brig'it birds and tiie busy buzzing bees
as they do at human creatures.
It
truly
is

Seeing the
your intention of " dressing up."
cloud in the distance, even if no larger than
" man's hand," instantly ev(ry idea of the
a
" Sunday-go-to-meetins " ia
bright, pleasing

if

it

chance to penetrate the labyrinth.
people act on your disposition in the
manner that a thunder-cloud
does on

a

excuse or try to smooth

crossness by saying, as
to be proud of, " I'm

is

Persons

it

you

a

same

some of those people who have
of charity speaking of Human
Thundercloud and saying, " Well, she's
good ! " What a contradiction her life must
be, then, to her character ! One thing I'm
that charity doesn't
glad of, and that
make her fib bigger by putting any modifi

that amount of civil good-nature which
the right of each one to demand of the other.

perhaps,
looked in the

world with their tempers in such a snarl and
tangle that no gleam of sunshine has ever
These

We hear

quantities

very rarely

glass.
There arc some people so thoroughly cross
that it seems as if they were born into this

had

the

I,

find

in the cars the next time it rains ;

and sometimes, though
you might see one if

under

it,

THE
them

!

hidden

are

streaked.

I

[Good-natured people may hold np tho looking-glass
to il Cro^s People " mirrored below, by a new contribu
tor. One way to check crops children from crying is to
hold them up before a mirror and let them see themeelves as others sec them. Let them see a good-natured
laughing face in contrast with a cross, crying face and
they will stop at once. Why not try the same experi
ment on cross adults ? Let them see how their mouths
draw (toicn at the outer corners.]

world is full of them

actions

is

PEOPLE.

and

wrappings of tota) silence, or you put up in
defense an umbrella of indifference which
you feel sure isn't worth much, and if you
don't have to furl it in ignominious defeat,
you'll go home with your pretty things all

is

CROSS

words

?

If

is

F. B. D.

a

TO

any, curious, should ask. Dear, when
I'm gone, what was her faith, belief, or creed,
Let thin their answer be : " With reverent love
8he loved all Nature's beauteous forms,— with trust
All perfect, trusted In the ministry
Of their pure Influence, and with a faith
Undoubting followed where it led.
Believed
In human tenderness— In love's unsought
Devot ion, nnd in friendship's truth ; revered
The eacredncss of home, and all Its sweet
Endearments — loyalty In wedded life,
Which is eternal as that life itself;
And constant faithfulness to friend, untlnged
By selfish passion, calm, unchanging, pure
As Heaven.
With tender, grateful awe ehc bowed
Her heart before the deep mysterious
Revealraent of maternal love, and from
The new life dawning In her own, learned first
How strong, how beautiful and bright can burn
Its holy fire.
Her faith was nameless, and
Her creed nnclassed ; but In kind deeds oflove
And charity to all, she did the most
She could, then trustfully with God left all
hope Arlington.
The rest."
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enjoyable sight to see two savagely cross peo
ple together, the one venting his ire on the
They always seem rather surprised
other.
to find that there is any

and discomforted

/

Just come and
Am
never cross ? Yes.
stay a week at our house, and find out by ob
servation that I'm only a poor mortal like the
to have some parts of
the weaving all darkened by gray threads;
but it's inhuman not to weave in some of the

rest, and it's human

sunshine

as soon

as we see or feel that

this

rough gray thread is rubbing its coarse fibers
Yes, I'm cross,
against our neighbor's loom.
often ; and I write it not boastfully, but sad

thinking of the many bright threads
which I might have made good use of, but
which have slipped through my fingers for
ever.
It's human to have spasms of awfully
savage crossness, but it makes one inhuman
when it's chronic.
A cross, constantly fretting disposition

ly,

marks

the face even

more surely than the
there has been discovered

small pox ; for
to smooth
something

the

away

unsightlytouches of the fingers of disease ; but science
takes up her books and slinks off before

in

desert is a source of comfort

bubbling water, that will
brook on the stern earth,
and make it blossom as the rose.
But the
more you dig on cross people, the more they
won't blossom, and the only reward for your
trouble is your implements of good-nature
with their edges broken and turned, and all
over your whole being a dry burning of sand,
strike

bring

one else who dares to feel cross.

A

crossness.

comparison with these people ; for even .in
the sandy sea you can dig down, and at last
the

cool,

a pleasant

it may be, or coarseness, for these spasms are
Think, when you meet these
contagious.
people, how much to be pitied they are, and
how much of the " joy of the whole earth "
they voluntarily put out of their lives ; that
an " ounce of prevention is worth a pound
of cure," and go on your way determined to
"a
use that best of cosmetics,
merry heart,"'

which " mnketh

countenance."

a glad

"

A

man may smile and be a villain," it is said,

"
but I guess the smiling, cheery " villains
have more friends than the cross, surly ones.
Don't think
am trying to recommend vil

I

My whole talk has been against a re
fined phase of that characteristic, you see.
JEANETTE HOLM.
lainy.

Suffice
to say that he has
all the faculties in full measure common

to man
strong

it

for itself.

a finely developed intellect
a
social nature
cxecutivegreat
;

it,

step is comparatively light, with a spring
and his actions are quick and some
to
what nervous.
His eyes and hair are

strong, man

;

upward of six feet high ;
weighs 218 lbs., and lias a head measuring
twenty-four inches in circumference. His

He stands

ulties, and lie stands forth

ly, yet modest man.
We need not dwell on the phrenology
of this subject his physiognomy speaks
;

clan Cameron.

the Scottish

:

Highlander,

is an American

HERE
out of

a

GENERAL ROBE RT A. CAMERON.

and high moral sentiments, with
more Benevolence and Conscientiousness

ness,

he neither
habits are every way correct
nor
smokes, chews, nor snuffs tobacco
does he use wines or alcoholic stimu

ligious opinions, and lenient in judgments.
safe to sayAs to his capabilities,
that he can do almost anything which

lants

in any

form.

He

has

a

strong

He

liberal in his re

man can do, and would

is

than Veneration.

it

;

:

is

a

skin

;

his

is

fine and soft, with
now the pic
healthy peachy hue he
His
ture of health and temperance.

black,

excel

in law,

Nature denied him nothing
be great
culture has developed all his mental fac-

have made

navigator,
fact, he

or

;

a

a

?

good surgeon,

a

explorer,

magistrate,

a

He would

a

men, money, and machinery.

a

large chest, capacious lungs,
healthy stomach, with
large, active,
and healthy brain.
Why should he not

legislation, business, manufacturing, shippiug, railroading, farming, or managing

frame,

— in

GENERAL ROBERT A. CAMERON.
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Men with
is something of all these.
smaller minds can do but one thing well,
while one with more comprehensiveness
may grasp a greater variety and direct
Such a one as this may
larger interests.
he
do what
likes, and excel in almost

Here is the path he has trod
anything.
from early youth to maturer manhood.
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small wooden buildings, and the mail was re
ceived but once a week ; it took thirty days for
a letter or a paper to travel thither from New

York.

Ilere he commenced the- study of med
icine, graduating at the Indiana Medical Col
lege in the spring of 185 >. Settling at Valpa
raiso, lie practiced his profession for a number
of years.

Being naturally a fluent speaker, he
was called into the canvass against the Kansas

^®

T

m
The subject of this sketch was born in Brook
lyn, N. Y., February 83d, 1828. His father
followed the business of a dealer in stoves and
hardware at 101 Fulton Street for many years.
Dying in May, \8'io, he left Robert a half or
phan at seven years of age. In 1842 his moth
er removed to Porter County, Indiana, then al
most a wilderness, and there he followed the
pursuit of a farmer.
His early life in a log
cabin taught him well how to endure nil the
privations

incident

to frontier

life.

At

that

time the county seat consisted of only a few

measure; and becoming inter
in politics he purchased the Valparaiso
Republican, and conducted it for the following
eleven years.
In 18(10 he was elected a mem

and Nebraska
ested

of the Indiana Legislature.
On the breaking out of the war in 1860
raised a company, and was mustered into
Ninth Indiana Volunteers as its captain
the 19lh of April, only three days after
ber

he
the

on
the

surrender of Fort Sumter.
He served during
the first three months under General McClcllan
in Western Virginia, at the end of which

time

Phrenological Journal.

by overpowering numbers, tailing back upon
the other troops far in the roar, leaving
that terrible day half his men dead and
wounded on the field of battle. This engage
ment, out of many serious

and hard-fought
it was his mis

ones, was the only one in which

fortune to see his (lag trailed in the dust. .Af
ter the failure of this expedition he was placed
in command of the west bank of the Missis
sippi River opposite New Orleans, embracing
Here he was
the district of La Fourche.
left until the close of the war, watching the
operations
Smith.

In May,

of the

rebel

General

E.

Kirby

it,

of

officer, he was promoted to the rank of MajorGeneral by brevet. At the close of the war he
returned to his newspaper and his home in In
diana, shattered in health and crippled by in
jury to. his eyesight, produced by exposure.
Too close application to business increased the
latter infirmity, confining him for months to a
dark room and threatening him with total loss
of sight, finally obliging him to abandon his

a

Committee on Location

sent out to

a

endeavor to make the enterprise
success.
It
but
simple statement of fact for us to say
that the town of Greeley stands to-day as
monument of the success of the Union Colony,

a

as developed mainly by its Vice-President

and

Superintendent, Gen. R. A. Cameron. His exec
utive ability, his wise policy, his tact in over
coming the prejudices of people and meeting the
many difficulties that were constantly presenting
themselves in such
remarkable experiment
as that of settling five hundred families, stran
gers to each other, from every State and Terri
tory in the Union, in one spot, and harmoniz
ing the various incongruous elements which
naturally gravitated together in such a con
dition of affairs, proved him indeed a "leader
of men," and one eminently qualified for
" the new departure" in the method of set
tling

possessions of our

the vast territorial

country.
The town of Greeley, with its 2,000 inhabit
ants, now stands
triumphant example of the
new method of colonization.
Having carried Union Colony through the
first eighteen months of its existence, and
established on the sure foundation of
our " Ajax of the Greeley Colony," as
one of our daily papers lately aptly called him,
found

1805, for general good conduct as an

the

spy the land;" and from the day the site was
fixed on the pleasant banks of the Cache la
Poudre River, all his energies were bent in the

success,

new colonial enterprise.
Nor
The Colorado
kept waiting.
Company required
manager
for the Fountain Colony of Colorado, and who
was so well fitted as he who had borne the
brunt of the battle in the establishment of the
Union colony?
Answering the call, he brings
was ready for
was he long
Springs Land

to his new field

invaluable

of labor an experience that

is

and on the wounding of General Hansom the
His
command of the corps devolved on him.
command, the infantry, with that of General
A. L. Lee, the cavalry, was completely crushed

"

a

spring of the following year served in the fa
He was on the
mous Red River campaign.
8th of April in the advance, in command of
the third division of the Thirteenth army corps,

one

a

1863, at Magnolia Chapel, he was promoted to
After the siege of Vicks
brigadier-general.
burg and the capture of Jackson, his army
corps, the Thirteenth, was sent to New Or
leans. He served with his command in the
Teche campaign in the fall of 1803, and in the

that was demanded for the successful accom
hazardous experiment.
In February of the following year he was

plishment of

a

der General Grant through the battles before
For gallantry
and at the siege of Vicksburg.
on our right wing during the action of May 1,

were taken for the formation of the colony, he
was an earnest advocate of the plan, and to
him it is indebted for its happily chosen name
he argued, lay the strength
of " Union," for in

a

He took part with
then serving in Kentucky.
his regiment in the capture of Island No. 10 in
Missouri, and was made colonel of the regi
ment in July of the same year. He then serv
ed under General Curtis in Arkansas, and un

etor of a drug store in Elmira, N. Y., with suf
ficient recovered health to make him ready for
just such an enterprise. At the meeting held
at Cooper Institute, where initiator}' measures

a

of

Nineteenth Indiana, serving in the Poto
mac army with his regiment in the Iron Brig
ade until February, 1802, when he was trans
ferred to the Thirty-fourth Indiana Volunteers,
the

[Dec,

it

he was promoted to the lieutenant-colonelcy

is
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and we ex
practical
the assured success

settle in the far West, it found him the propri

rado Springs.

;

of the new town he proposes to found on the
line of the Denver and Rio Grande Railway,
at the base of Pike's Peak, the town of Colo

because

it
is

newspaper business entirely, and for at least
two years taking him out of any thing like ac
tive life.
In December, 1809, when Mr. Meeker of the
N. Y. Triljuiu: proposed organizing a colony to

pect next year to chronicle

"ALL
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A SHORE!"
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moral principle ; on the other,
ignorance, violence, and disre

control,
vanity,

In the leaders
gard of right or religion.
on one side was seen high integrity ; on
the other, pufted-up pride and vulgar
Here, as elsewhere, brains, with
vanity.
"

NEW YORK,
DECEMBER,

"ONWARD

1871.

railways, and to sundry
into, and through the
Rocky Mountains, connecting with other
lines the eastern borders of our continent
ern

continental

others, around,

UPWARD."

AND

told."
religious principles,
In our own country great enterprises
have been prosecuted with vigor and suc
cess. We allude to Northern and South

on the

If

a young man adopt this motto, "Onward

and up

ward," an a rule of life, he will aim high, and at the end
"
of each recurring year he will be able to report prog

Pacific.

Atlantic with the western on the
Three great trunk lines will

The editors of this Journal believe in Man's
desire for and susceptibility to improvement ; certainly

soon be in running order across the con
tinent, and passengers will be conveyed
from London and Liverpool to San Fran

not less, but something more, than is seen in horses, cat

cisco in LESS THAN TWELVE DAYS

tle, roots, and fruits.

route will be via Newfoundland,

Is one of the objects of this

consistent, the Journal,

Journal

; and, to be

itself should steadily improve.

Has it not been so in the past?

Compare the earlier

volumes with those of 1870and 1871,and the claim will
be sustained. *So it must be— shall be— In the future.
The prewnt number completes the Fifty-third Volume.
The commencement of the Fifty-fourth
hand.

The January

i* already in

number will be promptly Issued.

Reader, are you ready ?

"ALL ASHORE!"

II ERE

!

The
Nova

Scotia, Boston, New York, Chicago, or
St. Louis, and so on, according to the
choice of the traveler.
— from London to Chicago
Think of
Then the traf
in less than eight days
!

it"

To teach the reader " how to do

it,

ress."

fic between Europe and Asia will pass
this way. AVe shall have the travel and
the trade of half the globe.
Our other material interests are equally
In no other part of the
promising.
world are greater advances made in ag
And this
America.
riculture than
Good
the foundation of all prosperity.

trip

How quickly the year has passed !
!
and yet how memorable in great events !
One of the greatest wars of modern
times, between two great European na

crops have generally been secured North
and South, East and West, and peace
It
true
and plenty prevail.
great
city has been burned, and vast forests —

tions, conducted, on one side, with con
summate skill, generalship, and a pro
found religious trust in God, and on the

the growth of centuries— swept in
day
by the fiery fiend. Lives, too, were lost

in

a bogus Emperor,

an irreligious

strife, the de

a

a

is

in

;

Still, the world moves on, and
night
An eventful year
we move with it.
on the verge
and
we
are
ending,

of monuments, the burning of
stately buildings, and the murder of in

is

ending

!

of consequences, by

and we are re
conflagrations
minded by them of the earthquakes in
other lands, which swallow up cities in
in these

a

other, with the most flagrant disregard

is

we are, fellow-passengers, at
-* — *- the end of our twelve
months'

nocent priests, has been brought to an
On one side were intelligence, selfend.

of Eighteen Hundred and Seventy-two.
Let us come into port and " heave to."

struction

Phrenological Journal.
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! throw out the gang-plank
Is this the
and we will all step on shore.
end ? And now come the good-byes.
" in
Hearts throb " Adieu
loving unison

Take the line

trifle

when tongues refuse to speak.
We part
— many of us — to meet no more on earth.

Men and women, boys
way agreeable.
and girls, all help to make an excursion
The best
party lively and entertaining.

Blessed memory that recalls pleasant ex
periences ! We shall live over and over
again all that brought happiness to our
hearts, and we shall, by a wise provision

of

compared with what we shall see,
Invite, for the round
learn, and enjoy.
trip, such companions as will be every

of fare will

To secure desirable places,
'?
passengers should obtain tickets at once.
New books are now open.
Names well

you join us

wound heals over, all in the past that
was painful or perplexing.
Good-bye !
" HOLD ON A MOMENT."

known, and names quite new, are coming
in daily.
The good ship will start, wind
and weather, life and health, permitting,

Reader, what say you to another ex
cursion?
Can you spare the time?

on

" Passes " for a
year's voyage cost but a

All

that

the

Government

United States and Territories

of
asks

these

of the

not that

whether

it

pleases,

be

in

is

is,

they drop their
relif/ion, but that they conform to the
laws, as must all other citizens. Here,
free to worship God as he
every one
Mormons

accordance with

;

Pagan, Hebrew, or Christian rites and
customs but no one will be permitted
to marry more husbands or more wives
The
States

Mormons

— after

Smith, their

once

the

f

island in the seas where they may live
and love to their hearts' coutent
If
not, we can see no other way than for
them to make
virtue of necessity, and
submit to the powers that be, and to the
rule of our great Uncle Samuel instead

of Father Brigham.
Let the Utah Legislature

provide for
to their wives, and
for all children born
polygamy, up to
specified date, and give notice that uo
those

now married

in

than the law allows.

cratic-Republican
institutions, the only
to
secure other quarters
way for them
beyond the reach of modern civilization.
May they not find some uninhabited
?

touching Mormonism

tially.

now conform to the
reasonable and just laws of the land, all
will be well. Should they still prefer
polygamy to living under our .Demo

fled from

murder

leader — into

these

of Joseph

Mexican

ter

ritory, hoping thereby to escape the re
straints of our laws; but the war with

marriages of this sort will be
permitted, and that will be
way out of
the difficulty.
Do not punish the inno
cent or deluded.
Do not bastardize
those thousands of children, or do vio
further

a

too, without

essen

QUESTION.
ed States.
If they

is

amy may be
" as it was
by the Jews,
ter-Day Saints
and as it will be by the Turks, and that,

counsel submission

more within the jurisdiction of the TJnit-

Mormons to the laws, which must be ini

lence where

it

gave us California and the Ter
then
and now occupied by the
ritory
Mormons.
This brought them once
Mexico

!

a

is one thing, and the

Polyg
religion another.
abandoned by the "Lat

Mormon

or before the 1st of January, 1872
be booked ?
Will you go ?

Will you

a

"POLYGAMY
-*-

and, as hereto

fore, each excursionist will acknowledge
himself all the better for the trip.
Will

a beneficent Creator, forget, as a flesh

THE MORMO

be provided,

can do no good.
We
on the part of the

CM
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partially administered

;

2V'

TO

IT

and we counsel

legal measures only, on the part of our
It will be time enough to
authorities.
bring out the guns when open rebellion
shall be manifested by the lawless.
We
would no more interfere — save in a mis

sionary way — with the Mormon religion
than with any of the other numerous re
ligions in our midst.
Here we would say to the older Mor
mons, Take earc of one another, in all
love and kindness, as you have pledged
yourselves to do. No desertion or leav

ing to cold charity those who have
true

in their

been

social and their religious

AFFORD IT?
relations.
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Time will soon wipe out all

earthly obligations.
To younger Mormons

Let

each woman

none,

— and

none, — and

each

we would

have one husband

say,

— or

man have one wife —or

become law-abiding citizens

of personal
in every sense.
Instead
pride and ambition, let us live and labor
for the enlightenment and happiness of
our fellow-mortals, whether in religious,
social, or other bonds ; and we shall be
blessed just in proportion as we deserve
Good government can only exist
it.
where the people obey the laws, and
where impartial
justice is meted out
alike to one and all.

CAN YOU AFFORD

IT?

/^1AX

apoplexy in the middle of life almost a

^-^

certainty ?
Can you

ries

you afford to work hard all day,
and read, study, or court the vaga
of society nearly all night, thus

wasting your vitality, exhausting your
nervous system, and bringing on prema
ture disease, decay, and old age?
Can you afford to read fine print with

rail car, where the mo
tion disturbs the proper focus of vision,
a poor

light in

a

thus weakening your eyes so as nearly
to deprive you of the power to use them
either in reading or in the daily duties

of life?

Even though you do not have

an oculist to pay, you may be obliged to

wear glasses ten or fifteen years sooner
than you otherwise would ; can you af
ford thus to spoil your eyes to save a

little time?

afford to commit suicid
the indulgence of appetite an
passion, adopting the fool's motto, "A
short life and a merry one ?"
through

Can you afford to keep your brain
boiling hot in reading sensational novels,
thus unbalancing and rendering morbid
your mental and physical constitution?
Can you afford to indulge in fast liv
ing, dressing beyond your means, driving
livery horses, or keeping a horse your
self, when your income is not adequate
to such expenses ?
Can you afford to smoke and chew
tobacco, thus spending from five to fifty
dollars a month, and injuring your nerv
ous system, and perverting your whole

Can you afford to eat hastily, and then
rush to study or business, withdrawing
the nervous energy from the digestive

constitution, and thereby transmitting to
children a weakened constitution, thus

system to the brain and muscles, and
thus inducing dyspepsia, in a few years
at most, to scourge and haunt and make

making them puny invalids for life?
Can you afford to burn out your ner
vous system and demoralize your whole

you miserable for years, or for life ?
Can you afford to live on rich and

character by the use of alcoholic liquors ?
Can you afford to indulge in habits of
gambling, and other tricky
speculati.on,

highly-seasoned food, eat champaign sup
pers, because an artificial appetite is thus
gratified, rendering gout, dyspepsia, or

and mean modes of making money ?
Can you afford to make money at the
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expense

of your manhood, your morals,

your health, your just respectability,

and

your integrity?
Can you afford to gain even the whole
world and thereby make of yourself a
moral wreck?

•

[Dec,

Pupils in school sometimes fancy they
doing a smart thing by deceiving

are

the teacher, that they may play instead
of study.
often neglect
Apprentices
their duty for fun and amusement, and fail
to learn their trade, which is a life-long
damage to them. Many people do wrong
knowingly, and thus mar their moral

years, when by
preparatory
you should become a scholar, or
by industry either a tradesman or a use
ful artisan ?

nature and make themselves feel mean,
unworthy, and despicable ; and, because
the world don't know
they think they

Can you afford to rob your mind to
clothe your back with silks and satins,

carry

your employer of the just
services you owe him, even though you
do get your pay, thus making yourself a

;

through life. Can one afford to have
any motto adverse to the old adage, that
"
the best policy "
Honesty
?

Reader, stop and consider whether
what you are doing, or what you pro
whether yon can
pose to do, will pay
" do
afford to do it. " Time
money
not throw
away, but make every day

than

truthful,
faithful,
temperate,
in
and
all
correct
?
courteous,
respects
upright,

;

it

moral bankrupt ?
Can you afford to be otherwise

but they

of wrong-doing

scar

is

by defraud

the moral

;

and gratify a mere love for display?
Can you afford to be tricky and there

have done themselves no harm

is

youthful

study

it,

you afford, for the sake of mo
mentary amusement, to waste your
Can

and

every

hour

tell

either

for

your

growth, health, or profit.

CHICAGO.
thousand of her men, women, and
stripped of all their earthly posses
sions and left homeless, will, phcenix-Iikc, kisk
again and astonish the world by her marvel

the very gates of heaven
and showers
of material aid and of manna came down for
the relief of the stricken.
All Europe re
sponded to an appeal for help. Food, cloth
ing, tents, for immediate use were sent — almost
— on the wings of the wind from far and near

No fire
ous energy and recuperative power.
ever occurred iu America before sueli as that
in Chicago during the second week in October,

to supply the want, and money in good meas
Oh,
ure came by cable from beyond the seas.
was glorious to note the effects of Christian

a

hundred

children

The number of houses, churches, stores,
hotels, railway stations, banks,

;

yea,

it

pride of the prairie and wonder
though laid in ashes, and

CHICAGO,
of the West,

kindness manifested by God's
where
Now the words, "

Oh, the happiness of Christian charity
There were not wanting many evidences of
the grandeur of human nature amid the very
ashes of what but a short time before was

is

kinship of all nations of
a

the earth.
The great
pang suffered iu Chicago touched Ihe hearts
of all mankind, and
wail of woe went up
which opened the hearts and purses of men, —

!

!

beautiful,

and m:ide many men, now poor,
There were those who

think themselves rich.

turned from the desolation before them and
"
Let us bestir
heroically set to work anew.
ourselves," was the cry, " to replace the loss.
thrilling
Our city shall rise again!" What
a

!

The lesson which this incomparable calamity
— has taught — this: the sympathetic

teaches

is

ture of the catastrophe.
Besides many mil
lions' worth of property, there were many lives
lost in that great conflagration.
Details have
been given in the newspaper press.

warehouses,

It

newspaper offices, book stores, etc., destroyed,
were many thousands, covering two thousand
acres right in the very heart of the richest por
tion of the city
Nor was this the icorsl fea

people every
more blessed
to give than to receive," are something more
than set phrases in preaching.
They are mat
ters of fact to thousands who know by experi
Oh, the blessing of giciug.'
ence this truth.

1871.

MARY PRAT BROWNING.

invested

in

They

it,

have been built with special reference to a great
commercial want at this place, and can not fail
to sustain it.
" As
Chicago must rise again, we do not be
little the calamity that has fallen upon us.
The world has probably never seen the like of
it; certainly not since Moscow was burned.
" Ten or
twenty years may be required to
reconstruct our fair city, but capital will re
and fire-proof will be forthcoming.
build
" The losses we have
suffered must be home,
but the place, time, and men are here.
Com
mence at the bottom and work up again — not
at the bottom, either — for we have credit in
everjr land, and the experience of one building

of Chicago to help us.
" Let us all cheer
up,

a

is

is

is

save what
yet left,
and we shall come out right. The Christian
world
al
coming to our relief— the worst
few days more the dangers
ready over. In
will be passed, and we can resume the battle
of life with Christian faith and Western grit.

a

becomes our mournful duty to announce
the death of one of our well-beloved cobeautiful woman, an ac
laborers. She was
complished reporter, and had been connected
On the
with our office for about two years.
15th of August last she left her desk expecting
to return the next morning.
Her health had
not been very good since the death of her much
reporter, last
loved sister, Emma Pray, also
spring, the loss seeming to depress her spirits.
Her disease was said to be of typhoid charac
Up to within
ter.
day or two of her death,
which occurred on the 12th of October, her
She was,
friends had expected her recover}'.
brunette; in size, about the
in complexion,
model of health
medium, aud apparently
woman
and vigor. We have never known
bet
of her age — twenty-six years — who had
ter balanced mind. It was clear, well-inform
Those who
ed, mature, sound, and sensible.
Peace.
knew her best loved her most.
a

a

a

IT

a

of capital

MARY PRAY BROWNING.

a

$300,000,000

♦»♦

a

"The

these ruins are bound to see us through.

East contributed — continues to contribute — to
the development of the West, aud of Chicago
with the rest. But the East will be more than
repaid for every man and even- dollar invested
in the prairie country. Thither lot us look, not
only for bread and beef, but for race of noble
men and women to replenish the earth.

a

appeal is this from a newspaper (the Chicago
Tribuiu:) whose fair oflice was the last to suc
cumb to the general ruin !
"
Cheer up ! In the midst of calamity with
out parallel in the world's history, looking up
on the ashes of thirty years' accumulation, the
people of this once beautiful city are resolved
that Chicago shall rise again with vigor.
" With $200,000,000 or $300,000,000 of our
hard-earned property swept away in a few
hours, the hearts of our men and women are
still brave, and they look into the future with
undaunted hearts.
" As
there has never been such a calamity,
so has there never been such cheerful fortitude
in the face of desolation and ruin.
"
Already contracts have been made for re
building some of the burned blocks, and the
clearing away of the debris will begin to-day
if the heat is so far subdued that the charred
material can be handled.
Field, Leiter & Co.,
and John Farwcll & Co., will commence busi
ness to-day.
The money and securities in the
banks are safe.
The railroads are working
with all their energies to bring us out of our
affliction.
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A Feature for 1872. — The editor contem
plates the publication of Srit Ciiaki.es Bell's
celebrated treatise on the " Anatomy of Expuessiox," seriatim, in the Journal for 1872.
In presenting this valuable work to our sub
scribers, the original illustrations will be made
notes and comments
suit
Each subscriber will thus obtain that
able.
work complete, without additional cost to him
self, providing he renews his subscription in
and occasional

use

of,

will

be introduced as they may be deemed

time.

Catarrh Quacks. — To guard our readers
agaiust the ravages of quacks who poison and
rob their victims, wc publish, in another place,
an article on Catarrh, its causes and cure, to
which we call attention.

a

a

is

is

us all cheer up."
It
But Chicago
only the name of place.
the enterprising people of the West who
have built up and made the place so famous.
The best bone, muscle, and brain of the whole
country were concentrated at this point. As
All the
rule, only men of enterprise go West.

Lrvrxo in solitude
posed

is

Let

not

genernlly

sup

Hall

says,

to be dangerous, yet Bishop

" That he had need to be well underlaid that
knows how to entertain himself with his own
By this he probably moans to be
thoughts."
understood after the following fashion. Com

'Phrenological Journal.
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pauy, variety of employments or recreations,
may wear out the day with the emptiest hearts ;
but when a man has no society but himself, no

[Dec,

stinence for the individual,
for the State " — the Bible

Piiouibition

and

being our guide :
Prov. xxiii. 31 ; Luke i. 15 ; Bom. xiv. 21 ; Prov.
xxxi. 45; Heb. ii. 15; Bom. xiii. 1-4.
The Al

task to set himself but what arises from his
own bosom, surely if he have not a good stock
of former notions, or an inward mint of new,
he will soon run out of all, and, as some for

liance is in no sense a political bod)'.
Its mem
bers believe in voting for Prohibition at the
polls; but they vote with what party they

lorn bankrupt, grow weary of himself.

choose.

The chief work of

the

Alliance is of

a moral and religious character.

Temperance Alliance,
Street, Boston, is doing a
very useful work in its own quiet way.
The platform of the Alliance 13 " Total, Ab

pepar^iwnt

bf

[All right! go a-hcad; others will work in
their way, and the nefarious work of drunken
ness will, we earnestly hope, be lessened, if it
be not stopped.]

|)ur

The Massachusetts

office 14 Bromfk'ld

|lueolo0g—

^anttarutm.

e»rly«nde»nieotJy,
Thetruthsof Pliyilolnsyahnuld!«•Inrtilc-»l*d
*iitl with theemphAMto
of highreligiousduty,—Youvi
andvuforced
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clusive proof that all of them are useless.

is

?

I

it

is,

etiologically,

a

is

cation, therefore, should he chiefly directed to
the restoration of the function of the liver.
Local applications, errhines, sternutatories,
nasal baths, catarrh snuff, etc., may relieve
but to restore the nasal organ to
temporarily
sound and permanent health by such measures
impossible. It
doctoring the effect without

It
like trying to sup
removing the cause.
press the use of alcoholic liquors an beverages
while employing them irs medicines.
It
like
to stop
undertaking
leaky gas-pipe with
The "rem
dough, or putty, or tar, or tallow.
edy" may interrupt the gas-current for time,
is

a

but the "cure" will be succeeded
" relapse."

very soon by

of the
How
can disorder in the right hypocondrium,
foot
But,

liver

how

can

morbid

be the essential cause

condition

of catarrh

?

a

a

who make the treatment of catarrh
specialty.
Scarcely any disease can be named, if we ex
cept consumption, cholera, and hydrophobia
(which are never cured by medicine), for which
so many remedies are recommended — con

nose,

of the liver. It
veritable " bilious
—
complaint"
nothing more, nothing less. Medi
disease

a

I

of this statement
need only refer to the nu
merous nostrums advertised in the newspapers,
and the many physicians, real or pretended,

the

is

diseases are doctored more unsuccessfully.
Indeed, catarrh, in its chronic form, is, confess
edly, one of the most obstinate maladies with
which the physician has to deal. In attestation

of

a

Few

disease

is

adapted to the febrile condition.
The pathology and nature of catarrh being
so obvious, why should there be any difficulty
in the treatment? There w difficulty, however.

chronic catarrh is, nosologi-

Although

causes.

cally,

a

is

;

a

catarrh the physician has only to medicate
and in the treatment of
local inflammation
acute catarrh, the only additional or different
such measures as are
medication required

In order to treat any disease properly, the
physician must have reference, in his prescrip
tions, to the essential or continuing cause or

;

is

that the inflammatory affection extends to the
mucous membrane of the windpipe and bron
chial ramifications. In the treatment of chronic

greater difficulty every intelligent practitioner
will acknowledge, and propose briefly to in
dicate the rationale.

a

f

and old in the head are applied.
Influenza
It differs
sometimes called epidemic catarrh.
from catarrh proper only in the circumstance

a

is

called
AVlien attended with fever the disease
If unattended
ever.
with fever, the terms chronic catarrh, coryza,

acute catarrh, or catarrhal

Why should there be any more difficulty in
treating inflammation of the nose than of anyother part of the body
for examples, the eyes?
ears, fingers, and toes?
That there
much

is

simply, inflammation of the
of the nasal cavities.

mucous membrane
CATARBII

a

is,
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and-a-half
Sclineklerian.

distant, create disease of the little
membrane, which seems to have no

anatomical relation to the great abdominal or
gan ? Let us see.
It is the function of the liver to excrete from
the blood certain hydro-carbonaceous elements

in the form of bile.

But suppose this organ
becomes inactive, torpid, or obstructed, so that
this duty is not performed? What then? Why,
these biliary elements accumulate in the mass
of blood for awhile, and are then expelled
more or less in other directions

and through
Sometimes the skin does a
part of the liver's proper work, and the perspitation becomes viscid and fetid. Very fre
quently the kidneys do vicarious duty, and the
urine is discolored.
Occasionally a sufficient
unusual channels.

quantity

of

effete

biliary matters is expelled

through the lungs, when the sputa, or expec
torated matter, is dark, nauseous, or bloody. I
have known several cases iu which the eyes
were nearly destroyed — the lids granulated, the
cornea ulcerated, the coats thickened, and the
humors viscid and opake with biliary deposits,
in consequence of the blood being so charged
with biliary elements that the mucous mem
brane of the conjunctiva became an abnormal
depurating surface.
But, in all cases of prolonged torpidity of the
liver, unless the function of the skin is fully
maintained, there is a tendency to expel the

biliary elements through some portions, and
in extreme cases through all parts of the
mucous membrane of the alimentary canal ;
and, indeed, through the mucous membrane of
all those cavities or hollow organs which open
externally — the uterus and bladder, for exam
ples. The affections termed, in medical books,
catarrhal inflammation of the uterus and catarrh

of

the bladder

are

of this character.

As the nasal mucous membraue is exposed
temperature of at
mospheric air, it is more liable to become the
seat of biliary excretion than any other portion
of that membrane ; and when this becomes a
to the contact and varying

the case is chronic catarrh.
condition
This nasal portion of the mucous membrane
is often so congested and turgid that the pa
tient breathes with difficulty through the nos
fixed

CA TARRH.
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tarrh ; hence the successful treatment of catarrh
requires general attention to all of the excreting
organs and especial attention to the liver. One
of the great errors of the popular medical sys
tem is the practice of directing specific rem
edies to the local condition,

while overlooking
what is of vastly greater consequence, atlen.
tion to the general health.

The effects of a retention of biliary elements
in the blood are manifested in a variety of dis
eases, both chronic and acute.
Indeed, next
to the term constipation, that of "biliousness"
is most expressive of sickness and suffering.
Whenever torpidity of the liver is perma
nently established, the effete matters which
should be expelled in the form of bile are re

tained in the Wood, laying the foundation for
putrid forms of fever and erysipelatous inflam
mations. Occasionally they are deterged iu a
manner constituting some local disease, as sickheadache, diarrhea, or cholera morbus. Jaun
dice is a well-known condition produced by a
prolonged retention of biliary matters in the
tegumentary structure. When expelled through
the cutaneous emunctories, humors, eruptions,
and, in some

cases,

erysipelas fever, are

the

results.

This view of the consequences of a disor
dered liver — this theory of hepatic pathology
— may seem to make this large excerning
gland to play a very important part in the
production of many common and very grave
maladies. It is true, however.
Nay, the half
is not told.
But, as

I

have neither space

nor disposition

to wearj' the reader with details on the general

I will conclude with a brief outline of
Hygienic method of treating chronic ca

subject,
the

tarrh, based on the pathology
have indicated.

To

and

etiology

I

medendi scientifically,
for treatment are threefold :
1. To maintain the functions of the excretory
state the methodu*

the indications

organs generally.
2. To restore the function

of the liver

spe

cially.
8. To obviate pain and irritation in the nasal
mucous membrane.

closed, giving rise to the suspicion of a polypus
tumor, or some other excrescence or morbid

In treating a case of catarrh these distinctive
indications may be disregarded; for whatever
is wholesome to the patient is adapted to either
and to all of them.

growth.
Whatever

But, first of all, the patient must "cease to
do evil."
He must avoid all ingesta that tend

liver and indirectly

to occasion biliousness.
He should abandon
all articles of diet, drink, or seasoning which
conduce to congestion or torpidity of the liver.

trils; and sometimes the

passage

is entirely

obstructs any one of the other
depurating organs — the skin, lungs, kidneys, or
bowels — tends directly to congestion of the
to

the production

of ca

Phrenological Journal.

very objectionable,

notwithstanding
highly lauded at most professed health institu
tions.
is

is

The only truly wholesome bread
that
made of unbolted meal and water.
But those who can not have this, or who prefer
which

fine-flour

the "cider-cure,"

which

is

is

a

use

a

bread, should use
larger
proportion of finits and vegetables— the fruits
notion that
especially.
Many persons have
certain fruits, as cranberries and tomatoes, have
" virtue " in affec
some specific or medicinal
tions of the liver.
This
all nonsense, as
to

persons recom
not many years since
some

a

is

is

it

if

is

is

if

a

"

is

it

is

a

through the nostrils for years, because of the
swelling of the mucous membrane. They re
covered in
few months by means of the plan
of management am recommending.
Exercise
one of the essentials of successful
treatment; but here again the patient
very
is

I

regard milk as
and sugar as still worse,
and
they are freely used

be sedulously abstained from.

can be borne without unpleasant
have had some patients to treat who
had not been able to pass
drop of water

apt to overdo. All exercises should be moder
ate, but may be frequent, and as prolonged as
possible short of fatigue. Many patients suf
fering from dyspepsia, catarrh, nervous debility,
etc., being anxious

for
speedy cure, exercise
feverish condition frequently,
resulting in an increased congestion of tbe. dis
eased mucous membrane, and an aggravation
of the catarrhal affection.
themselves into

There

no one method of exercise better

Yet some variety
preferable.
The lifting-machines, the vibrators, the Swe
than walking.

is

that obstruct the liver or induce constipation, as
do all greasy aud starchy preparations, should

duced as

ness.

a

I

is

it

a

is

it

not very important whether
restrained,
two or three meals
day are taken.
prefer
But
two, however.
important that all ar
ticles which irritate the mucous membrane,
salt and pepper, for example, and all articles

aud often induces headache.
In all such cases
the temperature of the water employed should
be warm at first, 90° to 95°, and gradually re

I

digestive powers.
The dietetic plan, whether vegetarian or
mixed, can not well be too plain. If late sup
pers are avoided and morbid cravings be duly

usually 70° to 80°. The inflamed surface
often extends into the frontal sinuses, and then
cold, or even cool water, drawn w ith violence
up the nasal passages causes much distress,

a

is

all wrong. It loads the stomach with useless
fluid, burdens the vital machinery with un
necessary labor, and eventually impairs the

not too cold.
day, provided the water
It
should not occasion irritation or smarting.
The better way
to draw
very gently into
the nasal cavities, and the proper temperature

it

a

a

is

Most persons drink as much or more
from habit as they do because of thirst This
habit.

longed warm baths are injurious.
Hip aud
foot-baths, from 75° to 85°, are often advan
tageously employed daily, or every other day.
Nasal baths may be taken two or three times a

a

ac

better not to drink at
cording to thirst. It
all at meals; and those who adopt
proper
dietary aud disuse condiments will have no
disposition to drink while eating. But, even
the purest water should not be drank as

is

the purer the water the

drink pure water

the patient

I

Let

is,

and of common sense
letter.

cient so far as the whole bodily surface
con
The wet-sheet pack,
practicable, or
week, at bed
not, the full warm bath, once
time, will be serviceable for those of full habits
and strong constitutions.
All very hot or pro
cerned.

is

nothing but water holding some impurity in
solution, or mixed with poisonous ingredients.
For all drinking purposes the rule of nature

of" Hygienic Medication." If the dietary
plain and simple, very little bathing will an
swer; and
not, much bathing will not
cure. A tepid or moderately cool bath or ablu
tion two or three times
week
usually suffi
little

if

Of drinks little need be said. There is no
beverage in the universe save water, so that we
have nothing to discuss under this head.
All
of the so-called beverages of Art — spirits, wine,
cider, beer, tea, coffee, mineral waters, etc.— are

[Dec,
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All good fruit
pill.
good for sick folks or
well folks, for diseased livers or sound livers,
should be taken at meals as food, and not be
tween meals as medicine.

back riding, boat rowing, and mountain climb
sawing wood, washing clothes,
ing; and so
or making fences.
Those who have time and
room can easily cxtemporiie some plan of ex
But if they can not,
ercises that will answer.

In the matter of bathing, many persons who
undertake to treat catarrh hydropathically, give
too much of the " cold-water-cure," and too

go to
ercise

But

is

or will not exercise themselves, they had better
" machine-curer" and be exercised.
Ex
essential

;

noses.

a

or catarrlml

is

noses

it

is

a

for well

if

dish movements, and wands, and riugs, and
dumb-bells, etc., are all more or less useful,
properly managed; and so are croquet, horse

is

mend very highly.
It
extract of tomato pills was sold all over the
substitute for calomel and bluecountry as

and the systematic methods

THE USE OF TOBACCO.
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of the health institutions and gymnasiums
much

the careless and irregular
habits which are apt to prevail in home-treat
ment.

THE USE OF TOBACCO.
as I do, that the following
condensed delineation of the evils result
BELIEVING

ing from the use of tobacco might be produc
tive of good, I will be much obliged if you will
give it an insertion in your widely circulated
magazine :
" This
weed, which human beings habitually
Its effects
use, is the deadliest poison known.
on the human system are varied, and deleteri
to the organs affected.
The
derangements which the habitual use of to
bacco produces [in a more or less pronounced
form], are as follows:

ous in proportion

1. Headache over the eyes.
2. Nervous headache without

sickness.
headache with sickness of the

3. Nervous

stomach.
4. Deafness.
5.
C.
7.

Partial blindness, or amaurosis.
Running at the eyes.
Cancer of the lips.
preceded

for years by a

cough.
D. Asthma.
10. Dyspepsia.

of the heart
of the upper part of the body.
Neuralgia, especially of the face, head,

11. Palpitation
12. Paralysis

and neck.

of

14. Swelling

the gums, and rotting

of

the

teeth.
10. Enfeeblement

of the lymphatics.
of the glands of

16. Enlargement
the face
and neck, making the chewer thick about the
cheek and lips.
17. Lethargy.
18. Morbid
19.

appetite for spirituous liquors.

Morbid appetite for food, especially high-

flavored food.
20.

Indistinct

21. Indistinct

taste.

smell.

of touch.
of the moral sense.
Ufacleanliness of person.

22. 'Imperfect

sense

23. Obtusencss
24.

of

would seem that a calm, deliberate review
preceding delineatiou of the evils re

the

sulting from the use of tobacco, which, alas ! is
but too true, should be sufficient to influence
every person who had not formed the habit,
never to form it; and also to induce all who
have formed the habit, to break it off at once
and forever.
For the encouragement of those who may be
disposed to relinquish the habit, I could give
some interesting cases of success, and the happy
Mr. A. T.
consequences resulting therefrom.
gave up the habit about twelve months since,
after using tobacco for fifty years, with very de
cided improvement in his health. Hon. II. G. J.
relinquished the habit twenty-six years ago, after
in the use of the article forty-three
case, the improvement of his
health was so marked, that in a few months afindulging
years.

In his

tCT giving up the use of tobacco he dispensed
with spectacles, which he had been obliged to
use for several years previous to that lime, and

he has not used them since, uow in his eightyyear, the improvement in his eyesight
being produced, as he believes, from giving up
ninth

8. Consumption,

13.

It

are

better than
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25. Stentorian, or snoring sleep.

A sense of deadness and of great debility,
on first waking from sleep, until one has had a
chew or a smoke.
26.

27. Confirmed

premature death."

and incurable

disease, and

the use of tobacco.
Other casts equally inter
esting in their character could be given. But
let these suffice for the present.
From a pretty

close observation

of the influence of this and

other injurious habits, made in the practice of
medicine for thirty-six years, I can safely say
that I have never known a person to give up
the habit without being benefited thereby. In
fact, in many forms of chronic disease, espe
cially in persons of highly nervous tempera
ment, the relinquishment of the habit seems to
be almost a sine qua non condition to ultimate
permanent success.

s.

alexaxdeu,

m.d.

Boys, boys, if you look into the early life of
truly helpful men, those who make life easier
and nobler to those who come after them, you
will almost invariably find that they lived pure
In early life, the
ly in the day* of their youth.
brain, though abounding in vigor, is sensitive
and ver}- susceptible to injury — and this to such
a degree that a comparatively brief and moder
ate indulgence in vicious pleasures appears to
lower the tone and impair both the delicacy and
efficiency of the brain for life. This is simply
the truth of science.
Poor memory, absent-mindedness, lack of
application, indolence, shiftlessncss, and a hun
" bad habits."
"
dred other symptoms," indicate
Oh, the beauty and benefit of purity ! Oh, the
foulness and calamity of vicious indulgences !

Phrenological Journal.
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IN SOUND AND MOTION.

11The awful shadow of s ame unknown power
Float?, though unseen. among us."

considered, is Thought
itself materially.
It may be
said to be the language of the spirit, as mat
ter has been called " the tongue of God."
We live in t wo worlds ; or a world and a
universe ; the world of outward perception,
and the universe of inward intuition ; both
acting upon the voluntary and involuntary
carefully

SOUND,
expressing

powers, the conscious and sensuous soul.
Nature addresses the human soul incarna

I.s only music in another name.''

tion

of truth

is uttered

in thought and

tinued by the customary sounds to which
are habituated.

" Perhaps,"

ac

in her every sound, either as
It is whispered in the even

of superior intelligences, not

a leaf, not a ray,
not an insect, not an atom in the temple of
the universe, but symbolizes some particular

conception

designed

to express an attribute

" and

so

us, and de

being.

Thought is mental motion ; to which the
of the brain palpitate like mus

convolutions

war.

cular movement to galvanic

and scientifically adapted to human
will be the universal language of the

;

veloping our brains and bodies to an auto
matic action, which is the larger part of our

rule or protest.
ing breeze, or thundered

in her elemental
This language, when properly inter

we

it has been said, " in the view

of the Creative Soul of Nature
Sound is continually talking to

ted in flesh, through her various sounds.
" The art of heiiv'n, the order of this frame,

The language

through the brain, produce instinctive
motion ; and our ordinary routine
of thought and action is induced and con
tern,

muscular

action, and those

like light and sound, and most
by their medium, are conveyed

preted

scintillations,

uses,

frequently
from one brain to another by an intermediate
aura which is put into action by the mind.

earth.
bel

According to St. Bernard, " la tour de Ba
fut une figure de ee que le monde devait

faire dans la suite de tons let siecles. It may
be ultimately found that nature does not
play the fool with our senses ; but that the

last accomplishments of science coincide with
that mother -wit and common apprehension,
the genius of that humanity which is nearest
to

her, that of the woodman,

the sailor, or

the savage. Genius, it has been said, is la
tent reason operating by natural rules uncon
sciously, but Science marks and establishes
those rules.
The earliest languages are the
nearest echo of natural sounds ; the last will
use of those sounds in lin

be the scientific

gual construction.
Sound, acting

of the
producing sugges
tion, the commencement of the evolution of
upon the tympanum

ear, reacts upon the brain,

is besides this the more silent and un
none the less akin to the
same phenomena, of one mind upon another,
or of great thoughts upon various minds fit
ted for their reception, accounting
for the
cotemporary discovery of the same truths by
There

seen action, though

different

persons, and for such marked

tion.

Undoubtedly language

has been styled,
with some metaphysical refinement,"thc math
ematical affection of matter.
Pursuing the

man's instinctive

analogy, it may be said that

problems

thought.

Common

sense

all the sounds

of ordinary life, acting upon the nervous sys-

pe

of outcropping intellect as the Elizebethan age of English literature.
Plato says that matter and necessity are
the same thing, and that this necessity is the
mother of all things.
Thought, then, is the
father.
He believed, also, that there is a
thought-fluid in space, polar, like electricity ;
the agitations of which, acting upon plastic
matter, produce all the phenomena of 'crea
riods

has

apprehension

arisen

from

of the powers
In the sym

of sound to express thought.
bolism of words are adumbrated

the deepest
Pythagoras, when
asked who was the greatest of the gods, re

of the mind.

ECHO OF TIIOUGHT IN SOUND AND MOTION.

confabulate or no 11

it

is

;

is

a

a

authorities,

now acknowledged

is

it
is

is

indeed,

only indefinite

by the best

inspiration.

it

is

;

is

;

;

with his

The antithesis of sound

finely expressed

by Petruchio when he says,
" Have

?

not in my time heard lions roar
Have not heard the sea, puffed up with winds,
Kage like an angry boar chafed witli i*weat
Have not heard great onlunnce in ttie field,
And heaven's artillery thunder in the skies
Have not in pitched battle heard
Loud 'larums. neighing steeds, and trumpet's clang?
And do you tell me of woman's tongue,
That gives not half so great blow upon the ear
As doth chestnut in farmer's fire 11
?

?

a

The crack upon the ear produced by the
sounds develops in bodies able to
stand
great quickness of nervous suscepti
bility. The plentifulness of fire-crackers and
the violent and various explosions on the
4th of July teach Young America how to
fiercest

stand fire, and become, as he grows older,
cool marksman like his sires.

The sounds, like the sights of Nature, sug
gest the poetical or the commonplace, as dif
ferent minds incline to different fancies.
The
perception
"

of the ideal

makes the common waters musical.
Binds the rude night winds in silver thrall,"
a

as Emerson calls
but in no
can
that
individual
soul
be
incarnated.
single
We are all fragments of men, acting out our
overInsanity
fragmentary
receptivity.
action of the soul upon the body, a sort of
St. Vitus' dance, in which the will, the regu
lator of the machinery,
disordered, and
the motive force, us in
steam-engine with
out balance, acts irregularly.
A not uncommon form of mental disorder
in minds of
very high type is the laying
of too much stress upon this double meaning
in sound. The excited and ' deranged mind
stimulated to unwonted quickness of per
ception and acuteness of sense by an indefi
nite intuition of this strange law of the ac
tual and ideal meaning of sounds. Insanity,

Over-Soul,

Saul

harp.

a

consciousness.
to all men, the

" and David restored

a

one mind common

song

a

a

conveyed to the over-excited

There

is

is

Certain phenomena of insanity prove the
exquisite susceptibility of the brain to sound,
and how this subtle double meaning of words

The power of sound in music
familiar
the type of good
to every one.
Harmony
so Orpheus conquered hell
discord, of evil
" soothing the restless ghosts with
by
magic

a

;

is

it
a

;

14Words are things and small drop of ink
Falling like dew upon thought, produces
That which makes thousauds, perhaps millions, think/1

though her insanity assumed no other form,
that her friends thought
necessary to send
her to an asylum.

I I

deathlessly

as distinctly as the grand
vizier did the owls in the Arabian tale. So
constant was her conversation with animals,

I

a

speech, and so being

most intelligent
by
woman, who, in certain moods of mind, heard

I

it

is

or human

imprinted upon the soul, is analogous to the
process by which
perpetuated in print
for, as Byron says,

have been positively

assured of that fact

it

is,

render absolute the ideal, and
one of the
principal implements of latent thought in
working upon matter. The falling of
thought upon the ear, as expressed by sound

I

their conversation

were, constantly endeavor
ing to make the unseen thought actual, and

need to, since

I

in them those motions of the animal
foul of nature of which they are the types
or " living hieroglyphs."
as

is

:

will not ask Jean Jaques Rousseau

If birds
nor do

Sound

a

is

"

urative sense, and is excited into passion,
The effect of
poetry, revery, or laughter.
unusual sounds or of music upon beasts is to
excite

as

'* Great wit to madness sure
near allied,
And thin partitions do their bouuds divide."

also the fig

seizes

bard," —

a

affection,"

madman or

?

" mathematical

either

true as the other statement of the poet

;

Each phrase, also, becomes an al
meaning.
legory ; and the quick mind, while it accepts
the " common sense " of the sound, its

" Aut insanit homo, out versus
facU"

— " he

a

the quainter and earlier speech of man
every word is a metaphor, a paronomasia, or
pun, conveying a figurative and a definite

is

In

Are of imagination all compact.11

The well-known line of Horace —
a

thunder was the signal of love.

as

403

" The lunatic, the lover, and the poet

is

Of Him,
plied, the Inventor of Language.
sound is the outward expression and symbol,

I
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and reminds us of that time to come again
in the future when
" Melodious language, wherein every thought
Found utterance, overspread the circling globe."

Phrenological Journal.
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As far

as sound can address the heart, mu

its ultimate development ;
but there yet remains to be cultivated the
exact science of sound as a key to that melo
dious and universal language which is at
some future day " to overspread the circling
The chords of thought vibrating to
globe."
sic hath

reached

the subtlest emotions may be changed by the
simplest sound, as a strain of music lifts the
to harmony in elysium, out of
the depths of despair.
Thought makes words, and words make

soul attuned

acts, and thus again, as we have previously
intimated, the unconscious action of sound

is promoting suggestion

; and there is a dou-

bleness of meaning in sound as in everything
else ; all sound excites either conscious or
unconscious thought and action.
Observe

the manner in which the ears of

sensitive animals, such as the deer, the rabbit,
the horse, the mule, act under the automatic

What is called clairaudience is undoubtedly
of the phenomena which
we are trying to elucidate, though they are
too obscure to be distinctly stated.
In treat
ing of the lawB of suggestion can we do
more than suggest f Our readers will then
forgive us if in this essay, to bring this sub
ject into their field of view, we have, rather,
strung thoughts and fancies together, as in
duced by the sounds amid which we write,
than attempted the impossibility of a labored
exposition of the facts or deductions there
from, upon which we found this as yet some
what dim perception of a key to the laby
rinthine mysteries of life.
Hotspur, as limned by Shakspeare, knew
how his warlike spirit was best developed,
some modification

when he says :
" I had rather hear a brazen canBtlck
turn'd.
Or a dry wheel grate on the axle-tree,
And that would set my teeth nothing on edge,
Nothing so much as mincing poetry."

influence of sound.

" Man

sails

under

words of command

are

sealed

orders."

His

conveyed to him by

sounds, and his animal powers are all quick
ened by that Dens anima brutorum, which is
the animal soul of the world.

The symbolism of words is always accom
Men start at words
plishing the destinies.
as if thoy were signals of action ; as if in
certain moments every man had his word of
command or private
This is the
signal.
double entendre
of language, one of its profoundest mysteries.
The relations of sound to color

are well known to the students of analogies.
Locke mentions a blind man who compared
scarlet to the sound of a trumpet, the same
idea as Euripides:

"

Nor should

the sign

Of purple fhrht. as when the trumpet sounds."

In man's speech and in the sounds of Na
ture there seems

to be some strange analogy
or polar conversion of meaning.
The mere
word carries on the machinery, as it were,
but suggests to the inspiration developed

into the perception the opposite ideal in
In the mystic words of Free Ma
thought.
sonry there is no doubt some intuitive appre
hension of this strange law of the echo of
mind and sound, as there is also in its signs
and grips a perception of the universal sig
nificance of the language of gesture.

it

be forgotten,

as

indicating

suggestiveness of sound, that Rossini
composed one of the most beautiful airs in
the

La

Qazai Ladra on a thema furnished by
the bray of a jackass.
It was said in antique mystical philosophy,
and among the Magi and Alchemists, that he

who had the exact word that represented a
thing in the truest language of the universe
commanded

that thing,

as

in the Open,

ame! of Aladdin.

It

and form
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would be strange indeed

if

Bec

in the ex

actly guarded universe the true watchword
was not always accepted.
Hence the true
word, the Logos, is always

ready at the ap
signal.
Perhaps in the mystery of
things this was why Balaam's ass brayed, the
brute that rode him having called some pri
pointed

vate signal of his own rather than the right
word of the moment.
The cock that crew the mystic three times,
the symbolic number of the Turn Over of the
Universe, when Peter denied his Master, may
still, in the eternal principle of sound, give
'
continual
and unheeded warning to that
Church which, claiming infallible catholicity,
and appealing by all the resources of sight
and sound to the sense of the vulgar, may
yet ignore that freedom of thought which
seeks to enlarge and define the symbolism of
Nature

into perfect accordance with truth

;

FREDERIC RUOKERT.
the voices of Truth and Falsity in every
sound are constantly calling to action either
discords, inciting to the fierceness which pro
motes excessive action or passion ; or harmo
so

How cautions should we be, then, in the
of words, lest by inadvertent speech we
mar what else might move all gentlest
thoughts, for
use

" Since time was,

nies, that temper and chasten motion to that
peace and love and joy which is the Termi
nal Conversion
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All Bound has told the lapse of time."

J.

of the other.
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FREDERIC RUCKERT,
THE GERMAN LYRIST
Goethe, the German language owes
as the one whose portrait

SINCE
no poet so much

we now bring before the reader.
Especially as
a lyrist, none stands higher than he. It was he
who first showed that the German was adapted
to all forms of expression. " No German poet,"

"
says Duller, has explored so boldly the charm
of his mother-tongue ; so creatively none ever
ruled as he. What the human heart recognizes
as lovely and sacred, whatever it strives after as

Godlike in the structure of the world and in
the fullness of Nature, he has brought into his
poetry;

his spirit

dwells

ever in a perpetual

spring; there bloom of German roses among
those of the Orient; and like a deep crystalclear brook in its gentle meanderings, amid all
these flowers there may be traced the deepest
wisdom."

This distinguished scholar was born on the
16th of May, 1789, in the then free city of
Schweinfurt, where his father held an official
A few years after his birth his father
position.
removed to Oberlauringen, and he was sent to
From thence he went
the gymnasium there.

AND

ORIENTALIST.

"Warlike

Songs of Satire and Honor" as an
incitement to the struggle against oppression
and serfdom. The force, the enthusiasm, and
the glowing love for his country which the
poet here showed, have never been excelled,
and worked almost miraculously in the eleva
tion of the German spirit.

In 1815 he removed to Stuttgart, engaging
there in the editorship of a morning journal.
He became acquainted with Uhland and Dan-

necker, associating much with, them, as well as
with the Wtlrtemberg minister, Von Wangenheim, whose friendship he held till death.
In
the year 1816 his " Napoleon, a Political Com
edy in Three Acts," appeared, and was follow
of poems elicited by the
times.
In 1817 he made a journey to Italy for the
purpose of making studies for a history of the
House of Hohenstaufen, in the form of an epic
poem ; but the unsettled state of Germany com
ed, in 1817, by a series

to Jena, in order to study law ; but finding this
profession suited neither to his tastes nor his in
tellect, he turned his attention to philological

pelled him to give up his plan ; and he directed
his attention more especially to the study of Ital
ian popular poetry. His poems of this period
are glowing descriptions of Italian beauty ; his
" Sicily " is
In
really an enchanting picture.
Rome he associated much with the great artists

In 1811 he became a private teacher
in Jena, and shortly after was called as teacher

with Cornelius, Overbeck, Thorwaldsen,

studies.

He did not re
to the gymnasium at Hanau.
main thus engaged very long, but again applied
himself to his favorite studies at Wurzburg,
where he resided without any official position,
forming an intimate acquaintance with J. J.
Wagoner, a disciple of Schelling, and with other
men who exerted a great influence upon him.
In his " Recollections of the Boyhood of a Vil
" he has related the
events and im
lager's Son
pressions of these youthful years, and in his
" German Songs " and his " Sonnets " he utter
more beautifully than anywhere else the
earnest striving of his heart for freedom for the
whole German nation.
He published his

ed

there resident, standing

in intimate relations

Hos

In the
ier, Carl Barth, Schnorr, and Hothcrs.
house of Frau von Humboldt he became ac
quainted with Niebuhr and Bunsen, at that
The famed poet
time secretary with Niebuhr.
William Mttller belonged to his circle of friends,
and with Alterboom

the Dane he made an ex
cursion to Naples.
Ludwig, then crown-prince
of Bavaria, the " art-king," was then in Rome ; he
gave the artists there a great feast, and IJQckert

was among the guests, and has honored the oc
casion in his " German Artists' Festival
in
Ludwig never felt particularly drawn
Rome."
to the poet, although the latter had never given
the king any occasion for displeasure.

He left

■JOG
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Home near the close of the year 1818, and went
to Vienna.

In the Austrian capital he made the ac
quaintance of the celebrated Orientalist J. von
Hammer, who was Uie first to direct his atten
tion to the literature of the East
This study

PORTRAIT

OF

in the most happy relations,
ho has described so beautifully in his
In 1820 he accepted
"Springtime of Love."
thenceforward

which

of Oriental Languages in the
University of Erlangen, where he remained
until 1841, when King William IV., in a very
the professorship

FREDERIC

soon absorbed him. He began with the Per
sian ; though he then had no dictionary, but
compiled one for himself, until later he pro
Shortly afterward
cured one from England.
he was induced to take up his residence at Coburg, having accepted the position of librarian
there.
While in Coburg he married, and lived
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R U CKERT.

flattering personal letter, called him to Berlin
to take a professorship in the University, with
He ultimately
the title of a Privy Councilor.
accepted this offer, though on condition that
he should reside in Berlin during the winter
only, but that in summer he should be permit
ted to live upon his estate at Neusess, near Co

1871.]
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burg. To this period, belong his dramas Saul
and David," "Herod the Great,'' "Emperor
Heinrick IV.," "Christopher Columbus."
He did not long remain contented with his
life at Berlin; lie could never become accus
tomed to so-called public life, and in the year
1848 he retired to Neusess altogether.

How

the Revolution-year

affected Rilckert no

one knows, for he never uttered his thoughts
upon it. The most harmonious portion of his
life was henceforward spent in his retirement.
His daughter Marie, after his wife's death, was
his constant attendant to the last.
The picture

of his life as he grew old is exceedingly attrac
tive. His purity and freshness of heart were
retained to the last breath. When his mind was
directed to his beloved Orient be appeared to
" What kind of a
fresh
, be perfectly happy.
face have you got on to-day?
have never
seen that before," his daughter was accustomed
to say to him in such moments. Whenever he

I

spoke of Arabia, or of the still more beloved
Persia, or when he buried himself in the study
of Goethe, his countenance is said to have been
wonderfully beautiful. At the commencement

of the year

1805 he was taken sick.
His trust
" Yea," he
never forsook him.
often said, " I
have experienced much good here, and I can

go thankfully hence." His end was as beauti
ful as his life. His daughter has related the
incidents of those last days. It appeared as

if everything wished to become reconciled to
him in his last days, remarks his daughter, for

HISTORY
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the sun streamed so friendly down upon him.
She was about to close the curtains around Lis
bed in order to keep out the glad sun-rays, but
he prevented her and said, " Let it shine fully
upon me ; perhaps it will make me better."
Another time he said to her, " Do you know, I
feel so Btrange to-day — horizon — under that
water — endless, formless — how it makes me
"
shudder !
It was the feeling of coming disso
" Father,
" " Ah,
lution.
how is it with you ?

On the
quite well, cool, even to th' heart."
last day all his weariness, pain, and dreams had
gone, and his spirit once more appeared in its

full power, and

the father and daughter were
again exchanging their innermost thoughts.
" It made his
departure much easier when I
was so spirited," she says; " and when I could

do no more, when, often in the midst of smiling
from him, I could not forbear
crying, I went out of the room to relieve my
at a pleasantry

He allowed her to go out thus, and
feelings."
when she returned, they soon became as fresh
and cheerful as before.
But the struggle came
at last.
"The battle he fought was too great,"
" He retained the
she adds.
fervor and fire
of a youthful spirit to the last. He would have
commenced his life over again, so strong was
his spirit, his will to live ! And at the close !
There was spread over him a lofty earnestness,
a majestic rest— the affectionate, manly mild
ness had entirely disappeared, and only the
traces of the powerful spirit lay engraved upon
his countenance.
He looked as if he had
fought a good fight, and was not vanquished."

THE GEOLOGICAL HISTORY

OF MAN.

BY TJ. L. rrCTETTE, M.D
CHAPTER
[The views of phrenologists, as is well known,
diner from the assertions of the writer in the first
part of this article ; as he proceeds,
it
however,
seems to us that he sustains their position, and
not his own.]
has the question been asked, What is
? Is it a part of our nature ? Is
it an innate principle in the human heart? or is
it an acquired idea, due to external causes?
The question in both aspects has its champions.

LONG
religion

The one school claims that it is the seal of Di
vinity upon man — a principle implanted by
God in his nature, an inseparable integer of his
being. And the other holds that it has no part
in man's natural economy, but is an idea ac
quired, as the effect of causes at work around
him, the result of his own education.
With
the latter class of thinkers I am disposed to

III.

agree, and it will be my object to briefly set
forth some of the data of this belief.
The universality of religion has been ad
vanced in support of the doctrine that man is
by nature a religious being. True, the concep

tion of Deity may be universal ; there may be
none so low in the depths of degradation as to
be void of any idea of a higher power; how
ever indistinct it may be, yet it is no evidence

that religion is natural.
It is but an example
of a community of sentiment.
When man
first arrived at consciousness, he found himself
in the midst of an immense display of creative
power ; all around him he beheld myriads of

living beings, and nature in her resplendent
loveliness and terrible grandeur was spread
out.'
Huge beasts stalked abroad. Birds filled

Phrenological Journal.

with amazement and admiration.
How alone must he have felt amid that
crowd of life in which he found himself the

of heat and light.
symbol of the sun,
but in time the idea was adapted in its most
literal sense, and man believed that the fire
fact that the sun

Fire originally was

the source
used as

which was kept continually burning
altars came directly from heaven.

upon the
Thus we

claim that religion
acquired, and only uni
versal because due to general causes in opera
tion upon the mind of man. All behold the
grandeur and magnificence of nature, and all

and go out in search of a God. By
process of reasoning, he was forced
to attribute what he saw to a higher power, an
unseen hand. Darkly and dimly he groped

behold its terrors, hence all are by natural in
duction led to infer the existence of
higher

it

object of worship.
Another evidence of the sun-worship having
been the primitive religion of man is, that we
in almost every unrevealed
find traces of

The use of fire upon the
religion extant.
altars no doubt had its origin in this religion,
and the idea of fire which came from heaven,
which we find so prevalent, arose from the

a

a

;

a

is

is

a

ures, through the causes operating upon the
mind.
soothing and
Anything which has
calming effect will tend to soften the religions
feelings. On the other hand, that which en
also ap
genders coarseness in man's nature,

This
parent in its effects upon his religion.
principle underlies all the unrevealed religions
of the world, as we shall endeavor to prove.
a

bleak
In the north, where nature wears
and barren aspect, where man's existence de
hard struggle with storm and
pends upon
tempest and snow where he fojlows the chase
over fields of ice, and where nature in her
seen, and even the day
turn
beauty never
is

is

it

led to study the heavenly bodies, and look to
them by day and by night, hence
easy to
imagine that the sun should be selected as his

susceptible

ed into night, she has
the mind, and renders

subduing

effect upon
servile. Man in this
poor imbecile
subservient to nature,
region
creature, content barely to live, and void of any
of the lofty aspirations or higher emotions

which characterize races more favorably situa
As we move step southward, nature in
ted.
result,
less enslaving, and as
her influences
a

There his genial rays seemed most genial, and
there he was most beneficent, causing the earth
Man's
to rejoice with luxuriant
vegetation.
primitive occupation being pastoral, he was

an emotion, and

a

is

That the worship of the sun was the parent
evident. In the region
religion of our race
which was the cradle of the human family, the
sun was the most prominent object in nature.

that religion

of much variety of change and wide depart

a

it,

effulgent, giving light and heat and life, which
made him stop and ponder ; his soul was drawn
and in grateful adoration he
out toward
hailed
the object of his search — his God.

man after his dispersion (living in various parts
of the earth, and influenced by
variety of
causes), imbibe religious ideas peculiar to the
locality in which he existed. We may state here

it

the ominous rumble of the earthquake made
him tremble — having no response from bird or
beast or fish, and hearing no voice in tempest
or lightning's glare or thunder's roar. At last,
well-nigh despairing, he turned his gaze upward
and beheld the sun, so beautiful, grand, and

did man's habits grow varied, and he began to
As in the
depart from the primal religion.
first instance the type of religion grew out of
the aspect of nature, and was molded through
the influence of surrounding agencies, so did

;

to his

a

these

He listened to the dull, distant moanings of the ocean, but heard not the voice of
God in them ; and the lightning's flash and the
thunder's roar were terrible gods to him ; and

is

— but no answer came from

look upon his god.
As the race multiplied and resolved itself in
to groups, and was distributed over the earthy

a

trees

inquiry.

as the life-giving
and
preserving power, so does the unenlightened
mind look upon the sun and as we look upon
beneficent being, shedding his love
God as
abroad in the world, so does the sun-worshiper

is

beautj' and contemplating the scene, he thought
to find his God, but found Him not The ani
mal kingdom passed in review before him, and
the vegetable world with its beautiful flowers
blooming in newness of life, and the fruit-laden

As we look up to God

is

Looking out upon the landscape, admiring its

a

and felt his way amid this labyrinth of difficul
ties, not knowing where to find a solution of
the problem so forcibly presented to his mind.

Creator (in the absence of a revealed
power,
religion), and there certainly can be found no
more fitting symbol of the- true God in the
whole domain of nature than that of the Bun.

is

feebleness,
a natural

is

only intelligent creature ! Aa he stood and
"
wondered, methinks I hear him cry out, Who
made these ? from what mighty hand did they
come?" and then was he led to feel his own

it

'
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a

the air, and at his feet and all around him
sported the insect world with its swarms of
Everything conspired to fill him
living forms.

is
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man (though rough and rugged, wearing the
impress of his surroundings) has more energy
of character, greater development of feeling,
and is not overwhelmed by natural forces.
Thus, in the one case, we find a race weak,
humbled, subdued, having a religion in keep
In the other, while
ing with its mental state.
the feelings are rough, the mind is a counter
part of the influences operating upon it — it is
nobler, higher, and more self-dependent, being

of a religious characteristic of an ac
tive and warlike race.
To illustrate this we
need but compare the religion of the Esqui
maux with that of the Northman, the follower
of the bloody Odin. On the other hand, let
possessed

the religion of the Scandinavian
with that of the gentle Sakya Muni, and learn
how much the natural surroundings have to do
in molding the type of a religion.
The one is
us contrast

accustomed to contemplate nature in her rough
est phases, bears her stamp upon his character,
hence his religion is a bloody one, and in keep

His god is
ing with his intellectual tastes.
Odin, terrible, relentless, and bloodthirsty ; his
heaven is a vast battle-field, where men fight
in mortal combat, and when wounded, they
bathe in the river of life, which brings healing
to the wounds; then they gather around the
festal board and drink from the skulls of their
enemies.

ing
tues

The other

is meek and lowly, aspir

to do good and practicing

of life.

the nobler

The Arab, whose mind

vir

is tem

pered by the climate, etc., in which he lives,
looks forward to his heaven as a green oasis,
with clear, cold, gushing fountains, where the
weary traveler may rest and drink and refresh
himself in the shade of palm-trees, and bathe

Man.
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Among the first departures from sun-wor
ship doubtless was that of the serpent ; not as
we have been led to suppose did men worship
this animal from a feeling of fear, but of love.

It was

to them a symbol of wisdom and immor
tality. It attracted notice on account of its pe
culiarities ; it had the power of locomotion with
out limbs, and annually cast its skin, which they
thought was an evidence of endless rejuvena
tion; and its being able to exist a long time

without food led them to ascribe to it god-like
attributes. We find the idea of the serpent en
tering into many heathen religions.
Among
the Greeks are frequent traces of it. Aside
from the mythical Hydras and Pythias, we hear
of an historic serpent kept in Erechtheum.whose
esctpe warned the Athenians to fly from the
Persians ; and, also, we are told of the serpents

of iEsculapius

which the Roman

senate

an embassy to obtain, and were worshiped

sent
in a

solemn manner upon the banks of the Tiber
by the people who joined in invoking their
aid in staying the plague then prevailing.
Zo
roaster, the father of the Persian religion, speaks
of the serpent Winter, who caused his people
to flee from the plains of Bactria.
Thus we find
this idea incorporated with many religions;
even in the Jewish writings we find frequent
mention of it. The origin of serpent-worship
is as yet unsatisfactorily explained.
Some think

it had its origin in Eden, and others that it is
a Touranian
idea, which we think probable.
We doubt not it was of an early date, but
at first it was not a religion

j>er se, but an ad

junct of the sun-worship, and as a symbol,
a medium of approach, for we find an early
and a constant inclination of the human mind

In

in the crystal stream.
In temperate regions,
where nature is less prodigal, where her dis
plays are less lavish, where there are no influ
ences to subdue and render the mind servile,

time the object symbolized was lost sight of in
the symbol, and certain races worshiping
the
sun, aided by use of the serpent, became ser

world

and where man's intercourse with the natural
has an elevating tendency, and develop

pent-worshipers.
Furguson traces the serpent
dualia of the Jews to the Canaanites, and that

his

of the Greeks to the Pelasgii.

ambition

and energy, religion contains
the roughness of the north nor the
apathy of the south. Thus if we examine re
ligion in every part of the world, we find that
neither

it is modified and in keeping with the natural
aspects amid which it exists.
So instead of
being led to infer, as many would have us, that
the various conditions of men are due to the
religions they practice, we assume the contrary,
that the religion is molded by the mental cast
of the man ; that each race will seek out a re
ligion in keeping with its tastes and habits, and
from the intellectual condition we can judge
the moral and religious state.

to go out after symbols or tangible objects.

Wherever we see the serpent worshiped, be

it in the wilderness of Siuai, in the groves of
Epidaurus, or in the huts of Saraiatia, it is
ever the bearer of good things, the source of
As the sun moves
blessings, the Agathodaemon.
mysteriously, so does the serpeut ; as he is the
dispenser of good, so did they think the ser
pent ; as he never grows old, so (with their
the serpent put on fresh youth an
Thus we see how easy the transition
nually.
from one to the other. The first prominent ex
ample of serpent- worship of modern times is
ideas) does

in Dahomy.

There

exists there a national

410
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triad, the chief god of which is a serpent
which is considered the chief good of the
world, and lias constantly in attendance upon
His worship is
him one thousand females.
characterized witli_ savage splendor, and to

[Dec.,

and the other female.

There were other hu
man beings, some with legs and horns of goats,
some with horses' feet, others with equine hind
quarters and human bodies like hippocentaurs.

him at the death of a king are sacrificed from
five hundred to six hundred human beings;
and yearly, in memory of their ancestors, thirty

There were bred, bulls with human heads,
bodies and fishes' tails,
dogs with fourfold
horses with men's heads and the heads of dogs,
and men with horses' heads and bodies. All

or forty are slain.

of

Among many American tribes the rattle
Late archicologicnl re
snake is worshiped.
search informs us that serpent-worship entered
into the religion of man on this continent at a
very early period, for in the mounds in the
valley of the Mississippi, and the ancient walls
and buildings of Mexico and South America,
we find many traces of the serpent idea.

these monstrosities are sculptured in the tem
ple of Belus at Babylon.
This conception of
confusion among these living forms had its or

igin in the idea of chaos, which ancient na
tions believed was the original state of the
world.
While these beings existed, ere order
had conquered confusion, they were governed
by a woman named Omoroco — Thalath — ThaSoon Belus — Baal, or in
lassa, or the Sea.

We will now notice some of the cosmogonic
legends of antiquity illustrative of the analogy
existing
among various heathen religions.

other words the Lord or God — cut the wom
an asunder, and of one half of her formed
the earth, and of the other the heavens, and

Those which we will present had their origin
far off in time, in the night of the ages, and
turies.

come to us covered with the dust of many cen
We are wont, I fear, to attach too lit

destroyed all the animals within her. The
reader will observe the community of thought
between the Chaldean account of the formation of the earth and firmament and that of

tle credence to these memorials of ancient
times, for by so doing we are deprived of much
useful information concerning the true state of

the Jewish narrative.
In the former, Belus di
vided the woman, or sea ; and in the latter,
God, in like manner, separated the waters and

the religious belief of the ancients.
With the
advance of liberal thought, men are beginning
to notice these relics of the past, and from the

head,

so-called myths of pre-ancient times we may
hope to gather many precious and useful hints,
and they will, we trust, rise up as landmarks
upon this long-hidden path, to direct us down
its winding course to the goal for which we
have so long blindly groped. Even these dim
rays may pierce the clouds which overcast the
We doubt
Bubject, and dispel the darkness.
not that much of what we have deemed fabu
lous and due to the imagination of an unintel
ligent mind, those footprints of the past, those
rays which have so long shed their uncertain
light, will yet be the means of enlightening us
upon this dark question — Ike Origin of Religion.
In an article of this kind we would not pre

made the firmament.

Belus cut off his own
and the other gods mixed his blood with
the earth, from which true men were made.
Hence (says the writer) men are intelligent be
The
ings, and endowed with divine instincts.
animals of the chaotic period were not able to
endure the light, consequently they perished,
and Belus desirous of improving the state of
affairs, caused a subordinate god to decapitate
himself, and his blood to be mixed with the

Having done so, there sprang into ex
istence a race of other men and animals of a
higher order. Belus also made the sun, moon,

earth.

and stars.

The monstrous animals of this legend were
symbolical of the natural forces, which idea is
common to all nations of antiquity, as is seen
upon the slabs of Nimrod and Nineveh ex

sume to state all the various beliefs of the an
cients, but will be content to notice some of
the more important which we trust will illus

humed by travelers.
The next we present is a Scandinavian

trate our subject
Let us first glance at a frag
ment of Chaldean cosmogony which we have
from Berosus. According to that legend, there
was a period when naught but darkness and

Niflhcim was made long ages before the earth
In the middle was the spring
was formed.
the source of twelve rivers, Gjol
Hvergelmir,
being the nearest to the abode of the dead. In
the southern
sphere was the world called

an abyss of waters existed, in which abyss re
sided most hideous things, the offspring of a
dual principle.
There appeared men, some
with two wings, others with fins and two faces ;
they had one body but two heads, one male

a fragment

legend,

of cosmogony from the prose Edda.

At its border sits a
Muspell.
In his hand he bears a
Surtur.
which at the end of the world he
all the gods, and consume the

guard called
falchion, with
is to vanquish
universe with

-
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still,

found an animal like a dog, whirti followed
her to the cave where she lived, and soon grew
fond of her. It could transform itself into the
form of a handsome young man, which it often
did at night; but as the day drew near it re
sumed its original shape, so that the woman

layers of congealed vapor piled one over the
other.
One part of Ginnungagap was filled

daily awoke to learn her delusion and see her
She became the
bright visions dispelled.
mother of the world.
Soon after this there

flaming fire. When the rivers called Elivagar
had flowed far from their sources, the venom
which they carried hardened (as does the dross
which runs from a furnace) and became ice ;
when they ceased to flow and the ice stood
the venom gathering over it froze to rime,
and thus were formed in Ginnungagap many

with ice (and there

the storms beat and whirl
blew), and the other part was lighted
with sparks and flames from Muspelheim.
Be
tween these extremes was a place of calm, and
here met the congealed vapor, and the heated
blast which melted it into drops, which by the

winds

power of him who sent the heat were quick
ened into life and took a human form.
The
being thus found was called Ymir, but the
Frost Giants called him Orgelmir, from whom
they descended. After the vapor had been re
solved into drops, from them was generated
the cow and humla, from whose teats ran four
streams of milk which fed Ymir.
The cow
supported herself by licking stones covered
with salt and frost ; when she first licked them
there sprang up the hair of a man ; the second,
a head ; and the third, an entire man, who was
strong, beautiful, and agile, — he was called Bur,
and was the father of B5r, who took for a wife
Besla, the daughter of the giant Bolthorn ; from
this union came three sons, Odin, Vili, and
" and it is our belief that this Odin with
Ve,
brothers
ruleth both heaven and earth, and
his
that Odin is his true name, and that he is the
The sons of
most mighty of all the gods."
Bi)r slew Ymir, and dragged his body into the
middle of Ginnungagap, and it formed the
earth ; from his blood the seas were made, and
his flesh the land ; from his bones the mount
ains, and his teeth and jaws with some broken
bones were converted into stones and pebbles;
from his skull the heavens were made, at each
corner of which were placed dwarfs, called
East, West, Xorth, and South, and afterward
they gathered the wandering sparks from Mus
pelheim, and set them in the heavens to give
They placed a bulwark called Midgard
light.
around the earth against the giants who were
driven to the shore of the encircling ocean.
Ymir's brains were tossed up, and from them
the clouds were made.

We next present a fragment of tradition as
It was current among
given to us by Ilearne.
the Northern Indian tribes living in the region
of Hudson Bay. According to this, the first
person upon earth was a woman, who lived for
some time alone, subsisting

on berries;

she

appeared a man whose towering stature en
abled his head to touch the clouds. He leveled
the land, and by the help of his staff marked
out the lakes, ponds, and rivers, and caused
them to fill with water. He then tore the dog
in pieces, and threw the entrails into the lakes
and rivers, and commanded them to become
fishes.
The flesh he scattered over the land,
causing it to form beasts and all land animals.
He threw the skin into the air, which gave rise
to birds.
After this he gave the woman and
her offspring full power to kill, eat, and spare
not, for they were made for her use.
From these legends we must observe the
affinity which exists among nations even of
distant localities, nor can we account for it by
the theory that it is due to mere coincidence of
thought, for upon close examination we discover

of ideas, a
the reader will analyze
these fragments, he will observe that creation,
is the leading theme discussed, which, as we
have intimated, was among man's earliest in
clear evidence
common

origin.

of

a

If

transmission

In
quiries, and the basis of every religion.
two of the legends the agent of the creative
act is the chief divinity, and doubtless in the
third the same is meant to be conveyed by the
man of prodigious stature.
The natural tendency of the human mind in
dealing with abstruse questions is to symbolize,
to associate the unseen with the seen ; thus we
find in the early traditions the natural forces
and Deity wearing the garb of familiar objects.
Underlying the forms of all religions we find a
vein of thought which serves as a connecting
link to bind them together as children of the
True, many variations and di
same parent.
gressions from the primitive religions are evi
dent, but these are due to the operation of
natural causes.
The north is connected by
many links with the Iranic or Persian, which
is accounted for by the migrations of the Scythic
tribes. The religion and customs of the ancient
Peruvians no doubt were of Oriental origin,,
for no one can examine them and fail to notice
very close resemblance existing among
Manco Khapac and his queen sister,
them.
who came from the direction of Titicaca, and

the
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VIGOROUS

LONGEVITY.

interesting sketch of real life we have
lately received from a subscriber :

THIS

Delaware Co., Pa.
resides near me a
of ladies remarkable for physical and

Mr. Editor — There

family
mental vigor at very advanced years.
The eldest sister is a widow, in her eightyninth year. She is still a housekeeper, rises at
five in the morning, goes to market, and while

without help this summer, has done all kinds
of household work, and attended to all the
business of the family. She has now, however,
concluded to give up all personal care of her
"
"
house, as she thinks she is growing too old
to bear so much responsibility.
marHaving
>ried late in life she has no children.
The sec
ond sister is a maiden lady in her eigh ty-second
year, in whom is especially remarked that fresh
simplicity of character, and delicate refinement

of

taste aud feeling, always so attractive when

they grace the decline of life. This lady is also
very active in the household, is able to read,
sew, and embroider without glasses, having at
tained what is called " second sight."
She is
still very expert with the needle, and in knit
ting uses a variety of fancy stitches.
The youngest of the sisters is in her seventysixth year, unmarried also, and an active, lively
lady who dresses with much taste, heartily en

joys social life, and thinks lightly of infirmities,
of which she has had as yet little experience.
The tasteful cap upon her head seems scarcely
called for, for some years yet,
A cousin of these ladies, another

maiden
lady of seventy-five, is much of the time resi
dent with this family, and, like the others,
active and social.

This is the busiest household in the parish.
Up with the early daylight, and planning, cut

about for an hour at least, and returned, merely
sitting a few moments to rest. Very few young
women about us notice the improvements going
on, and comprehend the different enterprises
they encounter in their various similar excur
sions in the neighborhood, as do these ladies
have watched the growth of our town
from its early beginning.
My friends attribute their unusual vigor and
who

exemption from the infirmities attendant upon
their years, to early habits of activity ; a life in
the country during those critical years in which
the constitution
was formed; to continued
regularity of habits, retiring at nine o'clock
and rising at five, throughout the year ; and to

of a consistent style of dress, either
the genuine " plain garb " of the Friends, or a
so frequent
very attractive modification of
hereabouts among the old families.
There has
the adoption

it,

our next article we will discuss the origin of

cently tbey walked with me to a cemetery
more than a mile from home, where we roamed

been, to their

knowledge, no marked instance

of longevity in other generations of the family,
except in the case of the father of the sisters,
who died in his ninetieth year.
am told that
he married his second wife after he was seven

I

the works of nature to a superior
Being, and that all the various forms of relig
ion, and departures from the Oriental sun-worIn
Bhip, are direct effects of natural causes.
attribute

One of the diversions of their busy life is the
of flowers, both out-of-doors and in
doors, in which they are very successful. Re

culture

ty-five.

A young lad}' who visits them daily, assures
me that she does not meet in any society more
sympathy in all her interests and feelings, or
more enjoyable friends.
They have indeed
of "growing old grace
fully." May the remainder of their journey
"down the hill" prove equally serene, and
their rest at the foot be the peace of the blest!
found out the secret

Be Kind on the Way. —

I

Thus we have endeavored to prove that
is not a natural sentiment in the
religion
human heart, but is due to a process of induc
tive reasoning by which the mind is led to

home, tired and unsocial.

was on my way

The train seemed

exceeding slow, and stopped at all the flag
stations.
But we are past the last stoppingcan jump from the train as soon as
place;
stops and reach home in advance of the
'bus.
Somehow
don't like to patronize the
'bus. Just now the agent had been trying to

I

or tide.

ting, and sewing all day long, one wonders
what they can find to exercise their old-time
industry upon, stitching, stitching away, as they
are, so constantly.
One of the company fre
quently reads aloud to the rest as they sit at
work.

I

and beneficent gov
ernment and religion, we believe came from
the Orient, perhaps were cast upon the shore
of South America by some vicissitude of wind
established that beautiful

[Dec.,

it
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persuade an Irish woman with two children
to ride to an up-town hotel, and thus get

THE DESERTED
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an hotel no better for her purpose, and more
than the "depot house," from
expensive

to own that

which she could take the train in the morn

thetic

She had refused ; and when the agent
ing.
had gone by, I praised her good sense, for
But
knew that she would be asked again.

I

I

hesitated.

had certainly

es

reasons for declining to be her porter,
wanted to hurry home.
Before the

cars stopped, my better self had conquered.
The children were helped, the bundles were

now I am in trouble.
The poor woman has
some heavy bundles and her little children to

All

carried.

were landed safe at the door of

The woman, with

a quiet hotel.

it

get across the street.
do it ?

I

and

I

I
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dren to match and genteel bundles, I would
vie with others in helping her. I am ashamed

her fare for two ways, besides landing her at

Can

VILLAGE.

She must be helped.
The children have been on a

seemed to me, took

" Thank

a new voice

the bundles

with

paid.

— Congregntionalut.

THE DESERTED VILLAGE— ILLUSTRATED.
BY OLIVER

GOLDSMITH.

[CONCLUDKD FROM NOVTMBKR NUMBER.]

ESIDE

yon straggling

With blossom'd
There,

fence that skirts the way,

furze unprofitably

gay,

v

in his noisy mansion, skiird to rule,

The village master taught his little school

A

I

man severe
knew

him

Well had the boding tremblers

the busy whisper

Convey'd

the dismal

for many

Yet he was kind, or
The love he

boTC

glee

circling round,
;

severe in aught.

to learning

The village all declar'd

to trace

joke had he ;

a

tidings when he frown'd

if

knew ;

learn'd

The day's disasters in his morning face ;
Full well they laugh'd with counterfeited
jokes,

;*

he was, and stern to view,
well, and every truant

At all his
Full well

was in fault;

how much he knew,

'Twas certain he could write, and cypher too;
Lands he could measure, terms and tides presage,
And

e'en

the story rnn that he could

In arguing, too,
For e'en though

the parson
vanquished,

guage;

own'd his skill,
he could argue still ;

While words of learned length, and thund'ring sound,
Amnz'd the gazing rustics rang'd around.

And still

they gaz'd, and still the wonder

That one small head could

a

obliged to ye ; there is al
ways one gintlcman in every town." I was

long journey ; the bundles are not comely. If
it were only a pretty little woman with chil

ye, much

grew,

carry all he knew.

• Goldsmith's first male teacher was Quarter-Master Byrne, to whom the graceful and humorous pen-portrait
was said to bear a striking likeness.
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The very spot

But past is all his fame.
Where

[I)kc,

many a time he triumph'd is forgot.

Near yonder thorn, that lifts its head on high,
Where

once the sign-post

caught

the passing

Low lies that house where nut-brown
Where

Where

inspir'd,

mirth, and smiling toil retir'd,

grey-beard

village

eye,

draughts

statesmen talk'd with looks

profound,

And news much older than their ale went round.
Imagination fondly stoops to trace
The parlor splendors
The whitewashed
The varnished

clock

The chest contriv'd

A

of that festive place

wall, the nicely-sanded

that click'd behind the door;
a double

debt to pay,

bed by night, a chest of drawers

The pictures

plac'd

;

floor,

by day ;

for ornament and

use.

The twelve good rules, the royal game of goose

;

The hearth, except when winter chill'd the day,

With
With

aspen boughs,
broken

and flowers

tea-cups, wisely

and fennel gay,

kept for show,

Rang'd o'er the chimney, glisten'd in
Vain transitory
Reprieve

a row. *

splendors ! could not all

the tott'ring mansion

from its fall !

* There is in this description a closer approach, it must be conceded, to an English inn than to an Irish inn.
However, the proprietor of the " Three Jolly Pigeons " at Lissoy repaired and arranged that " place of entertain
ment " to suit the description given in this poem.
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Obscure

sinks, nor shall

An hour's importance

it

VILLAGE.
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more impart

to the poor man's heart ;

Thither no more the peasant shall repair,
To sweet oblivion of his daily care ;
No more the farmer's news, the barber's tale,
No more the woodman's

ballad

shall

prevail ;

No more the smith his dusky brow shall clear,
Relax his pond'rous

and lean to hear ;

strength,

The host himself no longer shall
Careful

be found

bliss go round ;

to see the mantling

Nor the coy maid, half willing to be prest,
Shall kiss the cup to pass it to the
Yes

1 let the

These simple

To

rich deride, the proud disdain,

blessings

me more

rest.

of the lowly train.
to my heart,

dear, congenial

One native

charm, than all the gloss of art ;

Spontaneous

joys, where Nature has its play,

The soul adopts, and owns their
Lightly

first-born

sway ;

they frolic o'er the vacant mind,

Unenvied,

unmolested,

unconflned.

But the long pomp, the midnight masquerade,

With all
In these,

the freaks of wanton
triflers

ere

wealth

The toiling pleasure sickens into pain
And,

e'en

arrayed,

half their wish obtain,
:

while fashion's brightest

The heart distrusting asks,

if

arts decoy,
this be joy ? *

Ye friends to truth, ye statesmen who survey
The rich man's joy increase, the poor's decay,
'Tis yours to judge, how wide the limits stand
Between a splendid and a happy land.
Proud swells the tide with loads of freighted

And shouting
Hoards

e'en

And rich

beyond

men

the miser's wish abound,

flock from all the world around.

Yet count our gains.

This wealth

That leaves our useful products
Not

so the loss.

Takes

ore,

Folly hails them from her shore;

is but a name

still the

same.

This man of wealth and pride

up a space that many poor supplied ;

Space for his lake, his park's
Space for his horses, equipage

extended

bounds,

and hounds ;

The robe that wraps his limbs in silken sloth,
Has robbed

the neighboring fields of half their growth ;

• Here, by a ainglo master-stroke, the poet contrasts simple rustic enjoyments with the envious and extrav
agant dissipation of aristocratic society.
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sports are seen,

His seat, where solitary

Indignant spurns the cottage from the green

:

Around the world each needful product flies,

For all

the luxuries the world supplies.

While thus the land adorn'd,

In

for pleasure, all

feebly waits the fall.*

barren splendor

As some fair female unadorn'd
Secure to please while youth

and plain,

confirms

her reign,

Slights every borrow'd charm that dress supplies,
Nor shares with art the triumph of her eyes ;
But when those charms are past, for charms are frail,
When time advances, and when lovers fail,
solicitous to bless,

She then shines forth,

In

of dress.

all the glaring impotence

Thus fares the land by luxury betray'd,
In nature's simplest charms at first array'd,
to decline, its splendors

But verging

rise,

Its vistas strike, its palaces surprise

:

While, scourged by famine from the smiling land,
The mournful

peasant leads his humble

band ;

And while he sinks, without one arm to save,
The country blooms — a garden and a grave.
Where,

then, ah 1 where shall

To 'scape the pressure of contiguous

If

to some common's

reside,

poverty

pride

?

fenceless limits stray'd

He drives his flock to pick the scanty blade,
fenceless fields the sons of wealth

Those

And

e'en

If

the bare-worn

to the city sped — What waits

To

see profusion

To

see ten thousand

see each

him there ?

that he must not share ;
baneful

arts combined

To pamper luxury, and thin mankind
To

divide,

is denied.

common

;

joy the sons of pleasure know

Extorted from his fellow-creature's

woe.

Here,

while the courtier glitters in brocade,

There

the pale artist plies the 'sickly trade ;

Here, while the proud their long-drawn
There

the black gibbet

blooms

pomps

display,

beside the way.

The dome where Pleasure holds her midnight reign,
Here, richly deck'd,

admits

the gorgeous

train

Tumultuous grandeur

crowds

The rattling chariots

clash, the torches glare.

:

the blazing square,

• A wholesome lesson in political economy is tanght in this and following passages. The same spirit of anscrnpnlons exaction and appropriation is exhibited by the wealthy to-day, forgetting the principle that in the
comfort and security of the lower classes consists the chief essential to true national prosperity.
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Sure scenes
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like these no troubles e'er annoy

Sure these denote one universal

Where

joy

!

!

?— Ah,

Are these thy serious thoughts

417

turn thine

eyes

the poor houseless, shiv'ring female lies.

She once, perhaps, in village plenty

blest,

Has wept at talcs of innocence distrest

;

Her modest looks the cottage might adorn.
Sweet as the primrose

Now lost to all

peeps beneath the thorn,

: her friends,

her virtue fled,

Near her betrayer's door she lays her head,
And, pinch'd with cold, and shrinking from the shower,

With

heavy heart deplores

that luckless

hour,

When idly first, ambitious

of the town.
She left her wheel and robes of country brown.
Do thine, sweet Auburn,

thine, the loveliest

Do thy fair tribes participate her pain

train,

?

E'en now, perhaps, by cold and hunger led,

At proud
Ah
Where

men's doors they ask a little bread]

1 no.

To distant climes,

a dreary

half the convex world intrudes

scene,

between,

Through torrid tracks with fainting steps they go,
Where wild Altama murmurs

to their woe.

Far different there from all that charmed before,
The various terrors of that horrid shore
Those

blazing suns that dart

And fiercely shed intolerable

a

:

downward ray,

day ;

Those matted woods where birds forget to sing,
But silent bats in drowsy clusters cling;
Those

pois'nous

fields with rank

Where the dark scorpion
Where

gathers

at each step the* stranger

luxuriance

crown'd,

death around ;
fears to wake

The rattling terrors of the vengeful snake

;

Where crouching tigers wait their hapless prey,
And savage men more murd'rous

still than they;

While oft in whirls the mad tornado

flies,

Mingling the ravag'd landscape with the skies.

Far

different

these from every former

scene,

The cooling brook, the grassy vested green,
The breezy covert of the warbling grove.
That only shelter'd thefts of harmless love.
Good

heavens ! what

That called

sorrows

gloom'd

them from their native

that parting day

walks away

;

When the poor exiles, every pleasure past,
Hung round the bowers, and fondly looked

their last,
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And took

For

and wish'd in vain

farewell,

a long

like these beyond the western main

seats

—

And shudd'ring still to face the distant

;

deep,

Return'd and wept, and still rcturn'd to weep. *
The good old aire, the first prepar'd to go
To new-found worlds, and wept for others' woe

;

But for himself in conscious virtue brave,
He only wish'd for worlds beyond the grave.

His

lovely

daughter,

lovelier in her tears,
of his helpless years,

The fond companion

of her charms,

Silent went next, neglectful
And left

With

a lover's

louder

for her father's arms,

plaints the mother spoke her woes

And bless'd the cot where every pleasure rose
And kiss'd

her thoughtless

;

babes with many a tear,

And clasp'd them close, in sorrow' doubly dear
While her fond husband

In

all the silent

manliuess of grief.

O luxury ! thou

How ill-exchang'd

curst by heaven's decree,
are

like these for thee

things

!

with insidious joy,

How do thy potions
Diffuse

;

strove to lend relief

their pleasures only to destroy

!

Kingdoms by thee, to sickly greatness grown,
Boast

of

a

florid vigor not their own.

At every draught more large and large they grow,
A bloated mass of rank unwieldly woe;
Till sapp'd their strength, and every part unsound,
Down, down they sink, and spread
E'en now the devastation

ruin round.

a

is l>egun,

And half the business of destruction
E'en now, methinks,

I

see the

rural

virtues

done;

pondTing here

as

I

stand,

leave the land.

Down where yon anchoring

vessel

spreads the sail,

That idly waiting flaps with every gale,
Downward they move,

a melancholy

Pass from the shore, and darken
Contented

toil, and hospitable

And kind connubial

band,

all the strand.

care,

tenderness are there ;

And piety, with wishes plac'd above,
And steady loyalty,

and faithful love.

And thou, sweet Poetry,

thou

loveliest

maid,

Still first to fly where sensual joys invade

;

* Could anything be conceived more realistic and pathetic than this portraiture of clingiug affection for home?

mi.]
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Unfit in these degenerate times of shame,
To catch the heart, or strike for honest fame;
Dear charming nymph, neglected and decried,
My shame in crowds, my solitary

pride,

Thou source of all my bliss, and all my woe,
That found'st

me

poor at first, and keep'st me so ;

Thou guide by which the noble arts excel,
Thou nurse of every virtue, fare thee well
Farewell, and O

1 where'er

On Torno's cliffs, or Pambamarca's
Whether where equinoctial

1

thy voice be tried,
side,

fervors glow,

Or winter wraps the polar world in snow
Still let thy voice, prevailing over time,
Redress

Aid

the rigors of th' inclement

slighted

clime ;

truth with thy persuasive strain;

Teach

erring man to spurn the rage of gain

Teach

him, that states of native

strength

Though very poor, may still be very blest

;

possest,
;

That trade's proud empire hastes to swift decay,
As ocean sweeps the labor'd mole away;
While self-dependent

can time defy,
As rocks resist the billows and the sky. *
power

WISDOM.
Charity is

an eternal debt, and without limit.

A noblb

heart, like the son, shows its greatest
countenance in its lowest estate.

Gbeat powers

and natural gifts do not bring

privilege to their possessor

so much as they bring

duties.

Minds of

modcratfc caliber are too apt to ignore

everything that does not come within their own
range.

The

istence ; use them, and especially around the fire
side circle.
They are jewels beyond price, and
powerful to heal the wounded heart and make the

wcighed-down spirit glad.

It

unfortunately happens that no man believes
he is likely to die soon ; so every one is much dis
posed to defer the consideration of what ought to
be done, on the supposition of Buch an emergen
cy ; and while nothing is so uncertain as human
life, so nothing is so certain as our assurance that
we shall survive most of our neighbors.

***

way to be cheated is to fancy one's
self more cunning than others.
certain

If you

know any thing that will make a brother's
heart glad, run quickly and tell it; but if it is
something that will cause a sigh, bottle it up.

It

is of no advantage to have a lively mind if
we are not just. The perfection of the pendulum

is not to go fast, but to be regular.
The truly great

good in affliction bear a
they are wont;
for it is the temper of the highest hearts, like the
palm-tree, to strive most upward when it Is most
countenance

and

more princely than

burdened.

Kind words

are the bright flowers of earth's ex

MIRTH.
" How far

Pedestrian :
is it to Sludgecombe,
boy?" Boy: "Wy, 'bout twenty 'undredthousan'
mild

'f

y' turn right roun' an' goo t'other way."

" Woman

Is a delusion,

madame,"

exclaimed

a

" And.
crusty old bachelor to a -witty young lady.
man is always hugging some delusion or others"
was the quick reply.

"I

Fond father to teacher:
see yeWe put my
son intil graummcr and jography. Noo, as nei
ther mean him to be a minister or a sea-captain,
it's o' nae use. Gie him a plain bizneas eddica-

I

tion."— Punch.

* It is stated by BoswcU, in his "Life of Johnson," Croker's edition, 1838,that Sr. Johnson, marked for him
, with a pencil the last fonr lines of the poem as having been written by him.
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Hashmeat

reflectively

said :

"Sold, by George ! We asked for a lie, and got
'Taint safe to poke
and
six-mile ride to boot.
fun at Pepper."

Western paper observes of Mr. Wentworth,
district of Illinois, that
member of Congress for
" he
so tall, that when he addresses the people,
instead of mounting the stump, as usual in the
a

West, they have to dig hole for him to stand in."
Another paper, which goes the whole ticket against
Mr. Wentworth, politely observes that they " dig
hole for him, not because be
too tall, but be
cause be never feels at home unless he
up to his
eyes in dirt."
is

is

riding by the door of Mr. Hashmeat when the lat
ter, who was conversing with one or two of his
neighbors, called to him, saying:
" Ho '. Mr. Pepper, don't be in such haste ; stop
and tell us a lie,"
" Bottil
" Haven't time," responded Pepper.
a
about
had
their
wives
this
and Corke
quarrel
morning, and Bottil was killed, and I guess Corke
will die; he's shot through the breast, and I'm
going after Dr. Probe." Aud he galloped off.

Aud so they did, only to find Bottil and Corke
living, sound in body, serene in spirit, and with
As they rode homeward,
not an idea of a quarrel.

a

better look out for your boss's feet
above here, mister," said a rugged boy to a Read
" Why ? " said the gentleman, nerv
ing traveler.
" Cos there's a fork iu the road
ously pulling up.
there," was the candid reply.
Got What He Asked For. — Mr. Pepper was

a

" You'd

Hashmeat.

is

or love.

it,

is never found in peace, innocence,

" Bless my heart ! How awful : Let us go
friends, and pick up the particulars," said

down,

A

Why is the letter R very unfortunate ? A us.
und
Because it is always in trouble, wretchedness,
misery ; is the beginning of riot and ruin, and

a
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1

I

?

be orderly in that one respect, at least
But after
they become " big boys,
or girls either,
think
*
can not, at least.
you can't train them.

a

;

I

a

I

I

if

if

a

a

coats and vests are strewed around, and pantaloons
and shirts lie iu their room ou the floor.
Now, by
taking child aud " training him up in the way he
should go," aud giving him place in which to keep
his garments, and request, or even forcing him,
necessary, to replace them after wearing them, and
not go aud pick them up for him, but rather wait
till he does it, would not the habit become so fixed
that even
the organ of Order were small he would

:

a

a

quired

a

if

it

cradle

whereas
the boys were re
to be orderly and wait on themselves, and

to manhood,

if

a

I

:

?

?

Order. — Can the organ of Order be
cultivated
Can persons having the organ rather
prominent be very disorderly In some of their ways
To illustrate my brothers—four of them at home
now — have the organ prominent, as suppose, and
yet they are the "greatest boys" to leave their
clothing just where they step out of it; and they
do
great many other little things in like manner.
Though they have places to put their things, they
arc aluiost certain to leave them lying on the floor,
or in some place near where they used them Inst
for "Sis," as they call me, to pick up and put in
place.
Now, am willing to do all this for them,
tut
get tired of it sometimes.
Monday morn
have to spend quite
while
ings, especially,
" picking up " things worn or used the day before
dozen
of
boots
and
half
shoes, or slippers;
pairs

Am. The faculty of Order in some persons seems
controlling and governing force in others
seems to need training by those who have it
We remember
strongly marked.
little threehe dropped an apple or play
year-old boy who,
rolled under
thing, aud
sofa or bureau out of
his reach, would go and get papa's eanc and poke it
out; but lie would not even pick up his apple or
toy until he had put up the cane where .he found
it. Most children would have dropped the caDC
and seized the object sought, and would have re
quired prompting to put away the cane.
Mothers
can not always train some boys to be methodical,
but we think many mothers and sisters pick up
tilings after energetic boys all the way from the
to be

their rooms tidy, they would learn to do it,
orderly habits would be formed by them, and
much easier time with
their wives would have
them.
If we had one or five boys to bring up we
would insist on their tying on their own cravats,
and brushing their own hair, shoes, and clothes
after their twelfth year. If they would not keep
their drawers in order, we would commend the
mother for emptying them on the bed or carpet as
often as they were found in disorder.
Boys need
"line upon line " of training in many things; upon
Order especially.
In justice, however, to the boys,
keep

a

a

if

a

We have no space
titns,
to gratify kite curiosity.
One question only at
a corre
and that clearly stated, must be propounded,
spondent shall expectus to give him the benefitof its early
consideration.
Questions of jtersonal interest will be
stamp be inclosed for
promptly answered by letter, \f
tits return postage.

it

"
"
Questions of General Interest only

will be answered in this department.
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we must say that but for the indulgent painstaking

you withdraw from the world and make a kind of

cure of mothers

of yourself, your defect will increase in
There is no little egotism
sometimes in this matter of diffidence.
A person
may be too conscious of himself; have too much
regard to his disability or incapacity, imaginary or
real as it may be, to act a straightforward, earnest,
and independent
This kind (if egotism is
part.
that which recognizes only one's inferiority.
The
egotism you should cultivate is that which has
more regard to one's superiority over Others, a
feeling of capability to sustain a creditable part in

awl sisters to do for them what
they ought to do for themselves,
many of them
would be orderly.
We know men who have Or
der large, and they keep everything
tidy and sys
tematical about their business, but they are very
careless about home.
Mother and sister picked
up after them all their early life, and the wife is ex
pected to do so now, but in their business affairs,
not having been indulged therein, they are very
particular. We know some parents who call their
children up in a kindly way after they have re
tired for the night if they have failed to fulfill any
A farmer friend of ours was very
orderly duty.
orderly. He had a special place for his ax in the
woodshed, and for everything else.
If a new
hired man chanced to leave the ax where he used
it, the employer would ask him to come down a
moment, after he had got fairly in bed, und he
would dryly ask where he had put the ax after
using it. The ox would be restored to its place
and never afterward left under foot or out of its
proper place, nor anything else about the farm.
Harnesses from horses, tools of every kind when
not in use, and clothing at night should have a
Bpeeilic place, so that each may be instantly found
in the dark.
Method and thrift are twin sisters.
Good temper is greatly promoted by uniformity
Let all cultivate Order
and order in arrangement.
who lack it, and all (boys especially) use it when
they have it, and let all mothers and sisters insist
on its proper exercise, and they will win the ulti
mate thanks of the wives and daughters of the
boys in question, besides saving a world of trouble
for all concerned.
No faculty is more easily culti
vated by use than Order, ami none is more quickly
demoralized
by wrong treatment or neglect.

Lack of Self-Esteem — Diffidence.

— I am very much lacking in self-esteem.
When
in society there are occasions which are sources of
great embarrassment to me. Btikind enough to
give me some advice which mav aid me toward
overcoming tills serious drawback in my disposi
tion.
»
Ana. Tou must mingle more in society.
Fre
quent association with persons of sterling charac
in bringing out what
ter lias a strong influence
Join a literary so
there is of manliness in one.
ciety and take an active part in its proceedings.
Be ear
Strive to do your duty in such a relation.
Bashfulucss arises from
nest, thorough, sincere.
a morbid regard for surroundings, associations,
friendly consideration,
popular esteem, etc. To
develop the best that is in you, your own individ
uality, you must act out yourself, stand on your
own center of gravity, and be independent of sur
roundings. If you have any project afoot, any part
to play in any relation, throw your whole nature
Into It, even to enthusiasm, and so ignore to a great
As you grow older,
extent exterior considerations.
you will more and more overcome this weakness,
if you maintain familiarity or intercourse with so
ciety at large. If your delicacy is so great that

recluse

stead of diminishing !

whatever

circumstances

one may be placed.

Beatrice. — Who

was she ? Beatrice,
immortalized by Dante's
poems, was a very beautiful Florentine lady.
She
was born in 1:276,and was quite a child when Dante,
whose

name

has been

then but nine years old, first saw her. She had on
a dark-red dress, with ornaments suited to her age,
and her appearance made a deep and lasting im
mind.
Nine years
pression upon his susceptible
later he met her again, dressed in white, in com
pany

with two elderly

ladies ; she east a glance

tremblingly and amazed,
stood aside.
She courteously bowed to him and
from that time she became his inspiring muse.
But such a lovely being could not stay long on
this earth; God seemed to have created her for
one of His angels, and was soon to recall her to
heaven.
Such was the surmise of her lover, ano
it was early realized.
She was only twenty-fo.ir
toward

the

poet who,

when she died.

Dante's

poems everywhere

afford

of the depth of his pure ideal love, but
the most striking instances are perhaps to be found
in the oOth and 31st cantos of the " Purgatory."
There Beatrice appears to the poet in a cloud, with
a white vail and an olive crown, clad in a scarlet
evidence

robe and a green mantle ; 6he is the emblematical

personification of divine wisdom.

Singular

Case. — The following arti
I 6aw in a paper a few days since :
" A singular case is reported of a man who was

cle

buried in a well near Leavenworth, Kansas, while
It was supposed that he
engaged in cleaning it.
was killed, and the process of digging him out was
not hurried. Five days after the accident he was
reached and found to be alive.
As soon as be was
taken out, he declared himself all right. He drank
a glass of whisky, ate some food, and smoked a
pipe of tobacco, but several hours after he com
menced sinking, and soon died.
" By informing me through your valuable
Journal the caime of his death, you will greatly
oblige a subscriber."
Ann. He should have been put in bed and fed on
gruel or beef broth for two or three days. The
excess of food, the whisky, and tobacco killed
him. When Indians have been for a long time or
hunting trip without food, *,hej
an unsuccessful
have, on returning home, some weak broth or gruel
made, and use one spoon for the party, each taking
They have too much native
a spoonful in turn.
sense to gorge and stimulate themselves when they
A white man, claiming to be
are half famished.
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civilized, after a compulsory fast of five days, eats
heartily, drinks whisky, smokes tobacco, and dies
We
a victim to ignorance and perverted appetite.
wonder what had become of the common sense of
his neighbors to permit a man, whose sad impris
onment must have been notorious, to have the
charge of himself to fight unaided with his supersharpened

appetite.

Mental Excitement. — Why

is it that

my mental faculties are more active after overvital taxation, after loss of sleep, or, I may say,
Is it because the
after a night's debauchery?
and after partial
motive clement predominates,
exhaustion gives the mental freedom to act?
Ant. A man who is strong and vigorous fre
quently has a clouded mind, because the physical
Hunger,
so far predominates over the mental.
fatigne, or illness in snch persons sharpens the
mind. Dissipation, over-work, and loss of sleep
tend, in such persons, to irritate and excite the
brain, thus inducing activity of mind. But it is
an unhealthy manifestation.

Working at Night. — What

is my

best course as night telegraph operator to preserve
good health, being temperate in everything but in
the time of taking my rest? How mauy meals
should I eat during the night, going on duty at
eat beseven p.m. and off at six a.m. ? Should
Should I
foru retiring in the morning or not?
sleep, and what is the best time, in the morning
or afternoon ? How often should I eat, and what
How I am to keep
is best food for the night?
awake during the night appears to be the great
operator.
telegraph
question with me. NionT
Ann. If you must work from seven at night till,

I

six in the morning, you should eat a good meal
just before you go to work, and a good wholcsomo
lunch at twelve or one o'clock in the morning. If
you go to sleep immediately on leaving your work,
If you do not retire to
you should not cat first.
sleep before eleven o'clock in the day, you may
eat your breakfast; but if you sleep in the after
noon, eat no mid-day meal before yon go to sleep.
If you could sleep from nine o'clock in the morn
ing till five or six o'clock at night you would get
along very well in the way of sleep. You should
bathe sufficiently to keep the person cleanly ; some
Some
bathe every day, some every other day.
need to bathe more frequently than others, — it de
and their pursuits,
pends on their temperaments,
If you could have for your
and on what they eat
meat, at the night meal, some nice roost beef,
with Graham bread and fruit, that would be
wholesome; but your business is comparatively
light, and with your trouble to keep awake, the
lighter you eat the more readily you will keep
Whoever cats heavily will be drowsy.
awake.
Tou might manage to eat your heavy meal in the
morning when you go off duty, aud then for three
hours be active and wakeful. Then, after sleepIne, let the five p.m. meal be light, and the mid
In point of fact, your lifenight meal light.
duty ought to be modified. Why should one man
operate during the day, and another man do all the
night work ? Why not do as Is done in a paper-

[Dec,

mill ? let one man begin at twelve at noon, and
another man at twelve at night, then each has
half a night to sleep, and half a day to look after
life's affairs. Men work in paper-mills in that way,
and retain their health, and many manage to be
perfectly satisfied with six hours' sleep. If we had
matters we would not
the arranging of telegraph
make fish of one man and flesh of another; we
would not make an eagle of one and an owl of an
other. The day and night should be shared alike
by both.

Ways to Eat Grapes. — Are

grapes

constipating to the bowels when eaten raw, reject
ing the skin and seeds ? Am. No. How are they
in this respect when rejecting the seeds and swal
lowing the pulp and skin ? Ant. The skin is sup
How are they when
posed to be constipating.
swallowing the pulp and rejecting the seeds and
We doubt the propriety
ekln ? Am. All right.
of swallowing many grape seeds. A person con
eat a pound of grapes, and in doing so would eat
probably live hundred seeds, and these can hardly
fail to become a source of irritation to a sensitive
organization. How can grapes best be preserved
If the tem
in winter ? Ann. In a cool, dry place.
perature could be just above the freezing-point, all
the better.

Pharmaceutist. — One who desires to

of meddicaments should have some knowledge of Latin,
—
bo pretty well acquainted with chemistry in fact,
the more he knows of this science the better, be
cause it is the chief corner-stone of pharmaceutical
knowledge — and be pretty well informed in mate
A knowledge of botany would be
ria mcdica.
found very valuable, and the best pharmaceutists
become a good druggist, clerk, or dispenser

are generally good botanists.

Determination of Altitude. — How-

do travelers in climbing mountains tell how high
they arc above the level of the sea?
Ant. In calculating the height of mountains the

The height of
barometer is a valuable assistant.
is de
the column of mercury in the barometer
upon the pressure of the atmosphere,
pendent
which pressure is greatest at the level of the sea,
and diminishes according to its elevation above
that level. It is well known that as we ascend, the
The
atmosphere becomes more and more rarefied.
rarity of the atmosphere at an elevation of about
four miles is so great that it will scarcely sustain
human life; aeronautical excursions have amply
proved this. The height of mountains whose tops
can not be reached by the explorer is ascertained
with the instruments of the engineer by the meth
od called "triangulatlon."

Stammering. — What have you pub

lished on the subject of stammering? Is a euro
explained in your publications on the subject ?
Ant. In the Phrenological Journal for 1864
we published an article on stammering, its cause
and cure, and in 1866 the subject was similarly

but more fully treated in

nuals
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Pkotoplasm. — What is the doctrine
" Physical

Basis of Life," as taught by
Professor Huxley and others?
Ana. Professor Huxley and others have given
close attention to the development of "cell" life,
and have deduced from their researches certain
conclusions — sufficient perhaps for the construc
tion of a theory, but by no means positive in its
determination — with reference to the primordial
germs of life. The subject of cell-growth is a pro
found one, and could not be clearly stated in the
We would
brief space allotted in this department.
refer our inquirer to " Manual of Human Histolo
gy," translated from the German by Busk and
Huxley, and also to Von Mohl's "Principles of
the Anatomy and Physiology of the Vegetable.
Cells," translated by Henfrey, London; also to
Huxley's paper recently published on tho " Physi
" Protoplasm,"
cal Basis of Life; " also to Beale's
published in 1870, price $3.
of the

Expanding

the Lungs. — Can

I

ex

pand my lungs by playing on wind instruments ?
Ana. Yes.
Blowing the flute, clarionet, and
other musical instruments^ a good exercise for the

lungs. But if one carries the exercise to the point
of weariness, it will be decidedly injurious, on the
same principle that proper muscular exertion gives
health and strength, while over-exertion breaks
the system.

Several

noted

gymnasts

have

died of consumption.

Thunder and Cannon Again. —In

the September number you answer a question
stating that sound exists when there is no animal
ear to appreciate it.
I can not sec how sound can
exist without an ear-drum for the vibrations of
air to act on ?
An*. The violin and piano produce sound by
their peculiar action on the air, and the ear Is
adapted

to appreciate

these sounds,

already exist

ing, though no car were present to hear them.
Light would exist though no eye existed to enjoy
it.

Infantile Brain. —Is the brain of a
child one year old sufficiently developed to enable
what faculties will
a phrenologist to determine
when grown to maturity ?
predominate
Ann. In general, not.
A child who has reached
two or three years of age will evince strong and
weak points which will mark the character for the
next ten years, during which some other traits arc
manifested which tend to round out and perfect
It is well to submit children five
the character.
to obtain hints as to how
years old to examination
to treat them for the next five years, and then
again to obtain guidance for the next ten years —
when, if it be a good one, the " engine " will run
of itself.
Pronunciation. — What is the correct
pronunciation of the phrenological terms " Appro"
bativeness and Vitativeness ?
Ana.
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so for back as 1806 can be had only as com

bined with those of 1865 to

down

U.

Ap-pro-Sa-tive-ness,

Vi-ta-tive-ness.

" Men

as Husbands." — The following

sharp reply to an article lately pub
lished: Among the particularly interesting arti
cles in the October Journal, is to be found a brief
"
one upon that familiar subjects — Domestic Life;"
— a subject which, thougli oft discussed, yet pos
sesses all its primary interest, ever furnishing to
our minds new phases as varied as are the charac
As the
ters that go to make up the drama of life.
"
words of St. Paul — " wives obey yonr husbands
was a stumbling-block to Mary A. E. W., over
is a somewhat

which she was pleased to pass upon the steppingI will follow her exam
" commonple and pass on to what she sets forth as
It is said that what we call " com
sense justice."
" is a subject entirely of education. If
mon sense
true,
this be
which I have no reason to doubt,
her education and my own must have been of quite
a different sort. I can not believe that while Mary
of
A. E. W. was gazing upon the wretchedness
wives suffering from the " injustice born of heed
and of a lack of
lessness, of thoughtlessness,
heartfulness," she was so blind to the other
that she could see no
side of the question
faults in the natural disposition or condnct of the
stones of Egyptian customs,

wives.

Perhaps

they have none.

It

may be that

is brought upon the
while so much suffering
"weaker sex" by the causes above enumerated,
or
that women are- never heedless, or thoughtless,
It is possible that they
wanting in heartfulness.
are possessed of natures so pure and spotless that
they are never moved by base-born motives of self
ishness ; that they never marry the fortune instead
of the man ; that they never seek their own plea
sure and gratification, regardless of the welfare or
We never sec wives
wishes of their husbands.
who care nothing for their husbands so long as
their millinery and dressmaker's bills arc paid and
they are allowed to attend and give an unlimited
The wives are not
number of parties each season.
to be seen every day who, when adversity comes,
shrink from sharing with their husbands the toil
and hardship which then besets their pathway.
Oh, no ! Mary A. E. W. would have us believe
that it is women who share all the toils, bear all
the burdens, deprive themselves of all the luxuries
and comforts of life, and all in order that they may
add to the happiness of their careless hnsbands who
" come home drunk," who " dole out money to
"
their wives in certain amounts," who lean against
" while
the gate-posts by the hour talking politics
" carrying wood and
their bosom companions are
water," who " sleep as sound as a brick while she
is caring for a sick child;" that she is positively
starving for " the loving caresses, ' the billing and
cooing,' the hearty expressed appreciation," the
continual praise and adulation which she never
gets. Oh, greatly abused and oppressed generation
of women! how long will ye suffer so! how long
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will

ye bow in submission to the unjust, overbear
Mary
ing, and oppressive will of despotic man!
A. E. W. tells us that "many women have less
education from books and the world than men ;"
and again, " as domestic partnership is now mostly
conducted, the man starts ahead of the woman, or
if even with her he soon gets ahead." Is it pos
sible? Can it be that women who read so little
" yellow-covered literature," who spend so little
time studying fashions and fashion plates, manu
facturing ruffles, and puffs, and plaits, and frills,
and frizzles, and curls, and the like ; who spend
so little time making very brief calls, discussing the
style of dress worn by Mrs. A., the quality of Mrs.
B. 's chignon, and the value of the new set of jew
elry worn by Mrs. C, are not always and do not
continually get ahead of their husbands who
allow themselves to be so swallowed up by business
that the wives almost forget that they have
husbands ? It is strange, indeed, that men of cul
ture who have been (un)fortunatcly bound i« inncull* matrimonii to women who thus employ their
time should ever tire of the society of their wives
or learn to look upon them as inferiors. The edu
cated man with a wife whose mind is wholly ab
sorbed in the use of paints and powders, and stays
and lacings, and the like which go to "make them
pretty," is bound to remain at home evenings and
spend his time in the entertaining (?) society of his
wife, is he?
It might be tolerated occasionally,
but I fear the men are few who would not consider
the " story monotonous before 'twas half perused."
If these same wives would occupy one-half their
time which is thus foolishly wasted, in carefully
reading useful information, the husbands so uni
versally accused of being away nights would find
home attractions more powerful than thoso now
sought at public houses, private clubs, etc., etc.
It would be well in every instance, where wives
are led to complain of the growing neglect of their
husbands, to ask themselves — whose fault is it ?
Why is not home more pleasant to them than the
billiard-room » Why is not my society sought in
preference to that of mere acquaintances ? If you
search faithfully for a solution for these questions,
you will learn that you put yourselves to no
trouble to gain information upon subjects in which
You will decide
your husbands feel an interest.
that the subject of politics, science, history, and
the like arc entirely neglected by you, and that in
their place stands the gilded god of fashion. It is
well that yon should dress neatly and tastefully,
hut you must also know that embellishments of
the mind shine far more brilliantly than costly
fabrics or precious stones.
Home attractions are
what arc needed, and what must be cultivated if
you would keep your husband's affections there
enshrined.
c. T. Leonard.

Cordial Testimony. — Our

American

and especially those of the rising genera
tion, are too much given to the reading of what is

people,
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" light literature " — flashy novels and vapid
stories — to the neglect of those books and
periodicals which contain useful as well as interest
ing reading matter furnishing healthy mental food.
This is a deplorable fact, but that it it a fact can
not be deuicd.
If the young people, the young
women as well as the young men of the present
timo, would devote one-half the time to the care
ful perusal of works of standard value and periodi
cals of genuine merit, that they spend in poring
over the senseless trash which ministers only to a
morbid imagination, we should nei d have far less
fear for the future well-being of our country and
termed
love

race.

Heads of families can not be too careful in the
selection of the reading matter which they place
or allow to come within the reach of those whose
Welfare it is their duty to guard.
One-half of the
story papers' of the day, and no small proportion
of the so-called literary magazines, are utterly un
fit to be read by the young — not that they do not
contain anything of value, but that they contain
much that is worthless or positively injurious.
There are periodicals, however, which may be safely
and advantageously
introduced into the family
circle, and read by all, young and old. Prominent
among these, we do not hesitate to say, is the
Phrenological Journal and Life Illustrated,
a monthly magazine published by S. K. Wells, 389
The object of this publi
Broadway, New York.
cation seems to be the elevation of the race. It
considers man himself, individually and in his dif
ferent relations ; discusses the requirements and
necessities of man's nature, physical, mental, and
moral, and teaches how they arc to be met and pro
vided for. In short, it is, as its name would indi
cate, a journal of human life, showing what life is
and what it should be. — The Concord l\ople.

Putting to Bun as a Punishment. —
E. E. K. writes us from Michigan that a custom
prevails of sending 'children to bed at unusual
hours, when they can not be expected to sleep, as a
penalty for disobedience
or other offense.
The
writer regards the custom as most fruitful of the
worst possible results.
He thinks the severest chas
tisement
far less injurious.
Would not a diet of
bread and water, say for a day or two, be less bar
barous ?
Can not sensible parents govern their
children by kindness, affection, and moral au
thority ?
The True Way. — A Buffalo

corres

pondent writes: At a regular meeting of the Sons
and Daughters of Temperance, No. IS, of this city,
Francis M. Buck delivered a lecture which can not
fail to prove beneficial. He had a human skull, a east
of a healthy brain, and a bust from which he made
He opened by saying : " I came to
explanations.
the conclusion years ago that education is the only
instrument that will exterminate the evil of intem
perance from our land, — not the education that we
usually receive at common schools, but educa
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tion that teaches us ourselves and the laws of God.
Not that our divisions, orders, and lodges are not
doing a great work, but to educate the people
about themselves would be to strike the ax at the
root,"

A Sensible Woman. —A New York

lady, who contributed a poem to the Journal,
has written the following appreciative note to the

We deem it worth printing.
thanks for your courtesy and unexpected
Those lines were a ' free-will offering,' for
note.
which I do not desire compensation in books or
for the following reason, that my son
otherwise
If my
is a subscriber to your excellent Journal.
conceit and interpretation of the gracious little
picture pleased you, that evidence is of far more

editor.

" Many

value than the poem.
did not expect

"I

a reply; therefore I refund
from the thought that nine hundred and
ninety-nine persons arc daily drawing on you for
It don't pay.
three cents' worth of politeness.
" Tours truly,
E. M. H."
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Fall of the Paris

Com

mune, in 1871. With a full account of the Bom
bardment,
Capture, and Burning of the Citv.
By W. P. Fetridge. Illustrated with a map of
Paris, and many portraits from original photo
12mo ; pp. 516. Price, $2. New York :
graphs.
Harper Brothers.

A

thrilling history of a most remarkable
Paris, robbed and ruled for years by Na

most

event.

a bogus,

swindling upstart who was

Communists, who claimed the right to set up a
which was neither democratic
nor
republican, for themselves.
They were not wise;
they were not good — though no worse, probably,
than some of the former rulers.
They came down
on the poor priests, and would have wiped out the
state church — Roman
Catholic — altogether,
had
they succeeded in establishing their rule. The book
under notice tells the 6tory of this terrible tragedy
in a straightforward and impartial manner.
It is
condensed history.

government,

Dene

Hollow.

A Novel.

By Mrs.

Jl

50.
Henry Wood. Octavo ; pp. 216. Price,
Philadelphia : T. B. Peterson & Brother.
This lady, like Mrs. Southworth, has written
much.
Some will say, no doubt, she has written
well. But, what of it? what does it all amount
to ? Living or dying, what proflteth the world ?

Emerson's Singing School, containing

ii

from the Chief American
Writers.
By Prof. Benj. N. Martin, D.D.,
L.n.D., of the TJniversitv of the City of New
Tork.
New Tork : Sheldon & Co.
ThiB exceedingly neat and compendious volume
is a contribution to American literature which
should receive a general welcome.
Within the
space of two hundred and twenty-five pages, oc
tavo, the editor has collated specimens of the
composition of three hundred and thirty Amer
ican writers.
This long list of those who have
indited something "choice" and worthy of pres
ervation
is certainly calculated,
other
among
things, to give Americans a very favorable impres
sion of the character of their general literature.
Brief as the selections are, they, as a general rule,
exhibit the style and power of their authors respec
tively. Short biographical notes are given, also,
which furnish the reader some practical informa
tion with reference to the character and social po
sition of most of the writers. The book forms
an excellent literary hand-book for reference.

The Rise

III.,

whipped and captured by the Germans, thus left
in a state of helplessness, fell into the hands of

an Elementary Course, Glees, Quartettes, Hymn
Tunes, Anthems, etc.
Designed especially for
Singing Schools.
By L. O. Emerson. Price,
75 cents.
Boston : Oliver Ditson
Co.

There is a kind of physiognomy in the titles of books
no less than in the faces of mm, by which a skillful ob
server will know as well what to expectfrom the one as
the other.— Butler.

Choice Specimens

poleon
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Here are rules and pieces for beginners.
There
are upward of a hundred tunes, including glees,
psalm tunes, anthems, etc., suited to all occasions.

Examine it, then start a singing school in your
and see how much real enjoyment
neighborhood,
you can get out of it. Try it.

Illustrated Almanac for 1872.
Price, 30 cents.
New York : Harper Brothers.
Here is fun alive, good mental medicine for the
Mr. Nast has
melancholy, and amusement for all.
made his name widely known through the picto
rial papers in many most striking " cuts."
His
Almanac will find its way into the "chimney cor
ners" of thousands.

Nast's

Pointed Canticles and Psalms

set to

music, is a complete service of Chants according
to the use of the Protestant Episcopal Church.
Edited by the Rev. C. T. Ward and Mvron A.
Published by the editors, at No. 167
Ward.
West Forty-ninth Street, New York.

A small octavo, which 6hould sell at about fifty
We wisli it had been printed on largor
It must prove a great convenience to those
type.
for whom it was intended.
cents.

A

Tale of the Yo-Semite.
By
;
Yelverton ( Viscountess Avonmore ).
Thercse
12mo ; pp. 296. Price, $1 50. New York : Hurd
& Houghton.

Zanita

This is the first effort of this gifted lady at story
writing in America. She is engaged on a more
weighty work which will, ere long, be brought out
in London. We met Mrs. Yelverton some years
ago in England, and more recently in the Yo-Sem
ite valley, where she spent the summer drinking
in inspiration from those sublimo
scenes — the
grand old El-Capeton and his neighboring senti

Phrenological
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together with the graceful Bridal Vail, YoScmite, Vernal, and oth»r waterfalls. She luxu
riated on fresh trout from mountain streams ; on
venison, quail, and other game ; and wrote Zanita.
The plot is well worked out, in which Indians and
whites play their parts, and much information is
communicated in the pleasant story. Mrs. Yclverton is a mistress of the English language.
nels,

Messrs Dodd & Mead have in press
" The Sciences of Nature versus The Science of
Man."
By Noah Porter, D.D., LL.D., President
" Corals and Coral Inlands."
of Tale College.
By James D. Dana, Professor of Geology in Yale.
" The Theology of the New Testament." Trans
lated from the Dutch of J. J. Van Oosterzec, Pro
fessor in the University at Utrecht, and better
known to American readers as one of the authors
" A Comparative
of " Lange's Commentaries."
History of Religions."
By James C. Moffiitt, D.D-,
Professor of Church History in Princeton College.
"August and Elvie," " Hunter and Tom," "The
Schooner Mary Ann," and ono additional in prep
" Bede's Charity," a
aration. By Jacob Abbott.
new story by Hesba Stretton, and new editions at
reduced prices of "Max Kromer" and "Nelly's
Dark Days," by the same author. " The Old Back
By Jennie Harrison ; illustrated by Miss
Room."
Ledyard. " Heroes of Puritan Times."
By John
" Gems from the PoeU, for Youthful
Stoughton.
Readers." These works will be further noticed,
with prices, when ready.

Mb. Andrew H. Green', formerly^
Treasurer of the Board of Central Park Commis
sioners, and now Deputy Controller of New York
city, has issued the Fourteenth and final Report of
the original Commissioners, after nearly thirteen
In no other department of our city
years' service.
as in the
has such satisfaction been expressed
Men were selected for their
management of this.
fitness, and they have discharged their duties in
such a manner as to merit the thanks of the peo
ple, the encomiums of the press, and the gratitude
of the State.
The idea of supplanting these welltried and trusty men, and substituting ambitious,
corrupt, swindling Ring politicians, was most re
pugnant to all good citizens. Let Mr. Green be
reinstated in the place ho honored and tilled so
-—
well.

Christine
Einault).

York:

J.

(from

the French of Louis

12mo ; pp. 171.
S. Redtield.

Price, 50 cents.

New

One of the better class of French stories, and
please those of tender emotions.

will

The Revolution,

a weekly newspaper,
for a time edited and published, by
Mrs. Stanton and Miss Anthony, has passed into
the hands of J. N. Hallock, a New York publisher.
It is devoted to the interest of Woman and Home
" It has no sympathy
Culture. The editor says,
with the lax notions of marriage which have been
It is a paper
lately ventilated in certain quarters.

started,

and

Journal.

[Due.

for all women and for all homes." Edited by W.
T. Clarke, a well-known and popular journalist of
New York.
Those who may wish to see it under
its new management should send a dime for a spe
cimen number.

The Cadet

is the title of a monthly
published at the University of Nashville,
Tennessee, at $2 50 a term, of ten months. Speeimeu numbers 25 cents.
A worthy effort in the in
terest of literature and a higher education.

magazine

The Colorado Monthly,

devoted to

of Colorado.
Published at $2 a year, 25 cents a number, by J.
II. Wilhelm, Denver, Colorado. Music, literature,
business advertising, and "a variety of good ob
jects" are among its contents.
the resources,

industries, and wants

TnE Ancient History of the East,

Philip Smith — Harper Brothers — is the best
student's manual of ancient history yet produced.
It is a 12mo volume, with 650 pages, amply illus
trated with striking woodcuts, and the price is
$2. We commend the work to all lovers of class
ical literature, of which this is one of the best ex
by

ponents.

Joshua Marvel, by B. L. Farjeon,

No. 368 of Harper's Library
Price, 40 cents.

Miss Columbia's
" WH1 it Blow Over? "

is

of Select Novels.

Public

School;

is No. 2 of the Nast Sc
ries, and is full of funny pictures by Thomas Nast.
Published by F. B. Felt <fcCo., New York. Price,
50 cents.
Ring politicians and others come in for
a good " notice." ■
or,

The Seymours, is one of the new pub
lications of the National Temperance Society, 58
It is handsomely illus
Reade Street, New York.
trated, and is worthy a place in every family libra
ry. Price, II.

Mr. .1. S. Redfield, 149 Fulton St.,
New York, has published a Traveler's Guide to
Price, 25
the City of New York, with a map.
cents.
All strangers who intend to visit the city
should secure a copy in advance, and study up
the subject.

Mrs. S. O. Johnson has written — Hen
ry T. Williams, New York, publishes — "Every
Woman Her !Owh Flower Gardener," which is
Here arc the names, scientific,
cheap at 50 cents.
of nearly all the varieties, with directions for
planting, cultivating, fertilizing, and pressing
beautiful flowers, — silent civilizers.

Agatha's Husband

the author of

is a late novel by
" John Halifax,"— Harpers ; price,

green muslin
$1 25, — and is put up in handsome
to match a complete series now running through

the press.

Messrs. Munn & Co., of this city,

manual for invent
wish to secure patents at home or
is entitled "The United States Pat
Price, 50 cents.

have published a capital little
ors who may
abroad.
ent

It

Law."

